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Talent agencies/ fearful of mak->
same mistake iff video that
they made in radio, are now 'blue- Dicker
printing plans whereby they will
make their own vidpix; Major pering the

centers feel that it was their talent
that built up disk companies and
daytime radio. They will thus keep
their top names for themselves in
making tele shorts.
Agencies are of the opinion that

YORK, WEDNESDAY,

Hope, Horne,
Spike for Helsinki

Hollywood, March 4.
Rob Hope and Lena Horne may
play Helsinki this summer as top

nighttime attractions during period
of Olympic Games. Both already
^re set ior the London Palladium
by Lew & Leslie Grade Agency.
Grades are also dickering Spike
Jones to play Helsinki three weeks
at weekly guarantee of $12,500.
British musicians union ban hasn’t
yet cleared Jones, which could nix

once the video freeze is lifted,
small-town stations will be hardpressed to fill daytime programming needs. They envision that
video versions of disk jocks will be
playing five-minute shorts. It will
whole European junket.
be these shorts that will make talent, and the agencies want to control the output*
Master plans are ready to be
sprung, once the FCC gives the
go signal on new station constructi
Cost estimates are already on
the ledgers, based on the current
number of stations. It’s felt that
they can make a profit on that
basis. Returns will be increased
considerably when there are more
video stands.
.

.

Firms like the William Morris
agency, General Artists Corp. and
Hollywood, March 4.
Music Corp. of America are already
Speaking before the semi-annual
in film syndication and are inmeeting of Coaist writers last week,
volved in the making of their own
Otto A. Hartyach, prexy of the
pix. It's f elt, that they are building
American Society of Composers,
up their distribution arm to get Authors and Publishers, estimated
rolling in high, ,as soon
the
that ASCAP would get $5,000,000
number of stations is increased ma- annually from the jukebox industry
terially.
if the pending royalty amendment
An outfit such as
has probto the Copyright Act passes Conably the largest number of recordgress, After detailing a report on
ing toppers in the pop category of
the Society’s record $14,000,000
any percentery. Their ranks
revenue for 1951, Harbach said the
(Continued on page 22)
bill had strong chances to pass.

MARCH

this

week appeared

to be

1 Exhauster
Minneapolis, March 4.
amendment

killed in the ConMartin & Lewis, appearing at gressional committee. The decision
Radio City here, told Minneapolis will probably dome in a few
Star columnist Cedric Adams that months, Harbach predicted, adding
they’ll gross approxirr.ately $2,000,- that if the issue were not settled
000 from their TV, radio, theatre by election time, the whole picture
and nitery appearances and other could change.
income sources this year. The^ve
Harbach’s estimate of $5,000,established the York Corp., em(Continued on .page. 78).
bodying all of their enterprises,
arid all income goes into it.
It
comprises their attorney iri addi*
.

tion to themselves.
They take this income lightly,
according to Adams’ column, which
quotes Lewis as saying: “Look,
you can. eat three meals, wear ore
suit, drive one car, have one house.
What’s money?’’ They told Adams
that their
shows take the most
out of them physically’
It became necessary to delay the
® jrly evening Radio City stageshow

TV

40

minutes on the final night,
Thursday (28), of the Martin .&
Lewis stand when Lewis sprained
his back during a fall at the preceding performance.
Comic was
taken to Northwestern Hospital,
X-rayed and bandaged. He returned to the theatre, where0 he
(Continued on page 78)

Murrow's ‘See If Sets

It

Now” cameras

will move onto the Sam Goldwyn
lot in Hollywood next week to com
pile material for a 12-minute docu

Of a Third of Theatres

segment which “likes Ike.”

Riding a bandwagon Is great
Good for the Industry
sport, according to sober and .mature show biz execs, but what HapAt least one-third of the naruns
second
wagon
pens when your
tion's film theatres may be closed
best?
President Truman, Senator down in the next five years, and
Taft or whatever dark, hoss may it will be a “good thing for the income up the winner in November dustry,” it was prophesied this week
could hardly be expected to look by Frank H. (Rick) Ricketson,
with any love or devotion on an Jr., head of 20th-Fox’s IntermOuhindustry that almost unanimously tain chain,
Ricketson, who headfavored his opponent*
quarters in Denver, was „in New
One top film figure with mote York for huddles with 20th execs
today
is
awaiting
return
than usual knowledge of his way and
around Washington pointed out (Wed.) of prez Spyros Skoiiras
that plenty of large corporations in from Switzerland.
'

Chicago,

March

4.

cost of video living is
underscored in the nextrseasori negotiations currently under vi/ay be-

The high

tween NBC arid the participation
bankrolled on its Saturday night
“Show of Shows.” The trio of spot
sponsors -Libby. McNeill & Libby,
SOS Cleanser and Benfus— are
each shelling out slightly over $16,000 weekly for their 60-second
“Show of Shows” blurbs. And the

—

tab

is

going up to $17,600 next

sages.

Errol Flynn and Wife s

mehtary* on ’‘Hollywood, 1952.” EdAct Set for London
ward R. Miirrow and Fred W.
Hollywood, March 4.
Friendly, co-producers of “See It,
Deal is set for Errol Flynn and
will attempt to depict how a major
Hollywood producer, such as Gold- wife, Patrice Wymore, to play a
wyn, has confidence enough in the London Palladium fortnight startfilm industry’s future to invest $4,- ing Sept. 15.
They’re working up a new act
000,000 now in his currently-shoptr
revolve strongmg “Hans Christian Andersen” in which probably will
ly around Miss Wymore’s dancing,
(Continued bn page 78)

New

(Continued on page 79)

With no television

m

hj[s

area,

Ricketson said his own circuit was
doing about a$ well as at any time

fall.

That makes the time arid talent
price for the minute spots just under a $1 ,000,000 operation on a 52-

week run. Actually, the three.participating clients “buy” a 10-minute slice of the 90-minutje display
In which to sandwich their mes-

To
CBS-TV’s "See

ing.

Although deciding against making an official statement on the situation, council members were reportedly indignant and authorized
the publication of' an editorial answer in the next issue of Equity,
the union’s monthly magazine. The
McCrary is ah Eisenhower council was informed that one actor
alities^
Issue is made parcampaigner.
.(Continued on page 78)
ticularly tough in the upcoming
Presidential campaign by the seeming preference of So much of the
Ricketson Sees Loss
industry for General Eisenhower
or at least the vbcalness of that

.

TV No.

Whiteman Jure Winner
Goes Sour in Dope Rap

there were any concert, in the
the theatremen certainly
Tex McCrary’s NBC bowout last
weren't admitting it That’s as expected, since a concerted boycott week on a leave of absence spotof ariy distrib would open the ex- lighted for much of the entertainhibs to charges of conspiracy. There ment industry the hazards of overseemed to be sortie small signs, zealous partisanship on behalf of
any candidate by show biz person(Continued on page 78)
If

action,

With ASCAP’s 1952 income ex-
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Members of the cast of the recent flop play* “Collector’s Item/'
protested
to Actors Equity last
turning from grumbling and threats
week over a column about the 8how
to action in their anger at prothat appeared iri the N. Y. News a
ducers who have been making their
Philadelphia, March 4.
few days after the closing. The
old features available to TV. Re20-year-old jazz musician, Mike piece, under the by-lirie of John
A
up
ports suddenly began to crop
from a number of quarters that a Furirio, who recently copped the Chapman, the sheet’s drama critic,
top prize On Paul Whiteman’s allegedly implied that the actors
definite boycott is now on.
“TV-Teen Club” Video show* was
Film-makers on whom the exhib picked up last week, charged with in the cast realized the show was
hopeless and deliberately gave poor
wrath was turned were primarily possession of narcotics.
WhiteRepublic, Monogram, Pine-Thomas, man’s show has a juvenile, welfare performances with the idea of killEdward’ Small, J. Arthur Rank and pitch aimed at getting kids into ing it quickly.
Matter was considered at last
Sir Alexander Korda. Their prod- wholesome club activities.
week’s regular meeting of the unuct in recent months has been apAnother
jazz looter, Wilbur C. ion’s council, which decided after
regularity
increasing
pearing with
Brown, was nabbed with Furind on considerable discussion not to
on tele.
the same rap.
make any formal protest or take
Curiously, the sudden decision
other official action. I i was pointto stop talking about boycotts arid
ed
out that a public statement
really refuse to book pix of Offendsupporting the cast might invite a
ing producers appeared to have no
reply that if the actors weren’t accommon starting point. As far as
tually trying to give bad performcan be ascertained, various exhibs
ances, they gave that impression.
iri various parts of the country—
In other words, it was feared the
particularly important indie circuit
critic might write another piece,
operators in the New York terriexplaining that the players must
tory—seemed more or less by cohave been merely incompetent
incidence to have hit their combusrather than deliberately unconvinction point at about the same time.
Exhibs

GAC

pected to rise still further this year
due to increased take from video,
the juke amendment opens pos
sibility for a still sharper hike in
revenue. Harbach said that the
juke Ops lost the initial battle in
failing to get the Kefauver-Bryson

5,

Get ‘B’-Hi
J

i

its

history.

He was

pessimistic,

•

Rating Under Cops' 0.0.;

however, about the effects of

TV

elsewhere.

Theatre closings which have
been taking place in, much of the
country recently, however, were
viewed by Ricketson is strengthChicago/ Iffarch 4.
Strip joint operators here have ening the industry.
“There are now too many houses
pracbeen clamoring against the
splitting up what business is availtice of placing uniformed cops, in
“With fewer thetheir bistros to see that shedders able,” he said.
more conand “B” girls dorn’t solicit cus- atres, patronage will be
that retomers for drinks. Members of the centrated* Thus houses
be. doing betChicago Cafe Owners Assn, say main in business will
more
pay
to
able
that business has almost vanished ter and will be
reason. In addue to the watchful eyes of the film rental for that
dition, overhead of an excess numconstabulary.
wc*/t be eating up
In his appeal, Milton Raynor, ber of theatres
industry as a whole
attorney for the association, said: income, so the
foundadiscriminating will be on a much firmer
are
cops
“The
tion.”
(Continued on page 64)
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Leh Rogers
jvvwj

Albany, March
of

Liberalization

New

4.

*

York

B’nai B’rith Honors
Jessel as ‘Man of Year’

State’s blue laws on entertainment
and sports is provided in % bill introduced last week by the rules
committee of the Senate and. Assembly to carry out recommendations made by the Joint Legislative
Committee on Sabbath Law. in a
35-page report. Inasmuch as Governor > Dewey, in his annual message last January, urged appointment of such a committee and the
submission by it of an interim report to remove from the law imme-

Hollywood, March 4
only Hollywood’s, .noted
names but biggies from Cjilg^ia’s

:

diately “the more serious inconsistencies,” passage of the measure
is considered certai

.

Not-

business and cultural, world Will
turn out Sunday night tp see
George Jessel acclaimed as “Man
of the Year” by the Beverly Hills
B’nai B’rith,
With Jack Benny as toastmaster,
and Eddie Cantor, Danny Kaye;
'

i

Danny Thomas, Bob Hopei GrouchO
Marx, GeOrge Burns, and Grade

Hollywood, March 4 .
Libel and slander suit for $1,000,
OOQ Bled against Mrs. Lola Rogers
by Mairtin Gosch has been settled
out of court for an undisclosed sum
and dropped from the calendar*
Gosch charged personal and professional injury by Mrs. Rogers iri
a radio debate on “Town Hall’* in
1947 when she stated; that “Gentleman From Athens/' a play he was
about to produce at that time, fbllowed the Communist Party line.
“Athens” author Emmett Lavery,
in a similar suit last, year, collected
$30,000. Other defendants include

the estate* of the late Bam Wood,
James K. McGuinness, Morrie Repkind, Robert Arthur arid

Ayn Rand.

-

\

change climbed to $1,238,282,473
during January, according to figures released by the Big. Board this
Riled Kentucky Is Told week. Total represented a jump
Lexington, Ky.» March 4.
of $39,835,683 over the year-end
concert audience of 7,000 here tally of $1,198,446,790 and was well

For

dances, and; Section 2153,
cital
.added in 1919 to permit motion picA
tures and legitimate theatre pro- last week pulled in the Welductions after 2 p. m.* all on a local come mat fbr the Drama Quartet,
option basis.
and told the troupe hot to come
New Section
knocking at the door with its “Don
In their plaice, the committee JUan in Hell” presentation.
suggested, and the bill proposes,
The Quartet wasn't going to
(Continued on page 76)
knock anyway, since it backed out
of a contract to appear here, the
audience was informed by a spokesman for the association that sponPalace in the Spring:
sors the concepts;
Cancellation
came after the
Hutton Buttoned,
Quartet’s business reps had signed
a contract to appear here, but twice
had postponed the appearance. R.D.
Lillie; Lauritz’s
local talThe Palace, N. Y., two-a-day McIntyre, chairman of thethe,
audiread to
prospects look very bright as of ent committee,
letter from Paul
a
excerpts
of
ence
early April when the house has
president, of Gregory AsBetty Hutton booked for four Gregory,
weeks starting at any point be- sociates, Inc., Hollywood:
“I am pot prepared now to sign
tween the 8th and 12th, with Beacontract or to give you a retrice Lillie following around May a
booker Danny Friendly turn engagement date, if the
.

Then

Low Bow

...

10.

House

has pacted Olsen & Johnson, Jose
Greco and Jackie Miles for March
11, with Jtwo more acts to be
booked, while no acts are set as

Drama Quartet is going tp be used
as a headliner to sell all the wornout artists and attractions that the

New York booking offices
have sold you, by the mere fact
they are running' in affiliation
Bun of the latter layout will be that
with you. If you want tp offer the
dictated by the amount of rest and
Drama
Quartet as a special attracrehearsal that will be needed by
will not, under
Miss Hutton after she comes back tion, fine; blit we
in a
Korea where she’s currently any circumstances, be one

yet. for the

March 25

major

b(ll.

above' the

September,

came

1951

high attained in
at that time

Amount

under USO-

entertaining

troops

auspices.

Meanwhile, there are few comfrom RKO on the $24,350
gross racked up by the first week
(11 shows) of the Lauritz Melchior
layout. It’s below expectations and
the. house has even dropped a few
quid with that bill, but with the
Saturday , (1) snowstorm and the
opening days of Lent, the ultimate
take wasn’t too bad.
The* Betty Hutton bill may have
an
evening
preem.
However,
should the house be forced to open
that bill on Saturday, it’s likely
that the initial, show will be held
on a matinee.
Miss Hutton confirmed the booking last week via cable, to Abe
Lastfogel, William Morris Agency
general manager. Negotiations had
been started prior to her departure
on her troop entertaining junket
Before that jaunt, her last persona
appearance had been at the Palladium, London.

plaints

t

The Quartet

next year.

origi-

was booked here Oct. 5, but
because of “picture commitments,”
McIntyre said, the date was advanced' to Nov, 26. Thanksgiving
holidays interfered with the Nov.
26 date, since the U. of Kentucky
Coliseum is used fpr the presentations, and the university was closed
for the holiday. It was then that
nally

the arrangement hit the skids. The
Quartet went to New York for a
brief stands but proved so successful that its stay was extended. The

(Continued on page 78)

Massey Sees Brother
Sworn in as Gov.-Genl
Toronto,

March

4.

With, his brother, Hon. Vincent
Massey, sworn in as Canada's
first
native-born Governor-GenMiss Lillie’s date Was set by eral, Raymond Massey, stage and
Charles V. Yates. Supporting tal- screen, star, was up for the event,
ent on either lineup hasn’t been accompanied by his wife,
pacted -as yet.
Both had Senate gallery seats.

3/5

On Bachman

,

*

“Most of the evidence mentioned
Buchman failed to show up in
answer tp a subpoena calling him in the report occurred! quite a
while
ago.
For instance, not all
to testify here before the House
Un-American Activities Committee. the 300 hames, of Hollywood ComAs a result, the House of Represen- munists refer to those now in tlie
tatives voted Feb. 5 to cite

him for

t

broadcast for

home consumption;

rieW panacea for the improveof international relations has
been invented in the United States.
Unbelievable, but there you are.

“A
ment

Please send
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My

admiration for Will Rogers
dates from his vaudeville days and
from the time when, as a “Follies”
star,
other performers used to
loiter in the* wings during his act
to catch the daily changes in his
material.
I had a more personal
^contact with Wiley Post, as we
were both members of the Aviation Club, the QB’s, and I had
served as starter for his airplane,
the Winnie May, when he landed
at the airport in Milwaukee in
1929 or 1930, during the Ford Reliability Tour. The tragic crash in
Alaska on Aug, 15, 1935, that took
their lives was, accordingly, much
more to me than the death of two
headline personalities,
I was manager at. that time of
two theatres in Fremont, Ohio, for
Mort Shea, and we had been running a money giveaway one night
a week. The main office was not
too sure of its legality and. it had
been decided to discontinue it.

1935,

Zone.

.

.

,

State* ...

Regular Subscription Rafts

Out Year— 1 0.00
Canada and Foreign

Two Ytars—

—

1

8.00

$1 Additional par

Year

,

154 West 4 M» Street

Now York U,

N. Y.

,

On

$25 and then with the unanimous
approval of the audience, we gave
f
that $25 as the nucleus of a Will
Rogers Memorial Fund to the Memorial Hospital in Fremont,
At
the time that Fund was established
the bodies of Rogers and Post had
not yet been brought back from
Alaska. / Both papers in Fremont
carried a story about it, and there
was ah item in the Toledo Blade.
This little city of Fremont, Ohio;

Red

Communists, drew an angry
retort from Allen Rivkin, president of the Motion Picture industry Council, who pointed out that
such action would conflict with the
the California state labor laws.
Rivkin explained that the only
way to prevent such conflict would
be for Congress to outlaw the Communist Party as a recognized political party in this country.
C. of C. stand was taken in a
report called “Communism: Where
Do We Stand Today?’’. If charged
persons in the. entertainment arid
informational media bring both
prestige and funds to the Reds, and
hence should be kept out of those
list all

CANTOR’S $11,340,000

ONE-SHOrFOR UJA
Eddie Cantor revealed in a

fast"

in-and-out trip to New York over
the weekend that he received
pledges of $11,340,000 for the
United Jewish Appeal in a single
luncheon at the Hotel Saxony in

Miami Beach last week. Cantor
Houston for another UJA

left for

luncheon

Tuesday

(4),

prior

to

returning to the Coast for his next
stanza on NBC-TV’s “Colgate Com-

edy Hour” March

16.

do four more
shows for Colgate on a one-a-month

Comedian

will

schedule for the rest of the season,
He scotched reports that he’s seeking an out from his contract with
NBC and Colgate In order to do a
show for Welch’s Grape Juice’s
new wine subsid, in which he has
a 40% stock interest.
Caritor
coined the slogan, “Health,; Welch
Happiness.”
arid

Report comments favorably
on Red Channels* asserting that
fields.

the publication serves a helpful
purpose, although it should not be
the unsubstantiated reason for
firings*

“These people ought to know,
Rivkin; who is working on a MetRo script here, “that
the California State labor law says
no man 'may be dehied employment

commented

his political affiliations arid
that, once he is hired, he can’t be
fired for political, connections.

for

“If Congress and organizations
such as the U. S. Chamber of Com•

Hollywood scripte- Ken Englund, merce want the Communist party
who -went on Max Liebman’s pay- treated as a conspiracy, they must

On Wednesday, Aug, 21, roll
We found winners for all but Sid

for a $25*000 fee to write a
Caesar-Imogene Coca film
is about ready to turn in
his story to the. three. The NBC-TV
“Show of Shows” threesome plan
a film version of the Saturday
night
series as a package, selling the stars, story and Liebman’s
production services as a unit. Abe

package,

TV

have it legally outlawed, so that
it has no status as a recognized
political party.
“It should also

that

be made clear
motion pictures is the only in-

1946, has
dustry .which* since
patrolled itself to eliminate Com-

munist

.influences..

Whenever Com-

out to
han- munists* have been pointed
us, we have gotten rid of them aldlings it.
*’
Englund has participated in simi- though this has cost the industry
lar packages with Bert Friedlob-J. millions of dollars.”
According to the C. of C., “many,
Arthur; Warrier-William Marshall.
would rate- recognition of Jthe fact Under the Liebman-Caesar-Coca have been cleaned out of radi
that the idea for the Will Rogers deal there is also a $10,000 bonus but. not ail* known Communists
(Continued on page 69)
arrangement on film overage*
arid motion pictures*”
:

Inc*

'

To

*'

Fund.

money.

Street

nual summary, With some members
favoring a severe condemnation of
the film colony and others leaning
toward
favorable report. What
was finally decided upon represented a compromise, it was said.
Iri any event* indications are that
the committee in the near future
probably will do some backtracking
via another report tp supplement
the original or an announced clarification of the original. Either way;
it’s figured, the Hollywood criticism
could be substantially toned down.
Some tiriie ago Wood declared
on the record that the Coast studios
had taken full measures to guard
against Communists in key posi-

.

but late

want to tell you the circumstances of the establishment of
the very first Will Rogers Memorial
as_ it is, I

very unhappy if we discontinued
th'ig plan abruptly rind retained the

Nam*>

The indication is that the committee originally was split on its
treatment of Hollywood in its an-

is none other than
the Hollywood star, Joan Fontaine,
thinking cap on
best
who put her
her pretty head and, lo and behold, Hollywood's God himself, inspired her with the great idea
Tf only half of America’s 7ff,000,- tions and reportedly told associates
000 women wrote messages of love
(Continued on page 24)
and friendship to European men,
be
would
international relations
bound to improve.’
“The answers from. Europe might
prove very enlightening for Ameriwomen, especially if they *set
c
C. of C. Proposal
out European views on Marshall
aid, the Atlantic Pact, and so forth.
Blacklist
Biz
Even those people in the United
Washington, March 4:
States who still do not know,
Recommendation by the. U. S.
would realize that the Yanks are
hated by the people of Democratic Chamber of Commerce that motion
pictures* television, radio and other
(Communist) Europe.”
branches of entertainment black-

The inventor

However, we had accumulated a
giveaway fund 'of about $300,. and
we knew that our patrons would be

?wo Veto

report.

Show

For-

a dec-

’

w

Flint, Mich.
Editor , Variety:
I am nearly 17 years too late in

;

‘

.

Enclosed find check for $

Many were members

ade or more* ago.
Quite jl few
withdrew frdm the Commuhist
Maximum penalty faced by the movement years back.”
Hollywood producer is a year's imSimilar observations have been
prisonment and $1,000 fine.
made by Rep. Morgan M. Moulder
(D.,M<ri), also a member of the
Houses investigating
committee.
Further, reports in circulation
here are that even Chairman Wood
believes Hollywood was the victim
For Her Idea to Polish
of an injustice in the committee’s

,

Healthy start of amusement
shares in 1952 is in line with a
general upbeat in most other industries. Average market price of
all stocks listed on the Exchange
was $42.48 at January's end. This
compared with $41.85 at the close
of December, and was the highest
Registered since Aug. 31, 1946,
When the average price was $42.79.
A good portion of the increase is
believed to stem from the steady
upswing of television stocks such
Columas Motorola arid Zenith.
bia. Broadcasting also made notAggregate market
able advances.
value of amusement bonds showed
similar gains in January.
They
totalled $6,873,893 as against the
Dec. 31 figure of $6,676,470.

party.

contempt.

to $1 ,225,273 ,7 1 1

John L. Carter, president of the Belated Nod to Fremont
local association, said his group was
Will Rogers Memorial
tet

who ranks second only

Off the Iron Curtain
Average price of amusement
showed a corresponding imWashington March 4.
provement. As of Jan. 31 the figThe Communist Czech radio
to
$19.59 teed off last week on a proposal
ure wars $20.36, compared
on Dec. 31. Per-share value, how- of screen star Joan; Fontaine that
ever, fell far short of the $21.13 American
women should write
But letters to Iron Curtain Europe to
reached on April 29, 1950*
better relations and
point
out,
period,
observers
about
that
bring
was prior to the outbreak of the understanding,
Radio Prague sneered in a
Korean War.

series.”*

not interested in booking the Quar-

to Decide

stocks

from

Camp Shows

Washington, March 4.
Rep. Francis Walter (D., Pa ),
to chairman
John $. Wood, on the House UnCitation American
Activities
Committee,
Washington, March 4 „ said yesterday (Mon.) that he felt
Federal Grand Jury here will re- the attack on th§ film industry, in
ceived Sidney Buchman contempt- the committee’s annual report,
of-Congress. case latter part of this "went pretty far.*'
week and may decide immediately
“I believe the film industry has*
whether to find a true bill of in- tried toi clean house! It is
clearly
dictment against him. Case is to proven that the industry has
made
be presented by Deputy U, S. At- real strides airing these lines,
arid
torney William Hitz, who success- it should be given some credit
tor
fully prosecuted the Hollywood this effort,” commented the
legis>
“Unfriendly l6 on the same cita- lator*.

Grand Jury

tion*

Allen as entertainers, Jessel will
be honored for. his contributions to
The committee, headed by As- ipatriotic and charitable campaigns;
semblyman Malcolm Wilson, of f or all races and creeds.
Yonkers, recommended repeal of
Section 2152, which forbids the perJVVVJ
formance -of most entertainments
Composite value of amusement
and sports on the first day of the
shares listed on the N. Y. Stock Exr
week.

The committee also recomme nded repeal of Section 2152-A, addin 1932 to permit concert and re-

D.C. Probers Feel on Reds R^iort

Lastfogel (William Morris)

is

.

Wednesday, Marefc S, 1952
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But Mercer Plan Ready

m 6 Week

Decision as to the form the
Universal-Decca Records merger
Set
will take is expected within six British Acad
Committee of U board
weeks.
For
Film
U.S.
Lectures
members assigned to explore the
Techniques and characteristics
possibilities has completed its preliminary studies arid made its Te- peculiar to British films will be
discussed
by Roger Man veil, direcport to the individual directors.
tor of the British Film: Academy,
Meantime- ‘U, in a renewal of its. in a six-week
lecture tour of the
Securities & Exchange CommisU. S. and Canada this spring. He
this week, denied

Head

:

sion registration

that it was controlled by Decca,
though; the Milton. R.‘ Rackmil-

arrives in

New York March

29,

Film-makers today are breaking

away from the

traditional tensing
is evidenced on a

patterns. This
variety of fronts, including the arinouncement that “The Thief,” next

from the Clarence Green-Russell
Rouse Combo, will be devoid of
dialog.
Ballet, long regarded as commercially unacceptable on the screen,:
is getting a heavy play. Multiple-

Lecture Series will get underlay
part

pix, based on short stories,
Art, are coming into
vogue.
Arthur
headed disk company owns 24.7% N. Y!,
will
and
warrants
Freed
and Gene Kelly plan to
of the common stock
speak on “British arid American break with convention
Via “Invitafor purchase of an. additional 32,Films” before an invited audience. tion
to the Dancej’’ which will not
500 shares.
follow the usual story line. Sidney
“There has been no election of
Franklin’s
next
production
at
directors of Universal since Decca
Metro will be a musical version
acquired the common stock and
of “Goodbye, Mr. Chips.” Stanley
Warrants (last November), and to (I.S.
Kramer’s upcoming “Fourposter,”
date Decca has .riot attempted to
like the legit play from which it
direct or cause direction of manwas adapted, has only two charcompany
inpolicies,”
or
agement
acters.
In short, Hollywood is
formed the SEC. “Decca will be

at

the

Museum of Modem
April 7, when Manvell

Uses Texas

Stevens Exits Par April 12
Upon ‘Shane’ Completion

the two companies through an acDepartment? of Justice yesterday
(Continued on page 4)
(Tues.) again soug'.t to balk United
Paramount Theatres’ N. Y, Federal
Court petition for extending: by two
Cancels
Johnston 111;
years the deadline on disposition of
198 theatres. Department filed an.
-

the

A

Philip O’Brien, -MPA
attorney, is being dispatched to Austin, Texas, this week to help in
presentation of an Order to the,
Texas Court of Appeals as a step
case;

,

Reagan, president of the
, Ronald
that the film’s story
told via visual effectir Screen Actors Guild, has a chance
with the complete absence of ya-ta- of becoming the next president of
ta; They’ll make it under the Harry
the Council, of Motion Picture OrPopkin banner for release by ganiations. it’s admittedly a long
United Artists;
shot and obviously all depends on
special 11-minute ballet
whether Spyros P. Skouras; Who

Monday

(Continued On page 12)

(3)

would be

A

MGM’s

Of
With 'Gone’ Biz

‘Vadis’

Metro’s practice of publishing
boxoffice grosses raked in by “Quo
Vadis” across the country and«

After Dallas Break-In
Following address in Dallas Monday (3), series of speeches by Eric
Johnston, Motion Ficture Assn, of
America prexy, on behalf of Brotherhood Week were cancelled when
Johnston came dowri with a cold.

showing comparisons with “Gone
With the Wind’- has Comp to an
abrupt halt. Company had been
boasting that “Vadis” was running
ahead of “GWTW” in most situa-

However, Kenneth Clark, MPAA’s
chief hack, will carry on for Johnston and will read the latter’s
speeches in the cities scheduled.
National Conference of Christians
sponsoring Brotherand Jews
*

hood Week, of which

-Johristori is

Johnstpn’s Dallas Warning
'

tions.

Reason, for discontinuing the
published reports in advertising
.

copy is understood to be a protest
from the Motion Picture Assn, of
hAs been formally elected to the
America. Various film companies,
job, accepts it.
through MPAA, for years have had
SkourRs, Who’s been in Zurich,
a standing rule against giving out
Switzerland, over the past two
b.o. reports. M-G got by with spotweeks* is expected back in N. Y.
lighting the “Vadis” figures in a
today (Wed ). He’s been resisting
rounds of trade-press inserfew
bids to take the COMPO reiris

affidavit by I. B. Adelman, opera- quence was added to M-G’s “Singthe Rain/’ apparently intor of theatres in Houston, Fort in’
Dallas* who charged that fluenced by the applause given the
UPT holds the same monopoly in toe-art material in the same stuthe three Cities as Interstate Thea- dio’s “An American in Paris,”
tres had exercised before its split Samuel Goldwyn’s “Hans Christian
Andersen,” now shooting, will spot- all
with UPT.
clamped
Adelman asserted that the Inter- light tour-jete specialists in a so far because of business pressure. tions before the.
However, the industry’s toppers down.
state-UPT breakup was intended to lengthy scene./
Paramount will release “Encore” Will waif on the 20th-Fox prexy to
create competition, but this never
materialized. The Texas theatre- shortly. This is a J. Arthur Rank Urge his fronting COMPO.
That there’s sentiment favoring
man also said that even Leonard production in three parts, each
GoldenSon, UPT. president* has re- based on a Somerset Maugham Reagan was evidenced at the
meeting, in N. Y, two
It’s
frained from declaring that com- short story.
a followup to
Trade Mark Registered
similarly
produced weeks ago. Skouras was the unanpetition has been established in the Maugham’s
FOUNDED BY SIME SILVERMAN
imous first choice. But the absence
“Trio” and “Quartet.”
area.
Published
Weekly by VARIETY, INC.
20ththe
from
assurance
of
divestiture
full
more
bid
for
UPT
M-G has entered the trilogy field
Harold Erichs, President.
time, which the Justice Depart- with “Story of Three Loves,” how Fox prez that he would take on the
New York 30, Pf. Y.
134 West 4Sth St.
to
led
responsibilities
ment is contesting, will be argued rolling. Jan Lustig, and George
Hollywood 21
before the court Friday (7).
Froeschel did the screenplay from some discussion of other possible
6311 Yucca Street
Washington 4
three short stories: “Equilibrium” candidates, including Reagan,
1202 National Press Building
by LaszlO Vajda, “Mademoiselle” however small.
Chicago 11
Michigan Ave.
612
No.
There’s 'also some speculation
by Arnold Phillips and “Why
WC2
Par Dishes Out
'London
Should I Cry” by I. A. R. Wylie.
(Continued on page 12)
8 St. Martin’s PI.. Trafalgar Sq.
include
Players
James Mason,
SUBSCRIPTION
Agnes Moorehead, Pier Angeli,
‘

Worth and

general chairman.

Dallas,

March

4.

Eric Johnston, Motion Picture
Assn, of America prexy, teeing off
a series of addresses this week in
behalf of Brotherhood Week, sponsored by the National Conference
of Christians and Jews, last night
self-appointed
attacked
(Mon.)
vigilantes who seek to dictate what
films the public shall see. He spoke
at a dinner sponsored by the Dallas
Chapter of the NCCJ.
Speaking in his capacity as general
chairman of Brotherhood
Week,
chief warned that
and
Americans”
“counterfeit
“bogus patriots,” who use the pretense of fighting Communism to
impose their views on the community, are a threat to our religious liberties, to American ideals
and to our basic rights as citizens.
prexy called attention to
the contribution American pictures
have made to the religious life of
the nation and in fostering democratic ideals at home and abroad.
Johnston said that although the
self-appointed vigilantes used the
protective coloration of the flAg
and acted in the name of patriotism, “it is the spurious Americanism of the -Know-Nothings.
.

MPAA

MPAA

.

MPAA

COMPO

COMPO

50G

Farley Granger; Ethel Barrymore!

National

Ad

Drive

Leslie Caron, Moira Shearer and

Arthur Mayer Just

Zsa-Zsa Gabor.
Paramount Will be the leadoff
From
Can’t Get
Gene Kelly now is in Vienna
company' in the Council of Motion scouting talent and ideas for
“InPicture Organization’s 1952 navitation.” He’ll be the star and
tional advertising campaign. Par
director, with Freed as producer.
Arthur L. Mayer, exec v.p. of the
has Appropriated $50,000 for the Freed, who was in N. Y. recently,
Council of Motion Picture Organispecial advertising, which will aphas stated the pic will not convey
apparently just can’t
April.
zations,
pear during the month of
any plot material along conven- resign. With the belief that he’d
Pub-ad managers’: committee,
tional lines but he decline^/to disbe finished with his COMPO chores
Which has been working out the
what form the departure will following the membership meeting
COMPO-sponsored campaign, held cuss
take.
in February, he booked passage to
another meeting yesterday ( Tues ),
Europe for March 11. When the
Session further solidified the plan
membership: failed to elect a sucby which the larger arid betterhe pushed the date back to
cessor,
take
would
heeled
companies
March 31.
newspaper space on their own,
Yesterday (Tues;), taking cogniwhile some Of the smaller comzance of the fact that March 31 is
panies might band together and
Moines, March 4.
Des
than four weeks Away,” he
“less
use joint advertising.
Ibwa premiere last week of “The admitted he’d haVe to let that
Par has not Worked out its copy
(Par), booking go. by, too. Present; plan
on
Earth”
Show
Greatest
yet, but Jerry FickmAn, company’s
194 is to give up his idea of a restful
pub-ad v.p., is understood planning held at Swan, a community of
promise sea voyage to Europe and instead
fulfilled
to devote about 25% of the space population,
Ringfly in April directly to Rome.
in each insertion to institutional made to the township by the
Mayer said he “just couldn’t
copy for the industry and the rest ling: circus 68 years ago.
Corp.
Theatre
Tri-States..
When,
Walk out under present circumto about thiee of the company’s
adatop upcoming pix* Metro, 20th-Fox heard the story of a Ringling prom- stances/’ but that he was as
and Warner Bros! are understood ise of a free show that never came mant as ever on leaving the
possible,
as
Cecil
B.
soon
with
as
touch
in
post
COMPO
it
got
off,
planning to place similar copy at
DeMille, who wired the mayor of He figures he’ii have to stay, on at
intervals of about a month.
his
That Will mean that the nation’s Swan: “It gives me great pleasure least a few weeks even after

Away

Veteran showman Pat Casey, now
has snowballed his patented
nine-hoie golf course business into
10 such links in the U.S, arid Canada. He has sold franchise rights
to 22 such operations. Steve Fitzgibbott, v.p.
terprises,

and g.m* of Casey En-

handles

game but Casey

is

the outdoor
also

actively
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a

Supreme Court found further
qualms yesterday (Tues.) in the
bevy of actions which the tribunal
announced the previous day. All
upon completion of final work on were well On the conservative
side,
his most recent pic for the studio, giving rise
to further industry
“Shane,” Alan Ladd starrer.
fears that the court may likely
Stevens Was One of the original uphold the legality of
censorship
owners of Liberty Films, entire by states and municipalities,
stock of which was taken oyer by
Such a decision would; undoubtPar -ini 1948. He and Far have had edly encourage additional governdifferences
lensing policies, mental units to
adopt bluenose
leading to his bowout.
laws! A number of them have been
on the yerge and would need only
such Supreme Court backing to
make the move. Only seven states
have censorship statutes now.
Meantime, however, the legal
committee of the Motion Picture
Ass
of America, decided last
Thursday (28) to give MPAA support in the impending Gelling

Green and Rouse for about a
year have been promising la big
switch from standard techniques,
in “The Thief;” They disclosed

.

have

seeking

basic test of film censorship before

Producer-director; George Stevens exits Paramount bn April 12

treading the offbeat.

entitled to vote the shares, cumulatively, as provided in the certificate of incorporation, at the
next election, of directors. The desirability of combining business of

who

Industry attorneys
doubtful about

been

,

.

Concerned and is .currently in Hollywood supervising the new Crenshaw Park Fairways in the Crenshaw sector of Los Angeles,
Milton Reach; / manuf acturer of
the official American League base- newspapers will be carrying in- to invite the residents of Swan successor is named, to show the
in appreciation new man the: ropes*
t>all and the non-lacing basketball, stitutional
advertising
through to be my guests
Exec v.p. appointment is being
and one-time partner in the A. G. much of the year and the indus-’ of the support given to the Ringling
Spalding sporting goods business, try will profit through repetition brothers in Swan, 68 years <igo, and left until problem of a prexy for
decided*
COMPO
(Continued on page 75)
(Continued on page 22 )
(Continued on page 19)
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Business at first-run theatres rebounded with remarkable v^r
near the end of last month. Wash*
Jngton’s Birthday providing the
bulk of the stimulus. Result was " Metro has optioned an original
that, the four strongest films in story by John S. Toldy and Lewis
February grossed over $2,800,000, Arnold, "The Story of Mme; *Cailaccording to reports from Variety laux.” Toldy also writes uiiider the,
correspondents in 25 representa- name of John Pen,
Option is for nine months, durtive key cities.
Although challenged by * two ing which time the authors will
newcomers, "Quo Vadis” (M-G) seek to obtain waivers from prinof the
finished first nationally last month cipals and descendants'
yarn. It is
for the third month' in succession. people mentioned in the
oc*
The Italian-locale epic held at a biased oil a true story that The
high-money mark with over $960,- curred in France in 1914.
shot
title
of the
000 grossed in February despite it Mme. Caillaux
editor of Figaro, a
being on extended-run or holdover and killed the
because of his
newspaper,
French
In many spots.
of her husband, a Cabinet
"Greatest Show on Earth" (Par) abuse
minister;
roared, ahead from far back in the
pack tb cop second place easily.
Phenomenal showing by the Cecil
B. DeMille optis was made, although it wasn't out on any extensive playdates until the final week
in the month.
Like "Vadis," it
also is playing at upped scales.
The big Circus pic hung up almost
fantastically high totals in many
keys.
Film now is in its eighth
session at Radio City Music Hall,
and may continue on until late this

"Quo Vadis” (M-G).
"Greatest Show" (Par).
Beware” 3>ar)<
"Bend of River" (U).
"Lone Star” (M-G).
"Room One More” (WB)*

"Sailor

7. "Salesman” (Col).
8. "Call Stranger” (20th).
9. "Woman Dangerous” (WB);
10.° "Girl in Port” (RKO).

U

.

i

j

,

U. S. film industry's

.

With a sudden plethora of
on hand, the Alfred Hitchcock-Sidney L. Bernstein indie
Stories

Pictures,
is
Transatlantic
five films in the next
three years. That was revealed by
Bernstein in New York this week,
prior to his return to the Coast.

unit,

planning

which

Unit,

through

releases

had been stymied
Warner
for months by inability of the
Bros.,

partners to locate a story the partners felt suitable.. Among the projects they now have in work* Bernstein said, is "Catch a Thief,” to
be made in Europe in the fall; It’s
from a Random House novel by

David Duncan.
Also on the schedule is "I Conwhich Transatlantic has
fess,”
.

owned

for a

number

of years; It

made

in Canada and the
Screenplay has been preared by Leslie Storm form the
french play of Louis Verneuil.
Some of the quintet will be made
by directors other than, Hitchcock,
Bernstein said. Hitchcock will con-

will be

U.

S.

tinue;

WB

also to direct pix for
his combo studio^ndie deal

k

under

I

with the company.

TAIK
BEFORE FRENCH HUDWi

F1C RETS, U5.

for

renegotiation

French-American film

pact.

of

I

Agree-

No
the groundwork discussions,
date has yet been set for meetings
with the French government, nor
are there any present plans for
Johnston or any of his aides to
trek to France.
Allison* Rivoli Co.

In Pittsburgh

Affair,” Graham
Greene's novel, fi*om David Lewis,

of

Eric Johnston, Joyce O’Hara and
John McCarthy, plus James Mulvey, of the Society of Independent
Motion Picture; Producers, will
represent the film, companies in

Sued

Action
%March

4.
Pittsburgh,
Allison and the Rivoli Theatres Cov have just been named defendants in six percentage suits
filed here in U. S. District Court.
Separate suits were filed by Par,
and
Loew’s, 20th-Fdx, WB;

Ray

RKO

U-L
Houses involved are the Rivoli,
Altoona; Rivoli, Colver; Hollywood,
Hastings; Hollywood, Johnstown;
Rivoli, Ebensburg; Rivoli, Cresson;
Rivoli, Portage, and Rivoli, Beaverdalc, all In Pennsylvania.

'Affair'

Hollywood, March 4.
Louis B. Mayer is near purchase

"End of the

offered for:
sale in Los Angeles are the Fox

which would give him three prop- Belmont, Melrose, Arroya and
erties.
Lewis, when he optioned Western.
Theatres
offered
in
the Greene book, said he planned Southern California are the Alpha,
a package in which he’d serve as in Bell; the Rosemary, Ocean Park;
producer,
Strand, Redondo; Avalon, WihningOther Mayer properties are ton; Nuart, West L. A.; one in San
“Joseph and His Brethren” and Diego and One in either Pasadena
"Paint Your Wagon.” Two will be or San Bernardino. Northern Calimade abroad, according to present fornia houses are the Hiho, Paso
plans, with “Joseph” slated first Robles; the Fox, Turlock, and one
in Egypt if political conditions in Oakland,
there permit; "Affair” would be
made in England.
*

N. Y. to

Europe to N; V.
Julian T. Abeles

Helena Bliss

Daphne du Maurier
Anthony Hawtrey
Gloria Hoye
Jack Hylton
Abe Olraan
Leonard Patrick
Carl Ferutz
Sylvia

Rayman

Richard Rosson
Michel Safra
Spyros P. Skoura*

L

Bert Allenberg

Lex Barker
Eddie Cantor
Wendell Corey
Arlene Dahl
George Forrest
F. Hugh Herbert
Alexander S; Ince
Burl Ives
Robert L. Lippert
Richard Rosson

Dan

Terrell

Henry Tobias
Robert Wright

Adolph Zukor

.A.

in

TOA’s rec*

'•

silent

on

the. rival org’s offering;

This made it further apparent
that the two outfits intend to treat
the entire arbitration idea delicately; that is, refraining from any
public statements on each other’s
proposals. Indication is that both
Allied and .TOA; plus the distribs,
Will seek to find as many mutuallyagreeable points in an overall plan;
as possible before going into the
:

These
subjects.
controversial
doubtless will include rentals as an
arbitrable
item and costs to
exhibs.
TOA’s argument for the. money
end of its proposed system is that
any workable and reliable operation must be handled’ by competent
persons, and they simply must be
well paid.
It’s further underlined that the
Department of Commerce would
have no voice or authority iii any
Commerce Secfilm proceedings.
retary Sawyer offered his assistance in setting up a system when
'

Roy Disney

F-WC houses being

,

,

hot have too mhch trouble if they
Universal, at the close Of its fisdivide their product among two or
cal year, Nov. 3, 1951, had 117
more Spanish distribs. UA has a civil antitrust suits pending against
total Of seven licenses and Rep six.
it, according to; a report filed with
Indies have a total of 20, and
the Securities & Exchange Comother U. S. distribs those who
mission Friday (29) by the comhave at least five branch offices in
Report notes that there were
Spain—have 60. Monogram will pany.
100 such suits pending as of Oct.
get two under the indie allotment,
29, 1950, and that 55 additional
which will present no problem to
suits were instituted during the fisthe company* and producers affiliOf the latter
cal year of 1951.
ated with the Society of Independcharging violation of the
suits,
ent Motion Picture Producers will
Federal antitrust laws, 38 were disget five. In addition, a pool of 20
posed of.
licenses is in the hands of domestic
In listing salaries of officers and
distribs and will be available to
any Comers after they’ve used directors, the report indicates that
J. Cheever Cowdin, former chairtheir own permits.
Pact, worked out by John G. man of the board, received $48,461
McCarthy, director of the Motion. as a consultant. It’s believed that
Picture Assn, of America’s inter- this payment represents part of. the
national division, calls for a 636,- company’s settlement With Cow000-peseta (about $6,000) charge din, who is no longer associated
per license. That’s about half what with Universal. Remuneration of
the permits were bringing before all persons as a group who were
directors or officers during, the fisthe agreement became effective.
cal year totalled $545,280. Of this
sum, proxy Nate Blumberg received $79,500, veepee John J.
Divorcement Sale
O'Conivor, $45,050; treasurer Leon
Goldberg, $39,750; studio manager
Edward Muhl, $51,650; global sales
chief Alfred E. Daff, $51,500. Goldberg received a $7,500 hike over
Los Angeles, March 4.
the previous year, Muhl $7,450 and
Fox-West Coast has 14 Califor- Daff $16,225. Report says that no
nia theatres, to unload under the bonuses, shares in profits or pen-,
divorcement decree but is ham- sions were made to any of the
pered by the insistence of the De- named individuals. However, It
partment of Justice on the sale
(Continued on page 28)
of the divested houses to other
exhibs. There is no trouble in finding prospective buyers among comL. A. to N. Y.
mercial businesses or religious orBen Babb
ganizations, but exhibs who have
Vanessa
Brown
been losing money in their own
Janis Carter
houses are reluctant ..to invest in
Hy
Dabb
theatres the majors are trying to
sell.

•

*

•

Expense entailed

FWC

minute

.

Holders of warrants are entitled ommended plan set off little reacbuy common stock at $10 a share tion’.
Toppers of Allied States
before April 1, 1956. As of yester- Assn., which has been clamoring
day (Tues.) the market price for U for an "inexpensive” system, were

—

in

_

,

to

.

lowing "The Marrying Kind,”
which opens next week. Reed returned to England last week after
two weeks in N.Y. for publicity in-

Buying Greene's

rants.

UA

until:

terviews and some last
changes in the pic.

•

.

effective as of its stated starting
date and continue to try to work
out the
and Rep aspects.
It is thought likely they will

April 15. He’ll be in EngJuly 15. Robert Morley
will play the other member of the
musical team.
Korda's “The Outcast of the Islands.” produced and directed by
Carol Reed, will go Into Dowling’s
Victoria Theatre on Broadway fol-

the

ment expires next June.

start

.

*

on giving them to local distribs, common was $1 2
with whom Rep and UA will have,
to deal, rather than giving them
to the Yank firms, Which could
then choose their own distribs.
Americans had no choice but to
accept the Madrid interpretation
or let the whole deal fall through.
Since it was generally favorable, it
was decided to make the contract

"G&S”

Washington, March 4.
Reps of the American film industry will huddle with the State Department March 14 on preliminary
plans

Will

;

~

Republic is still undetermined.
Madrid has been unwilling to give
any ground on an interpretation of
the pact that is contradicted by
the American companies.
Point at issue Is physical possession of import permits for the
indie companies; Spaniards insist

.

ernment. Evans

agree-

despite the fact the status of import permits for United Artists and.

.Strong likelihood e x i s t s that
there will be a change in the releasing deal between Sir Alexander Korda and Lopert Films. Distributing Corp. before the British
producer returns to London from
New York next week. Lopert will
continue to handle some of the
Korda product in the U.S., but a
change is being worked out in the
financial arrangements.
Korda has been In N.Y. for the
past month, but has transacted
very little business besides that
with Lopert and the signing of
Maurice Evans last week to play
Sir Arthur Sullivan in the forthcoming "Gilbert and Sullivan,”
Korda, suffering f rom a severe
skin ailment* has been under constant medical, treatment in N.Y.
Details of the new Lopert deal
are still much under wraps. Since
Lopert, which has been financed
by real estate, ops Robert Dowling
and Robert Goejet, has been hand-'
ing Korda large advances for
blocks of pix, it is presumed that
changes will be made in that arrangement and in distribution fees
and recoupments. Lopert has
turned over the lesser Korda pix
to Snader Productions for sale to
both theatres arid TV.
Contingent. Upon being granted
a labor permit by the British gov-

land

hew

ment with the Spanish government
became effective last Saturday (1)

,

Plan 5 in 3 Years

on nan
Mitchell Wolfson, president of
Theatre Owners, of America, will
appoint an Arbitration committee
Col. Henry CroWn, Chicago in- this week, and the group, in turn,
dustrialist, who is a member of the immediately, will ask
the distribuboard of: Columbia Pictures, holds
tors to call An all-industry huddle
17,374 warrants for the purchase of
common stock of Universal, ac- looking to the adoption of an allwith around acceptable arbitration syscording to a report filed by
the Securities & Exchange Com- tem*
mission Friday (27).
TOA last Week made known its
Report ' notes that as of Nov. 3,
proposals, providing for a national
1951, U had Outstanding 218,809
Warrants for purchase of common administrator at $25,000 annually
In addition to Crown, plus local arbiters who’d collect $50
stock.
among warrant-holders are Decca per diem and traveling expenses.
Records, 32*500; J. Cheever CowThe national topkick would be seden, former chairman of the U’s
board, 64,438, and Charles D. lected by the Secretary of ComPrutzman, former v p. and general merce from a list of five .names to
counsel, 20,250;
be submitted with the approval of
Other sources disclosed that
Motion Picture Assn, of AmeriCrown, his son, Robert and Arnold the
Grant, who’s also a Col board mem- ca and. the national ad regional
ber, jointly own 27,000 U war- exhib trade groups.
*

'

.

month.
Third money went to "Sailor
Beware,” also from Paramount,
with Close ttf $800,000 for the four
Weeks. The Martin-Lewis comedy
shapes up as one of the outstanding grossers of the year for Par.
"Bend of RiVer”' (U) copped
fourth position, a great upsurge in
(Continued on page 22 )
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Brian Donlevy
Jeff Donnell
Marilyn Erskine.
Barbara Halo
Philippe Halsman
Paul F. Heard
Katharine Hephuih
Jack Hirshberg
*

John Hodiak
Connie Krebs
Wauhilla LaHay
Jesse L. Lasky
Robert L. Lippert
Ted Loeff

Eddie Mayehoff
Harrison K. McCann
Virginia O’Brien
Charles Palmer
Sid Pink
Aldo Ray;

Maria Tallchief

James Woicott

N. Y. to Europe
Betsy Blair

Lew Grade
Lennie Hayton
Lena Horne
Ben Rose
Uday Shankar
Tamara Toumanova

TOA conclave on
TOA
the Coast some time ago.
feels that Sawyer could hardly be
suspected of partiality, that he’s,
well backgrounded in commerce
generally, including film operations, and consequently would be
c
a good man to elect the national
administrator. Sawyer at one time
operated a few theatres in Ohio.
he addressed the

L

U-Decca

I

Continued from pace

3

sssa!

quisition of the assets of Decca by
is being studied.”
directors now are supposedly
familiarizing themselves with the
voluminous fact-finding by the

Universal

U

board committee, chairmanned by
Preston Davie. Board members
also have before them two reports
made by Ebasco Services, Wall St.
financial survey outfit, -with, its recommendations.
Directorate will discuss these
findings at a session later in the

month and then probably meet
with a committee of the Decca
board, which has been doing similar exploration. At that time a
decision wil be made as to the
most advantageous form of merger.

There are two possibilities* the
board committee points out in its
findings. One is an exchange of
stock* between U and Decca, and
the other is the sale by Decca of its
assets to U.

The second method

is

believed

to be the one favored by the committee. There are two principal
reasons for that. One is that from

a tax standpoint U couldn’t come
out better via a buy of Decca’s
assets.

Secondly, a .purchase would not
require approval by stockholders
at the annual meeting in July. This
would eliminate the possibility of
the merger being kicked over by
the shareholders.
A tworthirds
affirmative vote is required.

Arthur Rank* who controls
of U, has looked somewhat
askance at the merger move,: although he has officially taken a
Should
strictly neutral attitude.
bo oppose It, there’s a possibility
that he could find stockholders
J.

14%

representing an additional 20% of
the outstanding sharea to line UP
with him and thus kill the merger.

.

pictures

^Tedne&day* Mwcli 5» 1952

Matty Fox, board chairman of Motion Pictures for Television,
week upon his return to New York from the Coast
that he had been unable to consummate the deal he Was working on
With RKO. It envisaged the purchase by MPTV for television use
of RKO’s entire library of features, numbering about 650 pictures,
fpr upwards Of $14,000,000,
Fox added that he had discovered during several weeks of talks
With studio toppers on the Coast that norie of the established companies was Willing to sell its backlog of product for video. He said
that he had come to the conclusion; MPTV Would have to rely at
the moment on pix picked up individually;
Inc;, said this

Austin^C.

Keough,

He’ll Never Work in
One-man campaign to
biz

as-ydu-See

subscription

system,

is

exhibitor approves, the distributors are expected to go along with

“In this, manner the distributor can not only have a free
test of the system, he will get additional revenue, since all revenue
but service and line charges will
be turned oye:* to the exhibitor.
This test won’t hurt tlie exhibitor

the

test.

or distributor, and that's why we
feel we will get Cooperation,” the

exec amplified.
Finalizing of

-

negotiations with

Paramount would mark first sale
of major pix to video, and would
be to a company in which Paramount holds a 50% interest. Carl
(Continued on page 24)
*

UA

Ups Angeles, March 4.
Benno M. Brink, referee in bankruptcy, opened a breach in the
battle between the ip^i°r film lots
and television when he ruled that
George and James Nasser, owners
of General Service Studios, have
a right to distribute four of their
films to television, even though

these properties are still being distributed to theatres by United
Artists.

Granting the Nassers a continuance of their control over General
Service until June 5, the referee
declared that since television has
become a commercial factor, it is
an obligation by

UA

to distribute

the pictures to TV. Commenting
that UA had iio intention of Selling the films to video until the
other major, distributors did, he
added: “television as a commercial
practice doesriHfbegifi-^vhen-other^
majors enter the field,”
Hershel B. Green, counsel for
UA, agreed that- such a decision
would subject that company to
(

Continued on page 28)

“it's

smart to

flack for Indie producer Harry

Popkin.

..
.

Kamber’s talking-it-up, rbutine resulted in a * p i e c e by
N. Y. Journal- American radiocolumnist Jack O’Brian to
the effect that with pix getting
better and tele shows worse,
video better watch out that it’s
not pushed out of biz by the
film industry. Earl "Wilson also
used the Kamber thesis as
takeoff point in an interview
with William Wyler to discuss

Paramount

TV

of buyouts by teie of large blocks
of product.
Each film constitutes a separate
case; Attorneys would have to dig
out and study every contract pertaining: to a pic in order to ascertain whether the film could be
made available to television. Re-

how

With

before

/

tioning by FCC examiner Leo
Resrtick and the jabs by Commission Counsel Frederick Ford. The
trend varies somewhat with testimony from day to day, but attorneys /here think that by now
they’ve pretty well spotted it.

Of course,, whatever recommenmade by the hearing examiner must later be approved by
the Commission itself,. The hearings. are a “package" proceeding

Well good pix are doing.

dation is

that include various aspects of
Par’s video activities, as well as
the request by United Paramount
Theatres (now in no way associated with Par) for irierger with the

be contained in
with musicians; auactors,
or
screenwriters

strictions

‘may

agreemei-ts
thors,

.

Other talent.

10 years before his resignation;
While legal problems would likejoining that company as a special
ly be- fairly simple in the case
homeoffice sales rep in 1942; He
of minor pix,, there are probably
had been central division manager
that wouldn’t
no important
since 1949.
require extensive negotiation with
Various of the people who were
involved in their production.
Annual report by Atlas. Corp. disIn the case of older pictures, the closes that the investment trust
studios would also be faced with continues as an important investor
the problem of finding some of the in Paramount and United Partalent involved to get the necessary mount Theatres, and consequently
clearances. The people associated was seen as at least partially
with the pictures have either left blocking UPT’s aim of putting an
Hollywood or are dead, and there end to the trustee arrangement
would have to be national man- restrictions on its stock issue.
hunts to locate them or their
As part of the Par antitrust conestates.
sent decree, the Department Of
Failure to take such precautions, Justice demanded that holders of
The Warner brothers and their it is felt by attorneys, would cer- Par stock could own only UPT
families, it's anticipated, will offer
(Con tinued on page 24)
certificates instead of regular UPT
a considerable block of shares for
stock.
The certificates instead of
corporation as a
sale to the
The certifiregular UPT stock.
jii
8-Pix
Deal
result Of the company’s request
cates may be converted to regular
common
of
last week for a tender
20th for 7 Years stock upon disposition of the Par
stock. Move in no way is an indiCertificate owners arc
holdings.,
Hollywood, March 4.
cation that the Warners have any
permitted to collect only half of
calling for eight pix
deal
New
idea of pulling out, since the broththe balance
over a seven-year period will be UPT dividends, with
ers can unload a large number of
until they’re consigned by Tyrone Power with 20th- held in trust
shares without jeopardizing their
verted.
Fox. His exclusive pact there tercontrol. They now own about 25%
Justice Department will agree to
minated Monday (3).
of the outstanding shares,; and
“Bony Soldier,” which Power eliminate these restrictions, which
there is no known group that can
obviously are burdensome to UPT,
starts for 20th this week, is the
muster sufficient shares to chalwhen it is satisfied that there’s no
first under new deal.
lenge the Warner reign.
amount of common ownsignificant
It will be his only one fdr the
July,
1951,
In the stock tender of
( Continued on page 22)
studio this year.
the Warner family had indicated
intention of selling 100,000
its
shares Of stock to the corporation.
Only 50,650 of these shares were
purchased at the time, leading
many to believe, that the Warners Storms Slough Biz; ‘Show’ No. 1 for 2d
in
will "offer a large block in the new
Succession; ’Vedis’ 2d, <Bend’ 3d
tender.
Latest action, announced by the
Year’s worst snowstorm last Sat- grab fifth slot. "‘Sailor Beware”
board last Wednesday (27), approthe east and storms of (Par) will be sixth while “Lone
priated $10,000,000 for purchase of urday
during the week Star” (M-G), also having played its
outstanding common, and invited varying severity
deeply into the box- most important key dates, is sevsealed tenders Of such stock at elsewhere cut
“Retreat, Hell!” (WB). is
office of many key cities this ses- enth.
(Continued on page 12)
sion. Despite tilts handicap, big Winding up eighth, with “Phone
Stranger^—(20th ). - in_
From
Gall
grossers are di splay ing^-rha^rked-4
stamina to hold hear recent levels. ninth spot. “Woman Is Dangerous’’
Kansas Exhib Seeking
Many stronger pix launched* last (WB), “Room For One More” (WB)
Week are doing well in their sec- and “Snow White” (RKO) (reissue)

American Broadcasting Co.
Klaus Landsberg, general manager of KTLA, took the stand today
(Tues ), His testimony will wind
up for the time being the Par
portion of the proceedings. That
wll be followed by the UPT- ABC
phase, with UPT prexy Leonard
Goldenson and other officers of
the circuit and its subs Ids slated
as witnesses. They’ll testify as to
the acquisition Of theatres by Par
before Par and UPT split up* and

“Ay

.

(Continued on page 12)

Of Stock to Co.
WB

4 Pix Despite

good and

to the movies” was initiated
last week by Bernie Kamber,

Communications Commission last
week. Other industry execs had
been citing the same problem for
a long time in answer to rumors

Ray Moon, who quit as central
near closing deal to buy
for 20th-Fox in
Paramount nix and will also dicker division manager
January, will- join Universal in an
for product from other major disPalm exec 'domestic sales post on April
upcoming
in
tributors
14.
Meanwhile, Moon’s former
Springs test, set for the fall.
in Chicago remains vacant.
A Telemeter exec explained that post
Moon is a vet of more than 30
simultaneous showing of pix in a
exhib
Palm Springs theatre plus homes years in the distrib and
branches
of the industry. He was
equipped with Telemeter has okay
distrib exec for 20th for almost
of the theatre op, and because the
which

is

go

general sKurtsel, made the point
testimony before the Federal

.

TV I

convince newspapermen that film

in

4
Hollywood, March. 4
Marriage of motion pictures and
payTelemeter,
of
aim
television is

Washington, March 4
the Paramount hearings
the Federal Communications Commission now in their
seventh week, observers heTe see
Par likely to come out triumphant
on one aspect and lose another.
Prediction Is that "the company will
be granted a renewal of its license
for KTLA, Los Angeles video station, hut will be declared in control Of DuMont Laboratories.
base
Experienced
observers
their estimates on the outcome of
the hearings .on the trend of ques.

Mere legal mechanics, of clearing
a large number of films for television is almost as much a deterrent
any other consideration
in causing, major companies to shy
away from recent offers to sell
their entire film libraries to TV.
Most companies figure it would
tgke a squad of lawyers a year or
more to untangle varied rights in
any large number of pix.

Metro-Loew’s Bankrolls
‘Knot-Hole Gang’ on

Power
With

In Theatre Pitch to Kids
Despite the studio’s longstanding
coolness to video, Loew’s Theatres

MGM

have signied to sponsor
and
“Happy; Felton’s Knot-Hole, Gang”
on WOR-TV, N. Y.
White the studio and the circuit
have occasionally, usrid tele as an
ad medium* this Is their heaviest
coin outlay on video, since the halfhour “Knot-Hole” stanza will precede each of the 77 ball games of
the Brooklyn Dodgers from Eb-

.

bets Field.

Exhib will use the itanza to sell
kids in the New York area on film-,
going, and at the same time reach
adults who dial the diamond telecasts. One of the theartes' chief interests in the -program; is the ex-

Week

—

ond

league players, has t.e-ins with various juve organizations, such as
Police Athletic League and the
Boy Scouts. This will give the

—

complete the Golden Dozen

stanzas.

ploitation possibilities. The airer,
which gives saridlot haseballers a
chance to Work out with tlie big

(Continued on page 19)

B’KLYH DODGERS

in that

“Greatest Show on Earth” (Par» order.
“Detective Story” (Par), “Las
national boxoffice champ by a
wide, margin for second week ir Vegas Story” (RKO) and “Girl in
Kansas City, Kans., Mar. 4.
Port” (RKO) are runner-up
to
Every
For the second time in two years succession. Circus picture is big
and hit pix in that sequence,
W. D. Fulton,, independent Cxhib terrific in many locations,well
“5 Fingers” (20th) shapes as a
as a
in Denver as
here, has- filed suit against the ma- a new high
K.C. Cecil B. De- potentially strong newcomer, being
jors. This time he has entered suit near-record in
in Washington this round and
at
wow
week
into ninth
in Federal Court here, charging Mille epic goes
N. Y. Music Hall tomor- nice in second N. Y. Roxy stanza;
six majors, and subsidiary agencies mammoth
1
(UA), also new, is top
will stay “Mutiny
with restraint of trade. He seeks row (Thurs.) and likely
Bros.-Barnum newcomer in Seattle, “Bugles in
injunctive relief and treble dam- nearly until Ringling
(WB), which opened
Madir
Afternoon”
Y.
at
N.
A Bailey opens
ages of $1,050,000.
April. this week at N. Y. Warner; is pleasClearances are at the base of this son Square .Garden early in
“Quo Vadis" (M-G), still a con- ing in Washington but slow in
suit; Fulton charging the defendwill wind Pittsburgh.
ant firms with “conspiracy, dis- sistently great grosser;
“Just This Once” (M-G) shapes
extendcrimination and monopoly, and at- up second although now on
by slow in L. A., weak in Frisco, poor
covered
keys
many
in
ed-run
tempt to monopolize” releasing of
in Detroit and so-so in Philly.
pictures to Kansas City; Kans.; the- Variety.
•‘Bend\of River” (U) is a strong “Something To Live For” (Par) is
atres. He claims that clearances
rated riot so good in Frisco. “Belle
mainly
with
which prevent showing of films on third place winner
is spek leader of N. Y.” (M-G), okay in Cincy,
the Kansas side until affbr show- nice to great dates. It
in Buf- light in Providence and mild in
ings in downtown Kansas City, Mo,, in Louisville, top new pie
and adjacent Northeast, Johnson falo and pacing Dehyer in total Louisville.
“Bright Victory” (U> is fair in
County, are in violation of the money with a smash shewing. “AfQueen” (UA) will finish Montreal, “Decision Before Dav.;
rican
Sherman anti-trust provisi
Fulton has operated the Ayenue fourth, also with great to good (20th) looms fine in Toronto;

•y

Loew’s- first-run: State Theatre on
Broadway has booked ah Ifalianlanguager with English titles as its
Easter program, representing the
first tiine an important showcase

BE THEATRE-TEEVEED
that some baseball
games would he available for largeTV was indicated
theatre
screen
Monday (3) by Walter O’Malley,

prexy

j

(Complete Boxoffice Reports
Pages 8*9)

on.

Dodgers.

association among TV,
the movie industry and baseball.”
He rioted that this year’s programs
will be studied to determine if
these groups: can get together on
future plans “to bring at least a
fortiori of the big games to theatre TV screens."
He added that it was purely experirrtentation and. that he didn't
believe “this Will; take television
of baseball games out of \the home.”
O'Malley declared that he didn't
thirik that would ever happen, “but
we don’t know until we see iiow
this thing develops;"

significant

1

i

1

.

Brooklyn

Sponsor ‘‘Happy Felton’s Knothole
Gang," video show put on just
before every Dodger home game.
Brooklyn prexy called mpve “a

^

*

oH the

View was made in reporting deal
whereby Loew’s Theatres in the
N. Y. met area and Metro will

’

of this tyle will offer an import.
Additionally, the entire' Loew’s
chain in N. Y. has pacted for a fiveday fun of the' film, including
choice weekend time.
Film is “Tomorrow is Too. Late,”
distributed in the U. S. by Joseph
Burstyn. It
copped the “Best
Italian Film” award at the Venice
Film Festival for 1950 and was
1951’s top award Winner in Uruguay. Leon Moguy produced with
Pier Angieli, Vittorio De Sica and.
Lqis Maxwell in the leads. Pic is
love, story which brings in the Theatre here since he built* it in' Sessions
conflict over whether sex education .1946. In that time, he asserts in
‘'Viva'* Zapata”. (20th). first week
should ..be presented in. schools.
out in key cities extensively, will
(Continued on page 28)
[
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fair as are most technical credits. ferty, Sarah Hayden, Frank Fer- bombed-out cellar after having
Movement of the ejplot could have iuson, Myron Healey and I. Stan- killed hi# wife-s lover, find# a litbeen speeded by. sharper editing, Jord Jolley are among the other# tle hoy who has run away from
Goldstein
produce
The.
Leonard
Van Johnson, Paul Douglas in
tion uses the Kaiser-Fontana Steel Film is overlong at 80 minutes,
who add to the generally accepta- home. For hot very deat reasons,
drama
chase
priest-convict
the wanted man allows* the kid to
Gilb,
Calif., as the
Plant
at
Fontana,
ble entertainment.
with religiose theme and Borne
setting, and interior shots of blast
Walter Mirijsch and hie associate; follow him around the country
background. Fair b.o.
when
escape is in sight oh a fishfurnaces; steel rolling and other
Richard Heennance, give the story
Jangle
in the
technical detail have * bolstering
the proper production bad kin g, ing boat stolen, from Scotland, BoHollywood, Feb. 28,
Forbidden
Xinid
garde returns to port because the
stressing outdoor values and a neat
Metro release of Clarence Brown pro-, effect on the formula, talky story;
ductlon. Stars Van Johnson, Paul Doug- .George Sherman’s direction hanHarry Neu- youngster is critically ill.
rodeo background.
las; features Joseph Caleia, Carlo Rizzo, dles the action sequences with exBulk of the footage is focussed
Jungle'
advenJim
Okay
lensthe
Cittecolor
did
mann
good
Tudor Owen, Dino Nardil, Aldo Silvani.
on Bogarde and the boy; following
ture programmer with Johnny
punch, but was bogged
ing, and footage include^ quite a
Directed by Brown. Screenplay, Charles pected
them
across country aS they elude
Weissmuller;
Schnee, Dorothy Kingsley; from story by down otherwise in the wordy •robit of rodeo action montage;

dim

4

the police at every turn. It is to
Brog.
the credit of these two. that they susHollywood, Feb. 29,
tain interest in the yarn, and the
Columbia release ot SamKatzman production. Stars jQhiml Weissmuller; feachild is played naturally by Job
learning the business front the tures Angela Greene,Jean willet, Lester
(BRITISH)
Whiteley. Other members of the
ground up, and his arrival in the Matthews, William Tannen, George Eld-,
cast have little to do. Elizabeth.
redgo, Frederic Berisst, Tamba. Directed
town results in a rivalry for the by
Lew Landers. Screenplay, Samuel
attractive
Guinness
in
Alec
Sellars appeals as Bogarde’s faithattentions Of Ann Sheridan; cafe Newman; based on the King Features’
for
poor-boy-to-riches
story;
less wife, while Kay Walsh is as
camera,
Strip;
Jim"
newspaper
“Jungle
Howard
cashier and girl friend of
fair
grosses.
competent as ever ih a minor part
twh a 1
p not
n ht Fayte Browne; editor, Henry Batista,
are^
ljun, W"hi»n
nen jne twojnaies
Mario. Slletti rwflF
Luigi Lugacetti v .........
27, '52. Running time,
viewed
p
of
a Provincial landlady.
Other
Brunotti
Mrs. Lugacetti
Argentina
...
bickering or slugging over Miss 44 mins.
Rosa
............ Mimi Aguglia
characters are adequately played
London, Feb. 2&.
..Johnny Weissmuller
Ship's Captain ..........
Emory Parnell Sheridan, they are having trouble jungle Jim
produc- by Frederick Piper, Julian Somers,
Neame
Ronald
release
GFD
of
.Angela Greene tion. Stars Alec Guinness, Glynis Johns,
Mr, Cates
...... .Charles Fawcett in the mill, whefe Lund has been Linda Roberts. .......
Father Segatihi ... ... ...
Alberto LdlU a?sigired as haper on. Duff’s open
Valerie Hobson,: Petula Clark. Directed Jane Aird, Jack Stewart and GeoffFather Mariani
Adriano Ambrogi
Ronald Neame.' Screenplay, Eric Am- rey Keen,
to
failure
tend
hearth
Lund’s
crew,
Tannen by
william
......
Edwards.
doc
Dove
........... Amina Pirant Maggi
bler, from Arnold Bennett's novel; camCharles Crichton’s direction
Eldredge
.George,
...
Carlo Borrelli strictly to business costs the crew Fred Lewis.
Mcnsignar
eta, Oswald Morris; editor, Clive Doniior;
conventional
lines,
playing
Baker
... ........ .Guiseppe Plerozzi
William Alwyn. At Odeon, Lorn on
music,
prize
sweepstake
in
Urchin
Guida Martuft aft, employees’
'52.
for suspense and using altime,
boldly
tl
Running
don, Feb: 25,
Cab Driver
Joe Faletta a tonnage race and causes addition- Giant woman. \Irmgard H. H. Raschke MINS
most
every
cliche-ridden
situation
Fawcett
>
one
,
Wtwam
.ow,
al hard feelings, but there’s never
Alec Guinness
Edward Henry Machin
Franik Jacgue
Qmgley>
achieve that purpose.
Eric
Glynis Johns to
...
Ruth Earp
Hohie during the 1950 Holy Year any doubt he will redeem himself
.Valerie Hobson Cross’s, camera work is competent
Countess of Chell
Petula Clark and
provides the colorful background
. ; ;
johnny
Weissmuller
fifTts his Nellie CotteriU
VCtchinsky’s
Alex
settings
minutes footage are over. He docs.
Edward Chapman
Mr. Duncalf
Myrq.
for this drama of
priest and con- vindicating himself when he saves way through another set of im- Mrs. Machin.
.Veronica TurleigR strike a realistic note.
plausible adventures to shape this Mr'.;. Calvert.
George Devine
. .
i.
vict who are mixed up in a chase
itliam Harrigan, Miss Sheridan’s
McLaughlin
.Gibb
Emery
..........
one as an okay Jungle Jim” entry
father
after
the
latter
ha«s
a
heart
Frank Pettlngell
Police Supt
IKrief
plot. Both the chase and religiose
for the program houses. Based on
ntf
(LEBRABIANCA)
phases are fold good-naturedly and nhnSf
the King Feature's comic strip of
in Arnabout to be filled with molten
principal
character
The
(Italian)
stock
has a
same title, film nas
without stuffiness,
results are metal.
“The Card,” 4 e pi cf“
of derrin’-do for the kiddie old Bennett’s.
amount
However,
generally satisfactory.
washerStar trio furnishes the familiar
of
progression
ing
the
Gangster
melodrama
about nartrade and non-discriminating, makcharacters and motivations with a
woman’s son from poverty to
b.o> outlook is spotty.
cotics-peddling. Fair for lanit passable in its c 1 ossification.
personable touch that helps get
to
beginnings
wealth,
humble
from
guage trade.
Weissmuller, as Jungle Jim, inVan Johnson and Paul Douglas
3
Out the top of the civic tree, provides R
costar as the priest and escaped
-woJi on thefr
r
S
S
made-to-measure, part' for Alec
Jewel Productions release of Rocket
anthropologist,
Greene,
Angela
b
convict, respectively. They help to nirt ’«;mO A
y
th J c^tni
Films presehtktlOn, produced by La Perla
4
'
him to lead her to the Guinness. He brings all liis skill Films, of Rome/ Stairs LOis
make the c,
.lts likeable, and
Maxwell,
nvf pm’ who wants
lan ^ of the giant people. He riixes and polish iqto play, and makes Amedeo Nazzari Umberto Spadaro, ErClarence Brown’s production and
attractive
jnanno Randi. Directed- by Enzo Trapahi.
l)ecause ot the danR?rs this British, offering an
tKe
direction steer the plot and players
Screenplay j Adriano Bolzoni and Enzo
and also turns down Lester Mat- proposition for the. home trade, alalong a pleasantly entertaining
camera, Adalberto Albertini;
remainder of the cast answer re- thews, territory commissioner, who though its success in America is Trapani;
musical direction, Constantino Ferri, concourse highlighted by some chuc- quirements^
than
ducting
Teatro dell’Opera di Roma Orch.
modest,
likely
be
more
to
#
wants to go to the. same place so a
kles, suspense and a Cook’s Tour
Technicolor
photography
by herd of flood-trapped elephants some of the star’s more recent of- At Holiday Theatre, N. Y., Feb. 27, '52.
Running tiihe, 80 MINS.
of the major cathedrals of Rome.
Charles P.t Boyle is a manor assist can be led to safety.
ferings.
/
Erika.
Lois Maxwell
Johnson, on a pilgrimage to iri handling the interesting sight
Set iri the Potteries, without any Stefano. \
v. ..... ,
.Ermanno Randi
However, the Sampel Newman
Rome, meets Douglas, fleeing a values that the steel mill backin a set attempt to glamorize the grimy, Commissioner. , ... .. . .... Amedeo Nazzari
involves
the
guide
script
Inspector .
..... .Umberto Spadaro
stateside prison, aboard ship en- ground offers.
Brog.
of circumstances that forces the smoky, slum-ridden district, Eric The Boss; ... . . . . . . . ...
Juan. De Landa
route to Genoa, and an attachment
. . .
.
Massimo Sallusto
issue and finds him battling, with Ambler’s script keeps the focus en- Carlo
is struck up. However, when the
a tirely on GuinneSs, and with a
hippopotamus,
easy
success,
a
Affair
boat docks, Douglas steals John( in
Italian; English Titles )
black panther, a giant, and heavies rffeat introductory commentary es5r
son’s robes and, identification, and
Like the first half pf its title, the
Jean Willes and William Tannen, tablishes the basis of the plot,
Lightweight boy-meets-girl enhotfoots it to Rome to lose himself
is subsequently unspooled to good moments of “Brief Rapture”
which
eleslaughter
the
who
want
to
try; routine supporting farev
among the Holy Year pilgrims,
phants for ivory. The stock thrills the occompaniment of gentle, re- are brief. Italian-languager gets
leaving Johnson to get out of a
strained humorous situations.
off to a good start by building up
United Artists release of Benedict Bo- wrapped up by Lew Landers’ dipolice miXUp when they think he’s
The rise of the young lad is de- a degree Of suspense, and then deQeous production. Stars Evelyn Keyes, rection will; please moppet ticketthe convict.
Dennis O'Keefe; features Mary Ahderson, buyers!
picted in ail its stages,, from his teriorates into a run-of-the-mill
Chase aspect comes in when Connie Gilchrist, Thurston Hoill. Directed
The. Sam Katziiian production dishonest beginning, when he, alters gangster melodrama. It’s the type
by Peter Godfrey. Screenplay, Leo Town*
Johnson takes out after Douglas rend,
the usual examination .results to insure a of pic American producers have
presents
Francis Swann, from story by supervision
with the police in close pursuit. Ho George Brlcker; camera, Jose Orty Ra- budget furbishings against which place in high school. And from turned out by the dozens far more
catches up with the con man and mos; editor, George Cromc; music, L. the players perform adequately. In there he gradually makes his name convincingly. It’s strictly for the
Bretort.
Tradeshown N. Y.,
yields to the latter’s plea to let him Hornnndez
Feb. 28, '52. Running time, 10 MINS.
addition to the human cast mem- in the world, advancing from a Italian-language trade*
finish his tour of Rome’s religious T
Evclyii Keyes bers, Tamba, a chimp, is added humble lawyer’s clerk to rent coler.n HarperPic, dealing with narcotics addiccenters before turning him in. The immy Donovan ........ .Dennis O'Keefe for comedy relief Fayte Browne’s lector and to big business as head tion and peddling, lends itself to
pair dodge the law, and during the
and
founder
of
club.
standard
jungle
loan
is
and
lensing
a
exploitation.:
It’s obvious that sevManUe *;*.*.*. V. V* V. Cnrtn^e ^liichrist
pilgrimage religion has its effect Mr; G..
The major .incidents form the eral scenes have been scissored for
.r...
Thurston Hail values are shown
sepiatones.
on Douglas, finale finding him tak- Mr. Rush
.... ...
.Gtis Schilling
background
to much of the delight- the U. S. market. Story Opens with
Bfog:
ing vows that sentence him to a Charcoal Wagon Driver.,. v. Jose Torvay
ful detail contained in the story, the arrival of a young farmer i
Police Chief
Carles MUsqued
lifetime, of silence behind monas- Orphan Boy...;.
Andrew Velajquez
which is enhanced by the star’s an Italian city in search of his sisr
tery walls in preference to returncapital performance. There is his ter* Quest leads him to her best
ing to -the states for a lifer’s sen-,
(COLOR)
“One Big Affair,” an Evelyn
first excursion into high society friend, With whom he falls in love.
tehee in prison;
Keyes-Dennis
O’Keefe
starrer
(self-invited), when he dances with He eventually learns that his sister
The screenplay by Charles lensed in Mexico, sets its sights on -Good family trade feature for
the local countess; his attempt to had committed suicide ks a result
Schnee and Dorothy Kingsley tells comedy romance but misses the
general runs.
collect overdue rents from the im-‘ of having become a dope fiend, and
the Robert Buckner story with a target by a wide margin. Story of
poverlshed Glynis Johns and suc- that his new gal is also an addict
welcome sense of humor and dia- an American schoolteacher who
Hollywood; Feb. 28.;
cumbing to her charms; and his connected witl\ a- narcotics ring.
Monogram release of Walter Mirisch final
log that rings true. It has a mid- turns her south-of-the-border tour
triumph when, as Mayor, Gang, fearing that the investigation
John
Stars
Jane
Nigh,
way lag but otherwise, satisfactorily into an amorous adventure has pos* production.
Archer, Wallace Ford; features Gary With Petula Clark as his Mayoress, 'Of .the suicide would lead to ari unserves its purpose. Some of the sibilities, but they’re not realized Gray, Frances Rafferty, Sarah Hayden, he"
stages a grand procession and covering of its activities, forces
Ferguson.
Directed by "Williain
more amusing sequences involve i fkjc
Tlphariipt
nrnHnr.
Ulis
this DeneaiCL
DOgeaus proaucproduc- Frank.
Benedict Bogeaus
B
screenplay,
Charles R. Marion; turns Up in his modest little horse- the girl to aid it in its attempt to.
BWuame
s „«npi
^ audine
Douglas’s acting the part of a priest tion.
camera (Cinecolor), Harry. Neumann; edi- drawn, cab.
get rid of the inquisitive brother.
while hiding out with a group of
tor,
William
Austin;
music. Marlin Skiles.
Conrifit BncKer,
Vnrn
hv
Hrinlrpr aaaptea
Although the star’s role- domi- Trick ending, with timely arrival
xam
ueorge
py
Previewed Feb. 26, '52. Running time, 70
holy men.
nates
the yarn, other parts have of the police commissioner, results
Joseph Calleia, as a Rome police- by Francis; Swann and screenplay ed mins.
Cartwright,
........ Jane Nigh been thoughtfully, cast. The three in gang’s capture, gal’s renunciaman who has a Texas affectation, by Leo Townstnd, is a loosely told Nancy
John Archer major femme roles are expertly tion of the stuff arid brings the
tale that wearily meanders across sum Martin
Is the only better-known player
handled by Miss Johns, Valerie lovers together.
among the supporting cast, and much Of rural Mexico before the
In unfolding of the story, viewer
Edward
principals
finally
avow
their
Benson
Dixie
.Frances
Rafferty HobsCn and Miss Clark,
love
Carlo Rizzo, Tudor
does well.
Agatha
Cart
wright
Sarah
Hayden
......
Chapman plays the gruff lawyer is introduced to the usual unsavr Owen, Ditto Nardi, Aldo Silvani for one another. Picture Will be
with
conviction,
ory
all-night dives, a nightclub and
and
Veronica
Tur'^Myron'tSSS
and Mario Siletti are among the heiped to some extent.by the names "“hara DurSIJl
Fuzzy Knight leigh does
MlSS KeyeS and
Keefe. But .Tazbo Davis
first-class job as a 'gambling joint. There’s one parr more prominently used foreign of
1 ® nick
ar
* “
Guinness’s mother—the one wom- ticularly, dramatic scene in a police
it§.
marketing prospects will be §^ l?® 9
players.
an who always gets the better of station when an accused, peddler
i. Stanford Jolley
William Daniels used his cameras, largely confined to a niche on the p ete Adkins
him,
goes berserk under the pressure of
interestingly in lensing the pic- lower half of the duals.
sets the
A good round of family trade' Ronald Neame has retained the police questioning. It also soapboxBored with sightseeing. Miss
turesque effects of Rome, and the
stage for an impassioned'
of
the
Bennett
by
character
Carmen Dragon music score is Keyes is accidentally left behind by entertainment has been put toinspector
in “Rodeo” and it should astute direction, and Oswald Mor- like speech by a police
goodi—The—hymnT—^Pahis-Ahgeli-i
risiias
the fitnrinte lligently
cus,” is sung by a choir effectively. can town. Her teachei>companiohs, find- ready dates in the more gen- Ol llTD lensed
lAn M
M A# i m
Giland
Connie
Anderson
era!
situation.
Brog.
The outdoor rodeo Olive Donrtor’s editing is an expert nefariousness of the peddlers.gangSomehow the Italian-style
Christ, assume she has been kid- background is nicely used, the job, and settings by T. Hopwell
napped and report their suspicions story and performers are likeable, Ash are in keeping with the story. sters appear more hilarious than
Ste^l
sinister, which is perhaps due to
ro.
to the constabulary. Actually, she’s and the Cinecolor lensing comes
the arm-waving style of acting.
(COLOR)
Ibeen taken under the protective over excellently,
Lois Maxwell, a Canadian with
wing of O’Keefe, an American
Plot involvements deal with Jane
some Hollywood background, is
Standard action -romance: forNigh, who takes over the managelawyer, who discovers her plight
(BRITISH)
effective as the narcotics-addicted
mill
mula against colorful steel
London, Feb, 19.
From
this point on, as may wall men t °f a rodeo troupe after its
nightclub singer. Ermantto Randi
background- Okay for general
be imagined, the couple strikes up promotor slaps, owing Miss Nigh’s
is /believable
as the searching
siiiiations.
Mild British man-hunt meller;
a mutual fancy. Theiir emotional father- an $1,800 feed bill. The
brother, arid Amedeb Nazzari and
-slim chances in U. S.
fires are dampened somewhat by show begins to prosper as a co-op
Uriiberto Spadaro! make okay police
Hotly wood, March 4,
under her mdney-wise
the prying police and interfering venture
officials. Enzo Trapani’s direction
Universal release of Leonard Goldstein
handling,
and
romance
Independent
a
develops
Artists
pair’s
teachets.
Nevertheless,
the
Stars Ann Sheridan. John
reduction.
Stars Dirk Bogarde. Directed is exceptionally good at the openE und, Howard. Duff; features William cross-country trek to Acapulco ends with John Archer, bronc rider, Proauction.
lar es Crichton.
Screenplay, Jack ing, but slows up as the film pro,...£!
i
Harrigan, Eileen Crowe, Chick Chandler.
gs go smoothly until Miss ?J
Wbittingnam;
camera, Eric Cross; editor,
does
James Best, Nancy Kulp. Directed bv in a climax of understanding chiefly Nigh passes
Ted Holliday; muisic. Hubert Clifford. At gresses/ Adalberto Albertini
thoughtless
remark
a
friendly
through
the
aid
some
of
Gerald
Sherman.
"Screenplay,
George
London, Feb, 13,.. '52: Running some nice camera work with the
Drayson Adams, LOu Breslow; based rn
about Wallace Ford, an old wrang- Odeon,
Mexicans,
time,
84
MINS.
Boll.
,,
street scenes.
story by Leonard Freeman; camera ct c.e .
Although
Miss
Keyes
arid ler who was once a top rider. He Cbrm Lloyd
... ......
,:.Dirk Bogarde
inicolor), .Charles P. Boyle; editor, Ted J
Robbie.
.
.
jon Whiteley
Kent. Previewed Feb. 27, ’5?. Ruhni ^ O’Keefe, give a valiant try to make trie# to prove he’s not washed up, Magda Lloyd
. . ; . . .
Elizabeth
Sellars
MINS.
83
time,
the romance a credible one> it is seriously injured and other per- Mrs. Sykes
... ;
Kay Walsh
Ann Sheridan. emerges as little more than a dal- formers walk out on Miss Nigh, ®®r. Sykes_ «... » . ...
“Red*’ McNamara.
* .Frederick Piper.
(FRANCO-ITALIAN) . . . .
John Lund
Steve Kostane V. .... ....
Jack Lloyd. .... . . . . . . . . ... Julian Somers
Yarn
comes
to
a
satisfactory
conliance.
Onus
lies
primarily
for
this
Paris, Feb. '19.
.
Howard
Duff
...
Jim Denko
Mrs. .CampbeU. . . . . . .. ,
Jane
Aird
and production.
release
elusion
Filmsonor
when
they
find she’s paying Mr. Campbell
William Harri^rm on the slow-moving story plus Peter
John McNamara..
. . . .
Jack SteWart Stars Maria Felix;. Jean Chevrier, Geodes
Eileen Crowe Godfrey’s poor direction* Miss Ari- Ford’s, hospital bills and everyone Det; Insp. Deaken .
Millie McNamara.
.
Geoffrey Keen Marechal. Directed and written by Car.Chick Chandlo-:
Ernie
;
mine GaUone. Camera. Andre Brizzi; ediJames Be-s. derson has little to dOj and Miss becomes friends again, with a Wed.
Joe Rakich.
new, but not very convincing tor, Nicolo Lazarri. At Mangnan^^a
-hlancy- .Kill’) GilchHst is so-so. Routine support ding in the offing for Miss Nigh
Dolores
111 Ml N 5.
....
............. Elaine Riley is provided by Thurston Hall, Gus and Archer
Valerie
1st on. the man-hunt theme, this Marivaux, Paris. Running time,
.Maria^ Felix
Tudor Gwen
McIntosh
Messaline..
William Beaudine’s direction of British thriller is an overlong sus- Valera
les.
Jean Cbevrier
Taxi Driver........;..... Frank Marlowe Schilling arid others in- lesser
Robert Karnes
Georges Marecttai
Bogeaus’ production bespeaks an the Charles R. Marion script moves pense story, with a cha£e from Lon- Cassius .
Interne.
Jean Tissier
*
Nestor ., . .
eye fol economy. Much of the it along at a good clip and gets don into the Scottish moors.
.Michel Vitpla
Narcisse .... , .
very
action*/
rather ordinary
scenes appear to have been 'shot in pleasing performances from* the not
ambitious production, it Cynthia »:*'. » .. . . ........... Delal Scaia
.Memo Bessami
...
. ... .
mance plot is bolstered with a the open country. The few inte- cast. Miss Nigh and Archer make can only be regarded as a modest Augustuscolorful steel mill setting and riors include a cheap hotel, police an excellent romantic team, and grosser, with slim chances in the
Franco-Italian
is
another
U.S.
This
“Steel
To\yri”
giving
fairly
attrac
headquarters and a
Technicolor,
Ford shows up strongly as the gabThe man-on-the-run is Dirk Bo- spectacle film on decadent Rome
ood change for the general mar- tive Acapulco villa, among others, by old wrangler. -Gary Gray, Miss
(Continued on page 22 )«
fet. Cast names are good for re- Camerawork of Jose Orty Ra mos is l Nigh’s kid brother; Frances Raf- garde, who* while hiding in a
Robert Buckner; camera, William Daniels;
editor, Robert J. Kern; music, Carmen
Dragon. Previewed ..Feb*. 26,’52. Running time, 78 Ml MS.
^
......
Van Johnson
Father John
..... Paul Douglas
Joe Brewster
.Joseph CalleJa
Agglunto Bodulli
. ...
Antonio Silesto
Carlo Rizzo
... . . .
Father McGinniss
....Tudor Owen
Commissario, Genoa ........ Dino Nardi
.Aldo Silvani
Cabby

mantic triangle phases that never
above the trite.
John Lund, steel mill heir, is
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Wednesday* March 5, 1952

staffers at

Fox

of

Warner

Rome, March 4.
was postponed as staffers
Sam. Spiegel, independent Holand companies resumed talks last lywood producer, has been negoweek. Publicists, members: of the
(Tues.)

.

tiating With Ingrid Bergman to star
Y. -Screen Publicists Guild, inin a picture which he may turn out
dicated that the strike vbte still
in Italy.
existed but would not .be called as
iliss^Bergnfian, wife of producer-]
long as the companies .bargained
luAnfAp Roberto
UrtKorfft. n^cAUini.
pvex
Rossellini,
director
in good faith.
a - child this summer and
the
conceded,
have
execs
Won’t be available until the end of
•'double severance’’ provision* is- August.
Spiegel is algo dickering
unit to
sue which caused the
with Marlon Brando, who would
reach the walkout decision. With costar.
this point out of the way, talks
have been * proceeding at a faster
clip and there is a ‘degree of opti-

N

WB

WB

that an agreement will be
reached in a day or two. At 20th,
numerous confabs’ have been held,
but there has been no hint of an
impending conclusion. Main point

mism

being sought by 20th staffers is assurance that the company’s* adIncreasing number of deals for
vertising department would not be
transferred to its ad agency.
the release of indie product are
in
at
has
set
lull
a
Meanwhile,
being made by Warner Bros. With
Universal, where talks reached a announced arrangement for- the
stalemate last week. It’s reasoned distribution of “Three for Bedroom
that the outcome of the negotia- C,” Edward L, Alperson-Milton
tions at U hinges to a large extent Bren production in natural color
on the pattern established at either starring Gloria Swanson, company
(Continued on page 22)
now is releasing films for seven
.

Lippert Sets
In line

%

Checker

With Plan For

Even

4*

homeoffice pub-ad
Bros, and 20thyesterday
for
scheduled

Walkout

Placing more emphases on the
exploitation of pix oyer a; longer
period, Hollywood is building up
the biggest' backlog of features in
recent ye£rs, with 177 pictures
either in the can, in the editing and
scoring stage,, or in actual produc-

Making sure that no. untoward event halts the flow of its
bread-and-butter pix, Universal has built up a blacklog of
its “Francis” and “Ma and Pa
Kettle” series.
Company is already working
on a “Kettle” production that
woii’t be released until 1954.
The 1952 and 1953 entries have
already been completed. “Fran-

psrently have convinced pioduc
toppers of the necessity of
haying the completed pix in the
N. Y. offices far in advance of the
actual release dates so that merchandising tieups and national
magazine and syndicate breaks can
be arranged over an extended
period/
Backlog is in. keeping with the

tip,ns

announced policy of 20tb-Fox in
revealing its release sked for the
entire year to exhibs. Thusly, it’s
believed, exhibs can adjust their
thinking in terms of what they will
be getting for the full .year; and
can lend some assistance in the
pre-selling campaign. It’s obvious
that, the other companies are acting similarly although they haven’t
officially announced the ’forthcoming product for a full /ear.
What stands out in the analysis
of the available backlog is the pre-

cis-’

piX are all set

up

to 1953.

the

if

:

Supreme

Court

upholds the so-called “collapsible
corporation,” it’s not likely to be
o f ahy future help to ihdustryites
who organize one-picturc com-

IT* Insurance

undoubtedly Will'
law closing the loophole.
Ohc-picture companies were ruled
valid In a lio$ Angeles court decision last Week ordering an Income
tax refund of $198,515 to F. Hugh
Herbert, playwright and screen-writer, and his wife. Government
indicated that it would: take the
panies. Congress

pass a

;

case to the high court.
If

the Federal

lawmakers pass

a loophole-closing regulation; millions of dollars in extra taxes
already paid still will be returnable
if

suits are filed against the

Govt

ernment, since no ex post facto
(retroactive) laws are permissible

Hollywood’s increasing trend to.
is being paralleled in
England, with British studios carrying their biggest color- sked in

under, the Constitution.

Treasury officials; meanwhile;
were confident that the Supreme
Court would overturn the, decision
handed down Thursday (28) by
years.
j, Arthur Rank Organiza- Federal Judge Leon R. Yankwich,
tion heads the color parade, hay- in which he ruled that film profits
spectrums in various should be taxed on ji capital-gains
five
ing
tinted films

.

;

Two are basis rather than as personal inof completion,
awaiting U. S, preems.
come for the Herberts. In all
pix, indicatLatter includes “Ivory Hunter,” probability if will take several
ing
that
the
film-makers
are
conindies.
Royal Command performance film years before a Supreme Court decivinced that the “biggies” will draw known in England, as “Where No sion is forthcoming.
In addition to the one-pic deal
the patrons to the b.o. Noticeably, Vultures Fly” and “The Magic
The Herberts had brought suit
distribs
with Alperson-Bren,
too, is the stress on color, with
Box,” produced as a joint effort to recover $34,925 for 1945 and
films of Fidelity-Vogue, Howard
anywhere
from
in the
25%
40%
to
for 1946. Involved in the
$163,590
by the British film industry for
Welsch-A. Pam Blumenthal unit;
process.
In addition, the the recent Festival of Britain. case was the picture, “Kiss and
Norma Productions, BUrt Lancaster tinted
power of star names is still evi- “Magic Box” stars Robert Donat Tell,” produced in 1945 by a comcompany; Abbott & Costello indeby Herbert and
Trans- dent, longtime Hollywood favorites and includes in its cast GO of Eng- pany formed
pendently-produce d pix:
heading a majority of the casts.
George Abbott for Columbia reland’s top film personalities.
atlantic Pictures, Sidney BernsteinParamount, with 28 pix; has the
When the company was
‘Editing are the film adaptation lease.
Alfred Hitchcock firm; Cagney
largest current slate. Of these 15
later and Herbert claimed
of Oscar Wilde’s “The Importance dissolved
Productions, William and James
in the can, eight are being
are
capital
gain, the Treasury Dea
of Being Earnest” ( Michael RedCagney outfit, and U: S. Pictures,
(Continued on page 19)
partment ignored the corporation
stages

ponderance of .“big”

WB

,

AvoWed policy of Lippert Pictures tb. concentrate upon., distribution of better-quality, percentage-rental product reportedly is a
factor behind the company’s retention qf Jack H. Levin Associates as
its checking agency ^on percentage
Agreement was inked
product.
last week following confabs between Jack Levin/ and Arthur
Greenblatt, Lippert sales chief.
Lippert expects to follow up its
last season success of “The Steel
Helmet,” “Rocketship X-M,” etc.,
with three George Raft pictures.
Distrib also has a Veronica Lake-.
Zachary Scott starrer, “Stronghold,”
due for release this spring in addition to the Hall Bartlett documentary, “Navajo.”
Fact that^" Lippert is handling
“Navajo-” Greenblatt declared in
New York this Week, doesn’t mean
.

that the company will make a point
But
of distributing art product;
when pictures come along that
as
merit
selling
such
special
“N avajo”—tlm distrib is willing to
take ’em on.

Milton Sperling’s indie Unit.
WB also has a separate deal with
Charles K. Feldman on an indi-

vidual picture basis. Feldman delivers a complete package, including story and players, and works
out a percentage arrangement with
the talent involved. Warners provides the financing.
today’s
Indie distrib deals,
market, offer a major company
many advantages: 1. Additional pix
can fill lapses in the production
schedule. 2. With companies getting
away from long-term exclusive
deals with top stars, they can make
arrangements with the players for
distribution and partial financing
of player’s indie-produced pic in

(Continued on page 24)

—

.

.

Meantime, company prexy Robert
Lippert returned to the Coast
over the weekend after a five-day
New York huddle with Greenblatt

L.

<s well as division and exchange
managers. Confabs were held with
view toward laying the ground‘

.

work for expanded

grave, Joan Greenwood, Margaret
Rutherford and “The Penny Priiv
comedy starring Yolandc
cess,”
Dpnlan and Dirk Bogarde.
Non-Theatrical Pix
Before the aameras are Noel
Coward’s “Meet Me Toaight,” epiProds. Cited for Lack
sodic treatment of three of his
plays from ‘'Tonight at
Of Festival Co-op one-act
Fig
for
“Fanfare
and
8 30,”
Washington, March 4.
Leaves,” story of Britain’s fashion
American representation at for- establishments. In preparation is
“The Love Lottery,” being made
eign film festivals suffers from lack
by Monja Danischewsky and Alexof cooperation among producers of ander Mackendrick, the producernon-theatrical films, the State De- director team of “Tight Little Ispartment complains. In the past, land.”
it’s pointed out, no central organization has sifted entries in advance
SETS 19
as to quality and proper category.
Consequently, the best U. S. documentaries are frequently overRELEASE IN 6 MOS.
)

.

FOR

METRO

Metro has

is best summed up by
A. .Wright, chairman of
the State Dept.’s Review Committee on Visual and Audio Material.
“Unless the participation of producers of non-amusement films is
organized,” she warns, “and some
Center (like the Film Council)

Problem

set 19 features for re-

during the six mouths beginning March 1, it was announced
in
N. Y. yesterday (Tues.) by
Chicago, March 4
Charles M. Reagan, general sales
Two anti-trust suits involving
manager. Sked provides for three
Chicago theatres as plaintiffs were
films each month; excepting May
Federal
filed here last week
when four will swing into distribu'
Court.
tion. There will be one film in
First, a $600,000 trteble-damage agreed upon with which the dicolor each month.
action on behalf of the Wicker rectors of film festivals may deal
M-G, meanwhile, is continuing

Miss

'

distributional
operations. Accent oirdistfibutitnr
Katz and
follows Lippert’s cessation of pro- the majors, Balaban
Warner Theatres circuits, conspired
duction on his own last fall.
to keep product from the Royal
Theatre from Jan. 1, 1935, until
.March
1, 1944. Case has been asMutual Holding 2-Day
signed to Judge William Campbell.
Second suit, a leasehold action
in N. Y. for the Investors Theatre Corp:; is
Sales
Mutual Pictures* production-dis- on behalf of the Paulina Theatre,
tribution company recently formed which has been dark since June,
by Moe Kerman and jack Dietz, 1951. It also names the majors and
will hold a two-day sales conven- theatre chains but adds the Essantion at the Warwick Hotel, N. Y., ess circuit. Investors claims that
starting today .(Wed.);
Marketing it holds a 99^year lease on propand exploitation plans on Dietz’s erty, which has beeh damaged to a
recently completed “Models, Inc.;” $750,000 extent because of alleged
will be aired before franchise- refusal to permit operators of the
holders.
theatre to lease pictures. House
Kerman, who heads the company was subleased in 1944 to BPR, Inc.,
disclosed in New York this week and Investors claims it, too, was
that the firm’s production program unable to get better product. Suit
has: been set at eight pictures for will come up before Judge Philip
the first year,, with 12 to follow for Sullivan.
the second year.
Attorney Richard Orlikoff repreDistribution is
set through the outfit's! own fran- sents both plaintiffs.
chise-holders in all 31 exchange
‘areas.
Among those due to attend the
Republic Pictures* board last
sessions,
besides
Kerman and
Dietz, are Albert Bezel and Sam week declared -a 25c. divvy per
Kaplan, who own the Mutual fran share on preferred stock.
chises in Chicago and Detroit.
Melon is, payable April 1 to
Dietz, incidentally, is the firm’s stockholders of record as of March
v
veepee in charge Or production.
14.
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“
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'

Herberts,

Judge Yankwich

declared that
corporations cannot be dis-

such

continued on page

12)

:

looked.

.

its liquidation, and levied income tax assessments against the

and

lease

I.

-participation

will

its

continue to be handicapped.”
Report submitted to the State
Dept, last fall by three U. S. Government reps at the Venice Film
Festival (Aug. 8-Sept. 10) also took
exception to the “unsatisfactory”
method of determining U. S'. .film
participation in the festival. “The
feature film producers are comparatively few in number,” report
stated, “and Well organized.” But,
it was noted; the non-ambsement
producers are “legion and unorganized,” As a result the festival
authorities find themselves “flooded with prints of films which they
cannot possibly; review, or classify
in proper categories;” For a solution the report Urged formation
Of a joint committee; with mem*
page 22)
( Continued bn
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“Quo

Vadis” on a bidding basis in all
situations. U n d e r new deals approved recently, the epic is now
set to open 89 engagements this
month, bringing to 165 the number
which have been held or scheduled
until the end of March.

in

2 Extra Men At

Grand; House Reopens
Chicago, March

.

RKO

opens tomorrow ( Wed. ) with “David
“Phone
and Bathsheba” (20th).
Call From a Stranger” (20th) follows lor two weeks, then “Viva
Zapata” (20th) comes in for extended run.
Deadlock resulted when union
said the* extra men, who were used
on advanced-price pictures, should
be kept on when spot returned to
poprprice releases. RKO pointed
opt that in the past when this happened staff returned to normal in
Grand and other houses.
Efforts to reopen a sister house,
the Palace, which has also been
dark, are not meeting with as much
Union claims here are
success./
different from those at. the Grand.
House was used as legiter from
Sept. 1 to Dec. 23, then Was to revert to films, but union said that
.

the existing contract was abrogated aftd new pact was to be

0, F. Sullivan, Wichita
Exhib, Under Tax Rap

made.

Topeka, March 4.
grand jury here last
week returned: an indictment ac-

13 Pix for Release

Federal

4.

union last
projectionists
week won their demands for use
Grand.
of six operators at the
House, shuttered since Feb. 2 due
to demands for two extra men, reChi

;

By

Thru Summer

Col
cusing 6. F. Sullivan, Wichita,
.presideUt of Central Theatre Co.,
Columbia this week completed
and
tax
income
personal
of evading
its releasing schedule, through to
other taxes due from the company. next August with the lineup inJury charged that in 1945 he re- cluding three films from Stanley
ported net income Of $18,284 and Kramer, two from Edward Small
paid tax of $5,309, but that true and one from Louis deRochepiOrtt.
income was $40,010 with tax due oj Total of 13 pix are
the list
$17,776. The jury also alleged from the present through the sum1948;
and
1947
evasions for 1946;
mer months.
the figures for 1946 were- given as
First of the new; product from
identical to those of 1945.
Kramer will be “My Six Convicts,”
In another indictment Sullivan
which goes into distribution, this
was charged With making false re-

for April

United. Artists yesterday (Tuesj
disclosed it has scheduled two releases for April. First of the pix,
slated for April 11, will be “Captive City,” initialer from the Mark

Robson-Robert Wise Unit;:, John
Central
turns for his company.
Forsythe is starred,
Scheduled for April 25 is David Theatres operates both- convention
Wichita
in
E, Rose’s “Saturday -s Island,” star- al and* drive-in theatres
land vicinity.
ring Linda Darnell.
.

month. deRochemont’s. pic> “Walk
East on Beacon,” goes out in ApnU
Small will have “Brigand” m July
and “Cripple Creek*’ in August.

—
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FICTVKE GROSSES

STmtDY

‘SAILOR’

ftthtwhy, Mtt«h

1952

S,

15G,

Sr.L:‘l
St Louis, March 4.
The 10-hour snowstorm Sunday
(2), followed by ‘rain on Monday,
slowing down boxoffice activity
here this week at first-runs, with
grosses off considerably from last
stanza.
Numerous holdovers also

is

Sharp 28G, ‘Show’ Rig 40G
Los Angeles, March
Local first-run biz

is spotty*

4.

with

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$479,200
(Based on 24 theatres)
Last Year
$448,500

sock $45,000 in three
Warner theatres, best this unit has
shown since last August. “Swoyd’s
Point” also shapes good $28,000 in
,

two. houses.

Only a

-

.

“Sailor
best
showing with big session at the
Ambassador, for third week downtown. “Las Vegas Story” is rated
good at the Missouri, while “African Queen” is holding well in sec-

Beware1

.

.

(

Based oh

17

making

is

about

Estimates for This

Ambassador (F&M)

.

theatres )

sites.

“Greatest Show on Earth” is
dropping over 25% below first
round but still is big $40,000 or
better in two spots, second week.
Pittsburgh, March 4.
“Quo Vadis” is up to neat $7,000 ort
“African Queen” at the Penn is
first: week
continuous run, with
the big noise here this week. Looks
new prices, or actual 14th week at like the best thing at this house in
Four Star.
“African Queen” is some time. Holds. Holdovers “I
steady near $8,000 in iOth frame at
Want You” at Fulton and “Phone
WilShire*
Call From Stranger” at Harris doEstimates for This Week
ing okay but the other new films
Los Angeles, Chinese, Uptown, “Bugles in Afternoon” at Stanley

Women”

atres, chtefly first runs, include

ing N. F.)
Total Gross Same Week
*
$2,092,500
Last Year
(Based oh 24 cities, and 203

Week

.

(3,000; 60-75)

.

.

Francis.

theatres.)

River”
of
(U)
and
“Sword’s Point” (RKO). Opened
oday (Tues;). Last week, “Sailor
Beware” (Par) and “Aladdin and
Lamp” (Mono); big $15,000.

•.

“Just This Once” looks weak at
Golden
Gate.
“Westward the
is rated okay at Warfield.
“Bend of River” still is nice in
second Orpheum round af ter smash
Opener. “Greatest Show on Earth?
shapes bjg in second stanza at St.

. *

-"Bend

slini $16,000' is

session in prospect at Paramount,

Estimated Total Gross
This Week ..,, $2,450,700
( Based on 24 cities, 222 the-

ond Loew’s Week.

seen for
‘‘Return Of Texan” in four spots.
Combo of “Invitation”, and “Just
This Once” looms slow $19,000 in

two

'

Estimates for This

$13,800.

(UA),

Fox (FWC) (4,651; 65-95)—
“Phone Call From Stranger” (20th)
and “QjlrL On Bridge” (20th), Drab

oke

$13,000.

.

,

Loew’s

(Loew)

(3,172;

Louisville,

50-75)—

Queen” \juai
(2d wk;.
wk).
yueen"
(DA) iza
Holding at $13,000 following big
opening
stanza.
$18,500
Missouri (F&M) (3,000; 60-75)—
Las Vegas Story” (RKO) and “Big
Night” (UA). Good $12,000 Or near*
Last week, ‘’Phone Call Stranger”
Only” at Warner (20th) and “Japanese War Bride”
“African:
Airican

Week

(2,850; 65-95)

This Once”
(M-G) and
“Waco” (Mono). Weak $12,000. Last
week, “Las Vegas Story” (RKO).

Fox (F&M) (5,000; 60-75)—“Re(WB) and “GlobetrotOpened today (Tues.).
LSst Week, “Sword’s Point” (RKO)
“Congolaise”
$12 000

Golden Gate (RKO)

:

“Just

reat, Hell!”
ters” (Col).

and

4*

and balmy weather “Something To
Live For” is not so good with light

will clip the overall total.

4-

some strong product being balanced by weak pix. Despite this
uneven tone, session is running
substantially ahead of same week
a year ago. Pacing city is - Bend
of River,”

m 2d

San Francisco, March

General slump
first-runs here
this session is Attributed to Lent

March

(WB)

4.

Ri verj” ?Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 65-95)—
Jt the ^Htucky, .is making the big “Westward Women” (M-G). Okay
boxoffice noise this week, marking
Last week, “Pandora”
$18,000,
newest
this
the first time that
*
house in ranks of local first-runs *M-G), $16,000.
Paramount
(Par) (2,646; 65-95)—
has rung the bell boxdffice-wise*
ne

i

Last week, “Big Trees’’
“Steel Fist” (Mono),

and

$12,500.

Current James Stewart starter is “Something To Live For” (Par) and
sock. “Japanese War Bride” at the “Stronghold” (Lip), NSG $12,500.
Loyola (FWC) (2,097; 2,048; 1,719; and “For Men
Strand is on the dull side while Last week, “Retreat, Hell!” (WB)
(20th), $13,500*
1,248; 70-$1.10)— “Return of Tex- are just so-so.
“FBI Girl” at Mary Anderson and ‘’Man Bait” (Lip), $21,000.
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; $1.25Pageant (St. L, Ariuis.) (1,000; 75- looks fair. “Girl in Every Port” at
Estimates for This Week
an” (20th) and “Hold Line” (Mono),
-$1.50)T-^“Greatest Show on Earth”
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 50-g5)— 90)—“Fantasie” (RKO) (reissue). Rialto is about average.
Slim $16,000. Last week, “Phone
(Par) (2d wk). Big $23,000. Last
Last week, “The
Call Stranger*’ (20th) and ‘“Dark “I Want You” (RKO) (2d wk). Not Okay $4,000.
Estimates for This Week
so bad $5,000; Last week, $8,000, Prize” (Indie), $4,500,
Man” (Indie), $26,60(1
Kentucky (Switow) (1,100; 54-75) weekj, $31,000.
Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448; 65somewhat
under
expectations.
—
Shady 6ak (St. L. Amus*) (800;
r“Bend of River” (U) Considering
Hollywood, Downtown, Wilterri
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 50-85)-^ 75-90)-r-“The Prize” (Indie) (2d capacity of house, shapes as town’s 95)—“Bend of River” (U) and “As
(WB) (2,756; 1,757; 2,844; 70-$U0)
You
Were” (Lip)
wk). Nice
^“BeiToTiUver” '(GTmk “ As You '^Phone Call From Stranger wk). Held at $4,500 after $5,500 leader, socko $7,000 or near. Last $12,000. Last week.(2d$21,500.
week, “Death of Salesman” (Col)
Wer^V (Lip?' ^jck^J^slooO. Last (20th) (2d wk;4 days).. Oke $4,000. fine initial session.
United
Artists
(No.
Coast) (1,207:
(2d wk), $3,500.
week, “Retreat, Hell!” (WB) (2d Last week, okay $8,500.
Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; 50-85)—
Mary Anderson (People's (1,200; 65-95)—“The River” (UA) (2d wk).
Wk), $19,700.
Down to $5,000. Last week, fine
“African Queen” (UA). Embraced
“FBI
Girl”
(Lip). Fair $5,54-75)-rLoeW’s State, Egyptian
by crix. Walloping weekend in000. Last week, “Woman Is Dan- $9,500.
70-$l. 10)—“Invita(2,404;
1,538;
Stagedoor (A-R) (370; 85-$l)--.
sures at least $20,000, terrific here
gerous” (WB), about same.
tion” (M-G) and “Just This Once” these
(Indie)
(3rd
wk).
days. Last week, “Lone Star”
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000; “Rasho-Mpn”
(M-G). Slow $19,000. Last week, (M-G) (2d wk), $10,000.
Good
$4,200. Last week, $4,400.
54-75)—“Girl in Every Port” (RKO)
“Lone Star” (M-G) and “CloudClay (Rosener) (400; 65-$D—
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 50-85)—
and
“Man
Bait”
(Lip)* Fairish. $10,*
burst” (UA) (Loew’s only) (3d wk-5 “Bugles in Afternoon”
(WB). Not
000.
Last week,
“Phone Call “Pictura” (Indie) (4th wk). Down
days), $10,000.
to $2,200. Xast week, neat $3,100.
much for this one, and will be
Stranger” (20th), $8,500.
Hillstreet, Pantages (RKO) (2,- lucky
Vogue (S. F. .Theatres) (375; $1to get by with slow $9,000.
State (Loew’s (3,000; 45-65)
Providence, March 4.
752; 2,812; 70-$l)—“Sword’s Point” Last week, “Retreat, Hell!” (WB),
“Belle of New York” (M-G) and $1.20)— “La Ronde” (Indie) (15th
(RKO) and “Jungle Jim Larid” big winner at $14,000.
Two heavy snowstorms in one “It’s a Big Country” (M-G). Mild wk). Holding at $1,600. Last week;
(Col).
Good $28,000. Last week,
nice $1,800.
Squirrel Hill (WB) (900; 50-85)— week: are not helping at the box- $9,000. Last week,
“Las Vegas Story” (RKO) and Song to Remember” (Col) (reis- office here. State’ “Belle of New (M-G) and '’Calling “Lone Star”
Bulldog Drum“Harlem Globetrotters” (Col) (2d sue).
First Hollywood pic after York” is getting the most coin but mond” (M-G), $12,000.
wk), $21,600.
Hobble Hob;
three English films in new art pol- only mild. Majestic, with “Viva
Strand (FA) (1,200; 54^75)
Los .Angeles, Hollywood Para- icy here. Modest $2,500. Last week, Zapata!” is rated very nice.
“Japanese War Bride” (20th) and
mounts (F&M) (3,398; 1,430; 60- “Clouded Yellow” (Col) (2d wk);
“Girl on Bridge” (20th). Slow $3,Estimates for This Week
“Detective Story”,
$1.20)
-9
$ 2 000
Story”
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)— 000. Last week, “Las Vegas Sto;
and “Old West” (Col) (L.A. Par
Warner <WB) (2,000; 50-85)—
(RKO) and “Trail Guide” ( RKO),
only) (2d wk). Fair $12,000. Last “For Men Only” (Lip). Sluggish “Snow White” (RKO) (reissue) (2d
in 2d
$4,000.
wk). Dropping to $8,000. Fir s
week, $21,900.
^5,500.
Last week, “Las Vegas
Boston, March 4.
week was neat $16,000.
Hawaii (G&S) (1,106; 60-85)
itory” (RKO), $6,500,
Mainstem is loaded 'with holdMajestic Fay) (2,200; 44-65)—
“Sailor Beware” (Par) (6th wk);
overs this frame with “Snow
“Viva Zapata!” (20th). Single fea
Off to $3,200. Last week, smart
White”
in third, week at Memorial
ture turnover helping for very
$5,000.
still showing the way.
Newcomer
Orpheum, Beverly Hills (Metro
nice $9,000. Last week, “Phone
'Retreat’
Fair
6G,
“Invitation”
at Astor shapes fairly
;
Call From Stranger” (20th) and
politan-WB) (2,213; 1,612;.85-$1.50)
big
In
D.C.;
but
‘Texan’“Barefoot
Mailman”
at
“The Guest” (Rep), $12,000.
—“Greatest Show” (Par) (2d wk),
'Bend’ Nice $8,000, 2d Boston looms sluggish. “Lone Star”
Hefty $40,000.
Last week, socko
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44in
second
Orand
State
week
at
$54,800, below hopes but very
Notre D a
e”
Minneapolis, March 4.
, ‘Bend’ 11G, 2d 65)—“Hunchback
pheum ahd “Room for One, More”
strong.
(RKO) and “Cat People” (RKO)
After' the Martin & Lewis Radio also in
Washington, March 4.
second at Paramount and
Ritz, Vogue, Globe (FWC) (1,Holdovers
and
lack of sock (reissues). So-so $4,500. Last week. City boxoffice windfall, the local Fenway loom okay; “Viva Zapata”
“Phone
870; 885; 782; 70-$1.10)
roduct giving town’s mid-town “Room For One More” (WB) and first-runs are back to normal again, in second round at Met is off.
Call. Stranger” (20th) and “Dark
ouses a milder tone this week “Hold That Line” (Mono) (2d wk), and that is not so good. However,
Estimates for This Week
Man” (Indie) (m.o.’s). Mild $9,500. g
the turnouts for “Quo Vadis,”
Best bet is ‘‘Return of Texan” at good $5,000.
Last week,-“David and Bathsheba
Astor (B&Q) (1,200; 50-95)
Loew’s Capitol, which is being
State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)— which is playing with upped ad(20th), $6,300.
“Invitation”
(M^G). Shapes to get
missions at the Century, make evlUnited Artists (UA) (2,100; 70- hypoed to solid take by a good “Belle of New York” (M-G) and dent that;
big $12,5.00. Last week, “Red Skies
$1.10)—“Midnight Kiss” (M-G) and stageshow “5headed by Margaret “The Sellout” (M-G). Storm coin- milk the the comedy team; didn’t Montana” (20th) dismal $6,000 in
town
dry. Aside from
Whiting.
Fingers,”
however,
is cided with Saturday opening to
(M-G) (re“Solomon’s Mines”
Quo Vadis,” which looks terrific, 10 days.
Dull $5,000* Last week, the wow of week at the small Play- give poor sendoff. Mild $11,000.
issues).
are mainly sluggish.
Beacon Hill .(Beacon Hill) (682:
-“Bugles in Afternoon” a Last week, “Lone Star” (M-G), first-runs
“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (13th wk- house.
4
’Retreat, Hell!” looks fair.
65-$l. 20)—“Another Man’s Poison
Warner is also bright.
$12,500.
5 days) (upped scales), $6,700.
Estimates for This Week
(UA) and “Heir to Throne” (Indie)
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
_ Estimates for This Week
Four Star (UA) (900; 90-$1.50)
Century (Par) (1,600; 85-$1.25)— (6th wk). Down to $3,000J Last
Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 55-90)—
“F o r Men O n 1 y” (Lip) and
“Quo Vadis” (M-G). First week
“Return of Texan” (20th) plus “Stronghold” (Lip). Opened Mon- “Quo Vadis” (M-G). Huge $20,000. week, poor $3,500.
of continuous policy and new
Last
Week, “Phone Call From
Boston (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)
Last vau de topped by Margaret Whiting day (3). Last week, “Death of
scale.
Perked to $7,000.
Stranger” (20th) (2d wk), okay “Barefoot Mailman” (Col) and
(Continued .on page 26)
Salesman” (Col), died at $6,200.
week, (13th wk-5 days), $4,400 on
$4,500.
“Harlem
(Col).
Globetrotters”
top.
two-a-day, with $2.40
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; *50-76)— Slow s$8,000.
Last week, “At
Fine Arts (FWC) (677; 80-$1.50)
Cimarron
1£
Kid”
(U),
Mild
$4,00ff
Sword^-Poirit—
(RKO)-and- YoUng—
—“Lavender Hill Mob” (U) (8th
Last week, “Red (Skies Montana” Scarface” (Indie), $15,000 for 8
Wk).
Oke $3,000.
Last week,
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(20th) (2d wk), $3,000.
(Par)
50-76)—
(1,000;
“Bushwackers” (Indie) and “Tales
Robin Hood” (Lip). Fait $4,000.

$3,600.

Wilshire

(FWC)

Sturdy $8,000.

Last week, $8,300.
Rialto (Metropolitan) (840; 80“Streetcar” (WB) (10th
$1.20)
Nice $5,000.
wk).
Last week,

—

$ 6 000
,

.

‘BEND’

Cincinnati, March 4.
Downtown biz continues to soar
this week. Dean Marlin and Jerry
Lewis, -with their own stageshow,

^

SOCK

shattered all-time figure at. the
Albee for three days. “Quo Vadis”
came in today with great opening
NIFF;
trade. “Greatest Show On Earth”
is holding Capitol close to its last
Buffalo, March 4.
modern house record.
Brightest newcomer here this week’s
week is “Bend of River,” heading “Belle of New York” is causing ho
“Green
complaint
at
Palace.
the
Lafayette,
session
at
for great
“Phone Call From Stranger,, is Glove,” another new bill, is okay
Queen”
arid
okay at Century. “Greatest Show at Grand. “African
on Earth” continued so big in sec- “Sailor Beware” are buxom holdond Center Theatre roflind that it overs.
.Jstim^esr for .This Week
is holding a third. “African Queen”
Albee (RKO) (3,100; $1.50)^
also is solid in second stanza at
“Purple Heart Diary” (Col), plus
the Buffalo.

{13,000,

‘SHOW’

19% 2D

.

•

.
0
African _ Queen

sawsfa

40-70)— Upped scale applies also to juves.
wM- Comic duo jamming^ ’em in six
perfonrianCes daily, necord threeor better. First week was big $17,- day high here, huge $52,000. “Quo
000.
Vadis” (M-G) opened today (Tues.).
v
,
WA
Paramount (Par) (3,000; .40-70)-Las t week, “Las Vegas * Story”
B u gl e s In Afternoon’’ (WB). (RKO), nine days, mild $10,500.
Opens today (Tues ). Last week,
Capitol (Mid-States) (2,000; 90“Greatest Show on Earth”
$1.25)
i Continued on page 26)
11
..fi ?*-

days.

Lyric

(2,296; 80-$1.50)

—“African Queen” (UA) (10th wk).

<3,500;

(UA)

—

—

Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-80)
Browning
and
Version”
(U)
“Royal Journey” (UA) (6th wk).
Last week, “Sellout” (M-G) and
Trim $6,000 following oke $7,000
“Shadow in Sky” (M-G), $4,000.
for fifth.
Radio City (Par) (4.000; 50-76)—
(Par). Holding amazingly at $25,000
Fenway (NET) * (1,373; 40-85)
in wake of $28,000 preerii, which “Las Vegas Story” (RKO). First
RKO picture to play this house. “Room for One, More” (WB) and
was modern house record.
wk).
(Mono)
(2d
Tough <>^”1
going following
& “Steel Fist”
w r*Martin
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)
n nnn La
T **”
to $4,000 after nice $6,500
W ek Dropped
“Green Glove” (UA) and“Assassin
fof first.
fu
(u)
for Hire” (Iridie).
Okay $8,000.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)—
°? sJ agei. stu ”
Last week, “Retreat, Hell!” (WB)
and “Hold That Line” (Mono), 8 pendpus $72,000, record for house “Snow White'' (RKO) (reissue)
and
city
at
85-$1.50
(3rd
wk). Off to about $16,000 for
scale.
davs $9 000
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 40- final round after tasty $28,000 for
KAltiiV
QfafAcV m Ri 9 ee
76—‘'Bend of River” (U) (2d Wk). second frame.
r
Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 40Has been * boxoffice sweetheart.
19 a wvt
5H
iwn
85)—“Viva Zapata!” (20th) arid
JWO^fpr^lSt^Sk.^De^Si^MartUn
“Stars and Guitars’* (Rep) (2d wk).
arid Jerry Lewis on stage at oppdsirro Pan
Fa “ (Rxriv
(RKO) (1,600; 40-76) Off to $12,000 after mild $16,500
tion Albee in first half no coin—“Meet Danny Wilson” (U) and for first
cidence and did not hurt.
“Harem Girl” (Col). Newspaper
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; .40-85)^
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)
ads have Shelley Winters starred ‘Lorie Star” (M-G) and “Son of
“African
Queen” (UA) (m.o.). and played up. Okay $5,000: Last Dr, Jekyll” (Col) (2d wk). Skidded
Sturdy $6,000. Last week, “One week, “Big Night” (UA) and “Chi- .to about $14,000 following slick
Night in Tropics” (Indie) and cago Calling” (UA), $4,000.
>21,000 for first.
“Pardon My Sarong” (Indie) (reState (Par) (2,300; 50-76)—“ReParamount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)
issues) split with “Bride Gorilla” treat, Helll” (WB).
Plenty
of
“Room for One More” (WB) and
j*
\
'tp it
/T *ii \
-a ukt ^*.** «
and
N'ShtHorrore”
(Indie), praise, but shapes only moderate “Steel Fist” (Mono) (2d wk).
Not
$4,000.
at $6,000. Last week, “Invitation” bad at $10,000.
Last week, fine
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-75)
(M-G), $5,000.
$15,000.
“Belle of New York” (M-G), No
World (Mann) (400; 65-$1.00)—
State (Loew) (3,500; 40-85) r-,
complaint at $10,000. Last week, “Lavender Hill Mob” (U) (3d wk), “Lone Star” (M-G) and "Son of
“Africari Queen” (UA), smash $17,- Has surprised by its healthy pull. Or. Jekyll” (Col) (2d wk), Off to
500, best here for more than a year. Brisk $3,500. Last Weeki $4,600.
$6,000 after nice. $10,000 for first.
it
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PICTURE CROSSES

Wednesday, March 5, 1958

“Quo Vadis’ Paces Port,

Socko

way; This Woman’

i ‘Weekend’ 9C
Portland, Ore., March 4,

‘

-Biz is hopping here this week.
Hamrick’s Liberty went to first-run

$37,000;

,

‘Show’ Off

“Quo Vadis,** great at
prices. “Vadis” is on continuous-run deal and
all-night
policy. “Weekend With Father” is
best of other new films.
policy for

roadshow

Chicago, March

4

4.

Chicago is heavily laden with
holdovers and with the Lenten
period underway the usual drop in
However,
biz is to be expected.
slack is being taken up strongly
“African
business
of
sock
by
Queen” at the Woods.. Strong pro-,
sparked
by first
motional campaign
four color full-page amusement ad
in the Chicago Tribune, is boosting
biz to

smash $37,000

newie,

Other

in first frame.

“Retreat,

Hell!'*

coupled with “It's a Big Country”
at Roosevelt should do nicely, but
sufferings, apparently from lack of

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net; i. e.*
without the 20% tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage/ hence the
estimated figures are net in-

V

come.

The parenthetic admission
prices,

however, as indicated,

include the U. S. amusement
tax.

publicity. It looks like $18,000.
“Quo Vadis” at the 'Oriental in
third stanza is reaching for lofty
total. “Rend of River” and “Lady
From Texas” at the Stafce/Lake is
hoping for fat stanza while the
Chicago, with “Room For One

Estimates for This Week
As if the start of Lent last
-Broadway (Parker) (1,890/65-90) Wednesday (27) were not a severe
handicap, Broadway firstenough
—“Weekend With Father” (U) and
"Unknown Man” (M-G).* Good run business was really sloughed
by
last
Saturday's (1) snowstorm.
$9,000.
Last week, “Wild Blue
Yonder” (Rejp). and ‘‘First Legion* / The snowfall was particularly rough
for theatres because it came on
(UA), $9,800.
Saturday. Transportation became
Guild (Parker) (400; 65-90)
“Fame Is Spur” (Indie). Mild badly snarled as a result, and radio
Last week, “Passionelle” Warnings about bad driving condi$1,500.
(Indie)
and “Torment” (Indie), tions didn’t help biz any. This all
added up to Saturday’s trade being
same
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,850; 90- off 15-25% from a normal Saturday,
$1,50)— “Quo Vadis” (M-G). Great biz.
Initial pic on first^-run
$27,000.
Especially hard hit were Radio
policy here.
City Music Hall, depending mostly
May fair, (Parker) (1,500; 65-90)— On big weekend biz currently; and
“Boots Malone” (Col) and “Son of the Criterion, which leans heavily
Dr. Jekyll” (Col).
Mild $3,000. on juvenile patronage for “Snow
Last Week, “Bend of River” (U) and White.”
/
“Lady Pays Off” (U) <m.o.), $6,200.
“This Woman Is Dangerous,”
Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 6590)-/ ‘Model and Marriage Broker” with Georgia Gibbs, Buddy Lester*
Billy Williams Quartet ahd Jerry
(20th) and “Never Forget You”
Wald band onstage, is lone big
(20th), day-date with Paramount.
and wound up with only,
Oke $4,500. Last week, “Big newcomer
3 a fair $56,000 at the Paramount. A
Trees” (WB) and “Captain Blood
'
glaring example of what the storiri
(WB) (reissue),

—

'

.

More” and Gene Nelson heading
stageshow ^on second frame looms
moderate. “Pandora*' shapes mild
Philadelphia, March 4
in second United Artists week.
The bliz last Saturday ah o u t
Estimates for This. Week
halved normal trade that day and
Chicago (R&K) (3,900; 55-98)
is putting a dent in trade this ses“Room For One More** (WB) plus sion. Sunday perked
up despite
Gene Nelson on stage. (2d wk). traffic
hazards.
“Viva Zapata!”
Okay $30,000. Last week, $46,000. shapes as
best newcomer, Winning
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25) attendance honors although t h e
“Quo Vadis** IM-G) (3d Wk). higher-scale “Quo Vadis” will show
Shooting for lush $55,000. Last a: bigger gross. “Greatest Show on
week, $63,000.
arth” continues solid in second
Roosevelt (B&KK (1,500; 55-98)— Boyd week while “Bend of River”
“Retreat, Hell!” (WB) and “It’s still is big in second round at the
Big Country” (M-G). Shapes fast, Goldman,
Last week, “Man Bait*’
$18,000.
Estimates for This Week
(Lip) and “For Men Only” (Lip),
Aidine (WB) (1,303; 50-99)—
000
12
$
“Just This Once” (M-G), So-so $6,State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 55-98) 000. Last week, “Girl in Every
—“Bend of River” (U) and “Lady Port” (RKO), $7,000,
From Texas” (UK (2d wk); Holding
Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-$1.50)—
nicely 'with $12,000. Last Week,
“Greatest Show on Earth” (Par)
$ 20 000
(2d wk). Solid $23,000. Last week,
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 5598)— ‘Pandora” (M-GK and “Close mighty $40,000.
Earle (WB) (2,700; 5(K99)—“Hold
To Heart” (WB), (2d wk). Passable
That Line” (Mono) and “Man Bait”
$10,000. Last week, $17,000.
.

'

—

.

,

$5,200 in 8 days.

Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,750; 65- did to the week’s totals is shown
90)— ‘Indian Uprising” (Col) and by the Criterion and its “Snow
White.” Only a nice $15,000 looms
“The Harem Girl” (Col). Fair for
second week in contrast with

.

,

(reissue), $7, 500i

Paramount (Evergreen) (3,400:
“Model Marriage Broker”
and “Never Forget You”
(20th), also .Oriental, Pas&ble $7,500. Last week, “Double Dynamite”
(RKO) and “Whip Hand” (RKO),
(890; 65-

Star” (M-G) (2d wk).
So-so $5,700. Last week, $10,000.

—

.

—

(Lip).
Weak $5,500, Last wwek,
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)
Denver, March 4.
“For Men Only” (Lip) and “Strong*
“African Queen” (UA). Zooming to hold” (Lip), $6,500,
Biz is soaring here this round.
Socko $37,000. Last week, “Death
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)—“Viva Bend of River” is .outstanding
of Salesman”
(4th wk),
(Col)
Zapata!” (20th). Sock $25,000. with terrific trade at Denver and
$ 12 000 /
Last week, “Phone Call Stranger” Esquire for one of biggest figures
World (Indie) (587; 80K^“Tttan” (20th) (2d wk), $13,000.
at these two houses in months.
Holds, naturally. “Greatest Show
(Indie) (reissue) and “Dance MaGoldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50- on Earth” is heading
gic” (Indie) (2d wk). Fine $3,000.
for a record
99)—-“Bend of River” (U) (2d wk). at the
Last week; same.
Denham, with $1,25 top;
Nice $11,000. Last Week, giant Stays on.. “Here Come Nelsons”
Zlegfeld (Lopert) (480; $1.25- $23,000.
ldoms big in three spots, “Quo
$2.40)
“Tales of Hoffmann- (InMastbaiun (WB) (4,360; 9Q-$l 50) Vadis” still is great at Paramount
die)
(7th
wk)/ Strong $3,000.
“Rasho Mon” started today (Tues.). —“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (4th Wk), big and will stay at least a fourth
$27,000. Last week* $40,000.
week. Snow on Sunday (2) failed
Last week, $3,500.
Midtown /Goldman) (1,000; 50- to dent business.
99)—“Lady Says No” (UA). Okay
Estimates for This Weelt
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 40-80)
$6,200. Last week, “Green Glove”
Toronto Biz oo Upbeat;
“Here Come Nelsons” (Par) and
(UA), $7,000.
Randolph /Goldman) (2,500; 50- “Hit the Ice” (U), day-date with
99)—“Las Vegas Story’* (RKO) (2d Tabor, Webber. Big $10,000. Last
“Woman Is Dangerous”
wk). Tame $10,500. Last week, week,
(WB) and “Capt. Blood” (Col),
'Dreams* Bangup $16,000 $16,000.
Stanley (WB) (2,900; 50-99)— $7,500.
Toronto. March 4.
Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,200; 40“Sailor Beware” (Par) (3d wk),
Biz is bn upswing ^with “Viva great $16,000. Last week, $24,000. 80)
“Girl in Every Port” (M-G)
Stanton (WB) (1,473; 50-99)— (2d wk). Down to $6,000. Last week,
Zapata!” topping the newcomers
and “See You in My Dreams” right Scandal Sheet” (Col). Nice $8,- nice $9,000.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 90500. Last week, “Retreat, Hell!”
behind.
“Quo Vadis”- in third (WB) (2d wk), $8,000.
$1.25)— “Greatest Show on Earth”
stanza is still heading the holdTrans-Lux (T-L) (500; 85-$1.20) (Par). Record $26,500. Holding, of
overs for a Loew’s house record.
Last week, “Sailor Be.—“Detective Story” (Par) (16th course.
Estimates for This Week
wk). Good $6,500. Last week, $7,- ware” (Par) (3d wk), $8,000.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 40-80)
Crest, Downtown, Glendale, May- 500.
“Bend of River*' (U) arid “Pimiers
fair, Scarboro, State (Taylor) (863;
Keepers” (U>, day-date with Es1,059; 955; 470* 698; 694/35-60)
quire. Terrific $30,000. Holds indef.
“Drums Deep South” (RKO) and Vadis’ Great?25,000,
Last week* “Model and Marriage
“Whistle Eatoh Falls” (Col ). Oke
(20th) and "Chicago Call$15,0007"' Last wee’KT ‘Barefoot
Del; ‘Retreat’ Mild 12G Broker”
ing” (UA), good $16,000.
Mailman” (Col) and “Capt. Bipod*’
Esquire (Fox) (742; 40-80)
Detroit, March 4.
(WB) (reissue), $15,000.
“Quo Vadis” is taking the laurels “Bend of River’* (U) and “Finders
Imperial, Nortown (FP) (3,373;
this week, earning the top Adams Keepers” (U), also Denver. Smash
959; 50-80)—“Viva Zapata!” (20th).
Socko $20,000. Last w eVk “Hong gross of year. “Greatest Show on $6,000 or near; Last week, “Model
Earth** continues sock in second and Marriage Broker” (20th) and
Kong” (Par), $13,000.
week at Madison.. “Retreat, Hell** “Chicago Calling” (UAK good
Loew’s
90-$1.50)—
(Loew)
(2,743;
shapes mild at •'Palms.
.
$3,250.
“Quo Vadis? (M-G) (3d wk). LUsty
Orpheum (RKQ) (2,600; 40-80)—
Estimates -for This Week
$22,000. Last week, $30,000/
Star” (M-G) and “Sellout”
Fox (Fok-Detroit) (5.000; 70-95) “Lone
Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 50-90)
(M-GH2d wk). Off to poor $10,000.
—‘‘Phone Call Stranger” (20th) Last
Decision Before Dawn” (£0th)
week, big $19,000.
'
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clipped, being d^wn to about $50*- really ploughed into this, with mild
000, still very big* at the Capitol $104,000 likely since the Hall has
been leaning heavily on Weekend
in second frame.
“Five Fingers,” with stageshow trade to hold the pace. However,
headed by Dorothy Lamour, also goes a ninth arid 10th, and maybe
longer.
Now planned to run
is way off from initial round, with
nice $72,000 in prospect for sec- through to Easter Show, which may
earlier,
rather than try with
ond week at the Roxy. “Viva Za- open
pata!” is down to about $21,000 a new pic for a brief run; “Singing
in current (4th) session at the in Rain” (M-G) and annual Easter
Rivoli.
The storm also dropped stageshow now may open Martfeh 27*
“Sailor, Beware” to about its low- Seventh session was great $130,000,
est point of the ruh at the Mayfair ahead of sixth.
Rivoli (UAT-Par) (2,092; 90-$i.80>
with about $25,000 likely in fifth
week, or $17,000 below its fourth —“Viva Zapata!” (20th) (4th wk).
very lively with $21, OO0 after
Still
frame:
Stays.
The new vaudeville bill headed big $36,000 for third frame.
Roxy (20th) (5,886; ’ 80-$2.20)—
by Lauritz Melchior and Ben Blue
“5
Dorothy
Fingers”
(20th)
with
was not so good in its first week.

Lamour, Florence Desmond, the
Estimates for This Week
Szonys topping stageshow (2d wk).
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; $1,25- DoWn from Whopping initial frame
“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (18th but still big With $72,000 First
$1.80)
Wk). Current round started yester- w e e k terrific $120,000 but not
(Tues.). The 17th week (9th of quite up to hopes due to midweek
continuous-run policy) slump. Goes a third week.
dipped back to recent pace With
State (Loew’s) (3*450; 55 -$1.80)
$20,000 after sock $27,000 for 16th —“B e l le of New york” (M-G).
week. Now planned to Wind up this Opens today (Wed,). Last week.
month, with “My Six Convicts” “Meet in St. Louis” <M-G) and
(Col) due in March 27. “Babes in Arms” (M-G) (reissues)
Bijou (City Inv.) (589; 8O-$1.80) (3d wk-5 days), way down to thin
—“Cry, Beloved Country” (indie) $5,000 after: nice $14,000 for see(6th wk). Down to around $7,000 in nnri wapIt
current session after solid $11,000
Warner (WB) (2*756; 85-$2)—
for fifth week. Stays on.
“Bugles in Afternoon” (WB).
Baronet (Reade) (430; 74-$1.20) Opened y e s t er day (Tues.). In
- -“Navajo” (Lip)
(3d wk). Second ahead, “Retreat, Hell!” (WB) (2d
week ended yesterday (Tues.) wk), fell sharply to $12,000 after
slipped to $3,900 after fine $5,500 big $28,000 opening round.
opening round.
Sutton (R&B) (561; 90-$1.50)—
Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 70-$1.80) “Tales of Hoffmann” (Indie) (11th
—“African Queen” (UA) (3d v wk). wk). The 10th stanza ended MonInitial holdover round ended yes- day (3) held to $4,800 after fine
terd ay (Tu eS.) sli pped sharpl
mainly because ~^of bad_ weather not set for house as yet.

day

current

break, to big $50,000 after terrific
$80,000 opening week. Continues.
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$ 1.80)

Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;
90-$ 1.50)—-“Magic Garden” (Indie)
(5th wk). The fourth frame ended
—“Snow White” (RKO) (reissue) Monday (3) was $3,200 after, stout
(2d wk). Way off at nice $15,000, $4,800 for third week.
mainly because losing kid SaturTrans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; 90First week was $1 .50)—“LoVe Is Better Than Ever”
day patronage..
sock $38,000. Goes a third week. (M-G). Opened Monday (3). In,
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$1.80) ahead, “Lady Possessed” (Rep)
—“Hoodlum Empire” (Rep). Opens (3d wk), did $1,500 in four days of
Last week, "When abbreviated session after oke $4,today. (Wed.).
Worlds Collide” (Far) (4th wk), 000 in previous week.
dipped to $7,000 after fine $13,500
Victoria (City InV.) (1,060; 55fli third.
$1.80)—‘‘Death of Salesman? (Col)
Fine, Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80) (ilth wk). The 11th round ending
—‘‘Lavender Hill Mob.” (U) (21st today (Wed.) looks about $10,000
wk). The 20th frame- ended Mon- after fine $13,000 for 10th week.
day (3) held at $5,900 after big “Marrying Kind” (Col) due to open
$7,000 for. 19th week.
March 13.
Guild (Newsreel) (565; 74-$ 1.50)
—“Royal Journey” (UA). Initial
week of this first-run looks like
‘Vadis Record in Pitt
Holds*
record $11,000 or near.
Pittsburgh, March 4.
naturally.
.
“Quo Vadis” Wound up firstHoliday (Zatkin) (950; 50-$ 1.80)
date
here, which lasted,
run
—“Brief Rapture” (Indie) (2d wk)
few days, over 15 Weeks, to
First Week/ended yesterday (Tues.
probably the biggest -total
was very disappointing at $4,000
gross of' any film in the city s
In ahead, “Returrt of
or near.
modern history* more than
Texan” (20th) (2d wk)/ $4*500.
$180,000.
...
80r.
(1,736;
f
(Brandt)
Mayfair
-Most of this came from the
“Sailor, Beware” (Par)
$1.80)
the
at
run
the
of
stages
early
(5th wk). Continues in great style
Penn, where it ran five^weeks.
with $25,000 after terrific $42,000
The other 13 were at the 900.
for fourth week.
seat Ritz.
Normandie (Normandie Thea-

and “Cage of Gold” (Indie) (2d wk).
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; $1-$1.50)
Slow $16,000. Last week, $19,000. —“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (3d wk). Big
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000; $23,000 or better. Stays
Shea’s
40-80)—
(FP) (2,386;
“See
„
You In My Drfcams” (WB). Big 70.-95) “Sailor Beware” (Par) and Week, $27,000.
“FBI Girl” (Lip) (4th wk). Nice
Rialto (Fox) (878; 40-80)—“Japa$16,000. Last week, “I Want You”
$12,000. Last week, $15,000.
nese War Bride” (20th) and “Mar(RKO) (2d wk), $11,000.
Palms (UD) (2,900; 70-95)— “Re- shal of Heldorado” (Lip). Rig $5,Towne (Taylor) (693; 65-,
Hell!” (WB) and “Here Come 000. Last week, on reissues.
Romeo and Juliet? (M-G) (reissue) treat,
Nelsons'* (U), Mild. $12,000. Last
Tabor (Fox) (1*967; 40-80)
(2d: wk). Hefty $5,000. Last week,
week* “Sword’S Point” (RKO) and “Herb Come Nelsons” (Par) and
same.
“Woman in Dark” (Mono)/ $13,000. ‘‘Hit Ice” (U), also Aladdin^ WebUniversity (FP) (1,558; 40-80)—
Madison (UD) (1,900; 90-$1.25>— ber. Big $9,500. Last week, “WomPhone Call From Stranger*’ (20th)
an Is Dangerous” (WB) arid “Capt,
(3d wk). Fair $7,500. Last week, “Greatest Show” (Par) (2d wk), Blood” (Col), $8,000,
Sock
$25,000. Last week, $28*000.
$ 11 000
Vogue (Pike) (600; 60-85)—“SeUnited Artists (UA) (1,900; 70Uptown (LoeW) (2,743; 40 t 80)
95)—“Just This Once” (M-G) and cret of Mayerling” (Indie). Fair
“Meet Danny Wilson” (UK Good “Steel Fist'* (Mono). Poor $6,000. $2,000. Last week, “Silent Dust
$8,000. Last week, “Bend of River” Last week, “Belie of New York” (Indie), poor $1,600.
(U) (3d wk), big $5,500.
Webber (Fox) (750; 40r80) (M-G) and “Highwayman” (Mono),
“Here Come Nelsons” (Par) and
Victoria (FP) (1,140; 40-75)
$9,000.
Hunchback N o t r e Dame” (RKO)
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 90- “Hit Ice” (U), also Aladdin, Tabor.
and “Cat People” (RKO) (reissues), $1.25)—“Quo Vadis” .(M-G)/ Great Sock $5,000. Last week/ “Woman
“Capt.
Satisfactory
Last *week, “Salesman’* Is Dangerous” (WB) and
Last Week* $25,000.
$6,000.
1
Blood” (Col), $4,000*
“Citizen Saint” (Indie), $5,500.
(Col), $3,000 in third week.
(2d wk).

Very good $12,000.

week, $14,000.

—

.

•

•
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Billy Williams Quartet. Jerry Wald
orch ;(2d-final wk). First frame
ended yesterday (Tues;) was fair
$56,000/ In ahead, “Girl in Every
Port” (RKO) plus Phil Foster,

;

t

.

,

was huge $50,000. New hill headed
by Olsen & Johnson announced to
open March 11,
Paramount (Pair) (3,664; 70-$1.80)
“Woman Is Dangerous” (WB)
with Georgia Gibbs, Buddy Lester,

i

$7,400.

United Artists (Parker)

Palace (RKO) (1,700; $1.20-$4.80)
All-vaude, two-a-day topped by
Lauritz Melchidr, Ben Blue (2dfinai wk); First week With this new
all-vaudeviUe lineup was pn disappointing side at $24,300, especially after the biz enjoyed here by
Judy Garland and old lineup. Last
week, final session for Garland bill,

smash

65-90)
(20th)

90)— “Lone

this house.

Polly Bergen, Gene Krupa orch
(2d wk), good $64,000.
Park Aye. (Reade) (583; 90-$1.5O)
opening -round,
$38,000
which, of course* included Wash- —“Woman In Question” (Cop (3d
Initial holdover round ended
wk).
ington’s, Birthday,
“Greatest Show on Earth,” with Sunday (2) held fairly well at $6,stageshow, is down to $104,000 in 600 after big $10,200 opening
the current (8th) week at the Mu- week.
Paris (Indie) (568) ($1.20-$2.40)—
sic Hall, representing a $26,000 deThe Rivet” (UA) (26th wk)* Th
cline from the seventh session. Hall
25th
frame ended Sunday (2) /was
suffered ai loss of about $6,000
from what had been anticipated $6,000, off a bit front Solid $6,800
last Saturday.
Cecil B. DeMille of 24th round,
opus stays a ninth stanza and until
Radio City Music Hall (Rockethe Hall’s Easter Show opens lstte fellers) ( 5 ,945 80-$2 .40 ) “Greatest
this month.
Show on Earth? (Par) with stage“African Queen” also was badly show (8th wk). Saturday’s storm

Last week, “Big Trees”
(WB) and “Captain Blood” (WB)

$5,500..

.

,

—

“Pandora”
(592; 95-$1.80)
Present
(M^G) (13th wk-final)^
frame ending tomorrow (Thurs.)
does not look like more than
$3,000 after oke $3,800 for 12th
week.
“Something, to Live For”
(Par) due in Friday (7), with! “Encore” (Par) due to follow it into
tres)
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Par Hearings
in general on * Hie chain's competence to participate in running a

Washington, March

network.
.4.

..

4*

Temporary Status

Par’s Just a stranger to its video
outlet, KTLA, That /was the picture

Par, is

Saranac San's 86G

painted by Klaus Landsberg, gen*
Total of $86,387.06 has been reoral manager of the Los Angeles
Clubs*5yill
video station, in testimony today alized by the Variety
Rogers Hospital as result of the
(Tues.) before the Federal” Gom*
to a
munications Commission hearing “Christmas Salute,” according
report issued by Abe Montague,
on Paramount antitrust issues.
of the Saranac Hospital.
KTLA has never obtained plx prexy
Montague estimates that- the
from, its parent-Paramount Picwill reach the $100,
'‘Salute**
1951
tures library, /but has gotten all its
final returns are
Par product from other distrlbs, 000 mark When
He received from all exchange areas.
Landsberg told the FCC.
T“
stressed that the station had never
gotten a pic direct, from a major
producer but always from a disWould Enlist

on

operation has
show
been in the public interest and
merits Par's license being given

COMFO
(Mur

has leased 500The
Cities’ Schools
600 films for future use, station
rt
if ir n«
exec testified, adding KTLA conFay* H. I*.I
Pip
l.Olir^P
IL vUIH
TUI
sumes about 25-30 plx a week. He
said it needs a lot of celluloid fare
Endeavoring to get exhibs in
for its. Saturday and Sunday film other
to
induce school
cities
shows.
authorities to institute a course oil
ear*
Landsberg said that Par has
the motioii picture as an educanarked $437,000 for future film tional potential in the school and
programs for KTLA. He also intro-' community, the Council of Motion
duced a balance sheet showing that Picture Organizations is forwardKTLA lost $373,000 in 1950 but ing material used 'in the New' York
made a profit; of $122,000 in ’51. City curriculum.
The loss, he said/ was due to its inN. Y, course, for academic and
ability to sell kinescope recordings vocational high school and junior
the
TV
of
of its programs because
high school teachers, consists of a
freeze and because existing stations series of 15 ledtures. Each lecture
have too little time available for is given by g leader iii the educasuch programs.
tional field or an authority In the
Outlet has contracted for a series film industry,
of 15-minute pix made by Erskine
The Organization of the Motion
Johnson, “Hollywood Keel,’* which Picture Industry of New York Ci4y
KTLA will distribute but not pwn, arranged for the introduction of
Station topper revealed.
the course in the N.Y. school
Questioned by DuMont counsel system.
Morton Galane, Landsberg said
that KTLA does not work With
tele outlet

,

KTLA

operating

temporary status pending the

a

-

trib.

now

NY

—Pictures

Stuff

Saturday Review (of Literature) last week did something unusualcarrying an attack by one of its columnists on the mag's own review
a few weeks previously, on 20th-Fox's “Viva Zapata”, Bitter chastise!
ment was administered by Laura Hobson, guesting the “Trade Winds”
column for Bennett Cerf, Who is on the Ctoast, SR's review had been
written by its regular critic. Arthur Knight, who fqund considerable
fault with the film.
Miss Hobson said that “since the picture has struck me as being’
sensitive, stirring^ often noble, was I merely a pushover for bombast
end cliche?” As a result, she phoned John Steinbeck* who wrote
“Zapata,” and queried him point by point on Knight's criticism, she
gave his answers, including one thajtshe said she felt so important she
took down verbatim in longhand. It was; “Whenever a man disagrees
with the ideas involved in a book/a play or a movie, and cannot publicly admit his disagreement, he attacks on grounds of grammar and

Continued from pas*

permanent status.
Beyond tlife matter of the operation itself, the ^CC examiner has
been searching, extensively into technique.”
Par’s background as an anti-trust
“New Fashions in Censorship,” Commentary on recent forms of curviolator. Company was charged by
tailment of freedom of expression posed by mass communications methe Dept, of Justice with Sherman
is discussed by playwright Elmer Rice
and Clayton Acts violations and dia and special interest groups,
March issue of The Survey.
forced to enter into a consent de- in the
been a decline in official censorship^
there
has
Rice
out
that
points
cree With the Government. FCC
but “there has grown lip a great, complex structure of what may »je
is now determining if that dis-

TV

qualifies it as a radio or
licenseholder.

called unofficial censorship.” Latter group, he notes, consists of the
Various minority pressure groups, “who have become* more arid more
insistent that anything Which runs counter to their beliefs or which
might conceivably reflect unfavorably upon their, members, shall be
denied a public hearing.” \
Another unofficial censor group, Rice states, is the chahnels of pub*
lie communication that have been; taken over
by big business and
who determine what is or is not good for business. Playwright dis-;
cusses various censorship problems facing motion pictures, radi
television, ^newspapers and the national circulation magazines.

station

;

Testimony of prexy Barney Balaban, counsel Austin C. Keough,
executive board chairman Stanton
former ambassador to
Qriffis,
Argentina and Spain, and studio

...

chief Y. Frank Freeman
lieved to have made a good enough
case for Par to open the way for
license.
issuance of the
That also, of course, would make
the company eligible from an antitrust standpoint to be granted

be*

is

—

’•

KTLA

•

.

,

Other Phiily exhibs found more than immediately met the eye in
recent newspaper ads by’ William Goldman extolling a pic to play a
rival theatre. In an “open letter,” Goldihan declared: “Rarely; does a
businessman purchase advertising space to recommend the product of
a competitor
but
I have seen a new motion picture Which so
impressed me with its greatness that I must urge you and your friends
to see it When it opens at the Fox Theatre soon, I refer to 'With a
Song iii My Heart'
an achievement of which 20th Ceritury-Fox, its
producers, can bq very proud.”
Joker in the ad, other exhibs were amusedly, pointing but, was in
the final paragraph, which said; “It was aiso most gratifying to learn
that the Fox Theatre has elected to present this show at no advance in
prices.” That was seen as a crack at the Warner circuit, Goldman’s
traditional enemy in Phiily.
Warners recently upped admissions for
“Quo Vadis” (M-G) and “Greatest Show” (Far).

,

other licenses,
,
Previous portion of the package
hearing went into Par’ s association
with’ DuMont,' Par owns approxiinately 28% of' DuMont's stock.
While Dr. Allen B. DuMont and
Par v.p, Paul Kaibourn strenuously denied on the. stand that film
company exercises any sort of con
trol over the network, observers
here/ feel that On the basis of previous decisions, the FCC is
in
Labpratorles,
Chromatic TV
to find Par’s influence is dominant.
Cecil B. DeMilie gets a lambasting in the current North Central
Effect of that will be to retard
which Par has a 50% interest. No
tdr both Par and DuMont exten- Allied (Minneapolis) Bulletin for allowing himself to be shown in a
Par studio people are employed at
page
3
Continued
from
Saturday
Everting Post ad enjoyihg television in his Hollywood home,
sion of their station ownership.
KTLA, although the station draws
on Par production facilities in its toward. filing an appeal; from .that FCC rules prohibit, any one Ucen- “A home paid for by you (independent exhibitor: members).’*
“Shame, Mr. DeMilie,” Bulletin says, charging him with “nailing the
operations, he testified.
tribunal’s decision to' the high see from owning more than five
stations, Par •has. one and DuMont lid on his customers’ coffins” in thelame Post issue “which buried the
industry
in its lead article.” The latter referred ,to a TY-vs'-pix series
more
three, so they can’t acquire
Texas case is considered an ideal
than one more if the FCC rules in the Post. Other exhibs elsewhere have voiced the gamejsehtiments.
one on which to ask for the first
the TV outfit.
Supreme Court decision, on film that Par controls
A “nationwide laurel” for Ken Murray is recommended by Earl
Keoufh’s Testimony
J
censorship since 1915. William L.
Continufd front pane 3
Hudson; Detroit circuit operator. Booklet issued by Theatre Owners of
Keough completed his testimony America this week
Gelling was fined $200 for showing
carries Hudson’s suggestion that' topi exhibs send
that Ned E. Depinet, whose tcrip “Pinky!' in violation of a local law. last Friday after six and one-half
of 20th-Fox pic concerns racial prob- days Oh the. stand, the longest an expreisslon of appreciation to Murray for his Feb. 2 CBS-TV show,
election
with, the
expired
Which paid- tribute, to the film. Industry.
Skouras, might agree to stay an- iems.
Texas courts upheld the stint of any witness so far. As a
•Said Hiidson: “We are all very quick to resent criticism, but too
other year. Depinet^ though, is municipality.
veteran of 33 years with Par and
often are lacking in .expressions of appreciation to our voluntary adstill intent On turning over the job
•' “
member company attor- predecessor companies, KeCUgh, vocates.”
MPPA
veepee and gento someone else.
neys, Who make up the organiza- who is the firip s
Industry toppers who would give tibn’s legal cbmmittee, had been *ral counsel, -has proved^an importGene Autry, just back from a 36-day tour With his troupe, is sold on
Reagan their vote, if Skouras nixes debating for some weeks the desir* ant w nesa because of fiis tremen}5
the spot,; reason that the film ability of seeking a Supreme
knowledge of motion picture television as a means of plugging his. traveling show* In towns w here
pictures had been shown, he said, the attendance wa.s at least
player at many public and Intra- Court .test in the Gelling case. Practices
film, acquiring
trade functions has proved himself: Aside from coin involved, they theatres, and other matters perti- 50% over arty of his previous dates; In 36 evening and 32 afternoon
performances,
the Autry company played to a total of 243,833 custom*
e
to the/ Commission ,s effort to
a valuable public relations asset \vere concerned about the temper
5 ?*
for Hollywood production and the
Tar s eligibility, in view ers and grossed an estimated $445,000.
of the tribunal at this particular determine
industry generally.
of its anti-trUst violation, as a tele“Caesar^and Cleopatra,” a J, A|^hur Rank production, was inadverThere's ;.no .thought; that Reagan
felt,
lacked
its
decisions,
they
would be available to take on the
^i^hls'uuestionhw* of Keough tently. credited to Realart Pictures in a story about the" latter firm’*
foreign film, distribution last W'eek. Actually/ Allied Films, Inc., is dispost bh a full-time basis because
1
of his activity as an actor. -The Fights, the Issue on which tlw filin attempted to bring out that TV tributing “Caesar’ in the U. S.
case
argued.
would
be
Kpecifi^lly
angle here *3 that he could give it t
,
i, another form of eJthibUion of
about 6Q full days, with the yet-to- application would be to the Firet fiJms and that, grant i„ g of TV libe-appbinted exec vip. handling (fiee speech and press) and t4th ;censes to Paramount would be ciradministrative affairs over thb full- (duc process) Amendments to the cumventing the. Supreme Court de.
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Equipment Dealers
Becomes COMPQ Member
The Council of Motion Picture
Organizations has announced the
addition to its membership of the
Theatre Equipment Dealers" Assn.,
Which has fbrwarded its $50 0 erttrance fee and will take an immediate active part in COMPO 'ac'

tivities.

Ray' G. Colvin,
rector, has bfeen

TEDA’s exec

di-

designated the
equipment dealers rep on the
COMPO board of directors, with
Nash Weil, of Wil-Kin Theatre
Supply, Atlanta, as alternate.
Invitation

for

TEDA

on several matters before it
gave the Industry lawyers good
reason for pause. While virtually,
all the. reviews and decisions were
discouraging from the civil rights
standpoint, the attorneys were priMarily concerned with a Florida
case that bore some parallels to
the Gelling situation,
CJourt, by refusing to review a
Florida Supreme Court decision,
let stand a ruling that Negroes
might be restricted in the use
[of a city-owned-and-operated golf
course. They are permitted to use
it Mondays.
White golfers use it
other days.

The implications of Galane’s
questioning, which found support
in further examination of Keough
by Commission counsel Ford, were
quickly challenged by Par counsel
Paul Porter who brought out that
there’s nothing in the consent decree to prevent Per from acquiring theatres today,’ But Keough observed that Par has the “good
sense’* not to get back in the theatre business.
In an apparent effort to show
that in certain areas TV is able
to compete with theatres for old
pix, Ford unearthed a Par report
of a test conducted in; 1948 to
be
Supreme Court said it would:, determine whether there should
U
^
general reissue of films. m
The
re
not near
hear the case heoause
Florida
Decause r
iqnaa I
port showed that in two out of 31
decision Is based upon a ”nonexchanges! tested Par realized from
Federal ground, adequate to sup$2,000“ to $9,090 per picture.
port” the decision, Only two jusFollowing up. previous question-,
tices, Hugo L. Black and William
ing to determine whether there
O. Douglas/ favored hearing the
was intermingling between Par’s
,

.

:

me

Ni Y. F^ib. 20-21. Invite was also
extended to the Theatre Equipment
Supply Manufacturers Assn.

COMPO

.

;

'to

Conference In June

ease.

J-

.1

Dallas, March 4. w.
Court, by a 6-3 decision, u^eid
Council of Motion Picture New York’s; Feinberg Law banning
Organizations’ Texas unit is sched- Red teachers in the public schools.
uled for June 9-11, with approx- Civil rights issue was involved as
n iA n
in the minority /vw:
opinion
imately 1,000 theatre and other in- indicated im
which stated that the Law should
dustry leaders due to attend;*
The conference will deal directly have been nixed as an invasion of
with theatre-community relation- a citizen's privilege of freedom of
ship, instead of the usual Inter- thought and expression.
rosier of
In still another case, the tribunal
industry discussions.
outstanding personalities has been refused to pass upon ednstitutiofi*
selected as speakers, and a number] aJity of a New Jersey law permitting Bible-reading in schools. This
of top sta$s will attend,
Highlight will be a testimonial ] was another States rights and civil
banquet honoring Robert J. O’Don- rights issue on which the Court
nell arid Col. H. A. Cole for tlidr took the conservative view that
“Movie* industry attorneys fear it would
service to the
follow on the censorship ruling.
time” campaigns.

’

'

'

-A

•

A

of theatres, Ford asked Por
ter to furnish- for the record in

A

;

1
j
I

S

p!^o
who served on the hoard "i?
of Para
mount Richards. Theatres in New
Orleans in prerdiv preement days.

'

i

j

COMPO

j
*

I

Continued from Paso 5
prices not exceeding $15.; Although
announcement was expected, professional Wall Streeters were disappointed by the' amount allotted
and by the tender price. It was
anticipated that the company would
set aside $15,000,000, the amount
v
allotted for the company’s July,
1951, tender ahd that $16 would
be the price. The $15 bid caused
considerable eyebroW-lifting since
Warner stock was selling at 15Vi
on the open market the day the

tender was announced.
Apparently the
board of
directors considered the 15Vfe price
slightly' inflated, due largely to the
fact that a 25c dividend was forth*
coming on April 4 for shareholders
Of record at close of biz March 3.
They evidently felt that the price
would return to around 14^ at the
time the tenders are submitted, and
that is actually what happened. As
Of yesterday (Tues.) the market
price for Warner stock dropped to

WB

14^.

Among theories advanced- for the
cut in the amount of the appropriation, is that wdth the sale of theatres, as. ordered by the Govemmept’s consent -decreei reportedly
.

’

A

Kin Selling Sleek

it-

self of theatres,

w.ere

COMPO was vpied at the meeting
of the COMPO exec committee in

Texas

Par to divest

cision requiring

Monday’s actions by the court

HedyV Wm.

Morris Deal

moving slowly, .extra cash anticipated by the company has hot been

forthcomihgi
Hollywood, March 4.
Hedy Lamarr inked a three*
Because of the slice from $15,month pact with the William Mor- 000,000 to $10, 000,000, it’s expect-

Agency.

ed that the Wall St. pro?; will offer
their stock’: at prices beipw $15.
handle “The Stoi
of Esther,” indie picture which It’s reasoned that they may w'ant
Miss Lamarr is producing and in to get out quickly because of the
ris

Agency

which

will

she’ll star.

great

number

of

who’ll be offering their stock at
$15, ^nd that $10,000,000 will not
be enough to covet all the tenders
submitted^ at that price.

In any event k

WB

has been cut-

ting its capitalization via

common

stock buyups during the past
couple of years.
Company had
7,295,000 shares outstanding in
May, 1950; as of December, 1951,

was sliced
company hopes

this

The
to 5,619,785.
to -maintain a $1

annual dividend rate despite any
future decrease in eariJngs. The

number of "shares Outstandmakes this policy feasible.

lesser

ing

Continued, from page 7
regarded at will by the Treasury
Department, holding that, “even a

single transaction, if of a business
character, is sufficient to establish
the identity of the corporation.
Arid there is nothing in modern
corporation law which forbids the
organization of a corporation for
the purpose of carrying Ori. a Single
venture.” He pointed out that the
Sripreme Court, as far back as
1874, had ruled that a taxpayer is
legally entitled to so arrange his
business as ,to minimize his tax
assessment.
Judge’s decision, if it is not
upset, apparently paves the way
for additional suits of the same
nature iii behalf of numerous Indie
.

film producers who organized comstockholders panies to make one or two pictures.

!

.
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he highly unusual andsensationally successful picture that's hitting

m
in step

*9111
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Theatre! .

mi
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New York's Little Carnegie

Biggest grosses in theatre's history at

regular admissions for the Stage Door, San Fran-*

Happy holdovers continuing strong at
the Music Box, Seattle, and the DuPont, Washington, where it premiered before high JU.S. and foreign dignitaries!..# Watch the same wonderful
boxoffice news flash in from openings at:
cisto;

<

5»

with the first at

a teiith-week pace almost

^

. . .

,WA

it

Beverly Canon....,..., ...Los Angeles

It
m

Art Cinema

............................Miami

New Haven

Lincoln
.;<&y

&

Iwifll

*

.£r

........

Cinema

Buffalo

Lincoln

Miami Beach

....Hartford

Art

rr

JB
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Thl great, exciting Japanese production
• . .

MACHIKO KYO

introducing
.

. .

.

the beautiful

TOSHIRO MIFUNE

, . .

MASAYUKI MORI

Distributed by RICO Radio Pictures

Unanimously acclaimed by newspaper

critics

to the

screen

as

"A

tured

as a major contribution
.

.

.

Hailed by N.

in

a

Times

Y.

rare piece of film art".

magazine

two-page layout

.

.

Fea-

in Life

as "Japan's Great Film".

.

.

Accepted by the opinion-making periodicals. as epitomized in the Saturday
Review of Literature, which calls it

"One
made

two or three
grownups

of the
for

.............Philadelphia

Cinema

mmp

wBH%

Chicago

World

MMM.HMM.MU/IIIVVIV

milflVTVIl

rfyy-y..-.

Studio

..............Cincinnati

Mayfair

......Bridgeport

Ziegfeld

.Pittsburgh

Guild

smmFiMf.i

Art Cinema

...........Baltimore

little

W&'

films ever

Columbus, 0.
........Rochester

INTERNATIONAL
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Londoh, March 4. -f
With the object of restoring fi-

fith also will

NFFG

Hitherto,

.

London, Feb*

A plea foi. the partial retention
of ihe Crown Film Union,, which
is being disbanded under the gov-

ernment’s economy measures, was
the executive council of
the Assn, of Specialized Film Producers* A modified unit, it is asserted, would have an important
part to play in the government
plan for using films, particularly
when pictures have to be made
loans to pro- on subjects on the secret list or

made by

which involve questions of

O

in its three years of operation,
the NFFC has received $16, $00, 000

from the Treasury and currently
balance of about $2,200,000.
Repayments
time have
this
reached nearly $3,000,000. Major
debtor is stilt British Lion* which
was given a credit* of $8,400,000 on
th > inception of the films bank.
Importance of the British production industry as a dollar saver
was stressed frequently during the
debate by government spokesmen.
The Board of Trade prez was particularly frank
emphasizing that
the industry was also of extreme
value to the Treasury with its annual contribution of $103*000,000
admission taxes. British films
were also earning between $5,000,000 and $8,000,000 in foreign exchange. Any drying up of British
production now would, mean that
has; a

i

more American
to be let

films

would have

in.

Cinemas in Paris; ‘Wind’

Okay

10th Month

in

Paris, Feb. >26.

Three French films currently are
doing the biggest grosses here, All
are light oomedicsi and two are
musicals. Topper Is “We Will Go
to Monte Carlo” (Hoche), a situa
Pic took a big
$48 000 here day-dating at three
big house...
Next .monev best is

tion-type musical.

starrer,
“L’Amour
Mcdame” (Siurs) in whMi Arlrtty Plays herself for sock returns.
Pic is too Gallic in reference and
topicality to make it an important
U. S. entry. Pic did $37,000 pn the

the,

Arletty

Marignan-Marivaux

first-run
u it..

Next big grosser

is

cir-

“Paris Still

Sings,” a musical-type film with
1
ail the big name* French singers
getting a chance to warble. Though
motivation is weak, singers . are
cast to good advantage, with Edith
Piaf,

Quetary

Gerges

and

Yves

Montand standout.
“Gone With the Wind” (M-G) is
in its 10th month here with the
French version, and. continues

in-

Also holding well are longruns “Los Olvidados” (Danzigers),
"14 Houcs”
(20th)
“The
and
River” TuA).
In Lyon, top coin of $22,500 is
def.

;

to “Samson” (Par).
Marseilles’ big grosser is the French
pic, “Hangman's Bait” (Richebe).

go ng
:

Next best

is

-

’East Side, West Side”
is also going for

(M-G ) Toulouse
“Samson" with a
.

take.

$23,000 weekly
Lille top grosser is “Annie

Get Ydur Gun” (M-G).

1st Live Scot

TV Man

Glacgow; March

19
4.

First live telecast from Scotland
will be done by the Glasgow Citizens’ Theatre, leading legit group
here. Group will be televised from
its theatre in J* M. Barrie’s “Old
.

Lady Shows Her Medals” March
19.
'

Show

Britain.

26,

will be seen in all parts of

security.

look oyer the

field

during his trip.
Hoyts and Greater Union Theatres are the two most powerful film
circuits operating in the Down Under zone.

Laborite

MR Cadis

‘Quo Vadis’ immoral’
London, March

4,

May

hew, M.P.,
Christopher
former under-secretary for Foreign
Affairs in the Labor Government,
Bernstein Blasts
High
who walked out of the preem of
V
“Quo Vadis” (M-G) as a protest
against the Colosseum scenes is
asking the London Cbuhity Council
to review the film with the object
of “making it more: suitable for
London, March 4.
Mrs. Mayhew,
public showing.”
Opinion that current admission who joined her husband in the
prices to picture theatres are too Walkout, has complained to the
high is expressed by Sidney L. LCC about certain scenes in the
*

<*•

*

.

that the recent Bernstein, chairman of Granada
acquisition of Bdaconsfield Studios, Theatres^ in his annual report,
which are now. to go dark, was un- which will be considered at the
necessary and extravagant, and led company’s annuel meeting March
Claiming that current scales
the Crown Unit towards an uneco- 19.
nomic expansion in a futile attempt are governed by the present basis
circuit
to justify overheads. Pointing out of entertainment tax, the
that 40 production companies are topper declares that the postwar
higher
tendency
for
priced
seats
affiliated to the ASFP, the association suggests that “it would" be was now operating, irt reverse.
>

picture.

Mayhew

said his

main objection

was to the scenes showing Christians being devoured by lions, and*
he described the accompanying
It may be
noises as revolting.
good boxoffice; but it is bad morals
to produce films like this, he
claimed.

Bernstein opines that the Treasmore economic to the public purse”
should not appreciate that
if government filming was trans- ury
;

of the tax, which
has the effect of keeping admission
prices high and inelastic, needs
the; existing basis

early revision.

Tax schedules which,

it

is

be-

operate a percentage
scheme, niay be introduced in next
Week’s government budget, date
of which has been deferred from
today until next Tuesday (11).
Talks between the Treasury and
Paris, Feb. 26.
the industry for a formula acceptRecent survey shows that TV is able to both parities .have been
tapidly gaining a foothold in west- going on for some months.
Analyzing the distribution of reern Europe with four of the 13
ceipts, Bernstein’s report points
countries with actually scheduled
but that admission tax absorbed
programs now on the air., English
38% of the gross, and that income
video licenses are expected to rise
tax, local rates and the Eady levy
from the present 1,000,000 to !,accounted for a further 9%.
500,000 in the near future. The
Emphasizing his quota comments
English TV set owners must pay
an annual fee of $5.60 for the privir of the previous year, the Granada
chief
claims that during the past
of
viewing video shows.
lege
year his group of theatres showed
France has regular daily programs
beamed to an estimated 30,000 set practically every British feature
produced, but regretfully, ‘has jto
owners, most of them in the Paris
report that an increasing number
area. New networks are rapidly beproved unacceptable to the crix
ing completed in Lyon and Nancy.
and the public.
He also underFrance also requires a license since
scored the fact that the Eady levy
the radio and video outlets are nato British producers has restricted
tionalized. There are reports, howrather than .increased output. He
ever, that there may be some tiepointed out that the voluntary levy
ups with commercial sponsors for
paid by his company was four
a possible partial series of .protimes
the amount paid in dividends
grams which will carry, commerto ordinary stockholders.
so long absent from the
cials
Underlining the fact that many
French scene.
Many French outfits beam in exhibitors contributing to the Eady
fund
are unable to secure British
their commercials from Radio Luxembourg. Officials in France esti- films in competition with the large
mate that within 10 years the circuits, Bernstein points to the
amount Of TV sets in France will “fantastic” fact that a substantial
proportion of the levy is paid by
pass the 1,000,000 mark. Holland
has two weekly TV programs last- exhibs to producers, who theming about three hours. Denmark selves own the opposition theatres
has three Weekly one-hour shows at which the films are being shown.
For the year ended last Sept. 30,
with only about 500 sets in operthe company had a net profit, after
ation.
taxation,
of over $152,000.
Experimental programs are being carried out in western Germany at Hamburg three times per
week. Soon to be in operation are
four more stations at Landenberg,
Cologne, Hanover and Berlin. StaFETE
tions will be privately owned but
Edinburgh, Feb. 26.
as yet no commercial programs
Two new plays by British dramahave been planned. Experimental
transmissions are also being aired tists will be preemed at this fall’s
from Switzerland at Zurich, Basel, Edinburgh International Festival
pf Music and Drama. In the first
and Lausanne.
week Stephen Mitchell will present “The River Line,” a nfew play
by
Charles Morgan, who is noted
Viennese Gal Claims
for his novels. He conceived “Line”
‘Eve’ Like Dad’s Play as a play, but when plot difficulties
arose, he wrote it as a novel.
Vienna, Feb. 26.
In the second and third weeks
Opening here of 20th-Fox’s “All
of
the Festival, Henry Sherek will
About Eve” (in German synced
present Christopher Hassal’s new
version) brought on threat of a
Both
plagiarism action' by the heiress of \ play, “The Player; King.”
will play the Lyceum Theatre. Hasa Viennese playwright who* claims
sall has already written one fullthe pic’s theme is uncomfortably;
length play in verse, “Christ’s
close to that of her father’s play.
Comet,’’ which was* done at the
Stage production
question is
“Behind the Curtain” by. Marco Canterbury ^bstival. “King” was
Brociner. Play -was produced here written especially for the festival
here.
in 1909 with considerable success.
Now his daughter, Maria Zeppezauer, on viewing “Eve,” says her
Govt, to Finance 36 Mex Fix
father’s work also handled the
Mexico City, Feb. 26.
theme of an aging female star, a
About 36 pix are to be financed
youngster fighting her way to fame, for $1,250,000 this year by the film
a wise critic, etc.
trade’s own bank, the semi-official
Mrs. Zeppezaiier said she has ad- Banco Nacional Cinematograflco.
dressed a letter to 20th-Fox, points Of the total, 26 are to be made by
ing out similarities, although she major producers and the others by
admits the film has difference? .in indies,
Bank is now considering applicadetails from her father’s work; She
ions for financing of six major and
stated she will present detailed fi[two indie pix.
nancial demands later.
lieved,

...

.

j

I

lips’ interests, as a further addition
to its
fast-growing circuit, is

own

seen here as the last straw by Aus-.

independent pic showmen. Move
said to be afoot how whereby
powerful Independents will plead
with the government to enact legissie
is

lation to stop American distributors from operating a chain in opposition "to exhibitors of Australia,

Burn being done by Down Under
exhibitors

is
over the ifact that
Metro first releases top product
day-and-date in its own key, suburban houses with- city key spots.

This was done with “Annie Get

Your Gun” and “Show Boat’” It
will also be the policy with “Quo
independents say that
taking solid coin away from

Vadis.”

M-G

is

their boxoffices via ^ this first-release suburban policy.
They also
aver that by the time top Metro
films reach them “the guts has
been played out of it.”
Indies; declare that with. Metro’s
takeover of the Palais, they figure
the amount lost to their own theatres will exceed $250,000 per year.
Metro currently operates own circuit of 12 houses, most of them obtained from independent operators.
The independent exhibs will ask

the government

will

FOR EDINBURGH

*

Tnfa||«r Huai*

Melbourne, Feb. 26.
Takeover by Metiro of the Palais
St. KUda 2,986-seat lush nabe spot
operated by the independent Phil-

Grif-

.

TV

The ASFP argues

ferred to these commercial units.

#mc«

Griffith,,

ideas in film entertainment.

;

ducers have carried interest rates
Varying from 4% to 5%, depending on the nature of the loan and
the strength of the collateral* Nor*
hi el banking loans, however, carry
an interest rate of 5%, and if the
NFFC has to borrow at that rate,
it would have to let producers have
money for 5V6% to 6% in order to
cover overhead and administrative
Unless more favorable
charges.
borrowing terms could be
ranged, this would seriously upset
"producer attempt to reduce production Costs; Tririlr success /in this
direction, rated applause from the
Board of Tirade prez Peter Thor*
ncycroft When he spoke
the
unions debate.

Martln‘1

Sydney, Feb. 26*
in charge of
Hoyt’s circuit in Victoria and South
Australia, leaves March 20 on an
extensive U. S. f , British* and .Concovering new
looksee,
tinental

George

nancial confidence in British production the House of Commons
has given the second reading to a
hill to enable the National Film
Finance* Corp. to borrow an additional $5,600,000 from non-Governinental sources. Although hot specifically stated* there is an implied
belief that loans made by banking
houses and other finance groups
will carry a Gov’t, guarantee.
No indication has been given
either in Parliament or outside
about the type of non-governrhentnl source that will be used by the
film bank, in negotiating additional

tt.

Lisbon, Feb., 26.
The legit season is in full swing
here, every theatre reporting average to good biz. Teatro Nacional
has just finished a three-month run

why

it

has not

al-

lowed British capital to come into
Australia on a t)uy into the com.

mercial radio field, referring to a
deaf hid made by the Bartholomew
newspaper group with the Macquawith “Grime and Punishment,” set rie network; and yet permits an
for the stage by Rodney Acland all-American distributor to operate
arid translated by. Francisco Mata. its circuit of houses, playing opStarring Augusto Figueiredo, it position to Australians.
was produced along the line Of the
London Old Vic production of
three seasons ago;
Theatre now
Hold on Distrib
has “Romance,” by Edward sheL
don, starring Amelia Rey Colaco
'

1

Yank

and Alvaro Benamor.

It is

doing

In

Luxembourg, Denmark

very' well.

The
Brazilian
company
of
Dulcinav Morals and Odilon AzeWashington, March 4.
vedo, after completing
four- - Indication that the Hollywood
month season at Teatro Avenida, hold on film exhibition in western
.

bows

in Oporto this month and will
stay there six weeks prior to a
provincial tour. Its biggest hit has
,

been

“Rain,”
by
translated by Odilon
and starring Dulcina
Morais. Plays by Brazilian authors
which did particularly nicely were
“Irene” by Pedro Block (starlet
Teresinha Amayao was planed here
from Rio de Janeiro to play the
role lead she created Iff Brazil) and
“A Strange Adventure” by Gerio-

Maugham,

'

Amadou starring Odilon Azevedo and Dulcina Morals.,
The. Trindade, which until now
experienced a rather spotty season,
has a big hit in Noel Coward’s

lino

“Hay

Fever,”

actress
in

what,

beginning to slip someimplicit in reports on the
pix biz,

is

is

Denmark and Luxembourg
Somerset issued today by Nathan D.

Azevedo

Alma

starring
Flora.

Brazilian

It
was
Weeks.
The
Monumental is doing big with the
Viennese Revue Co. of Arthur Kaps
and Franz Joham. Revue played

sock

Europe

the

first

director

of

the

Golden,

Department

of

Commerce Motion Picture Division.
While 72% of *the new films
shown

made

in
in

Copenhagen in 1951 were
Hollywood they repre-

52% of the boxoffice
compared with 60% of
the boxoffice garnered by American films there in 1950. The22-Dariish-made pix grossed 25% of all
boxoffice take. Away from the Copenhagen center, the share garnered by, U. S* pix is smaller. The
average U. S. film grossed less at
the b.o. in Copenhagen than did
Danish, British arid French pictures. Danish film production is, on
the upswing, due largely to the
fact that the 25% admisioris tax on
its product is rebated to producers
sented only
receipts,

to capacity for weeksf Tours the
provinces this month.
Besides a
line of 18 femmes, the revue has

of Danish films. ,
Exhibition of U. S. pictures i
Luxembourg has taken a .sharp
Hans and Marta Rigaro, adagio nosedive in the last three or four
teams Bela and Mary, jugglers; years. Immediately after the war,
and Les Six Simontis femme aero Hollywood had 80%-90% of the
batic ballet.
market there. Today this is down
At the Apollo, the revue com- to 38%, with German and Austrian
pany of Irene Isidro, Ribeirlnhp, films combined running neck-toAntonio Silva and Barroso Lopes neck with Yank product*
is in its third month with “EveryTwo reasons are advanced by
thing Is Allright.”
It continues Golden. First, the - Luxembourger
until Lent when a Portuguese likes the German language dialog
operetta will be preemed, '
in the ’German and Austrian pictures. Second, they are willing to
sell on a picture-by-picture basis
Lifi
oif Liquor
but our distributors are insisting
on block booking deals despite the
for
fact that U. S* distribs ask higher
Mexico City, Feb. 26.
Radio .and liquor firms are re- rentals.
joicing. at the Federal Supreme
Court action in outlawing the ban
on hard drink advertising on the

—

1

Mex Bin
Ads

air*

Radio Shows

Ban was enforced by the Min-

Renown Pictures Corp., Ltd., one
of Communications and Pub- of the largest indie distributors in
Works, which controls radio af- Britain, last week picked up United

retry
lic

•

iii Mexico, at the request
of Kingdom distribution rights to five
the Public Health and Welfare recently-made American films; Deal
Ministry, which thought, this was includes Hal Roach’s “Sword of
highly moral.
D’Artagnan” and “Hurricane at
The. Supreme Court, however, Pilgrim Hill,” Lippert's “S.Q.S.
agreed with the plaintiffs that the Submarine” plus “Pancho Villa Reban was unconstitutional because it turns” and “The Mad Empress ”
violated the constitutional concept Latter two Were turned out by
of freedom of trade and freedom Miguel Torres.
of expression. This stemmed from
Renown releases TO to ,15 Ameri*
the contention that if it is legal to can features annually in addition
manufacture, sell and consume ah to its own British product. Accent
coholic beverages, it is logically, in the past has been on major
lawful to advertise such by any me- reissues, .Which drew good business
dium,
until recently*

fairs

;

*VAHI«T*'r LONDON OFPICI
9

it. Martin's Placa,

Trafalgar

Hum
WB’s Nat’l Savings Tieup

‘Show’ Terrif $18

London, Feb. 26.
.
unique exploitation tie-up
has been made by Warners by
which 16m trailers of their, upcomffig product will be screened in
mobile cinema vans operated by
the National Savings Movement.
<0 ;l . >
<
The vans, which travel thousands
Brussels Lifts Ceiling
of miles each week, reach an averRentals for ‘River* age annual audience "of 2,500,000.
New scheme tees off with “On
Brussels, Feb. 26.
Bay’"
and
“Distant
Local distributor-exhibitor asso- Moonlight
Drums,”
for which sub-stahdard British Platt Safety,
ciation has waived the ceiling on
trailers are how being readied.
film: rentals for the. upcoming reCensor Rules for 16ni
lease here of Ken McEldowney’s
London, Feb. 26.
“The River.’’ Indian-made TechNeW bill to amend the Cinematonicolor film was exempted from the
graph Act of 1909, Which aims at
regulation following its classificabringing 16m commercial shows
tion as “au titre exceptionnel.”
within the brbit of safety regulaUnder an agreement made by
tions and censorship, is to have its
American distribs and the Belgian
second reading in the House
distrib-exhib group a limit is. set
of Lords on Feb. 28.
Measure is
Viejnna, Feb. 26.
on rentals, except when a picture
Motion Picture Export Assn, has; sponsored by the government.
is accepted by a local committee
Under
the
original
legislation
announced the forthcoming preem
as exceptional. United Artists will of
“Gone With the Wind” here. It there was no jurisdiction Over nontwin preem the film at the Galeries is probably
the most requested flam exhibitions, and mobile exand Beaux Arts Theatres here late U. S. pic i this sector.
The huge hibs using 16m equipment did. not
this^mbnth.
sales success of the German ver- have to comply with the Home;
sion of the Mitchell book plus end- Office rules, and, if they desired,
less accounts of the filings success could screen films Which had hot
in America and elsewhere nave been okayed by. the censor.
Whetted the public appetite sharply,.
Engagement seems sure to be

An

Buenos
The shuttering

Aires, Feb, 26,
of San Miguel,
major motion
Argentina's
one of
picture studios, now look* definite,
with the staff dismissed and sev
eral sets in process of dismantle;
This folderoo has cast an
merit.
even deeper: pall of gloom over the
industry, which is faced with a
severe financial crisis. Loans are
tight in business generally and the
official banks are finding it difficult to implement the government’s
protectionist policy towards the
industry. Additionally, the
film
producers made poor use of the
government’s generosity by turning
out only mediocre films, as long as
the spur of competition from
abroad was lacking, that the authorities are less inclined to help
them but how*
Sail Miguel’s folderoo is all the
more impressive when recalled that
last year this studio turned Out one
of the year’s best pictures, “Los
Isleros,” which did great at the
Second
place
taking
boxoffice,
among the best grossers, with
$151,000 for a 1^-week first-run.
It is no secret in the industry
that Emelco studios has been at a
standstill for three months because
lacking operational coin. This stuby goverridio was heavily financed
4
merit tycoons in the past, but its
losses on unsuccessful productions
have been heavy.
The present film czar, Serior
Raul Apold, has tried hard to unite
the producers in an effort to over-

in

On

•

1

.

:

r

•

.
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a financial

hit.

But some

Mexico

City,

Josephine Baker

Feb. 26.

newspapers already

come their difficulties. However,
there; seems no sign of any of them
sitting down to think out why they
are so much in the red. It is hard
what local producers can do
to;
overcome the present crisis.
Their only solution seems to be to
turn out a few good pictures. The
to see

is

,

available.

Provincial Cinemas Hard It
The best market for the local
product formerly was in the provincial cities and semi-rural districts where foreign-language films
are not so well understood. BUt
this market now is menaced be-

“Sol-

man. She had to personally super- omon,” despite small 400-seat
vise the making, in four hours, of capacity, at the Kino, has
been
a costume for- her bow. This time doing socko since Xmas,
she depends on house orchestras.
Husband* and musical director, Jo
Boullion,

is

absent.

Critics

are

R0NDE’ NAMED REST

ignoring Miss Baker this ‘LA
the prolonged drought. mostly
Apart from this, many exhibitors time. Those who mention her do
so kiddingly or tongue in cheek.
BRITISH
’SI
in the hinterland have been forced
One stressed her demand that her
out of biz by the high cost of opLondon, Feb. 26.
name
in the Margo electrics be
erating their film theatres, inabilAlthough four Hollywood and
five times bigger than the monicity to obtain material and higher
kers of the other troupers. An- eight British pix were nominated,
taxes of all kinds. The going has
other said she dresses too much the British Film Academy’s award
been, so bad that in some import
for the Margo clientele.
for the best film of the year has
taut districts 30% of the exhibs
have shuttered.
gone to “La Roride,” One of the
In addition to the distressing
two- French finalists. The Yank
lack of coin, the industry is hamBROS.
entries were “An American in
pered by the raw stoCk famine, a
Paris,” “The Red Badge of Courcorollary to the lack of foreign exage,” “The Sound of Fury” and “A
IN
change. Apold has represented the
Walk in the Sun.” Award for the
London, March 4.
industry in talks with the Central
best British pic of the year was
Parnell’s
Val
revue,
“Peep given to “The Lavender Hill Mob,”
Bank to obtain exchange allocaShow,” at the Prince of Wales an Ealing production starring Alec
tions for this raw. material.
Theatre, is scheduled to close Guinness. It is released in the U.S.
either March 22 or 20, with the by Universal,
Three Wiere Bros, having signed
Walt Disney’s “Beaver Valley”
Permanent Europe Chief
to open at the Falkan Theatre,
received the accolade for the best
Stockholm, for four weeks, starting documentary, winning the prize
in
April 1, at $3,000 per week. This
competition .with five British and
is biggest money ever paid there
one
Belgium subject. “Gerald
Execs Huddle in Gotham to an imported act by this 780- McBoing Boing” was Voted a spe.

cause

of

OF

BY

ACAD

.

.

WIERE

MAY STAR

STOCKHOLM REVUE

Britain,

“Sound Barriere,”

-

‘

.

on indef.

Empire (M-G). (3^099 55-$l .70)-^
“Invitation” (M-G) and stage-show.
A bit over average at $19,000. Stays
on, With “Belle of New York”
(M-G) in next,
.

;

Gaumont

(CMA)

(1,500;

50-

$1.70 ^“Sailor

Beware” (Par); arid
“Warpath’’ (Par). Opened modestly

'''HI do $4,000 in first 4 days.
Stays on for three weeks.
Leicester Square Theatre (CMA)
50-$1.70)— “Steel
(1,753;
Town”
(U) and “Flesh arid Fury” (U).
Opened fairly good at about $4,500
for initial weekend. Continues.
London Pavilion (UA) (1,217; 50$i.70)— “The Well” (UA),
Above
expectations with strong $7,800
opening round.
Stays two more
weeks;
Odcan, Leicester Square (CMA)
(2,200; 50-$i. 70)— “Secret People”
(2d wk). Down to moderate $5,400

but

.

time has passed when the local pix
patrons look on native films as a
novelty. There is an eternal sameness about most new productions,
and the public ignores them when
there are plenty of foreign releases

cellation of the big scale preem
planned to launch the; Cecil B; .De
Mille opus.
At the Carlton' arid the Rttz,
“Quo Vadis” is still drawing big
money. Fourth frame Was strong
$17,000 for the two houses;
Among the other new entries,
“The Weil” opened strongly at the
London
Pavilion
with
$7,800.
“Steel. Town” at Leicester Square
did fairly well oyer the weekend,
but “Sailor Beware” Was mild
first four days at Gamriont.

Estimates for Last Week
Carlton (Par) <1,128; £0-$2,15 )-~
“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (4th wk). Still
standout at powerful $11,800. Stays

have started playing a sour note
about fact that “Wind,” like “King
Solomon’s Mines,” which opened
newly converted (from legit) Metro;
Kino, will play at advanced prices.
They blame it on MPEA demands
Paris, Feb. 26,
for hiked percentages, reportedly
Preparations for the Cannes
62% for “Wind.” One paper says Film Festival have started under
this is patently unfair, for, despite the management of Robert Favre
the high cost of these pix, they LCBret. Rules Will be similar to
have long ago repaid producers those observed at the last fete.
.and registered handsome profits So far 18 countries have entered
before coming to Vienna long 9 iter and sent pictures. It is also underrelease. The/ blast by the Socialist stood that. Belgium, Brazil, Israel,
daily to Kino, like more than half Japan and Venezuela will be addiall Vienha houses, is owned by tional entries,
The XL S’ participation will be
KIBA, because the Socialist party
operating company which is part- wholehearted, with Motion Picture
Assn,
of America participating.
nered with city of Vienna, itself
Gian-Carlo Menotti's “The MeSocialist controlled.
Usually Socialist enterprises can do no wrong dium” is likely to be shown,
Although few definite entries a re
in eyes of the party press.
Metro Kino was converted from set, the following are likely:
the former Inset Theatre against Argentine, “Paso en Mi Barrio;”
protests of other film exhibitors in Brazil, “Tico Tico no Fuba;” Spain,
MaUbrari;”
Great
the center of the city Who did not “Surcos /and

doing moderately. /Well two-ardaying, doubling
at the Teatro Margo, minor vauderevue house, at a 96c top, and El
Patio, top nitery,"At the Margo
she omits some of her best songs
and costume numbers, to chat
from the stage with the audience,
ahd is gifting children accompanying parents with toys and^ candy.
As highlight, Miss Baker is running .a. contest to select a Mexican
child she can build into a show
biz star. Colored star is booked
here for three weeks, with mutual
option of continuing.
La Baker started badly here this
time, her third visit in five years.
She had hard luck: ill, for two days
that postponed her opening, delayed or strayed costume arrivals,
and immigration department refusing entry of her pianist, a Ger- want additional competition.
‘

London, Feb. 26.
Advent. of some top ranking
product has brought a new era of
prosperity to the West End. Setting the pace during the last stanza
has been Paramount’s entry at the
Plaza, “Greatest Show on Earth’with a resounding $18,200 opening
week. The total likely would have
been even bigger if the death of
the King had not necessitated dan-

‘‘The

“Encore” and “I Believe
You;” Greece, “Dead City;” India,
^Mahal,” “Immortal Song;” Italy,
“Carne Inquieta;” Japan, “Benji
Tales,” “Harvest” and ‘‘The Meal;”
Luxembourg, “Nice Little Country;
Poland, “Chopin's Youth;”
South Africa, “Glimpse on South
Africa”; and Venezuela, “Luz en
el Parano” arid “Territorio Verde.”
Card,”

this

round..

;

“The Card” (GFD)

opens Feb. 28.
Odeon, Marble Arch
(CMA)
(2,200; 50-$1.70)—“Hunted” (GFD)
and “On the Loose” (RKO) (2d wk);
Holding up steady at $7,000 'tills
round.
Stays another week with
“I Believe
ing.

As

usual, there will be plenty
of additional confabs held during

In

You” (GFD)

follow-

Plaza (Par) (1,902; 70-$1.70)—
the festival. These include the In- “Greatest ,Show on Earth” (Par).
the
town's
boxoffice
ternational Producers meet, the Currently
international Federation of Cine- champ, doing record-making biz
ma-Press,’ the first International with $18,200 or over opening week,
Congress of Film Writers and the
Rialto (LFP) (592; 50-$1.30)^International Film Academy.
“Outcast of Islands” (Par). Opened
its second West End run with trim
$3,000.
Stays on.
;

SCOTS MULL CINEMA

Fitz

-

Glasgow, Feb, 26.

Cinema shows

(M-G) (432; 9042.15)— “Quo

Vadis” (M-G) (4th wk). Doing the
Carlton business on smaller scale.
Strong $5,200 this stanza.

SHOWS FOR BUND

Warner (WB) (1,735; 50-$1.70)—
Queen” (WB) (7th wk).

for the blind may.

be instituted as a result of an ex- “African
periment carried out here at the Down to
stage of
Rex Cinema, Riddrie.
While a blind audience sat listen- comes in
ing in the seats, a commentator in
the balcony .ga ve a live microphone
commentary on Metro’s “Great CaIt is believed the system
ruso.”
cial award for “Work lying outin any cinema!
side the feature and documentary Could be adopted
Soundtrack and
at a small cost.
fields.”
live commentary on visual actions
The United Nations award for in the pix were Welded together.
On
the best film embodying one or

nice $7,500, still big for
run.
‘‘Streetcar” (WB)
Feb. 28.

seater.
The management is also
Paris, March 4.
Permanent continental manager paying transportation from London
Sweden.
to
for the Motion Picture Assn, of
The Wieres are also dickering to
America likely will be chosen folMount Popocatepetl
lowing confabs between acting con- star in a revue at the Circus TheaMexico City, "Feb. 19.
tinental head Marc Spiegel and tre in Stockholm for three months,
more of the principles of the
A novel tourist attraction for
John G. McCarthy, veepee in opening June 19. This deal is being United Nations charter was given Aussie 16
Distribs
Mexico,
year-round winter sports
Charge °f the MPAA’s international held up because -ptat their previous to the Swiss-made “Four in a
Seek Release Policy on a scale that Dr. Francisco del
division, in N. Y. this month. Hud- Hollywood and N. Y. commitments.
Jeep,” which is being handled by
*

m

dles also will probe various other
problems vexing the~MPAA In the
western European sphere.

United Artists

in

...

America,

Sydney, F$b.

26.

move by

Industry. sees in the

1

the

Presentation Of awards will be major 16m distributors to get toAussies Okay Commie
made by John Huston at the preem gether with Aussie exhibitors on
ij. S.March
Pic After Censor Nix of “Penny Princess”'.Jm May 1;
blue-printing a release policy; as a

Spiegel sails for the
13 and plans to return April 18.
Originally the MPAA's rep'in Gerv

;

Sydney, Feb. 26.

many, he has been doubling In both
Chinese-made pic, “The WhiteParis and;. Frankfurt posts and re- Haired Girl,” has been given the
portedly is feeling the strain of
greehlight for Down Under by Apcommuting, Understood he would
like to step out of the Paris post peals Censor J. G. Bayley after the
in favor of concentrating upon Ger- film had been nixed by Commonmany.
wealth Censor Jack Alexander. PoDuring; Bpiegel’s absence in the litical and objectionable scenes
U. S., Eugene Van Dee will come have been -deleted from it. Alexr
from Rome to sub for him in Paris. ander had rejected “Girl” on poVan °ee long was an aide to ex- litical grounds.
mpaa continental manager Gerald Film is based on a Chinese; play,
Mayer. Latter resigned to join the the story of a landlord’s oppress
U- S. state Department
and is now sion of villagers. Heroine lives in
at the U, S. Embassy here.
Im- a cave Until finally released by the
pending negotiations with the Communist Eighth Army. It is
French and the Unsettled local eco* doubtful whether “Girl’’ will find a
0n
? ric situation make it imperative regular outlet here, probably gothat the MPA A have an interim ing
Communist
local
through
rep here.
centres.
.

to prevent any further boxoffice conflict, a sincere desire to
offset any more fiareups by regular

means
-

’

V

•

Hamburg, Feb. 28.
exhibitors against the so-called
Martha Eggerth and jaii Kiepura “miniature film: menace.”
“
Understood that following these,
are being hailed as bringing a
*

birth” of operetta to this country;
Their production Of Franz Lehar’s
^Tsarevitch” brought superlatives;
from the local press, with SRO for
at least the first two weeks Of their

.

huddles,

distributer-exhibitor

Rio Canedo, director of the government’s tourist department,

claims will equal most of those i
the U.S. or Switzerland, has been
presented to President Miguel Aleman for approval. The plan calls
for a $3,000,000 irivestmerit to convert the slopes of Popocatepetl,
popularly called Popo, the snowcapped mountain 50 miles south of
The
here, into a winter resort.
rriountain is 18;000 feet high ahd
already popular w i t h mountain
climbers, skiers and other similar
sports events. At present facilities
for tourists are very good,
Promoters intend to establish
and^ maintain a resort rivaling the
best abroad,, with all comfort and
safety services at pop. prices. Pop
is easily reached from Mexico City

a

cdrb will be placed on the release
of 16m feature films in order to
protect regular 35m showmen on a
nationwide basis.
For a long time Aussie exhibitors
premiere.
They want to take the show on have been pleading for protection
against
the. indiscriminate release
and
tour to Dusseldorf
Dortmund,
then Vienna, Brussels, Antwerp, of 16m product in factories, ciubs,
Paris, Marseilles, Lyon and Nice, civic balls and private homes,,
pointing out that such patronage since
,

it is on main section of the
Pan American Highway, less than
drive
___ _ of Mexico City.
.._
hour’s
9 xoffices> especially when some an
TJm pic released have riot complet- President Aleman is expected to

means that much coin
,

Other Foreign Newi

lost at their

,

t
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(Thd Story of the Highest Paid
,

starring

JAMES MASON,

DANIELLE DARRIEOX, MICHAEL RENNIE

Hampden; Oscai* Karlweis.
OTTO LANG. Directed by
JOSEPH 1. AAANKIEWICZ. Screen play by
MICHAEL WILSON.
Wjth Walter

Produced by
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Dublin, Feb. 26.
Ealing Studios will lens location
work on Roger MacDougall’s “Gentle Gunman,” a play in London last
season, here this spring. Decision
follows the visit here of producer
Michael Relph and director Basil

i

-•

"

Berlin, Feb. 26.

When the new contractual agreement with the Bonn Federal Re-

f

public goes into effect April 1, it;
will mean a considerable reduction
in occupation expenses which have

been borne by the Germans since
the occupation started in 1945. In
particular, the British and French
occupation clubs will suffer the
consequences of the new arrangement. The American clubs are hot
supported by occupation expenses
as the British and French clubs
are and are not expected to be
affected by this agreement.
The British setup consists of as
many as four CCG (Control Commission, Germany) clubs in each
city in the British occupied areas
of West Germany and Berlin, Some
Of these already have been closed.

While the remainder are in the
process of being returned to the
German owners. Alsh affected is
the British Press Club in Berlin,

Hylton Dickering: For
Carlton as Letter

and

to gander sites

Deafden

Irish

actors.

London, March

English Stars will be signed for
leads, remaining Voles going
London, Fib, 26.
Film goes on
Irish "players;
Jack Hylton is negotiating with to
Musical version of Jean Webfioor at Ealing next month, with
Paramount; to take over the Carlster’s “Daddy Long Legs” is to be
locations starting /.rhere late in
ton Theatre, one of the company’s
presented by Emile Littler in the
April.
fProduction
two. West End showcases. Reported
fall under a new title.
that if the deal materializes, the
is scheduled to preem at Bournehouse would change hands at conmouth Sept. 2, prior to moving to
clusion of the ‘‘Quo Vadis” run.
the West End.
That might be nearly two months.
Hugh Martin, who wrote the
More than a year ago Hylton was
music for “Meet Me ih St. Louis,’’
involved in protracted talks with
is sailing from N. Y, in April to
the J. Arthur Rank Organization
prep the scpre and lyrics. Charles
for acquisition of the Leicester
Hickman has been inked as director
Square Theatre. Substantial strucand Pauline Grant as choreogratural changes would have been necSydney, Feb. 26.
essary to make that theatre ready
Making his first visit to Australia
for iegit productions. The Carlton,
however, wak originally built as a to look at the J. Arthur Rank Organization’s holdings in the powerlegit house.
ful Greater Union -Theatres* circuit of 128 houses and associate,
companies, John P* Davis, Rank’s
managing director, told reporters
that he envisaged a major upbeat
London, March 4.
for British product in Aussie terYank Tele Standards
The decision to keep the British
ritory this year.
Davis said the
continued playing of British pix film quota at 30% for a>third year
For TV; Start in
here naturally would give them supports the policy of stabilization
Tokyo, Feb. 26.
advocated by Harold Wilson when
added popularity as regular fare.
.Television in Japan, slated to get
Davis said that Rank planned he was Board of Trade prez in the

London, Feb.

26.

some

,

'

r

.

.

will be closed in March. At
present British and American press
officials in Berlin are r huddling
over the prospects of establishing a
new press one here to be known
as the Anglo-American Press Club.
It likely will be located in the
- American
sector near the British
border.
Prices at the British clubs are
much lower than at the Americanoperated clubs. Service and food
generally ; better* Liquor 1$
is
cheaper, a double Scotch old-fashioned costing 28c in the British
club, while a single Scotch oldfashioned at the American Press
Club is 45c. This poses a problem
in. merging the clubs.
The American Press. Club in Berlin is more or less a press club
in name only. At one time there
were some 200 correspondents in
Berlin. Today this quiet, uneventful city is lucky it has 15 American
correspondents. While correspondents patronize the Press Club at
lunch and in the afternoon, the
Army people take over at night.

which

1

The one Army

Officers-Civilians’

Club, the Harnack Haus, is nothing
but a white elephant. When the
club Was renovated, an extra long
bar Was installed in the block-long
building so there would be room
for plenty, of stools. Shortly after
the'

grand opening of Harnack Haus

Club, the Army high command in
Berlin issued an order forbidding
anyone to sit at the bar in any
officers’ club in Germany. So the
ere tossed out.
stools
’

.

May

*

.

,

.,.

Mexico City; Feb. 26.
The demand by film producers
to hold down production this year
to the relative low of 70, made
at the weekly powwows which the

•

will be interchangeable with Amer-:
ican. Decision also means American

kinescopes can be more easily
adapted to the new Nipponese medium; opening up new market pos
sibilities for U. S. video film producers.

may

.

.

;

.

.

.

Mex

quota year, beginning next Oct. ly
and the exhibs subscribed to the
product forecast.
Total of new
British films in the coming year is
expected to be near 70. A similar estimate was made by producers last year, but exhibs conVienna, March 4.
tended
that only about 64 would be
Operetta composer Robert Stolz
Recent survey, howplaned to Paris arid London last available,
week to negotiate for the produc- ever; suggests that, even this
tion of a new musical. He is stay- lower figure may not be realized.
ing in London until March 25,
when he returns to his Vienna

Japan’s first
regularly scheduled video broadcasts before in May. The TV Net'
work Corp,, if it gets the official
nod, expects to begin broadcasts in
Tokyo within six months after re- home.
ceiving Its license, and will extend
Stolz will go to New York in July
its facilities to Nagoya and Osaka for his annual batoning
of a series
within a year.
of open-air concerts With leading
symphony orchs in the U. S.
authorize

National Cinematographic Board
London, Feb. 26,
holds for government officials and
Sir Benjamin Fuller "
back
trade reps in the Ministry of the' from six weeks on the continent
Interior, has stirred the ire of
*.. Jack ’Hylton's “Kiss Me, Rate”
the players, directors and tech- plays one week at Streatham Theatre, soon after it closes at the
nicians,
Producers assert that there must Coliseum. Although Helena Bliss’s
be fewer pix this year because contract calls for the Coliseum
of the costly headache caused by only, she will do the Streatham
.
Peter
stockpiles in 1950 When the new date to oblige Hylton .
high of 126 films was made. This Ustinov’s “The Love of Four
surplus was swollen further by the Colonels” is duplicating Its London
success ih Germany.
105 produced last year.
J.-L. Sacks off to South Africa,
The production chiefs say the
taking afi ice show with him, which
failure of many old films to find
he will present, in association with
exhibition is caused by the lack
Tom Arnold, Opening in Johannesof cinemas. But they also gdmit burg March 17.
After that, he goes
there is a lack of boxoffiee demand. to New York to see the Broadway
They argue that only 70 pix th’s shows
Rumored that Prince
.
year should help cut down this Littler, head of Stoll theatres, is
huge backlog by forcing exhibition dickering with Nat Karson to stage
of some of the oldies.
a Coronation Revue at the Stoll
Players, directors and fellow Theatre, Kingsway, for the sumtravelers are provoked by the 70 mer.
Jeanne de Casalts is dickering
pic-ceiling; claiming that it will
Xemia Fields to star in her
mean much less work and pay for
‘‘The Difference Between
them. They -point out that limiting
after
Us,”
she finishes in “The Holimports of pix Would be an out to
low;” currently at the Ambassathe situation'. They contend that dors’
Louis de Wohi has
,
with feW U. S. and other foreign dramatized his novel, “The
Restfilms available, cinemas here must less Flame,” published in America
use Mexican product.
by Lippincotts, which; he intends
to stage On Broadway, with London to follow
French play.
Killed,
Film Blaze wright Jean Giltene adapting Gilbert Lennox’s t h r i 1 1 e r, “Third
Mexico City, Feb. 26.
Party Risk,” for
Niue persons were killed and 50 Paris in the fall production in
.
.
Charlotte
injured, several seriously, by a fire Frances’ “The Carter Street Story”
that destroyed the Cine Alameda, has had a successful opening in
top film house in Guadalajara, Amsterdam, following s a
e au-
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the British negotiators are expect;

ed to attempt to knock off some of
the inducements offered to Holly;

wood

in the last pact, arid thus
$8,000,000, which

some of the

save

being converted annually under
these special bonuses.
Political experts close to the
Treasury and Board of Trade arc
sufficiently realistic to appreciate
that they could npt get the American film industry to subscribe to a
lowering of the basic $17,000,000,
which has been permitted annually
since the first agreeinerit was negotiated some years back, Indeed, it
was all they could do last year to
resist
the Increased American
pressure to raise this basic minimum by ra substantial sum.
is

.

,

-

Under the

existing* pact, three

major methods of convertibility are
offered as inducements to Hollywood. First, there is a bonus on
amounts Invested in British production; second^there is a percentage on British films acquired for

American

distribution; arid, finally,

additional coin received under the
Eady plan is given free convertibility.
Other permitted uses represent only a minor proportion of
the net additional revenue of $8,000,000, and the bulk has come
front British studio activity.

There is only a negligible amount
of iced coin currently held by the

Some companies who

iriajors,
.still

actively

frozen assets,

Although

are

engaged In production

hau^ long since exhausted

their
u,-

too early to forecast the date of the new Jalks, it
is believed here they will begin
either late in June or early in July.
In any event, they must be concluded before the end of Septemit is

ber,. when the current agreement
reaches the end of its first year. If
if is not revised by then, it carries
on for its second-year term;

.

The Radio Regulatory Commis

Irk Actors, Directors

,

under way later this, year. Will around 20 top films per annum. Labor Government. Recommendaoperate under American technical This year Rank would have six tion to keep likely this figure was
standards, according to a decision Technicolor pix before the cam- riiade by the Films Council last
by the Japanese Rhdio Regulatory eras;
Thursday (28) and likely will be
Commission. Japan’s counterpart of
confirmed in both Houses of ParQuestioned
regarding
the
closthe FCC, this commission culmiliament within the next two or
nated a month of hearings by for- ing down of Ealing’s Pagewood three weeks.
mally adopting the U. S. formula studio and the subsequent halting
While continuing the first feaof 525 lines per inch and six mega- of local production, Davis said any ture quota at 30%, the Films
decision
made
by
Ealing
out
was
J Council also recommended there
cycle band width.
The Aussie should be no change in the perDecision marks oh initial Victory of his jurisdiction.
shutdown
was,
entirely
One
for
the
centage for the supporting prothe
Nippon Television NetWork
for
He gram. This continues at: 25%,
Corp., a privately financed organi- Ealing directors ini London:
that
said
while
the
organizaRank
of
exhibitors
despite
protest
zation set up recently to challenge
a bid for TV supremacy by the tion filmed exteriors in many: parts throughout the country that this
26-year-old Broadcasting Corp. of of .the world, he would not say target is impossible of fulfillment.
Confirmation of the quota fpr a
Japan. BCJ, which has been airing whether a production unit would
third year at 30% justifies all the
experimental video broadcasts for be sent to Australia.
Davis
will*
remain in this area forecasts made within the industry
the last two years, at first favored
the British tele standards of 625 for around two weeks on biz hud- in recent weeks.
Although an
lines and a seven megacycle band dles with Norman B. Rydge, Great- attempt was made by the labor
width. It later switched to 525 lines er Union chief- proceeding to New side to up the figure slightly, overbut held out for a seven megacycle Zealand for further huddles with whelming opinion in the Council
band. The new TV Network Corp. Robert Kef ridge, boss of Kerridge- favored the status quo.
Films Council decision was based
plumped strongly for across-the- Odeon loop, in which Rank also
board adoption of the U. S. stand- holds a major interest. He will on Statistics provided by producers
ards so that Japanese equipment plane hack to London via the U. S. of estimated production in the

sion

To Curb Film-Making

4.

WhOn negotiations on the AngloMusical of 'Long Legs’
American monetary agreement are
For Littler This Fall reopened in London Later this year*

LONDON
( This
Week )
(Figures indicate Weeks of ruii)
'And So to Bod/' Strand (20).
"Bluo.for Boy/' His Majesty’s (66),

"Colombo/' New (12).
"Figure of Fun," Aldwych (20).
"Coy?* tho Word," SavUle (55).
"Hollow," Ambassadors (40).
"King tear," Old Vic (1).
"Knights of Madnoss," Vic Palace
"Little Hut," Lyric (74).
"Love of 4 Colonels," Windham

"Lyric Rovuc," Globe (23).
"Much Ado Nothing," Phoenix

"Navy

at Soa,"

"Rod Letter Day/' Garrick

"South

Pacific,"

.

Drury Lane

(18).

(1).

"Third Person," Criterion (9L
"Two Centlemen Verona," Old Vic

(2).

"Waters of Moon," Haymarket (66).
'?Whlte Sheep Family/ 7 Piccadilly (21).
.

"Women

of Twilight/' Vaudeville (20),
"Zip Coos a Million/' Palace (20),

(Closed last week)

"Happy Time,"

St.

"Summer end Smoke/' Duchess
HOPENINO; THiS WEEK)

(2).

(0),

Figures denote preem dates)
"peep Blue Sea," Duchess (6),
"Summer Night," New Lindaay(ll).
<

AUSTRALIA
(Week ending Feb. 23)

SYDNEY
"Brlgedoori," Royal,
"Present Again/' Independent,

MELBOURNE
"Peep Show," /Tivoli.
"Marry Wives of Windsor," Comedy.
“Lucie Do Lemmermoor," Princess.

BRISBANE

;

"The

Kiwis/'-

"Why Go

Ills

Majesty’s.

to Paris?/' Royal.

atrical

&

Kine Employees.

He

claims his group has been insulted
by the “shabbiest and meanest exLabor topcuses” yet invented.
per’s outburst follows the exhibitor decision to exclude the union
from any machinery of exami
tion and certification in the projeciosto Aircraft Co. tionists apprenticeship scheme*
Claiming that the CE*A attitude
London, March 4;
is an affront to the Minister of
Warners is closing a deal this
discusweek to lease out its Teddington Labor, who Initiated the
sions, arid a direct breach of the
Studios which have been idle for
that
contends
agreement,
O’Brien
some months,
NATKE first advocated examinaDirect sale is not contemplated
as
because the arrangement calls for tion arid certification schemes,
far back as 1904. §ince then they
a longterm lease to the Hawker
vigor
had
a
pressed
them
with
for
Aircraft Co.
that had only been excelled by the
energy exhibitors (the two modern
circuits excepted) to defeat the
London Film Notes
plariS.
The CEA, he argues, lias
London, Feb. 26.
created a dishonorable precedent.
Steven Pallos has acquired film
rights of the original, “Stolen
Masterpiece” by James Daplyn
which is expected to star Edward
Sets Prodact Din)
G. Robinson. Interiors will be
filmed in the Tate Gallery . . Val
Circuit
With
Guest’s newly formed indie film
company, Conquest Productions,
- Sydney, Feb. 26*
bidding for film rights of Sir
Warners and JHfoyts have consumArthur Pinero’s play, “Preserving mated a further longterm product
Mr, panmure.” as starrer for pact. Deal was signatured- by StanAmerican Yolande Donlaii >, . . ley. Higginson,
Warners’ local chief,
Constellation '•'Films, headed- by
top*
Tony Havelock-Allan, to do Noel and Ernest' Turnbull, Hoyts’
Coward filrn based on his former per.
Fix in the lineup include Such
show, “Tonight at 8:30,” done at
the Phoenix theatre in 1936, With .toppers as “Capt. Horatio Horn*
“Tea for
“Streetcar,”
cast already lined up comprising blower,”
Valerie Hobson; Ted Ray, Kay Two’’ and “Strangers on Train*”
product will play some
Walsh,
Frank Pettingell, Bill The
Fraser .
*
Film will be made in 150 houses of the Hoyts’ loop.

Hops’

.

1

'

WB

....

same format

Somerset Maugham’s “Trio” and “Encore,” and

will

consist

as

of

“Red

Peppers,”

“Fumed Oak,” and “Ways and
Moahs,” with Nigel Patrick being

Sydney, Feb. 26*
dickered for the “Means” vehicle.
The Williamson management has
Shooting to start this month, with.
Havelock-Allan producing jahd An- Set* “Seagulls Ove^ Sorrento” for
thony Pelissier directing . ; Ray- the Comedy Theatre in Melbourne
mond Stross’s epic “The Man Who with April 5 as opening date.
British cast will include William
Watched the Trains Go By” has
been delayed until March 17, with Hodge, Gordon Chater, Kenneth
Claude Rains (md wife), who is in Thornett, Frank Taylor and Mithe picture; due here from Holly- chael Anderson, John Cassori will
wood March 3.
produce the comedy*
.

"Kiss Me, Kite," His Majesty's.

secretary of National Assn, of The-

'

Duke York
James (5).

"1st Person Singular/'

.

m

(2).

"Relative Values," Savoy (13);
"Reluctant Heroes," WhltehaU (67).
“Seagulls Over Sorrento," ApoUo 167),

"The Vortex/' Lyric

N
London, March 4.
A bitter attack on the Cinematograph Exhibitor srAssn. was made
by Toiri O’Brien, .M.R, general

WB

(8).

(1).

"Nightmare Abbey," Westminster (1).
"Poop Show," Prince of Wales (19).'
“Penny Plain," St. Martin's (36).
“Puss In Boots on Ico," Empress (U).

.

Mexico’s second largest city.
thor’s earlier play.
“Western
Blaze caused a loss of $500, 000. Wind,” which Was a big hit ; in
a
careless
by
smoker.
Amsterdam last year.
It was caused

Comedy

(103).

(42).

O’BRIEN ATTACKS CEA

i

•

Wednesday,

Mudi 5

f

*
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PICTURES
Crawford’s PA. Trek
To Bally ‘Sudden Pear’

Backlog Hike Keyed to Baly
Continued from pace

Hollywood, March 4.
For the second time in her caJoan Crawford will tour the

7

reer,

edited end four are shooting. Five Eddie Bracken), “The Story of Will
out of the eight being edited and Rogers” (Jane Wyman, Will Rogers,
the four in production Jr.) and “The Miracle of Our Lady
two °u t
are in color, Among Par’s more im- of Fatima” (Gilbert Roland).
RKO, with 19 either in the can
portant pfx already finished are
“Son of Paleface” (Bob Hope, Jane or^iri the editing stage, has no pix
Roy Rogers), “Shane” currently shooting at the studio.
Bussell,
(Alan Ladd, Jean Arthur, Van Hef- It’s expected that a production sk^d
lin), “Just for You” (Bing Crosby, will be announced following a conJane Wyman, Ethel Barrymore)*_ jfab between Howard Hughes and
Hal Wallia* “ Jumping Jacks” (Mar- RKO prexy Ned Depirtet. Meantin & Lewis”) and “Botany Bay” while, RKO is banking on “Jet
(Alan Ladd, James Mason) * In pro- Pilot” (John Wayne, Janet Leigh),
duction are “Military Policeman” “Gypsy Blood” (Jennifer .Jones),
(Bob Hope, Mickey Rodney), “War “Androcles arid the Lion” (Victor
of the Worlds,” filmization of the Mature), “The Big Sky” (Kirk
H, G. Wells yarn; “Stalag 17” (Wil- Douglas), “The Korean Story”!
liam Holden) and Nat Holt’s “Hur- (Robert Mitchum, Ann Blyth),ricane Smith” (Yvonne De Carlo), “Sudden Fear” (Joan. Crawford),
“Story of Robi
Hood” (Disney),
M-G, Col Have 26 Each
Metro and Columbia have ;26 and the Israeli import, “The Faith-,
ful
City.”
each. Former has seven shooting,
United Artists, although strictly
three editing and 16 in the can,
While Col has four shooting, six a distrib outfit* also has product
lined
up far in advance, a unique
editing and 16 in the can. Metro’s
situation for "the company which
finished product includes the Techhas chronically been faced with’ a
nicolor “Singing, in the Rain”
(Gene Kelly, Donald O’Connor, shortage of product. Presently,
however,
UA is on solid footing
Pebble Reynolds), “Scaramoufche”
(Stewart Granger, Eleanor Parker), with 13 iridie films, either delivered'
Among
tinter; “Carbine Williams” or forthcoming shortly,
also
(James Stewart), “Lovely to Look these pix are “High Noon” (Gary
Cooper);
Stanley
Kramer’slast
pic
At” (Kathryn Grayson, Howard
Kell), personal production of Dore for UA; “Actors and Sin” (Edward
Schary, In other phases of com- G. Robinson, Eddie Albert, Marsha
pletion are “Pat arid Mike” (Spen- Hunt), Ben Hecht production; “The
cer Tracy, Katharine / Hepburn), Fighter” (Richard Conte, Lee J.
“One-Piece Bathing Suit” (Esther Cobb), Alex Gottlieb production;
Williams), “Eagle on His Cap” “Saturday’s Island” (Linda DarTaylor),
“Ivanhoe,” in nell),. Aspen Productions’ “Captive
(Robert
Technicolor (Robert Taylor; Eliza- City” (John Forsythe), Ben Bogebeth Taylor, Joan Fontaine); “The aus’ “One Big Affair” (Evelyn
Merry Widow” (Lana “Turner) and Keyes, Dennis O'Keefe), Sain Ful“Because You’re Mine” (Mario lers’ “Park Row” (Gene Evans,
Lanza). M-G is also working on Dorothy Samoff), Jules; Levy’s
Warning,”;
arid
A1
“The Devil Makes Three,” Gene “Without
Kelly-Pier Arigeli starrer being O’Camp’s “Strange World.” Possibility
for
UA,
though not offiEurope.
shot
Col, of course, has a group of cially set, are Charles Chaplin’s
Stanley Kramer pix and one with “Limelight”- -and John Huston’s
Rita Hayworth. Latter’s pic, “Af- “Moulin Rouge,” story of Toulousestarring
Jose
Ferrer.
fair in Trinidad,” is now shooting, Lautrec
as is Kramer’s first musical rind About 25% of the pix set for UA
first Technicolor production, “5,000 release are in color.
Fingers of Dr. T,” (Peter Lind
Hayes, Mary Healy). Also available
are Kramer’s “The Fourposter” Stress Shelley in-Ads
(Rex Harrison,. Lilli Palmer), “My
Over Sinatra on .‘Wilson’
Six Convicts” (Millard Mitchell,
.

;

,

•

m
:

-

Gilbert Rplarid) and “The Happy
Time” (Charles Boyer, Louis Jourdanh In company’s backlog are
also
“Walk East On Beacon”

Universal has revamped

its

ad-

campaign for
“Meet
Danny Wilson,” the Frank SinatraShelley' Winters starrer, wijth Miss
(George 'Murphy), the Louis de Winters getting the big play in the
Rochemont story of the FBI smash- new ads.
Although both players receive
ing of a Coirimunist spy ring; “The
"Marrying Kind” (Judy Holliday, equal billing, the new campaign
definitely
puts the emphasis on
Aldo Ray), “Paula” (Loretta Young)
Rising popularity
arid “Rainbow Round My Shoulder,” Miss Winters.
of
the
femme
star, following her
Frankie Laine Technicolor musical.
performances
in
“A Place In the
Universal, with a backlog of 25,
20 being edited or in the can and Sun” and “Phone Call Emm a
five shooting, is resorting to mul- Stranger,” have been attributed as
tiple shooting and! turning out a reason for the campaign revision.
“Ma .and Pa Kettle” and a “Francis” pic
year or two before its
vertising

;

ir‘

actual release date. In addition,
company, for the most part, hires
Stars on a picture^to-picture basis

and shoots the

filth's

when

the

players are available although actual release of the film is not conteriiplated for a long time. Among
U’s availables are “World in His

Arms” (Gregory P^ck and Ann
Blyth), “Against All Flags” (Errol
Flynn, Maureen O’Hara), in Technicolor; the tinted “The Untamed”

(Joseph Gotten and Shelley Winters),
“Red Ball Express (Jeff
Chandler), “Scarlet Arigel” (Yvohne
De Carlo) and “Steel Town” (Ann
Sheridan),
Among 20th-Fox’s pictures, two
shooting, eight editing, 11 iri the
can, are “With a Song in My
Heart,” the Jane Froman blog with
Susan Hayward; “Wait Till the Sun
Shines, Nellie” (Jean Peters, David
Wayne), “The Pride of St. Louis,”
story of Dizzy Dean with Dan
Dailey.; “Deadline, U.S. A.” (Humphrey, Bogart, Kim Hunter, Ethel

Barrymore), “Lydia Bailey”. (Ann
Francis), “What Price Glory” (Dan
Dailey James Cagney, Corinne Gal?
yet), “Way of a. Gaucho” (Gene
Tierney,
Rory Calhoun), “Les
Miserabies”. (Debora Paget, Michael
Rennie), “Dream Boat” (Clifton
Webb and Ginger Rogers) arid
‘
Diplomatic ‘Courier” (Tyrone Power,
Patricia
Neal,
Hildergarde
Neff). Shooting is Darryl Zanbck’s
production of Ernest Hemingway’s
“Snows of Kilimanjaro,” starring
Gregory' Peck and Susan Hayward.
Warners’ 19 available pix include
Where's Charley?,” Technicolor
production starring Ray Bolger;
‘‘Jack and the Bean Stalk’? (Abbott

&

Par

Clooney Bally

In a promotion set up by Paramount, disk jockeys across the
country are to receive a" private
Rosqmary Clooney album, gift of
Columbia Records. Col 1$ putting
the set together along- with much
ballyhoo material billing the platter performer as the “new motion picture star.”
*
Miss Clooney, who signed with
Par recently, is set for a spot in
“The Stars Are Singing” with
’Lauritz Melchior and Anna Maria
Alberghetti.
-

UA Names Pleskow
been appointed United Artists
managing director in South Africa.
He succeeds Gerry Taylor.

]

Continued from page 5
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moppets

in the
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Nashville, March 4.
Prrimiere of Warner Bros.’ musical “About Face,” plus personal

appearances by Joe E. Brown, Gor-

don MacRae and other film playgarnered an estimated $18,000
the Florence Crfttentori Home
(for unwed mothers) at opening of
the Tennessee Theatre here last
ers,

-for

New

2,020-seat house

is

most

re-

more than 70 theaCrescent Amus. CO,
chain operates in Kentucky, Tericent addition to
tres

ume
v

Four

Week

Easter

Mayfair,

“My Son John”

the
the

at
at

Metro

this;

week began reorgan-

izing its field force* with an exploitation man to be appointed in
each of the outfit’s six sales divisions. M-G has 20 field reps on the
payroll at present and indications
are that air additional 10! may b^

taken on before the end of the
Dan Terrell, exploitation
year.
Chief, hops to the Coast from N; Y.
on Friday (7) to confer with ad-pub
v.p;

Howard Dietz on

the realign-*

Columbia reportedly has set an
budget for this year
which about doubles that of any
advertising

Nashville Tennessean, a. m. paper,
previous year. Twentieth-Fox, in
"
to get out 24-page special edition
stressing long-range promotion,
saluting Crescent ; and the filin innow issuing special booklets condustry.
taining exploitation angles for films
months in advance of their release; Twentieth also has been add*?
ing to its staff With special adIa.-Neb. Allied Raps
pub personnel assigned to each pic
earmarked for an unusual buildup.

programs, including

Can Happen”

“Anything

the bigger the promotion push, the
bigger the b.o. return, #

merit.

and Alabama.

Event got. local radio and television coverage, and prompted The

hasn’t matched in yeark
of, these are slotted for

It

Which

ritssee

Capitol* “Carrie” at the Rivoli and
“Encore” at the Normandie.
Par’s showcasing splurge stems
partly from the siriash business
chalked up over the Washington’s
Birthday weekend. The fact that
virtually all spots in Gotham’s

Paramount now engages in this
same practice. Par this week
named Sam Friedman, veteran
There’s more imagination, and legit press agent, as its special pubfreshness
in
advertising
layouts
for
licity rep on “My Son John.”. Angle
downtown area drew strong returns established that the market Kellogg’s Corn Flakes than in film is that the star of the film; Helen
Allied Theatre Own- Hayes, has a big reputation in the
is “hot,” to the extent that lesser- copy, moans
calibre product can tap the over- ers of Iowa and Nebraska. In an legitimate field. Frank Braden* vet
organization
the theatre circus advance man, was hired by
bulletin;
flow from the top-notch pix, Par
association declares that the cereal Par for “Greatest Show on Earth-*
feels.
!

,

ad iri a recent issue of Life
M-G’s Division Press Heads
the type that holds attention for
Metro’s newly-appointed; division
minute.
However, the complaint has it, press chiefs, all, selected from the
“the irioyie industry stands pat field staff, are; Emery Austin,
with the same old adjectives, su- southern; Arthur Canton* eastern;
perlatives*
lithographs,
repeated E. B. Coleman, southwestern; Ivan
mats, same old standard ‘grind-’emi- Fauldauer, mid western; E. C. Pearout-ljke-sausage’ press releases and son, central, and Ted Galanter,'
always toss in a little Sex.” Metro western, They’ll Join in studio conwas particularly rapped by the the- fabs on new product beginning
atremen, who criticized the copy next Monday (id).
eight weeks are “Hong Kong,”
for both “Quo Vadis” and “Angels
Globe; “Something to Live For,”
in the Outfield.”
Normandie, preceding “Anything
On another subject, the outfit
Gan Happen’!; “Red Mountain” at
counsels Its members to base their
a theatre yet to be specifically set,
and “Flaming Feather,” “Aaron .evaluations of pix on knowledge
of their customers’ tastes and local
Slick from Punkin Crick” and
Chicagd, March 4.
not on reports on prod“Atomic City” at the State or Cri- Conditions,
Preem of United Artists' “Afriuct’s b.o. performance elsewhere,
terion.
This is followed With “perfOrmarice can QUeeri,” last* Tuesday (26) at
Openings of all 10 films will be
the Woods was announced by a
reports” on a number of new films.
at least three months in advance
Given“above average” ratings fuli-page, four-color ad placed the
of their national release dates. Anwere 20th-FOx’s “Let’s Make It same day in the Chicago Tribune
other possibility for a big move-up
EssaneSs Theatre Corp,* operLegal” and “Desert Fox,” Bara- by
is “Somebody Loves Me,” Benny
ators of the house.
mount’s* ‘‘Here Comes, the Groom”
Fields-BlossOm Seeley biopic starUnprecedented
piece of promoand Universal’s “Jungle .Headhuntring Betty Hutton, which now is
tion on the back page of the Tribers.” Metro’s “Red Badge of Courune’s amusement section was spot•down for handling around Labor
age” was considered “very good/’
lighted to readers via an ad in-Day.
This may be advanced lots
serted by the paper itself on its
earlier to capitalize on Miss Hutfilm page; Text was topped by the
tori’s vaude stand beginning April
"
“Exhibitors and Produheading:
12 at the Palace.
Buys Spot time
outfit’s

Various of the film companies
up the first-run sector with
important product over the last
holiday arid likely will do the same
over the Easter period. Par suspects ‘that only a few choice releases can produce a big upbeat
effect generally, and intends to
cash in with its unusually high
sked of Openings.
Others slated for within the next

is

jazzed

a full

,

.

’

RKO

Greater Flexibility
Par toppers have been thinking
in terms of greater flexibility in
both its production and distribution
sked for some time. So far as releases are concerned, it’s apparent
the company now will send out its
product as the market’s ups and*
downs are determined; A strong
N. Y; first-run m&rket, such as at
present, will result in efforts by
Par to swing a heavy volume of

cers! Theatre Color Page Today
Impact of Newsprint
Pic Programs Deriionstrates
Color
Sells Color With Color!’*

On TV

.

RKO

Theatres

,

pitching for
Specially prepared “Queen” ad,
film patirons in the N.Y, metropoli- Essaness topper Edwin Silverman
tan area via spot announcements declared, has its genesis in the ciron video film programs. Theatre cuit’s belief that “motion picture
chain recently started a series of merchandising should riot remain
spots twice weekly on “The 11th static. While this ad is costly,” he
Hour” show, WNBT’s after-11 p.m. pointed out, “we feel that it enfeature pic presentation.
hances the picture greatly and last,
is that this aud- but not least, adds to the preemiFeeling of
Is
night,
ience, though ldst for the
nent stature of the Woods Theatre/*
bookings.
Trib’s own announcement, a 63Film outfit’s ad-pub department, film-minded and is a likely theatre
meanwhile, is pulling all strings patron. “If these people are sat- line insertion on two columns,
RKO stressed the effectiveness that the
to bally the mass openings over isfied with an old picture,” an
“they might Woods had availed itself through
the next eight weeks. Harry Sobol exec pointed out,
ones “use of all the mighty selling
good
of
new
some
the
go
for
has been added to the payroll for
promotion on “Anything Can Hap- we have, and we’re calling them to power of big-space newspaper
color.” Paper also noted that this
pen.” Legit publicist Sam ^ Fried- their attention.”
Although use of spots on tele Was the first time that any film
man has been taken on as a special
fullJack film programs is a recent policy, advertiser had ever placed a
press rep on “Son John.”
newsprint ad i
Hirschberg, Coast publicity rep for RKO has been Using video adver- page, four-color
newspaper.
Chicago
any
year;
It
started
George Beaton and William Perl- tising for about a
experiment
berg, has been brought to N. Y. off as a three-month
been extending
to Work ori the “Aaron Slick” and the circuit has
the contract periodically. About
buildup.
Herb Steinberg, Par’s publicity 20% of chains ad budget is aldirector,
how aiming to hir!e_ lotted to radio and TV advertising.
Continued (coni, page 3
a
known newspaper byliners to do
of the message. Companies are despecial features on the upcoming
ciding among theriiselves what i
pix, tp be peddled on a freelance Einfeld Sets
stitutional aspect each will play
basis; Helen Hayes; star of “Sort
Depit.
of
up in their ads.
John ” her first film in 17 years,
over
taken
has
Goodman
Abe
.Plan also meets with the anis set with a tour of radio and
i
newspaper appearances and inters Operations of 20th Fox’s advertis- nounced intention of the pub-ad
behalf of the pic. Jose ing department under pub-ad chief managers to point up the “moviesviews
Ferrer and Kim Hunter similarly Charles Einfeld with, departure of are-better-thanrever” type message
Fri- by direct application of it to speare drumbeating for ‘‘Anything Alec Moss from the post last
day (29) r Goodman, with the com- cific pictures.
Can Happen.”
Par hasn’t worked out yet how
William Wyler was in N. Y. last pany for many years, had been admany
month for a round of interviews ministrative assistant in the der big its ads will be or in how
in
adverpapers
the 5QG budget will permit
that
before
and
partment
On “Carrie,” and Olivia de HavilHowever; individual
insertions.
land expectedly will do the same tising production.
Moss took the ad post tempo- company cairipaigns will, of course,
shortly. Robert Merrill will aid in
than the full-page
smaller
much
be
reRqsertfield
the proinotion for “Aaron Slick” rarily when Jonas
ads in some 1,700 papers that the
before leaving on a concert tour signed some months ago. Moss,
majors used in thejr joint effort
April 1. Dinah Shore and Alan however, has outside interests and
That cost around $350,Young will participate in promo- refused the job on a pefriianent last year.
is

RKO

'

'

•

l

coriimunify groups.
jAs part of the heavy proinotion
plans Which they have lined up for
the program, Metro pictures and
Loew’s theatres, the houses will
stage “Knrit-Hole Gang Meetings”
on Saturday mornings, with Felton
and diamond 'stars as lures. Loew’s
is also mapping special events at

Ebbets Field,
To promote the
sequence is being
Vero Beach* Fla.,
the Dodgers. It

piece.

Miss Crawford’s only other bally
tour Was for Warners’ “Mildred
pierce,” in which she also starred

Plenty bullish on the current
market, particularly in the Broadway sector, Paramount plans to
open 10 films in N. Y. first-runs
within the next two months, a vol-

With an eye on the big money
amassed by top-calibre product,

Par-Compo

Metro-TV
tSmmm

owns a substantial

*

‘About Face’ Preem ftabs various of the film companies are
ad18 G for Nashville Charity looseniihg the pursestrings on that
pub expenditures. Theory is

.

Eric Pleskpw, former ContinenEurope chief for Sol Lesser, has

tal

pixites contact with

country to plug a picture,
This
time it is the Joseph Kaufman
production,
“Sudden Fear,” in
which she stars and of which she

.

Goodman
Ad
As Head

:

’

.

show, a newsreel

shot this week at
with Felton .and
will be included
the; MetrO-released “News of

Costello), “The Winning Team” the Day;”
(Ronald Reagan, Dpris Day), “TheProgram will kick off .with the
Crimson Pirate” (Burt Lancaster), Dodgers' opener April 18.
Ad
‘About Face” (Gordon MacRae, agency is Donohue & Coe.
tion for the same

film*

basis.

000 .

I
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"QUO VAWS"
Producer:

Sam Zimbalisf

;

Mervyn LeRoy
Screen Plat by: John LeeMahin and
$. N. Benrman, Sonya Levidh
Director:

AGAIN

Ml

wa

•w-X

&

"•"V
i.

AteX'/v

FATHER’S LITTLE DIVIDEND
Producer:

Pandro

S.

Berman

Vincente Minnelli
Screen Play by: Albert Hackett and
Frances Goodrich
Director:

vosl

mm

u

n
"SHOW BOAT"
Producer:

Arthur Freed

George Sidney
Play by: John Lee Mahin

Director:

Screen

Redbook’s Silver Cup.J)
Memorable box-office Hits of the

year from the

M-G-M

Studio selected by Redbook editors (top to
bottom at the right): the gay, dancing “An American In
Paris”; magnificent and spectacular “Quo Vadis”;
“Father’s little Dividend", a rollicking comedy; a
revival of the great favorite “Show Boat”, and die
popular musical biography “The Great Caruso”.

"THE GREAT CARUSO”
Producer: Jo§ Pasternak
Director:

Richard Thorpe
Sonya Letien and

Screen Play by:

wiuiamLudwig

Wednesday* March

5,*

1952

nevuses

22

WcJttc»J«y, March
future at local boxoffices. Abroad,
both art and lingual customers rate
a good look, and returns should
satisfy.. Sureseaters might find it
worthwhile as a change-of-pace
^
from usual weighty Italo diet.
I

*

Continued from page C
story angles, than for the
and the rustlings of early Chris- artistic arty theatre market.
Skillfully lacquered, but
glorified soapopera, story

Following “Fablola” and
“Last Days q£ Pompei” ^his has
more story line and character development than its predecessors and
enough sumptuous pageantry and
arena massacres to give it a good
chance for U. S. boxoffice. The
story of the oversexed Empress
Messaiine has some exploitation
pegs and careful placing in surcseaters and s p e c i a 1 situations
should give this a good chance for
real coinage in America.
This has the -marks of the early
tianity.

trigues

epics centering on the inof Rome before, it 'came

calling

down. Acting ranges from

Italian

more touch have beep scrambled and
served up in a story by Piero Tela

still

deals
with a young convert working as
a hospital nurse, tom between true
love and marriage to a country boy,
a lustful pg$t with a violent bartender and a future as a nun.
Boldly-stroked, it has obvious possibilities as a crowd-gripper. The
producers get maximum values, by
'/•
using flashbacks.
When her ex-fiance, hurt in an
accident, is wheeled into her. Ward,
the convert's past catches up with
her. Flashing pack to a Srixy dritice
number, the fight to overcome her
lover's sinister spell is revealed
along with a rival's fight for her
in
culminating
the * accidental
shooting of the lover. Miss Mangano~ decides to become. a v nun;
After their accidental meeting in
the hospital, Vallone tries to get
her to quit her new vbcatioh and
marry him. But she stays on duty
with her, patients. Some trimming,'
especially, in drawnout finale, would
help tighten action.
Miss Mangano, in partial switch
from previous roles, is line as the
convert with a past While both Vallone and Gassmann are ideally cast
as her oppositely-styled loves. Oth-

ham to restrained, and in some
cases presents completely in effectual playing. The wily ErapefOr
Augustus is married to Messaiine
whose sensual appetite is the talk
of the .Empire, Her whims rule
the land and in her search for a
perfect love she even goes out in
the streets to pose as a prostie.
Crowd scenes are very well handled. A side issue concerns a little dancing jgirl and her lover who;
end lip being thrown to the lions.
Maria Felix, Mexican star, 1 $.
properly sensual as the selfish, self'

'

1

indulgent Empress, and fills out
her togas admirably. Jean Chey- ers, including her two real-life sisamusing hospital
rier and Qerirges Marechal ' are ters and some
sketched.
adequate as the would-be reform- patients, are competently
Lattuada’s direction preserves the
ers, but remain pale characters bestory’s broad, popular flavor. Other
sides the conniving, unscrupulous
credits are of top Italian caliber.
courtesans.

Memo

Bessemi ham$

Hawk.

*

of the Emperor and is
cranky rather than diabolical, Jean
Tissier is fine as one of the palace
plotters. Delai ScaJa supplies pulchritude as the dancer but not
much in the line of thesping. Lens(OneSummer of Happiness)
ing is lush and produetibp value#
(SWEDISH)
excellent. Editing gives a good
Stockholm, Feb. 5.
Nordlsk TonOfllm release of Lennart
scope to the film: Direction, though
production.' Stars Folke Sundponderous in spots, gives the film Landheim
quiat, Vila Jacobsson. Directed by Arne
locale and color and shines in the Mattsson. Screenplay, W. Semitjov. from
novel by. Per Olof Eckstromt; camera,
mob scenes.
Mosk.
Goran Strindberg; music, Sven Skold. At;
Grand, Stockholm. Running time, 10?
his

role

Hon Dansade En

-

Sonunar

:

;w

'

(FRENCH)

Goran StChdahl

.

.

.

.

,

Kerstin FrCderiksAon.

-

.

.Folke Suridqulst
Ulla Jacobsson

Edvih Adolphson

Anders Pernon. ......

Siftrld ............ . . . .Irma" Christensson
Paris, Feb. 19.
Berndt Larsson, ...... .Gosta Gustavsson
Cdmptoir bu Film Francais production The
'Priest.,... ........... John Elfstrom
2nd release.
Stars Madeleine Lebeau, Torsten
Erik Hell
..
..
Henri Vllbert. Directed by Henri Lepage. Anna,........,........,,.,... Berta HaU
Screenplay, Andre-Paul Antoine; camera, Nisse
Nils Hollberg
Charlie Bauer; editor. Yvonne Martin. OUe...
Sten Hiatsson
. ....... ...
At Le Paris, Paris. Running time, 110 Viberg ...
Arne Kallerud
. .... , .
. .. .;
MINS.;
GunVor Ponton
Sylvia.
Malou
.Madeleine Lebeau Grandmother, . . ... ....... .Hedyig Llndy
Archibald.
Henri- Vllbert Grandfather
Axel Hogel
v .
. ... . . . , ,
Bobby r.
Yvei Furet Goran's father , . ........ Sten Llndgren
in.,. .'.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

*
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.

.

.

•

.

.
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.

.
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Boy meets

.

Film Uses the slice-of-life technique in dealing with the unsavory
aspects of French cafe life and a
basic theme of the regeneration of
'

Situations are old

prostie.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Henri. .... . ... . .
, . . ;
Pierre Louis
Boule.
.... ... ............ .Lyslane
Bey
Mme. Antony. » ..... . , , .Jade •MnrKen
.

hat

and direction gets no pace. Char-

.

.

girl in a rural setting

is the basic theme of “Hon Dansade En Sommar." Subject h a s
overtones, but generally
adds to good entertainment for
adult Scandinavian filmgoers. Picture may have some appeal in the
U.S. market. However, the film’s
effectiveness
likely Will be dulled
by the American censor inasmuch
as there are several torrid scenes
*
in the footage.
Adapted from a novel by Per
Olof Ekstrom, the yarn spins the
tale of a just-graduated college boy

tragic

acterizations lack the necessary
depth, but pix theme and exploitation pegs might give this a
chahce for special slotting and
dualers.
Film can stand some
heavy pruning.
Story deals mainly with the bad
boys and joy girls and their rela- who finds romance on his uncle's
tionships with the Clientele of the farm. His love for a neighboring
Cafe Dupont-Barbes: Main char- farmer's daughter is a sipcere manacter is Madeleine Lebeau, a re- ifestation that’s sternly opposed by
spectful prostitute, who solaces a local clergyman. Later, an accitired businessmen and then puts dent kills the girl, and the lad has
the squeeze on by crying baby. only his memories to console him.
From an artistic standpoint, this
Into this unwholesome setup comes
a middle-aged,, magnanimous busi- Lennart Landheim production is a
nessman who goes for the’ girl. His rousing success. But the story is
tenderness,, trust and love begin hardly a true version of contemporary Swedish life. For the clergy
to soften the prostie.
and older people are much more
Direction is erratic. L ens ing
below par and editing does not broadminded about boy-and-girl
give the film much. Madeleine Le- romance today than a generation
.

jvhich gives cop Fabrizi. three
months to find thief Toto, who has
eluded him after robbing a visiting American HW^lliam Tubbs)i Alternative is to lose both job and
pension, 'Fabrizi succeeds in befriending TotO;Sv£amily in his attempt to get at 1|ie thief himself.
When the twb raially meet at a
family get-togeeqer, they agree
Philosophically to let. the law have
its way- without; letting their familini

.

^

~

William. Tubbs registers as
the blustering American duped by
Totb, a*rid others lend good sup-

1

.

Anna

Genoa, Feb.

12.

Lux Film

release of a Pontl-DeLaurentils production.
Stars.; Silvana Mangano,
Raf Vallone, Vittorio Gassmanh, Gaby
Morlay, Jacques. Dumesnil. Directed by
Alberto Lattuada. Story and screenplay,
Giuseppe BertO.^Dino Rlsi, Ivo Perilll,
Franco Brusatl; Rodolfo Sonego; camera,
Otello Marelll; editor, Gabriele Varrinlc.
Previewed in Genoa. Running time, 110

MINS.

.

Anna

.

.Silvana

.. .

Mother Superior,
Andrea. ........,.

. .

Mangano

.Gaby Morlay
Raf Vallone

.

;

in the

U S.

Winq.

Guardie e Ladri
(Cops and Robbers)

(ITALIAN)
Genoa, Feb. 19.
Lux Film release, of a Pont^Dclaurohtlis*Golden production. Stars Aldo Fabrizi.
Toto; features William Tubbs, Ave Ninchi, Rossana Podeata, Glnb Leurlnl. Directed by Steho and Monicelli. Screen*
play, Steno, Monicelli, .Fabrizi, Maccari,
Flajano, Brancati, from story by Piero
Tellini; camera, Mario Bava; music. Ales-

Gassmann
Mangano sandro Glcoanliil. At Olympia, Genoa.
rof. Ferrl .... ..
Jacques Dumesnil Running time, 107 MINS.
£ucia ...: ........... .Natascia Mangano Bottom. .. ...
........ Aldo Fabrizi
Vittorio ...

Luisa

.

.

.

;

..
.

. , .

. .

.... . . Vittorio
. . v, . . .Patrizia

..

. . . . .

.

*

. .

...

,

.

Ferdinando Esposito..,
Toto
Mr. Locuzzo
.'William Tubbs
v .....
Signora Giovanna. ........
Ave Ninchi
.

Commercially one of the

slickest

Italian productions, this pic, which
reunites the “Bitter- ‘Rice’’ combo

.

<

.

Mrs, Esposito

.

.

Bottom's daughter

.

.

.

.

.

.

Pina Piovanl
Rossana Podesta

of Silvana Mangaiio, Raf Vallone,

and Vittorio Gassmann, should
draw sock returns in most European and Latin American counprobably
In the U.S., it
better suited for dubbed general
release, exploiting the star and
tries.

‘

The richly human vein of top
Italian comedy has been tapped
for this film which finally combines
the talents of two major Comedians,
Toto and Aldo. Fabrizi, in a heartwarming chuckler. It has a bright

SALE ON CHI VIDEO
Chiacgo,
^

by Windy

March

4.

of ^eatur® films
Citjr

video sponsors con-

tinues with Paul (Bud) Hauser
shelling out $50,000' for a bundle
Of 39 Associated British-Pathe pix
distributed by Atlas FRms. Tab includes a year -s* exclusive rights and
two screenings,

Latest buy brings the Chi car
dealer’s investment in
films to
$200,000. He paid out $150,000 last
fall for 27 Edward Small releases
bought through Motion Pictures
for TV/ Hauser is slotting the pix
on the eight hburS weekly he bank,

TV

rolls

on

WNBQ,

Continued from page

l

to hefty, in; a majority of spots.;.

“Show White” (RKO), launched elude Perry Como, Patti Page*
port.
Gino Leuriiii and Rossana during the Washington’s Birthday Frankie Lairie, Mindy Carson;
Podesta, as youthful romancers, holiday week, came through with Johnnie Ray, Les Paul-Mary Ford,
Will please the younger; set. After some sock totals, despite fact it is Billy May orch, among others. Outthe hilarious marathon chase be- an old reissue.
“Sword’s Point” fit feels that had it been in position
tween Cop and robber in Opening (RKO) is disappointing thus far, to make ; its own recordings; it
have cleaned up considerreels, pace slows down to steadier
while “Big Trees” (WB) has done Would
but equally satisfying clip. * Arid badly in most engagements to date. ably morri than it did by merely
the humor acquires more depth. A
agenting ^iese names.
“10 Tall Men” (Col), 11th in Janfine musical accompaniment again
The coin that can be made from
has been scored by Al es sdndro Ci- uary, added some additional strong
vidpix, it’s felt, is considerably
cognini, while .Mario Bava',s camera coin to its total last month. “See
than can be. realized from
higher
and other credits measure Up.
You in My Dresams” (WB), second
flat diskings. In the. present market
Hawk
in January,; also showed up well
the residual value
for a couple of weeks during the it’s figured that
'

•

.

.

(ITALIAN)
Genoa, Feb. 12,
Variety Film release of an Arco producStars Eduardo DeFUippo,, Titlna DeFilippo. Taniara Lees. Direetea by Edu
Screenplay; DeFUippo
ardo DeFillppo.
and Piero TelUni from the play by DeFilippo; camera, Leonida Barboni; music,
Nino Rota; editor, Gisa Levi. At Cinema
prfeo, Genoa. Running time: 100. MINS.
Filumena;.
Titlna DeFUippo
Domenico Soriano
Eduardo DeFUippo
tion.

.

.

.

.

Diana

.

.

Rosalia

* • «

•

Alfredo
Rlccardo.
Michele
,

,

.

.

.

,

.

.

•

. . .

:

,

.
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. . . ;
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«

.Tamara Leee
Pica
> Tina
Pennetti
Gianni Glbri

.Carlo

Aldo

One

of

the of ri half-hour film is $10,000 after
“Westward
month.,
Women*' (M-G) likewise had a few the first run has been played out.
stascattered dates, * It was sixth the Value will increase as more
tions conie in; They also figure that
previous month.
five-miriute 'films will have consid“Japanese War Bride” (20th) was erably more inherent value than a
a runnerup one week last month, half-hour job, because of the fact
tained some additional profitable
that a five-minute shot can. be replaydates in February, while “The
just
peated considerably, more
Well” (UA) showed up favorably like disks. It
wlU be these repetion a couple qf sessions.
tions that will ;plttke new talent,
“Red Skies of Montana” (20th) according to agency men.
was among the top 10 pix one week
They have also figured that a top
but did not fare, strongly subseSinger can come into -New York
quently.
“Another Man’s Poison'* for two days arid do 10 shorts for
past

Filumena Marturano

Gluffre

—

(UA) finished ninth one' week dur- about
$25,000 outlay, with Singer
It was 10th in- Jangetting in on a profit-sharing arrangement. The original outlay will
“Lavender Hill Mob” (U) was be realized even before the short
12th one session and fared nicely has completed a fraction of its first
other weeks.
“Decision Before run.
Dawn” (20th) wound up seventh
It’s also felt that even a meone week after being eighth it
diocre short can bring' more to an
January.
artist and an agency than a mod-

Eduardo DeFilippo^ best ing the month.

plays reaches the screen virtually uary.

unchanged, with few Outdoor sequences added to give its essentially indoor structure a breath of

Result is a splendidly acted,
frequently static and unneceswordy film, with a proportionately limited popularity potential, Pie will principally appeal
to lovers of fine Neapolitan acting.
Might do for some Italian language
spots |n U. S.
Story concerns the efforts of an
aging Neapolitan housewife with
three grown boys to force a former lover into marrying her. Despite his penchant for youth, she
succeeds in hooking him legally
via a fake illness.
As guided by DeFillppo, himself,
tale unfolds at leisurely pace, with
some chuckles relieving the tensioh.
Acting is top-drawer, with
Titina
DeFillppo repeating her
stage, role as the mother who finally succeeds in giving her sons a
legal name and « father. DeFilippo gives depth to his portrayal of
a man who finds he’s wasted the
greater part of his life.
British

air:
biit

sarily

star Tamara Lees lends her beauty
as the man's last romance. Camera
work is standard,, and sets and

Nino Rota’s music competently

fill

out pic’s Neapolitan locale.

Hawk.

‘Vadis*

Tops B.0.

Continued, from page 4

.of-!

the prostie
Performances are good under
aiid
poignance: Henri 'Vllbert fails some- Arne Mattsson's direction. Folke
what
the blindly adoring busi- Sundquist and Ulla Jacobson score
nessman. Lysiane Rey stands out as the young, couple "while Erik
as the hardened gun moll. Pic obvi- Hell styhds out among the long
ously will encounter censorship supporting cast. Camerawork of
troubles.
Goran » Strindberg is excellent as
Mosk.
is Sven Skold's musical; score. Couple of sequences in which the principals are in a relative state of undress
presumably ivill be scissored
(FRANCQ-ITAHAN)

“Retreat, Hell!” <WB) was in a
like category as regards playdates,

'

better.

&

k

in one Los Angeles theatre. Majority of dates resulted in sock to
terrific totals, indicating it will
rank high in the weeks to come.

but made an impressive showing in
“Viva
final week of February,
Zapata!” (20th), which teed off
very
looks
Y.,
also
N.
in
smash
lies know about
few addiBoth the- dgure of the warm- promising /based on
“5 Fingers,” also
hearted cojp who regrets- having to tional dates*
jail a man whose predicament he from 20th-Fox, gave the N; Y. Roxy
has' -come to understand, and. the one of its! biggest weeks in months
sly but human .and humorous thfef, on the initial session.
“Las Vegas
are', sharply sketched •'by Fabrizi
Story” (RKO); just getting under
and -Toto. Neither has barely, been way as the month ended, did okay

.

—hc^u-^nages-to-give-the-role
warmth
some

it

•

r^INg.

Dupont^ttarbes
"

human

Yocks, chuckles and the

Mesaaline

started out strong, was not In*
eluded in the February totals, since
was only out one week on extent
Seven playdates in
sive release;.
cities covered by Variety in final
produced- more
month
the
of
week
than $180,000 total gross and
placed jt high on the list for the
finaLweek prior to that, however,
if'had been playing almost entirely

5,1952

final

week

of February carrying

it

this high.
Launched pre-release
in Portland, Ore., and Seattle,

along with about 100 other dates
in the Pacific northwest, the. James
Stewart thriller is repeating in keycity runs.
"Bend” riot .only promto
ises
be Universal’s biggest
grosser this yeari but, is Running

ahead of the biz registered, by “Egg

.

disk hit. Potentialities, according to agency men, haven’t
been tapped. If this plan works
out the percenters feel that they’ll
be hitting their highest grosses in
erate

.

AHm-UPT
Continued from page I

history,

ership of Par and
25,000 shares of

UPT. Atlas owns more

Par stock and the
.

of

UPT

since

basis
its

shares
previous

of

report

six

n ve nte

the

Casey-coritrolled

15 acres
$028,125 at Dec. 31, '51. The UPT nine holes embracer only
that the usual
certificates are valued at $490,625. against the 72 acres
nine-hole course might require.
Atlas's portfolio also# includes
When Casey saw Reach’s idea
93,050 shares of Walt Disney common stock, value at $767,663; 76,500 (latter is now in his mid-80s), he
home
shares of RKO at 286,975, and 750 devised oiie near the Casey
then
shares of Motion Picture Capital in Springfield, Mass. Since
near
built
Corp. $5 preferred and 150 shares there have been courses
Newthe
(N.Y.)
Airport,
Idlewild
MPCC is
of common at $75,000.
an independent film financing out- ark Airport, Dayton, 0., Chattanooga, Philadelphia, Saugus (near
fit ’headed by N* Peter Rathvon.
Rathvon was board chairman of Boston) and elsewhere. The finest
is
the course in Toronto, operated
RKO—when—Atlas-h4ld-Gontro.L-ot
by Nat Taylor, who bought the Cathat company.
,

^nadiari franchise.

The game, permits useage
^

every
Festival Go-op
Continued from page

to
is. concerned
some keys.
“Phone Call From Stranger’.’ (20th)
f Lack of a central body to screen
was a close eighth; but not up to and. select U. S. non-theatrical films
the fine showing at the N. Y. Roxy, is also deplored by Norman Wilson,
“This Woman Is Darigerons’’ chairman of the Edinburgh Fes(WB) was ninth, while,. “Girl In tival. In a letter to Elliott A. MackEvery Port” (RKO) rounded out low, State Dept, delegate at last
the Top 10 list with an uneven season’s Edinburgh fest, he assertshowing.
ed America could achieve a mbch
.“I Want
You” (RKO), “Meet better showing if “only the best
Danny Wilson” (U) and “Pandora” arid most suitable’’ films were en(M-G) were runner-up films for tered. Nearly 100 subjects from
the month, in that order.
various U. S. sources were submitted; at last year’s event.

of

the bag, can be
played day and night, but c u t s
down on the walking and acreage.

club

in.

7

bershlp- representing all phases of
U.;S. film production.

1

which

i

months ago: Market value of the golfery. It is not miniature golf.
Par stock, however, increased from It is actually a variation Of con- that the
$537,500 as of June 30, 195i, to ventional golf excepting

M
I»
This' group “should make selecprevious highest grosser
for company.
tions on a national basis for each
T"
Fifth money* went to “Lone Star” fbf the compeftitive categories, arid
(M-Gh Clark Gable stirrer. “Room preferably for all festivals, its deFor; One More” (WB), which gave cision to bq final/’i Report, emphaevery indication of going places sized that '’continuation of. the
late in January, finished sixth,
present divided-interests selection
'Salesman* .Seventh
practices within the U. S. will re“Death of Salesman’* (Col) land- main detrimental to America’s ined seventh, although riot measuring terests insofar as entry and; award
”
action
up
expectations in

(UA)i

Continued from page 3

numerically,

arid

V African.* xQueeri”

be making

certificates.

Atlas, which is headed by Floyd
Odium, reported no change in its
film company stock holdings, on

the

acts will

.*

-

same number

and

than, is thriught possible to-

day.

WB’*

Ml* Dab

Continufd from page 7

return for actor’s services in one
or two of the company’s product:
More arid more of the top name
stars arc forming their own iridi
outfits to take advantage of a capi-

Company doesn’t
its own treasury
as heavily if piq is wholly or parr

tal-gains' deal. 3v

have to dip into
iially,

financed on the oritside.
pictures being prepped

Among

by Fidelity for Warner release are
“San Francisco Story” and “Gardenia.” Abbott & CosteUo’s “Jack
and the; Bean Stalk” is set for Easter release and the pair, are readying “Abbott & Costello Meet CapBurt Lancaster has
completed Norma’s “The Crimson

tain Kidd.”

Pirate,” and Sperling’s; “Retreat#
currently making the
Hell!
is
rounds as is the Frildman-Warner

“Streetcar

Named. Desire:”

Wednesday, Marcli 5* 1952

PICTURES

For the Week ending Tuesday

“Curtain at 8:40," an art filmexperiment which Walter Bead©
Theatres is conducting in two of
its New Jersey houses, will be extended for another four weeks to
give the plan a full trial. Series
of Wednesday night screenings

Completes 2-Reeler For
Army Reorientation Unit
.

originally was tp have concluded
with tonight's (Wed.) perforip-

Knickerbocker Productions,

Inc.,

N. Y. Stock Exchange

a one-night-a-week art pic policy.
Pair are expected to visit Albany
and New Haven for talks with Warner Bros, theatre execs.
Felierman and Livingston have
also been holding a series of confabs with Schine circuit toppers,
and it’s expected that the chain
Will attempt the once-a-week art
policy in several theatres.

publicists calling for a $10 acrossu ni o h
the-board increase and
shop was concluded last week by
Paramount and Local H-63, Motion
Picture Homeoffice Employees Union, affiliated with the International Alliance, of Theatrical Stage Employees. Wage hike is retroactive

Rochester, N. Y., March

4.

sales of $542,284,510, J.8%%
over last year and the largest in
the history, of the company, were

racked up by Eastman Kodak during the fiscal year ending Dec. 30,
1951, it was disclosed today (Tues.).
Sales in 1950 Were $457,778,775.
However, net earnings were below
those of 1950 because of higher
taxes, the

company noted.

Consolidated earnings for 1951
before taxes were $133,334,345, or
9% above 1950, and net earnings
after taxes Were $49,025,906 or
21% less than in 1950. Net earnings were equal to $3.23 per share
on 15,030,675 common shares outstanding at the year end. Earnings
in 1950 were $61,858,957, equal to
$4.50. per share on 13,664,350 common shares then outstanding. Of
this decline of $1,27 per share in
earnings, the company said, 33c.
per share was due to the larger
number of shares outstanding at
the end of 1951. Earnings Were 9%
of sales ih 1951 and 13.5% of%ales
in 1950.

Common stock cash dividends
declared in 1951 were $1,80 per
Preferred
share, or $27,049,292.
dividends at 6% amounted to
$369,942, same as /SO. The 1951
common dividend was larger thsir
that of the previous year by $2,474,824, because of the increased
number of shares outstanding,
Kodak execs pointed out that the
national security program, which
stimulated biz activity in general,
was partly responsible for the company’s record sales.
'

I

Minneapolis, March 4.
.
there weren’t enough other
boxoffice woes to plague local exhibitors, greatly reduced streetcar
and bus service now is discouraging downtown theatre attendance.
New management of the Twin
Cities transportation company has
.

As

taken

if

off

hundreds of streetcars

end a number of buses
save oh operating

in order to

costs.

‘Vadi*’ Display Party
National Screen Service Will
hold a "cocktail party preview" of
Its “Quo Vadis" ad displays at
Toots Shor’s, N. Y., next Monday
( 10 ).
Novel idea of an accessory show,
fays NS$, was inspired by the "un;

usual,

colorful

advertising’’

ated by the Metro spectacle.
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N, Y. Curb Exchange
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Technicolor
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18%
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15%
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18%
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18%

12
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58%
14%
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41%
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41%
4 %
4 %
4 %
4 %

17

4

3%
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11%
39%
38%
12%

6

3%

%
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23

Stage Employees, Local
Bid
.Ask
Over-the-Counter Securities
tion Picture Homeoffice Employees
/
3
Cinecolor. ...
2%
union is making a new attempt this
;.:5%j
...
Pathe . ...
week to reach an Agreement .with
5%
UA Theatres . ...
Pathe Laboratories, N. Y., oft a new
714
814
Walt Disney. ... >
4 Vs
pact for the company's white col(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.)
alsh for
larites. Union had asked
permission .to call a strike after negotiations had reached a stalemate.
In an effort to settle the differences without calling a strike,
”VValsh has named Joe Basson, an
Continued from- page 5
I A international rep, to join the
H-63 negotiators iri talks with Leserman and David Loew head lieved exhibs are erring in fighting
ii-63,

.
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.
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Telemeter operation.
Following a press demonstration
of the system, last week, Charles
P. Skouras, preLy of National Theatres and Fox-West Coast Theatres,
told Leserman he would order, at
his own expense, 1,000 Telemeter
installations for thorough and exhaustive testing via F-WC theatre
outlets, once the Federal Communications Commission greenlights
the project.

In line with this attitude,

it’s

natural SkouraS' is looking ahead
to the future when special events
promised for 20th-Fox’s Eidophor

television, that “it’s here, so let’s
make use of it." The Canadian said

that saturation 'point for pix was
15 to 16% of the population, and
predicted television would provide
the means to extend way beyond
that mark.
"I think it will be a good thing,
but remember the viewer will still
have to be shown a good picture.
It’s more convenient for the moviegoer to watcli a picture on television, particularly in a country
like

ours,

where

the

weather’s

rough in Winter. The theatre manager has got to realize TV is comtheatre-TV
system
an
become
acpetition, and change his ideas on
Get ’Em Out Early’
tuality. If pix could be screened how to* run a* theatre by making
Hartford, March 4.
simultaneously through a home use of it.”

apprentice.

Net

.

.

Pathe execs. With Basson sitting
several meetings were held last
week and some progress vires reportedly made.
Russell Moss, biz agent of H-63,
had charged Pathe with failure
to bargain in good faith. Company
turned down union’s demands 'for
hike arid a union shop.
to Qct. 1, 1951, effective date of a wage
the two-year deal.
In addition, union gained an upping in classification for five staffers, three moving up to senior publicist, onp to publicist and one to
On Earlier P.M. Feature
Reclassified flacks received wage scales of their new
grades retroactive to the date of
their promotion. There was no
change in the basic minimum scale,

12%
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instructions of Richard F. Walsh, prexy of the International Alliance of Theatrical

Tries.

Close

100s

SPG is affiliated with Disheld.
New York outfit specializing in trict 85, Distributive, Processing
educational films, last week com- and Office Workers of America.

pleted a two-reel, 35m documentary
branch of {.he
Decision tb extend the test, it for the reorientation
was said, stemmed front a poll of U. S. Army.
patrons which showed a favorable
Tagged “What Is the United Nacustomer reaction. On the other tions?" the film was lensed in
hand, according to a Reade spokesmetropolitan
man, the series to date hasn’t been Japan and the N. Y,
Short draws a parallel her
“financially successful." Each week, area
b.o. im- tween v operations of the UN and
however, represented
provement over the preceding one. functions of various agencies that
Test is being held at the Paracity.
mount Theatre, Plainfield, and are carried on in any Japanese
Carlton Theatre, Red Bank. Fourweek extension will start on
Wednesday, March 19 Majority of
people attending the first three
performances, the^ theatresV personnel disclosed, were first-time
customers.
Mull IJ -Rank Art Policy
Harry Felierman, sales chief of
Universal’s special films division,
and Jeff Livingston, J, Arthur
Rank’s U. S, pub-ad topper, will
confer later this week with upper
New York State and Connecticut
Two-year pact for homeoffice
theatre operators about instituting

(4)

Weekly Weekly Weekly
Higk
LOW
Vol< In

Warners or 20th. United Artists
and Columbia staffers, also members of the same SPG outfit, reportedly reached agreements with
their respective companies some
weeks ago, but the official announcement of the actual signing
of the pacts has so far .been with-

To

The eyes of exhibitors are cur- boxoffice without materially hurt-

with $125 per week remaining the rently focused on a three-week bal- ing the large, first-run theatre,
minimum for a new senior pub- lot of patrons now under way in there’s ho reason why special
nearly

licist.

all

theatres here.

Results

events,

musicals,

legiters,

etc.,

Other provisions in the pact call Of the balloting' may change the couldn’t be handled at a price.
for “double severance” pay In case schedule of pictures on week nights
Skouras gave Telemeter his comof economic layoffs and arbitration arid pic-going habits here and else- plete endorsement after witnessing
of all discharges, excepting those where.
a demonstration, and said he wants
for economic reasons. Pact stipuOrdinarily features are pencilled to make use of it as soon as. poslates that the company reserves in as the last showing of the eve- sible.
the right to limit, curtail or trans- ning, at about 9:30, thus allowing
Mountain Aerial
fer its pub-ad department.
Leserman disclosed that Telefor a break at about 11. Under
New contract will be officially the new proposal, features will be meter field test in Palm Springs,
inked when union arid. Paramount screened at between 8 and 8:30. probably in September, will follow
come to an agreement on terms This will allow those who want to installation of master aerial on a
for the publicists in the internation- leave early to see feature and get mountain west of Palm Springs,
al department, who are seeking away by TO, an hour earlier than 90 miles from Mount Wilson, which
Will pick up L. A. TV programs
substantially the same gains re- normally.
ceived by the domestic flacks. NeBalloting stems from a sugges- arid feed it to viewers in the resort
taking
gotiations are currently
tion made at a recent film industry town. Cable will run down the
place.
symposium sponsored by the Hart- mountain to a Telemeter station
Agreement for Paramount pub- ford Times. Claim is made that which will transmit shows via
ad staffers marks the IA’s union many industrial workers and stu- house-to-house hookup.
While Palm Springs test will
debut as the official rep of a h.o. dents can’t, under present schedules, stay through to Closing time mark public debut of Telemeter,
publicity group.
the
viewer won’t have to use the
if they have to get up early the
Many operators are coin device, but can dial in on
next ayem.
hopeful that the vote will go in the programs gratis.
Lesterman said Telemeter wilL
Awaited favor of earlier showings. True,
Stockholders’
they feel, they will get an audience go to the FCC next year and pre^

Continued from past 5

.

.

OK

that

how

is

hesitant about night

sent results of the

Palm Springs

shows because of late getting home test when it seeks approval for its
system. Leserman emphasized that
Of British Tinter’s Control and early rising.
Telemeter has no desire to work
lso
propo
sed
would
a
The
e
chang
Controlling interest in Cinecolor
-hotises maiiy- whO" against-theatres-anywhere^that-i
bring
into
the
would
tint
lab,
will seek in all instances to arrange
GB, Ltd., a British
sitting through secbe acquired by Cinecolor Corp. if are opposed to
deals in the Palm Springs pattern
ondary film fare to see the feature. so that
the latter’s stockholders give the
the exhib will get his cut.
The
available
to
paballots
are
greenlight at a special meeting to
Scrambled picture on the KTLA
be held March 17, American firm trons, through the various houses screen during the test demonstra-.
already owns 26% of the British and through special chips pub- tion was seen from 1;30 p.m. to
company, which it picked up in lished in the Hartford Times. 3 p.m.onan open circuit, and the
Hou&es participating in the voting channel received 90 calls the first
September, 1950.
Funds to carry out the deal are the Art, Allyn, Burnside, Cen- half-hour from viewers wanting to
would come from an issue of $425,- tral, Colonial, Eastword; Elm, E. M. know what was going on, this de350 of five-year 5% debentures. Loew’s, Loew’s Poli, Loew’s Pal- spite an audio recording which
These are; to he offered Cinecolor ace; Lenox, Lyric, Plaza, Princess, kept reiterating "This is a' Teleshareholders on a pro rata basis Regal, Rivolif Webb and Webster. meter test approved by the FCC/’
The scrambled pulses did not
along with stock purchase warrants
for 452,350 common shares previobliterate the picture, but left a
Replaces
Haver
ously okayed.
somewhat blurred image.
In the event the debenture issue
Varied Programming
In 20th’s ‘Stripes’
receives approval, only part of the
Leserman explained that while
Hollywood; March 4.
flotation would* be used for the
motion pictures are being emphaTwo of three major cast mem- sized in the Palm Springs test,
Cinecolor GB, Ltd., buy. Balance,
Which is estimated at around $260,- bers in 20th’s "Stars and Stripes programming will follow' more va000, is scheduled for appropriation Foreverm ore out, with only Clifton
as working capital for the parent Webb remaining.
June Haver is out* due to he^
Cinecolor.
f4
Girl NV
Need for. additional working needed Iensing on
Door,"
in which she Costars With
capital reportedly stems from the
company’s outlays in the past two Dan- Dailey. Debra Paget is replacyears to' develop its new three- ing, Rory Calhoun, ill several days
color process. Outfit suffered a net arid With added scenes upcoming
loss Of $604,642 for the fiscal year in "Way of a Gaucho,” was replaced
ended Sept. 30, 1950, and was by Bob Wagner.
Lamar Trotti production, which
slated to spend about $200,000 for
further conversion and addition of Henry Kostcr is directing, is slated
for Iensing March 31.,
three-color facilities in 1951.
*

tainly result in. a flock of lawsuits
by claimants who would practically rise Out of the dust as soon
as the pix went on the air. This
would result iri even heavier penalties thari would be entailed ini

making settlements with various
contract-holders

the pix to

prior

to

selling

tele.

Keough said that Par Was about
to start searching out rights on all
the films in its library. That had
already been dbhe> he disclosed,
on the shorts, where the problem
Was a very much s* pier one.
Keough’s testimony was In keeping with that of other Par execs
in the current
ings. All the
tified that

FCC

license hear-

company

officials tes-

Par product would be

available to tele as soon as the
it was able
pay for it.
Par counsel said the company
had not yet received any television
offers "good enough to accept” He
added that about a half: dozeri

medium demonstrated
to

trained-lawyeFS-would-have^to-b*—
hired for a year to search the
rights. The shorts search was made,
he. explained, as a result of a TV
offer some time ago which failed
to result In a deal.

Reds Report
Continued from page 2

that he hasn't altered that original
opinion. He is slated to call a meeting of the full comiriittee within
the next few days at "which time,
it’s expected, the entire Hollywood
matter will be reconsidered.
Walter disclosed that he has in
mind introducing a new bill to outlaw the Communist Party in this
Many states have laws
country.

ried patterns elsewhere, that sports which prevent eft' employer from
events, legiters, and shows of wide- firing anyone because of political
ly varying nature will be. shown. beliefs.
Since the Communist
Present cost estimates range from Party is legally recognized as a
5c. to $2, with the nickel being political party; iri this country, emfor juve shows, while the top figure ployers can’t fire Reds in their emwould be for special events.
ploy without facing court suits,
John Fitzgibbons, head of Para- such as those brought by the "Holmount theatres in Canada, was lywood 10” agiinst the film studios.
present at the unveiling of TeleWalter would .establish that the
meter and opined* the exhibitor Communists da not constitute a
might be wise to make use of the legal political party under our law,
system. He declared that he be- hence they could be fired.

Wfbefldiy* March 5, 1952
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Fer the Week ending Tuesday
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Weekly Weekly Weekly

Warners or 20th. United Artists
and Columbia staffers, also mem-

V0l.ll!

bers of the same SPG outfit; reportedly reached agreements With
their respective companies some
weeks ago, but the official announcement of the actual signing
of the pacts has $6 far been with-

Tues,
Cleat

Change

160s

for week
Stock Exchange
N.
“Curtain at 8:40,” an art fllmf
11
11
27
ABC ... »
experiment which Walter Beade
2*Reeler For
39%
37%
50
39%
•
CBS, “A***
+1
theatres is conducting in two of Completes
363%
39
38%
ex45
•
*
*
will
be
4-1%
*..*»
“B'V#
houses,
CBS,
Jersey
its New
Reorientation
21
12
12
12
* *
.
Col*. Pic.. ...... • , «
tended for another four weeks to
Inc.,
Productions,
Knickerbocker
8
8
8
36
4Decca. »
. . ... . . *•*. • . *
SPG is affiliated with Disgive the plan a full trial. Series
held.
specialUing in
163%
17
17
Loew $. *.-»».• ••**•.»»,••» * . • 84
of Wednesday night screenings New York outfit
trict 65, Distributive, Processing
'
56
28%
26%
28%
Paramount... ..
originally was to have concluded educational films, fast week com* and Office Workers of America.
25%
233%
555
25%
RCA...
with tonight’s (Wed.) perform- pleted a two-reel, 35m documentary
4
166
4%
4%
RKO Pictures
ance.
reorientation branch of the
the
for
it
test,
4
the
162
4
3%
extend
...
....
.
Decision to
RKO Theatres . v
150
4%
4
4%
Republic
was said, stemmed from a poll of U. S. Army.
10
10
7
10
patrons which showed a favorable
Rep., pfd. ....... v ...•«»••
Tagged ‘‘What Is the United Naother
18%
86
18%
*»•»»»«.
18%
20th—Fox
.
customer reaction. On the
tions?” the film was lensed in
127
19%
18%
'hand, according to a Reade spokesUn. Par, Th..
18%
the N. Y. metropolitan
20
12
12
12
man, the series to date hasn’t been Japan and
Univ.
Short draws a parallel be1.2
58
58%
“financially successful.” Each week, area.
58%
.
Univ., pfd., ........
b.o; im- tween operations of the UN and
191
however, represented
.
14%
Warner Bros.
provement over the preceding one. functions of various agencies that
Uiider the instructions of RichN. Y* Curb Exchange
Test is being held at the Parainterthe
of
prexy
Walsh,
Japanese city. ard F,.
32
3%
3%
Monogram....';.
3%
mount Theatre, Plainfield, and are carried on in any
46
23%
22
23
national Alliance of Theatrical
Technicolor.
Carlton Theatre, Red Bank. PourMoStage Employees, Local H-63,
week extension will start, on
Bid
.Ask
Over-ihe-Counter Securities
tion Picture Homeoffice Employees
Wednesday, March 19. Majority of
2
3
Cinecolor.
... .this
attempt
new
a
making
is
union
three
first
people attending the
43%
.... v.
**. .....
5%
Pathe:
v,
week to- reach an agreement ..with
.
performances, the theatres* per••».
. • • »
*
,
6%
5%
UA Theatres
Pathe Laboratories, N. Y., on a new
sonnel disclosed; were first-time
\ .
Disney
7%
8%
Walt
4
pact for the company’s white colcustomers.
( Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.)
larites. Union had asked Walsh for
Mull U-Rank Art Policy.
permission to call a strike after neHarry Fellerman, sales chief of
gotiations had reached a stalemate.
Universal’s special films division,
Arthur
J.
Livingston,
and Jeff
In an effort to settle the differRank’s U. S. pub-ad topper, will
ences without calling a strike,
confer later this week With upper
Walsh has named Joe Basson, an
Continued from page 5
.
,
New York State and Connecticut
IA international rep, to join the
,
_
homeoffice
for
pact
Two-year
instituting
with Leserman and David Loew head lieved exhibs are erring in fighting
about
theatre operators
H-63 negotiators/ fai talks ...
*
a one-night-a-week art pic policy, publicists calling for a $10 across- Pathe execs. With Basson sitting Telemeter operation.
television, that -it’s here, so let’s
Pair are expected to visit Albany the-board Increase and a u n i o n in, several meetings were held last
Following a press demonstration make use of it/* The Canadian said
and New Haven for talks with Warr. gj^- Was concluded last. week
by week and some progress was ^e- 0f the system last Week, Charles that saturation "point for pix was
...
*
ner Bros, theatre execs.
P. Skouras, pre:.y of National The- 15 to 16% of the population, and
Motion portedly made.
Fellerman and Livingston have
Russell Moss, biz agent; Of H-63, atres and FoxrWest Coast Theatres, predicted television would provide
F!i?ninvpoVuhalso been holding a series of con
fabs with Schine circuit
and it’s expected that
will attempt the once-a
policy
outlets, Once the., Federal Commu- have to be shown. a good picture,
* in several theatres.
*
A
deal.
the two-year
nications .Commission greenlights it's more convenient for the inovieIn addition, union gained an upthe project.
gper to watch a picture on teleping in classification for five staffIn line With this attitude, its vision, particularly in a country
ers, three moving up to senior pubnatural Skouras* is looking ahead like Ours, where the weather’s
licist, one to publicist and one to
to the future when special events rough in winter. The theatre manapprentice,. Reclassified flacks repromised for 20th-Fox’s Eidophor a ger has got to realize TV is comceived wage scales of their new
theatre-TV system become anac- petition, and change his ideas
of
date
to
retroactive
the
grades
tuality. If pix could be screened how to* run a* theatre by making
Hartford, March 4.
their promotion. There was no
simultaneously through a home use of it.”
curchange in the basic minimum scale,
exhibitors
are
eyes
of
The
without materially hurt‘boxoffice
HAPtiPotPr N.
iv Y„
y Mkrch
n/mron 4.
4
„ ..
Rochester,
with :$125 per -week:: remaining the rently focused on a three-week bal- ing the large, first-run theatre,
Kpt sales of
nf $542,284,510,
a442284' 510 18%<
Net^
minimum for a new senior pub- i0 t of patrons now under way in there’s no reason why special
#
over last year and the largest in licist.
nearly all theatres here. Results events, musicals, legiters,
etc,
the history, of the company, were
provisions in the pact call of the balloting may change; the couldn’t be handled at a price.
Other
racked up by Eastman Kodak durContinued from page
5
for '‘douDle.severahce” pay in case schedule of pictures on week nights
Skouras
gave
Telemeter
_
his com.
ing the fiscal year ending Dec, 30,
of economic layoffs and arbitration and pic-going habits here and else- piete endorsement after witnessing fn , nlv
Q flnplr
i nU/«niU
1951, it was disclosed today (Tues.).
where.
those
excepting
of all discharges,
a demonstration, and said he wants
Sales in 1950 were $457,778,775.
soon as.po,0^inarny feature are pencilled to m,k. use of it
a^oon
reserves
compfltty
the
eve
sible*.
thst
the
of
l&st
showing
the
gs
«« the* ulx went cui the eir- This
+ Vine a nf 1QSO
of higher
tranS"
ri
h
al
Ut
9
a
b
result
even
heavier penin
taxes, the company noted?
v f jr atf about
2? ® pub-ad department.
Ll?niif ii
nbde?
Leqerm^n^i?J?oqpS
thft+ TeleTpIc 'y. would
Leserman
11.
Under
disclosed that.
for a break
a t+) Aa 4-v, on tvAiiU Kp ontoiiia/t
Consolidated earnings for 1951
be
meter
field
features
test
In
Palm
Springs,
will
proposal,
the
new
officially
will be
contract
New
before taxes were $133,334,345, or
*_
®
t
Ji
wamaamaA a 4 kAiniAAM O omiI fl»QA tiMAno m If
CaAn^n«viWAf« unll ^aIIaiD makbig^ettie^nts^with^v^ous
9%" aabove 'iSiSO* end "net” earoings Inked when union and Paramount screened at between 8 and 8:30. probably In September, wdl follow bSS?tioldeS prior to seUing
8
those who want to installation of master aerial on a iL. DJx td tele.
»f?.r taxps were S49 025 906 or come to an agreement on terms This will allow
“*
.
publicists In the internation- leave early to see feature and get mountain west of Palm Springs,
01%
lp«thanin
than in 1950 Neteam- forthe
2 1 To less
Par
was
KeOUgh said that
about
,
u.ii n
6«>n onaVinff nwair hv lfl nn hour earlier than
00 miles from Mount Wilson, which
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Telemeter Near Par Deal
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$4.50 per share on 13,664,350 common shares then outstanding. Of

w*« Times.
puu- ford
Paramount pubAgreenieni
for raiauiouni
Agreement ior
1

,

.

»
otauuu
_
^
shows via was a very much s pier one.
i
Keough’s testimony was In keepwith that of other Par execs-

xciciucici

*™*^^"*transmit

a5S'i»"i«5d»l£ft.l
"r' 1

=

.

|

t

the current FCC license hearAU the company officials testhe end of 1951. Earnings were 9%
e s ih 1951 and 13 5% °f ^ ales
in i95 o
Common stock cash dividends
declared in 1951 were $1.80 per
Preferred
Share, or $27,049,292.
dividends at 6% amounted " to
$369,942, same as ’50. The 1951
«, ae lorcrbr
than
larger than
common ^ dividend was

,

|

^

-

a

OK Awaited

Stockholders

.

hvl .

next ayem. Many operators are
honeful that the vote will c6 in
True
favor* of earlier showings
they feel, they will get an audience
that now is hesltint about night
shows because of late getting home

i.
,
,
„
,
Ilf
and
UUUUUI ma
5 l.rniTrAI
inner <
Dnasn TintAr
U1 RrihQll
.

earlv^rising.
risina
early

e
Controlling interest in Cinecolor . ^JV
manv who
qq Ltd., a British tint lab, would
YLbe acquired by Cinecolor Corp. if
474^9*4 ^hpr^nQP^thP^nprpaSd
i nf are
feature"
feature.
the
see
8 6
d3ry
on
filhi
t0
latter’s stockholders give the
the
^
nntrfw n/chaSa'^iitltSnSiR?
^
The ballots
are available to pagreenlight at a special meeting to
be held March 17. American firm trons through- the yarions houses
national security program, which
a i re ady owns 26% of the British and through special chips pubcompany, which it picked up in lished in the Hartford Times.
waTniniv
partly responsible for the comwas
Houses participating in the voting
September, 1950.
pany s record sa es.
to carry out the deal
Funds
. .
»
..tml rmhnial HiiJicTwnrn F.
F. M,
would come from an issue of $425,- “ ra ^ YPl° nia l» Eastward, Elm, E. M.
n p n' - r n— >.*.**« .cn/
i^oew s rm^oewss .JPolif Loe^v.s
^oew^s,
s, .Loew
debentures Loew
350 of five-year 5% debentures,
Lenox,
Lyric,
Plaza^
Princess,
ace
These are- to be offered Cinecolor
^Minneapolis, March 4.
shareholders oh a pro rata basis Hegal, Rivoli, Webb and Webster,
As if thbrt, weren’t enough other ^imig Arith sthek purdiase^arrauts
boxoffice woOs to plague local ex- for 452,350 common shares previ
Pagret Replaces Haver
hibitors, greatly reduced streetcar oiisly okayed,
and bus service now is discouragIn the event the debenture issue
In 20th’s ‘Stripes’
ing downtown theatre attendance. receives approval, only part of the
Hollywopdi March 4.
New management of the Twin flotation would' be used for; the
rp—.x
ai.
Two oiuthree
Cities transportation company has Cinecolor GB, Ltd., btiy. Balance,
major cast memtaken off hundreds of streetcars which is estimated at around $260,- bers
in ..20th s
.and Stripes
Stars
_
...
,
,
witn only
nnlv 1Clifton
1 liftnp
U
'and a number of buses in order to 000, is scheduled for appropriation
? V
“’f
saye on operating costs.
as working capital for the pafept weDD remaining.

D
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...

Cinecolor.
4

Vadis

9

Display Parly

National Screen Service will
hold a “cocktail party preview” of
its “Quo Vadis” ad displays at
Toots Shor’s, N. Y., next Monday
(10).

.

Novel idea of an accessory show,
says NSS, was inspired by the “unusual, colorful advertising” created by the Metro spectacle.

June Haver

is put,

due to her

for additional
working A® 61*® 1* lensing on “Girl Next
which .she costars with
capital reportedly stems from the Door,”
company’s outlays in the past two Han Dailey. Debra Paget is replacyears to develop its new. three- ingi Rory Calhoun, ill. several days
color process. Outfit suffered a net and with added scenes .upcoming
loss of $604,642 for the fiscal year in “Way of a GaiiCho,” was replaced
ended Sept. 30, 1950, and was by Boh Wagher^
Lahiar Trotti production, which
slated to spend about $200,000 for
further conversion and addition of Henry Koster is directing, is slated:
three-colpr facilities in 1951.
for lensing March 3L,

Need

>

m
.

“in

aevice, out can aiai

on

in.

tified

the programs gratis.
Lesterman said Telemeter Wi]I
60 to the, FCG next year and presen* results of the Palm Sprmgs
test when It seeks approval for its
system. Leserman emphasized that
Telemeter has no desire to work
against theatres anywhere, that It
will seek in all instances to arrange
deals in the Palm Springs pattern
so th at the exhib will get his cut.
Scrambled picture on the KTLA
screen during the test demonstration was seen from 1:30 p.m. to
on an open circuit, and the
3 p.
channel received 90 calls the first
half-hour from viewers wanting to
u»... what .....
n.:.
know
was going on, this
,de<"t\4a
on audio recording,
•« a a am<]
^ «arU«AU
spite
an
.which
kept reiterating “This is a Telemeter test approved by the FC,C.”
The scrambled pulses did not
ui*
u iu
1 a
obliterate the picture, but left a
.

m

JiaT Par

product would be

available to tele as soon as the
medium demonstrated it was able
to pay for it.
,
t company
Par counsel said the
had not yet received any television
offers “good enough to accept. He
added that about a half-dozen
trained lawyers would have to be
hired for a year to search the
rights., The shorts search was made,
he explained, as a result of a TV
offer Some time ago which failed
to result In a deal,

.

Reds Report
Continued from

^

somewhat blurred image.
Varied Programming
Leserman explained that while
motion
--.w—
eniphaw... pictures
»*v being vtiij^wur.vv H.v» are
sized in the Palm Springs test,
vb» huui..#.^ will
programming
...» follow more
wuiw vaw«.aa

jv-v.

a

-

-

:

*,

rled patterns elsewhere, that sports
events, legiters, and shows of widely varying naiture Will be. shown,
Present cost estimates range from
5c. to $2, with the nickel being
for juve shows, while the top figure
would be for special events.
John Fitzgibbons, head of Paramount theatres in Canada, was
present at the unveiling of Telemeter and 'opinecP the exhibitor
might be wise to make use of the
system* He declared that he be.

?.

r

that he hasn t altered that original
opinion. He is slated to call a meeting of the full committee within
the next few days at which time,
tt’s expected, the entire Hollywood
matter will be reconsidered.
Walter disclosed that he has in
vw out«*** to
mind lunuuuvuie,
muiu
introducing a new bill
law the Communist Party ih this
laws» ~
have
states •»“
awwa
country. aumu
cuiuiuj,
Many
—
... .
i
r ^
which prevent *in employer from
-

,

i

—

..

.

firing anyone because of political
Since the Communist
beliefs.

Party

to

legally recognized

as a

political party in this country,
ploy er s can’t fire Reds in their

emom-

without facing court suits,
such as those brought by the “Hoilywood 10” against the film studios,
Walter would establish that the
Communists do not constitute a
legal political party under our law,
hence they could he fired.
ploy

:
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—
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BEND' DOFF fl3,000,
OMAHA; ‘WOMAN’ N65C

K .C. Stresses Payees’ Comfort

In

By JOHN QUINN
Kansas City, March

4.

Bernhard-Vidor Indie
annual National Allied
Hollywood, March 4.
Drive-In Theatre Owners convenJoseph Bernhard' and King Vidor
tion opened here today (Tues;)
with largest attendance, over 200, set up a new indie production comof any such spring meeting here. pany to piaice ohe picture, still unRegistration included exhibs and titled, for 20th-Fox release,
three-picture
Producer had
industry execs from more than 20
deal with 20th and made two under
states;
Exhibs are in for a three-day the Joseph Bernhard productions
will be made, by
show which includes a sizeable banner. Third
Bernhard-Vidor Productions.
equipment display and show. They
showed major interest in devices
aimed at customer comfort and
convenience, such as Weed and
dust control devices, measures to
control mosquitoes and* Other in*
sects,
beverage dispensers, soft
?
icecream machine, safety lighting
as a
equipment, new games, etc.
Lambert,
distribuA,
^Lawrence
Opening meeting kicked .off at
educational
nopn today with Col. William Mc- tor of religious and
charged with; Using the
GraW, international executive di” films, is
i6-count in*
mails to defraud in
rector of. the Variety Clubs, in from
dictriient returned, by the. Federal
Dallas as speaker at the luncheon.
Grand Jury in New York Friday
Convention meetings are being
(29).
Charges in the indictment,
held only during the afternoons
according to Assistant U. S. Attorto leave exli bs free to browse the
ney Albert A. Blinder, stem from
equipment show;
Operations of Lambert’s Interna-1
Independent
Allied
Theatre tional Religious & Educational
Owners of Kansas and Missouri Films and two similarly titled, firms
are holding their regular spring With offices in Hollywood.
connection with the
convention i
Indictment alleges that Lambert
drive-in meeting, with four direc- wrongfully represented to the trade
from
elected*.
Two
he had exclusive distribution
to
be
that
tors
Kansas and two from Missouri will rights in all gauges to the French*
religious
feature,
“Golreplace Sol Frank, Chief Theatre, made
Cold water, Kfins., and A, W. Pugh, gotha," when the picture Was actually
owned
in
Sam
WaagOnaar
by
State Theatre, Columbus, Kans.
and Charles Potter, Boulevard the U. S. Counts also charge that
Drive-In, Kansas City, and IVilliam he concocted schemes to defraud
Bradfieid, Roxy Theatre, Carthage, Loyola Films, a subsidiary of payola University, as well as Variety
Mo,, whose. terms expire,
Film Distributors, out of money
National Allied' is represented
and property by means of false repby .Wilbur Shaper, New Jersey, resentations*
president; Abram F. Myers, board
Filing of the indictment culmichairman and . general counsel, In nates more than a year’s investifrom Washington; Ben Marcus, gation of Lamberts activities by
Milwaukee, treasurer.
postal inspectors, both in New
Hollywood is represented here York and Hollywood. Probe waS
in the person of Janis Carter, RKO touched off by numerous complaints received by the U. S. Post
actress.
Sessions earmarked for major Office, the Better Business Bureau
If convicted,
attention by exhibs include a talk and other agencies.
'Third

;

‘

..

.

,

i

*

•'

,

Lambert faces five
ment plus $1,000'

on insect control by E* A. Gill,
Magic Fog Corp., Litchfield, 111.,
and one on weed and dust control by D. M. Bell, Kansas City.
Charles Niles, chairman of .National Allied Caravan; will head
up the buying and booking session
Thursday afternoon, the conven-

years* imprison-;
on each of

fine

the 16 counts.
Lambert, has run
lucrative
business, Blinder disclosed, showing mostly religious films to church
groups of various denominations.,
schools and community organizations. Occasionally, it’s alleged, he
posed as an Episcopalean, Lutheran and Baptist minister.
:

,

;

tion’s

finale.

Speaker at the all-industry banquet- Wednesday night is Rev. Bill
Alexander, Oklahoma City pastor
and prominent worker in the “Movietime U, S. A.” campaign. He is
to speak on “Our Sacred -Honor,"

is

Leon

Bamberger,

RKO

NEW

Pic-

tures sales promotion chief, terming newspapers the theatres’ greatest ally, urged the exhibs to build
a closer relationship with local publishers and editors and to sit down
and explain to them “some of the
intricacies of our business, the
problems, and the kind of cooperation that should mean so much to
both parties.’’
He cited examples of the cooperative activities achieved with
newspapers in other sections of the
cquntry, and declared that this
Hteould only be accomplished if all.
Bbhe exhibs in the community band-

^

,

ied together.

Bamberger

WASHINGTON

day ahead of 'time, the Orpheum is
( Continued from page 8)
out in thei lead with an old Oldtime Solid $22,000 with lure in vaude
gross for “Bend bf River.” Shapes layout Last week, “Lone Star"
sock and a top grosser from the (M-G) (2d wk), fine $14,000 in 4
and

Loud 9G,

Gleve,; ‘Bend’

,

“Harlem Globetrotters"
‘Queen’ Fat 15G in 2d
days.
“Barefoot Mailman" is so-so at the
Cleveland* March 4.
Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 90Omaha. Second week of “Greatest
Best bet here this round is
Show on Earth" opened at ^Para- $1.50—“Quo Vadis" (MG) (m o.)
Call
From Stranger/’ brisk
'‘Phone
after
Handsome
(5th
wk).
$7,500
mount with little fanfare but big

start.

;

•

f

business though off from smash big $8,5p0. Stays*
opener.
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 50-85)—
“Woman’s Dangerous"
"Rashomon" (RKO) (4th-f inal wk).
shapes moderate at Brandeis.
Simmered
down to okay $3, $00
This
Week
Estimates for
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000: 16- after $4,000 last week.
Keith’S (RKO) (1,939; 44-85)—
70)-- “Bend of River" (U). Socko
$13,000 or near. Last week, “Week- "Bend of River" (RKO) (2d wk).
Stout
$11,000. or neat after smash
“Finders
Father"
and
with
(U)
end
$17,000 last week.
Keepers" (U) $8,500.
Ontario (K-B) (1,404; 44-74)—
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-70)
“ Woman Is Dangerous" (WB). Not ’'Detective Story" (Par) (5th-final
so hot at $5,00.0 [or close. Last Wk). Steady $6,000* and moves on
week, “Las Vegas Story" (RKO), to- make Way for "Death of Salesman” (Col). Last week, $7,200.
$7,000,
Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 44-74)
Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-70)
“Harlem Globetrotters" (Col) "Viva Zapata" (20th) (2d wk). So-so
and “Barefoot Mailman" (Col). $12,000 after disappointing $17,000
Disappointing $7,600, Last week, last week,
•

1

i

—

,

.

—

:

.

D—

.

“Room For One More" (WB)

(m.o.),
Playhouse (Lopert) (485; 55-$
neat $6,800,
“Five Fingers" (20th). Wow $1 1,000,.
exceeded only by "Third Man"
State (Goldberg) (865; 25-75)
“Lone Star" M-G) (2d Wk). Nice (UA), Best 20th-Fox pic to play
$5,000 and may hold a third week. house. Settling down to long run.
Last week, “Woman in Question"
Last week, $6,500,
Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 50- (Col) (2d wk), so-so $3,000, with
$1.25)— 'Greatest Show On Earth" final day of doubling with ".Five
(Par) (2d wk), Continuing big busi- Fingers" helping.
Warner (WB) (2,174; 44-80)—
ness at $11,000. Last Week, smash
“Bugles in Atfernoon" (WB). Pleas$17,000;
ing $14^000. Last week, “Retreat,
Hell!" (WB), solid $17,000 for 8

at Allen. Town is being slowed by
too mahy holdovers a^id weak product. "Beiid of River" at Palace and
"African Queen’’ at State are both

on second weeks.
Estimates for This Week
Allen (Warner) (3,000; 55-80)
"Phone Call From Stranger" (20th).
Brisk $11,500; Last week, “Retreat,
Hell!" (WB), big $15,000.
solid

—

.

“Bend

—

<

(Scheftel-Burger)
(3,700;
-‘Man in Saddle" (Col).

$9,000.

of River’’ (U) (2d wk). Fine
after smash $16,000 last
>

.

State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-80)
“African Queen" (M-G) (2d wk).
Off to $15,000 following great
$20,000 last Week.
Stillman (Loew’s)
90(2,700;
.

f

'

vveek.

Tower (Scheftel-Burger)
BO)—“Salesman" (Col) (mo

City,

March

4*

(

500; 55-

). Good
“Hunchback
Trans ? Lux (T-L) (654. 50-85)—
Dame" (RKO) and “Cat Peo“Two Tickets Broadway" (RKO) (2d Notre
ple” (RKO) (reissues) $3,200.
wk), Nice

Last

$4,000.

Near-Record at $22,000

*

(M-G) (15th
$1.50)— “Quo Vadis
wk). Hearty $7i500 after $9,500 last
*

days.:

‘Show’ Greatest in K.C*,

Kansas

Hipp

55-80)

Only fair $11,500. Last week,
“Death of Salesman" (Col), $15,000,
Ohio (Loew’s) (1,244; 55-80)
“Young Scarface" (Indie) and
"Blackmailed’’ (Indie). Lean $4,000. Last week, ''Sell-Out". (M-G ),
same
Palace (RKO) (3,300; 55-80) -t-

$5,500. Holds. Last

week,

week,

$7,000.

Metropolitan (Warner), (1,200; 44 ‘Mutiny’ Lusty $11,
Big topper this week is ’'Great- 80)—
Gorilla" (indie).
Show on Earth" by a wide mar- Slow '’Bride ofLast
Seattle; ‘Vadis’ 20G, 2d
$4,000.
week, “Crossgin at the Paramount w i t h adwinds" (Par), $5,500.
Seattle, March 4*
sure to stay
vanced scales. It
City is loaded with holdovers
another week, or longer, It is hitthis
session,
with
“
the few new pix
ting a mammoth pace,
Belle of
“Mutiny"
not doing too well.
New York" is good in the Mid- Balto B.0 Building;
shapes as about best bet with a
land, -but “David and Bathsheba"
big
total
Is
at
Coliseum.
"Woman
first time at regular prices, iis modDangerous" looks fair at Liberty.
erate. in four Fox Midwest -firstBaltimore,
March
4.
“Quo
Vadis”
"Sailor
and
Beware"
rims. “Bend of River" iis okay at
Improved biz activity here stems .both are holding Up strongly in
Esquire. “I Want You" is slow at
from ne\y, strong product. “Viva their second rounds:
the Missouri.
Zapata!"
looks
ace
newcomer.
Estimates for This Week
Estimates for This Week
“Greatest Show on Earth" still is
Blue Molise (Hamrick) (800; 65Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 50- very big while “African
Queen" 9Q )---*“R6om\ For One More’’ (WB)
75)— “Bend of River" (U) and shapes good, both in
Second weeks. and "Bushwhackers’* (Indie) (3rd
“Woman in Dark” (Rep.) (m.o.) (2d “Bend of River" looks
fancy in wk).. Okay $4,000 after solid $4,800
Wk).., Satisfactory $1,800 for third initial hpldover
round.
last week.
week downtown. Last week, $2,Estimates for This Week
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 65four other
900, after big week i
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,6o6; 20* 90)—“Mutiny ’ (UA) ahd “Bride of
Fox Midwest houses.
‘‘African Queen" (UA) (2d Gorilla" (Indie). Big $11,000. Last
Kiitno
(Dickihson) (504; $1 .24- 70)
$2.50)— “The River" (UA) (6th wk). Wk). Good $9,000 after $15,300 week, “Red Skies Montana" (20th)
getaway*
Oke $1,500. Last week, same.
and “Drums Deep South" (RKO)
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,24(k (2d wk), $6,500.
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 50-69)
“Scandal Sheet’’ (RKO).
—“Belle of New York" (MrG) and 20-70)
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,366;
“Lady and Bandit" ( Col). Fair
$12,- Oke $5,000. Last week, “Sword’s 65-90)
"Phone Call" (20th) arid
r’
Point" (RKO), $4,800*
000. Last week, “Lon e St a
-G
‘Golden Horse" (Indie) (2d wk).
and “Purple Heart Diary" (Col),
Keith’s (Schariberger) (2,460; 50- Oke $5,000 in 4 days. Last week,
$18,000.
$1 .25)— ‘Greatest Show" (Par) (3d $9,300.
Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 50-75)— wk). Starts third round tomorrow
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 65-90)
“I Want You" (RKO) and “Two (Wed) after strong $17,000 on heels
'Wojmari is Dangerous" (WB) and
Dollar /Bettor" (Indie). Slight $6,- of preem at $26,600*
"Stars and ' Guitars" (Rep). Fair
000, Last week;, “Las Vegas Story"
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-70)
$7,000.
Last week, “Lone Star"
(RKO) and “C h a i
of Circum- ‘Hoodlum Empire" (Rep). Opens (M-G) and ‘Light Touch"
(M-G)
stance" (Col), same.
tomorrow (Wed.).
Last
week, (3d wk), $6,200.
/
Paramount (Tri States) (1,900; “Flaming Feather" (Par), average
Music Box (Hariirick) (850; 65-90)
90-$1.24)
“Gre at e St Show on $4,2.00.
“Big Trees" (WB). and “Big
Earth" (Par). Near-reCord $22,000,
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-70) -r- Night"
(UA) (m.o.). Only $2,500 in
terrific. Holds. Last, week “Sailor
‘Viva Zapata!" (20th). Solid $10,Beware" (Par) (2d wk), handsome 000. Last week, ‘'David Bathsheba" 5 days. Last week, “Rashomon"
(RKO),
$4,400 in 9 days.
5510,000,
an,d c 6 u I d have gone (20th), return date at pop scale
was
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,282; 90longer*
only $7,200.
$1,50)—
“Quo Vadis" (M-G). Held
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, GreStanley (WB) (3,280; 25-75)
nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043, “Retreat, Hell!" (WB). Slow $9,000. at big $20,000 after terrific $35,300
700. 1.217; 50-55)— “David and Last week, “Sailor Beware" (Par) in first w.eek, new house high
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,599; 65Bathsheba” (20th). At regular (3d wk), $8,300.
-- “Cimarron Kid" (U) and
prices, average 5513.000. Last week.
Town (Rappaport). (1,500; 33-65) 90)
“Meet Danny Wilson" (U) and —- “Bend of Fiver" (U) (2d wk). “Blackmailed" (Indies Fair $6,000*
Last
week, “Trees" (WB) and “Big
“Here Come Nelsons" (U). $8,000. Fancy $7,000 after $10,800 opener*
Night" (UA), $6,700.
Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-85)—
Palomar
(Sterling) .(1,350; 40-70)
“Browning Version" (Indie) (2d
“Girl in Every Port" (RKO) and
wk).
Holding steady at $1,800, ‘Dreams’ Sweet $24,000,
“Boots. Malone" (Col) (2d runs)
may go a third. ..Last week, pleasMorit’l ; ‘Victory’ Oke 12G split with “Port" and 5 act of
ant $2,200.
vaude
for three weekend days.
Montreal,March 4.
.
Universal’s “Bright V i c t o r y" Okay $6,000. Last week; “Flaming
Feather"
(Par) and Mills *BroS.
picking
up crix plaudits but only
Reveal Realart Sked
okay biz looms at Palace: “See You onstage, great $12,500 at “50-$l
scale.
At N. Y. Convention in My Dreams" is standout at
Paramount (Evergreen) (3*039;
Two-day joint sales meet of Jack Loew’s with sock session.
65-90)^“Sailor Beware" (Par) and
Estimates for This Week
Broder! Productions and Realart
“Waco’’
(Mono) (2d wk). Still big
Palace (C. T.) (2,626; 34-60)—
Pictures wound Up Sunday (2) at
-Bright Victory" (U). Oke $12,000* at $11,000. Last week, $19,600.
the Hotel Warwick* N; Y. Attended
I^tweek, “Light Touch" (M-G),
by franchise-holders and company
est
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good."
J.

44

’

hitting out at the evils of political
expediency dictated by the philosophy of “get mine while the get-

ting

Omaha* March 4.
Weekend with Father"
With
and "Finders Keepers", yanked a

also asked

the exhibs to continue the fight to
get amusement advertising rates
reduced. He said that it fas only
fair that
theatres received the

YIDPIC SERIES

Hollywood, March 4.^
Lancer Productions, operating as
^
a subsidiary of Bing Crosby Enterprises, has been formed by three
members of the firm to produce
203 half-hour (11 liYed programs for
television; Output comprises four
separate series, two to be put into
production within the next twb
weeks.
Formation of the; new producing
outfit by officers of BCE will not
affect their present positions with
the company. Head in., up Lancer
are Basil Grillo, executive veepee
in charge of BCE Productions; BerGirard, producer-director of
the “Rebound’’ series for Packard,
and Dick Dor so, producer of the
“Perry Mason" series. Their deal
with the Crosby "Enterprises calls
for
financing,
distribution
and

'flafd

availability of production facilities
at RKQ*1 athe studios.
Each of the four scries will have

a complete year’s run of Weekly
subjects. Programs to carry the
Lancer label are; “Those Were the
Days," story line format With small

;same rates as department stores
and other commercial enterprises*
RKO promotion topper, said some
progress was being made in this direction and that in several citiea
exhibs had succeeded in Obtaining
the reduced rate..

town locale; “Trauma," psychological
suspense series; “Corny
Johnson," comedy-drama stories of
a Broadway character, add an untitled
dramatic anthology. First
pair are now being readied for
the cameras and the other two will
go
product;
within 60 days.
.

Gable, Off Suspension,
Stare in M-G’s ‘Never’

‘

—

4

—

.

—

—

4

j

—

—

execs* the conclave was largely devoted to discussion of upcoming
product and means of merchandis:

ing

it.

.

;

Capitdi (C. T.) (2,412; 34-60)—
Tickets Broadway” (RKO)
(3d wk).
Good $13, OOO following
nice $16*00Q opener.
•ft;inc ess (C. T.) (2;131; 34-60)—
Red Skies Montana" (20th). Oke
$12,000.
Last week, “Dangerous
:

VTwo

Scheduled for release shortly is
Broder *s recently completed “Kid
Monk Baroni*" Realart program
calls for reissue of “Dracula and Ground" (RKO), $11,500.
Loew’s (C. T.) (2,855; 40-65)-^Frankenstein" in April plus “Canyon Passage" and “Frontier Gal" “See You in Dreams" (WB). Socko
$24,000.
Last week, “Quo Vadis’’
to follow in May.
Broder, board chairman and prez (M-G) (4th wk), $21,000
Imperial (C. T.) (1,839; 34-60)—
of Realart and Broder Productions,
“The Sellout" (M-Ci) and "Tales
presided
over
the
convention. Robin Hood'’
(Lip).
Fine $9,000.
Among those who addressed the Last
\Veek, “Hong Kong" (Par) and
meet were Budd Rogers,
f

Hollywood, March 4.
Health Plan
Clark Gable returned to the
Hollywood, March 4.
Metro payroll after a suspension of
Not everybody
Hollywood
several months, and was assigned wants to be a producer.
One of
“Never Let Me Go," the rare exceptions is Sidney Shelto star
the Roger Bax novel, don, who fills a producer berth
based
at
“Two If By Sea."
Metro, but is* going back; to his old
Actor was suspended for .turning writing job, at his wn request,
Realart
Our Town" (Par), $10,000.
dovvn a role in the Arthur Horn Uvhen he finishes ’‘Dream Wife "
exec veepee; Jack Schlaifer, sales
Orpheum
T.) (1,048; 65-$l)—
'blow, Jr.; / oduction, “Sometimes
He thinks poundihg a type- veepee, an d CuTroll Pucia to* vfeepee “The River" (C.
(UA) (2d wkh Okay
writer is more fun*
I Love You." *
in charge of exchange operations*
$12j000 after solid $16,000 for first.
*

*

]

I

4

]

-

1

...

j

.

4

..

BUFFALO

(Continued from page 8)
"Flairriing- Feather"
mild
(Par)*
$ 10 200.
Center (ParM2;100; 90-$l*25)—
"Greatest Show on Earth" (Par)
,

(3d wk).

day

Second wOek ended Mon-

held to terrific $19*500.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—
“Bend of River" (U) and “Here
Comes Nelsons" (U). Heading for
great $13^000 or close. Last week.
"Scandal Sheet" (Col) and "Clodded
Yellow" (Col), $8,260.
Century (20th Cent.) (3,000; 4070)—“Phone Call From Stranger
(20th) and "Mr. Pepk-A-Boo" (Indie). Okay J10.OJ0. Last week, “I
(3)

1

Want You’ (RKO) and
1

(Mono), $9,000.

r

“Steel Fist"

Wednesday, March S, 1952
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(oiumhia Pictures presents The Stanley Kramer Company Production of
St

A

My Six
CoMcft

Music Composed and Directed by Dimitri Tiomkin
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»«* A Stanley Kr*»r C«np«.y Production MY SIX CONVICTS with MiHor^WTCHEM- ^ Gilbert ROUNI^Iohi*
•
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on the book by DONALD POWELL WILSON

N

•

Associate Producers

a

EDNA and EDWARD ANHALT

•

Directed by
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NFW YORK
v

»»F3m+Row

,

his

San Francisco; Law*

in

manager of the March of Time, now

LOS ANGELES
.

;

Continued from page S

own

Rialto.
James F.

.

fence W. Marriott made Los Angeles safes' manager, and Richard
^ Gtfaff, Chicago salesman, upped, to
sales capacity.
business
formerly
Brandt Enos,
Chi assistant branch manager,
associated with Transfilm, Inc., in
a similar post.

He was awarded

TV

•

,

manager

Nassers’

'

Reisch assistant in Chicago, named

,

'

multiple-damage suits because the
Gallagher, city’s four films would be playing oil
pfe,
Marine herd, Officially honored at TV In direct competition with theopening of “Retreat, Hell” at the atre exhibition. UA, he. said still
Stanton.
has 2,803 unplayed dates for these
Franklin Pease, former assistant pictures, worth $63,851. He also
manager of the World, took over protested that UA has a- $50,000
ad-publicity chores for William I. loan on one of the films, “Don’t
Greenfield Circuit.
Trust .Your Husband,” and deAllied will do hooking ’arid buy- ferred charges of $165,000 on the
ing for new Triangle Drive-in* four. These two items, he asserted,
Halifax, Pa., which Floyd Scheib are secondary to a loan by - the
and Leon Lutzel Will open in the Bank of America, which would
spring
collect its coin before UA if the
Little Theatre, Haddorifield, N.J.,
pictures, are turned over to telehas shuttered.
vision. Regardless of these arguments, Brink held that the contract required that UA either sell
the films to TV or turn them back
Lease on the Lyric in

44

cisco

_

Edgar Van Bloem, vet art house
manager, named executive manager of the Reade circuits new
Baronet; replaces Mike Gould .who
resigned to join Paramount in a

to a period, Jn 1937 when Fulton
operated the then-new Brookside

Joseph S. Clark, Jr., toserve on
board of trustees of Philadelphia
General Hospital.
Dave Altman left sandy- Gottlieb’s Tri-State Booking Service,
an (Pis now buying and hooking for

Abraham Swerdlow, Sari Franbranch topper, upped to Los
Angeles branch manager; Theodore

1

*

4 4 I '444.4 4 4

>

i

RKO set release dates for two
Edgar Van Bloem, former European film and Stage producer and Wald-Krasna productions, “Clash
manager of several N. Y, suresea- By Night,” May 3, and “This Man
ters, been named exec manager of Is Mine,” July 5.
Cal-West Theatres, Inc., buyingThe Baronet, new Walter Reade
theatre at 3rd Ave., 59th St. Van booking agency for a number of
Bloem rejoins the Reade circuit, Southern California, independent
'•?!{;£
having been connected with the circuits, starts business here th;s
Park Avenue Theatre When it week with of ices on film ro w> Comat that house for seyProjectionist
pulling
members
is
bine
at
aimed
opened in’ 1946.
r
Ben Halptrn bows out of Para- out of financial hole they have
mh °Q?
IS
mount liomeoffice publicity depart- been in for some time via Opera- operate the loth St, Theatre m
_
* u
ment at end of this week to spend tional economies especially on the
He plans exchange of film buying dnta. In
six months in Europe.
arc ^the Southside, gason*fr«.e.Lnce writing and may the
|

PITTSBURGH

'

,

'

;

.

.

wS

Bri,s"

feed

”

;

.WM

'^e^

ment of Monroe Greenthal

He

Co.

will assist David Diener on agericy’s film arid commercial accounts,
Series of promotions in the
branch manager setup of Universal
announced this week by Charles

K. Feldman, doiriestlc sales' chief,

$375,000 by a iurv
in U. S. District Court here, the
verdict of treble damages recently
beirig upheld by the circuit court
in St. Louis. Boatright and Spanos
also were his attorneys in that case.

Will Appeal Denver Suit
Denver, March 4,
The verdict of $100*000 won by

Cinema Amus.

Inc., against RKO
arid 20th-Fox in Federal
Court, because of alleged inability
to get proper run «*nd film for the
Broadway during' 1945-46, will be
appeared by the defendants.

Loew’s

Judge Lee Knous

Green said he’d file an appeal
within three Weeks based on the
Trust Suits
following five points: (1), UA is
Continued from pare 4
not required to. release pix to video
Until other distribs do so; (2)/ it’s
says that
u >c ance Was $20,000 worth of insuruuntidu, that the
nut an executory contract
not
purchased for each unof
der a group insurange plan, with
the company Carrying 60% of the

U

^urthSri^?

.

•

;

i

AQUTMrTnN
Ajniny

premium.

As of

Dec., 1951, the report renumber of holders of
equity securities were as follows;

the

veals,

AVa% cuiriulatiye preferred stock,
953; common stock, 2,422; warrants
for purchase pf common stock* 105.
The equity

.

s& tusp^nawasr'
aaasr-r
K-B
won
.

1410m

DENVER

technical, colloquial, and
slang speech current In the
theatre, covering every ‘branch
of the art, from the legitimate
stage to vaudeville* and road
shows i . , As actor* stage diand producer Mr*
rector,

The

from

speaks

^Granville

hand knowledge

of his subject:!

A

glossaries,

In

specialist

ia

Invaluable taurta beak
It—or an
siane-^ar, aft

an

an

frlnias

J*

aMha

thantriaitl

for

anyona

mar#
tha
war Id. Mara than

WB

in 1929,

Lieut.-Commander Larry Cowen,
*55
Fabian TheMtre^reDorted lor two
Weeks’ diitv^lth the
h Eastern Se2
Frontier Convmand Cowin Served
officer
wRh/the
as intemgence
Naval Reserve from 1941 to

—

was most Interested In this dictionary
and had all the tfeliaht. of dlseovery in
VI

tha mast iinoxpceted nlaeas. such a» ttia
orl|ln at *lo- fluff’. There Is no doubt
that the author haa tallied derivations
which In a few. year a mlaht woflhava disappeared into abllvlan.”

.

THE THEATRE DICTIONARY,

A

•

personal..' flrtl-hand: knowlctlpe
tha
of
stusei and,. Pi always. he writes agreeably.
The book Is nat mly Informative
but instructive. Indeed, one mights—-Without. fear ef ccntradlctlon— qo s? far as to
-say that it should, appeal to cvnryorie connected v.1th the theatre, and to ev.eryoia
Interatted In It.”
—Erlo. Partridge

guished

ORDER FROM YOUR BOOKSELLER OR
THIS HANDY COUPON
Phllotophieai Library, Inc.. Desk 6!
N. Y.
() East 40 St.. Now York I
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Send
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and eight major distribs.
Although. National Allied took no
action
about reinstatement for
Allied of Eastern Pennsylvania at
recent Washington, D. C., meeting*
local group still continues, operations.

. .

jMprnent

Theatre WaS moved up. Defendants
Glenside Theatre Corp., and its
owner Daniel Iacampo;
Staiiley Co. of America, Warner
are:

circuit

XO\v,

.A

extin-

flames.

former

Audi

date

.’

'9

(lea)

.coity

.

TffHATItK

sim'iiij

roPT.

riir

a.nrl

irf

targes It 'vu-tnirr.+V

f'.fi’fil.

,,,,

9

BV

win** arc aman§

Ihc warld’t Una vlnt*$a*.

Pour

$V Blitllng,

0

na& dinnat puiita

faryaiir

Cibatnai Siuvl

at Final Nalr.

B**vti*v Vinayitd. Butharfatd,. €alihtnia

was nothing

definite in these proposals but
granted, the continuance with the
understanding that a plan for repayment of the creditors be subI

mitted on June

5.

Sam

Stokes, manager of Corpus
shuttering
is
Theatres,
Osage Drive-in at Corpus Christ!
for ei 8 ht weeks of remodeling. #

4!4at«M VMtur*

0
vcstigafihg a

Continued from pace

^

.5

his petition, he has lost $50,000 in
profits* assets and goodwill. Avenue
seats about 1,000, generally has

j-iiiia eiiilam
RocVcftUcr Center

mn

CKN •. DrMIUTS
structed there for Arnulfo Gon- played subsequent runs; on occazales. Cops found that a quantity siori it has had first-runs. He also
of dynamite was exploded near the operates the State .Theatre, grind
C9IW by TKNNICOiOR
ozoner, Damage \vas slight.
house on the Kansas side,, arid repfM traCTMVUI STAIE MCSEKTfifMNl
The Hill and Kessler, theatres cently took over operation of the
^operated in Oak Cliff by Hhe Row- Electric, biggest house on the Kani*»v
Thpntrp Circuit, shuttershutter. --ley United Theatre
sas side.
ed temporarily.
Defendants are Loew’s, Para- THfRf’S ONLY ONI
Dreher
of
G. B.
joined staff
CapiDistributing Corp.,
tol Pictures as Dallas branch man- mount Film
Paramount.
Pictures Corp., Paraager.
The Encore, a nabe house here, mount Pictures, RKO Pictures,
MIAMI REACH
purchased by Western Theatres, Inc.; RKO Pictures Corp., Wayner
OCIAN FEONt -dOtlt t« 4UI SU.
newly
organize^
theatre
firm Bros, Picture Distributing Corp.,
headed by Hammond Coffman. Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.; United
CDMFUmV AIR-CONDlffONtp
House will be renamed the Western Artists and Columbia Pictures.
RdMftMtldnf •Wdltcr imh
Theatre.
\Attorrteys for ithe plaintiff are
Nick Spanos, Los Angeles; Thomas
a
V? n cleave and William G.
dUtDOON
Tom tfcNeelv as manager Me- M<
Kansas City,
MNtESHMENY jtefresHmtnt
NeSy formerly ooeratfed the house Boatright,
Fulton
was
the
principal
plaintiff
t«rvlcO for
liRVICS
for Johnny Long.
Womack took
in the recently contested BrookfNNnCMlt
oyer from P. G. Cameron.
WIVf .> IN
NCmiI
Seibert Worley assumed opera- side Theatre suit in which he Was
tHlATRKS
CDRtMir
lover
awarded
damages
of
y«
$1,125,000
tion of the Majestic and Lyric at
Shamrock, buying; the houses from from eight majors and Fox-MidIriterstate.
He recently purchased west Theatres. The suit Was enthe Palace at Breckenridge,
I tered two years ago, but referred

“IHEQREATESTSHOW

Detectives
blamed neighborhood youngsters.
Melrose Realty, owner of the
Yorktown Theatre* filed antitrust
suit in district court here asking
$375,000 in treble damages for
losses sustained since Nov., 1950,
when clearance "fun for Glenside
the

Illicit*
.

Uhristi

0NEARTH”

can of kerosene Was

manager Charles Masters

.

Plrn-c surnl

Small

•

41 |A#

U^tfy ylntyir
i/tLttpur family.

Pictorial unit.

Brink said there

interstate Theatres,
elected a director of Dallas Hotel
operates the Hotel

duvT
inti out A
tftiIL.ALflLL.rrtI A

thrown down steps leading to the
furnace room of the Sherwood
Theatre, West Philly. The night

'

9

F Prc ®

“Pandora” played day
,®t

.

—Christopher. Fry

Wilfred Granville, .author of |ho del.phtfUl
Dictionary ef Ssa Terms of the 20th Century, has' a hlcied n. very rendoble book
entertninivi and an axtramoly useful
art
piece ef wor!;.. He writes from a rkh,

couple’s' daughter*

Leonard,

Robert
nan turned down offers o? trans- manager
of
fer to other cities. He joined

'

.

Villi

SS

of the studio. One was. from the
Mutual Life
Life Insurance
insurance Co.,
Co., an^
other from the General Television
Network and one from the U. S.

Pallas

a work

of rofaranct. It It a velom* whith
cantblnta' Infarmatltn ar.d antertalnrnam.,
It waira Its arudltlon llnhtly; Iht rasiarah
is nraolaa buti lor tha eaaual reader, balaleas; tha facta are forthrlfht but fatalnatlnt. Aftatethcr, it la a baok far any*
one who haa aver baan ataoaetruck. anyona
who has succumbed ta the theatre’a mnfle
b|«nd af realism and. Illusion—In ahart,
for everyone.”
Louls Untermeyer

,>
Sin Fr0nelt40inmtlUa "B»»ulltu

presenting^ report inclumng three
proposals for possible sfil® or lease

urdinarily first-run downtown
for years^ as contact manager for Pi x an d suburban Westgate.
Warner Theatres in this zone, appointed district accounting executive in the local OPS office. FaughO’Donnell, general
J.

THEATRE DICTIONARY

“THE

He siSceeds briArthur
who resigned Jan. 23.
James P. Faughnan, who served

Springs..

theatre-lovers.

all

.

.

«», Lf .SSy

•

and stage hands speak,
book iswlB be of

value to

....

ALBANY

agers,
this

Horwln,

^

'*&**&$

Theatre
.... and carried away its
Harry A. Burke, Saratoga
0
city
of
“Pinky”* Kubiak manager
manager for Re^e and ^nton
Theatres named Sol cSmmiFsiSne? Bennie Berger’s State, St. Peter,
girl,
the
public ^afetv
of
in ^aratoca Minn., prbud father of
S

man-

directors,

actors,

Leonard

Meanwhile,

,

has treated theatre speech In a
way*
unacademic
readable,
with full etymologies of wojrds
and phrases, As a record of

how

.

’

he

common.

-

;

first-'

cumulative' preferred

arid 8,991; of

incapaci-

W

hy WIMrad •(•villa

securities owned by: diofficers as group were

and

4 Ya%

:

bv paid fetrime admissions as Leap
They did
Year stunt Feb. 29.
similarly with the women Valentine Day.
Don Alexander, Minnesota

MAC

and Anwrfcan Tarim
in tha Drama, Opera It BaNet

British

430

T&srwa&'i
m

Group of local indie neighborhood and suburban house admitting males free when accompanied

counsel for the American FederaAm us. Co. publicity man,
tion of Musicians, registered' a
Seibel,
Ev
and
tated
illness
by
petition seeking to restrain the
fT,
y‘t
i
tx
u
a
i
i *
ad-exploitation head, suffer- Nassers from selling the film to
riai^^to enter Other biz. in* from
mut resigned
man,
sinus.
television until they signed, a 5%
G9pher format^ pari
^
Owners, city council. is
enacting an ^ n(
irehaettfi.
-T&_
i World grabbing off two more
ttr
T
thrust Your
anti-gatecrashing bill.
top pictures, “Viva Zapata" and t,
the pictures involved
Graham Bros. Theatre Supply “Death of a Salesman” resDec- Husband/
Co.. has, gone out of business. The tivelv Paramount circuit and RKO are “Cover-Up," “Without Honor”
owners are both ill
downtown houses here suffered an- and “A Kiss for Corliss.”
e eS
other product setback, one of SevAll this came about during a
Fr^n
n v iT u
f ,ral ‘
n
a
ll ce
-{SjWPrtWw. bidding meeting of the creditors’ commitFnx Wprmnimt»ih
TKMVrM ^nS
?
F°x
Intermcuntam Theatres,
con- ca me ?
Paramount, teeC at which
into existence.
wnitn onn*
Brink «r«Riea
granted the
wic
cerning his recent European trip, nowever,
hnn/pv<>r bad
first xt
lor^nrsi
nign hid
Dia for
naa hieh
Nassers an extra three months to
and
the Denver
ana mihlishpd
pupiisnea in
lame
uenver Pont
Fost, regular
showing
admission
°f iron nut their diffinilHei desnlte
is being re p nnted end mede arjil- «o
arid; and Bethsheba.’*
able for business leaders over the
Unable to find a safe because
country.
theatre has none, burglars smashed
Hk

Llrtlttd

rectors

Decca Ttecords, the report notes,
controls 296,200 shares of common
stock, of which 32,500 consists of
warrants for their purchase; General Cinema Finance Corp*, Ltd.,
a J. Arthur Rank company, 134,375
of common; and Cowdin, warrants
fop the purchase of 64;438 of comriion.
Ludovic L. Lawrence, formerly associated with U. S. companies in Europe and how an indie
film mari in Paris, is listed as owning 8,300 shares ‘of 414%: cumulaaepended on uhethdr he tive preferred.
a
jJ
a ce
e
I*
?® ey to
*9 J T
J
didji t give them an advance, he
said, the charge for distribution
would be 15%. If he did give, an
advance, it< ^uld be about 25%.

MINNEAPOLIS

manager,
Frank BoucheT,
oujt over mid-town first-runs for
“Detective Story” (Par) Which is
wlpdiiig up a sock five-week run.
New house scored also by booking
“Death of Salesman” (Col) starting
Wednesday (5).

down

‘

,

THEATRE

turried

the pleas of the defense asking
the verdict be set aside arid for a
neW trial. Appeal is to the 10th
Ui S, Circuit Court of Appeals.
Trebled, damages, total $300,000*

to the Nassers.

United: Artists « aefluired distri- his second hitch in. the Navy, reto' dobutton rights to "The Hipper,” turned to 4us old jab as
1'
tta
through deal with Sol Lesser, and manager^at National Screen Serv^ l), decision deprives UA of spcuricontemplating change of title be- ice. Jeff Leff remains in charged ty since it has coin invested iri pix,
deferments, and Bank of America
Of accessory department.
fore its release in May.
Jack Weltner resigned from would get first tele coi
(5), since
Andrew Stone will release his
all TV coin goes to Bank of Amerl-?
Girl/’ Monogram sales staff.
film,
“Confidence
indie
joined
Columbia
Ellstrom
Jack
through United Artists; will follow
ca, it amounts to discriminatory
with another pic to be made this as a booker. He had been with favoring of bile creditor over an20th-Fox here for a long time.
year.
other;
C. R. (Jack) Mapel, owner of,|
$200,000 Offer
Barney’s Theatre, in Point Marion,
U/
Charles Weintrauib, president Of
VV
A
is serving as acting president of
World preem of “The Sniper” at the First National Bank there, re- Quality Films, testifying as a qualified expert on the pix-to-TV situathe Trans-Lux March 12 is shaping placing Milo K. Ruse,
as major social event. American
Miriam Weinberger, of RKO ex- tion* offered to pay the Nassers
Newspapcr Women’s Club is spon- change staff for last eight years $200,000 within 30 days for TV
soring event for benefit of Chil- resigned,
rights .to the four films for seven
Truman
Hospital.
Mrs.
dreri’s
years. Hq' declared that under presleads list of patronesses. Producer
ent conditions, if they prevail for
tanley Kramer and actor Adolphe
the next three years* it will be
[enjou expected in to highlight
By mutual agreement,. a^Minne- possible to get almost $600,000 for
preem.
apoUs independent neighborhood T y distribution of the quartet.
—
..
Entry of Ontario^ recently open- and suburban exhibitors now are when Rrinfc a.ireii hhw miiph nf
ed first-run nabe of Rogod-Burka admitting children up to 12 free
l£iN«tf??5oiild
:

5; .1952

Ted Schlanger, Stanley- Warner
zone manager, appointed by Mayor

;

*

.

'

.

’

.

,

.

Wednesday* March 5, 19531

TV-FILMS

,

Patbe TV’s $6,250,000 Budget For

Hollywood, March 4.
Laboratories is enlarging its plant to handle 35m
stock, in addition to processing 16m

Worth of

$20,000,000

Pilots

Acme Film

New

Vidpix Syndication Outfit

entering-business with a
budget of $6,250,000, earmarked
finance and distribute
to
entirely
the output Of- various established
producers during Pathe’s first two
years of .operation.
Vidfilm Outfit will be operated
in conjunction with Pathe’s film
labs, studio* and financing facilities,
according to Pathe Industries prez
William G; MacMillen, Jr. In addition to the labs, one of the largest
indie film processing companies in
the business, Pathe also owns the
Eagle Lion studios in Hollywood.
Lot is now, leased to a number of
indie vidfilm producers.
•

•

Plans for converting the former
Elks Clubhouse in Brooklyn into
seven film studios for television

printmachines to

TV

this

week

With the purchase of the building
by a syndicate of realtors.
It’s
claimed the converted building will
be the largest vidfilm studio in the
‘

east.

Edifice is five stories high, and
occupies a plot 100x115 feet. Sym
dlcate hopes to have it ready by
mid-summer and is planning to
lease it to one of the TV networks.

Hollywood, March

4.

Webb has completed the
block of 13 telepix of his
‘‘Dragnet’' series for Fatima, With
shooting now suspended pending
decision by the: sponsor (Liggett
& Myers) on continuing the series
shot on the Republic lot
Eight
listed among the corporate offiare still to be NBG-TV’ed pn. altercers;
nate weeks.
Series had run into
Pathe TV will headquarter both
budget trouble, with one program
at the Eagle Lion Studios and at
said to have cost $43,000. It’s unthe Pathe' Labs in N. Y.
derstood, none cost less than $30,-

.

-

actors in films made for television.
Reason is that Republic started its
first TV production, ^Commando
Cody--Sky Marshal of the Universe,” through its telepix subsidiary, Hollywood Television Service.
In the recent negotiations on the
subject, the question of discussing
wages for actors in TV films made
on major lots was deferred until
one of the studios actually started
shooting vidpix.

Jack

first

000..

Deal

calls for

NBC

aiid

Webb

March

Chicago,

"

.

4.

Although travel lecturer Burton

Holmes has stepped down from the
podium after more than a half century on the circuit, he’s still keeping busy.
He’s now alining his
sights

television—specifically

at

each at $30,000 with the potential TV market for. the
NBC and' tlie sponsor splitting more than 500,000 feet of travel
films he's gathered around the
Costs over $20,000.
;At close, of shooting on the first world and featured, on his Holmes
Travelog spiels.
(Continued on page 50 )
’While the 82-year-old gabber has
officially retired to his Hollywood
4
Mitphell Narrate* Wit* home, he’s devoting considerable
Hollywood, Mar. 4.
time to re-screening and editing the
Thomas Mitchell has been signa- reels to ascertain their video value.
tured to narrate and act in “Amer- According to his business manaicana Wit and Humor,” Vidpix series ger, Walter Everest, no concrete
being produced by Parsonnet Tele- plans for selling the films to TV
pictures in N. Y. for the Match have yet been worked out.
Also
of Time.
since all the reels of the past few
Marion •..Parsonnet helms the years have- been lensed in color,
MOT telepix. Stint marks Mitch- Holmes may decide to hold Off Until tinted tele becomes standard;
ell’s vidfilm debut.
td ybudgejt
.

New. York
United Artists TV has sold its
“Feminine Angle,” weekly series of
i

quarter-hour vidpix starring Ilka
Chase, in seven cities during the
week, including Boston, Washington, Cleveland,: Detroit, Indianapolis, Pittsburgh and Schenectady.
Sound Rasters, Inc';,, starts
.
production, this Wbek on a, series
of TV'. filmed. spots for Bufferin,
through Yoiilig; & Rubicam. William Forest Crouch is exec prolast

.

ducer

.

.

.

Mrs; Martha Jean Smith

named Baltimore

rep for
^T'JBrry ArNavy, named

sales'

United

TV

TV program

sales

Artiststhuyr, just; out of the

*

,

:

manager

industry.
The clock’s against the “wincewith-me-Willie” boys, and as time
goes on many of the pix are outdated, and sales potential becomes
Virtually negligible.
producer
who lined up a star for his^ pilot
a year or two ago planned to have
the star for the entire series, but
Series of 13 half-hour vidpix, when the pilot didn’t sell the star
based on Ring Lardner’s “You took out for other activities, leavKnow Me Al,” is being readied by ing the producer with his dreams
the brother team of Max and in a can.
Expenditures in the pilots vary
Arthur Alexander, former indie
producers with Producers Releas- from about $7,000 to $35,000, with

A

'

*

,

A

(Continued cn page 56)
Distrib Outfit

m as of Friday, Feb.

WILLIAM F BROIDY PRODS.

a short business trip ;
At O'Driscoll has joined the sales Haden head cast.
staff ofi ProCkter Syndications In- Producer: William F. Broidy
Associate producer:. Wesley Barry
ternational, covering the ea§t coast Director: Frank McDonald
for P§I- He was, formerly with

of guide.d tours ’for., NBC’s guest
relations department, added to the
web’s film sales department
.
.
“Tales of the Traveller,” new
series of 13 half-hour vidpix, now
,

.

’

'

Director: Charles Barton.

Producer: James Fonda.

JACK CHERTOK PROPS.
Studios, Hollywood
"SKY KING" series of half-hour vidpix for Derby Foods shooting.
Cast: Kirby Grant, Gloria Winter, Ron
Hagerthy, sot leads.
'

Producer: Jack Chertdk
Associate Producer: John Morse

Hollywood
joins- production

MCA

staff of Revue Productions,
vidpix subsidiary, replacing Fred

Jackman,

Jr.,;

who ankled.

Service

General

director.

Barney Rarecky

Charles

CorrelL

production by Tri-America Productions in Phoenix, Ariz. David I,
is

.

»

Dan

BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES
RKO-Pathe, Culver City \

"REBOUND"

series, shooting

half-hour

*

.

.

Sheldon Leonard and Bob Sweeney,
> Harold Chiles, former Republic
topper

Abbott

director;

set

as

Genera! Service Studios, Holly Wood

casting

"I

LQVE LUCY"

comedy ser
CBS-TV, sponsored by Thlliphalf-hour

for Cosman Productions, Ties for
Morris. Shoots to June.
Costello vidpix company Cast:
Lucille Ball, De«l Arnei;
'

1

&

.

.

.

.

1

«

•

.

•

<

'

SWG

Associate- producer: Jack Lacey
Director: Bob Walker

Eagle

Lion

Studios.

"ELECTRIC THEATRE"
drama

hour

March

Hollywood
series of half-

resumes

telepix

shooting

22.

Producer: Gil Ralston
starring

Director;

Victor Stoloff

Forces Hal Roach

To Up

SCREEN TELEVIDEO PRODS.

Scripter’s

Fee

Hollywood, March 4.
Hal Roach, Jr., has complied
with a Screen Writers Guild request that he pay Roy Hamilton
the difference between the minimum television Script rate and the
*

SHOWCASE PRODUCTIONS
Hal Roach Studios. Culver City

minimum

for theatrical films for
pix under a $100,000 budget, thus
SWG’s
unfair list.
avoiding
Producer: Hal Roach, Jr.; Carroll Case
Director: Jim Tinling
Roach had hired Hamilton for
TELEVISION
“Tales of Robin Hood,” made for
TCA PRODUCTIONS
SERVICE
television, for a minimum fee of
Hal Roach Studios, Culver City
Republic Studios, North Hollywood
ABBOTT AND COSTELLO featured in $750., instead, the film was re"COMMANDO CODY-SKY MARSHAL
OF THE UNIVERSE" series of 39 half- series of 13 half-hour telepix patterned leased theatrically via LippeTt.
hour scientifiction. telepix ' now shooting. after, format of their ihotlon pictures
Minimum fee for a. theatrical pic i
Judd Holdren, Aline Towne. head cast show.. Now shooting.
Executive producer: Pat Costello
with William Schallert in Support.
that category is $1,200.
Producer-director: Jean Yarbrough
Producer:, Mel Tucker, Franklyn Adreon

"RACKET SQUAD"

Green Giant sponsors.
Producer: John Guedel

series of half-hour

adventure telepix resume shooting March
12

Director: Irvin Atkins

.

HOLLYWOOD

.

-

Director: Fred. Braiinon

DICK TRACY PRODUCTIONS

EDWARD LEWIS PRODS.
Motion- Picture Genter, Hollywood
Series of half-hour dramas- featuring
Irene Dunne as f emcee resumes shooting
1.

Producer: Edward Lewis

California Studios. Hollywood
"DICK TRACY" series of 39 half-hour
mystery drama telepix shoot to March 7.
Cast: Ralph Byrd, Joe Devlin set leads.
Director: Thomas Carr

FRANK WISBAR PRODS.

,

Production manager: William Stevens

Eagle

PHILLIPS LORD PRODS:
Republic Studios, North Hollywood

"GANGBUSTER"

series

sponsored by Chesterfield,,
Producer: Phillips- Lord
Director: Lew. Landers

.

fair

NBC-TV,

now

shooting-,

Ubn

Studios: Hollywood

Hollywood, March 4.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., launched
of the telefilm series based
on the Comic strip character “Terry
and the Pirates,” with John Baer
First of the 26
in the title role.
filining

"FIRESIDE THEATRE" series of halfadult dramas resumes shooting
March 10.
vidpix to roll is tagged “Macao
Producer-director: Frank Wisbar
Gold,” with Richard Irving directAssociate producer: Sidney Smitb
ing from the John and Gwen Bagni
hour

Ziv TV

.

.

*

In support. General western parts „to fill,
Sponsored by. General Foods for NBC-TV.

Art Linkletter in series of 16 vidpix, halfhour audience, participation show for
ABC web, shooting every other week for

sat leads 'April'

George Raft series, “I’m the
With William Frawley, Vivian Vance in
Law,” at the Hal Roach lot March
Support; No parts te till.
Jess Oppenhelmer
6 * .. Agent Mitch Hantilburg, Producer:
Director; Marc Daniels
repping Flying.A Inductions, back Writers: JBss Oppenhelmer, Madelyn
...Pugh,
from Gotham where he discussed
Bob Carroll
future sales of 52 Gene Autry teleDONLEVY CORP.
.*
pix and 52 Range Rfder vidpix with
Republic Studios, North Hollywood
CBS-TV execs.
Lew, Landers
"DANGEROUS ASSIGNMENT'' halfdirects “Gangbuster” series for hour adventure series starring Brian
Philips Lord Productions at. Re- Donlevy shooting two films a week* 32
to be. shot to, June:
public studios
v . Dick Irving to Producer: Harold E. Knox.
direct upcoming “Terry and the Director: Bill Kara
Pirates” series* which rolls March
DOUGFAIR CORP.
5 under aegis of Dougfair Corp.
666 N. Robertson Blvd.:. Hollywood
John and Gwen Bagnl scripted
"TERRY AND THE PIRATES” 26 halfrolling

Jack Mahoney, Dick Jones in fixed leads.
Producer: Louis Gray
Director: . Wallace Fox

WITH LINKLETTER,"

*

*

Producer: Roy Rogers

6920 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood
"RANGE RIDER" second half of series
of 52 half-hour telepix now shooting.
.

.

DESILU PRODS., INC.

w.

tasting

FLYING A PRODUCTIONS

"LIFE

•

‘

Melrose, Hollywood
GROUCHO MARX starred in 38 half-hour
audience participation film productions, to
be made once a Week, began Aug. ,23 for
NBC. DeSoto-Plymohth sponsoring.
Producer; John Guedel
Film producer: I. Lindenbaura
Directors: Bob Dwan, Berate Smith
8451

600 Taft Bldg;, Hollywood

adult dramas. "The Hehchmen'V begins
Story of Nathaniel shooting
March 3, Myles Wilder did the
Hawthorne”
Screen Televideo story. Don Martin, screenplay, Robert
producer Gil Ralston and his sales Osterloh and Jim Hayward cast. Executive
producer:
Basil Grillo. John Nasht,
rep, Stu Reynolds; skied to N. Y.
to offer two now series, ‘Whirls producer.
Executive producer: Basil Grillo
pool” dramatic vidpix, and un- Producer: Bernard Girard
tagged comedy series featuring Director: B. Girard
.

half-hour

JOHN GUEDEL PRODS.

initialer, ;‘‘Tbe

.

Hollywood

General Service Studios, .Hollywood
Twenty-six half-hour adventure telepix
featuring Clyde Beatty. Shoot to March
20
Producer: Walter White, Jr.
Director: George. Blair
.

.

Blvd.,

Alliance faces

-

COMMODORE PRODUCTIONS
.

finished role in’ “Dangerous Assignment” Series . . Screen
Gems, Columbia Picture telepix
subsid, pacted DuPont Co. to’ shoot
five ‘‘Cavalcade of America” films,
and inked Charles O’Neil to pen

Sunset

March 10 strike from
Screen Writers Guild, and is curnegotiating
rently
with IATSE id
"MYSTERY THEATRE" series of halfan effort to avert strike from that
hour adventure telepix now shooting.
Producer: J. Donald Wilson
source.
Director: Howard Bretherton
While Alliance has been; bucking
demands .from thd various unions
REVUE PRODUCTIONS
Eagle Lion Studios: Holly Wood
and' Guilds,, another Holly wocmJ
Half-hour series of adult drama tele:
television producer group, the Naix- resume shooting March 12.
froducer: Revue Productions
tional Society of Television ProDirector; Axel Gruenberg,. Richard Irving,
ducers, adopted resolution qgree*
Norman Lloyd.
ing with Wage Stabilization Boar^
ROY ROGERS PRODUCTIONS ruling granting wage uppances fori
Goldwyn Studio, Hollywood
the unions; and is going along with
ROY ROGERS In four oater telepix roll
March 17. Vidpix are half-hdur each. Roy the hikes.
Rogers, Dale Evans topline; Pat Brady

ROLAND REED PRODS.

*

FILMCRAFT PRODS.

.

Seymour

;

4.

Hal Roach Studios: Culver City

.

series resumes shooting mid-March.
Directors; Derwin Abbe, Arnold Wester

.

Gosden,

.

JERRY FAIRBANKS
6052

now

shooting.
Sponsored Blatz Beer;
Supervisors: Freeman

.

"HOLLYWOOD THEATRE"

"AMOS ,'N' ANDY" Hal Roach Studios,
Culver City series of character comedy
telepix

•

Producer: Dougfair Corp.
Director: Dick Irving.

drama

CBS-TV

in

Rees

’

Actors Guild beginning March 17
on wages and Working- conditions.

29

hour adventure telepix elated for March 5
start,

.

.

(Continued on page 56)

Robert Pik, prez Of Interworld
Films, Inc., last Week, formed Regent pictures, Inc., which, will handle product for TV distribution.
Regent, to date, reportedly has
acquired some 46 feature films.

Hollywood, March

Sunset- Studios, Hollywood
"CASE HISTORY'* half hour telepix series based, on .careers of leading doctors
Francis. .now
shooting. Regis Toomey - and Sara

.

.

Alliance of Television Producers, beset with labor difficulties;
has agreed to negotiate with Screed

Little Wise Guys” comic strip. >
Jack Cron,- sales chief of NBCTV’s film sales department, left
for Chicago yesterday (Tues.) for

.

v

takers.

In the past year Snader Sales/
which distribs vidpix, has ogled"

.

Harry S. Goodman and Louis G.
Cowan, radio-TV packagers
Bill Grainger, formerly
in charge
.

.

,

.

of

Charles Michelson,. Inc., peddling
Pub.
the firms vidpic series .
Lev .Gleason to Coast oh
packaging televersion of his“Four

.

:

ing Corp* Property has been owned many producers spending more
by the family since 1928, With the coin than they can possibly recoup
Alexanders’ uncle, Julius Stern, because they warited to showcase
Figuring conservapioneer film producer, buying the their series.
tively an average of $10,000 per
original rights.
pilot,
total
be
about
would
Lardner series will be the second
effort of thie Alexanders in the vid- $20 000 000
Mistakes made by the Wandering
pix field; Brothers, operating as
M, & A. Alexander Productions, producers range from inventing too
or too little coin in their
much
teed off their entry into telepix
production with 13 half-hour shows product; failure to comprehensivebased on the radio series; “Ren- ly explore the marketability and.
frew of the Royal Mounted,” Film- saleability ofitheir vidpix; no as-;
ing on ‘•Renfrew” is currently un- sessing of good programihirig, nor
derway on the Coast, while the distribution arfangerrients. As a
Lardner pix are skedded for three result pilots costing up to $35,000 1
months hence.
are now being offered frantically'’
Alexanders are also, busily en- fpr, in sorfie instances, as little as
gaged in. the sale of feature pic- $2,000 to $4,006.’ And still no"

lisher

.

,

'

.

er

*

;

programs were unveiled

Bruce Eells, former Young &
Rubicam exec and head of his own
transcription firm for the last five
years, will be chief of Pathe TV.
Oh the board, in addition to Eells
and MacMiilen,#are Henry Briggs,
a director of Alleghany Corp.;
James Wolcott, veepee and a: director of Pathe Labs; and Livingston
Goddard, secretary and treasurer
Federation for Railway
of the
Progress. Robert R. Young, Pathe
Industries topper and founder of
the railway federation, is not

new

developing
producers who are
swinging over to 35m from 16m,
heretofore the prevailing size.

is

.

is installing

Hollywood, March 4.
Producers or -promoters who
churned out approximately 2,000
pilot vidpix with original investment of about
within
Vidpix Block Outright the past few $20,000,000
years are •vainly
Jerry Fairbanks has bought out- tramping the Holly woods, can of
right a Mock of 13 vidpix from goods under arms, scouring thie
Bigelow carpets; which had held on area for angels to salvage their
to full rights of its “Bigelow Thea- rapidly depreciating property.
tre,” tele features. Many- of the
•Majority of the rudderless pilots
films had originally been lensed stand little chance of recouping,
For TV, fay Pact in the Fairbanks studios.
but backers Who made the pix with
Holly,. ood, March 4.
Young & Rubicam, Bigelow. agen r high hopes arid little else are
Screen Actors Guild has request- cy, is now mulling bids for outright hunting desperately for moola. Tered t^at the Producers Assn: start, purchase of 21 other features in rific loss is due to varied complex
immediate discussions about a min- the series. The product has been factors, many of which are attribuimum wage agreement covering screened twice.
table to growing pains of a new

ers and
service

•

Corp.,

Lost on TV’s Uncharted Shoals

color and black-and-white films.

Company

television film, syndication 4
outfit was launched this week by
Pathe Industries,- Inc., former operator of ;>Eagle: Lion Films. New
unit, to he known as Pathe TV

New

MARK Vn PRODUCTIONS

5255 Clinton

St..

Hollywood

recently seen

Marie Blanchard,
Five in "UNEXPECTED" series of halfRepublic Studios. North Hollywood
"DRAGNET" series of half-hour adven- hour telepix shoot In March. telepix in in the film “Ten Tall Men,’* will
Six "BOSTON BLACKIE"
ture telepix now shooting with Jack Webb
Burma with William Tracy, as
play
half-hour-series Shoot in March.
set lead. General parti to fill.
Four "CISCO KID" half-hour telepix Hotshot Charlie, Gloria, Saunders
Exec. Prod.: Stanley Meyer
shootings
March
for
•scheduled
Prod.: Mike Meshikoff
as Dragon Lady and Jack KrueDirector: Paul Landres, Eddie: Davis, SoDirector: Jack Webb
shen as Chopstick Joe.
1
bey Martin
Assistant director: Marty Mbai
•

KAMO-TELEVISION

so

viewers

television

enjoy more TV-traceable sales
than those taking a hiatus. Those
are the major results contained in
NBC-TV's latest Hofstra report on
TV viewing, which is to be unveiled to agencies and sponsors to-

mer

day (Wed).

Survey, supervised by Dr, Thomas H. Coffin; was conducted for six
last

summer among more

than 3,000 “heads of families,” with
the interviewers utilizing the recall system of questioning; In addition to uncovering the results on
summertime viewing, which NBC
plans to use as the basis of its
pitch to sponsors to bypass their
hiatus this year, the survey also
tended to reiterate certain facts
revealed by earlier: Hofstra studies;
Among these is the fact that viewers who have owned their sets a
year or. more show an increase in
the number of hours per week they
spend watching, vidfeo, and also
that TV delivers more customers
for the advertiser than does any
other medium.

Noise for Sale
Louisville,

March

4.

Five years ago WKYW, local daytime indie/ cracked the dailies and
trade press by selling silence (offair time) to a national mattress
concern. Last week, H. Parker
commercial manSmith,
ager; again hit the press wires
when he sold unwanted nbise.
Studios
Next door to the
is a building, undergoing extensive
remodeling. More pronounced in a
radio studio perhaps than anywhere else, the assorted sounds of
an air-hammer, pneumatic stonebreaker, 20-pound sledges, and sawand-hammer carpentry, all combined to furnish an almost fulltime obbligato to every station
break, .commercial announcement
and newscast. Phone calls hit a new
high. Execs were puzzled what to
do, since the work was being done

WKYW

WKYW

1952

HARRY SALTER
MUSICAL DIRECTOR
Stop the Mu«io—ABC
In One of the most intensive pubsendee campaigns on a single
u e by » broadcast operation

V

ic

ss

WNBC

aiid IYNBT, N.
are
radio launches "Crossfire,” aunchihg an "Inside Our Schools’*
a stanza on which key figures in series that will include some 70
the news will be quizzed by a panel separate broadcasts and telecasts in
of. commentators, on Wednesday,
he March 16-April 16 spariV
April 2, at 9:30-10 p. m.
In part, the series Will comprise
panelites wiil be El- a Kefauver-type probe
, Permanent
of coridimer Davis, Bert Andrews arid Mar- ions in the. school system. A
tin Agronsky, three ABC staffers. unique aspect is, that Life rriagaFourth member will include other zine is participating in the survey
web gabbers from the roster of and report, and is providing
Henry J. Taylor, George Sokolsky, search help.
Bryson Rasch, Pauline Frederick
One group of shows will conand Paul Harvey. Moderator will sist of three-libur sessions on three
be Gunriar Back,
successive Saturdays with a panel
of "investigators’* interviewing witnesses on conditions in the schools.
Panel will include Louis Yanever,
Life prexy Roy Larsen, State
Sen. Harold Parikdn gjid members
of the board of education. Rudolph
Halley, Kefauver prober now prez
of N.' Y. City Council, may head
the panel.
Special programs will include
While ABC will transfer its
Gotham studio facilities arid equip- he first televised meeting of the,
ment, master control program, board of education, telensing of a
epr ese n t a t i v e parent-teachscript and other departments: to its
West 66th Street layout on April ers meeting, a four-hour TV visit
to a typical public .school, inter1, the web Will continue to keep
with children by "Juvenile
its sales and executive offices on views
the third floor of the RCA Building Jury’s” Jack Barry and educator
Helen Parkhurst, shows on adult
for another year.
Sales force and execs will even- education, progressive education,
and TV as
tually move into the fifth building parochial schools,
Which ABC is. taking over on West educational media, panel on juve66th St. However, that Unit is riot nile delinquency, school sports, art,
yet ready, and probably won’t be science and music in the schools,

ABC

for a topflight sponsor.

So HJ Parker Smith, commercial
manager of the station, sold the
noise.
Announcers now state,

.

"We’re sorry about; the noise that’s
competing with the show right
now, The noise is comingsfrom next
Basis of the surprising amount
door where Our good neighbor, the
of summer viewing revealed by the
Citizen’s Fidelity Bank and -Trust
survey is the fact that very few
Q6„ is building a bigger bank to
heads of families were found to better serve you. So we won’t mind
be taking a summer vacation. A$ the noise of construction.”
a result, most of them spend their
evenings, at least, at home. Hofstra study found that “watching
TV” was listed as the most impor-

new

summer
during
tant
months among the respondents.
NBC is keeping a tight lid on the
actual statistics developed by the
survey until after the agencies and
sponsors are introduced to them to-

Ballantine’s.

activity

.

.

Radio and television sponsorship
on the N. Y. major league baseball
teams this year will open up some
trade

chief

angles,

among

which is the deal set this week by
White Owl cigars to bankroll only
two inhings per game of the Yan-

home schedule,. They are
third and seventh stretches.
Rest, of each Yankee game will be
bankrolled, as in previous years, by
kees’

the

Also on tap for this season is
the entry of Lucky Strike into
local baseball sponsorship for the
Luckies
first time in some years.
has bought into the Brooklyn
Dodger schedule, to share daily

CBS Radio, besides knocking; off
nine of the top 10 spots in the
latest Nielsen network ratings for
evening programs, scored a solid with Schaefer Beer, which has had
10 out of 10 in the daytime shows. the Dodgers exclusively on both
Rating period covered the week of radio and TV for some time.
Schaefer reportedly .found the
Jan. 20-26.
package price too. heavy to carry
Following is the evening lineup: alone this year, so asked its agency,
....
Jack Benny ... ; .
15.8
BBD&O, to find a co-sponsor.
Amos ’n’ Aiidy ......... .14.9"
BBD&O also handles the Lucky
Lux Theatre ; ......... .14.8
Strike account. As in past years;
Charlie McCarthy ...,,, 13.1
the Dodger games will be aired on
People Are Funny ........ 13.0
their
radio
via WMGM, N. Y:, indie, and
sales
of
to
compared
tus, as
12.0
.....
Suspense
on TV by WOR-TV. Both home
products in non-V homes.
Our Miss Brooks ... .V. .11.3
and away games will be carried
Talent Scouts. .......... .10.9
completed until 1953, AS a result;
on AM.
....
Bob HaWk
.10.8
Chesterfield is the only bank- the web’s top brass, salesmen and
Fibber & Molly (NBC) ... 10.7
roller in the N, Y. baseball setup publicity department are extending
Following is the daytime lineup: which will repeat on its exclusive their stay in the RCA Building.
Arthur Godfrey (Ch’fields),10.2
sponsorship of the Giants for both Failure to move out in toto is in8.8
Our Gal Sunday
and TV. Games will be car- conveniencing NBC, which has
Arthur Godfrey (Nabisco). 8.8
ried again on
for radio and beeri needing the extra space.
8.3
Helen Trent
The radio operations will go into
on WPIX for TV. Agency for ChesArthur Godfrey (Pillsbury). 8.1
the fourth building ABC has taken
terfield is Cunningham & Walsh.
80
Ma
Perkins
in its string of units on 66ih
over
Unique setup on the Yankees is
Dee Engelbach, producer-direc7.8
Aunt Jenny.
•
reportedly due to White Owl’s St. between Central Park West and
tor of the NBC "Big Show,” may go
7.8
Big Sister.
having ankled J: Walter Thompson Amsterdam Ave. This ’building in7.7
to England this summer to wrap
Wendy Warren
this year to switch its account to cludes 14 studios. The web’s video
73
Perry
Mason
radio
transcribed
13-week
a
up,
Young & Rubicam. Ballantine’s, operations originate from the adABC Television Centre.
The
Guinness.
still a JWT account, also found this joining
series starring Alec
year’s price too high arid asked ABC-TV also took over the studios
British film star has expressed init had leased to WOR-TV and a
JWT to find a co-sponsor. As a
terest in taping the. series, which
result, White, Owls, which rotated studio behind the TV Centre, in the
will have an adventure format.
sponsorship on,AM last season with Hotel des Artistes ori W. 67th St.
plans jell, Engelbach will
If
the brewery, will take the third It had an option oh the St. Nicholas
make the trip as soon as “Big
Chicago, March 4.
and seventh innings '.of each game Arena further down 66th St., but
Show” winds up for the season.
and TV, with this was taken over by Webb &
indication of the Forjd Foun- this year pn both
An
over
series
a
He’ll pre-tape the
Knapp, real estate firm. ABC
dation’s emphasis on the broadcast Ballantine’s, bankrolling the remonth’s span, for network presenmedia as social forces and as poten- mainder of each game. Yankee board member William Zeckendorf
tation in tfie fall.
is also a
topper.
tial major Vehicles for its educa- games Will be aired, as in previous
Although such transcribed airers
May 1 will be moving day for the
years, via WINS for radio and
tional projects is seen in the organ
are
show
Welles
chain’s Chi offices* Which are leavas the Orson
ization’s order placed last week for WPIX for TV,
products from abroad,, this would
irig NBC precincts for the Opera
the A. C. Nielseh Co.’s radio-TV
Building and the Daily News Buildbe the first time that a network
rating reports. It’s understood the
ing. In Los Angeles the network
has gone to Europe or England to
foundation will use the Nielsen sur Schwerin tells
package a regular Weekly series.
is moving its
and TV operaveys as part of a continuing study
Engelbach will edit, direct and protions into -its new building on SunTV
as well as to keep
of
and
set and Vine.
duce the series.
„
tabs on the specific shows which

day.

5,

The Madison Ave. f N. Y., agency bbyl have been going into an
economic tailspin lately. Already distressed and alarmed over the
fact that many clients are asking: "What are yon doing to earn
your 15% keep, now that the networks have virtually taken over
all TV production?’*, on top of that the agencies are bemoaning
their upped operating costs.
They find that everything has gone up but their 15% commission
The complaint is prevalent that, with salaries
froift the sponsor.
and other items up, the 15% take no longer permits for those wide
margins of profit. Because they’ve been divested of the responsibility of producing shows, they feel they’re not in a position to
agitkte at this time for a hike in the 15%.
Since there’s a reluctance to cut staffs, the agencies have been
grappling with means of shaving costs. The word has gone out
in some houses to "cut out the fanfare,’* watch expense accounts,
and Where previously it took five men to sit in on client huddles,
two should now suffice..

actually 4*

spend more time before their sets
during summer months then they
do during the winter, and so advertisers riding through the sum-

weeks

Wednevibji March

.

Web based its summer, sales record for TV advertisers, which it
considers to be 'among the most
important facts unearthed, on a
comparison of sales in. TV homes
against non-TV homes. It was
found that sales for TV advertisers who stayed on the air during
the summer, as compared to nonTV advertisers, almost doubled the
sales racked up in TV homes by
sponsors who took a summer hia-
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etc.

Regulars Integrated
Several ot the programs would
continue through the month.

Others would be special one-shots.
(Continued on page 51)
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it is

directly sponsoring.

Contestant on Quiz?

The

audience measuring firm
inked four new subscribers.
ABC, which along with NBC purchased the Nielsen video ratings,
earlier this Winter, decided to take
the
opened
Second hole was
the additional marketing service.
sponsorship picture on CBS-TV’s ABCs WJZ-TV in New York pact0
daytime Garry Moore show this ed for the TV suiVey.-The Arthur
Meyerhdff agency here bought the
Week, when Corn Products decided radio reports and Carter Products,
to cancel the Tuesday 2 :15 to 2:30 the tele index.
segment it now bankrolls. Sponsor
checks off after the March 25 airalso

.

Show

I

The Perfect Contestant for; the
daytime quizzes is a woman; a
housewife and a Northerner— but
she doesn’t hail from New York
Those are findings of a
(Horace M.) Schwerin Research
Corp. study, based ori five years of
testing hundreds Of participation
programs.
The studies—done exclusively
with all-femme audiences—resulted
in this rule : of-thumb; the best contestants are those With Whom the
home listener can easily identify
herself, one reason why houseWi vOs
make good contestants.
Nonhousewives, however, all acceptable, but to a somewhat lesser degree, Schwerin says, and unmarried gals should have an interesting
City.

aired from 1:30 to 2:30
VamIah
Only other
p. mi. crOss-the-bpard.
II IvluwO
segment how sustaining is the 1:30
Colgate has given up its option
to 1:45 period on Tuesday. Other
bankrollers now represented on the ori the teleyersiOri of “Mr. and
shbw include General Electric* Best Mrs. North;” while renewing the
Foods, Standard Brands, Gornirig, show on CBS Radio. Sponsor liked
career to talk about.
Junket, Procter & Gamble (only the quality, of the pilot film, but
Dialers reacted most favorably,
one with a quarter-hour five days has decided hot to expand its video
Schwerin reported, to careers of
weekly), O'Cedar, R. J. Reynolds, allocation.
Bernard L, Schubert is peddling th « soap opera femme type, those
Stokely-Van Camp and Quaker
(Continued on page 50)
the John Loveton package.
j
Oats.
is

Am
UD

mm

TV

New

Orleans, March 4.
Gordon Friday (29) was
again doubling as president and
general manager of WNOE follow-

James

E.

ing the sudden departure of Patt
MacDonald, vibe president arid
general manager for the past six

months, arid Don Lilly, operations
manager.

Some

dissatisfaction

with

Mu-

arrangement on the web’s
“Game Of the Day” is* reported by
a couple of southern outlets. These

tual’s

object to the fact that
they are not getting paid for the

stations
Cairiel

sules

and Gillette five-minute capWhich precede and follow

“GOTD.”
Actually,

it

was explained by a

Mutual

official, the time fees, which
affiliates would normally get

the
for the two quickie stanzas, are considered as the bulk of the outlet’s
talent fee for the ballcasts. They
also pay a small percentage of their
evening hourly rate for privilege
of carrying the games, from which
they can derive considerable revenue.
The stations objecting to the
MBS plan say that if they don’t
line up local sponsors for, the coop "GOTD” (alnd according to
usual co-op procedure, they would
not have to pay a talent fee on
a su stainer), they"" still would not
be paid for taking the Camel and
Gillette commercials.
However, a
Mutual spokesman said, there are
no cases where an outlet has failed
to get sbme Co-Op bankrollers locally.
He said further that the deal
is the same as in' previous years,

The resignations of MacDonald
Lilly came following a meeting
of Ex-Gov* James A. -Noe and the
staff. The session was held
behind closed doors and lasted for when Gillette and Camels .also
some time. After it was over, owner backed the pre- and post-grime
Noe said that MacDonald and Lilly shows, arid that no protests were
were "rio; longer connected” with received this year or i previous
the 50,000 watt broadcaster hehe.
years;
“Just say they’re no longer with
further beef is that Falstaff
WNOE,” Noe said to a Variety beer, which is bricking half of the
riiugg when questioned about the shows in some I5Q markets, gets a
incident. He refused to elaborate.
(Continued on page 51)

and

WNOE

A

CBS ha$
entrench

just

maneuvered what

mover and

series of

itself

more

is believed to be the first of a
station ownership realignments designed to
solidly in the radio-television facilities sweep*

stakes.

f

%

The nkworjc has. just purchased 45
of KQV in Pittsburgh,
moving into, that major market on an ownership level for the first
time. Up to now WJAS has been the CBS affiliate in Pitt,
Move is, seen paying the way for Columbia to latch on to a TV
operation in Pittsburgh—until now a one-station market with the
DuMqnfcowned WDTV. A second VHF channel has been allocated
for PiuT along with two UHF operations in the post-freeze era.
The 45% acquisition of KQV will tee off a series of moves by
CBS which will find the network relinquishing its ownership of
WCCO In Minneapolis. It^s. understood negotiations are now under
way fo^Colni^bia to dispose of the property.
.

MeartwhiJe CBS* bid for a Chicago TV channel rests in the laps
of the FCC, depending on its decision in the ABC-UPT merger,
which would result in CBS acquiring the WBKB channel for
$7,000,000.

A new thinking is' beginning to
take hold in the advertising agenciesi
They’re how telling their
clients to “stick with radio.” There
arc mounting fears that television
becoming

is

a

CBS-TV

that unless something drastic is
done, arid done soon, the TV medium will price itself out of the
advertising dollar field.
Not SinCe video staked its* claim
as the No. 1 glamor medium in advertising, has such apprehension
existed, or have the- sponsors been
in such a quandary. The glamor
aspect, is over. Clients are reduc*
ing everything to dollars and cents

in

was the
evolve a .definite news pattern for radio via its “Esso Rethe oil company has now
porter

The American

;

TV

stations in

major

east-

ern markets, for a cross-the-board
saturation of Esso-plugged news
commentaries.
On each of the stations,. Esso has
taken over the 7 to 7:15 p. m. fivehights-a-week strip for local news
coverage.
What makes this deal
unique and perhaps trend-making,
is that in each instance the stations
will program the news commentaries themselves.
This is an instance, too, of

programming

Line*

London, March 4.
London Daily Mail has just
announced results of a poll to
determine the best television
show on the BBC.

cqme up with a news formula of its
own for TV. In one of the major
news bankroRihg spreads to date,
Essq has, negotiated a deal with a
flock of

4

Top honors were copped by
“What’s My Line,” art American package adapted from the
Goodspn-Todman CBS show.

Homes
Program;

Love Lucy V
Texaco Star Theatre
I

Godfrey

Among
thus

far

the
are

stations
its

Signed up

Esso program

WBAL-TV, Baltimore;
WTOP, Washington; WTVR, Rich-

Monday

(3);

The opening

of the ’52-53 broadcasting season in the fall may find
a complete blackout on Coast-originating radio shows, insofar as

mond, and WDSU, New Orleans.
Other deals are to follow, with
Marchalk & Pratt, agency for Esso, Young & Rubicam and J. Walter
handling the negotiations. At some Thompson are concerned,
later date, it's understood, the parIronically, these are the two
ent Standard Oil of New Jersey agencies that for years were in topwill also move into the picture in dog position on Coast-berthed AM
an expansion of its video program- programs, both - Y&R and JWT
ming.
practically dividing up the cream
Esso recently announced it was of the nighttime commercial entries
between them.
cancelling Out of the Alan Young
In contrast, Y&R, with the loss
TV show on CBS, and the cutback
on web programming is attributed of the Schlitz account to Lenneri &
to the descire to set the local TV Mitchell, finds its sole Hollywood
news patterns in the Esso markets. radio entry, “Halls of Ivy,” moving out of the house. JWT's bleak
Hollywood radio picture Will be-

come even bleaker

er

if “Lux Radio
Theatre” fails to return in the fall,
as is reported possible. “‘Lux” is
the only Thompson entry from the

Coast.

If

would be

that

goes,

the

score

zero,

Y&R still has the transcribed
“Hopalong Cassidy” * radio series
hour-long for Generali Foods coming out of
Tallulah Bankhead TV show for
Coast, but it’s an outside packnext season, probably as a once-a- age by Walter White,
NBC

month

an

envisions

attraction.

Dee

M

Erigelbach,

Who

produces-directs her Sunday
Show" radio series, is
currently mulling various format
Ideas, With
possibility that the
Bankhead video stanza will shape
up somewhat along: the lines of the
Ed Sullivan “Toast of the Town,"
With her in the f emcee spot.
Miss Bankhead is under contract
to NBC as a radio-TV exclusive.
Present plans call for “Big Show”
to return on Oct. 6 for the ’52-’53
season ( the first /assurance on the.
Web’s part that the 90-minute show
will return for a third season). This
would mean Miss Bankhead doubling into both
and TV.
ight “Big

(R. J.

Godfrey

-

AM

CBOT

ABC-TV lost another sponsor this
week, When Carter Products decided to move its “City Hospital”
show oyer to the CBS video web.
Show, which has been aired alternate Saturdays on ABC from 12:30
to i p. m., will move into the
9 to 9:30 Tuesday night slot bn
CBS, alternating/ with Schick’s
“Crime Syndicated,” which has
been occupying that time on a
weekly basis.. Agency for Carter
is

SSC&B.

•

,

,

,

.

year

(000)
8.481
8,235
7,760
7,677

ing in

7,108

7,100
6.730

&

Friends,

.

6.680

(Pillsbury Mills)

the Schlitz, Lucky Strike
Philco
cutbacks
on their
respective
dramatic
to
Stanzas
either alternate-week sponsorship
or cutting the- stanzas in half; Esso’s bowout from, the, Alan Young.
Show—-these and others Reflect the
present temper pf the ad men and
the bankrollers, as TV talent and
times costs continue their upward
trend.
Procter & Gatnble for the past
few weeks lias been wrestling with
case;

and

Cancellations and
switchovers have created an open
time situation on NBC-TV that
hasn’t existed since the video
network first unfurled its SRO
banner a couple seasons back.
General Foods’ dropping of
“Mr.
Bobbin,”
the
same

NBC

evening

hour

TV

have

three cream
nighttime half-

with

and

availabilities;

namely

6:30 to 7 and 7:30 to 8,
as well as Monday night 9 to

NBC

early bid for

,

beer accounts. Since Lenneri
Mitchell isn’t presently glared
for such a windfall, expectations
arc that there will be a wave of
personnel hirings. Burnett’s -ac*.
quisition of the $4,000,000 nonradio-TV billings accents anew the
Chi agency’s climb into the topdog
strata. (Schlitz is represented in TV
by its Playhouse dramatic series,
which is being cut to a half-hour
on film instead of the present 60minute live stanza,, and the “Halls
of Ivy” NBC radio show.)
Y & R, one of the world’s largest
agencies, is taking the loss philosophically, recognizing that with a
overall
total of $114,000,000 in
billings, the $7,000,000 loss can
hardly invite panic. Y & R’s identity with the account has been
linked to Ted Rosenak’s association
with Schlitz as its advertising
chieftain. When the latter moved
out to join SchCnley, shift of
Schlitz agencies was not unex-

&

has

some major full hour programming plans up its video
sleeve for Sunday* which may
result in a time reshuffling
that may effect the 7 o’clock

Royal Showcase,” sandwiched between the two open
time periods. However, web
chieftains are mum on the

“U.

Loss of its
account, with annual billings ap- Staff engineers, etc,, for the “tryproximating $7,000,000 for all out” performance of the assorted
media, didn’t come as a particular news-special events-publicity techsurprise to the Young & Rubicam niques NBC is evolving on behalf
agency echelon. It was known that of Philco for the coverage qf the
feelers had been out to other Chicago conventions. Subsequentagencies, and a number had been ly, similar crews will be sent but
to the other state primaries in the.
pitching for the business.

tion’s

9:30.

reported that

Bill Chaplin, George Hicks and
Leon Pearson will also move into
New England scene, along with
lucrative Schlitz Beer

the

Schlitz is the largest of the na-

Sunday

It’s

division.

NBC audiences.
Plans are presently tinder way
to send TV mobile units to, Conthat Lennen & Mitchell copped, the cord, N. H.» for transmission to
$3,000,000 radio and TV billings, Boston, which will hike NBC’s butwith Leo Burnett agency grabbing pf-pockct expense for the New
about $4,000,000 for other Hampshire primary to more than
off
media, was the chief surprise ele- $30,000.
ment:

moving of “Claudia” to
CBS-TV, and Admiral's cancellation of “Lights Out,”

.

;

ABC,

NBC

It was the belief in some quarters, however, that the biz would
go to the Esty agency, and the fact

Client’s

lfeft

with

.

(Participating)

Godfrey

its lot

In a move to build up public interest in the job NBC is doing this
year, the network is making a
“showcase attraction” out of the
N. H. primary. fJo Dine, publicity
director, leaves today (Wed.) with
a staff, setting up headquarters
in Boston.
He’s called a conference for tomorrow in the Hub city
for the Ne\v England press to present the “NBC political story.’*
Also on hand to brief the press
will be Henry R. Cassidy, representing AM; William R. McAndrew, for TV, and Charles (Bud)
Barry, NBC’s program veepee, who
is using the New Hampshire primary to kick off the new
formula integrating news arid special events into his programming

(Torii-Gillette)
.

battle

which finds Philco*
flying the NBC colors. Westinghouse pledged to the CBS and DuMont banners, arid Admiral throw-

7,2?8

Reynolds)
& Friends,..

intra-network

the

for supremacy,

S.

subject.

the “shall-it-be-AM-or-TV” problem, and is currently engaged in a
reappraisal of all its broadcasting
The same goes, for
properties.
American Tobacco, which has been
so alarmed over the mounting costs
of TV that it is debating the wisdom of bringing back its No. 1 radio salesman-— Jack Benny-—in the

NBC-TV’s

initial exploration into
live network pro-

post-midnight

gramming

tees off

March

22,

when

“Dagmar’s Canteen” preems in tlie
Saturday night 12:15 to 12:45 a.m.
slot.
It will represent Dagmar’s
first program Venture since her;

NBC

new $2,000

a week
contract
ipto effect March. 1, and her
regular
TV series since
“Broadway Open House. Stations

went
first

picking
to sell

up the show
it

on a co-op

Program
a

Will be allowed
basis.

will be in the

reuniting of

some

nature

oi

of the expersonali-

Broadway Open House”
ties,

Ray Malone anc
First few prooriginate from Studio

including

Miltori

Foods’
dropping of
General
“Bobbin” is in, the face of Nielsens pected.
ranging from 23 to 30, with the
client expressing satisfaction with
both the quality of the show and

DeLugg.

grams will
8-H in New York, with a simulatec
canteen background, with the show
later emanating from air; and arm
bases and other military installathe rating. But with mounting TV
tions. Hal Friedman, who producer'
costs, GF finds it necessary to em“Open House/’ is also taking ovet
bark on a new and different adthe helm on “Canteen,” and wil
NBC for the first time has set up showcase camp
vertising policy
talent along wit!
a Political Sales Division for both the program’s regulars.
Clarion Call
radio arid television, ixi line with its
Blit whereas only a short while policy of selling
pre-convention
back, the agencies involved would time to candidates. Heading up the
have •recommended to their clients department
Waiter E. Myers,
throwing in their future lot with formerly of radio sales, who maTV, today the “go radio” clarion jored in political time negotiations.
10-RKb. Tiiday’ Sl»:
being soundedr It’s not
call is
NBC’s politico sales pattern is alNBC-TV sold the first 10-miriUto
merely a case of establishing ra- ready* in effect, although the netdio’s potency with its betteivthan- work has made no official an- segment on its 7 to 9 a. m. “To
ever coverage yardstick (proven nouncement. ABC and DuMont are day” show this week, when Kho\
beyond the shadow of a doubt by similarly Selling time. CBS has yet Gelatine bought in for the 8:4rnetwork researchers and other AM to formulate a policy, With a dif- to 8:55 a. m. period of Monday?
champions over the: past year). It’s ference of opinion existing between Deal brings the total number o
simply that the fright over TV’s the AM arid TV hierarchy as tp the bankrollers on the web’s early-pirc
show to nine.
spiraling costs is spreading, and at wisdom of Such a move.
a rapid pace.
Paqt was set by the Weintrauf
Meanwhile, CBS is scheduling a
As result, it’s now established series of SustaineTs for both radio agency, which took over th Knox
next
couple
years
the
in
account this W'eek for TV
of
Gelatine
that
and TV to permit candidates to exonly.
(Continued op page 51)
press their view*.
,

i

’

-

'

now

bankrolls “Crime
Photographer” alternate Thursday
Walter Winchell returns to his nights on CBS-TV, which it will
ABC gabcast show Sunday (0) at continue. Plans call for the sponsor to be. represented
“Hospi9 p in after a five-week absence
tal” one week and “Photographer”
medico’s order* to drop all
the next, giving it a weekly identiwork.
ficationr on the web.
Starting date
Winchell will resume his syndi- on “Hospital” must thus be aligned
cated column with the Monday with its sponsorship on “PhotogGO) issue of the N. Y. Daily Mirror rapher,” but is expected to be
(out) Sunday night.
either March II, 18 or 25.

Carter

...

.

Friends

You Bet Your Life
Your Show of Shows.

fall.

FROM ABC TO

.

.

Open TV Time

WPIX, New York,

which bowed, with

&

•

(Liggett & Myers)
Fireside Theatre
Your Show of Shows.

TV.

eschewing network

operation.

•

Red Skelton

General Foods’ cancellation of
“Mr, Bobbin” on NBC-TV; Cluett^
Peabody’s dropping of ‘the Herb
Shriner Show; General Electric’s
splicing
Waring showof
the

in favor of Specific

markets in the eastern area of the
Country cued to Esso's Sphere 6f

events programming.. NBC’s determined bid to put its best foot
forward for the New Hampshire
“Tryout No. 1,” is indicative of the
intense rivalry that shapes up tlii

tlie

'iii

am-

bitious political year news-special

leadoff spot,
topping Milton Berle, on number of TV homes reached. The
top 10 follows:

There are just so many
advertising dollars to be spent, and
clients are finding but that
all the answers aren’t wrapped up
as years b*ack Esso

New

the

into a full-dress rehearsal of its

The new TV. Nielsens (Feb,
the Philip Morris9). show
sponsored “I Love Lu6y” on

industry”—

‘‘lost

converting

is

Hampshire primary on March ll

Values.

first to

NBC

4

By GEORGE ROSEN

major
.Just,

fl

.

;

,

a

.

Vdbewliy, March
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Brighter side of the radio sponsorship picture was revealed this
week with- hews that WCBS, flag*
ship station of the CBS Radio Web'
in N. Y., has increased its billings
more than 26% during February
over the same month last year. According to Carl Ward, general
manager of the station, the sales
record indicates that “there’s mote
business available for radio; for the
people who go out after it-’*
Declaring that the reasons for
the hike in billings are generally
intangibles, Ward attributed the
hew biz for the most part to a
pickup in 'station break sales? the
success of the station’s sUpermarketing- operation, the inauguration
of several news shows oh the schedule and an expansion of the sales
WCBS has recently upped
staff;
its staff from four to six salesmen
and has also added an ;ad, manager,

Des Moines, March
Northwest Television
Dodge, Iowa, has filed

,

4.

starting March 16. Show, starring
Eloise McElhorie, will take over the
11:15 to 11:30 p.m. Sunday period
;

FM

SANDMAN’ NEWS'

W

.

Local

IN

CANCELLATION

video

Chicago, March
is

faced

4.

With

a

major casualty with Marshall Field
& Co. due to drop its high-budgeted “Pace of Chicago” on WBKB
at the end of. the first 13-week
cycle, April 3.
There is a possiMarch
Detroit,
4.
bility the department store may
Detroit continued to boil over extend the half-hour show for a
the banning of television of the couple of weeks beyond the option
House
Un-Arnericab
Activities date but its definitely committed
Committee hearings into Detroit to a bow-out on the package that’s
Communist activities.
been running as high as $10,000
It had been pretty much taken weekly,
for granted that the week-long
hearings
would
televised.
be
WXYZ-TV assigned to the -pool
task by the other two stations, got
its equipment set up in the Federal

Unless there’s an addition in the

mean time; Field’s defection will
mean a complete absence of major.
State

department store coin

St;

from Chi teevee.

The departure will also cost the
minute, on direct
Balaban & Katz theatre circuit
Word from Rep. Sam Rayburn,
a chunk of revenue. “Pace” is
speaker of the House, the telecast
Was banned. Newspaper offices and housed in B&K’s TV-converted
the Federal Building switchboard, Garrick Theatre at. a $400 weekly
Only other vidshow curwere flooded with calls from set- rental;
rently using the Garrick is CBSowners.
afternoon
s
Sunday
’’Quiz
The hearings went on all week.
, •»
last

There were startling disclosures
Which the newspapers played up.
Republicans /accused
the
Democrats of shelving television
for fear of having some of the Red
paint washed off on them and Vice

arid-operated outlets- The reps organization said that the General
Mills deal, asking for the discount
based on a daytime rate although
80% of the spots would be in Class
A time, is a “serious attack” on
the rate structure. “What happens
to other advertisers, guaranteed
under a specific clause in the standard American Assn, of Advertising
Agencies contract as low a rate as
that granted any other comparable
advertiser?” NARTSR asked.

“To evade the

spirit of

such con-

tracts through technical quibbles,
will not satisfy the nighttime or

after

the new shows will be. Program
chief James L. Caddigan said this
week that a new dramatic series'/

troit

March

.

,

;

a

United

musician.

is

no additional

Meanwhile, results of the first
campaign iri North Carolina;
which started Jan. 25, indicate that
more than 5,000 FM sets were
moved by distributors in the
month-long drive'. Complete reports from only three of the 18
participating

distributors in the
that
distributors
shipped 3,345
sets to dealers.
state

FM

consider December the best month
arid January the worst month for
receiver sales, with 85% of the
year’s busiries done in the fourth
quarter of the year.

Miami, March 4.
Mutual prexy .Frank White’s status was not resolved at the board

meeting here

last week, but will be
the next stockholders’
get-together in New York April 14.
White’s three-year pact terminates

settled

1

various agencies.

;

at

end of April/

The MBS conclave was a harmonious parley that dispatched its
business in half a day, instead of
the two days originally scheduled.
Key item was eliminating the rule
which barred" any one entity from
voting more than 30% of the stock.
This gives board chairman Thomas
F. O’Neil, who* controls some 58%
Furof the stock,
clear hand.
ther changes in the Mutual setup,
along the lines .ofN O’Neil’s putting
the skein on an owned and-operated station basis rather than
stockholder-station basis as now
prevails, were not made.- Presumably, With things running smoothly under the present arrangement,
a; revision was not deemed necessary, at this time.
'

First local

cost.

to be inserted

showed

According to Smith, the North
Carolina drive brought about a reversal of the trend of radio sales
during a- normally slack season.
Dealers, he pointed out, generally

sometime be-

Similarly, no changes

tween 9 and 10 p.m.
1

were made

in the web’s officer lineup. O’Neil
is due to stay down here for

other fortnight before returning to
Philadelphia, March 4.
WIBG will handle radio broadcasts of big league baseball exclusively in Philadelphia this sea-

lias

,

he’s through all -over
.States arid Canada as

is

playing a big part in the local

test

?

1

;

-the*

subsequent Mondays, dealers will
be addressed .over the air by representatives' of the Radio-Television
Manufacturers Assn, and the Electric Institute of Washington, which

9:30 time; replacing “Shadow of
the Cloak,” one of the sustainers
being axed; Musical sbOw will replace “Famous Jury Trials” in the
Wednesday 9 to 9:30 period. “Not
For Publication,” currently aired
Fridays i t 8:30, will move into the
Tuesday at Id slot, replacing
“Hands of Destiny,” which is being
axed. Audience participationer will
replace, “Publication” on Fridays.
Web has also decided to program
a news show Fridays at 11 p.m.,
replacing
‘‘Eloise
Salutes
the
Stars,” which moves over to CBSTV.
Quartet of film serials go
into the 7:30 to 8 p.m. period

maturity.

as a Communist Party member by
a witness.
Eduard Werner, president of the
Dritr-Oit Federation of Musicians,
Announced a hearing Will be held,
and if Yariover is found to be a

i

drive.

CBS; Radio is launching a campaign to hypo listening to soap
operas of its clients, as a means of building daytime audiences.
Included in the plans of program v.p. Lester Gottlieb is
documentary show that will tout the soapers for their growing

10.

sets, particularly

worth Tobacco On “Plainclothesfrian,” Curtis Publishing on -“Keep
Posted,” Serutan on “Battle Of the
Ages,” Menrieri on “20 Questions,”
America Chicle on “Rocky King*
Detective,” and Premier Foods on
“Rumpus Room:”
Caddigan will slot a new dramatic show in the Thursday 9 to

spot

direct result of the hearings
on showfolks Was the f iring - of
J Ules Yanpver, 40, second violinist
for the Detroit Symphony Orchestra, after he had been identified

FM

an area where TV saturation
80% and AM' saturation is 97%.
Yesterday’s first sales clinic was
given by John .H. Smith, Jr.* FM
director of tfie National Assn, of
Radio arid TV Broadcasters. On

at

One

Communist,

ty to sell

Mondays through Thursdays, redaytime announcement advertisers placing “Date on Broadway,” also
cancelled.
who are paying full card rates,”
the rep outfit declared. “No competitive media could ever harm
radio as much as certain demerits
of the industry* who should be
regarded as leaders of sounder policy, have and are continuing to
debase radio.”
Local Chevrolet Dealers of the
Wheaties deal is for five spots metropolitan N.y. area have pacted
with
WCBS-TV for approximately
seven
days
a
week,
for
the
/
period from April 15 to Aug, 15. five five-minute reports on local
election
results on Election Night
Ordinarily, according to NARTSR
Spots, which are to
sources, such a largescale spot cam- next Nov. 4.
paign Would earn discounts of from be inserted one an hour as long as
30-35%, rather than the 50% the results of the Presidential election are undetermined, will be
asked.
worked into the national: coverage
being sponsored on CBS-TV by
Westinghouse.
ABC s Golf Reprise
Chewy dealers, through CampABC has wrapped up the Palm
bell-Ewald*
are paying a reported
Beach Golf. Tournament for the
third consecutive year and will $6,500 price for the package. Web
has
worked out a formula in which
beam the linkscasts May 15-18.
The coverage, totalling over some rebate will go to the bankroller in case the national returns
three hours on the four days, will
are final before the full .five local
be handled by Harry Wismer.

two themes: D) to tell the public that the washboard
weepers have gained, greater sophistication and psychological
validity; and (2) to stress that f emmes “can listen While they work,”
as opposed to video’s need for greater concentration.
Campaign will be buijt around a promotional kit for local stations, spot announcements (both live and recorded arid on the
network arid local level), testimonials by celebs and ordinary citizens on why they dial to soapers, and promotional Hieups,. such as
those a couple of years back when McKettrick dresses brought out
frocks based on the serial characters.
Idea steins from ft pitch made pver a year ago- by Compton,
agency on behalf of Procter & Gamble. Compton went to NBC,
which made some efforts to promote the serials last year, arid then,
to CBS, Which has mapped a fuller drive. Columbia’s plans Will
cover, the soapers of all its Soaper bankroliers and involve' their

FM

plus three; stations

sunset,

musical and an audience participation show are in the works but
their final formats and starting
dates 'have not been set.
DuMont, meaftwhile, received renewal orders this .week on seven
network shows, most of which will
take the programs through the
summer. ^ Renewal)? include Old.
Golds on “Down You Go,” Edge-

'versa,

Drive

The

which broadcast only on FM,
DuMor.t network* currently in
With this advantage iri FM prothe midst of a drastic program regrams, and with at least 265,000
shuffle to Clear some long-time susfamilies without FM as prospects
tainers off the air iri favor of shows
for receivers, dealers are being
with a better chance of tagging a told
they have a golden opportunisponsor, is still undecided on what

spots are aired.
If the national
coverage runs more than: five: hours,
the CheVvy dealers will continue
to get their segment each hour but

wit-

stations.

AM’ers can be heard only on

The

nesses the first week arid then took
-a Week- off with the avowed intern
tion of going back to Washington
and getting the TV ban lifted. The
committee is expected back in De-

AM

FM

TOMORROWS NEWS

motes and network pickups where
available. According to RCA, the
“basic buy” is designed to answer
the heeds of broadcasters planning TV program operations which
can be handled with a minimum
investment in equipment and technical manpower.

offers

to the prospec-

eight-station advantage for
is
due to the fact that five daytime

TELEPIX NEWSREEL

"

before the show went
a trade of air time
on the
for in-store display space;
Station has also expanded its
time on the air, having picked up
five half-hours from the CBS Web
last month when it took over the
4 to. 4:30 p. m. strip. In addition,
It has recently added a half-hour
daily to the Jack Sterling earlybird show, which now takes the air
at 5 ; 30 a. m instead of 6.

4.

tive receiver purchaser than any
other in the nation.

'

,

called .23

more inducements

but only seven

NeW York’s Favorite TV NEWS
REPORTER- on New York’s Favorite Station for TV News,* ‘WF1X

.

The Committee

FM

dio listeners in the Capital have a
choice of 15
stations at night*'

JOHN TliXMAN

;

Building.
At the

Washington, March

v-

on WCBS-TV, which means that;
As emphasized yesterday (3) j n
station’s “Late Show” will be push- the first of four
“Sales Clinics of
ed back 15 minutes.
the Air” over WASH (FM) to brief
dealers on FM sales advantages, ra-

•Ad veriest Research
promotion manager arid a sales
With an eye on the upcoming
This Was done, lifting of the freeze
and J;he openWard said, to enable the station to ini of ultra-high frequency chancover the territory more competi- nels, RCA this week revealed plans
tively.
for a packaged equipment combinav
He spotted a definite trend on tion, which will provide new operthe part of several sponsors to go^| ators of -both UHF and VHF stain more for station break plugs, tions with all the fundamental
During February, WCBS sold sta- equipmerit. they need! DuMont is
tion break strips to both Sinclair also said to he ready to announce
Oil and Griffin Shoe Polish, mark- a package deal for UHF stations
ing the first time either has pur- at a press Conference today (Wed.)
cross-the- in N Y
chased the. plugs on
As for the superr
hoard; basis.
RCA is listing no price for its
The heavy General Mills spot raimarketing operation, Ward pointed ^‘hasic buy” at this time, since
out that 16 different spot adver- broadcasters. Will have’ their Choice dio campaign for .Wheaties, which
tisers are now utilizing the system* of variously-priced equipment, de- is being pitched to stations, for
Which is a valla ble to any sponsor pending on what channel they’re 50% of their one-time daytime
spending $1,500 per Week, on the assigned, their transmitting power,
rate, was blasted over the weekend;
station for a minimum 13-week eto Manufacturer is preparing a
“
of Radio &
ride;
table of transmitting powersy. chan- by the. National Assn,
Under the WCBS plan, each nels, etc., which will list the price Television Station Representatives
client is guaranteed an instore for all equipment arid so give the as a “largescale attempt to break
display once every 13 Weeks/ Spon- broadcasters an overall price for
down” the AM rate structure.
sors can buy any facilities avail- each; individual
package. Each,
NARTSR lashed out at CBS RaSystem,, Ward however* Is said to be compact and
able on the air.
dio as “having led the radio rate
said, permitted the station to set relatively inexpensive.
tWo,bankrollers for the new “Joan
Package provides for the pro- reduction, parade” and now taking
Edwards -Show,” which preemed gramming, of films, slides, spots, re- the Wheaties deal for its owned;
(3 )

1952

FM

Co., of Ft.
articles of

incorporation with the secretary of
state to own and operate televisiori
and radio studios in .Ft. Dodge.
The company has capital stock of
$100,000 and; indicates it Will apply to the FCG for a TV license.
Edward Breen, who is operator
of KVFD in Ft. Dodge, is listed as
president of the firm.

air, in

5,-

March is
month in Washington and ought to prove, if anything
Raise Switch to WCBS.
that
cari,
broadcaster-manufac“Eloise Salutes the Stars,’* now turer cooperation in pushing sales
sponsored by Doeskin Products of
sets cari bring results. For
Friday' nights on WABD, DuMont’s this area, which is the third testing
N.Y. flagship, moves over to WCBS- ground in an all-ihdustry campaign
TV; CBS' video’s key N.Y, outlet, to promote FM, probably

service manager.

Monday

'

Gotham. Reports were circulating
here that O’Neil might bring in a
General Tire exec as overseer of
his widespread radio and tele in:

terests.

|

son.

Arrangements have been com-

pleted for broadcasting 206 league
games of the Athletics and Phillies

Chicago,

during 1952.

March

4*

Video set sales in the Chi area
road games continue to skid, with only 17,368

Station will air every

game

from'

Shibe Park and all
which do riot conflict with those
being played at home. In addition,
approximately 40 exhibition games
played by the two teams in the
South will be broadcast,' starting

receivers installed in January,
according to the latest Electric
Assn, tally. Iri the same month a
year ago,. 38,965 sets were sold.
There are now J ,095,185 $ets, in
March 8, with the Phillies and De- this area, encompassed by the four
troit, at Clearwater, Fla;,
TV stations.

new

;

i

-
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Washington, March 4.
„
Robert T. Bartley, newest member of the Federal Dommunica-^
barrage
of questions when he
subjected
to
a
tioiis Commission, Was
appeared for confirmation before the Senate Commerce Committee
Here are his replies on major policy is&hes.
last weeki
On liquor advertising on TV: ‘‘I would think they (the broadcasters) wouldn't take it If I had a station I wuldn’t do it.”
On approaching the problem involved in lifting the TV freeze:
“If they (FCC) are hung up. on an issue, I would just have to go
It might take me a good while, but I do
to the bottom of it ,
want to have the right answer if I came up with an answer.”
On whether Congressional committee hearings should be televised; “I have an idea that it might be desirable but I haven’t the
vaguest notion of how it might be worked out prpperly. There is
a terrific problem of how it can be done fairly.”
On Whether TV should be used to inform the public “as fully as
possible” on government problems: “I think that is the element in
any grant in a license;”
.

.

On

the desirability of lifting the freeze in connection with the
elections: “I think we ought to have an extension of television as rapidly as possible;”
On reservation of channels for educational television: “I have
open mind” on the question.
On the color controversy: The best interests of the public will

coming

be“the

sole criterionwithme.”

On newspapers owning
’against.

The pattern

m

radio’s fight for survival, is
taking fprm in the east and west

Crosley

decided

has

to

check

NBC’s “Father Knows Best”
program Citadels of CBS. Being a off
show, now aired Thursday nights
matter more of price than princi- from 8 to 8:30. According to Benple, pencils
being sharpened ton & Bowles; the original pact
.

to

make budgets more

attractive

called for only 13 Weeks’ sponsor-

Crosley ankling the show
April 3 broadcast.
“Father” Was bankroUed-at the
processed by Lester Gottlieb, CBS beginning of last season by General
Foods,
also a B&B account. Crosley
veepee program chief in N. Y;,. and
picked up the show Jan. 10.
his Coast veepee aide, Guy della
Cioppa, are two fundamental precepts in the current transitional
to advertisers.

.Behind

the

ship,, with

after; the

experiments

being

.

’

era:-

Agencies are no longer buying shows off the audition griddle;
First it s necessary to establish a
“track record” over a sustaining
period, to build audience and prestige, This is reflected in the current
ratings and client feelers on such
attractions as “Meet Millie” (8.8);
(k)

broadcast stations: *Np prejudice for or
y

in the programming end, Company’s network-type setup includes
its own “station relations department,” which handles the difficult

?

.

problems

of station Clearances,
with the happy result of getting its
tele programs on an average of 5$

.

My Beat” (7.4);
Is
“Lineup” (7.7) and the brace of
Screen Guild shows (7.7); all of
which, pnce established as qualitative entries, have been: sustained
by CBS over a long period.
The Gottlieb-della Cioppa
(2)
combine finds a new set of values
and sponsor interest in radio prop-erties that have since been con“Broadway

.

.

4
Washington, March 4.
Federal Communications Commission has a new chairman but
an old hand at running the agency,
as the result of the designation last
in
week of Commissioner. Paul A.
ABC has upped James H. ConWalker to take over the chief stewarship relinquished by Wayne Coy, nolly, veepee for o-and-o radio stawho resigned tq join forces with tions, to v.p. of the web’s San FranHenry Luce, Time-Life publisher, cisco division. He succeeds Gayle
Grubb, Who moved over to Fort
in building a television empire.
Walker’s appointment was no Industry stations.
Ted Oberf elder, now WJZ, N. Y.,
especially
surprise,
after he called
on President Truman last Tuesday general manager, moves into ConWil(26). The President announced the holly's owried-stations spot.
appointment the following Thurs- liam M. (Bud) iMaterne, account
sales,,
the
in'
takes
exec
network
the
nomination
day, together with
of Robert T. Bartley fulfill Coy's WJZ managership. Moves are efunexpired term as a commissioner fective March J5.
.(ending June 30, 1958).
Because of the importance of
having a seventh member on the
Commission in deciding close questions connected with lifting the

TV

Senate Commerce

freeze, the

Committee lost no time in acting
on Bartley's nomination and voted
unanimously on Friday, after a
short hearing, to recommend con-

AM

junct,

which

pansion of

its

is

mapping an

Lewis

ex-

jor

late-night newscast. More live proin the pre-midnight hour
is also under consideration and
changes are due in the afternoon
[lineup in the next few weeks,
WOR-TV increased its 9 p.m.
newscast from five to 10 minutes
and has added ..newsreel clips to
all its news periods. \
O’Neil, putting more coin into
tke video Operation, is aiming at;
improving its competitive position
by hypoing its program structure.

gramming

V

;

is

moves

ma

in this direction, as witdual showcasing of “I

ness CBS’
Love Lucy,” with a Philip Morris
sponsorship commitment on tap.
Such ^shows as “Strike It Rich,”
Ralph Edwards, etc:, are currently
“sight; and
sound”
getting the
con
everybody
and
treatment
cerned appears happy.

slot. Additionally Seebach will
add a new sports quiz and another

w

•

Boston, March 4.
WHDH, music-sports-newS indie
here, is ushering in March with a
week-long salute to' “Musicaha.
USA.” Station is^devoting an average of seven hours daily using special recordings and script shows to
spotlight hit tunes and performers
from 1915 to the present.
Much of the background info
Was Culled front “Show Biz,” tome
by Abel Green and Joe. Laurie, Jr.
“Musicaha’’ is being presented in
seven chronological chapters. Bill
Shea, copy chief and sales promo^

adding hew

stanzas and increasing hours of
operation. Generally the station is
Satisfied with its schedule,; which
has a heavy, stress on sports and
which put the newest New .York’s
* seven outlets into fourth place ratingwise in the last quarter of 19$1.
Currently It’s in fifth position.

gesture, the net-

]
I

tion director, scripted.

’

,.

,

AM

slot, back a halfFollowing
hour as replacement.
through on the reshuffle* the web
Trout
Bob
five^minute
insert
a
Wilt
newscast from 10 to .10:05, and expand Robert Q. Lewis’ “WaxVi
ith
Works,” now aired from 10:30 to
11, an additional 25 minutes to
pad the remaining time.
It’s noted that the web, rather
ABC-TV program chief Charles than gamble any new coin on aii
Thomas
has
signed
Underhill
M.
untried show to fill the program
Mitchell to a contract under which void created by the Sterling checkits contract talent
the web will have first call on his off, is utilizing
Schedule is exto fill the time.
services as producer, actor, direcpected to remain intact until the
It’s the first start of the summer season.
tor and consultant.
time the network has entered into
such a multi-faceted deal, and the

the 10 to 10:30

ABC

chain

may ink other

talent to simi-

lar pacts.

TO DEVELOP NEW

Mitchell has had a long career
in the theatre,

works are now planning some

p.m.

The emphasis

shows proved the scheme

As an economy

Program Veepee Jules F. Seebach is launching “Dark Destiny,”
a Bob Arthur-Dave Kogan package
Mondays at 7:30-8 p.m., starting
March 17; Last Week, “Terror,” a
Harvey Marlowe production; was
preemed in the Wednesday 7:30

-

,

TV

feasible.

programming.

live

outlets.

C|JS Radio was dealt a one-two
On the research front, the soap
punch on its Tuesday night spon- firm uses 15 different services,
insorship lineup this week, when
cluding Hooper, Nielsen, Trendex,
both Wrigley ’s, on “Life with V ideodex,
American Research BuLuigi,” and
Sterling Drug,
on reau; Starch Rorabaugh
Schwerin*
“Pursuit,” notified the web they’re
Pulse, Chicago Penetration Study,
checking off. the shows at the end consumer,
panels in various cities
of the current cycle. Dual cancel- and its
own Psychological Relations represent one of the heavsearch, Inc.

verted into top TV attractions, as iest blows suffered by the web this
The new Bob Eiliot-Ray Gouldreflected in the sponsor jockeying season.
ing strip Which preemed on NBC
“Luigi,” aired Tuesdays from 9 Monday (3) was built after special
for “My Friend Irma” (with Cavalier cigarets anxious to grab off to 9:30. p. m., will go sustaining psychological analysis were made
segment as well as TV), after the A pril 1 broadcast, CBS of the potential audience. The stuthe
That’s why, too, CBS is not too plans to keep it on the air in the
ies,
showing
the
economical
alarmed over the Wrigley cancella- hopes of luring another bankroller. status, family interests, preferences
meanwhile is pitching its in humor, ago level, etc,, of the.
tion of “Luigi,” which is due to Web
hit the TV. channels soon as a like- ‘‘Pegg; Lee Show,” aired Tuesday market aimed at, ^indicated that
and Thursday evenings from 7:30 “Bob and Ray” should (eschew trade
ly video winner.
to 7:45, at Wrigley ’s and feels and Broadway gags, direct their
Test Tube
there’s a good chance the gum, outto subjects with which an
A sharp turn in this direction is fit, which reportedly is looking for satire
older housewife is familiar, add a
an experiment now on the Gottlieb a show With more exposure for its
couple
of juve characters and it
agenda,7 + involving a test tube of mass consumption product, Will
other Ways slant their stanza for
“I Love Lucy,” the season’s comedy pick it up.
the Specific dialers desired, Harris
smash on teevee, which is being
“Pursuit,” which occupies the said.
converted to radio as a supplemen- 9:30 to 10 slot Tuesday nights, will
Working with Indie packager
tary service to an advertiser ten- be dropped when Sterling ankles Walt Framer on building the retatively identified as Philip Morris, after the March 25th broadcast.
(Continued on page 51)
the TV bankroller, 'Ther vast reams CBS is moving “.Lineup,” now in

(Continued on page 46)

Walker’s designation as
chairman required no action by
Congress.
Bartley’s appointment
was confirmed yesterday (3) by the
indications point to a flock of
Senate without objection:
“sight and sound’.’ dual programIt was learned that Coy had ming on the networks next season,
recommended Walker’s appoint- whereby the audio versions of TV
playback,
( Continued on page 50)
shows will get an
Move represents a reversal of
thinking, particularly on the part
of NBC, which projected a fullblown schedule of such attractions
a couple of seasons back when the
“Sight & Sound Formula” was presented to the network affiliates at
the Greenbrier convention. However, the idea was/subsequently
Thomas F. O’Neil’s new influ- nixed, even though some test platence on the WOR, N. Y. setup is ters of Eddie Cantor, Jimmy Du
being felt in the outlet’s video ad- rante, Sid Caesar and Martin &
firmation.

Coigate-Palmolive-Peet, fusing
of nine radio and television
programs, is reaching 14,000,000
persons Weekly at an average costper-thousand of Only $1.25, one of
the most economical buys of mass
circulation for ad messages; The
successful formula, according to
Colgate AM-TV director^ Leslie
Harris, is based on “making like
network in our Operations” and in-,
tensive use of research.
The Colgate pattern is for the
bankroller to take a. direct part in
its broadcast activities and Colgate
prexy E, H> Little has a hand in
his company’s radio-tele shows.
The “Colgate Comedy Hour” on
NBC-TV, originating from the
Coast, is produced by the soap firm
itself, with the agencies involved
chiefly jh the commercials and not

combo

of things to come,

going back to 1913,

and has done pix since 1936; He
has written and directed several
legit successes, and was co-author
Floyd Dell) of '“Little Acci( with
dent” and “Cloudy With Showers.”
ABC-TV’s plans for Mitchell in-:
dude two shows in Which he’d take
a directorial hand as Well as perFirst is a stanza on which
form.
he’d play a country lawyer in a
running drama. Second would spot
Mitchell as both, narrator and player in short story adaptations or. exLatter would
cerpts from novels.
be primarily a one-man show, al.

Murray

Grabhorn,

BIZ

managing

director of the National Assn, of
Station
Television
and
Radio
Representatives, will leave the organization next week to join Edward Petry, station rep, March 17.
Grabhorn will be manager of new
and
business, covering both"
TV, and attempting to bring into
advertisers
field
spot
the national
or who have
Sho are not now
never had a history of spot speed.

AM

*

,

ing.

ABC

radio

come Up with

has

some key renewals

at a significant

time for the web, right after
fered

the

loss

of

it

several

suftele

clients,

Equitable Life renewed “This Is
Your FBI,” Jerry Devine's Friday
at 8:30 p. m. feature, for 52 weeks,
Insurance
via Warwick & Legler.
outfit signed despite heavy wooing
by CBS and NBC, both of which
have open time on Friday evenings.
“FRl’s” continuation in ABC’s. Friday evening block, one of its
Strongest nighttime lineups, is important for the chain's other commercial airers on that evening,
ABC also inked General. Foods,
Lever Bros, and Philip Morris for
another ride on shows which started last October. Only casualty is
“When a Girl Marries,” which will
exit March 28 for General Foods.
GF renewed the Jell-o segment
on “Breakfast Club,” via Young &
however.
“Marries,”
Rubicam.
,

Was dropped by GF’s Maxwell
House due to budgetry considera-

N ARTSR board of directors met tions. In siy shift of outlay among
a x well Hou se
Friday (29) afternoon to mull Sev- the GF brands,
eral candidates proposed by Grab- took over a bigger piece of “Second
though some telecasts might in- horn as his successor. Replace- Mrs. Burton” on CBS, and the' relvolve one or two other characters. ment has not yet been decided, atively new “Marries” was axed.
Lever Bros, renewed its morning
Both ideas are still in the blueprint since the outfit has to have further
talks with the possible choices;
artd afternoon entries in the ABC
stage.
Grabhorn left NARTSR re- soap blocks, “Lone Journey’’ and
Deal would not preclude MitJordan.” \ Philip Morris rechell’s doing outside work with the luctantly, he said, because he feels “Joyce
Im- newed, “Against ifie Storm” in the
chain’s permission, but he will be the organization is doing
morning and •‘Romance of Evelyn
basically an ABC^TV property, Re- portant job in. promoting the reps,
Winters” in the afternoon, plus its
cently he was on the skein’s “Pu- building the use of national spot
helping; twice-weekly broadcasts of ‘'Break
litzer Prize Playhouse” preem as advertising and- generally
Bank.”
the
Before going. N ARTSR
Mr. Antrobus in Thorntoh Wilder’s stations.
“Marries” bo\yout leaves ABC
“Skin of Our Teeth.” Via his con- last year, replacing Tom Flanagan
between
illness, Grab- with only one open strip
sultant capacity, ABC intends to who bowed put due to
m, and 12:30 p. in—the
8:55
owned
of
charge
in
v.p.
and
horn
was*
film
both
in
experience
tap his
11:15 a. m. slot.
arid-opef ated stations) for ABC.
legit work.

M

,

.
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Vcdncgdiy, March

PjkRIEff
Baltimore,

March

5,

1952

4.

Gunther Brewing Co, ha* pacted
for sponsorship of all homo games
of the Baltimore Orioles this sea-

son on both radio and* television*
coverage is to he c carried on
WITH, with the TV outlet not hav-

AM
Washington, March 4. Climaxing nine months of prep-

ing been set yet.

One’s WGJUt

aration and planning, the television industry's code of good pro-

Jim Beach, producer for the
Biow agency, which handles the

Sets

Gunther^ Account, is seeking
sportscaster to take over the
signment.

108 stations as subscribers. Viewers
were made aware of station adherence through display of the Seal
of Good Practice which subscribers
telecast at various parts of the
broadcast schedule.
Just prior to the effective^date,
the Television Code Review Board,
which is responsible, for adminisr
tering the Code, held its first meet:
ing here and mapped plans for establishing facilities to keep posted
on observance of the standards.
The Board will meet again in Chicago in about a month to consider
any proposals or complaints which
may have been made since the

Code went into effect*
To implement administration,
the Board agreed to hire a fulltime
staff executive who will Work with

Cleveland, March 4.
cooperation with
Kroger s and the A. P. chains, has
initiated a “MerCHAINdising” program that will send staff artists
into food stores to help promote
advertised products.
Plan first of its type in Northern
Ohio, is expected to provide promotional splurge in over 197 stores
dump”
that’ll carrV “end" or
display for one week when advercontract
“has
tiser of brand product
for a minimum net expenditure of
$9,250 for a 13-week period, or
$5,200 in 26 weeks.’’
Station also promises to have Its
personalities appear for special
promotions in the store.

WGAR,

(

On Mpk. Farm Forum

as-

Minneapolis,

Larry Haeg,

in

tor,

along

WCCO

with

Earl

March 4.
farm direc-

Gammons,

former WCCO general manager,
and now a CBS vicepresident in
Washington, one of the founders
of the annual Farm^orum, scheduled for here next week, has been
named chairman of promotion,
More than 25 Minneapolis firms
;

“Sanka Salutes” program on
CBS Radio at 9:25 p.m. Saturdays
developed a hassle between CBS
news chief Ed Chester and Young
& Rubicam, General Foods’ agency,
After getting CBS v.p. John Karol’s
Okay for a five-minute newscast in
the

spot;

Y&R

hired

Win

While the justices occasionally
asked significant questions about
the issues involved, they indulged
in considerable merriment during
the arguments; Only Justice Felix

Elliot

the show. However; Chester
turned down Elliot, declaring that

Frankfurter, who consistently sided
with loesi of Transit Radio, took the
question seriously.
As 'the twoto
hour argument concluded, he re*
department. Y&R thereupon said
for a time at least, marked that the issue “isn’t a
Television,
it would agree to Coiumbia’s Writdoing the script, if Elliot' could' had come up with its own version

as

news programs on CBS have
be done by the web’s own news

all

ers

of the late A1 Jolsori’s Sunday
nights at the Winter Garden, via
the post-midnight series of feaon other webs.
ture film oldies formerly run seven
the
Chester, still said no, and held nights a week on WCBS-TV,
Series,
firm despite the agency’s recital of CBS web’s N. Y. flagship.
and
background. titled “The Late Late Show”
past hews
Elliot’s
about 12:30
Y&R cited examples from several usually running fromeach
feature,
years back when outside com- a m. till the end of
stamentators, such as Edwin C. Hill, was cancelled recently by the
a week.
nights
were on the chain. CBS news chief tion on all but two
of
a
storm
brought
Cancellation
still wouldn’t budge, and pointed
Gamble’s Low- protests from N, Y. show biz perV
out that Procter
claimed the show
ell Thomas had been added to CBS sonalities, Who
was the only one which gave them
staff to keep the rule in force.
before their own
relax
chance
to
a
Agency also charged that by keepit;* Client’s interest in Elliot
that he has been identified as
“voice of Sanka" on news shows

read
is

.

&

ing a “monopoly” on gabbers and TV receivers;
of the telegrams,
Illustrative
setting the talent fees for them it
was forcing up the package price. phone calls and letters flooding the
Client, determined to keep Elliot
decided to take the stanza out of
Chester’s jurisdiction by departing
from the news format and bringing
it

under program department con-

Y&R then came up with the
of having Elliot salute
people in the news, using four
or five plaudits based on topical

trol.

gimmick

items.

WDTV’s ‘SoHxr Time’

CMQ

Pittsburgh,

March

4.

First bigtime local teevee casualty will be Fort Pitt Beer's “Supper

was one from Barbara Bel
Geddes, now starring in the Broad-

station

way click, “Moon Is Blue.” She
Wired: “Cancellation of ‘The Late
Late Show* is driving me to drink/’
Chorus of the Broadway hit musical, “Pal Joey," sent a wire with
28 signatures, declaring: “As members of the underprivileged class
who must rehearse all day and
work all night, our only opportunity for entertainment is after
We’d
midnight.
Let’s face it.
much rather spend a quiet evening
at home watching ‘The Late Late
Show.’ ” Similar messages came
from Mrs. Galen Drake; Ed Rosenfeld, house manager of the TransLux Theatre, Radio City, N. Y.;
Mrs; Freddy Martin, and others.
.

.

displayed."
while Union Radio changed hands Time," quarter-hour musical strip
instructed sub- just a few months qgo.
series which has been a Monday
scribers on methods for displaying
Roosevelt, denied rumors link through Friday feature on
the Code through slides and film, ing them with Ben Marden, former since January, 1951.
It’S fading
through reproduction on station Riviera owner, and Bernie Relin, from Channel 3 the first of May.
stationery, and through newspaper both of whom are citfrently residShow originally featured Pat
For ‘Half-Pint Party’
promotion.
ing in Havana. He also denied re- Burke and Sylvia Rhodes, wifh
New 45**minute kids’ Variety
ports that he had bought Radio Frank Jarema's Orch and anShow, titled “Half -Pint Party,” is
RHC, the Blue National Network, nouncer Billy Hinds, but only slated
to preem March 8 on WCBSor that he was representing any Hinds of the original cast has re
TV,
flagship station of the CBS-TV
^
mained.
American capital.
web in N.Y., and MacLevy Talent
Studios has already pacted for the
first quarter-hour of the show each
week. To be aired in the Saturday
1:15 to 2 p.m. period, the show is
is

WDTV

.

:

Electric Auto-Lite Co., which
backs “Suspense” on CBS-TV, will
sponsor a full-fledged auto show
in New York April 2-5, spending
over $100,000 on the deal. Auto
exposition will be given a television airing in the 9:30 p.m. “Suspense" time slot the preceding
night, April 1, cancelling out the
mysteriosd for the special show,

Royce Martin, Auto-Lite prexy,
a couple of months back came up
With idea of previewing the new
1952 cars on the show. The segments, lensed on film with, execs of
11 auto manufacturers participating in the demonstrations of their
*52 models, have been integrated
into -the
time.

“Suspense”

commercial

As a follow-up
series,

Which

to the “preview”
is running for 13

weeks; Tom Maloney, exec veepee
of Cecil & Presbrey agency, conceived the. idea of the auto show.
It’s considered unique for a partsmanufacturer to back such a project, but it was undertaken because:
no auto show was planned for

Gotham

this year.
Special telecast will be emceed

by Ken Murray. Auto show, to be
held in the grand ballroom of the
Waldorf-Astoria, Will be cuffo to
the public.

leading some observers to believe
they do not consider the issue of
“forced listening” one that is enitfed to constitutional protection.
Their decision will determine
whether music-as-you-ride will continue in trolleys and buses in
Washington and about 20 other
cities. If the high tribunal should
reverse the decision of the D. C.
Court of Appeals, which held the
“Captive Audience” broadcasts unconstitutional, Transit Radio service can be established in hundreds
of cities, local authorities permitting, with resultant benefit to FM
stations, which transmit the pro-

cooperating with the Chamber of
Commerce here are behind the affair which is designed to create a
better understanding between area
farmers and Minneapolis business grams.
people.

do

to

the TV department of the National
ASsn; of Radio and TV Broadcasters and report directly to Thad
H. Brown, Jr., the Association's TV
director. The Board also decided to
issue a public report periodically
Havana, March 4.
on progress of the Code and to isA technical study of Cuban radio
monthly newsletter to sub- and TV prospects is being conduct*
sue
scribers:
ed by Elliott Roosevelt, at the reIn view of participation by all quest of a local syndicate of finanmajor networks, the Board was
faced with the problem of posIn addition to broadcasting, opsible conflict With non-subscribing portunities via these mediums, he
affiliates. If ruled that use of the will also study the possibility of asSeal of Good Practice by the net- sembling TV receivers here for
work “does not give a non-sub; local consumption; He expects to
scriber the right to display the have his report ready in about a
Seal on a local basis.''
month.
The Seal, the Board further
According to Roosevelt, the synheld, “may be displayed as part dicate hopes that assembling TV
of the network programming in sets locally would drop the price
Such instance; however, caution of receivers to a range which would
must be. exercised by such net- attract a mass audience. At the
work to the end that Seal usage present time, in spite of stiff comis delimited aurally and/or Visualpetition, the cheapest 12-inch set
ly to identification With that netretails for $295 and runs to over
work. Because of practicalities, the
$1,500 for console combinations.
local station would not be required
By importing the parts and
to cut away from network anmounting them locally, Roosevelt
nouncements using the Seal.’*
said, it is hoped that the prices
As to display of the Seal, the could be dropped sharply. His
Board advised subscribers that sponsors were not interested in asthere are no minimum or maxi- sembling radio, sets, he said, bemum requirements governing us- cause a preliminary survey has
However, ft urged sub- shown that radio now has over
age.
scribers to display the emblem, 100% coverage in Cuba.
not only at sign-on, sign-off and
At the moment, Havana has two
station-break time, but also when TV-radio networks, CMQ and Unit can be done conveniently during
ion Radio, and one under construe*
shows, provided “that such presen- tion, TV-E1 Mundo, due to open
tation is in a manner which would
is expandend of the year,
not imply specific or general refer- ing and ready to inaugurate the
ence to, or approval of, the pro*
Video nationwide network,
first

gram in which it
The Board also

Haeg, Gammons

a

,

gramming went into effect Saturday (1) with 77 of the nation's

Washington, March 4.
Justices appeared
p have a good time yesterday 3 )
during arguments on Transit Radio

Supreme Court

Following is the lineup of hour-long dramatic shows on the major
television networks during the next 10 days:

packaged by A1 Gannaway and
Henry Morgenthau III, with Gan
naway acting as emcee*

March 5

Show will necessitate several
shifts in the station’s Saturday afl>

Theatre (NBC 9 to 10 p.m.). “What Anne Brought
Home,” by Larry E. Johnson. With William Redfield, Beverly
Dennis, Tom Shirley, Michael Dreyfuss.
Celanese Theatre (ABC 10 to 11 p:m.). ‘‘Animal Kingdom,” by
Philip Barry, adapted by Philip Barry, Jr. With Wendell Corey,

ernoon program lineup.
“One
O’Clock Matinee," feature film series now Occupying that 45-minute
period, will be moved back to 2
p.m. and so retitled “Two O’clock

Case for Transit Radio was presented by Theodore Pierson of
Pierson & Ball, counsel for WWDCFM, which has the Transit Radio
franchise In the Capital. Paul Segal

of Segal,
Smith & Hennessey
argued for Transit Eiders Assn./
which brought the issue to the
courts.

Pierson told the court that the
“label of forced listening” with its
“evil connotations*’ was exploited
by the transit riders group in fighting Transit Radio.
Actually, he
said, “noise level” of broadcasts
doesn’t interfere with the-ability of
passengers to read or converse. He
pointed out also that surveys to
determine acceptability of service
showed that only a small minority
of riders objected.
Regarding minority opposition to
Transit Radio, Pierson said, “It’s
a rare law that is unanimously
liked by all the people it affects.”
Challenging the complaint that
broadcasts cause interference, he
said that “registration of sourfd on
your ears doesn’t mean you hear/’
Frankfurter disagreed-. “It’s not a
question of liking or disliking,” he
said, “it’s a question of being intruded on.”
When it was brought out that
pays the transit company
$6 per month per vehicle for the
right to Install radio equipment,
Frankfurter declared: “The point
about this case is that you have
no chance to escape from the
broadcasts.”
Segal was arguing that Transit
Radio “is not a radio operation but
a loudspeaker operation,” when
Chief Justice Fred M. Vinson, and
Justices Stanley F. Reed, William

WWDC

and Sherman Minton
chimed in to ask why the D. C.
Public Utility Commission could

Douglas

not decide the issue.
Justice Douglas asked what’s the
difference between car card advertising and broadcasts. “You don’t
have to look,” Segal replied.

.

Kraft

—

TV

—

Meg Mundy.
March

7

Matinee.”

In addition, the Roller
Cincinnati, March 4.
Derby pickups, now aired from A
Speaking on WLW’s 30th annito 5:30; will expand a full hour,
versary program S a t o r da y (1)
,

Schlitz Playhouse of Stars (CBS—9 to 10 p.m.). “Haunted Heart,”
by Arnold Schulman, with songs by Arthur Schwartz. With William
Eythe, Polly Bergen.

March 9
Philco TV Playhouse (NBC—9 to 10 p.m ).
“Dusty Portrait/'
by Sumner Locke Elliott. With John Newland, Audra Lindley,

March 10
Lucky Strike Theatre (NBC—9:30 to 10:30 p ini). “Guardian of
the Clock,” scripted by Irving Gaynor Neiman, based on story
by Robert Zacks. With Robert Montgomery, Jack Hartley, Helen
Shields, Marcia Van Dyke.
Studio One (CBS^-10 to 11 p.m.). “Wings of the Dove,” by Henry
James, adapted by Howard Merrill. With Charlton Heston, Felicia
Montealegre, Stella Andrews.
March 12
Kraft TV Theatre (NBC—9 to 10 p.m ), “The Thief,” by Henry

Bernstein.
Pulitzer Prize Playhouse

(ABC— 10 to 1 1 p.m.). “Monsieur Beauby Booth Tarkihgtoh, adapted by Lawrence Hazard. With
Vincent Price, Anna Lee, Audrey Meadows, Hugh Griffith.
March 14
Schlitz Playhouse of Stars (CBS—.9 to 10 p.m,). “Make Way for
Teddy,” by Ambrose Flack, adapted by Don Ettlinger. With Walcaire,”

ter

Hampden, Anne Crowley.

starting at 3 p.m.,. thereby replacing
night, Robert E. Duhville, presithe, collegiate basketball
game* dent of the CrOsley Broadcasting
now in from 2 to 4 o’clock;
Corp., said: “We can only regard

WTCN'i

Safety Citation

Minneapolis, March 4.
WTCN’S part in furthering the
school safety patrol program has

won

a citation from Gov. C. Elmer
of Minnesota.
He formally congratulated the radio and

Anderson

TV station for its “unstinted ef
forts” and “participation.”

the past as a challenge.”
also is celebrating the
fourth birthday of its TV station;
James D. Shouse, board chairman, heard on the same program,
stated that the, past five years
“have brought a double responsibility” to those entrusted with
radio and television station opera-

WLW

tion.

“Those who live beyond the
magic of the video wave are still
dependent on radio broadcasting
for many of the very necessities,”
Shouse stated. “In fact, radio
than 20,000 school safety patrol broadcasting is still growing and
members throughout the state last researchers bring to us each day
September, WTCN broadcast and proof that increasingly greater
televised the event from the State numbers^ turn to radio for enterFair grounds.
(Continued op page 51)

Joining the American Legion
and Minnesota State Highway department in promoting a special
mass induction ceremony of more
*

.

;

«
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TELEVISION’S

On

CBS’ Hectromcally Yours’ Pitch
New vest-pocket-size radio transmitter* which may make possible
elimination of the bulky mike boom from television studios,., was
unveiled Monday (3) to highlight the opening of the Institute of
Radio Engineers annual convention at Grand Central palace, N.Y.
band-width, has ? a 125-foot
Transmitter, operating on an
range and is Said to provide sound quality equal to any microphone.
Number of manufacturers and dealers of electronics apparatus
demonstrated their latest equipment at the convention, which also
included the reading of technical papers at the Hotel WaldorfAstoria and Belmoht-Plaza. Charles E, Wilson, director of Defense
Mobilization, is slated as the principal speaker at the IRE annual
dinner tonight (Wed.) at the Waldorf. Institute’s annual medal of
honor and other awards will, be handed out at that time.

FM

New

vest-pocket transmitter is manufactured by Stevens Manufacturing Co. and is being displayed at the Harvey Radio Co. booth.
Transmitter and battery are each about the size and weight of
pack of cigarets and so can be concealed easily oh the person of
an actor. Required antenna is a thin wire, which can be pinned to
a coat and thug remain virtually invisible. Gadget has been usedexperimentally and operated with the necessity of an FCC license.
Signals are transmitted to a receiver which feeds them into the
control room’s audio mixer.

Color television controversy be-

More and more women

are being
employed by television, offering
them far more career Opppftu ities.
than radio ever did, and at ABC-TV
distaffers are working in every department except as stagehands and
salesmen. That’s a far cry from the
time, a couple of years back, wheii
one ABC-TV building had a solitary gal employee and the femme
restroom was pointedly labeled

“Woman;”
One reason

for the booming petticoat payroll is the bigger amount
of coin being spent in video, Wliich

Chicago. March

4.

Admiral Corp.’s 195i net earnings were $9,586,633 on net sales
.

of $1 85,925*058, according to firm’s
annual report issued today (Tues.).
Television and appliance manufacturer’s 1950 sales; and net were
$230,397,661 and $18,767^554;
Bast year's per-share earnings
were $4.97 compared to $9.73 in
.

1950.

has opened up jobs women bah fill,
according toj Charles Holden, ABCTV’s national executive producer.
These positions include script researchers who check programs
for anachronisms and production

.Washington, March

4.

With the FCC cracking down
hard on horserace broadcasts, as

made

plain

last’

week when the

agency held up licenses of 16 stations, it’s expected here that, regular afternoon racing programs are
on the way Out. Some of the stations on the hot seat have already
served notice they're dropping the
questionable programming. Tie-in
of tjhe races with gambling, as emphasized in Senate Crime Committee hearings, and probable passage
of legislation to prevent use of interstate communication facilities to
carry racing information,

it’s

be-

lieved, will combine to cause stations to extensively revise their
racing’ formats; to get off the FCC

hook.

Although the Commission Ordered hearings On license renewals
of the stations
surprising that
least,

are

WANN

involved, it isn’t
of them, at
following the lead of

some

the same pay scale.

One
Phoenix, March

4.

Plans, to set up a dual radio and
television unit in Honolulu are be*
ing finalized here by John C. Mullins,

KPHO

who

is

and KPHO-TV prexy,
buying a half-interest in
Radio Honolulu, Ltd., recently
for m e d $1,000,000 corporation
which he’ll head up as president.
Application has been filed with
the FCC for construction permits
for a 50,000 watt radio station and
Radio
100,000 watt TV outlet.
beam wpifild be the most powerful
in Hawaii and would provide intense coverage of the islands.
Hawaii has no video setup, and
Mullins feels that the U. S, possession will draw high priority rating from the FCC after applicar
tioris have, been sifted in the post-

of Annapolis, Md., Whose
license was restored to regular sta- freeze period.
tus after it decided to discontinue
its afternoon -racing shows. It was
obviously no coincidence that the
agency issued its opinion on the
case at the Same time it
designated the licenses of the other
stations for hearing.
The
opinion, in effect,

.

WANN
a

pronouncement

—

(Continued on page 48)
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C. Nielsen Co., in another
move to establish itself as the “big
umpire” in radio-TV audience

which

is

survey
pacted* for the
being issued on at least a

yearly basis.

NCS

.

'Same sudser also had a big half-

band show on

KDKA

for

years until last summer; but pulled
out of that to concentrate on two
weekly teevee shows on WDTV,
“Perfection Time’* Monday nights

directors

is

Babette Henry, who does the Paul
Whiteman Goodyear revue and who
directed Sunday’s (24) live telecast
of “Greatest Story Ever Told,”
Bertha Kurtzmart Brown is unit
manager at the chain's 44th St.
Theatre, supervising all operations
unit,
including writers,
of the
stagehands, engineers, budget, etc.
The post is akin to that of company manager in the legit field.
Jean Mortimer, a 22-year-old miss,
is assistant to the ABC-TV production manager, in charge Of such
linfeminine matters as buying lumr
scheduling 200 stagehands,
her,
carpenters and other technicians
and dealing with various union
problems on the shop level.
Betty Forsling, ex-Newsweek, has
exec status in programming.
With the added responsibilities
they’ve taken on, some of the
femmes have increased their weekly checks by 900% over the past
three yeirs, Holden said. That
would obtain where a gal has
grown With the industry from a
secretarial position to an execu-

proves

been saying

show originates.
Under his present pact, Gray receives $1,500 per week and 50%
commercial fees, which
Of
all
grossed him about $2,700 weekly.

closer to the

for

what “RCA has
many ycars—that

mechanical disk is outmoded
and obsolete.” He too emphasized
that the CBS system is still inan
existing
tension of his present pact, with compatible -—“that
new contract taking him black-and-white set cannot pick up
the
broadcasts
from
color
the
sysCBS
through June 10, 1953. Deal was
sighed yesterday ITues.) by Gray tem without an extra gadget called
and Lou Rubin; owner of Chand- an adapter.” It’s RCA’s contenCBS
thus veering
ler's N. Y. eatery, from where tion that
.

the

*

’s.

New

contract ups the ante to
$2,000 per week and 60% of all
commercial fees. Fact that
will boost its time fates in June
is expected to add to Gray’s takehome pay says latter’s personal

RCA

tint system.

Demonstration
highlighted
a
showing of Verfcolor industrial
color TV equipment jointly displayed at the IRE meet by Remington Rand and CBS Labs. Judging
from reception characteristics of
two; sets operatirig side-by-side, “he
tube used with the CBS system gave a. picture inferior in
quality to that provided by the

WMCA RCA

‘

Buddy

CBS

spinning disk.

CBS

engineers

were quick to point out’ however,
Deal is also in work for Gray that they had not spent as much
(Continued on page 48)
to do an hour’s TV’ing from Chandler’s, which would be aired on a
local N. Y. video outlet! TV show
would start at 11 p.m. and run
either 45 minutes or the full hour,
depending on whether the deejaycomriientator wants a 15-minute
break before the WMCA mikes
pick him up at midnight. WMCA
rep*

Allen.

against the idea

is

large number of skirt-wearing
are production assistants.
These gal Fridays correct scripts,

A.

already

KDKA

TV

CBS

by

Barry Gray; post-midn ight comWMCA,
mentator-disk jockey
N. Y. radio indie, has been handed
a substantial pay hike in an ex-

;pf

a simulcast,

oh the assumption that the AM
Chicago, March 4,
National Assn, of Broadcast Encommercials are usually subjugated to the TV plugs. Some pos- gineers & Technicians (CIO) conget? them mimeographed, distrib- sibility that a simulcast deal can tinues its move-in on NBC and ABC
ute copies to actors, letter cue- still be worked out, however, re- person riel. Six staff news writers
cards and hold them to aid thesp- mains;
at NJBC and five at ABC 'last week
ers on dramatic shpws, and assist
voted unanimously for NABET
Gray, meanwhile, continues as a
stage managers in other ways.
over Radio Writers Guild, which
One of the makeup artists at panelist on CBS-TV’s “Songs for had repped the scribes for the past
ABC is Shiela King. Many of the Sale,” on which he has appeared 10 years.
male performers prefer the fem- now for 14 consecutive weeks.
News writers’ balloting was the
inine touch, while a femme can “Songs” last Saturday night (1) ex- second NABET victory in aWeek’s
make up actresses during their cos- panded from an hour to 90 span. Earlier 12 radio producers
minutes.
tume changes.
at both webs revealed their pend“In addition to these jobs women
ing shift from the Radio-Television
are of course making their marks
Directors Guild (AFL) to the CIO
as talent, scriptersi choreographers Teenagers Cooling Off
union when the current contracts
and packagers. “White it was first
expire May 3 1 , Over the past six
wouldn't
be
able
thought that girls
months. NABET has expanded its
to fill jobs where they’d have to
basic engineer representation to
give men orders,” Holden said,
include
transcripti
and com“they’ve proven their ability to
riiu ication technicians arid studio
March
4.
Louis,
St.
through
their
command respect
main taina nee men, besides the
losing more recent additions.
Cowboy TV shows
knowledge of the field.”

staffers

measurement* has launched a national Nielsen Coverage Service designed to update dialer statistics
and to provide a weekly and monthly audience breakdown. N©C has

Pittsburgh, March 4.
Big exodus of top beer companies
here from radio into television is
continuing with Pittsburgh Brew
ing Co.’s announcement of a cur
tailment in its
programming. Outfit, \Vhich has been bankrolling quarter-hour musical with
Mildred Don and the Men About
Town three times a week for the
last six years; was,
the verge Of
dropping the entire series at ex?
piration of ciirfent contract a few
days ago, but at the last minute
decided to continue on a partial
basis.
For the time being, show
will
continue on Mondays and
Wednesdays, hut the Friday segment is being abandoned,.

C. B, J oUi'fTe* RCA veCpefe
technical director, took diametrically
opposite
tack.
He
claimed that use of the RCA tube

Dr.

A

of policy on

horse race broadcasts. It noted “a
disturbing
phenomenon in the
growing number of stations devoting considerable program time to
the dissemination of horse racing
information disturbing because it

.

ABC’s top

said,,

lie

arid

tive spot.

WANN

was

of

sliow“
'

,

.

to

“that our system
as electronic
any other.” He conceded readily
that an adapter must still be used
with the CBS system, if it’s to receive standard pictures in blackand-white.
as

boners; program development exinterior decorators hair dressers,
costume mistresses* etc; But the
mademoiselles are also: handling
assignments,
traditionally
male
such as set painting, donning coveralls and slinging t brushes alongside their union brothers^and at

Adrian Murphy, prez of CBS
Laboratories, explained the deirionstration was held only “to lay
to rest Once arid for all” the claims
that the CBS system will not work
with anything but a spinning disk.

“We. wanted

ecs, set designers, clothing stylists,

Aft Racmg Programs on AM-TV

RCA

and CBS Resumed at
a high pitch this week, following
CBS’ demonstration of its field
sequential systenv operating site’'
cess fully in conjunction With RCA’s
all-electronic tri-color tube. Demonstration was staged Monday ( 3 )
at the Institute of Radio Engineers
convention at Gland Central Palace; N. Y.

tween

will

AM

cover individual

and TV stations as well as network
shows and will embrace out-ofhome radio listening and multipleThe nationwide
set ownership.
survey will be based on in-thehome interviews by Nielsen’s geld
staff with the data obtained by this
method tied in with the firm’s Aodimeter dialer measurements.
The- entire national Weekly and
monthly radio-TV audience, broken down as to counties and ecoTinie, Ine... this week confirmed
nomic status, Will be nose-counted.
last Week in
Specific volume of listening will be the report carried
measured for each network-affili- Variety that it is buying KOB arid
and that
Albuquerque,
ate radio outlet on a homes-redch- KOB-TV,
ed-pef-minute basis during differ- Wayne Coy, former .FCC chairman
,

ent periods of the day.
It’s planned to expand the survey to other media so comparative
yardsticks can be established fof all
advertising vehicles.
Besides the
station and webs, the national radio-TV roundup will also be of.to agencies and sponsors.
Arthur C. Nielsen, prexy of the

fered

their popularity With teenagers, according to Paul A. Witty, professor
of:

education. at Northwestern U.,
:

;

and kiddies

becoming more

their Choice of
discriminating
video presen ta tion s In an address
to members of the American Edii?
cational Research Assn, here last
week, Professor Witty said a recent survey of the; kiddies revealed
that western heroes have slipped
a radio-TV .and that a defi ite trend is towards
Who joined Time
consultant, will be a full partner in comedy shows, “up to date” films,'
the station; Coy is slated to suc- current events and. other of a simiceed T. M. Pepperday as prez of lar nature.
the outlet as soon as the FCC
\Vitty stated that the very, small
approves the sale, and he’ll live kiddies still faVor cow pasture
operadirect
to
in Albuquerque
sagas, but. in his study lie discovered that children from kindergartions of the stations.
Twi outlets are owned by the ten through the third grade prefer
Purchase fantasy programs, In th«e higher
Albuquerque Journal.
price, according to Time, is .apprpx- age groups, shOot-em-up programs
irhately $900,000, Coy said, the new simply do not click.
It is Witty’s opinion that fvvbowners have no plans for any
changes in personnel, with George t birds of all school children are
manager
of
Jufed away from-;. homework by TV,
Johnson remaining as
J.
I.
Mey Orson con- and they read less than before TV
KOB-TV,
.

McCann -Erickson
execs.;, Thomas

seven

per. Jr.

:

Alfred
general

!

•

.

was perfected.

Scalpone

executive'

becomes,
coordinating

activities

'

offices.

AM-TV

j

j

J...

all
and tele
Leonard F; Eiikson was
named head of the N. Y. office’s

radio

.

and “Tech V arieties’-'-on-Friday s.
firm, is supervising the project
Duquesne Brewing Co. on first which he describes as an expansion
of, year gave u-p.. -two. of its four on the original Broadcast Measureweekly lS^minute slots on KDKA ment Bureau venture launched unbut is said to be putting most of der industry auspices. John K;
that money back into AM on spot Churchill, forfner BAB research
. announcements.
That’s still a sav- director, has joined Nielsen .to astinues as manager of KOB.
ings on the live talent costs.
sist on the survey*

_

has
ui
H, Lane was

elected to the board Of directors,
taking on duties in the N. Yv office
as senior service division manager^
reporting to prexy Marion Har-

•

department, in addition to
other duties; arid Hendrik Booraem
Wgs upped to v.p.-managef of
AM-TV program development.
J. Neil Reagan, Hollywood office;
manager, gets v.p. chevrons, William C. Dekker was named medi
v.p. in N.Y.. arid v,p. John J. Flanagan becomes manager of the combined media department. .
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the latest Top-29 Nielsen summary,

CBS Radio have 28

programs on the

>jA

of the biggest-audience

(January 20—26) :

Evening Once-a-Week
,

Jack benny

AMOS’N’ ANDY
LUX RADIO THEATRE
Charlie McCarthy
PEOPLE ARE FUNNY
SUSPENSE
OUR MISS BROOKS
ARTHUR GODFREY'S SCOUTS

SOB HAWK
Evening, Multi-Weekly

BEULAH

Weekday

GODFREY (Lfggett S Mycrs)
OUR GAL SUNDAY
GODFREY (Nabisco)
ROMANCE OF HELEN TRENT
GODFREY (Pillsbury)

MA PERKINS
AUNT JENNY
BIG SISTER

WENDY WARREN AND THE NEWS
PERRY MASON
Day, Saturday

GRAND CENTRAL STATION
THEATRE OF TODAY
IT HAPPENS EVERY DAY

i

i

i-

r

Just as spectacular : The top nine nighttime shows . , . and the top ten

daytime shows are all on

CBS

Radio.

No

other network— no other

medium—

has ever built such a wide margin of audience preference. Don’t miss
this decisive

advantage for your advertising— on the

CBS RADIO NETWORK,

’
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Miller a chance

After, about seven weeks^ of Its
7 to 9 a m. cross-boarder, NBC’s
“Today" 'has shaken down to the
The extra “touches’'
essentials.

are gone.

There

is less

+
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Quartet. _That they’re wiched
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It still luxuriates, however,
two-hour span that compels reprise
of news and special events at frequent intervals, hoping to catch
prospective viewers who are just
getting the wax out of their eyes
or have downed that second cup
of java.
That “Today” precludes news-

of his

flailing

Eddie Davis and Hal Fimberg were
tt
”

is.

John Gay's ‘Beggar’s
with it c 7flth broadcast last Sat- which has become a classic. b^Jis
rather confusing
urdav (1) “Your Show of Shows” kind* was given a
presentacompleted its second year cycle oil hut sometimes ..aihusing
Television WorkNBCVTV in the 9 to 10:30 p.m. slot- tion onthe “CBS
f
i t
e the
e
s
(2).
P
Sunday
p
tine which sbreadeagles the field shop”
of humor which sortiethat evening -This top variety ses- mild traces
times shown through, the s^gmg
•sioi has come a long way^styce its
was too heavy-handed for the most
inceotion
part to project the full impact of
and
d
a
Hd

.

paper garidering Is, of course, .a
canard that shoulda stood ini bed.
That sort of "wishful thinking exthe
helped
hardly
aggeration

i.

iinf ?u iif h!c n r?f

net's public relations at the launchNot even- abuning of “Today.”
dant gimmicks and human interest

iess

inserts can dispel the impression
that “Today” is in actuality an extension of a 30-minute job. Its. encompassment of 120 minutes is
strictly an intra-mural obligation,
since there lias been no public
clamor thus fair for a block of
such teletfibnic proportions in the
early a, in.
Dave Garroway and his relaxed

iprUr
te

uoon the
U

^e

f*
j)f routines
creatiom

S

^ pleasantcontrast!

a

d S?ntP^ial
material

scneauiea nignu rne
-e^^rlV^iCd&ed^itWM.
legUlariy stwcuuwu
est rcBUiiuiy
«?si

MM

preemed

NBC

in the cheesery’s

9

to 10 p.m. grooving in August;
1950, when it had the benefit of

adaptation treatment by

Howard

Lindsay.* The latter’s workover was
also used for last week’s reprise/
with some changes that appeared
Unfortunately, to give it less wallop in the emovue’s” standard.
tional scenes.
Brooks,
the skits of writers Matt

brushoff in favor Can't Bo Love.”

somewhat of
Somewhat

Ml MUM

'§& fen«SS

erratic

confusion.
in.

>

below par.

I

"Tide’' is almost purely star vehicle. The Londoh legiter received
a critical blast but racked up a
•

‘'Pulitzer Prize Play;
j^ouse” last Wednesday night (27)
su ff e re d the fate that’s befallen too

abC-TV's

^any video dramatic stanzas during th e last year—that of unsuc-

cessfully trying.to tapsulize^a fidllength novel into an hour s
Taking it on the chin, on
s how.
expert- the “Pulitzer” show was J. P.

TV

^

the origihty. As far as TV
mentation was concerned, which is
ostensibly the motivating purpose
o£ the vworkshop,” Sunday’s stanza
Presented little out of the ordinary
tbe nnera
itself
Set rere
^vcpnf tb#»
oncra itself.
sembling a scenescope was used,
butthe shadowy quality of the
supenmpositions r e n-

b.o. score on the strength of Gertrude Lawrence. Miss Ralston has
been comparatively inactive in
other spheres; although she rated
high marquee as a picture name
some years ago. She retains her
statuesque blonde looks arid, if
anything, the matronly role ^gave
her an edge in appeal.
Nonetheless, the part is a real
toughie and the play superficial in
its meller moments, so that Miss
Ralston was at an odd disadvantage in living Up to the complexities of a role in whtyh she was cast
as the attractive widow to whom
l a t....
her
e 1 y-acquired;
..
....
....
.... son-in-law
gives the amorous eye In spite of
himself; Despite the “eleahnCss”
of
face v;jl
v* the play, in the *uvv
of the
vuv
overall theme, it can be seen why
Hollywood has avoided it. The
TV’er had no doubt been cleansed
during the briginal-s bop overtire
.

Goodwin,
“Melville
Marquand’s
Adaptation by Don
jj
g. A.”
lost
Atlas
Leopold
Ettlinger and
too much of whatever literary and
dramatic value might have been
th^ originkir Resid was not much.
more than a superficial portrayal
6( the home life of a general. Cast,
dered it ii,s.g.
...
ior the most; part, tried, hard, but
Show played like a Gilbert and was unable to cope with the stilted
;*
—
into the fun enthusiastically if
in
? always effeefayely.
y ftyin we d fairly closely the
Doretta
" ot
a rq a nd novei, about a two-star
,
beauteous and sang
Morrow looked
throwing
„ en gral a i most
5
t
g
A"uhy career to. tie up
R^t wUh
1
S
In
et
ty
yetty
?
P
a
P
“f .
t oomt>rlsJd^fameI ea^al*
.
t
d
an^e/Robert' Pastene/as ‘ihe “
ar-'vi?
wa’s
^eL^fwho
toe mixe d
Joseph
including
Weli,
he
jr
r
61es
t
n
ey
et
er
d
y
his
bride,
went,
through
the
.tm>
?¥’.,®_
§??Y
te
,L^ ltroips Paul Kelly managed to «ake

m

0I
1 0
and
*off pbrtorSers
So.md2d over a? scries oi characexpresidiomatfe
SrtStiohs
and
a
a nn that have become standard,
In fact faime of Itssuccess is measa vnAiicpnn (1 Will Q acllnc
such as the “IFs a small World”
the
Just
asset.
obvious
by the starr ng
an
are
developed
pace
diches
Imogen!
g<
a
same, “Today” utilizes him for tanddm ot Sid Caesar add
capabilities
only a slice of those
which were wholly reflected in his thodox treatment.
late and lamented “Garroway at
As the two high C-s of eome^V
His Surrounding hews they’ve seen their mentor and
Large.”
corps of Jim Fleming, Jack LescbuHe, Peter Roberts and Rada "h i! 41.v
.
in
cliff e Ha J1 is standard in function.
previous
There were some fine highRalston
lights on last Friday’s show (29).
her
A live pickup simulating a fighter pays
TV bow. General production Avas
neyed qualities in the script.
scramble at Andrew Airbase near sense for the marquee.
lca
I Kraftsmanship.
lyP
Second stanza of the three-part
Washington was one of them, also
Walter Brooke, as the radio comThe stock company setup of
on the Avar angle, a bullet proof “Show of Shows” has done things: P^osontation of “Peer Gynt.^aired mentator and the general’s best
on NBC-Ty s civilian friend, fared*. best, assumvest used in Korea by the Marines. for every act in the billing; Such. .®yh^ay night
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Garroway’s running comment on
,

film clips taking off on the predar
fory female via Leap Year Day
was full of chuckles. Also squaring the Feb. 29 slant was intro of
a brother and sister, 20 and 16,
who calculate their birthdays so
that they’re only one year apart.
Georgia Senator Richard B. Russell’s closeup announcement of his
availability for President got. three
or four repeats. A vintage newsreel (1927) of spring training (Babe
Ruth. Jake Ruppert, Tris Speaker,
Ty Gobb, ball fan Thomas Edison,
et al), was worked at opening. Off-

r
Ilamiiton Trio and NeU Fisher
Jerry Ross, plus, of course, terpatternfsts Mata & Harl, who are on
a now-and-then baste with their
stellar choreographs. On the thesping side, Liebman, Caesar and Coca
have vested understandable re-

cer-director Albert
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Gillmoi-e was just an a"Giac“e "Klein* "had
voung
too austere as the general s show blz couple buying
'
barn
e
ve
us ut
^K>vmg wife, but ih the middle of a Pennsylvania
5
i?'?,
bandled ?
sympathetic r, utch
community
to
perfect
,
lines in the denouement compe- their marionette act.
When they
ten ly
nn Summers was good playfully painted out the hex
i
4
v
as Brookes
wife.
signs left on their door and sirbsets were ambitious, authentic stRuted some of their own, the
^ n(j lush, adding greatly to the superstitious neighbors took them
show’s visual qualities. Other pro- to be witches.
String of coinciduction credits, Its well as the cam- dences bore out the assumption
era work were fine. Nelson Case until, crazed by their fear and i^

McCleery were a

U S
ar<?t
mahirp tp
years, depicted Vhis
Peers mature
ttys
were,
not so interesting as
sponsibility in such versatile hanunapwild
covered
youtn,
Reiner
and
Howard
Carl
dymen as.

screen recording of NeWbold Mor- Morris.
ris’ speech on political corruption,
Behind and fronting the. scenery
with viewer getting only a still is one of the genuine knowhow
of him, seemed pale.
Of trade interest, if not for public at large, was a bulletin quoting Senator Edwin C; Johnson of director Charles Sanford, choral
Colorado that Paul Walker had topper Clay Warnick, choreogra-

r

paging and production by produ- much. - Margalo

&

r

.

s ? onsor f® el 6P0d.
s h°w, ilaiing with Peer’s fakchairman and
‘
C 0S
In a
Change of pace from most
teresting mainly because Of its ero
ff, p
that the TV station freeze would designer Paul du Pont, mcorps
0 f the-plaj^ IPs "presented this
25.
r" March
be lifted
of writers and, making each, gear
-season,
CBS-TV’s “Schlitz .. Play.
IlallVe .
ing Tnd
alia love-makine
of IflC
the native
IOVv lllatvlllg UI
•All if.il ifnnnln nn uaAAUlIc WPPU’ mack of- fVin linfAlfllntf TV
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—
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Dunald O’Connor

ejwUnm

to

develop as one of the brightest

young all-around
biz,

but

maybe

talents in

that’s

As far

^in

is

as the 78th

concerned,

show what seems standard

an old story

,

•

man book—a

show in the

warSuffiitentiv

displayed

it

madhouse

,biU of 12 separate

1>esentatlons rather than “acts.”
envintf fhat
that P
been saying
They ye hp«n
by- npw. Thnu'tm
was nothing
especially
abo^t him ever since h? was old soi;iCo, but that would be; because.
enough to loddle out on a Vaude- so much is expected from this oneille stage as part of the old standOn any
a-week extravaganza.
rd act of The O'Conhor Family, other sho\v, for instance, Robert
But maybe that’s because there Merrill’s Toreador Song from
doesn’t seem to be a limit to his “Carmehi” with slick costumic acability to capture an audience, and coutrements and chorus, would be
then hold them. On Sunday night, considered an unusual effort. On
on the “Colgate Comedy Hour” “Show of Shows” it’s a. routine
over NBC. O’Connor held them as booking, which takes nothing away
few performers
the business from Merrill at all.
today can,
Caesar & Coca were spotted in
O’Connor sings. He dances. He three sketches: “The Quarrel ” a

sexVas

AnUraTnd

fndt was good

ih the Lieb-

’

(

the

^
Regent

fiW

*•*

ci carets

JIf

ever the eon-

midway

blurb;

Viewing.
a

teeoff
“Bambino,”
effort;
reads lines. And he does all of so-So
these superlatively; Added to this vaguely familiar and full of Italo
is
ah ingratiating, boyish charm humor, and “King Solomon’s Afriand showmanship that no script can Queen” in which they were
could dictate. If Sunday night’s joined by host Leo Genn, the
show seemed pretty much occupied British actor, and Howard Morris
Singling, Miss
uitli the youngster’s presence, put for an okay job.
it down
to necessity, for without Cbca did her tramp characterizahinv there wasn’t enough to go on tion to “It's Raining Sundrops,” in
despite such name guests as Patri- which tier dancipg and bellrihging,
cia Klprison, Broderick Crawford,, and the overall music, stood out.
Cecil iCellaway and Buster Keaton. Caesar’s solo woi‘k was the tradiMiss 'Mori son, with a neat pro- tjonal: interview by Carl Rei /,
Ludwig
&
duction background, got over nicely the comic posturing as
With two songs, “So In Love,” von Stranglehold,” and his click
which she did in the “Kiss Me, airplane number agsin dittoed
Kate”; legit musical, and “Gra- from hi S pic, Tars and Spars.”
Aside from the Merrill qper$tics,
nada;’ Crawford had little oppor{unity to display much beyond the ffif; Production side: lined up with
Bill
Hayes in a, confetti sequence;
tough-guy veneer that he displays
in pix, in a sketch with O’Connor Fisher & Ross in a neat “Girl in
that the latter made hilarious des- Every Port’ terp; Hamilton Trip about, A sequence where Johnson
pite its familiarity. Kellaway did and Judy Johnson in a real winner, wandered into a couturier's estabtaking „off lishment had its. moments of levity
an Ppening Irish two-act with the “Blacksmith Blues,
Star that was mild. Keaton (with on the Longfellow poem; and Miss as did the comics’ Gay ’90 croonJohnson
chirping,
in “Riding ing of “I Threw Her Love Away,”
again
laughs
some
Eddid Gribbon) got
with the standard “Waiting at the High?’ with dance -groupings for a replete with check suits arid straw
chapeaux.
fitting closer.
Station” 'sketch,
Standard knock - about, dance
In- some ways, the most consistA Songwriters bit with Sid
Miller gave both O’Connor and ent act on the show is the Billy team of Heiene &. IIo\vard sand;

.-

fd

^d

W

r

attraction for
W.
girl. He elicited

young hired

;

i

(

t

mat paid Off in lots ot
and promotional

test tveeK

;

yewer
alae

-

attention
e

Problem
^ ?Herbie ^
Mmtz’s

F

T

fill

^of

nightly

dS

his to*
tho ftrip to Sv ^' the
cOnv a backstalJ looks!e8 at a wideo sta
tion
SalU'
n^in operation
opeiauon Bo^
for hve
five^nights
nlg
“° lor
-WNBQ conducted a guided TV
tour of its plant from stem to stern
With WNBQ’s top newscaster

,

working

.

.

iiri*Anrt

^
h °W to

something aimost devastating to pletely the sought-after sympathy
among viewers. Miss Lockhart was
the mood of the piece.
equally good as the young girl, who
allo 'yed
middle-aged farmer to
NBOTV’s ’’All btar
Star
Revue court her obt of sympathy for him
Revue”
c t a
Saturday
( 1 ) -cam e
off as only so-, only to realize by
the third-aCt curDespite a wealth of ta .ty that she.
sq comedy,
lovpd him tbb-^liSSx.
production to aid them in their was probably
a surprise to those
f Unmaking,
Olsen and Johnson unfamiliar with the story
and so
missed the bbat principally due to drew maximum impact.
Supporting
Opening scene* for cast turned in well-rounded
poor material
charac-.
'
example, had the Poinics
hotel terizations.
rooty attempting to get some rest.
Telford (with Felix. Jackson as
An assortment of queer Characters
constantly paraded through the exec producer) mounted the show
on sortie standout, sets, -with both
premises to disturb them.
This
may have been; amusing on paper the interior and exterior of the
but under the camera it merely farmhouse rating praise., Camera
direction, too; was on the nose.
aadded up to tediuni
the
Posing as “Martin
Kane.” pri- Durward Kirby,
vate eyes, in another skbtch, O & J Schlitz commercials live again;
backgrounded
them neatly against
showed sotye improvement. However, even this bit Was remi iscent the sets on the show. Unfortunately, however, the plugs lacked the
of stunts they pulled i
the Winter Garden years, ago What With originality and subtlety of those
guillotines falling and objects pur* used by Schlitz last year and
porting to bo human heads flying earlier this season.

‘

i

gbod cast topped by Hirschman directed,
Lockhart and

.

I

«

Wa$ Bohd.anl June

the original drama and madefor'S
-plensutt, albeit not socko, hour’s

wM-»’-^Fb55iwSi-

a so
into the script for a

*

—

- had
ing an echo-chamber mike,
the
h;
“devil” convince them they were

director.

•

.5Sr"i.

t hes P ed

I
i

.

'

the husband confronted
them with one of the marionettes
n
the
form
of a devil and; utiliz!
-* l

strategy,

^

m

'

-

;

-

•

Clifton Utley as the host, viewers
were taken behind-the-scenes. The
tour visited the
communications center, its newsroom, TV
master control and even ventured
o u t bn a remote assignment to
show how a car dealer’s showroom
commerciais are fed back to the
station. Although the Series was a
potent, if discreet; plug for the
station, it practically fell, into the
pub-'service category because of
the generous peek it gave the y idfans of what goes on behind the
cameras which is ordinarily de-

NBC

.

nied them.
A' nod goes to Utley for a concise verbal wrapup of a complete
subject.

,

:

As far as tile trade is concerned,
chief interest in “Kraft Television Theatre’S” production of “Sepa

I.

sn 1 e s

E.

(Chick)

Showerman,

m a nager- for

Free

&

tele

Beters,

tember Tide” last WedriesdaV (27) has resigned from the station, rep'
derived from thq video debut of outfit. Plans for a ne\v affiliation,
Esther Ralston, The Daphne du haven't jelled yet.
iv/ri
Showbeman is prexy of N, Y.
-wver play 'Was done in London
three years ago. arid was TV- Radi Executives Club.

^
Wednesday*

TERROR

ANSWER THE CALL

v

(Brother Joe)

_

v

.

.

Charlton Heston; President TruE. Roland Harrimah;
Meredith Willson, musical director; Ray Charles, Chorus director
Producer: Phil Coban
Director: Richard Depew

Lewis, Bette
Lyons, BIU
Glenn# Ernie Lee and Judy Perkins, Swanee River Boys, the
Briarhoppers, Burt Father's orch
Producers - Writers - Directors:
Charles Vaughan, Robert Gilbert
60 Mins.; Sat., (1), 10 p.m.

man and

_

Writer: Ken Greenberg
30 Mins.; Thurs. (28), 7 p.m.

frOR-TV, from N. Y.

AMERICAN RED CROSS

meller series ‘’Terror”

CBS-TV

Which teed off on WOR-TV Wednesday (27) needs helpin the
scripting, thesping and directing
departments before it can expect
If
to win or hold any Viewers.
preem was any indication of things
has
a
tough
producer
the
come,
to
iob^eu't'out for him to remold the
Series into even moderate video

(film),

To launch

WLW-T,

Cincinnati
high for names
this birthday salute.

A

from N. Y,
annual campaign

was set by
Coming of
Dave Garroway was widely
heralded.
Joining him here for
the
one-time
shot
was Bette

jits

for funds, the American Red Cross
has the ‘benefit of a powerful halfhour vidpic that weds public service to entertainment.
Titled “AnswCr the Call, it bowed on the
CBS web last Thursday, was tepeated on NBC same night at 11:15
and will undoubtedly get in
f ar e
abundance of pickups around the
On the basis Of “Brother Joe,” country.
It’s good enough to rate
it’s
Fraser,
scVinted b.v Ferrin
saturation; the pubservice facet is
doubtful if “Terror” will please

S^

chaoel former Cincinnatian who
wsed to appear on Garroway shows

f

.

P

.

^
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—

•

fe„

m
.
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.

fl0Qd victim who is rehabilitated
hSa«S
C
local RC chapter via a volunnnt trod
tra^ by the
everyjdoor slarmor .heavy foot
teer who is the highschool teacher,
caused the walls to shake precanthe second, ,Dane Clark Is. a

&w‘jSw

WM

ously.

Camera work was

^
Marine

fair.

wounded in action after
tipping the enemy’s location by
of ms. piggyback radio. Al-

Gros.

means

though his

MUSIC TO WATCH
frith
chestra,

Producer-

Director.

^

Sherman K.

Headley

James McTighe

arm

left

amputated,

is

his life is saved after 28 transfusions, pointing up the importance
of blooiU banks.
Jackie
Cooper's
hospitalized

° r*

Navy Vet demonstrates the mental

therapy and inspiration provided
60 Mins.; Sat., 2:30 p.19.
by RC nurses. One of them helps
him to get his “mental melody” on
frTCN-TV, Minneapolis
First of Minneapolis Symphony paper#, to final acceptance by a
orchestra six Saturaay attempons’ publisher, .TheJ^rfc
hour-long televised concerts, a spots Charlton Heston as a Cl In
whom the Red Cross, gets
WTCN-TV public service, this show
Introduced the innovation of util- to,> he States by plane to his dymg
frriter:

.

p^any

izing pictures interpretative of classical music played by one of the
nation’s foremost musical ensem-

birth

bles.

support in

—through

whole

miracle

“the

The

blood,’*

stars

of

and their

four vidramas are
topflight in every particular.
In prolog, President Truman
__
^ message un
delivers a
on
the ABCs

^
all

Purpose of what impressed as an
unsuccessful experiment was to enfftl
hance the show’s appeal and to.
by
give to an ether concert of this
r^ n) an its prexy.
type more of a TV slant and to
tone down its longhair quality by
telling a story via the film inserts r^nGER JOE
I

.

E

w

‘

Trau.

>

With Jesse Rogers, PeC Wee

MU

to the strains of wonderful melody.
ler, Monty Rosci
Thus, directed to the eye as welj Director-Writer: Paul M. Frailey
as the ear, this conception of Antal 15 Mins., 'Sun., 12 noon
Symphony
Minneapolis
Dorati,
JOE PRODUCTS
orchestra conductor, blended the CBS-TV, from Philadelphia
pictures with the music, brief still;
(Lamb & Keen )
and motion shots illustrative of the
in its preem show on CBS-TV
particular numbers-and in their Sunday (2), “Ranger Joe,” which

the program,

experience diiring televised- symphony orchestra concerts when the
cameras are limited to catching the
orchestra as a whole; groups of or
individual musicians or sections.

*•***•

At the outset, Dorati, pointing
out what a powerful thing music is,
what it does for us and that it’s
always with us, said he aimed to
demonstrate that there’s more than
just sound to it. The inserted pictures would tell a story by describing and illustrating wh$t the
inusic intended to convey, or vice
versa, and what the composers had
in mind and what inspired them,
he explained. The initial concert
would tell us stories and later one
tripS ’ the
conductor a nnouiiced.
__ Anc concerts are televised in the
Northrop Auditorium, the: orchestra’s home, without an audience,
In this instance, the show’s smoothC

NBC-TV, from New York
“That Reminds Me,” a new panel
show which preemed on NBC-TV
Wednesday (27), shapes up as a
watered-down variation of CBS'
“What’s My, Line?” For instead of
the panelists attempting to determine the subject’s occupation the
identity of the subject (a celebrity),
itself is the. goal of the contestants.
Hints to the panelists arc provided by femcee Arlene Francis.
Her suggestions on the inaugural
took the form of Various objects intended “to remind the panel of
famous personalities.”
For the
most part they were far fetched

...

.

_i

:•

,,

i

.

.

and of little value.
For example, participants Nina
Foch, Roger Price and; Robert
Coote were unable to fathom Boris
Karloff’ / identity
through such
yague tips as a piece of lace and a
bridal veil.
Only when a frightened girl screamed in hbrror did
the group become hep. Leads supplied to identify Lex Barker (TarZan) included a Couple of toy burros’ and a monkey.

Although Miss Francis turned in
a creditable job as conferencier#
assistant propertyman and what
not, “That Reminds Me” adds* up
to a weak guessing game % that
hardly can be expected to compete
with the Pabst Blue Ribbon Bouts
on CBS-TV and Celanese-Pulitzer
Prize Playhouse on ABC-TV, both
of which arc beamed in 'the same
time slot.
Gil

f

m

w

A

CITY DESK

indoor/ polo plenty of new fans.
Although it’s up against tough

.

YOUR ESSO REPORTER
With Kevin. Kennedy
15 Mins.;. Mon.-thru-Sat., 7 p.m.

ESSO
WPIX,

N. Y.

Marschalk & Pratt
“Your Esso Reporter,” which set
a news pattern early in radio’s his)

(

in on TV Monday
with the preem of a new

tory<

bowed

night

(3)

six-nights, a

week

series

on WPIX#

th2 N. Y. Daily News’ outlet. With

Kevin Kennedy as commentator,
the show inipressed as being on a
par with most of the big network
news programs and can thus be
counted on to attract a sizable
audience.

1

Program draws, its hiaterial from
the United Press-Movietone vidfilm coverage of worldwide news,
the Associated Press wires and the
News’ own newsgathering
Material is neatly compiled
and edited, and Kennedy scored
solidly on the preem with his au-

Daily.
staff.

thoritative

style

of

delivery

and

good camera presence.
He cued himself from a script
spread out on a desk before him,
but not enough to distract from
generally

.

his

news presentation.

Besides its opening credit line,
Esso has restricted itself to a
single plug about two-thirds of the
way through. Blurb was interest-

With William Bay; John Dreiske, opposition on rival webs, the inCharles Cleveland, John Madi- door polo stanzas should be able to
gaii, George Tagge
nab a backer to pick up the tab.
was aired previously via ABC-TV, Producer: Ray
ingly staged.
Stal.
p.m.
Sat.,
3:30
Mins;;
30
had all the ingredients that make
up okay video fare for the mop Sustaining
CIVILIAN DEFENSE IN ACTION HOLLYWOOD OFF BEAT
pets.:
Plot and dialog are pre* WNBQ, Chicago
Starring Melvyn Douglas
Yin
First edition of this WNBQ pub- With Arch MacDonald,
sented in broad, corny terms and
Producer; Marion Parsonnet
Maloney, others
it offers enough action in the brief
service panel show* featuring a Prpducer-Director: Ben HuddleWriter: Rip Von Runkle
15-miniite segment fo hold the kids
tfm nn nf rhi newsoaher
Mins.;
alternate
Thursdays
30
ston, Tony Lang
and have them coming back for n?en demonstrated that it takes
p.m.

The effect was to vary the visual
monotony that some setowners may

Also, for some listener-watchers
the formula might have imparted
added beauty^ other values and understanding to the music. The design seemed reminiscent of the fine
musical backgrounds that one often
finds for travelogs and scenics in
film-houses, except that in this instance there was the reversal of
such arrangements in that emphasis was put, of course, on the
orchestra and music, instead Of the
inserted pictures which occupied
only a scant pretion of the ?«>-

Sustaining

t

’

^

RANGER

mood punctuating

Louis; audience participants
Producer; Richard Lewis
Director: Craig G. Allen
30 Mins.; Wed., 10:30 p.m.

.

J l

2
EjcbjiOynffers a different value
the Red Cross scheme, stressing
“Neighbor Helping Neighbor” In
the first, Hume Cronyn is a farm-

'

With Arlene Francis, femcee; Nina
Foch, Roger Price, Robert Coote,
Boris Karloff, Lex Barker; Jee

.

:

tu

Director: Fred O'Neill
15 Mins.; Sun., 12:15 p.m.
Sustaining
CBS-TV, from Philadelphia
“Junior Hi- Jinx” represents the
sixth weekly show originating from
Philadelphia’s frCAU-TV and fed
to the CBS video network. It also
marks one of the few moppetslanted shows on the air that
pitches exclusively to the kids,
with few or no adult overtones. Oil
the latter basis, it does an extremely good and informative job
and should help allay the complaints of educators and mothers
about how much blood and guts
their offspring are subject to on

TV.
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis, in
Show preemed Sunday (2), disCincy for three days with their
playing an original puppet charstage troupe at the RKO Albee,
acter in “Willie, the Worm,” which
had a. rearranged part on ^he spe^ is apparently
to handle the entire
cial telecast, but no public an^
each week, On the
nouncement was made of it. The quarter-hour
initialed Willie spun for his kid
zany funsters gave for nearly 10
viewers the Aesop fable about
minutes
and
next-to-closing
the wind and the. sun; making the
moral obvious enough for the
Show originated in Crosiey’s under-eight-year-old audience to
home- studios before a press and whom the show is slanted. He also
invited aiiidehce of 15Q. Garroway told some kid-type jokes, went
opened
by carrying
a cake with through a rather, pointless physics
a
.i?
ji
four lighted^ candles and was on “demonstration” and, in general,
stage through most of the proceedr evidenced he’ll be the type of
mgs, giving ample lift. His first
ings,
fir
character that will Win him plenty
ljne'^s: “DagSiar was here
e for
f
pf Viewers.
e h r
s ^a nl
_ going
Show is set against a college
L
J !?. ^r 2
to be hard" to fill her shoes.*’
He background,
where Willie goes to
straightened for a quickie about
since he lives underneath
WLW-T being Ohio’s^first TV sta^ school;
the campus. Format seemed flextion, unveiling when there were
ible enough to feed the kids plenty
only a few scattered sets in the of usable .information in the acCincy: area, as compared, to 315,000
cepted sugar-coated style. Puppet
today.
manipulated by
itself, Which is
Acts were presented in front of Warren Wright, who also does the
Wearing for- commentary, was bedecked with
a stage call board.
ma is, four hillbilly couples, The a college “beanie” and shellsome fast
Briarhoppers,
cut -^
~ square rimmed glasses for good effect.
Marian Spelman,
dance capers.
Stdl.
blonde chirper, and Bob Hund did
a pleasing duet of: “Someone.—
Mel and Illean Martin, both of INDOOR POLO
T’s “Breakfast Party” series With Arthur Little, Jr., announce?
Garroway before 120 Mins.; Sat., 8 p.m.
chatted with
Miss Martin’s comedy operatic ver- WARD, N. Y.
WARP, DuMont’s N. Y-. outlet,
sion of “Fell on My .Cadenza.”
Gene & Glenh, with Glenn at has a spek offbeat sports session in
its
videocast of the Saturday night
“Hello”
indoor polo matches from the
<,
m
f^n “fak e‘ ff “ Gene finished Squadron A Armory, N, Y. The
L
.nd harmonica
ha fmonica combo
comDo sport, heretofore known as a rich
a guitar and
with
man’s game, should develop a wide
audience via the WABD weekly airbarber, his piano,
ings.
It’s got enough excitement
took^over for a lively session, pavto win the femmes as well as. male
f°?. a J^e reception for Ruth
Viewers.
Lyons,
H1
The game moves fast and the
tads, who talked shop with Garrocameras keep pace for excellent
wav
The two-hour
The Swanee River Boys, vocal viewing results,
separate
two
includes
Ernie Lee and Judy stanza
quartet;
each
packed
with thrills.
games,
“Sugar
harmonizing
Perkins,
playhandles
the
Babe,” reappearance of The Briar- Arthur Little, Jr.,
hoppers, this time in hillbilly gid- by-play In top, style. He’s quick
of
dap, for a fast fling, were followed and clear and his rundown
what’s going on can be understood
Lewis treat.
by the Martin
ay even those who don’t savvy the
Koll
His efforts: Should win
game.
••

•
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THAT REMINDS ME

With Warren Wright
Producer: Charles Vanda

.

:

.

;

J

in Chicago.

all velvet.
eveh the most avid mystery-susconsists of
oense fan. The drama with super- . Answer the Call
dramatic vignettes running
natural overtones was static and
about
five
minutes
each
and spotTale related story of
confusing
Each playlet, is
canaster who is killed by one of lighting stars.
bridged
by a eh^al group thatH^^
his inotf cohorts but returns from
e whole together into a sweepthe dead long enough to save his
brother from the same end. Plot ing pacKage.thats plussed by the
construction Was vague arid dialog narration nf Jessica Tandy;, offcamera and on, Meredith Willson
was routine bad guy patter*
Vine
un«itrA«v
AtudiMnl
vAm
a
n
w
Thesps. who didn’thave much to £ ?K
d
d
5?
work with, overacted to the point 5,?^
??
Charles
uaries has
uas directed,
uireciea xne
iauer with,.
the lattertkav
wnn
They mugged ^
Ef Embarrassment
awareness of vocal punc

taiseent of the silent pjP . days.
Much of the blame can probably be
attributed to Harvev Marlowe’s
Imavv^hinded direction.
c f
tn bo nut t
tftcether

JUNIOR HI-JINX

A
Chapel, Ruth
Thall,
Gene A

.

Writer; Perrin Fraser
30 Mins,; Wed,# 7;30 p,m»
Sustaining

New "Video

TELEVISION REVIEWS

WLW-TV FOURTH ANNIVERSARY

With Jessica Tandy, Hume Cronyn,
Dane Clark, Jackie Cooper, With Dave Garroway, Martin

.

Georg# Palmer, Raoul de
Leon, Sandy Kenyop, Ace
Adams, others
Harvey MarjProducer-direetorj
frith

lowe

PS&WFf

195?

5,

-

_

,,

'

,
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,

the day’s adventure unfolded, Jesse (Ranger Joe) Rogers,
Pee Wee Miller and Monty Rosci
offered a cornball version of Slow
Poke.” Rogers guitared and sang
while Miller and Rose! accomped
on bass and guitar, respectively.
It was an okay curtain-raiser for
the yarn to follow. Story had. Ranger Joe and Jus two aides ©fl ^be
trail of a foreign enemy agent. The
tale unfolded at a neat clip and
..-fiefore

ISrmSt’^d’^ston
m

^Lr

.,tn.i1

Pjj;?

iwcH

uSri
#1

*

r

-

2R5
b
J?SP
SJ5‘Ranger Joe
«als for the
ducts hit home.
frkttc

proGros,

thv cTnaV

tc

Witt id Pnmtiss, Ray Sttber
Producer: Morton Jacobson
enn
1 c iwina
nm
s
H a« t A ^ n Q trwriW
••

•

,

wgntv

rhirarA

^iMalcolm^Howard)

“ TWi* Is
Story,” longtime
thefr lh*ertion Witt6irt^ distraction
f"om the
the ^ameto wOTk radi<) bicycled package, has been
1
in’' S
shewing* the entire orchestra converted to video via the cellu<

mSL

W*

'

teevee

*

"

quartet of “experts”

lively, informational
Unfortunately,
a ttraction.

on this first go Chi NBC news chief
william Ray, who spearheaded the
« ot stuck with one of those
•everyone’s against sin” situations,
what' emerged was a parade of
platitudes on a hot civic topic that
had already been pretty much

smothered by editorial oratory,
^ llhiGct under discussion was

Wg
® ^^^n^^sGr^

fa^

SC
n?. * ifnre

*

more than a
to make a

PW»f
fith onjy
ahd its^dtoidualsfgroups°of mUst
cians
and section* Serforminc -picked, up in the transition. It rer
with
AM
show
an
essentially
(there could hive been mordshrtl mains
Of the Whole orchestra) and the the Off-camera narrator still doing
dignified narrative reflect credit most of the yarn spinning, despite
on WTCN-TV producer-director the addition of picturization
Headlev and writer McTiche Nar- through a series of filmed sketches,
Two quickie tales were unrator Karl als^merited plaudits for
bis chore’s handling.
(Continued On page 30)
Rees,

>h

a Republican ward committeeman.
Taking part were the political editors of the four dailies, with Ray
sitting in as moderator. \ Although
Ray
Y made a valiant effort to get
the palaver down to specifics, the
round table only fleetingly descended from lofty generalities,
This time most of the dope came
rather than the
the sOap-box
from
.
- ,
^ ‘
feed-box. Probably if the scribes
did have any new info On the
murder,; they preferred to save, it
for their readers.
One device that didn’t get much
play on the openerr-that of having
viewers phone in questions to the
panel while the show was in progcould be used further to
ress
spice the proceedings. Also it’s expected thit as the series giitts niomentum, Ray will choose topics
thafil provide some spark of fricturn among the newspaper^gu?sts.
The series is based on the best
that of
0 f, pub-service motives
increasing the citizen’s interest, in

—

30 Mins., Sun., 3 p,m.
Sustaining
WBZ-TV-WNAC-TV, Boston
This telecast, which picked up
the action of Civilian Defense
measures where the pooled
broadcast left off an hour earlier
served as a fitting climax of an
afternoon dedicated to enlighten
ing local citizenry of extent C.D,
authorities have promulgated plan
in case an air raid emergency
should occur,

AM

With WBZ’s Arch MacDonald
and WNAC’s Vin Maloney han
dling the announcing chores, ac
tion teed off with shots of massed
fire departments sending up a
screen of water along the Charles
River adjacent to the presumed
bombed Watertown Arsenal. Cameras then switched td the disaster
camp set up along the river bank
With lenses following the announcers as they picked their way
through the wounded and hysterical citizens Hoyey Players a local
theatrical group, essayed the roles
Of wounded and; hysterical nurses
and rescue, .workers were shown as
they applied splints, artificial res*
piratioh, gave blood plasma, etc,
while MacDonald* described the action to the viewers aided by clinical reports by the attending head
.

,

.

9

SPEAR’S

WDTV,

Pittsburgh (film)
Pittsburgh is the first market to
get the new vidpix series starring
Melvyn Douglas as a cynical private investigator working the Hollywood beat for a bigtime West
Coast lawyer, and it shapes up as
just another fair-to-middling engrowing whodunit
in
try
the
sweepstakes. On basis of the Opening episode, “Cat on the Roof,”
adventures don’t look to be ahy
better or worse than majority of
the private eyesters.
Douglas plays Steve Randall, a
disbarred barrister sleuthing for a
hot shot attorney-at-law, and “Cat
oh the Roof” has him going after
a cafe singer supposed to be mixed
Up in a divorce triangle and running
Into a brace of murders and a dope
ring. It’s all in a pretty familiar
vein, in writing and performance.
Douglhs is part philosopher, part
bloodhound and part bored stiff,
and episodic nature Of the scripts

him much of a chance
do any Solid acting. Premiere
adventure has Mary Beth Hughes
in leading femme slot, but she’s
limited to just a few lines, with
Will Jordan, as a nitery impersonator and narcotics gangster, the
only other one to make any im-

don’t give,
to

:

In fact, the entire action
nurse.
Was grimly realistic even to the
carrying off of wounded on litters
and diie ;to the snowy conditions
toboggans.

pression.
Film quality is excellent, with
exterior shots of Hollywood and
environs good, for a certain degree of interest. The cuts for the

stanzas added up to a nifty
insight into, the workings of voluncom munity problems. Now all that’s teer civilian defense workers and
needed is a touch of controversy, should aid plenty in enlisting
previously,,
this
into
via interrpanel wrangling, to in- workers
crease the citizen’s interest in the poorly exploited phase of civic

commercial inserts, however, could
be better placed since they break
in on the continuity at top-crucial
Off. Beat’
points.
“Hollywood
doesn’t Carves any new trails; it is
content to be one of many,

-

show.

Dave.

.

.

The
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Elte.
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Any

salesman

is

a friend of

ours.

We’re particularly drawn to those who go directly to the

home

to

sell,

because

that’s

the kind of thing

we

do.

i

But you don’t see so many of them

at people’s front doors

$

as

you used

t

to.

in their faces

In fact they’ve even had the door slammed

by law in some 400 localities.
;

We hate to think we helped to make things tougher for them.
But while they were standing outside punching away
the doorbell,

at

we were already in the living
1

*

.V

room, selling on the television screen.

Today,

home

we make as many as four million

demonstrations an hour in sixty-two

major markets.

We

call

by

often as five times a week.

invitation as

And

the lady

of the house gives us her attention. ..not for just a hurried

moment

or two, but for two full selling hours each day.

We would be happy to demonstrate how effectively we can
sell

your products via Daytime Television. But

There aren t too many hours

left in

the day.

Wednesday; March

RABIO BEYIEW*
bob and rat show
With Boh

Taubman

Paul

M f M M f» M

whispering streets
Directors:

trio

Joe

Graham, William

NBC, from New York
(

Bob
York's

> ft

»+

>

Pro and con on Speaker of the
ABC, from New Turk
House Sam Rayburn's recent ban
(Knox-Reeves)
on radio-teeveeing of House comABC. has a choice hit of femme mittee hearings was debated Sundialing bait in “Whispering
day (2) on CBS' “Peopled PlatStreets/' soaper series which form/'
with two Representatives,
preemed on the web Monday (3). likeliest
of people to be interested
Format of relating a “drama of
Or involved, handling the debate.
life" (complete in the 20-minute
C. Arends (R., 111.),
Leslie
segment) as seen through the nar- Rep.
House minority leader, claimed
ration of a gal correspondent-authe move was to some extent a
thor is right up the distaffers' alban on freedom of speech and
ley, A good bet to pick up lots of
He also felt that airing of
ess
new friends for the General Mills’ press.
m nortant“ bills’1 “such as
r rent
products pushed on the show.
on universal military
the^one
e
_Initialerwas asoapytale.of a [^ini
^Juld ^ help pe^le to
bappy m a r r i a ge .almost being un(j ef S tahd the great need of such
^y ful<;id}Mi e^S? s iKf r,1 _^?f legislation.
instills doubts in the
blabbermouth
v
Rep. Richard^^llmg ®., Mo.),
wife’s mind about the husband’s
that
Circumstantial evidence supporting Rayburn s ban,
fidelity.
‘“.h^ having an affair wlth airing_ the hear^ngs would mterfere
legisla
a younger, prettier woman, but be- rather than aid in getting
would give
it
fore the doubting Wife does ^any- tion done, that
a
demagogues’
and
actors
“smooth
thing rash she discovers that the
were
husband was consorting with "the forum, Bolling felt that webs
reporters
by
covered
fully
--other woman” only to help him already
,
h
s thesd news
- ** C0St
being moTIlerL to Sftch
hawks betes
for their 21st anrii,
a more
^ban^w^M:
.actor’’
Gertrude Warner, as the femme a “ham

GENERAL MILLS

COLGATE

Sherman-Marquette
Elliott-Bay Goulding duo,

who came down

WNBC

to

New

from Boston a year

ago, have taken over a cross-theboard morning network stanza for

Colgate. The talented clowns,' who
have a barbed brand of satire;
should do well With femme audiences seeking a change from quiz•p r c—thev follow Colgate's “Strike

ItRich” and compete with "Queen
for a Day'' on Mutual and “Break
the Bank" on ABC.

|

^

Team is wisely playing down
intratrade gagging* and concentratr
nn ^ubiects closer to the haiisfrfu On the opener Monday (|j
their first target was radio pompair of
iddrcials, in^this cale

m

k

T

peddling March hares—,
With their surplus of bunnies multiplying in familiar rabbit fashion,
There was a cute takeoff on travespielers

characterization. This distaff burlesaue Should dick with the gals,
but material on the Initialer Wasn’t
strong enough,
Comics have freshness, versatility, an easy manner, and a sharp
ear in the mimicry field, .and come
across as prolific funsters. However; they need to do some selfediting. GiTthe preem they kicked
off with -a quick run-through Pf
their various voices, and the conr'
fusion dulled the humor. Dividing
the show into more definite segments, concentrating their fire on
fewer Subjects rather than scattering their shots, would heto their
also be a plus
.their targets
they get a rbead
u.jji
i j
the stanza should build nicely,
•

.

WLW

included his wife, his brother and
maid.
Several of the old favorites
Around the morriing breakfast
returned for the birthday show:
Doc mildly scolded his
table
Wendell Hall, “the red-headed
music maker,” with his uke and spouse of two years for interfering
practice, complained about
with
his
double voice, to sing, his “It Ain’t
Gonna Rain No More”; Gene & the Way the cook spoiled his
Glenn to do their famed Jake and boiled egg and criticized a brother
Lena takepffs; Frank Simon again who, it seemed, has an aversion to
to lead a band, such as he did for work.
On the basis of the initfaler it
the Armeo Band heard for long on
appear that future episodes
WLW, With Bennett Chappell again Would
the kindly-thought narrator of that will largely concern the couple’s
petty
arguments
and varied ups
series.
and downs. No doubt there is a
Playing with Joe Lugar’s ex- portion of the radio audience
Which
cellent staff combo were some who
will take a vicarious interest in
joined the station in 1926 and 1928; such things;
Bert Neeley, Violin; Freddie Rdhre,
But it’s .unlikely the potential
Richley, drums;
iUIU XVACX11
M1U8?V Milt
piano; Tom
audience Will be a wide one durSeiner, saxophone arid now musi- ing 5:45-6 p.m. segment
For that’s a
cal director; Karl Payne, violi
time when, housewives are preparthe kids are watching
dinner
and
? iplin and Lugar, saxo-

fields.

Sere^shd 4de

mick

..

1

:

f orma i
*w»**«A

Hall, Salt ft Peanuts, With Patricia Wheel, Don Curtis.
Margaret Hamilton, Georgs Rm*
Glenn, Frank Simon,

ft

Ma

for
the drama’s parts, were~believable. a good program
Direction was nicely paced and the
Arlene Francis, pinchhitting for
script was n e a jt l y constructed.
Commercials were spotted care- the vacationing Bert Parks, competently filled the emcee role on
Gros.
fully,
ABC’s “Stop the Music” show
Sunday (2). Although Miss Francis
CONGRESSIONAL
ROUNDUP
_
doesn’t punch too hard., with the
With James Borman, Larry Haeg, gags* she has an ingratiatingly inWilliam Costello, others
formal manner and manages to
Producer-director: Borman
come bp With enough bright lines
30 Mins., Tries., Feb. 19, 9:30 p.m. to give the stanzas a /light touch
WCCO, Minneapolis
and fast peace. ,

Washington

1952

i'ji

announcer. Bob Schaerrp
Bennett Chappell, Ruth Lyons,
Bill Thall, Ernie Lee, Eva Par- Writer: Manya Starr
D.
Director:
John Diets
James
nell, John Amrein,
Shouse, Robert E. DuuvUle, 15 Mins*; Mon*-thrn-Frl., 5:45 n.nu
Niles Trammell; Don Davis, nar- EX-LAX
rator; Peter Grant, Eddie Linn, WiBC, from New York
(Warurtck ft hegler)
announcers; Joe Lugar’s orch
Writer: Verne Jay
“The Doctor’s Wife/’ a 15-minLammers
Producer: Charles
ute cross-the-board show which
60 Mins.; Sat. (1), 8 p.m*
preemed Monday (3) on NBC, is
Sustaining
conventional soap opera*
It’s no
Cincinnati
better—no worse than scores of its
WLW,
counterparts
that
in
WLW's
have
out
been
dutThis salute stands
long stretch of special programs. ering up the kilocycles for some
Lots of vet staffers had their hands 20 odd years. ^
and Pa characters,
in the show.
Story line is best described by
by John. Amrein and Eva Parnell, the following excerpt from an NBC
“
as listeners from the first time the press release;
‘The Doctor’s Wife’
station’s call letters hit the airy Will relate the drama of a doctor’s
did a swell; job of reminiscing. life as seen through the eyes of his
Illusion had splendid authoring;
wife/’ Opening installment took a
Oldtime tuners-in were made to good step in that direction.
For dialers were introduced to a
feel proud to relive programs of
staffers by the score, who young physician who had an “exto
cellent”
practice on an “elm-liried”
fold
Crosley
the
went on from
gain wider popularity via the net- street in a suburban New York
Other dramatic perSonnae
works, on the screen and in other town.

SFAfflffiLSP*

to tape record an in*w*uufcfluvi* a
MwvHpoiwi by
discussion
mj Minnesota’s
Congressional delegation, includprovideu
is
background
Musical
ing its two Senators and all Concompetently by the Paul Taubman gressmen, of vital problems c° n "
trio, which inStrumentaled Be My fronting the lawmakers, especially
Lite’s Companion” on the tee^ott.
Transcribed commercials for Vel, sotans. The half-hour expounding
Veto and Ajax included tuneful of views under the questioning of

^

I

With Wendell

--

logs and some not-too-suceessful

would

7

^

WLW

Gene

Radio

Marshall
Producer-director: Ken MacGregor
Writer; Margaret Sangster
Writers: Elliott, Gouldiuf
go Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 10:25 a.m.
15 Mins.; Mom-Fri., 11:30 a.m.

zanies

+.

»

Ray Goulding; With Gertrude Warner, other*

Elliott,

5,

THE DOCTOR’S WI**'

$0TH ANNIVERSARY

.

;

^ ^

.

(

;

arid the straight musical ofadding up to solid enter-

’

P h P ne

ferings
feririfis

-

From

tainmerit values.

the present talent

in TV. A morning slot would have
been more appropriate for a show
crop of this nature.

Performances were fairly good.
niot Bmwn and Kav Armen were Ruth Lyons and Bill Thall,
arid
who are spotlighted on
regular vocahsts On the show, de- TV audience participating shows, Patricia Wheel was credible as the
wife,
Don Curtis was believable as
and
pops
current
brace
red a
for a friendly Chat; Ernie Lee, hill- the doctor, Margaret Hamilton imincluding “Yes, Yes
oldies,
billy ace, singing “Hominy Grits,” pressed
as the cook-maid and
the
Down
Your Eyes,” “Cruising
and the Three Tones, femme close George Hill, was adequate in the
River,” “I Can Dream, Can’t* I”
~
Bril.
news director James Borman, and “Chattanoogie Shoe Shine harmony singers.
Jingles.
small bit as the brother. Script is
James D. Shouse, chairman of by veteran soap author Manya
Washingtori correspondent William ^iSehtallv^was
Crosley Broadcasting Corp Starr.
iux the
show for
iasi snow
.tne last
ciaentany, was "the*
Feb.
an airing
vv. i 9>
vunvMW. given ....
Costello;
Robert R Dunvilte
board,
...... a *
Plugs for Ex-Lax were of the obfor the
With Marcel Minoux; Albert Roc* proved a inerltprious public serv- Miss Arraeh who heiids
suitable for
vious variety: “. .
Coastlor i Metro film assignment,
chla‘, announcer
ice arid made for an interesting
to
thanks
briefly.
They
gave
he£rd
every
.member of the family
•
She's being replaced by June Valli
Producer: Minoux
and informative gab session that who’s
continued
arid
pledged
listeners
laxative,
tasting
best
America’s
of
Version
on the video.
30 Mins.; Mon.-Sat., 7:30 p.m.
fitted nicely into the station’s proendeavor for greater “entertain- both gentle and effective.” Gitb.
Music.”
the
“Stop
Participating
gramming as a variance of its fare.
ment and information service.*
WOV, N. Y.
Wilkey several years ago initiNiles Trammell, NBC board chair“The Saturday Night Revue/’ mam extended high praise to the FIRE ASSIGNMENT
ui-nu&uai f ndie, whica con- aiea
This
X ms bi-lirigual
of vismng
visitirig
ated an annual custom or
language vVaShington in January and beirig (NBC, 10:30 p.m.) originally framed Qrosley organization via a record With Gordie Eaton, Frank Butler
Italian
on
centrates.
^
stanzas, has inserted a cross-the- h6st
Con- as a showcase for British songstress ing
Minnesota
Producer: Jatries Bormann
the
Koll.
board half-hour in French he- g res si6hal deleg a tioU at a^diriner Vera Lynn, who has returned to
Director: Bob McKinsey
Engpending
its
and
guesters
shows
usirig
Italo
tween the
there. This time he conceived the England, is
Writer: Briice Anderson
MR* 30 Mins.; Sat. (1), 6:30 p.m.
iish block. New Gallic series,’, em- idea of using the occasion for per- disposition as to Who will be the AROUNDceed by Marcel Minoux, .should’ netting the guests to inform tneir permanent tenant in this slot. Kay
WCCO, Minneapolis
latch on to the French-speaking constituent$ back home how they Armen and Clark Dennis, a good with Bob Hamilton, Lynn Woods
Thanks to Bruce Anderson’s fine
1m .iltA «vt
At««r\rvAl
'U1*AU
j
L.
1
M
L a1 4
4-U a TVjT
area, stand
the metropplitan
Otll^FS
audience in
on various, important issues, pair of voices, held down the March
scripting, Janies Bormann’s skillProducer: E. B. Brinckerhoff
and also appeal to the sizable hum- thuO affording a lowdown on the X slot and turned in fine jobs.
ful producing and Bob McKinsey ’s
her of students interested in the entire delegation’s stand. Accordable directing, as well as Gordie
Program, however, showed that Director: Hubie Weiss
tongue.
ingly, he took along three staffers there was little rehearsal arid gen- 30-Mins.; Mori., 9:30 p.m.
Eaton and Frank Butler’s top^
Musiproduced
well
is
Show
who particularly know their onions eral overall planning or else the BROWN’S VELVET ICE CREAM drawer narrating, the local Red
Qally it offers records that, shoula & s far as public: affairs are con- principals Were booked at the last WDSU-TV, New Orleans
Cross furid raising campaign should
gick with./tl^-'g^eral public. --.CM corned and. who have qualified... as minute. It’s the pnly method of
This show is designed to take receive substantial impetus^ from
the preem Monday (3) disks in- topdrawer interviewers.
explaining the lack of any duetting viewers on visits to top night spots, this radio public .service offering*
eluded two items by_ Maurice
Borinan, the moderator, led off 0 f these voices. The Roy Shields restaurants, little theatres, etc. The “Fire Assignment/; Which packed a
Chevalier and tunes by Edith Piaf by questioning the delegation re- Qrc h provided some lush arrange- initial effort indicated that the terrific dramatic impact.
jndJear Sablon, also familiar to garding mail from back home On ments, arid the Johnny Smith program has a good potenUal
Reconstructing a recent apartY ank audiences. Anpre
the proposed univei^al military Quintet broke out for a slick or- whirii may be realized once a few ment house fire in which 17 among
nere
names
not
Gould,
Anny
and
training program. He brought out chestral interlude with the guitar more stanzas are under the belt, the 46 occupants losf their lives
but popular on the Continent, a wo that there has been an avalanche as the predoriiinant instrurrient.
Opener
had some ragged mo and the part played by the Red
•"
numwere represented with good
of letters and about 99% are in
ments and overall production Cross in furnishing aid and relief
the
opposition, farmers being espebers.
pacing for the suffering
AVA better
— survivors,
MV
VIIV need for
OMV IT VU the
showed
_•
A
Show included greetings by daily aroused over the prospect of THE TURNING WHEEL
and tightening If it’s to capitalize show socked home. In tremendous
Radioof
head
Pierre Crenesse,
being deprivetTof their sons’ labor With Melvyn Douglas, narrator
on its advantages enough to hold fashion the/- Red Cross important
diffusion Francaise’s North-Ameri- contributions.
The Senators and Writer: Lou Hazam
audience interest. Nonetheless, the aud essential role and place in the
can service; and Roger SeydOux, Congressmen’s own sentiments, as Director: Fred Weihe
basic values for an entertaining community and the sterling work
A drawn out by Borman’s queries, Producer: Wade Arnold
French consul general here.
half-hour have beeri mplded to- R performs, in times of disaster.
There can be little doubt that ^;he
newscast by Albert ROcchia, of the also Were mostly adverse.
30 Mins,; Sun., 1:30 p.m.
gether.
included
French press association,
The scandal Of the theft of WNBC, N. Y.
must have impelled many
Show has a natural peg on which recital
bulletins On the current cabinet stored grain,: now confronting the
Presented in cooperation With to hang a weekly presentation, par- listeners to dig down in the jeans
to do their financial bits for sUch
crisis, the war in Indo-China and Commodity Credit Corp., was the
League of ticularly iri view of the glamour a worthy cause.
other news of France in French. next conversation topic with Haeg the Child Welfare
Consensus America, “The Turning Wheel” is usually associated with places
should have a highly market- coaxirig the opinions.
It was a familiar arid riow old
visited.
.story here, this tale of the local
able commodity in this specialized- seemed to be that “glaring neg- » foUr-stanza series directed at
^
Program hit. one snagm preem Tapartment house holocaust on an
Bril.
audience strip.
)
early morning, but
so many thrilling arid
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BUD BREES SHOW

45 Mins.; Mon.-Sat., 12:15 p.m.
60 Mins. Mon.-Sat. 8 p.m.
Participating.

WPEN,

Philadelphia

Humphrey declared.
Then Borman wanted

to

.know

the members’ attitude toward the
proposed 85 billion dollar budget
“Breezing and if thqre'd likely be a cut. One

dren, adoptions, foster homes wd\ mou Sl^e
taxi starters
mpntfli hveiene
hveiPnp will he
.
mental
be the core
of hostelry also should
Sfnw
On brisis Of the 2*a entrance
been ^lenced during arrival,
(2)
thf<? series is ?
P
-LobbyJightmg needed sharpening,
-.HSH2L on a Tolid drkmat^
Bob
a * Mr: . Brown,
seemed handicapped in his moven fino
Tonflieht eastina and
ments
by
long cord of microphone
nvprflll nnHsheS nrortnetinn livina
he ramed.
s trona impact
imDact to^he
welfare mes
mes;Strong
to ine. wenare
Best portion of show Came after

S Wh

^

!

,

.

.

^

.

r ® a h5tic

quality

^n

its

delmeation

the family tensions .resulting
kid s being tossed around
The
rom
due place to another.
f
happy windup,
which the town s
church groups i*nd welfare leagues
Jdm to ‘lick the shortage of day
care centers, had a soap opera patness, but was effective nonetheless
in getting across the message that
civic action can be directed to?f

from

m

As narrator, Melvyn Douglas
handled his lines with quiet force,i

Herm.

ingeniously
together
togemer this
tms time so ingeniously
and dramatically, that it well bore

this sort of retelling and it uridoubtedly gripped listeners in and
’held their interest, as well as, incidentally, being informative as
and loosening those pursestrings.
Just on its own, it stacked up as a
rattling gopd radio show -Which
Hamilton and date, Lynn Woods, revealed Anderson’s rare sense for
were .greeted at Blue Room eri- the- dramatic and his talent to put
trance by Captain Bob Seay and it into vivid words and build an
ushered to table. Once inside plush exciting recital around it
spot, the program took on some
Eniovimr the benefit of backsparkle. The camera work was ceri- ground music and sound effects
tered on facets of room^ v/ith view- that enhanced dramatic values; the
ers getting a ringside glimpse of documentary hit a fast pace from
the prdceedings, plus shot$ of the the start .and never slowed down,
customers, which added a lealistic The two narrators, cutting in on
touch. The full flavor of the flopr each other effectively, pointed put
show was captured and the per- at the outset, to arrest general
formances were uniformly good. listener interest, that while this
But there again, the lighting Was was a' Minneapolis fire it could
at low key at times.
have happened anywhere, and thus
Filmed scenes of the city’s hotels the story widened the area of conarid night views of Canal St., the cern and affected everybody,
main stem, with its myriads of
All in all, here was a hangup
lights, were well done and nicely narrative handled perfectly and
integrated into the live segments undoubtedly achieving ;all_of Its
Rees.
of show*
Liuz.
purposes.
.

wards positive goals.

fulness.

I

.

'

His, soloing with in- costs are likely to be even higher
strumental combos, or “harmoriiz- at the end of 1952, gave his own
ing” with names is unostentatious, opinion the budget will not be regiving the effect of a natural desire vised and predicted “people will
to hum along With numbers.
treasure liberty above dollars.”,
Selcctioris for the •Brees harmoOther subjects discussed were
nizing lean’ heavily to chirpers— the St. Lawrence Seaway, bill and
Dolores Gray, Rqsemary Clooney, the prospects of fsetting it. out of
etc. -r- against committee, what Congress is likely
Fontaine
Sisters,
Whom his voice shows to best con- to do to prevent a recurrence of
trast. He even adds ari extra part last summer’s Minnesota floods,
to Patti Page’s. “Come What May.” arid REA powers,
Brees was formerly vocalist with
Alt in all; the handling of the
Bob Chester orch. He is generous show left nothing to be desired.
Rees.
(Continued ort page 50)

7

^

1

With musical intro
Along with the Breeze” and a few member thought it would be pared ™j
words to teen-age studio audience, to 71 billions.
Another pointed
Bud Brees kicks off neatly an in- out 'that the bulk has been apporformal session of spinning, marked tioned for defense, and European.
*
by his crooning along with the plat- aid and to pay past wars' costs.
...
,
,
Billed as the “singing disk There
ters.
apparently wasn’t much v, ^ peni?}S stanza revolved around
9* a..w ofkl rig mother s
jockey,” Brees*. voice, has enabled hope in the aggregate for a slash.
adequate
finding
him to double In several local nit- Costello, WCCO’s own Washington difficulty h
Baritone has good set of corresDonderit. Pointing out we're nursery facilities for her child jin
eries.
pipes with plenty tiiribre arid mds- in an inflationary economy~ami -an Army , camp town.. Yarn had a
culirie quality.

•

I
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tion

.
.
Robert Lethbridge, forr
merly with Tiffany Productions,
added to the Chi NBC-TV sjpSt
sales crew
Ex-WBKB staffer
June Dunn now at WTVJ r Miami,

4S

.

,

’

of Basting, Claims

.

.

in the script department.

New York
Milton Berle'i stanza last night
(Tues.) used three moppets from
George Scheck's “Star Time,”
eight-year-old Kenny Sharpe, nineyear-old Angel Miganell arid threeKate
year-old Sharon Porter *
Smith's NBC-TV show tonight
*

(Wed.) will feature fashion show
with $1,000,000 'in furs and jewels
CBS signing Gale Gordon's
wife, ^Virginia, to be his video
frau, Mrs. Conklin, on “Our Miss
ABC-TV national
.
.
Brooks.”
executive producer Chuck Holden
in Toronto for Canadian Broad"
4

.

.

*

1

TV

Clinic.
Romeo Muller Set for a feature
“T-Meri
in Action”
NBC’s
role on

casting Corp.'s

)

luncheon March 18 and the annual
London
National Press Club father-daughDesmond Davis is staging Somter dinner March 21 . . . Chicago
erset Maugham's “Home & Beauty”
Tribune lifting, the tab on Tommy Sunday (9) with Geoffrey Sumner,
Bartlett’s, new WGN-TV afternoon Barry K. Barnes arid Barbara Murstrip, “Picture Payday.”
Jess ray heading the cast i .
First of
Ktramel, ex-producer bn CBS-TV’s a six-part whodunit, “The Broken
“Mike and ’Buff” .stanza, here to4H
Horseshoe,” by Francis Durbrldge,
troubleshbot Field’s “Pace of Chi- being staged by Martyn C. Webcago” beamed from WBKB .
ster March 15
.
Alastair Sim
and Virginia
1 o s e featured
in the “Speaking Perpreemed a revamped interview for- sonally” program March 14...
mat Friday night (29) in the 9:30-10 Radio and TV awards were teleslot on WENR-TV ... Chi Tribune cast from the Coliseum last Sunphotog William. Vendetta skies to day (2). Arthur Askey, Petula
New York March 13 to receive the Clark and the Luton Girls Choir
.

Woody

.

.

.

.

K

.

“Crime Photographer” award on

CBS-TV show of the same
ABC dickering with
name
At- Rainbo Arena management for a
tomorrow night (Thurs.)
torney Donald H. McGannon new pact for the web’s Wednesday
named administrative assistant to night wrestling beaming
P. A.
Chris J. Witting, DuMont network Starck Piano Co. picking up the
Vaughn Monroe, Have Monday segment of Herbie Mintz’s
chief
.

.

the

.

.

i

.

.

Mel Torme, Herb
Shriner, Lily Pons and other radio
and TV personalities slated to appear at the International Motor
Garroway,

Sports Show at Grand Central Palace March 29 through April 6 to
Magdisplay meir sports cars
ico Milbourne Christopher set to
guer on DuMont’s “Eloise Salutes
the Stars” Friday night (7)
Joe DiMaggio set' for a new weekly*
quarter-hour sports show grooved
for kids, to be aired Sundays from
11:45 a.m. to noon via NBC-TV
starting April 6. Show, titled “Joe
DiMaggio’s Dugdut,” will be bankrolled by B u i t oil i Macaroni,
through the. Albert Erank-Guenther Law agency * WPIX slated
to televise the St. Patrick’s Day
parade for the fourth consecutive
Beer sponsoring
year, with
Announcer Ed Herlihy invited
to address execs of the Boys’ Clubs
of America today, speaking on
“The Effect of TV on the Youth
With Bert Parks
of America”
vacationing for two weeks, Bud
Collyer is taking Over' as quizmaster of CBS-TV*s “Break the
Bank,” with Johnny > Olsen taking
over Collyer’s announcing job on
the show. Peter Donald subs for
Parks on the latter’s thrice-weekly
Berolio
daytime airer CBS-TV
Importing Co. has signed for a
spot on WPIX’s “Video Chg&”
through the Emil Mogul agency
Songwriter Irving Caesar set
.
as emcee for “Tele-Screen Starlets,” Which bows on WPIX Friday
night (7)
Ruth Manning into
Ilona Massey’s “Rendezvous” tonight (Wed.) oh ABG-TV
CBS
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

g&H

.

.

“Gone, But Not Forgotten” WNBQ
nightly show, as of March 12
Marty O’Shaughnessy, TV Forecast mag editor, and Bonnie Weber
teed off a tele gossip show yesterday (Tues.) on WBKB
Charles
Kettering of General Motors fame
to take part, in Don Herbert’s discussion of automobiles on his “Mr.
Wizard” program via NBC-TV
March 13
John, Betteribender
joined Tom O’Brien’s packaging
shop as associate producer on
“Armchair Philosopher” beamed
On WGN-TV iri cooperation with
.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

5

Quincy College
exited
join

the

Ira Morton
sales staff to
Chi Office .
Lee
.

.

WBKB

WOR-TV’s

,

Schooler’s “Press Conference” out
of WGN-TV copped a* pub-service
award from fhe Freedoms Founda-

Cleveland, March

4.

Radio industry spokesmen are
set to answer back on any advertising blurbs by the Amex'ican Newspaper Publishers Assn, slated for
the daily press. One ad lias appeared, to be’, answered by Dave
Baylor, vice-president and general

coverage of the Cleveland area, ^declaring that 98.7% of the homes can

manager of WJMO. Latter edion the air that the news-

torialized

paper industry’s ad ignored basic
facts of broadcasting.

he reached by. any one of the city’s
eight radio outlets.

“That’s

pretty good

saturation.

And I know and can prove that
people in the United States spend
more time listening to radio arid
looking at television than any
other activity except sleeping and
working.”
As to the ANPA ad stating that
newspapers are first with the most
news, Baylor cracked back that
newspapers, can't compete with
radio in delivering the “first news,’’
and that the papers themselves admitted that point when they gave
up the extras.
“They recognize
the fact that they’d be a little behind the times putting Out an expensive edition of' a paper which
carries news yoii’ve already heard
'

The ad, written around the, theme
of a lost child, inferred that everybody
read the paper to get all the
were in the accompanying show
George Bernard Shaw’s “Vil- details, and that only in the paper
lage
Wooing’’
being
presented could all details be given. The ad
Tuesday (11), Michael Golden and went on to point QA.it that only
advertising
newspaper
Ellen Pollock starring. Last in the through
“International Commentary” series could a full market be realized,
was aired Monday (3), with Chris- that “radio and TV programs reach
topher Mayhew in the chair
only fractions of anybody’s marSeamus Ennis in a program of kets, kids or whatever. And even
Irish and American folk songs to- they can’t all listen at the time a
on the radio anywhere from one to
Donald Wolfit giv- commercial is broadcast.”
day (Wed.)
two hours before.”
ing some Shakespeare readings in
Baylor countered: “They can’t,
He disputed, too,- the ad’s con“Solo
Performance”;
tomorrow
them?
How
eh?
What’s
to
stop
tention that “advertisers spend
(Thurs).
many times have all members of more of their money in newspapers
your family sat down and listened than in any other form of adverMinneapolis-—WTCN-TV had on to a radio program all at once? Lots tising, simply, because everybody
its weekly “Sports Hot Seat” show of times.
How many times have reads the newspapers everyday.”
world’s light heavyweight cham- you all spread the newspaper out
Commented Baylor: “Last year,
pion Joey Maxim and his opponent on the dining room table and advertisers did not spend more
in a bput to be staged iri St. Paul,
everybody in the family all read it money in newspapers than in any
Joe Lowry, along with Lee Savold,
They
at once? We never did in our fam- other form of advertising.
heavyweight, now visiting in the
*
Twin Cities, and George Kearns, ily, and I don’t think you ever did spent more in radio and teleMaxim's manager, who were inter- either. So who’s doing the best vision.”
The station’s editorial Was previewed by the panel
Sally Sweet dob, the most times, of reaching the
Twin Cities’ radio stations’ first entire family at the same time ceded with the announcement that
the opinions expressed “do reprewith the same message?”
femme disk jockey. She’s on
Baylor challenged the papers sent the opinion of this station, 0
nightly at- midnight.
.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

,

WDGY

.

.

.

.

.

This

Is The

Brent Guilts Show!

,

.

.

.

.

.

veepee
Larry Lowman named
chairman of the radio-TV division
for the 1952 Cancer Crusade,
Betty Lynn slated to take over
the lead role oh CBS’ “Egg and I”
Monday (10), replacing Pat Kirkland, who is having a baby
Yvette set for a repeat guest shot
on Jackie Gleason’s “Cavalcade of
Stairs” March 21 via DuMoiit
Robert Berenson, press book Writer
.

.

.

.

. • .

humanlnterest

stars,

gags

Columbia Pictures, joining the
CBS-TV publicity department

for.

...

.

Elizabeth Eustis pacted for “Dusty
Portrait” on NBC’s “TV Play-

house” Sunday night

(9)

Clark

.

Getfs in Washington this Week lining up guests for his CBS’ “Chronoscope” show
Cong. Emanuel
Celler guests on Ted Granik’s
to Know” Sunday
sportscaster
.
cited by B’nai B’rith
as the “outstanding sportscaster” of
1951
.CBS-TV producer-director
Henry Tobias to the Coast for four

“Youth Wants

Via

NBC

WPIX

.

Guy Lebow
.

.

weeks.

Hollywood
Dorris Carr inked to excusive.
pact by KHJ-TV, and began her
chores bn Zeke Manners' cross-theboard strip this week,, warbling,
handling pitches and aiding Manners
Richard O'Leary named account exec at KTTV
V i n c e it t
Price aired to N, Y. for rehetfVsals
for Chesterfield’s “Count von Lustig,” NBC-TV t Cl e cas t Set for
March 6
Chesterfield to pick up
one-third of tab on 180 h o
e
games of L.A. Angels and Hollywood Stars over KHJ-TV for $180,000 this season
KTLA v.p.' Klaus
.

,

fun, music, variety

;

.

.

;

.

.

.

m

.

,

MORNINGS
9 TO 10 A. M.

,

Landsberg to 'Washington

to testify

before FCC in UPT-ABC merger
hearings. .KTTV goes aboard aircraft carrier U.S.S. Sicily in L.A.

MON. THRU

FRI.

.

harbor March 7 to telecast halfhour show which will follow sixhour blood taking ope r a t i o n to
stress need for blood bank contributions for Red Cross
KTTV
general manager Dick Moore; back
.

from business trip

,

.

east.

Chicago
Burr Tillstrom
Fran and Ollie”
Washington D. C,
louhd qf personal

and his- TCukla,
crew junket to

March 16

for a

appearances and

week’s originations from NBC’s
WNBW, On the p.a. agenda is a
National
Press Club

a

Women’s

evtsion

tmore

.

WBAL-TV
NBC

In

Maryland

NATION ALLY REPRESENTED BY
COWARD. PETRY &

COMPANY

yripwAgr, March 5, 1957

.

DANGEROUS ASSIGNMENT'S first

was January

play-date

6, 1952,

Immediately, the rush was on!

DANGEROUS ASSIGNMENT was snapped up by

top,

TY*wi$e

advertising agencies:
-

7*

v

B.B.D.

&

0»,

Leo Burnett* Campbell-Ewald, Campbell-Mithun,

Kenyon & Eckhardt, McCann-EricksOn
TV-experienced advertisers

Dangerous Assignment

.

.

-

— national & local—

-

lost

no time getting in on

— such sponsors as Chevrolet Dealei’s, Durkee Famous Foods,

Crosley Appliances, Master White Bread, Nashville Pure Milk Co., Pontiac Dealers,
Piel’s Beer, Sinclair Oil.

From coast
and from

(Boston,

New York,. Miami )

to coast (Seattle,

San Francisco)

t

the Great Lakes region (Detroit Chicago, Minneapolis) to the Gulf

(New Orleans, Houston)

.

, .

Dangerous Assignment

is selling

products for

its

sponsors.

THE RESULT: by February 28th Dangerous Assignment was sold in 32 out of 63
television markets.

And

the others are going

— fast

YOU MUST ACT FAST TO SECURE THE EXCLUSIVE

IN

YOUR MARKET ON ONE

OF THE GREATEST TV BUYS AVAILABLE TODAY...

Adventure, mystery, action, chair -edge excitement -^continuing the famous

NBC

radio show that held 3,500,000 homes spellbound.

audiences right through the story and your commercial

Audiences : Here are sample

ARB^TV

ratings that

tell

And now

Holds

its

TV

.

the story of

its

pulling

power : Boston , 16.9 (Jan. 8); Detroit, 23.3 (Jan, 13) ; San Francisco, 23.8 (Jan. 12).
Planned for

five (5)

for your product— to

product identifications including three full-length commercials

make

sates

f

or you.

Fast-moving, exciting complete story ip each program.

produced during 1952. Brian Donlevy

Top

stars

And 39 Assignments will be

throughout.

Sta r of screen, stage and TV, Brian Donlevy

is

the two-fisted adventurer

“Steve Mitchell”— on Dangerous Assignment for his government .

Hollywood-produced—with top writing, direction, production and a
supporting

cast.

Lure of the

exotic, the sinister, the perilous . Cairo,

Lure of a big-name, big-time

TV people—for

TV network

fine

Siam, Iron Curtain countries

caliber show, produced for

. .

TV by

exclusive local showing at local cost.

PHONE, WRITE OR WIRE FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION^PRICES,

RELEASE SCHEDULE

AND

SPECIAL AUDITION FILM

NBC -TV FILM SYNDICATE SALES
30 Rockefeller Plaza,

New York

20,

New

York

*%

RABIO-TELEVISION

46

»

>

•

r>
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Wednesday, March

the live commercials for Spear’s
bi-weekly presentation of the Melvyn Douglas “Hollywood Off Beat”

hade

5,

1952

Stuff-Television

vidpix series.
«r>

Arrangements has announced the

WFIL to secure exclusive interviews with par-

have been made by

Mrs, Elizabeth Parkinson
Pa.* author and
the U. S. Figure Skating Association, has been engaged
by WEIL to record interviews at
the Olympics, which are aired by
the station as fast as they arrive by
plan in. this country*

Norway.

Ardmore,

n' ember of

what’s what with the
game. Jerry Burns, who last year
handled the video showing of the
Salt Lake Bees- games, will emcee
the clinics. Series Was set up with
cooperation of Eddie Leishman,
Bees prexy, who, in conjunction
With Bill Coltrin of the Salt Lake
Tribune sports staff, is setting: up
the skull sessions.

St.

;

.

WCCO sales promotion (Mon.-Fri. at 6:55 p.m.) made' by
manager, who hails from Canada, Gene Kelly; baseball Commentator
received his American naturaliza- and press agent for Philadelphia
tion papers
Jacob Schmidt, Phillies.
Twin Cities brewery, taking over
Dallas
Loren “Bud" Watson,
local sponsorship for Frederic Ziy
CBS radio package, “I Was a Com- Jr., disk jockey here on KRLD, is
munist for the F.B.I.",
George rounding out 2Q years in radio. He
Grim, WCCO radio personality and started in Utica, New York, in 1932.
Morning Tribune columnist, called He also appears on WBAT-TV, Fort
to Mexico City by his father’s Worth;
.

.

—

Lawrence E. .Dupont,

WFAA-TV,

.

serious illness

&

with Red

.

WCCO

.

...

.

tiein

—

White chain grocery

Columbus Jack Buck, sports
announcer and director at
for the past 12 years, last week
shifted to WBNS-TV, where he
will be in charge of sports activities. Buck also emcees Ohio State
Cleveland-rWDOK has signed U.’s football rallies
and special
the Northern Ohio Druggists Assn,
events at Red Bird baseball star
to a month-lohg promotional cam?dium.
paign explaining problems, services, history of the drugstore. Air
Salt Lake City—C. R. Jacob, fortime will include 10 one-minute
spots daily and two 15-minute mer oil company sales staffer, has
programs with time costs around joined the sales department at
$2,500, Walt Kay/WDOK, and C. A. KDYL-TV, and Harry Hilton, one
time
and KSL seller is now
Smith of
A, are handling

stores and meat market here is one
of biggest of kind in years between
a radio station and super markets.

WCOL

KNAK

NOD

WGAR
WGAR also

for Hudson dealers
sold Music of Perfection to
sey Bennett stove distributor.
Patterson is the agency.
.

.

.

KDYL.

Damon

Baisch agency has bought
Runyon Theatre time over

&

—

for ulcers
John COle, who
recently
resigned from
sales staff, leaves middle of the
month for Chicago to become midwestern district sales manager for
Matty Fox’s Motion Pictures for
Television outfit
Maureen
Cannon unable to make her regular monthly guest shot with Snooky

Carolina, will sponsor the “WPTF
Choral Awards for Home Demonstration Women." Station will
send tape recording crews to towns
within a. 50 mile radius of Raleigh
to record the programs by the clubs
entered.

.

WDTV

BARTON
BILL GOODWIN SHOW
-NBC-TV —

Eileen

.

Lanson on Duquesne Show Time’s
“Welcome Aboad" tee veer this
week so Marion Morgan will pinch-

Coral Recording Artiit

her

Florence Sando’s
“Ask the Girls" program on Chan-

hit for

M. C. A.

.

.

.

nel 3 just celebrated
niversary. Miss Sando

its

is

first

an-

also doing

CBS Track Record

TV Audience

rich

C

m— only

station

TV

price

it if

for story line
in

large

this

to

is right.

a

i

r

R

P e
-

WOuld lend themselves perfectly
to the. un tracked audio for the
sound circuit.
Already under consideration, are
such shows as Burris & Allen arid

s

f

*>

Line."
Artillery

In pursuing the “track record"
concept, Gottlieb

ROBERT
Los Angelet

My

Heavy

Represented by

York

rolling up some
heavy artillery; not so much in
terms: of ^hiatus periods, but establishing them oil the sustaining
is

.

San Francisco

rosters

for the proper buildup
before wooing clients. Of such calibre is Doris Day, whose CBS radio
exclusive is contingent on an anticipated Warners okay, and who
will head up her own half-hour
musical to bolster the Friday night
schedule. She will also be available for surniiier hiatus sponsor-

Chicagd

Salt Lake City—Adamson &
Buchman, who handle “This Business of Farming" and “The Utah
Copper Symphony Hour" for Kennecott Copper on KSL, will merge

With Ad-Craftsmen, one of the oldest agencies in town, on March 15.

AM

agenda are
who will get a
buildup as another Red Skelton,
with a standup .comedic format.
Sam Perrin will, supervise. It's
,

:•

planned to emanate a show from
Romanoff’s in Hollywood, with the
flock of Coast celebs as the guest
come-on, Two situation comedies
are on. the griddle, one starring
Richard Haydn, about a riiarriage
broker, and the other a Parke Levy

$4,500

maximum

ELIZABETH EUSTIS
Appearing on

.

PHILCO PLAYHOUSE
NBC-TV MARCH 9th
9:00 t» 10:00 p.m. EST
Contact SU 7-5400

tab.

P33B

muaa

Your Top TV

Wilmington, Del

NBC’s kingsize revues. Colum-

“What’s

New

1

comedies as opposed

bia has many such shows now on
teevee arid more; doming up. These

Pennsylvania market area

I

International Shoe Co. has picked lip 14 additional outlets for
DuMont’s Saturday morning “Kids & Co.” show, to give it national
coverage.
Show, emceed by Johnny Olsen, is airgd Saturdays at 11
am. D’Arcy agency handles the account.
\
New outlets, all of which will air the show via kinescope; include
Seattle, New Orleans, Atlanta, Dallas, Oklahoma City, Salt Lake City,
Kansas City, St. Louis, Nashville, Los Angeles, San Antonio, Minneapolis, Charlotte and Memphis;

AM

LANCASTER, PENNA
—

Actor lifted as “Alph Elsofi" in the credits on CBS-TV’s “Mama" last
Friday night (29) was actually /Ralph Nelson/ director of the show.
Producer Carol Irwin was seeking an actor who could speak Norwegian
to portray an immigrant in Friday\pight’s stanza and tagged Nelson for
the part; As a result, he spent the evening racing back and forth between the:stage and the control roomX.
Nelson has had several major roles oh the sveb’s “Studio One" and
Other dramatic shows.

.

buy

While; payments to those who
contribute to the picture version
have not, yet" been resolved wi-tli
individuals and their unions for
the
playback, Gottlieb and
della Cioppa arc hopeful that the'
taped “Lucy" could be brought in
for 25 ?c less than a live broadcast
of the show. If the AM’d “Lucy"
is bought by Phillip Morris or some
other sponsor, it would set Off a
cycle of such translations that
could prove a boon to radio’s depressed market, because of the
resultant saving; CBS would be
more fortunate than other networks, because: of its .preference

WGALTV
seen

*

33

narrations
by Desi Arnaz and
occasional new scenes, to supplant
those deemed too visual, by Arnaz
and Lucille Ball. Entire new music
score was composed by Wilbur
Hatch and the track dubbed to tape.

exclusive with

station

f

creation titled “Autumn Bride."
Also a series Called “The Hammer
Guy," based on the Mickey Spillane
of publicity accruing to the show’s
hot-selling
pocketbool^
mystery
success could well be utilized to
private eye. An audition will be
build a string audience in non-TV
cut in two weeks, with Dick Lewis
markets. Della Cioppa is now east as
producer-director.
with a tape of the audio track and
Recognizing the price factor,
Milton Biow and A1 Lyon, prez of
CBS is gearing the programming
Philip Morris; are of a mind to
entries
toward an approximate
the
Continued from pace

In translating the vidversion to
radio, the audio track is taken off
the telefilm and edited with new

Only TV

V

Greensboro, N.C.
WPTF, Ra- ship.
Also on the
Ram- leigh, in connection with the Home
Palm Demonstration Women of North Frank Fontai

Pittsburgh—Jim Murray, a manager of KQV, back at his desk
again after being off more than a
month to undergo an operation

Profitable

Actual demonstration of the Navy’s parachute packers making a jump
which they have handled themselves will be featured on NBCTV “Today" show today (Wed.). Two separate mobile units will be
used for the pickup from the Naval Air Centre at Lakehurst, N,- J.
where the chute-packers, including one Wave, will demonstrate the
Navy’s system of making certain the packers don’t get careless about
the way thdy fold the silks.
One camera\chain will be stationed at Lakehurst, to show the jumpers taking off iri Kthe plane. Second will be at the jumping grounds, a
few miles distant; ..where the chute-packers will be interviewed when
they hit the ground; Don Goddard will handle the •commentary oqjfie
first unit, with Bob Wilson narrating the second.
Two jumps are
scheduled, one for 8:03 'a.im and the other for 8:33 a.m.
iiK chutes

.

.

Oir.cti

cities.

.

River;"

of

.

Hey wood,

doubling his pledge when Newsome
played Jerome Kern’s “01’ Man

director

Hall,

;

are aiding in the
St. Louis symph’s $175,000 mainte-’
nance drive by spinning platters
requested by dialers who make
pledges, either by phone or mail,
to the campaign. Series of seven
programs that got under way last
week netted $87.50 with one donor,
prez of a St. Louis County bank

—

Roy W,

.

Louis—KWK’s three top disk
Tom Dailey, Ed Wilson and

Dallas

,

WCCO, CBS Twin

Cities-owned

KYW

—

Newsome

program

in the Marines
sales manager of

Columbus

Bros.
Brewing Co., will bankroll playrbyplay broadcasts Of all Cardinal
spring training
games startiiig
March 8. The broadcasts will be
aired by WIL which will carry all
of the Cardinal games during the
regular season with Harry Cary and
Gus Mancuso manning the mike,

Gil

'

;

Louis—The Griesedieck

jocks,

WTCN

time announcer and with his own
radio show, “Music for Sunday,”
has been ciKd for meritorious
rvice as 6pe itlons officer of the
Tokyo armed forces’ radio station
in Japan while serving as a captain

Morris Novik, radio consultant to the International Ladies Garment
Workers Union, lined up heavy promotion for WNBT’s (N.V.) screening
of its documentary pic, “With These Hands/* Saturday (1), ILGWU
bought ads in the N. Y. Times and Tribune -the previous Sunday, ads
in all the afternoon dailies the previous day and in all the morning
papers on the broadcast day. Even larger ads were used in the Italian
and Yiddish press. Additionally, a full sheet, a la film theatres, was
posted in various union headquarters and postcard reminders were sent
to all shop chairmen and union officials.
Announcements were made on three ILGWU radio shows and fadio
spots were bought on WEVD and WQXR.
Preceding the pie, which $tars Sam Levene, , Arlene Francis and
Joseph Wiseman, was a short film clip in which AFL prexy William
Green congratulated ILG topper David Dubinsky on the film, which
the U. S. State Department has shown in 22 countries as part of its
education-propaganda campaign. Pic is being released for TV in other

—

.

mop pets

of

Booen,

.

a series of eight baseball

clinics to be aired Saturday mornings, with the idea of teaching

St.

— Sherman

recently returned to the staff
radio and TV as a full

who

radio x station, has
been promoted to assistant general
McKmsey, proand
Bob
manager,
Columbus—A total of $6,527* was
raised here for pilot Dogs. Inc,, a ducer-director, to the newly-created
charitable
organization
which production manager post, accordtrains guide dogs for the blind ing to announcement by gerieral
without cost to them, in a cam- manager Gene Wilkey,
paign
carried
on solely over
WBNS-TV. Campaign marked the
statiojn
Radio
Philadelphia
first time a TV station in this area
WJMJ which has been Operating in
bad attempted without other sup- St. James Hotel, moved to new
ort to raise charitable funds.
offices and studios at 2043 Locust
g very local program and personal- St., in Rittenhouse Square section,
ity on the station, which is owned
Westinghouse Radio Stations,
by The
Dispatch, Inc,, which operates
here,
plugged Pilot, Dogs during the has applied to FCC for permission
eight days of the campaign.
to run commercial TV station here
on ultra-high frequency channel
Sun Shipbuilding & Drydock
Minneapolis
Gene Wilkey, 17
is sponsoring a series of fiveWCCO general manager at St. Co.
from
taped
interviews
Mary’s hospital,, recovering from minute
a major operation
1
.
Fred S. Florida training camps over WFIL,

Lake City-— KDYL-TV has

Salt
started

regular

first

audience participation remote telecast will begin on March 17 with
the show titled “Dolla Derby."
Sponsored' by the Seven-Eleven
Dairy Stores, the series will present an hour long show each Monday. Bob Stanford will be m.c. and
will be assisted by his wife, Agnes,
and Easy Marvin.

ticipants and visiting dignitaries at
the Winter Olympic games ait Oslo,
Spec!:, of

_

Minneapolis

—

Philadelphia

.

n

the market

which has highest

income per family

in

the country
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CITY

Vic Rainer reported ankling Macy’s as advertising-promotion veepee
.. .Max F. Schmitt, ex-J. Walter Thompson, added to Foote', Gone &
Belding as account executive. ... pari Caruso has joined Yield Vola as
.HI Brown** Mutual
co-host on Mutual’s ‘Tour Home Beautiful”.
transcriber, “Private Files Of Matthew Bell” With, Joseph Gotten, kicks
off on WOR March 16 in the 4:30-4:55 p.m. slot, backed by Seabrook
Joe Besch, assistant general manager of WINS, goes to the
Farms
Hub today (Wed.) for Boston run of “Flight Into Egypt.” His wife,
Gusti Huber, former Viennese Him actress, co-stars in the Elia Kazan
.Merryle Stanley Rukeyser starts a series on WOR-Mutual
production
Procter & Gamble have renewed
Friday night (7) at 9:15 p.m.
“Perry. Mason” fOr another 52 weeks on CBS, effective March 31.
Jerry Gross, former associate, producer on the Dave Garroway show,
new AM-TV director for Hilton & Riggio agency. ; Shirley Blanc
added to “Romance of Helen Trent” .... Frank Thomas, Jr., has joined
James Kelly and Josephine Victor added to
“Our Gal Sunday”
Joseph Lebermak with “Just Plain Bill”.
“Backstage Wife”
Florida Friebus will be in the cast of “The Search/’ with Montgomery
Clift, on “Theatre Guild of the Air," next Sunday night (9) and on
“Grand Central Station,” March 15.
Jay Meredith has left cast of “Young Dr, Malone” and is taking up
residence in West Palm Beach, Fla.
« Ruppert beer has bought? 18
spots weekly on WWRL’s “Dr. Jive Show” and Jopko Maxwell sports
Folk singer Harry Belafonte guests on Perry Lee’s CBS
digest
Jazzbo Collins* “Purple, Grotto” on
stanza Tuesday (11)
,
WOV. topper Ralph Weil
adds another 25 minutes cross^therbpard'.
adding “Great Day Sty>w/’ tranoff on Caribbean cruise ,;i.
scribed audience-participationer with John Reed King from GI camps*
Fridays ,at 9:30 p.m. starting March 14 \
, Frank C. Wright, of National Committee for a Free Edrope, speaks at Radio Executives Club
lunch at Waldorf tomorirow (Thurs.j .
Radio Attractions* taped
•‘Lady Be Good” with Arlene Dahl, Jeffrey Lynii and Phyllis Kirk for
“Musical Comedy Theatre” series on Mutual.. Upcoming, productions
Include “Kissing Bandit/’ with Jane Powell and John Conte, *“Bahes
on Broadway’’ with Mickey Rooney, Kitty Called and Lynn Buddy
choir and “Two Sisters from Boston” with Lauritz Melchior and Jules
Munshio,
Jack Sterling racked up 'donations of 801 points of plasma for the
N. Y* blood bank last Week. WCBS early bird is winging Friday (7)
for vacation in Puerto, Rico, Virgin Isles and Mexico; having taped One
week’s shows, with Harry Marble to pinchhit the following week.
Jack Llghtcap, WINS sports chief, off to St. Petersburg and the N. Y.
v
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John Poole’s new station, KBIG, Which sends out its first signal in
April from Catalina Island, has overtured channel swimmer, Florence
Chadwick, to splash her way from the mainland to site of the transmitter. She would be the first' woman to negotiate the choppy waters
../.Bob Street pulled out of ABC sales to be advertising manager of
Radio and TV News Club will kudo
Budde Publications in Frisco/
its own best, with winners to receive a, miniature microphone atop a
Observed Ned Washington: “If radio
globe for their trophy rooms. .
.They're now calling Frank
didn’t kill radio, television can’t”.
Samuels, late of ABC and now at William Morris, the Beau Brumiriel
.Otto Brandt Of Seattle’s KING browsed around town
of the agents.
looking for fresh ideas and admits catching up with one good one.
Bob Garred’s newscasts on ABC picked up another sponsor and the
Folk singer Terrea Lee has been given her
sell-out sign went up,
NBC
Own program bn NBC after guesting around on net shows
dropped “Aunt Mary” after nearly eight years. One of the Coast’s first
for
calls
7,896
successful soap operas, its run of 416 weeks, aggregated
actors. It' has been without sponsorship Only since last November.
Mark Scott, sportscaster of Norfolk, Va., will call the Hollywood ball
Milton Blow and A! Lyons, prexy of Philip Morris,
games on KFWB
in town.
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Pontiac Eyes

5G Package

Chicago, March 4.
While many other sports promoters are eschewing television as
a gate depressant, boxing interests
are still eyeing the medium as a
revenue lode and a promotional device.
The International Boxing
Club,
which
has
parlayed
it
Wednesday and Friday night cards
into the big chips via network TV
sponsorship, has okayed video for
the Monday night fights at Rainbo
Arena here, Fisticuffing has recently been revived at the North
Side house by promoter Irving
Schoenwald and the IBC.
The Sidney J; Page TV packaging firm is pitching the 60-minute
show built around the feature bout
to Chi clients for slightly under
$5,000, including time. Chi Pontiac
Dealers are understood to be hot
for the bundle. Interest is high because under new Rainbo policy
high-seeded semi-name fighters are
being routed to the arena by the
IBC ^s a stepping stone to the major rings.

veepee John NTortoii in Gotham for a series of homeoffice
WBBM gabber Bob Grant cruising in the Caribbean for
two weeks through the courtesy of the U. S. Navy. He’s a reserve com*
municationk striper.
ABC “Breakfast Club” comic Sam Cowling taking it easy after an emergency appendectomy
Vet actor Philip Lord
WGN-TV and WENR-TV have
re-elected prexy of the Actors Club. Danny O'Neill moves in as v.p.
Henr£ Co% General Mills director of radio-TV, and Russ Neff of both tentatively cleared time for
Knox Reeves agency in for huddles with Chi ABC radio topper Ed the show, awaiting a bankroller deSmith.
Joe Weeks departed the WBBM announcing crew to take over cision. L. H. Gross will supervise
as news Editor at £CSJ, Pueblo, Colo./. Frank Downs added to the the production on the package^
WMAQ-WNBQ promotion department as a merchandising assistant
Radio-TV packager Wi Biggie/ Levin in Japan for talks with j>ne of his
management <clienjs Joe Fromm, Far East bureau chief of U. S. News
and World Report mag? ,'VfLS’ National Barn Dance talent to put on
two shows next month at Decatur, 111., to hypo the city’s scrap drive
For Males in Nile Slot
Grace G’DelL head of the CB&-WBBM contract department for the
Chicago, March 4.
past 15 years, took over Monday (3) as manager of the web’s radio spot
Success of Francois Pope’s “Cresales contract division in New York.
ative Cookery” as a morning ctossthe-boarder on WBKB has prompted the indie and packager Ivan
Hill to give the cooking show
a nighttime whirl with the menfolk audience in mind.
Half-hour
Continued from pap 35
version, tagged “Francois Pope's
has been difficult to' comprehend determine whether their licenses Gourmet’s Society/’ is slated for a
how much programming serves the^ should be renewed ini view of pub^ March 14 launching in the 9:30
m. period.
Via TV, Sez Sen. Benton legitimate needs and interests of lie Interest questions raised by p. The
hour-long daily morning
their horse racing broadcasts.
the community.”
Hartford, March 4.
Pointing to its analysis of reStatiohs are WJZ-TV, WPIX (TV) cooking stanza is consistently SRO,
with
a
backlog of participation
The “revolutionary impact” of turns from questionnaires it sent and WBNX. Other stations cited
bankroliers.
television on political campaign- to all stations last year on facing were KLAC-TV in Lbs Angeles;
broadacsts, the Commission said it KJBS/^KSAN amjl KYAV in San
ing “will get us a higher type of found that “dissemination of horse
Francisco;
in Pasadena,
candidate,” Sen. William Benton race information through the fa^ Calif.; KVSM in San Mateo, Calif.;
cilities
of
broadcast
stations
can
be
told delegates to a forthcoming
WMIE and WWPB-FM in Miami,
donnectlcut Intercollegiate Stu- of aid to illegal gambling activi- Fla.; WRIB in Providence, R, I.;
ties
and there is good reason WITH in Baltimore; WGpA in
dent Legislature at_$t. Joseph Col- to believe that the possible use of
Bethlehem, Pa., WWBZ in Vinelege; last week.
such information is not avoided by land, N. J.; and WAAF-FM in
With the new mode of Campaign- such alleged safeguards as delays Chicago.
in ahnouncing results of a fixed peing, Senator Benton said, “a man
riod of time, such as, for example,
just can’t develop one political 10 minutes,”

Chi
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Scared Off by TV;

Isn’t

the Production Centres
4

Yankees’ diggings, to get color prior to starting his ballcasts Saturday
Hound Mys(8).. . .Charles firing has acquired radio rights to Blood
*
tery series,
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A NEW

SERVICE

Yon Know You'ro Working
-—But Does Anyone Hit?
It

Yov’ro BUSY or

AVAIIABU

‘

KwKW

By Telephorio

By Postcard

BO Call*

with Picture, $4.00

without

J.50

for

Including Cards
and Mailing I

$7.50

HOUR NOTICE!

1

Mora Or

Lost at Various Pricot

Up to thp Minute Lists
TV - Radio - Stage - Movies
Law Cost

Also

Publicity

Call

SPREAD

the

25 Central Park West

WORD
Cl 6-5351-2

.

speech, learn how to give it fanfare and flourishes, and go from
town to town bowling over the
crowds.

“Now he

has to look the pubin the eye, repeatedly; “speak
up on the issues, and let the srn*
gical eye of the camera dissect
.

lic

him,” he added.
The Democratic Senator announced that he has made certain
proposals to a Senate committee
seeking free radio and television
time for candidates in no position
to afford them.
1

560’s the Rave

Wave

On

la

Best 4/5 buy In Philly these
days isn’t 90 proof. It’s WFIL’s
share of the city’s radio audience
^-and it’s 100 per pent proved!
,

Says Broadcast Measurement
Bureau’s latest survey:' fourfifths of Philadelphia radio own-

ers regularly set thoir dials to
WFIL at 560 kilocycles.

And

if

you.

want

60

k

c

cTiif

pnLibrlpbin

to spread

,

to WFIL outside the city— in all
the 14-Oounty Retail Trading
Area. Here are a million more
prospects • • • another $3 billion
in buying power.
.

And then there's the huge
bonus area beyond * • but why
go on? Just remember, you’re
first on the dial in America’s
third market when you schedule WFIL.

GBS'RCA Color

Public Interest?

Apart from the question of
whether the amount of time given
to regular racing broadcasts may
result in unbalanced programming,
the Commission said “it is clear
that the broadcasting of information pertaining to horse racing or
any other sporting event in a manner making it particularly susceptible of use as an aid to illegal
gambling presents a serious question whether the station involved
is being operated in the public interest. The fact that the broadcasting of such information makes it
particularly susceptible of ^ise in
the furtherance of unlawful activities is enough, in itself, to place a
heavy burden ppon a station to
justify its operation in terms of the
public interest.”

Continued from page 35

time on working With the tube
as they had With their own disk.
If they had, they intimated, the
pictures would have been equal in

Now

ftarrlnf

on NBC's

ALL STAR REVUK
Saturday's l-f p.m.,
Mflt.t

EST U

William Morrls Agtncy

quality.

Murphy denied any

v

signficance

demonstration other than
the attempt to prove the tube
would work with the RCA system.
He said CBS at this time has no
intention to.: resume color broadcasting, pointing out that the National Production Authority's ban
on manufacture of color TV 'equipto

the

ment

BILLY NALLE
PIANIST^
• ORGANIST

Even if the ban
uncertain whether
material would be available to
enter production in any quantity.
He said; incidentally, that the tube
had been acquired for the demonstration by Hytron, Inc., CBS

were

holds.

still

lifted, it’s

In its orders designating the
various licenses for hearing, the
Commission listed 10 issues on subsidiary, which is an RCA liwhich evidence will be heard. The censee.
A Federal grand jury, meanfirst calls for testimony on current
and proposed practices in broad- while, is expected to probe into
the entire color controversy via
casting information on racing ena hearing in N. Y. starting May 12,
tries, jockeys, track conditions, muDept, of Justice last week issued
tuals or prices paid, weights, selec T
subpoenas to a long list of. radios
tions, post positions, betting odds,
TV manufacturers to appear before
etc.:
\
the grand jury to answer quesOther issue's call for information
on sponsorship of racing programs, tions on their activities relating to
the manufacture of color equippossible arrangements or

commit- ment.
ments from persons engaged in illegal. gambling, efforts by stations
to determine what listening interests are served by the broadcasts,
and effect of the broadcasts on the
To
station’s overall programming.
;

5

means people with $3,682,770,000

around a bit count the ears lent

.

.

i

That means when you schedule WFIL, 1 ,400,000 people are
listening in the city alone. That
In disposable cash hear yohr pitch.

l

.

(

3lnn

hi

rn Station

^*

Be Vidpic Producer

In addition to WANN, the ComHollywood; March 4,
mission restored the iicbtrse of
Brewster Morgan, who had been
in Boston after the station with the Compton agency for about
dropped
its
afternoon
racing seven years; has resigned to bebroadcasts. No action was taken on come an indie producer, and will
in Wilmington, pel., which lens
vidpix.
Morgan has been
has been allowed to stay oii the air Compton agency’s production supending action on appeal to recon- pervisor of “Fireside Theatre,”
sider revocation last year of the Procter
Gamble telefilm stanza
station’s license for devoting top on NBC-TV, since the series’ inmuch time to racing broadcasts. ception.
The station has since reyaftifced its’
Floyd Holm, manager of Compprogram format.
ton’s .Coast office, will take/ over
Hearing date bn the license re- Morgan’s duties in overall supernewals will be scheduled lat&.
vision of “Fireside,” working closeThree New York stations were ply wi(h Procter
Gamble Producamong the 16 cited for hearings to tions, Inc.

WMEX

.

WTUX

.

&

Direct!

:GAC

n,

a

Tht Man qr th« Man Friday
TV Programming^Production
Exporloneod, ''Kvo" or film programming, doVolopmont, production, con-

1

&

Top talont and program agency
background. Thorough understanding
agency, talent,,
all. facats— network,
packaging, ojporaHont. Handle dopartmont or qitid top dxoeutivo. Excellent
rdforoncoi. Box V-19352/ Variety, 154
tact.
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# TELEVISION REVIEWS t
“Winner Take All” for many years
a radio staple, has branched: out Into
video, and with some format changes
can meet the demands of this medium;

BILL CULLEN, WHO
SKIPPERED THE RADI
OW. IS SIMILARLY AT
LM OF THE TE
EDITION.

HE HAS AGO

VIDEO

PE

CAN GIVE AWAY MER

u

INGLY.

HAS A READY

AND GLIB LINE OF GAB.
AND CAN SPAR WITH

THE CONTESTANTS
WITHOUT OFFENDING.
The major

fault, as revealed

on the

opening day of the show/ Indicates that
the program designer^ haven’t taken
the video aspects into too much consideration.
In its present format, it’s
merely having the lenses trained on the
radio show. There arerft enough attributes to perk up visual interest. The
.

,

pictures aren’t sufficiently interesting
at this point.

Some gimmicks must be

devised.

tin lift

THAT

mm

m

CULLEN

CAN

AND

MER-

SONALITY

Monday thru Friday

1

0*30-1 1 A. M«/ EST

NBC -TV
Exclusive Representative:

65 West 54th

Street,

New

'

Pimm

BMI0-TELET1SION

50

ytdnudty, March

Walker, Bartley

SHOWS FOR
Indianapolis, March 4.
Video viewers, responding to a
ers to identify some of the unstation poll, Voted 2,125 to 2,069
billed thesps in the short.
Sprightly organ accompaniment in favor of Sunday baseball broadby Miss Scott likewise added lus- casts on WFBM-TV, William F*
Kiley; commercial manager, disDave.
tre. to the old pix.
closed.
Programs that would be disBIG
placed by the sports events on 11
Linn Sheldon
v
Producer: Sheldon; Red Thornberg Sundays when the Indianapolis
American Assn, team will play
Director: Betty Cope
home games this season, are “The
30 Mins.; Sat* 10 a,m;
COCA-COLA
Cisco. Kid,” Red Skelton, “See It

Continued from pace 33

Continued from past 39

Wrapped on the installment
watched (2)—an incident in the
life of Madame Marie Curie, the
discoverer of radium, and the first
meeting of Cleopatra and Caesar/
With Ed Prentiss capably spieling
the narration and Ray Suber dun*

Wp WHEEL

bing in the voices, the fluffy anecdotes gained little by the addition
of the accompanying drawings of
the characters and action. The line
sketches do have some novelty appeal and they’re an obviously eco- WEWS, Cleveland
nomical visual device thereby havOne of the better juvenile shows
ing value, as small-budgeted tee- in this area is the 30-minute Saturvee fare.
day morning stanza neatly handled
On this run the sponsor seems by Linn Sheldon. Juveniles apintent in washing out what viewer pearing are selected on the basis
interest might- be aroused by the of their letters to the Cleveland
show itself by his frantically hur- Press. Subject of the letter is wliy
Datie;
they want to enter their future
ried commercials.
profession. Best letter written
brings to its Writer a trip to the
COMIC RELIEF
Workshop of his future. All juveniles get gifts fo^jpEearirig on the
With Wed Howard, Adele Scott
program with top letter-writer also
Producer: Frank Pacelli
having his trip through the work30. Mins.; Tues.» 11-p.m.
shop filmed and telecast the folSustaining
Inwinff waolr
WNRQ, Chicago
Sheldon’s ability to handle kidHaving latched onto a bundle Of dies is a key peg of the show’s
Hal Roach and Mack Sennett com- smoothness and freshness. Talking
edy shorts distributed by Film to them as equals and capable hanClassics, WNBQ, is dressing up the dling of unexpected moments helps
ancient silents with a live com- Sheldon keep the juveniles at ease.
mentary by Wed Howard and a
Miss Cope’s production and good
musical background by Adele Scott camera-crew work sp ark 1 e the
on the Hammond, What emerges stint, Live audience reaction, like
is a fairly diverting; half-hour, thqt commercials and interview
With
should snag its share of late eve- three judges, afe kept to desired
ing dialers.
Mark.
minimum.
Howard, an easy-to-take gabber,
has apparently boned Up on motion picture history for this assign:

.

'

ment, His backgrounding not Only
heightens the slapstick values of
Continued froth page 42
the bewhiskered reels, but also
touches on the technical advances
the film industry has made since with plugs to rival- crooners. On
For example* on show show caught he plugged recording
the -20s.
vewied (26), which was built around of Joe Foiey, who appears on
a Roach short featuring Stan Laur- WFIL-TV;
Clarinetist Buddy De FrariCo was
el, Howard used the-midway break
the interview guest and they talked
to describe the workings of the old
band
business in trade style. De
hand-crank cameras. He also pointed out the a b sence of exterior Franco was in town fronting orchestra
at Club Harlem. Apparentnight Scenes in the early day pic,
with the moonlight shifting in* ly, there is a rule on the Brees
show that guest must pay for ap,/stantly to sunlight as the action
by singing. De Franco
moved outdoors. Another interest- pearance
begged off, claiming he ha\d no
asking
view
the
adding touch was
voice, but he had to prove it.’ Brees
plays a “mystery melody,” (a tune
which could be easily recognized
by anyone not stone deaf) for whieh
the prize is a $50 Check as down
•

Same”

Now,” “The Name’s the
and “The Bookshop Man.”

then

man who

has booked probably
the greatest number of
cruise ships

in

America

Entettammmt

,

UHF

1440 BROADWAY;

•

>

.

\

Born

The Chi radio-TV management Pennsylvania
was treated to an unusually to Oklahoma

circle

frank chunk of palaver on industry
problems last week by. Sarkes Tarzian, prexy of WTTS and WTTV,
Bloomington, Ind. The electronics
engineer who doubles as a radioTV station topper ranged the field
in a speech before a joint meeting
of the Chi Radio Management Club
Television Council, taking
arid
picks on the Federal Coriunuriications Commission^ CBS’ color, and
“shortsighted” business praV-ices
.

*

.

.

Shawnee, lie joined the
iri
State vCorp. Commission of Oklahoma, serving successively as
counsel, commissioner arid, chair?
man for a period of 18 years,
in general.
liberal,
A Deiriocrat and
Tarziari left no doubt as to his
voted consistently on
stance on the color controversy. Walker: has
keeping
iri
questioris
Commission
He distributed the blame for the
in Oklahoma
“color mess,” as he described it, with his experience
about equally between the FCC public utility regulation as the proHe played
the
tector
consumer.
of
and CBS. He argued that orderly
technological progress^ can’t be an iinportant role in the FCC’s imlegislated and said, “The reason portant telephone industry investiwe have this color mess is because gation,, which resulted in substanlong distance
the FCC is; all mixed ur in politics tial reductions

law

’

;

popular than distaffers. Bachelors
were preferred to married riien,
and younger males to older ones.
Highest popularity scores went to
a student, a medical student arid; a.,
show biz aspirant, closely followed
by professional men. On the other
hand, salesmen and technicians
scored poorly.
On a geographical basis, contestarits from the Middle Atlantic,
.

'

'

1

New England and Far West

states

rated high, followed by those from
midwest and N, Y. City.
the
Southerners trailed the list.
Schwerin found that the interview with the first guest,- establishing a show’s mood, has an important effect on reactions to the rest
*
Most popular
of the program.
topics for contestant interviews are
romance and interests arid hobbies, followed by family, household
and personal appearance, while,
travel and occupation lagged as
subjects.

Listeners didn’t like reluctant
guests, but disapproved even more
strongly of those who talked too

brief intervals between
the platters but she manages to
make a firm iriiprint on these sesThis series should stand
sions.
up in the morning programming
Herm.
picture.

(D. Tex.), Bartley
knows his way on Capitol Hill, and
may play an important role, in ac-

mgr.

18

in 1881, Walker went
as a young man and
resident of the
legal
has been a
Sooner state since 190J3. He took
his iaw degree from the U. of
high
1912, was
Oklahoma
school principal for three years
and an instructor for three years
at the University. After practicing

Men, however, shouldn’t beknocked out of the picture as contestants, analysis indicates.
Male
participants were only slightly less

In the broadcast field, Walker
has been a long-time advocate of
the use of radio, for education, and
in recent- years has made a number of speeches in behalf of chan*
nels for educational television sta-

•

N. V.

contact.

little

rates.

arid not familiar

TELE DEALERS

TO SET UP SALES CODE

Philadelphia, March 4.
Television dealers" here are set*
ting up a code of ethics to govern
advertising of sets arid appliances,
Nat Abramson is the man who is placing
following a meeting in the Warutstanding artists this season on such wick Hotel called by the National

rapidly or monopolized the Conversation.

tions.

Bartley,;
43-year-old Texan, has
probably had more radio industry
experience than any member appointed to the agency in some
time. He was executive secretary
for several years to John Shepard,
president of the Yankee Network,
before becoming veepee of the *web
in 1939.
In 1943 he came to
Washington as Director of War Ac
tivities for the National Assn, of

Ace

No Stranger
no stranger

to< the
with the telegraph
division of the agency from 1934
to 1937, afterward joining the Se-

FCC.

is

He was

curities and Exchange Commission
as senior securities analyst.

He was identified with early pio
neering activities in the FM field
and can be expected to manifest
particular interest in this phase
of the
Commission’s operations
once the pressing problems with
respect to lifting the TV freeze
are out of the way.

Walsh

and

agency

the

.

As former
his

uncle,

administrative aide to

Speaker of the House

tense,

1

TV

Agency Was severely

criticized

for failing to prepare for the postfreeze workload when Bartley ap

peared before the Senate Com
merce Committee on his nominalawsuit for unpaid commissions tion. Committee Chairman
Edwin
cruises as these: SS. C*
Appliance and Radio Dealers Assn., filed against Webb by agent C. Johnson (D, Colo.) said “it
SS; Yecridam
-SS. Libert^'
after two local dealers were fined George Rosenberg, whom he dis stands as a monument to the: stupidIf case goes to trial
ity of the Commission itself for not
SS. Liri press of Scotland $50 for incorrect advertising of fire charged.
SS; Nassau
police will be drawn into thb ac
Coming up here and asking for adsale merchandise.
SS. Mauretania SS. N icuw Amsterdam
was
A
committee
appointed
to tion, since three members of the ditional help when they know that
SS.Rynd;
MV. Italia.
meet with advertising reps of news* Los Angeles police department this terrific problem will be before
nd many other magnificent net s.;
papers, radio, television stations have been getting $100 weekly for them arid will have to be heard
arid
department stores. After the sifting files for stories for the in many instances by their examNow’s the scaspri. Now’s your yhancc for
code of ethics, has been set Up, radio and video versions. A police iners—-arid yet they have rolled
a dazzling cruise season. Call Or yyrite
the committee will test its effec-i spokesman is reported to have ad* along and haven’t come to the Contoday.
tiveness with shoppers, to insrire vised Webb of their withdraWa gress arid haven’t asked for addiStandard A cfs Only
that the dealers live up to their from the series, if the case goes tional examiners.”
promises.
to trial.
FCC’s examiner staff is now
'

;

dine,

of

arid radio's top writers.

i

Thu Big Tyo

SPITHIGLMB
a SEALED*
novtl of suspsnia

At

bookitortt

all

•

$2.50

HARPER A BROTHERS

MONEY BACK - IF
THE GLASS WEB

"Since we’ro

sure SPIN
is

ft

book you

to finish reading once
you’ve started it, we’re sealing
the climax of the story. If you

have

pan read%page 1 through 162 and
breaking the seal that

.resist

binds the last 48 pages, return
the book to your bookstore with
the seal unbroken • arid, your
money Will be refunded.

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY.

BOOKKEEPER
— I theatrical.
Untuperviaed reSeeks position as "Gal
Friday” in one girl office. $85.00 psr
week. Box V-22852* Variety, 154 W.
12 years

Capable

4

experience.

•

aituming

sponsibility.

44th

St.,

New York

3«, N. Y.

1i

I

of

author of

Cunningham, sion needs.

;

in this

MAX EHRLICH

(for

and Stands all
charges over $30,000.
It’s understood the losses on the first 13 far
exceed his share of the payoff.
“Dragnet” is also plagued by

•

story

frightening

superb suspense by

Sam Rayburn

site the teleyersion,

Paula's

•

Suspect No.

quainting Congress with CommisWith the agency sadly
Fatima) de- lacking in manpower to handle an
cided to strike an average cost for expected “land rush” of, TV ap
the second block of 13. Webb, star plications following the
freeze-lift,
of the series; set up his own pro Bartley may be called
upon to repduring company for “Dragnet,»» resent the Commission in Obtaining
which he also does on radio, oppo 'necessary funds.

NBC

.

.

Continued from pace 29

13

Don Newell knew

So he turned the
murder into a great TV. show
became Murder
• , and
murder

FM

Bartley

writer

the facts about

all

Broadcasters, later becoming Director of Government Relations
Dept. He
and head of NAB’salso had several years experience
as head of WHTN, Huntington,
W. Va,

Costs Hobbling

to

Ilm'ati PHILLY

LOngacrt 4*8000

Temporary?

with the technical
problems involved.”
Engineer; claimed tinted video
was prematurely inj cted into the
picture by CBS as a “red herring”
to try to stop the rise of video
for the protection of the web’s radio operation. Color will come in
time, he said, but it’s still not
payment on sponsor’s merchandise. ready for mass production, “The
industry still has much to learn
Gagh.
about black and white TV,” he
pointed
out.
JOAN EDWARDS SHOW
Calling it the “biggest sham and
Writer-Producer: Gordon Auchin•#
loss
delusion ever pulled on the public,”
30 Mins.; Mon-thru-Fri., 9:30 a.rii. he referred to FM radio as an ex*
Participating
ample, similar to color in it’s presWCBS, N. y.
ent state of development, of atJoan Edwards, songstress arid tempting to push an “economically
sorigwriter who’s had a Variety of unsound” service. He claimed FM
radio and video assignments for sets can’t be turned out cheaply
the last several years, now turns
enough to capture the mass market
up as a disk jockey on this new nor are they presently adaptable
WCBS morning series. It’s a good to battery Or automobile use.
choice since Miss Edwards has a
Tele set mar ufacturers generally
bright personality and knows how
to handle a line of gab with pro- likewise came in for comment. It's
his
contention that the medium itfessional sincerity. On this sprigs,
she' uses an intimate approach, self could have been put into opchatting informally about disks, eration before World War H had
warbling bits of tunes and deliver- the major companies
wished it.
ing her plugs with a cozy touch.
He also chided the set makers for
The selection of platters on this currently promising too much for
series is excellent with Miss Ed- their receivers— especially in play
wards spinning attractive oldies ing up their Ultra High Frequency
among the current pops. On the reception. He excepted RCA and
show caught (4), “If I Was a Mil- Westinghouse from this charge,
lionaire” and “Jimmy Valentine,”
pointing out they are. now installtwo numbers by her uncle, the late
Gus Edwards, were the takeoff ing 16-band tuners in their 1952
points for some comments about models, which make them com*
Miss Edward’s show business back- pletely ready for UFH when it arground. Her young daughter was rives.
also present on this stanza for an
attractive duet on “Slow Poke.”
Miss Edwards holds her chatter

down

Mat Abramson,

Continued from page 30

Which -they are familiar
through years of listening to washboard weepers, Bestrliked contestants were a retired nurse, a teacher and a practical nurse. Lowest
scores Were made by a retired show
girl and a' fur?buyer, occupations
with which the average woman has

;

.

the

down to seven. It’s been estimated
that if all seven were assigned exclusively to the TV hearings/which
will be required to handle eases
where applications exceed available
channels, it would take at least five
years to finish the job.

with

the majority, in spite of the
It wa$ also 'believed that Walker
close Vote, arid seek “release of
his long
Contractual commitments” to tele- wanted, to consummate
public career as chairman, and that
cast the games.
that Se
understanding
there was an
would retire at the end of the year
or (if the Democrats remain in
power) when his term expires
me 30, 1953. Now 71 arid
In Color, FM,
eligible for retirerrient, Walker has
stayed on with the Commission byin
special permission of the President.
Chicago, March 4.
Quaker parents In
of

,

call

'to

bow

Kiley said the station will

—

outstanding act

the President in view of
the veteran commissioner’s long
experience with the agency, and
the importance of having a chairman familiar with television probems at a time when the freeze is
about to be lifted. Walker 4$ the
oldest and the only one of the orignal 1934 membership of the FCC
who Is still With the agency. He
has been vice-chairman of the Commission and acting chairman in
Coy’s absence.

ment

to

r

do you have an

5, 1<$52

NBC-TV
RCA-VICTOR
Mgt.: GUMMO MARX

^

1
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TV-Lost Industry

Tottrney in N.Y. Gets

Continued from pace 31
radio will make considerable progress in reaffirming itself as an advertising medium* Not that it isn’t
in
recognized that the new order will
interest
Dulocal
Intense
quesne University’s basketball team embody many changes. If the
Bing Crosbys, Bob Hopes, Jack
has resulted in deal to have their Bennys, et al., stay on, it’s fairly
games in the National Invitation well established by now there will
Tourney at New York’s Madison be budgetary readjustments. The

j^Mmsoir Ride to Pitt
Pittsburgh, March 4.

Square Garden telecast here over
WDTV, Joint -sp^sors will be the
Danforth Co., the Westinghouse
Electric Supply CO. and Westinghouse dealers in the tri-state area.
Garden officials have okayed rights

whole medium, in fact, will be
geared to a lower-cost operation.

And

the conviction

is

strong that,

under these conditions, the top
spenders will re-embrace the medium and restore network radio as

a healthy entity.
It’s for this reasoft that many
for the video accounts, along with
Asa Bushnell, commissioner of the within the industry are calling on
radio
to hold firm, in. refusing to
ECAC, and chairman of the NIT
yield to new pressures from adcommittee*
DuMont "Station here is pre- vertisers for further reductions in
nighttime rates. They say that
empting. $everal other commercials
now, more .than ever, the radio net-,
this Saturday night (8) for first
works
should also put their best
game Dukes play, and will do same foot forward
on the programming
thing on other nights if the local
front, in reasserting itself as an
club gets; into the semi-finals and
entertainment
medium.
the finals. Westinghouse ’s decision
to bankroll the telecasts came as
the result of tremendous rating
rolled up recently in first floor
clash ever televised here; the meetContinued, from page 30
ing" between then' unbeaten Dii’

-

quesne and St Bbnayenture.

Additionally,

WNBC

fr

.

—would

of the' regular

integrate material turned

up by the researchers,

page 30

Among

one-minute commercial either at
the start or windup of the game,
while the stations wanted to be
free to sell this adjacency.
In answer, the
exec said
that if Falstaff got the opening
minute, the affiliate could sell the
Falstaff is alterclosing minute.
nately taking the top and bottom
halves of the ballcasts, thus giving
a straight 50-50 split of time for
local sale by the affiliate. In addition to the one-minute Spots at
start and close of the games, there
are 30-second breaks between halfinnings; equally divided between
Falstaff and the local bankrollers.
Of Course, in the approximately 230
markets which Falstaff is. 'not buying, the entire show 'is available for
local spenders.

MBS

those

supervising the
shows .fire Andrew G. Clausen, Jr.,
prexy of the Board of Education,
the Rev. Edwin B. Broderick, radio-tele director for the N. Y.
Archdiocese, and Larsen. Henry
Morgenthaii 3d has beefi inked to
produce several; of the shows.
Richard Krolick, of March of Time,

Albany, March 4.
The Governor Dongan Broadcasting Corp., operator of WOKO, announced an increase iii capitalization from$100,000 to $600,000, and
its intention to apply for a television station construction permit as
soon as the FCC lifts the present
freeze on new outlets.
The company,, like several other broadcasting Organizations here, has placed
a conditional order With General
Electric Co. for television transmission equipment.

WLW 30th Anni
Continued from .page 34

tainment,

and

information

counsel,”

In
recorded message, Niles
Trammell; NBC board chairman,
M ls one
told listeners that
of the most, famous station independent operations in all the land”
and “sets a pace that others follow, and thereby the network
benefits through responsible direc-

WLW

tion.”

History of the station was traced
hour-long program;
Shouse ancUDuriville joined the
Crosley organization as executives
in 1937. Former heads of
opin the special

WLW

erations

were John

WLW

WLW

,

'

WLW

mere nostalgia

turn in bygone years.

that

It’s

pate in the celebration.

makes this a good

peddled with a zest

act

.

,.

•

sisters

J.

ties of Television.”

Accompanying

schools, will lead a similar panel
on school public relations.
Other topics for group discussion are: broadcasting by national
organizations led by Charles R.

lic

chief of the audio-visual
Red
division of the African
Cross; building and* holding audiences conducted by Allen Miller,
Pullman,
manager of KWSC,
Sterritt,

.

Wash*; William D. Boutwell, editor of “Scholastic Teacher,” will,
lead a panel on high school radio

Tillstrom will be Beulah Zachary,
producer of the program: Lewis

session is a presentation by Standard Oil of California of a “schoolcast” of its music appreciation

show.
Institute director Keith Tyler
says plans for 30 special-interest
and work-study sessions are now
under way for the ApriM 7-20 pro-

Continue# from pag^ 33

cently-added “Big Payoff’’ show*
program elements that would apgram.
For the. second year, the grow- peal to the housewife-consumer
ing importance of television as a were made the basis Of the alrer’s
medium for education on schdol, format. The same program analysis
college and adult levels will be
techniques are used on “Comedy
emphasized. Arnold L. Wilkes, of
WBAL-TV, Baltimore, Md direc- Hour” and “Strike It Rich,” among
,

tor of public affairs and education
for the Hearst Corp., is scheduled
to lead a panel on education over

and
promi- commercial

L. Clark

.

the area.

Columbus, March 4.
Dragon, better known
as Ollie*0f “Kukla, Fran & OlUe,”
using the voice of his creator, Burr
Tillstrom, wiirbe the main speaker
at the 22d Institute for Education
by Radio-Television at the peshler
Wallick Hotel here. He will address the banquet session on “The;
Cultural and Educational PossibiliOliver

and television workshops; Gordon
Hawkins, program and education
director for Westinghouse radio
Gomavitz, director; and Joseph stations, will be chairman of a diswise Lockwood, costume designer.
cussion on education through comAlso planned for the banquet mercial stations.

William Hedges, both still
nent in the industry.
In 1936, w h e n Variety inaugurated annual awards in the industry,
was recognized for
outstanding program origination
The same award went to
1938. Five more Variety awards to
Time, and Alan Ludden, of “Mind •tfie station were in 1939 for best
Your Manners/’ will also produce national exploitation, 1941 for pasome of the entries. Leonard Safir triotic leadership 1942 for promotis coordinating plans for the opera- ing better understanding of war
which was conceived by issues, 1946 for contributing to the
tion,
WNBC general manager Tfed Cott. world’s bread basket and in 1951
Promotion will include full-page for oustanding station promotion.
ads in the N; Y. dailies. In addition,
Last Saturday's special show
Life Will send letters to subscribers kicked off a month of
30th
in the metropolitan area, and will anni hoopla, with many stars who
insert, a flyer plugging the series had their beginnings at the station
in copies of the mag distributed in returning to the scene to partici-

.

“It is not

many

and WNBT shows—-such as
‘‘Tex and Jinx,’*
“The Answer
Man/’ “Kate Smith Speaks/’ etc.

’Game’ Quickies
Continued

51

TV

Edward
stations.
Stasheff, television supervisor for
WNYE, New York, will lead a
group

discussion

bn

TV

simple

James
techniques for education.
Bormann, of WCCO, Minneapolis,
and president of the National As-

others.

Payoff of the concentration on

depth research, Harris pointed out,
revealed in the rating picture.
Sponsor’s video entries are “(Com-:
edy Hour,” with a 48,5; “Strike It

is

Rich” evening edition, 40,8; “SIR”
“Payoff,”
afternoon strip, 17.2;
sociation of Radio News Directors, 13.2; and ‘‘Howdy Doody” (particiwill lead a panel on radio and tele- pation), 24.7. Radio stanzas are
“Our Miss Brooks/’ 11.8; "Mr. arid
vision hews coverage.
New on the agenda are three spe- Mrs. North,” 1 1.5; ‘‘SIR,” 6.4; and
meetings.
Gerald the new “Bob & Ray.”
interest
cial
Harris, a former NBC program
Keen, acting director for United
discus- exec, said that the old network
Nations Radio, will lead
was the client who’d med—
bugaboo
sion on broadcasting to foreign
countries; Lynn Poole, p.r. director die in the programming picture
for Johns Hopkins U., will, conduct on the basis of his wife’s pets and
a session on. broadcasting in pub- peeves. “Today when a client ‘gets
lic relations on the college level, into the act/ he said, “it‘s with
and Alien H. Wetter, associate su- sound recommendations grounded
perintendent of Philadelphia pub- in careful, painstaking research.”

have lost none of the timing and slickness that marked the

that’s infectious

and with

a showirtaiiship that builds to constant salvoes.

44
-MIKE KAPLAN, DAILY VARIETY
"Opening to a packed house at the
Saddle and Sirloin, the Duncan Sis-

"A

crowd

capacity

Saddle and
after

45 minutes of

and

songs,

bowed

packed

Sirloin Restaurant

Rosetta

brought the place down with
the applause they received.
ters

the
•

*

,

1

Si

—-Hedda Hopper

comedy

their

and

Vivian
•>'/

11

off in tears,

—Associated Press

m
K^

'I

"The years have brought warmth
and mellowness to their personaliRosetta, as always, the wonties
.

Jw six*.

.

*

derful clown

S.

self,

vibrant

.

.

.

Vivian

is

her lovely

and warm."

—David Hanna,
Holly wood Reporter

"A

most entertaining act

kept the crowd
lively

name.

a

,

•

...

they

"A jam-packed

an uproar with as
batch of songs as you could
in

audience

. •

.

a won-

derful event, full of memories and
perhaps a tear or two • . , like Mr,
Churchill's England, there will al-

I.

—Lowell, E.
Hollywood Citizen News

ways be a Duncan."

—Rounder,
L.

A; Mirror

TOPSY

Vivian

SISTERS
SADDLE AND

a

Studio City*
ff -—Fred Bloomfield
Valley Times
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Bed

British
(Week ending Feb.

23)

London, Feb. 26.
Always Our House. .Connelly
.
Wright
Mistakes ..... ...
Loveliest Night Year F.D.&H,
.

Following last week’s disclosure
availof Southern Music’s
promotion
classification
ability
decision;
a
through an arbitration

Domino

ASCAP

*

,

.

.

Eddie Fisher. "That’s

The Chance want

;

.

Dash
Macmelodies

.

.

in

the

placid

commercial

.

.

.

Second
.

*

,

.

Initially, publishers are interested in seeing the text of the arbitra-

tion board’s ruling

.

* ••

<

.

on Southern’s

Jascha Heifetz drew d sellout
appeal against the regular ASCAP $6,200 house at his recital in CarThe
decision.
classification boards
negie Hall, N. Y„ Sunday night (2),
^socci 6c reasoning of the special ar* equalling the gate Of his earlier
bM t’otion panel in this instance has Carnegie concert' Nov. 21 last and
hot been disclosed. to the general establishing one qf foe rare events
ASCAP membership, and it’s not of the year—two sellouts this sear
known on what grounds future ap- son by a single artist at the hall.
peals can be made. It’s understood
Violinist 'had also appeared in
that some ASCAP execs, who have N. Y. three times in December as
studied the text of the decision Soloist with the N. Y; Philharmonclaim they can’t dope out the logic ic, as well, as twice on the Teleoh which the action was based. In phone Hour (second time Monday
any case, Arthur Fishbein, South night), to make his sellout reprise
erh’s lawyer before the arbitration a little more unusual.
Inasmuch
board, has been asked by some as the artist booked himself into
pubs to handle their cases.
the hall, he walked off with most
of the take each time for hihiself.
>
Petf orttiahce System
Even more important than the
anticipated rash of new appeals,
the Southern decision has revived
vigorous support for a straight
100% performance payoff system.
While some high-powered ASCAP
.publishers have favored adoption
of such a system in the past, ^the
proposal has heretofore failed: to
.pass out of the Informal discussion
stage, The new, situation created .by
..the Southern case is likely to produce concrete action on the matter
In an effort to clear, up all existing
confusion in the; ASCAP publisher

.

-

.

1

,

.

.

.

.

>

.

.

,

:

Cane Forms

Own

.

Pub

>

Take” should keep
ing. She; keeps it
for

OF

performance system

were adopted, it’s. not expected
that the present distribution among
the publishers will vary radically.
Most of the active publishers, large
and 9malit would* mbre or less receive wfiat they are gttting now.
Only some old firms, which afe cur
rently not’ too active but are resting on their “prestige” catalogs, are
.

by a 100% perform
ance system.
The arguments for such a system; however, proceed along the

"likely to suffer

following lines: (1) It would give
an objectively measurable criterion
for publisher payoffs; (2) it would
provide encouragement to younger
ASCAP publishers who now are
held down by low availability rat-

Retail Disks

other Broken Heart”-“Love

ballad that doesn’t mean much
While “Less” has more of a chance.
Nat (Kin?) Cole: “Slimmer Is A-

as Published in the Current Issue

— WEEK ENDING MAR.

'

1

.

Comin’
In” -“Easter
Sunday
Morning” (Capitol), “Summer Is

—

for

.

NOTE The

current comparative sales strength of the Artists' andr Tunes listed hereunder is
under a statistical system comprising each of the three major stales outlets enumerated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Varietx The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT developed from the ratio of points scored : two waya in the case of talent (disks, coin machines ),
and three waff$ in the case of. tunes (disks, coin machines, sheet music).
:

arrived' at

TUNE

ARTIST AND LABEL
.

fCry

.

Johnnie Ray (Okeh)

.-[Little

White Cloud

(Please Mr.

Four Aces (Decca)

.

.

.

.

...

.......

.

(Tell
^

(3), it

would

stir all

mem-

3

3

E«U Fisher

4

6

Kay

5

5

6

4

Leroy Anderson (Decca) ...
Les Paul-Mary Ford (Capitol)........;........

7

8

Eddy Howard (Mercury)

a

7

Pee Wee King ( Victor)
Patti Rage (Mercury)
... v .
Mantovani (London)*. .... ...

Sun

Me Why

Garden

in the

Rain

(Vietor)

ber publishers into a hustling mood
for the greater benefit of
as a whole;

ASCAP

.

Brit Tunesmith Guild
Drafts Standard Pact
London, March

4.

An

attempt to negotiate a standcontract, for songwriters has

been launched by the Songwriters’
A draft pact
Guild .of London.
drawn up by the SWG executive
has been submitted to tlie Music
Publishers Assn.
A small committee repping both
sides, with Jimmy Phillips of Peter
Maurice Music Co. in the chair,

week and the MPA spokesvoiced objection to several of
the proposed clauses. Roth parties
have agreed to report fi ack to their
last

man

9

Starr (Capitol) ,

....

...

* . ... ... .

.

Wheel of Fortune
Bide Tango
Tiger Rag

,s

...

.

10

,

(Sin
.

.

.... ...

.

. .

.

.

....

.

...

^Stolen Love

. .

.

....

.

.

.

.

. .

.

.

.

.

Charmaine

TUNES
POSITIONS
1

This
Last
week. week.

TUNE

PUBLISHER
Mellow

Cry

1

1

2

2

Tell

3

4

4

6

Anytime
Wheel of Fortune

.

.

Me Why
Hill-R

Laurel

.

respective organizations and further meeting will be set for an
early date.
Dr.,

Hugo Maximo Funes,

in

charge of Latin-Anlerican performance rights for/ Southern^ Music,
heade.; out on a. three-month South
American trek last week.

* 5
6

7
8

$
10

White Cloud That Cried

3

Little

•V
7

Slow .Poke

•

.

.

Please Mr. Sun
Dance Me Loose

Be My Life’s Companion
Bermuda

.... .......

.

• I .

.»

•

,

... .»...

»

Ridgeway
WeiSs-B

Erwin-H
.

.

,

.

.

,... .

vious .instances,
Jones comic
workover of a ..tune hampered further performances in a serious
vein because his interpretation generally left a strong humorous imprint on the listener’s mind. In
this etching, however, Jones musical inventiveness is mild and it’s
doubtful iL the’ side’ll win many
yocks or Spins. The bottom slice,
a dome.dy treatment; of a Coaster’s
cliche, has better chances,
Fran Warren; “I H/ear A Rhaplivery of ‘‘Rhapsody’’ should help
this oldie get away. It’s one of
Miss Warren’s best jobs in—some
time. She projects the tune’s warm
mood for top/ effect. The M-G-M
flip is a slow-paced item with limited appeal. Nelson Riddle’s orch
supplies standout backing, on the
Coupling.

Come What May
. ..

comes out of the Spike Jones hazing in good shape. In. several pre-

sody”^-“Mother Mother” (M-G-M).
Fran Warren’s rich, dramatic de-

Slow Poke
.

a pleasant ballad.

Spike Jones Orch: “Deep Purple”— “It Never Rains In Sunny
California” (Victor). The melodic
peter DeRose fave, “Deep Purple,”

.

and

ings;

Henry: Jerome Orch: “Homing
Pigeon”—“Let Me Dream” -(M-G*
M). “Homing Pigeon” is a bright
novelty tune which gets off to fast
s t art via Henry Jerome,’s neat
workover. Orch builds the ' Catchy
rhythm and cute lyric, into a solid

is

'

1

A-Coihiii’-fn” is a topgrade blend
ing of melody and lyric which Cole
builds into a sock platter. Tune
should gain an early berth on the
hit list?, Tune’s Charm fit Cole'*
smooth, unhurried delivery. Flip
is a fair bet for a prerEaster push.

commercial item. Headed for plenty of spins on all levels. Reverse

TALENT
POSITIONS

,

Me A

mediocre material. Her pipes make
the most of the routine lyiric and
meiody but the numbers are tbp
dull for. any impact on ..the jock
or juke market. “Heart” is a slow

Sheet Music

Retail

Mood arid

’

Little Bit Less” (King). Kay Armen,
whose solid vocal styling continually marks her as a potent entry
in the femme
disk sweeps, is.
hampered on this coupling by

Reports of Distribution

Statistical

also

style

interpretation are excellent.
Good bet fof jocks and Jukes, ^
Kay. Armeii: “I Can’t Afford An*-

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Last
week.

Her

results.

lyric'

Compiled from

This
week.

top

all-out diskery coverage.

payoff system.

If a straight

serious

shows up-to advantage on “Walk
Alone,” oldie which is getting an

:

Sbme ASCAP publishers are now
in favor of revising' their payoff
plan along the lines adopted by
the writer, sector of the Society
jas a result Qf the antitrust’ consent
decree.
Under the cleffer. plan,
,80% of the distribution is based
on strict ^performance considerations, with the remaining 20% being a seniority 'factor. The current
publisher System ortiy has 55% of
the fund based on performance
factors, with 30% for availability
(a rating of the catalog’s prestige
and other unique values) and 15%
for seniority.
N- Radical Effect

this ballad/ roll-

in a slow temgroove giviiig .full
play, to her clear, .melodic /piping

poed,

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

met

spins

.

.

.Ford cut the foiktune, “Rock Island Line,” and “A World I Don’t
Know.” which ho penned.

points.

ard

their

You Take”-“Forgive Me (Victor). groove. Bloch’s rhythms are soft
“Chance You Take” emerges as a and easy. “Love,” an oldie- comes

.*

Williamson

as a top item .while ^Whiprefreshing ballad^ entry with sock across
possibilities via Eddie Poor Will,” a corn-flavored tune,
is
fair.
just
Lily Ann Carol does an
Tune,
easy workover.
Fisher’s
Feldman
Down Yonder ..
.
which is getting a hefty wax cov- okay vocal on both sides.
Bill
.Darnell: “Alone and ForplatLittle White Cloud.. .Lennox
erage^ shapes up best on this
ar- saken’V'Lqnely AWine”
(Decca).
Chappell
At End of Day. .•>
ter due to the. unpretentious
rendi- With the currenf wax vogue still
vocal
breezy
and
rangement
Love Sunshine New World
1
high
riding
on
on
blues
and
rhythm
tion. It’s catchy enough to click
Unforgettable
Bourne
Forgive styled * times; this Bill Darnell
the jock and juke level.
piece coupling looms As a click commerheavy'
contrasting
a
is
Me”
12
cial
beL Although “Forsaken”
which never £ets off the ground.
Love’s Roundabout Cinephonic
leans fiiore to a spiritual originaTennessee Ernie:. “The Gandy tion, Darnell’s exciting treatment
Sterling
Longing for You
Dancers Ball”-“Hambone” (Capi- makes it
Sterling
Slow Coach
potent pop property.
of bigtol). Although there’s lots
Disney
Shrimp Boats
It’s another one of those left-field
time opposition on both Ball and items that the jocks could start
Maurice
•
If You Go
Ernies
Tennessee
“Hambone,”
.Cox
Oodles of' Noodles.
rolling if they get behind it, Darcoupling should make a good show- nell’s workover of “Lonely Wine’’
Kassner
Rollin’ Stone
,
ing when the final tallies are m. is in the same genre but it’ll lose
Bourne
Allentown Jail
On “Ball,” Ernie lacks the vitality the plays to its mate.
Black and White Rag F.D.&H.
of Frankie Laine’s Columbia etchReine
Rosaline
Phil Harris-Bell Sisters: “Haming but he gives it an added bone”-“Mama’s On The Warpath”
Charmaine ... Keith Prowse
.".
warmth that plusses the folksy (Victor). Teamrup of Phil Harris
... ...
Toff
I’ll Be There.
spirit of the number. His. treat- and the Bell Sisters on “Hambone”
ment of “Hambone” is standout gives Victor’s entry in the tune’s
and will help skyrocket the novelty war sweepstakes a strong name
Marvin
into the top brackets. He gets an drawer and since the style and
Co. expert vocal assist from Bucky
Music
sounds of the opposition platters
while' Cliffie Stone’s orch
Marvin .Cane, Vic Damone’s per- Tibbs out unusual rhythm sounds. are near-carboned, it’ll be a photo
dishes
Harris delivers with his usual
finish;
sonal manager, has gone into his
Ray Bloch Orch: “Goodnight My
own music publishing venture via Love” - “Poor Whip -Poor Will” zest and the two Bell femmes supply a bright assist. Harris/ works
Hillcrest Music.
(Coral). Ray Bloch’s initial pressCane recently exited Shapiro- ing for Coral won’t make much alone on the reverse, a wordy
novelty that has little pop appeal.
Bernstein, where, he was profes- noise in current wax market but
Andrews: “That’s The
Patti
sional manager of S-B’s affiliate, they’re pleasant entries and should Chance
You Take”-‘T11 Walk
Mood Music.
fare well with late-hour jocks who Alone” (Decca).
Patti Andrews
stylized treatment of “Chance You

Why Worry

Art Ford, all-night disk jockey
on WNEW, N. Y,, is turning crooner and tunesmith. His initial etching will be released oh the Essex
Records label withi/i a few weeks.

/Leeds

.

i.

.

By MIKE GROSS

.

*

Enchanted Eve.
Because of You

considerable number of American
Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers firms Indicated they
would make simlfSr attempts to get
hiked ratings. As expected, or
feared, by some trade execs, the
decision in the Southern case is
forcing a general review of the
ASCAP distribution method in the J
publisher sector. Southern’s rating
rating 'was 'hiked from. 250 to. 450

.

.

Morris

Platter Pointers
Esoteric Records, indie l a be l,
has packaged a two volume 10
inch LP set of “Jazz Off The Air,’
taped off the WNEW, N.Y. indie,
‘‘Saturday Night Swing Session’
broadcasts in 1947. It’s a flashy
set performed in excellent jam
style by top jazz names/ Such jazzIsts as tenor saxmen Charley Ventura, Flip Phillips and Allen Eag?rj trumpeter Roy Eldridge, drummer Buddy Rich and thp late bop
‘.rumpeter Fats Navarre contribute
Frances Wayne
1
the frenzy
and the Neal Heft orch have a
,

Gbday

(Continued on page

5.8)

Tednesdlay, March 5, 1952

Both Columbia and RCA Victor have vigorously hit back at Lib-^
erty Music Shop, N.V., for its charge* that long-play disk prices
were listed, too high.. Columbia has pointed out that its development of LP cut the cost of records, by 62%. Columbia stated that
in 1949, the five major companies lost $3,100,000 on their business,
while in 1950 the same five companies made only a 3.8% return on
"
their investment after taxes.
Columbia stated that “It is not our intention to reduce the value
of the dealer's inventory by reducing prices at this time.” Victor
made a similar announcement, declaring that it did “not contemplate any change in our price to distributors or our suggested re-sale and list prices.” Victor pointed out that it does hot set retail
prices, but only recommends list prices which will afford a fair
return to distributors and dealers.

+
Chicago, March 4.
With band bix showing its strongest pace in the last five years,
one-niter promoters; are starting to
worry about the rising spectre of
higher price tags on name bands.
Several bands, encouraged by solid
grosses during; the last few tours,
have already jacked up their
prices for all dates in a move to
cash in on the general prosperity.
Bookers, however, fear that the
current hand prosperity will be
throttled, by hiked prices. For the
past couple of years most of the
•

bands have been working on mod-

producers in the next couple of
weeks, American Society of ComN.Y. in Pop Reorg posers, Authors and Publishers Will
collect about $1,400,000 for pix
In a reorganization of* RCA Vic- performances fees covering the last
tor’s pop artists and repertory de- two years. Performance fees from
partment, a&r chief Dave Kapjp the pix industry have been held
is bringing Henri Rene back to up
since March, 1950* when the
N. Y. from the Coast, Rene 'has antitrust consent decree outlawed
been Coast /recording manager the ASCAP exhit) tax and opened
sinqe 1950, working with Victor’s the way to separate deals with each
extensive stable of Hollywood art- film-producing company.
ists such as Tony Martin, Dinah
Under the current deals, Metro
Shore, Dennis Day and Phil Harris,
is paying $270,000 for the past two
among others.

To

Date of .Rene’s shift Will he deguarantees in order to give termined by how fast a replacethe prompters a chance to break ment ’Can be set; for him on the
even, at least, and make a good Coast.
The long-brewing war in New^
As yet, no one has been
profit
in ..favorable
situations. tapped for the job, although sev-r
York’s long-play disk market flared
Ralph Flanagan’s orch/ in fact, set eral names are under Consideraup on a new sector Monday (3)
the pattern two years ago with a tion. In N. Y. Rehw will Work under
when Liberty Music Shop, for the
$1,0Q0 guarantee for regular one-! Kapp as musical director as part
first time, Offered its. LP disks at
night stands plus percentages over of a
30% off. Move is seen as an. overt
staff including Hugo Winter^
specified gross -figures. Except for
challenge to the price cutting opHonolulu, March 4.
halter and Hy Grill, in the pop
eration of Sani Goody, N. Y. disLouis Armstrong grossed a. rec- such high-powered crews as Guy department.
count outlet; and the diskeries’ ord $26,700 in three performances Lortibardo, Vaughn Monroe, Samprice setup. / Other pwank Madison at the Civic Auditorium Thursday my Kaye and Freddy Martin^ other
Ave. are following Suit. Ben Kaye, (28), here. There were over 10,000 bands scaled their, prices similarly.
At present, however, some bands
head of the Liberty Shop claimed admissions. Armstrong has schedthat he expects the prices of LP uled six more evening concerts in have begun to break through the
disks to be, lowered in the near Honolulu and will entertain at $1,000 ceiling and. are asking $!,future and that the /store is urn army- posts, during the /afternoons. 250 guarantees. Due to prestige
loading its stock before the reduc- Trumpeter and orch are accom- considerations, other name bands
tion. He added that if. retailers panied by Joe Glaser, Associated have been forced to follow suit
A
against their
are willing to operate on smaller Booking Corp, prexy.
sounder business
discounts the prices of records
judgment;
If the trend towards
Armstrong is retumin$^to San
higher prices is hot; checked, some
could ..be considerably reduced.
March: 10, and WBl likely bandsmen'
He also stated that there is no Francisco
foresee a repetition 6f
.r« H
.
j ’a,**- .-v i
go to Japan
at a laterdateT On his
valid reason for the current list
the same cycle of boom-and-bust
Efforts of the Songwriters Progetting
price of records since many indie^^JS*^^
which hit the business several
tective Assn, and major publishers
from the first dollar.
diskers' have produced low priced
years ago.
to /clarify disputed clauses in the
disks in the low price range and
Advocate of modest guarantees basic writers contract at a meetfhg
that: according to manufacturers,
point nut that it furnishes a solid, in New York last week were inconmaterials are plentiful and there
economic base to the band busi- clusive and resulted in the calling
are no shortages.
ness. If a promoter can make money of: another confab for today (Wed.).
Aiming his guns at the record
on ndme bands,- then he is in a Initial meeting was conducted in
manufacturers, the Liberty spokesposition to gamble with smaller an amicable atrhospherc, with
both
man said that they've', made no
bands. Prosperity for the lesser- sides agreeing upon the need for
concentrated effort to. stabilize the
known combos is held to be the a settlement Of all outstanding isindustry. In 1940, he recalled the
foundation of a healthy; band biz sues.
list price of disks ( only ope speed
situation. If, however, promoters
Three basic points are involved
then) were reduced proportionatefind that name bands fail to pay in the high level
pub-writer disly and all the diskers prospered.
off on steep guarantees, then they cussions, First point
involves the/
If was such a ’stimulant that many
cannot* afford to risk! their coin question of payments to writers for
new diskers entered the field and.
In line with the general band on more speculative crews in the lyric books .and folios as provided
succeeded; If the companies mainbiz upbeat around the country, $500-$750 bracket.
for jii the SPA 1939 contract. Untain -their present' attitude/ he conorch etchings 'are creating more
der this pact, pubs were required
cluded, there'll be a general curnoise sin the wax market than
to pay writers $25, or 50% of what
tailment and many small dealer
they’ve clone in a number of years.
the publisher received from the
outlets will be forced to shut doWri;
lyric mags. The pact, however, was
Wax upsurge is attributed to the
Haynes Griffin, anothef* class record companies, who’ve been gonot clear on whether the same coin
N. Y. retail outlet, Is. currently ing all out in building flew orch
deal applied to folios. In the 1947
mulling a similar price reduction names and sustaining interest in"
contract, however, SPA revised /its
plan.
Although the store isn't the veterans. Diskeries are laying
basic contract to specify that writwholly behind the Liberty move; on their orch properties With heavers are entitled to $25 or 50%,
the .proximity of the two stores ier
which ever is higher, in both cases.
promotion budgets and stronger
is forcing them to. hop On the
Point currently in issue is how far
disk Jockey exploitation.
discount band wagon,.
back SPA should check publisher
The lead taken by RCA Victor
Meantime, several diskery top- in their push of the Ralph Flanabooks for folio and mag lyric coin.
pers, whofve admitted that .the. price
Second point involves, the distrigan oreh.two years ago is currently
Albany, March 4,
war has been detrimental to the being followed by many other combution of performance coin reSenate yesterday (Mon.) unani- ceived from the Australia publishwaxing biz, admit that they haven't panies. Decca* for instance, is conmously passed the /Bennett bill er, Jay Albert & Sons, a couple
yet been .able to figure out a way tinuing its buildup
'of Jerry Gray,
amending the penal law to make
to reduce the list price. If the
while Coral, Decca subsid, is laying unauthorized copying of phono- of years ago. At that time, Albert
reduction comes about, Ht’ll probout plans for a drive on Neal graph records or broadcasts for sent JU. S. pubs checks for performably mean reshuffling the Whole
ance fees and did not specify
waxing '.operation from the artist Hefti’s newly formed orch. Capitol sale or for other profitable use a Whether this coin covered the writis concentrating much of its promomisdemeanor. Companion Wilson ers’ Share. The pubs presumed that
down to the distributor.
tion outlay on its two top-selling measure scheduled for favorable
(Continued on page 57)
orchs, Ray Anthony and Billy May. report in the Assembly Codes ComMercury is driving with Johnny mittee tdday (Tues.) With substituLong and M-G-M is laying on Tex tion Senate bill and final vote in
Beneke, Woi^dy Herman and Tom- lower house possible by Thursday.
Alleged in Probe
my Tucker. The indie labels, too, Affirmative act ion is expected
(Continued on page 58)
there.
Hollywood, March 4.
Undercover
Bill, which would take effect
Danny Thomas signed a two-year
Philadelphia, March 4.
July 1, provides that any person
recording pact with RC A-Victor
or company who; by any means,
Red changes brought against The
and will begin his waxing activities
‘’knowingly’’ transfers any sounds
Weavers, folk-song quartet appearwith; an album Of songs from his
recorded on phonograph record,
ing at the Rendezvous here, were,
film, “The Jazz Singupcoming
disk, wire, tape, film or other ardenied by Lee Hays, member .of
er.”
Remake of the old. A1 Jolson
Hollywood, March 4.
the group. The charges were made
ticle recording sounds, with intent
was marked by the
which
Starrer,
a
has
set
Records
Columbia
by Harry M. Matusow, who was
to sell such article without consent
first screen dialog, is scheduled to
the
release
With
associated with the Communist simultaneous
of the owner, or sells any such' argo into production in June. 'Album
of
Will
“Story
Party as an undercover agent, in Warner Bros;
ticle with knowledge the sounds
will, probably be 'available coincitestimony before the Ohio Un- Rogers” of a souvenir album of ex- have been transferred without condent with the release of the film;
broadradio
from
Rogers
American Activities Commission, cerpts
sent of the owner, is guilty of a
Thomas recently recorded Sevwhich is investigating subversive casts. Deal was set by Mitchell J. misdemeanor.
era! numbers with Doris Day from
Hamilburg, repping the Rogers
actfvities
that state;
co-starrer, “I’ll See You in My
their
estate.
Hays spoke for the quartet and
Dreams,” for Columbia Records.
Arnold Maquis is editing the Vladimir Horowitz
called the charges “a lot Of nonThomas’ RCA-Victor pact gives him
estate’s collection of recordings of
sense.” Singing, according to Hays,
approval of all platter material.
Renews With
Rogers’ airers of some 20 years ago
is the "only thing The Weaver^ do:”
and culling the best of the humorlonghair
Horowitz,
Vladimir
News stories about Communist ist’s quips for pressing.
Conkling’s Air Junket
pianist, has been renewed to a
charges broke here last week, with
longterm Red Seal pacit by RCA
Jim Conkllng, Columbia Records
The Weavers still skedded for two
Victor,
III
Bill
prexy, takes off on a six-week flynights of their week at the Rendezvous. Cafe felt no effects from
Horowitz has been. recording for ing junket of South America to/Bill Wiemann, head of the eduthe publicity last, two evenings. cational division for the Warner Victor for th e past 25 years, hav- morrow :<,Thurs.).
He’ll cover business conditions in
Veterans- organizations threatened Bros, music group, is critically ill. ing recorded previously for Vicr
to picket, but picket ,liiie never
He’s at Mt. Sinai Hospital, N/Y., tor’s British affiliate, His Master’s all major countries southiof-theborder.
Voictf.
materialized."'
{suffering from a brain tumor.
est
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With retroactive pacts slated to
be sealed by all major Hollywood

,

^

years; Paramount Mid 20th-Fox *.re
shelling out $250,000 apiece With
the rest of the companies combined

paying
bit less than the first
three studios’ total. Sum of about
$1,400,000 may be increased by a
slight margin when deals with, the
indie producing companies
are
wrapped up.

The two-year back deals aye setpattern for ASCAP^fllm

ting the

com pany

pacts covering future annual performance fees. Coin total
for 1952 will be approximately
$700,000 under this arrangement,
or about $150,000 less than ASCAP
was shooting for In its original
confabs with the pix companies
last year. Columbia Pictures, for
instance, was rated at a $60,000
figure for ,1950 when “ Jolson. Sings
Again” was released* but its regular annual performance payments
to ASCAP are /more likely to be

nearer

npw

the

$30,000

figure

fibril

on.

'

1

,

'

'

ft

.

,

.

Cues Diskers In

,

1

.When all the returns are in*
stands to lose about $500,000 annually as
result of the;
antitrust consent decree, which
confirmed New York Federal Court
Judge Vincent Leibell’s decision
against the exhib seat tax. Latter
tax
produced about $1,250,000

ASCAP

:

yearly for

ASCAP/

ASCAP’s

total revenue, however,
on the ascendancy. Major
factor has been the television boom
coming alongside the slowly increasing revenue from thq. radio
is

still

broadcasters for the past two years/
Latter are expected to pay about
$8,000,000 to ASCAP in 1952, the
same as In 1951, while it’s likely
that television will double
its
1951 payments of approximately
r
$ 2 000 000 .
,

,

v

N

,

>ver

.

By

WB

‘

,

;

RCA

;

Wicmann

Nashville,

March

5/

Two-year court hassle that tied

up approximately $100,000 in royalties from 1950 hit song “ChattanOogie Shoe Shine Boy” came to a
sudden end here last week. Mrs.
Minnie Lee Biggs, widow of veteran minstrel man David McCarroll (Bunny) Biggs, agreed to accept $7,500 compromise payment
and never again challenge author’

.

ship of song.

Defendants in suit, who claim to
have written song, were Harry
Stone, former.
executive now
with ABC on West Coast, and Jack

WSM

Stapp,

WSM

program

director.

Also named as defendants were
Mrs. Mildred Acuff, wife of “Grand
Ole Opry” star. Roy Acuff, and
Fred Rose. Latter two are operators of AcuiI-R;ose music publishing
firm.'.
Stapp and Stone told court
they had original idea and material, worked; out Song with Acuff-.
-

Rose.
Mrs.

Biggs

instituted

suit on
husband was
original composer of song under
“Shoe Shine Bodgief”
tittle
Second hearing In Chancery court here
wag scheduled to begin on day
that compromise settlement was announced by Chancellor Thomas A.
Shriver.
First jury to hear the
case a year ago failed to agree on
authorship. “Boy” climbed to fame
largely on strength of recording
by folk music singer Red Foley./
.

grounds

that

her

.

.

Leg Paul-Mary Ford head out on
promotion trefc

10-city disk jockey

Sunday

(9).
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Contrary to earlier reports that Judy Garland had already been
inked by BCA Victor, the diskery is now in the process of wrapping up
final details of a disking contract with the songstress. A previous deal
had virtually been sealed between the two parties but was snafued
when Decca Records" entered the picture, claiming that Miss Garland
owed Decca a few sides under its old pact. Decca, however, has since
waived its claim and cleared the way for Victor to corral the songstress,
who recently wound up a record 19-week stand at the Palace Theatre
q
on Broadway.

Vince Williams, WJZ, N.Y,, disk jockey, saluted Capitol Records*
10th anni, which’ll be celebrated by the diskery in July, on his 11:05^
to 12 midnight show last week (27). Williams played 10 or Cap's all
"fend augmented the session with taped interviews with Dick
Jones* diskery's artists and repertory chief; Hal Cook, veepee in charge
of advertising-publicity; and Dick Linke, eastern publicity manager:
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1.

2.
3.

WHY

(9) (Signet)

CRY (m (Mellow). ....
WHEEL OF FORTUNE

6.

T«GB».. RAG

7.

LITTLE WHITE* CLOUD

8.

STOLEN LOVE

9.

10-

(Feist).

..... .... ....
. .
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COME WHAT MAY
BROKENHEARTED

e #
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mimOmimm

e #
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f
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v * oe*e

»V

Four Aces
.Decca
Eddie Fisher ,,•«••• , .Victor
Johnnie Ray ...........,,OkcH A

'

,

.

.

,

f

a,

Kay

0

Leroy Andersqn
.Decca
Let Paul-Mury Ford
Capitol
Johnnie Ray . . . .
Okeh
Eddy Howard . . . , . . . , .Mercury
Patti Page
Mercury

(2)

(Shapiro-B)

(DeSylva-B&H)
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t
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•

• *
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* • *

•
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*'

Starr

Capitol
Eddie Fisher v., ........ Victor

.

.

:

. .

(1)

.

••«•••

I

«

......

(13) (Spier),

(Parliament)

(3)

........

.....

...

ANYTIME (7) (HIU-R).,
BLUE TANGO (2) (Mills)
(4)

.

.

(Laurel) .... >

(3)

5.

4.

I

TELL ME

.

* • • e • e

.

Johnnie Ray

!

V,
;;
*

* l
'
|

;
«

.Columbia

time hits

Latching onto platter promotion techniques, Paramount Pictures is
launching a major disk jockey campaign in a couple of weeks for its
upcoming pic, “The Stars Are Singing." Drive will focus on disk vocalist Rosemary Clooney, who is starring in the pic along with LauritzMelchior. Deejay coverage by Paramount with Miss Clooney’s Columbia Records’ releases will be in the nature of. pre-production ballyhoo
since the pic isn't slated to roll until Junc>
Vera-Elleh, screen thesp, is currently

a 16-city trek promoting the
forthcoming M-G*M Records soundtrack album of “Belle of New York/’
Metro filimisical, UnuSual twist to Miss Ellen's exploitation hop is
that she’s not heard on the album although sloe's costarring with Fred
Astaire in the pic. Her singing assignments on the soundtrack were
handled by Anita Ellis.
oii

GARDEN
SIN

IN

THE RAIN

(15) (Algonqiilii)

PLEASE MR. SUN
(15)

SHRIMP BOATS

.

Four Aces .... , . • >
Decca
Eddy Howard > ........ Mercury
Savannah Churchill
Victor
Johnnie Ray
Columbia
Pee Wee King ......... Victor
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• •

?•.
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(Ridgeway),
(Disney)
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a result of the action sparked by Ray Anthony's orch cut of “At
Last" for Capitol Records,
Victor is taking an old Glenn Miller
recording off the' shelves for reissue. Anthony, meantime, has been
heavily promoting his slice of the oldie via jukeboxes. It's understood
that the bandleader has distributed several thousand cuffo sides of the
platter to the coin-machine operators.

"FICK"

: . *

-DISK

OP TH«

Week." Report says, "another waging that should
climb to the top • w • a wonderful performance."
Billboard gives it a "PICK,* rates it at 90 points
(tops) and says, "should be a big winner and the
sequel to TELL ME WHY on the hit lists."

WlUT

A

it

it

.

"ICST

it

ft.

—

Johnstone-^ontei)
Lively, happy
sound is delivered by the Knight ingales (Skylark)
Dick
Taylor
orch. oh
and Dick Baldwin with the
v
this ditty which earns* Cash Box "Best Bet." Can
make the grade.

BRIGHT EYES

•IT"

(

A A

it

Ar

IS A GUY (Ludlow) — Advance reports indicate
A A GUY
this tune is breaking for a landslide,. Doris Day

ADVANCE
TIP

(Col.) and Ella Fitzgerald (Dec.) received with
special enthusiasm by deejays* Watch the trade
paper reviews.

A A

ft

A

Ar

MY BONES (Spitzer) — Lorry Raine (Coral),
A BESTalways
a capable performer, lands a Cash Box "Best

SOLID

“•ET

Bet" for this effort. Billboard calls it a "solid
interpretation
• should draw spins."

A A A A A
ALWAYS BE FOLLOWING YOU

A TU merits general

nop

—

(Meridian)
Tune
praise. Variety lauds the Modernaires' (Coral) version as "a topflight choral
workover." Billboard says Jimmy Dorsey (Col.)
"punches this one thru in solid style, e Cash Box
oommends the Sonny Burke (Deo.) disk for a "top
flight job." fNMtwhifM JMfl

fLtOHT"

’

RATES

ft

(Peer) — Four Aces and A1 Alberts (Dec.)
A PERFIDIA
cotae through with another Cash Box "Disk of the

.

#

ir

ft.

(Spitzer) — Variety gives a boost to "small
A SINCERE
labels and obscure vocalists" in recommending the

Johnny Pee Trio (Jubilee) disk as a "highly
llstehable" tune with "a solid obano* to break
through."
:

"DYNAMIC*

Ar

Ar

:

.

ft "..fr

CITY BOOGIE (Central) -4 Tennessee Ernie and
A BOCK
the Dinning Sisters (Cap, team up on what Cash Box
)

oalls "a dynamic driving number." Tune and disk
rate & Billboard "pick” in the country dept.
Ar

Ar

STANDOUT

A

BABALU (Peer)

Ar

ft.,

oroh. (Mer. ) bring out the best in this standout
Latin favorite. Billboard lists the disk as an
"operator's

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC
5 8 0

FIFTH

A V

Ar.

— Richard Hayes and the Xavier Cugat
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.
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.Columbia

MGM
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Bros.-Les

Brown
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10.1

to

N.Y

by Burns and trumpeter Charlie

(10)

Fisher.

Band plays a

lot of off-the-cuff

the east, Cap brass is continually
shuttling "between the diskery's
Coast homeoffice and the New York
headquarters.. Glenn E, Wallichs,
Cap prexy, planed into N. Y. Monday (3) to supervise the eastern
setup for the next few weeks.
Hal Cook, Cap veepee, who's
been at the Coast office for the
past two weeks, is expected back
at his N.Y. desk Friday (7).

requests in assorted tempos, keepbands ing decibel count down to fit into
in the business today, Tiny Hill pattern of this intime room. Biz
is back in the Terrace Grill of the being what it is, crew will probably
stand pat; here for some time to
Muehlebach for his second stand, come.
Jond.
almost a year to the day from his
first date here. Music he offers is
Tentfr Publishing chartered to
designed prhnarily for dancing,
conduct a music publishing busiLest Pilot Fix
but it is flavored with a variety
ness in. New York. Capital stock
of rhythms and tunes.
Continued from page 29
is 200 shares no par value.
Possibly because he’s used to
things in a big way (anent his 300- about 350 pilot pix repping 450
pound plus shape) Tiny Hill car- series, and of all this only one deal
ries a big portfolio, something may jell. Motion Pictures for Teleover 500 tunes. From this he calls vision, which has a Coast office opup a varied selection of pops, nov- erated by Lew Kerner, has also
medleys,; viewed hundreds of pilots, but here
dixieland,
elty
songs,
some trick tunes, a flock of oldies again it’s been found the average
and the more than 100 recordings pilot isn’t marketable.
he has done for Columbia and
Bob Snader views the pilots for
Mercury.
the Snader company, and Louis D.
There’s considerable entertain- Snader,
head of Snader Telescripment values in the crew, in ad- tions, finalizes
deals, but to date
dition to the acceptable dance stylthe only tangible result has been
ings. The maestro takes a good
countless
hours
in-the projection
many vocals in his semi-folk song
style, with excellent backing from room.
the rest of the crew. In this stand,
Among the pilots being offered
Dottle Brown handles femme sing- is the" “Blondie” series, starting
ing assignments,- a brunet looker Arthur Lake, which was made for
who sings her number full-voiced an estimated $30,000. Other diand feelingly. Buddy Milton, guitar verse pilots offered include a Dick
man, is -aces handling the standard Arlen oater;
Rupert Hughes’ Playballads and current hits, while Hill
house; ''Frank Merriwell”; “Super
calls on Dave Rasbury to vocal the
rhythms and; novelties. For more Snooper”; “Rim Rocker,” “Dinner
stylized songs, such as “Cry” and for Three/' “Elmer Fixit/' “HollyBroken Hearted/’ Hill turns jmike wood Newsreel,” and “Mate and
over to Jack Alexander for vital- Kate.”

One

Staff ord-Franki e Laine teat* (Col.) gives a "top
performance" and "should soore big— and fast."
Saunders'
0 Billboard also likes the original Red
version (Okeh) which "has the* most drive and
spirit • • . a powerful wax item. " tfo less a standout is the Phil Harris-Bell Sisters (Vic.)
platter which also rates a "PICK." Dee jays will
have a field day with these records.

. .

... Victor

Cap Exec L.A.

With Dottle Brown
Hotel Muehlebach, Kansas City

(Rush) r- Billboard Awards "PICK" honors to
A HAMBONE
each, of the three disks released to date. The Jo

Columbia
Decca

With the concentration of Capitol Records activities moving to

TINY HILL ORCH

1

....

. .

. .

.

Arthur Godfrey
. , Columbia
Louis Armstrong , .... Decca
Columbia
Frankie Laine
London
Mantovdni
..... •

RCA

rowiMUL

.

Figures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in the Tbp

As

\
\

.

.

.

.

-

(

.

.....

.

Rene
Ray Anthony ...
Rosemary Clooney

;

.

• • • . .

. .

Bell SissH.

v. .......

. .

AT LAST (Feist) ...
BE MY LIFE'S COMPANION (Morris)
*A WEAVER OF DREAMS (Kassner).
UNDECIDED (15) (Leeds) ...
DANCE ME LOOSE (3) (Erwin*H)
A KISS TO BUILD A DREAM ON (Miller)
JEALOUSY (11) (Harms)
..
CHARMAINE (Lion)
.

.

.

.

.

BERMUDA

•

. . . . .

(Welss-B)^ ...

.

SLOW POKE

.

of the steadiest b.o.

k

.

;

ized vocalling.
Huge investments some producIn way of instrumentation, three ers have poured into pilots to showreeds are rounded out with pair of case has hindered sales where
trumpets, trombone, drums, piano properties are good ones, because
and guitar. Rhythms are in his the producer asks a figure which
established two-beat and the
distributors or sponsors feel is too
double shuffle which he has fahigh for them. Consequently even
vored for years.
top telepix are in some cases lanBiss at the hostelry is okay.
guishing on; the limb, too inflationQuin.
ary for anyone to pick up the tab.

JIMMIE WHITTLE ORCH- (4)
Silver Spur, Phoenix
Jimmie Whittle's band, longterm
lessee at Clyde Garland's smart
Continue^ from pag* 29
Silver Spur, has been doing^ busitures tp video stations,' Owning the
ness at the same stand for 18
rights to about 125 pix; These inmonths and has built up a loyal
clude many of their own indie procoterie of followers over that
ductions^ as well
40 features
stretch of time. With the exception,
purchased last year from British
of one sideman change, band has
National Vilms. Group of latter,
remained intact since beiiig formed which includes “One
of Our Airby Whittle in 1950. Result is a craft Is Missing,” has already been
well-integrated, unit that dispenses leased to WCBS-TV. In addition,
a smooth melange; of dahsapation. brothers have sold several westerns
Group consists of piano, trumpet, to DuMont, 26 pix to WENR, Chicago, and 30 to WKRC, Cincinnati.
drums, and bass, with Harold
Burns handling clarinet and sax Arthur Alexander is currently visit-

assignments in addition

.to

thump- ing key video

ing the strings. Orch gives out with
a lot of music for a snriall combo
and dips into Oiitsized library for
variety of current pops, oldies,
Latunes and Westerns.
Whittle, at the keyboard, gets off
an occasional novelty vocal, and
incidental tonsil chores are shared
4

cities to

tional product.
He is presently

in

Currently

PERSON

IN

Paramount Theatre

NEW YORK
SI*

SMASH

HIT

'‘BABALU”
Jl

ii

with

peddle addi

New York

attempting to work out a deal for
the theatrical distribution of a Ger-

man import, Filmi "The Seven
Ravens,” is
60-minute puppet
show based on a Peter Grimm fairy
tale. It has been dubbed in English.

Record No. 5780 and
5780X45

"

,
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Fred Van

Baojoist
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OIIOIESTRAS-MFSIC
Coral Buys Signature
Masters for Jazz Catalog

Eps,

Coral

Records, Decca subsid,
propping a big splash in
the rhythm and blues as well as

which

Who’s Been at It 55 Years
By JIM WALSH

is

claims that the pubs failed to give
writers their share of the rebate.
M-G-M Augments Roster
Current meetings are being held
between execs of the Music PubWith DeMarcos, WincheU
Continued from pane S3 sEB^jl
lishers Protective Assn, and SPA.
In a move to augment its pop
it didn’t since, under normal pro- MPPA toppers include Louis Bernartists roster, M-G-M Records last
(Shaplro-Bernstein),
Jack week pacted the DeMarco Sisters,
cedure, the American Society of stein
Composers, Authors and Publishers Bregman (-Vocco & Conn) and Ber- vocal combo, and singer Danny
collects foreign performance fees nard Goodwin (Paramount Music). WincheU.
for its- cleffer members. This was SPA toppers are Charles Tobias,
The DeMarco Sisters, who were
a unique case, however, and SPA Milton Drake and Paul Cunning- inked to two record deal with opis asking for the right to check the ham v Sidney Wattenburg is legal
tions, .Will etch tunes from the

SPA-Paks

the jazz field, bolstered its catalog
recently with- the purchase of sevReference to -‘such perennials as eral jazz masters from Bob Thiele,
topper of the now-defunct SignaPerry Como, Dinah Shore and ture Records, s
have
waxbeen
who
Martin,”
Tony
Among the first long-play reing from half dozen to dozen years, leases will be Earl Hines playing publishers' book to determine how rep for MPPA and John Schulmdn
a
flock of Fats Waller composi- Jnuch of the
indicates such ate “veterans” made
Australian coin should for SPA.
be allocated to Writers.
in these days of rapid change. But tions*
MPPA execs have made it clear
Third point involves coin from that they cannot bind their mema guy whose latest platters may
not 'set sales records; but who
Tuneful Music chartered to con- Britain for; mechanical and sheet bers fo any points which are setprobably deserves accolade as all- duct a music business. Capital music royalties. Several years ago tled in the talks. They will, howlong-distance
recording stock is 100 shares, no par value. Britain had a stiff Withholding tax ever, make recommendations that
time,
champ is Fred Van Eps, of R. D. 2, Milton Gelman, of N. Y., is a direc- on this coin, but later made a re- the settled issues be put into optor and filing attorney.
bate to American pubs, SPA now eration.
Plainfield, N. J.
He. began making five-string
banjo records 55 years ago in 1897,
Now,
While still in short pants.
r o
i n
I
. ..
noting growing popularity of ragtime and honky-tonk piano, he figures time is ripe for return to authentic ragtime via banjo. Under
his own “Five String Banjo” label
he has just issued an album, including classic “Smiler” and “Maple Leaf Rags,” James Scott’s “Ragtime Oriole” (classed by Rudi Blesh
and Harriet Janis as one of greatest rags), ‘Dell Oro,” “Nola” and
Based on Gu/seppe Verdi Melody
Moszkqwski’s “Bolero.”

G

w

a.. .6 R

0

W

r

Ahoy,” in which

NG

Words and Music by HERB

Records sound as if made With
steel-backed banjo Van Eps used
in acoustic recording days and
have authentic tone of the virtuoso
whom many critics have rated
Piano
greatest all-time ban j oist.
accompaniment is by Fred's son
Robert. Two other Van Eps boys
are well known in music—Fred,
Jr., as arranger, and George as

film “Shirts

they are featured, Diskery Will not
issue a soundtrack album of the
pic's score, as. it does With niost
Metro pic musicals because the
film doesn’t include enough tunes*
WincheU, who recently switched
from song plugger to Crooner, will
wax his first session next week.:

MY LOVE HAS GONE

SINCE

.

,

Metro

WASSERMAN and JACK AARON

’

CHORUS
Tacet

Gm

.

dance band

guitarist.

Recently Van Eps revealed that
after playing for 45 years by one
method he had completely changed
His new disks, howtechniques.
ever, which should get Warm welcome from students of historic rag

and jazz techniques, sound like
same old master hand. Brilliantly
recorded, they are apotheosis of
banjo craftsmanship;
Saga of Fred Van Eps, who operates prosperous radio parts manufactory at Plainfield in addition to
plunking banjo, is interesting. As
child prodigy, he -played violin at
F, but four years later switched to
banjo after hearing Wax cylinders
by* Vess L. Ossman, then worldfamous as ‘banjo king,” Another
four years and he was making records for Edison and Columbia.
With dance craze at height
around 1912-13, he organized the
Eps Trio to make dance platters,
group including Felix Arndt, composer of “Nola,” who died in the
1918 flue epidemic, pianist, and
Eddie King, later Victor recording

IfcVI

r:ra

King gave

manager, on drums.

way

after a few years to saxer
Nathan Glantz, and young Frank
Banta, whose father, Frank P.

rj4«.i

iimryi

Banta, had played accompaniments
for Van Eps* Edison eyliiiiders before elder Banta died in 1904,
joined up as pianist. With addition of Joe Green, xylophonist, the
trio became Van Eps Quartet.

Van Eps took

In 1917

his erstwhile
as banjoist of

Famous

place of

Ossman,
Henry Burr’s Eight
exemplar;

Victor

Artists

troupe,

Which also included Billy Murray,
Albert Campbell, John Meyer,
Frank Croxton, Monroe Silver and
Banta. Still later, he remade practically all Ossman’s Victor and Columbia records, as defects were
found in original masters.
And
now he has other “Five String
Banjo” albums in preparation.

i

11 4

!

|i|/Q

Hollywood, Mafch 4.
Talent currently appearing at his
Cafe Gala Will* be starred by Jim
Dolan 6h a new label, Masque

'

.

tJtSLM

!

•

Records,

which

gets

iJJLL’

underway

shortly.
Initial release will be a six-sided
album. Four Will be Rodgers &
Hart showt unes bleated by 88er-

singer

Bobby

Troup

trio will

Short*' Other pair
will be originals by Bobby Troup,
the oldie “Baby, Baby All the
Time” and his newest* “Heidi.”

do

all

V
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MY LOVE HAS GONE.

Avenue, New York 19; N. Y.
International Copyright Secured e AH Rights Reserved

Copyright 1952

DARTMOUTH MUSIC; INC., 666

Fifth

the Work on

the latter two sides and guitarist
A1 Viola and bassist Lloyd Pratt
Will-back Short on the Rodgers
Hart melodies.

&

i/i

Decca Sets Len Herman
Lenny Herman orch, a smaU
Combo with a pop-polka format, has
been inked to a term pact by Decca
Records.

Herman had formerly cut for
Coral Records but has not been
active on wax in recent .months.

M-G-M

Columbia

DARTMOUTH MUSIC,
Mg

LORING BUZZELL, G

P

r

i

Inc.

•

666

Fifth

Avenue

LUCKY WILBER

.

New

York

West Coast
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Field for Radio Sale
Remington Records, top label in

disks that have been hitting the

the low-priced long-play platter
market, is entering *the “package
music” broadcast field. Diskery is
prepping a library of concert and
opera works for sale to radio sta-

market thh year, record company

tions.

Along with the flock

click

of

now feel that the market can
sustain more than one wax interpretation of a strong-riding numr

will be made with several
of the current London

CBS IN DISK TiEUPS

her.

of Fortune/’ for

ON

exam-

ple, which broke out initially on
In a move to develop pop hits
the indie Derby label, Was covered out of the* “Songs for .Sale” CBSby most; of the majors withi%*wo TV Show, the network has made
Weeks of its release. Although the promotional deals With several top
Sunny Gale etching for Derby disk labels under which the latter:
jumped off to a fast start, Kay will cut and release the show’s
Starr and Bobby Wayne, on Capitol winning entries.
In addition to
and Mercury, respectively, are getting exclusives oh the songs, the
gaining ground on the retail and diskeries will get free plugs on its
juke level, Diskers figure: that its platters featuring “Songs for Sale”
better to gamble on a follow-up tunes.
than leave their distributors withColumbia Records picked up a
out a representation Of the click
number. They also claim that they tune last week for etching by the
Winning number was
Mariners.
can usually drive ahead of .the
“One Love,” by an amateur, Peter
original disclick in areas where
Mack. Coral Records has agreed
their distribution setup is stronger,
to cut the top tune bii the April
Other examples of the “get on 5 stanza while M-G^M Records will
the bandwagon” kick are “At Last,’- wax the top entry on a May .show.
Both Decca will also cut tunes showthe oldie, and "Perfidia.”
tunes started to make noise last cased on the v program.
At the
week via Ray Anthony’s Capitol same time,
new flurry of pubwaxing and the Four Aces’ Decca lisher interest in the show’s
etching, respectively, RCA Victor, tries has been evidenced.
is planning to cash in on the, curAlthough over 50,000 tunes have
rent “At Last” dick with a reissue
passed through the show’s hopper
of a Glenn Miller recording. Millsince its bow a couple of years ago,
er’s etching, incidentally, was the
with several hundred having been
initial
hit waxing of.* the tune.
processed for airing, the show has
is
throwing
Meantime; ;Decca
failed to produce a number with
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Cry.
Dance.
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Go.day

.

Lion
.Mellow
;

Me

Loose’

members

.

Er yvin—

.. ....

.

Down yonder.
Glorita

...

,

,

.

.

Grand Central Station
Ho\V Close

company.
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*

.LaSalle-

.*• , ,,

•
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.Life

•

Harms'

.
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White Cloud That Cried

Little

mbve

to spark dealer interest in it$ pop catalog, London
Records last week split its long^
play disk releases into classical and
popular’ categories'. Heretofore the

.

.

JOhnstomM
Famous
Spier

..

Tickets to Broadway”
Slick”

Marks

...

1

F^n?'

/.

—

,

,

Slick”. .......

.

...
Never i “Golden Girl”
Oops—-t “Belle of New York”
Please Mr. Sun
Shrimp Boats
Slowpoke

Long-Play Platter Line

.

Broadcast
Chappell

.

Moon— 1“ Aaron

Marshmallow
Love.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Thing— f “Aaron

Manhattan— t“Two

My

.

.

Harms

.

.

.

I

New Pop

•

....

cXife Is a Beautiful

Life

.

.

Could Write a Book— ? “Pal Joey”
...
....
Hear a Rhapsody ....
Talk To the Trees—-* “Paint Your Wagon?,.
.... ...
Wanna Say Hello

I

, . .

.

.Li Te

.

.

.

Robbi

. ,

.

Feist'

.’

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

Weiss-B

.

..l^isney

«

^

^

.

.

.

Ridgeway
.Remick

i

Take Me Home.

Me Why
Trust In Me

Tell

diskery had been releasing its LPs
under the same heading.
London’s sales execs expect to
nab dealers who’ve been unaware
of the firm’s pop output via the
separate release pl&n. London distributors haVe been alerted to concentrate
the non-classical LP
dealer to widen its sales outlets.
London already has switched over
its past LP pop product to the new
category,

R

Duchess
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Signet

, ,
,

,

Tulips and Heather
........
Until (Anema E Core)
rrt

.

.

.
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.\

,

;

;

.....
.

.

,

;

,

.
.

Advanced

.

Shapiro-B

Leeds

.

Second Group
A Kiss To Build a Dream On— "“The Strip”
A Weaver Of Dreams
Baby Doll— “Belle oP New York”.
Believe It Beloved
Blue Tango
Broken Hearted.

.

.

.:

.Miller

,

.

Kassner

!•

Feist

.

.

.'Broadway

.

Mills

DeSylva-BDeSylva-B-H
.Shapiro-B
Odette

Cpme What May
Goddbye Sweetheart.
It’s

•

,

,

.

.

Raining

B.0.

.

.

.
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Continued from page 53
Johnson
Arthur Pry sock-Buddy
any. sales impact.
Orch into the song’s sweeps with
are going into the band waxing
a big promotion and. distribution
field in a big way. * Top example is
campaign.
PHilly Symph Vetoes
Abbey’s pacting of. Charlie Barnet
“perfidia
which is going strong
’52 European Junket and Charlie Spivak.
for Decca, is being covered by CoPhiadlelphia, March 4.
Benny.
lumbia with a reissue of.
Such vet orchsters as Guy LomGoodman pressing and a Guy
The boa’rd of directors of the bardo and Russ Morgan on the DecMitchell workover while. Victor is Philadelphia Orchestra has .vetoed ca label; Sammy Kaye and Jimniy
jumping in with a re-issue of a plans for a European trip, at the Dorsey on Columbia; and Vaughn
Glenn Miller Waxing;. 'Columbia, end of the symph season in May. Monroe and Freddy Martin on Vichowever, does hot plan to stress Ph illy orch had invitations to ap- tor are also getting top diskery
any coverage policy.
pear at Paris, Bordeaux, Brussels, push on each, waxing.
In some instances, however, disk- the Hague Festival, Italy and the
Orchsters claim that they’re
ery execs won’t bother Covering on Scandinavian countries and a three- also getting a better break from
a click if they feel the chase would week tour had been outlined.
the repertory
the diskeries

•

Peter Cottontail.
Perfidia

Retreat

.

’

.

....

.

.

.

.

v.
...

*

.

r.

.

.Cosmic

.

,

& R

Peer

.

.

.Porgie

.

Witmark

.

........ ...
Rain
“Singin’ In

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

(It’s

Mills
Mills-

...... Hill

.

.

Silly Dreamer
-No) ^Sin
Singin’- In the

,’

.

....

.

.

St. Nicholas
Nichok
......Famous
Famous
.....
Paramount

.

,

.

.:.

.

..

Times
Just One More Chance
Never Before— “Sailor Beware”,
Oh Hovy I Need You Joe.
I’ve Tried a Million

Band

* » » »

* • .

.

Charmai

field.

In a

.

-

’

Starts

.

.

•

, >
At Last At Last
Be My Life s. ;Coinpanion

’

London

of Feb. 22-28
in case of tics), based on

•

•
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'
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5,

week (more

of

.

Any Time <

being handled, by Tawny
Nielson, newly appointed pop artMiss
and repertory chief.
ists
Nielson is also planning country
music releases in the pop single

Project

“Wheel

H

». ;..,
.....

,

copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index,.
Published by Office of Research . Inc. § Dr. John Gray Peatman ,
Director. Alphabetically listed .
•
•>••»- Melrose
A Garden In the Rai
Berlin
v. . .
....... ; ... ... » ,
'Always

Remington, meantime,, is readying a series of showtune albums for
Recordits regular long-play line.
ings will be made in Europe. The
set of “South Pacific,” for instance,

they

Week

Survey

The top 30 songs

Initial works will comprise
a series of disks made from tapes
of the Salzburg Festival in Germany next summer when several
Wagnerian Operas will be staged.

Atlantic Becords is going in for
toppers are again rushing pressings
a series of long-play albums feaof tunes that have * broken away
turing cafe vocalists.
for rival dickers. Practice of coverDiskery has already released a
ing, a hit tiine had been deemphia- set by Mabel Mercer and ih plansized by artist and repertory men ning followups with Sylvia Sims
months but and Portia Nelson.
past couple
for the

—

..

.

Wednesday, March
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•
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.

.

.

.
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.
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.

............. Algonquin
Rain”
Robbins
..•..Simon
.Laurel
,

the'

Take Me Back
Wheel Of Fortune.
.,
Would You— t“Singing In the Rai

.

i

.

Robbins

'

.

Top 10 Songs On TV
Be My Life’s Companion. ,
Morris
Cry
Mellow
Domino..
...
..Pickwick
See
You
In. My Dreams
f’ll
i“See You In Dreams” Feist
Little White Cloud That Cried,
....... .Spier
Manhattan— t “Two Tickets To Broadway”
.Marks:
Please Mister Sun ...
Weiss-B
Shrimp Boats
.Disney
Slowpoke
.Ridgeway
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

—

be useless because of the opposiManagement felt that longer level. Heretofore, many of the top
tion artist’s strength in the market.* preparation was needed and nixed times were given to the vocal artTop example is Capitol’s Les Paul- venture, but* okayed it for spring ists in the fold but now the execs
Mary*Ford, who usually ride out a of 1953, if European sponsors were are assigning a hefty portion of
tune without any competition.
still interested in that date.
the top tunes for an orch workover.

.

.

'

;

.

.

Tell

Me Why

FIVE TOP STANDARDS

SLOW POKE”

Rhythm

Fascinatin’

Jealousy....
Smiles ....
t

PEE WEE KING

“Big Bill" Lister, “Ship of
Love” (Capitol) .The Dominoes,
“Wfien -The Swallows Come. Back

bia).

the

oldie

“Al-

(Coral)
A1 Morgan and
Frankie Freba’s cut of “Mistakes”
for DecCa is standout
Ginny
Stephens’ treatment of “While The
Candle Burns” on the indie Carolyn label could break away ... Joe
Thomas has an okay cut of [‘Blue
Tango” (Mercury) .Billy May's
Workover of “There is No Greater
Love” is a good bet ... Hal Singer
has a fair side in “I Hear A Rhap.Ella Fitzgerald is
sody” (Coral)
in top form on “Lazy Day” (Decca)
Joe (Fingers) Carr rendition of

ways”

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

“Noddlin’ Rag” on' Capitol
jock fodder, .Ace Harris
.

.

is solid
is okay

on “Sentimental Tears” (Coral)
of “Love Me
Now” on Capitol rates spins. \
Margaret Whiting's workover of “I
Could Write a Book” fails to impress (Capitol)
Len^ie Tris.
tano's sophisticated keyboard in^
ventions on “Pastime” and “Ju-Ju”
(Jazz Records);
Les Cohipagnons De La Chanson have a highly
appealing side in “Sweet Marie”
.

Bob Sands treatment

RCA-VICTOR Rtlaasa #20-4458:

.

.

SILVER AND GOLD

,

’

(Columbia) . ,*On the same label,
the De Paur Infantry Chorus shows
fine .rythmic qualities in* “Eight
Days In A Week” and “The Continental Soldiers” (Columbia),
Standout folk, western/ blues,
rhythm, religious, polka, etc.: Billy
Cotton, “The Comb and Paper
Polka” (London). .Leon McAulIffe, “Blacksmith Blues”
(Column
,

“RAGTIME ANNIE LEE”
Thanks

KEYS MUSIC.

BLUERIVEVt MUSIC CO4017 ShhiOI

Mvrf.s

Hollywood

1

144 W, S4tk

St.,

INC..

New Yerk CUy

.

.

Capistrano” (Federal) ... T h e
Ravens, “Begin The Begiiine”
(Mercury).

in

slice

.

REDD STEWART

.

to

Continued from page 52
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Featuring
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As

Harms
Harms

*Legit musical.

Jocks, Jukes

mIt

.Vogel

.......... .... .... Remick

Filmusical.

His

AND

Latest

:Harms

.

.

.

Give My Regards Tq Broadway
I Won’t Dance

RCA-VICTOR #21-048*

and

Signet

.......

.

Mari

VfdnfriiTt

5,

VWokSi

•CHSSTItAS-MIJSIC

lETJUL DISK BEST SELLEBS
Survey of retail disk best
sellers , based on reports obtained from leading stores in
12 cities and showing comparative sales rating for this

and

week.
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JOHNNIE KAY
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1
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LEROY ANDERSON

(Decca)

“Blue Tango* t^-4Q220

.
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(Columbia)
“Please Mr. Sun’’—39636

'7-

2

“Tell

..

8

8

9

13

5

(Decca)

Me

Why”-T-27860
LES COMPAGNONS (Columbia)
“Three Bells”—4105F
MANTOVANI (London)
X,
“Charmaine**— 1020
.

.

.

.

.

.

9

“Tiger Rag**— 1920

11

7

12

10

“Slow Poke**—21-0489
BELL SIS.-H. R1JNE (Victor)
“Bermuda” 20-4422

13

12

“Be

PEE WEE- KING

Life’s

WEAVERS-G, JENKINS
14B 11

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)
Me Why**—20-4444
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“Tell

ELLA MAE MORSE
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7
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(Decca)
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AND
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(Capitol)

8

“Blacksmith Blues**— 1922 ........
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LES PAUL-MARY FORD
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JOHNNIE RAY

FOUR ACES
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(Okeh)

White Cloud’’—8840
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(Victor)

“Anytime”—20^4359
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Combination with a New Hit!

.
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Artist* Label, Title
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KAY STARR
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“Cry”— 6840
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A Winning

X
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*
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a

Matchless “Music in the
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(Capitol)
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FIVE TO!

AMERICAN IN

GUYS AND DOUS

PARIS
Hollywood Cast

Broadway C««l

GLENN MILLBt
CONCERT

Decca
DA-823

LPT-16

9-203

WPT-25

DLP-803G

P-25

M-G-M

ALBUMS

E-93
K-93

M-93

Victor

Bow

includes

roster

THE RECORD MAN
With Paul Flanigan
55 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 4 p.m.
Participating

WTRY, Troy

Patti

able.

Grean Sets Up Indie
Promotion Outfit
Charles Grean, who exited' as
Victor pop artists and repertory chief last November, has
launched an indie disk promotion
outfit under the Comet Records
label. His initial sides are “I°Don’t

RCA

.

a collaboration of Grean
and David Corn, Jr., and “Smoking
And ArdreaminV* Canadian pop
Mind,’*

tune.

Sides were made by the Street
Singers, a quintet, Under the supervision. of Grean and, Jimmy Leyden; a recording director and
brother of Norm Leyden, also an
<

ex-Victor

a&r

staffer.

Virgin

L

299
DDN 299
KFD 299

Grean

is

and

SHOWBOAT

His Orchestra

Hollywood Cast.

M-G-M
M-G-M84

WISHIN’

K 84
E 559

Flanigan^ chief announcer at
the. CBS affiliate, displays a clear
voice, brisk style, friendly manner

Wf

Smith Succeeds nilsberg
In Philly Symph Setup
Philadelphia,

Paul Flanigan, who has built a
Page, Frankie Laine, Billy May large Saturday night following with
Clark
orch,
The Chocolateers,
a record-revolver, now spins on a
Bros., and Don Rice.
listenable weekday program geared
Biggest Show will play 42 dates to matinee reception,' chiefly by
in 3Q days, winding in Cleveland
women.
Selections feature new
May 11. Package’s weekly operat- tunes and artists off the beaten
ing nut is $50,000. Tour is being track.
Some unevenness in the
booked by the Gale Agency in as- calibre and balance of numbers for
sociation with General ArtistsCorp. the five-a-week sessions is notice-

Complete

Sun

Capitol

in April

Witli the addition of Illinois Jacquet to the “Biggest Show of 1952“
this week, package is now slated
to preem ir. Washington April 12.

off

and

Disk jockey Review
Set for D.C.

YMA SUMAC
Lofltnd

March

'Jmi

*

OOODBYE SWEETHEART

x-iixdvs:

4.

Philadelphia Orchestra Assn, has
R. Smith, of this

DECCA

named William

succeed the veteran Alexander Hilsberg at the end of this
season as the symphony’s new assistant conductor. Hilsberg has re^
sighed his post, because of pressure of guest conducting assignments.
Smith, 27 years old, conducted
choruses and acted as organist for
a number of Philadelphia organizations. He is at present on the
faculty of two Philly music schools
—the Academy of Vocal Arts and
the Philadelphia Musical Academy.

27975

(

78

RPM I AND

and sound music background. His
Flock of M-G-Mers in N.Y.
chatter* comments and analyses
come across smoothly, if on ocFlock of M-G-M Records artists
casion, lengthily. Here and there, are giving the diskery, a strong proa pitchman’s enthusiasm carries motional hypo in the New .York
Flanigan overboard—viz.* sugges- area via their personal appearance
tion on one shot that dialers carry
engagements.
a portable set in their car, if necesJanes Powell is heading up the
sary, to stay with, an evening show
Copacabana nitery, as is
of his which would present a trans- bill at the
conversation Lauritz Melchior at the Palace Thephone
continental
Billy Williams group is
The
atre.
Jdco.
with Doris Day.
featured in the Paramount Theatre's bill and Ivory Joe Hunter is

Buddy Pe
at the Birdland nitery.
Franco's orch is appearing/ at the,
Queens Terrace, L. I., while Ted
Cab Calloway, currently oh a Straeter’s orch continues at Gogi’s
South American trek with seven La Rue, eastside bistro.

Calloway to TourU.S.
In Spring With Quintet

Cap’s Sales

be called

MOONLIGHT
SONATA
ah.

Album

of

ORGAN SOLOS

I

I

Goldie Goldmark, longtime Coast
rep for J. J* Bobbins k Sons, has
exited the firm to tie up with Sheldon Music, Moe Gale’a publishing
firm, in New York.
Goldmark it heading east to take
over Sheldon’* N. y.. operation.
March

.

7,

run one week

,

Selection s includei Moonlight Sonata
Smilin'

—A

Through

Dream

—

-

Roses of Picardy

SoniawharG a Voice

— Lovo Sends a little Gift of Rotes
— My Moonlight Madonna •— Sylvia

Is

Colling

Decca Album A*884^foUr 10-in. 78 RPM Records # Price $4.75
Decca Album 9-273 * Pout 45 RPM Records • Price $3.75
Price $3,00
DL 5364 ^ IQ-in, Long pioy Record

Powwow

the Caholeeri.
Capitol Records 10 district manCalolway, who's expected back agers will convene in; New York
appear
will
next Week for the diskery ’s semiin New York March 9*
in the Caribbean islands on his Way: annual sales meet. Sessions, which
back. He’s set for Port-au-Prince, Will begin March 12, will be held
Haiti, today (Wed; ) , Ciudad Trujil- at the Park Sheraton Hotel.
Parley, which will cover new
lo, Dominican Republic, March 6;
and
San Juan» Puerto fttco, sales plans and campaigns, will
Will

RPM)

The Poet of the Organ Play*

.

heading south next week to plug
the platter with jukebox ops.
sidemen, will reduce his group to
five men When he heads out on a
U. S. tour In the spring. The combo

9-27975 (45

city, to

America's Fastest
-Selling’Records!

.

,

.

.

.

.

H

I

.

.
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New

kee, has set Flip Phillips April 14
York
Timrnie Rogers, Negro comedian, for two stanzas, Ella Fitzgerald
May 5 for a week and Kirby Stone
forming a six-man combo . * 'RI- has a two-weeker May 17.
Hot Lawrence orch into the Meadowbrook* Cedar* Grove^ N. Jn April
Beep River Boys, vocal com*
8
Cleveland
bo, open at the Chez Paris, MontGeorge Sterhey band brake up
real, March 18 .
Ginger La when boys refused to leave CleveMare new vocalist with, Leon Mefr land for date at Glass Hat in Chiran orch at the Arcadia Ballroom. cage’s Congress Hotel.
Sterney
N. Y,
She's (laughter of Jimmy doing piano single until he gets
La Mare, of General Artists Corp« new combo organized. Two of his
one-niter department .. , . Illinois men, Joe Spinn and Frank Novak,
Jacquet begins a 10-day engage- joined Andy Nelson in forming
ment at the Celebrity Club, Provi* Zephyrs Trio with break-in at
dence. ft. X, March 14 *
singer Schneider’s Tavern
.
Pierson
Pat Terry opens at the Capitol Thai picked Up Anne BeSIng as
Theatre, Scranton, 1 6
o r row new vocalist in orch which re(Thurs.)
Eddie Heyward Trio placed Riiss Carlyle's outfit at Hov
booked into the High Hat Club, tel Cleve'and’s Bronze Room .
Boston, March 10 V., „ Herman J. Carlyle touring to Kansas City’s
Glmble, M-G-M Records Baltimore Muehleback Hotel after string of
distributor, in town for sdles hud- one-nighters in this area
dles
Duke Niles, Ardmore Eddie. Sindelar angling for Ted
Music contactman, to Cincinnati on Lewis’ crew to start spring policy
a disk jockey trek
. Bull Moose
of name attractions in his Skyway
Jackson orch into the Earl The- Lounge Club
Flu kept George
atre, Philly, March 14
Erroll Ssetl off the Severance Hall podi;
Garner Trio subbed for the Billy um for a week; during which RuWilliams Quartet at the Paramount dolph Ringwell, associate conducTheatre. N. Y.< Sunday (2).
tor, pinch-hit for him in leading
Cleveland symphony Orchestra . ,
George puffy back at Hotel Hollenden’s Vogue Room as bandChicago
Tommy Reed extended at Oh master after being hospitalized a
month.
Henry ballroom until March 23
con tact man Irwin Berke off to California for a month
Berate CumKaiiia* City
mins into the Rice Hotel, Houston,
Cab Calloway
tomorrow (Thurs.
Tiny Hill orch out of Terrace
does a week at Zanzibar, Denver, Grill of Hotel Muehlebach after
Earl Hines and aug- three-week stand to open at Four
April 21
mented band play for “Y" circus Dukes, Detroit, with Tennessee
at Keil Auditorium, §t. Lou is. April Ernie and Ken Griffin March 6. .
Lionel Hampton Bon Both on his eighth extension
21 through 2j>
has 11 days at Town Casino, Cleve- making It 20 weeks in Drum Room
land, beginning April 2.
Pee Wee of the Hotel President
Daryl
Hunt returns to the Preview April Harpa orch had its instrument
4
Don Reid ddes he airbase at truck stolen from parking lot and.
Wichita Palls, Texas, April 7 for returned with damage of over $800
six days,
to vehicle—a week after insurance
Leo Pelper group backs the had lapsed < Gordon Budero has
Show of Progress. Hastings, Nehr. the piano assignment in Sans
March 17-22, and then has a frame Souci room just opened by Hotel
at the Casino. Quincy, 111. March Berkshire in midtown section.
23. B a n d- 1 hen goes into the
McCarthy and Pale head west for
Schroeder. Milwaukee, f or two Reno and an opening at the Riverweeks and then has a month's stay side April 3; Mary McCarty in
at Trianon here. .Weavers sing ait for a fortnight replacing them at
Lake Club, Springfield, 111. March Eddys* Restaurant 1 Tony Pastor
8 v. Singers* Rendevousi Milwau- orch due in for a one-nighter at
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“Slow Poke" (Ridgeway)

m
s

£
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CO

*2

•

5

9
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9
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.
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2

$

7
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“Cry” (Mellow);/
“Anytime" (HilLR)

.

...

,

.

,

“Wheel

‘

,

r

.

.

'of Fortune" (Laurel)

.',

“Please Mr. Sun” tWeiss-BL .
ance Me Loose” (Envin-H).

.

.

.

.

}

“Shrimp Boats" (Disney) .>
“Be My Life's Companion" (Morris ) 8
“Bermnda" (Goday) ...
Down Yonder" (Southern). ....
“Undecided" Leeds)
“Charmaine" (Lion)

8
10

.

‘

2

3
/

.

.

14

11

.

.

.

3

10

.

.

.

;

8

.
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.
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13B 15
11
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Pla-Mor Ballroom March 13
Russ Carlyle comes into Hotel
Muehlebach March 5 for four-week
.

Met Qnizzer Lawrence

To

date.

Pittsburgh

. ...

Dom

Trimarkie unit back into
Sylvan
Roosevelt’s
the
Hotel
Room, replacing the Ziggy Bella
Molly Papile has moved
Trio
her solovox from the Northside out afternoons next season.
.

WITH 3

'RACK’

Quit Ptioenn Orch

Conductor Robert Lawrence; who
has been quizmaster on 12 of the
Metropolitan Opera intermission
“Opera Quiz" broadcasts on ABC
this season, has been contracted for
the full schedule of 20 Saturday

TIDIES

Spotlighting the Upbeat of folk
tunes in the pop field, Hill & Range
Music is currently riding with three
hits which have been placed on
"the rack.”
Numbers. -are "Anytime,” “Blacksmith Blue$“ and

"Peter Cottontail.”

Jimmy Blandi’s Fox Head tavAs result, Lawrence this spring
Pat is giving lip directorship of the
ern on Brownsville Road
McCauley’s threesome has had its Phoenix (Ariz.) Symphony Orchesoption picked up again at the Wil- tra, which he has conducted for the
liam Penn . ..* Jack Young has- sold past three years.
He has com-

Few pop publishers in recent,
years have been able to get several
tunes on "the rack” at the same
time.
Operated by Music Dealers
Service, N. Y. jobber, "the' rack”
muted weekly from New York to guarantees circulation of over 100,Phoenix- by air, to handle both Met 000 copies on each tune in cigar
and orch assignments, and has and candy stores, bus stations and
found the sked a little heavy. In- other non-music store outlets.
creased Met chore here next season
would hive made the dual job too
Link to Coast
arduous.
Harry Link, general professional
manager of E. B. Marks, leaves for
the Coast Friday (7) to huddle with
Freccia Quits N.O,
Studio execs on the Marks’ stand-

to

.

.

1

Mercury distributing outfit
here to -Herb Cohen and moved
to Miami Beach, where he’s going
into
candy manufacturing
the
his

Roy Eldridge playing
business *
a guest engagement with Tommy
TUrk and the Deuces Wild at the
Midway Lounge ... Whitcy Scherbo's band has been picked up again
.

,

.

the Ankara; ditto Ross Hall's
Jack
the Monte Carlo .
.
Brown's band gets the Twin
Coaches spot
.
Jack Mahon
orch into Club 51 in Brentwood
for six Weeks.
at
at

Symph

In

.

Row Over Guest

Choice

New

Orleans, March 4.
Dr. Massimo Freccia, musical director and conductor of the New
Orleans Symphony Orchestra since
1944, resigned Saturday (1). He
will compete the current season
with the orchestra. He’s been appointed conductor of the Baltimore

Arthur Murray Loses Suit
On Exclusive Job Contract
*

Cleveland, March 4.
One of Cleveland’s most involved
and long drawn-out theatrical law-

Symphony,

succeeding

ards.
He’ll

NEW

BLAME Mi’

‘DON’T

Reginald

Brig. Gen.

Kemper

L. Williams,

New

president of the

FOR LOVE’

Orleans Phil-

harmonic Symphony Society, said
nied right to stop a former em- Freccia was "dissatisfied with the
ployee from teaching at a rival method of selecting guest artists."
studio in this territory. It took He did not elaborate.
Asked for
Judge Earl R. Hoover of common comment at a rehearsal of the orpleas court exactly 14 months and chestra Saturday, Freccia said he
a 39-page speech to come to this had nothing to add to Gen. Wildecision, favoring Clifford W. Witter. ex-Murray instructor, who quit
on April 20, 1950, to join the Fred
Astaire school staff here.

Costello and Murray interests
an injunction suit against him,

REVIVALS

Stewart.

suits was wrapped Up when Sam
Costello, local head of Arthur Murray dance studios, was legally de-

filed

be there about two weeks.

Standards by

liams’ statement.

Sammy Kaye
j

cycle;

Monday

orch got on a bito play three

(3*

contending Witter had signed a cuffo shows in
two states.
contract stipulating he would not
Kaye appeared at St. Alban's
teach dance steps elsewhere for Naval Hospital, Queens, N.
Y., at
two years within a radius of 25 10 ajn. and then planed
to Lawson
miles.
Covenants restraining an Field, Ga., for an afternoon
show.
employee, on termination of his In the evening the
orch played
employment, from competing with at Fort Benning, Ga.
his employer are legal—-as long as
the agreements are reasonable
He ruled that Seattle Set*
ones, judge said.
Band*
the Costello-Arthur Murray suit
Seattle, March 4.
was unreasonable and that no visipuke Ellington and band will play
ble injury bad been incurred.
a concert at the Gi vie Auditorium
Ironic sidelight to the windy but March 25, and
one-niter at the
precedent-setting case is that Wit- Trianon the following night Ralph
ter is reportedly working again for Flanagan is booked into the Trithe Murray studios in Sacramento, anon March 28.
Calif., but without a contract.
Louis Armstrong and his AU
Stars will play a concert March 30
at the /Senator ballroom here.
Bob Hiller Back From Coast
Bob MRler. Music Publishers
Bill** Symph on Tour
Contact Employees peer, returned:
Dallas. March 4.
to N. Y. 'last' week after .a three-;
Dallas Symphony Orchestra Will
week huddle with Coast Contact- embark: on .its annual
tour- on
j

I

Name

men...

Thursday

Miller will how prep, plans for
the MPCE .contract with the .pub-/
Ushers. which edntes up' for re-:,
ue.wai at the end of. the year
d
work on She- revision of thermions'

concerts' for the. first time “ -the
north west part of 'the nation/
Walter Herdt;. wiis conduct 16
concerts in- five .states' with' the-,
.group to return-' here' for -it-* final
concert here on- March I'9.

'
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The Palladium's new vaudeville
season opened unambitiously with
British comic Max Miller headlinToronto, March 4. 4
ing, Miller did a laugh-provoking
hough indigo act. Layout was genHis books under custody and he Ted Lewis, Miranda, Laihe
office,
his
from
barred
erally undistinguished.
himself
For Baker Hotel, Dallas Although there were no top U.S.
Fred S. Quirk, treasurer of the
acts on this bill, piariy turns now:
Canadian National Exhibition, has
Dallas, March 4.
been ordered back, from his inTed Lewis orch booked for the on tap recently appeared in ‘the
tended month's Florida Vacation Mural Room of the Baker Hotel U,§L.Anne Shelton, who was clicko
for explanation at an emergency here, May 15-May 24.
Carmen at; 'the; Cop a cab ana, N.Y„ didn’t
meeting of what Robert H. Saun- Miranda will play the spot after make the necessary impact. Max
as
describes
veepee,
first
CNE
ders,
her current stint at the Shamrock Bygrayes, who Jiit.the Palace, N Y.,
"a hasty situation.”
Hotel, Houston, and will open on Judy Garland's recommendation, where he pleaised. audiences,
With Mayor Allan Lamport ful- March 11.
that
filling his pre-election promise
Frankie Laine Will follow Miss similarly didn’t hit top response;
probe
complete
a
order
would
he
Miranda into the Mural, opening Michael Beritine; who appeared
briefly at the now defunct Gilded
of CNE operations and financing, March 21.
Cage, N.. Y., also failed to make
the civic shakeup already has reand
the grade here.
vealed reports of shortages
prose^
been
have
The Bernard Bros, opened in
never
that
thefts
clicko style with their standard
cuted; charges that electricity costs
miming, but: their closing producwere absorbed by the CNE when
tion was overlong and off key.
they should have been billed to
Other acts, include Lucienne, Bob
midway concessionaires; the claim
& Ashour, who will play the Latin
that midway contracts; originally
Quarter, N.Y., next year, Lucierine
okayed by the ONE board of direchas gotten herself a new AshOur
tors on percentage deals; were
Toronto, March 4.
fees
inked-in
(original; Ashbur is now Working in
fiat
to
changed
later
On
or
six-acomplete
capacity^
the U.S. with a new girl partner)
without the CNE board's knowlday schedule, with mob hysteria and has added a
second male danedge.
climaxed once by smashing -in of
cer. .Seven Ashtons, risley act, also
Further inflaming Mayor Lam^
the -stage door, Johnnie Ray broke slated for the
Latin Quarter, N. Yi,
port is fact that Hiram McCallum,
in the recent the Casino house record with a fat and juggler Rudi Horne complete
Whom he defeated
r
given the $24,900 oh week's engagement, the Palladium lineup.
has been
^election,
heating former record- set in Jannewly-created post of assistant genuary by Gordon MacRae, who
eral manager of the CNE, with a
clocked $22,180.
starting salary of $10,000 plus exDespite merciless pannings of
Lamport claims that the
penses.
the critics, Ray. had a phenomenal
appointment is payment for past
500-mile-radius ^dra w, with early
political favors.
morning lineups of the teenagers
On his claim that the .CNF is that
had Ray commencing his/daily
“bleeding to death from, red ii«t
stint at 11 a.m. and house tliqn sold
and. only creating “midway milout.
lionaires,” Lamport is asking why
The American Guild of Variety
"For first time in 16 years’ opera
the city-owned CNE received only
tion of the Casino, Murray Little Artists is making a major attempt
arouftd $150,000 last year when the
regulate personal management
to
over dropped the grind policy, with no contracts. First case to come up in
tumstiled
show
annual
one admitted during stageshoW or
2,000,000 at 50c a head, plus exwhich
a stand will be taken on
film. House lights .were turned ori
hibition floor space, and a 14-perafter each stanza to clear out all p.m.’s is slated to be decided upon,
grant
sellout
formance nightly
customers and admit new ones, in the Jerry Rosen case. Hearing
stand show (24,000 capacity), starwas held yesterday (Tues.) with
with no standees allowed.
ring Jimmy Durante at $3 top.
Apart from
Ray’s
squealing decision later.
Case involves comic Orson Bean
Front All-Canadian Bill
femme fans, plus those three-block
Lamport is also insistent: that the lineups, Six cops were on duty at Who last year signed a three-year
agency
contract with Rosen, and
grandstand performance become the stage door to protect the singer.
a personal management contract
show,
all-Canadian
an
again
with Rosen’s wife, Ruth. Bean
frdm William Morris
divorced
recently appealed to the union to
At
Agency “package deals.”
nullify both pacts on the ground
weekend Variety Club dinner here*
he didn’t think he was being
that
the mayor announced that he
Sullivan Suspension; But guided .correctly;
wanted Jack Arthur, regional manUnion has no control
Although
ager for Famous Players (Cana
Smith Ban to Stick of personal managers, it is taking
dian), to stage this season’s grand
the position that pact with Mrs.
Boston, .Mkrch 4.
(Glasgow - born
show;
stand
The 90-day suspension doled out Rosen is a subterfuge so that Rosen
Arthur, who was not at the dinner,
can get two fees. According to
was stage producer and pit con- to John J. Sullivan, Sullivan The*, affidavit filed with the union by
ductor at Shea s Hippodrome and atrical Agency, for “irregularities,” Bean, he alleged that he had hot
by the Hub branch of American
the Uptown, plus production chi
met Mrs. Rosen prior to the parting
of some 70* trans-Canada Famous Guild of Variety Artists and up^ and"' She has given him no profesPlayers houses' units until sound held by the national office last No sional managerial advice.
He also vember, has been lifted. Local
films killed vaudeville^
This will mark the first time that
produced “The Army Show” dur- board reviewing his activities while AGVA will be asked to rule in a
tinder suspension are satisfied Suling the last war.)
management case. There
personal
Caught in the middle on the all- livan did nothing which Could be have been other cases filed with
Elwood considered detrimental to the un- the union; but outside settlement
Canadian shovr angle
Hughes, CNE g.m. whose Ameri- ion and restored liis full booking had been made before union could

.as

.

.

;

4

Tommy Trinder ‘V arieties’
So-So 12 '/2 G in Mont’l 8

Havana, March 4/
Almost all of Havana’s bars,
cafes and restaurants; including the
swank TropiCana and Montmartre,
reopened Friday (29) after being
shut down two days due to labor
difficulties; The strike left many
tourists here for the, carnival season hopping to .find a place to get
a meal.

The cause of the walkout is complicated in that labor blames management arid viceversa, and both
blame the government, which has
been actings as mediator for the
several months’ old dispute. Chief
complaint is the 20% wage increase
granted the workers by the gov
eminent, which owners say is un
constitutional and illegal since they
were hot asked to sit in on meet
ings at which this hike was made.
The establishments’ Teopened:
temporarily at the request of President Carlos Prio. Further meetings between the feuding groups
have been Scheduled by the government for the near future.

*

.

Sans Souci and the'Gran Casino
Nacionai staved off closure by
meeting the wage increases, though
most of the. other' restaurants and
nitery owners, have stated they will
fight the measure, even if they
have to. close their establishments

,

:

for the rest of the year.

On the other hand, the suspension of Robert Smith, Smith The

Atlantic City,
business

Amusement

complete'’ standstill here Saturday
night (1) after a blizzard which
started early that morning dumped
some Seven inches of snow on the

with

?

mined.

snow the
.

blocked by snowdrifts
almost impossible for the
usual out-of-town and local spenders to visit a motion picture, a riitery or one of the hundreds of tap.
rooms. The city was isolated, for
about three hours, with no trains
coming, in or leaving, and bus
Streets

made

clamped

at the same time
Local’s
Will continue indefinitely.
exec board was hot satisfied with
Smith's activities during bis sus
pension, claiming some of his ac
tions were “not to the best inter
ests of the union.” Length of his
suspension has hot been deter-

similar layoff

March 4.
came to a

resort. It was the most
city had seen since 1941.

Agency,

atrical

BUZ BLACKS OUT

it

Ask

Lifting of License

Of Red

Feather, Mpls.

Minneapolis, March

Demand

has

been

made

4.

oh

Mayor Erie Hoyer

to. revoke the
liquor license of the Red Feather,
one pf the loop’s leading niteries,
because of an alleged false statement on its license application
concerning the payment of per-

transportation halted,
v
Some film houses just didn’t
open while those that did had sonal property taxes.
hockey game was
sparse b.o.
In making application for the
cancelled as many other events.
license, the Red Feather swore no
personal property taxes were delinquent, whereas three tax judgKyle MacDonnell Snubs
ments^ totaling $2,342 and filed
$ against its location, are unpaid.
Carousel for Carlo
Pittsburgh, March 4,
Coincident with this develop?
Kyle MacDonnell is passing up merit, the chairman of the city
showcase,
her regular Pittsburgh
council license committee, who is
the Carousel, where she. has played ailing, asked members -to- delay
three times in little more than a (until about March 26) action on
year, for the Monte Carlo in April. Curly’s, another top riitery, which
Latter spot bid more money than pleaded guilty in municipal court
Jackie Heller’s room and she’ll to failure to observe closing hours.
open April 25, following her engagement as Empire Room of N.Y.’s
to
Chezar’s
Waldorf-Astoria,
Irving Chezar has resigned from
Pittsburgh has long been one of
the singer’s best, towns, and she’s Mercury Artists Corp* to join Gen-:
;

A

on

MAC

done virtually SRO at Carousel on eral Artists Cor p„ Where he’ll aseach visit* When that room offered sist Harry Anger in the theatre deher the same dough to come back partment.
and Monte Carlo upped the ante,
Chezar was formerly with Samshe took it immediately.
my Kaye orch as a road manager.
,

bers is that the organizations that
previously ran cuffo affairs have
learned how; to pressure the performers to work not only for less
than stipulated minimiims but to
kick back the agreed-upon sums*
Because of this, board will seek to
have all shows treated as; club
dates. It’s even planned \o set up
a* penalty system for performers
who refund their salaries to the
organizations.

The exec board is cracking down
on cuffo appearances of all types.
Union is still to take action regarding shots on deejay shows emanating from cafes. Board is awaiting
a quorum before taking action on
s

this matter*

Plnchhit Coin
The board, at the same 'time; will
tackle a problem that will
out of loss of coin derived

arise

from
Union has been taxing

benefits.

5%

of
beneficiary organizations
the gate for permitting acts to work
at less* than club-date salaries. With
this coin gone, a substitute iorm
of

revenue _WlH have to be agreed

upon.
to leave open a
so that actors can con*
tribute services in the event of a
and
national emergency,
1ATSE permit its members to work
gratis at the mamm.Oth benefits
that have been held at Madison

Board wishes

loophole

AFM

Recreate Palace

Bill

Square Garden, N,
where in the past.

?

privileges.

whereupon the exec stopped the
show immediately* At another affair \vhere a board member was
present, committeemen collected,
all the checks and had the union
hold them in escrow; for 30 days.
Feeling, among some board mem;

‘

(Cdntlnued on page 64)

Of all benefits with the exception

,

'

*

of Variety

of those which would be performed
gratis by the American Federation
Montreal, March 4,
of Musicians and the International
Hall'
“Music
Tommy Trinder’s
Varieties” drew a. light $12, 506 at Alliance of Theatrical Stage EmHis Majesty’s last week for eight ployees.
1,704-seater
with
Several of the union’s executive
performances
board members are working in this
scaled to $3.38.
direction.
Some claim that the
on
a
.tour
working
Trinder is
Split deal with the Variety Tent in one-seventh, of the weekly salary
stipulation isn’t working out, since
Toronto*
performers are getting paid arid
re-endorsing back their checks to
the organization,
At one affair,
such exchange of checks went on
in plain sight of a union official;

.

.

The American Guild

Artists is seeking the elimination

in High Gear
Los Angeles, March 4.
faithful carbofl of Judy Gar-

and

Y..,

else-

Advance

A

FOSTER, WIFE

COMEDY ACT

BREAK

York. Palace bow is in
IN
the works here for her Coast dates,
Hollywood, March 4*
beginning April 21 at the PhilharPreston Foster arid his wife*
monic Aud. She’s set for a minimum of four weeks here and four Sheilah Darcy, break* in a new
rule.
under the singing comedy act this weekend
Rosen was involved in a previous weeks in San Francisco
of the Civic Light Opera at the Army Air Base, Sacramencase, with Benny Rubin, but issues banner
to, and then trek out on, a Qoast
Assns*
were not as clear cut inasmuch as
Max Bygraves, English comic tour. Route is being arranged by
Rubin admitted that he had known
Palladium Clyde Bladschun of McConkey ArtMrs. Rosen for many years. Other who played the London
made his ists, but covers a one-month pecases brought before union atten- with the singer and then
Palace, riod only since Foster is due back
at
the
her
with
S.
bow
U.
tion included that of Nat Nazzaro
and Judy Quinton. In this setup, has been set to return to this coun- here in mid-April for a Metrd film
also commitment.
according to the Union, Nazzaro try for the Coast stands. Deals
Team is set for a 10-day stand
ion declared are being dickered with Smith &
acts as p.m., and
out in Portland, starting March 14,
round
to
Szonys
and
the
Dale
that Miss Quinton, who gets embill,
the
the Henry Busse orch and
with
ployment for Nazzaro-managed
Boxoffice meanwhile has been three other acts.
Ten one-nightacts, is an employee of Nazzaro.
ticket
rewith
ers follow. Subsequent dates, after
AGVA was ready to process that literally flooded
opened,
been
None
have
quests.
chore, hinge
his
film
Foster winds
case some years ago, but the then
national administrator- Matt Shel- however, since scale is yet to be on this tryout tour.
vCy told union attorneys to lay off set. Decision is due shortly since
the ducat deadline is approaching.
Garland vaudate tees the CLO Towne, Milwaukee, Sets
Throat Blues Nick Lucas
15th anni season, and her stand
Layouts Into September
will be followed by a revival of
In 2d Portland, Ore.,
Milwaukee; March 4.
“Song of Norway,” a new national
Portland, Ore., March 4.
company of “Call Me Madam” and
Milwaukee, has set
Room,
Towne
caricel
forced,
to
NiCk Lucas was
a return date of "“Soiith Pacific.” its shows until September,' with
his; second week at George Amato’s Also in the works is “Judy and the
bill (May 27) still open'.
one
only
Supper Club last Tuesday (26) be- Genie,” a rewritten version of the
He unsuccessful “FiahoOley,” Which Cafe has Sunday Smith currently
cause of a throat infection.
follows with Ricky Vallo on
flew to Chicago to doctor it. Would star Bobby Clark and Mitzi and
March 18. Dante Trio takes over
Singer pulled plerity, of customers; Gayrior.
ori April 12 and Bobby Wayne does
into the ace nitery on initial stanza.
a fast repeat May 13.
Court & Sanders arid Tony Marks
June 10 has Bob Connolly head& Co. were added to the other acts Joe Bonds Charts
lining and -two weeks later the Dell
on the bill.
5,000-Seat Dallas Cafe Trio comes in for a month. Val
This is the second time this has
Eddy group is inked for July 22
happened to Amato. First Was sevDallas* March 4,
and South Winds settle down
eral months ago when Beverly HudJoe Bonds, owner-operator of the
son had to cancel her opening due Sky Club, plans to construct a new Aug. 19.
\
to an operation, but was booked in riitery here /with 5,000 capacity.
at a later date.
Project calls for a large outdoor
Date*
U.K.
Corey-*
Irwin
dance floor of cement, surrounded
Irwin Corey has been sighed for
by a big circle covered over for
Russell Joins Polan
London, April 21,
the time being with a shedlike the. Palladium,
Chicago, March 4.
will be until re- for two weeks.
Barron Polan, personal manager, structure. This
Following that date, he’ll play
strictions oil steel are lifted and
is opening a Chicago branch in aspermanent structure can be the Empire, Glasgow, week of May
a
sociation with Jack Russell.
5, and the Empire, Liverpool, May
Russell was former partner in the erected.
building will 12. William Morris agency set
Mutual Entertainment Agency here / The arena-type
the dates.
have tables under the shed.
|
for the past eight years.
land’s

New

.

Wk.

New

;

1
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•

"

•
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•
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Dams & Ma Tapped

Saranac Lake

For Vegas, Then N.Y.
Miami Reach, March

By LARY SOLLOWAY
Miami Beach. Mat. 4.
Competiti
among hotel-cafe

person. With transportation thrown
in.

Swank Saxony Hotel, however,
of the bellwether oceanfront hospeak here in past
telery group, has departed from
10 days with booking of names

rooms has

hit a

available in the middie-aild^better

the

others

Monte

(Casablanca,

budget brackets. Added factor in Carlo, Sans Souci and Nautilus)
hypoed expenditure can be laid to- and gone in for club dates nightly,
straight nitery "hotel party" ideas

reasoning

that

grab

they'll

By Happy Benway

LQ

Saranac Lake, N. Y., March 4.
those who rated excels
lent clinics and left the observation routine to join the gang in
the ambulatory department are
Forrest "Slintf’ Glenn; Stephen
Baranek, Warner Bros. Yonkers,
N. Y., manager; Eddie (IATSE)

Among

4.

Big click here this season at
Latin Quarter, Darvas & Julia,
European dance duo, have been
pacted to play the Desert Inn, Las
Vegas beginning May 1.
Date will be their second in this
Latin Quarter marked
country.
their U. S. preen! They will follow
the Vegas stand with first New
York spotting at the Latin Quarter
there, around first week in June.

%

Dolly Gallagher, Warner staffer
Balconades Waltzas put
who graduated here to return to
Of Pitt Niteiy Scene Philly, is back as an addition to the

through rest of engagementis an idea Walter Jacobs has
been utilizing for several years at
at another for a $9 average tab per his Lord Tarleton Jolson Corner,
In his case, however, he's underplayed the display, in local publi-

Adele Turell was in for i bedside chat with Pearl (Loew) Grossman, who is flashing a good clinic
in a nifty comeback.

A\
Columbia Racords

KEN

GRIFFIN

biz

,

:

Fernande Montell, who recently
completed a stand at the Latin
Quarter, will play the Maisonette
of the St. Regis Hotel, in April
Bill Miller, Riviera, Ft. Lee, N. J„

0«oe

‘

Datroit, Michigan
Direction: MILO SYSLT

,i»n9

Mutual Entertainment Agency
N Wabash
Chicago 1

.

lit

HAL

GEORGIA

.

*

*

spi

Week

4tk

*

North wait

Opening March

11

OLYMPIC HOTEL
SEATTLE, Watk.

X

*

.

Currently

TOWN
Pgr.

CASINO, Buffalo
Dlr.t M.C.A.
Mar. TOM SHEILS

IN THE HEART OF CHICAGO’! LOOP
near tha Oriahtal, Pataca* Chicago A
E Hangar Theatres It's tha

WHEN

IN

RANCROFT
HOTEL
Randolph
W.

Franklin 2-4741
It.
Ratas far Show Falk
Now Management
Nawly Dacoratad
•9

BOSTON

JACK DENTON
WORLD'S GREATEST COMEDIAN
(Fertonal Opinion

Washington

ft

Heme

of

weekends. Influx then is considered a sure sign as to how the sum-

mer season

will Stack up.

t

Eugena (RKO) Meo all agog over
the first visit from her mother,
Tess Meo, and Louisa Cinque, who
shot in from N. Y, for a weekend
'look and celebrated her graduation
to the ambulatory routine.:
Helen Pelechowic^, former staffer from the Grand Theatre, Camden, N. J., who made the grade
here,, left for Camden to re-enter
the theatrical field.

David Wagenhein planed in from
Miami Beach for an ogle of Walter (CBS) Rbmahik, ,whose go-home
is a certainty in the spring.

Ending his observation period
and o.o„ A1 Brandt (Brandt circuit) rated his first real,

ace clinic

winch ups him for pictures, mild
exercise arid limited privileges.
Write to those who are ill.

Sts.

Shew

HUMOROUS HUMOR

.

NOVEL NOVELTIES

Monotonous monologues

.

.

Yma Sumac

bill

.

.

Webb

Jilla

.

Seventh

.

,

Naw York— Max

.

Nbvollo

i/a

IVAN CHARNOFF
Chicago

Felk

&

Tony
Eddie back, at the Brass
Rail for the third time within a
year. .Kay Coulter supplants
Vicki Barrett in “Six on a Honeymoon’’ revue at the Blackhawk,
April 6 .Landre Sc Verna have
been added to March 6 Palmer
.

.

House show with Mimi Benzell
Frank Sennes in town prowling
Les Mains Joly due at El
talent
Rancho, Las Vegas, March 19 for
George Gobel headtwo weeks
lines the Edgewater Bead) show
March 14 with Tom, Dick & Carrie.
Dave Branower, who turned over
Paul Gilbert, Paula Wray, and the
.

Direction

MCA

C6

MCA

Hightowers to

Oak

days

WITH ALEX STUDER AT THE PIANO
Just Closed the British Colonial Hotel,

111;

YOUR CHANCE
TV. and VODVIL it ai iMd •• anybady'a
yau havs tha right gaadi.
Ta gat tha
MOST, of the BEST, earnady matarial for tho
LEAST money/ ba sure ta send far a copy of
in
if

April

16

.

.

.

— —

a

COMEDY ROUTINES

and

GUY

A.

By RLE3QU E—$3.

VISK

Writing. Enterprise

12 Libarty Street

* TALENT CONTEST*

MONDAY NIGHTS
.

Troy, N. V.

Frinot FrofoesionaJ

Prim Aaardod

Ouplleato

CHEZ PAREE, Chicago
•
Latest Dacca Recording
”1 Wanna Say Hallo"

Also booked in to the B&K
is an Ed Sullivan package

May

•*
Managomant JOE GLASER
ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
Forsonal

.Blackhawk eliminating cover and minimum for students over the weekend and also
instituting Saturday matinees.
for

T

*

Currently

treal, March 18.
Danny Thomas pacted for one
week at the Chicago. Theatre, April

cago.

Engagemenr
Cue at Tlas

la Via

.Club

Hollywood reopened last week after
Bill
shuttering
11-month
with
Falbo, Sue Scott, Lowerie & Russell
and Pat Manning. Deep
River Boys into Angelo’s, Omaha,
Feb. 29, and then Chez Paree, Mon-

house

»

RESTAURANT AND BAR
W. 44 St; Naw York LU 2-4488
WHERE SHOWBUSINESS IfXXTS

158

.

11. Los Gatos and Raymond Chase
make up the rest of the Denise
Darcel show March 7 at the Chi-

Nassau, The Bahamas
o
Currently

THE RADIO CLUB

starting

30.

745

Fifth

Avanua,

Now

York

BILLBOARD

"Georgie Kaye, nifty young
CINCINNATI POST
CINCINNATI ENQUIRER
“Comedian Geofgie Kaye' for comic, handling the reprise
“Comic shines ih new revue. the show’s top laughs,
gives which was good, enough to gar.

The revue

VARIETY
“Georgia. Kaye, rapid-fir
keen-edged comic, romps
with top plaudits."

and

home

is

packed with

.

solid

entertainers and. entertainment,
but we just can't help recounting that Georgie Kaye, a comic
among comics, stands head and
shoulders above all.
Georgie
Kaye is at his funniest."

the show.: the benefit of his ner. sock mitts. The personable
needle rsharp, satiric comedy. Kaye’s ‘Modern* Trend’ bit is
Among other offerings Georgia sure-fire fodder, but its on
has a, wonderful vignette on his ‘Women’ turn., in the num‘Women.’
This is really a ber 5 closer that he turns on
classic and one of the funniest the heat to break up the house
With unusual material . v
skits I’ve, seen in months."
for
yelling
leaves
'patrons
.

.

.

.

more."

GEORGIE KAYE
Currently

'

Grant’s Riviera

booking,
retains power of attorney to nix

Shore

w

Ml 2-7931

St.

Chicago,

for

.Willie

'*

THEATRICAL PHOTOGRAPHER
11 1 E.

.

.

GARRETSON

MM

mum*

Chicago

any contracts.
fills
open date until fall at
the Alhambra, Cleveland, for 10

MARJORIE

iyplpss

—Sidnay Pag#

Chicago-

in his only

**

andSucceisfiil

Chicago

signed with the Willard Alexander
Myron Cohen to the Hollenden Hotel, Cleveland, April 24.
office

Week

CONRAD HILTON HOTEL

.

ir$ the

Avery

-

.

Spatial

The

.

JAN

HELENE and HOWARD

.

returning to New York
He’s
this week from the Coast.
started a deal for. the Riftz Bros, to
Phyllis Louise to
play his boite .
the. Tic Toe, Milwaukee, for a spot
on the Sophie Tucker show. March
Andy & Delia Russell into El
7
Rancho Vegas, Las Vegas, April 3
... Mario & Floria into the Pierre
Hotel, N. Y., March' 11, on the
boniface,

.

PATRICK

office staff.

Because of the winter b.o. so far
this year, they are more than optimistic for the upcoming / Easter

:

4 DUKES SUPPER CLUB
.

Pittsburg, March 4.
The Balconades, on Route 51

highway, will drop Out of the local
cafe catalog this season: Its owner,
Lou Cecela,. has sold the spot and
it’ll be converted into a property
housing a furniture store.
cations, where the Saxony uses big
Balconades for last two summers
space. Typical of the Saxony bookhad been in the big dough, play^
ings is past week, which saw
Henny Youngman, Patsy Shaw and ing the "Jewel Box ReVue” from
Miami Beach for six months followothers presented, along with Jose
ing that show’s winter resort run.
Cortes orch. As for others, they all
Now the Doc and Danny entertainrig a $2 minimum and feature one
ment, which has become pretty
or two acts to buttress their orch
well established here as a warmfeatures.
weather attraction, is trying to ar-r
CASABLANCA
range a deal with another nitery
Biggest room among the group for this year.
and a plush one with a two-show
policy, dinner and supper. Current
there is Gloria De Haven. An orb
Vaude, Cafe Dates
appealer, she projects a pert attractive personality to aid her
average vocal talents. Arrange(Continued on page 64)

Currently

201

4.

resort

’

up

This

March

racked more than
$3,500,000 in business over the
Stott; Joe Fennessy and Delphin three-day Washington’s Birthday
weekend; according to a check of
(RKQ). Streder.
Johnny (IATSE) Nolan, who beat bank deposits.
the rap here, and Bob Schmidt
Show bizzers here figure that this
motored in from Flushing, N, Y., is approximately 10
more than
for his annual checkup and drew a they did a year ago on the same
green light.
holiday.

whatever names are available for
the pne-night stands after their
regular bookings) rather than having a big opening and then offish

buck rate with
everything included, and the latest
gimmick in area-independent outfits who offer packages which include dinner at one spot and show
at a six to eight

Atlantic City,

This

DESERT INN, Las Vegas
Thanks to MERRIEL ABBOTT

Direction:

JACK DAVIES

Wednesday, March 5, 1952

Press Relations

MARVIN DRAGER

We&Kada^ March
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Sherlock’s Hone. Set

Miami Inns Beating Rap
a

London,

Continued from pace <2

Feb.' 26.

A cargo of British culture is ndw merits are well handled, and walks around “Sam, You Made The Pants
crossing the Atlantic in the U. S.
Too X^ong” to win them for big
off to fair hands for her mixture
freighter American Importer,, and
finish.
for the next two years it will toitr of ballad and rhythm.
Grant is a good-lookipg lad with
the United "States. It is a replica
Myron Cohen is added attraction wide ranging vocalistic ability that
of 221b, Baker Street, the home
actually, a holdover- and keeps embraces ballads and rhythm' with
of Sherlock Holmes, which* was one
them yocking with his dialectics, equal facility, Blending is intelli«
of the subsidiary highlights of last
gent and makes for listener attenAdds Irish to his “garment centre’! tion. Reminds somewhat
year’s Festival of Britain.
of Tony
Accompanying the cargo is C. T. stories to keep the laughs building^ Martin, both in manner and delivThorpe, ciirator of the London ex- via the smooth delivery. There’s a ery, while- turning in: a sock job.
hibition.
sprinkling of new stuff in the Took two encores on show caught.
.

Miami Beach bonifaces are study- less hazardous. He has requested
to permit him to hire lineing a plan to continue big shows
girls at $65 weekly plus room, inIn th|e major cafes during the sum- stead of $85 and room. , He -s also
mer instead of feither closing com- asking
tb drop the scale in
pletely or keeping lounges or the summer 20% from the $120 mini-

AGVA

A move

in this direction is being

worked out by
Latin

!

j

mum.

bar going during that period.
Uori Walters of the
/Palm Island.
Quarter

Copa City bonifaces also are mullSo far, Walters is
ing that idea.
the only one to take concrete steps
to set the wheels in motion. He’s
asking the American Federation of
Musicians and the American Guild
of Variety Artists for concessions
in scale to make summer operation
.

—

—

•

AFM

!

Should the union, grant these reductions, Waiters would close the
spot mid-March and reopen around
June 14. At the same time, Walters stated he would drop prices ap-

<

|

1

"
Morales, working with a smaller
repertoire but. its the. standards
he’s associated with that they keep unit* still makes the mambo mumbiers
come up in heavy flocks for
Edwards
&
"Diane
calling for.
preciably to lure the summer crop
Strips
make for a smooth pair of terpers. the dance interims.
Of tourists who are attracted by
Continued from page 1
Young pair achieve their swirls,
the $3 or thereabouts dailf hotel
There against these places, Entertainers lifts and spins in easy- and colorful
rate in the oceanironters.
—_
4 Yvl a a1
would be an assortment, of summer, should be allowed to drink with manner, to raise tableholders’ re
dishes, salads and other lightweight customers if the customers invite action to solid’ pitch.
MONTE CARLO
fare to comprise the major portion them to.
“Many of these young ladies are
of the table d'hote dinners. Lure
This is the newest room along
would be full-bodied shows.
hired on the basis of their follow the hotel front and a. top spot in
Copa City’s plan's haven’t been ing* Some of the fans travel from decor and arrangement,; with elimend of town to the other to ination; of posts making for excelknown
one
is
it
divulged as yet, but
they are contemplating a sizable see them. Such art lovers should lent viewing.' It’s been a struggle
certainly be entitled to buy their to get the place familiar with the
summer operation.
a drink. Just think, hot even cafe patronage hereabouts t; but the
Winter business at most Miami idols
The their relatives—«ven their sisters, build seems under way. Previous
spots hasn’t been too fortealor daughters—-are
setups had. Phil Foster arid then
LQ has been one of the few to mothers,
to sit with them/:’
Henny Yourigman. Current is Harmake important coin in the Beach. lowed
police
to
the
plea
went
Elequent
vey Stone. Opening night he had a
Walters feels that with this head
commissioner who removed the uni- full house listening to his array of
start, he can ..continue to make
b.o. is still not
men*
but
formed
time
same
gagology anent family affairs, with
at
the
money there and
standard. Most of the drop- angles on the wife, plus hotel exkeep the spot warm and. going until up to
with
connected
to
heat
is
due
off
At
periences and finally his called-fqr:
the next winter, season sets i
the Charles. Gross murder investi- Army routine. The last bit has a
that time, the premium in-season
Political Slaying has; the good bit of new stuff to makeJt as
gation.
the
to
returned
be
prices would
mobsters going south for their
Other segments
Savoy,
ever.
.

Chi

.
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NOW ON
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'Skating Vanities’ Off

COMEDY MATERIAL
for All Branch*! ofTheatricals

GLASON'S

FUN-MASTER

SHOW B(Z GAG flit
(thi Sirvici of th* Start)

THt ORIGINAL

35 ISSUES $25
First 13 Files $7.00. All 35 issues $35.00
Singly: $1.05 Each IN SEQUENCE Only

(Beginning with No. 1-HN« Skipping)
3 BkS. PARODIES per book $10 •
$25 •
• MINSTREL BUDGET
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., as. bk. $35 •
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contain a fresh quality that sparkle

Suburban Calumet City, which giggles arid howls in abqut equal
has been running wide open for proportion.
many years, has eliminated “B”
Gomez Sc Beatrice and their
girls or hostesses by order of the

handle, the terp assignments in able manner, dividing the
chores through the week, with
Gomez himself the. teeoff show-

dancers

city council.

“Skating Vanities” troupe sails
today (Wed.) on the lie de France
for a March 15 opening at the

new

London

as

funriy

menu.

TAVELMAROUANI AGENCY. PARIS

casing- to good effect, Freddie Calo

Mayor Blasts ONE

16,000 seater, Westfalenhalle,

orch

fops with the hipi-swirig

addicts who
for son’s height.
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Original hoofing interpreta-

then Danny
SANS SOUCI
Kaye and Jimmy Durante) have
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES sec tour of Europe.
Helen Forrest is in top spot for
(reissue). $3.00
Troupe is then, scheduled for been grandstand sellouts for the the week and this marks .her third
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS. $300. Worth ovor a thousand
Antwerp, and will follow with past four annual fortnights of the stand at what is probably the most
NO C.O.D.'S
Zurich and Hamburg with other ONE at that $3 top, for a 24,000 successfur^hotel-cafe in the_area.
PAULA SMITH
Hughes is still holding Again she turns in a completely,
dates to be lined up. Producer capacity*
200 W. 54 St.. New York 19 Dopt V
Harold Steinmaii will join the out** out for the re-engagement of Leon rounded stint of special and pop
Circle 7-1130
Leonidoff, who has staged the ONE material that keeps them all the
He'll fly over.
fit at a later date.
grandstander for the. past four way into a solid sendoff. Working
years, with Dean Martin & Jerry in new; (and much improved) hairLewis topping current possibilities do apd gowningr -she has added
as stars of the August CNE pro- some specials well tailored for her.
Hotel Nicollet, Minneapolis
duction.
Reprises the songs identified with
Uague
bigstrictly
..
.
”%•
honeydreamers
Variety s«i<J:
(Coincidentally, Leonidoff was her band-songstress years for addiin all departments ... presentation of their numbers includes
working under Arthur at the Up- tional effect, and tops with her
enough,- clever accompanying busiiieff to give production
town, Toronto, when Leonidoff and “Ten Cents A Dance” and “Hallevalues and lift the ect from the straight singing category.”
24-line^girls,
with Florence lujah.”
his
—REES.
Rogge, ballet mistress, were’ sumSacasas and his orch are an admoned from that theatre to form ditional draw here arid long hold(Thanks to Mr. NEIL MESSICK)
the nucleus of the newly opening
overs. Their latino rhythms lure
Rbxy, New York, in the late ’20s.)
the. aficionados in big. quantity to
Meanwhile, on the new midway help keep the. biz healthy. Mambo
dear with J. W. (Patty) Conklin, and other south of the border terps
It’s the roller revue’s fourth con-

''Already well

Johnson,

tion

.

.

.

Before begging

off,

moke a big click .
Patricia's s t eridout gown
they

•

.

.

;

gives an immediate hallmark

of quality to the act."

Variety, Nov. 21, 1951
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the honey

dreamers
Just Concluded
Eight Consecutive Appearances

BILL

GOODWIN SHOW—NBC-TV

whose permanent setup represents are purveyed' in authentic mannerreputed $500,000 investment, by the Herman-Magner quartet.
a
Mayor Lamport has clipped the

NAUTILUS

I

Conklin
$100,000,

earnings
this

further]

for a
effective

on the
September

August commitment. The mayor is also
angry over information that a CNE
agreement clause, pertaining to a
forthcoming

$1,000,000 public liability insurance
had been dropped from the
Conklin contract, this being explained away as a “typographical
error” at the meeting.
Said, the
mayor: “There are too many of
’misinterpretations’
these so-called
and we are going to uncoVer them.”
Apart from rebukes to harassed
general manager Hughes for the
authorized changes in the Conklin
contracts, the emergency meeting
of the board of directors ordered
•that the lost revenue be recovered
from the Conklin pacts. Said v.p.
Saunders: “1 don’t like the look of
it;
there is money owing to the
CNE and the, Contract was altered
without permission of the CNE executive; no person was authorized

policy,

Finishing

and

States in

Some

of his stuff sounds original,
'
goodly portion of
familiar
interspersed.
Averages
out in good fashion with a howlraising' version
of
the kicked

but there’s

tour

to

the

May

European Address
2 PLACE DU THEATRE

FRANCAIS, PARIS, FRANCE

Further downtown in mid-Beach,
the? Driftwood Room in this new
hotel had been suffering from patron paucity. However, with increased budget that had Archie
Robbins. come in, arid then Georgia
Price; the build started. This week,
the biz* is there, with Noro Morales
arid his rhumba crew featured,
along with Eddie Schaeffer, not
seen herebouts in some seasons,
and Harvey Grant, a .well-liked
songster in these parts.
Schaeffer is a* tall, amiable guy
with an easy approach to his aud,

European
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Cugie’s Texas Dates.
Dallas,

March

4.

Xavier Cugat orch rind floorshow.
booked for pne-nigbter here at

Opening March 14

EDDY’S, Kansas City
(Return Engagement)

Pappy’s
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20.'
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Cu T

gat will play the Fort Worth
Casino prevlus day.
Orehester Will fill a week at

Lake

San

after

Sevenoaks,

Antonio,
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Choreography
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Management—-ART
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Baton* Palace
COLLADA PROCEEDS TO Lombardi
Jo Lombardi, who formerly batoned stageshows at the Capitol,
CHICO’ TAG Washington,
PROTECT
started,
yesterday

The Palace— 1952

U

RKO

Theatres prexy Sol A.
Schwartz is in the middle of
a nostalgic pitch from the
harker-hackers to open Mon-

Benito Collada, operator of El (Tues.) matinee as permanent conChico, N. Y., is opposing the ap- ductor of the Palace Theatre, N, Y.,
orch. He succeeds Don Albert, who
plication of a firm manufacturing
resigned because of ill health.
a line of El Chico food products
Lombardi at one time also showand which runs a restaurant chain backed at the Strand

under that name from registering

days,

N. Y.

who advocate
show idea, a

twice-nightly
the London
Palladium, in lieu of the mati-nees,-Schwartz is more serious
about that prospect, especially
in light of the seeming click
of those 7 p, m. Monday night

Collada claims that his Greenwich Village nitery has achieved

and

is

and international

status
thus entitled to exclusivity

performances

of that name. He cites the decision
in the Stork Club, N; Y., case in
which a California attempt to use
the same name Was enjoined. DeCleveland, March 4.
cision held that the Stork has naRecording label artists and other
tionwide rep, and was entitled to
exclusive
use
of
that
name high-budgeted acts have been temwherever the spot was known. porarily sacked by Daffy’s Stardust
Toots Shor won a similar case in Room, because of an edict by the
Atlantic City.
Office of Price Stabilization which
pulled the red flag down
its
door-cover charges.

n
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and
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"DANCING DOLL-USIONS"
Closing

RIVERSIDE HOTEL
RENO. NEVADA
Personal

Management

a#

THE WILSON AGENCY
Phil GRAE— Phil COSCIA
1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.

that

There are others, in turn,

fice.

a national

rail-

—

that label in the U. S. Patent Of-

cific."

The

cdurse, runs
and 9 p.m.
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"South

Palladium,
its,

shows

Paof
at 6

— Reopened

minimum,

at least

more.

Hagenheck Circus

bill

A theatre spokesman complained
that not Only does a vauder have to
compete with television and other
variety houses on the Stem, but
that acts now point to the Palace
two-a-day and ask for similiar
working conditions,

Feeling

relight,

‘Capades’ Fat 175G, Cincy
Capades"

"Ice

the fact

headed

is

JAY

straight

Currently

However,

policy.

film

&

business hasn’t held tip under that
format, and house bookers Harry

Mayer and Don SherwOpd have
been on the lookout for acts and
policies to reopen the house as a
live entertainnieht centre.
Theatre gets the Sadler’s Wells Theatre
Ballet for two weeks starting March
25, after which the vaude revival

MARK LEDDY Whb

starts.

Flunked

Radisson
Minneapolis

I
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The Warner
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Booked by

Geography

one Of the major

to Zurich

THUNDERBlRVLas Vegas
Thru March 15th
t

with dash of nostalgia

.

.

,

Shows plenty animation throughout
—Dally Variety.

and knows hoW

from French
Circus Medrano, Danish aer ialists

"Penny .-Singleton is appearing before her first nitery audience for a favorable
reaction.
Blonde comedienne le attractive and .hat an easy presence on

dancers

Aragonis, Ten Asgards (acrobats)
and the Stawicky Bros.

TIPPY

and

to deliver/

"She scores solidly

in her

25-minute

.stint

surrounded by outstanding routines."

—Hollywood

Reporter.

—Variety.

tho floor/*

C0BINA
—
ROXY
with

VIERAS

currently

New York
Thanks to

\

Sam Rauch

Opaning March 28 (4 Waaks)

JEFFERSON HOTEL,

St. Louis

May 14 (2 Waaks)
EL RANCHO. Las Yagas
Opaning May 29 (2 Waaks)

Opaning

RIVERSIDE HOTEL, Rano

“Another comedy act of high calibre is
Manuel and Marita Viera who new, take
second billing to their monkeys* Tippy
and Cobina. It ? s one of the more delightful turns on the hoards.
The
simians a renatural performers and their
eontedy

values

are

front and centre by
Vieras.

brought
proddings of the

carefully

the.

The applause

results are high,’’

Jose, Variety,
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Hailenstadioh, March 6-16.
Besides Hagenbeck’s usual animal acts, the show has Bob Gerry's
tight-rope

,v

is

although there aren’t a fistful smash $175, OQO in 10-day engageof regular vaude houses left in the ment at Cincinnati Gardens.
Last season show grossed $145,U. S,, prices of standard turns not
only haven’t diminished but have 000 in seven days.
Lure of the easier life
increased.
(video; cafes, two-a-day) .has put
premium prices on theatre engagements.
The Warner (nee Strand) cut out
stageshows last year i favor of a

Hagenbeck’s from Hamburgh will
make an appearance here at

SEYMOUR WEISS

lies in

to

prevalent on the Stem that the
Capitol and possibly Loew’s State
will have to follow its example*
Biz at those theatres hasn’t been
tqo forte for the most part since
dropping stageshows.
However,
according to talent agency men,
the primary necessity in getting
those houses open is to have the
Loew hierarchy admit they erred
in dropping stageshows there.

together.

Zurich, Feb. 26.
For the first time since long before the last war, a German circus,

Feb. 21

vauders

Y.,

,

50%

DOLOREZ

The Warner Theatre, N.

that,

,

THE ROOSEVELT HOTEL
MEW ORLEANS FOR MARDI-8RAS

Thanx to MR.

of

Daffy Lightinan, operator of spot,
American Guild. of Variety Artinstalled
charges running ists exec committee has passed a
gate
.from $1 to $2 to cover special at- rule; effective; April
1, requiring
tractions scaled up to $5,500. Lat- performers, to have
contracts beter is what he' paid out to Four fore going
on any job. Acts found
Ames Bros, for 11 days on return working without pacts will be fined
engagement, which may spell swan $10 the first time and $25 theresong fpr his floor-show policy.
after.
OPS ruled that his door fees VioAt the same time, a directive was
lated the current price controls* issued requiring agents to submit
since they had not been in effect contracts prior to the engagement
at the nitery before the controls or face 90-day suspension for the
were clamped on. Lightman is ap- first offense and franchise revocapealing the
hut meantime he tion thereafter.
Exec board also ruled that a
chopped down his orch and revertstraight emcee on club dates must
ed to local talent shows.
get at least* scale, and an emcee
who also does aii act must get, in

IN

Closed Fob. 6

a

la

Tougher for N.Y. Warner

It

opening as a vaude house April 7
with Louis Jordan, Gene Nelson
and possibly Virginia Mayo, is finding that' even wfth vaude playing
time at ebb tide, it‘s still a difficult
and. expensive proposition, to get a

Major complaint

addition to the

EVERS

Making

only to recreate those

birds" the "wise" mob
stood up in the back^

(now War-

ner),

if

opening matinee "Palace

Personal Direction: LARiRY

GENGO

frank sennes agency
225 W. 57th Stroot, Haw York

City

:

;

.
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Ciro’09 London
London, Feb. 27.
Julie DeVerne, Sara Luzita &
LemkoWi Ronnie O’Dell
Tutte
Orch, Raymond Lopez Rhumba

•

*v

bill currently at this ritzy

Double

West End club has only modest
entertainment values and is inadequate as a lure during the
'present difficult, times for London
Name values are nonpiteries.
existent and the acts are not strong
encourage word-ofto
enough
mouth.
v.
Safa Luzita and Tutte Lemkow
bperi the show with a quickie routine in fast Spanish tempo, displaying some nifty twirls. They come
back later with- other pop .dances

from their repertoire

arid receive

generous acclaim.

Sandwiched between the terp
acts is an American and a newcomer to the London nitery scene,
Julie PeVerhe. She has been playr
ing several Continental dates and
introduces songs Which picked up
there. Her three-number routine
.

her
develop the

gives

little

Las Vegas

•

minimum

Orch; $5

clusively along life-and-love lines.
Last Frontier,
recitative repertoire encomLas Vegas, Feb. 27.
passes jsc ores of sex. sellables
Songwriters on Parade,’* with
rigged to the type of crowd, time
Gdttler,
Gus Amheim,
of night and -her own particular Archie
Harry Harris, Shelton Brooks; Enmood.
cores (5), Busier Shaver Se Olive,
Youthful
Bobby Colt Works
three songs in his solo spot and Gene Nash, Jean Deviyn Girl Reoperates as production chanter vue (9), Randy Van Horn, Bob
with /Tf” “Sin” and “Tulip.” Millar Orch ( 11 ) ; no cover or
Boots McKenna Seven-line dresses minimum.
these in extravagant two-tone, cost
Offbeat production featuring men
tumes, with Miss Lind on the
behind top hits of yesterday is
ballet;
Drake occupies the largest slice unusual nitery acf. Just what draw
on the bill with a 25-minute stint foursome* will have Other than top
of patter interlarded with talk- Weekend biz, is hard to determine.
Tunesmiths were first brought
song. Chorines open show with a
quickie, followed by the Lind together for Lou Holtz’ “MerryGo-Rourid”
reyue which had a brief
whirling solo, and later she fillips the line With a flamenco. Joe rim in Los Angeles around DeOn strength of good
La, Forte's Crew plays pre-show cember.
dancing,
backs
acts,
and the riotices received, act was booked
D’Aquilla rhumba band works the for two frames here. Whether

Her

opportunity

to
her Vocalizing

'

,

lulls.

they’ll continue together
ies is riot known.

Trail «

Rltz Carlton, Montreal
RITZ CAFE
Montreal; Feb. 29.

Annette

Warren

Johnny Gal'

(

lant at the. piano), Joe
Trio; $1.0041.50 Cover:

Settano

act, and
was frequently drowned by the
Annette Warren’s debut at this
backgrounding at show caught; Gal
tries to please and makes a good plush intiriiery does business all
entrance in a^ delightful gown, but the way and introduces to Montresubsequent offerings hardly live up al's cafe set the most refreshing

performer to play

to the promising beginning.

Spot was doihg'only modest; busishow seen. The two resident
house bands, Ronnie ~ O’Dell and
Raymond Lopez, provide the contrasting terp music in competent
fashion,
Myro.

ness at

this

rooiri

in

many months. Everything about
this thrush

makes for

a charige; Instead of the usual off-the-shoulder

uniform sported by the average
chantootsie, Miss Warren scores

With both- sides in a full, ballettype skirt and black jersey sweater.
Her mariner is smooth without
being overbearing arid she matches
Mayfair,
everything with a set of pipes that
; Boston, Feb. 28.
are
authoritative and true.
Larry K. Nixon Tony Rella,
On night caught, Miss Warren
Freddie Lane, Kathryn Chang,
Morey teed off with “Love Isn’t Born” for
Poris Wilson Line
( 8 )-,
Saxe Orch (4), Three-Tones $1.50- a breezy opener, dropped back in
an oldie, “If Love Were All,” and
$2 Fri.-Sat.
then abruptly changed pace with
Johnny Mercer’s “You Came a
Current layout at newly reopened Long
Way From St. Louis,” for
Mayfair is the second bill under plaudits.
the new regime and s h a p e s as
A
reprise of “Bill” from “Showfairly solid nitery fare sparked by
boat” made a good followup and
the emceeing of Larry K. Nixon.
seemed inevitable after, the advance
Comic has a neat line of chatter, publicity
which stressed the fact
although at times his delivery is that
she had dubbed in all the
top fast for ringsiders to catch
singing parts for Ava Gardner in
the punch. But he stays in there .the
film. Returning to her own
pitching .and grabs okay reaction.
ground, gal does a nifty called
In his. own spot, he dishes put some “Cousin of Mine,” loaded with,
yockful material Winding with his some
neat innuendo that, keeps
w.k. bit, an impresh of a nervous
minipatron gabbing down to
airplane passenger, togged out in mum. Even a hesitant Gallic tune
flier’s helmet and parachute; about
for the French clientele draws
to take off -on his first flight. It’s
more than polite applause.
a funny bit and ringsiders go for
Johnny -Gallant at the keyboard
it
gives Miss Warren fine support and
A newcomer in this area is the the Settano Trio cuts the darisayouthful baritonie, Tony Bella, who pation sides; With ease.
Newt.
appears to have what it takes. He
makes a neat appearance and his
Paree, Montreal
vocalizing of standards “Old Devil
Moon,” ‘‘Old Black Magic” arid
Montreal, Feb. 28,
Hal Fisher, with Laura; Three
“Sorrento” score neatly. When a
ringsider complained that the p.a. Brown Buddies, Rosetta
Shaw ,
system was too strong, he Warbled Palm De Luca Orch (8), Boots
“Body and Soul” sans mike, dis- McKenna Line (7), Wally Aspell,
playing nifty showmanship and Peter Barry Combo
85 c
(4)
pipes. With# his present routining admission.
overboard on the standard stuff,, it
would seem advisable to include
Although Hal Fisher has played
a pop ballad for a change of pace, this town several times in the
but otherwise it’s an okay stint.
past few years, present showing is
Another newcomer here is the his first in a layout such as the
acro-terper Freddie Lane, who un- Chez Paree and his miming style
corks some slick hoofing. Kid turns of comedy is clicking solidly.
in a neat sesh of tapping interWarming up with, a few stories
woven with one-hand stands, splits and waving the inevitable stogie,
and leaps, winding with butterflies Fisher works around to his imto score strongly.
presh session on such things as
Bill opens with warbling of Kath- lighthouses, trains and drunks. All
these
items are stock with Fisher,
ryn Chang, who chirps “It All Depends on You,” “September Song, * but each is a neatly trimmed
package
and surefire, regardless
a hoked Chinese version of “I Said
No,” ending with the slightly of the number of times this hep
naughty calypso, “He Like It, She comic reprises them.
About midway through offering,
Like It.” Also on hand are the
Wilspn girls, who offer a couple of Fisher intros his Wife and partner,
line numbers;
Backgrounds are Laura, who backs a couple of his
handled Jby the Morey Saxe orch sets at the piano. A he-and-she
with the Three-Tones filling the gab trick does little to boost overall comedies other than adding
Etie.
five minutes to the act, but Fisher
comes back fast with a rollicking
Old
caballero sequence for a sock
Y.
Bobby Colt, Alan TJrakS, Monica finish. General pacing in current
Lina, Sadie Banks, Boots McKenna viewing is tighter arid Fisher hais
wisely cut out unnecessary yackJ-be La Porte orch (5),
m lne
Tpny P’AquilWs Rhumbas (4): ing with and about the patrons
which
did nothing for his comedy
$2.50-$3 .50 riiinirhums.

Boston
,

.

.

Chez

;

,

Romanian, N*

,

patterns.
,In
business whose mortality
adds up to a thick ledger. Jack
Silverman’s Old Romanian holds
fast. Now
its 26th year as a
lower east side bistro
dimly
lighted Allen St., it's a relaxing
of place that Could easily hit
the halfrcentury mark.
Airipiy proportioned Sadie Banks
comes with the lease via her couple of decades at the spot. She’s
seeh hundreds of acts go in arid
out of these portals. Excepting her
presence and the two orchs, layouts switch about every six weeks
and a new act or two- is spotted
fortnightly.
Current display has
three such in singer Bobby Colt,
comic Alan Drake and toe terper
Monica Lind. (Be vie wed Under
New Acts last week.
Miss Banks is still in there with
her back-room doggerel lined ex‘

*

,

;

,

.

Show openers are
Brown Buddies whose

the Three
frantic terp
sessions pick up good response,
their
challenge
particularly
in
workouts and their trick finish
When they tap out a routine on* an
abrasive mat; the resulting sparks
are effective in a dimmed-out

room.
Rosetta
chirper

m

Shaw,

the
revue,

the

femme
tries

too

hard and oversells most of her
songs. Boisterous manner arid full
vocal volume don’t necessarily add
up, to ringsider pleasure, and gal
would garnet better reception if
more relaxed.
Wally Aspell as emcee and production singer gives the Boots
McKerina line a neat assist. Palm
De Luca’s orch does, show music
nicely, splitting the .client capers
with the Latin twisters of Peter
Newt,
Barry’s combo.
,

in

niter*-

ulars this time around. ' There's
nothing particularly riotous about
it, but he keeps the chuckles flowing steadily as he probes video, the
British pix it uses, politicos, arid
typical
confirmation party.

_

% K. Cm

Kansas City, Feb: 29:
Mary McCarty, Regina Dayt
Tony DiPardo Orch (8); $1 cover,

the

Paitrons during this session in
Opening show he used only a Pair
the deluxe* restaurant of the three
Of
impressions—-Arthur Godfrey
are due to see one of the bet*-!
and Sam Spade: and while both Eddys
ter packages. It’s compact, snapplset well, the latter could stand .a
ly paced and . shows a couple of
little sharpening.
polished performers.
In 30 minStraight .musical chores fall to
utes it hasn’t a lag or a slow, spot
Jud Conlon’s Rhythmaires, from arid keeps

—

the Bing Crosby airshow,

who

deWellblended voices and good arrangements get an added lift from the
guitar-trumpet-accordion
backing
provided by the three male members of the quintet.
Outfit has
liver effective harmonizing.

some

special stuff that listens Well,

notably
“can’t carry a tune” item
that wins applause, and mixes it
deftly with standards like “Blue

Heaven” and Summertime,”

house attentive through-

out;

In the opening spot blonde Regina Day puts over a novel turn,,
toe-tapping' a pair of routines At a
racy pace on giant drum. Africuban
turn is dorie up brown to “Cumina**
and closes with a rhythm tap tb a
jivey “Shadrach.”
She has about
all 'that can be asked in seven minutes, an eye-filling figure, accom^
plished toes and. artistry in her

Show opener is Gloria LeRoy, work;
What's of major importance in
acroterp and singer, whose offering this
show is the entrance of Mary
is a trifle long as teeoffer.
Elimir McCarty to nitery work iri K. C.
nation of her first number to get The
fortnight in this swank spot is
her more quickly into the Charlotte her first
club date iri town or the
Greenwood-type stuff she does Well area, arid it’s all to her credit. Her*
would heighten the impact. Sing- is finished work, embellished by
ing is on the thin Side, but it helps just the
right shadings and nuance*
sell! the terping.
to keep the house aleft to her stint
Larry Green keyboards for the all the way.
show on the tiny floor, doing a
Teeoff is soft with a loafing ver“Baby Me,” “Hate to Lose You,” hangup job of handling the various sion of “Who Cares,” thrown away
“America I Love You,” assiste'd on arrangements and. cues. Between mid-song as she launches into “I’ve
shows he’s also on hand for that Got to Stay Sober Tonight,” an
latter vocal by Encores.
Gus Arnheim eschews singing, mood music that keeps the ring- Original bit iri which she starts out
Kap.
Sticks 4 tb 88’ing of ‘Sweet and. siders happy.
with the best of intentions but
Lovely,” “I Cried For You.”
winds tip just a party girl once
He
encores lyric phrases of “Sweet
more.
Thiiiiflerhird*
VAs
and Lovely.” Harry Barris actiCustomers are with her from
Las Vegas, Fep. 27.
that point* and she reels out “Flamvates
proceedings
plenty
with
Penny Singleton, Chaz Chase, ing Youth” as song basis for a panbouricy yelp of “Mississippi Miid,”
keyboards “It Must Be True,” Bernadette Phelan Dancers (3), to bit as a takeoff on the chase of
“Wrap Your Troubles in Dreams,” George Finley, Kathryn Duffy Ddn- the silent films, also good for a
and .muchly over-arranged “I Sur- sations (7), Johnny O’Brien, Nor- strong hand. Midway she takes to
render Dear,” utilizing orch and mandie Boys (3), Al Jahns Orch burlesquing cafe singer types, gets
(11); no cover or minimum.
Encores.
some of her best laughs out of the
Uplift is given to the quieter mugal who has trouble with the plan-*
Preem of Penny Singleton's ist, the old hand just completing
sical journeys when sepia songsmith Shelton Brooks, shouts “Some nitery venture is signal for alNout her fifth year in the saloon, and
of These Days.” Following ivory, production touches adding extra the bellowy lass with- the over-arsmashing
“Darktown
Closer is a
Strutters’ gloss to three-week stand. Name ranged song montage.
Bail,” Brooks dons tophat, struts value should prove, out okay for satire on folk chanters, complete
with tuneless guitar and. well
about with cane While audience run.
cheers. Each corriposer makes, a
Gets her off to a
Siirroiirided by middling support pointed lines.
clowning version of a supposed but aided by Outstanding line work solid hand. She is aided by Herb
original, “If It’s Love You Want, based on
minstrel theme, Miss Hecht at the piano and by the backI’ve Got It,” falling back upon Singleton ^holds her own nicely. groundings of Tony DiPardo’s orch.
their w.k. tunes for melody. Quar- New fling into another branch of
Miss McCarty is set for a weir
tet romps through
“Bailin’ the show biz finds the former musi- come back to K. C. and Eddy’s a*
Jack,” on 88s, vocalized by Barris comedy
and radio
personality the result of her bow date here.
and terped by Brooks for ovation. helped as well as burdened by
Quin.
Following reprise of brief meas- Blondie Bumstead tag. Personality
ures from each composer’s alley emerges; to lace cacross a pleasant
of Music, V„. A*
into paramount finish, audience and nostalgic bracer.
(See New
Los Angeles, March 1.
starts table-thumping and yelling Acts.)
Lillian Roth, Dick Drake, Pick
for “more.” Barris represents quarVet comic Chaz Chase, on deuce, Gale, Felix DeCola
& Benno
tet in begoff speech.
trots out hodgepodge of bits arid
Rubinyi, Johnny David Orch (5);
Encores, four guys and a gal,
farce. Swallows almost unlimited
$2 minimum.
have animated sesh, harmonizing supply of
cigars, ciggies, papers,
“Great Day, ’V “Stardust,” “Senti- lighted
matches, paper napkins,
For all-around entertainment,
mental .Jburnhy,” -and “Do You etc.
Such rare ability in the realm this Beverly Blvd. bistro frequently
Ever Think of Me?” Grou p is of
Ripley
nevertheless
causes tops the more glamorous Sunset
minus on volume, slightly self- queasy stomachs during dinner
Strip swankeries with its layouts.
cohscious in pattern movements.
*shows. Other Chase nonsense inCurrent one, despite weaknesses,
Buster Shaver & Olive Wrap up
cludes hoked violinistics, and ridic- shapes as a strong
contender for
opener with dueting, Olive chirps
ulous stripper ambl^ for yocks. top business
and the ensuing fourspecial “No Biz Like Show Biz,”
Winds
up
with brief terpery for week stretch should be one
of the
“Good Man Is Hard tb Find,” be- moderate exit mitts.
best of the year.
fore joining Shaver in some terp
Bernadette Phelan Dancers rely
Chief draw is Lillian Roth,
pairing. Tiny gal looks very cute,
mainly upon hoop mirror idea for former legit and film musicbmedy
drawing top attraction.
Jean Devlyn Girl Revue sets basis of adagios. Encased in .the- star, and she pounds over her
matic “Vanity,” Miss Phelan is routines to top response that insongwriters’ theme with opener,
given lifts, poses and is arched dicate she can hold over if
she
“Musicmakers,” returning
after
from
one male to another while desires. Turn is largely specialEncores to wow with holdover
metal mirror zips from hand to material stuff, but she cleverly
“Roaring Twenties.” Bob Millar
hand, Best tricks include balanc- utilizes a “song scrapbook” gimorch above standard.
Will.
ing the femme on one hand of part- mick
.mi t
mm
m
fo reprise some of the ditties
ner arid ' rapid resolve finish with with which she has been associated,
spiri-arounds.
Will.
Billy Cray’s, L. A.
e.g., “Sing You Sinnmrs,” “Huguette
Waltz,” “If I Could Be With You,”
Los Angeles, Feb, 27.
etc.
It’s all slickly sold and the
Betty Reilly, with Bill Russell
Royal.
Mont’l
nostalgia impact helps.
and Peppin Betancourt; Dave
(NORMANDIE ROOM)
Miss Roth also scores with
Barry Jud Conlon’s Rhythmaires
Montreal, March 1.
”Never Took a Picture
My.
(5), Gloria LeRoy, Larry Green;
Yvette,
Eddy Manson, Max Face,” “Something Better ofThan
$2.50 minimum.
Chamitov Orch (8), with Norma Love” arid “Only for Americans,”
Hutton, Hal White Trio; $l;50 retailing the lyrics saucily to
merit
Normally a standup comic head- cover.
constant attention and earn
lines at this off-HollyWood spot,
begoff.
but Sammy Lewis has gambled
Yvette, a solid fave ini this town,
Pair of comics have been brought
with a mild format switch in the
comes back to the Mount Royal in by the Bar for the current stand,
current layout. and it appears headHotel’s Normandie Room With the but only one fares well. He's Dick
ed for a pleasant payoff. Honors same charm,
husky piping and Drake, whose deadpan approach- to
this time go to Betty Reilly, “The
socko songalog. Sporting a fancy comedy highlights some top-drawer
Irish Senorita;” with comic Dave
Wardrobe, she. has broken away, mandolin twariging. Comedy patter
Barry in the second spot,!
to some extent, from the gabby falls gently between numbers to
Miss Reilly, of course, has com- Gallic, offerings that used to be earn Sblid chuckles; but he Wins
edy for sale* too, but it’s not in her strongpoint. The new thrush- his greatest attention with the
the broad genre that is generally Jng with the accent oil the torch- string Work, notably on such items
associated with Billy Gray’s /Band ants is effective.
as “ Second Hungarian Rhapsody”
Box.
Such fractured Yiddish
Teeing off with “Got My Love to and “Twelfth Street Bag.” It’s an
items as “I Want a Fella” and “I Keep Me Warm,” chirper scorches offbeat act; but a good one;
Wanna Play;”, a “French in the with a throaty “Music, Maestro”
Faulty material hairnpers Dick
Kitchen” novelty and some okay and then bounces back almost to Gale, show’s other comic, who’s
carboriings and humorous spice to ciitism With “Never! Kissed a Mari” only spasmodically successful iri
her now-familiar Gaelatin routine. fbr a pot pourri that garners okay creating a happy atmosphere.
Wisely, she doesn’t depend too mitting. Encoring with a group of hard-working staridup coiriic, he
much on the novelty of an Irish oldies, Yvette reprises her “Movie needs sharper stuff to get by; bulk
lass peddling south-of-the-border House in Manhattan” that still re- of his laughs come from chestnuts
times; interspersing such items as mains One of the best in her list- and a takeoff on Danny Thomas*
“Cry” and “Come On-a My House” ing. A brace of the French pops “Stinking Bosses.” Latter, however,
with the expected “Babalu” and give way to impresh set around isn't too faithful a par bon apd it’s
“Ciimbacherd.” It’s atll smartly oil the number “Dearie” for a nifty the material more than the delivery
that evokes interest.
the credit side, With good pipes getaway,*
Holdovers at the Bar, the twinand ease of mariner getting the
Eddy Manson and his harmonica
most out of the 30-minute stint. start the show and guy leans piano team of Felix DeCol^i and
Ini her neatly paced offering she' heavily
ori the
classics for best; Benno Rubiriyi, continue to amast
occasionally does a piano top bit attention. Interspersed With the with the response they derive from
with
self -accompaniment longhair stuff is a rousing boogie classical stuff. In the. current layguitar
that’s goody Bulk of the backing, that he shares with pianist and out, they’re featuring a ragtime
however, Comes from the 88’er orch leader Max Chamitov for good “Humoresque” that marks a pleasManson handles the ant switch. DeCola provides the
Bill Russell arid bongpist Peppin contrast.
nickel-plated reed with finesse and showbacking "arid terp chores are
Betancourt.
in
harmonica
for
the
groove he has handled by the Johnny David
Barry, who’s been away
quintet, another fixture at this. spot.
some time, has some okay new Ma- brie of the better cafe offerings.
Kap. «
Newt.
terial to try out on Band Box reg-*
Principal idea uncorked
parading of w.k. hits of each com-*
poser. Bandy Van Horn of songcombo, Encores, handles intros. He
moves from! one to the other, holding mike for each warble, talk, or
to a
p 1 i f y keyboarding. Four
spinets are strung across stage at
Which cleffers are awaiting turn to
be spotlighted; Archie Gottler gets
first nod. He tinkles arid chants
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VARIETY BILLS

Brian*

Mwite

tiwi

to

wRfi Milt

wbeHi z r

full

Cdrtex Ore

Cohn

MyroA

Soa

j^Mif

Charlie Paige
Silva Dcrs

Norman

Clover Club
Page
Jan Murray
Lewis A Van

ic UNTHORP I
le Charles:
Savoy (1) 3
Sandy Daw.
Michael Ormand
Tony Lopez Ore
Margot Austin
Vera Me. Norman
Delano Hotel
Morris
Bennie
Margl
•
Only
Humphrey
Carolina
CPI
Anthony Makas
T
Ray Stevens
Johnny Marsh
Asylum of Horrors Derek Dene
Stanley Kines
Zina Reyes
6REENVICLEMS C> De. Vere Midinsttes Bcautigals
Rockettes
Willie HoliaBder
Centre (PI 5 Only
4 K-Foley*
Corps de Ballet
LONDON
Tommy Nunes .Ore
Asylum of Horrors
George Falrhurst
Sym Ore
Palladium (Ml 3,
Five O'clock Club
HENDERSONVILLE Max
Brain Foley
Palaie (R( 1
Miller
Martha Rare
ci
EnOjn William*
Lauritz Melchior
Anne Shelton
Buddy Hariwtf
SHEPHERDS BUSH J Merry
Carolina (Pi * *0nty Max Bygraves
Leo De Lyon
Mutes
MIAMI
Empire (S> 3
Jean Carroll
Michael Bentine
NbveUtes (3>
|
Olympia CP) S
Eddie Gray
Les Compagnons
Rudy Horn
Yost Guardsmen (9
Arthur English
Chiqui Tic* A Dob Lucienne Bob It'
4: Chanson
f Len
Dawson
Ore
Me
Gt Mario
Chandra Kaly Dcrs Nina Douglas
Ashor
P
Gaiety Club
Georgina
Richard Himber
Wells 4 4 Fays
Victor Julian Pets
Zorita
Peggy Powell
Frank Marlowe
Ben Blue
7 Ashtons
Carmen Hope
Butun Sq Dcrs
Johnny Johnston
Sid Slate
G Me B Bernard
Sam Bosritt
Donovan A Hayes
MONROE (N C)
Bobbie Martin
Palladium' Girls
Marie Stowe
2 Playboys
Centre (PI 11 Only Skyrockets Ore.
Paramount (P) 4
Gilda Rogers
Viking 3 A
Asylum of Horrors
Billy Williams 4
Rusty Ruseril
MAIDSTONE
Charmaixie
Chast
NEW YORK CITY Raymond
Sargent

,

Anita

Terry Stuqi

Bobby

Denise Dareell

(SO

COLUMBIA

’

;

.chiefly to poor spotting and
overlength;
The variety bookers have been
neglecting a major source of talent for some years by eschewmg
dramatic hits that could be es"
- Serrento Hotel
However, the
Mai Malkin Ore
sayed by legiters.
Vagabonds Chib
bludgeoning, melodramatic heartsVagabonds <4>
of the dayprojection
and-flowers
Hal Winters
Gene Baylos
tune Serials is not for $3.60 audiRicco TdrchetU
is of this
Distance”
‘"Long
ences,
Morro-Landis Dcrs
genre.
Preacher Rollb $
Ore
Linrie
Fiank
Story line has the central figure
Golden Slipper
attempting to save her husband
Michel Rosenberg
Sandra Barton
from an execution slated to .take
Bernie Sloane
After
hence.
Sascha Leqnoff Ore place 20 minutes
Freddie Calo Orb
tiding the governor,, and the war:
C Ire's
sole h6pe is to contact
her
den,
Joe E Lewis
the judge, who $ ah stop the execuJudy Gershwin
George Hale Girls tion temporarily. Jurist, unfortu-

Arthur Warren Ore
Chib 23
Gilda Rogers
Bln* Drake,
4 Debutants
Mickey O'Neill
The Raven
Hy Grossman Ore

•

m

[

;

.

Granada
Richard Sis

Shews

Special Stage Package

Can New Play

(I),

.

Billy Cotton

FRM STAGESHOWS, INC.
Phone
...
n yx. ©OC HOWE cm 4-»R

Paramount

...

.

Bd

De; Santo* 3
Whiter Roberts
Patricia Manning
Larry Logan

Dunhills

...

Jerry Wald Ore

Roxy

;

7

(I)

Dorothy Lamour
Tippy -Me Cobina

(1 to

G

F

Me

Szony

Caroline (P) 7 Only
Asglum of Horrors
SUMPTNER <S Cl
Suniidner (P>

Estes

Me

Dick Stabile.

Lew Brown
Ray Poland
CHICAGO
Chicago
Los Gatos

Mindy Carson

Noonan & Marshall
Don Henry 3
Toy Me Wing

7

(P)

Tivoli

Jimmy Hanley

Royal (Ml 3
Ross

.

AUCKLAND

Rosemary Miller
John Clifton

3 Fayes
3

(T)

l

(T)

HEW YOBX

Pan Yue Jen Tp

Goodman
Mae Barnes

Terry Scanloh

GuusBrox

Celebrity Singers
.

BRITAIN
-

Ossie Noble

Hippodrome

Gladys Morgan
Finlay: Bros
Mme Thun Pets
Jackie Allen A
Barbara

3

(I)

Plddingtons

Godfrey A. Kirby
Linares
Winsor A Wilton
Frank Wilson

Bill

Monk
Norman Paris

Julius

Vicki Fitz Patrick
Kaye Kprtz A

Pixie
Palace

Eugene

BLACKPOOL
Palace

3

(I)

Hippodrome

3

(l>

Les Martys
Crazy Sailors

Martell Sis

Larry Gordon Girls

Flying

FINSBURY "PARK

internationals

Empire (M) 3
Phyllis Dixey
Walthon A

4 Siblons
Eddie Arnold

’

Ford A Lenner
Bene Dyjnott

Dorraine

D &

BRIGHTON

Jack Tracy
George Doonan

Hippo drome (M) 3
Charlie Kunz
Christine Norden
Bernard Miles

Nuk

SaUci Puppets

Vargo -Models

Mooney A King

GLASGOW
Empire (M) 3
Tony A Ruby
Jack Radcliffe Co
G H Elliott
Dave A Maureen

2 Montys
Jackley A. Jee
Seaton A. O'Dell.

Shamva
TAPBRISTOL
(I)

3

Ballet Montmartre
Billy West Co

Neal. A Newton
4 Musical Dereks

A May
HACKNEY

Maurice

Belmaro

Winters A Gielding
Joe Harley
Phil Lester

'

(I)

3

E A D Waters

CHELSEA
Palace (I) 3
Mllward A

4

A

Edward Victor
Harold Taylor

3

A Mayne
A Gray
A Maureen

Stuart

Sheila Frances

De

EAST HAMPTON
Gale Douglas
Granada (1) 3
Jimmy Kidd A June Roy Holland
4

Lislies

.

Girls

Bet'Louis Bros
•

LINCOLN

Jean Melville
Dam Bros
Metropolitan
Adelaide Hall
Billy Scott

Royal
(I)

3

Jimmy Gay

(I)

Barbara Ford
Jean Dene

Mimi Warren
Ernestine Holmes
Penthouse

.

.

*3

Two

Guitars

Arena Rane

Elena A Anatole
Ell Spivak
Miseha Usdan off
Michel Michon
Kostya Poliansky

Henry Jerome Ore
Hotel New Yorker
Teddy Powell Ore

Gene' Rowlands
Two Shirts A Skirt

Jean Sablon
Andrea Dcrs

Emile Petti Ore
Panchito Ore

.

Hotel Statler
.

Three Suns
Latin Quarter
Sarnia

Gamal

Joey Bishop
Stoner A Dennis
Fedi A Fedi

.

Dick Gale
Dick Drake
Felix Decola
Benno Rubinyl
Blltmore Hotel

A

Sam

Bari

Rose GaUo
Bar off Muslf
Bill Jordan
David piiott
Guy Rennie

Clro'i

Rivera Quintet
Dick Stabile Ore
Bobby Ramos Ore

Mocambo

Johnny David Ore

Don Rice

Geo Hale Revue

Billy Daniel

Lit* Baron
Eddie Oliver
Latin- Aires

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA

Village
Celia Cabot

Peggy Norman
Bill Parker
Bourbon A Baine
Zeb Carver Ore..
Pete- Rubino
Village. Vanguar
John Canradine
:

Alan Gilbert

Flam into

:

Kay Starr

I

Lancers
Flamingo Lovelies
Sharon Dexter'

)

(
i

Sheri North.

’

WU1

‘

Osborne Ore
•

.

Last Frontier

GUs Ajmheim
George Hall
Harry Barris
Clarence WiBiam^
Archie GotUer
Waldorf-Astoi it
Shelton Brooks
Victor Borge
The Encores
Nat Brandwynne Q Buster Shaver
!

Christina .Carson

Luis

Leonora
Rajah Rahoid
Norma Parker
Toni Bari
Kirby Stone 3
Danny Rogers

Tony

Me

Revue
Gene Nash
Bob Millar Ore
l
1

Chavez

Beth ChaUis
Harvey Bell

Sula Levltch Ore
Juan Cortes Ore

Beachcomber
Thelma Carpenter
Rose Hardaway

Chris .Colombo
Skcets Minton

Brook ciubrLounge

Desert Inn
Pearl Bailey

Ted Fio Rlto Ore
Billy

Al Jahns Ore
Jack Martin Five

Normandie Boys
El Rancho Vegas
Jack Carson
Honey Bros
Marion Colby
El Rancho Dcrs
Jerry Pedersen
Joy Walker
Bolianno-lvaAk o 4

Vine

Louisville Orchestra will give
the world premiere of Otto Liieh-

Farrell

Arne Sultan

A

Olive

Jean Devlyn Girl

r

.

Johnny O'Brien.

.

!•

• t

Miseha Borr Ore
Wlvel
Sal Noble
Bob. Lee

Arden-Fletcher
Dancers
Carlton Hayes Ore..
Thundeirbird
Penny Singleton
Chaz Chase
Bernadette-Phelan
Dancers
Kiathryn Duffy
Dansations
:

|

Earths Kitt

MUin-MIAMI BEACH
Albion Hotel

Roth

Lillian

Dassie Bros (2)
Duke Art Jr
Hal Derwin Oto

Upstarts

Mark Monte Ore
Dick LaSalle Ore

Blue Barron Ore
Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore

Naldi

Eddie Bergman Ore
Bor of Music

.

Norvos

A

Raye

Arthur Maxwell
Constance Towers

Hotel Pierre
Hildegarde
Chico Relli Ore
Stanley Melba Ore
Hotel. Plaze

Horace Diaz Ore.

LOS ANGELES
rftmbastitor Hotel
Constance Moore

ing's “Louisville

Concerto,”

wi t h

.

f

'

)

the composer conducting, tonight
and tomorrow (Wed.-Thurs.)
.

A

.

:

RONNIE CONN
15 Mins,
Bellevue Casino, Montreal
Ronnie Conn, a product of the
provincial English vaude houses,
shows her wares in the flashy
Bellevue Casino layout for the first
time in North America, but her
novelty offering (a trick Voice that
ranges, from baritone to soprano)
meets With little more than a
tepid reaction..

Miss Conn finds difficulty adjusting herself to a brief showing
.

midway through

this tightly

paced

revue, which allots a performer
just so much time ahd limited en,

cores.

-

.

A

aud-performer Relationship.

solid

The

inevitable

time

“Parlez
clinched With

Gallic

ditty,

this

Moi D’amour,”

is

another medley.
Both have fair vocal, range and
their short time in' show biz is still
apparent, but With the right bookings and trimmer arrangements,
couple are a natural for the smaller
Newt.
rooms and" tele,

DON REYNOLDS
Songs
12 Mins.
Havana-Madrid, N. Y.
After going through the neces-

sary Shakedown at hideaways, Don
Reynolds is making his Broadway
hitei$ debut. In the Havana-Madrid
this young singer, a- former bass
player, is afforded a good showcase
for his above-par talents. He’s a
goodlooking lad of the Latinoromantic school, and has fine stage
*

Songs

;

duo,
cur-

rently drawing okay 'biz at Ruby
Foo’s, Montreal’s top suburban eatery. Betty’s blonde appearance contracts neatly with her partner, who
is dark and a good foil for her uninhibited style of chijrping.
Team puts the emphasis on the
musicomedy offerings, as evidenced
in a grouping of some of the better
Broadway shows; they refrain from
the gimmicked, off-the-cob routines, for the most part, and only
trick things up , when the male
half dops a Mexican sombrero arid
with his own guitar. accomp they
do a Latin number for plaudits.
Gershwin set is well-chosen,
and an audience participation with
“Blue-Tailed Fly” establishes. *

t

BeverlCe Dennis

Bill

25 Mins.

.

.

Schramm

{r

,

BETTY WARNER

Ruby Fob’s, Montreal
Young husband-and-wife
Herb and. Betty Warner are

l

Versailles

-

;

.

Carmen Torres

Manuel Del Toro

ANNY

;

.

Rookies
Adrian Rollinl Trio
Nadine A Ray

Shaw Ore

Sonny Richards
Lee Kobrin
FLORE
San Kanez Ore
Songs
Frank A Lit*
Nautilus Hotel
Stan
Leonora
A
Eddie Schaeffer
20 Mins.
Lord Tarelton
Harvey Stone
Montreal
J A s Reyes
Michael Selker Ore Montmartre,
Noro Morales OrC
The Carltons
Blonde Anny Flore, another
Allison Hotel
La RvYs
chanteuse from Paris, bows into
Emil Coleman Ore
Beachcombers (4)
the Montmartre, and although gal
Enrico A Novello
Chuy Reyes Ore
Tony Pastor's
Park Avenue
doesn’t stack up with some of the
Charlie Farrell
A1 (Paris) Green
other Warblers imported by this
Louise Angel
3 Continentals
Jackie Small
Alfredo Seville
pafe, she still has a little extra
Joe Sodja
Nomia Mahi Jia
something plus a collection of new
Robert Richter HTI Linda FoAte
songs which at least make a listenDiane DeVon
Don Panning
Joan Campbell'
Roberta Sherwood
ing change.
San. Marine Hotel
Charles Castri 3
Present showing suffers because
Pepper
Mac
Roney Plata Hotel
Quin tones (5)
Georgs' Hines Ore
of management’s attempt to floss
Jackie A Michael
Sans Soucl Hotel
up act, giving Miss Flore; a trio of
Helen Forrest
Larry Seldln Dcrs
Grosslngef Hotel
male voices to assist most of her
Stuart Harris
Emil Cohen
Eddie Snyder
songs and an added violin Section
Harry Rogers. Ore
Sacasas Ore
to lend atmosphere to her waltz
vocals. While the overall effect
CHICAGO
clicks with the patrons, it seems
confuse the chantootsie, and any
to
Ricardo A Norma
Bltckhewk
Benny Strong Ore intimate feeling with a song is lost.
Gloria Marlow*
Hilton
Conrad
Hotel
Don Liberto
From her films and diskings,
Arnold Shod*
A1 Checco
Phil Romayne
Miss Flore reprises such items as
Bobu Lewis
Teny- Brent
of Blondes” and “Deux
“Beware
Larry: Lawrence
Three Reporters
Martin Kraft
Sous de Vioiettes,” which register
Andrea Kekesy
Teas! Carrano
Jay
SeUer
solidly;
“Madame
Luck/' in the
Eleanor Luckey
Henry Brandon Ore Scotty Marsh
nexf-to-clOsing spot,, also picks up
Boulve-dears (8)
Chez Pare*
Orrin Tucker O '12). a fine reception. Commercial value
Palmer House
Lenny Kent
in the Franco-American field is
Mimi Benzell
Tanya A Bias!
limited because of her slight
Roily Rolls
Adelaide Neice
knowledge of English. With more
Landre A Verna
Johnny Martin
Chez Adorables (8) Merriel Abbott
concentration on the language
Dcrs (8)
C Davidson Ore (8)
angle and a sharper wardrobe, Miss
Eddie O'Neal
Edgewater Beach
Flore would have possibilities in
Ore (13)
Carl Brisson
the continental-type media. Newt.

Taubman

Paul

Michael Kent Ore
JHotel Edison

.

Mamey Bros
Florence Whlteley

Frank Higgins

Ladd West

Graham

Park Sheraton
Irving Fields

Hotel Blltmore

Macey

Leslie

Scotty

Reyes Ore
Hotel Ambassador
Jules Lande Ore

Hotel Warwick

Tony Hancock
Ravic A Rene

Dot

Duncan Gray;

Joe LaPorte Ore
DAqaila Ore
Park Ave:

Duffy Dcrs

Arthur Lucan

Demos

Clarkson

3

Ronald Chesncy

<S)

Monica Lind

Don Reynolds

tion may be okay in electronics,
Jose.
but Asg in the flesh.

-

O Nadya

Eduardo Roy
Embers
Joe Bushkin
Navana-Madrld
Lao A La Minerva
Julie Mitchum

.

Peter Brough

Palace

Old ’Roumanian
Sadie Banks
Bob Melvin
Bobby Colt

Hotel Roosevelt
Freddy Martin Ore
Hotel St. Regis
Juliana Larsen

LEICESTER

Gladys Morgan
Barbour Bros A
Jean
Jay Howard

Jerri. Talbot

:

Jack Crisp A Jeta
Peter Madden
Hattie Jacques

Nitwits

Dick Diana

Enrique Vizcano

.

Dawson

Dolly.

Rpth Vera
Ramonita y Leon
Los Xey

Milt

Empire <M)

A

Ladd.
F A L Preston
Les Darlys
Tommy Wallis
Francois A Zandra

Sid

3

IS)

LEEDS

Doreen Harris
Cardew Robinson-

Lowe

Empire

Winifred. Atwell

Teddy Johnson
Freddie Sales
Frances Duncan
Original Peter
Arthur Dowler.
Les Poupees 3

Owen
De Vere Girls
BRIXTON
Frederick

Empress

O'Gorman

J

.

Dunn
Snow

Durso Ore
Marti Ore
El Chico

Mills

EDINBURGH

De Haven A Page

Ford A

F-

Empire (M) 3
S A M Harrison
Eddie Calvert
Fayne A Evans
Malcolm Mitchell
Milroy A Lee

Semprini

Empire
Jack Haig

M

Rosita Rios

McAndrews A

BOSCOMBEo

Harold Fonville
Hazel Webster
Old Knick
Dick Beraie

Redheads
Elaine
Harry.

Marrettai

Ladies

Ray Hyson
Bob Downey

Bentley

Aerial Ken Ways
Barney. Powell

Rob Hammond
Birds
Annettes Young

No. 1 Fifth Ave
Patricia Bright

Martha Anna

Dick Emery
Peter Raynor

Nico A Alex
3 Lesters

•

Tarrazza

Alonso Ore
Copacabane
Jane Powell

Max Bacon

Grossetto 3
Bette Lee

Argo

Pilarin Tsrvarin

Beverly Sis
Scott Sanders

5 Olanders

A1 Dellay
A Faye
Oliver Dcrs

CaStro Sia
Bergazza. A

3

(I)

Roma

De

A

3

Loan A ladle's
Eddie Davis

Penny Copper

Chateau Madrid

A Rae.

Gomez

Wolfe White

talgia alone, although oldsters will
find plenty of reminisce on. Deal
with Paramount Pictures for a
”Topsy and Eva” .biopic precludes
an authentic reprise of the Topsy
and Eva turn at this time, although they’re dickering for a
change in the verbiage.
Meanwhile, they’re playing around with
an “impression,” sans' makeup, of
the routine, and while it lacks the
punch it still ' a poignant bit.
Rosetta’s “I Just Growed” comes
across with all the tearjerking of
years gone by, and her > impish
clowning on this and other items
counterpoints Vivien’s 88ing and
their Vocal duets.
Some of the material currently
in use is in the way of a reprise
of tunes they made famous; a few
are updated- but most of them are
handled as formerly. All are good,
and the community-sing gimmick
is well utilized on such songs .as
“Bemember,” “Side By Side” and
“DoQdle-e-doo.”
Vivien’s daughter Evelyne Asther
<hei father is Nils Asther^ the actor) chimes, in for “Glory of Love”
and a “Good Lprd Bless and Keep
You” flhale that wins a begoff. It’s
all done with ease and polish—and
there’s no doubt the Duncans can
profitably make the Tounds of the
nation’s intinieries if they so de-

.

McCormicks
Jacoby

Jimmy Daniels
Three. Riffs
Norene Tate
Cafe Seclety
Josh White.
Lenore Korjnpn.
.

ASTON

.

Paul Vlllard

.

Me

Myrnx

Jeanne CamerOn

.

L* Rums Blau
Ronnie Graham
Ellen Hanley

A

Kirkwood

Cissy Trenholm

Lloyd Martin
3 Glens

Moore Trio

Phil

Campo Ore

..

Dorothy Dandridgo

Stuart Boss
Ellis Larkin Trio
Bon Solr
Iren Williams

Joe Whitehouse

Act doesn’t depend Upon nos-

.

A

Marti Stevens

(16)

Jose Cortes: Ore
Sherry Fronteiiac

Mar-Shan
Patricia Neal
Bob Morris Ore

Ebony Stevens
Pamela Dennis
La Vie Eh Rose
Tony Bavaar

Harry Belafonte

Elder

CITY

Costello Twins
Corihne A Tito
Laila
Steffen
Ralph. Young

Blue Angel

Line
Pupi

Daye

Jinny Byrnes
Jackie Cummings

Trio Bassi

Elsa Lanchester

.

Jimmy

Blrdland

Wally Cox

Roger Ray
Phillip Tappin
Marquis & Family.
Wally Boag
Wim de Jong
Rosita Alexander Me Jacques Carta ux
Villctte

{

Shirley

Dave Brubeck
Bill Da vis 3

.

from San

:

Dizzy Gillespie Ore

Pat Gregory
Gerd Bjornstad
Chribi
Marika Saary

SYDNEY

Tivoli

James

St

Armand Perren

Kevin Miles
Valerie Keast
June Lansell

train

.

Diane

NEW ZEALAND

on

—

Webster
Bobbie Kimber
.Me.

Tivoli Ballet

Baba Macklnnon

is

.

•

Anton' Karas
Joe. Black

Dancing Boys

nately,

Jose Duval
Sid Stanley. Ore

.

McGuire

Charlotte

3

<T)

The Tempos. (4)
Mara A Quentin.

Danny A Doc Rev
Leon A Eddie's
Murray Swanium

•

AUSTRALIA
MELBOURNE

.

Art West
Mickey Mercer

'

HAA

Low

Capttel 4L) .4

Maye

Jones

(

'

-

T C

i

PORTSMOUTH
.

,

Jewel Beit
Jackie

.

Lee Lawrence
It Only
4- Brickbats.
Asylum of Horrors Medlocke .Mi
Marlowe
WASHINGTON

.Mayo Bros
Helen O'Connell

Jimmy- Woods

Baxter

•

Helga.Barry
Musical Elliotts
Balcbmbes

(SC)

BOSTON

Metropolitan (P)
Dean Martin Me
Jerry Lewis

.

.Barr

HU)

SPARTANSBURG

•Vieras

Marion 'Page

.

for best results.

it

Francisco: to a point in the northwest. She does a lot of telephoner
Joe Stein
Eddie Guertin
City
Copa
Louis Hayden
spieling before she gets her party.
Jackie Gordon
Ritz Bros
Max Carole.
Jackie King
Mary Small
There are two endings; one has her
Ddmarte A Denzer Chuckie
Fontaine
Step Bros
the judge too late,- and
reaching
Reggie Raddiffe
Gaby DeLane
Stove Gibson
TikSoult
the other in time. Miss Miner uses
Babe Baker. Revue
Redcaps
WOLVERDeauville
Dainita-Jo
ending, but it’s still
happier
the
HAMPTON
Joe Mooney
The. Tune Timers
pretty sad.
Hippodrome (I) .* Hughle
Barrett
June Taylor-Benny
Radio Revellers
Martinique. Hotel
Davis Production
Actress provides a steady, unreTerry O'Neill
AUami A Diard
Walter Long.
Olson Sealions
lenting stream of histronics. It is
* Helen
Aimee
Dave Tyler Ore
Craig A Voyle
at a top emotional pitch
done
Manolo A Ethel
Quarter
Latin
Rlngle Bros A
Danny Yates Ore
Darvas A Julia
throughout, with little shading,
Rene
Mother Kelly's
Senor Wences
KJzma A Karen,
finesse or imagination. There are
Pat Morrissey
Collette Fleurlot
Billington
Bobby Sherman
Danielle LaMar
20 minutes to save her man and
Gloria Alton
Arne Barnett 3
Marilyn Ross
the act takes 20 minutes.
YORK
Salvador Munoz
Mara A Maurice
Bmptre (I) 1.
Johnny A George
Gay A Hairy Walls
This piece should serve to reCarroll Levis Rev
Monte Carle
Gautier's Dogs
mind performers that there is a sire;;
Harvey Stone
Andre Philippe
tremendous difference between
Gamez A Beatrice Geneve Dawn
V
Freddie Calo Ore
Les Patios
projection ih mechanical; and live HERB Sc
Paddock Club
Waller Twins
media. Miss Miner’s interpreta- Songs
Mullen Twins
Tommy Raft

NOTTINGHAM

7-t

(II

A

Gradiner

Empire (Ml 3
2 Sterlings
5 Smith Bros
Ron Lacoha
Jimmy James Co

ROCKFORD
Palace

Buddy Lester

Tony Matas

.

.

ltdgw

Georgia Gibbs

;

•

Mimi Law
Erie Marsh
Jack Lennard

Hippodrome (I) 3 Frances Whifmer
Lillian Brow
Cyril Dowler
Windmill Follies
Rhode Rogers
Debs
Billy Hancock
SUNDERLAND
Noble A Denester
Empire (M) 3
Edwards Me Hartley

Drew

Capacity

Johnina Hotel
Michael Strange

3

(I)

Whittaker

Billy

NORWICH

Must Have Guaranteed

Gaiety Girls
Ernie Bell ;Ore

Eileen Rpgaii Girls

Grand

;

LOUIS of FOX THEATRE

ST.

3

SOUTHAMPTON

Mongadors
Fred LoveDe
Eddie Gordon
Joe King

due

,

i

TOP LEVEL ATTRACTIONS

Lester

'

'

:

•

3# Mins.
Saddle Sc Sirlein, No, H*Woo4
Time hasn’t dulled the show*
a manship of the Duncan Sisters,

Palace»N.Y.
MLong Distnhce** ha* been
and this new act they’re offering
r>n
standard in radio and video, a. vir- at a San Fernando Valley cock*
iJnz
Jan
names,
various
tdilefy shapes up strongly.
Ad«
tuoso bit for
sLager
,
Seymour Hoffma n O
Miner, on radio's soap operas for ihittedly, the voices have grown g
years, tried, it for vaude at^the trifle more brittle with age—-but
Juan A Marilyn
Alan. Hole Ore
opening of the Palace's new ‘Show the close harmony Vocalizing comes
there Club
nicely,
and Vivien and
lit week (26). It didn't come Off across
Patsy Shaw
Sager Dancers _
and was withdrawn after one show, Rosetta Duncan know how to sell

Alan Gale

Patti

Music Halt (I) 6
Patricia Bowman
Charles. Lasky

SOBfS

Sketch
2 # Min*

Johnny Silvers Ore
Ntana Cordova

The Haydocks CD
Teddy Khag Ore

-

DISTANCE’

With Jib Miner

Hotel

Mae

Ted Dorian

phoMm^s Miotft drat)l. (FM) fapdiM Manti 0) In dlipmfl nti
tS> tMli fT> TIvKIl WO Warmn
Loiw; (M) Mmv CP) PanniMrtHK) »KQ|
wru Wager -

BwH

BiRy Banks

Freddie Stowaxt

N#r>iw lntfcif»
uRe elni i»y of iMv
week

XONG

Connie Howell

TanoADoo

De"
|f

Tito Puente One
C elebrity Club

Letter in
(L)

VMn

Gloria

WEEK OF MARCH 5
Muwwth

Jam

Sf «

raw

1952

Opening With a

typical NelEddy-Jeanette
MacDonald
duet, she does both voices in fairly
convincing fashion, only to lose her
audience
when she interprets
“Jezebel”
With heavy Frankie
Laine Overtones. A straight version of “ J*Atlendrai” does nothing
for her, and a rather boisterous
tune, “Wish Me Luck,” in Gracie

presence

,

supporting

his

facile

pipes.

T
tees off with a snappy Lullaby of Broadway/’ then a warm
ballad, “Don’t Take Your Love
from Me.” His third choice ‘Lady

He

Luck,” from “Guys and polls,
seems more appropriate as a .production number, albeit Well done.
For his encore he smashes oyer a
requested “Oui Marie” in Italian
with English reprise, seeming perfectly at home, in the idiom.
Ouve-skinned chanter look?
better than okay for, cafes, TV
..

Trau.

vauders.

son

STONER

Sc

DENNIS

Comedy
12 Mins.
Latin Quarter, N.Y.

Stoner & Dennis represent
union of two group acts, bod
S toner is formerly of the Radio
part
Aces, while Ellen Dennis was
Fields tempo and heartiness, gets of the Dennis Sisters. Beveriee
her off to sporadic plaudits.
ciurenj
is
Dennis of that twosome
Miss Conn has hefty pipes and a at tiie Versailles iii the All About
breezy music hall technique, but Love’’ revue.
j
she w'Ould be Wiser to drop the
The team has a basically, gpod
Gallic effort and emphasize her vo^ idea.. They’ve hit upon a homey
cal gimmicks. Proper handling and approach in representing tnembetter routining should set this selves as a battling husband-,^ji®*
pert blonde up for video and thea- team. They open, with a tune d e
tre stints, plus the niteries. Newt.
(Continued on page 69)
.
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HOUSE REVIEWS
turn doesn’t lend class aura
to the layout.
The opening day w as complicated by the fallout of Andre, Andree and Bonnie.
Fedi & Fedi
subbed for the first day.
The
“mechanical dolls” illusion has a
slow start, but once Fedi reveals
the operation of the turn, it goes
over handsomely. Spot since has
been assumed by Kaly troupe.
The disturbing act Opening night
was “Long Distance,”
standard

i

tauritz Melchior, Lett Cohipag-

de

nons

Chanson

la

Jean

(9),

Ben Blue vnth Syd Slate
& Bobbie Martin; Chandra Kaly
Dancers Leo De Lyon, Fedi. a
u Lohg
Fedi, Wells & Four Fays;
Distance ” with Jan Mifier; Don
"

,

Vet house bookers sometimes
claim that setting up a vaudeville
show is nearly in the, class of casting a musical or even writing a
Each act has a different
piny.
Opening turn must
function.
break the ice fast, with followups
providing variety and building to
a climax, The whole must be so
fiuid as to contribute to OperaBooktion as a harmonious unit.
ers will also* gripe that one turn
cart upset an entire bill.
This preamble is by way of explaining that the new! Palace two-!
a^day which opened last Tuesday
(26) displayed a single turn which
apple-carted the equilibrium of the
entire bill. The Lauritz Melchiortopped stanza On preem night Was
getting along fairly well until the
closing of the first half when
“Long Distance’* undid the good
work done by preceding acts.
Second inning performers had to
warm up the house from scratch,
Since removal of bow night defects, the bill played like a charm.
The customers now get out at a
reasonable hour, and there are good
entertainment values throughout.
Melchior was with the MetOpera
for 24 years. He has been considered the greatest Wagnerian tenor!
There are more than traces of that
great voice in Melchior’s recital.
Opening with Sieglinde’s Aria
from “Die Valkyrie,” Melchior gobs
in for" a series of semi-pops Which
include “Because” and winds up
with a rousing “Viva la Compagnie” with audience participation.
It’s a highly effective closer.

1

ments and turns;

favor.
1

Miss Whitiric’s
Personality
1VHSS
SOnailiy
ai 111 pel
UlUrig S warm
and schmaltzy style make an immediate hit with customers; most

W

:

1

m

..

,

leronlo

,

solid.

Chanson,

the nine-boy ^imports,
couldn’t get Off stage at the
conclusion of their opening night
turn, This singing groupis highly
skilled at harmonics, has excellent
tonalities and throw, in some comedy to make them bile Of the bet-

who

•

..

ter choraliers.

induced the
session.

Another faVe is. the “Au Clair de
la Luhe” as it would be. done by

Group, Which got its start via
..
A rlhiir Godfrey
iTCnrifW show
shnw hack in
in
the Arthur
1947, wins over the pewholders
with
its
opening rendition of
‘‘Happy Go Lucky. Locirl Blues”
and follow effectively w th “Fool

Wk

.

.

in Love” and “Shrimp Boats Are
Coming.” Lyrics! for the most pai*t,

are carried by Sonny Til. Judged
from -'.ow caught, Til b
major
fave with the; local teenagers, in-

Croup

ducing swoons arid screams.

closes to sock salvos following encores of “Trust in Me” and “Baby

Please Don’t Go.”
Show opens with personnel of,
both bands giving out with “Rdy’s
Bounce.”
Anita
Follows
with
Echols, tousle-halred gal
Whose
vocal style may be loosely classed
in the Betty Hutton-Martha Raye
category.
In warbling “Walking
*

My Own

Along Minding

Business”

she screams, grimaces,- kicks and
dances, earning yoOks and a fair
mitt.-

.

Hal Singer’s aggregation, three
two reed and orie brass,
takes over for a torrid jam session
and maestro’s saxlng in
“Walkin’ with Hal” brings the
house down. Harris & Shore; ofay
act. score in the laugh department
with their hoke ballroomology.
Comedy stanze is handled nicely
by Jackie “Mpms” Mahley, i
matronly femme in outlandish,
garb. Shows a good sense of timing, reeling off gags in the mbnolog style of Hef’b ShrJner. Nghs
plenty of yocks with localized material dhd ancient jokes*.
Fulsom; Hand, four, rhythm, two
reed, two brass; also gets chance
to display its ability and' scored
nicely with three numbed., Ray!
Charles, blind pianist, earns a
f hythym,
.

.

!

•’

’

.

‘

^

solid milt for his vocalizing of “I
Want to See ,,My Baby”, rind,. Fub.
som gets special .attention for his

handling

expert

of

the electro
a' pleasant mistress of ceremonies. Hoil.

guitar.

;

Laura Pierre makes

Now

ftels

.

*

:

.

various types of choruses. They’re
the group that came over with
Edith Piaf in a Clifford C. Fischer
presentation. They’ve since played
top cafes and hotels. This is their

Empire, Glasgow

Broadway

a

.

other acts are so -standout irangements, combo offers a visual
exaggerated movethat they crowd lier for audience aspect with

rates,

(

The major applause hit when
caught was. Compaghonk de la

lii

4

'

and charm
The Great Dane m'akes an

appearance

featured ^pois. The Orioles,

in the

slick enter- fast beco mi rig reco rd favorites; are
Margaret Whiting*
any company, is show- making their fifth appearance at
cased here With three acts Worthy the ApollO and their appeal seems
of her talent: Though charitoosey as strong as ever. In addition to
is headlined,
a billing she well offering melodic vocalizing and rir-

tainer in

,

imposing, appearance, id. white tie
and tails and sporting decorations,
bestowed upon him by various governments.
He , commands; respect
both visually and vocally. His
bows afe earned and his accolade

first

+

,

conviviality,
during ;his ses-

of the

‘

,

...

radiates

Bells’*

Was!*,

Olympia, Miami

'

mittirigs

Y,
Hal 'Singer

(6),

GviTcnt sesh at Harlem s' vaude
Washington, March 3.
with
Margaret Whiting
Joz flagship is Weighted on the. musical
“
Fingers' Carr; Robert Maxwell, Side; with the Orioles, rill-male sepJohnny Morgan, Appletbns (3); tet, topping the bilfand the bands
of Hal Singer and Lowell Fulsom
“ Return of To. it” (20th ),

,

r

Their “Three

.

Orioles

Orch (6), Lovell Fulsoin Orch
(9), Anita Echols, Harris & Shore #
Jackie “Moms” Mobley,
Laura
Pierre ;‘<The Big Cat" (UA),

McStay.

&

,

heaviest

Dangerous ” ( WB), re- decibels.
viewed in Variety Jan. 30, ’52.
Uagiftttl,

69

\|»ollo,
The

oren* though latter
enthusiastic on the

that in reverse.
strong.
of whom know her from her disk
Next layout will be headed ny
Comedy spot is filled by Buddy and radio rep* Adding to interest
Olsen
Johnson,. Jose Greco arid
Lester
With
li
a
of
patter arid of a topdrawer. singing act is presJackie Miles. Another bill is still
zany clOwning that Win modest re- ence of husband and arranger Lou
to be set before Betty Hutton
sponse. Material’s not always the Bush at the keyboard. Besides doOpens April 12.
Jose
strongest; but at least most of it is ing a hep job of styling his frau’s
original and not something that’s tunes and accompanying, her warbeen kicked around by the B erle- bling, Bush, .under name of Joe
Miami, March 1
Yourignian school over the years. ,fFingers” Carr, is a disk fave iri
Joe Frisco , Buddy Baer, Mary Funniest of the throWaWay bits is his bWri right. So galleries get a
Sinail, Bobby Clark, Les Diagoras, the. takeoff on Peter
Ustinov as welcome surprise in the double-;
Les Rhode House Orch; “ Teinbo ” Nero iri “Quo Vadis.”
feature aspects of act. The family
(RKO),
Georgia Gibbs, in deuce posi- motif, introed toward end of roution, tallies nicely on both her ap- tine, is strong: .enough to be exThere’s a mounting build to the pearance ’in a low-cut, attractive panded.
talent display on hand this week, gOWni arid on her song salesirianMiss Whiting makes a bouncy
making »for orie of the more pleas- ship. Warm, rhythmic Style of the
entrance with “Of Tliee I Sing”
ing lineups.
Mercury Records thrush is good and* then goes on to a niedley of
Joe Frisco, always an astute, and ini “Gonna Live Till I Die” arid her recordings. She has an intiwily vaudevilUan, keeps them with “Cry” arid she follows with an ex- mate, folksy style, blending num^
him all the way via his standard cellent off-centre selection,., a bers, with, easy chatter. A smart
horserboiri player routine and the chunk of Gordon Jenkins' “Man- performer; she makes audierice
classic soft-show, derby twirling hattan Towers.”
part of the act with such devices
stanza.
Trio of male tapsters, the Dun- as a clapping song* Makes a sock
hills,
are
in
the
light-up
spot*
nostalgic appeal with a medley of
In co-topliner spot, Buddy Baer
adds up as a pleasant performer. They’re pleasant-lOoking, able hoof- Dick Whiting (her late father) numBig guy sings, chatters amiably and ers and scofei okay with precision bers, giving a personal touch to
interestingly on his movie experi- terping, relieved by a bit of acro- such, oldies as “Sleepy Time Gal;’’
ences ;( viz; “Quo Vadls”), Mary batics.
“Louise,”
“Japanese Sandman,”
Contribution of the Jerry Wald “I’m In Loye With You Honey”
Small fills out the marquee names
and socks with her sorigolog which Orch is held to. ^ minimum. Aside and “Ain’t We Got Fun.” Hus-:
.features specials, pops and tricky from backing the show, of course, band’s stint, consisting of twparrangements and tonal effects it offers an opener and good clos- ‘ oogie-Woogie n rim her
“Show
b e r in “Slaughter on Deer Rag” and “Down Yonder,” is
that keep stubholders listening and ing n li
Tenth Avenue,” • T h e r e are po equally bell ringing. There’s some
palming.
and Wald himself gets in family clowning,, and pair walk off
Almost walking off with show vocals
only a minor lick
his licorice to cheers.
iionOfs is the Les. Diagoras act.
bar.
Herb.
Their combo of juggling, hoopHafpisrt Robert Maxwell is sleepspi
ing and aero work marks
er of bill. Not too well known to
Casing.
them easily the best act of the type
crowd to start with, he builds, tb
Toronto, Feb. 29.
to have played here in years. In
near show stopping reaction. His
the closing slot; they bad them - Larry Adler, Mary Mayo, Buddy jive rhythms make good listening,
mitting throughout with some in- Greco, John Gallus, Hoctor & Bpra, and customers love It. Highlights
credible stunts. : They're definitely Jimmie Cameron, Archie Stone of routine, are ‘‘Hungarian RhapOrch;
“ Katie
Did it” sody” and “St. Louis Blues,” both
a grab r for vaudeo shows looking House
for new fgees and talent and. a (Rank)r
played for all they’ve worth with
"natch for any vauder or cafe with a
novel and ear-filling variations.
Not around for two years here, This is a musical act a bit off the
high ceiling.
Larry Adler is the marquee lure beaten path, and obviously one
In tceoff slot, Bobby Clark sets
the Casino, but it’s Mary Mayo worth attention.
r
a fast pace with his puppets.- Works at
them' with' fine technique and, tops who is stealing the show. Comely
Comic Johnny. Morgan el i c k s
blonde
in pale blue stretched the
with a skeleton figurine that, makes
With an unpretentious style and
stage stint, when caught, to 81
for eye puzzler and resultant aud
Winning personality. With his air of
reaction.
Les Rhode house orch minutes for a begoff. Hefe is a the lovable, simple clown, he socks
wholesome-looking
girl, plus sexy
backs show in fine fashion.
across a running line of gags, many
attnbutes, whose bell-like notes in
of them bluish, despite his air of
yodel style would not be lost iri
innocence. Off-Color gags are of
the Alps; *
With her -husband, Ai Ham, con- the inoffensive variety, and general
Glasgow, Feb. 25.
ducting the pit Orch (and also re- level of hufnor is in good taste.
Larry Gordon Girls ( 8) Wil- sponsible for. her arrangements), Surprises with a pleasing baritone
liam A Shand, Ben Wrigley |c CO., she blends her; throaty contralto voice arid wins lusty senaoff.
Rounding out a sparkling layout
Malcolm Mitchell Trio; Tommy with high soprano echo effects
Jover with Raf, Pat 4, Julian that are a definite new- voice nov- are the Appletons, who bring up
Gwfin Liddle,, Eddie Calvert , Bob elty.
She exhibits splendid con- curtain with their aero sturits, dis& Atf Pearson, Bill Matthew Orch. trol, mixes her sotto voce shadings played against an apache backfor soft and intimffte rapport with ground. This is one of cleverest
This
bright
varide
offerings her listeners and then can soar acts of its type in the business,
brings one of the acts, Ben Wrig- into those high register passages and always enthusiastically reley, back three times for three for
contrast.
Her “Without a ceived. here. Act is virtually the
separate appearances, a pointer, Dream,” with Ham at the piano, same as in past, with apache tosssurely* to. the current shortage of was a smash finale, this coupled ing around a pair of femmes, and
good British acts. Even the troupe with ‘the lady’s gracious stage a story, thread of violence and competition for big favor. There’s new
of chorus- girls come back thrice. manner.
Customers
As, harmonica virtuoso, Adler gimmick for windup.
That apart; this bill has much
Lowe.
variety, -most of it on the musical verges from the dulcet to the dia- eat it up.
pason iri liis shadings of what has
and instrumental side.
musical
a
recognized
now.
become
Star turn in the comedy section
Soatlle
He also has a cominstrument.
is lanky Wrigley, reeling about the
Seattle. Feb. 27.
stage with his long neck in almost mendable stage style, being tart
Toni La Rue,
Carroll
Sisters
(2),
during
kangaroo-style. With his partners and cheekj' to latecomers,
Val Valentine, Mills Bros. (5),
he indulges in considerable funny which he will break off a number Ray Watkins House Orch 16),
theiri.
His manner is
business* With accurate timing de- to chide
He announces “ Flaming Feather” (Par).
manded., Some of his material may aloof and superior.
never
pot be new, but at least it’s com- that his next number has
The Mills f re res and tlicir harrecorded, he superciliously
pelling to watch. The wriggling been
mony top this bill in fine fashion,
pokes, fun at himself and- his listenr
Wrigley is well named.
compunction in doing usual brisk b o. as the def-

.

’

of Jimmie Cameron,
support of Archie

Is

m

'

sion;

Woman

The Billy Williams Quartet
doubling from the Sid Caesar-Imogene Coca TV bellringer, top a
well-rounded but standard 57-minute lineup Vat the .United Paramount Times Square showcase. The
bit of radio and tele scripting per- Negro foursome; With their excelformed by Jan Miner (New ActsM lent^ rhythms and arrangements,
As far as can be learned, some provide a sock finale
RKO toppers were touted onto this Par offers them considerably
turn, heard it at an audition and more elbow room than
tele and
were enthused.
After Tuesday’s they take full advantage of it to
matinee (26), it was decided that make the presentation plenty showthe bill needed a dramatic gim- manly. They Offer a
c o
bo* Of
mick. They thought of the sketch blues, standards and stylized spirand put it lit .on the evening per- ituals with plenty of action to
formance as* a ’‘surprise:”' It was make both Visual arid aural effects

Albert Orch .

dignity

the emceeing
IV* V*
Billy Williams Quartet, Btiddv plus the. pit
Lester, Georgia Gibbs, The Dun Stone’s house
hills (3), Jerry Wald Orch; “This is often too

r

Carroll ;

Melchior

Paramount,

thls

.

vauder.

:

Jean

Carroll scores the. top
laughs of the occasion Her dissertations on a fur-coat purchase and
horseracing
combine essentially
funny material and excellent de-

,

livery* Her modus operand! is UnShe can
usual for a femme.
project patter in, a hard-hitting
style that would do credit to a
male comic. She will prove to be

.

important comedienne in legit
.musicals as she has in niteries,
vaude and video.
What’s mpre
she’s a funny dame with looks.
Other major comedy note’ Is by
vet Ben Blue, Assisted by Syd
Blue
Slate, and Bobbie Martin.
brings his familiar material to this
house—-the dancehall bit, which
seemed extraneous; mindreading
act and his Russian terp, latter
two going oyer handsomely.. The
.an

:

:

Palomar,

,

act lias been pruned down since
for better all-around effect. Miss
Martin’s! opening bight tune seems
better out, and Slate contributed
liis Charleston for a good inter-

Other mirth .attraction is Tommy
with his comedy-rhythm
family, Raf, Pat, £ Julian. Act Js
the essence of real English music-hall, and lias much, scope for
market.
The Mialcolm
IT.
S.
Mitchell Trio is* a polished musical
group; working in the second half
With ace trumpeter Eddie. Calvert.
Dressed in an old raincoat, arid
!with ai gas lam post for props, Gweri

ers,.

and

lias

no

.

inite draw.
insulting the customers* To many
Carroll Sisters; nice looking acCustomers, this is a welcome change
lude*
rprballet team, open, scoring handifrom the obvious.
Leo De Lyon seems to be a vicAdler opens cold iri full stage ly with some, difficult challenge
tim of spotting.
He’s essentially
before the golden drapes With his routines. Toni La Rue. who also
a cleyer comic, but seemed inca peb“Begin the Beguine,” segues into acts as eiricee; socks over her xyloble of carrying the tworspOt in this
Debussy's “Claire de Lurie,”, both phone! ta pping along with dance
parlay. His opening gambit, didn’t
for symphonic effects; Into Jerome steps, particularly with a George
sit right with the pewholders and
Kern’s “All the Things You Are” M. Cohan medley and “Sabre
he couldn’t get even with himself
for a key of C start and then the Da rice ;”
at preem performance.
The sevariations for some Wicked doubleVal Valeritine: displays finesse iri
%
quence in which he hums and Liddle*
recent discovery from the ton gui jig that sounds, like a whole juggling and balancing of rubber
whistles different tunes simultane- London streets; proves that ex- symphony section via the mike.
balls. With an assist from the audiously causes some amazement with
buskers can still have much stage His clowning of “Peg O’ My Heart” ence, but! tricks would gain interest
this $,4.8.0 crowd.
lass who worked and “The Sabre Song” in boogie via patter or better pointing up.
value. She’s
[
mplete with intentional
The Chandra Kaly Dancer^ (5); in poor circumstances and was tempo,
The toils Bros, smash over “The
who opein the second half, provide brought tp notice by a London Sun- flats, rated another begoff*
Only Heart”, and “I Ran All the
a. .class exhibit;
exRouiiding oiit one of the neatest
Costumes are
day newspaper and from there
Home” for a big mit, and go
Way
citing and routines ate arty but sprung into the limelight via video stage sessions assembled in recent
with
commercial Kaly is a skilled and vaude. She has a powerful; months by Murray Little are Hoc- on to tremendous response
Mind” arid “Paper
dancer and he has a disciplined voice arid surely doesii’t need a tor & Byrd for their nifty taps “I Got It Off My
instrUolder
Reprise
of
Doll,”
troupe that can bring but the ap- mike.*
and a soft-shoe finale, the kids
rnental style scores heavily with
Plausfc.
Reroutined show permits
Top act is Bob it Alf Pearson, exhibting plenty of .personality;
fast
him two spots as originally sched- With songs old and new at the Buddy. Greco in his well-mannered “Basin St. Blues,” as does fea“Window Washer Man,”
tempo
piano, and introducing their *adio balladeerihg and a relief from sty- turing Mills, Sr., in bass part;
John Gallus
Wells
the Four Fays open voices from the show, “Ray’s A listic song-agon izers;
^ Called back, th
group did “Till
the show. They’re by no means of Laugh.-.’ They pay tribute to w.k: for his clever manipulation of his
.Then” for a bowoff, after shouted
two-a-day rank* Although garner^ Scot artists, including the late Sir puppets and his clarinet work.
Reed.
I requests from audience*
sparked
further
by
is
bill
Whole
Gdrd>
mg mitts in copious quantities, Harry Lauder* in song.

Jover

Continued from^pare^M
scribing a violent quairel, the ma*
terial in this number being exceltheir subsequent stuff,
lent.: If
measured up to this level; they’d,
be one of the freshest and most
potent new acts around. But it
never again reaches an acceptable
.

level.

The pair fill their tunes with
good incident* There’s good' visual
interest at times, and there are indications that Stoner & Dennis

could make the grade in most
vaude-cafe situations^
Jose .

CHARLES DANFORP
Songs
15 Mins.
Be’ievue Casino, Montreal.
This is Dartford’s second appears
ance' at the Bellevue Casino and
singer sells neatly. Tall; arid with
an easy r going, disarming manner,

Danford stays pretty c’pse to the
faves (“Charmaihe”) and the semiSerenade”) for

classics (“Donkey
payee attention.
As in previous

stints

in

this

room, Danford doubles as emcee
and bolsters the lavish production
numbers with his hefty badtoning.
Guy shows solid legit training and
since last viewing has dropped the
stiff,

concert-like

approach, for a

smoother nitery attack.;
A good bet for TV, theatres and
:

caie revues tending to the opulent,
nostalgic stuff..
Newt.

.

:

.

Belied Nod
Cohtinueid

from

iwj&e

2

Memorial Fund originated
Paramouht Theatre.

in

its

.

,

•

.

:

&

In the days of stage shows, Fremont Was well known as a theatre
town.. Many of the greatest stage,
and concert Stars played ..there in
the old Opera House. I have been
told that at a time when Sunday
stage performances were forbid- ;
den in Toledo, special cars used to
take theatre patrons from there to
in Fremont.
Wallace O.*' James,
(Manager, U. S. 23 Drive-In Theand formerly manager
atre,

Sunday performances

Fordham
atres,

arid

N. Y. C.)

Broadway Thea-

7®

LVMIl'I'lMATB
Olivier to Stage Walton
Opera at Covent Garden
Laurence Olivier will stage ^William Walton’s new three-act opera,
“Troilus and Cressida,” slated to

bow

>
Los Angeles, March 4
Paced by the “My L. A,” .fiasco,
local legit hit a new low for the Kaycee
first six months of th$ 1951-52 sea-

Orpheum

to

at Covent

Take

St

soni registering a loss to three proKansas City, March 4.
ducers of $342,000. Four other proFox Midwest circuit this week
ducers managed to eke out a profit
>plan; on semi-stock
tryout
begins
a
of $31 ,000 during the same period,
leaving the legit balance sheet for its Orpheum. Theatre. “Second
$311,000 in. the red for the first Threshold" opens a week’s run in
he house tonight (4), with Martha
half of the year; Loss is $190,000
greater thanr for the same period Scott and John Loder in the leads.
Play is a production of Empress
last year.
Co., operated, by the; An*
Total gross of $621,620 was Playhouse
in St; Louis, It moved
amassed by 10 shows, which kept sell Bros’
playing SL toiiis This
after
here
six houses alight for a total, of 36
will be followed by “A Date with
theatre weeks. Tally was $215,405
with Constance Bennett,
under the corresponding period
March li-16; also moving here
last year, when 25 shows were preSt. Louis run.
previous
from
a
sented in nine theatres for a total
ir the plan is successful,
.........
...... it Will
of 61 theatre weeks.:
fie tried on a more extensive scale
L.A.," which bleW up in the
next season, according to Leon
faces of Some 500 luckless ’-angels" Robertson, district cfiief of Fox
after three days, was one of -the
Midwest. He set the deal with
most costly failures in legit history. Robert E, Perry, Empress proAuditors have yet to undertake a ducer-director, who Was here last
careful accounting, but it’s figured
week.
the total loss from the promotion'
Orpheum is offering these plays
‘
Of this
will be around $310,000.
on a scale of $1, $2 and $3, whereas
amount, some $173,000 originally most road legits play at tops from
was raised through public sale of $3.66 to $4.88.
stock." Promoters borrowed another
Two shows gives the Orpheum a
$100,000 and were in debt when
“Moon Is
the show collapsed after four good spring season.
for a week
Blue" Js coming i
performances.

New

792 (after deducting $1, 417
^
state Unincorporated musiness tax) on the Broadway production, and $58,648 on the touring
edition. From the Jatter amount,
however, the Canadian government
is holding $10,000 in escrow pending settlement of income taxes:
recent Toronto
„
from ...the troupe’s

York

1

March 18, and “Bell, Book
Decline In Shows
due March 25*
Candle
Apart from the grim financial
six
initial
the
of
analysis
an
picture
months of the Labor Day-to-Labor Celebrity Soiree For

engagement,
Although the accountant’s

merits thus far cover only the
period through Feb. 2, the net on
the Cy Feuer-Ernest H. Martin operation totalled $808,000. as of
Feb. 23. At that time the distriband uted profit amounted to $638,000.
The venture was originally capitalized at $200,000, plus $50,000

year, points up the desolate
Angeles legit picture. The
Kesslere Presentation
of shows offered declined
by 15 in the so-called “commercial" theatres.
As an example of the weak state
George Freedley, curator of the
of legit locally, the BiltmOre, XJBO N. Y. Public Library’s Theatre Coloutlet for Lbs Angeles, was open lection, Will formally 'accept G,.
only 14 weeks during the period, Maillard Kesslere’s gift of 6,000
Four of photographs at a reception for the
presenting five shows.
these shows eked out a total profit photographer-artist, commenting at
(Continued on page 75) —

Los

number

SS — S

The
5.
accommodate show
people now appearing on Broadway
and' TV whose portraits and photo-

midnight, Saturday; April
late

’52 Season

hour

is

to

subway

(the

,

J^^

I

BALLET THEATRE TO DO

Robert Merrill Due Back
Robert Merrill,^ Who Was fired
from the Metropolitan Opera a
year ago for alleged breach of contract, and then reinstated by general manager Rudolf Bing in Jan

number, and men
ouftb" sell $162,000 worth

at least half that

London, March 4.
Who set.
Legit producer Stephen Mitchell Juary, will make his return to ,the
concerns
of $1 seats to industrial
planing to New York today ’Met stage next Tuesday (11) in ‘-I
is
had spld upwards of ^100,000 by (Tues.) to sign June Havoc for a Trovatore.” Merrill, last heard at
the end of last week. Going on local production of "Affairs of
the Met on Feb. 23, ’51, in "Dor
those figures, Civic Light Opera State.” His plans call for the Louis
Carlo," is slated for: six appear
board was confident they would go Verneuil comedy to open in the
ances with the opera company in
over the top on all three fronts, West End later this year with pos
N.
Y. before it goes out
its
and announced the continuation. sibly the entire Broadway producspring tour* with Merrill accom
arly in June and tion and cast.
Season will begi
Meantime, the N. Y. production panying.
run for nine or 10 weeks, and WyIt was 1951 ’s spring tour that
scheduled to Clbse
metal is expected to- announce of “Affairs”
few days. next Saturday (8). Presented by occasioned the Met break* Merrill
his repertoire withi
Richard W. Krakeur and Fred F, going out to Holly wpod to make his
Finklehoffe, the play opened at the film debut in Par’s "Aaron Slick.
Royale Theatre, N. Y„ Sept. 25, From Punkin Crick” instead of
The
1950! Miss Havoc, replaced Celeste going on tour with the Met.
Met claimed he was contracted for
Holm as the star last JUri.e.
the tour, which Merrill’s manager,
Herman Shurnlin is restaging the
Gale, disputed. Bing thon dis^
U.S. Preem f or ^Rightebus’ M6e
Olivia de Havilland revival of
missed Merrill from the Met roster,
Chicago, March 4;
“Candida,” currently playirig a
Merrill getting* back on it this sea"The Righteous Are Bold" .will son by, apologizing for the "unforPhiladelphia engagement in preparation for its; New York opening have its American premiere March tunate incident.” Merrill is slated
Norris Houghton, who 28 and 30 at the Loyola Community for N.Y. appearances this month
April 14;
directed the /Thomas Theatre here, with Frank Ford di- and next in "Carmen,” “Pagliacci,”
originally
Hammond production, is on the recting. Play by Frank Carney "Aida." and "Don Carlo,” besides
CBS-TV staff and is not available was first .produced at the Abbey “H Trovatore."
Dublin in 1946 and
to handle the brushiip of the legit Theatre
broke all records, running for four
offering.
Met contralto Elena Nikolaidi
No cast changes are contem- months* and since being revived has signed with the Australian
twice,.-"
However,
Broadcasting Commission to give
plated in the show.
Eddie Dowling had the American 40 concerts in Australia this sumBramwell Fletcher recently took
over the role of Burgess, succeed- rights for a year, but dropped his mer. Most concerts Will also be
broadcast over the ABC network.
ing Berry Kroeger, who withdrew. | optiori recently.
;

*

where

^

•

Seeks June Havoc For

N Y

frp

latter

*

up between 400 and 500 guarantors at $50 each, with an additional
$50 if needed, checked in with

Naff conducted her
battered kitchen

;a

(

.

bring in $75,000 from contributors,
as against $55,000 in 1951, reported
had practically been
goal
its
reached; group charged with lining

oh

Now

she has a desk.
The only coihpliments Mrs. Naff
pays are to a performer’s drawing
power. If the boxoffice is in good
Dispute in Deep Snarl;
shape, she likes the star. ‘‘Give an
actor a full house, arid any kind of
to
_
a theatre will look good to him,”
jirficK
s
Dispute between sr
she tells people who complain that
and League of N^Y. Theatres (pro- Ryman is showing its 60 years,
Spare My Child!
ducers and theatre bwners) Is apMrs. Naff is fiercely devoted to
parently
no nearer settlement.
PiPirpfintf
of the Plymouth Thea- the bari>like auditorium. “When
k
you tMk about the Ryman, you’re
the Joseph Kip-

I

After April 5 event the huge display Will be available to the general public for about two weeks.

Mrs.

business

Theatre, including John
Kriza and other soloists, has been
formed
to play six summer thea
The Kesslere Collection comtres of New England and Pennsylprises 25 years of theatrical illusvania in July and August.
tration is artistically and photoCo-producer Lucia Chase has degraphically* from 1925 to the presvised three separate prograins for
ent. This* will become a part of the
dance unit, each to., be prethe
Public Library’s famous Theatre
sented for two nights during a
Collection.
proThe three
engagement.
...
..
,
Many important names in the, week’s
,
“Billy the Kid,
rams Will include
World have
exoressed 6
nave expressea
amusement wonq
«
Rodeo ^ “Fancy Free,” "Intertheir interest in the collection and
”
"Swan Lake,” ‘Design with
announced participation in the
“On Stage,” “Tally Ho,”
presentation ceremonies and recep- Strings,”
and “Gala Per“Les
Patineurs*’
tion, which will take place around
formance.” Two pianists will be
1:30 a.m., April 6. Radio and telean
installations have considered

stars.

If

man want

cently,

[

money and feel out public interest.
One committee designated to

office.

finally

table.

operetta company here this season
was assured last week when Edgar
J. Kaufmann, honorary president
of the Civic Light Opera Assn., announced the success of a three
fold campaign to get the necessary
financial backing. This will, -be the
seventh, year of. the under-the-Stars
presentations at the Pitt Stadium
and William Wy metal returns
again as managing director.
vision
+
Washing
A short time ago* there was preparations to cover this event. Tb |; ..National ^hejstre,
prothe
ei
to
wbetb
as
doubt
some
Three floors of pictorial illustra- to n r has been booked for week nf
ject would get the greenlight in tions of the top names in show biz Pfii; ??’ or the^inauguration of the
f
tour,
’52. Board then proceed id to or- are. being designed arid prepared
trio of groups to raise for mounting of this gallery of
ganize
.

4.

the stars who play Ryto see her, they come to
these cramped quarters, Where the
circuit and
he
flew to Berlin for a State Dept.- walls are lined with autographed
pictures and Where, until quite responsored engagement;

graphs are currently in the collec- Ballet

Pittsburgh, March 4.
of the summer

March

“the most famous one-night stand
on the road”-^which she has irianaged since 1914.
Mrs. Naff wbn!t see the play.
She hasn’t watched a full perforraance at Hyman in all her 38 years
oi running its affairs.
<Tm too
busy here,” she says, indicating
the cubby-hole under a flight of
stairs that has always been her

send the show on the road again
next fall.
The March 15 date will be the
eariiest spring closing the Rodgers-Hammeistein musical has ever
The show formerly conhad.
tinued through: the summer, but
.aid off for the first time in 1950.
Last year it played an early-summer run on Broadway, then toured,

tion.

Continuation

WOOLSEY

*
having been ness-Jack Hylton
Twilight’ opened MonWomen
of
backers
returned
to
the
unused and
Jfryan and Amelita Galliwill continue, acalmost immediately, however). No day night (3),
in the
union. Meanwhile,
the
to
cording
additional financing was used for
a go s*
union and the League have failed
ff
f
the second company.
1 tabernacle through the efforts
of a basic con- Jf
terms
on
agree
to
production
‘‘Guys’The original
of a riverboat captain* Tom Rytrart
is currently in its 68th absolute
man,
.who got religion.
Today’s
u
batini
ca pacity week at the 46th Street,
audiefiees stijl sit in pews.
The
? 6 rr
lrns^
n. Y., while the second company, .Women of Twilight
pews re hard but Mrs, Naff says
Rasically,
monthsJune,
many
brewing
last
Coast
the
launched on
4,000 people will wedge themselves
s
0 p ene <j an extended Chicago en- it involves the union s ob
into Ryman if the show is ffee.
to the growing practice of Broad- Reserved, the seating capacity is
ga gement last Thursday (28).
import ebdht 3,300,.
to
managements
way
scenery from London and. Paris.
a customer once complained that
ticket she had just sold him
J?
the OldwVic and the Olivier-Leigh was probably behind a post. Mrs.
(Continued on -page 78).
atra” revivals here, the union
A company of 30 dancers from
oppose the importation of

overcail

Day

W.

Nashville,.

in Rochester, N. Y. However, the Theatre Guild plans to

Operating profit on. the two
“Guys and Dolls” companies for
the four weeks ended Feb. 2 totailed $92*440. That included $33,-

F.

Sharp*tongued Mrs. Lula C. Naff,
who at 77 may be the oldest active
theatre manager in the nation,
To Tour Again in Fall winds up her 48th year in show
this
split
business this riibnth by booking the
a
playing
“Oklahoma,”
week between Decatur* Springfield national company of “Mister Rob.
and Peoria, 111., will end its tour erts” into Hyman Auditoriuiri—

March 15

.

weekend

By

Garden, London,

next season, Henry Moore will do
Christopher . Hassall
sets.*
the
wrote the libretto*
John Barbirolli will conduct,
with Elizabeth Schwartzkopf slated
for the Cressida role.

.

besn’t

the foreign-built scenery.
But the organization has become
aroused at What it claims has been
the steady expansion of this excepIt protested the bringing in
tion.
of a British setting for “Collector’s
Item” and flatly refused to agree to
the importation of 4he “Twilight”
scenery* which was built in London
specifically, tor the Broadway proauction.

The union, whose contract with
League expired several seasons
ago and has not been renewed,
claims that the latter has refused
League
to bargain in good faith.
officials say they are willing to negotiate, but indicate their determination not to sign an agreement
limiting their right to import for-

the

eigri

productions.

.

The N. Y. City Ballet came up
with a definite hit last Thursday
(gg) at City Center, N. Y.* when it
offered Frederick Ashton’s “Picnic
at Tintagel” as the fifth and last
of its world premieres this season,
Work shapes up as the best of the
five prospects for permanent inelusion in the troupe’s repertoire,
Second work of the Sadler's Wells
Ballet director lo be done for the
N, Y. outfit, “Tintagel” has 'good
theatrical quality, while showing
fine imagination and taste in its
creation.

Present wrangle appears to have
producers Kipness and Hylton in
the middle between the League
and the union. Kipness- reportedly
would be willing to sign a contract
covering all proposed future importations, but is said to be opposed by the League and Lee Shubert, who apparently hope to prevent the union from establishing
rules curbing scenery imports.
,

Story concerns a group of Bri
picknicking at Tintagel,
scene of the Tristart-Iseult legand, and the group transformed
as in a dream, to ancient days to
rerenact the famous love tragedy,

tishers

Although miming

chiefly tells the
story, there is plenty of action and
dancing, too.
sexy pas-de-deux

A

Ashton’s choreog-

matched by Cecil Beaton’s
strikingly handsome set and costumes, and Sir Arnold Bax’s music
is

fits in.
Diana Adams and
Jacques d’Ambbise do a fine job
as the romantic pair, with Fran-

score

Revue

.

.

Moncion as the betrayed hus(King Mark) and Yvonne
Mounsey as the maid (Brangaene).
cisco

The Mervyn Nelson revue, "CurGoing Up," Which did an

also notable.

is

raphy

See Restarched ‘Curtain’

tain

Ballet Preen;

band

el

foldo in Philadelphia last week
with $115,000 in the red, may wind
up as a nitery revue at the Club
Versailles, N. Y.

Other new ballet presented last
was Antony Tudor’s “Lx
which preemed Tuesday
(26).
An: imaginative work on a
Cantor
idea,
s
after
Jib
repertory company, a temperait
seeing the. show, during its Out-ofr
mental leading lady and her hartoWn engagement. Condensed to. an assed. -supporting players, the story
0f
st
- brle is too N fuzzy, and the action,
nnuf’ in
v,
a

week

Gloire,”

.

.

-

fviln

"
aS weil/as dancing* underdeveloped*
9V rt ain « the There isn’t enough real dancing
a better floorover Stressed
w ui] e miming
also co-bankrolled
Music chosen for the work Was

comedian thinks
show, .Cantor
the show.

^
it

.

s

'

*

,

wrong-^the three noted Beethoven
overtures that are used completely
'PAPER MOON' IN LANCASTER overbalance and overshadow the
Lancaster, Pa., March 4.
stage work. Ballet’s idea is good
“Paper Moon,” by Broadway and should be developed* possibly
pressagent Peggy Phillips, will he to another score, but certainly to
produced this Thursday-Saturday more action arid clearer story line.
(6-8)
by the Domino Playhouse Nora Kaye, as “La Gloire,” proves
herself again ballet’s leading draof thie group saw an matic dance-actress, arid excellent
adaptation of the script on the support is given by Diana Adams*
Kraft television show arid contact- Hugh Laing and Francisco MonBron.
ed the author for the rights.
Iciori.

here.

Members

4

Wednesday* Marclr

S,

LEGITIMATE

1954

71

Whal'd He Say?
Frederick Ashton, co-director and choreographer of Sadley's Wells Ballet of London,
was in New York for the world

preem
Rise in amusement ad rates of
the New York dailies during the
last six years has tended to reduce
the amount spent by legit shows on

suburban newspapers,
Averts Hotel Fire
magazines and other
Boston, March 4.
supplementary media. In the case
of space in the Sunday papers,
Alfred Catal, nine-year-old boy
a
trend
to
been
strong
there has
actor in “Three Wishes for Jamie,"
the N. Y. which played the Shubert,* is takconcentrate lineage
Times.
ing bbws for averting what could
serious panic at the
Since there -lias been relatively have been
little/ increase in boxoffice scales Hotel Avery last Week, Awakened
2
am. by smoke seeping into his
and, therefore, in grosses during at
the corresponding period, produce room, the youngster roused his
ers have been unable to expand ad mother, with both rushing into the
budgets as the newspapers' rates corridor to discover the fire was in
have gone up. And for contractual the next room; While the boy
reasons* besides the necessity of banged on doors awakening guests,
using enough space to be effective, his mother phoned the manager,
shows cannot make more than nom- who in turn notified the. fire deinal reductions in lineage in the partment, with result that the fire
So they tend to elimi- was confined 16 the room and
dailies.
billboards,
Incidental

drastically;

curtail

other

quickly extinguished.

The Avery is a popular Hub
Daily rates for the New York pa- headquarters for traveling show
biz
personnel, and many of the
pers increased 52% iri the 1941-51
period. Actually, the boost dates guests alerted by the alarm were
from only about five years, as rates show people.
were frozen during, the war, when
there was a newsprint Shortage.
During the same 10-year stretch
the Sunday, rate went up an average of almost 56%. Over that period the daily circulation went up

forms of advertising.

.

.

17%. and the' Sunday circulation
nearly the same percentage.
The dominance of the Times in
the Sunday amusement field" has

“I Am a Camera," John van
Druten dramatization of Christosuch
pher Isherwbod’s “Berlin Stories,"
1951.
During the 10-year span, earned ah operating profit of $28,the Herald Tribune eased down 361 for the five weeks ended Feb.
only slightly from 28.8% to 28.4%. 2, at the Empire, N* Y. The GerIn the same interval the News trude Macy-Walter Starcke producdropped from 28.1% to 9j)%. The tion made a payment of $32,500 "to
Mirror sagged from lL8% to ’4%. the, backers in mid-February, thus
The J pur nal-American * slumped returning the balance of the $65,from 17,9% to 4.3%, The Post, 000 investment. But as the accounentering the Sunday field in 1951, tant’s statement shows, the ven-

steadily from 13,4% of all
lineage in 1945 to 51% in

actually got into the black
during the week ended Jan. 26.
The show involved a production

ture

Hammerstem Gets

‘Okla.

cost of $36,323, plus a tryout loss
of $3,616 and bonds amounting to
$7,740. Although it had an .operatGreeting at
ing profit of $1,586 on a $10,321
Sees Plenty Life in Legit gross for four performances on its
break-in date in Hartford, the
Swarthmore, Pa., March 4.
play had deficits of $2,812 on a
“Oh, What a Beautiful Morning"; $10,811 gross and $2,390 on a
drowned out "Dear Lord and De- $9,648 gross: during its fortnight
fender of Mankind" last Thursday tryout stand in Philly. After sevmorning (28) as the Swarthmore eral moderate-grossing weeks on
College student body sang a greets Broadway (during the traditional
"
ing to Oscar Hammerstein 2d in pre-Christinas lull), “. C a
e r a
the
weekly dispel period in built to near-capacity business and
Clothier Memorial on the campus. has been netting an average of
The program started with the sing- around $5,800 a Week.
*

Swarthmore;

.

m

ing of the usual hymn, but With the
end of the first chorus, the freshmen broke out in the familiar song

from “Oklahoma,"* and in a minute
the entire student body took it up.
Hammerstei
speaking before
approximately 900 students and
faculty, denied that the modern
,

a dying institution; In
he pointed to the tremendous growth of the new medi-

theatre

is

rebuttal,

ums

of radio, films arid television,
eriiploy and entertain, more
people than ever before in the
history of the theatre.

which

In the “live" theatre he sees an
"incipient renaissance" of poetic
drama* exemplified specially by
T. S. Eliot’s "The Cocktail Party,"
the reading of “Don Juan in Hell,"
and the current sucess of Emlyn
Williams and Christopher Fry. The.
concern with words and the poetic
drama is a reaction to the. photo-*
graphic realism of the 20’s, he says.

Theatre terms call for the show

70% of the gross, for the
$20,000 and 75% thereafter.
indicated in the account
as
And,
tant’s statements, the show’s stagehand bill is $350 for the regular
crew plus $88 for an extra grip,
and an average weekly outlay of
about $409 for musicians. As preauthoi
reported, the
viously
royalty was the minimum 5-7 \k10% until the production
paid off, after which it went to a
straight 10%, with adapter van
Druten and novelist Ishenwood
to get
first

splitting on a 60-40 basis.
rector, van Druten got

As

V£%

di-

Until

the show paid off, then 4%. He
also gets 10% of the profits.
Julie Harris, who drew critical
raves as femme lead and was
upped to star billing several weeks
after the opening, gets $1,000 a
week plus. 6% with a ceiling of
$1,300.

The
as

rise of two such playwrights,
Tennessee Williams and Arthur

Miller and The great advance in his
own field, the? musical theatre,
Hammerstelii feels, are the best
evidence that there is life in the

modern American

Hollywood, March
Charles

Boston Filmites to Open

Laugh ton's

A

4.

in the
first
music
Rochester area, will be operated
by the' father-son
this summer
combo of Edward and Leonard Barrack. Latter is a former riianager
of the Beacon Hill and Kenmore
film theatres iri Boston, and the
Uptown and Colony iri Lynri, Mass.
Tent will be located in Gates,
oil the Buffalo road just outside
the Rochester city limits. Plan is
to, open the second week in June
and continue through Labor pay.

fourth
“Bible-and-classics" reading lour
reaped a six-week gross of $164,>
400, with Laughton pocketing approximately $90,000 as his share.
It was the most successful trek yet
for Laughton, who launched the
Chautauqua circuit stint two years
ago under the aegis of Paul Greg- Project
ory.

‘

*"

being: financed

at

$50,-

and construction starts April 1.
Perf ottnances during the current
Boston
The Barracks were
tour, which ended in New Orleans
for purchasFeb. 29, ranged from two a week last week to arrange
New York
to six a week. Weekly grosses hit ing a tent, and will go to
line up shows and
$28,000,
$24,800, $27,900, next, week to'
$31,000,
$33,000. and $19,700.

Washington, March 4
permit child performers
.

Bill to

on Washington stages was introduced in Congress last week by
Rep, Emanuel Celler (D., N,Y.),
chairman of the House Judiciary
Committee. It Would eliminate a

Wired back one Word: “Yes."
had, « meantime, forgotten what he had asked of
Ashton,
and cabled / back:
Ashton wired
“Yes, what? "
two words:, ‘‘Yes, monsieur;"

Lehmann

and

tic

bvisiriesS ritattersi

section of the present child labor
The parent company funds .will
law, forbidding employment u ri- be used only for preliminary inder 14.
vestments, such as taking options
A number of plays, such as on scripts* etc. Thereafter, each
“Member of the Wedding/’’ have touring production will be financed
been forced td sidestep D. C. be- in the standard way* as -a limited
cause of the present law. in other partnership.- With' the backers shaiv
plays, where Very minor roles re- ing 45% of the profits and Traube
in
Sans Ads,
quired small children, the parts getting 45%. The holding company
have been filled by late teenage will get the remaining 10% Of the
girls With spotty results;
net for each show, but Will not
The Celler bill provides safer have to put' up any money for that.
A young ballet troupe never seen
in N. Y., with: repertoire and per- guards similar to those iri New. It will be repaid by the production
will riiake a two* York arid /Massachusetts, rega rding partnership for all; coin used for:
sonnel unknow
Week appearance at the Warner health, morals, education arid per- preliminary expenses.
Theatre March 25-April 6-— and its sonal supervision of the children.
Parent Setup
Tlie 'parent company is intended
impact is being felt already. As It also limits them to -a maximum,
daily
and
tWo
performances,
of
primarily
as a permanent setup
of yesterday (Tues.)/ still three
for
acquiring properties, rather
weeks away, witli no public sale, eight per Week.
tha n as a direct, money-making venand no ads in the newspapers, the
ture
Thus, if Traube has to move
troupe the Sadler’s Wells Theatre j
q u ekly to buy a script or take over
Ballet, of Londori
had sold around
a. current production, he Will have
$100, OOO of tickets, or about 60%
ready funds to. do it, without havof the capacity of $170,000 on the
ing to take time to promote
two- week rim.
bankroll. Since the firm will preTroupe is being presented, here
sumably not have, any major ex-,
by Sol Hurok, Who had merely
penscsv. its capital Will be limited
used his regular ballet mailing list,
to the initial $50,000, With, any adreceiving ticket orders at his office.
Touring edition of “Bell, Book ditional amount
immediately dls*
First ad will run iri N. Y. papers and Candle/’ put out by Shepard
Sunday, (9), with boxoffice sale Traube, earned back nearly all its tri buted in the form of dividends.
Although the financing for the"
opening Monday.
Top is $6 (as $14,196 production cost during its
against the $3.60 top of the N; Y. first three-and-a-half Weeks' opera- holding compariy is being raised
through
the usual channels, Traube
City Ballet currently at the City tion. According to the initial acis making particular effort to iriCenter, or Ballet Theatre’s $3.60 countant’s statement, the show, cochidc owners and managers of key
top in N. Y. early this season).
starring Rosalind Russell and Den- city legit
stands among the investThere are no orchestra seats nis Price, grossed $7,474 and had. a ors. Thus he expects road men
($6) left for opening or second deficit of $650 for its four r per- such
as Paul Beisman, of the
night, and virtually all other cater formance Wilmington break-in just America hi,
St. Louis; Milton Krantz
gories ($4.80 to $1.80) are gone before Christmas.
of the Hanna, Cleveland; Ben SeHowever, on its three-week Phil- gal of the Shubert, NeW Haven,
for all performances. Only $6 orchestra, and some lesser prices at adelphia standing e nded J a n. 12, it arid Gabe Rubin
Of the Nixon;
Situation com- drew $25,421 gross and had $3,041 Pittsburgh,
matinees,, rerriai
to participate,
pares favorably with the boff ad- net for the first stanza, $30,107
“Bell, Book, arid Candle" is riot
vance on the visits of the troupe’s gross and $5,425 net for the sec- to be included in the projected
big-sister company, Sadler's Wells ond frame, and $25,857 gross and setup, but
Traube hopes to do two
$4,010 net. for the finale. That gave and possibly three
Ballet, Che last two seasons.
plays next seaprofit of
it a total net operating
It’s admitted that the rep of the
son, all under the new auspices.
sister Sadler’s company accounts $11,83 up to that point and left
only $2,362 production/ cost still
for. soriie of the new troupe’s draw,
as Well as the Sol Hurok imprint, to be recouped. The venture was
Accountand the good notices the new outfit capitalized at $25,000.
has been getting on its current ant/s .statements for the period
Biz as It Continues
V
U/ S; tour. But fact that the troupe since Jan. 12 Have riot been reis composed entirely of youngsters ceived by the backers.
re*
Contrary to various published
under 25, unknown to American
“Rose Tattoo," currently at the
fans, with a repertoire largely un- p.orts, Miss Russell’s contract gives
Los
familiar, and still has grabbed such Iter 15% of the first $20,000 gross Biltiriore,
Angeles,
after
an advance in, N.' Y., is considered arid 20% thereafter, not a straight playing through the midwest, had
actress’
the
Also,
20% as stated.
an operating deficit of $215 for the
phenomenal by the' trade.
«
Troupe last, week split its frame hotel and other living expenses ori four-week period ended Feb. 9.
between two cities, Philadelphia jour are not paid by the manage- That brought the loss on the tour
and Washington, with four per- ment, but she gets the standard thus far to $22,672. The Cheryl
formances in each city, and racked first-class railroad accomodations Crawford production Of the TenWilliams
comedy-drama
up its biggest week on the road when the show travels. Under the nessee
repaid
This is contract, Miss Russell has until previously
$40,000
and
a, tremendous $82,500.
In four shows March 15 to notify the -.manage? earned back all but $15,877 of its
exclusive of tax.
to
conintends
ment
whether
she
$100,000
investment
during its
at Loew’s Capitol, D. C., Monday
Thus, as of Feb. 9,
(25 -27). tinue with the production beyond Broadway ru
Wednesday
through
\
the show represented a $38,549
troupe drew $46,500, and in four May
v
In .dentally, the show drew a deficit..
performances in Philly’s Academy
According to the latest acof Music Thursday through Satur- three-to-one favorable press last
week
in Chicago, getting enthusi- countant’s report, the play had a
<28-1)
garnered
another
it
day
gross of $18,395 and an operating
a stic notices' from Claudia Cassidy
$36,000.
(Tribune), Herman Kogan (Sun- profit of $1,477 for the week
19 in Cleveland, but
Times) and Ann Marstcrs Amcri- ended Ja
can), and a pan from Sydney J. went into the red for $276 and
Harris (News), who alone rated $1,054, on grasses of $14,587 and
production inferior to the $13,640, respectively,, on a fortthe
LEGITS
Broadway edition. The Chicago night stand in Detroit, and went
>between
going
on
Talks are
engagement is scheduled for four $363 further into the hole on a
James Sauter, USO-Camp Shows weeks, but riiay be extended.
$13,42.7 gross the week ended Feb.
prexy; Lawrence Phillips, exec vee9 in St. Louis.
pee of USO-CS, and Louis M/
The author’s royalties were
Equity
executive
Actors
Simon,
’s’
waived and director Daniel Mann's
secretary, on question of sending
percentage was reduced during
pro, legitefs to the Korean battle
this period.
areas and elsewhere.
Robert
Husband,"
“Jezebel’s
It's been Camp Shows' contention that the open spaces of Korea, Nathan, drama iri which Claude
and other war theatres, are not Rains will be starred, will have a
conducive, to the presentation of
‘CURTAIN’
strawhat tryout next summer. The
>
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PLAYERS TOUR TO CUE
TO KOREA
PRO
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First Rochester, N.Y., Tent
Rochester, N. Y„ March 5.
.

theatre.

Permit Kids on D.C. Stage

Shepard Traube, producer of the
touring “Bell, Book and Candle*"
starring Rosalind Russell and Dennis Price, has formed a permanent
company to act as holding operation for tlie production of shows
lor the road.
Venture is being
financed at $50,000, With the backers getting 95% of the profits and
Traube himself 5%.. The producer
will have a free hand in the selection of scripts and all other artis-

|

grown

got 2.4%.

at

got a cable from Maurice Lehmann, director of the French
National Theatres, asking if he
could come to Paris March 17
^to discuss creating a ballet, for
the Paris Opera.
Knowing Lehmann's liking
for short telegrams* Ashton

fame

;

or

of

his
ballet,
“PicTiritagel," which the
N. Y. City Ballet bowed at City
Center last Thursday (28). He

nic

nate

;

000,

talent.

NEW COIN NEEDED FOR
TO GO UP

U. S; will gauge relegit shoWs.
sults of the recently-set Players,
Inc. jaunt, arid results may deter-

Going Up,"
“Curtai
play, to, be presented on Broadway
Which
next season by William Fields arid closed Saturday night (1) in Philcancelling
adelphia,
further
out
are
okay
mine whetherl the area$
Roger L. Stevens, Will probably tryout week in New Haven and its
for legit presentation.
open at the Westport (Cohn.) Coun- Wheduled Broadway opening, repPlayers, Inc., a group froiri Caththen go to the Gape resents an outlay of about $1 12,000
olic U,, Washington, is going put try Playhouse;
Complete refi-/
With a repertory of two plays, Playhouse, Dennis, Mass., with pos- at the itiomerit.
narieing will be required, if produc"Twelfth Night" arid Moliere’s sible other dates to folovv.
Nelson
goes through
er Mcryyn.
“School for Wives."
Also tentatively slated Tor' test with his announced plan of putting:
non-profit organization,
It’s
a
numbers among its director. engageriients at the Cape spot are the revue on agairi after extensive
.

•

.

1

!

wliich

Walter

F. Kerr, N; Y.

Herald

Tri-

critic.

•

Joseph Kramm’s “Gypsies Wore revisions arid recasting,
The show was firianced at $100,High Hats" arid Cecil Beaton’
“Gainsborough Girts," the latter 000 and Involved an iriitial produchavirig been extensively revised ti n cost of about $75,000 (exclti-,
^nce its original tryout in England sive of bonds), and lost about $37^:
tryout Iri
last year. Both plays arc under op- 000 on the two weeks’
!

Kerr, along with
Rev. Gilbert V, Hartke, supervis
and
department,
the CLT drama
{ of
Dr. Josephine Gallan, who was
Vocal coach for “Allegro," are the
r
trustees of Players, Inc.:

bune drama
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r
Foot Moskils lfew To
Uville in Somroer Sked

I

Gilbert MHJer, currently vaea- j representative on the nominat i ng
turning In Palm Beach* goes tolctnmarttee ijr theannual Actors
-Nassau. Bahamas, in « few daysjEqfuity elections. The sfct ref* of
and is due March 20 In New York. ? the general membership will be
About a month later he goes to elected Friday -£7^
EngSand. where Kell probably t
George Braadt claiming his
summer. PD^
the sumnter.
s p
pons
ans topsubway
spend tee
in Greater «er
eircnit rat
subway circuit
produce ‘Traveler Without Iag-|Tod lost money the last two sea-v.

Foot musicals, new’ to* the JrtH
Y?
nf™indrara
quols Amphitheatre, have been ret
Ti+iSSS
^°4“ cer
for summer production by the
JPeonojf
.$2,000; actress
Frank, $1,000; Glm-legti actress Bmnie Barnes,
Louisville Park Theatrical ^Assn. Mary K.
Edmund
SJfkfi J 7 * anSummer season’s opening date Elaine Host, $1,000;
Ferrer production, $1^000; actress
yet* bat probably June other cujnrent
Shepp^,
B,
dr,,
Joto
producer.
fomer
$1,000;
......
$2o0;
- author s
t
30 nr
or Inir t will tw nfF tlu» 1952 Ferrert,,
late Abram ]&. Blumberg, of Brooks
^^ledule Yew works are ‘Tinian’s agent Leah Salisbury, $1,000; the
sea- soos, .threatens not to opeme it
of Brooks
$300; yidpix distribQ«tume. $500; Jaattes
-- - Strpocfc
t
- Costume,
'
‘
^
tp in- \4«niwi
Aftnrc this summer, .rather than accede to »“ «aJipow,
J^etors'.p
Seidelman, $1,000; Coast talent agent Kurt Frings*
IrvSe utor Samuel
smd

m

CAR:
so®-

-

r

w

off. at teast for
rVtrtfnrTFimflr to
in

Coaiof^m^

.

•

IS
^>^S»«ESS^^jS^S!S^S^
ming

the re^$alaryo£ S200, for each show.plots
spective names of LyadaLee and a. music union hid forlOTsr boost
Sol
w rok* and a treasurers union request for
Marjory Hamtrey
presenter bLl^pdjii Mi|llaaB^;;.ciw*i :$5 raise'.
John Golden anr
rent Jf.Y, engagement in Dickens nounces plans to produce "“Silver
readings., is negotiating for a: Bell.”" by Frank Alexander and
The script.
Broadway presentation of the John IL
Krnanschnddi.
Gielgud revival of “3L nch AdO; formerly titled “Gentle Folks/'
|»eviottsly;- held' by CKffnrd
About:..N6?fchBg.” a current .London
Hayman and Frederick CFNeai
hit
Stage manager- Leonard Patrick j, ... Peggy Pnpe, who recently took
over the
femme rote In ^ the
his actr^-wtfe GJ*^

^.^Sd “li

U

‘

“

“ *£«V •«

BMW pm.« M ».«MH

F«""

^venture.
.

.

.

_

Maurice W. Settle^ executive sec>*-„, t
,„v»iv>w -mjA-fe
^
announced that “Great * ^^opal
wjneb producers^Aldrich
corporation -of whirSf^nrnrttiheSi
Myers, will
Walto^ and “Garou^L^ both played
City Investing Co. wiU hold an equal
at the Amphitheatre in. 1913, will hold 47^>c of the stock, the
Keinheimer,
Howard
who
negotiated
attorney
the
block
and
deal for
be included in the. 1952 repertoire,
Gil Lamb has been engaged for the new lessees, will have the remaining 5%. Actual management and
43^ lead in “Where's Charter’” booking of the house will be handled, by Louis A. Lotito, president of
rtaiy. also
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Eddie Plohn, who has been house manager for several years
ing'for the incumbent lessee, Marcus, Heimah, will continue in the same
City Investing has guaranteed the rent for the 10-year terin
status.

.

-

jw

3
C 0
Claudia Cassidy, dean of
d
w?
I
that George S. Kaufman
antics, a suggested
shpidd come in and
the show a tightening up. Playwright had been there several days
before for just that purpose. Kaufman was sitting several rows behind
Miss Cassidy at the opening^but evidently nobody did the honors,
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Hartford, March
The New Pmsons goes dark

>

&

...

ww

'

|l

*

Hartford Parsers Earty;
n | C . nr*«1_ nr
n
SrfWMl
wvwi uvt
if ua NiMf
ig^ e

i

. .PanI Hnmer; aft actor in the pof Tod Andrews, star of the show.
Olivier-Leigh
lMfilia? revivals,] is doe for mothertmod in July
Whs held up and robbed of $73 bn Baymond Massey is being sought
the street ‘early Sunday morning [ hr irru^ L. Jacnbs for the lead
in New York
JCerle Debosky, in “Preacher Boy,'' which Darii
who has been an apprentice with > Alexander nray stage,
Leo Freedman, was admitted to
Florence DnHap, wbo portrays
membership this week in the|the principal role in “The Velvet
pressagect chapter of the Assn: of ] Glove* at Malcolm Atterfcury's
Theatrical Pr^s^g«itk
Man- 1 Playhouse in Albany, N. Y., re*,

..

m
^ Pro^cfcOoses
VW

*

j

he executive .City Playhouse,

will
..

legit theatre-operating- subsidiary of City Invest*

||

Sat-

—

urday night (8) until early in $ep^ f
Chicago weekend ad of “Bagels and Y0x, H due at the Blackstone
tember. Reason for the early close
ing, as announced by Charles Bow- Theatre, May 11, has an unusual twist.
Copy is directed not to the
den. is inability to obtain suitable theatregoer, but to organizations to make up theatre parties* No price
called
schedule
mentioned,
only
Griginal plans had
is
plays..
a contact,: Shtibert office and an individual.
r

;

•

f Sunday fi2>. that key cities of South
the hoards u sSht ftiies ) ^
Africa and Rhodesia
I
again In ^ngnsl.
|aUy rartiaed “OkJaKhma^ and
John Bockmaater, whn ga?e a *ApBi*G* Ifar pmPSe|
«
marxs ; ure
uouse.
click Performance as the Baunhin 1°^ of. those areas. They are
in thethcatre^ Guilds recenT re- ’«“*? Amaricanwad to Rhodesia.’*
1,3150115
The1
ne* t Ballerina Tamara Toumanova,
Parsons
old
oia
l e parsing of the
e
the
“
Miss
Dunlap
said.
rival of
nr ^^Saint
“Saint "Jikn?
Jn»n "h^Tieenl
ha« honii
viral
1
a
?
wife of Coast filmscripter-director
committed to the King's Park ] First Drama Quartet of “X>on atre url935-

director of the State Fair Auditoritmt. Dallas, is due for tatherhood

SSLiSi,

^
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1.9CA fAr
LvooC Iul

*
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«*ra : if|i| f awnf
iHralglll
LC^ll

Rpbin^ flew in te «eek
4-.
3
then to Lpndon,
Court Square, vdiioh has been on
X* nl P^
where
shell
be
guest
star
with
Ana
second
run-vaude-legit
basis
for
"forthshile Vehicles are available
dishing two
two^reefc .j^Wr than Rook in second-rate *?•“ Dplm’s Festival Ballet -tor-ite. the.paskl0 years, te nova straight
Sept^^22*>r
n
*”
n season, startmg March 18 legit house under a new prganizacalled
productions, the trio has decided "?
/hen... the actor molested
_
B^vid Cple, last seen on BroadStoll Theatre.
Ballerina tioii. Court .Square Go., Inc., which
^
passers by
“Jungle Mission,*^ by- B?av
snutter.
iawill
J
in “Thin
TnnAMmc wdl
tirtU je
V>
ha With
uiith the
fho onmnann
fill A niiil
i_
it
e.:
,
, ,
will be
“The Innocents,
company till
April took
novelist and former radio writer I WJover the lease formerly held
“ >afsau. m.the.Bahamas. in
5. when she returns home, to start by E. M. Loew’s of Boston SaturAnn Barley, wfll be presented
Hartford, N, Haven Pact
*
»
work
the 20th-Fpx filffn® “To- day (1).
Siareii 20-23 at the Henry Street]
*
New Haven, March 4.
Playhouse, N. Y. , . . “Father Hn- s Mide. 1 the, ^Bdiania^Playhoase.
New
group
U plans an initial out^
W%?Kk 01
ot
known/’
known.*’
contemporary Russian f*«
New
the
managements
of
The
Hurok.
7*5I
She’ll
portray Anna Pav- i
k
?
J^L
v
of
comedy by Vassiljr; Shkvarkin. wi|l'| j[ilLnSPfv^
Parsons here and the Shubert; New lova
it.
Mi& Tovuriahova Tast
.^?f°
be presented by the Swarthmpre
Haven, have worked out a mutual Winter was guest star with th> tions, and house will probably have
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Navy, has returned to civilian sta- operettas and two concerts next
After a week’s vacation at summer, with a budget of $47,560.
tus
the Naples (Fla.) home of Julius
Gustave Stern will be music diFleischmann, he’il resume active; rector and conductor; Ralph Rosenpartnership with Richard Myers in rbmn. stage director* Marguerite de
the presentation of “Mood
e
and
^
He’ll
Blue.’*
He u also start preparaBlue.
prepare
k Hivon
mana^r
Hixon buri^ manager”
tions for the summer season at his ,
d
foree Cape Cod strawhats, tof
aumuc.
rWannic- Pail-: HAcatmeti av luc Tmto ThStre
iTane
Plavhniiqp at
at Dennis;
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f
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h
*4
mouth Playhouse,. Coonain^ett;;
"!*"®®: 60 in the concerts.
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Hvannis;
He goes to the Coast V Tentative schedule calls tor a
in several weetS to line up stars Coie Porter concert June 20-21;
uD n k.a K n June 26-27-28;
i>v Fa. guest, dates.
nc O- do. “New*
“Roberta.”
for
Sidney Kingsley last week won Moon.” July 3-4-5; Rodgers & Ham1-12*
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arbitration award merstei
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concert. July 1
“Die
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since Jan.
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19,

jKfdi^ned last night (3V with “Dsarkuere. the last being
1947, J nes;g at Noon.” starring Edward G.
“Aussie Get Your Gun” will wind Robinson. Play wrights production
*

week engagement; starting Aug. 18.
.BBtmore;.in- 194$/;
..
The Cumn, towiis other legit
Production rekindles the Ivar.- Other works to be sandwiched in i house, will relight with “Rose
Clay Gleorge Nichols lit. prpd.; Alfred
Seen
‘T’fee
Student
which
.'since:,
last
.tare
hais
been
dark
Prince”
Wright,
Kent
Teresa
and
Tattoo” March 19, after being dark
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Chicago, March 4.
In the last few seasons,. Chicago,
two smash openhad
seldom
has
ings in one week. All four critics
“Guys
and Dolls/’
about
raved

which started Thursday (28); “Bell,
Book and Candle” got three raves,
Sydney J. Harris of the Daily News
excepting, though pointing out
that he was at variance with the
‘BBC” began Monaudience.
day (25).
The other productions haven t
suffered much from the draw of
the newcomers, but two of them
leave the local scene next: week.
Only remainder is “Moon Is Blue,”
which continues to gather fine

M

Chase-Starred ‘Over 21
|4,000 in Richmond Week
Richmond, March

$24,500
o

Ballet Theatre

With

.Chase,

Ilka

M0d 8^G

Five, at Hartford
March 4.

Hartford,

4.

guest-starring

in

Over 21” for the third of a sixweek Playgoers Guild series of
stock company presentations at the
WRVA Theatre last week (Feb, 25March 1), racked up a $4,000 gross.
House, which seats 1,265, is scaled
at a $2.50: top, and runs a two-forone policy on Monday nights.
Previous week (Feb. 18-23),

kGuiM garnered only $1,900, when
Despite good notices, Bullet
Nancy C a r o 1 1 guest-starred in
Theatre played to a mild $8,500 at Legend of
Sarah.”
the
New Parsons WednesdaySaturday (Feb. 27-March 1) including a Saturday matinee. House
scaled to $4.20.
Clifford Odets*

opens today (4) for a five-day
stand, with John Garfield and Lee
Cobb in starring roles, to mark
the house’s windup for the season.

a $20,000 advance.
“Guys and Dolls,” Shubert (four

negative effect of the: March 1:5 intax deadline, to produce the

First'
performances) ($6; 2,100).
four performances' drew $28,400.
Added to the $12,500 for the~final
two performances Sunday (24) in
Toledo, that gave the show a total
of $40,900 on the six-performance
Week.
Jose Greco Ballet, Selwyn (5th
week)
1,000).
Passable
($3.80;
$11,000. Closes Saturday (8).
“Moon Is Blue,? Harris (44th
week) (4.80; 1,000). Skidded: a bit
.

under $17,000.

to

“Student

Prince/*

Blackstone

(3rd week) ($4.20; J .456).
good, with $13,000.

Not so

Philadelphia*

Down

to

one

March

production

4,

last

b.o.

slump

i

many

irionths.

March 4.
Flight. Into Egypt” bowed into
the Colonial Monday (3) for a
week’s stand; “Bagels and Yox”
also moved in the same night for
a two-weeker at the Shubert
«,

.

Boston,

Last
Watch,”

Estiriiates for

week, the stage gets a fresh spurt
“The
of activity with four attractions (2d Wk)
arriving in two days; Three playhouses relighted last evening (3)-^the"Locust, with Olivia De Haviiland’s “Candida”; Shubert, with
the musical, “Three Wishes for

,

•

rently dark, “Affairs of State” bowing in for a fourrweeker next Mon-

total gross for all 23:
last Week was $645,900,

J1 1,500

it 1st
March 4.

Detroit;

In its third and final week,
“Gentlemen prefer Blondes” rang
up $47,100 at the Shubert here.
Theatre goes dark for a Week, re-

opening with “Student Prince,” in
for two Weeks.
“Cocktail Party” brought $11,500 in its first week at the Cass.

“Remains

to bri Seen/* Morosco
(t)-$4.80-$6; 912; $25,700).

(21st Wk)
Nearly $13,500

...

year ago last week the
total for all 24 current shows
Was $531,600, or 72%. of capacity, a drop of 3% from the

week before.
The b.o. skid,

last

week

-

.

started

Monday night (25), worsened Tuesday (10).
day night (26) arid continued
Jamie,” arid- Walnut, with “One
“Three Wishes for Jamie,” Shu- thereafter* reaching sad levels at
Bright Day/’ A fourth newcomei*, bert (3d wk) (1,700; $4.80-$6) Adthe, weekend. Individual drops of
“The Long Watch/’ opens tonight vance sale helped this one, with
$6,000 and $7,000 occurred in sev(4) at the Forrest.
final week holding to fine $37,200. eral cases, and one musical. PlumUnusually active Tor the Lenten
meted more than $19,000 from the
season, PhillyV legit season prommoderate gross of the previous
ises, to run well into spring. “Bagels
Week, indications are that trade
and Yox” comes into Forrest,
will continue slow this week, deMarch 17, for 14 nights. “The
spite the presence of several con
Chase” is due at Locust March 29,
IN
ventidns in town, including the
and “The Brass Ring” at the Walheavily-attended Institute of RaFort Worth, March 4.
nut, March 21.
“Mister Roberts,” starring Tod dio Engineers meeting.
Estimate for Last Week
Of the recent openings, ANTA’s
Andrews, was a Texas tornado in,
“Curtain Going Up/* Forrest (2d seven performances o ver four “Mrs. McThing” bucked the trend
wk) ($4.55; 1,760). Reports of back- stands last week. The total take for with a near-capacity stanza, but the
stage dissension and closing an- the stanza came to a whopping two new Theatre Guild producnouncements hurt new revue. Only $27,200. Lelarid Hayward produc- tions,. “Venus O b s e r v e d” and
tion drew $4,900 in a one-nighter “Jane,” felt the general downbeat.
about $7,700.

.

“Top Baparia /’ Winter Garden

'

Only three shows Went clean

Toronto, March 4.
Despite rave reviews and initial
three-nights sellout to the carriage
trade for hefty social page layouts,
the third season of i2 performances
of the Canadian Op. 'a Festival
grossed just a fair $30,200 at the
Royal Alexandra here, with the
1,525-seater

scaled at $3.50 top.
Flute” sold out, with
“Bartered Bride** going 90% capacity, these both in English,
But “Manon” for its four performances in French, dragged
down the gross. Thomas Martin, of
the New York City Opera Co.; was
in as “Marion” guest conductor,
with John Alexander as Des Grieux, Marguerite Gignac in the titlerole for the first two performances,
and Patricia Snell for the other

“Magic

two.

Project

is

under

the

J

(18th wk) (MC-$6.60-$7,20; 1,519;
$51,881) (Phil Silvers)/ Nearly $41,200 (previous week, $50,400).
“Two on the Aisle,” Hellinger
((33d 'xlO (R-$6; 1,507; $49,563)
(Bert Larir, Dolores Gray). Almost
$16,000 (previous week, $35,100);
closing March 15, to toilr.
-

“Venus Observed/* Century (3d
wk) (CD-$4.80-$6; 1,645; $42,000)
(Rex Harrisori, Lilli Palmer). Nearly $32,700 (previous week, $39,000).

OPENING THIS WEEK

last

“Paris ’90,” Booth (MC-$4.80;
week.
900; $20,235) (Cornelia Otis SkinEstimates for Last Week
ner). One-woman show with book
the Paramount, Austin; collected
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), by the star, music and lyrics by
$10,200 'in two performances Wed- CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), Kay Swift; production cost
about
In CoL-IndpIs.
nesday-Thursday (27-28) at the Ma- MC ( UusicalComedy)
(Musi- $22,000 (excluding $8,000 in bonds
Columbus, Q., Match 4.
jestic, Dallas, and grabbed a finale cal Drama), O (Operetta).
and about $6,000 tryouf profit) and
Ethel Waters in “Member of the $8,600 in two evenings arid a matOther parenthetic designations can break even at around $8,500;
Wedding” did an okay $10,100 in inee Friday-^aturday (20-1) at the refer, respectively to top price; tryout reviewed in Variety,
Jan;
four perfoririances at the Hartman Majestic here.
(* indicates
using
two-for-ones), 16, *52; opened last night (Tues.).
here last week. Fourth and final
Thomas Heggen-Joshua Logan number of seats, capacity gross and
“Women
of Twilight,” Plymouth
play on Theatre Guild subscription hit is splitting this week between stars. Price includes 20% amuse- (D-$4,80;
1,063; $20,010) (Betty
sola out for both Saturday matinee Shreveport and Houston.
ment tax, but grosses are net: i.e,, Ann Davies, Mary Merrall). Joand evening performances. Top
exclusive of tax.
seph Kipness arid Jack Hylton prowas $3.75.
“Affairs of State,” Music Box duction of Sylvia Raymari’s LonFirst half week, show scored
(75th* wk) (C-$4.80; 1,012; $26,874) don melodrama sucess; production
$13,500 in Indianapolis* for week’s
(June Havoc). Nearly $12,200 (pre- financed at $40,000 and cost about
total of $23,600.
vious week, $18,600 for regular $42,000 (plus $9,000 in bonds; no
In Full
Haven
eight performances); closing Sat- tryout) and can break even at
Haven,
March
4.
New
urday (8) to tour.
Boone, N.C., Sets House
around $12,500; opened Monday
“Ca|| Me Madam/* Imper 1 a 1 night (3) to one favorable notice
Despite a favorable critical reFor Its Historical
ception, a full-week stand of (72d wk) (MC-$7,20; 1,400; $51,847) (McClain, Journal-Ariiericari) and
Almost $42,500 seven pans (Atkinson, Times; Chap“Flight Into Egypt” at the Shubert (Ethel Merman).
Greensboro, N. C., March 4.
man, News: Coleman, Mirror; HawDaniel Boone Theatre is name last week (25-1) was too long a pull (previous: week, $49,700).
“Cleopatras/* ziegfeld (11th wk) kins, World-Telegrarii & Siln; Kerr,
chosen for the outdoor theatre to for a dramatic attraction that had
(Laurence
(D-$7.20;
already established itself. Re1,628; $59,536)
Herald Tribune; Pollock, Compass;
be built at Boone; N. C., for the not
Shaw- Watts, Post).
Leigh).
Vivien
sult was only a fairish $18,300 on Olivier,
production, “Horn, in the West,” by*
Shakespeare repertory got nearly
eight perfoririances at $4.20 top.
the Southern Appalachian Histor*
House has an in-and-out sked $57,900 (previous week, $59,100);
ical Assn.
for the next couple of months. Cur- engagement ends April 12.
Kermit Hunter, of Chapel Hill, rently dark, its next attraction is
“Constant Wife/* National (13th
who wrote “Unto These Hills,” pro- the preem of “Salt of the Earth,” wk) (C-$4.80-$6; 1,172; $31,000)
duced each summer at Cherokee, March 13-15. Another dark week, (Katharine Cornell, Brian Aherne,
N. Ci arid “Forever This Land,” then Guthrie McClintic’s “To Be Grace George). Almost $15,600
Minneapolis, March 4.
produced at Salem, 111., is author Continued”
(Dorothy
Stickney) (previous week,, with an extra
Playing
return
engagements.
of ‘‘Horn.” It will be staged by the breaks in here for weekend of matinee, $28,300).
South Pacific*’ racked up a bon
Dickens Readings, Golden (4th
Carolina Playmakers of the Ui of March 27-29.
$52,200 week in the Twin Cities.
North Carolina, under direction of
Ballet Theatre, in for a single* wk) (C-$4.80; 776; $19,195) (Emlyn Two nights at the St. Paul Audi(preday, two-performance stand at the Williams). Reached $10,000
Samuel Selden.
torium brought In $15,800.
The
closing
vious
week,
$11,000);
Daniel Boone Theatre will be Shubert Sunday (2), grossed a
four evening and two matinee perMarch 15.
built on a 35-acre tract off the moderate $4,800 at $3.60 top,
formances
the
900-seat
Lyceum
at
1,
(19th
“Fourposter/* Barrymore
Blowing Rock highway in West
wk) (C-$4.80; 1,060; $24,996) (Jes- here at the stiff $4.80 scale (the
Boone.
sica Tandy, Hume Cronyn). Nearly. entire lower floor and part of bal‘Tattoo* Bleak $7,700
$22,100 (previous week, with an cony) aggregated $36,400.
Show holds over, in Minneapolis
In Three-Way Split extra matinee, $27,900).
“Gigi,” Fulton (15th wk) (C- all this .week, giving severi night
Salt Lake City, March 4.
(Audrey and one 'matinee performances, or
$23,228)
1,063;
(Theatre indicated, if set
“Rose Tattoo,” the Tennessee $4.80;
a total of 14, for the run. In nine
“Golden Boy/* ANTA Playhouse, Williams play, grossed- only $7,700 Hepburn). Almost $15,700 (previ- nights and three matinees here
matinee,
ous week, with an extra
March 12.
last season, the smash musical hit
last week in eight performances $22,200).
“Flight Into Egypt/* Music Box,
“Guys and Dolls/* 46th St. (67th $78,000. For the pair of local enspread over three stands. Cheryl
March 13.
gagements, comprising a total of
As
$43,904).
wk)
(MC-$6.60;
1,319;
“One Bright Day/* Royale, Crawford production got a dire always, the standee
approximately $168,limit at all three weeks,
$900 in one performance Sunday
March 19.
is indicated.
000
times; $44,400.
sand
at
four-day
the
finaling
a
“Long Watch/* Lyceum,, March (24),
“I Am a Camera,” Empire (14th
Orpheum, Kansas. City; drew a
20
wk) (CD-$4.80-$6; 1,082; $24,908)
“Three Wishes For Jariiie/* Hel- slim $3,300 in three performances (Julie Harris);, Nearly $19,400 (pre- ‘Paris’ $13,000, St Louis;
T u e s da y- Wednesday (26-27) at vious. week, with an extra matinee*
linger, March 21.
“Dark Legend,” President, March Phipps Auditorium/ Denver/ arid $25,300 for a riine-pdrformance
got $3,500 in four more showings
24.
record for the house).
Friday-Saturday (29-1) at the CapSt. Louis, March 4.
“jane,” Coronet (5th wk) (C“Grass Harp/* Beck, March 27.
itol here.
Cornelia Otis Skinner in her
$4.80-$5.40; 1,027; $31,000) (Edna
“Don Juan in Hell” (returri),
en- Best, Basil Rathbohe). Almost $14;- new solo: production “Paris .’90,”
Angeles
Los.
opened
a
Show
Plymouth, March 30.
gagement last night (M6n.) and 200 (previous week, with an extra was a good draw during its one“Salt of the Earth/* April 3.
San Francisco.
week stand at the American last
matinee, $22,700).
“Much Add About Nothing/* then goes to
“King and I/* St. James (49th Week. Opus scaled to $3.05, hit ari
April 12.
(MD-$7.20;
$51,717) estimated $13,000.
1,571;
“Candida,” April 14.
^Noon 9 Slow $11,600, L. A. wk)
•‘Seqond Threshold” with John
(Gertrude Lawrence), Went clean
“Brass Birig,” Lyceum, week of
Los Angeles, March 4.
Loder arid Martha Scott, visiting
at all times; $51,700 again.
April 14.
Deprived of the support of the
“Moon is Blue/* Miller (52d -Wk) leads* enjoyed fair .biz at the Em/‘Four Saints in Three Acts/* Theatre Guild-American Theatre
(Barbara press, closing a one-week engage(C-$4.80; 920: $21,586)
16.
April
ANTA Playhouse,
season, Bel Geddes, Donald Cook, Barry ment Sunday (2) House, at $2 top,
Society subscri p t i 6
“Fire Sale/* week of April 21,
sharply
Noon”
dived
•-“Darkness at
Nelson). Nearly $15,500 (previous grossed an estimated $10,800.
“Josephine,” April 29.
“Moon is Blue,” With Marcia
last week In its final session at the week, $19,700).
“Of Thee I Sing,” Ziegfeld, l*636-seat Biltmore. Tally for the
“Mrs. McThing/* Beck (2d wk) Henderson arid James Young, teed
hit
frame
$11*600.
off
a two-week stand at the AmeriMay i.
(CD-$444.50; 1,314; *$32,000) (Hel“Circus of Dr. Lao/* ANTA Play“Rose Tattoo’ moved into the en Hayes). Almost $30,300 (previ- can Sunday (2), “A. .Date With
house, May 14.
Biltmore last night (3), for a two ous week, $27,000 for first severi April/’ with Constance Bennett,,
“Wish You Were Here/* Im- week run completely on TG-ATS perfoririances, plus $2,000 for one begins a week’s stand at the Empreview); must vacate the house nress tonicht (Tues.).
subscription.
perial, mid-June.

Diwy

MD

.

Fair $38,200 for Twelve

general

management of Ernest M. Rawley,
who is also manager of the Royal
Alexandra*

,

New

Week

„

Drama

.

:

i

4,1

March

Cleveland,

.

;

4.

Olivia de Havilland’s revival of
Candida” didn’t cause much of a
Stir at the Hanna here, doing a
rather weak $9,600 at a $3.70 top
last week. After the current “Meiriber of the Wedding,” house doesn’t
have much “in sight in way of legit
bookings,

Milton Krantz, Hanna’s manager,
was just getting ready for a showshopping visit to New York when
an auto backed into him. Results
were two badly-bruised, lacerated
legs which will keep hiiri lri bed
several weeks,

.

1

,

800,

Cincinnati, March 4.
Blue” piled up a fine
$19,800 on eight performances last
yeek .in the ,1,370-seat Cox, at a
$3.69 top. Final four, performances
v. ere^sellouts.
Theatre Guild subscriptions helped plenty.
.•

.

/

„

Moon

Is

r

Town has “Gentlemen

Prefer

Blondes** this week in the 2,500seat Taft, at a $4.92 top,

‘OKLA* $30,500 IN SPLIT
Grand Rapids, March 4,
.Oklahoma” ran up a hefty
jfrjng last week, pulling a gross of
$36,500 for eight performances
spread over Youngstown,. South
Bend and here.
The Theatre Guild offering is
splitting the current week between
Decatur,

Springfield

:

and Peoria,

..

(C-$4.80; 912; $21,547). Over $13,000 (previous week, $17,500),

.

(25) at the Texas, San Antonio; added $3,500 in another single showing Tuesday night (26) at

week,

“Shrike,” Cort (7th wk) (D-$4.80;
1,056; $27,700) (Jose Ferrer, Judith
Evelyn),
Over $24,700 (previous
week, $27,000).
“South Pacific/* Majestic (150th
wk) (MD-$6; 1,659; $50,186) (Martha Wright, George Britton). Almost $42,500 (previous week, $48,100 ).
“Stalag 17,” 48th St. (43d wk)
v

,

.

Monday

(previous

$19,500),

A

,

Toronto Opera Festival

of

r*

or 7.7%. of capacity;
Week
before last the total for all 25
shows was $781,100, or 88%
of capacity, a rise of 6% frorii
the preceding stanza.
'

Week

Long
Plymouth
(1,200; $3.60). Stormy midweek and Saturday knocked this
one down to $6,100; House is cur-

shows

HEART OF TEXAS

‘Cocktail’

One

1,160; $39,602),

vious week, $39,900)..
“Point of No Return/* Alvin
(12th wk) (D-$4.80-$6; 1,331; $37,924) (Henry Fonda). Had empty
seats at the midweek matinee; almost $37,000 (previous week, $38,
200 ).

come

The

ra

Window trade (MC-$6.60;

storm. that paralyzed

worst off-season

.

Northern

by March 22 to make way for the
incoming “Grass 'Harp.”
“Paint Your Wagon/* Shubert
(16th wk) (MC-$7.20; l,3dlf ;$46,000) (James Barton). Nearly $34,
000 (previous week, $44,O0O).
“Pal Joey,” Broadliurst (9th wk)

both performances Saturday (i), the. three entries: to sell out all
Were figured to have added to .the performances; over $39,800 (pre-

J.

Estimates !or Last Week
“Bell, Booh and Candle,” Great

Jumped

A combination of adverse factors
drove Broadway attendance even
below expectations last week. The
start of Lent, with Ash Wednesday (27) hitting midweek matinee
receipts, plus an unexplained drop
Friday night (29) arid the snowat

“Golden Boy”

grosses.

(1st week); ($4.80; 1,500).
off to over $24,500 and has

•

-

..

•.

.

•

i

Wednesday, March

LEGITIMATE

New To
Summer Sked

Four Musicals
L’ville in

Louisville,

March

5,

1952

Inside Stuff—Legit

4.

Backers of “The Shrike,” Jose Ferrer-Milton Baron production of the
Gilbert Miller, currently vaca- representative on the nominating
Four musicals, new to the IroKramm melodrama at the Cort, N. Y., include Ferrer, $5,000;
tioning in Palm Beach, goes to committee for the annual Actors quois Amphitheatre, have been set Joseph
Edwin M. Reiskind, Ferrer's attorney, $1,500; producer
Nassau, Bahamas, in a law days Equity elections. The six reps of for summer production by the Baron, $1,750;
film-legit actress Bihnie Barnes, $2,000; actress
and is due March 20 in New Yorks the general membership will be Louisville Park Theatrical Assn. Mary K. Frank, $1,000;
Rost, $1,000; Edmund Trzcinski, co-author of “Stalag 17,” anAbout a month later he .goes to elected Friday (7L.
Summer season’s opening date Elaine current
production,
$1,000; actress Phyllis Hill (Mrs.
Ferrer
where he’ll probably
England,
George Brandt, claiming his isn't set yet, but probably June other
spend the summer. His plans to subway circuit in Greater New 30 or July 7 will tee off the 1952 Ferrer), $250; former producer John R. Sheppard, Jr., $1,000; author’s
Salisbury, $1,000; the late Abram JM. Blumberg, of Brooks
produce ’‘Traveler Without Lug- York lost money the last two seaworks are “Finian’s agent Leah
gage” arc off, at least for this sea- sons, * threatens not to operate it schedule. New
James Stroock of Brooks Costume, $500; yidpix distrib“Up
In Central Park,” Costume, $500;
Rainbow,”
Conforming
son
;
to Actors this summer, rather than accede to
Seidelman, $1,000; Coast talent agent Kurt Frihgs,
Irving utor Samuel L.
Equity rules against name duplica- the. demand of the Assn. of Thea- “Where’s Charley?” and an
Jess Kimmel, $250; Julius Specter, treasurer of
manager
stage
$1,000;
Berencompassing
Revue,
Berlin
'
tions; Lynda King and Marjory trical Press Agents
Managers
the 48th Street, N Y, $1,000, and Mrs. Lawrence Weiner, wife of the
Clark, British actresses of this for the employment of both a com- lin’s music from World War I ad agency exec, $500. Ferrer is sole general partner of the $50,000
Broadway hit,
week’s import from London, “Wom- Ipany manager and p.a., at a total through his present
”
venture.
en of Twilight,” are using the re* ‘'salary of $200, for each show, plus “Call Me Madam
Maurice W. Settle, executive secspective names of Lynda Lee and a music union bid for 10% boost
National Theatre, Washington, which reverts to legit May 1, will be
Marjory Hawtripy . Sol
u rok> and a treasurer’s union request for rtary, also announced that “Great
corporation-of which producers Aldrich
presenter of Emlyn Williams’ cur- $5 raise';
John Golden an- Waltz” and ‘-Carousel,’” both played Operated by aof the stock, the City Investing Co. will holdMyers will
an equal
rent N.Y., engagement in Dickens nounces plans to produce “Silver at the Amphitheatre in i948, will hold 47Vfc%
Howard Reinheimer* who negotiated the deal for
attorney
and
r e a d i n g s, is "negotiating "for a Bell/’ by Frank Alexander and be included in the 1952 repertoire. block
Broadway presentation of the John E. A.; Knimschmldt,
The script, Gil Lamb has been engaged for the new lessees, will have the remaining 5%. Actual management and
Gielgud revival of
u c h Ado formerly titled “Gentle Folks,” the lead in “Where’s Charley?” booking of the house will be handled by Louis A. Lotito, president of
About Nothing,” a current London was previously held by Clifford Denis Du-For will be executive City Playhouse, Inc legit theatre-operating-subsidiary of City InvestHayman and Frederick O’Neal producer.
Eddie Plohn, who hr.s been house manager for several years
ing.
Stage manager Leonard Patrick
Peggy Pope, who recently took
for the incumbent lessee, Marcus Heiman, will continue in the same
his
and
actress- wife Gloria Hoye oyer the only femme role in the
status.
City Investing has guaranteed the rent for the 10-year term
have returned from a year’s stay touring “Mister Roberts,” had to
Of the new lease.
in Europe
Mary Patton has bleach and cut her red hair for
.
withdrawn from the cast of “Dark the assignment. Her predecessor
While giving the national company of “Guys and Dolls’* ah excellent
Rehearsal,” currently rehearsing n the part, Gloria Folland, wife
review in Chicago Friday (29), the Tribune’s Claudia Cassidy, dean of
... vPaul Homer, anactor in the of Tod Andrews, star of the show,;
Chi critics, suggested that George S. Kaufman should dome in and
Olivier-Leigh “Cleopatra” revivals, is due for motherhood in July
give the show a tightening up. Playwright had been there several days
vras held up and robbed of $73 on Raymond Massey is being sought
before for just that purpose. Kaufman was sitting several rows behind
^Hartford March 4.
the street ’early Sunday morning by Irving L. Jacobs for the lead
The New Parsons goes dark Sat- Miss Cassidy at the opening, but evidently nobody did the honors;
in New York
.Merle Debiisky, in “Preacher Boy/’ which David
urday: night (8) until early in Sepwho has been an apprentice with Alexander may stage.
Leo Freedman,, was admitted to
Chicago weekend ad of “Bagels and Yox” due at the Blackstone
Florence- Dunlap,, who portrays tember. Reason for the early closmembership this week in the the principal rOle in “The Velvet ing, as announced by Charles Bow- Theatre, May 11, has an unusual twist. Copy is directed not to the
pressagent chapter of the Assn. Of Glove” at Malcolm Atterbury’s den, is inability to obtain suitable theatregoer, but to organizations to make up theatre parties. No price
Theatrical Press Agents
Man- Playhouse in Albany, N. Y., re- plays. Original plans had called schedule is mentioned/only a contact, Shubert office and an individual.
agers..
Del; Hughes is stage man- ported in a television appearance for hou$e operation until sometime “Borscht Capades,” which appeared in Chi several
times, also made a
ager of “One Bright Day”
on “Backstage With the Atter- in May. ....
play for the party business, but didn’t take space for just that purpose.
Cna: les R. Meeker, Jr.,
,
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managing burys” over WRGB, Schenectady,
Sunday (2), that key cities of South
Africa and Rhodesia enthusiastically
received
“Oklahoma” and
John" BUckmaster, who gave a “Annie Get Your Gun” on a recent
“They are
areas,
tour
of
those
click performance as the Dauphin
in the Theatre Guild’s recent re- quite American-mad in Rhodesia,”
vival of “Saint Joan,” Ijas been Miss Dunlap said.
First Drama Quartet of “Don
committed to the King’s Park
(L. I.) state hospital for the men- Juan In Hell” will play a one-week
Stand
in Los Angeles, starting
tally ill.
He was arrested Feb. 7
on a New York street after bran- Sept, 15 at a theatre to be selected
dishing two large kitchen knives this week, and then moves to San
and resisting police, who were Francisco Sept, 22 for a two-week

director of the State Fair Auditorium, Dallas, is due for fatherhood
again in August..

called

when

passersby

:

the actor molested stand at the Curran.
David Cole, last seen on Broad“Jungle Mission/' by

novelist and former radio writer
Ann Barley, will be presented
March 20-23 at the Henry Street

Playhouse, N. Y.

“Father Unknown,”
contemporary
Russian
comedy by Vassily Shkvarkln, will
be presented by the Swarthmore
College Little Theatre Club, March
.

.

.

14-15.

Kay Francis

Somerset Maugh-

in

'

am’s “Theatre’Ms the current bill
at the Central Florida Drama Festival,
at Winter Park.
Zachary
Scott stars next week in Behrman’s
'

“Second Man”

.

.

.

The

Bristol

Old

Vic company has scored a Click in
its guest engagement with “Two
Gentlemen of Verona” at the Old
Vic Theatre, London, during the
absence of the two resident companies on tour
Alexander S.
Ince planed to the Coast over the
Weekend to huddle with Mae West
about a play he wants her to adapt
as a vehicle for herself
Virginia Card’s version of “Carmeii”
to be done at the St. Petersburg
Operetta March.11-16;
...

.

.

'

.

With Elliott Nugent in his original role of the professor and pos
sibly Paul Douglas as the football-

happy

alumnus,

“Male

Animal”

Will be the opening bill of the sixweek season of comedy revivals,
April 30- June 8, at N. Y. City

Richard Aldrich, havCenter
ing completed a year's reactive
service as Commander with the
Navy, has returned to civilian status.
After a week’s vacation at
the Naples (Fla.) home of Julius
Fleischmann, he’ll resume active
partnership with Richard Myers, in
the presentation of “Moon Is
Blue.”
He’ll also start preparations for the summer season at his
.

.

.

three Cape Cod strawhats, the
Cape Playhouse, at Dennis; Falmouth Playhouse, Coonamessett
and the Cape: Cod Music Circus
.

Hyannis.

He

goqs to the Coast

in several weeks to line up stars
for guest dates.
•

Sidney Kingsley

last

week won

unanimous arbitration award
from Arthur Koestler in a dispute
X

regarding his dramatization of the
latter’s. “Darkness at Noon” novel
and various contracts for subside
ary rights to same; Besides being
assessed $5,000 damage and $400

way

in “The Innocents,” will be
seen in Nassau, in the Bahamas, in
a featured role in “O Mistress
Miiie,” at the Bahama Playhouse;
Tom Bosley
week of March 17
Will appear in “Pygmalion” at the
Albany (N. Y.) Playhouse opening
March 11 .... Onslow Stevens and
Mary Alice Wunderle have lead
roles in the upcoming “The Happy
Time,”
at
the
Playhouse*;
in
Houston
Joseph Keefe, who
worked on the staff of Malcolm Atterbury’s Albany (N.Y.) Playhouse
last season, is now teaching English
and drama at Bethlehem Central
High School in Delmar, a suburb
of Albany.
Albert Johnson, of New. York,
will - design the sets for the 1952
season of the St. Louis Municipal
Theatre Assn, in its Forest Park
.

.

..

.

“Golden

Boy”

revival,

atre in 1935;

According to Bowden, who, together with Nancy Stern and Phil
Lartgner, operates the. house, few
worthwhile vehicles ate available.
Rather than book, in second-rate
productions, the trio has decided
to shutter.
Hartford, N.

New

Haven Pact

Haven; March

4.

Toumanova,

Springfield, Mass., March, 4.
Casey Robinson, flew in last week
N. Y. and: then to London,
Court Square, which has been on
where she’ll be guest star with An- a second ruh-Vaude-legit basis for
ton Dolin’s Festival Ballet for its the past 10 years, is now a straight
London season, starting March 18 legit house under a new organizaat the Stoll Theatre.
Ballerina tion, Court Square Co,, Inc., which
will be with the company till April took over the lease formerly
held
5, when she returns home to start by E. M. Loew’s of Boston Saturwork on the 20th-Fox film, “To- day (1).
to

night

We

Sing,” the story

Amusement

!

,

Be

'

Four

GREEN PREPS PILGRIM

For

Summer

PLYMOUTH ROCK DRAMA

A

&

on

Shows

in

Rehearsal

Hollywood, March 4,
“Assembly Call,” a new fantasy
on heaven by John Preston,, will
open March 25 af\ Harout's Ivar
Theatre
under the production
auspices of William Jarvis.
Casting gets under way this week.
Jarvis, who directed “The Beaustone Affair,” a: 12-week entry at
Las Palmas Theatre last fall, will
a Iso stage. Preston was last repre-

.

MD

‘

.

.

Tamara

wife of Coast film scripter-director

.

MC

,

Ballerina

Croup

of Sol
New group plans an initial outThe managements of the New Hurok, She’ll portray Anna PavParsons here and the Shubert; New lova iri it. Miss Toumanova last lay of about $50,000 for renovaHaven, have Worked out a mutual winter was guest star with the tions, and house will probably have
an “under new management” openpact to apply when they both have; Paris Opera.
ing next month; and will then be
The deal
shows concurrently;

Keys C ( Comedy ) ; p ( Drama )
.expenses, the novelist
tp sign the contracts CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
( Musical Comedy ),
( Musiquestion immediately, ipr they
cal Drama), O ( Operetta ).
would become legal regardless
Bob Kole, a singer in “Top
“Brass Ring” (D)~Donald Wolih
Banana,” will be married nex
Sunday (9) to Marilyn Lippmann prod.; Stanley Gould, dir.; Sydney
Blackmer,
star.
Munsell,
Warren P.
'.
a non -pro
“Dark Legend”. (D) David HeilJr., is general manager of “Grass
weil,
Robert
N. Winter-Berger
Harp,”* with Ben Kranz production
stage manager and Ellen Neuwald Darren McGayin, prods,; Morton sented locally with. “Good Mornassistant to producers Saint-Sub- Da Costa; diri
ing, My Son,” starring Guy Bates
/“Grass Harp” (D)—Arnold Saint
Meanwhile,
her> and Rita Alien,
Post, which was presented at the
Edgar Runkle has succeeded Mun- Subber, prod.; Robert Lewis, dir.
Biitmpre in 1945.
Earth”
(,C)
“Salt Of The
•ell as company manager of “ReProduction rekindles the Ivar,
mains to Be Seen” .> . Clay George Nichols III, prod.; Alfred
Cleihent, Tom Ewell and Jane Drake,: dir;; Teresa Wright, Kent wh ich, has been dark since, last
Septemberi
stars.
Seymour have been named council Smith,
in

Springfield, Mass.,

Meantime, Alicia Markova, the
available for legit road shows, as
doesn’t apply when only One the- Festival Ballet’s chief
ballerina, well
as name bands, concert groups,
atre has a show and the other is Who hurt, her ankle
last fall and
and probably art pix.
Also,'
extend
to
it
doesn't
dark.
hais had to take an extended leave,
surrounding towns that might be is in New York, where
This is first time in more than
she’li visit
assumed to be in the “territory” for about three months,
two decades that the Court Square
•
before
of' either Hartford or New Haven, turning to
London and her troupp. has been entirely in the hands of
but only to the two cities them- Her sister and
manager, Doris local interests. Increasing demand
selves.
for ijxore legit led the Springfield
Barry, is with her.
Agreement principally covers adgroup to take over:
but also involves v all
vertising,
For the past dozen years, legit
forms of exploitation, promotion, Upstate N.Y.
has come to the Court Square on a
playhouse.. Johnson replaces Wat- etc. As it works out, when there
limited three-day-only basis, with
son Barratt, who quit at the close are concurrent shows at -the New
Park to
Barn Site vaude commitments ruling out
of the 1951 season, for reasons of Parsons and Shubert, the former
anything but the first three days
Northyille, N. Y, March 4.
age, after having been art director house doesn’t advertise in the New
for about 20 years . . . Edward Haven papers, and the latter spot
The Rustic Theatre in Sacaiidaga of the week. Elihu Glass is chief
booker and executive director of
Everett Horton will appear at reciprocates.
But the New Par- Park, at this upstate N. Y. spot,
Court Square Co., with Harvey
the
Civic
Playhouse,
Dallas, sons does take ads in such New which the recently-formed
Adironin the British comedy, “Castle in
Haven “suburbs”, as Milford, for dack Properties, Inc., boughtfrom Preston, insurance exec, president.
the Air,” April 17-19.
instance, and the Shubert similarly the Fonda, Johnstown and Glovcovers Meriden, which is nearer ers ville R. R., will be used for sumOperettas Set
mer stock, according to the new
here.
It is
a friendly arrangement, owners. The theatre, in the oneSeattle
Fest similar
time
popular amusement resort,
to that which has been in
Seattle, March 4.
effect for years between the man- played vaudeville principally, and
Greensboro, N. C., March 4.
Seattle’s
“Music
Under the agements of the Shubert and the later motion pictures.
Paul Green is going to do anStars” program will present four Klein
Auditorium, Bridgeport, and
The
750-acre
tract,
which in- other symphonic drama. He has
operettas and two concerts next the
Bushnell Auditorium here. cludes the well-known
Adirondack just returned from Plymouth,
summer, with a budget Of $47,560
According to Charles Bowden, Inn, Was bought by A
syndicate Mass., Where he conferred with the
Gustave Stern will be music di- co-manager of the
New—Parsons, comprising Frank Yaguda, HollyPlymouth Historical Society and
rector and conductor; Ralph Rosen- there
are no plans to operate the wood, Fla., businessman;
Edward completed plans for writing a
bum, stage director; Marguerite de house on
a year-round basis or as Moulin, manager of the Nautilus
drama on the landing of the PilAnguerra,
choreographer;
and a strawhat next summer. The" buildHotel, Miami Beach, and B. E. grims On Plymouth Rock in 1620.
Frank Hixon, business manager.
ink has no air-conditioning system, Bilg, president of the First
NationGreen said that the governor and
All Operettas! and concerts will be
and it would not be practical to al Bank, Hollywood, Fla.
Moulin many other leading citizens of
presented at the Aqua Theatre. invest in
one for summer stock pol- has operated the four-story
enthusiastic
Adironare
Chorus Of 24 will be used in the icy, he explains.
Massachusetts
It had been re- dack Inn for
12 years,
site for the
about the project.
operettas; 60 in the concerts.
ported that the house would opOther projects include the build- theatre has been selected, and the
Tentative schedule calls for
erate as a strawhat, offering shows
ing of a swimming pool and cabana campaign to raise money for the
Coie Porter concert June 20*21;
produced at the Westport (Conn.)
club, and improvement in house- production is under* way.
“Roberta,” June 26-27-28; “New
Country Playhouse,
keeping
Present plans are to inaugurate
Moon,” July 3-4-5; Rodgers
Hamcottages.
Adirondack
Properties, Inc., is reported to have the performance in July, 1953. The
merstein concert, July 11-12; “Die
paid more than $500,000 for the pageant is being sponsored by. the
Fledermaus,” July 17-18-19, and
park.
“Brigadoon,” July 24-25-26.
Plymouth Historical Society.
Green is author of three other
.

arbitrati

Was instructed

-

which

goes on the boards tonight (Xues.)
and winds up the season’s activities, will be the 15th offering of ’51It marks the
52 at the house.
longest drama season here since;
the passing of the old Parsons The-

—

—

which

have

symphonic dramas;
‘Show Boat’ to Tee 34th
Improved successes: “The Lost Colat Mariteb, “Thei Common
Muny Season ony”
Glory” at Williamsburg, and ‘T

St, Louis, March 4.
‘‘Show Boat,” the Kern-Hammerstein musical, Will tee off the 34th
consecutive season of the Municipal Theatre Assn, in its al fresco
playhouse in Forest Park, with an
ll-night; stand, June 5.
The piece
will be presented for the sixth
time here, the last being in 1947,

of

Our Fathers”

Frisco

in Washington.

Houses Lighting

San Francisco, March 4.
The Geary, dark since Jen. Uv
reopened last night (3) with ‘Darkness at Noon,” starring Edward v-

“Annie Get Your Gun” will wind Robinson. Playwrights, production
up the 88-night season with a two- is scaled to $3.60.
week engagement, starting Aug. 18.
Tire Curran, town’s other
Rose
Other works to be sandwiched in house, will relight with
are “The Student Prince” and Tattoo” March 19. after being dark
,

“Couritess Maritza.”

for nine weeks.

M
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Chase-Starred ‘Over 21'
$4,000 in

Ch

_Ji^ a

Richmond Week Lent,
Richmond, March

Snow,

4.

a s e, guest-starring in
Over 21 for the third of a sixweek Playgoers Guild series of
Stock company presentations at the
Theatre last week (Feb. 25March 1), racked up a $4,000 gross.
Ballet Theatre Mild 8'/2
House, which seats 1,265, is scaled
at a $2*.50 top, and runs a t wo-forat Hartford One policy on Monday nights.
Pre vio us week (Feb. 18-23),
Hartford, March 4.
Despite good notices, Ballet GjukL garnered only $1*900, when
Nancy C a r o 1 1 guest-starred in
Theatre played to a mild $8;500 at
Legend of Sarah.”
.

Chicago, March 4.
In the last few seasons, Chicago,

has seldom had two smash openings in one week, All four critics
raved about “Guys and Dolls/*

which started Thursday (28). “Bell,
Book and Candle” got three raves,
Sydney J. Harris of the Daily News
pointing out
excepting, though
that he was at variance with the

‘BBC”

audienc'e.

began

WRVA

G

.

New

the

Mon- Saturday

Parsons

Wednesday-

(Feb. 27-March 1) includ-

ing a Saturday matinee. House
day (25).
The other productions haven’t scaled to $4.20.
suffered much from the draw of
Clifford Odets* “Golden Boy”
the newcomers, but two of them opens today (4) for a five-day
leave the local' scene next week. Stand, with John Garfield and Lee
Only remainder is “Moon Is Blue,” J. Cobb in starring roles, to mark
which continues to gather fine the house’s windup for the season.
grosses.

Estimates for Last Week
Book and Candle,” Great
Northern (1st week) ($4.80; 1,500);
Jumped Off to over $24,500 and has
a $20,000 advance.
Philadelphia, March 4.
“Guys and Dolls// Shubert (four
Down to one production last
performances) ($6; 2,100).
First*
week,
the
stage gets a fresh Spurt
four performances* drew $28,400;
Added to the $12,500 for the final of activity with four attractions
two performances Sunday (24) in arriving in two days. Three playToledo, that gave the show a total houses relighted last evening (3)-^
of $40,000 on the six-performance the Locust, with Olivia De Havilland’s “Candida”; Shubert, with
week.
Jose Greco Ballet, Selwyn (5th the musical, “Three Wishes for
week) ($3.80; 1,000).
Passable Jamie,”: and Walnut, with “One
Bright Day.” A fourth newcomer,
$11,000. Closes Saturday (8).
'.‘Moon Is Blue,” Harris (44th “The Long Watch,” Opens tonight
week) (4.80; 1,000). Skidded, a bit (4) at the Forrest.
Unusually, active for the Lenten
to under $17,000.
“Student Prince,”
Blackstorie season, Philly’s legit season prom(3rd Week) ($4.20; 1,456).
Not so ises to run well into spring. “Bagels
and Yox” comes into Forrest,
good, with $13,000.
March 17, for 14 nights. “The
Chase” is due at Locust March 29,
and “The Brass Ring” at the Wat

.

“Bell,

.

hut,

in

March

Detroit,

4.

March

21.

Estimate for Last Week.
“Curtain Going Up,” Forrest (2d
wk) ($4 55; 1,760). Reports of back-

'

Boston,
Flight Into Egypt”
.

the Colonial
Week’s stand,

Monday

March
bowed
(3)

4.

into
for a

?Th® Long Watch,” Plymouth
wk) (1,200; $3.60), Stormy midi-

(2d

week and Saturday knocked
one down to $6,100. House is

this

currently dark* “Affairs of State” bowing in for a f our-weeker next Mon-

day

(10).

“Three Wishes for Jamie,” Shubert (3d wk) (1,700; $4.80-$6) Advance sale helped this one, with
final

week holding

IN

to fine $37,200.

HEART OF TEXAS

Fort Worth, March 4.
“Mister Roberts,” starring Tod
Andrews, was a Texas tornado in
seven performances over four
stands last week, The total take for
the stanza came to a whopping
$27,200. Leland Hayward production drew $4,900 in a one-nighter
Monday (25) at the Texas, San Antonio; added $3,500 in another sin-

In its third and final week, stage dissension and closing an“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes** rang nouncements hurt hew revue. Only
lip $47,100 at the Shubert here. about $7;700.
Theatre goes dark for a week, reopening with “Student Prince,” in
gle showing Tuesday night (26) at
for two Weeks;
the Paramount, Austin; collected
“Cocktail Party” brought $11,$10,200 *iri two performances Wed500 in its first week at the Cass.
In CoL-Indpls. Divvy nesday-Thursday (27-28) at the MaColumbus, O., March 4.
jestic, Dallas, and grabbed a finale
Ethel Waters in “Member of the $8,600 in two evenings and a matToronto Opera Festival
Wedding” did an okay $10,100 in inee Friday-^aturday (29-1) at the
Fair $38,200 for Twelve four performances at the Hartman Majestic here.
here last week. Fourth arid final
Thomas Heggen-Joshua Logan
Toronto, March 4.
Despite rave reviews and initial play on Theatre Guild subscription hit is splitting this week between
three-nights sellout to the carriage sold out for both Saturday matinee Shreveport and Houston.
trade for hefty social page layouts, and evening performances. Top
the third season of 12 performances was $3.75.
First half week, show scored
of the Canadian Opera Festival

grossed just a fair $38,200 at the
Royal Alexandra here, with the
1,525-seater scaled at $3.50 top.
“Magic Flute’* sold /out, with
“Bartered Bride” going 90% capacity, these both in English.
But “Mahon” for its four performances in French, dragged
down the gross. Thomas Martin, of
the New York City Opera Co., was
in as “Manon” guest conductor,
with John Alexander as Des Grieux, Marguerite Gignac-in the title-i
role for the first two performances,
and Patricia Snell for the other
two.

Project is under the general
management of Ernest M. Hawley,
who is also manager of the Royal

Alexandra.

’Candida* $9,600, Cleve.
Cleveland, March 4.
.

$13,500 In Indianapolis, for week’s
total of $23,600.

-Olivia

weak $9,600 at a $3.70 top
week. After the current “Member of the Wedding,** house doesn’t
have much in sight in waiy .of legit
*

Rock highway

in

West

Bleak $7,700
In Three-Way Split

‘Tattoo’

rather

(Theatre indicated,

“Golden Boy/*

Milton Krantz, Hanna’s manager/
was just getting ready for a show- March

New York when

shopping visit to

4.

Drama

last

bookings.

Haven, March

Despite a favorable critical reFor Its Historical
ception, ar full-week stand of.
“Flight Into Egypt” at the Shubert
Greensboro, N. C., March 4;
Daniel Boone Theatre is name last week (25-1) was too long a pull
chosen for the outdoor theatre to for a dramatic attraction that had
itself; Rebe built" at Boone, N. C., for the not already established
sult was only a fairish $18,300 on
production, “Horn in the West,” by
eight performances at $4.20 top.
the Southern Appalachian Histor*
House has an in-and-out sked
ical Assn.
for
the next couple of months. CurKermit Hunter, of Chapel Hill, rently dark, its next attraction is
who wrote “Unto These Hills,” pro- the preem of “Salt of the Earth,”
duced each summer at Cherokee, March 13-15. Another dark week,
N. C., and “Forever This Land,” then Guthrie McClintic’s “To Be
produced at Salem, 111., Is author Continued”
(Dorothy
Stickney)
of “Horn.” It will be staged by the breaks in here for weekend of
of
27-29.
the
U.
of
March
Carolina Playmakers
North Carolina, under direction of
Ballet Theatre, in for a singleSamuel Selden,
day, two-performance stand at the
Daniel Boone Theatre will be Shubert Sunday (2), grossed a
built on a 35-acre tract off the moderate $4,800 at $3.60 top.

de Havilland’s revival of
Candida** didn’t cause much of a Blowing
stir at the Hanna here, doing a Boone.

4

New

Boone, N.C., Sets House

ANTA

if

set)

Playhouse,

12.

“Flight Into Egypt,” Music Box,

Salt Lake City, March 4.
Tattbo,” the Tennessee
Williams play, grossed* only $7,700
last week in eight performances
spread over three stands. Cheryl
Crawford production got a dire

“Rose

aii auto backed into him. Results March 13.
“One Bright Day,” Royale,
were two badly-bruised, lacerated
$900 in., one performance Sunday
legs which will keep him in bed March 19.
several weeks.
“Long Watch,” Lyceum, March (24), finaling a four-day sand at the
Orpheum, Kansas City; drew a
20
.

‘Moon- $ 19 800, Cincy
,

cun o°h

Cincinnati, March 4.
Is Blue” piled up a fine

$19,800 on eight performances last
wpak in the ,1, 370-seat Cox, at a
$3.69 top. Final four performances
were sellouts. Theatre Guild subscriptions helped plenty.

Town has “Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes” this week in the 2,500_

“Three Wishes For Jamie,” Hel- slim $3,300 in three performances
Tu e s d ay-Wedhesday (26-27) at
linger, March 21.
“Dark Legend,” President, March Phipps Auditorium, Denver, arid

got $3,500 in four more showings
Friday-SatUrday (29-1) at the Capr
“Grass Harp,” Beck, March 27.
itol here.
“Don Juan in Hell” (return),
Show opened a Los Angeles enPlymouth, March; 30.
gagement last night (Mon.) ai ri d
“Salt of the Earth/* April 3.
then
goes to San Francisco.
<‘Much Ado About Nothing/?
24.

.

April 12.
“Candida,” April J.4;
‘Noon* Slow $ 11 | 600, LvA.
‘‘Brass Ring,” Lyceum* Week of
Los Angeles, March 4.
April 14.
'0KLA» $36,500 IN SPLIT
Deprived of the support of the
“Four Saints in Three Acts,” Theatre Guild-Americari Theatre
Grand Rapids, March 4.
playhouse, April 16.
Society subscription season,
Oklahoma” ran up a hefty ANTA
“Fire Sale,” week of April 21.
“Darkness at Noon’* dived sharply
last week, pulling a gross of
“Josephine/* April 29.
last week in its final session at the
$36,500 for e i gh t performances
Zfegfeld,
“Of Thee I Sing/*
l*636-seat Biltmore. Tally for the
spread over

seat Taft, at a $4 92 top.

*

.

Youngstown, South
frame hit: $11,600.
May 1.
Rond and here.
“Circus, of Dr. Lao,” ANTA Play“Rdse Tattoo* moved into the
The Theatre Guild offering is
splitting the current week between house, May 14.
Biltmore last bight (3), for a two“Wish You Were Here/* Im- week run completely on TG-ATS
Decatur, Springfield and Peoria,
....

•

'

perial,.

mid-June,

subscription.

by March 22 to make way for the
incoming “Grass Harp.”
“Paint Your Wagon/* Shubert
(16th Wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,361; $46,000) (James Barton), Nearly $34,000 (previous week, $44,000).
“Pal Joey ” Broadhurst (9th wk)

(MC-$6.60; 1,16Q; $39,602). One of
the three entries to sell out all
performances; over $39,800 (prenegative effect of the March 15 in- vious week, $39,900).
come tax deadline, to produce the
“Point of No Return/* A 1 v 1 n
worst off-season b.o. slump in many (12th wk) (D-$4.80-$6; 1,331; $37,months.
924) (Henry Fonda). Had empty
The total gross for all 23
seats, at the midweek matinee; alshows last week was $645,900,
most $37,000 (previous week, $38,or 77% of capacity.
200 ).
Week
before last -the total for all 25
“Remains' to be Seen/? Morosco
shows was $781*100, or 88%
(21st wk) (D-$4.80-$6; 912; $25,700).
K
Nearly $13,500 (previous week,
of capacity, a rise of 6% from
the preceding stanza.
$19*500).
“Shrike/* Cort (7th wk) (D-$4.80;
A year ago last week the
total for all 24 current shows
1 ,056; $27,700) (Jose Ferrer, Judith
Evelyn).
was $531,600, or 72% of caOver $24,700 (previous
week, $27,000).
pacity, a drop of 3% from the
“South Pacific,” Majestic (150th
week before.
The b.o. skid last week started wk) (MD-$6; 1,659; $50,186) (MarMonday night (25), worsened ’fues- tha Wright, George Britton). Alday night (26) and continued most $42,500 (previous week, $48,thereafter, reaching sad levels at 100 ).
“Strtlag 17,” 48th St. (43d wk)
the weekend. Individual drops of
$6,000 and $7,000 occurred in sev- (C-$4;80; 912; $21,547). Over $13,000
(previous week, $17,500).
eral cases, and one musical plum“Top Banana/* Winter Garden
meted more )thRii $19,000 from the
moderate g r o s s of the previous (18th wk) (MC-$6.60-$7.20; 1,519;
week, indications are that trade $51,881) (Phil Silvers), Nearly $41,will continue slow this week, de- 200 (previous week, $50,400).
“Two on the Aisle,** Hellinger
spite the presence of several conventions in to wn, including the ((33d wk) (R-$6; 1,507; $49,563)
heavily-attended Institute of Ra- (Bert Lahr, Dolores Gray). Almost
$16,000 (previous week, $35,100);
dio Engineers meeting.
Of the recent openings, ANTA’s closing March 15, to tour.
“Venus Observed/* Century (3d
“Mrs. McThing” bucked the trend
with a near-capacity stanza, but the wk) (CD-$4.80-$6; 1,645; $42,000)
two new Theatre Guild produc- (Rex Harrison, Lilli Palmer). Near; .

“Bagels and Vox”

also moved in the same night for
a two-weeker at the Shubert.
Estimates for Last Week
•

A combination of adverse factors
drove Broadway attendance e v en
below expectations last week. The
start of Lent, with Ash Wednesday (27) hitting midweek matinee
receipts, plus an unexplained drop
Friday night (29) and the snow-;
storm that paralyzed Window trade
at both performances Saturday (1),
Were figured to have added to the

'

•

.

tions,

“Venus

Observed”

and ly $32,700 (previous week,

“Jane,“ felt the general downbeat.
Only three shows went clean last
week.
Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D- (Drama),
CD ( Comedy-Drama). R (Revue),
( MusicalComedy)
( Musical Drama), O (Operetta).
Other parenthetic designations
refer, respectively, to top price;
^indicates
using
two-for-ones),
number of seats, capacity gross and
stars.
Price includes 20% amusement tax, but grosses are net: i.e:,

$39,000).

OPENING THIS WEEK
“Paris

Booth (MC-$4.80;
(Cornelia Otis Skin-

*90,”

900; $20,235)
ner).

One-woman show with book

by the star, music and lyrics by
Swift; production cost about
$22,000 (excluding $8,000 in bonds
and about $6,000 tryouf profit) and
can break even at around $8,500;
tryout reviewed in Variety, Jan.
16, ’52; opened last night (Tues.).
“Women of Twilight/* Plymouth
(D-$4.80; 1,063; $29,019) (Be tty
Ann Davies, Mary Merrall). Joexclusive of tax.
seph Kipness and Jack Hylton pro“Affairs of State/* Music Box duction of Sylvia Raymah’s Lon(75th* wk) (C-$4.80; 1,012; $26,874) don melodrama sucess; production
(June Havoc). Nearly $12,200 (pre- financed at $40,000 and cost about
vious week, $18,600 for regular $42,000 (plus $9,000 in bonds; no
eight performances); closing Sat-, tryout) and <can break even at
urday (8) to tour.
around $12,500; opened Monday
“Call Me Mafiam,” Imperial night (3) to one favorable notice
(72d wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,400; $51,847) (McClain, J ournal-American) and
(Ethel Merman);
Almost $42,500 seyen pans (Atkinson, Times; Chap(previous week, $49,700).
man, News; Coleman, Mirror; Haw“Cleopatras,” Ziegfeld (11th wk) kins, World-Telegram
Sun; Kerr,
(D-$7.20; 1,628; $59,536) (Laurence Herald Tribune; Pollock, Compass;
Shaw- Watts; Post).
Olivier,
Vivien
Leigh).
Shakespeare repertory got nearly
$57,900 (previous w e e k,' $59,100);
engagement ends April 12.
“Constant Wife/* National (13th
wk) (C-$4.80-$6; 1,172; $31,000)
(Katharine Cornell, Brian Aherne,
Grace George). Almost $15,600
Minneapolis, March 4.
(previous week, with an extra

MC

MD

Kay

&

.

matinee, $28,300)*
Dickens Readings, Golden

(4th

Playing
return
engagements.
“South Pacific” racked up a bon

Wk) (C-$4.80; 776; $19,195) (Emlyri $52,200 week in the Twin Cities.
Williams). Reached $10,000 (pre- Two nights at the St Paul AudiThe
o s i n g torium brought in $15,800.
vious week, $11,000);
four evening and two matinee perMarch 15.
“Fourposter/* Barrymore (19th formances at the 1,900-seat Lyceum
wk) (C-$4.80; 1,060; $24,996) (Jes- here at the stiff $4.80 scale (the
sica Tandy, Hume Cronyn). Nearly entire lower floor and part Of bal$22,100 (previous week, with an cony) aggregated $36,400.
Show holds over, in Minneapolis
extra matinee, $27,900).
“Glgi,” Fulton (15th wk) (C- all this week, giving seven night
(Audrey and one matinee performances, or
$23,228)
$4.80;
1,063;
Hepburn). Almost $15,700 (previ- a total of 14, for the run. In nine
ous week, with an extra matinee, nights and three matinees here
last season, the smash musical hit
$ 22 200 ).
“Guys and Dolls/* 46th St. (67th $78,000. For the pair of local engagements, comprising a total of
Wk) (MC-$6,60; 1,319; $43,904). As three weeks, approximately $168,always, the standee limit at all
090
is indicated.
times; $44,400.
“I
a Camera/* Empire (1 4th
wk) (CD-$4.80-$6; 1,082; $24,908)
(JUlie Harris). Nearly $19,400 (pre- ‘Paris’ $13,000, St. Louis;
vious week, with an extra matinee,
$25,300 for a nine-performance
record for the house).
St. Louis, March 4.
“Jane/* Coronet (5th wk) (CCornelia Otis Skihnef in her
$4.80-$5.40; 1,027; $31,000) (Edna
Best, Basil Rathbone). Almost $14,- hew solo production “Paris *90,”
200 (previous week* with an extra was a good draw during its oneweek stand at the American last,
matinee, $22,700);
“King and I/* St. James (49th week. Opus scaled to $3.05, hit an
(MD-$7.20;
wk)
$51,717) estimated $13*000.
1,571;
“Second Threshold” with John
(Gerthide Lawrence). Went clean
Loder and Martha Scott, visiting
at all times; $51,700 again.
“Moon is Blue/* Miller (52d wk) leads, enjoyed fair biz at the Em$21,586) (Barbara press, closing a one-week engage(C-$4.80; 920;
Bel Geddes, Donald Cook, Barry ment Sunday (2). House,, at $2 top,
Nelson). Nearly $15,500 (previous grossed an. estimated $10,800.
“Moon is Blue,” with Marcia
week, $19,700).
“Mrs. McThihg/*: Beck (2d wk) Henderson and James Young, teed
[.off
(Hela two-week stand at the Ameri*$32*000)
(CD-$4-$4.50; 1,314;
en Hayes). Almost $30,300 (previ- can Sunday (2), “A Date With
ous week* $27,000 for first seven April,” with Constance Bennett,
performances, plus $2,000 for one begins a week’s stand at the Emmust vacate the house press tonight (Tues.).
1 preview);

d

,

Am
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UBOT1MATB
duet with Nype
has a* infectious ing Eastham into a
bullseyeing the comand gaiety that sustains for a chorus),of the bopk'and even
throughout the length of the play. edy portions

Ws

in the early

Play op R’way

charm

touching quality into
a briskly-paced study of getting a
such moments as the femme amhome* she demrecall
tovSvSSTla the ^mrirous shenani^ bassador's
she is the most
of its various members, who onstrates anew why
musical comadolesceiit dynamic star of the

Comedy

Bright

m

lay

Si h Se »

t

finalS cnadfes Ihe'riSt^dSdsTo^

Wilmington* Del, Feb. 28,

^

»n<i Ruwel Crouse proin three *di. bjf^Su*
Features, Howiurd Lindsay

Howard* Lindsay
duction of

drama

xnund Miller.

Sovey; costumes. Noel Taylor. At
house. Wilmington. Dd* Feh. 28.

S“,?Lwren«
0
Julian Prescott

w^wr *»«*<*
Howard jMndsay

.
.

.

,"i .

:

j9

sues the drug firm; Raymond,
Bramley, Permit Kegley^ Bruce
lL^ a #M MM MV%
Evans
and Addison Rfthdtds, P®rfraying hard-headed
Michael Gordon’s duectlon IS
well-keyed to the demands of the
script, and Raymond Sovey has

:

1

Frederick Newberry .Raymond BranUey
Hermit Kegley
Stanley Archer*. . , , > . . .
Hirrelsoo.
• -Helen
* •
Louise Gordon .
. .

.

.

•

*.

—

nu:iu. TK-.
- hot-headed
Pine, as a
are Phillip

^32;

Bruce Evans
..........
......... Leora Thatcher
Girtnv
Margot Prescott ...... ... .Marian KusseU
Sheila Presco.t . ... . . . . . . Ben WJnhurn
Anders
• ... * ^Glepo
Arthur Mitchell
, ........... Mjp^Pine
Paul LeBsrc*

Tom McGowan

two handsome

provided*

forfUm

This one's a natural

.

;

settings.

.

:

.

...
John Hagerty
Theodore Cahill. .

Dr; Fer<rusqn
Paul Rust

pro-

Klep-

duction.

:

.,
,

:

.

..
...

Bart Burns
.Addison Richards
Joseph Warren
.

-

Raymond Van

is

Sickle

|

from the

edy stage,
Otherwise, too, “Madam” reGardiner gives a sensitive portrayal as the pater familias around mains a generally* entertaining and
whom the story revolves, and War-; even impressive show^ As the litren Reriinger is first-rate as Bibi, eral-minded young embassy aide,
the enfant terrible^ Lloyd Corri- Nype is better, poised and possibly
I gan and Joe E. Marks handle their
more authoritative, if a trine more
w
oolnt and Miss rigid in performance and more me*
comedy rolesc with eclat,
Palmer and Francis Bethencourt tallic vocally, than originally. Alan
triumph j of
a
are fine as the young lovers. R®r Hewitt remains
mainder of cast, especially Richard pompousness as. the charge-d’afRalph
Harrington,
Vath and Jacqueline Paige (filling faire, while Pat
still
in for Miss Dee), give a good ac- Chambers and Jay Velie are
notable as the “They Like Ike’’ percount of themselves.
and
Heath
Barbara
is
formers, and;
George So Bines’ direction
properly Crisp, and the settings by Arthur Partington click as featured
Hil Shafer provide a pleasing dancers.
performance
mise-en-scene. Costumes by Aline
the
general,
jn
Bernstein are Satisfactory reflec- holds up surprisingly well, considJ ona.
tions of the period.
ering the show’s long run. There
to,

i

the senile.

!

|

From

here,

it

looks like

Howard

and Russel Crouse are
coming up with another winner in

Lindsay

:

Guys and Dolls

j

Women of Twilight
Joseph Klpness and Jack Hylton pro.

'

{

duction of melodrama in three acts (six
scenes) by Sylvia Rayman.
Stars Betty

Ann

Davies;,

Lorraine

Mary

Clewes,

Merrall;

features

Mirian

Karlin, June
Whitby, Gwendoline
Watford, Mary Matthews, Lynda Lee,
Joan Forrest, Marjory Hawtrey. Directed
by Anthony Hawtrey; setting, Mary
Purvis, At Plymouth. N. Y.,- March 3,
J
52; $4.80 top ($8 opening).
Helen Allistair ... .
.....Mary Merrall
Christine
.Gwendoline Watford
... .Lorraine Clewes
Jess
Rosie . .
.. .. », ,• > .
June iVhitfieid.
Laura ......
G Wynne Whitby

G wytme

Whitfield,

. .

.

.

. .

Viviahe

..

Veronica
Olga
Sal

.

. . .

.

.

.

Molly

.

•

- *.f *

•

Ann

Betty

,

.,

.

•

».*

Davies

..Mary Matthews
. .Miriam
Karlin
Ljmda Lee
Joan Forrest
Marjory Hawtrey
.

^

-

.

.

.

.

*

Nurse

.

*

For most, show import-export
trade between London arid New
York, the Atlantic is apparently
becoming rip smoother. Arid contrary to popular assumption, not:
only comedies are afflicted by sea
change.
Some rather highly re'

.

|
is perceptible exaggeration in some
Chicago, Feb. 28.
'‘One Bright Day.” Play was, tried
of the playing of the principals and
It seems' inescapable that ‘‘Guys
out originally a year ago by Ma rgo
Bell*
in a lack of precision in the en- garded dramas and melodramas
Jories ait her Dallas Theatre *51. and Dolls” should be compared
NORTHERN,
(GREAT
semble dancing and singing, sug- also look pretty seedy after the
Certainly the author* Sigmund Mil-1 with ’’South Pacific.” Not that they
4.
March
Chicago,
that checkup rehearsals rigors of ocean crossing.
gesting
form,
ler, has supplied the major irigredi- j are the same in any shape or
This modern interpretation of may. be .in order. More objection*:
Of course* some -of these transIt is } but because of the phenomenal
is For a dramatic success.
here
opened
which
witches*
brew,
the.- loud playing, of 'the pit planted gems are considerably less
A writing job out of the top drawer. ] success that both have achieved, last .week (25), certainly; doesn’t able isand,
is fatilty, than
memory
unless
band
the
on
road,
the glittering “successes”
good
and
both on Broadway
Because there are many
]
Chi the hurried tempi of some of the
which
carry the stigma,1 for
they’re touted for foreign conv v uluili
-.;j
all the Whether
or not
vi
uvi> “Dolls” outstays
^
are au
deficiencies, div
tilt: UCUUCUVlCd
TjOIIILS* the
,!
A
points;
j
But
usually
critics
verses.
the
particularly
tunes,
sumptiphv Some are or have been
more glaring. At present the show 1 the 67-week run of “Pacific,” is a Prunes, that of second ^mnfnT’’
eompa > i the costumes and the settings still authentic smashes on the home
point and relatively iminvis slow-pace^; considering its ex- [ moot
Hobe.
rrid carries off the hon- seem immaculate.
Dennis Price
grounds, while others are either
plosive contents, and the third act portant, Dollarwise, with the upped
polished performance
-puffed-up offerings that more
urags i comparison with the pre- j scale # of $5.50 weekdays and
super
spellbound by a
T
dutgross
to
less
it’s
bound
got by originally. Attempts to
Saturdays,
Mariyas.
ceding
,c ^the
a
palm off outright flopolas are still
Author Miller pulls no punches the Rodgers-Hammerstem smash,
- *?JS25
imanother thing.
in this full-bodied, often stirring which had a $5 top. Whatis
ous, rather than feline shading; and
Just where “Women of Twitale of- a successful, high-minded portant is the. care that both prois one of the most convincing aclight” rates in this general classic
bus! ness man Who suddenly finds l ductions ha-ve taken to assemble
Beeilioven
tresses Hollywood has sent Chicago
corn*
arid
national
fication
isn’t clear. The Sylvia Raylived
their
the
for
casts
ever>’thing
he has
DEPT.)
(YALE
in recent seasons.
man melodrama is reportedly a
worked for threatened by a ruth- panies.
Who
aunt
27.
Sands,
the
Dorothy
as
Feb.
Haven,
"New
I
Not just in the starring roles.
moderate click in Shaftsbury Ave.,
less, underhanded rival.
in witchcraft, steals a few
Yale Drama Dept, production of drama
The play opens with Juliaa Pres- but also in the feature parts, cast- dabbles
epilog and three acts (six having received generally favorscenes, as does Joseph Leon, the in Prolog, Dorothy
Directed able notices and currently being
B. Bland.
colt, head of a prosperous drug ing has been nearly perfect. There
scenes) by
bewildered author, caught in the by Frank McMullan; settings, Ariel Ballif; in its
20th week; But this facsimile,
firm, leaning more and more on j are bound to be minor differences
William Wirt- costumes, Dominic Juskevich; lighting, which
of the pal’ts sorceress’ practices.
Jack Hylton of London and
George Lawrence, his protege and in the “ interpretation
Harper. At Yale U. Theatre, New
”
’
dom, as the young brother, gives Alan
Haven.
Joseph Kipriess of New York
The first disil- from the Broadway show, but in Ihe—
right-hand man.
role a cheer-leader reading
Newman,
Paul
an
Booke,
Prescott
(fmp
this
Sorrell
c
several instances
brought to the Plymouth this week,
With
y
lusionment comes when
which, when he attempts to turn Franz Coreth, Vincent Park, Arthur Kelseems a sadly old-fashibned, stilted
finds Lawrence has tampered with comes off with some firsts. Allan
malevolent later on, seems to have ley, Wvnne Pearce. Robert Wilkins, :Nilda
the formula of his chief pill prod- Jones does, a remarkable job of some of Overtones of comedy left Gonzales,. Carol Holmes, Barbara Murray, shocker. It hasn’t a chance to pay
Arthur
Milano,
Gilda
giving
Lukather,
stock
Paul
the
gambler
Sky
Mastersbn,
up
buying
off, and is a negligible prospect
uct* and is quietly
Set by George Jenkins, of the in- Hartling, Anna Knoll, Norman Lemcke,
for. Aims and stock.
to get control of the company. it force both vocally and in the
terior of a New York reconverted Joy Grodzinsi Howard Lanser, Marion
The yarn is a purported, expose
Lawrehce^also is carrying on a se- aC
Barter, Doris. Payne,
Christie
Villani,
pampla Britton wpms a little brownstone, Is colorful, arid Miss June Peach, Grant Kilpatrick, Peter Nel- of evil conditions in a London
cret ldve affair with Prescott’s
Barbara Mooney, Michael Bramante,
vouna to have be2n enSged for 14 Russel’s gowns by Valentina has son,
boarding
house for unmarried
daughter.
Stirton,
Irvine
Bajak,
Joan Zell, Sigmund
‘h*
W>W<
brittle anlj
burhri
The breakup comes when PresChristine Burke. Jim Asp, Phelps Mont- mothers. There is the usual assortSS’rin’f
an ^ COIn
Zabe.
Parmg.
gomery,- Mary Lou Blattspieler, Deane ment of characters, with some obvicott finds his protege leading the warm pleadings get her a hefty
Keller, Jr.
Julie Osh ins doesn’t have
ous comedy salting the lurid plot.
fight to hush-hush the fact that the hand.
dangerous. Arid the driving force of Sam Levene,
Call
Mailniti
pill
is
prized
But the yarn seems synthetic, the
Judged co-winner of last, j'ear’s
watches his tactics as he browbeats but his portrayal of the cheap
pace dawdles arid the emotional
(IMPERIAL, N. Y.)
Blevins Davis Prize as best play
an ignorant laborer suing the com- sharpie scores as he constantly gets
Richard Eastham, who recently written by a student of Yale’s depth is shallow. Perhaps a brisker
pany because the pills caused his one se tba ck aft e r ano^er. Jeanne j sw itched from the co-starring part
but
might
help,
drama department, a gander at performance
W>°Pson’s death.
y
Emile de Bccque in the touring ‘Beethoven”, points up justification Anthony Hawtrey’s laggard staging
I
Comes the showdown, with Pres- the. missionary miss gone astra>, com p a ny of “South Pacific,” gives of its blue-ribbon award. Somewhat accentuates the script’s weakcott arrayed against LaWTence in registers strongly, both visually a strikingly differerit quality to the
nesses.
inclined to verbosity, in its close
a lug-of- war which highlights the
Under the difficult circumtop-featured part of the Grand to three-hour stretch, production
parts,
the
but
important
of
minor
In
contrasting characters
anDuchy of Lichtenburg diplomat, maintains a generally absorbing stances, the all-femme cast does
tagonists.
Prescott puts personal Jack Prince stops the show with Cosmo Constantine, than did his"
well, Betty Anri Davies
reasonably
Interest dissipation occurs
pace.
integrity, arid honor first,, refusing his bellowing of “Sit Down, You’re predecessor, Paul Lukas,
Other- largely during readings of long- has conviction as a murderer’s
to compromise with his principles. Rocking the Boat” and Maixie Ros- wise, the
Irving Berliri-Howard winded passages, a matter that'ean hapless moll and her co-star, Mary
Lawrence, the go-getter, lives by enbloom’s inherent thespiari talr Lindsay ^Russel
Crouse
musical, be corrected in any contemplated Merrall, is effective as the blandly
the law of the jungle, believirig the ents are in full; bloom as the Chi-* produced by Leland Hayward, reThere are
venomous landlady.
revision of the script.
end justifies the means: Prescott cago garigster. Choreography is tains its original quality to an adr
As presented to a series of in- also acceptable supporting perwins in the end—rbut at high cost vivid, With the crap game ballet mirable degree.
Watford,
Gwendoline
formances
by
vited audiences, piece drew general
as measured in material things.
sweeping, the second act into high
Primarily a singer, Eastham adds
from a wide cross-section Lorraine Clews, June Whitfield,
The characters are sharply de- gear. Score, with the exception ;of a bit to the show musically, par- approval
Karlin
Miriam
Whitby,
Gwynne
of playgoers, a factor that might
fined, and there are several power- one tune is relatively nori-familiar ticularly in such numbers as the
Lynda Lee, all featured,
indicate possible favorable com- and
ful scenes which make all the more here, but with proper promotion it “Marrying for Love” duet with the
are
mercial acceptance. Further analy- Misses Whitby. Karlin and Lee
noticeable the spots here and there should get plenty of local disk star, Ethel Merman. Vocally, he
from the original London
sis of this angle stresses the fact draftees
Zabe,
where the author arid his charac- jockey attention.
also brings a new element to the that increased interest in longhair cast.
ters apparently are getting their
The Mary Purvis setting, which
“Lichtenburg”
song,
especially music in recent years has opened
second wind.
since
the chorus can now really let up a field of dramatic development precipitated the ’current turmoil
Tlie
top
are
production
Cast and
go with its backgrounding: But, emphasizing the lives of those with the scenic artists* union,
Phoeriix, Feb, 26.
Lindsay is excellent as
calibre;
Ami Lee Rhd Richard Charlton presen- compared to Lukas, who’s an ex- responsible for the musical classics. seems adequately grubby. Kobe.
Prescott, creating a character study tation of Lewis k Young production of pert at making an audience wait,
Despite
its
'prolixity,
script
which sparks the entire show*. As comedy in three acts (six scenes) hy Sam- his dramatic limitations are mani- strikes a responsive
chord as it
Taylor, based on novel by Robert Fonhis rival, Walter Matthau is im- uel
Stars Reginald Gardiner, Frances fest in this number. And, of course, wends its way through a quarter Ontario Barn’s
taine.
pressive ii^ a role which iri less Dee. Directed by George Somnes; set- he lacks the Lukas quality of Concentury of Beethoven’s life, highSeason to Start April 18
capable hands could emerge as a tings, Hal Shafer; costumes. Aline Bern- tinental poise as the hand-kissing
lighting the loss of his youthful
lighting, Flo Ann Hedley. At Somconventional villain. He gets across stein;
World politician.. Although beloved; his foster-parentage of his
Toronto, March 4.
brero Playhouse, Phbenix, Feb. 26, ’52; Old
is
not $3.60 top.
the point that Lawrence
nothing has been done to take ad- brother’s son, to whose conniving
Jack Blacklock, director of the
basically evil, but lives by a code Bibi
..... Warren Be r linger vantage of Eastham’s superior voBeethoven falls, prey; the tragedy Niagara Barn Theatre, has just re.......Reginald Gardiner
of no-holds-barred in the battle Papa
.Frances Dee cal ability in the “Best Thing for of his deafness; the unrequited, love turned from New York after li ing
Maman
for success and wealth.
Joe E. Marks You Would Be Me” duet with Miss of a schoolteacher for the com- Up a permanent company, which
Grandpere
The author also can write saucy Uncle Desmond*. .Francis. Bethencourt Merman, the newcomer adds a poser; the barrenness
of his later will include Fredric Gordon, AuLloyd Corrigan
lines and laugh-provoking witti- Uncle Louis
Ruth Lee bright touch for added encores of years, and finally, his death.
;.
Aunt Felice
drey Monture, Merry Jane Pick,
cisms and most of these are in the Mignonette ; .............. Maria Palmer the Merman-Russell Nype song
Sorrell Booke gives an excellent Warren Erhardt A1 Thompson,
capable ^ hands of Glenri Anders. Sally
Patricia Wright hit, “You’re Just in Love.”
. . .
interpretation of the title role.
...Douglas McEachin
Paul
Wayne and Joan Engelhard,
Latter is the eternal parasite, a Doctor Gagnon.
In general, “Call Me Madam” Others who contribute thespian
.Richard Vath
.....
„
Alfred
...
playboy with nothing on his mi rid Mr. Fry
with other American and Canadian
Oliver Cliff remains a standout musical. After skill are Paul
;
Newman,
as
the
lie
but wine, women and song,
73 weeks on Broadway it has added wastrel adopted son; Franz Coreth, actors to be added throughout the
winds up a pitiful figure, having
“The Happy Time,” w h i ch assets through the familiarity of Beethoven’s lifetime friend; Joan season. The 32-week season opens”
failed his best friend in a moment opened on Broadway in 1950 and such
song&
as
“Lichtenburg,” Zell, the teacher, and Jim Asp, the April 18 with “A Play for Mary
of crisis.
ran out a skein of. 605 perform- “Marrying for Love.” “It’s a Lovely
Then an origiiial follows, “Open
Marian Russell is both attractive ances, has: been dusted off by Day Today,” “Best Thing for You” composer’s faithful copyist
With dialog, rather than action, House,” by Canadian writer S. G.
Lewis & Young and propped for a and “You’re Just in Love:” On the predominating, staging rates a bow Bett, whose “Hajyire Holiday” was
roa d. tour covering primary Coast other hand, “Hostess with the for mixing the ingredients in a a holdover last season.
Sets will
expected (o Mbstes’ on the Ball” seems even manner that holds word-induced be by Mark Saunders,, -producer
cities.
is
'
c P^lay
followApril,
thinner
originally,
torir
in
than
up
its
and.
such
wind
ennui
BISHOP SOUND A ELECTRICAL.
to a low point.
with Blacklock.
ing a three-week stand at the Bilfe tunes as “Can You Use Any Money
COMPANY LIMITED 4«, Monmouth
Settings feature an imaginative
Niagara Barn Theatre veritufc
Stroot, *WX.l, tho oritfinators of. tho
Today?”
“Washington
more, Los Angeles.
Square motif which conveys a maximum
partnership
ronownod "CUIBAR" and tho owners
Current Version of the Samuel Dance” and “Ocarina” seeni sub- of visualization with a minimum of includes a long-term
of tho Trido Mark No. 610130 and
whose
Reg.
Dttltn
No/* 624003;. 047040;
Taylor comedy, which tripped lip standard Berlin, while •''They Like material coritent. Period costumes With the Prudhomme Bros.,
•40513 and 140534 and Patent No/s
now seems more synthetic make much of an opportunity for model-farm barn has been convertin Chicago
its post-Broadway Ike”
524700 and 500004 concornlnO such dotheatrewith 450
start, co-stars 'Reginald Gardiner than ever, possibly because of its flash, and lighting is
vicos rospoct.fully call tho aMontion
used to good ed into a. theatre
of tho Trado and usors of rocordlnt
and Frances Dee, with Maria accented topical slant, (incident- advantage.
style seats, plus balcony, lounges
roRroductlon and sound off arts equipdecorative,
ally, the sorig. will presumably have
Corrigan
in
and
Palmer
Lloyd
rustric
Iri
and
all
bar,
Offstage piano rendition of Beement to tho .faiet that no ohrmisslon
sub-lead roles. Illnesfi forced Miss to be revised considerably if Eisen- thoven works by Armin Watkins is style, reconversion bill totalling
by them t# the uso
has booh frented
M
of the hamo CUiBAR" by any party
out of the lineup during play’s hower /becomes the Republican effective, and brief choreography some $30,000;
Dee
Six miles west of
othar than the authorised user* of
week break-i here, but she was noriiiriee for the Presidency, and by Gideon Tainir is Well inter- St. Catharines; location on toe
their own spcclollsod product. ;
expected to rejoin the cast for the would probably have to be elimi- polated.
Recently stop* wore taken to proBoil
North shore of Lake Ontario has a
tect their proprietary Interest In the
Santa Barbara engagement follovv nated entirely if he doesn’t; elecCanadian drawing population oi
name <'CUEBAR" In raspect of an
ing the Phoeriix tuneupi
tion of anyone but Truman as
use thereof by the
unauthorised
200.600.
1-3
BrixLTD.,
bdw-in
CO.
of
the
On the bfisis
show- President would likely require re'r
OICCA RECORD
ten Reed, I.W.O., who hive undering, this “Happy Time” shapes up write of virtually the whole show.)
Press A*enl»—Msnsiers— Producer*
taken on behalf of thomOolyo* end
as a fairly good bet. to repeat the
But regardless of other variables,
their associated concerns not to reLEGIT, CONCERT mmi TV
peat such use or to use, any seller
York success. Production is Miss Merman remains the staridNew
name likely to confuse end to^ withSTAGE ATTRACTIONS
faulty in spots and shows effects out element of “Call. Me Madam.”
(March 3-16)
draw from use ony devices so Idontl”
1
Con Now Ploy
of a single week’s rehearsal, hut Whether whamriiing over “Hostess,
^od or marked by them.
The "CUiBAR" Is the- most reliable
“Lady in The Dark”
the nodes unquestionably will be bringing down the joint with
ST.
LOUIS AT 4000 SEAT
DeWitt
Record Cueing Device In use whore
smoothed over in subsequent per- “You’re Just in Love” (at the per- Clinton H. S., Bronx; N Y. C6-8);
ST. tOUIS THEATIt
precision/ durability and oas* of workformances
forriiarice caught last week she arid Bryant H. S„ Queens, N: Y. (14-15).
Ing aro necessary* a foatur# of the
.FIM STAACSHOWS. IMC.
products and iowl<rWt—
of Robert Fontaine’s the audience had a fiesta as. she
Adaptation
“Pursuit
of
Hap)>iness”-~Len6x
BISHOP SOUND A ELECTRICAL
novel of dbmestic Canadian capers gave numerous encores, even shov- Hill Playhouse, N. Y. (12-16),
;s,r^c. #oc how* cn
COMPANY limited.
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Navy at Sea

-

,

London, Feb, 27,
Huch Wakefield Productions, Ltd;,
Moviegram Pioduqtions)
farcical romance in
presentation of
Stars
three acts by Ross Hutchinson.
by Wakefield.
Hugh Wakefield, Directed
Comedy- Theatre, London* Feb, 26* 52;
$2 top.
Caotain Jack Winsford . .Hugh Wakefield
(in

association With

,

Jane Carr
Lady Amanda Stilton. ... „
Rt Hon R. Clyde... Patrick Waddington
..Margaret Wakefield
Betty Clyde...
Marten
Tiffen
Peynton
Charles
Lieut.
.

. . .

-

. . . ,

.

Lieut. Richard Barriet. .....Robert Se Well

.. .

.

.

.

;

house,

The play has no future for either
Continental or State-side audiences, although it will probably
run here for a while on Miss Feuillere’s name
a powerful one in

—

bad

too

It is

.that

such a great amount 6f talent has
been wasted on such a minor piece
of theatrical confusion.

.
David Stoll
Erie Ashford
Douglas Ives
Prince ................ ;
Mrs. Chester-Glossop •*»«»•• .Moira Lynd

London, Feb*

too conventional British
formula for farce, impossible situations, infantile dialog and outmoded jokes are all found abundantly in this new West Erid off erf
ing. That these ingredients have
from time to time bred success is
by no means a guarantee that it
will be repeated on this occasion
because this latest offering must
be considered a Questionable prop-

The

osition.

for this contrived
The
yarn is a naval vessel in the Seaward Islands, with all the principal
officers bachelors. Against all reg-

women manage

three

illations*

The

firstclass staging.

to

solitary

the ship’s wardroom,
host of doors to offer easy
means Of escape, is well conceived.
But much of the dialog is outmoded; and even conscientious and
experienced .artists of thfc calibre
of Hugh Wakefield, Jane Carr, Patrick Waddington, Marten Tiffen
and Robert SCwell have little or
no Opportunity to infuse any credibility into the plot.
argaret
Wakefield, daughter of the star, is
a pleasing newcomer, worthy of a
better beginning.
of

setting

with

its

M

La Liberte fist an
Dimanche
(Liberty Is a Sunday)
Paris, Feb. 19.
Jacques Hebertot production of drama
in two acts by PoL Quentin. Directed by.
E.dwigc Feulllere. Stars Edwige. Feuillere.
Set, George Wakhevitch; costumes, Pierre
Balmain. At Theatre Hebertot, Feb. 19,
’52.

••

Chief of Island Police,.
Doctor.
.
.. . . .. ....

..Marc Valbel
Rene Blancard
Robert le Beal
... .Jacques Decqmirie
She
.......
... .Edwige
Feuillcr
Director of the Prison
Andre-Laurent
Alvar ......
Jean. Lanier
Governor’s Secretary
.Andre Burgere
.

,

,

.

Marc /
The Governor.

—

.

;

.

.

.

.

*

.

.

.
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•
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•
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.
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Edwige Feuillere has scored
again as director and star of “La
Liberte Est un Dimanche” but it’s
a pity the play does not live up to
its production.
Pol Quentin has
provided; at best; a rather confused
and talky piece of work which
deals with the efforts of an oddly
assorted group of people to help a
young political prisoner to: escape
from an island prison. The story
is slightly silly and the message
of the play is completely lost in too
many words. \
It is doubtful if the pTay wilL
appeal to American producers
although the way in which it is
handled is remarkable.
Miss Feuillere has done her best
with not very good material,' Her
portrayal of “She” is done with
;

humor, sensitivity and genuine
emotion. And her cast supports
her flawlessly, She manages to
handle the extremely difficult part
with dexterity and makes as much
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take place April 26-27, at various
N. Y. centers.
Orchestral, choral

and chainber music programs will
be broadcast over CBS,
Major events of the Festival will
be a concert conducted by Leopold

*

Stokowski,

.

.

.
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.

,

.

.

.

,

.

.Ray Jackson
Molly Hare

This period play is a strange
mixture of gloom and hilarity.
Adapted from an early: 19th- century book/it satirizes the times and
manners of the author’s contemporaries, dealing with pettish poets
and languishing ladies. Its impeccable production brings out to the
full the play’s keenest value, with
neither > word nor a look wasted.

new

This

play by Hugh Hastings
backward.
It lacks the
stagecraft of his current

a step,
taut,; slick
is

success, “Seagulls Over Sorrento,”'
and is unlikely to rival it in longevity, assuming it is ever moved
down into the West End- Further afield it would have scant
appeal, unless drastically overhauled, it might do as a film if
It will delight a specialized erudite suitably
adapted.
audience, but its unending stream
The lure of easy money provides
of involved diatribes Will: detract the motif, which, through a mudfrom its universal appeal, From the dled course, involves a girl of deU. S. angle, it might be acceptable cency who is in prologned trouble.
for the Theatre Guild or similar In its later phase it bears close
organization as a novelty.
resemblance to “Master Grook,”
group of argumentative peo- current at another theatre.
ple are staying in a rambling counLocale is a poor quarter of Lontry house, where a match has been don.
Hector Ross, an easy-going
arranged between the host’s son sailor with an eye to petty i; ackets,
arid a neighbor’s daughter recently calls on his girl friend with his
arrived from a German convent. buddy, Andrew Crawford.
They
Rather than face her unknown are. on. the eve of dehiobilizatiori,
suitor, the girl seeks sanctuary each panning their new source of
with the boy, unaware of his iden- livelihood. Ross shocks his fiancee
tity as her proposed husband; She by his petty pilfering.
She swears
knows him as the author, of an she is done with him when he is
admired work. He conceals her in arrested for thefts; Crawford wins
an apartment adjoining his own her on the rebound.
When her
and falls hard for her despite hav- former sweetheart comes out . of
ing ardently courted another girl jail unaware of her marriage
in the house. Torn ^between the sparks fly;
While the trio sort
two, and harassed by the pessi- out their love life, the kid brother
mistic viewpoint of his father and holds UP a dance hall, shoots his
friends, he ends in losing both way Out, Crawford is killed.
The
girls to other men. He is left con- girl is then left in the consoling
templating suicide until he is arms of a chastened Ross.
distracted by another petticoat.
Joy Shelton, the girl, spends
The older men have the bulk of much of her tirne sermonizing
the ponderous dialog distributed: about the defection of her males,
evenly between them, but this is but looks attractive and convincso frequently laced with pungent ingly portrays her role.
Ross is
witticisms that the tension is light- a fiery i forceful reformed thief
ened. Charles Lloyd Pack and Eric and Crawford! is in excellent conBerry acquit themselves creditably trast as his steadier, but disloyal
as the fathers, while Donald Eccles friend,
Ray Jackson has the
suitably enacts the sanest of the showier role of the dissolute boy
group, uncle of the other girl, Alan whose brief career in crime ends
MacNaughtan depicts with true in disaster. Arthur Hambling is
insight
the love-crossed poet; less well served as a verbose deRichard Warner makes a vivid tective while Molly Hare brings a
impression as an arty thinker and breath of Irish inconsequence as
Clem.
Geoffrey Dunn faithfully lives up a chatty neighbor.
to his name of Listless. Valerie
.

A

.

.

'

Hanson and Anne Trego have little
do but flit between coquetry and

to

Gerald Cross registers

tantrums.
comically

as

decrepit

a

waiter

and Harold Goodwin and Marcel
Poncin contribute minute caricatures' as house servants.
Clem.

per-

first

r a IaJi
Hi kWII

h-i

tssss: c oiitiim eri

and

Desailly.

is

topflight.

months:
Figures for the period emphasize
agai
that musicals, or touring
companies with 4t least fairily established, names, make the greatest
impact on local audiences, although, ironically, two of the three
losing productions locally were revues and the third was a Jjallet 6ffering. Second biggest loser: of the
period was the Lou Holtz “MerryGo-Round'’ revue, which dropped
$20,000 in three weeks at the Belmont Theatre. Other in-the-red of-

The

Simbne

mirably by Jean Servais.

is

fering

Lssss Continued from

wound
paj^e

s-saS

.70

six

bishop is very Well handled by
Pierre Bertin while the policerrian
is adequately dorie by. Jean juillard;
The duke is portrayed adValere, as the ruler’s' daughter,
superb.
Maxi.

froi

of $20,000 for the; period. The remaining ^l 1,000 in operating profit
was registered by the sole tenant
at Las Palmas Theatre drir ing* the

...

.

,

presenting

formances of works by American
composers, at McMillan Theatre,
a continuous blast Columbia.

chiirch.

,

;

.

was Ballet Theatre which
rip a $12,000 loser for two

3

weeks at the Biltmore.
„
peciirie in
attractions pushed
in fulfillment of John Ringling-s
promise to bring tbe circus back the Biltmore into second place as
top grosser for the period. First
to Swan.”
The story, as recalled by an -81- place honors went to the Phllharmoriic
Auditorium for the smash
year-old resident, is that the circus
came to Swan flat-broke. There four-and-on e-half final weeks of
were five Ringling brothers, a half- the “Guys and Dolls” run: Musidozen performers, one lion, one; cal's take during that period-, which
camel, one elephant and a few frill within the current year, hit
Wagons and horses. They arrived $234,000. Biltmore grossed $222,on July 3, 1884’ without a date for 120 with its five shows, and third
the following day. v The residents place honors went to the Greek
pitched in and hurriedly advertised Theatre, (which amassed $66,500
a big July 4 celebration that with the final two frames of “Anbrought in enough money for the nie Get Your Gun."
Lowest tally was
the
slim
show to travel on, with the promwhich went to “My L.A.”
ise that they would come back $11,000,
again some day and give the town in its four performances;

Most profitable single show was
Although the town doesn’t have “The Beaustone Affair;” which
racked rip^ an operating profit of
a .theatre, “Greatest Show” was
shown in the school auditorium $11,000 during a 12-week run at
Las Palmas, Theatre,
free to every resident of the town,
Town’s average weekly gross
and thus DeMille made good John
skidded to $23,900— about half the
Rincling’s promise.
estimated weekly average for Boston, which has half the population
of Los Angeles.
Current
Shows

a free show.

.

Road

(

,

March

3-15)

“Affairs of State" ( J une Havoc)

Plymouth, Boston

Equity

(10-15),

“Bell, Book arid Candle" (Rosalind Russell, Dennis Price)-T-Great

Slow

Dark

Lady

in the
Northern, Chicago (3-15).
(LENOX HILL, N, Y.)
“Candida” (Olivia de Havilland)
—LOciist St., Phila (3-15),
Equity Library Theatre’s pro“Cocktail Party” (Dennis King, duction of “Lady in the Dark, v
Estelle Win wood, Julie Haydon)r— at the Lenox Hill Playhouse, N. Y.,
Cass, Detroit (3t8); Ford’s, Balti- scores a solid click and showcases
more (10-15).
a collection of dramatic and must*
The psycho-analytic
“Darkness at Noon” (Edward G. cal talent.
Bacchus
Robinson)
Geary, Sari. Francisco frame of. Moss Hart’s opus, fore(3-15).
runner of a rash of libido-probers
Paris, Feb. 12.
Sinionne Volterra presentation of proin legit and pix, seems somewhat
“Flight Into Egypt” (tryout)
duction by the Madeleine Renaud-Jean Colonial, Boston (3-8) (reviewed in eldVnentary and extended, but
the
Louis Barrault Co. of three-act (one set)
witty dream sequences and Kutt
play by Jean Cocteau. Costumed and di- Variety, Feb. 27, ’52),
rected by Jean Cocteau. Stars Jean-LoUis
Blondes* Weill-Ira Gershwin score make the
Prefer
“Gentlemen
Barrault and Jean Desailly. At Theatre
(Carol Charining)—Taft Aud., Cin- play a likely Candidate for legit
Marigny, Paris.
^
Cardinal Zampi .... Jean-Louis Barrault cinnati (3-8); Music Hall, Cleveland revival.
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Marc Valbel plays the part
of the police chief; the
only
consistent part in the play, with
intelligence
and understanding.
Rene Blaricard, as the doctor, gives
a certain amount of comedy relief
to a part which is thankless in the
extreme as he acts mostly as sounding board for the other characters.
Jean Lanier does fairly well in his
brief appearance As Alvar; the
Cause of all the trouble, and the
rest of the cast do a creditable job.
Miss Feuillere’s direction is excellent.
Even with the extreme
talkiness of the play* she manages
to keep the characters moving
around on the stage and* in that

Seventh Columbia U. Festival of
Contemporary American Music will

,

,

.

.

.

.
. ,

.

Leila Farida
.Nejla-Ates
>

opera

has

been sonflewhat tevamped by Jean
de Letraz. To, give Jt a modernistic
touch, he has brought a lesbian
atmosphere into the sultan’s harem.
Except for one scene when a gal
is vamping another on a couch,
there is nothing visible that, might
make any censor wince.
Instead of an orchestra, which
would be .too much for a theatre
that has only 200 seats, there

a

is

Pierre Bertin
The Bishop
Jean Servais
...
...
The Duke.
Hans .................. ...Jean DesaUly
.

Sheriff.

. . .

.

President....

Guild's

LotharKarl

.

i . .

*

. .

•

.Jean Juillard
Regis HoUtin

Jean Francois Cdlve
William Sabatier
Simone Valere

.

Christine

As is, this is extremely unlikely
for the U. S., being one of the
c u r r e n 1 1 y favored anti-clerical
plays here like “God and the
But for
Devil” of J. P. Sartre.
countries where this sort of theme
is looked upon with more curiosity
than disfavor, it seems auspicious.
Play had a very mixed reception
at the Paris Opening likely because
of the siam at religion. However,
this is strongly dramatic arid looks
draw considerable patronage
to
here. As to pictures, it looks good
only for the Continent.
;

Play starts with a conference in
tbe mansion of a duke who rules
a little German town at the time
when Martin Luther was refonriing
Object of- this meetthe clergy.
ing is to elect a “Bacchus” who
will be King for a week and rule
the city with full power in that
The policeman i^ against
period.
it because last year the young
nobles hunted down a young peasant who became a lunatic from
the way theymistreated him.
However, the peasant named
“Bacchus,” is J5h0wn having re^
gained his reason and elected to
One of
live in the duke’s house.
his first actsiis to make love to the
her.
seduces
^nd
duke’s daughter
Later she is shown as madly in lova
But the; young mail’s
With him.
week reign is over arid :since A

piano ably punched by Ralphael
Bioridi, who also has at his disposal
a keyboard that gives out someway, to keep her audience from thing like an oboe.
The story, set ip some oriental
getting bbred with the speeches.
If she continually places herself prince’s court circa 1600,. relates
upstage it is iinder$taiidable and how a Venetian nobleman is held
probably a good idea. The sets are prisoner by an impotent moslem
rather too overpowering, except in prince; Latter places him in his
the case of the office scenes which harerii with orders to beget him
were left to the discretion of the children he can’t father himForges de Strasbourg, one of the self. The nobleman’s fiancee is
leading office furniture manufac- brought in disguised as a prospect
turers in France.
In dll cases, tive slave and gets* jealous until
however, the sets played up .the the time the Grand Magnific/ent young nobleman has been killed
:

j

;

,

?

.

j

.

.

.

(Revival)
Paris, Feb. 5.
Gil Roland and Pierre Jourdan producsense out of a senseless character tion of musical comedy (two acts, one set),
as is possible under the cir- by A. Barde and M. Carre. Stars Gil Rocumstances. Pierre Balmain has land and Catherine Gay. Score by
Cuvillier; modernized by Jean de
costumed her well and the full Charles
Letraz. Directed by Roland ancL Jourdan.
skirts and tight bodices ofc her Set by G. K. Benda. At Theatre Moricostumes show off her very beauti- ceau, Paris.
^Vfgar,*
\
Gil Roland
ful figure to advantage.
Oporto.
.Georges Chauvier
Jacques Dacqmine is particularly Coucourli....•>....
Andre Enard
good as the Governor who is torn Le Grand Soliman. ... ... .Pierre Jourdan
Gay
between his love for a beautiful Zaydee.. ...... ............Catherine jean
Isilda..
..... ....... .Andree Grand
woman and his fear of losing per- Messaouda
.......
Jacqueline Dor
sonal power in his political posi- Hanifa.v
....
Monique Maurcne
tion.

Columbia U. Preps 7th
American Music Festival

,

;

.

..

,

board to provide the basis
get
for a succession of nonsensical,
boisterous and inane situations.
Main merit of the production is
its

.

.

.

'

.

locale

28.

.The London Mask' Theatre production
of drama in two acts, dramatized by Anthony Sharp from novel by Thomas. Love
Peacock. Directed by John Ferrtald. At
Westminster, London. Feb. 27, ’52.
Mr. Glowry
..... ^Charles Lloyd Pack
Scythrop Glpwry ...
.Alan MacNaughtan
Marionetta
.... ...
.Valerie Hanson
*,*
*
• '•V;-*
Anne. Tregp
m
Mr. Toobad , . , .... ;
..... Eric Berry
Hilary
»
Donald Eccles
Mr.- Listles$. ... ,
Geoffrey Dunn
, . ...
...
Mr. Flosky ...
.Richard Warner
Raven
....
.Gerald' Cross
Crow .......
Harold Goodwin Bobbie
Fatout.
.....
Marcel Poncin Mrs. O’Flynn
1

while the merrymaking was taking place, the nobles incite the peo*
pie against him.
A stake readied and the nobles
plan to burn him alive on the
charge that he is a heretic. As the
doomed man approaches the window to see the stake made for him,
he is hit by an arrow, and dies
in the arms of the girl.
The cardinal, instead of permitting him
to: be treated as a heretic, commits
a forgery and states; that he had
already signed his approval of the

The dialog is
at the alleged hypocrisy of the
church. Some of the lines are so
rough that Francois Mauriac; Catholic writer, walked out on the
Direction given due importance. opening performariee.
The production has been well
Sure of a long run.
Maxi,
dorie, with Cocteau restraining his
fancy
in the way of set find Cos^
Inner Olrele
tumes, which are excellent,
He
London, Feb: 13.
has
directed
the play With Jean
..Anthony Hawtrey’s production of drhina
In three acts by Hugh Hastings. Directed Louis Barrault, latter getting no
by the author.
At. Embassy Theatre, credit.
London, Feb. 12, *52; $1.50 topi
Barrault, as the Cardinal, does,
Joy
Joy Shelton
Rikkl.
.... Hector. Ross
one of his best characterizations.
Brad,, .... ..,•••••<
•• .Andrew Crawford
Hfins,
the hero, is played by Jean
Penn v
Ai'thur Hctinbling

Nightmare Abbey

.

—

.

Ates, arid at least the performers
on stage ocem to enjoy it.
The costumes are nicely abbreviated. Production is inexpensive.

Till,

8K5f

.

.

.

Potentate of the Sultans visits his
pal and squares everything.
The music is not extremely important though a couple of tunes
are easy on the ears. And the
numerous jokes drii/’t mean much,
The only thing that really sells
the show is what the gals have and
the men have not. The femmes are
a personable lot and Catherine Gay
in addition has a voice, Andree
Grandjean is ,ari alluring Latintype, while Leila Farida, a newcomer, from Morocco, is sure to.
make her^ way. She has talent, 'A
specialty dance is done by Nejla-

bad acoustics of the theatre and
much of the play must have been
inaudible from the rest of the

French theatre.
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Adroitly

(10-15).

directed

by

George

“Golden Boy”

Lipton and Elizabeth Gilbert, the
large cast maneuvers well on the
small stage, in a simple and effec(4-8).
“Grass Harp” (tryout) Colonial, tive multiple set designed by Paul
Bertelsen to create an illusion of
Boston (13-15).
“Guys and Dolls”—‘Shubert, Chi- spaciousness,As the beset fashion: magazine
cago (3-15).
“Long Watch” (tryout)-T-Forrest, editor, Elizabeth Parrish, does, a
Phil. (3-15) (reviewed in Variety, standout job in the straight as well
as the song-and-dance department,
Feb. 20, 1952).
“Member of the Wedding” (Ethel sure of foot and pleasant, if someWaters)-—Hanna, Cleve. (3-8); Cox, what thin, Of voice.
A young arid promising aetpr,
Cincinnati (10-15).
“Mister Roberts” (Tod; Andrews) Jackson Young, displays adeptness
Music Hill, Houston (4-5); Para- and humor as the advertising manmount, Baton Rouge (7-8); Civic ager; As the ioose-r jointed photographer, Lee Bergere is nimble and
Theatre,. New Orleans (10-15).
“Moon Is Blue” (2d Co.) Harris, comic, John Merrick,; who portrays the. film hero, has an appearChicago (3-15).
“Moon Is Blue” (3d Co J-rAmeri- ance and voice that could click in
for which he signed recently,
(3-15).
pix
can, St. Louis
“Oklahoma” -— Lincoln, Decatur, but he misses here. Jerry Harvey
(John Garfield)
— New Parsons,
Hartford

(tryout)

—

.

.

.

—

:

—

111. (3-4);

(5-6);

Orpheum,

Springfield,

Shrine Mosque, Peoria

Victory,

Dayton

111,

(7^8);

Aud.,

(10-12);

Rochester (13-15),
“One Bright Day” (tryouti-^Wal(reviewed in
nut, Phila; (3-15)

Variety this Weiek).
“Rose Tattoo”—Biltmore, L. A.
'

(3-15).

“Salt

bit as a
the distaff
deftly
is
Leta Boriynge
side;
humorous as the cynical Maggie
and Julie Christy is pleasantly postured as the ebullient Alison.
Jack Horn is unconvincing in
the thankless role of Liza’s aging
lover, while Russell. Gold is believable as the doctor. Other members of the generally good cast are
Alma Drake, Eileen Schauler,
Robert- Morris,
Winsett,
Betty
Jearinine B. Cowles, Joan Keenan,
rind Kathryn Albertson. Costumes

contributes

deadpan

a

hilarious

office boy.

On

.

the Earth" (Teresa
Kent Smith) (tryout)
of

—
Wright,
Shubert, New Haven
“South Pacific” (Webb Tilton) —
(13-15).

Lyceum, Mirineapolis (3-8); KRNT
Radio Thea., Des Moines 10-15).
(

.

“Student Prince”, -r- Blackstone, by Gage Spencer and musical diChicago (3-8); Shubert, Detroit rection and arrangements by Leonard Kastle give a real assist to this
(10-15).
“Three Wishes for Jamie” (Anne enjoyable,, sprightly production,
which Equity moves to its commuJeffreys, John Raitt) (tryout)
Shubert, Phila. (3-15) (reviewed in nity theatres in Bronx and Queens
’52).
the
coining two weekends, Vene.
Variety, Feb. 6,
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Wednesday, March 5, 1952
Spring Cites and discusses

tome.

memorable show

biz cases,

and he s

not afraid to take a stand. If he
feels a law or a decision needs

SCULLY’S

change or. clarificatiqn, he says so.
Spring covers a wide field inFrank Scully
privacy as a new legal
cluding
Benjamin F. Feinberg, then majorNew Will
right, distinctions between enterHollywood, March 4.
of obDonald Pay, whose biography ot j
fte-^pStMc^Sertfce tainment and hews, methods
Will Rogers sold o*er.7W>00
Commission. which
ies, has edited a new Will Rogers
afoul of Governor Dewey. The
on “Ijloxv We Elect Our Presidents” Governor; then vetoed one of the
authentic “Going
wuig my
My
w«» an aunreuuv
nere was
mat here
which Little, Brown will publish bills on the ground of doubtful tome is carefully documented and ^Yankee Priest” did I realize that
indexed with the appendix contain„
and heartaches of both backstage and
-11 the
this month. Same pub bringing out constitutionality.
« heartthrobs
*
iaw u*
of way, w«n iifo lain hare
ins the complete copyright law
ing
“How to Travel Incognito” by Lud0
0P
wig Bemeimans, illustrated by the
Tteymet in boyhood at a New England rrimming hole when the
lo^ t h/d“
e
Jtobbliis* Third Kovel
foSnYand th?»urce
author; bn which Bemelmans did
in . the Letovas already .swimming
*e
first-hand research last year iu Eu“A Stone for Danny Fisher,”
grand summer togetlier as kids at Lime
Holl
quite got over. They had a
rope by pretending he was a Ba- third novel by Harold Robbins, aide book.
ST-t
r
and when the years separated them and John Nelson
varian prince and managed right to Leon Goldberg, Universal Pix
under the baling o£ Eddie Dowling and
sur-le-cuff.
handsomely
G^chei' tos/his identity
v.p. and treasurer, will be pubGoucn
•"-1
*
Murphy of the Josephite
*
lished by Alfred A. Knopf March
met
10
Barnes* Sports Awards
the
^
Bobbins' first tome, ‘‘Never Love Henry
.
A. S. Barnes is setting Up two
bestseller in its reg- at the Moskeeter Gun Club, Little
seminary near Newburgh and cafo®
annual awards of $2,500 apiece. a Stranger,” a
Father Murphy was teaching at a
edition, has had a sale of Ferry, N. J., on Saturday for- a
Leonard, Ae.pastor ol St. Jtelaehy’s.
One will be for the best sports ular
dovra weekends to assist Rather
Banin
a
copies
nearly
1,000,000
/
taught his assistant that becau^ one
VIP sports group.
novel; -.other for best general nonIt was Father Leonard who
tarn Giant editiop. His second
Stunt was dominantly a
fiction work oh sports or sports |
French people in German, or Germans in French,
address
which
Merchants/’
“Dream
book,
event but obliquely a ballyhoo for ““,, h _ Hn .. he address show people in a foreign language. He learns
personalities.
n*‘|ner
Deadline for submitting manu- has a film industry background, Field' * Stream which is a Holt
,
ow iing and George M. Cohan no longer talked like
will JbC published as a Bantam subsid.
Incidentally, Holt moves
scripts is Dec. 31.
Englanders any more than Texas Guinan talked Texan. They ail
Giant next Tuesday <51.
into enlarged; Madison Ave. (N. Y.) Net?
to talk it, too.
talked Broadwayese. .Rather -Murphy learned,
quarters next month with F&S.
-their lives
Eire. Bans 87 Novels
of the padre and the hoofer kindled both
re^ion
The
Books
Sports
Barnes’
married Eddie Dowling to
Anita Loos’ “A Mouse is Bom”
from that time on. In fact, Father Murphy
CHATTER
sports
Among .A*. S. Barnes
and John Steinbeck's “Tortilla
Flat” are two of 87 novels just books soon due is “Butchered BaseAllen Churchill doing Harlem
banned by the Irish Censorship of ball,” by Fred Pearson 2d and Rob- night life rediscovery yarn for Cue
ert Taylor (with assists by Mel Al-.s ma g
Publications Board.
/
Board has also given the thumbs- led and Tom Meanyh a sequel to
Vantage Press reopening
down sign to a batch of periodicals P-T’s “Fractured French” series.
a trip to Europe, disFather Murphy and another priest, wanting;
including Silver Screen. Bans have Allen also did the foreword on offices with Beth Kramer as dismoney if they endorsed
covered that a bank would lend them both the
been imposed because the censors Meany’s “The Magnificent Yan- trict manager.
be^easier all
other’s notes. But Eddie Dowling thought it. would
consider the. publications to contain kees.” This is foe first of a new
Jerome H. Denner, House & each
the money. In payment Father Murphy discovmatter which; is indecent or ob- series on the Various major league Garden staffer, leaves March 14 for around if he advanced
clubs. Meany is the Boswell of
; \
ered Kate Smith, for Dowling,
,
aaaa 5I ,i
scene.
mpnth in Europe.
sev“Baseball’s G r e ate s t Teams,”
-Though they Were to be separated by 2,000 miles, for fo®
Lawyers Joseph and Harry Feld eral vears the producer and the padre remained inseparable. Alter the
“B
s e b a 1 i’s Greatest Hitters,”
a
Bill to Protect Sdorces
and
Substance^
“Greatest Pitchers,” “Babe Ruth,” man will have their theoretical
run of Paul Vincent Carroll's “Shadow
Newspaper Guild, of N. Y., etc* Pick Young and Joe Trimble tome, “Dynamics of the Film,” off BroadwaySir Cedric Hardwicke and Julie Haydon, Dowling bequeathed
American Newspaper have also done “Roy Campanella” Hermitage House presses tomorrow starring
Local 3.
quite knmv what to
the amateur rights to Father Murphy, lie didn’t
Guild (CICK last week pledged and “Yogi Berra” in Barnes* “most (Thurs.):
do with his inheritance, but Bernard Szold, who directed Le Petit
full support in a drive for Con- valuable 1952 player series.” Same
New Orleans
president
of
Laing
elected
Nora
did. Red Lewis was slumming
gressional passage of the Heller pub also bridging out a revised the Foreign Press Assn, of Holly- Theatre du VieUX Carre,
saw a chance to tie him in With “Shadow and
Bill. Introduced by Rep. Louis B. “Baseball’s Hall of Fame,” by the wood, with Jose Jasd as veepee, at the time, and Szold
the part Hardwmke played
Heller, of Brooklyn, the measure N.Y. Mirror’s Ken Smith (secretary Egil Ekko secretary, and Teiho Substance” in the role of Canon Skerritt,
<
_
..
on Broadway.
_ ,
would enable newsmen to protect of the Baseball Writers’ Assn.), Hashida treasurer.
.
This Was a funny twist. .The man who defied God to strike hn
their sources of information in with
Commissioner Ford Frick
Vid(From
Vaude
“Show
Biz
to
to
acrobat
defying
an
flea
(like
a
minutes
Federal courts.
dead, giving the Creator 10
having done thtf foreword.
eo” (Holt) into its 7th edition this
Bill provides: “A witness Who
The N.Y. Herald Tribune’s tuff \ week. Ccr-author Joe Laurie, Jr. step on him), now wanted to play one of God s Clergymen, Father
is employed by a newspaper, news editor Joe H. Palmer has edited
Murphy got the okay of his Chancery Office to act as technical advisor
se rvl ce, newspaper syndicate, “American Race Horses, 1951;” a to Rhilly to play the literary tea on the production.
periodical or radio or television $20 limited edition of the series circuit all over again;
Brown Vesus Gantry
Henry Denker, co-author and distation or network, as a writer, re- that dates back to 1936.
He and Lewis got on famously, though at no time was Lewis blinded
of
Ever
“Greatest
Story
commenor
correspondent
porter,
°"' y °“ ***
tp
To'd” onABC
wUlTave^his
tator, or in any other capacity diSpokane Newspaper’s Saga
“Salome: Princess of GaUlee” pub- did they disagree on Lewis paying of:an
rectly involved in the gathering or
T
debut I.e«is
white,
be
should
said the pipings on the canon s cassock
presentation of news, shall hot be
“News for an Empire” story of lished by Crowell April 7.
to ^LheaJr^eaUy efifeetave^ratn^ th^^ec^esirequired In any court of the U. S, the Spokane (Wash.) SpokesmanGuy Williams, publicity director manded red, Pile*e^ing.time
Father Murphy said to Lewis, >vny aon t
to disclose the source of any in- Review by its director of promo- for Greater Seattle, Inc., Seattle astmally correct. One
Hey wood Broun?”
,
formation obtained in such ca- tion and research, Ralph E. Dyar booster organization, is resigning you do
,
Lewis scrutinized him for a second and replied; ‘Why don t you do
pacity, unless in the opinion of the (Caxton; Caldw’ell, Idaho, $5), is a March 15. Gene Holce, of the daily
necessary
Elmer
disclosure
is
court such
Gantry?”
voluminous, detailed (500 page). Post Intelligence promotiop staff, an
in the interests of national security story of the Far West newspaper replaces,
When nuns wept at his performance, Red's gratitude knexv no bounds.:
or to avoid the ^Concealment of a and the area it serves. Extensive
Raymond Moley, author of the “An audience of angels!” he cried. This was his solace for having been
crime/’
and authoritative, it's also readable hexy “How to Keep Our Liberty,” told in New York that “the real red menace to the American theatre
and interesting; telling the story has signed with Clark H/Getts for is the acting of Sinclair Lexvis.”
of the. paper, its journalists,
its
.......
Science Fiction Anthology
a lecture tour. He's also slated for
In fact, if it hadn’t been for this strange interlude in Nexv Orleans,
r
Simon * Schuster. wUl publish the Washington-Oregon-Idaho of a guest shot on the Chronoscope Lewis never would hhve written “Kingsblood Royal,” a novel in which
.
TV
show
(CBS)
Friday
(7).
he championed the racial group Father Murphy served. It was among
“The Astounding Science Fiction
Anthology;” edited and with an gion since 1883.
Comedian Jack Carter doing a Father Murphy’s students at Xavier University that Lewis really learned
Of
special
interest
biz
show
to
monthly column for the new maga- about Negroes.
introduction by John W. Campbell,
are such stories as Bing Crosby’s zine. Matinee, the first issue
Jr., March 20.
of
Incidentally, Father Murphy reveals for the first time that When
Book includes 23 novelettes and early days (and early jobs) in Spo- which is being brought out this Lewis died in Rome, he repeated gratefully tea nun who was his nurse,
kane;
Charles
Dillingham
as
reweek by Randall Publications, N.Y, “God bless you.” More, he kept calling his physician “Father”
short stories by Isaac Asimov, L.
Sprague de Camp^ Robert Heinlein, Porter and city editor; the variety Mag deai s with fashions and theThat Father Murphy knew how to live with Negroes as well as to
Murray Leinster, Lewis Padgett, shows of early, wide-open days; a tre
teach them was evident in his relations With Richmond Barthe. It was
Eric
Frank Russell, Theodore
Staff^Gharles-Bamard's
artiele
at the padre’s suggestion tfiat Xavier U. decided to give Barthe an
Turned and Mef staMr
Sturgeon, William- Tenn, A. E. van
on the Chinook dog, titled “The honorary M* A. degree. The young Negro artist had recently turned
Am«
the rtor? If
Vogj: and others.
e
Spokane's Patrice Munsel's rise to Tru| ^naMiihe ^ha^^elo’hniieht from painting to sculpture. Priests had scraped together a little money
Bro«.
fame as Met star.
now they felt that
B^reprm^by't’he^umlay Graphic to send Barth^ to an art school in Chicago, and
Coxe Heads Mystery Scribes %
his work deserved further recognition;.
Barthe lacked funds to go to
in
London
and
Samedi
Soir
in
George Harmon Coxe, who’s auNew Orleans to accept the degree, so Father Murphy, who had earned
Paris.
^ Spring’s OK Copyright Book
thored some 29 books since 1935,
a sabbatical trip to Europe, was entrusted with the honor of Jjestoxvmg
Bill Keefe, who replaced Lowell
During the long development of
has been named national prez of
the degree on Barthe in New York.
Mystery Writers of America. He show biz from vaude to. video, the Bennett as acting chief of Berlin
After the ceremony Father Murphy told the sculptor that he„ was
entertainment world has been in- public relations branch of Office
was unopposed for the post.
slaveOther officers named are Will volved in many and varied legal of U. S. High Commissioner for going to his old home-town, Salem, Mass.; where the infamous, trip
a
Oursler, exec veepee; Henry Kling- entanglements. With the develop- Germany, has completed a tome, trade between Africa arid the tJ.S. began. Then he was taking
er, treasurer, and Veronica Parker ment of the various entertainment *‘17 Years Before the Masthead,” a to. Rome and then back to -his classes at Xavier.
“I'd give half mv life, ex^en this scroll, to see the JLouvre,” said
Johns, secretary. Eleazar Lipsfcy media, these entanglements have collection of his experiences while
become as complex as the technical editing a paper for the Army in Barthe.
o
was reappointed legal counsel.
advances.
Europe.
How To Broaden Your Travel
squabbles
From
simple
contract
Why shouldn’t he, a real coritributor to ^he arts, visit the heart of it,
Novelist Fannie Hurst tells the
Comic Book Legislation,
and salary disputes, show biz at- story of the Legab Aid Society in Father Murphy reflected. If it hadn’t been for the risk of thinking his
of
Book
Establishment
a
Comjc
tomeys found themselves immersed a pamphlet being distributed in university would be displeased if he treated a gift so airily, he would
_
the New York State
Division
suits involxring invasion of priEducation Dept., to examine an « 'yacy, libel, slander, copyright in- connection with organization's have offered his trip to Barthe then arid there. Suddenly an inspiracurrent campaign for funds. Legal tion came over him. There was a way of getting both himself and the
ic n e every comic book unless^ it fractions,
unfair competition, Aid Society offers legal
] f l
service to Negro sculptoi* to New York.
It was as,, plausible as simple division.
obscene^, lewd, lascivious, filthy, pi rac
is
y
v protection of ideas and those who cannot afford a lawyer.
All he had to do was to change his first-class round-trip passage into
indecent, immoral or disgusting, censorship/ The risks confronting
Miss
Hurst
has
written
9
about
txv6
V
two third-class tickets.
or is of such a character as to tend anti the riehts Dermitted those in
*T''
“T
When he tpld Barthe this, the sculptor tried hard to discourage it,
to incite minors to violent or deeSlrtlSrtehtMkl engSgld In has offered its services.
praved or immoral
but
his heart was hot in it. Two weeks later the padre and the sculptor
the expression and merchandising
rabbi of descended to the steerage of the S S. Champlain, and since they were
posed in one of two bills,
of ideas and compfehensively and _ Dr. Louis Binstock,
/rru
Y. Legislature
duced In the
on 0 French liner not a hint of race prejudice marired the voyage.
ctearl deta Ued by Samiiel Spring,
a' result of a. study maMAnd
veteran show bis attorney, in ‘^Lake), Chicago whose Friday They were of one family xvith a single destination,
t
lie hearings held by a Comic Book •T>|ctcs and Rirtifs
in Publishing night lectures-from-the-pulpit have
Father Murphy xvas elected a member of the Lainbsr—thi$; too, I
Commission, headed by Assembly- Television Ra^o Motion Pictures attracted interdenominational consuspect, oh the endorsement of. Eddie Do wlin g—and it pleased him no
gregations, bbth in Chi and in
man Josepli F. CarUnp,.-.of -.Long..
New Orleans, has dedicated his end. that troupers should welcome him to their set, he Who had througha
Beach, Spokesmen for the comic (worton 37 50)
the years tried his best in welcoming them to his. There he became
book industry and a number of
Tn non - legalistic language Hrst book, “The Power of Faith
warm friend Of DOuglas Fairbanks, John Barrymore, George M. Cohsn»
strong
newspapers have expressed^
'gnHnjz former ebbyfight attorney (Prentice-Hall)
opposition to the suggested ’cen- fsw. the Motion Picture Producers Alfred Smart, late Esquire *Coro- David Warfield— all gone upstairs along with Father Leonard of St.
.^l
^trfoUfoS Of Ahieifoi hg net topper, “whose <*itfnaH^ir* Malachy’s.
.V
nVAn
His writings branched out until he hit the best-seller list with “The
and nnceasli^.interest hnlped
written a valuable guide for pubthe Fitzpatrlck-Fanken bill* which
Scarlet Lily,” which brought congratulations in -all directions, the
books,
newspapers, bring this book into being.
of
lyould add
”1* music, theatrical and motion picMet Opera soprano Patrice Mun- heartiest from Sinclair Lewis; But it was Eddie Dowling at that time
5 ?C *‘S
c
c
jaeal
penal
ture producers, bperators of radio sel has hit the literati jackpot this stirring in “The Glass Meiiagerie” who;, on learning that the story,
92ii
books, aA’®
winter,
with the cover of Life mag concerned Mary Magdalen, remarked, “Just think of the heroine you
and tele stations, advertising and
tion introdticed a few years ago oy me ra
^y agencies, authors, speak- last xveekend, plus several pix in- have; Two thousand years of publicity and advertising”'
ers, editdts, reporters, songxxTiters, side iijnthe general Met story, and
Most learned in questions touching the Negro problerii, Father
IIA I II A|/ FINDING A I musiciaiis, band leaders; publicists the cover on Time mag six of eight Murphy
admits he fell on his face in thinking they xvere a race apart*
feaweeks
extended
ago,
an
As
Harold
plus
Ste|ll|
censork.
M.
and
II
PUBLISHER?
I
,,v fcwwam rwHuriiiu I phens, Chief Judge. United States! ture yarn inside. Double slating in When e German prisoners of war were fed in a Dixie railroad station
restaurant, while the colored American soldiers in charge of them were
XVo nro ,0.HtHbll9licd * boolt publishers whps#
Court of Appeals, points out in the Luce publicatiohs wasn’t spe- served
tiadlo ucillcy Is -to encourstfo nciF or Unknown
through a back door, it broke his heart. But foe bigotry that
if you aro looking for a publisher,
autlioc*.
contrived, however, being
the. forward “‘Risks and Rights’ is’cially
of your novel. play, short stories, scholarly:
demanded the separation
of even blood plasina donated by Negroes
a law book for laymen, but riot a just a coincidence, soprano’s pic- Work, iihovv bnslnes.8 memoirs or experiences^
- Tooklook-:
ture being best choice among sev- for a common cause finally got Father Murphy the arisxver lie- xvas
poetry, etc., tier hops we coil l*lp you. Write
home remedy.”
totl«y for flpokiet VT, It's free.
ing
for.
The
doctor
replied to the Protestants, “Segrepte it yourselves,
Spring’s book is good informa- era! singei’s to win out for the Life
PRESS, INC.. 230 W. 41 St,
° VANTAGE
if you can.
I can't.
Plasma is plasma.”
tive reading, as well as a reference cover.
New York IS
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commented, "Actors, unlike' prac- of the

OM

lady Shows Her Mettle
Continued from p&f* 70

Naif snapped; “Go sit in it right
now and see. That's the only way
I can get the seats dusted anyway."
She has gotten miffed at celebrities, too> and she keeps a scrapbook
so that she can reftiind herself of
how Ryman has been Insulted.
Katharine 'Cornell, in her memoirs;
described Mrs. Naff as an eccentric who peddles tickets out of a
shoe-box on downtown Nashville
streets, munching a banana as she

house companies that play Nash*
ville,

No magazine

article on the city
considered complete, by local
readers unless it includes mention
of the Ryman and Mrs. Naff. The
two are pretty much inseparable
and are as much town landmarks
as the full-scale reproduction, of
the Parthenon in the city’s Centennial park (the building goes Athens one better; the Nashville version is a restored copy ) or “Hermitage," home of President Andrew
Jackson.
Few in town or elsewhere, however, know the extent of the Ry mari
manager’s private charities or civicbetterment work.
She once was
probation officer for the juvenile
court, arid served bn tbe commission for years, She won’t work on.
Sundays.
‘“I reserve the right,"
she says* “to *"go to Sunday school
arid church."
Weekly (Saturday night) network performances pf “Grand Ole
Opry" originate in the Rymari. The
recent spate of magazine features
willing to enduhe what they know
on the marathon country, music
is humiliathig and deshow Have never failed to pay tribr in advance
moralizing-r-the ordeal of facing an
ute to the orietime tabernacle in
audience in a sure flop?"
is

4

'

.

strolls.

No Bananas
Mrs; Naff hasn’t forgiven her;
She never ate a banana bn the
street in her life, she says.
And
she never kept tickets in a shoebox—-it was a shirt box. What really roused her ire, however, was
Miss Cornell’s spelling, The star
called Mrs. Naff's beloved theatre
Rymer Auditorium.
late

Mrs;-

Naff

got

acquainted
in 1904 which Rby Actiff, Minnie Pearl,
when she heard Adelina Patti sing Red Foley and others Cavort and
there.
The building had no stage sing for country music fans
then, just a platform for the puljammed into the pews.
pit used during religious revivals.
As anybody knows ‘who has
While Patti sang “Home, Sweet
Home," a janiiQrjshoveled coal into talked with her over a telephone,
the stoves at the front of the audi- Mrs. Naff never indulges in an extorium.
That year Mrs. Naff, a traneous comment like “Goodbye."
young widow, joined the DeLorig She just hangs up when her side
Rice Lyceum Bureau as stenogra- of the conversation is over. The
pher and bookkeeper. Lyceum pro- abruptness scares strangers, but
grams were at their peak. “We it's part of the crusty character
Underneath,
sold 4,500 tickets in one day," she she enjoys playing.
there’s
recalls.
“Subscribers 'got 12 at- she's a sentimentalist. And
tractions on a $1 season ticket." nothing-^except fyer family—about
sentimenNaff*i&
more
which
Mrs.
One such slate of Celebrities include
ed Emma Eames, Luisa Tetrazzini, tal than the Ryman Auditorium.
Adm. Robert Peary, and a Sister With close friends she drops the
crustiness even admits her age.
Barrel, divine; healer.
“When you’re as old as 1 am,
Films hegan to cut into the Ly- you don’t much mind the thought
ceum business. “Who wanted to of dying," she told an old friend
hear Billy Sunday for $1 when they recently. Then she added, “What
could see Mary Pickford for a I hate to think about;, is that I’ll
dime?" Mrs. Naff says,
have to give up the Ryman."
Her Favorite Singer
She leased Ryman on her own
first

Ryman Auditorium

—

hook in 1914. Any Nashvillian old
enough to remember Woodrow Wilson also remembers when Mrs. Naff
mortgaged her home to pay John

a $3,000 guarantee for in the show is considering legal
one appearance at Ryman. That action about the article.
Cast Confusion
was in 1916. The tenor drew a
While the column apparently
sold-out house.
Scalpers got $25
a ticket. Needless to say, McCor- steamed up everyone connected
mack remains Mrs. Naff’s favorite with the show, including the management, some members of the cast
singer.

McCormack

,

reportedly refused to join in the
In spite of its latter day repuprotest to Equity, or to consider
tation as a bad show town, Nashany other action, explaining that;
ville audiences have seen some of
they feared sticking their necks
the road’s greatest personalities on
Curious aspect of the situaout.
Ryman’s stage. Roster runs from tion, as
regards Equity, was that
Anna Pavlowa to Aimee Semple while “Collector’s
Item" Was iri
McPherson, from Mary Garden in rehearsal, several members of the
grand opera to Spike Jones.
cast went to the union office to comMishaps during performances at plain that the staging of the show
the Ryman are legendary around was unsatisfactory to the actors,
Nashville, as well as with actors and to urge that Equity take some
on the road; the town is probhbly action to protest their stake in the
even proud of the backhand fame show and their professional repuso. gained.
couple of years ago, tations. “However, union officials
before a new stage floor was in- explained that Equity had no right

A

dancer in an “Oklahoma"
company had the unnerving experi-

stalled, a

to intervene in such a situation.

ss

least we’ll be alive to defend ou*^
If we don’t do ariything,
selves.
there will be no charges,, against us
because we won’t even be in business.
I think the time has come
tor action."
Queried as tp whether he felt
was taking a bigger toll at
that
the b.O; than a year ago, the exhib
leader said:

effect.

TV—

atres?"
Exhibs have beefed, of course,
for three or four years about producers selling to tele. Their threats,
as a matter of fact, have been i fluential in keeping the majors
from making their films available
‘However, until
to the medium.
this latest development of the past

.

,

<

;

The new section f uifhef provides
that if in any city tovtfpor village,

ssf

1

cull only

enough ma-

,

recital danjes,

motion

Sunday, “they

fill

may continue

to be

so exhibited during srich time as

competition, a soft

a two-and-a-half minute
Both Murrow
spot on the show.
and Friendly emphasized that they

the exhibition of such dances; pictures, productions arid performances shall ju>t have been prohibited by a locbl law or ordinance heretofore or hereafter adopted by the
coirimbn council or other legisla,

tive body,"

Distinctions Accented

The report emphasize^ th*t^hje
change in title from .^fteatEfcai
arid. Other Perforriiances^nri; .Sunday" is to point up the d%H$Ctton
between activities covered
as
opposed to those prov£dbd?fO£ in
Sectibn 2145, dealing with tSuriday
sports.
It added that the elimina:

tion of specific types of p.en^brtainment is urged for two reasons:
“First of all, reference ta ‘Negro
minstrelsy, Negro or other dancing/
has no place in the statutes today;

'

.

Secondly,

all

public entertainment

which might conceivably disturb
the repose dr religious liberty
should be treated alike.”

The

last sentence of the

new

sec-

tion is a
practice.

departure froiri earlier
The negative approach,
“formerly applied to motion pic-

tures

and legitimate

theatrical per-

have no plans to attempt covering formance only," is reintroduced
and extended somewhat:
all Hollywood in a single show*
By
.
“See It," incidentally, will cover the riegative approach, it is meant
.

the New Hampshire Presidential
primaries this Sunday. The following week (16), the show will present a special feature on the Brooklyn Dodgers from the training
camp at Vero Beach, Fla., through
to the opening of the seasori,

TV

TV Doesn’t Hunt ‘A’ Houses
“Present figures indicate that
our *A* houses, playing the top
product, are not being seriously
hurt by television. A big w picture
does more business now than it
ever did.
“On the other hand, our *B’ and
‘C’ houses are being murdered.
Business is way off, and I’m sure it
not only TV,
is the fault of
but the film producers who are
Audiences
selling product to it.
who once patronized the lesser pictures now have plenty of them
available on television. Why should
we expect them to come to the-

.

;

legitimate theatrical
productions are now Exhibited on

r

.

to

after adopts

Virginia
poal
mines.
Murrow
agreed, if Goldwyn would okay his
moving the TV film cameras, onto
the lot and also to an interview
before the yidfilm lenses.

which they ’ll

^^fui

body heretbft£*» -fr herbr
an ordl^Kricb to this/

legislative

According to Friendly, the idea
for the show, Which is to be pre?
sented as part of “See It" sometime
4n_1Apr.il, came from Goldwyn himself. Producer wrote Murrow asking him to do a documentary presentation on Hollywood similar to
•the one done recently on the West

terial to

$haU-

it

conduct dr participate ih griy pubr
lie entertainment on Qjhhday after
2 p. m., where a^tnfesion
charged, if a city, towrfor village’s

boxoffice, etc.

but I’ve heard through the grapevine that a lot of others are doing
the same thing.
"If we get charged with conspirBut at
acy, that 'Will, be too had.

•,

I

provides that

pictures

As a result, Murrow and his
camera, crew arc slated to leave
fop*
Hollywood Sunday (9) immeContinued from page 1 ssss
diately after “See It” goes off the
however, that the theatre ops might air. They’ll spend a full week on
even be willing to chance that.
the lot, ^planning to take a single
“I’Ve ordered my buyers and scene from the picture arid, trace
bookers to keep hands off the prod- it from the first producer-writeruct of. companies that have been director conference through to its
selling to television,” explained one final lensing.
They plan also to
circuit chief. “I haven’t, talked to spend a full hour interviewing
any other exhibs on the subject, Goldwyn before the cameras, from

Exhibs Burn

Aside from the paragraph that few weeks, Rep, Monogram and
ence of putting her foot clear aroused the actors, the Chapman indies whose product is seen on
through .the old flooring.
column was ostensibly a defense tele have not really suffered any
The proscenium curtain once against the perennial beef “that ill effects.
One exhib said the straw that
ripped from its moorings, covering such-and-such a play was murHelen Hayes and the “Victoria Re- dered by the critics.” The aisle-sit- broke the camel’s hump, as far as
gina" company with years of dust, ter retorted, “This is a devious and he was concerned, was the fact
had
fellow-theatreman
as the star and cast took a curtain dirty way of saying that the play that
call.
Noisy pipes, allegedly played committed suicide." Taking “Col- bought “The Wooden Horse," only
an obbligato to a concert by Fritz lector’s Item" as a case in point, to find it playing a local tele staKreisler some years ago.
he wrote, “Yet there never was a tion before he was able to book.it
Pic, made by Korda, is being disIn the last few years, the board clearer case of self-destruction."
tributed for both' theatres and TV
Beep Devotion
rv0.f directors has spent money for
After observing that the play by Snader Productions.
much-needed repairs on building.
(Since 1920, the Rymari Audito- “did not get faborable reviews
wrium Corp.,: with a 20-ihan board so its strangely misguided sponsors
of directors, has operated the thea- and. day-laborers are without doubt
tre as a public service, with Mrs. going around today saying that it
Naff as manager. She is proiid of was murdered by the critics,"
Continued from page .1
the record that the auditorium has Chapman wrote, “Everything was
wrong with ’Collector’s; Item’ from Lexington Association was tbld the
never had a deficit year.)
tlte rise of the curtain, except for engagement here would be kept
Landmarks
the setting, which was very good. late iri March,
For almost, a decade, various The tipoff was none of the actors
There was more Correspondence
groups have urged that the city believed In it. When an actor- with Gregory, who finally wrote:
build a municipal auditorium. So even a fairly good arid experienced “Let
mri clarify that this office is
far, plans have been stymied. The one— becomes convinced that he is not in the slightest
bit Concerned
late Ray Henderson,; representative in a turkey, he gives the worst per- with the Community Concert Assn.
for Katharine Cornell, replied to formance he is capable of. Some However, we are concerned with
news of the building possibility: of the bad performances last Fri- our public relations insofar as uni“Splendid* if Mrs. Naff continues day evening Were no less than in- versities are concerned. As a matto be manager." Owners (Crescent spired; the cast knew they were ter of fact, had I known that the
Amusement Co.) of the new 2,020- dead before they started, so they Community Concert Assn, was afseat: film theritre in Nashville say set about making sure that they filiated With
your university, we
they wouldn’t be interested in play- would be good and dead by the would never have booked the.
ing road Shows of anything less .time the performance was over,"
Drama Quartet for an appearance
than “South Pacific" calibre* so RyOne equity council member, ask- at the U. of Kentucky.".
man will probably continue to ing that; his identity not be revealed
Next Gregory Wrote his opinion
j

TV

section, “Public

Entertainment on Sundays," which

‘
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the face of
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new

insertion of a
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IsSmSi Continued from page
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concert
(

...

Alexander Woollcott
committed an even graver error.
Mrs. Naff shrugged Off his criticism
of the auditorium, - but She can't
forgive him for putting Ryman in
Memphis.
with

tre,

t,

program 6(

association's

“worn-out artists and attractions,”
The Quartet was to receive $3,300 for its appearance here. The
current program has included the
Cleveland, Pittsburgh and Cincinnati orchs with soloists; Helen
Traubel; Rodgers & Hammerstein
concert group; Solomon, English
pianist; Robert Shaw Chorale, and
JUssi and Anna-Lisa Djoerling.
The announcement that Oscar
Levant had been engaged in place
of the drama, foursome brought
cheers from the student section of
The local concert
the audience.
association has 7,000 paid subscribers, in addition to the student
body of the state’s university.

everyone else in the theaare noted for their devotion to
hopeless plays. There have been
countless instances of producers
closing shows during the out-oftown tryout or otherwise giving up
in advance of the New York opening.
The same goes for directors
and authors. Even critics have been
heard to discount plays before they
As a matter of fact, a
opened.
riame playwright of a recent production disclaimed it in advance
to his associates on the show, and
almost everyone involved agreed
it was only; a forlorn hope to bring
the production to town.
“That most of the critics, including- Chapirian, gave the play favorable notices is beside the point.
But suppose
It's nice they did.
they hadn’t? Should the actors be
held up to ridicule and shorn be-’
cause they elected to stand by a
show that failed to realize the potentials* they saw In it as a script?
“The critics, including Chapman,
frequently condemn actors who,
after risking artistic sterility by
staying with a hit top lorig, leave
a play because of what is sarcastically called ’previous commitments.’
Why don’t they give commensurate
credit to the expendibles who are
tically

The

Mwi

tMnwdby,

78

certain

prohibited but they are not confined to the house after 2 p. m., Unless the locality has prescribed that
limitation."

•

1

.

activities; presently
conducted, will be allowed to continue until prohibited by local law*
“With respect to concert or recital dances, motion pictures and
legitimate, theatrical productions,
they will not only he permitted un-

that

til

ASGAPTakt
Continued, from page i

sss

Squaring Time Removal
explained that: removal of the
time limitation has an additional
It

000 differs radically from the $12,000,000 figure clairned by the juke
ops as their rap if the bill is passed.
Latter figure is generally regarded
by trade execs as being high on the
basis on the lc-per-side per week
licensing fee proposed by the

amendment.
modification
of
the
Possible
writer payoff system was also discussed, with Harbach noting that
he was “getting fewer complaints"
about the 60-20-20 formula. His
statement underlined a widespread
feeling in ASCAP circles that the
current system will remain in force
despite sporadic squawks from dissident writer groups.

justification:
theatres, for

“Many motion

picture

example, have bee.it
opening their doors before 2 p. m.
for some time. Furthermore, these
shows are unlikfcly to disturb the.
repose or religious liberty of the
community." The committee had
questionnaired every city, town and
village clerk on local permissive
or prohibitive ordinances enacted
under present law.
Net result of the proposed
changes in the penal law covering
public entertainment and sports on

Sunday

is that virtually all types
of ariiusement, including circuses
and stock car racing, and all kinds
of sports, except horse racing (with
pari-mutuel betting), boxing and

Harbach was accompanied from
to the Coast by ASCAP
controller George Hoffman, who billiards, will be permitted by local
read the financial report, aqd writ- option.
er Jack Yellen, board member.
The rewriting of the section, on
9
sports concludes, “Nothing herei
contained shall be deemed to prohibit private sports, games or recDean
Jerry
reational activities which are engaged in primarily for persorial enContinued from page 1

New York

&

j oyment, arid recreation of the parbn a ticipants oil the first day of the
week, conducted in a manner which
X-ray pictures disclosed only a does riot constitute a serious inmuscle aggravation arid the team terruption of the repose or reliand their troupe were able to leave gious liberty of the community."
Friday (29) for Cincinnati, where This is to make clear that Sunday
they opened a three-dayer at the golf, tennis, etc.,
are permissible
Albee Saturday (1). Before return- arid legal.
ing to Hollywood they’ll also play
Milesioiie

did his last
chair.

two shows

sitting

1

.

week’s theatre engagement in
Boston. Lewis’ slight injury will
cause him soreness for a few days
but Won’t prevent his appearances^
Pair took nearly $36,000 as their
share of the house’s approximate
$70,000 gross, a local all-time record for a vaudfiimer.
a

.

M.&L, 43G Clncy Record
Cincinnati, March
.

4.

The Wilson comini ttee’s interim
which may mark a mile-

report,

.

stone in the ri&tionwide modernization of (blue laws, promises that
it will coritinue to study, with recommendation^ at the 1953 session
of the Legislature, Sabbath laws
dealing with labor, trades and public traffic.
It is predicted these,
too, iriay be far<-reaching in their

Martin & Jerry Lewis effect.
cracked all local records during
Stopping of Ringling Bros, circus'
their three-day run at the RKO Sunday performances under AmerAlbee Theatre here, r a e kin g a ican Legioiv auspices in Poughkeepsie last summer brought the anomsmash $43,120.
Duo headed troupe which alies in blue laws tp a head.
s t a rt e d here Saturday (1) and
Assembly Codes Committee was
played to* SRO throughout, with expected to report favorably late
frequent lockouts.
yesterday (Tues.) on the bill.

Dean

r

—

;

.

Wednesday, March 5, 1952
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there.

LA CAVA

“The
Goddess;” His autoCava, 59, film biography was published in 1948.
-writer^ died at
Sir Patrick began his legAl Career
ilibu Beach, Cal., in 1904 and became one of Britain’s
&* u t
i
March
La Cava was producer- best known lawyers. He obtained
director
such pix as “Stage more than $125*000 in damages for
4
Door/*
Godfrey,” “Prim- Princess Irina Alevandrovna against
rose Path* tad “Unfinished Busi- M-G-M, Ltd., in 1934. The Princess
ness.”
directed “Gabriel alleged that she was libeled in the
Over the W»Je House,” “Living in Metro film, “Rasputin and the Ema Big Way/** "Fifth Avenue Girl” pre*- " by possible identification
and “The Affairs 0 f Cellini.”
witu one of the .pic characters seAs a director, La Cava was un- duced by Rasputin. He also repped
orthodox iji that he seldom used Warner Bros, in a successful
action
prepare^ script, preferring to to prevent Bette Davis
from Apmake up trig pic as he went along* pearing for other companies.
His systenr led to a dispute with
Mary Picked in 1948 and a suit
ALAN DARKNESS
against h£r for $1,653,750 for
Alan Harkriess* legit actor-probreach of contract with him as
ducer, was killed when his light
writer^dircctor-prOducer of “One
truck Was hit by a trai in Santa
Touch Of Venus.”
He lost the Barbara,
Cal., March 2, His wife,
suit
^
actress Mechthilb Johannsen, was
Testiriony at the trial was that
Miss .Pwkford’s agent demanded a critically injured in the crash,
Harkness was director of the
-script^ A) “show the bankers,” to
which he replied that he would Santa Barbara -Civic Theatre. The
Harknesses
Were en rpute home
have jhe .script after the preview
rehearsal when the acand talked off the set after 11 from
cident occurred.
Recently they
0f work. Se claimed that he had toured;. Europe
in
“Great
h^gjbeen given an oral promise Scenes From Shakespeare.”
of ipX control over the production
After founding an' experimental
but that when the contract was theatre group in Jiis native Melput Into writing, Miss Pickford de- bourne, Harkness moved to Engmanded supervisory powers.
land and formed a
school
La^Cava began his screen career- With Michael Chekov.drama
The group
With MdisOn Films in. 1920, doing moved to Bridgeport* Conn., proanimated screen cartoons. He ani- duced several plays on
Broadway
mate! ,ihe first “Mutt & Jeff” car- and toured the U. S. in “Twelfth
toonsattd managed the cartoon department of the Hearst newspapers
He went to Holly> for tHjee years*
JOHN J. P, MULLANE
vft^dwm after to write two-reel
John J«
(Jack) Mullane, 68,
He later worked for theatrical .P.'
comedred.'
costumer and former
.Famous Players, First National Vaudevillian and actors’
agerit,
and RKO, In 1937 the N. Y. Film died Feb. 26 at his Washington,
Critics named him the outstand- D. C., home
After a. long illness.
ing. director of. the year for “Stage
A
of New Orleans, he
He retired in 1942 but went native
Door.”
on the Stage as a tenor about
returned to the .screen five years 50 years ago, touring the
vaude
later to direct ‘‘Living in a Big circuits.
His wife, Margaret Ed'Way.”
son, a dancer, was his teammate
A. son survives.
for 17 yfears. They moved to .Washington in 1911 and retired from
EDW. (MONTANA) MEECH
vaude in 1920 when Mullane
Montana MeeCh (Edward Ray- opened a booking agency/' Subsemond Meech), 60, circus, wild Wu?t, quently he became 'a costumer, a>
screen and radio entertainer/ died business he operated for 27 years.
March 2 in Findlay O. He ap- Survived by his wife, daughter,
peared with some early wild west three Sisters, a brother, grandoutfits: and along with Hoot Gib- daughter and great-grandson.
son was featured in Young Buffalo’s Wild West and Colonel CumJ; MAURICE TYREE
mings Far East show. He *also
J. Maurice Tyree; 61, ex-circus
toured with Buffalo Bill’s show.; In publicity man, who had been with
his youth he appeared in silent Ringlirig Bros,
and Barnum &
films, performing riding feats.
Bailey Circus for some years, died
In the early ’30s, Meech had a Feb. 28, in Lynchburg, Va.
He
successful hillbilly show on the joined the circus in 1906 and
old WAIU, Columbus* and his band worked for Various organizations
played carhivals, fairs, theatres until he retired in the middle
and Square dances throughout the ’40s.
state. Most recently he had served:
In recent years he owned and opas emcee of a western program on erated Tyree’s Cafe in Lynchburg
WRFD, Farm Bureau station in su- and spent h|s leisure time in making a scale me del of the old
burban Worthington.
Survived by mother, two daugh- Hagenbeck-W allace Circus, which
ters, sort, two stepdaughters and he formerly represented.
sister,
Survived by wife/ two daughters,
two brothers And two grandchildren.
HARRIET TOBY
Blind.
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Harriet Joan Katzman, 21, balk n 0 w n professionally as
Harriet Toby, died in a plane crash
which killed 36 others in Nice/
France, March .3. She had danced
the previous night in Cannes with
the Marquis de Cuevas* Grand Ballet de Monte Carlo, of Which she
was a leading ballerina.
She had appeared with the Grahd
Ballet at the Centuty, N.Y., in the
fall of 1950. She made her first
professional appearance at the age
of 15 with Alicia Markova and Anton Dolin in the legit musical;
“Seven Lively Arts,” in 1944 at
the Ziegfeld, N.Y. Joining the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo, rshe became a lead in three years, And
Avon plaudits as Frankie in “Frankie and Johnny” with the troupe in
1948. Her parents survive.
lerina

ENRIQUE JARDIEL PONCELA
Enrique Jardiel Poncela, 50,
Spanish playwright, died of a
heart attack in Madrid February 18.
A prolific writer, he also fronted a
legit company which he toured extensively in Central And. South
America, the last time in 1944.
Between 1926 And 1932 he worked
in Hollywood on his two scripts
produced with Spanish legit stars
Catalina Barcena and Gregorio
Martines Sierra.
Many of his plays have been
translated and are still produced
in many European countries and
Latin America.

ALEXANDER KOTCHETOVSKY
KotchetoVsky,
Alexander
63,
former ballet dancer, died, of a
heart attack

March

.

2 in Houston.

He

danced in the Imperial.
Moscow, and. with the
Tom Gorman, 60; theatre exec, Royal Ballet Go. He was also with
died Feb. 29 in Mexico City where the Sergei Diagheleff Ballet Co. in
he. had gone with his wife, the Paris and from 1923-26 was ballet
former Stella Hymson, operatic master for the Shubert, Paramotint
singer, to the Hotel Reforma for a and Fox Theatres in New York.

TOM GORMAN.

Theatre,

:

rest cure;
...

Gorman was a

MAURICE WHITE

veteran theatre

circuit operator, for Keith-Albee
in the lush days, after running the
B:S. Moss circuit and also putting

Maurice

He

played with the Meyer lice found a 32-calibre revolver
Goldman orch and was pianist- beneath her body Husband
and
leader of the D. C. Gayety Theatre daughter survive,
during 15 years, of its burlesque
heyday.
Enoch W. Pearson, 88, former
Subsequently he was an oboist supervisor of music in Philadelphia
with the National Symphony Or- public schools
and an organizer of
chestra in Washington and later the Philadelphia
Symphony Ortaught at various music schools.
chestra, died
Epping,; N. H.,
Feb. 25.
ITALO A. MARTINO
Italo A, Martino, v.p. and chief
Gottfried H, Federlein, 68, comengineer of
WRDG, Hartford* poser-organist, .died in New York
Conn./ died March 2 in Wood- Feb. 26. He was organist at Temple
htidge, Conn.
He had been asso- Emanu-EI, N. Y. from 1915 until
ciated with Franklin M. Doolittle, 1945,
the station’s owner, since 1923.
They worked for many years; with
Daniel Harris, 59, for 24 years
Maj, Edwin H. Armstrong in the auditor for KSL, Salt Lake City,
development of frequency modula- died Feb. 26 in that city. Survived
tion.
by wife, mother, two sons and four
Surviving are his wife, two sons daughters.
and a daughter.
Selden G. Warner, 67, associate
of Thomas A. Edison in expert*
HARRY SHERMAN
Harry Sherman, 55, ex-assistant mental and development work on
prez Of International Assn, of motion pictures, died in West
Theatrical' Stage Employees, un- Orange, N. J., Feb. 27.
der William F. CAnavah, died in
New York March 3. Sherman had Michele Verly, 41, French, legit
also been prexy of Local 306, N Y. actress/ who operated
her own
Film Operators union, and had theatre in Paris; died in the plane
been with Paramount’s labor rela- crash which killed 36 others in
Nice* France/. March 3.
tions department.
Surviving are his wife, Ruth
Frank Walters, business associate
Sherman, publisher of International
Projectionist,
and
two of Clyde Beatty* animal trainer and
circus performer, and who was
daughters.
former prez, of the Circus Fans of
America; died in Houston Feb; 29.
VIC PLANT
Victor
(Vic) Plant, 60, who
Lise Topart, 22; French screen
With his Wife, the former Merrill
May hall, played vaudeville actress, died iri the, plane crash
S.
houses here and abroad for many which killed 36. others in Nice,
years; died Feb. 24 at his home, in France, March 3;
Cloonie, a suburb, of Albany, His
Minnie Hawke, 77. Washington
act. Vie Plant A Co., played the
major circuits and toured Canada dance instructress, died in that
and England. The duo appeared city March 3. Among her pupils
Were Helen Hayes, and Ina Claire.
at the Palladium: in London, before
retiring in 1934.
A. Harlow Atwood* 66/ real, esIn addition to his wife, a brother
tate broker and former tenor in the
and a sister survive.
Met Opera, chorus, died in White
Plains, N. Y,, March 2.
WILLARD B. COOK
Willard B. Cook, 80, pioneer izi
Clinton D. Hubbard, display artdevelopment of harrow gauge mo- ist for more than 25 years at
tion pic film* died in New Rochelle; LoeW’s State Theatre, Syracuse,
N; Y.* Feb. 20.
He was former NAY.* died in that city Feb. 19/
prez of P a t h e s c o p e Corjp, of
America, g.m. of Kodascope LibraLeo Staats, 75, choreographer of,
ries of N. Y., and
ex-head of many ballets and, in 1893, the male
Society of Motion Picture Engi- ballet star at the Paris Opera, died
neers.
in Paris Feb. 20,
Wife, daughter And four grandchildren survive.
Eugene O, (Jack) Gosriell, 52,
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ness or riot, has riot only a right
but a duty to give thought to politics.
I don’t recommend whatsoever that every personality in the
industry take a hands-off attitude.

“However,” he added, “there’s a
special situation in show business
that we carinot lose sight of. That
is that our voice i$ so much magnified
because, like McCrary, we
have a medium through which to

;

,

express it/
0
“Thus* temperance is required.
If we niake less' noise about our
/
partisanships, we are more likely
to give the impression-r-which is.
obviously a true one~t;hat there
are plenty of people iri show business on all sides of the political
ferice, just as there are iri most
other industries.
“We i this business ^especially
in the radio and television endare too dependent on gpvernnient
impartiality to go Out of our way
to antagonize the men from whom
a year from-: now we may be seek*iiig favors.
1 don’t fneAn to be;
cynical and I don’t say that political flareups now will cause any con;

—

.

.

.

.

But it is
scious , retaliations later;
completely impractical , to think
that some gru dges won’Lbe carried
oyer, whether conscious or uncon'

scious,”

Emphasizing what he meant, he
pointed to the squawks by Taft
supporters bn the Fox-Moyietone
Newsreels’ handling Of Taft as com20t.h-Fox
pared to Eisenhower.
prexy Spy ros Skouras is a wellknown Eisenhower supporter,, arid
the inference was clear in the Taft

.

.

.

bleat,

Supporters of the Ohio senator
drew pained attention to two recent' incidents. One was the hassle,
between Taft arid John L. Lewis at

Paramount prop mart for years,
HOLMES died of heart Attack Feb. 24 in
Mrs. Edna Phillips Holmes, 74, Hollywood.
former legit actress and wife of
stage-screen actor Taylor. Holmes,
Mother of E. Lapinere, RKO
died in Los Angeles Feb. 26. She sales riiiainager in Europe, died Feb.
was once leading lady for E. H. 21 near Paris;

MRS. EDNA PHILLIPS

So them*
She was the mother of the late
actor Phillips Holmes, who

film

died in a plane collision in 1942.

Her husband

hearing recently arid the
other the Madison Square Garden
rally, which was one of. the things,
incidentally, that led to McCrary’s
taking his leave.
The Taft men said that in the
Senate hearing coverage, MovieMother* 66, of Max E, Yourigtone used only those sequences in
stein, United Artists pub-ad v,p,,
Workers
which the United Mi
died in New York Feb. 27.
a Seriate

chieftain

survives.

.

appeared

to

dominate

Father, 71, of Martin Starr, Taft. As for the Garden rally, they
WINS, N. Y., news comfnentator, pointed out jealously that MovieKEATS SPEED
tone not only made a big; thing
Keats Speed, 72, exec editor of died in Brooklyn Feb. 26.
the N, Y. Sun -Until its sale to the
of it, but then: went into its files
N. Y. Wprld^Telegram in 1950,
Howard Irving Young, .58, screen for extensive shots of Eisenhower
died in New York: March 1.
He writer, died of cancer Feb. 24 in at the Normandy Invasion, at the
had been in retirement for the Hollywood.
recapture of Paris and hobnobbing
last two years.
with the great* throughout the
Speed had been a rieWspaperVernon Eugene Ferry, 58, band world.
man for 50 years, working on such trumpeter, died in London Feb. 26.
Avid show business support for
papers as. the Louisville Post*
Eisenhower, particularly if it conPhiladelphia Times, N. Y, World,
tinues after the conventions and up
N, Y. Journal, and N. Y., Herald.
election in November, is unMr. and Mrs, Hilliard Marks, to the
dpubtcdly going to bring on many
Hollywood, Feb.
24.
daughter,
JACQUES S. DANIELSON
beefs* industry execs fear.
similar,
Jacques S. Danielsop/ 76* pianist Father is A radio and TV producer.
Mr. arid Mrs. Jerry Romano, No matter how hard the newsreels
and husband of novelist Fannie
;

BIRTHS

New York March 3. son, Albany, Feb. 20. Father is
He taught at the New York Col- A singer arid owner of an Albany
lege of Music from 1895 until 1910 nitery.
Mr. and Mrs. John Brahm,
and had collaborated with the late
composer Rafael „ Joseffy in the daughter, Hollywood, Feb. 24.
composition of singer - technique Father is a screen director.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Hill, daughter,
studies for students.
Feb. 22, Chicago, Father is head
Of Chi ad agency bearing his name.
THEODORE C. FiSHER
Mr. and Mrs. Milt Parlow,
Theodore C. Fisher, 43, yeepee
of Pedlar & Ryan ad agency* died daughter, Feb. 21, Chicago. Father
ana g e of NBC’s
Feb. 21 iri New York; Fisher had is assistant
been in the ad biz for almost 25 “Welcome Travelers.”
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Schellhaas,
years and formerly was head time
sort, Pittsburgh* Feb. 27. Mother
Ryan.
buyer at Ruthrauff
Surviving are his wife*, his is radio singer Betty Rmiley.
Mr. arid Mrs. Len Walk, son,
parents, a soil, daughter and sister.
Pittsburgh, Feb. 26; Father is program director of
there.
PAUL RAViELL
Mr, and Mrs. Frank Fleischirian*
Paul RaVell, 52, former singer*
Pittsburgh,
Feb.
23.
daughter,,
Feb.
26.
died in Norwalk, Conn.,
He appeared in light operas Arid Mother is darighter of Karl Krug*
Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph drama
musicqmedies up to 20 years ago.
v
Surviving are his wife, two; critic.Mr. and Mrs; Tom S h a f e r
brothers and three sisters.
daughter, Pittsburgh, Feb. 25, Father is
anriouncer on
MILTON OFFICER
Milton Officer* 38, manager of there.
Al Goldin; son*
Mr.
arid
Mrs;
the Ndrtowh Theatre, Chicago*
died Feb. 26 in that city. He was March 4, N.Y* Father is/a BrqadWith the Balabari & Katz circuit way legit company arid, general
manager; she is the former dancer
for 18 years,
Paula Kaye.
Survived by wife and son.

and radio-TV try to be impartial*
supporters of the non-Eisenhower
camps are going to read favoritism

Hurst, died in

into their official stands.

MARRIAGES
Jp Stafford to Paul Weston, Hollywood, Feb. 26. She’s a singer; he’s
her music arranger and conductor
at Columbia Records.

m

Kathryn Jensen

&

Palmer House

*

Elliott

there.

Gloria Fontaine to Giulio Gari,
He’s lead
2.
tenor of the New York City Opera
CO.
:

New* York, March
,

to Bob Dorfman,
York, recently; He’s assistant

Sunny Gordon

New

Charles Levy, Walt Disney’s
eastern publicity rep,
Jutta Braia to Allen Parr, Feb.

to

New York. Bride is TV actressmodel; he’s CBS-TV program man-

29,

ager.

'

MAX

John

,

WHOD

:

to

Fawcett, San Antonio* Feb. 26.
Bride is on the staff of KITE there/
Lorraine Calhoun to Lawrence
Stanton, Chicago Fej). 23, Bride is
public relations at
assistant
in

.

..

Nancy Davis to Ronald Reagan*
Both are
Arigeles, March 4.
.

f

Los

nlavprs

Barbara Dobson to Dick Hoover,
;

Pittsburgh, March 2, Groom is
general manager of Pitt Playhouse,

Irma Cornelia TiesSiein to Cyrus
/Edward Strange, Toronto* Feb, 28.
j

Groom
i

.

.

partisanship.

“Of course,” he declared, “every
whether he is in show busi-

citizen/

'

White,-. 56, prexy of MidTheatres, Inc., pic chain,
WCAE
in
Cincinnati
March 1. He was
died
the old N. Y. Hippodrome on the associated for many years with the
map as a money-maker. Later he late Ike Lisbori in operation of the
operated, the Gorman Bros. Circus, Lisbon-White circuit Arid formerly
the freres part of the billing being was Cincy manager for Warner
fictitious (as per usual circus tra- Bros. White; operated theatres in
dition) since it was his solo opera- Cincy, Dayton and Bryan,: O., arid
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mitchum,
tion.
Louisville* Lexington ahd Ashland,
daughter*, Los Angeles, March 3.
In addition
JOHN LYNDS
a Ky. He was a past prez of the
wife,
to
his
brother, Howard Gorman, the post- Cincinnati Variety Club.
John Lynds, 65, legit actor, died Father is screen thesp.
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Ames, son,
master of Peoria, 111., and a sister*
Wife, two sons arid two sisters in Brooklyn March 1. He last apMrs. Agnes Kline, survive. Inter- survive.
peared - on Broadway in the. legit New York, March 4. Father is flack
ment in Peoria,
with David Alber office.
musical* “Where’s Charley?”
Mr. arid Mrs. James Hanlon, sop
./ Wife arid son survive.
W. ESBERGEE
Chicago* Feb. 29. Father is pubSIR PATRICK HASTINGS
Max W. Esberger, 73* former
licity
there*
Sir Patrick Hastings, 71, British symphony arid theatre orch musidirector for
Mrs. Clair M. Duffy, 31, a memlawy er-play wright, die.d in London cian, died in Washington, Feb. 26. ber of the, skating team of Duffy &
Mr, and Mrs. Morton Sunshine,
Father
Feb, 26. Among the plays, Which he A graduate of Peabody institute, Simoite, died Match 2 in Bryn son, New York, March 1.
wrote as an avocation were “Scotch 1. -went to Washington whOn he Mawr Hospital iri suburban Phila- is editor of Independent Film
Mist/* “Escort,” “The River” arid was 21 as a pianist in theatres delphia, of a gurifchot wound. Po- Journal,

States

Continued from page \

other fields could be found among
contributors to campaign funds of
both parties.
He didn’t propose
any such dual-faced attitude by
show biz, but he did express the
belief that the: industry would be
better off being less -outspoken in

WGN

!

I

is

radio annouricer.

Jean Servais to Dominique Blancliar, Feb, 21. Paris./Both are legit,
and screen actors.
Nina Lunin Rowrid to Frank*
Farrell, Yemasses* S. C., "Jan. 3
and .iust‘ revealed. Groom is N. Y.
WOrld-Telegram & Sun columnist.
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Pitts

Aimed

at 200,000 Defense Workers

Pittsburgh, March .11.
Television wiU io on. a 24-houra-day operation for. thfc first time
next Monday (17), when WDTV,
DuMont's owned-and-Qperated outPittsburgh, tees its new
let in
‘‘Swing Shift Theatre" from 12:30
p.m. to 7 a.m. six nights a week.
Station this week closed a two-year
deal with Matty Fox's Motion Pictures for TV, which will furnish it
with six-and-a-half hours of film at
night, including features, westerns,
serials and shorts.
an excluContract gives
with
sive setup to provide

By ABEL GREEN
By GENE ARNEEL

FOR GLEASON GUESTER

Tallulah Bankhead ha* reportedly nixed an offer of $20,000 to do a
guest shot for the teeoff of Jackie
Gleason’s upcoming CBS-TV show,
under the comic's new contract
with the network. It would also
mark Miss Bankhead's TV debut.
The $20,000 guest stint bid further reflects the current stratospheric figures being kicked around
all films necessary f6r the opera- in the intra-network jockeying for
Station will pay a- reported personalities.
tion.
Reason for the nix is that Miss
$10,000 per Vbek for the 39 hours
of product it ps'eSy or about $500,000 Bankhead is tied to NBC under an
per year. According to Fox, sev- exclusive AM-TV pact, with the
eral key New ’York stations are latter network currently blueprintconsidering a 'similar move and it's ing a video showcase for the fempie
expected that, if the \WDTV opera- star.
tion proved successful, *other stations throughout the country will
climb on the bandwagon.
Deal was handled in Pittsburgh
by Harold C. Lund, WDTV's general manager,
Lund has already
sold enough local and national
spots on a participating basis in
the all-night ‘show to preem the
series at a profit.
He claims that
there are mbre than 200,000 defense workers in the Pitt metropolitan area who finish their stints
(Continued On page 6?)
With most producers ready to
schedule 7 o’clock Monday night
curtains next season, indications
Real-Life Cicero (‘Five
are that the railroads and other
transportation companies will try
Finders') Chirps Self
to foster the plan and that hotels
and restaurants will probably coInto a Turkish Clink operate. Several railroads have ah
ready taken steps to provide speCicero, the valet-spy whose escial service for the expected Monpionage activities in Turkey have
trade.
been dramatized by 20th-Fox in day night
Besides making tentative plans
“Five Fingers," is not as fortunate
to schedule special trains for the
as he was portrayed in the picture.
early theatre patrons, the Jersey
In the film, based on a book by
Central has suggested an arrangeL. C. Moyzisch,4.Cicero escapes to
whereby Us station agents
Rio de Janeiro. In real life, he is ment
would sell combination round-trip
currently sitting in a Turkish jail.
excursion and theatre tickets, with
This information comes from
a reduction of perhaps 30% or so
diplomatic sources just returned
New Haven,
from Paris and Lisbon. According on the rail fare. The
which has run special Show Trains
to the source, Cicero, whose real
name is Elesya Bazna, a little more and otherwise evidenced active in(Continued on page 63)
than 10 days ago gave a private
concert in Istanbul, despite warnings from the Turks that he was
under surveillance and would be
Jane Powell Asks Out
grabbed if he ventured into .society.
He still has a melodious
$9,000 Copa Deal
baritone voice and he had a considerable gate, in excess of 2,000 TurkJane Powell, who will be reish lira ($714). The Turkish police placed by Peggy Lee at the Copaswooped down, grabbed every lira cabana, N. Y., starting tomorrow
in the boxoffice
and flung Banza (Thurs.)? asked to be let out of the
back into jail.
He's still there, option periods of her contract with
according to latest advices from bonifaces Jules Podell and Jack

MPTV
WDTV

RR’s and Hotels

Like 7 P.M. Legit

Curtain Pattern

.

On

.

Istanbul..

Since

.

it

has never beOn estab-

lished

that Banza spied against
Turkey, per se, Turks
UP to now
have not prosecuted him.
However. according to the source, -there
|s an old, almost
abandoned statute
in Turkish law
that ayforeijm agent
engaged in espionage in Turkey
can be sent up for
10 years. This
is
now under debate, the source
reports.

A\t

^
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The future

Boxoffice returns which match
the biggest in the industry’s history
are being racked up by a wide assortment of new films currently in
circulation.

The market

NO C0-AOTH0R BILLING
•Morrie

•

Ryskind,

Co-author

of

btfsl-

not television.
Spyros Skour*^' appraisal.
Just
returned from Europe*
where he had hud#td
the
Zurich' inventor#, of " the new
Eidophor theatre TV system,; the
president of 20th Century-Fox declared that he lees television as
a plus for theatres via big-screen
equipment. Hence the picture business, from production and olpbibiH
tion right through th e exhihRioa
phases to the ultimate consumer-4
me public must benefit from it
if properly harnessed.*
is

1

still

“Long Watch," currently trying out

plenty tough on secondary entertainment values the same as in
but as dynamic
legit, sports, etc.
as
ever for Hollywood’s “blue
chips” pix. And the number of
these is mounting.
Metro’s “Quo Vadis" will bring
in over $10,000,000, possibly up' to

in Philadelphia, has stepped out of

is

—
—

the

and

operation

having his

is

reportedly
from, the

name removed

j

His collaborator, Harvey
now, Role author: Ryskind
understopd disposing of his
$5,000 investment in; the. play.
Withdrawal of Ryskind from the
$12,000,000, in its first time around show followed disagreements over
in domestic distribution rentals, rewriting.' Ryskind is understood
i.e., the amount of. coin collected
Closed-circuit telecasts of super*
to have wanted to accent the comfrom exhibs in the U. S. and Canr edy aspects of the script* while 'Stage attractions* in special ^.reada. Paramount’s ‘‘Greatest Show Haislip, director'* John Larson Slid gional circuits^ to stimulate the
constitute
on Earth" is a cinch to take over producers Anthony
about the
Farrell and boxoffice*
$7,000,000. “Streetcar Named De- Charles Coburn favored retaining only affirmative function ^of. the
TV electronic phase that Bkduras
sire" will enrich Warners with $5,- the stress on the dramatic flavor,
500,000 or more in rentals.
“Watch" is due to open March envisions: for benefits of the boxoffice.
Otherwise
TV is the
Highly-placed trade economists 20 at the' Lyceum, N.Y,
“enemy" and. there are no two ways
and banking men, Ml fully realistic
about
it.
in their b.o. appraising, admit that
It follows, therefore, says the
not so long ago they doubted that
veteran' film man, that it would
such big money could be realised.
be fallacious for any picture comBut fact remains that when the
pany to retira&e its product to TV
public wants to catch a film P’s
if
only for the reason that TV,
willing to shell out for it, TV or
right how, “can Only pay Us butno TV. It’s also pretty well estabtons for our old films, and cerlished -that the area between comtainly can’t even begin to compete
mercial winners and losers is con'
for the new product.”
stantly widening. The second-rate
“In one week, for instance," says
product draws dismal business; the
Skouras, “my company or any comsuccessful films are smash sucpany can pick up more* theatre
cesses.
rental from almost any picture’ than
By DAVE KAUFMAN
Metro’s trio of musical hits, “An
billing.

Haislip, is
is

•

—

?

#

.

•

•

Now Yen

Video,

.

'

American

in Paris,"

year, each will wind up with about
$4,500,000 in the M-G treasury.
“Show Boat" will edge out the two

(Continued on page 61)

NBC-TV

what

“Caruso" and

Boat," which went into distribution the latter part of last

“Show

Feelers

Hollywood, March

11.

star-studded sweepstakes, including virtually every big name
in Hollywood, including a good
many under contract to major motion p eture studios, is eagerly trying to invade the television field,
with an eye on vidpix particularly.
In a not-too-long-ago period the

names shunned and scorned

video.

Stars,

For Danny Kaye;

—

TOOC Par Vi/lnir?

‘

*

ming
that

some

Billy

Rose’s

feelers

•

eight vidpix a

yean

offers to

pay for

ft

‘Glamour,

Inc.'

out~

Plays N.H.

;

including those with top
b.o. draw, are now courting the
TV medium, and the only reason
comparatively few are in it today
is because TV can’t pay the kind
of coin those names are accustomed
to earning hot at this stage.
There isn’t an agertcy or vidpix
producer in town that doesn’t have
a deal “on the fire," but the slow,
NBC television chieftains have tedious progress of the negotiahad’ some preliminary discussions tions is due to fact a top star wants
with Danny Kaye, it’s been learned,
(Continued on page 18)
in. a bid to lure the pic star
into the web’s video program-

roster. Nothing definitely has
evolved from the talks, a top NBC
spokesman said, but^Jie admitted

TV

continued on page 53)

A

*

*

NBC Report

have been exOn Stage Vs. Theatre TV
^
tended.
Billy Rose forced an issue with
From other sources it’s understood that, in an effort to entice NBC by writing bpard chairman
David Sarnoff that “for that $150,Beginning of the run the major TV holdout into the
Entratter.
000 I am receiving as consultant"
was played to poor business, but medium, some fabulous* offers his services should be utilized
there has been a pickup in patron- were kicked around with Kaye* and more.
This has resulted in a reAbe Lastfogel, of the William Morage since then.
a quest for an analysis of legit and
Actually, singer asked to be let ris agency. It reportedly entails
payment to other stage attractions in relation
out when business was at a low TV film deal involving
one-hour to big-screen theatre TV.
point, and ft’s believed that she Kaye of $200,000 per
A previous ‘analysis of films and
participation profits and
fejt continuation here would be film, plus,
TV'' was submitted some months
Singer was residual rights.
detrimental to her.
ago to NBC prexy Joseph H. McIt’s further understood that
getting $9,000 weekly and was
six or Connell by Rose. It is still “unde/
originally set for two weeks' and Kaye would make around
option for a similar period.

of the picture

nes?> is in theatres,

That

advisement/'

Ballot Circuit to

•

Hike

Ike’s Lore in Prinary
H„ March 11.
Broadway, came to New Hampshire last week for an engagement,
•Manchester, N.

on the Ballot Circuit
The “We Like Ike" caravan of
stage and television stars attracted
capacity crowds as it took to the
hills to help round up votes for
General
Eisenhower
in
New
Hampshire’s Presidential primary
election which held the political
spotlight throughout the nation today (Tues.h
While one local political scribe
speculated
whether
“Glamour,
Inc.,"

could

substitute

for

state-

ments by Ike himself on the campaign issues, the celebrities swung
through the Granite State, accompanied by Gov. Sherman Adams
and other political bigwigs.
Entertainers who appeared at
the Ike rallies in Manchester, Berand North Conway included
lin
Jinx Falkenburg, Tex McCrary,

Fred Waring and stars from his
show, Les Paul Sc Mary Ford;
Ann Crowley (who played the lead
in “Oklahoma"); Tony Lavclli, for-

TV

mer Yale

athlete,

with his accor-

dion, and Faye Gelinas, Manchester girl who won top honors on the

Ted
1951.

Mack

“Amateur

Hour"

In

^

miSiMlULANl!

WoiiteSdUy* Miiwili
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ANTI-NAZIS HECKLE

GIESEKING IN AUSSIE
Concert

Sydney, March 4.
Walter Giese-

In Balt. Seat Crash;

pianist

here on a concert tour
under the direction of thp Australian Broadcasting Commission has
been heckled by anti-Nazis since

klng,- out

“Lee Mortimer and

take the*'
position of a grand jury in., our
'Confidential' book writings,” says CBS-TV
N, Y. .Mirror editor. Jack; Lait,'
“and while we claim to be fair, we
don't claim to be neutral. Let the
I

HITS SNAG ON

GINGER ROGERS DEAL

Chamber

of

CBS-TV’s pacting of (Singer
been
temporarily
Rogers
has
stalled because the actress, with a
number of film commitments, won’t
have time for the video shows
CBS wants to produce with her on
film.
Hah‘y Ackerman, the web’s
Coast video veepee, is due in New=

Commerce whitewash

^

March 3. Spokesman for
stated that the heckling
is "inspired.”
.Giesfiking, answering, his critics,
his arrival

ABC

the

-

said: *"’l ’hajlv.e never cordoned Nazi
pers.ecuHopv I shad to pla^ for government Officials during the war
because I w,as ordered to do so.
I have American government documents: stating that Jfe was never a
member of the Nazi party, nor was
York this week to work out. the I active in any Nazi-sponsored orproblem with top. CBS execs, but ganization.”
Paul Small, Miss Rogers' personal
Gieseking was deported from
agent, said the actress is leaving America a year ago, on similar
.other key cities and individuals
any final .pactbjg open for a while. Nazi charges, when he attempted
looking askance.
Also up for clarification is the to resume his postwar career there.
Among the latter is N. Y. City

the community br ballyhop its good
deeds;’ we are reporters but not reformers, looking beneath each city,
and as we see it, we report it.”
That is the veteran newspaperman's rebuttal to the stir caused
by the soon-due "U.S.A. Confidential" (Cjrown Publishers), which has
particularly incensed Boston, Little
Hock- and Dallas, and has several

Council president Rudolph Halley, budgej; which CBS-TV will allocate
who told Variety he nixed the in- to eaph of Miss Rogers’ vidfilms,
vitation tou act as antagonist on. and.Ahe' final format of the series.
'‘Author Meets the Critics,” be- When, arid if. she signs ,an exclusive
cause "I understand it’s a network deal it's understood that she’s to
show, and I don't want 2,<100,000 receivje $8,500 per show and 50%
people to see me possibly take a Ofi-thy bet on residual rights.
(pfe is reportedly turning to Loppnch at Lee Mortimer,”
He
thinks the latter's spleen dates wCa .Young now that its deal with
pack; to the Kefauver committee Miss Rogers is a problematical unand his (Halley’s") rejection of Mor- certainty. Ackerman is reported
timer’s services in the crime probe. concluding negotiations. It’s underHe thinks Lait chiefly clops the stood deal calls for a set fee plus
writing from the "legman” notes percentage of residual rights.
*

:

*

.

Squawks Vs. ‘Fox’
In l Countries

.

supplied by Mortimer (in which
premise Lait concurs).
Nciman-Marcus Action
Unlike Halley’s refusal to "dignify” the book by legal action, the
Neiman-Marcus department store

cast reflection

on many of

Sydney, March 11.
Audience demonstrations against
"Desert Fox” (20th ) flared over
the weekend at the' Regent, Melbourne, where the film has been
running for the last two weeks to
(

On Film Festivals
London, March IP.
At a meeting of the International
of
Film Producers
Assns. which is to be held in
Cannes next May, a new attempt
will be made to determine the policy of all film producing countries

its

Federation

Massachusetts state
employees.
police have "advised” booksellers
not to carry the book, but the N. Y.
publisher, Crown, says the mail
orders from that state are pouring
in. Book deals in part with politi( Continued on page 18)

in regard to international film festivals.
Officially, the British in-

"Protesting patrons reportedly vented their disapproval
during one performance by shouting such epithets as "dirty rat”

On Coast as 'Man of Year’;

of America came into membership
of the IFFPA, informal discussions
took place with the British Film.
Producers Assn, in an attempt to
formulate an agreeable policy, and
these talks were continued when
Reginald P. Baker and Sir Henry
L. French were recently in New

’Longest-Run’ Compliment
Los Angeles, March 11.
\
George Jessel, whose shafts and
.

have sparked itLore testimonial dinners than any other enwas on the receiving end
Sunday night (9) when the Beverly York.
Both the British and the AmeriHills Lodge of B’hai B’rith named
•him "Man of the Year” at a ban- can associations are agreed that
quet that drew a capacity crowd there are too many film festivals,
studded with show biz, civic and they are too expensive, and that
professional figures, ^$t was the they take up too much time.- But
organization’s eighth such award, so iar they have not been able to
previous recipients having been formulate an alternative which
Arthur W. Stebbins, A1 Jolson, Ed- would be acceptable to, and hondie Cantor, Harry Warner, Darryl ored by all the other countries inF. Zanuck, Charles P. Skouras and volved.
Mexican president Miguel Aleman.
sallies

tertainer,

,

A

semi-serious Jessel. set the
for the evening, calling attention to the honor of being
named "Man of the Year.”
"I have never had any compliment for anything that had that
long a run,” he remarked. "I think,
as I search my memory, about 15
minutes is the best that I have
ever been good at anything such
as playing pool.”

Sarnoff-Cahiirs Coast

mood

Vacation—‘No

Deals’

General David Sarnoff, RCA
board chairman, who left for the
Coast over the weekend in company of RCA board member and
chief counsel John T. Cahill, says
that it is essentially a vacation, "no
deals cooking,” or anything.

—

Sparked by emcee Jack Benny,

on the screen.
Hoyts circuit, which operates the
Regent, are mystified by the outbreaks.
A circuit spokesman expressed the belief that the demonstrations must have been inspired
by some minority group inasmuch

Batista’s

end

.

month.

of this

Years
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vidfilm scripted and produced by
Budd Schulberg and starring Syd-

wall deal
ing a responsibility of the renting
attraction.

ney Blackmer and Jane Wyatt,
Teeoff Was Sellout
which Schulberg turned out origThe Henie icer was hooked in
inally as a pilot film on a profor seven days, with advance sale
jected series.
handled entirely at the May Co.
Dept. Store. Advance activity augured big b.o., with the opening
’

-

'

N.Y. Assembly

OKs

Liberalized

Sun.

Albany, March 11.
Assembly today (Tues.)

The
passed,

a

142-0,

liberalizing

bill

Sunday blue laws affecting enterAssembly
tainment and sports.

woman

Janet Hill Gordon, of Norwho objected and withdrew,
was recorded “present.”
Expected that bill will be sub
mitted to the Senate tomorrow
Governor
passed.
and
(Wed.)
Dewey, having recommended modernization of Sabbath laws with
removal of “more glaring inconwich,

{

Show bizites are taking a re?
vised slant on bloodless ^ revolution in Cuba last week in which
Gol. Fulgencio Batista took .over.
Several now claim that in light of
the letters and calls received in
their offices, they should have
known that something was cooking.
It’s revealed now that several
had .been cancelling
bonifaces
American acts. One Havana nltery
operator declared several weeks
ago ih a call to one of the local
percenteries that, confidentially,
he expected something of a "violent” nature to happen and when
(Continued on page 20)

Acheson Sees 2 Asst Secs.

sistencies” at present session of
Legislature, will undoubtedly sign.

State Council of Churches (Prothad protested the measure,
suggesting a delay while the subject was further studied and public hearings held,
estant)

*

Measure, based on local option,
reviewed in detail in.., last
week’s Variety.

was

200th Anni of Show Biz
In U. S.—Aug. 28, 1952
Baltimore, March

One With Sargent Deal

11.

Editor, Variety:
So far I have seen nothing that
would indicate that this year is
the 200th Anniversary of Show
Business in the United .States.

According

In

night a sellout. Decision to call off
this performance and the one following (7) was made by Miss Henie,
Additional playing days were added to fill out the engagement. Management claims little demand for
cash refunds, with most of the
ducats outstanding for the two cancelled shows exchanged for subsequent showings.
Show finally got under way Saturday night (8) to a capacity crowd,
but not without difficulties as damaged section, planned to seat close
to l,000j was not available, although sold tickets were. A general grabbing of available seating
resulted and there Was a job of
handling on the part of the ushers.
Capacity was originally set up for
9,000 at a scale of $1.5.0 to $4.80.
The damaged section was replaced
yesterday (Mon.).
Quick handling on the part of
National Guardsmen, doctors,
nurses and policemen rushed to
the scene prevented panic’ and a
major disaster. Availability of ample first-aid material in the Armory
and a fleet of ambulances which
rushed the injured to every local
hospital helped considerably.
Miss Henie’s corporation and
Coronati, longtime supplier of .seating for circuses, conventions, sports
and spectacles, claim insurance
coverage totaling $800,000.
.

to

“Album of
first show

the

Minevitch’s Personal

On

Betty Hutton

Latter

Bill;

Can Net $20,000

Borrah Minevitch will make his
was ;the first personal appearance with the
“Merchant of Venice,” put on in Harmonica Rascals, standard act

American History,” the
to

be staged in the U.

S.

H.

/

Miss Loy ana Sec. of State Dean
Acheson were on hand for the ceremony, with t e latter remarking, as
he eyed the film actress, "it strikes
me that we are getting two Asst.

jRiall

(Pr<?d. Mgr.,

Jackson.
1952 Show)

per Year

Inc.

Hew

York 36. N. Y.

Southern Chivalry

A

Baltimore, March 11.
$10,000 assault suit was fired

Federal Court here this week
El Grippo as Mexico’s
by a woman wrestling fan, Mrs.
New Sports Spa Faddo Emma Talmage, against Lord Les-

recent bout here "in the guise of
a wrestler was to portray the role
arena-nitery where, instead of the of a detestable scoundrel in a manacts, amateurs fight f Dur six rounds ner designed to arouse the primi(legit) and a couple of wrestlers tive passions of the audience”
and
(illegitimate) mAkt for the comedy "during the course of the exciterelief.
ment ... in furtherance of the
In between, the customers dance exhibition which he had been
emin the squared circle. There is no ployed by Contos
Carlton did
cover, minimum or admission; just assault and strike
the plaintiff on
a per-drink basis, catching a fast her body with
his fist with great
turnover and drop-in trade. Quick force in a malicious
and deliberate
repeats are insured by the "cards” manner
and without apology.”
being changed almost nightly.And
to spread nationally, both with the
natives and tourists. It v s a boxing

.

.

.

without makeup, too!

a

his style of maes-

troing.

Minevitch, longtime

Paris resi-

preemed "Jour de Fete”
(The Big Day), starring Jacques
Tati, at the 55th St. Cinema, N.Y.,
and was set to return abroad but
now may prolong his American
stay until the Palace date or fly
bafck and return quickly.
He has
another Tati picture in work, along
with other vidpix productions cooking for the U. S. market.
Miss Hutton’s four-weeker at the
Palace will parallel the Judy Garland deal and may realize over $20,000 for her end on a $50,000 gross.
Miss Hutton would do the entire
second act and, in headlining the
Palace layout, would pay for the
entire package of her supporting
talent. As with Miss Garland, Abe
Lastfogel is lining up the HuttonPalace show, including the booking
of the Supporting acts.
As with
Minevitch’s
enforced
holdover,
Lastfogel likewise may find himself anchored in New York until
(Continued on page 20)
dent, just

lie
Carlton, a grunter, and Ed
Mexico City, March 11.
Fad set by El Grippo (meaning Contos, local rassling promoter.
The Punch), local bistro, bids fair Suit claims Carlton featured in a

Name)
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Hollywood, March 11.
In what’s believed to be the first ponement of her ’ice revue opening
time that a major Hollywood stu- performance, in the Fifth Regiment
dio has purchased a television film Armory here Thursday night (6).
property, Metro has bought film
Various defendants are designatand; TV right* to "Lucy and* the ed in the cases* including Wintnrop
nl
Strahger *ffbm Bing’ CrOsby Enter- Gardiner, Jr„ Miss. Heme’s husprises.'. M-G paid a- reported $14,band, and E. T. Coronati, a New
000 for the property, an original Jersey contractor who erected the
by Bill Phillips, and plans to use temporary stands. AIL suits .include
it as one episode of an upcoming
Miss Henie and her corporation.
“Quartet’Mype film. It’s expected
Accident, which occurred a few
that Metro will not use the Crosby minutes before overture’ time, is
.film but will lens a new producbeing investigated by. city and state
tion based on the storyr
building- code departments as Well
Story was lensed as a half-hour as the police. Claims qf last-minute
vidfilm several years ago by BCE
and hurried, construction, of supas one of the original “Fireside ports with insufficient safety measTheatre” series, which was aired ures taken have been bandied
on NBC-TV under Procter & Gam- about. City building engineers
That "Fireside” claim lack of jurisdiction in ‘the
ble sponsorship.
series is currently being screened
Armory, headquarters of the Maryon a second or third-run .basis on a land National Guard and therefore
number of TV stations throughout a state building, an4 Guard offithe country. To replace “Stranger,” cials say that they made a fourBCE has bought “The- Gnat,” a
only, with all added seat-

Washington, March 11.
Howland H. Sargent, husband of Williamsburg,
bearing his name,. in over 10 years
Va., Aug. 28, 1752.
Myrna Loy, was sworn by the State
relation to production origination, Dept. last, week as new head
Using the above historical rec- when he preems with them at the
of its
Palace,
N. Y., April 12 when Betty
film potentials and the like, but worldwide
informational-propagan- ords as fact, the Paint & Powder Hutton
heads the show. The harafter a Beverly Hills topoff they'll da service, including the
"Voice of Club of Baltimore is dedicating its
sojourn to LaQuinta, nearby desert America” broadcasts. He becomes 1952 show to Show Business. The monicaists have long toured sans
their
act
owner, with Johnny Puleo
resort, for a rest,
Asst. Sec. of State for Public Af- title of the show is to be "Show
^featured and a double for MineBusiness.”
Sarnoff expects to* be back the fairs, succeeding Edward
°W. Barvitch simulating

3/12

City.

Cuban Coup

Cited as Tipping Mitt

Admittedly they will look over
the Hollywood radio-TV scene, in

i

METRO BUYS VIDEO
STORY FOR FILMING

when Marshal Rommel appeared

'

top show biz names cavorted to
maintain what Jessel called a
"melange of goodwill and laughter,” with only the actual ’presentation as the serious note of the
evening.
Eddie Cantor, Danny
Kaye, Gov. Earl Warren, Groucho
(Continued on page 21)

biz.

the general public’s acceptance
dustry supports only two, Cannes as
hap been shown by
and Venice, but British pix are fre- of the picture
its healthy attendance.
quently shown at the other internewspapers
also
Meanwhile,
national fetes.
(Continued on page 21)
Before the Motion Picture Assn,

B’nai B’rith Lauds Jessel

Gets Off

'Baltimore, 'March 11 .
The $500,000 mark has been
passed In suits filed against Sonja
Henie and other defendants as a
result of the collapse of a section
of temporary seats injuring some
253 spectators and .causing a post-

.

smash

of Dallas states it has instructed
Thurman Arnold’s law firm in
Washington to institute action for
Store contends that the
libel.

book

Seek Curbs

British

But Biz Socko

Show

•

12, 1952
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s

L B. Mayer’s
Return $2,750,000 Settlement

Suit to
J

Differences

between

Metro and Louist B. Mayer flared
uo again this week, ar the former
Ted Gamble’s With Taft
production boss belted, .the corTed Gamble reportedly will lead
poration with a couple of crossthe
forces for Sen. Robert A. Taft’s
claims within the framework; of a Presidential
campaign in Oregon.
stockholder’s action against him,
Gamble, a native of the northwest
Loew’s, Inc,, and members of its state
and
operator
of theatres
board of directors.
there, has long been active in its
the stockholder
If as result of
*

;

forced to refund to Loews the $2,750,000
settlement of
in
collected
which he
then the
his employment contract,
him
reimburse
film outfit should
of
all films
ownership
10
a
with
made while he headed the M-G
studio up to Aug. 31, '49, he how
demands. Also, Mayer declares he
he should collect further for the
final two years of his employment
which ended on Aug, 31, ’51. He
figures his services over that final
complaint,

Mayer

i*

.

%

two-year stretch were
excess of $ 1 000 000,”
,

,

.

Prez as Spyros Skouras

Loew’s-k

Worth “in

Is

Exploitation!

presidency of the Council of Motion Picture Organizations, it is understood that Robert J. O’Donnell
will- take the post.
The Texas the-.
atre owner and exhibitor leader is
now on a vacation trip in Europe,
so actually may be serving the first
month or so fo his tenure in ab*

In a tie-in with the U. S.
Navy, a recruiting stand was
placed in the lobby
of the
U. S. Theatre, Paterson, N. J.,
last week, during %the run of

Paramount’s

“Sailqy* Beware.”
enlisted.*

The doorman

—

sentia.

Motion Picture
Organizations. During the war he

Situation is worsened this year
worked closely with the Demo- by the political conventions in
July.
Normally, by July, the macratic administration as chief of
the Treasury’s War Finance Divi- jors start letting the first of the
important
autumn pix but of the
sion.
cans.
But with telecasts of the
Democratic and 'Republican conclaves in Chicago promising to take
precedence, b.o. prospects appear
so murderous for July that no dis-

Johnston on Coast

trib

To Hypo

Activity

Of AMPP Group
t

Hollywood, March 11 »
Further revitalization of the
Assn, of Motion Picture Producers
is one of the- principal aims of
In his answer to the allegation, Eric Johnston’s
current visit
.

here,

offers a string of denials, asserts that the contract was valid on

Mayer

President of -the Motion Picture
Assn, of America is also prez of
all counts and his payoff was withthe AMPP, which is MPAA’s Holin legal bounds.
lywood arm.
Then comes the big twist, one
Johnston is holding confabs with
which Mayer clearly intends as a Y. Frank Freeman, Paramount studio topper, who serves as board
(Continued on page 13)
chairman
and thus Hollywood
topper -ot the AMPP. They came
to the conclusion during the MPAA
Natural History
chief’s Coast visit last month that
the AMP? was not fully serving its
To Appeal State Censor purpose in taking an active part
in. industry affairs, and that steps
Its ‘Latuko’ Pic should be taken to correct that
Ban

—

/

—

Museum

On

-

This

id the Council of

,

State Board of Regents this week
on the nix by the board's censorship division of. the Museum*s pic,
“Latuko.”
Film,- shot in Africa,

•

Young Republican movement.
Gamble is former prez of Thea- have been making that squawk for
and the distribs now are intre Owners of America and active years
^
clined to agree.

Stockholder’s suit, instituted by
Geramy Holding Corp., which owns
100 common shares, claims' Mayer’s
last contract violated the Securities & Exchange Act; contends that
it should be declared yoid, and insists that Mayer should give back
He was
that hefty wad of cash.
actually, paid off last December.
Neat Monetary Cushion*

Attorneys for the American Museum of Natural History, N. Y.,
will file an appeal with the N. Y.

Belief is growing among distribs,
as well as exhibs, that some allindustry step will have to .be* taken
to insure a flow of good product
during the summer lull period. The
normal May-June hiatus by distribs,
in releasing their top product, is
seriously damaging to theatres and
to the business as a whole. Exhibs

situation.

Feeling was that the Coast assohad Jbecome nothing but a
organization for dealing
with labor problems. Its labor department, headed by Charles Boren, has come in for high j>raise
(Continued on page 54 )
j

ciation
central

has been playing with considerable
commercial success in. theatres in
states without censorship laws.
N. Y. board's objection was to Downing
Music Hall
complete nudity of the male natives shown in the film.
It Was
Prez;
Eyssell
Succeeds
passed without a cut by Lloyd T.
Blnford, Memphis censor, but has
Russell V. Downing, executive
not been presented for a seal in veepee of the Radio City Music
other states
and municipalities Hall, was elevated to. president
and
with bluenose acts.
Wayne Faunce, vice-director of managing director by the^ R. C.
the museum, said- the institution Music Hall Corp. board yesterday
would make every endeavor to get (Tues.*). Press of additional duties
the pic okayed, since by playing as Rockefeller Center, Inc., prexy
freely throughout the country, it prompted G. S. Eyssell to resign
would probably bring in upward as president and managing director
of $ 200,000 to provide badly-need- of the Hall, positions he has held
ed support for the museum’s activ- since 1942. He remains chairman
Eyssell
of the Music Hall board.
( Continued" on page 20 )
also had been in an executive cafor
years
prior
pacity. at the Hall

New

,

wants

to

Top Biz Problem
With Friday-Saturday-Sunday

biz

rihw at a reasonable level, major in the COMPO post.
industry problem at the moment is ^With Skouras’ refusal of the job,
finding a 4 way* to hypo Mqnday- a number of other names have
through-Tnursday trade, two top been tossed Into the hopper. These
included Ronald Reagan,
execs agreed this week. They are have
20th-Fox prexy Spyros Skouras president of the Screen Actors
(see story on p. 1) and United Guild; Adolph Zukor, Paramount
board chairman, and O’Donnell,
ganizations.
No ^company wanted Paramount v.p. Edward L. Hyman. who
was an early choice for the
“We can’t operate profitably on a
its big promotional splurge to go
COMPO presidency but had reduring the hot months, sin.ee it three-day week basis,” Hyman de( Continued on page 20 )
wouldn’t have top product to spot- clared. “We must use imagination,
and we must experiment with any
light at that time.
The prospective “vacation” from ideas that we can come up with to
big pjx was equally disturbing to promote mid-week grosses.
Itaio-American
“I think that both distributors
the pub-men and COMPO execs at
and exhibitors are indicating too*
(Continued on page 15)
N.Y. Globe’s ‘Hoodlum
great a willingness to sit back and
accept an Intolerable situation. We
must make up our minds that this
Empire’;
Billing Changed
D.C. Circuit Seeks Full
is not an insoluble problem, and
Cast names of Some of the unwe must apply ourselves to solving
savory characters in Republic’s
Industry Support Ys.
it, if we are going to survive on a
“Hoodlum Empire,” currently at
profitable basis.”
UPT, Hyman said, was experi- the Globe, N. Y., resulted in a
‘Salesman’ Picketing
menting with bonus nights, con- storm 9 I protests from Americans
Washington, March 11.
of Italian descent and, as a consetests and .other ideas to hypo midAll-industry support is -being
week trade. He applauded the trial quence, theatre had to revise its
sought by the Kogod-Burka cir- the Walter Reade circuit is giving advertising* posters and lobby dis1

4

,

Frown

On

•

cuit here for a joint protest
against picketing of
“Death of .a Salesman.”

action

and

the

film,

Pic

been playing

D.C.
preem at a K-B house, the Ontario,
since its opening, has been picketed by the Washington department
of the American Legion. Rex B:
Finley, chairman of the department’s Americanism Committee,
said the major reason for the
picketing is the alleged record of
playwright Arthur Miller in sub(CoUtinued on page 15)’

has

its

plays.

(Continued on page 13)

Harry Brandt, operator of the
Globe, N. Y., avoided possible
picketing
and an official protest
KORDA RACK TODAY
by the Italian consulate, by changes
Sir Alexander Korda*, who has
in the marquee billing and a stalebeen in New York for the* past
(Continued on page 13)
four weeks, is slated to fly back
to London today (Wed.).
British producer was in the U. S.
for a series of treatments for a
skin ailment and. for huddles with
execs of Lopert Films, which distribute his product in this country.
Trad* Mark Registered
POUNDED BY SIME SILVERMAN
Published Woekly by VRRIlTY, INC.
Harold Irkhi, President

National Boxoffice Survey
Trade

in

In

Keys Improves; ‘Show’ Champ for 3d
Row; Wadis,* ‘Queen/ ‘Bend! Next
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Weit 40th

FOR ‘SHRIKE’ LEGIT BUY
now on his
from the.^Coast, may close a

Louis B. Mayer,
east

deal in

New York

way

for screen rights

“The Shrike,” hit legiter by Joseph Kramm, in which Jose Ferrer
is starred.
Price is said to be
around $150,000.
A number of majors and indie
Stanley Kramer were said also to
be interested in the play, but have

to

.

backed out with the pried skyrocketing. Twentieth-Fox, which had
been talking, withdrew Monday
(107. William Perlberg and George
Seaton, Paramount producers, are
said still
in

to retain some interest
bidding against Mayer.
Mayer has been buying proper

ties and adding people to
his staff
recently, apparently quickening the
pace of his move into production.

One report on

his present plans is
addition to a production
unit, he’ll establish a distribution

that

to that.

Additional responsibilities for
Downing brought several promotions. Irving Evans, stage manager
at the Hall, was named veepee and
Charles
Downing.
to
assistant
Hacker, administrative assistant,
was upped to manager of operations, filling vacancy caused by
resignation of Jack (J. F.) Dailey.
Russell Markert, director of the
Rockettes and producer, Was appointed a veepee.

Papers Filed for
Sid

H’wood

Grauman Memorial

Sacramento, March 11.
Incorporation paper have been
filed here for a non-profit organization tagged the Sid Grauman Memorial. Plans are to erect
a statue to Grauman at Hollywood
LaBrea avenue, not far
Blvd.
-

&

from Grauman’s Chinese Theatre,
in Hollywood.
agency along skeletoh lines, such
Papers were filed by attorney
s
David O. Selznick pioneered Jesse A. Levinson, Leo Carillo, Joe
about five years ago with his Selz- McCluskey, J. Allen Boone and
uick Releasing Organization,
Maurice Gebber.
fi

in

Milder weather

in.

many

and good in L.A.

sections' N. Y,

of the country and a few new pictures are helping first-run trade
this stanza. Even some heavy rain
over eastern section of country
failed to hurt the stronger films.
The effect of Lent apparently was
not felt as much as last session.

“Greatest Show on Earth” (Par)
continuing in top spot for third
week in a row. Circus film is running about $ 100,000 ahead of its
“Quo Vadis”
nearest competitor.
(M-G) remained in second position,
making about three months that |t
has been first or second nationally.
“African Queen” (UA) is pushing
up to third place, with “Bend of
River” (U), which was in third last
session, dipping slightly to fourth.

is

“Sailor Beware” (Par) is running
almost neck-to-neck with “Bend” to
take fifth money.
“Belle of N. Y.” (M-G), a newcomer which is a bit disappointing
this round, is showing enough to
“Viva, Zapata!”
land sixth spot.
20 th) is winding up seventh while
(WB) will be
Hell!”
“Retreat,
eighth. “Las Vegas Story” (RKO)
and “5 Fingers” (20th) roqnd out
the Big 10 list. “Red Skies of
'

(

Notorious”

Week
“Rancho

New York

St.

1292 National Preu Building
Chicago 11
812 No. Michigan Avo.

WC2

London
8

St. Martin'* PI.,

Trafalgar S<1

(RKO)

also got away
to a fine start in Chi. “Bugles in
Afternoon” (WB), also new, ranges
from fine to fair this, stanza/
“Flaming Feather” (Par), also a
new entry, is njgstly mild to fair
although being boosted to a mighty
session in Boston by the Martin-

“

30. N. Y.

Hollywood 2|
0311 Yucca Street
Washington 4

(

MAYER MAY CLOSE DEAL

.

Skouras has refused to b*
swayed from his determination' not
to accept the job to which he was
elected
without his knowledge
while in Zurich three weeks ago
Viewing 20th-Fox’s hew Eldopho’r
theatre TV system.
Pressure of
business in connection with Eidophor and 20 th’s upcoming divorcement was given by the 20 th prexy
as reason for his bowout as successor to RKO chief Ned JS‘. Deplnet
1

chance unleashing his

big ones.
Distributor thinking on the subject, was pinpointed at a session of
the publicity-advertising directors
in New York last week to work, out
a plan for the $300,000 promotional
ad campaign being sponsored by
the Council of faction Picture Or-

Spams Post

With Spyros Skouras cbntimiing
adamant against accepting th«

.
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Lewis stage appearance.
“Just This Once” (M-G) shapes
good in Denver. “Lavender Hill

Bills

Mob”

Chatter

54
62

Film Reviews
House Reviews

6
55

Inside Legit
Inside Pictures
Inside Radio
Inside Television
International

56
13
40
36
10
56

(U) continues racking
solid totals in Denver, N. Y.,

L.A.

up
and

“Pandora” (M-G) looks neat

in Toronto.
“First Time (Col)

looms trim in
Denver. “Detective Story” (Par)
doing nicely in several keys
on first-run. “Love Is Better Than
Ever” (M-G) ranges from slow to
good currently.
“Cimarron Kid” is fancy in
Portland, Ore., and solid in Buffalo.
“Return of Texan” (20th)
shapes mild in Minneapolis.
still is

“Woman

Is

Dangerous” (WB)

is

rated sad in Portland, Ore. “David

and

Bathsheba” (20th), fair in
K.C. and St! Louis, looks light in
Chi. “Invitation” (M-G) continues
in desultory fashion.

“At Sword's Point” (RKO) shapes
Montana” (20th) and “Snow White” slow in K.C. and mild in Frisco
I RKO) (reissue) are the two. run- and Minneapolis. “Treasure of Lost
ner-up films in that order.
Canyon” (U) looms okay in Louis“Hoodlum Empire” (Rep) shapes ville.
Complete Boxoffice Reports on
newcomers,
biggest
the
of
as one
being sock in Chicago, rousing in Pages 8-9.
•

(
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Spencer
into

Tracy

-'jjnhgf

burst,

Will

in “Plymouth'"

Ad-

venture,” with lyrics by Wil-

liam Shakespeare.
Bitty is “Sigh No More, La-

Irked by Balhban & Katz veepeeDavid Wallerstein’s statements to

dies,”

the effect that theatre television

was ia losing proposition for

from the Bard’s “Much

Ado Apout Nothing.”

B&K

houses in Chicago, big-sci-Ceh TV
Claim Vs, Essan&s Head
proponents this week claimed that
the medium is going through a nee- r
Chicago, March 11
.
_ "I n n
«n<4
essary investment period' at -this
Emil" Sterna who .lost a rv
time and -'cannot be -expected to suit against Eddie Silverman, b‘t&$
provide exhibitors with a profit on 0 f the Essaness chain, in Illinois
all events. In fact, they pointed out, Appellate Court last month; hasthe .operating profit -.and loss pic- consolidated hi? claim with that of
turp of theatre TV.- compares favor-, the Speigel Estate,* and refiled 'in
ably .with, the record of home video chi Federal District Court last

^

it '

•..'.L.

1

will sing

it'

to

Tracy"

!

[B&K Theatre TV

Downbeat’ May

Hurt Trade Bids

cuit.

TV

Station Experience

Theatre TV backers pointed out
that all video stations lost money
for several years after going oil
the air. Yet the FCC released information only last week showing
that a preponderant majority of
stations showed a hefty profit for.
1951. Theatre TV can be expected
to work in the same way, it was
saidv When only a small number of
theatres can be linked together for
any single event, it’s almost a foregone, conclusion that they’ll, lose
money, since the costs can be
shared by only those^sfew. As more

Washington, March 11.
Federal Communications Commission got Into the UPT-ABC
merger phase of its* paramount
anti-trust package hearings last
week, and unearthed some testimony which isn’t likely to help the
motion picture industry in its bid
for theatre TV channels at proceedings scheduled to begin May 5.
Commission heard from David
Wallerstein, veepee of Balaban’ &
Katz Corp„. UPT subsidiary, that
theatre TV has been a pretty cornplete flop In Chicago, and that

B&K

(Continued* on page 15>

will fbstall

no more large-

equipment

in its houses.
will continue to experiment with available programs to
increase its knowhow of the medium, said Wallerstein, but has no
intentioif of adding to losses of

screen

Company

Sir Benjamin Fuller,

Top Anzac Showman,
Svdnev Marrh
n
*
1J
Sir Beniamin^ Fuller
*
vast vaudeville^ empire in New
Zealand and- Australia died in London early today (Tiles ) at 79
Sir Benjamin, whose home was’n
Sydney, had been in London for
several months
The Australian ch™
who received his^knighthood in
1921, was governing director of
Fuller Theatres, Ltd Born in London in 1873, he migrated to New
‘

Zealand

at an early age.
riV
g

Penniles
rS

in

v^aud^ stng^ng °comed^ songs!
Years later he made his headquarters in Sydney, and was rated
a

Sydney to Metro, went- into the
real estate business and made a
fortune.
Sir Benjamin sold his
New Zealand theatre interests to
the Robert Kerridge Cinema loop,
He also sold other key houses in
Australia to the Hoyts circuit and
(Continued on page 15)

SHERWOOD TO DO SCRIPT
vn
ON LVlllO
20TH’S ‘TIGHTROPE’
Iiumivvrii

this fall. Shooting is. also skedded
in France, Germany and Italy.

According to Powell, pair has

wound up

its

pact with Sir Alex-

ander Korda, and is seeking,. indie
deals on a picture-to-pictihne basis.
The Lopert organization recently
handled, the U.S. distribution for
of Powell and Pressburger’s
“Tales of Hoffmann.”

Korda

Powell is slated to take -off over
the weekend for the Coast on the

^eg

first

of his journey.

Christo-

pher Mann, Powell-Pressburger
manager, will remain in New York

work out details of the deal
with Lopert and Dowling. Only
casting set so far for “The Golden
Years” is Ludmilla Tcherina, who
appeared in— the British outfit’s
'“The Red Shoes” and “Tales of
to

Hoffmann.”

On the Coast, Powell has dates
with Louis B. Mayer,
Hughes and Dore Schary about
possible picture deals. Powell said

Howard

•

J

Nixing Bid for

$%

Slice

only $22,853,000,
Old Films Sold tb
$26,865,000 for the same month of
a year before. About 80% x of the
Hollywood, March 11.
levy. Is estimated to come from
I. E. Chadwick, president of the
motion picture theatres.
Independent Motion Picture ProBiz was up in the nitery field. ducers Assn., issued a firm
and
The 20% tax on cabaret checks positive “No” to the demand of the
d 3
American Federation of Music for
g 3 oo|
a 5% cut of all grosses acquired
through the release of old theatrical

W

w

™

^SUme

‘

m

sZ^.^V
*:

Aug

On

TV

^r

.

*

1MPPA Gives Defi to AFM,

brbught in
compared with

which includes all of Manhattan
Terms of a deal have been set above 23d street, paid Uncle Sam a
by 20th-Fox with Robert E. Sher- solid $4,472,000 in general admiswood to do the screenplay of “Man sions taxes, plus $410,942 in nitery
on the Tightrope.” Final consum- tab tax money,
mation hinges, however, on a
huddle on the Coast between
cumi t •
Sherwood and studio chieftain
anger, Still Listing
Darryl F. Zanuck, to determine if
Titles LK)0KS 10
in ttpenmp
they sea eye-to-eye on the artistic
Walter Wanger gave further intreatment of the yarn.
dlcation
last
week of plans to coiiSherwood, now vacationing in
ac vel y
bidi.- filmmaking,
Florida, has been awaiting return
^!
several titles
to Hollywood of Zanuck, who has
Plc t ure Assn, of
been at Sun Valley. Zanuck cot
r
eri B 'lrD
back this week and Sherwood*!
?.
B
Y °P ng %2°K
Robert Burns,”
expected to go west shortlv
t
and " B na of
"Tightrope* is a
story ^ co aild
bas registered a
to be made from a book “Interj

Robert- L. Jacks producing

this pic is contemplated in India.
discussion on a financing or distribution
deal for the property.

As yet there has been no

levy

“

’

^

29, 1950!"'

”

reg,5tered

il

travel

Slated for Decca s

Bureau of Internal Revenue. The

p
«

on

'

*

admission

restrictions'

which gave

No Proposals on U

'

20%

war and

.

w

Went Up

’

,

.

Down

work

•

-

millionaire at the time of his death.
In the creation of the vaude emPix B.O.
in December,
pire, Sir Benjamin was originally
associated with his brother, John.
But
Nitery
Biz
Many years ago, however, the Fuller brothers had a business disWashington, March 11.
agreement and decided to go their
Film b.o. slipped down last Derespectlve ways. J6hn, after sell- cember, according to January ading the key St. James Theatre in missions tax collections by the

indie

his

.

™

f

combine

will

films for. Paramount, will assume

$46,360 already incurred on TV
shows, not including depreciation
equipment and’ theatre overhead. he- had no intention of working in
Theatres Hollywood, and that the talks
Paramount
United
‘ r«asu
y RohertH. O'Brien testi- would revolve around the making
of pix by the indie company in
Sald
that
hiS
y, g toda y
? 1
.
£
.rv
He England or other countries. He
had also
lost, money °. n TV
emphasized
that the Powell-Pressdisclosed that the chain's houses
14
Minneapolis and St burger duo would not make a longt? P?*™
Paul
that are equipped with large- term deal with anyone and that
screen TV equipment lost a total its only interest was in pic to pic
of $68 000 via their s P eciaI tele arrangements.
showil>gs in 195 °-’ 51 He said that
Only other property on the
UP h
total of $235,000 in- Powell-Pressburger slate which
? „ in feIe ^“‘P^ntin thea- Powell chose to discuss
yeste
ai:
this
1in those three CltlGS pluS time was “The
Lotus of the Mbon,”
which he described as a film legCiti " g the high TV °P erating ex“ end partly in operatic form. Important aspect of the picture, he
(Continued on page 15)
said, was the music which was currently being written. Filming of
'

He

,

them * lease on life.
the same post in’ the new indie
Many of them had been closed, he
setup. Howie Horowitz, personal
and
added,
would
not have been
assistant, will function similarly.
reopened if not for war.
Lopert/Distributing Corp. may Both moyed into Paramount with
Balaban
pointed
out
that the first
finance and distribute the next Stevens from Liberty Films,
impact of TV hurt many .kinds of
production of British producers
business. Delicatessens complained
Michael Powell and* Emeric Pressthat people were ^staying at home
burger. Powell, in New York last
to watch TV, and night spots in
week prior to taking off on a
downtown Chicago were badly hit.
world-wide .tour, held confabs with
Other factors entered into the situIlya. Lopert and Robert Dowling
ation; he said, such aS high theatre
of the ..Lopert organization about
prices, cost of parking, sitters, etc.
a deal on “The Golden Years,”
B&K theatres, f he said, were not
Technicolor film which is slated to
affected.
go before the cameras in London
TV’s effect on the theatre

of

'

Hollywood, March 11.
George Stevens, has formed his
own indie company, andf ipjans
launching bis own productions
after ankling /Paramount in May.

on theatre business, despite
the closing of $3 bouses in Chicago Ibiee the end. of World war il
Testifying at Commission hearings v on the proposed UPT-ABC?
merger Balaban **Id*Uie defunct
Chicago theatres "Were* ill fringe
effect

with a major association, probably
houses’ With' limited or * antiquated
alternating between the two.
facilities, many of which would not
-Ivan Moffett, who’s been assohave survived, had* it not been for
ciate producer on .Stevens’ three

‘

Dies in London at 79

Washington, March 11.
John Balaban, prexy of Balaban

& Katx Car#.* UPT subsidiary, t&d
the FCC yesterday
-The
doesn’t 'think TV wltt* NaVe Vnuch
;

.

Ldpeit May lack,

during, the. latter’s early, formative

•

Indie

.

yeais*-

,

Do Own

an English bar-

maid.

i

week,.
.*
t
Action claims that Silverman
Wallerstein made his statement withheld, .information about the
in testimony before the Federal sale of the Woods Theatre Bldg.,
Communications Commission -last which he now owns and in which*
week in Washington during the he was a stockholder 'with Stern
current Paramount hearings. He an d others',
told the FCC that his circuit .had
cancelled five or six orders for bigscreen installation's, an that, it has
“no further plans” for Installations
in any' of its houses. Spokesman
for United Par Theatres, parent
company of the B&K circuit, indicated over the. weekend that r UPT
doesn’t agree wholeheartedly with
Wallersteini He said the units on
order for B&K houses will be
spread to* other theatres in the cir

Stevens to

films

to

television.

The

in-

formation was delivered to J. W.
Gillette, Hollywood rep for AFM,
who relayed it to his chief, James
C. Petrillo.

Chadwick has the full backing of
member companies of the IMPPA
in his stand.
Among them are
Monogram and the Robert A. Lippert organization, which have been
active in selling old pix down the
river to TV.
Last year Lippert

made

a deal with Pfjixglp for the
re-scoring of old theatrical films

(Continued on page 21)

distri-

bution for 20th-Fox, will continue
his Coast stay until next week.
He left the homeoffice for the
Coast last Friday (7) for huddles
with production toppers and to

view 20th’s newly-completed
tures.'

m

.

pic-

300G Rap

.

Nabe

‘

.

U

U

'

Tarad^

N. Y. to L. A.
John T. Cahill
Janis-Carter
Charles Hunt

Barker
Robert Broder
Richard Carlson
Jack Carson
James Carson
Martin Davis

De

Al Lichtman

Cecil B.

Mel Ronson
David Sarnoff

Albert Dene

Mille

Tom. Drake
Frank Freeman,

Nancy Sinatra
Barbara Stanwyck

Don Weis
Michael Woulfe
Alan Young
Harry Zevin

Sam

Zimbalist
William B. Zoellner

N. Y. to Europe
Don Appell

Sam <Eckman

Jr.

Kurt Frings
Susan Hayward
Hedda Hopper
Burl Ives
Dr. Herbert

Kalmus

Evelyn Knight
Diana Lynn
Paul MaqNamara
Louis B. Mayer

Ray McDonald
Ray Milland

Billy Daniels

^

Harold Mirisch
Patricia Morison

Chester Erskine
Morris Frantz
Charlton Heston

James A. Mulvey

Sir Alexander

Mike Nidorf

Korda

Patricia Neal

Borrah Minevitch

Sam

Benny Payne

Arch Oboler

Arthur PIncus
Claude Rains
Vic Rasputin

Ron Ormond

Rockwell
Georges Simenon
Sir Philip Warter
Robert Wolff
Bill

Lichtman Extends Coast Stay
A1 Lichtman, director of

will

be

similar to that of radio, which created stars, who became motion picture attractions, Balaban thought.
While Universal has pushed back In
the same way, he said, TV has
its annual stockholders meeting to
already
developed
personalities
July, Decqa will hold its conclave
who
have made money for the theas usual in April. Proxy statement
( Continued on page 18)
for the Decca meet and prexy Milton R. Rackmil’s annual report" will
make no en ti° n °f tbe impending
meld of ,th£ record company with Philly Exbib Sues Majors
Universal, except ’to officially inFor
form shareholders of last Novemin Area’s
berV buy of 30% of U's stock.
Plans for merging operations of
1st
Anti-Trust Suit
the two companies will not be
Philadelphia, March 11.
ready for presentation at the Decca
Latest
anti-trust action
heresession, which is the reason for
skipping mention. It is expected, abouts is the suit for. $300,000 in
however, that they will be ready treble damages, brought by David
shareholders M. Altman, owner of the Rialto
for submission to
by the date of the postponed' meet- Theatre, against the film majors
in U. S. District Court. Columbia
ing in July.
stockholders at that time will was the only one of the majors
undoubtedly have before them a not named as a defendant in the
slate for a new board, which would action, which also asks the court
include majority representation of to force the Stanley-Warner circuit
to give up operation and control of
(Continued on page 21)
its
three
Germantown houses,
Sedgwick, Colonial and Orpheum*'
Cooper Set for
The divestiture request is the
Via Aspen’s Michener Pic first in this area affecting nabe
houses. William Goldman, in a simHollywood, March 11.
Gary Cooper is #et to star as ilar action several years ago, asked
the
court to force Warners to give
Mister Morgan” in Aspen Producup interests in six Philly first.runs.
tions’ “Return to Paradise,” based
on -the James Michener book. Pic Plaintiff charges defendants hhd
will* be
Iensed
in
the
South conspired to prevent the Rialto
Pacific starting in May with Mark from receiving films as much as 30
Robson directing and Heron Wrath to 45 days after showings in the
Germantown Warner houses. Counproducing.
Aspen partner Robert Wise an- sel for Altman is Alfred M. Klein,
nounced that United Artists will special investigator for the Kerelease
“Paradise,” also “Until- fauver Crime Investigating ComThey Sail,” Latter is also based on mittee.
a Michener book, 'and is scheduled
to roll in New Zealand In SeptemL. A. to N. Y.
ber.
Charles Kaufman is screenJack Aldridge
playing “Paradise,” which MichenPreston Ames
er will polish. Understood Cooper
Harry Archina!
is in on a percentage deal.
Jess

Europe to N. Y.
Joey Adams
Vittorio de Sica
Cindy Heller
Victor Pahlen
Robert G. Ritchie

Sam

Zimbalist

Newfield

Alan Rivkin

Peggy Ryan
Sid Sharp
Frank Sinatra
Charles Skouras

George Slaff
Mike Sloane
Johnny Stewart
Gene Tierney
Forrest Tucker
George Weltner
Robert Wolff
Jane Wyatt

Kay Young

—

'

\

.

*
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Fear that th« all-industry meet-4ing on setting up an arbitration
system is shaping into convention
size, undesirably* so, it being de-

4-

pressed In both exhib and distrib
circles this week .following Theatre
Owners of America’s appointment
of a 17-man arbitration committee.
When the meeting does take place
*—it’s expected thatthsdistribs will
call It shortly—too many participants obviously would make unanimous approval on any issues all the
more difficult to reach.
Distribution execs and lawyers
now are weighing the arbitration
proposals submitted by tTOA and
Allied States Assn. Reps of both
outfits anticipate that the film companies will announce within the
next two weeks a proposed date
Meanfor all-industry conclave.
while, recommendations on place,

time and procedure will be asked
of some the at re -men in private
conversations, it’s anticipated.
Cause for the concern is that if
all organizations have a number of
delegates at the meeting, It could
The
too easily get out of hand.

TOA

committee will be
joined at the session by reps of
Allied, the Western Theatre Owners Assn., all of the film companies
and whichever other exhib groups
choose to have representation, it’s

17-man

could develop into a kingsize huddle.
It

said.

Number Cut Seen
Likelihood, however,

TOA

that the
group will be reduced in num^
is

The full committee, which is
chaired by S. H. Fabian, or a subcommittee will be available to pai>
ticipate in the arbitration meeting, according to Mitchell Wolfson,
TOA prez. He conceded that the
her.

TOA

committee “may appear to
be a large one," adding: “But I
wanted it to be representative of
all areas of thinking and all types
(Continued on page 54)

‘Movietime’ Tours

Theatre Owner* of America

Knotty Problem

.

Film industry toppers now
entering the fight to cut taxes
intend to “educate” Congressmen with the inside on many
theatre-men’s adverse finances,
and in- so doing there’s a delicate and knotty problem In
view.' For, while acquainting
the legislators with continuing
boxoffice sluggishness and the
need for tax relief, this film
reps also Want to refrain from
public depiction of the industry in a downbeat atmosphere.
Latter would be public relations of the sort the trade is
combatting.
Circuit operators and film
men will play up the b.o.
downtrend along with the fact
that customers would balk at
tilted admission scales.
Exhibs’ only -hope for upping
their own income, which many
say is a must, is via a tax reduction that would not be
passed on to the public. The
overall ticket price

would

re-

main the same.

is

dissatisfied with the Council of Motion Picture OrganlzatfonV tix-

flghting
siders,

pointed

this

own 30-man committee
up the battle against the

it*

to take

20%

according to inreason has ap-

efforts,

and for

Federal levy and objectionable

TOA

local ordinances.

Is

in full

agreement with COMPO’* objectives, of course,

but feels the all-,
industry outfit is faced with too
prospective delays, before it
gets off the ground with Its taxcutting program, it wasJsaid.
In any event, prexy Mitchell

many

Wolfson this week named TOA’s

own

team, with. MortOn Thalheimer, Richmond circuit op, at the
helm as chairman. Wolfson’s announcement -said the committee
was appointed “for the purpose of
cooperating and coordinating our
efforts with .the COMPO committee on taxation."
He added that
the. TOA-ers will “gather together
whatever vital information is required, and recommend whatever
course of action, on an industrywide-basis, that will be helpful on
any tax relief program."
Immediate Action Vital

WB

Chicago, March 11.
In what i* described as an
attempt to digest many houses,
Warner Theatre* here placed
an ad in the Chicago Sunday
Tribune (ft) listing seven of
the 12 theatre* the circuit
operates here for sale. Listed,
were the two lead houses,
Avalon and Capitol, besides
other spots. James Summers,
exec in charge of the sale,

WB

said that no offers had been received as yet, hut lie was hope-

1

ful:

from moving up their run*. J>epartment feel* the practice, or
what there is of it, is in violation
of the purpose of the court decrees
In the industry anti-trUst suit, i,*„

opening competition.
It’s said that some independent
theatre ops have submitted com.

plaints alleging that United Para-

mount Theatres, at least, has moved
up the runs of some of the house*
which It retains in areas where the
circuit also had. sold some properties to indie operators. UPT, for
example, already has taken second-

run houses, which it continues to
own, and moved them up to firstrun, it was reported. The converted
first-runs thereupon can obtain the
product aSyay from spots which
UPT has sold under terms of the
,

200,000-Shares

divestiture provisions in the Paramount decree.

Philip Morris, D. of J. attorney,
spotlighted the maneuvering in hi*
argument against UPT’s N, Y. Fed*
Harry M., Albert and Jack L. eraL Court petition for an add!*
Warner intend to sell approximate- tional two years in which to disly 200,000 .shares of
common pose of 184 theatres. Following a
hearing last Friday (7), the threestock which they qontrol back to
the corporation under the new judge tribunal gave UPT an added
stock tender operation, The com- 18 months for the divestiture, at
pany yesterday (Tues.) invited all the rate of one-third in' each, of
stockholders to offer their shares three six-month periods.
Augustus N, Hand, senior jurist
for pui’chase by the corporation at
up to $15 per share.
board on the bench, at that time told
that he was free to intro*
Marcus
for
recently allocated $10,000,000
(Continued on page 18)
the acquisitions, which are in line
with the program of shrinking
capital structure.

Sale

Back

to Co.

Individual .members of TOA said
they believe that immediate action
on the tax front is vital. They’ll
go along with the COMPO program, but fear the apparent delays
Conseprove detrimental.
will
quently, it was decided that the
TOA-ers will start the ball rolling
with efforts to soften up Congressmen across the country via personally introducing them to the facts
concerning many theatre-men’s offHarry M. Kalmine, present head beat fiscal situation and the need
of Warner Theatres, is seen by in- for tax relief.
The 200,000 shares represent
siders as the likely overall chief of
Cause for concern over the part of the holdings of the three
the theatre operations when Warbrothers
and their families. Other
on
page
18)
(Continued
ner Bros, splits into separate proofficers and directors also may
duction and exhib organizations.
tender a part of their stock, prexy
They discount the persistent trade
Harry Warner said in the tender
Deal
Rose in
invitation.
rumors that Maj. Albert Warner is
Yesterday’s formal announcemaneuvering, to head $ie theatre
Producer David E. Rose has recompany, when it is organized in portedly closed a deal with RKO ment appeared to quiet Wall St.
compliance with the Government's to release and partially finance a reports that the prez was bent on
building
his
holdings,
further
consent decree.
film to be made in the sterling
instead of partially unloading. The
Insiders strongly doubt that the area.
Pic,
“Toilers of the Sea."
Government would modify its de- which will qualify for British rumor, which reached top circles
the financial area, was that Harcree, which states* that all three quota piaymg time, is expected to in
ry Warner had plans to become the
brothers must restrict their activi- go
in
early
production
into
No.
1 stockholder of the new
There have Summer.
ties to one company.
film company, following divorcebeen some unsubstantiated reports
recently completed “Satur- ment.
Rose
that the Warners had petitioned
day Island," which is being disParting with 200,000 shares acthe Dept, of Justice for a new rultributed by United Artists in the tually is regarded as insignificant
ing, in light of the rumored perabroad,' so far as the three brothers’ conRKO
and
by
U.
S.
and
Spyros P.
given
mission
“Toilers" deal with RKO is world- trol of the company is concerned.
Charles Skouras, Vmder the 20th(Continued on page 21)
Fox consent decree, to head the wide.
production and theatre companies,

See Kalmine

Uept. of Justice rep* are undera wide-scale probe, alining to restrain affiliated circuit*
arid chain* which already have divorced from the film Companies

way with

House* on Block

WB

WB

-

Theatres Chief

.

WB

In Divorcement

in Chi

RKO

Chicago,

March

11.

In a move against the bidding
system of distributors here, three
suits were filed in Chi Federal District CourJ last week asking for in-

•

'

Set for 19 Areas

WB

'

Greater grass roots activities of
film personalities is indicated, with
renewal this spring of the

the

“Movietime" tours sponsored by
the Council of Motion Picture
Organizations.
Eight tours have
'already been set, for this spring
and 31. others are being weighed respectively.
following requests from exhibs in
Situation regarding the Warners
varied exchange areas.
and the Skourases ’s considerably
Tours set are Oklahoma City, different, insiders point out. The
March 16; Atlanta, April 13; Al- Skouras brothers do' not own any
bany, April 20; Buffalo and Vir- significant stock interest in 20thginia, April 27; Memphis, May 11; Fox, and are in reality employees
Milwaukee, May 18, and Salt Lake
(Continued on page 15)

.

TOA

Angling All-Industry Research

•

City,

June

22.

Set for fall are tours of exchange
territories serviced

by

New

Haven,

Indianapolis, Washington, D. C.,
Orleans, Dallas, St. Louis,
Minneapolis, Detroit, Des Moines
and Seattle. Dates are also being
set for other areas.

Rep Defers $35,350 ’51

New

De

Sica

Due on Coast For

Salary for Prexy Yates
to Profit Being Down
While Herbert J. Yates’ remuneration as president of Repub-

Due

lic

amounted

to $175,350, last year,

Plan; Skouras

Would Ante First Cash

Research committee appointed
by the Theatre Owners of America
will undertake to set up a research
institute on an all-industry basis,
with the development of thirddimension sight and sound films
as one of its main objectives. Committee, which is headed by Charles

a scatter-shot aporoach to the problem of third
dimension, theatre television, audience tastes and exploitation techniques. We need an industry clearing" house for testing new ideas
we need an industry laboratory
where the best scientific braihs can
producers,
help us keep, pace with developP. Skouras, will ask
we
distributors and other exhibitor ments in this electronics age
organizations to join in the project need an industry proving ground
for merchandising and housekeepand participate in the financing.
Skouras, who now is in N.Y. ing techniques."
Another aspect of Skouras’ overfrom his L.A. headquarters, will
propose to the TOA board, which all idea is that of U.S. Government
he chairs, that the outfit ante up cooperation. The armed service?!
a hefty wad to get the program constantly are probing the third-

$35,350 of this has been deferred
because the company’s profit was
down to $650,000 for the year.
Vittorio De Sica, one of the top
The prexy’s employment deal
Italian film producer-directors, is
plus
scheduled to arrive in New York gives him $75,000 as salary,
tomorrow (Thurs.) by plane from the equivalent of 10% of the rolling. This, Ije feels, will dembe- onstrate TOA's good faith and enfalls
take
the
10%
If
profits.
Rome. He’s coming to the U. S.
at the request of RKO, which wants low $100,000, Rep is to make up courage others in the industry to
date.
later
at
a
difference
similarly provide money to cover
him to make a picture for it in Italy the
Since Yates collected $65,000 in initial expenses.
if a satisfactory deal can be worked
in
adarrangement,
$1,00G,1)0.0 a Year
out.
Negotiations will likely be the percentage
the straight $75,000 as
Skouras’ idea is to establish an
held in Hollywood with
chief dition to
Howard Hughes and other studio salary, for a total of $140,000, the institute with experts in the field
company is in arrears to him for of electronics on the payroll on a
execs.
*
full-time basis. He envisions a
He Sica, in association with $35,350.
Cesare Zavattini, turned out such
Rep’s proxy statement, sent to program which would cost $1,000,hits as “The Bicycle Thief" and stockholders in advance of the an- 000 a year for a minimum of three
Miracle in Milan." Latter picture nual N. Y. meeting on April 1, dis- years. The experimental work also
won the N. Y. Film Critics' award closes that exec v.p. James R. could be carried on in cooperation
as “best foreign film" this season. Grainger received a $10,680 raise with the California Institute of
His total ’51 Technology.
Zavattini was to have accompanied in 1951 over 1950.
He Sica, but has been delayed in payoff amounted to $88,995. RichIn his announcement of the comRome pending approval of his visa ard W. Altschuler, head of foreign mittee’s appointment, TOA presiby the U. S. State Dept.
Mitchell Wolfson declared:
21)
dent
(Continued on page

Huddles With Hughes

'

RKO

“We cannot have

—

dimension field along with radar
and other detection* devices. Like*

that the Goverpmenl
welcome third-dimension
achievements by the film industry
and would lend an assist -in fhe relihodd

would

junctions
and equitable relief
against the present setup, which
took the place of the old “Chicago"
or block-booking pattern. Action*
claim that they had to bid
all
against larger houses in first and
second sub run situations instead
of those of equal size.
Richard
Orlikoff, attorney, acting for Sol
Best, owner of the Holly, said that
unfair actions took place from January, 1943, to the present time.
„ Suit names the majors; Balaban
& Katz, Warner and Essaness Theatres.
In two additional briefs,
Orlikoff said the Avalon, operated
1

by Oscar Brautman from January,
1935, to January, this year, was
discriminated against in the same
manner and by the same defend-

Also the Armitage, run by
Sidney Harrison and Richard Feirstein, from February, 1939, through
ants.

May

17,

1951.

No

financial

dam-

ages have been stated.
On behalf of Jerome Gumbiner
and Abe Seymour, operators of the
Banner in the period of April, 1937,

March, 1944, Orlikoff asked for
$750*000 triple damages from the
majors, Balaban & Katz and Warner Theatres, claiming that the indie could not get suitable product
due to^ anti-trust actions of the cirto

cuits

and producing companies.

Barrymore,

Jr.,

Pacted By

to

Longtermer

is

Hughes

Hollywood, March 11.
Howard Hyghes has inked John
Barrymore,
Jr.,
to
a longterm
Possible roadblock in the way
of teaming up, though, is the fact RKO, contract, and will groom him
for
roles.
Actor
checks into
star
that the Government regards many
of Its electronics devices as secret the studio next week.
search.

Barrymore until three months
projects and may not grant industry reps access to all of them ago was under contract to George
TOA. however, will try to arrange Templeton, who took over the pact
for the Government to show at on dissolution, of Lemay-Templeleast some of the progress made ton Productions, for whom Barry“Sundownvia exhibits at the theatre outfit’s more first appeared in
and
next national convention next Sep- ers," “High Lonesome,”
tember.

“Quebec."

•

wum

views
Mail at Africa
"Xi**#ia, Man of Africa,” a
British import which’ preemed
Thursday (8) at tho Jloliday

Tuneful, highlyr-jnmislntf mtyilteal, kidding tfarly-talkie days,

from London by Variety July
24, 1946, under Its original title

Gen* Kelly, Pon«dd
O’Ohnor, Oe’bWe Kcynwds.

"Men of Two Worlds/’ In
Ebet
film,
the
appraising
opined that "prospects for
America are douhlful, notwithstanding capable performances
by Eric Bortman, Phyllis CalCathlCCn Nesbitt and
vert',
of

.

Metro rele#*e of Arthur Freed producStars Gene Kells/ Donald O’Connor,
Debbie • ReynoldffKJefituroe- J!ean Hagen,
Millard Mitchell, Cyd ChnrJwev Kit* Moreno, Douglas Fowley, Directed by Kelly
and Stanley Donen. Story and screenplay,
Adolph Green, and Betty Comden; suggested by song, "Siagin In /Th*
. Ifii/
camera (Technicolor), iJaro]ldJ? 0,,5on T *Mi"
tor, 'Adrienne Faranr songs. Freed, Nacio
Herb Brown; musical direction, Lcnnle
Hayton. Tradeshown in N. Y.» March 7,
*52. Running time, 10J MINS.
„ „

tion.

Robert Adams."
"With the best of
tians," reviewer noi^d,
•

1:

*

• •

R,

F.'

•

*

•

•

Simpson

Millard .Mitchell
-Cyd Charlsse
Rita Moreno

'

Artist'

Zclda Zanders
Roscoe Dexter
Dora Bailey

Dow
Madge Blake

Arthur Freed has produced an
other surefire grosser for Metro in
“Singin' In The Rain." Musical
has pace, humor and good. spirits
a-plenty, in a, breezy, good-natured
spoof at the film industry itself.
The 1927 era, with advent, of the.
talkies (and the atrocious dress
styles of the day), lends itself to

•

some hilarious slapstick, of \vnicn
the film takes excellent advantage.
Though an inside-stuff yarn about
filmdom, it’s a backstage story with
a difference; and the fact t h a t
Hollywood can laugh so heartily
at itself, only adds to the film’s
appeal. Standout performances by
'

Gene Kelly and Donald O’Connor,
enhance the

especially the latter,
film’s pull.

Kelly, in multiple chores of codirecting the film as well as the
musical numbers,- and doing a yeoman job of singing and dancing,
is well up to par. But O’Connor,
joining him in song and hoofing
routines and in the story line,
shows up so well there and in. his

own comedy-song number and

general comic bits, as almost to steal
the show from Kelly. Borrowed
from Universal by M-G for this
c on Ids own,
pic, and now a TV
O’Connor r on basis of his work
U some
bring
likely
to
here, is
fancy fees for any such further

.

trxteii-

mem

nor find

actions,
likeable

The

particularly

or understandable,

though there are

“the

picture! states the case for *
scientific treatment of sleeping
sickness among African tribes
as opposed to witchcraft and
superstition. But it Is a statement of the obvious.” International Releasing Organization is distributing the Two
Cities (J. Arthur Rank) production in the U. S.

Donald O Connor
Debbie Reynolds

Kathy Selden
Dina Lament
Guest

•

former, did the screen story foi*
"Kimr with Ruth Gordon. If the
writing had dealt with more sympathetic characters, or had made
them, more pleasant to take, the
film’s chances at approaching a
measure of "Born’s" success would
have been definitely assured. Majority of fllmgoers making up the
more average audience dn the general market are not likely to take
to the script’s' people and their

mlewefi

Thaatre, N* T., was

Ktarrin*

Don Lockwood
Cosmo Brown

even

real-life couiiter-

underway

a divorce colirt with a kindly judge,
beautifully played by Madge Kennedy, former Silent Screen name,
/

plot gets

in,

tfying to effect a reconciliation be-

tween Miss Holliday and Ray,
through talking out their troubled
Footage
and misunderstandings.
then becomes a series of dialog-

.

Tht

Trial

(DE* PROZESS)

.

Variety jn the issue of March
*48,

17,

Mezo

the

labeled

Austrian-made picture as an
“unusual” entry despite "several faults and exaggerations.”
Directed and produced by G*

W.

I

Pabst,..

the film carries a

.where
faith

of

those

the.

murdering a peasant

My

Jewish

were Wrongly accused
girl.

,

A

‘

had

b.o.

—

M

mins.
1
James .Connie
Punch Pinerd.....

team

of romantic film favorand the studio's
o£ tran sl t lng the ir p°p u :
, ,t
,.
f
K „
larity to the
talkies
because
Of
Miss Hagen’s high-pitched, squeaky
voice. Problem is complicated further by Keiiy failing in love with
a nitery chorine (Debbie Reynolds), and Miss Hagen’s jealous
ites of the silents,

O Connor

plays the boyhood pal and earlyvaude days teammate of Kelly, as
1
ls p
sent stud ‘° mentor
Xfi £f.A y (?
Ya rn ffords °,ppor'
f,?f, l
. l
.
r „„ ,
™“ sca
r0 ?"
y
*S!SJ (fS .hJ s?udi
l

w^

m

S on
d

™

S?,„ ]

^

med ™m''?

i”i 'S
l such fine
to the reprising
of
tunes as “You Were Meant For
Me,” “You Are
Lucky Star,

My

“All

Do

Dream

of You,”
“Would You,” the title song, and
others.
But especially does the
story lend itself to kidding.
pip
C nnonc u,i*h
h «
leal Hnl?vw™li
W
SC
r mier
floodliffht? 1
inMiv
y Wo^»7 1i?t f
I

Is

^

crowds and alf

KelW^

interview

KVportn'StyW fiSSSS
U
with 0'Connor
vaude ’''and’^is
screen start ns ctiiJt mifn
holds sway throughout, "as ^oTlywood goes through the throes of
converting to sound) with the
film’s travesty

on diction lessons,

on bad voice dubbing,

etc.

There’s a fine ballet

number

for

"Broadway B a 1 1 e t,”
which is pleasing, varied and not
overlong.
A copple of montage
a

finale

in

stanzas,
borne

are ^also eye-catching,
production numbers, like

'Beautiful Girl,’’ also
ribbing.

come

in for

Kelly plays the romantic lead
with style, handles his comedy
parts with skill, and sings a couple
of numbers acceptably. His dancing is standout, whether in the
Singin In The Rain” and other
S0

s

^ uo dance numbers
Connor, such as the vaude-

A^ ’^l2.

with

ville

O

routine,

“Fit

As
^

A

Fiddle,”

lesson, "or in trios

W1

’.

! !

George Basfi&n
Mrs. .Derringer

John a",’
.Rex
Re Williams
Phyllis Povah

aSSLSS
Barnett

.

tantrums and knifings.

and

t

1

Connor and Miss Reynolds,
9 Good
** in
Morning.” Miss Reyi

nolds is a pretty, pert minx, with
a nice singing voice and fine dancing ability to add to her figure
and
looks.
She’s good romantic support to Kelly. The Charlestonish
number she dances with a nitery
line as guests at a party
("All I Do

Charley...
Ellen

S

Griff

Clem RandaU...
Dawsop

.

.

.

•

-

•

• • -

. .

.

.

Susan

Haiiaran

Mrs.

Nor*

——

•

“My

psychologist,
comes to the.
screen^ under the -Stanley Kramer’
Co: baftner as mighty satisfying entertainment: Top key dates should
register heftily* and the’ word-of-

on

•

mouth potential'

qualities.

'

—

‘

^

’

'

.

^
SlS“

—

.

Women

Murry

-

enough to add interkeep the story con-tinually believable.
Picture gets underway with the
arrival at prison of John Beal, who
is to establish, on trial, a psychological system for rehabilitating
cdnvicts.
doubting warden and
wary prisoners make the starting
chore tough and it’s not until Millard Mitchell, a safe cracker, decides to try out the new doc, that
Beal is able to get going. The easy
life in the psycho office preparing
charts and aiding prison tests soon
attracts Gilbert Roland, mobster
gist is offbeat
est and help

..

.

-

.The Donald POwelL Wilson book
has been smartly crafted for the
screen by Michael Blankfo'rt, aqd
just as smoothly directed by Hugo
Fregonese. As did the tome, the
£Im' makes humans of the imprisoned men, and deals with them
with whimsical humor and intelligent understanding a type of handling that does much to put the
picture over. It’s no regular prison
drama of the common type. There’s I
some screen’ license evident in the/
treatment of several situations, but
nothing that prevents the story
from playing with' a compelling
plausibility and attention-holding
entertainment.
Kramer and associate producers
Edna and Edward Anhalt have obtained a noticeable polish without
glamorizing the prison- setting. The
cameras go behind the imposing
walls of California’s San Quentin,
to give the picture a factual background against which the humor
and drania of the story is played.
Casting of the performers to play
the six convicts and the psycholo-

is

.

unusually

is

strong, promising, healthy business
in practically all following engagements,. if proper exploitation advantage is $aken of the film’^.
solid
*

in his- closet.

.

'

’

Six Convicts,” the best-seller about ‘the experiences Oof a prisr

.

,

.

.

.

'

.

Young

.

>
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Ed*- Begley

.

;

‘

:

Toomey

Fay Roope

Captain Haggerty....... .Carleton

.

“ ChrlsU* °lsen
Frank Allen
w®i»ri Aeto* Burrow*
Hohnes Thompson
:::::::::::::

.

John Marley
Knotty-Johnson.
Doctor Hughes...,..,..,.. Russ. Conway
Byron Foulger
Do.c Brint
Convict
Charles BuchlAsky
;
;
•.'».»
J&ck Carr
Higgins
.'-.Carol Savage
Mrs. Randall

Th'e efficiency of big daily newswith' its- staccato,
matter-of-fact, deadline-fighting occupation revolves around Bogart as

wooing anew and who finally deWarren Stevens cides not to marry her new boss,
Paul Stewart the head- of the advertising agency
Rlenzl
Martin Gabel
Schmidt
Joseph De Santis employing her.
A domestic comedy-drama, with Kitty Garrison Geary. .'.Joyce 'Mackenzie
Bogart gives a convincing perAudrey Christie
the emphasis on drama, furnishes Mrs. Wlllcbrandt
Alice Garrison Courthey
-Fay Baker formance all the way, from his
Judy Holliday her first film ve* Cleary..;-.
Jim Backus constantly harassed deadline exhide since the highly successful Crane
Carleton Young istence, his personal romantic staleSelmer Jackson
Born yesterday” that Columbia Williams
Judge
Fay Roope mate, and his guts in avenging the
delivered in 1950. This, one is by Headwalter
Parley Baer beating given his crime reporter.
Bette Francine In- broad strokes the city room
no means as sterling a piece of Telephone Operator
‘News Editor
John Doucette
entertainment, but It can be fig- City
Bentley
June Eisner contacts, savvy sports gossip
ured to open strongly in key city Copy .Boy.
Richard Mopohan columnists, savvy sports editors
nlavriatp*:
Tn sustain
xiiRtaln
a payoff
rmvnff Headline Writer
Harry Tyler
playdates.
a
To
Whltey
.-.Joe
Sawyer who know where to go for any
pace thereafter, it will heed push Barndollar ,
.Florence Shirley shady pugilistic links, the efficient
ing, as audience reaction may be Mrs. Schmidt.
Kasla Orzazewskl and sincere operations of newsMr.
White
Raymond Greenleaf gathering
mixed.
and its ultimate presenAttorney Prentiss
Alex Gerry
The melange of marital errors Mrs. Burrows
Irene" Vernon tation to the readers are effectively
William Forrest projected. It is all done in the same
introduces Aldo Ray, previously Mr. Greene
Mr. Blake
Edward Keane
seen in “Saturday’s Hero,” as Miss Captain Finlay
Clancy Cooper exciting pace of daily occupational
Holliday’s partner. He is equipped Wharton
Tom Powers newspapering.
Fenway..-.
Thomas Browne Henry
with a trick voice of the same Lefty.
Ed Begley, Warren Stevens, Paul
Ashley Cowan
raspy tonal ^uality aS
ie actress’ Police Sergeant
Howard Negley Stewart; Gabel as the No. 1 synLewis Schaefer
Phil Terr:
dicate boss, Joseph De Santis as
Lugerman
j oe MeL
National Editor
Luther Crockett the sniveling pug whose sister he
erly cast ln ensuing films.
The City Editor
Joseph Crehan permitted to get knocked off, Joyce
Larry Dobkin MacKenzie and Fay' Baker as the
P airi nfi is a good one in meeting Lawyer Hansen
newspaper founder’s socialite
d,ui rerae nt5 °,f P lot characters,
[
t
"Deadline USA” is a money daughters who would sell out The
*5ceiSSSSLS
carrying out story and directorial
picture.
Day, Audrey Christie, Jim Backus,
aims.
There haven’t been many news- Kasia Orzazewski (as Mrs. Schmidt,
There are several "Born Yester paper stories around of late and the mother of the slain butterfly
day" holdovers in “The Marrying this is one of the better ones. I. babe) all give competent performKind,”
besides
Miss
Holliday. has action, marquee values, and ances.
There is a ring of authenticity
sound principle. It tells the story
to Sol C, Siegel’s production (he’s
of the fundamental freedoms
Waterfront
press, integrity and incorruptibility also an ex-4th Estater) and to
"Waterfront Women,” Brit—without preaching. Best of all it
ish-made entry which moved
tells its story in action and purMe!
into the Rialto Theatre, N. Y.,
poseful cinematurgy without piling
Saturday (8), was reviewed
it on.
"Marry Me!,’’ a British imfrom London by Variety Aug.
Author-director Richard Brooks
port which opens at the Art
who, to corn the cliche all over
9, 1950, under its original title
Theatre, N. Y., tomorrow
of “Waterfront.” Myro rapped
again, used to be a newspaperman
(Thurs.), was reviewed from
the Paul Soskin production as
himself, has taken his story out of
London by Variety in the isa "negative boxoffice proposithe headlines, past, present and
sue of June 15, ’4§. Myro.
tion unworthy of screentime
possibly with an eyte to the future
rated the J. Arthur Rankanywhere in America.”
in relation to tho mobs, merged
Gainsborough production as
One of England’s best charnewspaper properties, power poli"doubtful for the U.S. maracter actors, Robert Newton,
tics, corruption in high places, and
ket.”
has the role of a "no-good”
the like.
Matrimonial desires of a
seaman who leaves his wife
Humphrey Bogart is the tradinumber of young people, the
and daughters for more than
tionally intrepid big-city, big-sheet
reviewer wrote, "provide the
14. years. His return touches
editor whose responsibility to his
common theme for four sepoff varied brawls and knifings.
job, his corps of 1,500 fellowarate cameos, which between
Critic wrote that "Newton skillworkers on The Day (as this comthem yield a modicum of comfully makes the best of every
posite but mythical rag is called),
edy,
drama* and slapstick.”
line, but it’s even too much
and his moxie in locking horns with
Derek Bond and Susan Shaw
for him.” Bell Pictures is disthe No. 1 mobster, is chiefly
head the cast. Jack Ellis is
tributing in the U. S.
sparked when one of his news
distributing in the U.S.

iKhm,;;

.Henry Morgan
Jay Adler
...Regis;

Warden Potter

Run- attorneys who
7,
look upon The Day
Humphrey Bogart as another chattel. Miss Hunter is
Ethel BarrymoVe Bogart’s divorced wife whom he
Kim Hunter

Garrison

Roland-

Alt Kjellln

Steve Kopac.
Doctor Gordon

Kim

Murphy. Tradcshnwri Marchning time, 17 MINS.

.

.-

...

Bllvens Scott.

20th Century :Fox release of Sol C. SieStar* Humphrey Bogart,
Ethel Barrymore, Kim Hunter. Written the head man. Ethel Barrymore and
and directed by Richard Brook*. Camera,
Hunter are costarred. Former
Milton Xrasncr; music, Cyril. Mockridge;
is the founder's widow who would
music director, Lionel Newman;
orchestratl'On, Edward Powell; special 'ef- rather not sell out, and crosses
fects, B»y. Kellogg; editor, William B. her soft-life daughters and their

Ed Hutcheson

Millard Mitchell
".Gilbert

John Beal
MarshaU Thompson

Doc.

paper operation,

gel production--'
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*
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.
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Hollywood, March 10.
Columbia release ot -Stanley Kramer
Co. production; associate, producers, Edna
and Edward Anhalt. Features Millard
Mitchell, Gilbert Roland, John Beal, Marshall Thompson, Alt Kirilin, Henry Morgan, Jay Adler. Directed by Hugo FreScreenplay, Michael Blankfortj
gonese.
based on hook by Donald Powell Wilson;
camera, Guy Roe; editor. Gene Havlick;
music, Dimitri Tlbmkin. Previewed in
Hollywood, March 6, *52. Running time,

’

starrer on
picture.

C,‘

entertainment for
situations,
with
all
strong
word-of-mouth, to help grosses*
.

disproves the charges.
pointed out that although the film is somewhat
uneven, in- handling the controversial subject, the. skill of
the veteran Pabst stands out in
several "potent and magnif-

.

Bogart

•
.

Topnotch

Crijic

The Marrying Kind

newspaper
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theme of anti-Semitism. Story
is based upon an historical incident in an Hungarian town,
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"The Trial” ("Der Prozess”),
scheduled to preem Friday (14)
at the.* Thalia Theatre, N. Y„
Was reviewed from Zurich by

icently photographed” sequenladen flashbacks, taking the couces. Cast,, most of whom are
ple back to. the time they first befrom Vienna’s Burgtheatre,
picka
'park
after
came
acquainted
js Dream of You") is as amusing
contribute varying performup, through marriage, establishas if s cute,
ances;- Classic' Pictures is disO’Connor, showing a fine.com hment of a home, the birth of chiltributing in the U. S.
one by drowning
e(jy sense throughout, and teaming dren, the loss of
and
scene),
effective
dramatically
(a
up excellently in the sohg-anddance numbers with Kelly, has the eventual splitup. After, the. round staff gets beaten up by Martin
aired
film’s higbspot with a solo number; of talk, in which each has
Gabel’s gang. Complicating this
“Make ’Em Laugh,” for a knockout separate versions of .the marital is the projected, sale of the paper
together
for
get
events,
they
a
presentation,
slapstick song-dance
by the founder-publisher’s, heirs.
The guy appears to kill himself happy ending.
In midst of the imminence? of job
Based on the material and the
w itfr> his acrobatics and pratfalls
layoffs Bogart proceeds to break
Cukor’s
be
drawn,
characters to
over a cluttered studio set.
mob,' stall the courts’ approval
Some se- the
Miss Hagen, with a voice that direction is excellent.
of the sale, oh his impassioned, inout-Judys Judy Holliday, i$ a first- quences come over with high, hu- formal plea in the surrogate’s court
ra t e c om Ad i e&rt e*as the dumb mor, made funnier by the princi- that a newspaper, Its functions; and
blonde who doesn't know what hit pals’ trick voices, and help to lend its relation to its 300,000 faithful
her with the sound-stage advent, an occasional leavening to the 'con- daily readers, is more than that of
Millard Mitchell plays a typical stant and monotonous, bickering just another chattel.
film producer, and Douglas Fowley and fighting that marked their life
Almost documentarily the newsis good as the harassed film direc- together.
Bert Granet’s production super- paper story, unfolds in broad
tor. Cyd Charisse is arresting and
strokes. Judicious editing moves it
able
casting
features
very
vision
decorative as a sultry dame in the
of the players, fr6m the stars. Op at good pace so that the 87 minutes
ballet sequence,
are tight and punctuated with a
Camera and color work are fine, down. Sheila Bond and John Alex- pyramiding succession
of meloand directing and production' de- ander, as Ray’s Wealthy in-laws; dramatic values, once the exposiRex
Williams,
bachelor
as
his
Metro
tails are always superior,
tory
opening
10
minutes
.is out of
can do some $unny singing with friend; Mickey Shaughnessy and the
way. Much, of the footage, was
eggy Cass, as his sister and
Bron
..
this one.
shot
in
the
Daily
N.
Y*
News’,
pressbrother-in-law; and Phyllis Povah,
Griff Barnett and others c6me over rooms. .The end result breathes
authenticity
the
all
way.
nicely.
The story is reminiscent of conJoseph
Walker,
who lensed
Born,” is back on the cameras temporaneous-headlines of recent
Domestic comedy-drama with
here and gives the film expert and somewhat dimmer' .memory,
excellent key city possibilities.
photography. Hugo Friedhofer did running the range from- the demise
of the old N. Y.. World. to the recent
the okay music score.
Brog.
Hollywood, March 11.
Kefauver investigations. The No. 1
proColumbia release of Bert Granet
ductlon. Stars Judy Holliday Aldo Ray;
mobster is finally trapped by the
features Madge Kennedy, SheUa Bond,
Deadline
German mother of a slain babe he.
John Alexandex-. Rex Williams, Plivllis

Povah Mickey Shaughnessy. Griff Barne tt. Directed' by George Cukor. Screenplay by Ruth Gordon, Garson Kanin;. camera Joseph Walker;
Sf.
w>n; music score, Hugo Friedhofer. Previewed in Hollywood, Ftb. 28, *52. Runm n g time, fi mins.
some
durable,
fine
song
bits, and
„ „
^Holliday
Judy
favorites reprised for this .occasion, are other sock ingredients.
j U d Re Carrpii/.’.W'A'.'.'.'.VMadge Kennedy
as

•

Brooks’ writing and direction, from
the "wake” in the next-door puh«
which is a traditional; "annex’’ to
aijy newspaper plant;* to the earnestness
producing the "final’*
edition—excepting that is a "happy
ending” connotation, The exposure
of Gabel’s machinations augurs
longevity for the paper about to
be peddled to the afternoon, sheet
for hyphenated merging into the
title—an anonymity thit would; fie
tantamount to extermination/

'

loanouts.
The film
has a lot more humor
..
..
,,
,
,
than in the usual musical, mostly
low comedy of high grade. To be
Clirp
Ihpro’c
nlpntv
nf
«fiti
rt>
hut
SUre, mere S plenty 01 satire, Due
the slapstick element predominates. First-rate production numna iii. n singing and dancing
bers, AV
excellent
.
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Surefire josser.
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Singht’ in
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George Cukor repeats as director,
and Carson Kanin, who wrote the

.

.

t

A

•

and

killer;

Marshall Thompson,

al-

CQhoIic taking a rap for a girl; Alf
Kjellin (formerly known as Christopher Kent), sentenced- for* an un-

armed holdup; Henry Morgan, a
psycopathic killer; and Jay Adler,
embezzler.
Life with this group runs mostly
to the humorous, and scenes registering with genuine amusement
are topped by Mitchell’s adventures
when he is given a day of outside
life in turn for legitimately, opening a jammed bank vault. The
smuggling of Kjellin’s wife into
prison for a brief visit also is good
for chuckles.
For dramatic impact, there is Beal’s appeal to the
prisoner’, fair-mindedness to uphold him after Thompson h£is
ruined months of chart work in a
drunken moment, and the attempted break engineered by Morgan in
which the doctor Is used as a shield
until the other convicts substitute
a hated prison dentist. While story
deals in epispdes, they flow together with a continuity that never
lets the interest lag.
'Mitchell and Roland split trouping honors about equally for cast
standouts.
The former registers
strongly with the light trend of his
character, while Roland socks over
the part of the tough hood who
also has gentleness.
Beal is unusually good as the doctor. Thomp-

son,

Morgan and Adler
(Continued On page 16)

Kjellin,
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MOT Mulls Pic Production Re-Entry;
Working on Special Subjects
Time has not

The March <rf
pletely abandoned the production
of pix for theatrical release. TimeLife subsid has no immediate intention of committing itself to a
monthly series, but has plans to
make occasional two-reelers and
journalistic features pix on special

subjects. Outfit has several subjects lined up, but hasn't announced actual production plans.
Theatrical series was discontinued
in July, 1951 when company decided to concentrate its efforts on
vidpix.

Exhib Reaction to recent re-reof old March of -Time pix
has prompted the firm to weigh
lease

the possibility of re-entering the
theatrical- field.

receiving

many

Company has been
requests from thea-

tremen suggesting possible
,

Now

f

The

‘Out* Side
Hollywood, March

11.

George
Macready’s
ears
turned red when he discovered
that there are Roosevelts and
Roosevelts. Showing up at a
restaurant for a scheduled interview with Edith Kermit
Roosevelt, now a United Press
scribe, the actor spotted Anna
Roosevelt Boettiger at a table
and introduced himself as a
potential interviewee.
"I’d like to have lunch with
you," Franklin Delano's daughter said, "but your date comes
from the Republican branch of
the family.”

MOT

pro£cts.

Hollywood, March 11.
Producers, both indie and major, are scrambling to line up for
early production, not only biogs
which offer colorful or tuneful possibilities, but story projects based
upon actual occurrences. Filmmakers figure these factual subjects can be exploited for higher
grosses.. Consequently, a concentrated search is on in all quarters
to ferret out either current or past
events which will provide exciting
or enticing screen fulfillment.
New' trend is forcefully lllus-.
trated by several films now before
the cameras, typical of .what is to
come in the way of mass entertainment.
Metro, which lately has been
long on drawing upoh fact, is
weaving the story of Col. Paul Tibbets, the B-29 pilot who dropped
tlie first atom bomb on Hiroshima,
into a melodrama centering around
this historic event, in "Eagle on
His Cap." Simultaneously, studio
also is turning out "Fearless Fagan," based upon the comic episode of Private Floyd Humeston,
who, when drafted by the Army
last year, took his pet lion, Fearless Fagaiii to camp with him.
\

MOT

chief Arthur
Meanwhile,
Murphy and theatrical sales topper
Philip Williams have been combfootage for -subjects tp
ing
add to the "History in the Making" series, which has received
wide acceptance in its re-release
booking. Not only -have the old
MOT’s clicked from a historical
standpoint, but some have proved
extremely timely. For example, a
1938 two-reeler dealing with the
late Fiorella H. La Guardia’s fight
with racketeers in 1938 has been
cut to an 11-minute one~reeler and
reissued as "Foe of Corruption.''
New intro has been added saying
in effect “here’s how racketeering
was successfully combatted back
in 1938.”

UA, Col Sign SPG

MOT

Pacts;

U

WB,

20th,

Talks Continue

United Artists and Columbia will
sign pacts this week with the N. Y.
Screen Publicists Guild, affiliated
with District 65, Distributive Processing and Office Workers of America. Inking of the agreements will
mark the first break in the fivemonth negotiations between the
SPG and five film companies.
Union, is also dickering with WarMurphy and Williams have also ner Bros., 20th-Fox and Universal.
found tendency on part of exhlbs
and Columbia pacts reBoth
with a fea
to couple an old
portedly call for a 10% wage hike,
(Continued on page 18)
double severance pay in case of
layoffs, a union shop and other
measures relating to security. UA
pact contains a clause providing
for the maintenance' of a basis minimum crew while the Col agreement calls for 60 days’ notice in
case of a contemplated decrease in
the staff.
Meanwhile, no progress is reported at Warners, 20th and U. It
Over' 70% of the $1,000,000 issue
is anticipated that the Col pact will
of 5% convertible debentures for
serve as the pattern for these comCinerama', the
Lowell Thomaspanies and talks are expected 'to
Michael Todd company for the
following the signing of
resume
making and presentation of three
the Col contract.
dimensional-effect films, Jhtas been
Warners, where talks resumed
At
subscribed to, according.to Wall St.
after a' strike, threat, negotiations
sources. Bonds, selling at $100, are
stalemate, but are
due March 1, 1:1)57 and can be again reached a
expected fo pick up again early
converted into Cinerama stock by
next week. After presenting their
the purchaser.
demands, 20th’s pub-ad staffers are
Meanwhile, Todd has^ been ne- awaiting management’s reply. With
gotiating
with Sir Alexander return of prexy Spyros Skouras
Korda and other foreign film men from Europe, staffers expect an an
for rights to the Cinerama process swer to their proposals shortly.
abroad. He is reportedly near clos- They voted authorization for a
ing a deal with Korda.
strike several months ago and are
Thomas-T.odd -outfit expects to prepping for a walkout jin case
unveil the pilot picture of the new talks break down. The lull in negoprocess in New York some time in tiations continues at U, where staffSeptember. Company has been ers and management are awaiting
dickering for a Broadway show the outcome of deals set at the
case.
other companies.
Since the Cinerama films require
special production booths, sound
system and screen, it’s reasoned
that the coin realised from the Chi Palace Situation
bond issue will be used for the

UA

MOT

World Appeal Anrfe
Warners, turning in another
is

equipment and its installation in
theatres. Prospectus points ou
that the process has not reached a
itate of perfection and that modi
ncations and improvements in de
sign and construction of all. equip

Snarled, With Lessors

Huddling on Operators

Chicago, March 11.
Although it had been claimed
ment will undoubtedly be required that RKO had a lease on the Palace
from time to time. It also states Theatre until 1956, with an option
that
there’s no assurance that to renew for 10 more years, it has
shortages or governmental controls been learned that, the president vf
of critical materials may not cause the Bismarck Hotel, lessor of the
difficulties or delays in the prepa- picture house, has been talking to
ration and construction of equip- other people about taking over the
ment. It stresses, too, that prepar- spot. He had a huddle with Ilya Uoing a theatre for a Cinerama pro- pert last week, but latter felt that
duction requires a considerable he couldn’t do anything with the

large 2,500-pew seater. Lppert runs
the Ziegfeld at the south end of
the Loop with an art policy.

coin* outlay.

Meyer Heads PCC

Miracle of Our Lady of
Fatima." Topic is believed to hold

"The

worldwide appeal, which will be
capitalized on for what the company hopes will be not only a terrific domestic grosser, but one of
its most remunerative foreign re-

Hollywood, March 11.
Fred S. Meyer was appointed
chairman of the Permanent Chari.

Committee by the Assn,

of

Motion Picture Producers.
Other members of the committee
are Y. Frank Freeman, Edward
Muhl. Ernest L. Scanlon and B. B.

Kahane.

also

(Continued on page 15)

of $78,876,070 In that
time, the house never has ’beaten
the high mark of 1929, when more
than $5,000,000 gross was rung up
in the 12-month period. Nor has
the theatre, currently operated as
a 20th-Fox subsidiax*y, ever been
able to top the attendance figure
r
of ‘The Cock-Eyed World,” which
this picture made on Its opening
week in 1928, when 208,785 paid
admissions into the house.
The
week’s coin total was $164,701, long
the top gross for the Roxy, but
since exceeded three times dollarwise but the attendance mark set
by "Cock-Eyed World" still stands.
Such a huge number of patrons
was possible because of the fast
turnover of audiences, the Roxy
having only a brief prolog to accompany the pic. Higher gross wa*
prevented because the house scale
then was lower than in later years.

atresf 20th’s circuit subsid, re-

portedly will be taken over by
the Charles Skouras-hefcded
chain next June, by which
time 20th intends to have completed its plan for corporate
reorganization and theatre divorcement. Corporation’s consent decree in the industry
anti-trust suit permits National
to take the important showcase when the split from proefis
duction-distribution
fected.

Severance of the Roxy from
the film company will further
intensify the competition for
top product among exhibs in
the Broadway area. With the v
theatre no longer a virtually
automatic outlet for 20th*s
product, rival, first-runs can
bid for the film company’s outBy the same token, the
put.
Roxy will be free to bid for

.

.

'

•

Comparing the operation back
time of "Cock-Eyed World”
and today, David Katz, executive
director since A. .J* Balaban reat the

tired the first of this year, pointed
out that the admission scale has
not' increased greatly Since that
time, but the tax on tickets has

non-20th pix.

New RKO

Although the Roxy Theatre,
N, Y„ which celebrated its 25th anni
yesterday (Tues.), has played to a
total gross

Theatre, a
N. Y.’s
20th-Fox subsidiary operated
independently of National The-

Dbtrib

'

Changes, UA Deal

gone up. In 1928 the Roxy top
price WaS $1.50, with 10% admission tax, making it $1,65 per ticket.
Today it is>tiU $1.50, but with the
26% federal tax, tab is $1.80. Biggest differential is between the
opening price, which was 50c, for
"World,” as against today’s 80c.
Even then, actual admission is only
67c., withr the remainder representing tax on each ticket.

Shuttered OnJyOnce
Changes being sought by RKO
The Roxy has used’ 749 pix in 25
with
another which cur- in a new distribution deal
Samuel Goldwyn Productions are years of operation and played to
rently is dramatizing a past event,
now being mulled by Goldwyn and
(Continued on page 18)
(Continued on page 20)
James A. Mulvey, prexy of the

leases.

paramount

is

1

Goldwyn

organization.
Still also
is a proposal to
to
Goldwyn
distribution

weighed,

being

MPAA, SWG Meet
On Red Ban

Suit

conferences will be
held today (Wed.) between attorneys for the Screen Writers Guild
and the Motion Picture Assn, of
America, in the Federal Court action initiated four years ago over
the now^famous "Waldorf" statement issued by the majors, after
the "Hollywood Ten" had refused
to testify before the House UnPre-trial

.

Activities Committee in
1947. Actual trial of the suit probably will get underway in Southern District Federal Court in New

American

shift

United Artists.
Mulvey returned to New York
oyer the weekend from huddles he
and Goldwyn held with Ned- E.
Depinet,

RKO

prexy; C,

J.

Tevlin,

and other RKO execs.
Depinet went from Hollywood to
Phoenix for a vacation before returning to New York, where the.
Goldwyn talks will be picked up.
The revisions asked by RKO in
Goldwyn's pact are said, to be of astqdio chief,

minor nature. No increase is being sought by the distributing company in the 2Q% fee
relatively

charged the producer. RKO wants
concessions,
however, in other
items, such as advertising participation, which would have the effect
of costing Goldwyn more in overdistribution charges.

all

York next month.
Against this and a long and amiNo damages are sought in the able association with RKO, Goldsuit, which was brought on a queswyn and Mulvey must weigh highprinciple by the Guild
tion;- of
continued on page 13)
Complaint, filed for SWG by Judge
of the law firm
Arnold, Fortas and Porter,
charges conspiracy to blacklist,
conspiracy to violate the California labor laws and conspiracy
to violate the federal civil rights

Thurman Arnold
of

Guild brought- its action on the
basis of the producers’ announcement in November, 1947, that the
would "henceforth not
studios
knowingly employ" a Communist.
flew to the Coast
Arnold
Judge
over the weekend to deliver a
progress report on the case to the
present exec board of SWG. Also
attending the session were those
former members of the board who
had signed the original complaint

Kazan Due on Coast Soon
For

WB ‘Woman’ Confabs

Elia Kazan, Oscar nominee for
hovering about with the idea of his direction of Warner Bros.’ "A
turning it into a legit house, which Streetcar Named Desire," is slated
Coast on March
it was la'st fall. Palace' has been to arrive on the
Warshuttered since Dec, 23, when the 18 for confabs with Jack L.
management wanted to go back to ner on "Mississippi Woman."
of
author
that
Williams,
said
operators
Tennessee
but
pictures,
in Key
the contract was broken when the "Streetcar,? is currently
screenplay
the
Ops
writing
talent.
Fla.,
live
West,
theatre switched to

Other groups have

to
Roxy

di-

For Cinerama

'

NT

Roxy

now

picturing the
miracles that occurred at Fatima,
Portugal, in 1917, in a film tagged
rection,

Claim 700G Raised

ties

on 749 Films Shown

$78,876,070 Gross

com--*

been

of

"Woman."

San Francisco, March 11.
Ann Sheridan will get another
court opportunity to try for $150,000 in damages against RKO, instead of the $50,000 awarded her
by the trial court, in the beef
which stems back to 1949 on the
picture "Carriage Entrance.”
The Ninth Circuit Court here,
in a double-edged ruling, ruled
against RKO in-upholding the trial
court’s decision that Miss Sheridan’s services were duly rendered
in her pact on the pic.
Circuit
Court also held that the phrase
"minimum compensation” in the
contract was ambiguous, and that
the case in that respect would
have to be re-tried to determine
the actual damages.
Miss Sheridan never made the
picture, because RKO did not decide on a suitable male lead to
share roles with her. As inked, the
pact gave her the right to approve
the male lead, script and director.
.

Italo

Export Co. Would

Indirectly

Back Native

Prods. Yia U.S. Distribs She had approved Robert Young

as

the male lead, but he nixed the
Other male stars were considered but not signed by RKO.
The court ruling regarding servces rendered on the contract emfilm-makers, it was disclosed las]
phasized that Miss Sheridan had
week, but will lend its' funds to reported to the studio for costumAmerican distributors. Latter will ing, fittings and other required
then make advances to Italian pro- consultations.
ducers.
x
Formed last summer as a byproduct of the Italo-American film
Buys in Wilmington
agreement, IFE is financed by a
portion of the earnings of Holly
Loew’s Wilmington, 2,500-seat
in
funcItaly.
It’s
to
wood pictures
theatre in Wilmington, Delaware,
tion, according to general mana- which Loew’s has been operating
ger Dr. Renato Gualino, as a "sort under a long-term lease, has been
of a Chamber of Commerce” to purchased by the company, tosupport and help the marketing gether with the stores adjoining
of Italian pix in any way possible. the property.
Dr. Gualino, who also heads the
Property was held at $600,000
International Federation of Mo- and sold for all cash above a $350,tion Picture Producers, arrived in 000 mortgage. Deal was negotiated
N.Y. from Rome last week to help by John J. Reynolds, Inc., who sold
get IFE operating on an active the property for a syndicate headArnold M.
basis. While some top personnel ed by Harvey Newins.
Irving
has already been hired, it’s under Grant repped the seller and
Greenfield was on hand for Locw s.
(Continued on page 53)

Italian Films Export, an organization designed to promote sale of
Italian product in the U.S., won’t
grant direct financial aid to Ital

role.

H

Loews

)

.
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LA. Uneven:

mm,

Nice

‘BELLE’

OKAY

$11,000,

Martin-Lewis Boost ‘Feather’

March

Baltimore,

Predominantly in

h.o.

.

nine

With

holdovers,

11,

Both

Wk.

in 3d

^

overall

grossing outlook is mainly light
New pix are
"in current stanza.
not especially sock. However, 22
ahead
running
theatres here are
'

of 28 houses in comparable frame
Empire”
last year.
shapes good $24,00(5 or near In
four theatres, which is about $10,Belle
000 better than last week.
nice with
of N.Y.” also
situations.
two
around $30,000 in

“Hoodlum
190ms

Third round of "Greatest Show’
looks to reach great $34,000 in two
locations while fancy $25,000 dr
better is' seen for second frame of

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
$470,900
This Week
( Based on 24 theatres
$457,200
Last Year
*

(

Based- on 17 theatre §)

groove this week with lone
newcomer, “Belle of New York,
attracting some activity to the Hippodrome, Of repeaters, “Greatest
Show on Earth” and “Aincan
Queen,” are maintaining good
pace. -“Show” still is fine In third
y0UK
Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 2070)—"African Queen” (UA) (3d
wki: Holding nicely at $7,500 after
$8,900 for second week.
Hippodrome (Rappapbrt) (2,240;
20-70)—r“Belle New York” (M-G).
Attracting some trade for oke $11,000. Last week, “Scandal Sheet

Bennett-Shadow’

Okay

•

x

16G, Philly

comer

at Randolph.

pire” (Rep) and "Fabulous Senor-

Weak
‘Lady Possessed”* (Rep).
Good $22,000. Last $5,000.
Last week, "Just This
week, “Return of Texan” (20th) Once” (M-G), $6,000.
A
Hold Line” (Mono), $14,000.
ancj
Boyd (WB) 2,360; 50-$1.50)—
Hollywood, Downtown, Wiltern "Greatest Show” (Par) (3d wk). Big
(TO) (2/758; 1,757; 2,344; 704110) $20,000. Last week, $23,000.
Earle
(WB) (2,700; 50-99)
—"Bend of River” (U) and "As
You Were” (Lip) (2d wk). Fancy Shadow in Sky” (M-G) plus Tony
$25,000. Last week, solid $40,000. Bennett, Kirby Stone onstage. Only
Last week, "Hold
(UA) okay $16,000.
Locw’s State, Egyptian
“
7Q-$1.10)— ‘B e 1 1 e Line” (Mono) and “Man Bait”
(2,404:
1,538;
New York” (M-G) and “Treasure (Lip),, $5,500,
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)—"Viva
Lost Canyon” (U). 'Nice $30,000.
Last week, "Invitation” (M-G) and Zapata” (20th) (2d wk). Trim $15,000.
Last week, "Phone Call
"Just This Once” (M-G) (10 days),
Stranger” (20th) (2d Wk), $13,000.
$20,800.
Goldman
(Goldman) (1,200; 50'
Hillstreet, Pantages (RKO) (2,- 99)—
"Bend of River” (UU3d wk).
"Hunchback
70-$l)
2,812;
752;
Tall $9,000. Last week, $11, 000,
Notre Dame” (RKO) and "Cat PeoMastbaum (WB) (4,360; 90-$1.50)
ple” (RKO) (reissues). Only $15,000. —“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (5th wk).
Last week, “Sword’s Point” (RKO) Hefty $21,000. Last week, $27,000.
and “Jungle Jim Forbidden Land”
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 50(Col), $23,000.
99)—"Love Is Better Than Ever”
Los Angeles, Hollywood Para- (M-G). Fair $7,000. Last week,
mount* (F&M) (3,398; 1,430; 60- "Lady Says No” (UA), $6,200.
“Detective Story” (Par)
$1.20)
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 50and "Old West” (Col) (L.A. Par 99)—“Belle of New York” (M-G).
only) (3d wk). Okay $11,500. Last Neat $17,500. Last week, "Las
week, $13,500.
Vegas Story” (RKO) (2d wk),
Hawaii (G&S) (1,100; 60-85)— $10,500.
"Sailor Beware” (Par) (7th wk).
Stanley (WB) (2,900; 50-99)—
Oke $2,000 in 6 days. Last week, "Sailor Beware” (Par) (4th wk),
$3,000.
Nice $14,000. Last week, $16,000,
Orpheum, Beverly Hills (Met•Stanton (WB) (1,473; 50-99)—
ropolitan-WB) (2,213; 1,612; 85Scandal Sheet” (Col) (2d wk). Off
“Greatest Show” (Par) (3d to $5,500. Last week, nice $8,500.
$1.50)
wk). Nifty $34,000. Last week,
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 85-$1.20)—
$39,600.
"Detective Story” (Par) (17th wk).
Rita:, Vogue (FWC) (1,370; 885; Holding
at $5,800.
Last week,
70-$1.10)
“Phone Call Stranger” $6,500.
(20th) and "Dark Man” (Indie)
(m.o.’s) (2d wk). Small $3,500 In
6 days. Last week, with Globe,
(Rep).

—

.

.

—

—

—

$9,500.

Four Star (UA) (900; 90-$1.50)—
“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (2dwk). Sturdy
$7,000 on second week continuous
policy

after

13 weeks two-a-day.

Last week, $6,700.
Fine Arts (FWC) (677; 80-$1.50)
Hill Mob” (U) (9th
wk). Big $2,600. Last week/ $2,900.
Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 80-$1.50)
“African Queen” (UA) (11th wk).
Good $7,800. Last week, $8,200.
Rialto (Metropolitan) (840; 80$1.20)
"Streetcarf’
(WB) (11th
wk). Climbed to $6,200. Last week,
big $5,700.

—"Lavender

—

—

‘Queen’ D.C. Standout,

$28,000; ‘Fingers’ Fancy
9G, 2d; ‘Bend’ $8,500 3d
Washington, March 11.
The Turnstiles are swinging at
a mixed gait at most first-runs this
week, with "African Queen” setting a stratospheric pace, and "Five
Fingers” doing a handsome second
week. However. "Red Skies of
Montana” and "Big Trees” are a
little sub-average. "Death of Sales
man” was hurt by American Legion picketing.
Estimates For This Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 55-90)"Red Skies Montana” (20th) with

vaude headed by Mindy Carson
looks fair $19,000. Last week. “Return of Texan” (20th) plus Margaret Whiting, $21,000.
Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 90
$1.50)
“Quo Vadis (M-G). Re
markable $7,000 for 11th down-

—

town

Holds.

week

!

at

advanced

prices.

Last week, $7,500.

Dupont (Lopert)

(372;

50-85^—

"Bonnie Prince Charlie” (Indie),
(Continued on page 20)

Feather,”
stanza’.

,

atres, chiefly first runs, include

ing N. Y.)
Total Gross

Sam* Week

Last Year
(Based on 24

$2,102,000
cities,

to.

a terrific total this

Although opening day wag

a bit disappointing boxoffice-wise,
weekend biz hypoed take to best
at this spot in years« Others doing
well are “Belle of New York” at
State and Orpheum and “Retreat,
Hell!” at Paramount and Fenway.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) *(1,200; 50-95)— “InOff to
vitation” (M-G) (2d wk).
about $6,000 after oke $9,500 for

Estimated Total Groste
$2,426,300
This Week
(Based on 24 cities , 211 the-

and 205

theatres*.)

first.

Wow

Ace

$15,500, Pitt

-

Reaching for $5,500
200 for second.

‘Zapata’ Lusty $30,000,

Del; ‘Room’

OK

Detroit,

“Viva

$15,000,
March

—

11.

Zapata” looks lively at
lead the new-

Fulton.
well
at
"African Queen” still is strong in
second Penn week. "So Long at
Fair” gave Squirrel Hill its best
weekend since art policy opened
there with “Lavender Hill Mob.”
Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 50-85)
‘Lady Pays Off” (U) and "Cimarron Kid” (U). Plenty okay at $5,500 or better. Last week, "I Want
You” (RKO), (2d wk), $4,800.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 50-85)—

—

—

—

—

—

$2,600.

Boston (RKO)

“The

(3,000;

Mummy” (RKO)

40-85)

—

and “Mum-

my’s Curse” (RKO) (reissues) split
week with “Treasure Lost Canyon”- (U) and “Here Come Nelsons”
Last week.
(U). Sluggish- $6,500.
“Barefoot Mailman”
(Col)
ana
“Harlem Globetrotters” (Col),
$ 8 000
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-80)
“Browning Version” (U) and “Royal Journey” (UA) (7th wk). About
$3,600 after Oke $5,000 for 6th
week.
.

,

#

the Fox this week to
comers, while “Quo Vadis” at
Adams and "Greatest Show on
Earth” at Madison are going strong
in the second and third weeks, respectively. "Room for One More”
and Bathsheba” (20th),
looks okay at the Michigan. "Flam- "David
reging Feather” is average at the Brought in on day’s notice at
Palms while “Love Better Than ular .scale after "Meet Danny WilCanLost
"Treasure
and
son”
(U>
Ever” is slow at United Artists.
yon” (U) got only $1,500 in 3 days.
Estimates for This Week
Last week, "Phone Call Stranger”
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 70-95) (20th) (2d wk-4 -days), $4,000.
and
(20th)
Zapata”
"Viva
Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; 50-85)
"Harem Girl” (Col). Lively $30,- "African Queen” (UA) (2d wk).
Last week, "Phone Call Bogart-Hepbum starrer holding up
000.
Stranger” (20th) and "Cage of smartly at $13,000. Moves on to
Gold” (Indie) (2d wk), $17,000.
Ritz for continuation of downtown
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000:
week, great $20,000.
70-95)—"Room for One More run. Last
Squirrel Hill (WB) (900; 50-85)—
(WB) and "Ft. Defiance” (UA).
at Fair” (UA). Big surLong
"So
Okay 415,000. Last week, "Sailor
Beware” (Par) and “FBI Girl” prise at this art house. Looks bet(Lip), (4th wk), $12,000.

Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (682;
“Tom Brown's Schooldays” UA). Mild $5,000. Last week.
“Another Man’s Poison” (UA) ana
“Heir to Throne” (Indie) (6th wk),

65-$1.20)

and will .top everything at this
house in many months. Biz seems
to be on the up-grade all over
town except at Harris, where dualer of “Meet Danny- Wilson” and
“Treasure of Lost Canyon” lasted
only' three days. Gene Nelson-Connee Boswell stageshow is rolling
nicely at Stanley with “Silver
"Lady pays Qff” and
City”
"Cimarron Ki4” Combo 15 doing 000 or near. Last week,
surprisingly

‘Show’ Strong 21G, 3d

•

,

—

Boston, March 11.
Martin & Lewis team* onstage at
Metropolitan is boosting “Flaming

City Grasses

‘Snow White

..

ita”

Key

/o

Tony Bennett
"^Hunchback Notre Dame” "Cat is boosting “Shadow in Sky” to preem.
•People” reissue combo is only about same figure at Earle, but not
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-75)—
“Greatest Show” is
? to hopes.
$15,000 for two houses.
“Bugles in Afternoon” (WB). Starts
g im. third week at Boyd as is today (Tues.) after 10 days of “ReEstimates for This Week
“Bend of River” in third Goldman,
treat, Hell!” (WB) hit mild $10,700.
Los Angeles, Chinese, Uptown, stanza.
Town (Rappaport) (1,500: '35-65)
Loyola (PWC) (2;097; 2,048; 1,719;
Estimates for This Week
70-$l*j0)—"Hoodlum Em- * Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-99)— —“Bend of River” (U) (3d wk).
1,248;
after big $7,-

—

To

Giant $90,000, Hob; Retreat’ Big 24G

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 55“Greatest Show” (Par) (3d
$1.25)
wk). Fine $14,000 after $16,800
second week. Holds a fourth.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-70)—
“Hoodlum Empire” (Rep). Opening tomorrow (Wed.) after “Flaming Feather” (Par) got $4,400 in
Pittsburgh, March 11.
second week after $5,000 opener.
There’s only one word for the reNew (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-70)—Not
wk).
White” at the War(2d
(20th)
“Snow
issue of
“Viva Zapata!”
drawing as expected here with ner sensational. Picture is finding
nice
$8,300
after
meagre $6,000
a new generation this time around

—

in

scale after 11 weeks.

rnnnr i

"

(Col), $5,400.

three spots.
Philadelphia, March 11.
"African Queen” continues profitMild weather is blamed for mild
able at $7,800 in 11th week. biz here this round but lack of
"Streetcar” is closing an unusually strong, new fare also is hurting.
strong downtown run at upped “Belle of N. Y,” is rated top newof River”

"Bend

i

11,

with reis in fair-

ish

Los Angeles, March

»-

BAIT0; ‘SHOW’ 14G.3D
cent strong entries, city

.

i

—

“Room

One More” (WB) and “Steel

Fist”

(Mono), $4,500 in second week.

Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)
•“Las Vegas Story” (RKO) and
“Harem Girl” (Col). Thin $12,000.
Last week, “Snow White” (RKO)'
(reissue) (3d wk), fine $15,000.
Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 90-

—

“Flaming Feather” (Par)
plus Martin
Lewis, others onstage. Tilted prices should build
this to mighty $90,000 or near,
with comedy team responsible.
Last week, “Viva* Zapata!” (20th)
and “Stars and Guitars” (Rep) (2d
wk), $12,000.
Orpheum (Loew’s) (3,000; 40-85)
—“Belle of New York” (M-G) and
It’s Big Country” (M-G).
Nifty
$19,000. Last Week, “Lone Star”
(M-G) and “Son of Dr. Jekyll”
(Col) (2d wk), $12,000..

$1.80)

—Paramount
“Retreat,

&

(NET)
Hell!”

(1,700; '40-85)

(WB)

and

“Northwest Territory” (Mono). Big
$17,000. Last week, “Room One

More”

(WB)

and

“Steel

Fist”

(Mono) (2d wk), $12,000.
State (L o e w) (3,500; 40-85)
“Belle of New York” (M-G) and
“It’s a Big Country” (M-G).
Mild
ter than $4,000, sock. Last week, $9,500. Last week, “Lone Star”
"Song to Remember” (Col) (reis- (M-G) and “Son of Dr. Jekyll”

—

Palms (UD) (2,900; 70-95)
(Col) (2d wk), $0,000.
and sue) (2d wk-3 days), $1,000.
(Par)
Feather”
“Flaming
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 60-$1.10)—
"Overland Telegraph” (RKO).
Fair $14,000. Last week, "Retreat, "Silver City” (Par) and Gene Nelson-Connee Boswell onstage. First ‘Cimarron’ Fat $11,000,
(Continued on page 20)
stage bill here in nearly year. Big
26, 000 looms, much better than
Port.; ‘Stranger’ 12|G
J osephlne Baker, last here. Last
Portland, Ore., March, 11.
week, "Bugles in Afternoon” (WB),
$13,000, "Vadis’
$9,000 at 85c top.
Since the Hamrick’s Liberty
50-85)
Warner (WB) (2,000;
adopted first-run policy last week,
“Snow° White” (RKO-Disney) (re- the other two chains have booked
issue). Almost like a new pie for strong dual bills.
"Quo Vadis” is
many folks. Kids and adults both still doing a scorching biz in secjamming place. Terrific $15,500, ond week at Liberty. "Phone Call
Cincinnati, March 11.
nothing like this here in a long From a Stranger” and "Cimarron
Sensational hows of "Quo Vadis” time. Last week, “For Men Only” Kid” look top newcomers.
in Albee and "Bend of River” at (Lip), $5,000.
Estimates for This Week
12G,
‘FINGERS’
Keith’s are helping overall downBroadway (Parker) (1,890; 85town pic pickings to approach last
90)—
“Cimarron Kid” (U)
and
PROV.;
$9,000 week’s upheaval erupted mostly by ‘Belle’ Brisk $12,000,
"Here Come Nelsons” (UK Fancy
Dean Martin-Jerry Lewis record
Seattle; ‘Fingers’ 8G $11,000.
Providence, March 11.
Last week, "Weekend
three-day stage stint. Only other
With Father” (U) and "Unknown
Majestic is leading the list here new bills currently are "I Want
Seattle, March 11.
this week with “5 Fingers,” smash. You,” a modest looker at Palace,
Biz is lagging here this week, Man” (M-G), $8,500.
Fairly evenly paced is RKO Al- and "Indian Uprising,” mild at with holdovers showing the most
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,850; 90Loety’s the
bee’s "Las Vegas Story.’.’
Grand. Holdover "Greatest strength, "5 Fingers” shapes mod- $1.50)—“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (2d
State is mild with "Invitation.”
Show on Earth” is still strong at erate while “Retreat, Hell!” is only wk). Giant $21,000. Last week,
Estimates for This Week
the Capitol.
mild. However, “Belle of N.Y.” is $27,000.
Estimates for This Week
rated big. “Quo Vadis” still is
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)
Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 65-90)—
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 90-$1.25)— great in third round while “Sailor "Weekend With Father” (U) and
"Las Vegas Story” (RKO) and
"Waterfront Women” (Indie). "Quo Vadis” (M-G). Sensational Beware” also is big in third round. "Texas Lawmaker” (Mono) (m.o.).
Steady $9,000. Last week, "Snow $34,000. Holds. Followed all-time
Only $7,000 in 3 days. Last week,
Estimates for This Week
White” (RKO) (reissue) (2d wk) Cincy three-day record take of
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 65- "Boots Malone” (Col) and "Son Dr.
and "Flight to Mars” (Mono), $48,000 by "Purple Heart Diary” 90)—"Mutiny” (UA) and "Bride of Jekyll” (Col), $3,000.
(Col) with Dean Martin and Jerry
$7,000.
Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 65I^ewis stageshow at $1.50 admis- Gorilla” (Indie) (2d wk-3 days).
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)
Mild $3,000. Last week, swell $10,- 90) "Phone Call Stranger” (20th)
"5 Fingers” (20th) and "Cage of sion. Did six performances daily. 600.
and “Dangerous Ground” (RKQ),
Capitol
90(Mid-States)
(2,000;
Gold” (Indie).
Packing them in
"Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,366; day-date with
Orpheum.
Good
for smash $12,000.
Last week, $1.25) "Greatest Show” (Par) (3d 65-90)— "5 Fingers” (20th) and $5,000.
Last week, “Model and
“Viva Zapata” ^Oth), good $10,000. wk). Still big at $16,000 after smash "Trail Guide” (RKO). Moderate Marriage
Broker”
(20th)
and
$22,000 second week.
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)— $8,000. Last week, "Phone Call” “Never Forget You” (20th), $4,500.
65)
“Flaming Feather” (Par) and “Indian Uprising” (Col)
(20th)
and
“Golden
Horse”
(Indie)
Orpheum (Evergreen) .(1,750; 65and (2d wk-4
“Take It Big” (Par).
Just tepid “Family Secret” (Col). Mild
days), $4,500.
90)
"Phone Call Stranger” (20th)
$6,000.
Last week, “Hunchback Last week, “Green' Love”
$5,500.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 65-90) and "Dangerous Ground)’ (RKO),
(UA) and
Notre Dame” (RKO) and “Cat Peo- “Assassin for Hire”
(Indie), $6,500. —“Belle of N.Y.” (M-G) and “Sell- also Oriental.
Good $7,500. Last
ple” (RKO) (reissues), meek $4,000.
Keith’s (Mid-States) (1,542; 55- out” (M-G). Big $12,000. Last week,
"Indian Uprising”
(Col)
State (Loew’s) (3,200; 44-65)
75)—“Bend of River” (U). Wow week, “Woman Is Dangerous” and "Harem Girl” (Col), $5,500.
“Invitation” (M-G) and “Return of $13,000. Holds. Last week, “Sailor (WB) and “Stars and Guitars”
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,400:
Texan” (M-G),
Mild $10,000 or Beware” (Par) (m.o.) (2d wk), (Rep), only $6,500 in 8 days.
65-90)
"Return of Texan”
close.
Last week, “Belle of New $6,500.
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 65- and “Tales Robin Hood” (20th)
(Lip).
York” (M-G) and “The Sellout”
Lyrio (RKO) (1.400; 55-75)— D0) “Lady Possessed” (Rep) and Lean $8,000 or near. Last week,
(M-G), $14,000.
“African Queen” (UA) (m.o.) (2d “Storm Bound” (Rep). Weak $3,- "Model
and Marriage Broker”
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44- wk). Okay $5,000 on heels of
$6,500 000. Last week, “Big Trees” (WB) (20th) and "Never Forget You”
65)— “First Time” (Col) and “Kan- last round.
and “Big Night” (UA) (2d wk-5 (20th), $7,500.
garoo Kid” (UA).
Opened MonPalace (RKO) (2,600; 55-75)—“I days), dull $2,500.
United Artists (Parker) (890; 65day (10).
Last week, “For Men Want You” (RKO). Modest $9,000.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,282; 90- 90) "Woman Is Dangerous”
(WB).
Only” (Lip) and “Stronghold” Last week, “Belle
(M-G) (3d Sad $5,500.
of New York” $1.50)— “Quo Vadis”
Last week, "Lone
(Lip), weak $5,000.
(M-G), $9,500.
(Continued on page 20)
Star” (M-G) (2d wk), $5/700,

"Bend’

34G,

Both Vow

In Cincy; ‘Show’ Strong 16G, 2d

—
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—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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New Pix Help Chi;

^Retreat’ Lively

‘Sailor’-Darcel

Roasing $50,000, ‘Hoodhnn’ Sock 22G,
‘Rancho’ Fat 18G, David’ Fair 9G
March

Chicago,

Although Chi had a return of
weather early last week

plus usual Lenten dropoff, new
nix product haa* helped biz. Best
Beware’' at
of new entries, “Sailor
Chicago, however, is below hopes,
onstage.
But
Darcel
Denise
with
strong. ''Hoodlum
$ 50,000 is plenty
and “Stronghold” at
Empire”
United Artists is shooting to smash
$22,000. Grand reopened March 5
with “David and Bathsheba,” at
pop scale, but it is only fair $9,000.

,

“Rancho Notorious,” with “Family
Secret,” world prepm at StateLake, with “Notorious” stars in
person should register solid $18,“Rasho-Mon” at Ziegfeld is
000.

nifty.

Film gross estimates as reported herewith from the various key cities, ire net; i. e.,
without the 20% tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax.

Queen”

“Retreat, Hell!” z^nd
“It’s A Big Country” also in second
at the Roosevelt looms okay.
Estimates for TJhls Week

looms

.

,

State

(Loew’s)

45-65)-r-

(3,000;

$10,000.

Last week, “Belle of

House relighted March
$9,000 on return at pop

Light

5.

scale.

Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98~$1.25)
“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (4th wk).

—

Good

$42,000.

Last week, $53,000.

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500: 55-98)—
“Retreat. Hell!”

(WB) and

“It’s

Big

(M-G) (2d wk). Okay
Last week, $17,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 55-98)
“Rancho Notorious” (RKO) plus
World
(Col).
Secret”
“Family

Country”
$10,000.

.

—

<

preem of former hypoed by MarDietrich and Mel Ferrer
opening day Thursday (6) for fine
Last Week, “Bend, of
$18,000.
River” (U) and “Lady From Texas”
lene

(U) (2d wk), big $13,000.

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 55“Hoodlum Empire” (Rep) and
Racket pic
“Stronghold” (Lip).
looks socko $22,000.
Last week,
“Pandora” (M-G) and “Close To
Heart” (WB) (2d wk), $9,000.
98)

—

Woods

(Essaness)

(1,073;

—

$17,000, Cleve.

-

“Stronghold”

‘Stranger'

(2d wk).
Staunch $25,000 after sock $37,000
first

55-80)—“Viva Zapata”- (20th). Fine
$17,000. Last week, “Man In Sad-

(Indie), $5,000.

-

dle” (Col), $10,000..

Queen” (UA)

“African

week.

Top New K.C.

Palace (RKO)

55-80)—
“Las Vegas Story” (RKO). Ordinary $9,500. Last week, “Bend of

Entry, Fairish $14,000;

(Indie) (587; 80)—“Dance
Magic” (Indie) and “Titan” (Indie)
(reissue) (3d wk).
Bright $3,000.

World

Kansas City, March 11.
Trend is moderate to slow this
week, except for “Greatest Show
on Earth” still sock biz in second week at the Paramount. Competition is heavy this week, led
by telecast of Kansas-Kansas State

game Friday night, first
time in this area, and Police Circus for one week at Municipal Auditorium. In addition, the weather
basketball

GOOD

ST.

$17,000,

LOO; ‘LAUGHTER’IOG
St. Louis,

March

a
from
Call
“Phone
hurt.
Stranger,” day-date in four firstruns, is best of the newcomers but
^
not very good.

11.

Nice biz at the mainstem houses
Sunday (9) was sloughed into the
Estimates fo£ This Week
discard the following day by Monday’s almost continuous rainfall.
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 50Result is generally spotty trade, 75) “David and Bathsheba” (20th)
with “Belle of New York” doing (m.o.) and “Man Bait” (Lip). Fair
best but only good at Loew’s. $2,000. Last week, “Bend of River”
‘David and Bathsheb^” is only (U) and “Woman in Dark” (Rep)
fair playing on pop scale at the (m.o.) (2d wk), okay $2,500 for third
Missouri.
“Laughter” shapes nice week (5 days) in town.

—

m

two spots.
Estimates for This

Kittio

fine $8,000.

Fox

(F&M)

60-75)

(5,000;

(Col), $16,000.

Loew’s
.Belle of
Sellout”

(Loew)

(3,172;

New York”

Midland (Loew’s)

—

(3,500; 50-69)

light $9,000.

Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 50-75)—
“At 7 Sword’s Point” (RKO). and
“Disk Jockey” (Mono). Slow $5,000.
Last week, “I Want You” (RKO)
(Indie),
50-75)— and “Two Dollar Bettor”
ditto.

(M-G) and

—“Greatest
90-$1.24)
Paramount

(Tri-States)

Show”

(1,900;

(Par)

Getting big $15,000, and
be more with better weather.
(5,000; 60-75)— would
third week. Last week,
a
Will
go
and
(2d wk).

Missouri (F&M)
David and Bathsheba” (20th)
As You Were” (Lip). Fair $10,000.
week, “Las Vegas Story”
Jifst
(BKO) and. “Big Night” (UA),
.

$1.24,

“Invitation” (M-G) and “Hotel SaLean $9,000. Last
hara” (UA).
week, “Belle of New York” (M-G)
and “Lady and Bandit” (Col),
beaten by three days of storm, also

(M-G).
Good $17,000.
Last week, “African Queen” (UA)
(2d wk), $11,500.

(504;

$1 300

.Hugles in Afternoon” (WB) and
Hold That Line” (Mono). Opened
today (Tues.). Last week, “Retreat,
Hell!” (WB) and “Globe Trotters”
«<

(Dickinson)

$2.50)— "The River” (UA) (7th wk).
Oke $1,000 in 4 days. Last week,

Week

Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 60-75)
-—“Las Vegas Story” (RKO) and
“Retreat,
Hell!”
(WB) (m.o.s.).
Opened today (Tues.). Last week,
Bend of River” (U) (m.o.) and
‘Sword’s Point” (RKO) (2d wk),

giant $22,000.

Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Granada (Fox Midwest) (2,100, 2,043,
50-75)— “Phone Call
$11,500.
1,217;
700,
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000; 75- Stranger” (20th) and “G.I. Jane
$14,000 in 8 days.
Only
(Lip).
“Laughter” (Mono).
Okay
prices,
Last week, “Fantasia” “David” (20th), at regular

—

i
(RKO) (reissue), $4,000.
*13 non
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800;
Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-85)
wk).
(3d
(U)
Version”
7^-90)
“Browning
“Laughter” (Mono). Nice
$4,500.
Last week, “The Prize” Holding its own at $1|4QG. Last
'

—

(Indie) (2d wk), $4,000.

.

week, $1,509.

(3,300;

•

River” (U) (2d wk), fine $8,000.

‘Show’ Bangup 15G, 2d

Last week^ about same.
98)—
Ziegfeld
(Lopert)
(480;
“Rasho-Mon” (Indie). Nifty $5,000
after good notices for Japanese
prize winner. Last Week, “Tales of
Hoffmann” (Indie) (7th wk), $3,000.

‘BELLE’

‘Zapata’ Noisy

•
Estimates for This Week
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 90$1.20)
“Greatest Show On Earth”
(Par) (2d wk). Holding at $18,000
or more. Last week, big $22,500,
but not up to hopes, hoop tourney 0
and flu epidemic hurting.
Cleveland,- March 11. ,
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; - 50-76)—
Tearing into the lead this week,
“Retreat, Hell!” (WB) and “Hold
“Viva Zapata” is heading for a,
That Line” (Mono). Good $11,000. fine session
“Belle
at the Hipp.
Last week, “Bend of River” (U) of New York” is ringing
only
and “Japanese War Bride” (20th), lightly at State. “Bugles in Afterdandy $14,000.
noon” looks noisy at the Allen.
Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; 50-76)— “Quo Vadis” on 17th round holds
“Invitation” (M-G) and “Tall Tar- steady for Stillman,
get” (M-G). Modest $10,000. Last
Estimates for This Week
week, “Belle of New York” (M-G)
Allen (Warner) (3,000; 55-80)—
and “Sellout” (M-G), $10,500.
“Bugles
in
Afternoon”
(WB).
Lyric (C-D)
50-76)—.
(1,600);
“New Mexico” (UA) and “Satan’s Sturdy $12,000. Last week, “Phone
Call
Strangor”(20th),
$11,000.
Cradle” (Indie). Mild $5,500. Last
week, “For Men Only” (Lip) and
Hipp (Scheftel-Burger) (3,700;

98)

Fingers” with Dorothy
heading the stageshow is
holding in fine fashion with $67,000 in third round at the Roxy.
“Woman Is Dangerous” with stage
bill
topped by Georgia Gibbs,
Jerjy Wald band is fairish $48,000
in second week at the Paramount,
near first round.
“Snow White,” which was hard
hit by the Saturday blizzard in, the
previous week, is pushing ahead
of the second session to big $20,000 in third week at the Criterion.
“Greatest Show on Earth * with
stageshpW is continuing near preceding week’s pace with okay
$103 000 likely In current (9th)
round at the Music Hal. It goes
a 10th week.
“African Queen” is holding well
with sturdy $36,000 in third Capi“Viva Zapata!” contol stanza.
tinues in the chips at $18,000 for
Second
fifth week at the Rivoli.
week..of,,vaude headed by Lauritz
Melchior, Ben Blue wound up with
New
light $19,500 at the Palace,
hill topped by Olsen & Johnson,
Jackie Miles and the Jose Greco
troupe, opened there yesterday

“Five
New Lamour

Indianapolis, March 11/
York” (M-G) and “It’s a Big CounOnly moderate results are in try” (M-G), mild
$9,000.
view at most first-runs here this
Strand (1,200; 54-75)—“Treasure
stanza because of spring -preview
Lost Canyon” (U) and “Jungle Jim
and current state high school bas- Forbidden
Land” (Col). Oke $4,000.
ketball craze. But “Greatest Show
week, “Japanese War Bride”
On Earth,” though below expecta- Last
(20th) and “Girl on Bridge” (20th),
.

town again. “Retreat,
(RKO) (1,500; 55-98)— Indiana looks good butHell!” at
“Invitaand Bathsheba” (20th). tion,” at Loew’s, is modest.

Grand

shapes sock $12,000 at the Nor-

“Meet Danny Wilson” (U), and mandie.
“Here Come Nelsons” (U). Fairish

Darcel in person. Slightly below
hopes but still sock at $50,000. Last
tions in first stanza, is very solid
$3,500.
week, “Room For One More” (WB)
over the weekend, and will lead
with Gene Nelson (2d wk), $30,000.

“David

‘Belle’

$14,000,

Sock 12G, ‘Snow White’ 20G, 3d

TV

Medium $17,000 at the Warner, while
Last week, “Girl in Every “Belle of N. Y.” is disappointing
Port” (RKO) and “Man Bait” (Lip),
with mild $14,000 or less at the
$ 10 000
State.
“Something to Live For”

looks sturdy.

Chicago (BAK) (3,900; 55-98)—
“Sailor Beware” (Par) plus Denise

and

$9,000.

$11,000, Indpls.

second week at Woods

in

local radio

and “Cloudburst” (UA).

‘Retreat’ Rich

“Quo Vadis” in fourth frame at
Oriental continues to lead holdovers with smart $42,000. “African

‘live’

17G,

outAbsence of any. stormy weather
lets, are keeping fans glued to their until yesterday’s (Tues.) vh e a v y
sets.
Best of crop looks like “Re- downpour and several good, new
treat, Helll” at the Mary Andetson. pictures are giving Broadway first“Bend of River” is holding nicely run theatres a substantial lift this
in second Kentucky week. Other session. However, too many exhouses are in the 'medium brackets. tended longruns will hold down
the overall total. Several films are
Estimates for This Week
Kentucky (Switow) (1,100; 54-75) winding up with bigger sessions
—“Bend of River” (U) (2d wk). than a week ago or holding near
Perking to nice $4,500. Last week, the previous stanza’s mark. Last
wetek was hit hard by the winter’s
set pace for town with solid $7,000.
biggest snowstorm...
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,200;
Pacing the field of newcomers
54-75)— “Retreat, Hell!” (WB). Fine
is “Hpodlum Empire,” with very
$7,000.
Last week, “FBI Girl”
good
$19,000 at the Globe. Likely
(Lip), $5,000.
would have gone higher excepting
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
for
the
rain Tuesday. “Bugles in
54-75)—“Flaming Feather” (Par)
only fair at
Afternoon”

Estimates Are Net

blizzard

Bugles’

piped from Madison Square

Gardens to

f*

19G,

cal first-run front. Weather factor is
okay, but interest in State and local basketball games, carried by
most stations on radio and TV, particularly tournament games which

are
11.

$7,000

In L’viUe; ‘Danny’ 10G
Louisville, March 11.
Looks like a quiet week along lo-

,

$4.80)—All-vaude, two-a-day headed by Olsen & Johnson, Jackit
Miles and the Jose Greco troupe.

Opened

yesterday (Tues,).

Bill

topped by Lauritz Melchior, Ben
Blue wound up second week Sunday (9) with lean $19,500, after
unprofitable

first

week

at $24,300.

Paramount (Par) (3,664; 70-$1.80)
—“Boots Malone” (Col) with Ella
Fitzgerald, George De Witt, A1
Donahue orch, Richard Hayes onstage. Opens today (Wed.), Last

week, “Woman

Is Dangerous”
(WB) plus Georgia Gibbs, Buddy

Jerry Wald orch, Billy
Williams Quartet onstage (2d wk),
held at $48,000 after fair $53,000
opener.
Park Avenue (Reade) (583; 90$1,50)—“Woman in Question”
(Col) (4th wk). Third frame ended
Sunday (9) held at $5,200 after
$6,600 for second week.
Pari* (Indie) (568; $1.25-$1.80)—
“The River” (UA) (27th wk). The
26th session ended Sunday (9) held
to $5,000 after $6,000 for 25th
Lester,

.

week

at $1.20-$2,40 scale.

Radio City Music Hall (Rockefellers)
(5,945; 80-$2.40)—“Greatest Show” (Par) with stageshow
(9th wk). Likely will wind with
$103,000 after storm-w hipped
$104,000 for eighth week. Holds
a 10th round.
“Singln’ in Rain”
(M-G) with annual Easter stageshow Is slated to open either

March 20 or March

27.

Weekends

are highly profitable, but biz
down sharply for week days,

is

Rivoli
—

(UAT-Par) (2,092; 90$1.80)
“Viva Zapata!” (20th) (5th
wk). Continues very good with
$18,000 albeit off from $22,000 of
fourth round.

Roxy

(20th)

(5,886; 8Q-$2.20)

—

“5 Fingers” (20th) with Dorothy
Lamour, Florence Desmond heading stage bill (3d-flnal wk), Continues very stout at $67,000 after
fine $69,000 for second frame. Had
planned to stay four weeks, hut*
decided to bring In new hill earlier

before Easter show.* “DeadllneU. S. A.” (20th) with Gloria De
Haven, Noonan & Marshall, Norma
“Marrying Kind”* opens tomor- Miller Dancers topping stageshow
row (Thurs.Kat the* Victoria after opens Friday (14).
“Death of Salesman” rounds out
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-$1.80)
12 highly profitable weeks today —“Belle of New York” (M-G) (2d
(Wed.).
wk). 'First week ended last night
Estimates for This Week
(Tues.) was modest, $14,000 or near.
Astor (City Inv.l (1,300; $1.25- In ahead, “Meet Me
St, Louis’*
“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (19th (M-G) and “Babes in Arbis” (M-G)
$1.80)
wk). Current round started yester- (reissues). (3d wk-5 days), $4,500,
day (Tues.). The 18th week (10th
Warner* (WB) (2,756; 85-$2)
of present continuous-run policy) “Bugles in Afternoon” (WB) -(2d
was okay $16,000 after nice $18,000 wk). Initial session ended Monday
(Tues,).

m

—

—

State (Loew’s) 13,450; 55-80)— for 17th week.
“Belle of New York” (M-G). Light
Bijou (City Inv.) (589; 80-$1.80)
$13,500.
Last
week,
“African
“Cry Beloved Country” (Indie)
Queen” (M-G) (2d wk), $13,000.
(7th wk). Perking to about $7,500
Stillman (Loew’s) (2,700; 55-80)— after $6,800 for sixth week.
“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (17th wk). Fine
Baronet (Reade) (430; 74-$1.20)—
$7,000 after $7,500 last week.
“Navajo” (Lip) (4th wk). Third
Tower (Scheftel - Burger) (500; week ended yesterday (Tues.) held
55-80)—“Man in Saddle” (Col) at $3,100 after $4,000 for second
(m.o.). Poor $2,200.
Last week, round.
“Salesman” (Col) (m.o.), $3,300.
Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 70-$1.80)
“African Queen” (UA) (4th wk).
ended yesterday
Third stanza
(Tues.) held big at $36,000 or near
‘Skies’ Robust $10,000,
after $44,000 for second week.
“My Son, John” (Par) is due in

—

'

—

(10) hit fair $17,000,
In ahead,
“Retreat, Hell!” (WB) (2d wk),
$ 11 000 .
Sutton (R&B) (561; 90-$1.50) -r“Tales of Hoffmann” (Indie) (12th
wk). The 11th frame ended Monday (10) did okay at $4,500 after
$4,800 for/10th week,
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;
90-$1.50)—“Magic Garden” (Indie)
(6th wk).
The fifth frame ended
Monday (.10) held at $3,000 after
$3,300 for fifth week.
,

—

Trans-Lux SZd St. (T-L) (540;
90-$1.50) “Love Is Better Than
Ever”
(M-G) (2d wk). Initial week
Omaha; ‘Salesman’ NSG
next.
ended Sunday (9) hit good $5,500;
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$1.80) In ahead, “Lady Possessed” (Rep)
“Snow White’* (RKO-Disney) (3d wk-4 days), $1,500.
5G, ‘Bend’ Torrid 7G, 2d
(reissue) (3d wk). Looks to push
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 55Omaha, March 11.
ahead of second round with big $1.80) “Death of Salesman” (Col)
Unusual situation here this week $20,000 in current frame. Second, (12th wk). The 12th week ending
holdovers.
three
virtually
of
week was $19,000, over hopes. today (Wed.) shapes to land mild
“Greatest Show on Earth” in its Should go five weeks in all here, $8,500 after $10,000 for 11th week.
third week at Paramount is doing moving out for blanket circuit “Marrying Kind” (Col) opens to“Lone Star” in part of third bookings starting early in April. , morrow (Thprs.).
fine.
stanza at State is okay for 4 days.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-81.80)
“Bend of River” moved over to
“Hoodlum Empire” (Rep) (2d
Omaha for big $7,000, on second wk). Initial week ended last night Frisco Spotty; ‘Sailor’
week downtown. “Death of a Sales- (Tues.) was rousing $19,000. In
man” is very weak at $5,500 at ahead, “When Worlds Collide”
Robust $24,000, ‘Queen’
Brandeis while “Red Skies of Mon- (Par) (4th wk), $7,000.
tana” at Orpheum looms fine.
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
snowWeekend was marked by
—“Lavender Hill Mob” (U) (22d
Tall 21G, ‘Fingers’ 15G
storms but did not hurt much.
wk). The 21st round ended Monday
San Francisco, March 11.
after $5,800 in

—

—

.

—

Estimates for This

Week

(10)

held at $5,600

Biz at first-runs is generally
dull here this week but Paramount
and United Artists are doing sock
trade. “Sailor Beware” is getting
the biggest money* in town at the
smash $10,500 opening week.
Par while “African Queen” also is
50-$1.80)
Holiday (Zatkin) (950;
smash at the UA. “5 Fingers” Is
“Kisenga” (Indie). - Dragging
partly lifting the huge Fox out of
Last
about
only
$3,500.
along with
the doldrums with a fair session.

Irpheum (Tristates) (3,000> 16- 20th week.
Guild (Indie)
“Red Skies Montana” (20th).

—

good $10,000. Last week,
;nd of River” (U), big $12,500.
ry

)maha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-70)
'Bend of River” (U) (m.o.) and
uban Fireball” (Rep). Fine $7,

74-$1.50)
“Royal Journey” (UA) (2d wk).
Still doing very well at $7,000 after

—

(565;

—

Last week, “Harlem GlobeRapture”
“Brief
tters” (Col) and “Barefoot Mail- week.
thin $4,000 in 8 days.
n” (Col), $5,000.

).

(Tristates) (2,800; 5050 ) “Greatest Sho w” (Par) (3d
Slipped to $9,500 but still oke.
).

—

Paramount

st

.

week, hefty $11,000.

Jrandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-70)—
eath of Salesman” (Col). Mild

Last week, “Woman Is
000.
ngerous” (WB), $5,200.
*Utc (Goldberg) (865; 16-70)—
one Star” (M-G) (3d wk) and
Did
alloping Major” (Indie).
ly 4 days of third week but got
Last week, “Lone Star”
,800.
-G) (2d wk), good $4,800.

(Indie),
“Scandal Sheet” looks mild at Or“Greatest Show on Earth”
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 50- pheum.
nicely in third St. Fran$1.80)—“Sailor Beware” (Par) (6th is holding
cis stanza.
wk). Still doing big biz, current
Estimates for This Week
round ending today (Wed.) headGolden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 65-05)
ing for $23,000. Fifth week was
—“At Sword’s Point” (RKO). Mild
sock $25,000.
Last week, “Just This
Normandie (Normandie Thea- $13,000.
“Waco” (Mono),
“Something Once” (M-G) and
tres) (592; 95-$1.80)
$12,000.
To Live For” (Par). First week
65-95)—4i(P
“5
(4,651;
(FWC)
Fox
ending tomorrow (Thurs.) shapes Fingers” (20th) and “Shadow In
near.
to reach smash $12,000 or
(M-GJ. Fair $15,000 or near.
Sky”
In ahead, “Pandora” (M-G) (13th Last week, “Phone Call Stranger'
wk), $2,800.
(Continued on page 20)
Palace (RKO) 0,700; $1.20-

—

,
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Martin'# *!•«#, Trafalgar
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Dublin,
President Sean T. O’Kelly sent
Sean
Colonel
aide,
personal
i
his
rtf
II f* Wf i.
roPflp-Sulllm, to represent htoi *t
I
funeral of Maurice Elliman, father
of film trade In Ireland, yesterday
(Mon.). Also present was Lord
By HAROLD MYERS
.
of Dublin Senator Andrew
Mayor
.
XT
London, March 4.
ror
Vienna
Hagetnait
s . Olarldn, heading a large continThe solitary outlet for commerfllm trad « and bI * •“* *“
Trans-Globe Olefifing:
cial radio to listeners in Britain,
Vienna, March 4.
situated in the tiny state of LuxDefense Minister Oscar
Today
—
VV
^
44 A A A44TI 4?
«
recently
Hageman,
Richard
near France, is now atembourg,
emlmurg,
^^esslni^Soops at “the
r
m
1_
Wun BtAfl a
A
here
arrived
programs
has
Metro,
peak
cleffing
at
its
for
tracting
The atre R 0yal cinema controlled
the
bigger public than any of the in- to baton local musicians on
TvUh Cinemas of which Elliman
dividual British Broadcasting Corp, score for Trans-Globe Films’ T
vice-chairman—expressed the
and
webs. A recently completed survey Was Jack Mortimer.” Pic went beg
by nearly fore the cameras three months late, SSL*™.?,
reception
indicated
the U. S.
6,000’, 000. Since the return of Lux- at Sievering Studios in
1in
details
Elllman died March
embourg as a sponsored station Sector. The Trans-Globe operation ... *
'
proshortly after the war, program time already includes Turhan Bey,
Dick- «
k
allotted to British advertisers has ducer of the pic; Elisabeth
, „
.
if
y
VT •.
k
been considerably stepped up. inson, former agent, Trans Globe
ITOteStS
fOtCStS
UlllOtt I
lety UniOft
scripter;
^aa/w
These sponsors are now allocated boss; Robert Thoerten,
-w
Fritsch, director; and
Six hours a day, starting from 6 Gunther von
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I
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ldA,
iUCdUC Tat*
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Response from the public has Kurt Hirsch, who, is prepping a
production,
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second
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nroved it an economical
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"Girl From Astoli” to be made by
tog medium
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Arrowhead Productions
hi
Paris, March 4.
Although gimmick programs with
%
D* addi :£? n
Organized by M. Morelli, secrecash prizes are featured on the netinMortimer
in
U. S. working
tary of ^he organization, 400 mem-,
workfthe rewards are infinitesimal ClUO® J! ranCIS J-ieaerer, uonaiu
^
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sented by Alfred de Liagre. Pro- the Malay peninsula, the Hawaiian
Action is scheduled for atryout Islands, the Coast- and other scatat Edinburgh March 31. It will tered sections of the XT. S.
This su&mary of the’ Philippine
Play * our weeks in the Provinces
before moving to London. Cast al- film industry was given last week
ready lined up includes Alexander by Ramon A.’ Estella,. producerKnox, Ronald Ward and Veronica director and screenwriter of PreTuricigh,
mier Productions, a leading film
De Liagre, who went to Edin- production company, there. Estella
Sam
of
is
on an extended visit Of the U. S.
burgh to see the opening
Spewack’s ‘‘Under .the Sycamore under the State Dept.’s program
tree,” is hoping to stage the pro- for the exchange of persons, and
auction on Broadway next year, is studying documentary and comiuvv 111CJ.I.UH
UlJLt.** Alec
mercial film
JUJLHJ. IJJL
IIUVV^VCI., until
production.
VmUVllUAl.
WiUl, however,
X1C also
He
iUSO
Jtie will
W11JL wait,
He
Guinness, who plays the lead, is has held confabs with Joseph
available to travel with the show, Breen, Motion Picture Assn, proJ
,rn fhiotirvn
imrt hnc vIawa/I
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totaling only $17,

rent difficulties which finds 80% publishing outlet, Williamson Mu- duty with * Louis de Rochemont
r»,Siw
and LederS
i^eaercr.
r roemicn ano
stav PrnSilich
v Gu
mem bership out of work. s j c c 0>f they haye between $18,- documentary unit.
of
While in N. Y., Estella will talk
The union considers one of the qqO and $25,000 in the venture.

^

„

more

attracted

— —

than 400 telephoned replies from
the Scottish city to. the company’s
London headquarters within an
hour. And the -cost of a cheap night
phone call from Glasgow to Lon-

1

-“

-

-

be the 38% tax currently
levied on Music Halls by the govevils to

ernment.

^

Another factor
Variety

the

that most of
are so little

is

actors

known they fail to draw while jndon is 30c.
getting
acts,
t .rnationally-known
The growing influei ce of LuxemHit
bigger salaries are sought for prize
bourg as a radio medium has acto
tv
houses
uuuacs
vauue
announced
dates. This
um-es.
axus iux-cea
forces vaude
edict announ«cu
BBC coxci
the ujsil;
centuated tne
centuatea
-London March 11
s“!“„ 'TO|:es for lesser and
wWcli attempted to ban
last year, which
lasl
SuMe5tloAs th»t thi British
f
Vienna, March 4.
talent.
on British programs artists wjio B roaci(.gsting Corp.
P should be alThe Brench vaude acts are try,were featured on thls_ commercial lowed
Ih a strong bid. for festival palts monopoly to TY
1
^
00 ng s abroa d, .but
outlet. The BBC has given way to
*,
5?
attacked in an industry memo- S
Djr tourists a heavier proVonagt
£ b
public demand and many top rank- randiim submitted to the covern- fiud the y cannot « ct working perannounced for this
ing artists arc regularly heard via mcntTst week Ulch urles the mlts here whU * forelt!n bands ”* gram has b* eb
both nets. Indeed, there is growing ca 5 C for aeatrloal video. The sug- filing it tough to play here because year's Vienna Festival, May 17 to
evldence of close co-operation. Be- ges ti on it says can only be com- the j musician s union provides the June 12, well in advance of the
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gow, initiated by Radio Luxembourg itself, with three cash prizes
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A thriving film industry,

“

ing modern technical equipment.
a
_ „
m
now exists- in the Philippine Is‘Cupid* Set for Tryout
lands Tiie
biz there has made
T«
jyiarcn 31
HidiiiDurgn, Marrh
01 a remarJcabl4Pi*re!coveiy
in TTrliYiVinrolh
&ince thft
Marcn 4.
*.
London, March
War, and five major companies and
here
started
10
indie
have
now
are
turning out about
Rehearsals
on “Cupid fe Psyche, new play by 60 films a year. In addition to. the
Benn W. Levy, which is being, pre- Philippines, ,the markets include

S

^

- ^-r

with distribs of art films on th*
possibility
of releasing
several
Philippine films here. He admitted
that there are not too many productions that would be suitable for
the U. S., hut said that one or two
might click "With. English titles.
The native language films receive
their real play in tbe provinces,
while American films go over big
in the larger .cities,' he noted.
Production costs in. the Philippines are very low. Top .expendlf
? about $50,000
to $60,000.
Majority of pix are
turned out for about $15,000. Although there are large, modemly-

™ “vienna"^ d“ck

?htps
hlch are not
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oft May 17 witn
sEyents kick off
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last American film made in
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s reiteration
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Jail. PrSldrat Komer On the dramatic
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Paris
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So far the Paris season has
brought to light few legit plays
Hkely to make theatre history, but
some obviously are desirable buys
has
Paramount
pictures.
for
bought “Cuisine des Anges,” a
farce.
Jacques Deval Is
lively
dickering with “Ombre Chere.”
Jean Anouilh, Andre Rousin and
Marcel Achard have offered little
likely to produce bidding. Some
of the plays are doing fair to good
local business, but most are not
strong enough to draw international notice. Also the producers and
Paris theatre managers, though
claiming they want expansion of
the French art at any price, apparently will not' move an inch

.

eI

^

The

Bfi G suggestion

of a quid

which the industry
,^
should make its product available
Is also nixed, and the experience
American industry is quoted,
where artists and others demand
additional payments as the normal
^utract covered only theatrical exP,10

110

,

H
“

^mS

^

a
e o/tS
0 ‘IfsZfsof
V S
observations made 1n tha™ committee s fi ndings .
Proposal that, if licenses were
granted to picture theatres, the ipdu5tr y sho » ld share its Programs
with the BBC is flatly rejected,
While there would be a case for
both showing certain public events
like the, opening of Parliament or
^ Royal marriage, there could be
no Justification for splitting the
rights of a boxing match, for example, Where the promoter might
to
«^strict the telecast to cin-

^

SwZlf

^

JesX

^

London, March. 11.

British producers are taking the
unique course of asking the government to adopt a liberal attitude
personally to help give their pro- in assessing quota relief for exhibductions a chance in the world itors whose programs undergo a

market.
midweek change. Under the Films
Several new shows are due to Act, relief can be granted to these
open
soon.
Jean
Le Marris’ theatres when they are controlled
“Double Blanc” will be produced by one of the three major circuits,
by Albert Willemetz at the Bouffes
At its executive council meeting
Parisiens. The Thierry Maulnier last week, the British Film Proplay,
“Profanateur,” will move ducers Assn, unanimously agreed
from the Athcnee into the Antoine, to raise this question at the Films
where later Louis Vetneuil’s “Mrs. Council, in view of difficulties
Vidal’s “Lover” will be done.
which these theatres experience in
filling their quota obligations.
At the same time the producers
Ilninn
Aclrc ParFiol
Ron
UlllUU ribzVS
I dlllul DdU
also decided to ask the Council for!

will present a new
“Beautiful Helena.”
There will be guest performances
Jjy theatre and musical troupes
from Graz and Salzburg.
The music program includes an
International Music Congress, with

staging
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Shows Abroad
Week )

(This

.

(Figures indicate weeks of run)
to !«¥.“ Strand (21).
“Blu* for *©y,“ His Majesty's (67).
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i.*»r,“ Old vie
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Windham

(104) ‘

(43).
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“H«vy A So?* cSmedy (2).
“Ni*htm«r* Abb«y,“ Westminster (2).Show," Prince of Wales (20).
"Fenny puin," st. Martin (37).
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Hoyts Plans
aBS Alty
Arty HoUSC
House
Sydney, March

4.

This urges the general council
Hoyts circuit will change their
to use its influence to ensure that policy of the 400-seat Liberty from
in future the Festival will present revivals to firstrun class pix on a
the best in British, and, in par- new biz bid. House was originally
ticular, Scottish

.

music and drama, a newsreeler.
Also that only in exceptional cirUnderstood that product of the
cumstances shall foreign perform- calibre of “Cyrano”
(UA) will be
ers be included.

used.

f.

’

a®.

(13).

AUSTRALIA
SYDNEY
“Brlgadoon," Royal.
"Present Again," Independent.

MELBOURNE
"Kiss M*. Kate," His Majesty's.
"Peep Show," Tivoli.
"M.rry Wives of Windsor," Comedy.
"Lucia D* Lammermoor," Princess.

BRISBANE
"The Kiwis," His Majesty’s.
"Why Go to Paris?," Royal.

under the joint
Kolynos and

the

of

Mv
c?n^v

!hch
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dramatizes daily
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Television is having no effect
.

.

,
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whatsovpr on theatre grosses in
L ay n America, Arnold Picker,
United ^,^3. forelgn chlef saij
last week..
Picker recently re'

+ lirn

d

London [^r
tour,

south-of-the-border

.....

Philharmonic Orchestra under
TV has invaded only three counHerbert Karajan; and a scenic proBrazil—
duction of Stravinsky’s “Oedipus
making little headway even
Rex under Jean Cocteau are also and
designed to attract longhairs. There 5here the UA exec said. Sets are
average
will also be special art shows, an £00,, expensive fori the
and shows are not
England- Austria football match and Lati,no to
od
g°
enough
to
make
them
attraca trotting race meeting.
tive, Picker explained.
.
He said there appeared to be
T
LfO naOll 161eKineitia oet
little prospect of TV competition to
theatres for a long time. Not only
Ag XPcntlflllGnt *jAIUUit
Exhibit are setg
mQre CQstIy than in u
A
c;
London,
W11UUU March a.
4.
TT
r «+4
a
y. b.,
but Income of Latin
Amerio
x
;
Sufficient coin to insure the can workers is so low that they are
continuance of the Telekinema, way out of reach of most of the
-

*

’

.

built as part of last year’s Festival
of Britain, has been voted by the
major trade organizations of the
British film industry. They agreed
on an allocation
11 of $35,000
35,00 0 to the
f outc. of lthe
British Film Institute

SLriS,*^?
SfiL

(Week ending Feb. 23)

He

»

(2i).
(21).

(opening this week )
I
n
r c
'ThT l™?.«' ci:.E. w

directs,

sponsorship

work

-

.

Vic o).
(67).
(

"Can M. Madam," Coliseum

Tr^
Thomas

is

And

writes

.

.

in addition to hxs
active in radio

films >

M

(H).'

"Reluctant Mar.es," Whitehall (88).
"Saapulls Over Sorrento," Apollo (88).
"south pacific," Drury Dane (19).
"Tha Vort.x," Lyric (2).

"Waters

Menunm,

tL
the

*

*

in

’

,

of a coion«is,"

0V

65

Choristers of Leipzig; the

(13).

“Poop Bluo Se*.“ Duchess (1).
“FIfuro of Fun,“ Aldwych (21).
“Coy's tho Word," Savllle (56).
“Hollow," Ambassadors (Al).
“HoTiow*/^

“Lovo

pf

*

^J5
u
Estella,

Opera ensemble

"zip £o*s
"Zip
Minion," Palace
Coo* a Million,"
palace

sidering extension of quota life on
British films. The impression had
Edinburgh, March 4
The British Musicians Union* is 8 a | ned ground that these were not
granted now as freely as
seeking a partial ban on foreign
performers at the Edinburgh Festi- before,

m

•

LONDON
j?

U. S. pix attract large
audiences <
An attempt to show
‘
S pix with Ta ^ al °2 suh-titlCs
was resented by the people, Estella
sdd t slnce most of the Filipinos
understand a nd speak English. As
a
P^ are no l° n Ser sub*
d
...

U

*

,

;

Pix Producers ill Brit,
a
n. lt a , a t* i»
Ask
Exnib
Quota Relief

reported.

S2S

hibition.

On Foreigners at Edinburgh

-^dV^^IsSs^Erienl

Berlin, March 4.
° f !l
German films squeezed in ahead
nn
of Hollywood in the .distribution
£ Eliot’s ‘‘Murder in the
f T
race for the first time during the
nicturesaue
c th d *r,
th
month of January. Native product Soque squa^e before the andent
snared 38.7% of the playing time
Theatre in the
church
as against 37.7% for American pix. j ose fstfldt w
do Franz Hrastnik’s
Same month last year saw Holly- pi ay *bout Empress Maria Theresa;
wood out in front with 42.2% com- yoikstheatre starts its participation
pared with the German filmmak- Mav 25 with .< Thie£ o£ r: mburC *»
ers’ 33%. Distribution biz continby Raymond Berger followed by
,ues active with top companies be- Franz Werf el’s “Maximilian and
ing Herzog, Gloria, Allianz, Metro, j uarez »»
Schorcht and 20th-Fox, in that
0 n the operatic front, the State
0
Opera will do a Richard Strauss
Meantime, the first postwar Hans cyc i e with top talent and an open
Albers-Ench Pommer picture, “At a j r “Marriage of Figaro” on the
Night on the Streets,” has preemed Schonbrunn Palace grounds. The
here. Reviews were generally good. Volksoper section of the State

$

T

Fu nd .Each
Eac l
.
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major^ trade

-
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sl

0rt

1

m?T charged if"
quest from IS
the BFI,
by
the government with operating the
leiexinema.
Although

agreeing

the

initial

grant, the trade units are asking
extra time to consider another
BFI request for a further $35,000
to finance experimental films for
the theatre. Functioning only during the Festival, Telekinema (200
seats) created a record of playing
to capacity every performance.

—

population,
:

:

;

RCA

ElirODO ChiAf
At
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Berlin

TV

Berlin,

Conclave
March

4.

a principal speaker at a threeday Berlin video conference, sponsored by this city’s Technical University, C. G. Mayer, European
technical rep of the Radio Corp.
of America, traced recent TV developments in the U. S. He is the
only U. S. representative at the
meeting,
Mayer will visit the Siemens
plant and the Telefunken works,
Both plants are working at top
speed
ucts

producing

and

prodequipment.

electrical

electronics

*VAKJi* V'r LONDON

©met'

,

8 it, JWUrtiR'S ,Hac#/ Yratalsar Square

M^TKRXATie^Al,
Chevalier’s

Revue Set

AM

For Paris April Preem
Paris,

March

11

4,

Pierre Louis-Guerin, operator of
the Lido nit ery. currently prepping
a revue starring Maurice Chevalier
at his Theatre de l’Empire here,
will preem the new show April 8.
,

=f
Buenos. Aires, March 4
Despite the country’s poor eco.

nomic situation, legit ..impresarios
are' busy setting their legit

Produced

AKM-Oswald Hassle

Rene

‘'here

forthcoming
Up in Court April
the middle
season,
They are hoping
Vienna, Feb. 2b.
of this month’.
enjoyed
for
^bqam
Advising
the lawyer of Austrian
‘that the legit
continue.
will
years
Society
of
Authors,
Jive
last
Composers and
"the
This i? doubtful because the infla- Publishers (AKM) and the attorcosts
is
living
cutney
Emil
of
in.
Oswald,
rise
former gentionary
ting badly into, public funds, leav- eral manager, to settle their disentertainhigh-priced
pute
out
of
court, because “Ausing little for
ment. Legit grosses started down- tria cannot afford such quarrels,”
ward trend as soon as U. S. films Judge Ferdinand Maultaschl has
started flowing into the country postpQned the pending case against
after the signing of the Johnston- the Society until April 23.
The executive board of AKM had
Cereijo pact last June.
General Peron recently called dismissed Oswald shortly after the
and
ausspending
last election.
Oswald has a confor restraint in
terity in living to help the. coun- tract up to 1956 and asked for paytry to its feet after the -prolonged ment up to that time. Besides disobedience to executive orders,
drought. This .also was nq help.
-Although grosses' are off, ..the AKM also claims that Oswald spent
with
popular
most
farces
.money
too lavishly.
risque
Because both sides declared their
Argentines’ still continue doing
One of these, “Viuda, willingness to settle the dispute,
sock biz.
Fiera y Avivata,” at, the Comico, the executive board of AKM will
already has passed 6l4 perform- call a .special session asking conances and may go 900 before Lola sent of members to peacefully adMembrives, the vet Spanish thes- just Oswald's contract.
per, again takes over her theatre.
Another legit show which has done
well through the jtorrid summer
months is a revival of. ‘.‘White
Horse Inn” at the. El Nacional.
At present, most .legit shows
have transferred tp the -.Mar del
‘Plata coast resort on the Atlantic.
Fanny Navarro is dufe.to open at
the Casino. .Auditorium .there in
London, March 11.
“The Empty. Lot” by Jorge Mar.
Most Argentine screen talent Is
Film industry’s proposals for a
this
dates
line
legit
up
anxious to
revised admission, tax formula was
year to bolster incomes’ depleted
nixed by Chancellor of the Exby inflation aiid offset possible layIt looks as chequer Richard 'A. Butler iff the
offs from sbreen work.
though protests by ideal authors budget presented to the House of
'

which

starts

Jump

and

Wakhevitch

Raymond

and

London, March lLAnother change in* the control of
Andre Hornez, while the choreogra- Capital and Provincial News Thephy is by Paul; Godkin and Caroll atres followed., i special directors’
Haney.
The Bluebell English meeting last' week when John Dia- increased admission scales..
Gross boxoffice earnings in the
mond, former Laborite MP, was
Girls are also in the show.
deposed as chairman and the post first nine months qf 1951 totaled
was taken over by another ex-MP, $227,306,800 as against $224,898,800

who

al£o did the costumes.

Songs are by Paul Misraki and

'

R.W.G. Mackay.
Diamond, however,' Remains a director of the company. A new appointment to tl^elboard is. that of
E. A. Rhodes, who holds the job
of general manager, Mackay claims
to represent three big stockholders

the corresponding period of
1950. This represented an increase
of 1.1% although admissions declined by 2.9%, or a dip of 31,000,000 to a total of 1,040;735,000.
Gross receipts in the third quarter of 1951 were also up on. the

and has volunteered, with Rhodes,
to quit the board if agreement can
be reached on a suitable directorate
for the company.
Election of MacKay as chairman
Frankfurt, March 4.
and Rhodes as a director was opAfter a setback of almost ?5 posed by Frederick Wilis on behalf

previous three months. From July
to September, picture theatres took
in a total of $78,150,800 as against
$71,825,600 from April to June.
In total money this was an increase
of 8.6%, but admissions in the samte
quarter jumped by only 2,2%, from

’

-

'

'

.

German Prods.

May Get Aid On

.

Pix Tax Revise

.

v

.

will cause reduction, in the production of translations of foreign

The Enrique Serrano Complays.
pany, headed by Malisa Zini and
Georges Rigaud, has a translation
of Andre Roussin’s “Nina” running
the Odeon in Mar del Plata.
After a brief holiday, Luis San-

Commons tonight (Tues.). In rejecting the plan, he said the idea
would cost the Treasury $2,800,000
annually, and would involve an increased expenditure on Hollywood
pictures.

fernes.”

understood, however, that negotiations with the industry are
continuing, with a view toward
agreeing upon some scheme for
submission during the committee
stage of the finance bill. Butler
also announced modest proposals
for a tax revision on sporting
events and declared a tax loophole
for vaude entertainment will be
closed tomorrow (Wed.).

Rattigan’s ‘Sea’ Shapes

tion

at

drini will reopen in “When Ghosts
Hunt Partridge” at the Astral The-

atre for the fourth successive seaNarciso Ibanez Menta also
son.
will reopen at the El Nacional in
last year’s stock hit, “F.B.,” by En-

rique Suarez de Deza. Subsequently he plans a production of “Holo-

London

Hit, ‘Excitement’

Also Sock, Set for
London, March

Run
11.

H. M. Tennent’s production of
Terence Rattigan’s “The Deep Blue
Sea,”
rr

which opened at the Duchess
Thursday (6), looks to

b'\.'.e last

It’s

Previously, certain vaude productions had received the exempintended
educational
for
shows. On the whole, the budget
is not as severe as’ anticipated.
But observers feel that the industry will likely be affected by the
30% excess profits tax, which is
operating on a basis of results from
1947-49.

German
now making a

years,

337,290,000 to 344,630,000. Average
admission price rose from 23^jc. to
25c. Higher admission rate is mainly accounted for by the increased
tax and payments to the’ Eady fund.
Attendance during the third quarter of 1951, however, was 3.9%
down from' the same period in
1950.
Analyzing distribhtion returns,
the BOT report shows that 'in the
Paris, IVfarch 4.
gross Centals
first half of 1951
Reissues of old hit pix in first* charged amounted to $32,600,400,
run houses are attracting attention of which 65%, amounting to $21,here,
gala held recently at the 201,600, was paid to .producers, $4,Cinema D’Essai, the experimental 936;400 went for distribution exfilm house underwritten by the penses and $8,465,200 was retained
French crix, to honor the reissue by the distribs.
Of the total revenue collected at
of the 1928 Carl Dreyer masterpiece, “The Passion of Joan of the boxoffice, admission duty and
Arc.” it was well received. The the Eady fund participated to the
Societe Generate de Films produc- extent of 37%. In the third quarter
tion has been- reissued by Gaumont. of 1951, the tax took $27,095,600
The Studio 28, offbeat arty spot and the Eady fund received $1,817,here, also resurrected a long ig- 200. Net earnings in the period
nored film, “The Outlaw's Sympho- therefore were up 5.7%, or a hike
ny.” Film is an Anglo-French co- from $46,516,800 to $49,238,000,
During the first half of the year,
production made in 1936 in England by an Austrian director with British producers received a bit
French, Ehglish, Austrian and Hun- over $5,000,000 from distributors,
garian actors.. This also might be whereas foreign films had net earna good bet for special U. S. spots. ings of nearly $16,000,000.
Film features Magda Sonja, Francoise Rosay and George Graves

real effort to get

PACT STILL UP

Arnold-Emile Littler Latin Quarter
revue, which opened at the Casinb
last Saturday (8), looks sure of
running until the end of the year.
a

on the weak side comedy-wise.
Starring Jimmy Jewel and Ben
Warris, cast includes Simone Dolphen, Danya
Alvarez, Margit
Margot, The Two Rekoffs, Three
Craddocks, Pedro De Cordoba, Les
Trois Couslnes and Larry Day.
Production is by Robert Nesbitt.
a bit

&

&

WB Sets Third Odeon Deal

4.

The Italo-Spanish picture trade
very much undeItalian governmental officided.
cials interested in the film bi£ have
invited a delegation of the cinema
industry from Madrid and Barcelona to Rome as their guests for
the purpose of patching up the old
or creating a new agreement.
Italian films have received good
Spain, with enthuin
success
siasm running high for Italian actors such as Anna Magnani and
A ldo Fabrizi, -and director, AleSsandro Blasetti, all winningjionors
recently in Spain. In contrast,
Spanish films in Italy are scarce

agreement

is still

sumptuous spectacle, magnificently staged, making an unrivalled eye-filling treat. Revue looks
and receive
It is

IN AIR

Rome, March

of the piece.

This is an emotional, domestic
drama, done in three acts." It was
directed by Frith Banbury, with
settings by Tanya Moiseiwitsch.
Besides Miss Ashcroft, the cast includes Roland Culver, David Aylmer, Barbara Leake, Ann Walford,
Peter Illing, Kenneth More and
Raymond Francis.
“Excitement,”
the new Tom

virtually a no exploita-

tion.

Under the new American and
Spanish setup, Spain

is

unfreezing

large amounts of frozen pesetas
iced there over, a period of time,
and wooing American and British
picture combines to produce international type films there. Since the
war, Italy has enjoyed most of this
kind of foreign picture making.
A three-year agreement has been
•

reached

between

Equador

and

London, March 4.
Italy, and a one-year pact made
Warner Bros, has set another cir- between Hungary ana Italy.
with the Odeon, making
us third booking on a J. Arthur
Rank chain this year. Previously Newman Quits Canadian Film Bd.
Ottawa, March 11.
no WB product had had an outlet
Sydney Newman, producer of the
through this group for about eight
National Film Board’s theatrical
years.
“Canada Carries On” series for
Pictures in the new deal, which nearly 10 years left to become a
calls for London release on March
producer with the Canadian Broad31. are “The Big. Trees” and “Incasting Corpus new television setside Wails of Folsom Prison.”
up.
cuit deal

Two

their pix into world markets.

new

films on which they base their
greatest hopes are “Nights on the

Highway”
and
“The
Motley
Dream.” Politics, propaganda and
a broken economy knocked the film
industry flat on its back, from
which it has been slowly recovering since the war ended.
It was
’

not until last April that Gerihan
film-makers’ problems were seriously analyzed, with the GATT,
general agreement of trades and
tariffs,

A

resulting.

West Germany can ^absorb approximately 300 new pictures a
year. ' Half that number have been
U. S. produced. In 1951, Germans
saw 66 new local films plus 58 more
made in other years. The same
year, there were 220 Hollywood
films as well as others from almost
every country in Europe, and some
from Mexico, Argentina and Brazil.

Not only the High Commission
German officials saw the imon unlimited

but

possibility of taking
trade,
free
film

A

.

•

voluntary

“Selbst Kontrolle” was formed by
B.O. Success of ‘Zapata’
producers, distributors and exhibi- among others.
tors to figure out financial aid withOther houses here are devoted
One
out government ownership.
Prompts Mexican Govt.
exclusively to reissue pix. The
idea was a $12,000 tax on all picChamps Elysees Theatre runs practures shown for the. first time here.
‘Madero’ Biopic
tically the same group of proven
If color, the tax would be doubled.
The
standards year after year.
Mexico City, March 4.
Money thus secured is to be used Marcel Pagnol trilogy “Marius,”
as risk money for bigger German
Big boxoffice of “Viva Zapata”
“Fanny” and “Cesar” get their
films.
(20th) in the U.S., has prompted
yearly reissue in two big houses
The Motion Picture Assn, of during the slack summer season the Mexican government to make
a biopic of Francisco I. Madero,
America is dead set against the for usually fine returns.
organizer and for some time top
tax. The association's reps are tryman of the Mexican revolution in
ing to convince the' ministries of
which
Emiliano Zapata, hero of
of.
the
the discriminatory aspects
BRIT.
the American opus, was just a figtax.
As a result, the High Comure.
When
the revolution started
mission has been put on a spot.
in November, 1910, Madero was
While on one hand the Hicog is
revolutionary
president,
serving
London, March 4.
supporting the tax plan, on the
until Feb. 22, 1913, when, with his
other it expresses concern. Right
Britain’s third TV station to be
now, the plan has been approved opened within the past year will vice-president, he was assassinated.
The government has budgeted
by reps of various political parties,
which likely will pass it in com- be launched in Scotland March 14. $200,000 to make the film, “Viva
The new transmitter at Kirk Madero,” which was scripted by
mittee.
O’Shotts will be inaugurated by General Francisco L. Urquizo, exJames Stuart, M. P. Secretary of secretary of National Defense, and
is dickering with Miguel Contreras
State for Scotland.

To Do

3D

be a real boxoffice winner. It was
enthusiastically received, being a
triumph for Peggy Ashcroft, star

i

of a minority stockholders group.'

film producers are

,

ITALO-SPANISH FILM

in.

Comeback Road

l

.

admissions are reported in a new
quarterly* survey compiled by the
Board of Trade. Attendance in the
first nine months of last year was
off 31 f 000,000 from the previous
ypar, 'and' the higher revenue
earned was entirely the result of

Of C&P News Theatres

Fost

‘

London, March 11.
In gross boxoffice receipts
in actual number of

and a .ideoline

Mackay Made Chairman

Fraday,
the
show stars
Marchand besides ChevaThe sets are by Georges

lier.

.

.

Louis-Guerin

Colette

the

for

productions

by

TV STATION
PREEMS ON MARCH 14

j

London Legit

Bits

London, March

Studio audience invited for the

Torres to produce.

He

has

made

ceremony has been asked to wear several of the bigger, historical
Mexican pix.
Douglas
Highland dress and opening prolea,” the Comedy Theatre show, gram will include Scottish country
It is undecided whether “Ma“The
Gay
Tennent’s
H.
M.
d join
dancing by kilted members of the dero” will have an English ver)og,” which stars Wilfred Pickles,
sion,
but in view of U.S. acceptRoyal Scottish Country Dancing
nd opens at Manchester March 31,
ance of this type of Mexican pic,
Society.
rior to London production
it probably will.
Torres has done
Ill the first week of the new stajeslie Julian Jones conferring with
English versions for several of his
British
countrywide
two
’om Arnold on new revue which tion,
films.
he former has written, in which Broadcasting Corp. programs will
lermione Gingold is interested be telecast from Scotland. First,
or her return to the West End
Expect Sterling Cut
be
a
church,
will
Sunday
(16),
on
lugh Hastings, author of “Seagulls service from Edinburgh and three
To Hypo Irish Tourists
)ver Sorrento,” off to Helsingborg, days later there will be a transIweden, to see the opening of his mission from the Glasgow Citizen’s
Dublin, March 4.
ilay at the Municipal Theatre
With coin for foreign travel by
Theatre of J. M. Barrie’s “Old Lady
Glass has closed deal for
Sric
English
Her
Medals.”
tourists
cut to below $75
Shows
ights of “The White Sheep of the
Ives

4.

'‘Navy

quits

at

.

.

.

*

-

.

.

.

.

i’amily,”

.

currently at the Piccadil-

y Theatre, for Scandinavia, Holand, France and Germany, with
for Italy,
legotiations .pending
Desmond
Spain and Portugal
PDonovan dickering with Henry
Kendall for starring role and to died “The Deadly Love,” the Ted.

.

.

Chapman play.
Mark Marvin, co-producer

vell

of

‘Red Letter Day,” at the Garrick
rheatre, off to Paris to dispose of
he French rights of Charlotte
Frances’ latest play, “Sextette”
jec Ephraim dickering with Oscar
lomolka for top role in “The Night
by
>f the Foftrth” to be directed
Desmond Davies for the West End
n April
.

.

.

for the year, Irish

bonifaces are

looking forward to an influx of biz
from’ Great Britain this season.
With government encouragement,
Glasgow, March 11.
they also are looking for more
Lena Horne has been set to play American coin. Hotel improveat the Empire here June 16, pos- ments carried out in many estabShe opens lishments are aimed at pleasing
sibly for two weeks.
at the London Paladium -June 2 trans-Atlantic guests.
Glasgow will
for two-week' run.
Biggest current headache is to
be the singer’s first stint on tour end the strike which has shuttered
after London and earlier engage- many hotels here for over three
ments in France, Italy and Israel. months. Biggest hotels have setThere is a possibility she may start tled, but many others are still holda pic in Europe.
Conference of advertising out.
Lena Horne will follow Sophie ing men and the British Medical
Tucker into the Empire here, which Assn, will mean increased trade in
June and July.
is Scotland’s No. 1 vaud* house.

Lena Horne for Glasgow

t

/

l?

•

*
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inside Stuff—Pictures

‘Hoodlum’ Boycott

who hid, their

attention called this week to an editorial in
Continued from page j
The JOlmer Baffle, Official publication of Camp Kilmer, N. J., were ment to Xtalo-American groups:
at
the
gratuitous
half-bitter
drubbing
handed Hollywood
half-amused,
He said there was no slur intended,
by the Army weekly. Those who found a wry laugh in it checked it and apologized for any affront
to
an “editorial writer, junior grade/’ but wonoff to the Immaturity of
Americans of Italian descent.
dered what older heads in Washington thought of it.
Pic is based on the Kefauver
“Hollywood has pulled some boners in the past and it seems as if
they can’t see the handwriting on the wall,” piece stated. “They con- crime investigation of last year, in
tinue to turn out such trashy pictures as ‘David and Bathsheba/ ‘Duel which some of those named bore
Co-authored by
In the Sun’ and many more that are based on sordid sex . , . Hollywood Italo monikers.
II for the Armed Forces with various train- Bruce
Manning and Bob Condid go all out during
ing films, etc., but they also handed the American public such a dis- sidine, its title was taken from a
of
International
News
torted picture of combat that, according to them, after John Wayne, series
Errol Flynn, Gary Cooper and many more heros got through with the Service articles by Considine bn
left.
any
Some
of
the
wartime
movies were abso- organized crime.
enemy, there wasn’t
lutely sad. This, however, didn’t phase the producers in the Wonder
With the growth of racial and
They turned out this type of tripe by the hundreds and reaped national consciousness in recent
City.
millions from the gullible public.
years, studios have generally stuck

Pic execs

Developments

No Home
•

1

.

ends up one way. Hollywood can never produce enough good
They will continue to repel the general public as long as they
with a good one. If
Hollywood, will soon
take a back seat to teleyision and stay there. To the producers in
Hollywood: produce or get out of the business.”
pictures.

insist on sticking a miserable excuse for a picture
this continued ignoring of public wants continues,

to Smith-Brown-Jones type names
for unsavory characters, in order
to avoid sucfr 'kickbacks as are occurring on “Hoodlum.”
Tags in
the latter include “Charley Pig-

natalli,”
“Nicky Mancani” and
Louis Barretti.”
Plug for three pics and for films in general is contained In column
Considine,
in his INS column of
regular
fashion
advertising
placed
with
by
Neiman-Marcus,
coupled
w.k. Dallas department store. Column, titled “Point of View,” kudos last Friday (7), said: *“Frank .Costello,
through
an intermediary,
“Phone Call From a Stranger” (20th j, “Place In the Sun” (Par) and
lets me know that he is upset about
“Streetcar Named Desire” (WB).
Piece points out that there are almost as many varieties of filmgoers a picture named ‘Hoodlum EmCostello’s concern is
as there are pictures and it notes that Hollywood has satisfied the pire’
needs of those who seek the more artistic by turning out such films as understandable. By a pure coin-’
cidence,.
one
of the actors in the
In
and
“Place.”
comparing
these pix with the French and
“Streetcar”
Italian films, faves of the arty crowd, the writer facetiously points put show, Luther Adler, looks a bit
Costello hadn’t, seen
“and both these movies worked under the handicap of our being able like him.
the picture, but some of his
to understand every word.”
Article stresses, however, that films have done most good for “a friends not too bright—have told
the group which wishes him that it is about hii$.”
large and important body of moviegoers „ .
.”
short respite from life as itis
Columnist denied there was any
Hollywood, it says, is just trying to help a man pass two hours with attempt to carbon the underworld
pleasure for 60c. “That, we submit,” it continues, “is a high purpose, leader who figured largely in the
Even in our department of morale Kefauver investigation in New
in these days, well carried out.
the millinery department we can’t do as good a job. Not at York. “A diligent search of Coslifting
*

.

.

.

’

—

.

.

—

—

least, for 60c.”

various of the

Warner

theatres:
Bulletin acknowledged a Daily News
editorial commending him for spotlighting a rival’s program in two
Heart” was showprevious ads. His copy underlined that “Song in
ing at regular scales, adding: “What I oppose is the capricious classification of ‘Good Pictures’ as ‘Road Shows/ with a disappointed patron
feeling he has been overcharged.”

tariffs at

if

tral City, etc., etc., etc., etc.

,

.

.

11.

They had to import 7£ Indians from Fairbanks, Alaska,
as Eskimo atmosphere players.

(9)

Costello

to

L

Week

indi-

Monday

(10) for W. L. 'felling,
Marshall, Tex., theatre operator, to
test the constitutionality of state

and municipal bluenose law?. High
Court is already set to hear in
.

April the appeal of foreign film
distrib

,

>

a part of a territorial sales division,

was. further evidence that Chi has
developed into one of the biggest
“headache” areas for the distribuCombination of the heavy
tors. 0
bidding .activity in the Windy City,
and continuing court jurisdiction
over first-run operations via the
Jacksohi Park decree, has made. Chi
an area peculiar to itself.
,

violation of a local censorship rul-

ing.

’.)

Effect of the technical fiibve by
the Texas court Is that Gelling
must get a supreme Coutft justice
to sign the appeal papers. Selling's
attorney, Robert H. Park, 6f Beau'.

mont/said

this

would be ddne im-

mediately.
Following/ expected
signing of the appeal papers by a
Court
justice, the High
Supreme
Court will next consider whether
it has jurisdictlbtf ih the case. If
the Supreme Court rules that the
Case is within 'its' jurisdiction, it
will be, asked to strike down film
censorship as a violation of the con-

It’s understood that Metro some
time ago ceased requiring home*
offiefe approval oh exhib contracts
in that, territory because of the
great bidding volume. Getting the
bids to and from N. Y. proved burguarantee
governing
densome
time-consuming. stitutional
Twentieth’s re-appraisal of the Chi freedom of expression.
Backs
Burstyn
NLG
problems apparently led to its
Meanwhile, Burstyn’s fight to rechange of operation and switch in
move the ban on “The Miracle,”
personnel,, which were, announced
which
was nixed on sacrilegious
this week by A1 Lichtman, distrigrounds, received the* support of
bution director.
the National Lawyers Guild. Group
Under the new setup, Tom Mc- asked the Supreme Court Monday
Cleaster has been moved, up from (19) to permit it to file an'amicus
Indianapolis branch manager to curiae (friend of the court) brief.
head the central division, compris- Motion came from O. John Rogge,
ing Cleveland, where he’ll head- counsel for the Lawyers’ Guild

and

.

.

’

.

Mayer

matched nationally the business it reeled in at Sarasota, Fla., the
would reach $50,000,000. In Sarasota, operations base of the Ringling
Continued from page 3
Bros., Barnum & Bailey circus, the Florida Theatre had 17,400 admissions in four days. The town has a population of 18,000. Sarasota’s neat monetary cushion against the
residents and visitors from surrounding communities turned out to see possibility that he might have to
themselves in the film’s parade scene which was shot in the local area. return the $2,750,000.
Paramount has made one of the biggest tieups in the midwest with a
Here’s how Mayer has it figured.
deal with Standard Oil of Indiana, which will drape each of its gas staHis contract of 1934 with M-G protions and affiliates with blowups of “Greatest Show on Earth.” In addivided that he would- receive the
tion to circus material, stations will also use pictures of the stars.

this

cated that the U. S. Supreme Court
faced’ with the task of making decisions on two cases involving film censorship. Stage', was cet

may be

Bursty n on.the b n
A of “TheJoseph
Miracle” by the New York
State Board of Regents.
Gelling case, which has backing
20th Sales Office Switch
of the Motion Picture Assm of
America," was set for a possible
Hans Windy City Rep As High Court test when Judge H. N.
Graves of the Twcas Court of CrimDistrib ‘Headache’ Area inal Appeals refused to sign papers,
which
would Have allowed’ Gelling
Fact that 20th-Fox has placed its
to appeal a decision upholding his
Chicago office under direct' homeconviction for showing “Pinky” in
office supervision, and is no longer

is not the only witness
have appeared before a Con*
gressional committee.
Why, only
My
the other day we
had Dean quarter, Detroit, ^Cincinnati and
Indianapolis.
The Chi office,
Acheson.”
which heretofore was a part of the
central division, will operate under
branch manager Tom Gilliam and
Cecil B. DeMille’s “Greatest Show on Earth”
will be directly supervised from
B.
total

Goldman’s ad in the Sunday

Paramount-ites say

record,” he declared, “shows
not a vestige of evidence that he
ever ordered his nephew thrown
out of the window of a New York
skyscraper
(as
the mob
boss t
played by Luther Adler, does in
the picture), never shot Claire
Trevor, never ‘moved in’ on Centello’s

While taking paid space in the local press to plug 20th-Fox’s “With
a Spng in My Heart” at the competitious Fox Theatre, Philadelphia,
exhib William Goldman also has been taking a slap at the flow of advanced admission-price; films. Roadshow, prices were acceptable to
Goldman for Metro’s “Quo Vadis” at his own theatre, but he squawked
at Paramount’s “Greatest Show on Earth,” Samuel Goldwyn’s “I Wai^t
You” and Warners’ “Streetcar Named Desire” being played at upped

Hollywood, March

Lindsiey Parsons’ “Arctic
Flight” planed to Little Diomede Island in- Bering Straits
to find local color and ran into
a shortage of Eskimos.

WW

“It all

Talent

the h.o.
McCleaster’s job in Indianapolis
goes to William T. Keith, formerly
a salesman in New Orleans.
In
another promotion from the ranks,
Victor Beattie- was upped from Toronto salesman to Calgary branch
manager. He replaces Vern Skorey

who, at his own request, has be£n

committee on constitutional

liber-

ties.

Gelling’s case stems from the exhib’s defiance of a local censorship
board’s order by showing “Pinky.”
Fined and jailed in Feb., 11150, his

conviction was subsequently upheld
by a county court and latef by the
Court of Criminal Appeal. Associated with Gelling’s attorney in
the appeal move to the High Court
are Herbert Wechsler, Columbia U.
professor of law, and Philip J.
O’Brien, Jr., of the legal staff of
the MPAA.

disputed 10% pix participation transferred to the U.S. as Minneapolis salesman.
N. Y.’s Museum of Modern Art this week is featuring screenings of upon termination of his employCensor ‘Must’ Screenings
ment. This pact, as modified and
examples
Nine
showings.
Paul Terry cartoons as part of its regular film
B*
to Skouras
of his work will be on display, billed as “The Cartoons of Paul Terry.” amended over subsequent years, *D
To Be Dropped in Kaycee;
The pioneer’s latest, “Flatfoot Fledgling,” to' be released shortly, is his passed all legal tests and had adeNumber of church men, educa1,000th cartoon. He operates with a staff of 85 persons in New Rochelle, quate stockholders’ approval.
tors and press reps were on hand
Film Control Still Set
N. Y. Commenting on the film animator, Richard Griffith, curator of
His new deal, entered on Aug. at N, Y.'s Metropolitan Club yesKansas City, Mafrch 11.
the Museum’s film library, said that “though his cartoons are world 31, ’49, made him a first vice-presi- terday (Tues.) for presentation of
famous, he (Terry) himself has been little publicized, even in the film dent and still studio topper, and the
Protestant
Film censorship by the city, is
Motion Picture
many
for
so
industry with which he has been so closely identified
also contained his right to 10% par- Council’s '1951 best film award for being dropped as a routine 'operaticipation upon leaving the outfit. “David and Bathsheba” to Spyros
years.”
tion here, under a new plan^of the
It’s this agreement which is dis- P. Skouras, president of 20th-Fox.
Welfare Dept. The new plan will
Tieup arranged by RKO exploitation chief Terry Turner on behalf puted in. the Geramy stockholder
Dr. Daniel .Poling of the Chris- not
mean relaxation of film conof re-release of Walt Disney’s “Snow White and the- Seven Dwarfs” in action.
If the- court holds it in- tian Herald Assn, made
the presen- trol, according to Dr. Haves A.
the New England area resulted in a page' of remarks in .the Congres- valid, says Mayer, his pact prior to tation.
Welfare Dept, director.
Richardson,
it would still entitle him to the
sional Record by Sen. William F. Knowland (Rep. K (Cal.).
Instead, the city Is instituting a
Senator’s remarks concerned tribute paid to Disney by all' six gov- 10% covering the product made up
voluntary system under which any
ernors of the New England states on Feb. 23. Governors commanded to the ’49 date.
questioned film would be reviewed
Disney and his wife to attend a Snow White Coronation Ball held in
Mayer, it’s understood, drew
B. 0.
and approved. The plan hasHhe apBoston under the sponsorship of the Women’s City Club of Boston.
about .$600>p0Q in compensation in
proval of industryites, since it will
Continued from page 3
He said in
his final two years.
save them expensive screening
replica
designed
a
Tom Baldridge, Metro’s field rep in Washington,
his cross-claim that thes^ services the “Curtain at 8:40” idea
which costs.
of the Winchester, Va., Bicentennial official insignia. which the Wash- should be, valued “in excess of
John Fitzgibbons’ Famous Players
Drawing
The. city is not dropping’ its liington Post used on the front page of its state section" Fep. 24.
$1,000,000” and Loew’s should be chain tried in Canada.
censing system, whereby film perwas printed in four colors on five columns. Aside from the pencil required to make’ up the difference
Higher I. Q. Level
bring in about $5,000 .revenue
Sketch, the Post is also running a series of historical feature, stories by if Geramy wins put:
'The Monday-Thursday audiences, mits
drop the office of
Baldridge which deal with the Bicentennial and five "Of the lower ShenHyman said, were generally of a annually. It will
censor, now held by Mrs. Laura
andoah Valley’s most prominent citizens in colonial times.
higher intelligence level than the
Williams, who has had the job for
weekenders, so that the “Curtain
more than a year, after she won
Hassle between Harry Popkin and Pine-Thomas for first, call on the
Distrib
at 8:40” idea was a logical one to
examination.
it in a competitive
services of Ray Milland was settled amicably with the aid of MCA.
try.
It entails the playing of art
Continued from page 7
Mtitude has been regarded as
Her
Popkin signed Milland for “The Thief,” but Paramount, which has a
pix one night a week, with a single
one-a-year contract with the' player, insisted on his appearance in the ly favorable terms offered by UA pic presented at 8:30 or 8:40 to most reasonable and her methods
“'Imdst cooperative by theatre men
P-T picture, “Jamaica Run.” It wound up with P-T postponing “Run
prexy Arthur B. Krim and his as- give the special glamor aura a;s'1
here.
until Milland completes his job for Popkin.
While UA is believed to sociated with legit theatregpihg.
sociates.
Move to abandon the censorship
Hyman opined that because of
want at least the same 20% distriAfter five consecutive costume pictures, Robert Taylor appears in bution fee as RKO, it is willing to the better I. Q. level of the mid- screening*, came about through efmodern garb for the fitst time in three years for a sequence in “Eagle defer at least pari of it until the week audiences, there might be forts of the Motion Picture Assn,
On His Cap.” He wears a gray gabardine suit, briefly, before climbing producer recoups his negative cost. other stunts which would be espe- of Gfeater Kansas City and econinto an Air. Force uniform.
His costume roles were in “Ambush,
GoldwVP *and Mulvey are in no cially applicable to them, UPT omy moves of city fathers. Censor“Devil’s
Doorway,” “Quo Vadis,” “Westward the Women” and hurry tu^tfwse a deal with either was looking into that aspect, he ship has been a practice here for
“Ivanhoe.”
many years, but is no' longer
distrib to' xj$U'0Qy the current five- disclosed.
He also made a pitch for cooper- deemed necessary in view of the
year RKO contract, which expires
June 30. Next pic, “Hans Chris- ation by the distribs in giving a production code and the >lack of
4 Majors
Exhib
censorship on other reels, such as
tian Andersen,” on which Goldwyn break on terms to exhibs who ex
Par Publicists
film.
is expending some $4,000,000, will pended special effort on. solving the television
In N. Dakota on
Paramount further bolstered its be roadshown: Goldwyn has al Mohday-Thiirsday biz probleni... His
RKO,. Paramount, -Warners And’ N.Y: hom eoffice ad-pub staff with ways retained contractual rights thought, he said, is that a theatre
III. Tent Raises $60,000
20lh-Fox each filed Federal Court the additions of three outside in- with distribs
Chicago.
to handle roadshows man who goes out of his way to
actions last week in Bottineau, dependent publicists on temporary through his own organization.
show imagination and drive in
Illinois Variety Tent No. 26
N. D., against Carter S. Troyer, assignments.
Pic won’t be ready for release pushing up grosses during the lull raised $60,000 for LaRabida Heart
begun
has
already
Eddie Jaffe
operator of the State Theatre, that
period of the week, should not be Sanitarium in a drive throughout
Dorothy until October or November and
obcity, charging under-reporting of work on “My Son John.”
thus wouldn’t go into general dis- discouraged by being forced to the city’s theatres. Club has
Gulman and Mike O’Shea will join tribution, following roadshowing. hapd to the distribs all the excess tained over $200,000 for its chanty
receipts.
“Carhandle
to
days
few
in
a
Par
activity.
Sargoy & Stein, N. Y., and local
income he is able to generate.
until well-into 1953.
rie” promotion.
counsel represent the plaintiffs.
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M-G-M’s Dancing-On-Air Musical
Springtime TECHNICOLOR Joy

Amazing
Novelty
Fred taps

’THE BELLE

and teeters
on New York’s

OF NEW YORK"

skyscrapers

sM

i»."

M-G-M’s

Thrills

Savage

Wolf

fe-'<^

-A

m

of 1952.’’

Pack Attack

The Avalanche

!

NEW ANSCO COLOR

WILD
NORTH"

’THE

.

Ordeal of the

Rapids The
!

Indian Princess

"King Solomon’s Mines

^

M-G-M’s "HAPPY EASTER” GOLDMINE
TECHNICOLOR Holiday Treasure

Glorious
]Feeling
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nciiMBs
JAN. FILM DIVIDENDS

For the Week ending Tuesday

HIT NEAT $1,845,000

(11)

Weekly Weekly Weekly
Vol. in
High
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Close
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N. Y. Stock
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ABC
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40
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N. y.
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14%
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18%
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Curb Exchange
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.

3%
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Qver-the-Coimter Securities
Tv^.
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UA Theatres
Walt Disney
(

j
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'

3%

/
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—
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%

•4*

17
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+ %

11%
39%
38%

11

39%
12%

51

.

month

°

11%
39%

Washington, March 11.
January film dividends were a
Net.
Change neat $1,845,000, just a shade befor week low the $1,340,000 for the same
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Guaranteeing Scenes, Easing Costs
"

Com-

merce reported yesterday (Mon.).
Reason for the decline was Walt
Disney Productions, which paid a
diyidend/tast year, but* -did hot cut
a stockholders’ melon in the first

month of ‘1952.
Commerce, estimates

that the
publicly-reported dividends in any
industry amount to about 60 to
65% of all dividends actually paid.
.

Rough West German
Seen for

Kalmine
Continued from page 5

I

Sail

RKO With ‘Queen’

Hollywood, March 11.
An exact frame-by-frame preview of a motion picture, before
it’s
actually put on film, is offered directors through a new
wedding of the standard motion

is doing picture camera and the electronic
handsome business with the Sam, camera. Device, tagged Camera
Spiegel-Jo.Iih, Huston film, “Afri- Vision, virtually guarantees every

While United Artists

can
the
Queen,”
in
Hemisphere, for which
distribution

considered

Ya-

+31/4

of 1951, the Dept, of

]

RKO

rights,
likely to

“Western scene while actually reducing proholds duction costs, according to its
is- not backers.

it

have

clear

Camera Vision was developed
by Jack Strauss, former chief of
the special projects branch of the
Air Force and one t of the pioneers
in the use of the electronic camera.
Working with him was Harry Cun-

sailing in its release of the - film
in .the Eastern Hemisphere. -The
two distribs split the worldwide
rights.
is said to be heading for
trouble in Germany because of the
It shows Humfilm’s content.

RKO

of the corporation, while the Warners own a controlling interest in
the Warner company. Under the
phrey Bogart and Katharine Heppresent consent decree, the Warburn alone on a- small river boat
ners are forced to sell or place in
.out-maneuvering and out-smarttrust the stock bf the company
ing fully organized German land
they decide to relinquish.
and sea forces in Africa during
Immediate task facing the War- World War I.
ners is to adopt and present to the
stockholders a new plan of reorganization.
Company has. until
April 4, 1953, to effect the divorcement of its theatre assets from iU
reduction and distribution setup.
g•riginal reorganization plan, which
called for a “split-up” into two new

ningham, whose Cunningham combat camera is now in general use
by the armed forces, and Harold
Jury and Gil Wyland of CBS’ tele-’
vision engineering staff.
Basically, Camera Vision gives
the director the advantages of a
reflex still camera combined with
the mobility of the standard Mitchell. Electronically joined units
permit the camera to change focus,
stop*or shutter speed without stopping the action, thus substantially
reducing the dreary and costly system of “set-ups,”
*

1

Pathe Lab Group

Strike Averted

companies, has been scrapped, and
the Warners have indicated their
Strike of 40 office employees of
intention of taking advantage of
the Revenue Act of 1951, which Pathe Laboratories, ‘N. Y., was
~ Continued from page 3
contains the so-called “spin-off” averted this week with the signing
a pact between the company and
the session. There was agreement he still benefits by cthe fact that the clause, relating to tax free reor- of
Local H-63, Motion Picture Homethat the companies might have to public will be seeing good pictures ganizations.
Employees Union calling for
get togethejr and set up some sort constantly and will not be given
As a result of this clause, War- office
«a 10% or $4.50 weekly wage hike
of joint release schedule, whereby the opportunity to lose the motion ners can keep the present company
(whichever is greater).
everyone would take a conscious picture habit.”
intact and merely form a new theOne-year agreement, retroactive
risk with one or two of his topHyman, reiterating his plaint atre company. With the formation to Sept.
1, 1951, calls for a union
drawer films during the May-June- this week, made the additional of the new outfit, the new board
July dog days for the overall good point that exhibs last Labor Day of directors is virtually certain to shop, addition bf certain employees
jurisdiction, and into
union’s
of the industry.
were faced with seven top A‘ fea- name, Kalmine as theatre chief, in- crease in severance pay from four
Among points brought up hope- tures. He said there was just not siders believe.
weeks to maximum of eight. Union,
fully is that May and June may playing time enough to do justice
affiliated With International Alprove a very good releasing time, to them, and the 'distribs suffered as
liance of Theatrical Stage Emsince the big TY shows will be off a result.
The UPT ekec declared
ployees, had threatened a strike
Big
the air and there will be a mini- that producers could have done
two weeks ago when talks with
mum of competition from that much better with some of their pix Pathe broke down. However, RichContinued from p£gv~4
source, although the politicos will had they been released during the
ard F. -Walsh, IA prexy, before
houses are equipped and can be granting strike permission, asundoubtedly be taking to the air- May-June “slow” period.
tied in to a network, costs can be- signed I A international rep Joe
ways in large numbers.
spread thinner and all houses can Basson to join Hr63 biz agent RusDistribs, while fully cognizant of
start to show a profit. They cited sell Moss in an attempt to reach a
the problem, are understandably
the fact that a maximum of only settlement.
reluctant to chance seeing their
Theatre
L
12 theatres carried, even the bigtop fare go on its face, because the,
‘Union also has concluded a pact
----- Continued from page 4
gest fights staged for big-screen with the RKO Service Corp, Twopublic at that particular time is
more interested in beaches and out- penses, O’Brien reported that video last year.
year deal, retroactive to Nov., 1951,
Theatre TV backers maintained, calls for an 11% wage hike for
door activity (and later in the con- money was lost with every special
ventions) than in theatregoing. It’s hookup. Most of these were of foot- in addition, that exhibs can’t ex- 175 office employees. Currently, the
a tough decision to make on multi- ball games. The circuit exec re- pect to. make money from the me- union is holding negotiations for a
million-dollar properties
especial- lated that 69 theatres in the coun- dium when they give big-screen new pact for the white collarites of
ly when the majors are working on try now have TV equipment 'al- shows away as a bonus, retaining United Artists.
small margins, as at present and ready installed or in the process of their regular admission scales and
running the TV show as an adjunct
there probably will be no action installation.
feature films. B&K houses, they
except on a concerted basis by all
B&K has invested $128,696 in to
out, maintained their reguthe majors.
TV equipment in five of its thea- pointed
With films more of a “holiday tres in the Chicago area, according lar boxoffice prices for all events
HIKE,
until
the
Ray Robinson-Randy Turbusiness” than ever before, the to an exhibit introduced
into the pin fight last summer. Prices were
Agreement on a new pact has
year-round even flow of top prod- record.
These are the State-Lake, upped on that fight, and the thea- been reached between the Internauct has become an increasing probUptown, Tivoli and Marbro in Chi- tres earned a profit bn the event. tional Photographers of the Motion
lem. Distribs have naturally tendcago and the Paramount in Ham- They noted, too, that even WBKB, Pictures Industry, repping newsed to hold their biggies for the mond.
Ind.
In the last three
reel cameramen and the five major
holidays.
Thus the exhib is not years these houses, plus the Chi- the Chi video station owned by newsreel companies. Contract, to
B&K, operated at a loss for sevonly faced .with the summer hiatus cago,
which formerly had the eral years, and yet the circuit be inked in New York this week,
when the shutdown on thp flow equipment now used by the Statecovers 75 men of the union’s three
reaches its most intense point but Lake, carried an aggregate of 49 didn't give up the outlet. Theatre
locals in New York, Chicago and
with the Lenten and pre- and post- TV shows. Of these, 16 were of TV, they emphasized, is going
through the same type of invest- Los Angeles. It provides for an
holiday
lack of important pix a similar nature (prizefights, footapproximate 10% wage hike, a
period now.
ment
throughout the year.
ball games, etc.) to programs carunion shop, and stronger proviEdward L. Hyman’s article on ried simultaneously on B&K’s TV
sions concerning insurance benefits.
the subject in the 46th Anniversary station in Chicago, WBKB.
Contract, which runs for two
Issue of Variety in January has
Exhibit showed that B&K’s first
years, is retroactive to Jan. 1, 1952.
Sir'Benj. Fuller
been widely quoted by both exhibs experience with TV, involving
Talks were concluded in a little
and' distribs.
Vice-prez of the showings of five World Series base— - over two months as compared to
Continued from pace 4
United Paramount circuit stated: ball games in 1949 at the Statethe 18 months of dickering on the
“We are in a, 52-weeks-a-year Lake, lost $3,317. A series of six others, being content to spot spe- previous pact.
business. I cannot emphasize this U. of Illinois football games in 1950 cialized shows from time to time,
Jay Rescher, biz rep of the
too strongly. Our theatres remain at the State-Lake and Tivoli lost via a theatre lease arrangement,
union, handled negotiations for
open each day of the year, and we $18,475, even after income from, with other managements.
have responsibilities to. the public sale of film. Additional losses of
He was interested, with Garnet the cameramen. Companies coverin the new pact include Foxthrough every season. It is a terri- $5,000 were incurred last year Carroll, operator of the Princess ed
Warner-Pathe, ParaMelbourne, in several Movietone,
ble mistake to cut down on the flow from showings at the State-Lake Theatre,
mount, Nfews of the Day and
Sir Benjamin lost
of product and bunch our best re- of the Louis-Savold, La Motta- legit ventures.
Universal.
leases at certain peaks, especially Murphy,
and a fortune with grand opera, but
Robinson-Turpin
Union has also worked out a deal
now when we face constant and Layne-Marciano fights.
was planning to bring out an Ital- with tele station WPIX, N. Y.
alert competition. If We cannot keep
Audience reaction to prizefights ian troupe this year. He went to
with
ago
months
the motion picture habit instilled has been good when the bout was London some
in our patrons, we are in a fair way good, said Wallerstein, and bad Lady Fuller to seek name Euroto lose the battle, and we must face when it was dull.
Public service pean stars for Australia, including
Chi Palace
Before leavthe fact that once the motion pic- shows, he said, were regarded as Maurice Chevalier.
*
*- Continued from page 7
ture habit is interrupted by a series interrupting the rtgular film fare. ing for London, he told Variety’s »
it
that
correspondent
Australian
of poor pictures at any time during
A breakdown of the expenses
from Sept. 1,
the year, it takes several weeks to involved in showing theatre pro- was his ^tftbition to secure a West demanded back pay
.and although several times
recapture the lost patronage and, grams via TV showed that cost of End theatriPto produce the Robert 1951,
In it looked as if the house would rein some cases, no recapture is ef- transmission was not the determin- Close play,^‘Love Me Sailor.”
last-minute demands have
light,
his
expanding
after
fected.”
ing element in whether a profit or Australia,
it closed.
Hyman offered as a step toward loss was taken. On the Louis- vaude empire, he broke into the kept
flagship, the Grand, also
Sister
a solution, that exhibs should make Savold fight last June, on which legit field presenting shows of the
dark for the past month over union
concessions to distribs in the way the Tivoli lost $2,024, 'the largest calibre of “Rio Rita.”
Benjamin was presiding hassles, went back into operation
Sir*
of good minimum guarantees for Item of expense, labeled “New
Australian United last week, hiring two extra ops.
top pix during weak periods.
“In York network billings” (including chairman of the
of If the Palace changes hands, it
this way,” the UPT exec said, “the rights), was $1,930, and .the cost for Nations Assembly and president
bound by the restr’ethe Australian branch of the Inter- would not be
distributor would not be alone in local lines was $219.
tions of the Jacksor. Park decree,
His
Service.
Migration
national
assuming the total risk of loss and
On some of the football games,
to two weeks and
showings
limiting
recently took the
w<? should be able to make head- according
to the exhibit, there son, Benjamin,
booking
of the Fuller in- granting of immediate
" av
Even if the end results would have been losses even if managerial reins
time.
for the exhibitor is bad financially, there were no line charges at all. terests.
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NEWSREEL PHOTOGS WIN
10%

—

Remote

UNION SHOP

—

Through
and his

.

.

Studio'

its controls,

staff

in

it is

achieving

effect

the director

can study each scene

carefully before

actually shot,

simultaneous

editing of the film.

In addition, Camera Vision offers the director a chance to
change his mind about individual
scenes, since it actually operates
on a^. three-camera basis. They are
controlled from the booth, in the

manner

of

ft

television program,
in -the booth

and separate screens

give the director a second-by-second picture of what each separate4y-located camera Is picking up, as
well as a composite picture of the
scene. Thus, if after viewing the
rushes, a director feels he should
have had a medium shot rather
than a closeup, it is not necessary
to refilm the\sc<me. Instead, he
takes the film "from the camera
that recorded a medium shot for
that particular scene, and intercuts to get his desired effect.
Use
of
full-size
television
screens in the booth permits the
director, producer and other creative personnel to get an actual
view of each scene during rehearsal,
so
that
any needed
changes can be made even before the cameras start turning. In
addition. Camera Vision has provisions for a separate closed circuit which could run, for example,
to the producer’s office, enabling
him to check and confer with the
staff on individual scenes without
having to leave his desk.
In developing the new camera,
Strauss worked out details for a
larger magazine, permitting continuous shooting for 30 minutes if
this is desired. This feature, which
eliminates reloading delays, also
serves to cut costs sharply.

New equipment

will

be rented

makers in much the same
as
Technicolor.
However,
plans are now underway for a 16m
model, to be marketed later this
year, for use by home film makers
and the smaller commercial film
organizations.
to film

way

‘Salesman’ Pickets
vomimma Continued

porting
groups,

•

*

TV

Already completed is a .Camera
Vision mobile unit which is, in’
effect, a* remote television studio.

from pace

3

many Communists

1

-

—

front

“Our principal objective,” he
explained, “is to serve notice on
Hollywood that we in the grassroots object to Hollywood subsidizing folks like Arthur Miller.”
He als# hit at producer Stanley
Kramer, claiming Kramer lectured
in 1947 before a Communist-backed
school in L.A.
K-B management wants the Motion Picture Assn, of America, the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
D.C. Columbia Pictures, Kramer
and other segments of the industry
to join it in fighting the picketing.
“If it can happen to this picture
at
“it

our theatre,” said a spokesman,
can happen to any other thea-

playing some other picture.
The industry cannot permit such
tre

.

,

boycotts.”

Maxell' 12,

riCTCTIKS

Continued from pag« *

My

cameramen and directors.
is made up of a group of
shorts covering different cities and
the supporting payers, those showof China, and spliced toareas
ing up best' include Regis Toomey, gether to make a feature-length
Fay Roope and Carleton Young.
pic.
Rudolph Sternard’s production
All is depicted as virtue, sweetdesign, topnotch lensing- by Guy
ness and light, with happy chilRoe, and excellent editing by Gene dren, contented workers, emanciHawlich head up the technical pated women, studious youth and
viet

Six Convicts
register Importantly. Among

•

also

Film

.

Dimitri Tiomkiu contributes a good music score but, as.
critical note, it is permitted to intrude too noticeably in many scenes
that would have played better withBrog.
out it.
credits.

Fle$Et nm<$

Okay

drama

Wmry
deaf-mute

of

prizefighter^ With Tony Curtis,
Jan Sterling, Mona Freeman.

Hollywood, March

.

7.

Universal release of Leonard GpUMein
production. Stars Tony Curtis, Jan SterMonS Freeman: features Wallace
Ford, Connie Gilchrist, Katherine Locke,
Harry Shannon, Louis. Jean Heydt. Directed -by Joseph Pevney. Screenplay,

ling,

Bernard Gordon; story, William A Hand;
camera, Jrvlnp Glassberg: editor, Virgil
Vo^el: music, Han* J. Salter, Previewed
In Hollywood, March 4, '52. Running time,
2 *»NS.
„
‘

.

Tony

? aul CaUan
.

Ann

Mona Freeri-m

Hollis

Wallace Fofd
Connie cJilchrjst
Katherine Locke

Jack Richardson
Mrs. Richardson
Mrs. Hollis
Mike Callan

Clvtis

Jan Sterling

Sonya Bartow

-.J

smiling benevolent leaders. English narration contains the usual
raps at the western democracies,
terming them “foreign capitalists,”
”
“exploiters” and ''imperialists
Except for the typical scenes of
Chinese cities and the countryside,
and the showing of Chinese people,
film might have been made in the
Soviet. It shows the familiar revolutionary holiday parades, work of
the cooperatives, youth at schools,
mass exercises and athletic events
which seem to be part and parcel
Huge
regimes.
of
totalitarian
blown-up pictures of the Red leadThe Soviet
ers are everywhere.
Union is not forgotten, and there
is a monotonous emphasis on the
cooperation, friendship and love
purportedly existing, between the
Soviet books are
two countries.
Soviet
translated into Chinese;
plays are presented on the stages.
gathering
Every time there is a
of a group of children with an'
adult present, they are listening
.“with bated brea.th” to the stories
,

Shannon
Heydt
Powers of how their eiders .fought and
Nella' Walker “liberated the country from the opMrs. H-okett
..ji.’Hnrry Guardino
Lnu Cnllan
given the
Joe Gray pressors.” Big play is.
Cliff
Harry Raven Red leaders, including- the big boss,
Murphy
Ted Stanhope Mao Tse-Tung.
Butler
They are sKqwn
visiting factories, cooperative
An okay action-romance drama farms and exhibits and making the
has been woven around the story usual speeches.
From a technical standpoint, the
of a deaf-mute prizefighter and
the two ladies in his life. Casting picture is spotty, the lensing ranghas a youthful note in Tony Curtis, ing from excellent to n,s,g. Some
Jan Sterling and Mona Freeman, of the color photography is firstand film has been brought off with rate, but there are long sections of
enough general Interest to indi- hazy,- poor color lensing. It|s obcate good returns in most all situ- vious that the cameramen emations.
ployed for the different sequences
Holl.
A good round of commercial are of unequal ability.
values has b^en furnished by
Leonard Goldstein’s production
Itooal
and Joseph Pevney’s direction to
(BRITISH—COLOR)
make marketable prospects satisand while development is
.. factory,
Disney's British-made version
'not always plausible and falls into
of Robin Hood legend, despite
some formula phases, it has appeal
dearth of star names shapes
for average audiences.
topflight for U.S.
Curtis does excellently by his
role of the fighter,, a prelim scrap•

Whitey

•

4
5

. . ,

Harry,

........ Louis Jftarr

1

Tom

Andy Randolph

•

•

.

\

-

;

__

*

i

.

.

Robin

'

•

•

per until Miss Sterling, a mercenary blonde, sees in him a chance
While manager
for easy money.
Wallace Ford nurses the fighter
along, she sees that his purses get
larger. Femme's scheme and hold
on. the fighter is secure until Miss
Freeman, a feature writer, takes
an interest in Curtis. The interest
ripens, into love and footage gets
into its more dramatic phases when
Curtis undergoes an operation to
restore Ms hearing and then temit again in a chamfight that rids him of
Sterling and allows for a
finale clinch with Miss Freeman.
Two femmes provide contrasting characters that go with general plot aim of depicting good vs.
evil. Miss Freeman does her part

porarily loses

pionship

Miss

London, March 4.
release of RKO-Walt Disney Brit
I6h production. Stars -Richard Todd. Features Joan Rice.
Produced by Perce
Pearce. Directed by. Ken Annakin. Screenplay, Lawrence E. Watkin: camera, Guy
Greet}; editor, Gordon Pilkington; Technicolor consultant, Joan Bridge; music,
Clifton Parker. At RKO Radio preview
Running
theatre, London, March 3, '52.
time, 52 MINS.
Richard Todd
Robert Fitzooth

RKO

•

Joan Rice

Maid Marian

Tuck
Queeh Eleanor
De Lacy

Friar

Little

'

.

.

James Hayter
Martita Hunt

Peter Flitch
James Robertson Justice

John

Stutely...

Prince John
Scnthelock
Allan-A>Dale
King Richard
Hugh Fitzooth

.

Bill

Owen

Hubert Gregg
Michael Hordern
Elton Hayes
Patrick Bdrr
Reginald Tate
Hal Osmond
.Clement McCallin
Louise Ha mpton

I

Midge
Earl of Huntingdon.

Ty b
The Archbishop

Anthony Eustrel
Anthony For wood

with charm and sympathetic ao
peal, but Miss Sterling, is permitted to go overboard at times in
portraying the bad girl, a fault
mostly of direction. Ford and
Katherine Locke, latter as Miss
Freeman’s mother, stand out.
among the supporting cast, and

Will

the others are satisfactory.
While ring seouences and some
of the dramatic portions come off
strictly to formula in the Bernard
Gordon script, based on a story "by
William Alland, writing does permit an interesting looksee into
training of the deaf to utter sound ?.
A good dramatic scene is the cocktail party attended by Curtis after
his hearing is restored, and he wonders if it was worth it after listening to the inane babbling.
Irving Glassberg used his
cameras to, advantage and other
technical
contributions
me^urc
up.
Brog.

ern and the romance and intrigue
This is a
of a historical drama.
topnotch booking for -British exhibitors and should prove a firstclass offering in America and other
parts of the world.
Apart from the producer, the
crew and cast are of British origin.
Under Disney’s leadership, they
have fashioned a product which
will lift the standard of British
film-making, bring credit to. local
technicians, and raise the name
value of the film’s artists.
The
subdued Technicolor work ranks
among the best seen here, while

1

a superb piece of color entertainment, with all the action of a west-

*

Avtldno release of Chinese People’s ReFilm Studios of Peking-Central

Moscow

pro-

Filmer and directed bv Scree
Gerasimov. Ivan Dukinsky, Siu Siao-Oin,
Su Ho-Ohin and others. Narrated in English. At Stanley, N. V., start ini? March 8.
'52.

Running time, 105 MINS.

1

“The New China,”

billed as the

feature-length, film on the Chinese People’s Republic to be shown
first

in the U, 8..

is

j

a tinted travelog-

documentary, heavily loaded w*iih
propaganda. It’s an overlong, boring account of Red China presented
in heavy-handed Russian manner.
Produced jointly by the Chinese
People’s Republic Film Studios of
Peking and the Central Documenr
tary Film Studios of Moscow, it
was photographed and directed by
a large group of Chinese and So-

J

;

!

•

*

'

Yard

.

;

•

Bob

Rio,.

Steele.

ings.

Alex Gerry

Judge Kirby
Emmy Anders

The Paee That

Lillian Broi>son

Irving

Sheriff

Deacon
Lone Eagle

Bacon-

-ThriBBs
Hollywood, March

Art

Smith
Monte BUie

Good standard western feature
with a few variations, is offered in “Rose of Cimarron,” for
playdates in those situations where
rtf film iicuallir l-otoc
thic type
tvno 01
tnis
Ilirn usually rates an
Okay b.o. reception. Returns, generally,
should
satisfactory,
be
helped along by the use Of color,
Plotting has a distaff twist, using
an outdoor heroine who is as able
ann-cUnerincf ana
at tne gun-Slinging
anJ nara
hard naridat
ing chores as the masculine players. Mala Powers, whose previous
assignment haven't indicated any
particular bent for more rugged
action^portrayals, plays the title
role in fine style.
Additionally
she’s mighty attractive in the costumes furnished. Male ends of the
starring trio are expertly upheld
by Jack Buetel, the hero, and Bill
Williams, the heavy.
Production gives the needed attention to action values that will
see the film through its intended
market. Maurice Geraghty scripted
the story of a girl, raised by Indians after her parents are massacred, who goes on the prod for a

fare,

•

release of Lewis

Rachmil pro-

J.

u tlo
e tu es BiU Willla ”ls . Ca la
S
f Jb
»
S r Armstrong,
*
Balenda,
Frank ^
MeRobert
~Hueh. Steve Flace
Directed bv Leon
*

«.

Screenpily bvKvfilon Swt£
Robert Lee Johnson; camera, Frank RedBarsba.

1
U
“ewed*?^ Hollywood*, Ma’rch% %‘. Rum

SSTSmJ. "S

min*.

gusty
Eve Drake
Barton
Rocket

Williams
Carlo Balenda
Robert Armstrong
Bill

Steve

j«“n °M?Uor y
Diane Garrett
John Hamilton
'

Puss
Pearl

Claud,a

>
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P
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Hollywood? March

*7.

*52.

Running

Reith

Richard Carfspn
Greta Gynt
Herbert Lorn
Ropa Anderson
Alan Wheatley

E,™
Taren..

..Daniel

•

Dr.

Reception Clerk

Wherry

Michael

Drake ?ecl1 Fleming
Supt. Meeker

Ward

_Danny_Green
James Raglan

Al? okay private-eye melodrama
has been concocted around the ad
ventures of the fictional Whisper
^
“*8 Smith in London. Fumed in
England with an all-British cast,
with the exception of Richard Carl
?° n picture will rate secondary
hookings in most situations although a trifle long for the regular
ru B
dual WUs.
,

-

Carlson, private detective from
the States, lands in London on a
holiday and is promptly put- to
work
the urging of Rona Anders °n» who wants him to investisupposed suicide of a girl
®a^ e
an d P pov ® [t
murder,
,
Wh ^ e ihe directorial pacing of
Francis Searle is a bit leisurely,
!»e gets a good feel of suspense
the tight situations in which
Carlson is plunged, before he can
wrap up the case and expose Greta
as * h e villainess who gave
,
pyntidentity
her
to a murdered victim
so she could continue a .career in
blackmail with two associates, Her1

,

some

lensing
TOior, single-negative process, .was
"
a race' n which Williams" irridine ble whodunit framing.
contributed by Karl Struss, showCarlson does a likeable job of
again s t an experimenta7
B
erimeniai b
once
ke bint
duiu
ing off outdoor settings and cosnrivate eye,
J ?i
evp apa
and script
srrtnt nnas
find<i
Private
Flagg,
bv
and
wraps up the story
nirpJv dim
Jim Davi«?
Miss
turning niceiy.
uavis, as ivuss
t
ime
him some amatory
j
”"“ a "* s iaKe
takes? out anoiner
another ... 1° Permit
Powers’ redskin foster brother; Art w len owilliams
w ui P h arp enslnmarv tn t>ri"
d
s0
ag
an
This
noble
Smith, Bob Steele. William Phipps.
Jjt ?,?lS s JT'
vatel5le
leuthto
e M‘ ss
as
’the
“ t “‘" g
Balenda for W.I- »*“
?'£**
Dick Curtis, and Tom Monroe, all f« s ‘ u e sets
iemme menace, ana miss Anaer
Hams.
mpmhprs
of Williams’ garig*
6
g Alex
«
on
the
as
gal
with
’Who
winds
up
The featured players, along with
1
Brcmson and Irving
Gerry Lillian
*™n« L mcnugn,
McHugh go tnrougn
« «« those. adding Frank
through the Carlson, are okay. Lou and Wheatare «
Bacon, Tl.?
]ey do well b
their dirty work,
some characterizations to the sup- characterizations without straining.
ranahle
ap
e
““der Leon Barsha’s direction of
Ddrting cast Derformances. Broa.
r A nd!fn
London
street and country
the Lewis J. Rachmil production.
Budget values are acceptable and scenes are interestingly shown as
story backing by Walter Harvey’s
Last
technical phases okay.
Brog.
good lensing. Julian Lesser pro(SONGS)
duced satisfactorily, in association
the concise direction and taut editVorZlo
BBohe
with Exclusive Films, Ltd., for
ing give the film speed and action.
Rex Allen in actionful proRKO release.
Brog.
gram western.
The Robin Hood legend, which
(The Truth About Bebe Donge)
has formed the basis of various
(FRENCH)
screen productions, is told with all
Hollywood, March 11.
Paris, Feb. 27.
Republic release of Edward J. White
the accepted conventions, but the
Oscar Polls Close
UGC release of OGDC production.
Stars Rex Allen. Kokn; feabold treatment endows it with a production.*
tures Mary Allen Kay, Slim Pickens, Stars Jean Gabin. Dapple Darrieux. DiHollywood, March 11.
surprising freshness.
The adven James Anderson, Boyd "Red” Morgan, rected by Henry Decoin. Screenplay,
tures of the outlaw in Sherwood Monte Montague, Michael Hall, Alan Maurice Auberge, Decoin from a story by
This was the last day (11) for
Bridge, Stan Jones, Renubllc Rhythm Georges Simencn; camera, L. H. Burel;
Forest, leading the band of terror
Riders.
Directed by William Witney. editor, A. Millet, At Biarritz, Paris. Run- members of the Academy of Moized victims of the sheriff’s iron Written by Arthur E. Orloff; camera, John ning time, 124 MINS.
tion Picture Arts and Sciences to
Jean Gabin
rule, and linking up with Friar MncBurnlc; editor. Harold Minter; new Francois...Foy Willing. Previewed in Holly- Bebe
Daniele Darrieux vote for their candidates in the
Tuck and Little John to rescue song,
wood, March 3, ’52. Running time, 47 Jeanne
Claude 7Genia Oscar Derby.
Results, tabulated
MINS.
Jalabert
Maid Marian from the clutches of
Jacques Castelot
Daniel Lecourtois by the accounting firm of Price,
Himself Georges
Prince John, are the backbone of Rex Allen
Koko
Himself Marquise
Gabriele Dorziat Waterhouse & Co., will be antho j:arn which is packed w’ith ex- Sue
Mary -Ellen Kay Judge
Marcel Andre
nounced March 20 at the Pantages
Slim
citing incident.
Slim Pickens
Russ Tasker
James Anderson
Despite his modest stature, Rich- Barney
This is an offbeat, clinical study Theatre.
Boyd “Red”’ Morgan
Two-h ur program will be broadard Todd proves to be a firstrate Matt Becker
Monte Montague of a married couple and why their
Arthur.
cast by ABC and AFRS.
Robin Hood, alert, dashing and Johnny Becker
Michael Hall relationship did not work
out. UnShaver
Alan Bridge
forceful, equally convincing when Lem
Freed
will function as general
usual
treatment,
adult
Sheriff Blake
theme,
intelStan Jones
leading his outlaws against the
And Republic Rhvthm Riders
director
cereof
the
presentation
ligent writing, fine technical asPrince as he is in winning the adpsets and the powerful thesping monies, with Johnny Green as mumiration of Maid Marian. The latRex Allen takes easily to the end marquee value of Jean Gabin sical director and Danny Kaye as
ter role elevates Joan Rice to star story and action demands in “The and Daniele Darrieux
should giveieihcee.
j
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Musketeer

j

!

Flagg
r

!

Opal

This is a stock entry for lowercase bookings in the general sitnation. It ties a formula plot with
motorcycle racing, supplying a few
thrills and sufficient action to keep
it going for the 63 minutes of running time.
Story is the old one about a
cocky, conceited heel who straightens himself out in the end to win
the girl and glory. Playing this
trio of killers who have murdered role is Bill Williams, racer and test
her foster folk. Hunt brings her rider for the motorcycle factory
into contact with Buetel, frontier run by Robert Armstrong
When
marshal. While attracted to Bue- Williams is not busy on the oval
te!, Miss Powers takes the law in h e ’s out chasing the girls
so it’s
her own hands when he is unable 0 my natural that he would be atto furnish legal assistance putting tracted to Carla Balenda, feature
herself outside the law after gun- writer, when she shows up for a
ning down two of the killers. She story> It s a real case for williams
takes up with Wiliams who, un- this time, but script doesn’t rush
known to her, is the third man she the romance, keeping them apart
seeks. Chase continues to the finale w jth assorted motivations and a
where Buetelpatches up takes rivalry with Ste^e Flagg, Williams’
lonsrtime friend and cycle designer.
While the story is being run off,
film * ets in some dotage on the
hac
less homicidal ohases of motor1

Fran!
in

time * 77 mins.
Whispering Smith
Louise

Ford
Frank McHugh Anne

Chris

mSi.

release of Julian Lesser produc(Filmed in England* In association
with Exclusive Films, Ltd.) Stars Richard Carlson, Greta Gynt, Rona Anderson,
Herbert Lorn; features Alan Wheatley,
Reginald -Beckwith, Dora Bryan, Daniel
r y
an
,
e8
,
Ste d 'bv FMimta*
se£i e
scraniBiav'
rrancis bearie.
screenplay
Steve Fisher; story and adaptation, John
Gilllng; based on a character created
tion.

Hollywood, March 11.

RKO

11,

RKO

Routine action programmer on
motorcycle racing.
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For his second British live-ac
tion production, Walt Disney has
taken -the legend of Robin Hood
and translated it to the screen as

Tito Now China
(DOCUMENTARY—COLOR)
Document •'vv Film Studios

Scarlet

...

,

.

.

1952

Although a comparative Last Musketeer,” shaping it as okay this a good chance for TJ. S. houses
rating.
sureseater spots.
newcomer to the screen, she acts material for the western program- and
Film narrative is sacrificed to
mer market. In addition to the
with charm and intelligence.
mood, atmosphere
However, it is in the character action, he sings the three songs in study. Story starts and "character
with the meetgenerally
roles that the film excels. .James a good, folksy voice and
ing and marraige of a French
Hayter as Friar Tuck, Martita acquits himself in a manner c&lcu- couple, Francois
(Gabin)
ad
and Bebe
sagebrush
the
please
Hunt as the Queen, Peter Finch lated to
(Darrieux). Then it goes into the
as the Sheriff, James Robertson diet.
present,
with
Gabin
lying
s
Republic
poisoned
by
supported
Allen,
Justice as Little John, Bill Owen
in a hospital.
In his agony
as the poacher, and Elton Hayes, Rhythm Riders, is called upon to through
series
of
well
James
of
justified
ambitions
the
the minstrel are in the front rank bust up
flashbacks, his life with his wife is
of feature players whose combined Anderson, who is trying to take
finely traced. The realization that
so
valley,
in
a
land
all
the
veover
grade
high
contribution gives a
that he cap build a dam and 'be- his wife has poisoned him is! soon
neer to the production.
brought into the. story, giving the
Lawrence E. Watkin, who wrote come wealthy on electric power. film its suspense
.peg.
has him drying
scheme
the screenplay after prolonged lo- Anderson's
lb*! iilkM M n
_
^11
ranchers
that
the
valley,so
the
measup
Gabin, a cynical, self-centered
carefully
has
cal research,
ured public taste with a script stock will die -and the land become industrialist, takes everything at its
which retains the essential features cheap.. Hpwever, Allen discovers face value.. When, he reaches a cerof the legend, yet providing scope a new waterhole and, with the aid tain social position he weds the
for maximum action. Camera work, of dynamite, saves the day for the romantic, idealistic Darrieux. Their
settings and decor match the high ranchers aiid puts Anderson where life leads to eventual disenchantment, with the wife finally poisontechnical standards of the produc- he belongs.
Myro.
Two public domain tunes, “Aura ing her husband. He forgives her
tion.
Led” and “Down in the Valley,” when he realizes he loves her, but
and Foy Willing’s unpublished “I on the point of recovery he’ has a
Hose of Cimarron
Stiil Love the West,” make up the relapse and dies.
(COLOR)
Slim Pickens
Director Henry Decoin has given
film's song catalog.
and the Rhythm Riders back Al- the film fine- pacing. Gabin )s exOkay western feature for
len .on two, while Mary Ellen Kay celient as the extrovert whose final
action fan patronage.
joins .him on “Aura.” All are okay realization about life comes too
late.
Miss Darrieux gives a poigprairie chants.
Hollywood, ‘March 7.
bit nant
performance...
are
a
Characterizations
as the wife.
20th-Fox release of Edward' L. Alper- ,
.
son production, stars Jack BueteL Mala stronger than the usual sagebrush Other roles are well played. Lensat
heavy is ing is fine and editing keeps the
Anderson’s
performance.
Km%nV-np
iiimu»'S^Fhiutfq
k
Bob Steele,’ Aiex-^Gerry?' LUiian Bronson! good and Michael Hall, as a young complicated patchwork of characirving Bacon, Art Smith, Monte Blue, man trying to fight the villain by ter growth coherent.
There is a
ett
tin
Kener
wStten by Maurice GerShtr himself, shows up very well. Miss possibility this might run into cenOverlong playcamera (Natural-color), Karl strussreett- Kay is a pert heroine and Rickens sorship troubles.
tor, Arthur Roberts; music, Raoul Kraus- injects comedy.
Others are com- ing time could be pruned. Mosk.
haar. Edward L. Alperson, Jr. Previewed
j
z:
Witney s ttipetertt under William Witney’
os. '52.
Uniivumna Jan.
.Tan 23,
*R9
Rnnnini, time,
timp petettt
in Hollywood,
Running
74 mins.
rection of- the Arthur E-. Orloff
Marshal Hollister
Jack Buetel screenDlav
w.
Rose of Cimarron
.Mala Powers
Sciotlsmd
Production values under Edward
Bill Williams
George Newcomb
wiilie Whitewater...
Jim Davis J. White’s supervision are standClem Dawley
Dick- Curtis nrd ac ai*p 1pn<dne ana
other teen
techa t a-». 8S are lensing and omer
Private-eye melodrama filmed
Mike Finch
Torn Monrod
Brog.
Jeb Dawley
William Phipps nloal assists.
in Britain, for secondary book-
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has pending against
In the suit,
questions
the legality of UPT’* ownership of
Paramount
stock.
the
of
50%
UPT
will have six months following the
windup of this action in which to

which

Top Film Stars
more

•

5 Continued from page

Video

celved requests for

?

>

-

^

.

x
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contract lets him do TV.
Freeman, Paramount studio

in

m

that

is

.

gone; the big names want
it’s a matter of finding

and now

the rights deal,

inked Irene

to replace Joan Bennett in
his dramatic series he agreed to
pay her $3,250 a telepic for 26 for
a total of over $84,000 for about
two or three weeks’ work. In addi-

amount of

Wis--v

bar and his “Fireside Theatre’’ se
stars,

believing they are not essential in
the telling of a story on television,
and it’s not worth having them on
at the risk of upsetting the budget.
Another school, including Lewis,
Jack Chertok and Interstate Television, Monogram vidpix subsidiary, believes the b.o. of a name
to be all-important in the selling
of a series. Interstate’s topper, G.
Ralph Branton, and producer Lee
Savin are now finalizing' a deal
whereby they will ink Ethel Barrymore to femcee and intro a dramatic series.
,
,
Lassitude involved in enticing
stars into the vidpix field isn’t due
4 _
1
XI.
*
to disinterest, but to the varied and
complex factors involved in the
overall picture. Where a producer
wants a name he has to be certain
he won’t give too much residual
away some producers have offered residuals not only to stars,
but to writers, directors and ’cameramen in an effort to obtain top

theatres,

and

when the tide turned withVhe
MabansaMmat
launching of the first SJiirley Tern
the time copies when lots of feaIt
pie film. Baby Takes a BoW.
tures are uva}lable to elther tb eahad a long, profitable run and tres 0r
theatres can’t pay
marked the turning point for the more for the films, they will. go
house, the Roxy becoming a money out of business. But he declared
maker from then on. Twentieth- that he doesn’t see" how TV can
Fox took control of the ‘theatre on afford to pay for first-run product,
Sept. 3, ’37, under the aegis of the
Balaban testified that one time
Roxy Theatre Corpj
or another nearly every theatre in
Records reveal that one of the Chicago had been offered to B&K
pictures to give the house its big- because of its success in theatre
gest net profit was the preem film, operations.
“The Love of Sunya” (UA), which
It did
opened March 11, 1927.
$144,964 in the opening stanza,
which was an eight-day week, the
Battle
net being around 40% of this total.
Continued from page S
The net profit is much lower today.
The Roxy all-time money high COMPO situation is that the outwas made by “Forever Amber in fit i s a “headless horseman.” There
Qctober, 1947, with $180,589. Prior s fm i s no president in office to
to' that, “Razor’s Edge” held the direct the overall operation, and
record with $175,634 for the Xmas- no exec v.p. to conduct COMPO’s

^tZcMane

T0A Tax

New

Year’s

week

of

1946-47.

affairs

“Edge” had topped the old “CockEyed World” marie when it reached
$164,701 opening week in NovfemPic ran eight weeks,
ber, jl946.

.

.

<•

I

.

—

with little.
There’s been

on a single-shot

a top

Chicago

name

basis, usually for

a network, but here the problem
is considerably simplified.
In most
instances the star weaves in big,
fat plugs for his current pic and
his studio or producer is happy
about the gratis blurb. Stepping

dictating

be known

and a neWl
in the edii
geries of 26 15 _r
rently

^

the baUet

—

.

.

_
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various areas across the country,
FBI agents already have gone
through UPT files in their probe,
An addition to the immediate sig•

nificance, of such an investigation,
the disclosures also made it apparent that the D. of J. is actively
‘policing” the various court -decrees.. That the Department might
have become lax in this respect
has been suggested in some indus-

—

try quarters. New Price Stabilizer,
Ellis G. Arnall, penned a letter and Mortimer* This is still pendalong those lines to Attorney Gen. ing.
J. Howard McGrath, as he, Arnall,
Crown already has rolled off
took leave .recently from his job three printings of “U.S.A.” ($3.50),
as president of the Society of In- totalling 165,000 copies. First edidependent Motion Picture Pro- tion was 125,000 copies, while the
ducers.
second and third were 25,000 and
'Due Diligence’
15.000, respectively. “Washington
At the N. Y. hearing last Friday, Confidential,” also published by
UPT attorney George Gallantz Crown, was a No. 1 best-seller
stated that the corporation man- last year, racking up 250,000
a S ed to part with 888 theatres in copies at $3.
“Chicago Confidenthe past three years. This estab- tial,” also Crown, sold 100,000
lished “due diligence” on the part copies, while “New York ConfiUPT in its effort to comply with dential,” which was published by
its decree, he said. The 184 houses,
Ziff-Davis
(which
Crown took
representing only 17% of the origi- over
in
certain
aspects)
sbld
na l total, were problem situations 45.000.
In the 25c Dell edition.
difficult to peddle, and for this rea- the
“New York” tome
hit
son more time was required, he 1 000 000 .
argued. Of the houses in question,
152 are owned by UPT in partner|

,

,

Dallas Off Lait .
ship with other e’xhibs and the reDallas, March 11.
maining 32 are wholly owned,
Managing editor J. F. Chambers,
U. of J. balked at this line of rea- Jr., of the
Dallas Times Herald,
soning, contending that UPT, in wired
King Features Syndicate that
effect, was stalling.
But the court “we have been accepting Jack
turned an unsympathetic ear oh Lait’s column
as a substitute for
Marcus* plea and immediately dis- Walter Winchell, and
we do not
missed his bid to have the 184 the- want it ever again.
We do not
atres placed in the hands of a trus- countenance
inaccurate,

UPT’s

slipshod,

men- muckraking reporting by our own
staff and we do not want it from
trimmed!
him. The damage he and his partThree jurists clearly were im- ner have done Dallas in their
latest
pressed with UPT’s record of diVes- book is far, far greater
than anytiture to date, and virtually at the thing, they or
the publishers will
outset of the court session made it ever gain from
this shocking exclear that some additional time was ample of inaccuracy.”
in order. Allowance of 18 months
Amusements editor Clifford M.
was an obvious Victory for UPT.
Sage, in his Thursday (6) Times
Fitzgerald.
The court also sided with UPT Herald column, blasted Lait. and
The TOA list comprises reps of in its hassle with Fanchon & Marco Mortimer, starting
with:
“Two
a large number of the most impor- over their joint operation of the character
assassins are at large in
tant circuits across the country, downtown Hollywood Paramount Dallas!”
which was said to reflect the ex- Theatre. UPT asked for, and reMeantime, every copy estimattent of the theatre org’s determi- ceived, an extended deadline
on ed at 30,000—of “U.S.A. Confidennation in carrying out the big its dissolution of the partnership, tial”
available here, was sold bepush to eliminate or reduce taxes the specific date to be determined fore dark
when the hook was ofat the boxoffice.
by the outcome of a separate action fered Wednesday (5).
tee.

petition originally

tioned 198 theatres, but. this was

.

ists.

many

ries to
ghow »

But Balaban didn’t think that he
Justice Dept. Probe
would ever be faced with such a
situation. He thought there would
Continued from page 5
Roxy Anni
be two kinds of film for TV and
Continued from page 7
theatre. Hollywood features are not duce evidence on the moved-up
cnitflhiii for TV he said because runs in any other’ action which he
107,067,319 patrons. In that time
Judge Hand
lighting problems, size of screen, wanted to institute.
it was shuttered only once, for a
length etc Television requires ma- declined to hear argument on the
seven-week period from June to terial of shorte r length and less subject at the UPT hearing.
August in 1932. House was re.
'Policing* Decrees
thought
opened in receivership and had
It’sknown that the Justice Dept,
S ybject t0 a series of hypothetli
tough sledding until July o,
rfl
niipsHnns hv DuMont counsel' has its investigation underway in

1

•

Massachusetts

officials.

New York,

When
300,000 wotds of “notes.”
anything crops up that warrants
discussion, they talk it through but,
with the traditional training of his
newspaperman craft, he adds, “If
an editor hasn't confidence in his
reporters, then he had better get a
new staff.” lait adds that while
he would not like his reputation of
49 years “I am in ray 68th year
now” shaken, “we neither ask for
nor expect any credit that might
accrue.”
Lait, however, points to some of
the prognostications in. re juvenile
delinquency, reefers, dope, etc.,
which “are now as casually part
of the day’s headlines as the race
results.
If we are being substantiated now, by the public prints,
on something that was shocking in
our previous books two and three
years ago, maybe history will repeat itself.”
There were only two libel 'suits
on the first three books, both on
“Washington ” and « both kayoed.
One was against a local bookseller; the court held no attempt
had been made to site the principals. Another, by a gambler, admitted that he was such, but objected that the book made him
More re“a king of gamblers.”
cently, N. Y. publicist Dave Charnay, filed a libel suit, against Lait

d Moss

Also on MOT’s telepix sked ip
«Q ur Living Language,” a series
depicting the origin of American
««
sports
figures of Sp eec h,” a “
“ se-

would want to protect the

I

on a day-to-day basis. Also,
Robert J. O’Donnell, general mana ger of Interstate Theatres, is in
Europe at present, and is not expe cted back before another month
equalling the, longest-run mark of or s0>
O’Donnell is co-chairman
the (house made by “Wilson,” and 0 f the COMPO taxation committee,
grcftjsing $989,461 in that time. All
TOA-ers have drawn the conclufour pix are 20th-Fox releases.
s i on
from these factors that
Starting
with the
Christmas COMPO could hardly come up with
show in 1942, the Roxy, under A. J. a meaningful tax-fighting program
Balaban, launched a glamour name before much time has passed.
Exhibitors appointed by Wolfson
stageshow policy in addition to
20th-Fox films.
Under Balaban’s to serve with Thalheimer are R. B.
guidance, the house also installed Wilby, John Rowley, F. H. Riclcetthe only picture theatre ice stage son, H. E. Buchanan, Robert E.
an d *presented the N. Y. Philhar- Bryant, Morris Loewenstein, C. B.
monic Symphony complete.
Akers, A. Julian Brylawski, EdAlong with the luncheon, screen- ward Hyman, Robert R. Livingsing and cocktail party celebration ton, Arthur H. Lockwood, Tom
of the Roxy’s 25th anni yesterday. Walker, Mike Comerford, Alfred
(Tues.), exec director David T. Starr, M. A. Lightman, Jr., Jay
Katz awarded gold watches to four Solomon.
employees who have been with the
Also, Earl Hudson, Ed ‘Fay, Sam
house for its entire 25-year ex- Kirby, Guthrie Crowe, Charles P.
istence. They are Vanderbilt (Jeff) Skouras, John Balaban, Gaston J.
talent.
While it’s possible to get Smith, chief electrian; Herman Dureau, Jr., S. H. Fabian* Robert
extremely saleable talent in this Otersen, electrician, and John Ja- Weitman, Walter Reader Jr.,
Myron
manner the producer may be left nitz and Frank Nealy, projection- Blank, Ted R. Gamble and Harold
,

the

.

,

.

a deal which may set a
pattern for the future, at least until
that day when 2,000 TV stations
are up, and the producer can offer
the star more coin instead of tossing in residuals. Lewis figures he
has a good deal because with Miss
Dunne femceeing and doing the
intros he has a showcase for hjs
package; for Mi$s* Dunne, on the
other hand, it’s a lucrative deal and
not too .strenuous.
Similar deals are in the offing
all over town, and encompass some
of the better b.o. names of Hollywood; It’s a long list, and includes
just about every name not under
exclusive cntract.
Two Schools of Thought
As far as the vidpic producers
are concerned, they seem to be
divided into two schools of thought.

_
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Washington

and
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understood Miss Dunne

A.

On

—

Dunne

„

in

and names imMin

grant.”

*

by Frank

,

imwould^awthe station

.

video
in,

being spread out over a period of

away from name

Continued from page 4 ;

•

his or her agent is residuals. Often
the producer offers the name a
piece of the series as "well as salary
and a star will in some instances
take coin they wouldn’t, touch in
pix because they feel residuals will
be extremely important, in addition
to which it gives them a tax break,

school, typified

conditions

can humorists such as Mark Twain, direct to the typist, is a one-take
Artemfis Ward, Josh Billings, etc. author; outside of copyreading, his
He
Players lined up for this, project stuff goes direct to press.
inpfiirlA Thnma* Mitchell
Gene works from Mortimer’s copious
*
.
har
j effrev Lynn and Ar- notes. Lait says Mortimer wrote

Balaban on TV

a tre. As an example, he said, B&K
paid Sid Caesar and Imogene Coca
$20,000 to $25,000 a week *or
There’s
pearances in Chicago, and they
stars
there will be a flow of top
into the vidpix field, hut it will be paid off.
Questioned' by FCC counsel
a slow parade because the many
Ba
ab
n
James
town
around
talked
being
deals
^ ^ offered at
were
necessitate a good many conces- if a feature film
TV staisame price to
sions by both parties involved. But the
Chicago^ WBKB, and to ts
attitude .of arrogance toward tion in

which the vidpix
producer is coming around to a
meeting of sorts with the star and

One

Continued from page 2
cal

tizations of

.

ries, shies

Lairs Rebuttal

Humor.” Pix will consist of drama- one writing.
Lait, who writes by
works of famous Ameri-

Consequently, they tell recently told the FCC a large num
their agents to hunt them a vidpix ber of Paramount pactees have
producer, and. that's Where the video rights. TJI lately has been
troubles really- begin. There are a encouraging pactees to make single
uj plug
video, to
good many reputable telepix pro- snot
shot personals on viaeo,
ducers operating in Hollywood to- pix. Columbia has been doing the
'
day, but, they beef, agents ask same thing.
terms beyond their ken.
no question but what
telepix.

Here

first-runs.

“Confidential”
books, the “U.S.A.” volume (fourth
in the seriei}) got 34,000 pre-publication sales as result of 1,500,000
mailers inviting orders. The bonus
was the authors’ signatures, which
^Autryl'ufoe Rogers, has formed
Crusade in Europe is a se they achieved via a process that
its
V. Frank his own vidfllm company.
ries labeled “American Wit add permits 24 automatic signatures at
chief,

:

will receive a certain
residual rights.

two

•

A

it’s

yers won the round. Tribunal refused UPT’s bid for permission to
retain ownership of the Palace and
Polk Theatres, Lakeland, Fla., and
drop the Lake Theatre, same city.
Lake is a second-run jhouse and the
other two are first-runs. Court held
that UPT must divest either of the

_

good many dramatic stars prefer vidpix, -however, because they
hesitate to' take their ‘chances with
live TV7 biit feel .they** Won’t be
making', much of a ' switcheroo in

tion,

>

,

•

O’Connor, Ja<Kk Benny, Abbott &
Costello, 01seh j& Johnson, Frejd
Allen, Alan Young'and Ed Wynn,

When Edward Lewis

pic on
with F&M.
Monogram, break
Gov’t Wiua I Folut
The Nr Y« Federal Court reconvened Monday <10 ) to hear argument on another petition by UPT,
and this time the .Government law-

.

™

mV

of today s leading comics, however,
including such figures as Danny
Thomas, Jimmy Durante, Red Skelton, Lucille Ball, Martin and Lewis,
Eddie Cantor, Bob Hope, Donald

years.

7

MOT’s

Similarly,

S

Stanwyck have caused even them
to back off. Nets have bagged most

One manner

Prod.

Turkey.
t
Angles March 1L
Angeles,
Los Angeies,
with an upcoming picture- dealing
Gene Autry
to
his with divorce, is attempting
attie ms
bang
/lues ?
f
to b
(Tues
)
Court today
out a package. deal to inDi*
and
“Marriage
of teleyisioS elude MOT’s
Brian Donlcvy is in telepix, mak- richts to the old Autry Caters, vorce.
News Bix
.
ing “Dangerous Assignment,” with
cowpo ke is seeking to reCompany has also received rehis own company angeling a good
Republic from selling or
length news
deal of the series for .NBC-TV, and leasing the films to Vidfjo/and at quests for its feature
pix. Part of Ramparts We Watch
Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz got in Je
part of his case will be based
is being
I Lo.Ve
the same way, making
commercial tieups in his has been extracted and
*
/
shown as “Baptism Of Fire.” “We
Lucy” for CBS-TV. James Mason, c tiSct
is
originally
Marines,’
baveRogers
Are
Roy
and
fhe^
oa
Gene Autry
bas^s was’ useJ by Roy
This, too,
months sued. in 1942, is making the rounds
their own companies.
j n his suit a few
jj 0 fiC
”
g ers
being
is
Vatican”
“The
those
for
and
again
may prove to be the way
he n Judge Peirson M. Hall
fg
*0
Feature,
stars who feel they can undertake r led that the commercial tieup prepped for re-issue.
Tim Golden 20 s, held
such a venture.
clause gave Rogers the say-so on length _
releasing
old
an
under
RKO
by
has
apRepublic
Ask Own TV Rights
video rights.
to be returned
contending deaL ^
ruling,
the
Increasingly aware of the im- pealed
and
portance of the new medium, the Judge Hall erred in his ruling
L u-S^pres ent setup
MOT
insufficient evi**
star under contract to a studio that there was
^le&ng chores
-seeks-, and in many instances is sue- dence.
«
six years up to
sue
TT S.
ftn its own.
own
For
or
r
on
U,
the
In
Crowded calendar
cessful to obtain TV. rights when
—— Court of Appeals pror
- n»n.
staunch Ninth
iNinui Circuit v^uun
ha
such siauncn
JKven suen
. a.
L:
^
he re-signs. Even
h -a,. Af 2
£the
anti-TV strongholds as Metro and eludes any possibility of a ruling S
p5* Ti?that
RKO
did the
to that KKO
Fox. Prior
summer
before
late
appeal
the
reyielding
on
Warners have been

big jump and perhaps jeopardizing
future Emotion picture work, while
the video producers contend they
just can't pay top money at this
stage, when there are only 108 .television stations in the country, and
only 63 markets,
Networks are obviously in a bet*
ter position to grab the top names,
but some of the figures tossed at
the webs for names such as Joan
Crawford, Loretta Young, Bette
Davis, Ann Sothern, Claudette Colbert, Rosalind Russell and Barbara

,

Filins to

Of Old

permanent move, however, and entails
with
negotiating,
of
deal
a good
haggling not only over coin but
over scripts and production.

financial security before ta’^jg the into video via telepix is*

among others.
Squawk Qver Agent Terms

MOT Mulls

To Bar Republic Sale

Cpnttaned. from pa** 1

F&M

UPT.

Start Gene Autry Suit

Screened in the house’s projecroom for invited guests was
the Roxy’s initial pic, Gloria Swanson’s “Loyes of Sunya.” A print of
the film, prepared at the Roxy’s expense, will be presented to the
Museum of Modern Art Film Library at a ceremony next month.
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"Striag 17.” ‘True story of this
pi e Anting to a similar subject To go with 20th-Fox!s “Five
Fingers,” which deals with espi
onage in . Turkey, they have renotorioUS Nazi prison camp is
documented in the Billy Wilder
pro ,i uc tion.
Twentieth-Fox also is lensjng
<4p
Soldier,” based upon, a
Northwest Mounted Police constable who back in the 1870’s sing-

11

..

_

,

|

.

Bible, source of many boxhits in- the $ast» again is
being probed by Hollywood _in
search of story material. United
Productions has staked
Artists
claim to ‘‘Esther, Queen of Persia,'
t
fovT A#
"•°°
‘Book
0K of
Esther „ with the Motion Picture.
Assn, of America's Title Registra
tjon Bureau.

The

-

undertook an assignment which
prevented a Cree Indian massacre,
an(j wag ^sponsible for the saying
that “The Mounties always get
their man.”
Lush Biopix
Also currently in production are
which Will background
biopix

Also contenders in the “Esther”
sw’eepstakes are Joseph Bernhard,
Cedi B. DeMille, 20th-Fox and
Warners. Priority appears to go to
DeMille, who registered the tag,
“Esther (Queen Esther and the
Book of Esther) ,” back in January,
1936, as a handle for an original
‘

either lush or

human

interest fea-

tures. Metro has -“One Piece BathIng Suit,” story of Annette Keller-

man* Samuel, Goldwyn is projecting “Hans Christian Andersen,”
rners is up with “The §tory
20th-Fox Came up with “Esther”
be followed by
Oct: 31, 1950, while both Bernhard ofWiH Rogers, to
^^die
Captor Story;The
and Warners filed for “The Story
1

feature.
:

,

.Metro recently completed Car-'
of Esther” on Sept. 28, 1951, Esther
bine Williams,” constructed around
is an Old Testament beauty whom
the,
invention of the carbine used
King Ahasuerus of Persia selected
in World War II by David Marto be his queen.
s *ia ** Williams, and Paramount did
Other participants in what may
Botany Bay,” based upon Britain’s
well be a full-fledged Biblical cycle
colonizing of Australia with Conare Louis B. Mayer, Charles K.
victs
shipped from English prisons.
Feldman, Howard Hughes, RKO,
- Fox’
“Viva Zapata!”
Emerald Productions, Metro, Re- Twentieth
_
.
,,
,
this
of
exploits
followed
the
public, Edward L. -Alperson and

...

A1 Zugsmith’s American Pictures. Mexican revolutionary.
Dore Sdiary also is about to
They’re all mapping projects either
Adventure,
Plymouth
on Joseph, Potiphar, Ruth or Pi- launch
o
story of the Mayflower, and 20thja e
true-life topics,
several
Fox
has
Tnspnh was thp Hphrpw oatriareh
“Assignment in SwewhcTwas 'sold as a 'Saveto’potl- Eluding
"
with a group of
Dhar an Eevotlan official Latter’s den which deaIs
fliers who were interned
Am«tan
wife' attempted™ sed“e Joseph
the last war,
during
Ruth is the Old Testament heroine ln Sweden
who became the wife of Boaz. anc* Naga Headhunters, telling
band in AfPilate was the Roman ruler of the rescue of another
Judaea who gave up Jesus to be rica. Another Metro true-lifer 'is
“The Story of Mme. Caillaux,” still
crucified.
Mayer has staked claim to the only a possibility, pending secure'

'

j;

“Potiphar’s

ber 3 Wlfe killing a Paris editor
who continually abused her hus,

were all made [hand.
only two days after

trio of registrations

—

2Ht

Mayer submitted

his

“Potiphar’s

Feldman rushed “Book

of Ruth,”

III

Minevitch

—

*
Boaz” to’th^TUle Bureau^Feb.*^!
Emerald Productions submitted May because of this deal, the Up“Ruth” and “The Story of Ruth” coming Milton Berle testimonial
last October, while Metro- entered dinner by the Jewish Theatrical
“Ruth and Naomi” Jan. 23. Hughes Guild, and other Gotham activities
and RKO filed for “Pilate’s Wife” focused around TV renewals, new

Feb.

7.

and the like.
Other claimants have registered
Miss Hutton wanted the ’Easter
“Joseph
and Potiphar’s Wife” Saturday (April 12) opening, which
(American and RKO), and “Jo may be on the matinee of that day
seph” .(Alperson and Nation).
or it’ may merely serve as a preview
in light of her crowded schedule
when she returns from Korea under USO-Camps Shows auspices.
GOMPO-O’Donnell
In all events, the Holy Week hazard
negotiations

.

zatlons in

tors.

COMPO

must be
'

to signify their

acceptance of him by mail or wire,
so that no further meeting need be
held.
Filling

the presidency post
will still leave open the choice of
an exec v.p. to succeed .Arthur L.
Mayer, who has tendered his resignation.

of

COMPO

membership

conclave decided to let the new
president wield a decisive hand in
selection of his exec v.p.
If O’Donnell takes the presidency,
as

now

anticipated, it might mean
the choice of Robert W. Coyne as

exec v.p..
Coyne, now special
counsel to COMPO, has been resuggested for the job.

O DonneU and Coyne

have been

close in the past, both having been
C
in
T eat e
ne rs
of

A* ^

^

A mprip a
f+
e\^r Coyne’s Association with^hat

group

is

the

,

.

^ncipS reaSn

he

hadn’t been accepted for the exec
v.p. job before.
TOA’s rival national exhib organization, Allied
States Assn., had balked at Coyne’s
past association.

Whether O’Donnell can overcome the objection or Allied will
be big about

Buff; ‘Vegas’
1

Batch

it will be the final de
termination.
Possibility is also
seen that because of O’Donnell’s
past TOA affiliation, a TOA-ite for
the exec v.p. job might be even less
palatable to Allied than before.
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Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-70)—
“Something to Live For” (Par) and
“Dark Man” (Indie). Opened toLast week, “Bugles'
day (Tues.).
in Afternoon” (WB) and “Murder
fair $1.20)—“La Ronde” (Indie) (16th
(Indie),
Crime”
Without
wk). Aboift $1,500. Last week, trim .kyrfc
$ 11 000
Hornet
Center (Par) (2,100; 90-$1.25)
$1,600.

‘

‘

!

’

*

.

ond week was

terrific $17,000.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,0Q0; 40-70)—

Cimarron Kid’* (D) and “Strange
Door” (U). Aiming to land solid
Last week, “Bend of
$10,000.
River” (U) and “Here Come Nel-

(Rep).

M
SklM
Ohies

(U),

rousing $15,000 in 10

days.

Century- (20th Cent.) (3,000; 40-

70)—“Las Vegas Story” (RKO) and
“Cloudburst” (Indie). Hefty $16,000 or under. Last week, “Phone
Call Stranger” (20th) and “Mr.

Peek-A-Boo” (UA), $13,000

in

10

•

WASHINGTON

Rritfllf
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ft ft ft

loronto, ranaora
Toronto, March

.

sons”

“Red Skies

of

Montana”

71 r
I

2

U

11.
is lus-

Robin Hood” (Lip), $3,500.
Radio clty (Par) (4000; 50-76)—
‘‘Sailor Beware” (Par). Coming on
heels of Martin-Lewis stage appearance here for one "\veek, this is a

•

topping the newcomers here
this week, with “Pandora and Flying Dutchman” also big. However,
“See You in My Dreams,” in second stanza, is biggest grosser in
“Viva Zapata!” has taken a
city.
hefty slip from hefty opening
rame.
Estimates for This Week
Crest, Downtown, Glendale, Scartily

State

boro,

(Taylor) (863; 1,059;
955; 470; 698; 694; 35-60)—“Calling

(Continued from page ,8)
Bulldog Drummond” (M-G) and
Last week, “Rashomon”
Corky Gasoline Alley” (Col). Light
(RKO) (4th wk), $3,500.
$10,000. Last week, “Drums Deep
Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 44-85)— South” (RKO) and “Whistle Eaton
“Bend of River” (RKO) (3d wk). Falls” (Col), $15,000.
Good $8,500. Last week, $10,000.
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 50-80)—
Metropolitan (WB) (1,200; 44-80)
Viva Zapata!” |20th) (2d wk). Bad
—“Retreat, Hell!” (WB) (2d run). slip to $9,500 after last week’s big
Okay $6,000 for nine days. Last $18,000.
week, “Bride of Gorilla” (Indie),
*
Loew’s, (L’oew) (2,743'; 90-$1.50)
$6,500 in eight days.
“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (4th wk). HoldOntario (K-B) 1,404; 44-74)— ing strong at $13,500. Last week,
“Death of Salesman” (Col), Disap^ $16i000.
pointing
by.
$10,000,** picketing
Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 50-90)—
American Legion being blamed, “Red Skies Montana” (20th). Hefty
and may shorten tun of film. Last $14,000. Last week, “Decision Beweek, “Detective Story” (Par) (5th fore Dawn” (20th) (2d wk), $9,000.
wk), strong $6,000.
Shea’s KFP) (2,386; - 40-80)—VSee
Palace (LoeW’s) (2,370; 44-74)
in Dreams” (WB) (2d wk). Lusty
“African Queen” (UA). Sock $28,- $15,000. -Last week, $18,000.
000 or better t'd top town. Holding.
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 40-80)Last week, ^‘Viva- Zapata”~ (20th)
Pandora” (M-G).
Neat $7,500.
(2d wk), $13,000.
Last week, “Meet Danny Wilson’
Playhouse (Lopert) (485; 55-$l)
(U), $6,000.
—“Five Fingers” (20th) (2d.wk).
(FP) (1,140; 40-75)Victoria
Handsome $9,000 after smash “Unknown World” (20th) and
opening session at $10,500. Holds “Great Guns”
(reissue).
(20th)
again.
Okay $6,000. Last week, “HunchWarner r(WB) (2,174; 44-80)— back Notre Dame” (RKO) and “Cat
“Big Trees' (WB). NSH $12,000 fol- People” (RKO) (reissues), same.
lowing critical pans. Last week,
in
“Bugles
Afternoon”
(WB),

boxoffice natural.

—

Tefrif $18,000
Story”

week, “Las Vegas
(RKO), mild $8,000.

Last

.

RKO-Orpheum (RKO) ,(2,800; 4076)—"I Want You” (RKO. Good
$9,000. Last week, “Bend of River”
(U) (2d wk), fine $7,500. .'

RKO-Fan (RKO) (1,600; 40-76)—
“White Virgin” (Indie); “I Married
a Savage” (Indie), and “Man’s Paradise” (Indie) (reissues). Trio of
only getting very dull $4,000.
Last week, “Meet Danny Wilson”
(U) and “Harem Girl” (Col), slight

oldies-

$5,000.

$3,500.

State « (Par)

50-76)—

(2,300;

“Sword’s Point” (RKO). Mediocre
week, “Retreat, Hell!”
(WB), good $8,000.
World. (Mann) (400; 65-$1.20)—
“Death* of Salesman’’ (Col). Big
$6,000. Last week, “Lavender Hill
Mob” (U) (3d wk), great $4,100 in

$6,000. Last

9 days.

Perky

‘Time’

$19,000,

Denver; ‘Bend’ 18G, 2d
Denver, March 11.
•Four holdovers here this week
probably a

’

T

™ —
50-76)

^

Sea
(Rep) and “Honeychile”
Sluggish $3,000. Last week,
“Bushwackers” (Indie) and “Tales

—

.

,

“Greatest Show” (Par) (4th wk).
Started fourth round today (Tues.).
Last week, sparkling $12,000. Sec-

constitute
what is
record for Denver,

and most of
them are remaining firm. “First
Tirne” looks best newcomer with
good showings in three theatres.
“Just This Once” also is nice at
Broadway. “Lavender Hill Mob,”
which ran up double the usual take
at the arty Vogue, is holding.
“Bend of River” and “Greatest
Show” are both big in second ses-

,

Museum Appeal

Coup

’

'

11.

periling

bi 2 <’at first-runs here -this week.
“Westward the Women” looks
nifty at the Buffalo while “Las
Vegas Story” is heading for .hefty
“Bend of
session at Century..
River” landed rousing total in 10
“Greatest
Lafayette.
days
at
Show,” still sock at Center, is
holding a fourth round.
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loews) (3,500; 40-70)
“Westward Women” (M-G) and
“Shadow in Skies” ,(M-G). Looks
nifty $15,000 or better. Last week,
“African Queen” (UA) (2d wk),
$ 10 000

eliminated because of these fac’Comedienne’s Palace date
-limited to four weeks because o'f Paramount picture commitments and Beatrice Lillie headlines the ensuing month,
Lauritz Melchior-headlined fortnight ending last week grossed $12,500.
$19,500 in. its last week, after a
Translux (T-L) (654; 50-85)—
$24,350 take first week, both- in “Two Tickets Broadway” (RKO)
the red because of the high hook- (3d-final wk). Fair $4,000. Last
up. The advance sales for the new week, $5,000.
Olsen & Johnson- Jose Greco-Jackie
Miles layout is considerably better
says Sol A. Schwartz, RKO Theatres prez, who has Jack Benny
“interested” but indefinite. Same
Continued from page 3
goes fora possibla Eddie CantorGeorge Jessel team, and Jimmy ities. Pic is yvholly-owned by the
Durante, but latter cannot be until outfit.
It was shot by Edgar T. QuCeny,
after his London Palladium enchairman of the board of Mongagement.
santo Chemical Corp., on a museum-sponsored expedition. Producers Representatives, Inc., headed by Irving Lesser and Seymour
Batista’s
Poe, is handling distribution on a
Continued from page 2
percentage basis.
Appeal of the New York censors
that came, he preferred not to be
nix is being handled 'for the muresponsible for. any U. S. acts
seum
by Lewis Delafield, of Hawworking for him.
kins, Delafield & Wood, Jhd by
There had been a strike in Cuba,
counsel for the Monsanto Corp
and the agents interpreted it to
Pic got a clean bill of health in
mean tl3 at acts might
roughed Los Angeles, after complaifits to
,
VI r W S c mtent to
P (r f
the vice squad and the. district atf
it g0
g n at
af *thnl
tf
hat i?
but agents
saw some- torney resulted In pffiqlal gander!l.
thlng
ee P er when playing dates ing.
?
on acts alread y booked weren’t
Catholic Church’s Legion of Depicked up by the Cuban niteries cency has
nixed “Latuko,” but the
after the strike.
Natural History organization is takAmong those that had been can- ing no steps to fight that, on the
celled included Rex Ramer, Al- basis that
the Church is within
fre do Landon, Diagoras, and Boli- its rights
in condemning the pic
ana Ivanko Troupe. All were for its own members. Museum
is
scheduled for the Montmartre, also adamant against “sensational
Havana, and were to have followed izing” the film via the censorship
with other bookings on the island. battles.

is

Continued from page 3

fused because of the pressure of
business and his health.
It is understood now, however,
that with COMPO literally on the
spot in that it is operating without
a head,. O’Donnell will probably
come to the rescue. It is believed
there should be no difficulty in
getting the 10 constituent organi-

Minneapolis* March 11 .
Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 65-95)
Snow and cold .over weekend
“Westward Women” (M-G) (2d wk).
piled
top of *u,ch other advert
week,
on
Last
In
4
days.
Only $6,500
boxoffie’e factors* ai Lent, state as
nice $18, 0(H).
Paramount* (Par) (2,646; .65-95) well as Federal .income tax deadSock lines, a protracted taxi drivers*
—“Sailor Beware” (Par).
$24,000. Last week, “Something To strike, and. the tough SJhrine circus
Live For” (Par) and “Stronghold” opposition. But it’s being demonstrated anew that if yOii have what
(Lip), $12,500.
St. Francis (Par-1 (1,400; $1.25- they really want you need no alibis.
gl.gGp—“Greatest. Show” (Par) (3rd And in “Sailor Beware,” “Death of
wk). Held at $17,000. Last week, a Salesman,” and’ “Qua Vadis” the
boasts- it has ' a full
loop really
.
big $23,000.
Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448; 65- quota of big product. All three are
95)—“Scandal Sheet” (Col) and clicking. It’s the. second “Quo
“Barefoot Mailman” (Cbl). Mild Vadis” stanza and there’s little
$11,000 or over. Last week, “Bend slowdoupa from the fast initial pace.
Of River” (U) and “As You Were” The lone other holdover, “Bend of
the River,” inoved oyer, from the
(Lip) (2d -wk), $11,500.
United Artists (No. Cpast) (1,207; RKG-Orpheum to,. the P;x for a
65-95)—“African
Queen”
(UA>. third downtown canto.
Smash $21,000. Last week; “The
Estimates for This Week
River” (UA) .(2d wk), $5,500.
Century (Par)' (1^00; 85-$1.25)—
Stagedoor (A-R) (370; 85-$l)— « Quo ya dis” (M-G) (2d wk). No
sign of stumbling- after smash first
?i?o^0nT
at $3,800. Last week, fine $4*300.
wjpek.__ Grant $18,000. Last week,
Clay (RoSener) (400; 65-85)
$19,000.
“Eroica” (indie). Oke ,$2,600. Last
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 50-76)—
week, “Pictura”, (Indie) (4th .wk),
“Return of" Texan”’ (20th). Mild
only $2,200 at $1 top
Vogue (S* F. Theatres)' (375; $1- fn’? 0*® onS*' WC ^ k ICimarron ^ id
.

‘Women’

,

MPLS.; ‘YAMS’ DITTO

*

$13,000.

:

days.
Wife” and “Jo- ment of releases from parties mv0 ve in this tale based upon the
!
<J
episode of a French Cabinet mem-

seph and Potiphar’s Wife.” Repubin turn, has its bid in for
lie,
“Madame Potiphar,” “Potiphar”
and “Potiphar and Joseph.” Rep’s
Feb.

(Continued from page 9)
(20th) and “Girl On Bridge” (20th J,

girls.'

ly

•

mor

SAN FRANCISCO

.

office

tags,

Hollywood, March 11.
Bob Hope'* next Paramount
comedy* “Girl* Tlrt Here To
Stay,” win be strictly modern,
although the idea goes back
about three centuries.
Robert, Welch, producer, is
adapting a‘ story written in
1655 by thie French, dramatist,.
Moliere, who knew a lot about

sions.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 40-80)

DETROIT

'First

Time”

Carpet”

(Col)

—

“Magic

and

day-date with Tabor,
(Continued from page 8)
Webber. Good $8,000. Last week,
Hell!”
(WB) and “Here Come ’Here Come Nelsons” (Par) ana
Nelsons” (U). $12,060.
Hit Ice” (U), $10,000.
Madison (UD) (1,900; 90-$1.25)—
Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,200; 40“Greatest Show” (Par) (3d wk), 80)
“Just This Once” (M-G).
Stout $21,000. Last weCk, $23,000. Good
Last week, “Girl
$9,000.
(Col),

—

—“Love

^—

.

P0rt”®K0T(2dVkT; VfiHZ
Ever
Denham (Ccckrill) (1,750; 90(M-G) and “Waco” (Mono). Slow
Last week, “Just This $1.25) “Greatest Show” (Par) (2d
$7,000.
Once
(M-G) and “Steel Fist” wk). Huge $24,000. Last week,
95)

Better.

Than

I

1’

-

(Mono), $6,000.
Adams (Balaban)

$26,500.
(1,700;

90

Denver (Fox)

(2,525;

40-80)

—

(M-G) (2d “Bend of River” (U) and “Finders
Last week, Keepers” (U) (2d wk). Fast $15,000. Last week, $30,000.
$28,000.
Esquire (Fox) (742; 40-80)
“Bend of River” (U) and “Finders
__ ,
Keepers” (U) (2d wk). Big $3,000*
Week, $5,500.
frWimiA.1 from
frnm page 8)
(Continued
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 40-80)—
wk). Giant $17,000. Last week, “Las Vegas .Story” (RKO) and
$24,700.
“Stronghold” (Lip). Trim $14,000,
Orpheum (Hamnck) (2,699; 65- Last week, “Lone Star” (M-G) and
90)—“Retreat, Hell!” (WB) and “Sellout” (M-G) (2d wk), $10,000.
“Colorado Sundown” (Rep). Mild
Paramount (Fox) ($1-1.50)—“Quo
$9,500. Last week, “Cimarron Kid” Vadis”
(M-G)
Big
(4th
wk).
(U) and “Blackmailed” (Indie), $5,- $20,000. Last week, $25,000.
000.
Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 40-80)
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 45-70) “First Time” (Col) and “Magic
“Room One More” (WB) and Carpet” (Cop. Good $7,500. Last
“Model and Marriage Broker” week, “Come Nelsons” (U) and

$1.25)—“Quo Vadis”
wk). Strong $22,000.

-

—

SEATTLE
.

—

(20th) (2d runs). Fair $3,500, Last' “Hit Ice” (U>; $9,500.
week, “Girl in Every Port” (RKO)
Vogue (Pike) (600; 40-95)
and “Boots Malone” (Col) (2d funs) “Lavender Hill Mob” (U). Fancy
with vaude in last three days, oke $4,000.
Last week, “Mayerling”
(Indie), $2,000.
$ 6 200
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,349;
Webber (Fox) (750; 40-80)

—

—“Sailor

Waco” (Mono)
at

—

.

,

65-90)-

big

week.

$8,000,

Beware”

(Par) and
<3d wk). Holding
after $10,400 last

“First

Time”

(Col)

Good

and

“Magic

$3,500. Last
week, “Come Nelsons” (U) and
“Hit Ice” (U), $5,000.

Carpet”' (Col),

a
fl

Stock Option Buys

By

WR Pbilly

Thugs Rob

Jesse! Lauded

Crown, Grant Seen Only

Continued from

House, Slug Manager

pstg# X

March

Philadelphia,

^Investment Deals

\k

11.

Marx and George Burns were
A thug gjm-whipped* the manCol. Henry Crown and Arnold among those who turned out to ager of a film house as culmination
of
a series of week-end robberies
Cr^nt, Columbia., directors, who honor the “Toastmaster General.’’
at three Warner theatres in this
What's Short About It?
were disclosed last week to hold
area.
Nathan Warsham, manager
The pleasantries and the tisual of the Fairmount, suffered a brain
a considerable number of stock
Universal,
have
toasts of friendship cued Jessel’s concussion when he was ‘beaten
option warrants in
with a revolver by a thug who es30 intention of participating in the comparatively short acceptance.
caped with $295 in eash Sunday
affairs of U or increasing their
“I know so well just how much night
it
was
company,
that
(9).
in
holdings
Crown and sincerity there is in testimonial
In the two other attempts, roblearned this week.
options
purely
bers
broke
the
into the Cross Keys in
bought
dinners, and jqst what is so much
Grant

Set in Mpls. Allied Goodwill Pitch

*

WB

*s a financial investment.
insel,” he declared. “For example*
They acquired them three years my oldest friend and almost my
stock nearest of kin, Eddie Cantor,, who
ago, when the price, of
was below the $10 figure at which has a dinner in his honor about
the warrants- permit its purchase wlce a month and should a
from the company treasury. As a month go by without any, before
result, the options had very little he comes home to eat, Ida puts a
market value. Crown and Grant sign on the door ‘The Ida Canwent into them, however, because or Tennis and Tsimmis Club
they constituted such a large Proudly Welcomes Eddie Cantor..'
shares, and they gave
block of
And I believe it was at the last
the owners a speculative ride on dinner in his honor, either the
the company at a fraction of what opening of a new television show,
it wduld have cost to buy shares his birthday, or his ascendancy to
than
the the chair of President of Welch's
rather
themselves,
options.
Grapejuice, he was quite overcome
Crown, Grant and Crown's son, with emotion, and his heart seemed
Robert, jointly own 27,000 U war- broken over the fact that there
rants. They bought them when the were four or five people who could
stock was selling at about 10. It's not be there, since they had long
now around 12, so they have a since gone down the road to their
good profit. One of the unusual fathers three of these five peothings about the options, making ple hated his guts and the other
them particularly valuable, is their two were Benjamin Disraeli and
long term. They run until April 1, Ty Cobb, whom he never met in
1956.
his life.

U

—
—

Desire,”
has prepared a

*

U

Alfred E
reins.
will take the
Daff, worldwide sales chief for
will continue under Rackmil as

U

chief executive officer.

•

The buyout plan, rather than a
merger, will obviate the necessity
of winning approval by J. Arthur
Rank, who holds about 15% of U’s
Rank’s posioutstanding shares.
tion on a merger hasn’t been clarified as yet.

John Davis, operating head of
Rank empire, was in New York
on his way to England from
Australia last week, but talks were
too short to be decisive. Davis is
the

briefly
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with her husband, Fred Brisson
Paul Henreid’s second indie production, “The Stubborn Wood/’
starts May 10 at General Service
Torin Thatcher checked in at
20th-Fox for a role in “The Snows
of Kilimanjaro” ... Jay Gerard
and Tommy Summers joined the
“Stalag 17" cast at Paramount
Edward Sedgwick was signed by
Paramount to develop a story idea
for a Bob Hope starrer, to be produced by Paul Jones.
Ava Gardner replaced Anne
Francis in~“The Snows of KilimanPaula Corjaro” at 20th-Fox
day signed as femme lead in “The
Wendell
Black Castle” at UI
Corey and Jean Hagen joined the
cast of Metro’s “Letter Froni the
Frank DcKova
President”
plays an Indian medicine man
.
“Pony Soldier” at 20th-Fox
Paramount signed Chester’Bonestcll to do astronomical paint g

Squawks

.

exhibition of the
On the other hand, Hoyts and 20thFox previewed the film before military chiefs and war correspondents
with an entirely favorable reaction

Rome
4.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

m

.

.

More than 50 of the Italian poli
surrounded the theatre, al
zia
though there was no actual vio
night
lence. Directly after opening
the film went on without incident
since
steady
been
Attendance has
March

1. .

.

MS""

|

man’s "Last Train
Columbia.

Bombay”

'

I

i

;

[;
j;

Stock

i

They
total

just

000

,

directly own a combined
of
shares,
or.
1,124,350
about 20% of the 5,620,-

total

their

of

outstanding.
Members
families
account for

approximately

another

At

5%.

WB

A

&

Pine-Thomas ‘Hong Kong’
Set for Special Drive

at

Trust Co.; William M. Saal, assistant to Yates, and Douglas T. Yates,
v.p. of the Rep International Corp.
rep, as of March 3, 1952, had 1,817,860 shares of common stock outstanding, all of which are entitled

Hollywood, March 11.
to vote.
Pine-Thomas is testing a new
campaign to continue exploitation
on pix all .way through to subse- ThIKE'S
quent runs.' Current release, “Hong
Kong,” after .playing La Para*
mount, Hawaii, opens suburban sitnations April 2. Special lobby dis
plays, including props and costumes, are being sent suburban
houses. In addition, costars Rhonda
pi em i n g and Ronald Reagan will
make p.a.’s at subsequent run
houses.
Pine-Thomas publicity director
A< c Lyleg ^ handling the campaign> j n cooperation with theatre

managers, and Bob Blair, Par rep

to

I

Yales’ Salary

Lisa Ferraday will
If the scheme
™iVb' .Inn Hall ta Sam Katr- for the area.

.

J

J

FROM

.

.

in
pic is playing.

the opening on

.

'!'

WB

Wave at a WAC,”
to be produced by Independent
Artists, in which she is partnered

With the opening of the Italian
take the case into court for a legal version of “Rommel, the Desert
test.
F0x” (20th) here, about 20 were
arrested for causing a disturbance
front of the Rivoli, where the

I

.

'

Continued from page 5

PIX CARTOONISTS

.

.

WB

;V

present, Harry Warner is low man
Wayne will produce “McLain” in of the three in terms of direct
association with Robert Fellows. ownership. He has 264,300 shares,
Production is slated to start in a as compared with Albert’s 428,550
month, with James Edward Grant and Jack’s M3 1,500, Point underlined is i;hat ail other investors
writing the screenplay. Warner an
nouncement says the pic will be have such relatively few shares of
that there's not the faintest
fi rs t in a series to be produced by
Wayne and Fellows for release by suggestion of a threat to the broththe company. Although it is point- ers’ working control.
on finances, which ac. Report
ed out that the deal is in addition
to Wayne’s earlier pact for> one companied the stock tender invitapicture a year, company has not tion, disclosed that since last Dec.
31
has entered deals for the
announced a yarn for the actor.
sale of seven of its theatres at a
total price of $906,000, representing a profit of approximately
$20,000. Divestiture of only two of
these properties was required under the
copsent decree ip the
N.Y.
industry ahti-trust suit. The notice
Richard F. Walsh, prexy of the to stockholders confirmed that
International Alliance of Theatri- is negotiating for the sale of a
cal Stage Employees, this week is “substantial number” of houses
weighing a petition from the other than those which must be
Screen Cartoonists Guild of N. Y disposed of under the decree.
for affiliation with the show biz
unaffiliated
Cartoonists,
union
'*
for the past year, were associated
with the Brotherhood of Painters,
AFL, for nine years,
Continued from pace 5
According to Pepe Ruiz, biz
agent of the SCG, cartoonists felt operations,
was paid $25,865, an
t h a t affiliation with the IA outfit
inorease of $2,570, in '51.
would best suit the needs of the
Combined
total compensation to
membership, and as a result the all officers and directors in '51
artists voted to seek a charter from climbed to $423,829. Total in the
the Walsh Organization.
previous year was $407,854.
About 300 members of the N. Y.
Four incumbent directors are up
group are engaged n Producing for reelection at Rep’s annual
animations for TV and commercial meet. They are John Petrauskas,
film fields. John Gantilella, of Jr., Rep treasurer; Edwin
Van
Famous Studios, heads the guild.
Pelt, v.p. of the Chemical Bank

IATSE GETS BID

ring in “Never

fortune.”

Continued from pa*e 2
For some weeks IMPPA members have refrained from re-scorhave assertedly been receiving a
ing old films for TV because of a
of letters complaining about
growing resentment against the flood
Rommel biopic.

OUTDOOR

that it will result in much
better public relations for exhibitors and that out of it will come,
at least in this area, a press which

WB

R

.

.

—

REFRESHMENT

know

of Suitable Story

WB

.

MPAA-AFM

I

!/.:

‘

.

.

Rome, March

upped- admish

portedly dropped. Wayne's last appearance for Warners was in “Operation Pacific,” released more than
a year ago. Under his pact, Wayne
was committed to the studio for
another pic just about this time.
Apparently the studio and the actor
failed to agree on a yarn and it was
decided to substitute Wayne's own
property.

.

.

Protest ‘Fox’ in

!u

“This convention’s radically different approach will constitute i
getting together of newspaper peo- L
pie and exhibitors, for an exchange
of ideas and information,” Mann
explains in a current- bulletin. “We

is

Lots

.

demands.
Meanwhile George and James
"Nasser, owners of General Service
Studios, have challenged the legalThey have
ity of the* 5% format.
four pictures ready for release to
television and declare they are not
bound to sign any agreement with
AFM. They announced they will

i

line<?

Ted Mann, NCA

up, according to
president,

Indie Deal
which Warner

player option picked up by 20th-

.

AFM

!}

J;

For Warners’

William Bishop co-stars
Fox
.
with Richard Conte, Vivcca Lindfors and Barbara Britton in “The
Television Can't Hurt
Riding Kid” at UI
Metro handIn one brief serious passage, ed Ed Tierney a role in “Eagle On
William F. Broidy
Jessel commented on the fact that His Cap”
proceeds of the event will be used will produce “The Sea Tiger” at
Monogram, starting March 17
for scholarships at Brandels U.
Pine-Thomas will film “Tropic'
‘‘After all,” he pointed out, “one Zone” at Paramount
Mack
tolerant
must think in the same
Gordon and Jo Myrow doing the
mood of the English poet, Lau- score for “I Love Melvin,” corence Hope, who wrote: ‘Youth is a starring Donald O’Connor and
A1
plea to cancel a thousand lies.’ Debbie Reynolds, at Metro
And Plato, the great Greek writer, Vaughan, recently with Samuel
direcsigned
as
publicity
yoiing.’
Goldwyn,
is
said ‘It is enough that he
tor for Sol Lesser’s enterprises.
Reporting that he had had a
Start of “It Grows on Trees”
message from Charles Coburn re- makes a total of five films in work
Jesferring to the “Bonny Brith,”
at UI, including “The Riding Kid,”
sel explained that the name means “Yankee Buccaneer,” “Ma and Pa
“Sons of the Covenant.” “It is Kettle at Waikiki” and “The Texas
based,” he said, “on the legend that Man” . . Bemie Luber, in associathe Almighty God talked to Abra- tion With Alberto Audra, will proham and said to him: ‘For thy duce “The Mysterious Amazonia”
goodness, I will multiply thee ex- in Brazil . . “Danger Forward” is
Fighting Maceedingly.’ And year in and year the new tag on “The
Republic
Warners
.
out the spirit and goodness of rine” at
“The
for
Parker
signed Jean
B’nai B'rith has been embellished.
starTombstone,”
Man
in
Toughest
B’nai
the
Television cannot hurt

’Fox’

!

to the *
convention, as guests.
60 exhibitors already

and publishers

annual NCA
More than
have their newspaper people

For Wayne Seen Reason

Hollywood, March 11.
Ray Milland signed to star in
Jamaica Run for Pme-Thomas,

.

date.

their editors

I.

;

Lack

.

with Chadwick in demanding a new
agreement. Understood Chadwick
has a counter proposal, but just
what it is, he had not divulged to

oi

|

expected to return in a month or
so for more extended discussions.
Robert S. Benjamin', prez of the
Rank Organization in the U. E. and
its rep on the TJ board, has been
sitting in with the committee of
Philo Mering Vaughn Monroe
directors considering merger plans. Brith.”
CuUough and Helen Gibson, stars
He has been keeping Rank and
guests of honor, he added, of the silent era, play rancher and
Most
Davis up to date on developments.
Suusually say “I would not be what wife in “The Texas Man”
little san Ball plays opposite Robert
I am, if it were not for the
woman who has been with me all Ryan in “City Beneath the Sea” at
Gordon Douglas will direct
UI
through the years.”
“The Iron Mistress' at Warners
“At that point,” Jessel rePercy
Waram joined the April
Continued from pare 4
marked, “the lady takes a bow. I 111 a
a
of that but to bring so
thought
T?n
«?in
I? RusL^wm^celebrate
U
has
then
for television, but since
here—it would cost a
JjJln bv daS
and is lined up many people

changed his6 mind

.

Members and non-members

he independent exhibitors organzation are being askeH to bring

both informed of, and syrapathetic with, theatre problems.”
It
will be impressed upon the
Deal last week in
Bros, agreed to the release of the publishers and editors hoVfr much
of
community
asset the theatres
a
John Wayne indie production, “Jim
Mclialn,” which stars the actor, is are, and that it’s to the newspaper
believed to have been prompted by and local business concerns’ selfthe studio’s failure to come up interest to help keep the showwith a suitable story property to houses alive, Mann says.. One refulfill Wayne’s one-picture-a-year suit, it’s hoped, will be more free
newspaper space for films generalcontract.
prints and negatives. It also sent
ly and the local theatre in particWarners had Wayne skedded for ular,
overseas 298,028,808 feet of rawhe explains.
“The^Sea Chase,” an adaptation of
stock.
the Andrew Geer novel, but the
actor nixed the role of a Nazi sea
captain and the project was re

U

chief lieutenant in Decca, will be
active operating head, while Rackmil, who'll resign as Decca prexy

j

.

engagement

equipment.
There has been a steady climb
in the export of 16m motion picture subjects, rawstock, cameras,
projectors, etc., indicating that the
worldwide swing to 16ra continues.
In 1951, the exports in this gauge
reached an all-time high.
During last year, U. S. exported
$10,051,858 worth of feature film

U

advertis-

run.

strong $27,547,416, a jump of approximately 14% over 1950, according to Nathan D. Golden, director
of the NPA motion picture division.
Biggest portion of the increase was
reflected in higher exports of 35m
feature films, plus 16m films and

his throat and’ tears in his eyes,
was that some old vaudeville
Continued from page 4
friends happened to be there at his
Decca nominees. As soon as the side. These particular friends, I
new board is constituted, it is ex- happen to know, have been very
pected to name Rackmil as prez of near him for the last 30 years.
and Nate J. JBlumberg, present They Jive in his garage. They have
topper, as chairman.
written letter upon letter to him.
Plan now favored for consolida- These he never answered, but on
and Decca does not call
tion
night at tlie Waldorf-Astoria,
for an actual merger. Instead,
when everybody is hollering ‘Hoowill acquire sufficient Decca shares ray’ for him, he is so touched that
While policy these people are there, and so surto give it control.
of the two companies will be co
When he brought them
prised.
ordinated at the top leveL they'll from Los Angeles, he evidently
continue as separate operations.
thought they were going to Loew’s
Leonard Schneider, Kackmil’s State instead of his dinner.”

ofU

11.

Exports of motion pictures, films
and equipment last year was a

“At the last dinner given in
honor of Jack Benny in New York,
the thing that brought a lump in

'

new

ads were prepared to
D
coincide with general release
on March 22. It tees off with a
return run at the Warner
Theatre, N. Y., March 16. Pic
is expected to get many returns in situations which already played it in the special

EXPORT $27,547,416
IN 1951 FOR 14% CAIN

•

r

Warner Bros,

New

PIC

—

]

ng a closer relationship between
exhibitors and newspapers, what’s f,
believed jto be the first combined
theatre-owner-newspaper
publishe£s and editors’ convention in area ;^
history ii scheduled Tor Minneap-i
oils’ in May under North Central
Allied’s sponsorship*
L

received.

*

Washington, March

Ready

ing campaign embracing every
possible Oscar-winning combinations based on the 12
nominations the picture has

but failed to reach money
compartments.

U

the

Named

West Philadelphia and the Yorktown in suburban Ogontz. In both
instances, the thieves broke open
safes

On

•4

Minneapolis, March 11.
With the goal in ndud of bring-!;

In anticipation of copping
one or more Academy Awards
on March 20 for “A Streetcar

•

U-Dicca

J

cessful, it will

be used on

ture Pllle-Thomas product.

Is

all

sucfu-
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Mercedes: Battaglia .added to staff
Warner’s purchasing department.
Colony in McKees Rocks, which
operated only on week-ends for_a
long period, has shuttered. It was
run by Ben (Bud) Rosenberg, son
of the late M. A. Rosenberg, an

Activities!

.

lems.

.

,E. K. O'Shea, Paramount Distributing Corp. veepee and Jerry

Pickman, ad-pub chief, return to
homeoffice today (Wed.) fr'om confabs with exchange reps and exhibs in Memphis and Dallas.

Runner
Tyers, manager
has been upped
ada).

up was Wannie. anti-trust
here byof Odeon here, who
-

•

Metropolitan.

to publicity and exCarl Ferraza, manages of
department of Rank;,
ploitation
Ritz,
sent’ to 'Indianapolis
chain in Canada.
:

‘

<

Les Kennedy transferred by WB
of Ben Rosenberg
from the Manor to manager of
manager of New Eng- the
Columbia in Brookvllle,
land Theatres, to take over operaCharles Kiefer withdrew as a
tion of Penn-Paramount Theatres,
Resignation

as district

DALLAS
Del Jordan took over as manager
of Leon Theatre at Graham for
Theatre Enterprise?. He formerly
was at Roswell, N. M.
National Theatre in San Antonio,
Zaragoza Amus. Co. house, to get
’

•

a

facelift.

The Southern Theatre Co. soon
the theatre savings plan
several
in
recently introduced
Tex$s cities. Patrons, receive five
passes for steady attendance. Plan
is currently in effect at four houses
operated by the Zaragosa^Amus.
Co.
starts

manTexas, new

Truman Hendrix named

to

age Royalty Pictures, of
film distribution office opened here
to handle distribution of,. indie
product.

Frank Benson will be associated
with Mrs. Dorothy Sonney, representing Sonnby Amus. Co., of Los
Angeles. Benson recently sold the
Majestic, Ritz and

Texan theatres

in Bowie to C. E. Campbell. He
will handle exploitation for Sonney

product.

created a chain reaction within the

Committee's

partner of

Andy

l

..C‘»

i

-

industry

P e r r i n e, Minnesota

Amus. *Co. veepee and comptroller,
recovering from a mild heart at-

Costs,

tack.

RKO

.

Ted Mann,

circuit

owner and

tail its

edy

Distrib

Problems

Pictures this year will curproduction of two-reel com-

shorts.

*

Considerable slice in

Rattiston in the

week

’

-

RKO

staff, succeeding A1 Rosenberg who reel jobs.
Universal and Warners
resigned to enter his own business. still turn* out occasional two-reelParamount circuit landed “Afri- ers, t)ut fliave ceased making their
can Queen” (UA) on competitive come'dy
series.
bids for local first-run and has set
RKO’s release sked for ’52 calls
it to open at Lyric April 16.
for
about
80 short subjects, of
Metro'
branch
H.
Workman,
W,
manager, back after attending 'fun- which 18 are in the two-reel- comHowever, a good
eral of a' brother in Wellesville, edy category.*
portion of the latter, will be made
Ohio.
Eddie Ruben and Ben Friedman,- up ’Of re-releases featuring’ the pix
circuit owners, vacationing in Cal- of Gil Lamb, Leort Errol and Edgar

Kennedy.

Unlike the situation with feature
which requires the okay
-Howard Hughes before going
.into production, the RKO shorts
operation -is npf under studio control.
Except for the comedies and
musical specials, which are made
at the studio, all of RKO’s shorts
product, stems from either Walt
Disney or RKO-Pathe, a whollyowned ^.but -separate subsidiary.
Releasing organization has- no difficulty obtaining product from -these
sources. .-Disney keeps the sales
force well supplied with animated
cartoons and the True-Life Adventures, while RKO-Pathe- provides
it with a group of specials, like the
“This Is A.merica” series, Sportscopes and Screenliners.
recommended for Silver Star
for
k

LOUIS

DETROIT

•

pictures,

of

,

’

Safner,
second veepee; Albert
Lourie, secretary, and Julian Rifkin, treasurer,

Allied and Butterfield theatres gallantry in
action.
fighting proposal to be voted on
Mrs. Ethel J. Chilton readying
April 7 which would give the city
commission the right to levy an her new house in Doniphan, Mo.,
excise tax on all forms of amuse- for an early opening.
The Joy, 200-seater in Kansas,
TIE IN
ment.
Percy Kilbride, of Kilbride The- Ill. f dark since November of 1951,
Fo.ur-way promotion setup, which
atres, bequeathed $100,000. by John relighted by a group of civic leadwill, be tried more extensively if
(Kunsky) King,- pioneer Detroit ers after building was purchased
theatre magnate, who died recently. from H, W.' Jessup, Brazil; Ind.T successful in this first' instance, has
who formerly operated the house. been set up by the Organization
The Nu, Kane, 111., taken over by of the Motion Picture Industry,
W. P. Witt,- Jerseyville, 111. Since City of N. Y., as represented by
The Mercury and Cinema, for- death of her husband, owner of the the Lynn Famol office. Also inmerly Buffalo’s two downtown com- house, Mrs. George H. Varble and volved aTe the
Kenmore Theleaders in Dallas to substitute dur- sion hearings.
petitive art theatres, are -being a son were operating the Nu and atre, Brooklyn; Macy’s
Flatbush deing illness of Jack Houlihan, ReChicago censor board, which re- pooled- under a joint operation. the Town Hall, Hardin, 111,
partment store and the National
public branch manager here.
Mrs.
Edith Brands, owner of Pressure
viewed 85 films last month, re- Phil Cohen and Morris Slotnick of
Cooker
Co.
Interstate Theatres announced jected
none but classified two for- Rochester, former operators of the Grafton in Grafton, 111., operating
Macy’s and National are splitting
that the Capitol and Rialto here; eign films for
house on a limited-week basis unCinema; and Dewey and
adults only.
the* costs of prizes in household
Capitol and Rialto in Amarillo and
Chi amusement theatre tax con- Michaels, of the Mercury, have, til biz justifies more shows.

Bob Yancey

is

new

operator of

nabe house in San
Antonio which was formerly run
:by Interstate Circuit. Yance comes
here from Texas City where manEssex Theatre’s screen burned
ager of Showboat for Long Theatre down last week, as welL as the
Circuit.
speakers, causing $1,000 damages.
Claude C. Ezell, prez of Ezell. & It shuttered the house for several
Associates, owners of a circuit of days.
ozoners in the state, recency seJohn Balaban, president, and
lected as “Neighbor Of the Year" Elmer Upton, controller of the
over the Liberty Broadcasting Balaban & Katz circuit, back in
System. Ezell was cited for his idea Washington for the Paramount
of arranging for various motion pic Federal Communications Commisthe

Sunset,

FOUR-WAY PROMOTION

CHICAGO

.

19$i2
12,
^.

*r'-‘,-‘-~,,l‘ .

1

charges.

Charles

Harry Browning as- operation of* the Rialto on Fifth
sumes the post of disrict manager Avenue. John A. Reilly stays on
as manager,.
of theatres formerly operated by
.Indietheatre
here
owners
Rosenberg, with Mel Morrison takgranted a wage increase of 10c ifornia and Florida, respectively.
ing over supervision of Maine, New
an hour to projectionists under
Hampshire ^nd Vermont houses terms
of a new pact, effective to
formerly .handled by Browning.
Sept. 1, 1953, when another 5c per
ST.
Chet Stoddard takes over managehour
will be added. Latter deal to
ment of the North Shore theatres expire Aug.
Exhibitors in several Illinois
31, 1954.
of Morrison, with Jerry Govan astowns of the St. Louis trade area
sumes the post of district manager
are building goodwill with theiractivities;’
George Moffitt, mancustomers by helping with charity
ager of Capitol, Allston, goes to
drives. .Clyde Miner, manager of
Albert Dezel picked up distribu- Strand, Rrdgway,. 111., helped raise
booking department with Lou -Kenney, ex-rParamount, Nevvton, being tion rights to the French-made “La funds for family of Jes.se Sauls,
transferred' to manager at the Ronde” in the Michigan territory. whose home was destroyed Jay fire.
Capitol, Allston. Mario Poto, for- Picture is slated to preem locally Navoo Theatre, Navoo, 111., helped
mer. assistant manager of Hub’s day-^and-date March 20 at the Cen- fund-raising drive to wipe out the
Metropolitan, upped to manager of ter, Studio and Coronet Theatres. debt of Hancock Memorial Hospital
Earl Hudson, prfexy of United in Carthage, 111.
Paramount, Newton.
Independent Exhibitors of New Detroit Theatres, resigned as chief
Robert Renfro, former manager
England elected following slate of barker of the local Variety Club, of Turner-Farrar circuit’s Grand,
officers for coming year:
Norman claiming pressure of other, activi- Vienna, 111., back at his desk after
Glafesman, reelected prexy; Irving ties was too great. His successor serving with the 'First
Cavalry* iii
A. Isaacs, first veepee; Melvin B. is Adolph Goldberg, of Community Korea as a reservist.
He has been
Theatres.
local circuit.

-,f

the schedule was prompted by increased production costs and inability to peddle the shorts to theatres.
Latter situation is due to
the adoption by more and- more
theatres of the dual policy.
Of ‘the majors,
and Columbia are the only ones still making
two-reel- comedies.
Metro, 20thests.
Fox and Paramount- have disconDon Miller, industry newcomer, tinued two-reelers completely, and
the
by addition to United Artists sales limit their shorts program to -one-

Loew’s for vacation relief work.
While he is away, Jack Dolde, assistant at the Penn,. takes his place.

BOSTON

Red

North. Central Allied president, off
for second time to California, this
combining
time for six
s,
pleasure and biz in connection
with his two drive-ins.
onetime Variety
Bill
Elson,
s
mugg and partner of Gilbert Nathanson in the theatre biz, moving
to California where he plans to enactions -.recently filed gage in TV production. Will reLou Kaufman of the tain his Minnesota theatres inter-

•

ests and. private law practice specializing in film distribution prob-

..

territory’s exhibitors to Jjelp “give
the lie’’ to the 'House Un-American

only signs projecting not
more than 18 inches from building
southern di- fronts will be permitted. Motion
John Kirby,
vision manager, back at his desk Picture Theatre Assn, fought a exhibitor.
Dave Silverman, manager of the
following a two-month absence re- vigorous sign ruling for two years.
covering from broken arm.
manager
Brown,
Of RKO exchange, elected head of the
Elliott
Daniel J. Loventhal, assistant to Odeon, Victoria, and former Cana- Father’s Club of the Phi Epsilon Pi
Nat Levy, RKO eastern division dian flier during the last war, won chapter here. His- son, Zip, is a
manager, granted, leave of absence the 13-week contest for better bus- member 'of the frat'.
Monogram has bdfen withdrawn
Will devote iness and
starting March 22.
showmanship among
time to personal real estate inter- managers Of Odeon Theatres (Can- as a defendant in the- $560,000
future,

1

new home for the Indiana community summer theatre.
of

i*

WcAnwday,
MattK
'ni

BROOKLYN

PUN

BUFFALO

RKO

James

the

had

Queen and Texan

Austin

In

been

sold to Louis Novy,
Austin theatre exhibitor. He has
been operating the Austin Capitol
for a number of years being a
partner there with Interstate. Louis
Charninsky and James Bates, managers of Capitol and Rialto here,
remain in their posts.

KANSAS CITY
The Home Theatre and Tenth
Street house

Kansas City, Kans.,
last
week were purchased by
Friendly Theatres circuit, which
also operates the Jayhawk Theatre
there and the Vogue Theatre in
Lees Summitt, Mo.
Allied Independent Theatre
Owners of Kansas and Missouri
in.

.

elected four new directors to serve
three-year terms. New board members, for Missouri are Charles Potter and Beverly Miller, both of
K. C.; for Kansas, Glen Cooper,
Dodge City; Ben Spainhour, of
Greensburg. 1 filler was made veepee, replacing William
Silvers,

Cameron, Mo.

Fred Harpst was

retained as general manager.

TORONTO
Personnel shuffle at Odeon Theatres resulted in several head office

and theatre manager transfers and
promotions.

E. G. Forsyth

named

to homeoffice exec post connected
with theatres. H. S. Dahn, supervisor of Odeon’s southern Ontario
theatres, relinquishes supervision
of Odeon’s Hamilton theatres at his
own request.
J.
H. Eshelman
named city supervisor of Hamilton
theatres.
James Chalmers upped
to manager of Odeon Ottawa, replacing Gordon Beavis, resigned.
Ron Leonard replaces Chalmers as
manager of Odeon Danforth, J. B.
Camon promoted to manager of
Odeon in Fairlawn, Toronto, succeeding J. Gibson, resigned. G. E.
Trudgian is new manager of the
Christie, Toronto.
City council here ordered immediate removal of all projecting
signs on Yonge St., town’s main

stem,
including recently-erected
$60,000 spectacular of Loew’s Theatre, the $40,000 standard of
the
Imperia 1 largest theatre in Canada,
and those of nearly a score of deluxers and first-runs.
In the
,

|

m

a,
Inc.,
theatre re- formed Mercury-C i n e
ceipts dipped,, with $87,000 col- which will run the two houses unlected during February against der the direction of James Michaels.
$98, 000 last year.
Matthew. V. Sullivan resigned as
Picadilly, Schoenstadt circuit’s
top house, which tried 50c matinee Buffalo branch' manager of Warprice till 7 o’clock last week moved ner Bros., and Is leaving the industry. Sullivan’s latfest stint with
back again to old time of 6 p.m.
Rufus Ahern made manager of Warners was hi$ second with the
company.
Portage Park Theatre.
Jubilee, Black Rock suburban
Homewood Theatre, formerly operated
by Jones,' Linick and nabe, has been dismantled by
Schaffer, sold to merchants, last Schwartz and Cohen. Likewise, the
Artistic in South Buffalo, by David
-week.
Jack Kirsch is negotiating with, Zachem, latter to be converted to
a church group to sell his Road commercial uses immediately.
New Mercury-Cinema pool anTheatre.
Allied theatres of Illinois holds nounces appointment of Philip
its annual elections March 12, with Tudaro as house manager of the
Jack Kirsch up for president again. Mercury. Milton Harris continues
Hal Abramson resigned as head as manager of Cinema.
booker of Essaness circuit to take
a government job. Howard Lambert, his assistant, takes over.
Casper Choinard resigned as
A1 Golan, Metro publicity asnorthern
Minnesota
sistant, transferred to Omaha and. Paramount
Des Moines territory as flack re- salesman to take over Twin Cities
placing Ivan Fulder, who was accounts at Warners.
Bennie Berger,' circuit owner,
transferred to the Coast.
Balaban
Katz employees are building 377-car drive-in at Fergus
setting up. an educational fund for Falls, Minn., where he also has the
the son of the late Milton' Officer. conventional theatre.
Full cooperation from local pubFather was manager of Nortown
lic school system in promoting a
Theatre.
Theodore Reisch, Universal local commercial film was won for “Quo
sales
manager, succeeding Abe Vadis,’’ now at the Century, being
Swerlow, who moves to Los An- the first time that this has occured
geles. Richard Graff takes over the locally. Tieup was made by Louis
Orloce, Metro exploiteer, and Ev.
Chi sales job.
Seibel, Minnesota Amus. Co. adpublicity head.
Local independent exhibitors
John Keady, assistant manager lost out in their fight to be exof Rowland Theatre, moved by
empted from general advertising
to downtown circuit headquarters rate boost put into effect
by both
to replace August Pleva In contact Minneapolis newspapers,
which
department. Latter resigned to go have identical ownership. Increase
with Westinghouse’s Market Re- of 5c a line will put estimated
adsearch Bureau,
ditional financial burden of $300
Jim Vazzana, formerly with Atlas to $400 a year on. the neighborTheatre Supply Co., is a new sales- hood and suburban houses
and
man at Monogram.
from $3,000 to $5,000 per annum
Bill Roads, who was in the ad on downtown theatres
if they conbiz in Philadelphia, joined Repub- tinue to use as
much space as at
lic’s sales staff.
present.
Strand Theatre in Johnstown,
In recognition of its heart hosowned and operated by Altoona pital and other philanthropic
projPublix, closes early this spring and ects, Northwest
Variety club was
will be converted into a commer- honored
by being invited to memcial property.
bership in the exclusive MinneAlexander Stewart, Indiana, Pa., apolis Council of
hardware merchant and father of also will receive Civic Clubs and
James Stewart, film star, ap- from Minnesota a honorary plaque
U.
pointed on committee to select a
North Central Allied has asked

tinued to

decline

as

Komm

The
Circuit shuttered
Peerless here until facelifting
completed.

its
is

.

MINNEAPOLIS

&

*

PITTSBURGH

WB

•

.

DES MOINES
Tri-States

Theatre

Corp.

here

named Tony Abramovich manager
of the Capitol, Grand Island, Neb.
He is succeeded at the- Paramount,

Des Moines, by Eugene Moore,
formerly manager of Roosevelt,
also here.
Dick -Gray, formerly
manager of the Drive-In, is now
manager of Roose.velt.
Rocket Theatre here purchased
from Tri-States Theatre Corp. by
S. A. Vogl.
House was known as
the Garden until remodeled in
1941.
Vogl has been associated
with A. H. Blank since 1933, except
for three years in the army. He
plans to manage the house and continue same picture policy.
Annual convention of Allied Independent Theatre Owners of Iowa
and Nebraska slated for-Fontanelle
Hotel, Omaha, April 22-23, Group
also elected Elmer Huhnke treas-,
urer, replacing Tim Evans, and

named

Charles Jones secretary,
succeeding Huhnke.
Officers reelected include prexy A1 Myrick;
Leo F. Wolcott, board chairman;
Ben Kubby, general counsel; and
three veepees.

CALGARY, ALTA.

New

appliances to' be awarded to Kehmore patrons. Latter must hold
the right key to the chest of prizes
in the theatre lobby. If the keys
fail, the customers are advised via
trailer and lobby display to try
another chest in the store, serving
as a traffic puller for Macy’s.
Farnol’s promotion accounts include both the National outfit and
the Organization of the M. P. I.
Thus he’s keeping both happy with
the one tie-up.
•

New

North Central Allied

Burn Oyer TV ‘Offenders’
.

Minneapolis, March

11,’

North Central Allied, which did’
bum because Cecil. B. DeMille
allowed himself to be shown watching television in a recent Saturday
Evening Post ad,- has its dander
worked up again, this time because
•

a

some local exhibitors are guilty of
what it considers an “offense”
along somewhat similar lines.
The -“offenders” are permitting
TV sets to be displayed in their
lobbies and advertising that fact
and the name of the dealer selling
them on screen trailers.
At least one large downtown
loop first-run theatre is among
“the silly exhibitors who are helping to nail the coffin lid on their
own business,” according to information reaching the hot-under-the*

:

500-seat Marda, a nabe
house, opened here by M. E.
Jenkins.
Assistant manager of the Capitol collar independent exhibitors orhere, John M. Heaps has been ganization.
named manager of the Met TheaIn its current bulletin, NCA, crytre
Regina; succeeds Hilliard ing “shame” to DeMille for his TV
Gunn who moved to the Capitol tieup, assails him without
mincing
there when Jack Proudlove left to any words.
manage a West Coast house.

m

Donald Duck’s Drink Tie
Dim view

of exhibition’s futur
taken by the Paramount Build
Corp. of Seattle in its annual
port for the year ended last I
31.
Outfit leases the Paramo
Theatre here.
Building Co

headed by Charles

F. Clise, rep<
that Par’s admissions in 1951 w
the peak war years.
Total income for '51 amour
to $78,611; net profit was listed
$12,168.

50% under

t

Deal has been set by Walt Discharacter
ney’s
merchandising
division for the use of the cartoon,
character Donald Duck in connection with the soft drink, Lime ‘Cola.
In addition to Donald Duck Lime
Cola, drink company will introduce a complete line of Donald
Duck soft drinks. Besides toys

and clothes, Disney character is
already tied Up for bread and a
line of frozen food products.

,

1
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Vidpix Chatter

Hollywood

Vidpix Units for Financing Deals
While a number of Coast banks 4
have participated in vidpix financ-'
ing investigation by a major eastern bank interested in the field has
disclosed that none of the loans
made so far has been on a basis
equivalent to that of straight film
angpling.

Banks have made

ad-

vances, for television picture-making only where they have had their
loans fully guaranteed.
vidpix are still considered too
speculative by the banks to merit
risking money-^thus. the mass of
collateral that they have been deHowever, the jponeymanding.
men admit the time is fast approaching when they'll accept biz
with the telefilm makers on the
.

Vidpix as Lure

Small

.

To

Town

TV Lou

Offering further proof that

Huntington, W.Va. Sales brought
the number of market^ carrying
“Assignment”' to a total of 33.
Also pacted last week for the
vidfilm series and included in. the
33 total were Salt Lake City and
Toledo. Show was sold directly to
same basis as indie makers of pix the station, KDYL-TV, in Salt
Lake, and to Bed
for theatrical showing.
White Foods
With this thought in mind, scouts in Toledo.
for the banks have been eyeing
the bigger and better-established
units in the vidpix field. . Many
banks are anxious “to get our feet

&

1-Station Markets

wet" in the television angeling, because they eventually see it a bonanza business for them, just as
indie pic financing once was.
All the loans made so- far have
been on one of two bases. One is
Problem of the single-station
that the borrower have sufficient
collateral in other forms to guar- television markets, which has been
antee the loan. In the case of pro- a bothersome thorn to the netducers who have been making films works, is creating even more havoc
for theatres, this could be nega- with vidfilm producers and disThus, for tributors. Where, they, face the
tives or such product.
(Continued on page 40)
same problem the networks have
in getting * time in single-station
areas, they’ve also
both
sponsors and station managers in
European
Gruskin’s
such markets attempting to force
them to cut their prices or else
Vidpix Findings; OF’s
be frozen out.
•

in Vidpix

found

Ed

Pilots

and ‘Soundies’

Most
have

of the

set

syndication outfits

up standard price

struc-

just returned from tures for each TV market, weighted
survey, for Official according to set circulation, pop-

Ed Gruskin,
a

European

Films (Ike Levy’s Vidpix outfit), is
of the opinion that filmmakers in
Paris, Borne, Stockholm and Munich can make films for American

num-

card rates and the

ulation,
ber of

competing

Yet

stations.

when they try to sell their product
in a single-station area, they’re vii>
tually forced to toss such pricing
radio chief formulas out the window. Sponcheaper. Former
in Europe has several ideas for sors, agencies and stations, knowshort subjects lined up.
ing they can’t take their films to
-Bill Goodheart, ex-MCA exec and a competing station, tell them to
(Levy is board
new prez of
(Continued on page 40)
chairman), looks to the overpricing
of live shows as a windfall for the

television

consumption

a pilot for a new series, “Challenge of the Yukon,” with Paul
Landres directing a cast headed by
Paul Sutton, Michael Whalen and
Byron Foulger
George Arohainbaud will direct the George Baft
“I’m the Law” vidpic series which
.

.

Retailers

films can provide the answer for
small-budgeted local advertisers,
NBC-TV last week sold its “Dangerous Assignment” series to jewelry stores in both Erie, Pa., and

Problem

Jack Chertok Productions lensed

much

ECA

OF

Cosman

Costello’s

today

launches

tions

.

Produc(Wed.)

.

.

French secret police gave David
Chudnow Productions an okay to
use their

French

files for “Secrets of the
Surete,” in which Akim

Tamiroff will star. Paul Guilfoyle
and Jacqueline Duval have supporting roles
NBC-TV 'dickering
with William Cameron Menzles to
direct the upcoming “Fu Manchu”
series which will star Sir Cedric
Hardwicke. Herbert Bayard Swope
Jr., will produce
Tom G r i e s
ankled his job as associate producer for Wald-Krasna Productions at RKO to join Ziv TV as
story editor along with Julius
Evans and .Down Mullallf ... Lar.

.

.

.

.

.

aine Day-Leo Durocher “Hot Stovft
League” resumes scooting next
Monday (17) with 19 more of the
15-minute vidpix needed to com-

+

Hollywood, March 11,
new high in
Hollywood this month ,and the
Seeks
Indie
growing field of television proVidpic Pact, Rerun Pay ducers here is pointing to the hypoed activity as a harbinger of
Hollywood, March 11.
prosperous times for Hollywood’*
Screen Actors Guild has notified newest industry. Significantly, the
60 indie vidfilm producers, unaf- boom spans the dog days of the
flliated with any association, to theatrical
film
industry,
Which
meet a Guild committee March 24 habitually lets activity slacken
and launch negotiations for a new prior to the March 15 tax deadcontract. All vidproducers advised line date in order to lessen the asof the meeting are signatories to sessment under California properVidfilms will

SAG

New

a basic pact now in effect. At the ty. tax legislation.
session SAG will submit proposals
Pacing the bustling telepic activincluding its major
of
ity is Ziv Television, which has a
added payment for reruns of vid- total of
15 half-hour films schedpix after their initial round.
uled for the month. Firm’s schedPreviously SAG had .set March ule calls for actual shooting dur19 as date for meeting with mem- ing every working day of the
bers of the Alliance of Television month and double crews have been
Film Producers for similar talks. ordered to be on hand for several

demand

days iii order to meet the schedule requirements.
Ziv activity is believed to set an

Packard s Global

plete the series of 26.
Mary Roberts Rinehart’s “Tish”
stories have been acquired by Martin E. Larmont, former N.Y. video
packager, who plans to start filming the initial series of 13 shortly
Fred M. Packard returns to New
under the bahner of Lamorit Cinevision Production
Delta Rhythm York ajid Hollywood at the end ol
Boy* and Burl Ives churned out the month to finalize his TV and
five
Snader Telescripts each
Dougf air Productions
its feature film plans which have been

Vidpic Venture

.

.

.

.

.

began

“Terry and the Pirates” series at maturing during his nine months’
BKO-Pathe, with Richard Irving stay in Europe.
directing ... James Millican is set
During his extended European
to star in “Wild Jack Rett,” new
vidfilm series scheduled by Pliil- stint, Packard has set the foundafor a comprehensive worldtion
Productions.
dan TV
wide vidpic program.
Packard will make a statement
on his arrival in America, but it is
Indies
Blacklist
known he is taking with him a
Los Angeles, March 11.
great number of Technicolor and
Labor Council black and white prints of films that
L. A. Central
placed two producers of commer- ho has produced and purchased in
Currently, more than 250
cial and TV films on the unfair list Europe.
Bocket Pictures and the Fred- vidpic and feature film scripts are
now owned by Packard for producerick K. Bockett Co.
Move was the result of the fail- tion throughout the world.
The project' is being financed
ure of both companies to cooperate with the Hollywood AFL Film partly in dollars and partly in iced
Council in employing studio union sterling. Blocked continental currency may also be used.
craftsmen.

Two

—

'

vidpix producers, and avers that he
has had considerable favorable reaction from top agencies on whodunit series and the like on which
as of Friday, Marcli 7
OF has pilots. Official is now
more of a releasing outfit than a
"MYSTERY THEATRE" series of halfshooting "TERRY AND THE PINow
PRODS.
BROIDY
F.
WILLIAM
to
producer, but occasionally plans
RATES" 26 half-hour adventure telepix. hour adventure telepix resumes shooting
Sunset Studios. Hollywood
March 21.
Producer: Dougfair Corp.
bankroll some.
"CASK HISTORY" half hour telepix *•- Director: Dick Irving.
Producer: J. Donald Wilson
of leading doctors
OF owns several hundred rie* bused on career* Toomey
Director: Howard Bretherton
«nd Sam
Regis
“Soundies,” 3 and 5-minute shorts now shooting.cast.
JERRY FAIRBANKS

TV Films

made by Sam Coslow when he
(Continued on page 40)

head
Producer: William T. Broidy
Associate producer: Wesley Barry
Director: Frank McDonald
Htuolen

6052

1

Hollywood, March 11.
the rights to
a telefilm series tagged
“Tom Mir’ Bides Again” are being
Negotiations Jfor

launch

,

general manager.
Tele-Victor will specialize in one,
three and five-minute films. The
Mix series, however, will be a halfhour film if rights can be cleared
with the Mix estate. Victor also
plans
a
15-minute Washington
newsreel format.
Firm also -has a new prompting
machine,
Silent
“The
tagged
Coach,” which operates on magnification principles and cues music
and script for the players.

.

JACK CHERTOK PRODS.

Associate Producer: John Morse

COMMODORE PRODUCTIONS
,

Director: George Archainbaud

BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES

PCG Recognizes Vidpix
Hollywood, JMtarch 11.
Five telefilm producers were admitted

membership in the
Permanent Charities Committee of
to

the motion industry for the first
time in the history of that Organization. They were Maurice Ungar,
Hal'Boach, Jr., Jack Voglin, Sid
Bogell and Herve Foster. Ungar
was elected to the board of directors.

PCC

bylaws were amended to
expand the membership to 61.
Proxy Steve Broidy reported .that

29.

Producer: Jean Yarbarough

RKO-Pathe, Culver City
Resume shooting half-hour
April 1.
Executive producer; Basil Grulo
Producer: Bernard Girard
Director: B. Girard

dramas

Melrose, Hollywood
MARX starred in 39 half-hour

OROUCHO

Eagle Lion Studios: HoUywood
Half-hour series of .adult drama telenow shooting for Revue Prods,
roducer: Revue Productions

ROY ROGERS PRODUCTIONS

March

Director: Victor Stoloff

LINKLETTER,"

starring
Art Linkletter in series of 16 vidpix, halfhour audience participation' show for
for
other
week
every
ABC web, shooting
26 weeks.
Green Giant sponsors.

‘

11.

the theory that two can be
made cheaper than one, Procter
Gamble has ordered another dra-

&

matic series to be made by Frank
Wisbar Productions, now turning
out “Fireside Theatre.” William
Craig; TV head of P h G, is here
to conclude negotiations.
New set of films, patterned after “Fireside,” would be made by
the same crew and using many of
the facilities and props. It would
put a second P 3c G television show
in the Compton agency.
Due to increased sales of union
crafts, cost of producing half-hour
subjects have risen better than
20% Jn the past year. By combining both productions it is believed the price of each can be
brought down to the old level of

around $17,000.

BR0MF1ELD, MERRICK
STORIES FOR TV PIX
Two new

by parlous

SHOWCASE PRODUCTIONS

writers,

working under

the supervision of Walter Doniger.
Outfit has already completed the
"RACKET JGUAD" series of half-hour first stanza, which is now being
adventure telepix resume shooting March
edited and scored.
Deal for the
12
Producer: John Guedel
Producer: Hal Roach, Jr.; Carroll Case
Bromfield works, meanwhile, was
Director: Irvin Atkins
Director: Jim Tinling
agented by General Artists Corp.
HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION
Pix will be lensed at the RKOSNADER TELESCRIPTIONS
SERVICE
177 S. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
Pathe studios in Culver City, Cal.
Republic Studios, North Hollywood
March 14th, a shooting session with
MARSHAL
"COMMANDO CODY-SKY
Duke EUington and his orch. A shooting
OF THE UNIVERSE" scries of 39 half- session with Ralph Flanagan and his orch
hour sclentlfictlon telepix now shooting. goes same day.
Judd Holdren, Aline Towne head cast Producer: Louis D. Snader
‘New York's Finest' Set
with William Schallert in support.
Producer: Mel Tucker, Franklyn Adreon

Fred Brannon
6525 Sunset: Hollywood

Hal Roach Studios, Culver City

»

"ROCK HOUND" winding series of
min. outdoor telepix with location shot®
shooting 15-min. series

,

...

Production manager: William Stevens

CORP--

Republic Studios, North Hollywood
half-

PHILLIPS LORD PRODS.

Republic Studios. North HoUywood
hour adventure series starring Brian
"GANGEUSTER" scries for NBC-TV,
Donlevy shooting two films a week* 32
sponsored by Chesterfield, now shooting.
to be shot to June.
Phillips Lord
Producer:
Knox.
E.
Producer: Harold
Director: Lew Landers
Bill Karn

the organization has raised a total Director:
$13,574,686 in the 10 years of
DOUGFAIR CORP.
Us existence.
«6tt N. Robertson Blvd.: Hollywood

ROLAND REED PRODS.
Hal Roach Studios; Culver City

Assistant to producer: Boh
Director: Duke Goldstone

Snader

TEEVEE COMPANY

.

ASSIGNMENT"

Hollywood, March

On

than 300 Merrick stories. They're
to be scripted for the vidpix series

22.

Producer: Gil Ralston

600 Taft Bldg.. Hollywood

"LIFE WITH

half-hour

DONLEVY

Seen Cutting Costs

Studio, Hollywood
ROGER* in four oater telepix roll
17. Vidpix are half-hour each. Roy

Arizona. Begin
comody se- in
about -ham radios March 24
ries for CBS-TV, sponsored by Philip p ro ^ucer: Wanda Tuchock
Morris. Shoots to June.
Director: George deNormand
Cast: Lucill* Rail, Pesi Armil sft
with William Frawlay, Vivian Vance In
EDWARD LEWIS PRODS.
fill.
to
parti
support. He
Motion Picture Center, Hollywood
Producer: Jess Oppenhelmcr
Series of half-hour drama* featuring
Director: Marc Daniels
, .
Madclyn Irene Dunne as fcmcee resumes shooting
OppenhclmeY,
Jess
Writers:
April 1.
Pugh, Bob Carroll
Producer: Edward Lewis

"DANGEROUS

Series;

Goldwyn

HOUR GLASS PRODS.

DESILU PRODS., INC.
LOVE LUCY"

2d

series of half-hour
television films, one based
on
writings of Louis Bromfield and
ROY
ttie other on works of Leonard
March
Rogers, Dale Evans topline, Pat Brady Merrick, known as the British O.
in support. General western parts to fill. Henry, will be launched by Bing
Sponsored by General Foods for NBC-TV.
Crosby Enterprises in the immediProducer: Roy Rogers
FLYING A PRODUCTIONS
Associate producer: Jack Lacey
ate future. Outfit expects to comDirector: Bob Walker
6920 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood
plete
several stanzas of each be"RANGE RIDER" second half of series
of 52 half-hour telepix now shooting.
SCREEN TELEVIDEO PRODS. fore showcasing them for potenJack Mahoney,' Dick Jones in fixed leads.
tial
clients
and agencies.’
Eagle Lion Studios. Hollywood
Producer: Louis Gray
"ELECTRIC THEATRE" series of halfDirector: Wallace Fox
BCE has acquired rights to more
hour drama telepix resumes shooting
•451

Director:

General Service Studios, Hollywood

"1

Sets

Combined Production

.

COSMAN PRODS.
Hal Roach Studios, Culver City
"IN THE LAW" series of half-hour telepix starring George Raft shooting to

March

P&G

Ix

Director: Axel Gruenberg, Richard Irving,
Norman Lloyd.

FILMCRAFT PRODS.

JOHN GUEDEL PRODS.

General Service Studios, Hollywood
Twenty-six half-hour adventure telepix
featuring Clyde Boatty. Shoot to March
20
Producer: Walter White, Jr.
Director: George Blair

.

.

Hollywood

Freeman G.eden. Chari..
_
_
NBC. DeSoto-Plymouth sponsoring.
Director: Charles Barton.
Producer: John Guedel
Fonda
James
Producer:
Film producer: I. Lindenbaum
Directors: Bob Dwan, Bcrnie Smith

General Service Studios, HoUywood
dickered by Tele-Victor Corp., new
"SKY KIND" series of half-hour vidFoods shooting.
vidpic production outfit formed by pix for DerbyGrant,
Gloria Winter, Ron
Cast: Kirby
Lou Victor, who served as producHagerthy, set leads.
tion coordinator for Snader Tele- Producer: Jack Chertok

scriptions since its inception. Victor will be producer for the new
firm, which has been capitalized at
$100,000, and Gilbert King will be

Blvd..

"HOLLYWOOD THEATRE" half-hour
series resumes shooting mid-March.
Directors: Derwln Abbe, Arnold Wester

"AMO* 'N' ANDY" Hal Roach Studios,
Culver City series of character comedy
telepix now shooting.
^ nnitl, nr ., Blatz
K ar7 Beer.
nper
Sponsored

PLANS TOM MIX SERIES isps*
correii.

Sunset

Similar bustle is under way at the
Hal Roach lot in Culver City
where half-a-dozen films will keep
(Continued on page 40)

REVUE PRODUCTIONS

drama

CBS-TV

LOU VICTOR'S NEW FIRM

in Production

f in dividual .record for the brief history of thd vidpic industry. Firm is
rolling five in “The ITfiexpefcted”
series; six in the “Boston Blackly*
series; and four in the “Cisco Kid”
series.

California Studios, Hollywood
series of O. Henry
type dramas shooting; each
,« v-„ film five minutes in length, two being combined to

"LITTLE THEATRE"

make quarter hour telepix.
Associate producer: Sherman Harris
Executive producer: Marc Frederic
Director: William Asher
-

FRANK WISBAR PRODS.
Eagle Lion Studios:

"FIRESIDE THEATRE"

HoUywood
series of half-

hour adult dramas. Now shooting.
Producer-director: Frank Wisbar
Associate producer: Sidney Smith

ZIV TV

r

5255 Clinton St., Hollywood
Five in "UNEXPECTED" series of halfhour telepix shoot in March.
Six "BOSTON BLACKIE" telepix in
half-hour series shoot In March.
Four "CISCO KID" half-hour telepix
scheduled for March shooting.
Director: Paul Landres, Eddie Davis, Sobey Martin

For Mel Ronson Telepix
Mel Ronson, former Hollywood
screenwriter, has obtained rights
from the New York Police Benevolent Assn, to use the title, “New
York’s Finest,” for a vidpix series.
PBA holds copyright on the label
and will share in the proceeds of
the show.
also
will
organization
Police
make available to Ronson each
suitable
a
with
retired
cop
week a
story for telepixing. This circumvents going into N. Y. police files,
which are unavailable.

Ronson, who has been working
on the deal in New York for the
past six months, returned to the
Coast yesterday (Tues.) to set up
production arrangements.

ALLOCATIONS

SYSTEM THREATENS B’CASTER CHAOS
m

Washington, March

3«Way Mayhem

11.

Tremendous pressures to get the
TV freeze lifted by April 1 has

going to be three major
video mystery meller* competing directly against each
other iu the near future, as a

than applause.
In its anxiety to unfreeze and
the air
to get new TV stations on
agency last
as soon as possible, the
handle
v to
voted
tentatively
week
applications on a channel-by-chanVHF
lump
to
than
rather
nel basis
and UHF applications in one pot or

Against Crime” and ABC-TV’s
“Mystery Theatre” both moving from Friday nights back to

It.'s

,

made the FCC so panicky that it
may issue s. final allocation plan
which may cause more confusion

'

VHF and
Variety learned.
treat

UHF

result

Chesterfield’S

the channel-by-channel policy
adopted when the Commission

membership

casts its final vote

on

the allocation report in the next
few weeks the result may be chaos.
As one source told Variety, the

hundreds of applicants for

TV

But more important,

it is

claim-

ed, the channel-by-channel system
would favor the well-heeled appli-

particularly the long-established radio station, and put the
smaller entry at a disadvantage.
The Apparent justification for the
system, it is understood, is- that the
‘‘outstanding” applicant in a nonarea would apply for the most
desirable channel; driving competitors Into a scramble for the remaining channels. The “outstanding” applicant would thus have the
field to himself on his channel bid
and be in a position to get his station on the air fast while his competitors go through hearings on
their applications.
cant,

TV

A

B

Jtaa 38

Only
4 markets with 4 or more

the Friday night spot currently occupied by “Man Against Crime,”

with the latter show scheduled to
move to a new Thursday night
period. Both “Irma” and “Crime”
are bankrolled by R. J. Reynolds,
which has okayed the moves on
the assumption that both shows

made

possible

by

the

Alan Young show, now
aired Thursdays at 9, has been
cancelled by Esso and Kroger’s,
which bankrolled it on a split net-

work

TY

I

!

3
2

stations

44

4*

44

44

44

41

;

.

VHF

Softens

ABC Chi

44

44

“

^

“

NO VHF

+ B

a*

4*

March 11.
wave washed

stations

41.5% of Population)

‘23 markets with 4 or
44
44
“
29
3
44
44
35
2 “

Chicago,

**

**

UHF

and

Economy Drive
economy

u. s.

2 markets with 4 or more stations
44
44
44
44
g 44
“
44
“
44
2 “

28
2Q
5
(A

VHF

ABC’s

%

Only

Sales Activity

more

stations

44

44

44

44

72 “C” Markets (population 150,000-450,000) (C

(A

VHF

over the web’s Central Division operation last week with relatively
minor effect. Pink slips were handed out to 10 staffers, mostly at the
secretarial and junior employee
level, and for the time being, at

Only

+B+

C

=*

12 . 0 %)

53.5%)

0 markets with 4 or more stations
«
44
44
44
44
5
3
«
**
“
44
2 “
<4
44
44
44
44
g7
J
44
15
NO VHF stations

34

VHF

UHF

and

13 markets with 4 or
44
“
3 44
44
44
69
2 44

more
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*«

72
<4

47

D” Markets

44

J

stations
44

44

44

44

44

44

44

(population 50,000-150,000) (D

(ABCD

=

w

3.5%)

57.0%)

VHF. only
1

2
15
32
15

VHF

market with 4 or more stations
44
44
44

44

44

44

44

44

UHF

and

“

<*

44

2

44

44

44

1

44

44

3

44

NO VHF

stations

2 markets with 4 or more stations
“
44
44
44
3 “
44
44
44
44
2 44

18

40
47

“

«

i

«*

€4

44

RECAP;

162 Metropolitan Markets
(includes all U. S. markets* 50,000 population and
larger)
If VHF only, there are:
7 markets with 4 or more stations
44
44
44
44
*4
28
3
44
44
44
44
85
2 44
44
44
44
44
«*
127
1
44
44
35
NO VHF stations
With VHF and UHF there are:
46 markets with 4. or more stations
44
44
“
44
91
3 *«
44
4*
152
2 44
44
44
44
•**
44
162
1
44

44

SHOW

ABC-TV PANEL

TO FEATURE EX-CONS Schlitz Switch
“Four-Square Court,” panel

program

cussion

featuring

dis-

the

problems of ex-convicts, will be
launched by ABC-TV on Sunday
(16) at 7:30

p.m.
Airer each week will have a
panel of two ex-cons and two penal
authorities,
latter
being prison
chaplains, wardens, psychologists,
etc.
Some of the former inmates
will be masked to conceal their
identity,

and

each

ex-prisoner

Bodes Changes
The

Schlitz Beer programming
entries may he subject to change"
as result ‘of the switchover of the
$3,000,000 radio-TV billings from
Young
Rubicam to Lennen
Mitchell. Nick Keeseley, AM-TV
director for the L
agency, in-

&

&

&

M

terrupted a Florida vacation last

week, following announcement of
the

account’s

switchover,

and

headed for the Coast for huddles
mulled on the future status of Schlitz
will also have his identity kept un- shows.
Beer company will probably
der wraps.
stay put with the Ronald Colman
Idea of the program is to

whose

i

1

‘*

markets with 4 or more stations

-2

'

Bid Hangs by 2G

«<

«

UHF

VHF. and

AM

Jerry Lester TV

<i

35 “B” Markets (population 450,000-2,000,000) (B » 11 1
Population)

& ‘Mama’

In one of its major program realignments of the season, CBS-TV
is moving “My Friend Irma” into

will benefit.
Shifts are
fact that the

.

g

Mercury cars on Ed Sullivan’s “Toast of the Town,” CBS-TV.
Selling Sealtest products on “Big

Top”— CBS-TV.

lima

S.

Population)*

VHF

TO AXE

—

markets with two or more stations.

The following are the March, ’51, proposed allocations:
8 “A” Markets (population over 2,000,000) (24.4% of U.

setup.
“Irma,” now aired least, there’s been no major slashor TV proTuesdays at 10:30* in moving into ing of either the
the Friday at 8:30 spot now occu- gramming budget.
According to veepee John Norpied by "Crime,” will be able to
pick up a number of additional ton, who got the word on ABC’s
retrenchment
at
live stations. In addition, the new down-the-line
conferences in New
tion of UHF stations. Under this slotting will put it back-to-back homebffice
hoped,
“two pot” system, it was
with “Mama,” a consistent entry in York week before last, the Chi opsome applications would prefer to the Top 10 ratings. CBS thinks eration actually fared rather well
The 'Chi
file for UHF rather than go into the move will benefit both shows. in the economy move.
hearing for the usually few avail“Crime,” going into the Thurs- plant, particularly the video side,
Permits for day at 9 period, will be sandwiched has built up to a stronger position
able VHF channels.
UHF could thus be expedited.
between the top-rating “Amos, ’n’ saieswise the past few months with
However, the Federal Communi- Andy” and “Big Town.” “Crime” he result the economy edict orreprewhich
Assn.,
Bar
cations
itself. has been up in the top 10 dered by New York has hit harder
sents the radio lawyers who prac- consistently, which will give CBS elsewhere.
tice before the Commission, pre- a triple-tnreat Thursday
nights.
Besides the personnel who get
ferred the “one pot” method of “Irma’s” Tuesday night period, in- he walking papers next
week, the
handling applications on the ground cidentally,, is local option time and
lightening caused Norton to scratch
that it would result in a fairer de- is expected to be returned to the<f
10 new job categories which he’d
termination of who gets the chan- local stations for individual pro
hoped to get approved. Also to
nels. Under the “two pot” theory, gramming.
save engineering costs at WENRFCBA argued', the least qualified
TV, the station goes on a revamped
applicant might get a UHF permit.
daytime schedule next week.
Outside Pressures?
^
JOHNS-MANVILLE SET
Heretofore the station has been
What caused the Commission to
opening with the network Paul
suddenly develop a yen for the
Dixon
show at 10:30 a. m. and run‘FAIRMEADOWS’
chanhel-by-channel scheme isn’t
quite clear. According to some reNBC-TV looks headed for an- ning through to 2:30 p. m. when it
went on test pattern until 4:30.
ports, strong outside pressure was other cancellation in
the near
the
new arrangement,
applied at both Commission and future, with Johns-Manville ready Under
staff levels to sell the agency on to
check off its “Fairmeadows, WENR-TV will light up for the
Dixon
and
the
Frances Langfordthe idea that the best way to get U.S.A.” show' after the April 27
TV started soonest in non-TV areas broadcast. Agency is J. Walter Don Ameche web strips but will
shut down from noon to 2 p. m.
Is by such a policy.
Thompson.
This means the local noon lineup
At any rate, after former chairShow is aired Sundays from 3
to 3:30 p.m., and is one of a string will be dropped down into the mid( Continued on page 37)
of Sunday afternoon shows bank- afternoon period. Included are the
and Kay” spread which
rolled on NBC by big industrial “Bob
firms new to TV.
Cancellation moves into the 2 o’clock slot, folwill open a second hole in the lowed by the Beulah Karney houseweb’s Sunday afternoon lineup, wife show, which alternates with
since Minnesota Mining previous- “Housewives’ Holiday,” and the
ly served notice on the web that Barbara Moro strip.
it's checking off “Juvenile Jury
Should the network drop the
Dixon and Langford-Ameche dis
play during the summer, WENR-TV
Status of Jerry Lester and his CBS Plans
Version
likely would stick with its 2 p. m.
$4,000-a-week “play or no play”
sign-on.
Of ‘Favorite Husband’
contract with NBC apparently is up
Norton also passed along the
In a switch on CBS’ new tech- order that several of the station’s
in the air. Lester is presently withnique
of
building
radio properties sustaining strips are slated for the
out a show and has been missing
from video since the collapse of on established video clicks, CBS- axe at the end of the current 13the Sunday
night
Chesterfield TV is lining up a video version of week cycle unless they’re sold.
“Sound Off” series. However, he “My Favorite Husband.” Show had
recently auditioned a new TV ver- a run of several seasons on CBS
sion of “Blind Date,” a Bernard radio but was axed last spring.
Frank as Gottlieb Aide
T V’ed “Husband” would origi
L. Schubert package, in the hope
that NBC would welcome it into uate live from the Coast, possibly
Norman Frank, vet radio probowing in as a summer replace- ducer, has been named program
the TV programming fold.
NBC reportedly has nixed the nient this year. Web is considering supervisor for CBS Radio, in which
show. Meanwhile, it’s understood Martha Stewart for the lead role capacity he’ll serve as chief aide
that CBS showed interest in the created on AM by Lucille Ball, with to program veepee ‘Lester Gottlieb
package to the extent that it was Richard Denning repeating the in N. Y.
willing to get Lester off the no
husband role, which he had in the
Frank has been working at CBS
show hook to the tune of $2.000. radio series. Web is planning to for
the last
But that would leave NBC saddled cut a kinescope audition of the assignment five weeks on special
to line up new shows.
with a $2,000-a-week payoff and show as soon as casting is comIn his new deal, he’s signed a
no Lester. Nothing’s happened.
pleted.
long-term pact.

Prior to last week's meeting on
the allocation plan, it was learned,
there had been strong sentiment
for separate handling of VHF and
UHF applications among the staff
In the interest of pushing construc-

R

A

Selling

Bracket

W51

of the nation’s population?
Similarly intriguing is the fafct that in
and B Markets, with
heavy saturation population up to 2,000,000, there will be only
eight
markets with
markets Wih four or more stations and two
four oy ffiore stations; 14 B markets with three or more stations

BOB BUSSELL
Shifts

12,

The following is an analysis based 'on the FCC’# proposed VHFXJHF allocations issued in March, 1951, and J, Walter Thompson’s
162 A,B,C and D Metropolitan Markets. Within the next two
weeks the FCC will actually hand down the allocations for TV.
Since his exit as FCC chairman, Wayne Coy'has tipped that the
Commission will Tie even tougher than the March, ’51,, proposed
allocations suggest. All of which would Seem to point to one glaring question: Can there be room for more than two major television networks? Even assuming the FCC permits as many stations as proposed a year ago, which is now deemed unlikely, a
recap involving the 162 Metropolitan Markets shows that with
VHF and TJHF there will be only 46 markets with four on,.more
stations; 91 markets with three or more stations.
Even a greater deterrent to a three or four-network TV economy
Is the breakdown on the 47 “D” Markets of 50,000 to 150, OQO population, which represents 57% of the nation. With VHF and UHF.
there will be only two markets with four or more stations, and*5nly
16 markets with three or more stations. How, then,
asked, can
a third major network pull for circulation j$i areas that total 57%

being ankled by Cluett-Peabody’s Herb Shjiaer 'show.

find themselves in “a shell ganm
to determine who their compet>
tion will be in th$ scramble for

he
channels. And the
added, will have a major problem
on its hands in keeping up with
the changes which the channel-bychannel system will necessitate.
Blow To Less-Heeled

“Dragnet,”

decided to move the vidfilm
series into the Thursday period

will

agency,

“Man

which means that two ciggie
firms will also be bucking
each other, since Camels bankSterlrolls “Crime” on CBS.
ing Drug now has “Mystery”
on ABC Fridays at 8, but has

If

is

CBS-TV’s

of

Thursday night at 9 periods.
Thursday night slot is currently occupied on NBC-TV

separately,

Wednwday, IKinIi

ksaaert

KA»M-TEI£VniO)T

44

specific

problem

is

show “Hails

of

Ivy”

radio

show

on

problems of former convicts NBC, since
all concerned are hap(of whom there
are reportedly py with its audience payoff. Main
16,000,000 former federal offenders bone of contention, it’s reported,
alone) in going straight while is the “Schlitz Television Playsociety makes them outcasts. Stan- house” series, which is scheduled
za will be produced in cooperation to trim from 60 minutes to a halfwith civic organizations concerned hOur and from live to film. It’s
with prisoner rehabilitation. Series, understood, however, that Schlitz
to be emceed by Norman Broken- may wind up scrapping the dramashire, is an ABC-TV package in tic format in its entirety and putassociation with David Loun.
ting in a new type show.
the

Wcdnwity.M.rek

12, 1932
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CBS’ Top Level Switches

Bannister Quits

major shuffle since splitting the network down the middle
and setting up its various operational divisions, CBS yesterday
(Tues.) announced some top level administrative changes, principally affecting Howard S. Meighan and Adrian Murphy. Meighan,
who was named president of CBS Radio in July, 1951, moves out
of that spot and rejoins the general executive group of the parent
In

CBS

represents a new operational sphere for him. His successor
as president of CBS Lab has not been named as yet.
Aside from its bare statement on the changes, CBS refrained
from further comment on the top level switches.

CBS

•

a

1

M

—

I
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Summer Formula,

Scales Set

TT

-||

inn.!,

By

NBC for Major TV Programming
NBC-TV

this

week

finalized pro--

duction plans on a summertime
"All Star Eevue” and Kate Smith
daytime show, as well as a new
“Saturday Night Dance Party,”
which will serve as summer replacement for the Sid Caesar-

Imogene Coca “Show of Shows.”
Eeplacements for the web’s other
two unit productions, “Colgate
Comedy Hour” and the “Kate
Smith Evening Hour,” have not

-

Coy Meets Berie
Now

ex-FCC chairman
Wayne Coy is becoming a
broadcaster (50% ownership
that

KOB

of

and

KOB-TV,

Al-

buquerque, N. M.), with a stake
In television programming and
personalities, the trade is anticipating the day which headlines:

set.

NBC

NBC Exec
.

By GEORGE ROSEN

He

also retains his veepee status with the parent
Broadcasting System, Inc., a post he’s held since 1946.

corporation.

Columbia
Murphy, who has been president of CBS Laboratories, relinquishes that office apd moves into Meighan’s berth as president
of .CBS Eadio. Murphy,' who has been the major factotum in the
Laboratories division since the splitup last July, has been CBS’
No. 1 "troubleshooter” in video matters and sparked the network’s
protracted color video aspirations. Stepping into the radio end of

been

Coy Meets

rushing plans for the
three summer subs to sponsors and

Berle.,

Detroit,

For

the end of this week, network radio may have a pretty good
idea what the future portends. Before Saturday rolls around, the
fateful decision is expected to
come out of the Cincinnati headquarters of Procter & Gamble,
kingpin among broadcast advertisers with approximately $20, 000,000 spent on radio alone in 1951.
And what P ft G decides to do,
may well determine the course of
action for other big-league radio
spenders, for it’s fairly axiomatic
that “as P & G goes, so goes the
field,” at least as far as radio is
concerned.
It’s reported that the
& G program braintrusters came to a meeting of the minds on Monday (10),
but won’t tip off its decision until
later in the week. At stake is the
$5,000,000 (annual time and talent
outlay) strip of CBS early evening
shows; namely, Lowell Thomas,
“Beulah” and Jack Smith, the
three-way, cross-the-board programming parlay that for several years
has proved a CBS bonanza.
P itG prexy Neil McElroy, high
priest among radio bankrollers, is
reprising his “get tough” policy of
five years back when, at the NBC
convention in Atlantic City, he
threw a scare into the network

TV

on Miss Smith’s Wednesday
show continue through the
summer is indefinite, but it’s a

Acceptance

time rates.

Bad Timing

rollers

night

foregone conclusion that NBC will
have replacements for the shows.
Web claims the three summer
replacements lined up will be considerably less costly than the regular season shows. Miss Smith’s daytime sub, for example, will retain
as many as possible of the elements
now contained in the program, but
will sell at $1,500 per quarter-hour
segment, as compared with $3,000
per quarter-hour now.
Show is
aired from 4 to 5 p.m. cross-theboard. Summertime “All Star” will
cost $25,000 net, while the “Dance
Party” is slated to sell for $11,670
for a half-hour or $3,890 for a 10minute segment. “All Star” is aired
Saturdays from 8 to 9 p.m., and.
“Show of Shows” (“Dance Party”)
9 to 10:30.

On Summer Ride
While final returns aren’t yet in
from all clients, CBS-TV sales veepee Fred M. Thrower declared this

100% Smith

week

that the

of

advertisers to bypass a sum-

its

mer

web

expects

hiatus this year

and continue

on the air through the traditional
dog days.

Thrower said he’s basing his prediction on the web’s record last
year, when “99 44/100th” of its
sponsors rode through the summer.
Only bankroller to take a hiatus
during the 1951 season was Oldsmo*
bile.
And even Olds, he pointed
out, only chopped two days a week
off its cross-the-board sponsorship
of the 15-minute “Doug Edwards

\
and the News.”
Retain Format
CBS-TV, of course, htfa several
“All Star” is expected
sustaining half-hours ofCcream evening time last year, whereas this
duction numbers. Most of the com- year, with the exception of the
ics now rotating on the show, of Tuesday night Frank Sinatra show
course, will vacation and NBC is and 90 minutes on Saturday night
for “Songs for Sale,” the web is
(Continued on page 36)

Summer

to retain the revue format but will
eliminate most of the costly pro-

As a result, it’s
virtually SEO.
pointed out, the record will be even

more impressive

Hot Guy Dilemma

stick

on the

if

air this

all

sponsors

summer.

CBS is aware that to
P & G would invite

Web

capitulate

the same
demands from other network radio
sponsors. Hence CBS is standing
pat,
refusing to give in. The
awaited P & G decision is whether
the
Thomas-“Beulah”
to_ scrap

to

strip shows, or go along with
decision to maintain the
status quo on rates.
CBS is taking the action, fully

CBS’

+

nrr

Boxscore of the

initial eight-

With Regent Cigarets pacted

week for a

WWJ

both radio and TV. He’ll take over
the job now held by Carleton
Smith, who is reportedly remaining with the web but in a capacity
not yet determined.
Announcement of the Bannister
appointment came as a- complete
surprise to the trade. It’s understood that the bid to strengthen
the web’s station relations setup
stems primarily from the virtual
collapse of the NBC Basic Economy
Study for radio, which involved a
complete reappraisal of the NBC
affiliates’ rate structures based on
TV inroads. For some time there

thusly:
this

Harry Bannister, general manstations, Detroit,
ager of the
and an industry leader for years,
joins the NBC web in N. Y. April
15 as head of station relations for

week run of the Dave GarroVay “Today” NBC-TV early
morning marathon sum«r up
five-minute,

once-a-week sponsorship, there
are now 16 bankrollers. All
told, they bring in a weekly
gross of $30,000. There are
500 minutes a week available
for sponsorship (five minutes
of each half-hour are turned
over to stations for loGal sponsorship). With 60 minutes sold
to the 10 clients, it represents
12% of the sponsorship poten-

NBC

was

a recognition that the
station relations division was operating at less than maximum
efficiency, due to resignations, etc.,
but there was little Indication until

tial.

Another half-dozen clients or
so, and the show will be out of
the red. It cost more than
$30,000 a week, including Garroway’s "paycheck, to keep the
show rolling. Since it’s only
two months old, NBC says it’s
happy over the progress thus
far, and show's future.

announcement
Smith would be replaced.

yesterday’s

named

Billings; 50-50

a veep hasn’t been* deter-

mined.

As g.m.

/

i

'

that

Bannister became general manager of WWJ, which is owned by
the Detroit News, in 1941, and has
also managed the station’s video
counterpart, WWJ-TV, since it went
on the air. He’ll be replaced by
Edwin K. Wheeler, now business
manager of the News, who at one
time managed WWJ-FM. Smith, incidentally, holds veepee rank, but
whether Bannister will also be

Y&R’s New Cig

—

CBS Sees 100%

Post in Station Relations
-Sr,--.

Boxicor* on ‘Today*

By

brass by telling them to “lay off
or else” when NBC was determined to rid the airwaves of commercial abuses. This time, McElroy,
feeling that radio’s not what it
used to be in the face of TV and
its spiraling costs, has demanded
that CBS cut its nighttime rate
structure to match the lower day-

is

agencies of the shows which they’ll
replace, since the web has decided
that, if any of the participating
bankrollers on these three take a
summer hiatus, a new sponsor coming in for the summer has the
right to stay on next fall. Whether
Colgate and the participating bank-

from

WWJ,

its

WWJ

of
Bannister has
played a major role in spiraling
that station and its TV adjunct
’into a sphere of importance, and
through the years he’s played a key
Although everybody concerned industry role, notably
with the
is being mum on the subject, pendNAB, in helping promulgate radioing an official announcement next
standards and patterns.
TV
week, a new cigaret, purported to
be king-size, is being put on the
market, with Young Sc Rubicam
grabbing off the account. It’s understood there are millions of dollars behind the venture, although

Chance on Blatz

i

initially Y & R embarks on a test
campaign with the new ciggie product,

with kickoff billings estimated

Billings to

Grant

be under $1,000,000.
Grant agency this week snagged
Presently Y & R has no cigaret
cognizant that if P & G, in the account, although it does have the lucrative Dodge Motors account
process of reappraising its whole White Owl Cigars, regarded as a from Ruthrauff Sc Ryan and is lookAM-TV advertising budget, chimes non-conflicting product. A few ing for a new television- show for
in with a “count us out” decision, years ago, the agency Had Pall Mall the auto firm. Account totals about
then other major radio spenders cigarets, which subsequently $10,000,000 In. annual billings and
may take their cue from such ac- switched to Sullivan, Stauffer, Col- several of the top agencies, includtion, thus inviting a wave of can- well Sc Bayles agency.
ing Young Sc Rubicam, had been
cellations.
Meanwhile, there’s considerable bidding for it.
CBS frankly acknowledges it is trade speculation as to Y & R’s inDodge has not been represented
worried, more so because of the heritance of the Blatz Beer busi- on TV since last year, when it
unfortunate timing of the new ness, currently held by the Wein- bankrolled
“Showtime,
U.S.A.”
sponsor demands. It’s figured that traub agency. An agency spokes- Sunday nights on the ABC video
it will take another year or two
man said this week the “chances web in cooperation with the Amer50-50”
for the whole economics of TV were
of
acquiring the ican National Theatre and Acadto shake down. Already the signs Schenley beer billings. Only a cou- emy. Its search for a new show
are posted in video, as the rising ple weeks back, Y &R suffered one underscores the way the car manuare of its major account losses, when facturers, who had been bearish
costs for talent and time
frightening off more and more the Schlitz business, approximating on TV for some time, are now getclients. It’s considered inevitable $7,000,000, moved out of the house, ting back into the medium.
that there will be an AM resurg- with Lennen & Mitchell getting
ence, once TV is reappraised in the radio-TV billings and Leo Burinheriting other media.
its proper perspective, but there’s nett
CBS SELLING
Since Y & R has the Four Roses
a growing fear that by that time
network radio may suffer by can- whiskey account (a Schenley comTIME
products,
the
conflict
POLITICOS
cellation blows from which it may petitive
would have to be resolved.
never recover.
CBS has decided to follow the
Further distress signals appeared
lead of the other major networks
posted at CBS this week when it
in selling time on both radio and
’52
to

1

AM-TV

TO

execs also emphasized that they
have eliminated the program contributions they offered their summertime advertisers last year. Only became
that
Convention
certain
virtually
television this year to political
concession for the upcoming sumparties and candidates prior to
(Continued on page 39)
is a 10% time discount availmer
the national conventions.
Reprise?
Set
for
Boca
American
and
Tobacco
Co.
any sponsor sticking
Final decision had been stalled
BBD&Q agency are trying to re- able to a 52-week
NBC prexy Joseph H. McConnell until
schedule.
through
now because of the reluctsolve a summer replacement dilemreturned last week from a quickie
Probe
ance of CBS-TV prez J. L. Van
ma.
Specifically it concerns the
vacation in Boca Raton, Fla., scene
Volkenburg
to okay the move, deGuy Lombardo orch and the CBS
Washington, March 11.
of the NBC convention a few
spite the previous okay granted it
Sunday evening Jack Benny fill-in U.S.
The House Committee is reRENEWS,
months back.
by
Radio
CBS
prexy Howard
full
preparing
a
spot.
ported quietly
McConnell’s return to Boca is Meighan. It’s believed the web will
For the past few years American
scale investigation of ComEXITING
believed to have been partially in- make no formal announcement of
radio
munism in Hollywood
Tobacco has been using Lombardo
spired by fresh overtures to nego- its decision.
U. S. Eoyal Tire has negotiated
for summer duty on the Benny
and television, when probers
tiate for a reprise of the network’s
start their Los Angeles hearLucky Strike program. But this with NBC-TV for another 13-week
annual shindig in the winter of ’52.
“Showings on April 21.
season the orch leader has taken cycle of its Sunday night
nothing
however,
there’s
yet,
As
effective
stanza,
variety
Investigation chairman Wilover the Lucky Strike “Hit Parade” case”
Weiss Quits
official as to the site of the next
Abbott
liam Wheeler has been on the
radio version, which is on the rival •April 13. However, George
Washington, March 11.
convention.
Co&st several weeks which,
NBC network. Lombardo, it’s un- is vamping the emcee spot after
•Lewis Allen Weiss, former head
he’s comsince the committee has inderstood, doesn’t want to get in- the initial cycle, since
of
Don
Lee Network and forthe
“Casey
dicated the Hollywood film
Scheffels Exits
volved in the two-way commercial mitted to the upcoming
mer Mutual Network board chairNo repart of its probe is virtually
spread while CBS isn’t particular- Jones” musical legiter.
Scheffels, longtime member man, has turned in his resignation
Paul
yet.
wound up, is seen underlining
ly anxious to re-embrace Lombardo placement has been set as
of the ABC news staff, has been as Assistant NPA Administrator
on the
the report of radio-video probin view of his NBC “Hit Parade” with Joe Bigelow, producer
dropped by the web.
for Civilian Requirements; effecflock
a
ing.
commitment, which is a year-round show, currently auditioning
Scheffels for many years has tive March 1.
A small group of AFRA and
of candidates.
show.
Weiss joined NPA Jan. 15, 1951.
its
man
with
contact
ABC’s
been
allegedly
TV members are
vaCBS program veepee Lester
Abbott originally pactep to do
gabber, Walter Winchell, spending He plans an extended European
furnishing Wheeler with reGottlieb may pitch up Doris Day as the first four “Showcase” stanzas
cation immediately after leaving
the
Miami
with
in
time
much
of
h'ife
suspect
ports on activities of
agency.
a replacement for the Benny hiatus but later agreed to stay on for
government
the
columnist.

NBC

Confronts Luckies
*

HVood AM-TV

ROYAL
BUT ABBOTT

,

NPA

‘

ABC

period.

the full round of 13.

members.

I

—

&

u

*AMQ^EtBVX«iI01V
CBS

BAB Stfps Into High Gear, Sets 42
Area Sales Powwows

in

was

ment under which

dues by National 4 ssn of RadioTelevision Broadcasters members,

.

Cott,

AM Drive

who was -program

THERE’

Web has asIn the near future.
signed Bill Spier to produce the
video, version and is tentatively
contemplating it as a new Sunday
It will* mark the third:
entry.
award-winning series converted by
CBS from radio to video, with
One” and “Columbia
“Studio
Workshop” now established TV

at

v.p.

SHOW

Y., until- joining NBC shows
WNEW,
“You Are There!.’
Where the
in April, 1950, has projected the'
nevertheless be in a stronginto the lucrative dealt with historical events as
key
network
er coin position for the new fiscal
old, the TV
years
200
much
as
big
field
in
way.
a
local billings
year.
version will concentrate on events
BAB sales clinics will be onemaking the
years,
last
20
the
of
*

AM

it will

affairs,

manage*

comprising

in the morning followed by sessions for sales managers and account execs in the afternoon. Parleys will be open to BAB

ment meetings

members and will be cuffo.
BAB meets will kick off in Los
Angeles on April 16, followed by
Frisco,

April 21;

Portland,

23, and Seattle, April 25.
series will be conducted by

April
This

BAB

show, according to program veepee
Hubbell Robinson, Jr., “sort of a
‘See It Then’.” Web has lined up
the story of Lee’s surrender to
Grant at Appomattox as the inias technical adviser on the preem
Robinson himself, who has
tlaler.
With agencies losing control of conducted considerable study on
Civil War as a hobby, will act
live television production to the the
show.
networks, the admen are paying

Agencies’ Major

#

Stress: Plugs

prez William B. Ryan, v.p. Kevin B. closer attention to the commercial
Sweeney and local promotion direcspecial
tor John F. Hardesty. During the pitches and are setting up
departsummer the bureau will stage commercial - -producing

about three clinics weekly, with
two teams of etffccs on the road.
Majority of the dates and cities
will be worked out during the
NARTB convention next month.
Ryan said that the heavy sked of
clinics wap mapped following success of the 17 meetings BAB ran on
the NARTB district tour last year,
with stations lauding the chance to
Sessions
exchange selling ideas.
will also cover utilization of the
various sales tools BAB provides.
Industry promotion body’s improved financial picture stems from
the fact It has already received
pledges from some 400 stations for
'52-’53.
With the contributions
from the networks, BAB is assured
of $80,000 more annually than it
has under the present setup. Since
more subscriptions are expected by
April 1, when the new fiscal' pe-'
riod starts, BAB should wind up
with a budget $150,000 over the
almost $345,000 it has operated this

(Continued on page
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Detroit as

30

Auto

Detroit, March 11.
The Detroit News-owned WWJis getting ready to make one

TV

major studio construction

splashes in the country, in

its

own

way as unique as anything that
the N. Y. and L. A. major production centers call boast. The NBC
video affiliate has already put itself on record that it wants a place
in the “TV origination sun,” with
result that the “network has al-

made some semi-official
commitments for some summer
web programs emanating from the
ready

Detroit station.

Aside from a variety of construction innovations, including stage
turntables, etc., WWJ-TV is making a bid as the nation’s focal point
for origination of all auto commercials
on NBC-TV programming,
such as the Dinah Shore show for
Chevrolet, James Melton stanza for
Ford and Groucho Marx’s DeSoto-

Plymouth quizzer. Feeling is that,
as the nation’s No. 1 auto centre,
the Detroit originations can bring
to the commercials a knowhow and
understanding of the product that
could stand the automotive clients
in

good stead.

‘Panto Quiz’ as

Camel

cigarets

show

off

its

Summer
is

mulling

at

the

the case at such

Kenyon

Sc Eckhardt
Rubicam, among

Hollywood, March 11.
purchase of outside or networks
Louella Parsons, who bowed off
packages, rather than having the
show
agency produce the airer. Partial- her Sunday night ABC radio
j

15%

several

months

ago,

preems

a

commission on the package buys, new series next month on Tuesday
but chiefly because’ the sales pitch nights via CBS, with Lustre-Creme
payoff has become so crucial, the Shampoo picking up the tab. New

would follow “Life With
Luigi,” on which Wrigley’s may re-

show

shifting top creative talents into the building of
the one-, two- and three-minute

agencyites

are

new, despite previcus indications

that it would cancel.
on
featured
was
Columnist
At Y&R, for example, James
Sheldon, Dick Eckler and Larry CB£> a number of years ago as
Roemer, who previously were pro- hostess of the old “Hollywood
ducing and directing eptire stanzas, Party.” New show will mark f he
are now doing live commercials. first time she has appeared on
Dick Saunders, ex-CBS-TV, and other than a Sunday night. Show
Tom Ford, ex-ABC-TV, hired last will be aired in the 9:30 to 10 slot,
week by Y&R as producer-direc- which is presently occupied by
Latter series is to be
tors, will work on live commercials “Pursuit.”
axed at the end of this month
inserts.
In the new emphasis on sales- when Sterling Drugs checks off as
spiels.

Hikes Rate

morning spbt rate structure just
March 11.
last week announced an- announced for the spring and sumother rate Increase, effective April mer. Charges of “rate cutting” and
around
1, this one amounting to
“giving television aWay” are being
25%. Class A time in this single bandied about by other station exchannel market will go from $800 ecs and the agency men,
-meanhalf
for
to $1,000 an hour and $600
while, are eyeing the situation with
an hour. In the B classification, no little satisfaction.
it’ll be $750 and $450 and in C,
The Chi NBC tele station made
$650 and $390.
One-minute spots in Class A got the first big splash last month
it's
it unveiled
“introducwhen
10
and
20-seconds,
$125,
to $150,;
tory” five-for-one price scheme for
seconds, $75. Class B one-minute
in
spots
the
7
a.m. to
20-second
spots will be $125 and Class C,
1 p.m. period. Until April 1
$ 100 .
is selling five cross-the-board spots
for $145 net, the rate card price
for a single 20 :second blurb. Now
it’s been revealed the station plans
to extend a similar offer to Aug. 31
but this time on a five-for-two basis.
The advertiser who buys two spots
gets a strip for five for $290 in
the morning period.
Pittsburgh’,

WDTV

WNBQ

WGNJVsMOOO

the

end of

the present cycle and then shifting
it to CBS-TV in a few months as
summer replacement for Ralph Bellamy’s “Man Against Crime.”

“Quiz,” a live Hollywood origination. is aired Wednesday nights
on NBC from 10 to 10:30. If Camels
ankles the spot, it would open up

the second Wednesday night period in a row on NBC, since the
10:30 to 11 time was recently jettisoned by Hazel Bishop and is now
sustaining. Last season, incidentally,
“Man Against Crime” rode
through the summer for Camels,
but with a sub for Bellamy.

’

Baseball Windfall

WNBQ morning
WNBQ

“bargain”

Chicago, March 11.
hits WBKB and WGN-TV especially
putting the finish- hard. The
plan was launching touches this week to its ex- ed to bring in some spot revenue
clusive baseball package which into its pre-noon lineup which came
into being shortly after the first
rounds out to $600,000 with the
of the year with the advent of
fore and aft adjacencies. Station NBC-TV’s morning schedule. The
will telecast the complete Chi Cubs 7 a.m. to hoon period was virginal
77-game home schedule and 57 territory for the station since it
White Sox day games with the hadn't been programmed locally
Theodore Hamm Brewing Co. and prior to the debut of the network
Liggett Sc Myers (Chesterfields) shows. So after several weeks of
practically nil client interest in the
sharing the $400,000 tab.
The pre and post-game shows spot availabilities around. the web
programs at the $145 rate, veepee
already peddled add up to another
Harry Kopf decided to try the
$200,000. The adjacency bankrollnew
approach, more nearly attuned
ers are buying into the complete
to the market.
134-game bundle.
However,
indie
and
Walgreen’s have latched onto
the pre-game 10-minute “Batting WGN-TV here have been programPractice” on all the tilts and will ming pre-noon for several years
pegs
alternate with United Airlines on with apparent success.
the post-game “Tenth Inning,” also its 20-second spots in that time
carried
between doubleheaders. period at $150 and WGN-TV just
Nelson Brothers have -bought the boosted its to $110. Both, however,
sell them with a frequency dis15-minute “Leadoff Man.”
WGN-TV's gross baseball tab count while WNBQ’s and WENRTV’s are net. Since spot biz plays
last year when it shared the Cubs
telecast with
came to $400,- such an important part in the local
is

'

WBKB

WBKB

-

WBKB

can- Cubs

let its
last week,

TV

stations’ operations, it’s an
statement to say the two

WGN-TV

are

Whereas the
rights to
in 1950 were $30,000 for each
of the two stations,
this
year is paying $75,000 for its sin000.

not

WNBQ

underindies

about

enthusiastic

the

scheme.

word to CBS as to
The situation is somewhat differrenew or drop gleton coverage. The undisclosed
it will
ent at WENR-TV which next week
“Luigi.”
As a result, CBS has White Sox tap. is believed to be remains
off the air until 2 p.m.
close
to
for
the
$100,000
upcomextenoutfit
an
granted the gum
daily except for the hour and a
sion on its option. Web plans to ing season.
half of morning ABC programsustainer,
“Luigi’’
a
retain
as
ming. The Chi ABC outlet had
though, if Wrigley finally decides
mulled a package spot deal to comto cancel.
GF BUYS ‘TARZAN’
bat the WNBQ move but dropped
no
whether

yrith

the pitches are slotted in topflight
participating
programs such as
NBC-TV’s “Your Show of Shows,”
the talent, copy and production
trappings have to come up to those
high standards.

Best Foods Capsule Buy
Best Foods, Inc., has picked

WDTV Again

1

Tues. Nite Spot

others.
As tele program and time costs
soar, more sponsors are shifting to

ly to justify their collection of

Chicago, March 11.
has its Chi competitors
in a bit of a stew over its new

WNBQ

WGN-TV

final

FOR CBS SAT. RADIO

up

FDR,

Sunday 5:55 to 6 p.m. slot on
Radio, which was dropped last
week by Campana.
Food outfit hasn’t decided what
type of show it will put in the
period. Campana had a five-minute
news program, but since Admiral
the

Jr.,

Turns Gabber

CBS

TV Drama

Calendar

—

budget.

—

Goodyear TV Playhouse (NBC 9 to 10 p.m.). “Three Letters,”
by Hoffman R. Hays. With Judith Evelyn, Margaret Barker, Constance Ford, Ben Lackland, Orson Bean, Walter Brooke, Anne Burr.

March 17
Johnson’s Wax Program (NBC—9:30 to 10:30 p.m.). “The Wall,”
by Mary Roberts Rinehart, adapted by Denis Green. With Jane
Wyatt, Douglass Montgomery, Nydia Westman, Joan Chandler.
Studio One (CBS 10 to 11 p.m.). “The Vintage Years,” by F.
Hugh Herbert, adapted by Edith Somer and Bob Soderberg. With
Walter Slezak, Una O’Connor, Carmen Mathews.

—

March

19

Kraft TV Theatre <NBC— 9 to 10 p.m.). “The Bride the Sun
Shines On,” by Will Cotton.
Celancsc Theatre (ABC— 10 to 11 p.m.). “Saturday’s Children,”
by Maxwell Anderson.
With Mickey Rooney, Shirley Standlee.
Patricia Bright, Dora Mirande, Harrison Dowd.
March 21
Schiitz Playhouse of Stars (CBS— 9 to
10 p.m.).
“The Human
louch, by Robert Anderson. With Diana Ljnn, Vincent
Price.

calmness.

its

printed

It’s

officials are

their

argument that

(Continued on page 40)

MCA’ s New Accent

On Radio Division
In a reorganization of the Music
Corp. of America radio dept., Hal
Hackett has resumed as head of
#

that sector.
Some months ago
Hackett, who then headed th*
radio division, was shifted to tele,
where he serviced NBC. However,
he was retained as a roving salesman in radio, being permitted to
step into virtually any network

NBC

tele.

Dick

‘Professional Father’

Hampden, Anne Crowley.

March 16

WNBQ

The

and “Gangbusters,” also
sponsored by GF.
While final castihg of “Tarzan”
hasn’t been completed, it’s expect- and line up sales. In the present
ed the show will bypass a name realignment, he was moved back
cast in order to hold down the to head radio and will still service
ley’s,

March 12

TV Theatre (NBC— 9 to 10 p.m.). “The Thief,” by Henry
Bernstein.
With Carol Weiner, Bob Shakleton, Lauren Gilbert,
Beverly Whitney, Vaughn Taylor, Wright King.
Pulitzer Prize playhouse (ABC
10 to 11 p.m.). “Monsieur Beaucaire,” by Booth Tarkington, adapted by Lawrence Hazard.
With
Vincent Price, Anna Lee, Audrey Meadows, Hugh Griffith.
Kraft

the idea to stick with
rate.

viewing
General Foods this week pacted
the storm they’ve stirred up with
to bankroll a new radio version

of
Rep. Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr.,
turns gabber for WMCA, N. Y., do- “Tarzan” Saturday nights on the
CBS web. Packaged by Walter
ing a six-week series on “Shapeup
The Waterfront Story.” Series White's Commodore Productions
starts with a quarter-hour edition in Hollywood and originating via
tonight (Wed.), at 9:30 p.m. Suc- transcription from N. Y., the show
ceeding broadcasts will be 30 min- is slated to preem March 22, holding down the 8:30 to 9 period.
bankrolls a 25-minute Bob Trout utes long.
news roundup immediately precedRoosevelt says conditions on the Agency is Foote, Cone Sc Belding.,
ing, it’s believed Best Foods may docks cqnstitute “murder of the
GF presently has “Hopalong Casgo for another format.
sidy” in that slot. When it indiport of N. Y.”
cated its intention several weeks
ago of checking off “Hoppy,” it
was thought the sponsor would also
drop the time. As a result, GF’s
buy of “Tarzan” preserves CBS’
present Saturday night linqpp.
Show will be sandwiched between
Following is the lineup of hour-long dramatic shows on the
Gene Autry, bankrolled by Wrigmajor television networks during the next 10 days:

Schlitz Playhouse of Stars (CBS— 9 to 10 p.m.). “Make Way for
Teddy,” by Ambrose Flack, adapted by Don Ettlinger. .With Walter

“Pantomime Quiz”

NBC-TV

is

Sc

•

Chi Station Beefs

March 14

Sub for Camel ‘Crime’?
Idea of axing

Young

in*

The

Lolly’s Lustre

producing spiels, each plug is given sponsor.
As for Wri&ley’s, it
almost as much attention as a fullblown program. Since many of cellation period slide

'Comm! Showcase’
of the

ments. This
ad houses as

and

WNBQ ‘Morning Bargain

“You Are There,” which won.
CBS a number of awards as a
radio show several seasons back, is
slated, to bow as a CBS-TV show

WNBC

•

YOU ARE

SET AS TV

Broadcast Advertising Bureau 1sstepping into high gear In Its radiopromotion campaign and has set a
Colt’s V.P. Status
series of 42 area sales meetings
and WNBT,
Upping of
More agIn a four-month span.
N. Y., general manager Ted Cott
gressive pro-AM drive stems from
to v.p. status underlines the growthe fact that although BAB ends
of owned-anding importance
on April 1 the financial arrangeto the chains.
allocated operated outlets
it

day

.

Mii'dh 12, 1952

As CBS-AM Summer Sub

Rubin,

who headed the

radio department during Hackett’s
concentration in tele, remains in
the radio division.
Return of Hackett to radio indicates that the date-digging firm is

new situa- planning to solidify its holdings
tion comedy series which will star in that medium.
Department had
either Ray Milland
or Clifton been allowed to dwindle down to
“Professional Father,”

Webb,

is being prepped by CBS two men, Rubin and Bobby SanRadio as a possible summer re- ford, but apparently they feel that
placement for one of its bank- there’s still a lot of solid coin to
rollers. Show would originate live be made in that medium.
from the Coast.
-Firm recently sold to Ennds
Format is based on a psycholo- “Inner Sanctum” as a summer regist specializing in child psychology, placement for “My Friend Irma.”
who encounters considerable diffi- They've lined up a half-hour ver-

culty in bringing up his own kids. sion of “The Honeymooners” as
Plans for the show are being set a starrer for Jackie Gleason. This
by Guy.. Della Cioppa, CBS pro- is an outgrowth of gne of the
gramming veepee on the Coast, sketches in Gleason’s teevee series.
who returned to Hollvwood last Firm has also built a package,
week after a week of huddles in “Affairs of Peter Chambers,” to be
N. Y. with program veep Lester written by Henry
Clark and topGottlieb.
billing Dane Clark.
:

.

Man*

Wetlqewhy*

>

12,

AM^TBUVKnKr

195?

Agencies to Nielsen: 'What About

*

of the .major phenomena- in show business; notably in the
realm of radio and television, is the manner in which top person“making like business men.” The strange! turn of events
are
alities
is causing no little' eyebrow raising, for it’s a far cry from the days
settled for making the public laugh. His agent did
comic
when a
>
the rest.
Today, talent has gone into business. His radio and television
appearances sperh but. an offshoot of his multiple excursions into
Few are the comics on radio or TV today who
auxiliary duties.
ffon’t have their own offices, fully equipped with staffs, etc.
If a
network exec wants to talk turkey today, he’s got to deal directly
with the personality, who apparently’s got all the answers up his
And so intricate are the deals being manipulated, involvsleeve.
ing capital gains maneuvers, lifetime guarantees, etc., that a lawyer on each arm of a comic has become as vital an adjunct as a
wrist watch.
circles! today, the cry most frequently heard isail’d
In
“The talent has taken Over the business.”

One

.

Ad agency researchers are discussing a “statistical distortion” in
the radio ratings of A. C. Nielsen’s

•

‘

AM

’

27

TV

s in Lieu

All-Star

Shows

Use of special broadcasts with+'
name stars to kick off its annual
drives is being dropped by the
American Cancer Society.- Move
set a pattern for other public
service organizations.

may

Dropping the now-standard practice of star-Studded aircasts to

hypo

Of

Sets Cuffo Pattern
Oops!
“Mr. Dimes” contest on the
NBC-TV Ralph Edwards stanza
was won last week by a Lynwood, Cal., housewife who correctly tabbed “Mr. Dimes” as

fund-raising campaigns is drawing
favorable response from the networks, who have been badgered by
a large number of groups asking
for cuffo time to air their pitches.

Walt Disney.

ACS’ new approach is to seek integration of its messages in existing shows. Webs, grateful at- not

direct Qompetition on CBS-TV
i? Bert Parks and the NBC
airer had to make frequent
reference to the Parks moniker.

•

having to juggle their schedules
to make room for the one-shots,
are exerting themselves to get cancer plugs on their sustainers and
commercial shows.
According to ACS radio-tele director Walter King, the one-shot
show concept is being nixed be-,
cause their production consumes
time and money and isn’t yielding
’

sufficient results. King said that it
difficult to promote big audi-

Name

the winner, Mrs.
Margaret Parks, proved something of an embarrassment to
Edwards, since the latter’s
of

4AVNARTB’s

*

House-Built Entry
Cancellation

F oods-sponsored

of

the

“Mr.

General
Bobbin”

The network

Standard

Pact

On

Sale of Time

Committees of the National Assn,
of Radio & Television Broadcasters and the American Assn, of Ad-

public

them with

implications,
sible, stir

&

55,000,000 sets. But since .there
•are 85,000,000
receivers in

AM

working

according to
isn’t counting
the “30,000,000 missing sets.”
order,,

ABC, Nielsen

P. WPTTs

U. of

Major Educ’l

wherever pos-

and,

them

to

some

Dailies, Affiliates

Co-op

It envisions the cooperation of
the local newspapers throughout
the country, with an added assist
from the local CBS affiliated
broadcasters. Items on the “political year” agenda include:
approximately 100
1. Sending
high school editors to the Chicago
conventions to cover them for the

dailies.

The inauguration of a “get
the vol^’’ drive spearheaded
by the students, with one of the
auxiliary facets bejng the establishment of a nationwide “baby
sitter” service in which students
and pupils will volunteer their
services to permit parents who
otherwise would find it difficult to
go to the polls.
Parent - Teacher
3. Enlisting
groups as critics in appraising programming for children, as in the
case of last week’s premiere of
the kid-slanted “Junior Hi-Jinx”
show, in which 145 groups allied
with the United Parent-Teacher As*
(As of
sociations were enlisted.
this week 30% had responded with
comment.)
favorable
So broad is the concept of the
undertaking that many of the dehave still to be worked out.
But to CBS, the “off the air” approach represents an awareness of
its responsibility to youth and, if

tails

permits for a fuller understanding of issues. to which they are now
being exposed through TV, so
it

much

the better for the television
industry.
The ambitious project comes at a
time, too, when the commercial
television broadcasters, ponfronted
with possible loss of allocations to
educational interest, have' been accused of dereliction of duty in
serving the public interest by
sloughing off matters of public affairs.

11.

William Keighley threatens to
make good his retirement from

Apparent distortion stems
from the fact that Nielsen’s sam-

service.

ple includes a tiny percentage of
homes with three radios,* while
roughly 25% of all radio homes
have three or more sets and twoset

homes comprise an additional

35%

of total homes.

What put the bee

into the ada presentation
recently to several agencies involved in its daytime programs. The agencies report that’ the presentation, which
was instrumental in getting them
to renew sponsorship on the web’s
two soap opera blocks, shows that
Nielsen’s rating picture would be
changed if he changed the composition of his sample to include the
same
proportion
of
multi-set
homes as exists in the general au-

men’s
which

bohnet

is

ABC made

dience.
Nielsen, it’s understood, admits
that his sample is not truly representative in relation to one- twoand multi-set homes, and intends
to correct this situation in the
future.
What the
study reveals, according to admen who have seen
it/ is that there are significant dif-

ABC

ferences in the amount and kinds
Philadelphia, March 11.
program provocative in its ef- of listening of multi-set families
and of one-set families (which comfects and far-reaching in its possi- prise the vast
bulk of Nielsen’s
bilities will be launched here Sun- sample).
The three- and four-set
homes,
ABC
report
showed, do
day (16) when the Uriiv. of Pennmore listening than even the twosylvania and WPTZ link forces in

A

.

set homes (since more radios are
designed to accessible) and choose different
dramatize the role higher education kinds of programs.
When the multi-set homes are
plays in the affairs of the community and national life and its taking into consideration, ABC
found,
its “Breakfast Club” got a
relation to the welfare of the indimuch higher rating. CBS’ Arthur
vidual.
(Continued on page 40)
The program, “In the American
a

series

of

telecasts

Tradition,” will

mark

a major step

forward in Philly television and
will be seen every Sunday for 10
weeks, at 2:30 to 3 p. m. Although
current plans call for a

summer

Canteen’s’ Buildup

hiatus, the series will be resumed
as a regular feature in the fall.

“In the American Tradition”
plans to use television’s dramaticdocumentary techniques along with
on-the-spot coverage to work .up
programs that are entertaining, authoritative and informative. It will
employ studio facilities, remotes
from the University’s campus and
and specially-made
laboratories
and
actors
Professional
films.
writers will be used, excepting in
where University departcases
mental heads, professors and students enact themselves.
The series will cover a wide variety of subject matter, touching
on the work of the medical school,
school of fine arts, education, etc.
kickoff telecast, for example,
will seek to allay fears and worries
of people about to undergo surIn narrative fashion, progery.
gram will take audience on tour of

The

Of

New TV Talent

The

new “Dagmar’s Canteen”

show, which preems March 22 in
the Saturday night 12:15 to 12:43
a.m. post-midnight slot, will be
used by NBC-TV as a showcase for

new

talent development, under
terms of an agreement reached between Hal Friedman, “Canteen”
producer, and- Joe Bigelow, who is
spearheading the network’s attempt
to create

new

Although

personalities.

NBC

has blueprinted

new

talent development as a major
project for the year, until now little headway has been made in that
direction.
For a while some

promising newcomers were showcased on the U. S; Royal Sunday
evening variety show, but it has
since been .abandoned in favor of
and
Penn’s famed Medical School
all name personalities. Only other
36)
(Continued on page
activity

Bayuk

%ys

involves

the

alternate
audiplace in

Thursday night

off-the-air

tioning

taking

sessions

‘Ellery’

Studio 6B Radio City, N. Y., under
was Bigelow's supervision.
First few “canteen” shows will
stepped up last week with two new originate from Studio 8H in N. Y.,
contracts already inked and two with subsequent programs from

ABC-TV

He’s

TV

Series for

action.

radio as producer-narrator of “Lux
show, on NBC-TV, accents anew
Theatre” at season’s end. It
Easter Parade Radio
how the major agencies are being
has been an annual threat this time
ABC-TV has lined up participa- of the year for most of his seven
divested of house-produced video
tion of the Crusade for Freedom years with the dramatic series but
shows.
Young & Rubicam, which pro for its two-hour Easter Parade this time he tells friends it’s offiduced the “Bobbin” package for coverage this year. Web program cial.
mked
Underhill
Current pact expires next month
Charles
pF. was riding wide and handsome chief
Morgenthau 3d, co-pack- but Cornwell Jackson, veepee of
in the TV production marts about Henry
Halfthe Thompson agency, is planning
® year ago, with an approximate ager with A1 Gannaway of
for his suchalf dozen house-built shows cir- Pint Party” on WCBS-TV, N. Y., to a series of auditions
Mrs. cessor. Possibility that C. B, Decuiting the TV networks.
produce the Easter stanza.
the show has
to
return
may
Pearson,
Mille
Drew
Today, although Y
R still has Eleanor Roosevelt,
Novotna not been ruled out. Other candia major
stake in the video pro- Ilona Massey and Jarmila
Richard Sale,
gramming sweepstakes, actually will take part in the “Crusade” dates are said to be George SteMervyn LeRoy and
only one TV show, “We the Peo- pitch. John Daly will gab.
is also
Keighley
Understood
ple.” can be called a Y & R house
Also mapped for the Easter vens.
from pictures so he can
package.
The others are either event is a micro-relay pickup of retiringsix months of the year in
outside packages or network-cre
some pic stars describing the spend
Europe.
*ted programs.
strollers in Hollywood,
‘

AM

issues, indoctrinate
the full meaning and

Hollywood, March

ABC-TV

1

affairs

Lux—Positively

In

30,000,--

000 U. S. radios, according to
agency execs who have seen
the web’s study.
The ABC reasoning is that
the average U. S. home has two
sets, but the average Nielsen home has only 1.3 sets; If
the Nielsen sample is projected nationally, it would cover

joining forces
with the Teachers College of Columbia University for an “o£f the
air” excursion into public service
that, if carried through
to its
fruition, will unquestionably contribute toward bringing new prestige to the industry as a whole.
The plan has already been laid
before the School Superintendents
Assn., allied with the Teachers College of Columbia U., and has won

been
have
committees
Both
meeting for some time. NARTB
Bergmann,
Ted
group is headed by
Keighley Says
DuMont sales director, and 4A’s
committee is chaired by George
Quitting
Kern of Benton & Bowles.

Crusade for Freedom

measuring listening to

is

wholehearted endorsement. It is
being projected this year, as a
starter, because of the political
campaign and the widespread interest it has manifested in the
youth of America. Primarily the
motive is to instill a greater enthusiasm in the school students in

30,000,000 Misting?

ABC presentation on’ multiset radio homes indicates that
Nielsen rating service isn’t

out the country.

2.

plot integrations, dialog vertising Agencies are near agreereferences or direct appeals. Addi- ment on a standard contract for
tionally, on video, sponsors will be sale of station time in television.
able to display the ACS posters, Committees of the 4A’s and the
if they choose,
without a verbal NARTB met jointly last week and
reference.
Two special "props” the proposed standard contracts
have been devised for TV a necker- are being submitted to the parent
chief and an oversized lapel button, organizations
Some
for
study.
for visual reference to the cancer points of differences are still to be
drive, which kicks off April 1. hammered out, but it’s likely that
Other video aids are two one-min- the issues can be settled by corute and three 20-second films, pho- respondence.
tos, balop stills, and an easel board.
The 4A’s and the broadcasters
Radio kit includes a -hefty manuhave for some years had a standal of scripts and plugs for some
ard pact for radio and the new
15 different kinds of programs,
will serve as a similar model
ranging from farm shows to long- pact
for video stations, covering time
hair music stanzas.
sales on the national spot and
Transcriptions distributed to sta
The standard pact is
level.
tions include a novel series of 10 local
as a convenience for both
20-second weather forecasts, ap viewed
and the bankrollers,
industry
the
plicable to specific April weather
setting uniform principles for can
conditions. These are done by varisale of local
privileges,
ous personalities, including Perry cellation
time in network option periods, in
(Continued on page 36)
demnification of sponsors against
damage of scenery and props, and
similar matters.

Lone Tele

f

out

through

Y&Rs

-

embarking on an unprecedented
venture which it hopes will embrace 400 school systems through-

local

was

ences for the big-star broadcasts
and that, due to the heavy demands
for stars’ cuffo services, it was becoming tough to line up talent.
Under the new policy, cancer
plugs will be
used on shows

In one of 'the m^jor network
contributions designed to project
*broadcasting’s sphere of influence
in the realm of public affairs, enlightenment and education, CBS is

activity

near the signing

others reported

military installations.

stage.

cigars has picked up the

Bayuk
tab

“Ellery

for

Wednesday,

Queen”

in

the

Radio ‘Quiz Kids’ Into

9 p.m. slot, via the El-

lington agency.

Norman and

Sat.

Irving

Ayem CBS

Slot

“Quiz Kids,” which CBS bought
Pincus package had been backed from
the Louis G. Cowan package
by Kaiser-Frazer, which dropped it outfit for
10 years for both radio
to take over a portion of NBC-TV’s
and
TV,
bows in on the radio web
“Your Show of Shows.” Bayuk buy
next month in the Saturday mornApril. Billy Graham’s paid
starts in
religioso,

returns

which went

Mondays

starting July

off

the

air,

at 10-10:15 p.m.,

7.

The Thomas Mitchell short story
which figures in ABC-TV’s

series,

new

contract with the actor-writercued interest from a

director, has

spender who is reported
near the signaturing stage.
Last week the web firmed up the
Carter products bankrolling of
Drew Pearson (on both AM and
TV).

ciggie

ing

11:30 to noon period.

Show

has been slotted in that period in
a move to bolster the Saturday
ayem lineup and will precede
“Let’s Pretend,” which was recently renewed by Cream of Wheat.
Video version of “Kids” is now
aired Sunday afternoons on CBSWeb has not yet tagged a
TV.
sponsor for either radio or TV.
show is to be a separate production, rather than a playback of
the audio portion of the TV show.

AM

A

'

V«JnMdi)v
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Pact for Three Shows

Washington, March 11.
Robert H, Scott, California athewhose demand for time on the

ist

air to discuss atheism inspired! the
celebrated “Scott decision” of 1946,
which brought the “wrath of God”

on

tlie

FCC,

lias

'

*

This time he has raised the question of whether a broadcaster can
he excused for denying time for
controversial issues because the
subject of provocation was in the
form of a play allegedly aired
“merely for entertainment purposes.”
In a highly philosophical, welldocumented and challenging petition filed with the Commission last
week, Scott called for revocation
of the licenses of all' stations owned
by ABC “for a period long enough
to penalize that corporation severely and appropriately” for refusing
him time to answer attacks on atheism contained in the play “Blasphemy” carried by the network last
November. The program originated
in Toronto with the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp.
Scott advised ABC that the play
“was an outright attack upon atheism as a point of view and, particularly, upon atheists as a class.” He
further told the network the play
camfe “squarely” under that part of
the Scott decision which holds that
“an organization or idea may be
projected into the realm of controversy by virtue of being attacked.”
On last Dec. 4, Scott disclosed,
his request for time was denied by
Leonard Reeg, veepee of radio programs for ABC, who gave as his
reason that “Blasphemy” was “designed not for education or for the
discussion of controversial issues
but merely for entertainment purposes.” An incident in the play in

which an atheist

GM PUTS ON RATE
PRESSURE IN OMAHA

given the agency

another tough nut to crack.
'

murdered

is

after

challenging the existence of the
Deity \va£ termed by Reeg “a dramatic device frequently used in
plays and literature.”

Claims Reeg ‘Lied*
Scott charged that Reeg “lied”
in giving this reason for denying
his request inasmuch as the play
“was a sustained anti-atheistic program from beginning to end” and
that “it cannot be entertaining even
to a God-believer, unless he be a
vindictive bigot, to hear or to read
of a man dying a violent death a
minute or two after challenging the
supposed God of the universe to
strike him dead.”
Real “reason" for ABC’s denial,
Scott said, was its belief that the
Commission won’t take action
against it in the light of its dismissal of a request in 1948 to revoke
in Rochester,
the license of
N. Y., for refusing time to the Society of Free Thinkers. Scott said
he “warned” Reeg that since
“Blasphemy” carried more punch
case, “it was nqt
than the
improbable that if ABC should refuse radio time for an answer to
the play, a petition for non-renewal
of its several operating licenses
would be granted by the Commis-

WHAM

WHAM

sion.”

Nevertheles Reeg refused him
time.
“Apparently,” said Scott,.
Reeg “felt certain that the Commission, in view of its action in
the case of WHAM, could be depended upon not to take punitive
’

Omaha, March

11.

Mixed reception. and uncertainty
Paul Phillips of Knox,

greeted

Reeves

agency,

advertising

last

week anent

his activities in behalf
Phillips
of client General Mills.

WOW

(NBC), KFAB
(CBS) and KOIL (ABC), the subject being a cut in rates for the

consulted with

Deal would
spot

night

affect

80%

of

announcements

the

In all
daytime schedules.
there are to be 455 announcements
in a matter of some 15 weeks.
Upshot of the whole thing returned
mains uncertain.
’

Group Sets

TV

Seeks 500G
.

WBKB

Rallies;

War

Chest

Chicago, March 11.
has offered the Big 19,

newly

formed civic anti-crime
group, an hour and a half weekly
chunk of time for a televised series
of town meeting type rallies. The
Big' 19 was organized last month
as a community-wide effort to
smash the alleged alliance between
politicians and the hoodlum syndi.

cate.

Indie station

•

is

One

of

advertising

11.

has

a

on* the purchase
commodities,; and es-

of specific
pecially on the purchase of new
brands, it was revealed in a survey
of the Columbus area conducted
by Dr. Kenneth Damerori, of Ohio
State U’s Commerce college fac-

In so doing, the out- ulty-

a
which plugs Ennds, will move
However, Dr. Dameron .warned
from the Friday night at 10:30 spot that advertisers might do well to
back to the 10 p.m. slot, taking sponsor more research, to dis.,
over the period being ankled by
cover the local impact of their ad•

fit,

“Live Like a Millionaire.”
vertising in all media.
CBS plans to fill the 10:30 to 11
TV families were asked if they
period Fridays, meanwhile, with a
a product or brand
new sustaining series titled “Pres- had bought
to them within the month.
new
idential Timber,” In which the
Approximately 44% said they had.
leading Presidential candidates of
purchases occurred more
both parties will be invited to state “New”
frequently among lower income
given
to
be
is
Time
cases.
their
equally to all candidates by the families and among customers in
web for free. “Timber” will be the 35-49 age bracket,
produced by the web’s news and
Of these, 87% had seen the prodspecial events department, under uct advertised on television. Of the
Sig Mickelson.
TV families .surveyed, 76.8%
Pearson now bankrolls “Holly- said they were influenced in their
wood Opening Night,” a vidfilm purchase by television advertising.
series, Fridays at 10:30. Sponsor This influence was most marked in
will .move back to 10 o’clock, start- the upper middle income group,
ing March 21, but will continue where 100% stated they were inwith “Opening Night” for two addi- fluenced by television ads. Both
tional weeks. “Police Story,” which the high and lower middle income
preems April 4, is a live show pack- groups registered 89.5% in being
aged by Prockter Syndications
influenced by TV to buy a new
product; it was 78.3% in the low
income group.
’51
Location of Sets

CBS

WTCN-TV, ABC

WCCO,

4.

Television

marked influence

•

.

affili-

wholly owned

CBS

subsidiary, here, will be t6 funnel into Minneapolis more CBS-TV
network shows, its indicated.

While not publicly revealed, the
deal is understood to provide that
the new television' And radio station eventuating from the consolidation will give CBS-TV network
The survey also explored (1)
shows top consideration and a betlocation of the television set and
ter break than they’ve been getting
relation of location to daytime
from WTCN-TV which also takes
Washington, March 11.
viewing; (2) housework carried on
care of some of the ABC-TV and
while viewing in daytime and (3)
Confident that the problem of DuMont-TV
emanations
along
possible increase in daytime viewCleveland, March 11.
operating a UHF television, station with those of CBS-TV. The radio
One radio (WHK) and two TV ing in relation to type of program
in a VHF area will be no tougher end will be exclusively CBS, as
(WXEL, WEWS) stations took top and possible influence on evening
market far as network shows are con- honors in the first awards’ contest viewing.
than penetrating an
cerned, the same as
of
with
FM, Washington’s “Good course now is.
conducted-, by AFRA- for the best
Of those surveyed, 94% have
in local programming during 1951. their sets in the living room; 2.3%
Music” station, WGMS, is preparIt’s self-evident that there won’t
Bill Gordon was named
WHK’s
in
the dining room; 1.8% in the
channel
in
ing to apply for a UHF
be any more hassles with CBS-TV
“best performer” and Lou Oswald's
den; 1.4% in the kitchen and .5%
the Capital.
on the losing end such as resulted
efforts were honored for “best
Under proposed allocations, two when WTCN-TV substituted the radio promotion.” WXEL’s “special in the bedroom.
UHF stations, one for education, ABC-TV’s “Celanese Theatre” for events” coverage was cited in that
Also, 9.7% said they would do
CBS-TV’s Pabst Wednesday category, while Warren Guthrie, more viewing if they also had a
will be provided in Washington in the
addition to the four VHF outlets night fights, limiting the latter to Sohio newscaster, was cited as set in the kitchen; 2.3% would
now operating. Thus far, no com- alternate Wednesdays, it’s pointed “best performer.” Western Re- view more if they had a set in the
The substitution brought serve University “Telecourse” dining room, and .5% more if repetition has been indicated for the out.
a flood of TV set owner pro- stanza WEWS,
bid, but it would be surwas named for ceiver was in the bedroom.
prising if at least one more com- tests and provoked Pabst wails of “best special services,” and Ohio
Survey revealed 50% brought
anguish.
mercial applicant doesn’t file beAdvertising Agency production of their work into the room where
for the FCC begins processing apUnder the terms of the com- “Old Dutch Polka Revue,” WEWS, the television set was located.
plications
probably around July 1. pleted transaction, subject to FCC Was judged “best TV program.
About 30%** stated they would
Mid-Continent
RadioThe awards were made by John
has already retained en- approv.nl,
view TV at least two hours per
gineering counsel for preparing its Television. Inc., owner of radio F. White, Western Reserve’s vice
day
if daytime programs appealed
and WTCN-TV, with president, and chairman of the
application and plans to use its station
to them; 12% would view an adradio transmitter site in nearby the St. Paul Pioneer Press-Dis- seven-man judging committee.
ditional
hour; 10.6% another three
WTAM’s “Ohio Story,” sponsorFalls Church, Va., which has the patch newspapers and William J.
hours; 4.6% another four hours,
required elevation for UHF opera- McNally as the main stockholders, ed by Ohio 'Bell Telephone, was
and
2.3%
an additional five hours.
tion.
The station’s present tower, will hold 53% and CBS 43% of the judged "best program”;
says Manager M. Robert Rogers, stock in the new corporation. No was cited “best” in “special events”
can be used for TV, eliminating a name has been chosen yet for the for its coverage of the Cleveland
major expense of construction and new corporation or station, accord- Kefauver hearings, and
Televising of Congress
president, but was cited for its “special service”
obviating need for zoning or Civil ing to McNally,
Aeronautic
Administration
ap- intimations are that *call letters programming. Carl George, genFosters
Acting
will be retained for radio eral manager accepted the award
proval.
and WCCO-TV used for television. for WGAR, while' WDOK’s award
Starting a UHF station in an
Without a Twin Cities TV out- went to General Manager Walberg
By
Solons,
Sez
Celler
area with 80% saturation of VHF
let,
CBS undoubtedly has been Brown.
Washington, March li.
receivers holds no terrors for.
TV
presentations
were
made
by
bit
champing at the
as it has seen
Televising sessions of Congress
Rogers. He points out that WGMS,
some of its top TV network shows Horace Treharne, executive secre- and Its committees would open the
as the only profitable
operakept out of the Minneapolis-St. tary of the Cleveland Advertising door to “a degree of ham
acting by
tion in the Capital, has managed
Paul area because WTCN, on ac- Club.
some of the members of the House
by specialized programming to atThe judges also gave a special and some of the
count of its exclusive ABC radio
members
of the
tract FM listeners and stimulate
citation to 86-year-old Louis Wil(Continued on page 38)
Senate,” Rep. Emanuel Celler (D.,
purchase of FM sets. He believes
liam Zimmerman,
night man- N. Y.)
declared
Saturday night.
it can do the same thing in TV by
ager, for his long service and
Celler expressed his views on
concentrating on a community incontributions to radio entertainOriginality Is Overrated,
the
NBC television program,
to! est format.
ment that dated back to 1923,

D.C.’s

‘Good Music’

Ohio’s Best in

Station Sings UHF

Cited

AM

by

AFRA

WCCO

I

•

WTCN

WGMS

WGMS

—

WTCN

WDOK
WGAR

MC

Ham

WCCO

FM

1

,

WHK

it is

limited to

States Opera

Who

Feels

when

Composer

New Mission

,

WGMS

UHF

will finance its
venture from within its present ownership Morris
Rodman,
Irwin
Geiger, Pierson Underwood and
Rogers.
It estimates the station
will cost around $200,000, and figures it will require another $200,000 outlay for operating expenses
before the investment will pay off.

—

making available

agency.

,

N

forms and ideas. I feel my mission
is to adapt traditional grand opera

Kalmanoff.

Know.” He

•

modern American

flfartin

to

.

to our musical literature. His mission was to adapt traditional Viennese operetta to American needs,

theatre.
Throughout the history of music,
there are the composers who innovate and. dig up new ground, new
resources, and those that consolidate the gains made by the innovators. Bach and Mozart are great
'for pouring great music into molds,
already
established,
Beethoven
started as a consolidator and went
on to be an innovator.

“Youth Wants

;

-

AM

•

j

;

said,

however., that he saw nothing unconstitutional in televising commitThe presentations, believed first tee
hearings, even though witnesever to be realized by an AFRA
ses should protest.
local in the country-, were made at
The
Gotham Congressman also
a luncheon at Hotel Hollenden
declared .that the. suit brought
before a crowd of approximately
against the major baseball leagues
300 persons.
by Liberty Broadcasting System, to
compel the sale of game broadcasts
“was properly brought,” and asserted bluntly that American Legion
picketing of the film, “Death of
G.M.,
IN
a Salesman” here is “a violation
of civil liberties.”
Minot, N. D., March 11.
Donn A. Clayton, 49, acting manIn response to several questions
ager of KSJB, Jamestown, died about televising Congress, Celler
yesterday <Mon.) after ah auto col- declared: “I think televising Conlision in Stanley Corner, S. D. His gress would give an improper viewwife is still in hospital With- in- point to the public as to w;hat is
juries and severe shock.
happening in Congress. Congress is
Clayton had been in radiq since not just the session in the House.
1929, starting in Minneapolis and There are a score of standing and
going to Hollywood in 1937 as a special committees where the hard
freelance producer. Two years la- core of congressional activity octer he returned- to Minneapolis as curs.
You could not tCle.yise all
director of McCann ’ad agency, of those committee proceedings. If
moving over to North Central you would televise a particular
Broadcasting System as program committee proceeding or a particuv.p. in 1940.
He joined KSJB in lar session of the House,' you would
1945, and was also a member of give great encouragement to a dethe board of KCJB here. In addi- gree of ham acting by some of the
tion to his wife, his mother sur- members of the
House and some
vives.
of the members of. the Senate.”

DONN CLAYTON, KSJB
DIES
CRASH

tle” original.
Sigmund Romberg
was never a paragon, of originality,
and yet his work is a contribution

to living

radio was starting in Cleve-

land.

daytime operation on AM.
The
New York.
charge for FM evening time is the Editor Variety:
s«'\me as the daytime charge for
May I thank you for your very
AM and evening time is pretty well kind review of our new operatic
sold.
At peak listening periods, effort, “Empty Bottle,” in Variety.
WGMS-FM compares favorably
I think that very often, origiwith the network stations in the nality, important as it is, is an overCapital.
rated quality. Many listeners wrote
If
its
application is granted, in that they thought “Empty Bot-

-

t

web April

Minneapolis, March 11.
principal
effect
of the

merger
ate, and

4

wows and has

for donations.

BUYS TOLICE STORY’
Pearson Pharmacal has bought
the new “Police Story” package on
CBS-TV and will preem it on the

TV Programming

KBON

Garrick Theatre for the powRenuzit Renews It
offered the 8:30 to
10 Saturday night segment for the
Renuait returned to radio after
vldcast. Since the committee hopes a five-year
hiatus, buying particito raise a minimum war chest of pations
on the Martha Deane strip
000 by public contributions, on WOR, N.
.J500,
Y.
it’s expected the group will shortly
The spot-remover will be backgrab up the WBKB offer and use ing
spots, via McKee it Albright
it t,o plug
its

PEARSON PHARMACAL

Can Have

Choice of

WOW

down the idea of slashing rates.
KFAB, mulling the matter, is rumored to be of the same mind, although this is far from certain.
W. J. Newens, manager of KOIL,
said there was nothing certain and
that the matter was still in the
(MBS) posmulling stage.
sibly not being consulted as yet.

fined to at night as

Anti-Crime ‘Big 19’

Mpk

and

20%

Columbus, March

-

"

bankroller.

action against a large and financialWGMS is one of the few stations
ly strong broadcasting corporation
which would be supported by pow- which has a separate rate card for
FM, on which the outlet is. con( Continued on page 30

CM

NfifC-TV closed a deal this week
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.’s,
with
Dougfair -Corp. for three shows,
which' will bow in on the web
Fairbanks will
later this year.
supervise production of each and
is also scheduled to appear in one,
“International. Theatre,” which is
designed as a showcase' vehicle. for
dramatic talent, from all parts of
the world.
.Other packages include “Silent
Men,” based on the NBC radio
series in which -Fairbanks now
stars, and “Foreign Legion.” Fairbanks is scheduled to leave for
Europe over tfie weekend to scout
talent for “International Theatre.”

.

*reJtu»a*y,

Mitth 1*,

lAilMMJKVISliN
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GM Expands Unde’

1
Washington, March* 11.
Republican, and Democratic National Committees have worked
out an acceptable code with the radio and TV networks under

may be

which next July’s national conventions
mercial sponsorship.
!

,

.

,

,

‘

broadcast via com-

Code has been okayed by ABC, CBS, DuMont web; Liberty
Broadcasting System, Mutual and NBC. Under it, the' nets will
assume all costs of operation, including construction of their booths,
studios, etc.j at the International Amphitheatre in Chicago where
the conventions will be held. None of the commercial revenue
go to the national committees.
Text of -the code:
A.»The type of sponsor shall be approved by the political parties.
B‘. Commercial messages may he made only during recesses or
during periods of long pauses during the actual convention pro-

will

ceedings..

...

•

Commercial messages must meet the highest standards of
good taste ^nd length.
D. No commercial announcements shall be made from the floor

General Mills is, picking up an
extra 15 minutes of CBS-TV’s
“Bride and Groom” on Fridays,
which will expand the show on that
day from a quarter-hour to a full

.s

half-hour. New <J®*1 -goes into effect April 4.

“Bride"

is

now

.

made at the beginning and end of
each broadcast period. This disclaimer shall make perfectly clear
two points: (a) that the client is sponsoring the network’s coverage
of the event: (b) that sponsorship by
company of the
network’s coverage does not imply in any manner an endorsement
of the product by the political party.
All commercial announcements shall- be written, programitfed and delivered in such a way
as to be clearly and completely separated from convention proand

ceedings, political parties, issues

personalities.

Canada Howls At

In

Profit for

’51;

TV

Web Coin

* Washington, March 11.
The television broadcasting in-

Exceeds Radio

way

depicted.

possible

Staff

on

Proposed 15% Tax
Bite

on

TV

Sets

owners of home TV -sets be levied
an annual $15 license has brought
immediate and concerted howls, via
newspaper editorials and “letters

was explained. “The more
all come up with new

it

we can

techniques, the better it will
be for the entire industry.”

CBS,

incidentally, has also in-

submit any
production problems they encounter to the .new development department, which then
tries to find the answer to the
problems.
vited

1

to the editor," that the double imposition is unwarranted in that the
State, operated
system has al-

its staffers to

terially

Dallas,

March

Personnel

11.

Revamp

Speotaculars In Miniature
CBS, for example, is now working on a system which will utilize
traveling mats In combination with
miniature sets. Solution of this will
Make it possible for TV to present
such spectacular scenes as the
wrecking of the temple in Cecil
B. DeMille’s recent “Samson and
Delilah." Winckler pointed out. that
each of these new techniques will
also represent a “shortcut to saving money for us and our advertisers.” None of the special effeOtb,
however, is intended as a substitution for scenery, since it’s only by
combining them with scenery in
the right proportions that the production men can get the scope
they’re seeking.
Among the new techniques devised by Wittlig and his staff is
the use of lens filters. By combining the correct filter with the right
makeup, it will be possible to pull
such tricks as having an actor age
gradually during the live staging
of a drama. Filters also make possible better makeup generally, since
they can change an actor’s hair-

.

was more than

double the 1950 now devotes more than six hours
and seven daily to local live programming.
times the 1349. volume of $34,300,Outdoor site adjoins the Jour000. More than half the business nal’s Radio City building.
Main
was done by the four TV networks area of the new studio will be
80x165 feet. Two camera platforms
(Continued on page 40)
will be constructed on the- ground,
with concrete walks in several directions permitting the cameras to
dolly. Primary area, oval in shape,
is to be covered with asphalt and
surrounded by a cinder track.
figure

of

$105,900,000

Warns Educators

Be on

TV

GuariT

St. Louis, March 11.
A warning that non-commercial
groups should not let competing

commercial .applicants “talk them
out of" valuable allocations was
made here last week by Edgar Fuller, Washington, D.
C., chairman
of the Joint Committee on Educational Television. Addressing a
regional meeting of the American
Assn, of School Administrators
asked, “When a station is worth*
$2,000,000 to $3,000,000 do you
thpk you are going to get it without a fight?"
Fuller
declared
“commercial
hoys
have successfully applied
pressure in the Kansas .City areas
.

TV

WNBT

period

program chief Monday (10), Ivan
Reiner switches to supervisor of
production in the tele operation.

TV

system

CBC

sales

line,

staffs

are currently in training and there
in
the

RCA KEEPS PINZA ON TV
’

Jay Smolin, formerly with N..W.
Ayer, has been added as ad-promotion director for both outlets, vice
James Hirsch, who shifts to senior
account exec for WNBT, concentrating on new biz. Phil Dean ha?
taken oyer the publicity post for
from Wini
stations
the
two
Schaefer, now director of radio
promo tiro. Two new account execs
are Norman Chester, ex-BBD&O,
working the AM. side, and John
Peter Barry, ex-New York News,
in the TV fold.
In contrast with the other net-

Of

.

WNBT

.

tinue with the

*

TV

show.

A’s

a

airings of the Louisville Colonels

sult,- it will now continue into baseball games, with Don Dill callBill Stern’s Sponsor
Execs of the J. Walter ing the plays to listeners in KenJunet
Howard Clothes have bought a Thompson agency, which handles tucky and Southern Indiana.
*

and elsewhere to Induce educators
to surrender
the TV allocations
which FCC allocated in 1951, Fyl- five-minute sportscast with Rill •the RCA account-, are slated to
It
will
also mark the
14th
Sterti, to be aired cross-the-bo&rd
ler joined with
Raymond H. Witt- 11:10-11:15 p.m., starting hext- huddle* with RCA and NBC top- straight year* that WAVE has
cofT, .S(. Louis,
sumwork
out
(14)
to
Friday
pers
brought
to*
’listeners
the
Colonel
a panel member, month’.
ballgames, called by Don Hilll,>mer- replacement plans.
*
••(Continued onvpage 36)
Agency is Peck.
.

,

‘

'

TV

Spots Hit

Appeal for the NARTB TV Code
Committee to take action against
dual sponsorship of spot announcements was made last weekend by
the National Assn, of Radio Sc

’

•

face,

Dual Sponsorships

i

program manager.

With Ezio Pinza willing to double into NBC-TV’s “RCA Victor
Show” oh his alternate week setup
Station is also setting apart a while he’s working in 20th-Fo^s
secondary area of the outdoor stu- “Sol Hurqk Story," RCA. has dewhich have split down
dio for various women’s shows, cided to retain the present format work keys,
NBC home
such as outdoor cooking, barbecue of the show through the end of the the AM-TV middle, the
integrated.
Cott said,
are
outlets
menus,' child play, nature studies season.
That means Pinza and
and summer fashions. Bleachers Dennis Day will continue to rotate the personnel moves were made
on
a, major
the
station
may be built to accommodate a each Friday night in the star sp$t, to “put
league basis' with a varsity ball
“studio" audience, and a stage for
with Pinza joining Day for Coast team." Stress is being placed on
outdoor concerts and variety shows originations while he’s on the 20th
merchandising, Cott said, which
is also in the works.
lot.
will be handled by a board comRCA had been mulling the feasi- prising Jackie Robinson, station’s
‘Schaefer Theatre’ bility of bringing in another show
new community relations director,
Schaefer beer has bought the early in April when Pinza goes to Smolin, Dean and other staffers.
7-7:30 b-m. time on WNBT, N. Y., the Coast, and continuing the new
through the summer, on
for “Schaefer Theatre,” a film one
stanza. Agency is BBD&O.
the assumption that the double
Oertel Brewing Coin
* outlet
signed
also
NBC-TV
TV-20th film chore might be too
Louisville, March 11.
Krueger beer to back the five-min- tough a grind for the basso. Pinza,
For
the 12th consecutive year,
ute Bill Stern sportscast, cross-the- however, said he Wanted .to conOertel Brewing .Co., Will sponsor
reboard at 6:50 p.m.

add new ccfntourS to his

j

WNBC

have been “dry runs"
Toronto studios of CBC.

DESPITE 20TH PIC CHORE

WNBC

is upped to new post of etc. Another' device developed by
merchandising- manager for both
(Continued on page 37)
outlets. George Wallach, news and
special events chief, takes post of
WNBC supervisor of production,
under Jack Qrogan, recently added

will be inaugurated in Toronto and
'Montreal-' i n
September,
with
Toronto hooked into the Buffalo
service. The commencement of the
CBC-TV program will consist of
nightly
a
three
hours'
block.

Toronto and Montreal

former

’

manager,

is a possibility.

The State-operated

Rich,

TV

there.”

manager of the network, Charles
lieves that CBC
will eventually
become self-sustaining on the $15 Phillips, who had been assistant
annual license fee, plus commercial general manager of both stations,
revenue; but that there will be a becomes sales manager and adgap during which revenue will not ministrative exec of the video admeet operating costs.
This will junct. Dick Pack joined as

Bill

live

camera,” Winckler said. “What
we’re trying to accomplish is virtually deceiving the camera into
seeing things which aren’t really

AI Fresco Studio

necessitate
Government
grants
until the TV home owner license
fe^s and commercial revenues meet
these costs. He does not know how
long that may be but a five-year

all

TV

Milwaukee’s TV

j

the scope of

j

Television Station Representatives.
NARTSR wrote Robert D. Swezey, g.m. of WDSU, New Orleans,
suggesting the stand against shared
announcements.
Letter
scored
the fact that advertisers are offering stations spots, of one-minute
duration or less, on a, dual sponsorship basis for products with
related appeal.
Station rep grouf> said the practice is “in bad taste” because it
“would
encourage
intolerance”
among viewers for the .plugs
“which mean so much from the
standpoint of revenue” for tele
outlets. The “dilution of impact,”
NARTSR added, might also hurt
TV by weakening the value of the
short commercials. Rep -outfit said
that this “over-commercialization”
should be covered by the TV Code.
NARTSR doesn't object to
shared sponsorships on programs
that are at least 30- minutes long.
These shows, it declared, provide
viewer with paid-for entertainment
and can therefore carry multiple
plugs
“without viewer ’resentment.”
NARTSR -suggested a
Code provision ‘resisting dual sponone^rtii&utq spots.
sorship on
•

j

]

.<

producers can achieve many of
their special effects via optical
printing in the labs, whereas the
TV camera, operating “live," must
create its own illusions. “Nobody
has yet figured out how to fool a

For WNBC-WNBT

$800,000 each.
Journal outlet here. Station plans
Of the 40 station in one-station to use the facilities for sports demmarkets, all but one made money onstrations, such as golf, wrestling,
and the average profit for this fly casting, etc., and is also plangroup of outlets was $385,000. ning to flood part of the area durRevenues of the stations in these ing the winter for ice skating
communities averaged $955,000.
shows. Flood lights are being set
In New York and L. A., average up to permit outdoor shows at
station revenue ( of 12 reporting night.
stations) was $2,765,000 and AverStation plans to “open" the stuage profit $77,000. The four profit- dio formally this summer via a speable stations in these cities re- cial show that will include circus
ported revenues averaging $3,466,- act?. Occasion will also mark the
000 and profits averaging $1,307,- 25th anni of WTMJ, the Journal’s
000. The eight losing stations aver- radio station, and the fifth year of
aged $2,414,000 in revenues and WTMJ-TV operations. TV station
$538,000 in losses.
claims the outdoor location will
$239,500,000 TV Revenues
permit new programming features
For the entire industry, 1951 which are impossible in even the
revenues totaled $239,500,000. This largest indoor studios. WTMJ-TV

-

Unique problem confronting TV
was emphasized by Winckler, who
pointed out that Hollywood film

ready been granted $6,000,000 for
the establishment of the Toronto
and Montreal stations, plus another
Charles Comiskey, former vee- immediate $7,000,000 Federal grant.
pee of the Chicago White Sox has With this $13,000,000 dip into taxbeen named veepee in charge of payers’ pockets, TV setowners are
sports of the Liberty Broadcasting up in arms, plus newspaper supSystem here in an announcement port; as to why they should, be
WNBC and WNBT, N. Y. keys of
made by Gordon McLendon, prez nicked again.
of the web.
Other argument against the pro- NBC, are undergoing a personnel
Salary was not disclosed al- posed $15 TV tariff is that Cana- revamp and expansion with the apIt was the first year in which
the networks made more money though it was reported earlier that dian radio setowners already are proval of web exec veepee Charles
LBS had offered Comiskey $20,000 paying a $2.50 annual license fee,
fipm TV than from radio.
R. Denny. Plan of general manathis ranking high as a nuisance
The Commission’s figures, which per year.
tax which is being evaded by sev- ger Ted Cott is based on the exare based on preliminary estimates,
eral thousands of setowners who tended hours of both outlets (with
showed that 93 of the 106 stations
know that their Treasury grants WNBC now operating 24 hours
which furnished segregated data
are already carrying the CBC. With
made money. The median profit
the CBC receiving large capital daily and WNBT to extend to
these stations was' $350,000
of
sums from the Federal coffers, the 18% hours daily) and the stations'
which compared to an average
question from press and public is: upped income.
profit of $129,200 of the 53 stations
Why must the taxpayers be asked
Both keys had their biggest
which were in the black in 1950.
to pay twice? And if the vexatious monthly grosses last month, with
Of the 13 stations which were
$2.50
license
fee
is difficult WNBC in February 23% ahead of
radio
in the red, eight were in the sevenMilwaukee, March 11.
station markets of New York and
Construction on a year-i*bund to collect, the $15 on TV setowners the same month last year ahd
WNBT showing a 39% gain.
Los Angeles. Seven of the 13 re- outdoor television studio, claimed will he more difficult.
Target of the scramble is A.
ported losses of $200,000 or less to be the first of its kind, has been
With Jack Reber, WNBT sales
while two showed deficits of over launched by WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee Davidson Dunton, chairman of the manager, moving to national sales
CBC board of governors. He be-

Comiskey LBS Veepee

,

!

shows.

TV

dustry reached a milestone in 1951
when it operated in the black for
the first year in its. short history,
according to' official figures, released last week by the FCC. The
industry
data showed* that the
made a profit (before
overall
taxes) of $43,600,000 as compared
with losses of $9,200,000 in 1950
and $25,300,000 in 1949.

;
!

development department tiy CBSTV. New unit operates under production chief Carlton Winckler and
CBS has assigned as department
head Paul Wittlig, former manager
of technical operations and chief
engineer for the web in N. Y. Department to date has come up with
a number of accomplishments -in
lighting and makeup techniques
and is also working on such stunts
as montage effects, traveling mats,
upside down shots, etc., each of
which is expected to widen ma-

their

Web is also sharing its new
competing
techniques
with
networks, and declares the
other nets are reciprocating.
“TV is ?till too young for us
to keep such things a secret,”

State-operated Canadian Broadcasting Corp. has recommended to the
Federal government that Canadian

-

Indicative of the major emphasis
the webs are putting on the problem is the recent creation of a

is

,j

It

shows.

March 11.
Mid-week announcement thatlhe

B’casters

called in to view the kines as
soon as each is completed and
invited to use -the effects in

any

Toronto,

.MO

is

possible for TY to break away
the stringent confines pf
reality for the first time and give
the medium the scope which the
major Hollywood film producers
have put to such advantageous use.

tricks

w
'

from

‘

'C,

future lies ahead for
via
«

programming

steady stream of special effects
techniques being worked out by
network production execs. Many of
the stunts, it’s ..claimed, will make

['

dignity,

of the convention.
There shall be a disclaimer

new

Bright
television

aired '.cross-the-

Share? and Share Alijte
board from 10:30 to 10:45 a.m.,
CBS-rTV, in order’ to project
with CM bankrolling every day
hut. Thursday/ when Hudson Paper L its pew special effects accompicks up tjie tab, ShW on Friday plishments as graphically as
possible to its st^ff of prowill he expanded to 10:45 a.in.,
and directors, has
ducers
which means the Al Pearce show
that day jvill be trimmed from 45
lensed a number of kinescope
recordings of specially-staged
minutes j;o a half-hour.
Pearce
show is sustaining.
“shows” in which each of the

A

^

1

.
'
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IH£ CORRECT THING,
With WinEUIot, moderator,. Elinor
Attei and' pattellut* Refry
O’Neill,. Biff Billet, Paula Stew-

Benny

John Tillman,

Llss;

announcer
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12,

TEMPEST TOSSED

^ With Robert W.

Watt, Mr. an*
Mr*. Efil Henuanovsky
Producer: Watt
Director: H. Husid, Jr.
30 Mina.; Sat., 1:30 p.m.
Sustaininr

Comment

Tele Followup

,

art,

—

1

fH I

his WATV, Newark
since
impersonation
Schulman, was the obvious kind of male
“Tempest Tossed,” a WATV,
yarn familiar to potboiler filmusi- ’’Charley’s Aunt” film) and he and
routine
soft-shoe
neat
did
a
Burns
around
revolved
Corny tale
cals.
Newark, sustainer, is an absorbing'
ACME SHEAR CO.
affair of a dancer, played but whatever laughs there were, program in the public service
love
the
yeln.
WPIX, New York
by Polly Bergen, who cooled to- were mild at best,
(Guenthei* Law)
Formatwise, the show followed For it’s built around ^interviews
Chase, Frances Fuller) dittoed as ward her struggling young mu“The Correct Thing” is a visual a Hollywood film counterpart to- sician sweetheart (WUUam Eythe) closely the type of sketch Benny with persons who have escaped
radio, corn- from the Iron Curtain countries
replica of the same titled column ward end of that year (Howard^ because he seemed to place his has done most often on
ahead of courtship. At plete to the action supposedly tak- and have established themselves
by Elinor Ames in the N. Y. Daily Ann Harding, Myrna Loy, Neil clarinet
Ste- the same time she humped into a mg place before the show went on in a new life in the U.S. Under
Henry
Chase,
Mi*
Hamilton,
News. With Win Elliott at the helm,
best scene Robert W. Watt’s quizzing, the
phenson). In the TVersion on Cel- distinguished-looking gent whose the air. Probably the
a foursome panel kicks around eti- anese Theatre” over ABC last Wed- face rang hells for her. The dancer, was the confusion in Benny’s dress- guests explain how they made good
hunting their escape. Stress is also placed
Rochester
ing-room,
with
is
illusions
Ames
romantic
the
wrapped
in
Miss
and
Barquette questions
nesday (5), adapted by Philip
appropriate of love-at-first-sight, was search- him a new girdle, a makeup jnan on the fact that d.p.’s are enrichfinal- authority on the proprieties. ry. Jr., with a fidelity
screen, ing the economic and social facets
a
behind
while
working
on
Benny
face,”
ing
the
“haunting
for
with
through
it came
not a bad gimmick; but to kinship,
It's
N
*
tremendous force as a problem the mystery man, actually' a legit Burns making himself up before of America.
trouble with preem last Sunday (9) setup and powerful impact in the producer, was hunting her to play a mirror and Don Wilson bringing
Previously a 15-minute show
The plot, in the Sportsmen Quartet to “re- beamed' Thursdays, it became a
' *
a part in his showwas twofold: The questions weren’t thesping.
Producer A. Burke Crotty and which telegraphed itself, had her hearse” their Lucky Strike plug. half-hour stanza Saturday (8). Watt
sufficiently challenging and show
director Alex Segal and all their “come to her senses” for the final “After building nice suspense as to described the earlier series as a
wasn’t up to visual snuff. For in- craftsmen can step forward for a clinch with Eythe.
how Benny would look as a femme, “parade of witnesses .against Comstance, the problems were pitched 21-gun salute. Separate salvos go
Within this cliche framework he and Bums took over with their munism people who have been
via stills when they should have to the entire cast, headed by Wen- “Heart” was an occasionally en- old-style vaude byplay on the stage, ’Tempest Tossed’ by. political and
Miss Miss Allen finally appeared to mis- economic turmoil.” His phrase apstanza.
been acted out live. In addition, the dell Corey and Meg Mundy in the te^taining, if fluffy,
stellar grooves, but with equal con- Bergen registered effectively with take Benny-, still in his costume, plies equally as well to the new 30panel was inclined toward too
but for a gal Bums was fooling around minute edition.
herthesping
chores,
vocal
and
sideration for Karl Malden and
much kibitzing, which {s qkay for Jorja Curtwright in roles no less her dancing bits called for merely with. She was good, as usual, but
Guests on Saturday’s new series
to the show wound in a bit of slap- inaugural were Mr. and Mrs. Herposes
simple
steps
and
hands,
a
few
proper
this
vital to the development of
comedy values in* the
Among questions examined were play, hung on the age-old manifes- suggest her being a hoofer. Eythe stick that still failed to reach maxi- manovsky. A Latvian architect
and designer^ he suffered under
how long in advance milady^hould tations of the chi chi carnivorous was okay in the windjammer role, mum laugh proportions,
Joshua
Show’s mild impact indicated both the Soviet and Nazi regimes
but weak as a singer.
be called for a date, how to refuse set.
For TV, “Animal Kingdom” rep Shelley did well as Eythe’s glib that Benny won’t be able to -carry before effecting his escape to the
second helpings as dinner guest.
how to fight one’s way out of a resents old fashioned sex placed musical sidekick, providing the his radio style into TV and that west and freedom. Difference be-,
restaurant menu with foreign text against an adult canvas and yet comedy relief, although his wise- the drama parodying, which he tween the Reds and the Nazis, he
(ask the waiter, chump) and what carrying more authority in making guy characterizations are develop- socked across on his last previous said, was slight with the exception
appurtenances of a girl’s a man its point than straight purple sit- ing sameness (he did a similar video stint, is still the best format that the Hitlerites’ oppression was
uations with which the medium comedian 'role three days earlier he’s come up with yet on TV.'
should offer to carry.
a “little more intelligently done.”
Miss Ames played it straight on abounds to its detriment. From on the web’s “Danger”). Rest of
WATV obviously has a subject
.
.
,
the answers after the quartet had this view, the Celanese hierarchy the cast lent able support.’
of wide interest in “T e rrPp e s.t
Arlene
Francis
took
over
for
vaShow was given some yideogenic
their sjw. She supplied a couple of has shown what can he done with
Tossed.”
oeiore
or its
iun potenBut before
Dt
us5 full
mu
poien
jpu**
ooienemcee Bert Parks on
V;
mnnnHnrrq Thprp
wprp a» numoer
nnmhpr catiomng
Y$
mere were
cute fillips, including one on deri- a grown-up treatment in a way that mountings,
ABC m1VS
V “Gf
on tne
thp music Thnrcotop
inurs tlal can be realized it must come
vation of “cold shoulder” (the part sets the Playwrights Co. series of good sets: a rooftop, mirrored ^
better
and
setter
camerawork
ana
(6), and turned in a
jfL
ea«?tlnff otnee,
nffipp a jutnit- da V evening
Dauet qfudlo
smaio, casting
given to persons to discourage apart from most of its contempo- ballet
rpL.-direction.
Saturday’s Show was
et*, n
tonflieht
in u
,, rjlong
nn{, scantopnignt jod.
mis hn
nour
raries operating on the intelligence ery set, a theatre lobby, etc. Baltheir visits).
marke<
j
bvesneciallv
raeeed
lensragged
lens
"1 ^ Jr
ebnrpnfrrnnhie za on which Gil Fates (ex-Faye
lpt studio,
ctnriio wun
with tne
thp cnoreograpnic
John Tillman handled the com- level in the vidrama sweepstakes, let
S for seldom were there closeups
various .Kleencut
for
Synoptically, “A.K.” is old coach putting the girls through Emerson “Wondprfnl Town” on ot the individual speaking. Cammercials
cBS-TV)
r v ; recently
rccmUv assumed
as S urnJrt producn?or1nc
(Eversharp) scissors, with one being ground by now, showing Corey, as their paces, made an appealing
to
all tne
the
content u
e ep ail
a keen
tlon
and
staging
chores,
has
been
Trau.
for a discussion
di<?ou«;<;inn pebe£
Dautgrouna ior
the successful young* publisher, background
a phone quiz for prizes.
s t enn nff up
im u,
„ af p cuttrng down participants within the scope of
its Mce,
gofers; similarly the ^ppmg
coming to grips with the problem tog?
the j
ln a me dium shot and
on
tne
lengtn
ot
individual
numnight club milieu cued the “Don’t
of who’s really his spiritual wife
_ . _
bardlv ever varied the anelec to
KANSAS U.-KANSAS STATE
the latter or his former mistress Marry a Dancer” tune, with two bers and thus permitting use of £?eak tS monSSv
BASKETBALL
That the final decision is for the terpers taking it out ot the straight
Watt waT fawf'competent as
entertainment values. At "fhe"
^^tertal^mentvSSef
the
'With Jay Barrington, play by play mistress seems entirely logical as vocal groove. A neat vocal trick ea
the emcee who Dlied the ouestion«?
Direotor: ’William Donovan
stacked up by Barry, in a sweep- was Miss Bergen’s waxing a record ? ame J" 1111 ? sp °tting of more items However in an
attemot^
“ e “ ip to keep
keen
n a
f°
r
the
home audience to guess
115, mins.; Fri., 7:30 p.m.
!!
Ing closer full of light humored of “Make the Man Love Me” and
O’FFILL MOTOR CO.
sin Pin p with the nlavhack in con- eliminates some of the telephoning 1
elements.
WDAF-TV, Kansas City, Mo.
Corey demonstrated a likable
thoroughness in the role that gives
( Merritt Owens)
uuuKi ue smoouiea xo some extent
r
A VV“
h
better advance preparation. In
First time WDAF-TV has gone hi ™ great opportunities for follow- ?.?T v Ha ard,» Die?' ex?l p,: foi DU 1 greater concentration on
the
Make the Man Love Me” and
th course
the m-nr>eerTinf?<! the
outside the city for a remote tele- ups Miss Mundy, as his beguiling,
C
over-ambitious wife, was alive to
0
i nC lng
1
Ch h d
rtation invited ?.ewe“ to wrtte
•cast and also first time for coverh l?, M°
i
r ?
8
! Iyr
cs t0
Sc\l wartz s spedX hoofeS i^Iivlr'M^ic"
g
for a free pamphlet tagged, “100
age of a .Big Seven conference ber Lorelei stint besides b ei n g 2,MIS!.hy
greater
i
f
intima^v
intimacy.
William Brown, Jr., was
Things You Should Know Ahnut
ibasketball game direct from the Physically beautiful in it. Karl music.
Communism." Title
Iscene was this pick-up of the highly Malden, playing Corey’s ex-pug P r«dnccr.director, with Bob Herget
the Ihow
Zh^
be incidentally,
touted Univ. of Kansas-Kansas turned unorthodox butler, was n!,? Dg„i.h mtaslcal numbera, and characterization was utilized ;f
is taken from a verse
/
nicethrown oh l he srrGpn at th
the <=tart
State College tussle last Friday strictly a gem, getting the most out Ray Porter directing the off-camsome
bits,
such
y
as
his
comic
°r the comedy facets, Jorja Curt- era vocal chorus. Glenn Osser was J
night
Gtlb
ang° routine with Betty Ann a nd gSd
Build-up for the event was per- wright, who seems a new TV face musical director. Durward Kirby ^
e
was
al
so
partnered
'.
handled
.the
beer commercials ac.^
feet since K. U. and K. State were essayed the ex-mistress who wins
tb
® ENCBt __ __
Miss Francis in a Charles
Show for the most part
tied for the lead in the conference with a superb sensitivity that sug- ceptably.
Sherman sketch, “What’s in the With Dr. Charles A. McGlon,
race, and since the game was gests she’ll be heard from regu- reprised “Inside USA” and “Tree
Audrey
Nossaman,
Middle?” in which the f emcee
Southern
scheduled in K. U.’s Hoch Audi- larly.- The supporting roles Grows in Brooklyn” scores
Baptist Seminary Women’s, and
socked over the role of a brash
torlum on campus with its tiny matched the principles. Sets and
Mens’
Chorus,
others.
cafeteria
counter-girl
with a perseating capacity of 4,000. Tickets grooming were from the top of the
Question which is stirring a good
Producer-director: Burt Blackwell
complex.
were sold out weeks in advance, Burke-Segal axis. All in all, a rich- deal of interest in the trade, secution
June Valli has been added as 30 Mins.; Thurs., 1 p.m.
and school authorities were being ly endowed teledrama.
.“Should Congressional Committee thrush, putting across ballads such Sustaining
hounded for ducats. So the area
Hearings
be
Televised?,”
was as “There’s No Tomorrow” and WAVE-TV, Louisville
was ripe with non-ticket holders
gob Hope played his “Colgate kicked around on DuMont’s “Keep the torchy “Blue Prelude.” She
New series on WAVE-TV should"
Comedy Hour” show via NBC-TV Posted Tuesday (4). Taking the was teamed with Jack Haskell rank high in the public service
Tv g ^Pf’
Sunda y night (9) before an enthu- affirmative was Sen. Burnet R. (quondam regular on the defunct category, particularly as the show
(D.,
S.C.),
with Sen. “Garroway At Large’’), who is do- is a splendid effort by the Southsiastid crowd of Waves and women Maybank
nf Marines at Camp Elliott, Calif., Harry P. Cam (R., Wash.) handling ing a series of five shots on the era Baptist Theological Seminary,
e
but the reaction of his home vlew- th an I
Haskell handled his largest of its kind in the South, to
... .. program.
i,
?>r
i * took
x
t
1
Maybank
unfortunately could not have
the view that if songs in a fresh manner, without use TV to reach viewers with the
(SSnHnr
^^ ers
for the
ning as high as 1,000,000
|j een
so enthusiastic.
re- the public is permitted in at Con- cloying sentiment.
Hope
story of the institution, and to acand
viewers
at
setsides,
number of
DGa t e(j thp error ho’«? made often gressional hearing, video should be
Miss Grove, a long-standing as- quaint them with a religious
reports of coverage coming in
of
in strirtlv k><2! allowed. He paid tribute to TV as S et on the airer, puts plenty of message.
from St. Joseph, Springfield, JopmMh'tothe a great instrument for education bounce into her vocals, such as
Large cast, consisting for the
live
While his guestars and said that his banking commit- “it’s a Good Day,” has developed most part of Seminary students,
tan
b ® rfn n
un were audience
a ^ ever *the^r
an ^tmteve^
good’and some of his sketches tee would Invite the tele cameras into an appealing comedienne and included a male chorus, women’s
j ‘v+^n WaS a r
k*
*
nUm
were funny, the show as a whole to its upcoming hearings. He was has talent in the terp department, chorus, and a device which proved
mSS?
might have been diplomahc in not attacking House Orch, batoned by Harry Salter, effective, known as “choral speakThese viewers saw some excel- l^^ted oi
speaker Sam Rayburn’s recent anti- i en ds good backing.
ing.” Led by Dr. McGlon, profeslent basketball, with K. U. taking
Several of the skits were varia_ TV ruling (which of course doesn t
Commercial pitches were neatly sor of speech in the Seminary, the
all
an early lead and holding it
iLmls that Hone has apply to the Senate). Cain s opposi- (j one
hy Wendy Barrie, although male S r °up spoke in unison, inG
used before, which also tended to tion to tele was that committee g h e wen t a bit
n n earlTer°d efea t h v°T^ St a t^Pl a v
too heavily on the toning the lines with a rhythmic
negate the impact. Thus, his team- rules don t give witnesses the little-girl act for
Prom home per- effect which could well be used on
y
with Martha Stewart, in which proper safeguards and said he mane nt, and
cf!ti
nn *c°
c
by
Dennis James (and subsequent shows.
S
be pl a yed a husband welcoming his
IPP’x ,fn
6 rules bef( re the dancing
Telecast opened with symbol of
cigaret pack) for Old
u? in on the JinWave Wife back from a *pur of allowing TV to sit
The Carpenter’s Bench, indicating
tSSLlSt*!?qoM.
n
duty ovefseas, was funny enough vestigations.
that Jesus had beeh called from
wi
f nrm 1 n
;
but none too original. Same could
Lawrence Spivak, permanent
bis pr °saic trade to* become the
d
“Mppi, Th*
vi/tnio c P t.? P c
e Mact*™”
aS e
^ layers be said about his bit as an over- gu s
s anza
str ?ssed the
prophet and founder of the Chrisin!f th?
i !f
f K3,V?/±
J
v Sunday
(9) Presented
decorated
ensign,
in
which
he
point
pathat if tele
were allowed to on N®C-TV
tian religion. By means of an echo
g me hv
n
rs
“
aded out a group of gals in ab cover the hearings, and witnesses
device, simulated voice of the Lord
i?L
a pair of cameras—was generally [
breviated costumes to depict his lacked protection under existing snow. Use of film format permits also ca ]i e(i Simon James John
r
ideas on how the Waves should rules, the public would soon force expanding the airer s scope beyond Matthew Philip and others’ of the
rtisFot
fo
gt
dress
This naturally drew yocks a change in the rules. The “celeb- studio or concert hall walls and in a p 0 stles.’
Later in
the
show
the vfewers To get an excellent f rom bi femme audience
case °f Miss Anderson it uns
but the rity panel,” including various reps
through means of the echo device’
enn^rfnr Sfinnn
d
SPeCtS ° f various students were called
s ^t was too close to one he did of the trade press and some broadH^nn^^ninrtpr^nif^c
to a
trol in the second Cjusrter &nd its i«cf vpar sq an nvpr-fl ppii Tfltpd Air
thL Nee^art?srrra?ler
Negro artist s career.
decorat ® d Alr casters, directed its fire at Cain, the
over
U£ e 0 f Christian service
even
alert rebounding in general. It Force Sfw
d
arguing that TV is a more objective
though
they
were
farmers,
accouhtU
l
h
d
S
b
showed
Miss stewa rt registered solidly reporter than the printed word. ^
ants an(j even the cafeteria manCl vde Love llette to advantage^as w ith her
if
c+rt‘PP fc
w eT e shQ ager,
tunes, her gagging with Martha
Rountree handled the f 5 PhTi
SpWtfhAvhlH
who had managed several big
lf
d
n
il rl
y
“
bb
S
a
Hope
and
some
terplSg.
^Georokfe
moderating
chores
in
lacklustre,
?J
®? mnthPr whn hS + n vSJ cafeterias in large cities, but now
n ft i«£f T£h?nS
h d fh
h c
iJ
i
“
gie Tap s scored with his
Birth deadpan fashion.
manages
the Seminary cafeteria,
erage was the hand Tf Bil l Dono- of the P
m washing to support her children, an d eon^der*?
Blues” routine for an okay
hp dnp«? Gnd’<; wnrlr
ctJff
1
pa off
Anna Maria Alberghetti,
Despite* the long friendship be- the church wlvere she sang in the as future preachers must be prodied the directorial! ^ass^’gnment^^ It they
choir, etc. Thelre was an effective
dis " tween Jack Bfenny
young
Italian soprano
and
George
v
ided
with
good
food
was^^his^ fiKt
i ob of this kind
pla y ed her vocal pyrotechnics to Burns and the intra-trade gags nfwsreel clip of her singing before
Characters of the. apostles, played
for nearlv
evervoiie
a
Ve
n Cconfull
advantage in .two operatic about how Benny has always been the Lincoln memorial and shots by students, were of top grade,
cV^«» J^3 ^o on
arias.
Hope, Miss Stewart and a perfect audience for Bums’ hubd
es p
satisfactorily^
8
cuitted himself
l li?" Makeups were professional, in fact
*° g apby a d U pb ls e nbg a d
?
Seminary has on its staff excellent
^Technical set -^ipwas° result of Tapps wound the show with a neat mor, the latter s guesting on Benii
f
f ^ ^n
d
1S
b
da
Wltb
tb c musical directors, makeup men,
CBS-TV
^
show
Sunday
night P.f
p ^
py
loJ^preparatfon^pick-upT'oTthe
A
^
pri sed with his fancy footwork. (9) failed to come off. Entire halflan Anderson Awards) script
Mfnpm hping
sent
tn K C
i]£?F
writers, and a complete corn,
e
e
SUJnwnve refnv thrnnph the Les Brown and his orch, seated hour wj*s pegged to a contrived bit she established with her own $10,- plement of technical artists. Burt
stage for the show backed the —Benny’s dressing as a gal when
Award prize as one of Blackwell, WAVE-TV producer, atBeU System facilities to WDAF- on
Performers capably.
s distinguished citizens.
Gracie Allen (Mrs. Burns) failed
tends rehearsals at the Seminary»
TV It
bhow a lso lensed her rehearsing but doesn’t have an
to appear at the studio on time
opportunity for
hitch, with in-studio connections
a ^ d caught the religious quality
v
J 1
» J t... ’Dill T ^ ^
and
the
byplay
resultant
between
Stars”
“Sclilitz
Playhouse
of*
on
a xv dress rehearsal, with cambeing handled by Bill Ladish and
she
to much of her reper- eras e t c
Considering the limited
Bob Kerr. Joseph Flaherty, sta- CBS-TVs Friday (7) offered its first Burns and Benny was just a little toire.imparts
Program included varied of- s t age space and lack of full cast
True, Benny made a nicetion’s chief engineer, headed up musical comedy, “Haunted Heart.” tired.
It came over as a slick production looking femme (he claimed it was firings, both spirituals and clas- arK xv staff dry runs, show comes
the technical arrangements.
(Continued on page 38)
job, although the book, by Arnold the first time he had done a feQuin.
off in fine style.
Wied.

Director: A1 Hartifan
Writer: Joe Cross
!• Mins.; Sun., Z p.m.

"Animal Kingdom” has become
another legiter to complete and
win the triple tiara. The fate Philip
Barry's ’32 Broadway hit (Leslie
Howard, William Gargan, Ilka
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HALF PINT FARTY

With A1 Ganuaway, others
Producers: Henry. Morrepthau

3d,

MeOreror
Vern Diamond

Charles D.

MacLEVY TALENT STUDIOS
WCBS-TV, N. Y.
(Associated.. Advertising Service)

This

is

the same moppet show

which aired <?h ABC-TV last year.
Similar in format to the recentlyVarieties"
on
"Versatile
ax^d
WCBS^TV, the show for ‘the most
part is an amateur production,
-

scend those connected with live
shows.
Vidpix makers- not only
have to compete with liv.e quality,
but must have a high degree of
durability
in
yarnspinning and

Weber, Marty

O’Sliaughnfessy

Producer: Vince Fiorino
Director:'

Don Norton

production fluffs, however,
such as having one of the thug’s
heads blown off by 'an 'explosion

and vet the incident didn’t draw a
and Thurs., 4:15 p.m. crowd Don HaKKertv was okay in

WBKB,

Chicago
Marty O’Shaughnessy, editor of
TV Forecast, Chi video mag, and
Bonnie
Weber have combined
forces on this twice-weekly chin
session dealing with tele chit chat.
Patently a minute-budgeted affair,
it gets across chiefly on the personalities of the host and hostess
and the backstage TV squibs culled
from the trade press.
Initial installment (4) .showed the
program has the ingredients to cash
on the fans’ interest in the
doings of video personalities on the
national and local scene. There
were some comments on the recent
“Author Meets the Critics” tiff
between Sen. Robert Taft and Tex
McCrary with the latter coming out
second best. Also touched upon
was singer Johnnie Ray’s sudden
ascendancy with O’Shaughnessy defending some of the critics’ stance
on. his “flamboyant” mannerisms.
Stint ended with the editor making

m

titte

role

1

rouKh-V-tough’auaUties of the accented d r i va t^e eve adeouately
Patrick Morison was woefully

“Calculated Risk,” had a story
viewpoint that didn’t come off too
well.
Herbert Marshall, however,
conferenciered
the
proceedings
with literacy and charm.
Yam, written by Jerry Lawrence
and Bob Lee, and with Louis Jean
Heydt and Rochelle Hudson in the
leads, had some ingenious' moments, but generally, showed a lot
of extraneous details and evidence
of stretching, that killed the inventive part of the plot.
The enactments were okay with Heydt excelling in a dual role,
Film has been sold in 43 markets to various sponsors, but in
terms of New York, the show represents- one of the less astute bits
of time buying.
Rheingold Beer,
sponsoring in the N. Y. area, is
caught between Celanese and Pulitzer Theatres on ABC, and the
live fight Cards by the rival brew,
Pabst, on CBS. It’s fairly evident
thaHhe carriage trade will tune in
the live play while .the fights seem
better bait for the mass trade,
The filmed commercials are well
constructed.
Jose.
'

NBC-TV

SPECIAL ASSIGNMENT
with Paul Molloy, narrator; guests
Writer: Paul Molloy
Director-Producer: Harry Francis
30 Mins.; Thurs., 9:30 p.m.
Sustaining
ROTV, from Tulsa
The Tulsa Tribune’s Paul Molre jeportei
reports to
irrvm audience each week on
‘Special
Assignment”
covering
subjects printed factually by newsP a er -, heretofore more or less
f
sparsely
by radio and TV. Realism
is th e keynote of this video production, and throog). the old adage
“Truth is stranger than fiction."
achieves dramatization of a
real-life plight without sensation.

,

,

Wsfshe

m

Broadway

-

Hugh Beaumont* Arthur Space}
Paul Frees
Producer: Harold

Knox

Director: Bill Kara
Robert
Writers:
Ryf,

Adrian

•

Gendot
30 Mins.; Mon,* 11:30 p.m.

PIEL’S

BEER

WNBT,

N. Y. (film)

*

x

s

Kenyon A Eckhardt)
Vidpic version „of NBC’s “Dan(

in

Gotham and

is

Philly

sponsored

(WCAU-TV),

presented a charming
by Piel’s beer and in some 35 other
markets by various bankrollers;

Truncating the well-known opera,
and omitting many scenes, to get
it into
an hour’s, compass, they
came up with a sort of concert
version. There was too much, unavoidably, left out the sparkling

—

produced

First telefilm series

by.

NBC-TV

shapes up as a routine
whodunit.
Chief asset is Brian
Donlevy, due to latter’s marquee
value and ability to put over a twofisted role.

Story on the initialer Monday
(10) developed suspense after it got
rolling, but had some elements that
Yarn
strained its belie vability.

opened with Donlevy’s getting his
assignment; to pick up the son of
a lecturer from a boarding school
The father, who*in Stockholm.

overture, the tenor’s first-act ser- knew the identity -of a foreign
enade, Rosina’s “Una voce poco fa,” agent, one of his Chautauqua conher letter aria, and other important freres, wouldn’t put the finger on'
numbers for this to satisfy purists the spy until the kid was safe. In
that it was actually the “Barber of
Sweden Donlevy tangled with the

—

Seville.” But on its own merits, it
was a handsome cameo derived
from the opera, rich, tuneful and
pleasing.
The ear-tickling score
was a solid asset.
Opera was done in English, with
some amusing colloquialisms in

espionage, ring, got slugged with
an automatic, escaped, located the
missing youngster and roitnded up
*

the villains.

There was some

fast fistic (but
in Donlevy’s

action

unrealistic)

break from two armed heavies
aiming to take him* for a ride.
Sequence of his leap from* a car,
just at it hurtled over a fcliff and
days, supplemented the action by burst into flames, was good
adbridging situations and explaining venture stuff. Finale, with Donlevy
Sound was cleverly ripping off the socket from a hangthe story.
handled; a voice sounded strong ing light and giving the gun-toting
when the singer was seen, but was spy chief an electric shock with
subdued when he was heard (buJt the bare wires, was typical of the
unseen) outside a room. There plot twists.
were too many closeups at first, but
Telefilm involved some location
makeup was sb good, and perform- shooting a deserted barn, the
ances so expert, that one didn’t boarding school, a country road,
mind.
etc.
which lent some realism.
Cast was wisely chosen, being Good use was made of some kid

spoken dialog and song, and with
welh-chosen voices to bring out the
lyrics.

Subtitles,

la

a

silent-film

—

—

S
e
*
Camera shows no faces, except
MrtdiaUd in the series Molloy’s,
unless the principals give
urior to her stardom in the redoes away with
0n
production of 9 , sen *\ H£°g ra
cent
instruction or education in social
“Kiss Me, Kate” and it’s probably
problems
situations
through
or
u nfai r to her for CBS to pull the
films off the shelf now.
versed
who,
while
well
of
experts
were
Plugs for Crawford Clothes
and perhaps even engrdssmg, are
par, spotlighting the chain’s offer
unable
to hold audience through
purwho
anyone
to
of a $10 ‘‘gift"
1
*vlAt1 A
alone.
words
chases over a certain amount.
A “Thrill for Slaves” featured
Stal.
the presence of a woman who had

gifted
dramatically as well as
vocally. Ralph Herbert made an
amusing roguish figure as Figaro
(the barber), with style and humor,

characters. There
lapse in the star’s
girl's

name

was an editing
knowing a little

before she was introed

to him.

and a good voice that gave off the
Largo al factotum” opening number with aplomb. Virginia Haskins,
as Rosina, was a pretty minx, with
a fine soprano and beguiling coloratura. Davis Cunningham played
the Duke, Almaviva, with spirit,
and sang resonantly.
Emile Renan, as the suspicious,

Live commercials' for the brew

were delivered
manner, getting

man-to-man

in

away from announcer-type cliches, but nevertheless not registering enough warmth.
Filmed plug, using a male trio and

femme

had

thrush,

more

appeal.

Piel’s
Bril.

pompous guardian of Rosina, stood
out for a richly humorous charac-

WORLD NEWS

terization, while adding an excellent basso. Carleton Gauld, as
the addled music-teacher, Basilio,
delivered his big “Slander” song
with gusto. Herbert Grossman directed the cast, and conducted a

With John Wingate
Director: Richard Simon

WOR-TV,

fine-sounding orchestra, with skill.
Direction and production showed
taste and imagination, and within
its limited confines, the “Barber”
Bron.
was a treat.

has added a

15 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 6:45 p.m.

N.Y.

John Wingate, who already had
a

slick

that

video

newscasting

series,

to

format

fillip

now makes

his

the series one of

news shows being aired.
Wingate has steadily been astound-

the top

ing veiwers with his ability to
prattle off a quarter-hour news
session without referring to notes.
This feat alone made it a noteworthy show but now that he’s interspersing pertinent
clips to hypo his gab, program
comes across as a sock blending of

AUNTIE DEE

With Dec Parker, Jimmy StevenMargaret Smith, Arlene
son,
Klavens, Jo Ann Bias, Sharon
newsreel
Aleccia, Joyce Rice, Marsha Jean
Lin am
been an addict* from the time she
was 18; remained one for about 20 Director: Mort Walton
information and entertainment.

•

•

•

*

.With Brian Donlevy,, Maria Palmer*,
Herb Butterfield, Gavin Muhv

gerous Assignment”

NBCrTV, N. Y.

.video version of Rossini’s “Barber
of Seville” last Thursday night (6),
in a production that had style and
craftsmanship.
Unfortunately, “Unexpected” has polish. Producer Samuel Chotzineither of these
qualifications.' noff and music* and artistic director
Although there is the possibility Peter Herman Adler wisely safethat subsequent segments of this guarded their presentation by deseries will live up to the. promise scribing it as “Scenes from 'Barber
that it holds on paper, the initialer, of Seville’.”

era!

ts

Sustaining

SI

DANGEROUS ASSIGNMENT

'

•

15 Mins.; Tues.
Sustaining

I

,

•

Bonnie

I

-

*

With

NBC TELEVISION OPERA

(The Brass Key)
With Herbert Marshall, Louis Jean
THEATRE.
With Don Haggerty ^JPatricia MorlHeydt, Rochelle Hudson, others (Barber of. Seville) v
son, Theodore Von EHx, others Producer: Frederic Ziv
With Davli Cunningham, Virginia
Producers: Harlan Thompson, Her- Director: Eddie David
Haskins, Ralph Herbert, Emile
bert L, Strock
Writers: Jerry Lawrence, Bob Lee
Renan, Carlton Gauld, others;
Director: Paul Garrison
30 Mins.; Wed., 10:30 p.m.
Herbert Grossman, conductor
Writer: James Jason
KHEINGOLD BEER
Producer; Samuel Chotxinofit
30 Mins-; Thnrs., 9:30 pjn,
WNBT-TV, N. Y. (films)
Music director: Peter Herman
CRAWFORD CLOTHES
(Foote, Cone 8c Belding)
Adler
WAJBD^DuMont, N. Y. (film)
Because of the comparative per- TV director; Kirk Browning
(Al Paul Lefton)
Adaptation;
Charles
pdlacheck,
manence of vidfilms, producers of
Adler
“Cases of Eddie Drake’*- is the this entertainment forin have some
pan.
60
Mins.,
Thurs.
11
(6),
vidfilm series which CBS-TV first added responsibilities that trains

rolled in 1949 and thgn shelved
spotlighting the usual precocious
and often untalented kids going after completing nine stanzas. With
dancing
singing
and
the establishment of the CBS-TV
through, their
Packagers A1 Gannaway film syndication department, the
paces3d
have
Morgenthau
and Henry.
series was revived, with four more
also' invested it with a few new
gimmicks, which should make it ac- turned out to complete a 13-week
ceptable to the kids and to any cycle. Judging from the initialer,
parents whbm the small fry might aired on DuMont’s N. Y. flagship,
lure to the TV set.
WABD, Thursday night (6), it’s,
On the preem (8), for example,
the show cited a teen-ager who had easy to figure why CBS had diffijumped into the East River, N. Y., culty selling “Drake” originally.
to save a drowning woman. There Show was an incredibly contrived
was also a short discussion on the private-eye tale, filled with stereodangers of jay-walking, pegged to
characters and
a story in the newspapers quoting typed Whodunit
the N. Y. police as starting a new suffering from a throttling budget,
(While it may seem strange that
drive against the wandering pedesSuch features probably the show is being aired on a Dutrians.
serve their educational purposes Mont outlet despite it being a
on the show but, judging from the CBS production, the situation only
preem, they could he dressed more points up the spot booking made
possible by vidpix. Several other
for better viewing.
Gannawiy did an okay job as film series turned out by both
emcee, steering clear ofe- any at- CBS and NBC are being aired
tempts to play down to the kids currently on stations owned by
Kids, in- competing webs, in several cases
in the studio audience.
cidentally, operate on the show as because- the producing web couldn’t
a “club,” each of them being char- clear time on its own outlets.).Chief,, drawback to the preem
ter members. Among the tyro tal“The,
ent, only one, a youthful ventrilo- stanza of “Drake,” titled
quist “named Dorothy Spiegel, im- Brass Key,” lay in James Jason’s,
pressed as having any talent. But, scnptmg. He introduced a clever
they probably all have to start in peg for the series, via the shamusshow biz id some way, and amateur telling the yam in flashback "to. a
performance's have always been a femme .psychiatrist, who is researching a book on criminal
good showcase.
MacLevy Talent Studios bank- psychology./ Otherwise the story
was a melee of all the private eye
the
of
quarter-^iour
rolls the first
show. On the mitialer, the spon- characteristics from Dashiell Hammett to Mickey Spillane, with an
performto
the
unfair
played
sor
ing moppets by super-imposing overplay on gore and bloodletting.
Denouement actually wasn’t telewith
a
their
acts
blurbs
over
the
pitch to parents for a “free” try- graphed but, in this case, that
out of their kids and a single free didn’t matter. By the time the
Best feature on the show, climax rolled around, the audience
lesson.
to a non-parent or kid viewer, was pro b a b 1 y didn’t care who the
the pinteized dog, who displayed killer was.
Producers Harlan Thompson and
a heat ability to howl while the
Herbert L. Strock took advantage
Stal,
kids sang.
of their filming benefits via
chases through the streets of Los
BACKSTAGE DIARY
Angeles, etc. This also led to sev•

.

THE UNEXPECTED

.

Director:
Mins.: Sat., 1:1$ pjm*

REVIEWS

TKOiVISIOrV

CASES OF EDDIE DRAKE

f*

AL WILLIAMS COPPER
KITCHEN

Candidly she told, her story, 30 Mins., 5-5:30 p.m., Mon.-thru-Fri.
On the preem of the new fordescribed her background,, includ- FAYGO BEVERAGE
mat Monday pight (10), Wingate,,
ing how she started on drugs, how WXYZ-TV, Detroit
had the meaty topics of the New
she obtained them, the misery she
Auntie Dee is a good looking Hampshire preferential primaries,
had known through them, then
woman, whose beauty is not so the Arnold Schuster murder in
her rehabilitation. During her con- fragile that it would disappear Brooklyn, and the Gen. Batista
CO-OP
versation with Molloy, he was should she be caught in the act of revolution In Cuba to work over.
KGO-TV, San Francisco
shown in various camera shots, but diapering a baby which she does He did an excellent job on these
shown
th u g h shots in her real-life role as mother. She three as well as the lesser items of
'shewas
a Chamber of Commerce pitch for formative? interestin^show in” this
»
d l°a n d s
is Dee Parker, former singer with
the day. His gab line was sharp
what was once known as the Chi
Jimmy Dorsey’s and Vaughn Mon and cleiir and the newsreel clips
fht^oe^ona^e^Afwima^rVhX
school of TV production.
P
roe’s orchestras, who is the wife made the summary even more ef
JSS
values^as
Tele emcee and dee jay Ernie ha! a
musical fective. The .clips displayed firstof Phil Brestoff,
Simon dropped in for a quickie
avZofThe'Z'dZalVepZmlnf^f director.
rate selection and editing on the
visit
and plugged’ his new
explained
various
who
Justice
a
natural
way part of Wingate and his staff,
“Auntie
Dee”
has
onncick .nf demonstrashow.
Dave.
drugs and their results-^-demon- with children. She obviously likes
The gabber also hits the WORtions of various table specialties,
specially-pre
children, which several other TV lanes at 9 p.m. with a 10-mininial rhfafe showing the step- strating onscreen a
emcees of this type of show ob- ute spot news survey.
Pared exhibit of drugs and tools o
NEW YORKERS AT
Gros.
bv-steo^^ techniqurSTvolved
the trade used by addicts.
viously da not. As a result, the
With Bob Stone, Others
Williams, acting as emcee and
The program closed with a plea show is warm and friendly. She REHEARSAL CALL
10 Mins.; Mon., 1:35 p.m.
mJnfnV u Qmnnth in tvine the cabdoes no singing, except for a brief
Sustaining
bWg together, bracing the tempo ‘Xllofh?
and'a intro. It might be a good idea if With Pete Katz, Edward Barret,
TulZ aTel!
Molloy,
WRGB-TV, Schenectady
EBis Obrccht, Lilias Courtney
/to keep the melange moving along.
?f*I p-re* she occasionally gave voice to
I
Dancers
1
Public service feature, scheduled
also shown these songs aimed at children.
the miiTk Sector spondent here has
by the State Radio-TV Bureau and wa^piShed
Producer-Director: Pete Katz
The talent, ranging in age from 30 Mins.; Sat., 10 p.m.
presented on Bob Stone’s afterh
uniyeryoung
take
either.
hard
not
to
5
to
wa's
12,
slant!
Sustaining
noon show, alternates officials of
five- For “Auntie
Dee’s” performers
i
u/ai thus out of reach sity student who has served a
WHAS-TV, Louisille
state departments and New Yorkers
year penitentiary term; Cancer, have talent. Most of them are
who have established their own of Average 'viewer’s talents,
More in the nature of an exthough having consider- with a young mother of 30 who regulars on the show, appearing periment, “Rehearsal Call,” which
businesses. It is educational, proFive-year-old
she has only a few weeks to one day a week.
motional and mildly interesting. able interest1 value as adisplay of knows
comes
to WHAS-TV cameras on
chirped
Jean
LInarn
.Cliff live; Tuberculosis with a pat ent Marsha
proficiency
Harold Keller,' head of the State professional
a pneumo-thorax operation “Sticks and Stones” for boff re- alternate Saturdays, dividing the
Dept, of Commerce (of which the Hnivf AlDhonse Batz and chef given
spot
with
another local show using
set;
10-year-old
turns.
Joyce Rice,
doctor on the studio
radio-TV unit is a part), teed off Knud Nielson tossed up a display by his
Fort Knox personnel, in a friendly
beyond Divorce, with two divorcees and pianist, brought out the sound and way Inyites the viewers backstage
the series.
James R. MacDuff, of food pyrotechnics
with
fury
of
“The
Sea”
nicely.
Detection,
very
Police
new Commissioner of Motor Vehi- the means of minds of the rank- their stories;
Margaret' Smith, if' ‘’amT Ariene to watch a show being prepared for
How- an actual criminal suspect undercles, and Walter Brennan, attorney and-file kitchen mechanics.
TV. At the show caught, Pete
lie detector test by detec- Klavens, 10, combined nicely in a
for the State Banking Dept., were ever, if cut down to an average going a
song and danc^. styling of “Nothin.” Katz, who handles production on
etc.
other officials viewed. Jacob De- level, show should provide rnieaty tives,
show,. aid£d,by Bob Pilkington.
the
of
Sharon
plenty
caused
Aleccia,
put
has
program
12,
Molloy’s
Beer, president of an Albany base materia! for housewives and amaswitcher. i^l»vs hi^^lf. exactly
wide repercussion of comment, pro body-English and sly winks into as
ball manufacturing company, was teur chefs.
he* works during a real rehearsal
as
“Daddy-O”
Jo
is
cleanto
earn
plaudits.
value
Dramatic
the businessman seen.
For variety, show has an enter- and con.
At the show caught Saturday (8',
cut; reaction on viewers’ nerves is Ann Riss, 12, showed championship
Stone, who possesses an excep- tainment interlude (the Travelairs,
propect was making a stage proand the big question. He continues to form in a fast turn at baton twirl- duction into
tional
Lilias
a TV show.
vocabulary,
handles the song foursome, when caught),
ing.
of parrots. remind his audience that “these
interviews skillfully.
He credits for atmosphere, a bracegaps,
Uncle Jimmy Stevenson was the Courtney School of the Dance,
result- are phases of real life, moments of
Jane Barton, program director o
Show has avoidable
perannual
which
17th
will
give
its
actuality with the people who have accompanist and fitted in nicely
the radio-TV bureau, with produc
ant of querying chefs and pacing
and this is a pan- with the warm, friendly atmos- formance at Memorial Auditorium
minor flaw lived them
a
jng the guests. The established- demonstrations,
routhe
through
March
went
14,
phere.
Dee”
In
h£s
all “Auntie
a
what goes on hourly in
which tightened direction can orama of
business angle could be expanded.
swell show.
Tew.
Bisc.
(Continued on page 38)
your town,”
Ted.
years.

With Williams, others

Producer: Williams
Director: Robin Adair
30 Mins.; Fri., 6:30 p.m.
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15 Mins.; Sun., 9

i».nt.

WARNER-HUDNUT

ABC, from

(Kenyon & Eckhardt )

incidentally, announced that B his
ailmant stemmed- from a virus
rather than heart trouble as at
first diagnosed. In either case, he
has not been slowed down and,
except for a couple Of unimportant

on his initial comeback- stanza
Winchell rat-tat-tatted through

fluffs

news and gossip commentary
with the sharpness and speed of his
his

usual gatling-gun style.
Winchell covered the headline
gamut from the Arnold Schuster
murder through the domestic political scene, to Soviet doings and misdoings. On the latter, he was loaded
with tips about impending splits
among the Soviet bigshots. Re the

upcoming

presidential

WNEW’s new

series,

offered in

conjunction with the N. Y. Public
Library, is a commendable offering,
and in line with the recent resurgence of readings as exemplified
by Emlyn Williams, John CarraQuartet, etc.
dine, First
Organized to-sincrease interest in
has lined
better literature,
“up a list of top dramatic figures to
read excerpts from noted books
sans music; sound effects, dialog
or any other extraneous feature,
just the voice telling the story.
When station lines up Eva Le GalMelvyn Douglas, Judith
lienne,
Evelyn, Cyril Ritchard, and such-

Drama
WNEW

like,

for

these

readings,

series

sounds highly promising.
Series teed off

«

From

LBS, from Dallas
Here is another new weeftly
radio bit that makes listeners re-

(9),

with Miss Le Gallienne reading
from Lewis Carroll, delivering the
Jabberwocky poem and the

Humpty-Dumpty incident concerning-the poem from “Through the
Looking Glass." Miss Le Gallienne

was at her best, in a warm, witty
non- and quite charming reading of the

Jimmy

lota

classic.

UNIVERSITY FORUM OF THE

*

Sustaining

WEVD, New York

This Gotham indie is to be conmusic of
Waxings include folk gratulated for providing a platform
tunes, music of the Renaissance, on the birth control issue, via its

via platters seldom-heard

France.

Jacques Fray’s platter spiels are
and informative. His background info builds interest for the
disk to be aired as well as plants
excitement for a visit to the country of the music’s origin.
Fray
knits the stanza together and keeps
it moving at an ear-appealing pace.
Angele Levesque does the gabbing for the French Tourist Office
in okay style but her script could
be sharpened up a bit to make the
slick

seem more

attractive. Gros.

FRANKLIN KENNEDY SINGS
Tom Murphy,

With Tom Merry man;
announoer

Producer-director: Glenn Douglas
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 6:45 p.m.

ROEBUCK

SEARS,

LBS, from Dallas.
-

J.

(

Walter Thompson

With Sears’ return to network
radio for the first time in 15 years,
and the w. k. mail-order house’s
pacting of Franklin Kennedy for
an across-the-board shot, the new
show listens like both parties got
a break. Local 24-year-old tenor is
heavy with experiences, having
been one of Texas U.’s Longhorn
Quartet in

’47;

LBS

featured in

'51 via

singing stints; member of the
State Fair Musicals’ singing ensemble last summer, and recently
was star $ct of the Southern Dinner
Club, Houston.

Segment heard had Kennedy’s
fine tenor theming “With a Smile
and

a Song.’’ After his neat piping

of “As

I

Grow

Old,” singer swapped

commercial chatter with announcer
Tom Murphy, plugging firm’s home
freezers. Next, balladeering “Brokenhearted,” guy probably rated
a misty-eyed audience. Merriman’s
orch came up with a fine scoring of
Morton Gould’s “Pavanne” as an
interlude. Kennedy’s closer, “That
Old Black Magic,” was tops in tonal
quality and enunciation; however,
at times too much stress was evident, and tenor could have made
this tune more enjoyable with a
little relaxation. Talented lad is on
the way up, with this web shot, and

should make a name for himself.
Big factor in his climb, too, is
he’s personally managed by
Charles R. Meeker, Jr., managing
director of the State Fair Musicals.
Two plugs for Sears’ home
freezers were integrated neatly and

that

11

in

good

Announcer closed
plug for Westbrook Van
taste.

with a
Voorhis’ LBS newscasts, also Sears
sponsored.
Barker.

M

I

CITY

Blaine subs for Dick

HM -H 4 H4 M M M H
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on ABC’s “Stop

as vocalist
.

the

.

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

“University Forum of the Air." On
Friday (7) the program aired a
discussion on whether birth control
and religion are compatible. Dr.
John Paul Jones, president of the
Brooklyn division of the Protestant
Council of N. Y. and pastor of

Brooklyn’s Union Church, fayored
the view that “religion has an
obligation to encourage, guide and
interpret birth control as an essential
of life.”
Stand that birth
control is not compatible with the
tenets of religion, was presented by
Godfrey P. Schmidt, lect’irCr at
the Fordham U. School of Law and
member of the Atomic Energy

Labor Panel.
It’s a healthy sign that issues
such as this are given an airing.

“University Forum" last December
had a pro-and-con on birth control
per se. Big audience response to
that debate prompted -tills discussion focussing attention on religious attitudes towards planned
parenthood:
Bril.

WITHIN OUR GATES
With Shelly Gross, narrator
Director: Claude Morris

.

Harry Clark last week subbed for Harry Marble, out because of ill.Producer Charles Irving and
ness on Margaret Arlen’s WCBS stanza.
his actress-frau Hollis sailed on the Liberte yesterday (Tues.) for month
.June Rose, ex-Pedlar 6c Ryan, has joined Voice of Amerin Europe.
.Arthur Godfrey returned to CBS Monday (10) after* month's duty
ica.
with Navy
Earl Wrightson guests on- NBC’s “Big Show" March 23
.... WNEW’s Gene Rayburn and Dee Finch back from a quick flight to
Bahamas
CBS program v.p. Les Gottlieb last week tossed a dinner
for Columbia’s Coast program topper Guy della Chioppa, who returned
west after two weeks of huddles here
C. L. (Chick) Doty, former
station manager of WJZ and WJZ-TV and more recently with the
Bories office, has joined Edward Petry, station rep outfit, sales staff.
Frederic W. Ziv Co. has appointed Thomas J. Dalhasan account exec
Noah
for north Michigan-Wisconsin sector. .. .CBS racked up renewals by
30 Mins.; Wed., 8 pjn.
General foods on “Second Mrs. Burton," Procter & Gamble on “Perry
Sustaining
Mason" and Metropolitan Life for the Allen Jackson 6 p.m. news strip
WBRY, Waterbury, Conn.
....Upcoming productions on the “M-G-M Musical Comedy Theatre”
Historical origin of the city of for MBS include “On An Island With You" featuring Edward .Everett
Waterbury is recalled by station Horton, Polly Bergen and Earl Wrightson.
in “Place Without Trees,"
Collie Small,* co-owner with Jack Goldstein of NBC’s “Whitehall
a series of six half-hour transcribed
dramas which started Wednesday 1212," back from Europe with new Scotland Yard cases for stanza;
(5). Inaugural program was “Black Albert Clark, British crime specialist, added as technical adviser.
Lead.” On the strength of the first Eddie Dunn subbing for John Reed King, on leave from WJZ’s “Grand
installment it appears that WBRY Union Caravan" on medico’s orders.
has come up with a fine community-service type show that stations
.
.
.
in other small cities might well
use as a guide in preparing historAmos Baron, manager of ABC’s KECA, back at his desk after a leg
ical dramas about their own towns.
amputation.
.Milton Blow in town with A1 Lyon, board chairman of
“Why did men come here and
when?” asked; the narrator on the Philip Morris, to map out campaign for Dunhill ciggies, king size kin
to P. Morris. Lyon drove cross country but not with Mr. B as a passeninitialer. His query was followed
by several dramatized incidents ger.... J. Neil Reagan has been veep’ed by McCann-Eriokson
which explained that Waterbury BBD&O’s Ben Duffy buzzed Jack Benny for a few days and then hied
was first discovered by two of the to the desert for the sun cure .... Last time Nick Keesely of Lennen &
early settlers who came there in Mitchell barged into town it came down in buckets.
Last weekend
1651 in search of black lead (more he sloshed into Bevhills from the airport. Now they’re calling him the
commonly known as graphite). rain-bringer .... Ed Cashman called back to N.Y. for a week of huddles
Although the town was flourishing with Foote, Cone & Belding brass .... As soon as one of the nets comes
according to colonial standards it up with a five-minute spot favorable to Colgate,
Louella Parsons will
was temporarily abandoned in 1675 start her new series for Lustre Creme.
Columnist likes Sunday time
when King Philip’s War broke out. but there just isn’t any available^
NBC or CBS and she has a mad-on
Said to be in preparation for with ABC because
Walter Winchell objects to her following him.
more than two years, “Trees" was Adjudged
bankrupt last week was Tom Danson of radio station KTED,
written and produced by WBRY’s
Glendale.
own staff. Station’s own personnel
also portrayed -most of the characters although they’re also supple. . .
mented by outside local amateur
producer Larry Whitney and deejay Sam Evans putting on a
thespers. For a 100% hometown
effort, however, “this series shapes special hour show Friday night (14) marking the platter spinner’s first
up as a ‘Commendable project. anni on the. station .... Chuck Comiskey, ex-White Sox veepee, con^ ie “ u P w *th the Liberty web as sports
Script of Robert Noah was inclined
director, reportedly
to be a bit repetitious at times but at $25,000 a year.
.George Hixson now heading up the Agency Service
succeeded in capturing the flavor Corp. handling the Chi Motor Club billings
Norman Ross, WMAQ's
of early colonial times.
started his 16th year this week on the Chicago and
Lengthy list of players did fairly North Western Railway’s “400 Hour" morning
strip
writer
well under direction of Noah ana Sam Parnas back at work after
recovering from injuries suffered in
Walter Howard. Musical bridges an auto accident
Perry Thomas upped to veep status at the Beauand narration was integrated nicely mont
Holman agency .... Hal Coulter, Mutual’s ad-promotion diand the overall production bespoke rector, here for
Central Division huddles .... Chi NBC press chief Jack
a quality seldom attained by a nonlaid
irus out last week<
Myron Bennett debuted an
network originated show. Educay
?
Monday (10) ... .Marie Plomin named
tional values inherent in the series
of
CBS, rad s £,ot sales contract department, replacobviously will build goodwill for
i°
the station among school and civic ing Grayce O Dell now handling the same post in New York
Chi
NBC personnel director Glenn Uliles chairmaning the web’s local Red
organizations.
Gilb.
.

—

(Benton & Bowles)
AIR
“To France With Music," new With Rev. John Paul Jones, Godfrey P. Schmidt; Solomon Portseries on WQXR, N. Y. indie,
now, moderator
should appeal to Gotham’s francophiles and to those who appreciate 30 Mins.; Fri., 10 p.m.

etc.

| I t

*

WNEW

unfamiliar melodies.
The twiceweekly 25-minute stanzas dish out

» >

.Gene King, former
Music” for two broadcasts, starting Sunday (16),
should remember all week long
exec at WOR and WCOP (Boston) and now radio director of
that a treat is due. next Sabbath program
when Camille Olds returns .with the Mutual Security Agency in Europe, returns to the States shortly
Milt Berkowitz, for past
her songs.
for confabs in D.C., Gotham and the Hub
Liberty can boast of this young 16 years a newsman at WONS, Hartford, has joined NBC news-special
songstress. Aubtim-haired 23-year- events department. .. .June Christy got a request from Tf.S. airmen
old is a soprano and speaks that stationed at Halwara, India, asking her to dedicate one of her RCA
way. Her amazing vocal range Thesaurus stanzas to them; they dial the waxer on Radio Ceylon ....
belies that title. Gal bowed hum- Kathl Nprris starts as hostess-narrator on “Escape With Me" on ABC
ming her “Somebody Loves Me" tomorrow (Thurs.) eve; show’s packaged by hubby Wilbur Stark
theme, then segued into a sexy,
Britt, British radio-tele actor and director, coming to the U.S. on
throaty chorus of “I’ll Always Love Leo
NBC’s Fred Allen,
will settle on the Coast
You," backed by Ray Plagens at permanent visa and
Hoffa and Jane Pickens did a special show at the Plaza hotel
Portland
the organ. After his instrumental
Roily Bester added to “Romance
“Carloca" chirp swapped for North Carolina State Society
solo,
.Danny Ocko with “Front Page Farrell."
easy banter with announcer Bill of Helen Trent".
Cochran, cueing “Little White
generally known that Robert J. Landry, former CBS exec and
Not
Cloud That Cried." With this tune
currently publisher of newsletter. Space & Time, has-, been separated
Miss Olds proved her conservatory
year from his actress wife, Annett MacQuarrie. She’s in
training and vast experience, by more than a
Authorities have ordered 300 Park Ave. restored 100%
phrasing, slurring and holding Singapore
character so that will force station rep Henry Cristal and
residential
to
Cochran
full
value.
for
each note
took the mike to invite request various overflow departments of CBS out of building.
lists of three tunes from listeners,
NARTB prexy Harold Fellows spiels for Radio Execs Club at Waldorf
with a free platter promised those
.Bruce Wendell’s “Birdland Show” inlunch next Thursday (20).
chosen, Camille joined Cochran in
strip will do one hour weekly (Saturdays at 3-4 a.m.) from the
somniac
naming initial winner and added
.Paul A. Hilton, former
an intimate, “Jerry, here’s your Broadway jive spot with a live orph pickup.
song, just for her." Canary then controller-assistant general manager of Crosley Distributing Corp.,
hit the low register with a sexy, named controller of Charles E. Ryn<ps Audio & Video Products Corp.
“Yes, You ....NBC exec veepee Charles R. Denny and wife left Friday (7) for
spine-tingling vocal,
Are." Gimmick included a record- couple of weeks in Europe. .. .Jack Cleary, NBC production exec,
cutting as she sang, and that went bedded for three days last week with sprained foot.

Starting off with the poem itself,
however, wAs. bad, In that the
mishmashy verse is difficult to
understand (as Carroll intended).
When Miss Le Gallienne got into
the straight narrative from “Looking Glass," things brightened considerably. But though she did it to Jerry,
Intimate song-selling stint adds
giftedly, this particular “Looking
Glass" section isn’t too exciting. up to a relaxing, highly enjoyable
weekly
bit that should grab—-and
There was also the thought, to one
Barker.
hold a big audience.
Music" show, Winchell once again auditor anyway, that a 15-minute
tipped the title of the “mystery stretch would be better suited to
than
25
or
30.
readings
such
melody," which would earn the
PLACE WITHOUT TREES
However, program is a good one (‘Black Lead’)
Herm.
program’s hefty jackpot.
for the discriminating listener of With Walter Howard, Dick Fenton,
bookish bent, and a nod is due
Charles Shons, David Davies,
TO FRANCE WITH MUSIC
Miss Le Gallienne and
Rye Trier Jackson, Rod Huff, Ed
With Jacques Fray, Angele
staffers for the effort. Ritchard is
Reilly; announcer. Bob Stewart
Levesque
set for next week, in a reading Writer: Robert Noah
Producer: Fray
Bron.
from Stephen Leacock.
Producers - directors: Howard &
25 Mins., Tues., Thurs., 7:05 p.m.

FRENCH TOURIST OFFICE
WQXR, n; Y.

NEW YORK

IN

the ether, alone, can carry
of entertainment, it’s a $eg-.
inent so fully delightful that'tuners

’h i

the Production Centres
<

member
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Sunday night

elections,
strict

partisan tone in warning the electorate that none of the candidates
could solve all of the nation’s problems. As he put it, “all the candidates tell ,us what they will do
none tell us what they cannot do."
Winchell also slapped U. S. policy
for encouraging a Nazi recrudescence in Germany amid a flock of
late news flashes on celeb divorces,
marriages, hospitalizations, etc.
Coming right after the “Stop the

...
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t
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Suataining

25 Mins,; Sun., 19 p.m.
Sustaining
WNEW, N. Y.

N. Y.

Winchell maintained a

H

FROM CAMILLE TO YOU

With Eva La. Galliemsej Lonnie With Camille Old*; Bill Cechran,
Starr, announcer
announcer
Producer-director: Glenn Douglas
'Producer: Bud Brandt
Director: Bob Smith
15 Mina.; Sunday, 9:30 p.m.

Returning to his regular Sunday
evening stand after a five-week layoff on doctor's orders, Walter Winchell picked up at exactly the same
clip as when last heard. Winchell,

trip

1

.

Wtdnwd *y, M*rdb

TELL ME A STORY

WALTER WINCHELL
With Richard Stark, announcer
Director: John Bates
Producer: Donald Coe

(9),

“

KAMO REVIEWS
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Writer: Kay Christian
30 Mins.: Sun., 11:30 a.m.
WF1L, Philadelphia
In observance of the fourth anniversary of the passing of the
city’s Fair Employment Practices
ordinance, the Philadelphia Fellowship Commission and the Commission on Human Relations linked
forces to present a special program
developed from cases taken from
the files of the FEPC.
Two playlets, one with the racial PIONEER ’52
and the other with the religious With Richard Widmark, Denise
angle, were given to point up
Alexander, Berry Kroegrer, Leon
Janney, Edward M. M. Warburg
thesis that “discrimination in employment is detrimental to the Producer-Director: Himan Brown
health, welfare and safety of the Writer: Millard Lampcll
community.” Case histories show 30 Mins., Sun., 4 p.m.
actual work of Commission’s rep- CBS, transcribed
resentatives, and how they achieve
The United Jewish Appeal
goals through conferences, concilia- launched its seventh year of broadtory tactics and 'persuasion.
casting specially spotted dramatizaWhile both cases shown had suc- tions with a stirring drama on the
cessful endings, narrator explains CBS web. Sunday (9). As in past
sill has not been “milk and honey,”
year’s this UJA program offered
although commission has never top scripting and thesping in a
been forced to resort to a public play aimed to hypo its “help, rehearing. Philadelphia is the only build Israel" pitch.
city in the United States having a
“Pioneer ’52,” first of a series
Human Relations Commission in- of dramas which ’ll be aired on
corporated in its Charter. Broad- each major web during the run of
cast assumes added value by help- the UJA campaign, told of the
ing publicize the fact that there is “new war" in Israel
a war against
legal recourse against discrimina- homelessness.
Millard Lampell’s
tion.
Station will mail out script script spotlighted the importance
on request from viewers. Gagh.
of this war to reshape the lives of
.

'

—

WBBM

5wn

•

•

•

•

ross drive .... Larry Wherry new Sherman
& Marquette veep
George Stone’s 5:45 p.m. daily WMAQ newscast
bankrolled by the
c
k ger
Lcvin
back
from a flying trip to
W
?i
Tokyo.
.Robert
Wallace
appointed Zenith Radio merchandising man.

J

‘

.

w

W
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the Israeli immigrants with solid
impact. Although it was »* b 1
‘JEWISH
heavy-handed at times, the message hit home.
GET
Cast headed by Richard Widmark was uniformly excellent,
The WMGM, N. Y.-packaged
with special credit due Denise
“American Jewish 'Caravan of
Alexander for her sympathetic
role of young Jewish immigrant. Stars," which has enjoyed a virtual
Himan Brown’s direction knit the sellout status since preeming on

CARAVAN’

MAY

WEBBERY

production together in fine style.
the Gotham outlet about two years
Show closed with a brief address
by Edward M. M. Warburg, gen- ago, may soon go network.
Liberty Network,
which has
eral chairman of UJA. His speech
as its N. Y. outlet, is rewas terse and effective.
Gros.
ported negotiating a deal with the
station for a pickup of the Sunday
Milwaukee—K. E. (Mike) Mee- hour variety stanza for beaming
han added to the WISN local sales to major markets with a heavy
staff.
Yiddish audience potential.

WMGM

.

yffali*e«day?

Mm*<&
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STUFF
Howdy Doody
and

their parents

.

. .

and

?

does .man-size job of selling to kids-

right

now a Monday segment is. open

for sponsorship. Here’s

why the program represents

m.

one of the best buys on television

22.2 rating*— highest of all multi- weekly

and

Saturday children's shows—at low (B) rates.
Largest children audience on TV— over 5%
over a million adults daily.

million, plus

Howdy drew

three million

premium requests

to

storejcounters in one year forgone sponsor.

.

Sponsors’of Howdy get 3 times as many
*
'extra customers' \ per dollar as the average
TV-advertised brand.**

Only $1.68 per thousand viewers— half the
average cost of half-hour evening programs.
If

you want to

sell

bakery products, children's
dog food—or anything

clothing, books or toys, soup,

ask their parents to buy—we
suggest you contact NBC-TV Sales immediately.

else children
f

V

NBC
V
^F£V^

*ARB Nationals,
January ’52
NBC-"TeletvisIon

Today"

Where

television

success

is

a habit

A SERVICE OF RADIO CORPORATION 6f AMERICA

. .

Mirtk
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Armed Forces’ Informal Alaska “Web’

12, 1952

Inside Stuff-Television

Sinner Formla

Continued from vxtt
The new Television Code of the National Assn. ,of Radio-TV Broad*
casters is displeasing to the American Civil Liberties Union, which dis*
lining up others, either newcomers likes codes of any kind on principle.
In particular the TV code is
or established personalities to re- viewed biliously because it frankly Invites lobbies and pressure groups
place them, including Jerry Les- to squawk. In “promise” after “promise” the
code is appeasing
of
its
own
“Voice
developed
lias
ter, William Gargan, Ed Wynn,
view.
opinion, according to the
Fort Richardson” show. This is a Jack Paat, Guy Raymond, Joan minority
they
thought
were
undoubtedly
being most vircode
the
It
Framers
of
and
variety.
halfdiour of music
Davis, Red Buttons, Eddie Foy, Jr.;
The Art Carney, Buddy Hackett, etc. tuous in proclaiming theii** intention of offending nobody,- but the civil
s taped weekly at the post.
kow-towing
to
“deplorable
the
nuisance strength
^program is then put out on a sus- Jack Carson and Olsen
Johnson libertarians think this is
taining basis over station &ENI, may also appear from time to time of vociferous segments of the population.
y
commercial outlet in Anchorage, during the summer.
sees the code as freezing the Drys prejudice against booze,
It features the 43rd Army Band,
slated to origi- sees the pious disclaimers of any respect for divorce as appeasement
Party,”
“Dance
soloist Dick Krause, and the EbonCatholics and against American jurisprudence*’ ana sees the whole
nate from the web’s big studio 8H to
aires, a Negro quintet, four of
TV to conform to mentality of the smallest child in the
City, N. Y.,.will spotlight code forcing
whose members recently copped in Radio
*
audience.
top-name bands playing in a nitery
the Barbershop Quartet championat
seated
-audience",
setting. Studio
ship in the Alaskan Armed Forces
ringside tables, will be invited to
In another example of a T$ show aiding- in its sponsor’s dealer relacontest.
dance on camera. Name personal- tionships, CBS-TV and Westinghouse coopetated last week in staging
ity, as yet unselected, will emcee, a show based on “Studio One” for 1,500 Westinghouse execs and dealand the show will also feature ers at the Mount Lebanon Civic League auditorium in Pittsburgh.
vaude and nitery acts. Among the With Walter Cronkite as narrator, ^program veepee Hubbell Robinson,
bands expected to appear are Tom- Jr., did a 40-minute bit, tracing the evolution of a scene from “Jane
Continued from page 27
my Dorsey, Xavier C u Sat, Art Moo- Eyre” on “Studio One” from its first conception by the producer to the
_
ney, Stan Kenton, Tex Beneke, on-the-air production. Then, as a climax, Charlton Heston and Maria
Como, Greer Garson, Gregory Gene
Freddy Martin and Riva enacted the scene as staged.
‘
Peck, Ginny Simms, etc., and are others,
Several CBS-TV shows have traveled to participate in dealers’ condesigned for use by early a.m. disk
Miss Smith and Ted Collins, her ventions in that way, with Ed Sullivan, in particular, having taken his
vacation this “Toast of the Town” on' the road to Detroit, Pittsburgh and other
jocks. Another transcription aimed producer, will be on
cities

Gets Wealth of US. Network Programs
Anchorage, March 11.
Meet the Alaska “network” of
the Armed Forces Radio Service.
Actually it’s no web at all. It’$
12 unconnected stations at Army,
Navy and Air Force bases. It’s
also a group of turntables and
loudspeaker outlets in smaller
places where there are no stations.

What makes them kin and gives
them the informal handle of “network” is the fact that they share
platters of the big stateside com-

mercial radio programs.
Each week AFRS sends the Alas-

ka

11 sets of network
transcriptions. These are roamong the radio stations

Command

show
tated

—

mostly wee-watters and the little
- bases
which put the platters on
turntables and send the shows over
address and air raid
public
the
-

Stations also get
sets of popular records for their

warning system.
,

libraries.

Uncle Sam’s uniformed nephews
any malnuprograms.
Among the well-known shows fed
to the men on a regular weekly
basis are: Jack Baker, “You Name
It.” “Hillbilly Fever,” Vincent Lopez, Dave Garroway, “Music of
“Symphony Hall,”
Manhattan,”
Curt Massey, “Club 15,” Arthur

TV

AQLU

-

&

ACLU

'

Cancer Plugs

i

-

at the

growing morning audiences

a three-minute tune by Spike
Jones, followed by the zany orchleader s one-mmute pitch.
Other waxed material prepared
by ACS includes two 15-minute
musicals by Roy Acuff and Rex
musicals by
five-minute
Allen;
Wayne King, Ginny Simms and
Sarah Vaughan; a 15-minute sports
stories
by
five-minute
gabfest;
Godfrey, “Meet Corliss Archer,
“FBI in War and Peace,” “Big cured car.cer patients introed by
appeals
one-minute
Ameche;
Don
Story," Spade Cooley, Norman Clo
Tex Beneke, Gary Moore, and station break announcements,
tier,
“Great Gildersleeve,” “Mr. District both featuring various radio and
tele stars.
Luigi,
with
“Life
Attorney."
“Latin
Hawaii,”
of
“Songs
ACS campaign for ’52 also difthe
“Orchestra
of
Rhythms,"
fers from its previoifS efforts in
World,” Wayne King, Judy Canova, that it has lined up an advisory
“Dragnet,” committee of ad agency toppers,
Family,”
“Aldriclv
McCann Erickson’s
by
“Halls of Ivy," “Suspense,” .Mario beaded
Lanza, “B-Bar-B Ranch,” Gene Thomas H. Lane.
Autry, Roy Rogers, Fran Warren,

in Alaska do not suffer
network
of
trition

is

Hour, “Hollywood Music
Hall,” Air Force Hour, “Grand Old
Opry,” Dennis Day, NBC SymU. of P.
phony, “American Album of FamilContinued from pace 27
iar Music,” “Big Show,” Amos ’n’
Andy, Jack Benny, Phil Harris, Hospital, pointing up the highly
Groucho Marx, Red Skelton and trained skills of the people in
“Theatre Guild of the Air.” Com- volved in modern -day medicine,
mercials are deleted.
and the extreme precautions taken.
Some live programming from A highlight will be an actual visit
the States has been tried, but gen- to one of the Hospital’s amphitheerally' it is not too successful, part- atre operating rooms, where Dr.
ly because of the fact that Alaska I. S. Ravdin, one of the nation’s top
time is five hours behind Eastern surgeons, will’ show viewers operatStandard time. For example, the ing room procedure. WPTZ camArmy-Navy football game was car- eras will be placed both bn the
ried live In some of Alaska this operating floor and atop the amphipast fall, but it started at 8 a.m. theatre so that every phase of the
in these parts.
demonstration can be covered.
On a few occasions, the Jack
The University of .-PennsylvaniaBenny show has been picked up WPTZ series is an outgrowth of five
live and then recorded for later re- months’ study and discussibns bebroadcast.
Mostly, however, they tween Dr. Kurt Peiser, v.p. in
take it on wax up here.
charge of development at the UniLocal shows on the Armed versity, and Ernest B. Loveman,
and general manager of
Forces stations are about 90% plat- v.p.
ter and chatter from the uniformed WPTZ. A- committee of 20 univerdisk jockeys, most of whom worked sity officials and department heads
in radio back in the States. Occa- under Peiser’s direction; have been
sionally, there is a change of pgtfe. assisted by WPTZ staffers in workFor example, big Fort Richardson ing out details for the series.

^

Tom' time to
time In addition, the web plans, to
film shots o£ Mlss Smith at her
LaJce pi ac id n. Y., home, and of
Collins conducting his “Cracker
Barrel” feature of the show. Bill
Goodwin and Robin Chandler will
co-emcee. Besides the features now
contained in the show, the web
a i so insert segments on cook

for the benefit of Lincoln-Mercury dealers.

.

t

n g, a remote “Window Shopping
on Fifth Avenue” feature, Hollyi

WO od

gos'sip,

vacation

hints, ’“etc.

Definitely set is an audience participation segment, which Goodwin
will emcee. This will be aired daily
but at various times during the

show,
-

Lotsa

NBC

Clients

Navy

Like

Summer TV

With its summer sales plan hav
ing gone out to agencies and
clients last week and with its sum-

mer Hofstra study

currently being
displayed, NBC-TV reported that
24 of its present sponsors have indicated their intentions of staying
Whether
through the summer.
these bankrollers will retain their
.less
costly
present shows or buy a
replacement has not been finalized,
As 'with the other networks, NBC
has eliminated any program cost
contributions to its regular sponsors this year in the way of a sumInstead, the web
^ as Instituted a. 10% frequency
discount on time rates to all 52week advertisers which, according
to the web, includes its own “program contributions." Web pointed
out,' for example, that for the tra-

Jack Gould, radio?TV editor of the N. Y. Times, assayed “TV at the
Crossroads" in the Sunday magazine section last weekend (9). Gould
stressed the “futility of broad generalizations,” pointing out that video
is “theatre, motion-picture house, sight-seeing tour, sports arena, political convention, vaudeville stage, press conference, cooking school,
concert hall, bank, night, Congressional' investigation, parlor charade,
lecture platform and baby sitter.”
Breaking the program fare into representative categories, Gould gave
this appraisal: Comedy smash hits last year, the tele comics’ success
4
this year is ‘less pronounced” due to viewer familiarity, with their various styles.
Drama “the most satisfactory television * to be offered
on a regular basis.” Quizzes and Variety “most of the- TV panels are
pretty strained
and badly need fresh personalities.” Children’s
programs weekday programs are “not too well balanced” but some'3
weekend programs are “eminently worthwhile.” News and Sports—
“television at its most absorbing.” Cultural
“very substantial progress
last year in offering presentations for more limited audiences.”

—

—

—

.

.

—

.

’

—

Alliance of Film Television Producers got out from under one strike
threat on the Coast last week but couldn’t get itself out of the hot
water it has been in with labor generally for a few weeks. Agreement
to start discussions with Screen Writers Guild regarding
3 hew basic
agreement averted a general
membership strike meeting. However AFTP then drew a blast from Roy Brewer of lATSE for “nejgotiating^a contract through the press.” Brewer’s ire was aroused when
he Was: notified by Variety of a compromise offer from the Alliance.
He pointed out that he had not yet heard from AFTP directly and
commented that the group has “no mature judgment in the handling
of negotiations.” Anyway, the proposal didn't seem. to contain details
on retroactivity, or health and benefit plans, Breweri pointed out. No
decision will be made by the union, however, until the proposals are
received directly instead of second hand.

SWG

A state audit shows that WOI-TV, the Iowa State College .television
station, Ames, had an operating profit of $102,572.74 during the fiscal
year that ended June 30, 1951, and had a total income for that year of

Of this, the audit listed $160,909.32 in income from network programs and advertising agencies ahd $34,985.56 in accounts
receivable as of June 30, last year. Operating expenses were $93,322.14.
The audit traced fiscal affairs of the station in the 1949-50, or preceding fiscal year. During that year the station had an “operating
*
profit” of $1, 192.4ft,

$195,894.88.

•

Transport Workers Union will present its case against the proposed
Transit Authority m New York City to the public via television. Union
13-week summer period, a headed by Mike Quill has bought time on WOR-TV, N. Y., for a show
sponsor taking the 10% discount featuring- Quill and other TWU tedders tomorrow (Thurs.) at 8:30-9 p.m.
would be paying proportionately
Laborites expect to use a heavy TV campaign in
the fight against
the regular rates for

only 60% of
the first five weeks and
1
the other eight.

Web

higher subway fares.

•

40%

cooking up. an added insummer-only
for
plan
who might buy in- -to replace those taking a hiatus. This
is expected to include an’ offer by
NBC to pick up part of the production costs, but the plan has not
been definitely set yet.
Included in the list of current
sponsors who are expected to continue through the summer are
Procter 3c Gamble, Benrus, Camels,
is

centive

sponsors,-
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ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES

Warns Educators

.

Continued from page 29

TOP PRICE

in urging formation of

an ed monetwork along/ lines proposed under the recently formed

tional

TV

Liggett 3c Myers, Ford, Pall Mall, lack the incentive to proceed with
eral Foods, Philco, Goodyear, RCA educational TV. Fuller announced
and U. S. Tobacco. Several of that the Ford Foundation has earthese, such as P3cG and Camels, marked $65,000 for a TV .educahave more than one show on the tional conference to be held next
air but how much of their time month at the Pennsylvania State
College under the sponsorship of
they’ll retain is also indefinite.
Web execs, meanwhile, tbok the the American Council of EduHofstra study on the road this cation^,

week, with Ruddick Lawrence and
Dr. Thomas H. Coffin working as
one team, and Bob McFadyen and
Ed Hitz covering other territories.
First two are slated to display the
presentation
to
agencies
and

Wittcoff, joint chairman of a
working committee which is drawing up a network blueprint, urged
immediate action lest a matchless
opportunity be lost. “I hope we
don’t get into an endless chain of
clients in Chicago, Los Angeles, conferences on this thing,” WittSan Francisco, Detroit ahd Cleve- coff said. He said that KSD-TV,
land, while the latter team will the only TV station in St. Louis,
cover
Boston
and
Pittsburgh. not only has placed no obstacles
Philadelphia and Washington will in front of educational TV but is
be lined up later.
helping develop the project.

—

WCAV

Norfolk, Va.—
Erie, Pa.
here is
W. Howard (Peg) Paroriginating Bob King, its Negro sons was appointed public reladisk jockey, from the windows of tions and promotion manager of
several- stores on Church Street. WICU-TV. He’s former city editor
Tieup was made with Church St. and promotion manager of Erie

Merchants Assn.

.

for

“St. Louis Plan” guided by Mayor
James M. Darst last January.
The net would provide a means
of pooling facilities and exchangCrosley, Speidel, Firestone, American Tobacco, S. C. Johnson, Old ing programs without which, it was
Kraft,
DeSoto-Plymouth, pointed out, many localities would
Golds,

Wilmington, Del

.
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Your Top TV
Sales opportunity
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FOR TV FILMS
L

eg ding TV

production

firm will pay, top price for

one time showing of half
hour TV pilot films or one
episode of series.

This

a chance to get

is

baclj all or part of your

film costs
*
.

4

and show-case

you^ program

TV

advertisers

to national

and

audi-

ence$.

Write to Sex 7455{;Yariety
44th

St.,

film
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making
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more spectacular side,
and his department have
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W'ith several trick camera
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was found,, for example,
reversing the. vertical scanthat with rearcombining
and
projection, it’s possible to
water, with
of
illusion
the
faces reflected in a
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actors’
ft?
the &
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or to

work the Indian rope

,1’ By reversing the horizontal
scanning
cameras,

and super-imposing two
on the other hand, it s

possible to

present an actor play-

role,
ing a dual

in

which he can
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CBS-TV ’Big Top’ Audience

Effect

TV

Views Acrobat’s Injury

Continued from page 29
r-rMt TTtliat of painting scenery talk to- himself, shake hands with
'•

i

Philadelphia,

March

Allocations

Continued itu

11.

p*gt £4

An acrobat's first injury in 11 man Wayne Coy resigned -about channel' policy "drives a- '‘dagger”
years of performing the act went three weeks
ago the agency was re- into the whole concept of tne almore realistic on TV, through the- on view before a nationwide tele- portedly split 3-3 between,: the location plan whose legality the
vision
audience
(8). Tony Kroback,
use of an electronic gunshot which
“two pot” and the channCl-by- Commission saw fit to defend
is triggered by the prop gun used 21, of Chicago, had just completed phannel approaches* This situation against a challenge by the FCBA,
by an actor, (NBC-TV, incidentally, a double somersault when
continued until last week when one
However, it’s pointed out, the alhis foot
came up with almost the same
member, in order to break the location policy is still subject to
slipped as he landed on the mat
solution to this problem at the
stalemate, switched his vote to change when the commissioners
same time.) As for rear projection, and he fell on his back, writhing make it 4-2 for channel-by-channel. vote again on the final go-rouhd of
Winckler and his staff now are in pain.
A seventh Commissioner, Robert the freeze-lift report. How the
able to project a picture up to 16
The accident occurred during the Bartley, has since taken office.
majority of applicants feel about
feet square behind a set. They’ve final minutes of “The Big Top,”
Inasmuch as the channel-by- the question will doubtless deteralso
devised moving slides to telecast’ coast-to-coast from Con- channel system would be a radical mine their decision.
achieve traveling effects behind an vention Hall, Camden, N. J., over departure from the policy under
actor, as when he’s walking, riding CBS-TV,
Charles Cathalas, 35, which the existing TV stations
Schenectady Jerry Coyle is doin a car, etc.
leader of the troupe, also of Chi- were granted permits, some lawa regular staff trick on WRGJ3.
cago, picked up Krohack and car- yers feel, the Commission should ing
Coyle, who started in radio via
Dallas
Kelly Maddox, long ried him off-stage. The acrobat was have instituted rule-making pro- the “Joe and Eddie” program on
later
taken
to Cooper Hospital, ceedings on the question in order
time program manager of WFAA,
years ago and who is a
has resigned. his post to become Camden, where doctors said he suf- to give Affected applicants oppor- a singer as well as an announceraffiliated with the Couchman Ad- fered a complete dislocation of the tunity to be heard.
For, as one newscaster, had been freelancing
vertising Agency here.
left ankle.
source asserted, the channel-by- with the local ‘television station.

himself, otc.
Web has also solved the problem
of how to make gunshots sound
•

—

—
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You can do no

better than buy “Files of Jeffrey Jones,”

new series

of 26 half-hour mysteries

filmed especially for TV. If you

With the

success, of its

move

companion

series,

“Cases of Eddie Drake,” advertisers
will

fast.

be out in force to get Jeff Jones.

A ONE-MAN JO*? With Don Haggerty

YOU'LL BE FOLLOWIB. You can

M count

(who stars as rough-and-ready Eddie in

on a huge viewing audience

1^^ keeping

“Cases of Eddie Drake”) as Jeff Jones,

you in

the cast includes such outstanding

Because “Files of Jeffrey Jones” is action

Hollywood players as Gloria Henry as a

mystery.

girl reporter; Vince

Joe;

and Tristram

Lt'.

. .

from

case to last.

first

with ex-MP Jeff as a sports-

minded private eye who never loses when

Barnett, Jeff’s pal

Coffin,

sight

the

Doyle.

game

is

murder.
M

WNAT A PAYOFF1
you’ll

make with

You can

TV

It’s

still

a crime, the money

“Files of Jeffrey Jones.”

buy

first-run rights in

your

markets (subject of course to prior

sale).

Y6ur CBS Television Film

Sales

representative will be pleased to give you
i

.

*

•

V private

premiere

4iNiM*

jillll

showing.*

JP*

wm-

Cate* of Eddi* DraJt*
Th* Gent Autry Shot*
World'* Immortal Opera*

Th* Rant* Rider
Kolidav in Pari* (under option)
Strang * A4v*ntur*
Vienna Philharmoni* Orchestra
Hollywood on th* Lin*

CBS TELEVISION FILM SALES
*
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Votnexlty,

Others, how**
occasionally recite.
ever, will derive enjoyment from,
and even be challenged by, the pupils: “When adults hear, as they
had an opportunity twice last week,
31
10 and 11-year-olds talking intelContinued from pare
ligently, .about the fundamentals of
live opener,
atomic, energy and. the prospects in
tines of “Man" About Town” chore- commentary and the
and closer. Gabber works an atomic age, they are apt to be
ography by Ellis Obrecht, director midpoint
with a lot of zest and on show bestirred.
and ballet mistress of the company. viewed (4) it was obvious’ he was] Teachers, who accompany the.pu-r
Show teed off cold, with one of also- making an indirect' pitch to pils, are briefly spotlighted.
tour
the ballet gals on her toes. Then the mothers with his, accent on Of the
studios follow. The
Miss Obrecht on With Edward Bar- luncheon milk drinking' and’church schoClsters generally are alert, natret to explain Via live dancers, the attendence.
ural,
well mannered, articulate.
To strengthen the appeal of the Faith in Young America and the navarious steps in making a ballet.
musical director, film, Coons contributed some slap- tion’s schools, is an inevitable byBarret,with
stick element during his- on-camera product of watching the blocks. Octhen into a q. & a, routine
Miss Obrecht anent various posi- stint. Taking a cjie from the Sen- casionally, a religious note is struck,
tions. stretching exercises, and the nett comedy which contained a as with one.. shyly charming girl
like. Ballet mistress explained the leaky roof sequence, host went wearing a locket. To Tetrault’s jokFrench terms used in -the dance, through a hoked. roof patching rou- ing suggestion she would have picattitudes, arabesques, and the like, tine himself complete with um- tures inside it later, the-child simp-'
with the ballet girls demonstrat- brella and raincoat; It was all well- ly said, and shewed,' the locket coning, on the bar, and also free- patterned for the kiddies and pro- tained The Lord’s Prayer.
Jaco.
vided a definite plus to the pic.
wheeling.
It’s a good techniue to get the
came
then
director,
Pete Katz,
most video value out of the Hip TELEVIEWS OF WEEK’S NEWS
out on to get the ballet set cameraDttue.
Van Winkle shorts.
With Bud Vinson
wise. Piece performed was “Man
Producer-Director: Dave Hubbard
About Town,” a simple story about
15 Min., Sun., 10 p.m. (CST)
ballentered
a
who
.blade
gay
a
JIMiVIY’S JUNIOR JAMBOREE
SOUTHWESTERN BELL TELEroom, was invited outside by the With Jimmy Valentine
PHONE CO.
lure of a pink elephant and ended Producer-Director: Tivey LounsWOAI-TV, San Antonio
up in a graveyard. Entire company
berry
then paced through the ballet num- Writer: Valentine
A weekly digest of the week’s
climaxing with the Danse 30 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 5 p.m.
ber',
top’s news culled from the daily
Macabre, skeletons, and other Participating
edition’s of “Telenew” makes up
ghostly characters.
KSTP-TV, Minneapolis /
this weekly telecast which originProgram is staged on bare set,
Cities TV ates from the studios
Twin
Highest-rated
of WOAI-TV.
with exception of the graveyard
kid show, even beating out such It’s a welcome addition to the local
scene, and viewers get an insight
programs
as “Captain Vid- TV screen
popular
dancers
as
there
is
a dearth of
into, various methods of

Kentucky Baptists To

Tele Followers

Television Reviews

A

WRGB

WHAS

-

Junior

With Johnny Coons, Adele Scott
Producer: George Heinemann
Director: Frank Pacelli

Noon

30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 12

Chicago

noontime strip,
Abased on old Mack Sennett and
Hal Roach comedies strictly at the
this

WNBQ

has a novelty programming twist here that looms as
a winner. The ancient reels are
showcased in a highly palatable
fashion by the presence of Johnny
Coons, who, in an “Uncle Johnny”
role, supplies the moppet-targeted

kiddies,

TV

NEWS

SCHOOL DAYS

man

<

With Ernie Tetrault, others
15“ Mins.; Tues.-Thurs.,’9:45 a.m.

Sustaining

WRGB,

Schenectady

That television

rarity,

a

human

exposed,
viewers
When staffman Ernie Tetrault interviews children from classes' in
the Schenectady public schools. It
is a simple format, low cost program and an artless effort, but it
pays substantial dividends in vieweducational,

interest

twice

Now itarrln* on NIC'*
ALL STAR RKVUK
Saturday's
Mflt.j

l-t

p.m.,

;

To

sical pieces, although there could
have been jnore of the latter. Audio
was out of synchronization, but

t£ is

? defect

n
raiher 4-Sln

weekly

to

is

WRGB

ability.

William Morris Aoency

1

°f

Lees carnets keep the commerDials to a minimum® eliminating a
middle break, and the spiels are
done with taste.
•

With Bennett Cerf's return to faith in Kentucky’s schoolboy athMy Line?” this Sunday letes,” according to Dr. T. J. Powis ers of Versailles, Ky., moderator
o.n CBS-TV, the original team
back and, per usual, it proved a 0 f the Association,
most
Unjike
half-hour.
bright
Powers, in announcing' the deal,
What’s

panels, this .show has se tt}ed down
to keen showmanship. The bas c
selection of entrants
quiz more. difficult, and the wit is

and drains in the country u3e sporti n*
g events' to sell their products
reaSftn
°ver tne raaio, mere is no reason
high-geared under the savvy purwe can t do the same to proveying of Dorothy Kilgallen, Ar- why
God.
Powers
in
faith
will
mote
lene Francis, Hal Block and Cerf.
John Daly is a suave moderator, personally make the commercial’
brief
moral
voicing
and
and
pitch,
There is an esprit of good fun
un-showoffishness. that has the
lookers rooting as much for the
panelists as the “line” subject.
During Cerf’s hiatus there were
guest panelists but this is one show
where the teamwork is to be .p.re-

.

.

spiritual messages,

Elkhorn Assn, has 40 churches in
the Bluegrass area which will share

WVLK’s
.the cost of the airings.
s taff announcers will describe playby.piay ©f the tournament,

ferred.

“Treasury Men
NBC-TV Thursday

in
(6)

Action,” via

was no gem

46-STATION SPREAD

of originality in unfolding the story
of how the T-men, caught up with

FOR INTERMOUNTAIN
Salt'

cashed

up a regional ofDenver, where Ken Palmer,
commercial manager at
KVER, Albuquerque, rwill coordi0 f sales, ''has set
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nate sales for that region.

Mpls.
Continued from page 28
affiliation, ..has

been

the

giving

Myer also announced Intermountain has closed a deal with General
Foods for a spot campaign on 37.
station?

of the ABC-TV
shows, and, under no particular
obligation to CBS, also has been in
a number of DuMont-TV programs,
the choice being a matter of station programming.
The only other Twin Cities TV
station is KSTP which confines it-

green light to

many

De

I

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
N*w York

log Angel**

Son franciico

Chicago

MAN

DeMANd

in

A

WTCN

MERRILL

tion WTCN.
No real effort has
been made yet to find a buyer, according to McNally. It’s believed

it

all

have been two more
ical

Radio

TY

Slid* Film*

*

WTCN

MUrray

Stag*
Spot*

-

Kiddio Discs

-

Trick

Yokes

8-6600

Hill

TOMMY LYMAN
offer the theatre

and top- 1939.
questions, and the teams revvital

CBS Move Blow
Pittsburgh,

AT
to

WJAS

March

11.

Foot and the demonstrative Alan
CBS’ buy of 45% of the stock of
Taylor were well matched by the KQV here
won’t bring about any
right-wing
politicians
Robert change in the
management, accordBoothby, Scottish MP, and W. J. ing to
Irwin D. Wolf and Earl F.
Brown, a former Independent mem- Reed,
majority stockholders. James
ber of the House of Commons. This Murray,
who has been managing
[forceful political quartet completely
the station for
overshadowed the neutral Liberal stay on in that several years, will
capacity under the
chairman, ex-MP Frank Byers.
new setup.
Aired at a peak viewing time,
The web’s purchase was a blow
“In the News’’ is one of the liveli- to
WJAS, one of the very first
est topical features on the British
to join the CBS network
TY network and has done more stations
25 years ago. Founder of WJAS,
than any other radio or TV pro- the late
Brennen, bought
gram to raise public understanding KQV, too, Hugh
after it had befin taken
of current events. But it’s not only over
by a bank. It was operated as
good
educational
programming; a Blue Network affiliate
until
it’s also intelligent entertainment.
Brennen had to dispose of it under
Myro.
the dual-ownership ruling. He sold
it
for $850,000 to the present
Rock Island Recent staff addi- owners.
It’s probably that Mutual shows,
tions
at
WHBF include Roger currently
on KQV, will shift to
Thompson, news; Robert BeauWJAS when the deal goes through
chemin, sales, and Harvey Hedalthough there’s some talk, too,
strom,
announcing.
Joe Grear that WWSW, an indie here owned
shifts from WHBF to WHBF-TV by morning
Post-Gazette, may woo
as announcer.
Mutual.
I

-

Commercials

WTQN

elled in the controversies. On the
Labor side, the analytical Michael

JOELS

E.

Actor-Announctr-Norrator

the ABC affiliation will go along
with
radio when it’s sold,
although some of the other Twin
Cities radio stations no doubt will
try to acquire it.

—

Represented by

.

fice

WCCO

1

.

former

WCCO

PtNNA

11.

.

tehder who unwittingly
some of the checks.

WTCN

LANCASTER.

March

City,

-

budget.
The current program posed two
Both
and
have
explosive questions. One. the rearmament of Germany and its par- been highly successful operations.
ticipation in western union, and, The former’s billings are estimated
two, the war in Korea and British to run into several million dollars
isn’t far beattitude
towards recognition of annually and
Communist China. There could not hind.
CBS acquired
in

WGAL-TV

Lake

Authored by Jack Bentforgers.
Network,
with
Interniountain
kover, “The Case of the Unlawful headquarters here, has announced
Spenders” added up to routine it is taking on three new stations
cops-and-robbers melodrama.
to bring the web total to 46. Soon
But although the plot was a fato join the 10 state hookup are
„ noT
miliar one to viewers, its short0
comings were offset to some extent KNEB, Scotts Bluff, Neb., KDSJ,
by good production values and per- Deadwood, S. D., and the Mutual
formanpes. Several film clips, well station in Rapid City, S. D., which
integrated into the stanza, helped has not yet been assigned call letgive a flavor of authenticity and ters.
Romeo Muller put
movement.
To help service the enlarged
some realism into the role of a bar- chain, Lynn L. Meyer, in charge

got to acas a spirited debate, free
restraint and censorship.
Secondly, as the participants are
mainly
professional
politicians,
nominal fees are paid and the 45minute show is only a modest
drain on the BBC’s restricted

exclusive with

.

self to both NBC radio and TV, excepting for two DuMont kinescoped
network shows.
number of
other applications for TV station
BBC-TV from London
One of the most popular features permits are now pending befobe
on the British network has been the FCC. What will happen to the
this unscripted program in which ABC and DuMont TV network
members of the two. major political shows now coming to Minneapolis,
parties are allowed to lash out at until more stations come into beeach other in a completely unin- ing, remains to be seen. F. Van
hibited way. The normal courtesies Konynenburg,
- TV
Viceof debate are dispensed with and
president and general manager,
when tempers are roused, the chair- and McNally,
being out of the city,
man is completely drowned by the
were not available to explain the
opposing factions.

of

O

the best business interests

sai(j

m

Producer: John Irwin
45 Mins,; Fri., 9:30 p.m.
Sustaining

cept

Profitable TV Audience

March U.

WVLK, Lexington, Ky., willcarry the fomMiay* lff-team State
high school basketball tournament
March 19-22, and for the first time
in the Kentucky area a religlouV
group will sponsor the airings. Elkhorn -Assn, of Kentucky Baptists
will foot the bill, to “express its

Parents and relatives will reFor the BBG, this program has new station’s programming policy,
ceive
the strongest stimulation
if it’s decided yet.
from seeing and hearing their par- two major advantages. Firstly, by
Under FCC rules, the new corbeing advertised as an unscripted
ticular youngsters interviewed, and
poration will have to sell radio staseries, the public has

1ST

’Promote Faith’

Louisville,

-

•

PARTICIPATING
By angling

its

many

NOONTIME COMICS

WNBQ,

Jamboree”

tor of the series and is seated at
success to the variety of a desk as
the program opens runentertainment which it provides ning a news tape through his finfor the youngsters, and to the skill gers summerizing
highlights of the
with which Jimmy Valentine han- film clips to follow. His intros
and
dles the proceedings.
commentary are concise and are
Aimed primarily at the young- not overlong.
sters, of course ,it also necessarily
Commercials are brief for Southholds an appeal for the
western Bell Telephone Co., and
adults who enjoy watching the are two in number. One is done by
small fry perform. It affords a Vinson and cover the long distance
showcase for talented juvenile per- phone book memo offered by the
formers, among other things. Blit phone company and the other is a
its principal virtue is its flexibility, brief film clip concerning the yelthere being a day-to-day format low classified pages of the telechange.
phone book.
It’s a well balanced low budget
Two days a week bring talent
shows. On other days there are show and should serve as a builder
spelling bees; demonstrations by of goodwill between the telephone
the young of their hobbies; “Pet company and its subscribers.
'
Time” for the small fry to show
Andy.
dogs, cats, turtles, or
off their
birds; film comedy cartoons and instruction in building craftsmanForeign
Review
ship. It’s all calculated to build up
a large following, which it has
done, providing so many different
IN THE
luce the youngsters
features to indi
With Miohael Foot, MP; Prof. Alan
Rees.
to tune in.
Taylor, Robert Boothby, MP;
W. J, Brown; Frank Byers, chair-

qwes

—

SponsorCage Tourney

Continued from pare 38

“Howdy Doody” and “Kukla, newscasts on Sundays.
and Ollie” locally, “Jimmy’s
Bud Vinson, serves as commenta- some smalltime government check
undoubtedly

eo,”
Frail

into close focus, camera
switching, dissolves and other gimmicks not usually explained to
viewers. Format permits of much
flexibility, and Katz closed out the
show with an out-of-breath “thank
you,” asking for criticism, good or
bad, and the confidential word left
with the viewers that “I hope you
liked it let me know, whether you
do or do not. I’ll try anvthing
Wied.
once.”

coming
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DANNY'S BAGATELLE

f

16 University Place, New York
Specie/ Added Attraction

RUBY HILL
.

+44

Special Material hy

4

MILT FRANCIS

44 44 4

»

FOR RENT

4

MONTHS
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41th STRUT EAST
Charmln* Furniihtd House; Garden

EXCEPTIONAL LOCATION
For particulars

call:

MRS. MAREL DETMOLD
KLdorado

MM7

TY MUSIC QUIZ:
Who wet Musical Director
“COSMOPOLITAN THEATRE,"

for

Du-

Mont's top ranking dramatic show
of last season?

see

page

4%

,

March 1 % 1952

IttBIO-TEUVlSION
ABC Expands Program

'Defend Radio’ Credo

gram

Into High

Gear
—

Continued from

Nut

of almost $500,000 will
be the biggest in its history.
This year BAB has been operating under a dues setup which permitted
members to allocate 30% of their NARTB, dues to
BAB, or else forego
Services
and take a 30% cutjr in their
NARTB dues. Overwhelming majority of outlets elected to continue with BAB, which has been 'a
tribute to the bureau’s value in a
hectic time when
has been
under sharp attack.
Under the
duesrallocation setup, BAB has been supportyear.

NARTB

BAB

AM

replacement for Edgar Kobak,
former MBS prez, who is resigning
as BAB board chairman April 1.
Kobak, now a radio-tele consultant,
once before tried to bow out of
the post but was prevailed on .to
stay until April. BAB nominating
committee will present its findings
to tiles board on March 30, day before the NARTB convention meets.
New board chairman will be
a

introed at the BAB sales session
at the confab March 31.

NARTB

Cincy TV’s Real-Life

Drama

ed by some 802 NARTB members.
Cincinnati, March 11.
department was faced with need However, an additional 126 broadCincy’s three TV stations did
for making a budget cut, and thus casters outside the NARTB fold
backing
the
bureau,
bringing
are
spot coverage of the city’s all-time
saved the web from having to drop
total to 928.
a staffer.
most thrilling high act a wouldAlthough less than half of the
present membership roster has be-leaper perched perilously for
been inked' for the upcoming year, more than an hour on a 47th floor
Pfeiffer Beer’s 425G
BAB’s purse will be bigger than ledge of Carew Tower. Incident
Tab on Cleve. Indians previously, due to the individual happened Tuesday (4) and its
Ryan drama, including rescue of the 28stations paying upped dues.
Cleveland, March 11.
is optimistic because BAB signed year-old man by a priest and his
Pfeiffer Beer has picked up the
60 new outlets in February, with father, and was seen by thousands
television rights of the Cleveland
another 200 expected by April 1. from downtown streets *in addition
Indians over WXEL for home
Of the 60 new pacts, 51 Were from to countless televiewers.
game coverage at an estimated combo NARTB-BAB outlets and
WLW-T relayed the special pro$425,000 tab. Efeiffer’s contract nine were BAB-only operators.
gram to its Crosley affiliates in
calls for a two-year term.
Among the new outlets inked is Dayton and Columbus, O. LongAt the same time, Pfeiffer an- WIND, Chicago, Ralph Atlass’ big- range cameras of WLW-T, WCPOnounced it is dropping sponsor- gest .outlet, which' Is considered a TV and WKRC-TV were trained
ship of the Allen Punt "Candid feather in the BAB’s cap.
on the scene from their home stuCamera” show.
Meanwhile, the bureau hasn’t set dies.

—

rates.

of Decision
;Nf

BAB

Blair

radio

staff.

erations director for the network.
Dick Charles, senior director on
the ABC staff, left the web on leave
of absence. Charles’ leave request
came at a time when the program

thousand sets-in-use is twice as big in the nighttime as in the dayIt also argues that there is justification for raising daytime

Continued front pare

ABC

is expanding its proLeonard (Buzz) Blair,
now eastern production manager, Is
being upped to eastern program
director, and Bill Berns, former
announcer now a director with
Kenyon & Eckhardt agency, is
moving in on Blair’s present spot.
Berns had previously been in ABC
promotion department.
Moves will take some of the burden off program veep Leonard
Reeg "and Ray Diaz, WJZ (N. Y.)
program manager and program op-

.

time.

Week

AM; Ups

Staff in

Committee, which grew out of last year’s National
A$sn. of Radio & Television Broadcasters convention, met in N. Y.
Monday and Tuesday (10-11) and drafted "defend radio" resolutions which will be presented to the group’* supporting stations
at the upcoming NARTB confab. Closed meeting of the 354 outlets financially backing the AC will be held Monday, March 31,
in the south ballroom of the Conrad Hilton hotel, Chicago.
The affiliates body, which is headed by Paul W. Morency, may
be developed into a permanent organization. That question will
be tossed up to the stations which have been contributing to its
operation at the time of the NARTB parley.
Resolutions which will be offered to the station toppers cover
recommendations for holding the line on radio, rates. Proposed
statements will deal with: (1) maintenance of rate-card provisions;- (2) resistance to pressure from. large advertisers; (3) maintenance of the affiliates’ bargaining position vis-a-vis the networks;
and (4) development of research which will give a true picture
of all listening, including out>o£home dialing via portables and
auto receivers and tuning-in on second, third and fourth AM sets.
AC also scores some advertisers' demands that the lower daytime rates he extended into evening time. It declares that studies
currently available show that the number of people listening per
Affiliate*

==

39

.

American Tobacco Co. would call venting NBC from engineering its
revamp of networkon its radio sponsorship economic
it quits
affiliates which would have penalof Jack Benny, despite the fact
ized stations affected by TV audithat he’s still Lucky Strike’s ace ence inroads, carrying
theii; battle
salesman and No. 1 in the Nielsen to the FCC front lines. And they’re
Paul Hahn,
American just as determined now .to take
parade.
Tobacco prexy, figures that there’s whatever action is necessary to
just so much advertising coin to maintain the status quo.
be spent, and is upping his TV

*

1

budget.

As

result,

Benny. will probably

do an alternate-week show in the
Scott
Sunday 7:30 p.m. slot on CBS-TV,
Continued from page 28 r jT -^. r l
sharing the period with Lucky V
Strike’s "This Is Show. Business,” erful church
groups, principally
which looks headed for a ’52-’53
Rofpan Catholic.”
reprise for the tobacco company.
Pointing to various radio attacks
American Tobacco also has an
order for a Thursday night half- on atheism by Bishop Fulton J.
hour CBS-TV period, but a* yet Sheen, Evangelist Billy Graham,
bas no show for the time.
Timed to the P 4 G "week of Father Joseph C. Manton and othdecision" wa* the reactivating of ers since the Scott decision, Scott
the Paul Morency group of broad- said that "a veritable orgy of praycasters, who met in N. Y. on Mon- 'er and piety has for- several years
day (10) in a ^id to forestall any been disgracing American radio
new attempts to cut radio’s rate . . . into which even prominent
structure. The "hold-thattine" con- news commentators and other leadtingent recently succeeded in pre- ing non-clerical broadcasters have
allowed themselves to be drawn.”
Along with other atheists, said
Scott, he "would like to have the
opportunity to point out over
American radio that this anachronistic phenomenon of radio broadcasting ... is incompletely inconsistent with the fact that -whereas
millions of people believe that
there is a God, no one knows that
!

-

00

,,a

deity exists.”

The current "Back to God” camon American radio, said
Scott, "is mbre artificial and hypo-

paign

OFFICIAL
BASIC CBS
OUTLET FOR

than spontaneous and sinAs a matter of fact, it is evident that in America the leaven
of atheistic thought is working in
the dough of the popular mind.
He noted that William R. McAndrew, NBC-TV director of Public
Affairs, ducked a question put to
him lbst November at a Catholic U.
Alumni forum by replying, "Don’t
put me on the spot by asking me
about an atheist. But I do subthe attitude of the
scribe to
.
FCC that both sides of every quesheard.”
tion should be
critical

cere.

0

.

60

The
Scott, .Is

.

Commission itself, said
partly to blame for ABC’s

action in that- it failed to give force
to the Scott decision in the
un"notwithstanding the
case
equivocal statement of (its) own
general counsel that such renewal
could -not be made consistent with
the Scott decision.”
The Scott decision, issued July
19, 1946, was based on a petition'
by Scott to deny the licenses of
three California stations for refusing time for atheistic talks. The
Commission dismissed the petition,
but laid down dicta that broadcasters must not institute "any rigid
policy that time shall be denied
for the presentation of views which
may have a high degree of unpopu-

54 7 %
.

MORE FAMILIES
THAN STATION'?"
write us

hwn

Thin’s

a change SIR

Since the turn of the century greet changes have taken plape in
in advertising.
changes in living— changes
b

WHAM

VIEWED BY

The metal
About

sign in this once typical scene

this

America—

%

was then

same time the purveyora of nostrums

a major

medium

-were being

of advertising.

crowded from,the pages of

newspapers and magazines by legitimate advertisers. Publications grew

Then came radio. In this mass communication media

iii

advertisers found

stature aa adverticing media.

a new way to talk to more people

more often. Radio demonstrated that people sell better than paper.
Today! the impact of television— newest medium of all—has changed the living habit* of millions
of people

In

To

WLW-Land,

reach

and the advertising technique

radio and television together form

more people more often and more economically
the change

is

to this

of thousands of businesses.

an unparalleled
in

advertising combination,

WLW-Land— i/lOth of America—

new combination.

larity.”

OR AVERS -KH0VU

—

Hal

Announcer
Minneapolis
changed his mind

fOR ALL FACTS

Searls
joined

WMIN,

KSTP

and

instead

staff,

after resigning

from

of

WDGY

for which he handled "Let’s Talk
Turkey” interview and disk jockey

CASTlM

«0*

]

show from downtown

cafe.

.

.

.

Lew

Valentine. "Dr. I. Q.” of radio, residing in Twin Cities and in retirement tiie past year on account
of ill health, readying to resume
ether activities and, in addition to
offering new radio show, "This Is
Your Day,” says he has deal about

*f

e

KALAMAZOO

sewed up

TV
<

to

program.

go on major network

THE NATION’S STATION AND if* TV SERVICK

!

Mwck

f'NBC veep Harry Kopf and WNBQ
sales manager John Bcfirilln in
Minneapolis la$t week on a tellTo mike room for
ing mission *
hefty baseball lineup,

'

-

PtBfmrt

/

KAMO-TKLKVISION

40

a

1052

12,

Inside Stuff—Radio

WGN-TV

Brian Donlevy can’t shako Robert Montgomery. Donlevy’* vidpic
slated to drop Buss and Sylvia series, “Dangerous Assignment,” which started for Piel’s beer on.WNBT,
Davis’ daily chin session . • * Bob N, Y., Monday (10), follows Montgomery’s ‘‘Lucky Strike Theatre”
on
film
added to the
(9:30-10:30 p.m.). Radio version of “Assignment,” aired MonMilt Herth Trio guests on Russell
.
NBC program NBC-TV
gabcast for Life magazine.
Montgomery’s
Kate Smiths NBC-TV show to- department , . , Chi
follows
p.m.,
days
at
10:35
Tiny Fair- manager Georre Helnejttaan named
morrow (Thurs.)
Piel’s is picking up sponsorship of the radio edition next Monday
the Citizens Traffic
banks show on WOR-TV expands TV rep on
g.m. (17) on WNBC, N, Y., giving it a two-way AM-TV simultaneous spread
at Safety Committee .
Sunday (16)
half-hour
to
John Mitchell commuting back and in the Gotham market. Agency is Kenyon Sc Eckhardt.
7:30 p.m., adding Protenol as sponFCC
Socony-Vabuum started forth to Washington for the
sor ..
WMAQ, the Chi NBC station, has found itself with a new popular
on the ABC-TJPT melding
hearings
Henrlch’s
bankrolling
Studios,
ex-Kling
“personality.” It’s “William A. Que” who’s by-lining a series Of radio
Arthur Berr>
WJZ-TV twice-weekly sportscast joined
sales crew.
the
in the station's audience promotion ads running in the Heraldcolumns
sewPfaff*
last night (Tues.) ,
Amerlcan. Since the column started appearing a couple of weeks ago,
ing machines bought the second
promotion department has been receiving fan letters
John Key’s
quarter-hour of WJZ-TV’s Claire
addressed to “Mr. Que.” The payoff came last week when “Mr. Que,”
Mann show.
I -Station
actually promotion writer John Bremmers, was invited to appear as a
Nitery comic Orson Bean making his bow as a TV dramatic acguest on a competing local station.
Continued front page 23
on NBC’s “TV
tor
its
is

WBKB

New York

.

Tex McCrary, who's abandoned
his own radio and TV shows for
the duration of the Presidential
campaigning, set to guest with his

two sons on CBS’ “Sam Levenson
Jackie
Show” Sunday (16)
.

.

.

Gleason pulled a ligament in his
shoulder during rehearsal of a
wrestling sketch for DuMont’s
“Cavalcade of Stars” and was
forced to withdraw from the show
last Friday (7), with Morey AmHarold Fair,
sterdam subbing
.

.

.

.

.

.

WMAQ

Market

(16)

Carson,
Jack
.
Jacobs public relations signed to co-star in the upcoming
firm in N. Y. as radio-TV director Broadway revival, “Of Thee I
Peerless Camera Stores mak- Sing,” taking a temporary leave
ing its bow as a TV sponsor by from NBC’s “All Star Revue.”
picking up the tab for WPIX s He’ll also bypass scheduled guest
coverage of the Fifth Avenue shots on the Ezio Pinza and Kate
Fred- Smith shows, but may do a few
Easter Sunday parade
Mickey
erick S. Bruns and Eugene H. radio shows for NBC
Kummel named by the Weintraub Rooney set to debut as a TV draagency to handle its new Knox matic actor next Wednesday (19)
Gelatine account, which has pacted in Maxwell Anderson’s “Saturday’s
“Celanese
for a 10-minute segment of NBC’s Children” • on ABC’s
Jay Garon-Brooke As- Theatre.”
“Today”
sociates have opened new offices
to agent litdrary properties for TV,
.

.

.

.

,

»

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WBKB

WNBQ

.

&

Bozell

.

Tommy

Louisville s
of
chief
Sunday
program
and WHAS-TV, joined the Playhouse”

WHAS

.

Hollywood

The Women’s American Organization for Rehabilitation (ORT) has
ined over a dozen radio and video shows in New York this week in
celebration
of Its 25th anni. Shows have been designed to spotlight
Several of the larger vidfilm outORT’s work of maintaining 450 tuition-free vocation schools in 19
fits, such as Bing Crosby Enterthe globe.
The air salute has- been timed with the
countries
over
prises and the TV film sales denaming of today (Wed.) as ORT Day in New York State.
partments of NBC-TV and CBShave
The
ORT
shows
been spotted on WNBC, WJZ-TV, WINS, WEVD,
TV, claim they won’t go for such
WLIB,
and WATV. The major outlets are discussing ORT on
trade practices. Giving into opertheir regular gab shows while some of the indies have prepped special
ators in the single-station areas,
stanzas for the occasion. Mrs. Ludwig Kaplan, ORT prexy, will discuss
they maintain, is extremely shortthe work of the organization on WLIB’s “American-Israeli Almanac,”
sighted and can only hurt the inconducted by Eleanor Levinson.
dustry as a whole in the long run.
that,
maintain
As a result, they
Symposium on “The Actor In Radio” will be staged by the American
rather than sell their product at
Theatre Wing tonight (Wed.) at 8:30 in the studios of WNEW, N. Y.
cut rates, they’d rather not do
Parley will cover what is expected from the actor by the daytime serial
business with the one-station mardirector, the nighttime program director, the writer, music director,
kets.
American Federation of Radio Artists and the ad agencies.
Event, to be chaired by Arthur Hanna, will hear': Mitchell Grayson,
director of “Big Sister”; Walter Gorman, director of “Road tif Life”;
Homer
Fickett, director of “Theatre Guild on the Air”; Clayton Collier,
Activity
AFRA prexy; actress Vera Allen;, writer Howard Rodman; Charles Paul,
Continued from page 23 ess
composer-conductor; Kay McMahon, Ruthrauff Sc Ryan; and Lucille
Mason, Compton agency. Admission Is free.
full crews busy for some time.
either “take the price
t’s

no

we

offer or

deal."'

•

WMCA

Guy Lebow
radio and films
signed to emcee “Play Ball,’ l* a ^"
Leo Solomon departed for N. Y.
hour sports show set to precede all on a new TV writer-producer deal
Carlton E. Morse inked MauN. Y. Yankee and Giant games
Winston TV rice JVIanson for the cast of “One
covered by WPIX.
Merle Oberon
Stores will sponsor.
Man’s Family” .
.
Laura Weber appears with Wal- reported there’s no chance she’ll
Play*
adamant
stand against
change
her
“Schlltz
on
ter Hampden
house” Friday (14) in “Make Way television work, opining “you work
Eye,”
“Naked
Drinker
hard”
too
Ernest*
Teddy”
for
Barlow, who wrote and appeared scripted by Henrietta Martin and
“Commando Mary” Gita Lewis, will be presented on Amos ’n’ Andy” has
NBC’s
on
Appear- shooting and will be busy for two
“.Personal
series, makes her tele debut on the KECA-TV’s
Jinx Falkenburg program tonight ance” theatre in two episodes, months, in probably the most susLudwig
April
starts
1.
March
25
and
Will Peigelbeck
(Wed.)
new “Home and Garden Show” on Donath and Robert Clarke star tained activity on the lot. Lou
ankled Costello’s Cosman Productions has
zany
comic,
p.m.,
Hawthorne,'
at
1:3.0
WOR-TV Saturday (15)
“I'm the Law,” starring
with Wonderlawn and Agrico as KNXT because he wasn’t happy eed
night
quiz
show George Raft and has finished the
Lloyd
Saturday
his
with
sponsors
participating
Now he’s mulling possi- first of 13 in the series. The “RackGriffin, partner in Free & Peters, format.
Gene Autry’s et Squad” series produced by Hal
has taken over tele activities for ble vidfilm series
the station rep ..following resigna- musical director Carl Cotner* got Roach
resumes tomorrow
Jr.,
tion of I. E. (Chick) Showerman the greenlight to use the tag (Wed.)
and Roland Reed’s “Mys“Melody Ranch” for a western
musical show he debuts on KTLA tery Theatre” returns to work next
March 18, with Sylvan Pasternack week. Pair of firms have teleblurbs in the works and Roach is
writing and producing.
readying a new pilot film of “My
.

.

.

.

.

.

Coast

.

.

.

.

.

.

resumed

'

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

World Broadcasting System has upped its talent budget for the next
year to $270,000, according to Herbert Gordon, v.p. of the transcribed
library service outfit. Bigger outlay will permit signing of a Hollywood
star for a

new wax

series.

some new commercial

Allocation also covers
tures,

mood and bridge

jingles,

program

.

.

signa-

music, and other special service features.
,

—

,,,

.

The

$10,400,000 in profits.

.

Nielsen

network

Continued from page 27

profits

from

TV

.

1951

compared

with losses of $10,000,000 in 1950

and $12,100,000 in 1949.
“shortsimilarly
Despite the fact that network
the
study.
to
changed,” according
profits in 1961 'from radio were
The special study, which cost down $8,300,000 from 1950, the
around $25,000, was conducted by overall profits from
Little Margie.”
and TV
Chicago
James Seiler’s American. Research totaled $22,800,000 or more than
In all, a total of 21 vidfilm comSinger Danny O’Neil planes into panies are active this week, most Bureau and involved 18,000 diaries. double the overall figure of $8,New York to guest on Ken Mur- of them with projects which will Although diaries are considered to 700,000 in 1950.
ray’*
CBS-TV display Saturday
have some statistical drawbacks,
night (15) , . . Norm Barry is sub- stretch through the remainder of ABC felt that housewives in multhe month. Several” others are due
bing on Tom Dugran’*
ti-set homes would keep diaries as
sports beamings while latter is to go before the end of the month. accurately as those in one-set
scanning the baseball teams in
homes. ABC is not circulating its
Burr Tlllstrom and the
Florida .
findings, but confined the exhibit
“Kukla, Fran and Ollie” company
to its. daytime clients.
wrap up their 1,000 NBC-TV show
research
Treyz,
Oliver
March 24 . . WGN-TV’s cooking
chief, declined to comment on the
Continued from page 23
expert Kay Middleton guestspoke
study. However, he told Variety
before the Business and Professional Women’s Club yesterday instance, Bankers Trust, N. Y., in that the web is a heavy subscriber
and TV and
(Tues.) at Racine, Wise. . . .Junius financing Bud Abbott and Lou Cos to Nielsen in both
Zolp moves up- to TV network sales partnered with Elliott Roosevelt that it regards Nielsen as “the big
from sales traffic at Chi NBC.
umpire” in the nosecounting field.
Tom Laucr, formerly in the TV years ago in a joint move with He added that Nielsen intends to
accounting department, takes over Mills Novelty Co., t \e Chicago add more multi-set homes to his
the traffic post . , . Cargill, Inc. jukebox outfit. The Soundies were sample soon.
picked up the Tuesday and Thurs- primed as jukefilm subjects
One point turned up in the
day tab on WENR-TV’s “Sports nickel or dime in the slot for a t study is that multi-set homes do J
Highlights” gabbed by Daily News short subject.
Quite a few pop not represent a higher economic
sports ed John Carmichael . . . Chi
Tbs feremort national and focal
singers and now name bands (then level than families with one or two
advertisers uio WEVD yoar aftor
not so well known) are in the receivers. Rather, the number of
yoar to roach th* vast
sets was found proportional to
roster.
Hal Block is doing a gag com family size. Also TV families had
Jewish Market
more
than
radio
AM-only
sets
mentary to tie a number of these
Godfrey

was

AM

WNBQ

.

.

Gruskin

ABC

.

Eileen
MILL

BARTON

GOODWIN SHOW

—

NIC -TV

~

—

Coral Recording Artist
Direction:

AM

M. C. A*

4

Reasons

Why

S

In

WFIL-adelphia

It’s

^

Not the Watts,
It’s

What Watts Do

Engineers at WFIL, PhiUy’s

ABO net affiliate

,

are all steamed

days. The wave slaves
regent slighting references to
the strength of their 5,000-

up these

i

tello in their vidpic venture, have
liens on A&C’s theatrical films.

terrific bonus zone with
a powerful, selling signal.
is

Clir

on the dial in the 560 spot.
Engineering tests show that
WFlL’s 5,000 watts, operating

3lno

Because

WFIL

first

at 560 kilocycles, provide coverage equal to 100,000 watts at
1120 kilocycles.

In other words, WFIL’s signal
Is worth 20 times the power at
double the frequency.
So to fully cover this $6 billion
market— America’s third largest— pick the watts with a
wallop. Schedule WFIL.

homes.

of Metropolitan
1.

New York

Top adult programming

2. Strong audience impact

WNBQ

X

Inherent listener loyalty

4. Potential

buying power

Continued from page 26

iniscence ideas for vidpix and
video, hence will probably nix OF’s their experience In January with
hardly a nibble on the morning
bid to do these commentaries.
availabilities clearly showed the
$145 rate was too high. So rather
than “meet the competition” by
individual and sub rosa deals, they
decided to realign the structure
Continued from page 23 rrr
in an open and formal manner.

.

i

and a

How come?

3- and 5-minute subjects together
into 15-minute featurettes.
Goodheart also wants Joe Laurie, Jr.
to officiate in another series, more
in the nostalgic idiom, but the latter has other more important rem

Send for « copy of

‘WHO'S

WHO ON WEVD'

Henry Greenfield, Man.

Dir.

WEVD, 117-119 We*t 44th

New

St.

York 19

Bank Scouts

watt baby.

They want it known that these
are the lustiest 5,000 watts in
the business ... all muscle . . •
blanketing the vast 14-Oounty
Philadelphia Retail Trading Area

S

;

-V;l

The whole

affair is tied

up with

the fact Chi television prices,
either spots or programs, are close
to the point of diminishing returns. As a result the tendency

Second basis for making loans is
the virtual discounting of contracts
which sponsors give to vidpic pro has become more pronounced
to
ducers before they start making make special “private” concessions
the films. In other words, the pro •to lure new accounts
or to keep
ducer takes his contract to the bank the old. It’s the
claim that
and gets an advance on it so he can its a better practice to face up
start into production.
to the situation openly and to make
Normally, the amount of the con the “special prices” available on a
tract far exceeds the coin needed first-come-first-served basis.

WNBQ

ii;/i

at any one time to make a series of
pix, although a considerable bun
die gets out before the bank starts

recouping on the first of the series
Producer is ordinarily required to
put up some money of his own or
coin obtained from sources other
than the bank, so that the difference between what a sponsor might
pay for first-use rights to the pix
and what they actually cost (which
might be more than the sponsor is
paying) is covered.

HARPO MARX
NBC-TV
RCA-VICTOR
Mgt.: GUMMO MARX

—

Answer To

TV MUSIC QUIZ:

MURRAY ROSS
Directed the music for

“COSMOPOLITAN THEATRE”

TV’s Profits

an DuMont

Continued from page 29

and their owned and operated stations which reported revenues of

FOR RENT

.

$132,200,000 and profits of $12,400,
000
The FCC data showed that radio
operations of the networks brought
in
$100,400,000 in revenues and
1
.

57th ST., EAST*—-Exquisite 4 reom3 bath apt., rare, priceless antique
furnishings.
Unbelievably lew rental. $200 month. Call VO* 1-2*00.

WtJnuilaj',

ObCWKSTKAS-MITSIC
*

•

M»«h

12, '1952
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and Disks

Jocks, Jukes

fSSmftt Scoreboard
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HEIIM SCHOENgEtp M.i Tr.rf-T-i^ n-rnn»n.n«.J
Williams: Orch: “Eggbert, The Easter Egg”ShuMe”-“Senatoi5 From “Bunny On The Rainbow (Colwn*'
l

.-.

OF

»

i

1

“Double
Tennessee”

|

’

fcl

Dinan Shore )>ia>. This -Tepper-Brodifky -tune,
title, has
Tex Williams on a one of two with the same
hitches UP
lyric idea for the Easter
coupling on country rhythm tunes a clever
Clooney Jogs it
with fair potential. “Shuffle” is season. Rosemary
(Victor).

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

j

to

,

with Percy Faith
the mo?? likely of the two, having on a simple beat
badcsupplying »
for orch
a go^^beat and°on okay lyric
Eggbert tune,
other
The
vocal,
ground.
spirited
thc genre It gets a
neat
a
gets
also
Reverse is in a similar rhythmic by Corday-Carr,

~

*

Compiled from

STSJLHSA iM.

Butler: "Be Anythia gyBut

impressive fare for Buuer arm
t
could break through for his bigg
wax score to date. Butiei amoves
•it in straightforward
is

on

cellent results. Flip is an attractive
pop adaptation of Donato s

A

Media Luz" melody treated riong

*

ldddie

label.

g^ “Se£ln
„

has
Bunny”
B

.

for

gMn/it

'

NOTEt The current comparative safes strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enumerated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with VaiueTy. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT developed from the ratio of points scored two ways in the case of talent ( disks, com machines ),
cgid three ways in the case of tunes {disks, coin machines, sheet music).
:

h P
is
Mary Martin. “Girl Crazy” (Coout
U on this coupling “Meant”
beat lumbi a). Another in the Columbia
a smart ballad with a light
revivals of old
which could take off via this cut. series of album
comedy hits,
“Heart” gets an identical treat- Broadway musical
he WaUequal chances. Henri “Girl Crazy”!las most of t
me£t
the previous
of
the
bad,
and
good
per
ties,
as
up
Rene’s orch backs
h'! 1 "^
G
past backgrounds for Miss Stevens, item. In
n 'f

TALENT

Mas

POSITIONS
This
week.

Last
week.

[Cry
Johnnie Ray (Okeh)

r ZZsUvZin fl
P "•“Word” is
nleasing
i plea
g ar- .
fail ballad set in a
a i

0l

White Cloud
Sun
Wheel of Fortune

-{Little

(

[Please Mr.

Kay
_
y

.

TUNE

ARTIST AND LABEL

3 iSSSSffi

Martin vocalling on a light b

’

WEEK ENDING MAR. 8

]

Album

r

m

“Yankee

a limp lyric but

conthe Easter luve
MtwUeS siderable sock fortrade-marked
PPli
ai h
dehis
via
market
K l ^n?/c
backgrounds.
livery. Reverse has a better idea
w
n
April Stevens-Henry Rene Orch. an(J Durante has more chances to
“Meant To Tell You - I Dove
with his delivery.
The Way You’re Breaking My
April Stevens
Review*
Heart” (Victor).

an

Distribution

Retail Sheet Music
Retail Disks
Coin Machines
Published in the Current Issue

tt.

mmv

Durante: “Yankee Doodle
„J,j Like people” (Golden
Bu
Records)> Durante has been given
only fair material for his initialers
ji

Repons of

Encompassing the Three- Major Outlets

the
^^^SpSSff^SSSt^
^-b^reve^e,
vocal

inr

;b*

Statistical

Starr (Capitol)

{Tell

/T\
\
Four Aces (Decca)

Time” and gets plenty

.

Garden

j

ffiSle Why

Eddie Fisher (Victor)

and But Not for Me, out wnn x
Got Rhythm” she does nothing to
Ethel Merman’s long
dislodge
‘

A»JwA

Rene (Victor)
Les Paul-Mary Ford (Capitol)
Eddy Howard (Mercury)
Les Compagnons (Columbia)
Patti Page (Mercury)

its

maximum

incidentauy.

baUad which gets other

iVod

via

chances

this

since-established-

peaica.

‘ttooed to the present

lt'»
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names
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Mls's

Fite-

This
week.

she soun d s not a little like Miss
Martin in “Cactus Time” and her
duet -lth Eddie ChWPeU

Last
week.

Smml^mbe^.re

“rlous

okay,

especially In the relatively clean
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Signet

Mellow
Hill-R

Spier

Ridgeway

-

Mills

Weiss-B

Goday
Morris

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS
AfziETr -

.

music
based on reports obtained

Survey

.

.

Laurel
.

Bermuda
Be My Life’s Companion

YoTsuI

.

PUBLISHER

Me Why,

Cry
Wheel of Fortune
Anytime
Little White Cloud That Cried
Slow Poke
Blue Tango
Please Mr. Sun

lope?" Ithl^unquestton^ly’superiOT
haphazard scattering
P tU e to apparently
A A Picture”
e
the info throughout the reverse.rofumb 1 .V ''Lrr ende r'' is a n- of
* e blurb.
S1(
other adaptation of an old melody
(“Two Guitars”) for the top marPUft^r Pointer*
Platter
° v ,?
done and should
It’s well
ket.
((rnu *1
<irpu
„ Of New
^
York” sound“The „
Belie
make some noise on the basis of
packaged by M-G-M
track
album,
his
of
one
this cut by Martin,
strongest in sometime. “Picture” with Fred Astaire in the lead, has
is a lilting ballad in a conventional several standout tunes, including
groove with enough schmalz for "Oops,” “Baby Doll” and “Naughty
But Nice.” Anita Ellis handles the
commercial impact.
Bing Crosby: “Two Shillelagh latter number in firstrate style
Tumbledown Frankie Carle’s pianistics showO’Sullivan” - "That
A cased on a string of current clicks
Shack In Athlone” (Decca).
coupling of Irish tunes which In RCA Victor’s “Top Pops” set
Francis Scott orch delivers a set
before
should earn spins on and
St. Patrick’s Day. “O’Sullivan” is of standards in slick orchestral
Mitch Miller’s
style for Capitol
which
entry
a
snappy Gaelic
Crosby projects with folksy verve, oboe featured on Machito orch s
slice (Columbia).
Mambo”
“Oboe
of juke spins.
This rates plenty ill
1
1
AM to
4*A
----in U
a v.w
slower* ... Barbara ltuick continues
Reverse is
AO projected A*.
-AY
tempo with a nostalgic back-to-the- impress on “Don’t Stop Now
Lewis’
(M-G-M) ... Robert Q.
old-sod pitch.
Spike Jones Country Cousins: dialect workover of “Sunday Is My

Ka

Come What May

TUNE
Tell

£

2r

background

Stolen Love

Three Bells

POSITIONS

SST-5S&.nssr 4$
S
3
^““ora"
cnt

Rain

TUNES

Thus,

styles

^t'o/hrihm on which

to

in the

Blue Tango
Bermuda
Tiger Rag

Leroy Anderson (Decca)
Bell Sisters-H.

novel) is

Me Why

)

sales,

of retail sheet

O

from
and showing comparative sales
rating for this and last week.
leading stores in 12 cities

.
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“I’ve

Turned

Gadabout”-“Dowp Day With You” has

South” (Victor). This moniker for
Spike Jones crew further bespeaks
the impact of folk music on the
pop market. Unlike his City Slickers’ etchings (which he will continue), Jones is stressing straight
hillbilly
coupling.
stuff on this
“Gadabout” has strong possibilities and could be a sequel to “Slow
Poke.” Jones crew also does a
neat job on the reverse oldie with
a honky-tonk piano solo featured,
Bill

Farrell:

Why-“Sincere”

“Heaven
(M-G-M).

Knows
Far-
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13

&

(Signet)

“Cry” (Mellow)
“Slow Poke” (Ridgeway)
“Anytime” (Hill-R.)
“Little White Cloud” (Spier)
“Wheel of Fortune” (Laurel)
“Please Mr. Sun” (Weiss-B)
.

4A
4B

j

Jeanne Gayle
Lilies” (Kem) .
.
has a solid potential tune in “God’s
along current market lines and Little Candles” (Capitol) , . Irving
Farrell projects it with his usual Fields Trio’s instrumental cut of
Rhapsody” has plenty
stylistic flourishes in front of a “I Hear
choral group. Wini Brown has a of bite and rates jockey spins
moving blues and rhythm cut of (Victor).
this tune for Mercury. “Sincere”
Standout folk, western, jazz,
is
another item that’s formatted polka, religious, etc.: Eddie Hill,
after the clicko “It’s No Sin.” A “Salty Dog Rag” (Mercury)
good number, it gets an effective Marie Knight, “Sit Down Servant”
torchy rendition on this side.
(Decca)
Joe Black, “Lonely
Rosemary Clooncy-Pcrcy Faith Evenin’ Blues” (Coral)

A

Title

“Tell

.

Bill Brown's chorus has
cury)
.
a pleasing seasonal side in “Easter

rell hits strongly on this coupling
oi
ballads.
“Heaven” is styled

March

.

.

.

^

Week Ending

National
Rating

solid potential

in the novelty field (M-G-M)
Johnny Desmond has an impressive
The
side in “Confetti” (Coral)
Weavers and Gordon Jenkins
should cut into the market with
their versions of “Gandy Dancers’
Bali” and “Around The Corner”
On the same label,
(Decca)
Connee Boswell has a neat side in
“Someone Stole My Darlin’.” ^
Xavier Cugat also has a strong cut
of “Ay-Round The Corner” (Mer-

O

«

D

j

7B
8

j

8
11

9

9

10

12

11

13

12

13

.

13

9

“Be My Life’s Companion” (Morris)
“Dance Me Loose” (Erwin-II) ....
“Bermuda” (Goday)
“Shrimp Boats” (Disney)
“Down Yonder” (Southern). .V
“Charmainc” (Lion)
“Undecided” (Leeds)

.
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.

829....
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10
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“A

Kiss to Build

Dream on”

(Miller)
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Childs Dishes Jazz
The Childs restaurant chain

Major Companies Powerless
The disk price war, which was+ago
i
Intensified a couple of iveeks
p
Liberty Musid'IL *>• IfiarKS
xvith the entry of

n

I

is
Shops into the discount' field,
currently spreading on a nation-

odaxa.
wide basis.
wtcie

outlets and maSwank
^
***•

u

Act

to

ASCAP Moves

will

latch onto the jazz policy, starting
March' 17, with the. Max Kaminsky
quintet. Policy will be tried in
the eatery in the Paramount Theatre, N.Y., building tvhich has had
bands in the past.
Spot will buttress the Kaminsky
crew .with deejay Vince Williams
over WJZ', N.Y.

i

OCtS lieaiS

On

......its

.

^rUier weening

tional tie-ups, E. B.

Marks

Teen-Age Club Dance
Dates

,

week

Wired Music Co.

prejor department stores, which
j n ^ e ^ p ac ts with three European
prices, firms to rep the “Marks catalog in
viously maintained strict list
the
Sweden, Denmark, Finland, Norinto
forced
been
now
-have
way and Iceland. Deals are for
price-cutting war in self-defense.
three years with options.
The major companies, meanThe foreign pubs who’ll handle
time, have given -fio indication of
Marks tunes are Nils-Georgs Mutaking any steps to halt the dissikforlags,
Stockholm;
Imudico,
They claim that
count practices.
Copenhagen, and Fazers
Musik-ri
.
legal decisions have made
past

staged here Sunday, April

effec-

tive action against the price-cutThe majors, however, are
ters.
countering persistent reports that
they are planning to cut their
prices to the retailers and thereby
lower the list prices.' Maintenance’
of the present -wholesale price
schedule is being rigorously insisted upon.
Starting in the- long-play field,
the disk war has now spread into
the regular pop single market.' Several top outlets in a bid for customers, have cut the price of singlcs down to 57c and 58c, or only
» couple of pennies above the 55c
Cashing in
pi ice to themselves.
on the publicity given to the disk
price war, they are using platters
as leaders to get customers into
the stores to buy other merchan-

Files Test Trust

8,4,000
Fairgrounds; with
square feet of space.
Longtime idea of Joe Bonds, Sky
Club owner, comes to life with this
Club idea ties in
matinee hop.
Teenwith local disk jockeys.
write
a post card to
agers have to.
their favorite local deejay, asking
memberschip. Gratis lapel buttons
and membership cards will be isCard permits purchase of
sued.
dance admish, expected. to be $1, of
.

Action Vs.

ASCAP
March

Philadelphia,

11.

Muse*Art Corp., local wired
music outfit, has filed an antitrust
against American

suit

Society of

:

Composers, Authors and Publishers in the U. S. District Court here
and named as other defendants the plus

Fail

tax,

.

.

which includes free soft

publishing, firms of Leo Feist, drinks.
Crawford' Music and Williamson
The complaint charges
Music.
ASCAP and the publishers with
Reps of the Music Publishers forming and effectuating a combiProtective Assn, and the Song- nation and conspiracy to monopothe entire
of musical comlize
e " ure field
n e ‘ cf 01
c0
llze tne
.
lather friendly meetingTst'week
-,
V, ° a Ion 0
e an
1
but no progress was made towards trust ''laws '”
tlle
S0 i u ti 0 n of several industry
Although no damages were asked
problems. Conclaves were initiated
in the action, the suit .was seen as
Guy Lombardo continues to rack
a couple of weeks ago in an effort
setting the stage for another action
to iron out all differences between
up strong grosses in his swing
to be filed within the week which
publishers and writers over interIn 21 dates,
will ask $300,000 in treble dgm- through the south.
dise.
pretation of the basic writers’
through the orch has grossed, close to
While the major discount stores agreement without resort to expen- gase allegedly incurred
discriminatory tactics” of ASCAP $160,000, pulling ahead of last
are now enjoying a healthy spurt sive legal or arbitration action.
and the publishers.
in sales turnover, the.-jmajors are
year’s 21-date take by $25,000.
Three major problems still on
In the nature of a test case, fhe
not happy about the situation. It’s the agenda involve the allocation
Top grossing stand was at Mempointed out that the boom is arti- of coin to writers for folio and Muse-Art suit against ASCAP is
the first ever filed by a wire music phis, Tenn., Saturday night (1),
ficially grounded on ‘a handful of
songbook publications, division of
to Max Ingber, where the band drew $12,900. The
stores while the neighborhood remoney firm. According
performance
Australian
president of Muse-Art, the wired following night at Little Rock,
tailers are virtually being driven
and settlement of the Brijtish tax
ASCAP ap- Ark,
pays
industry
music
out of business. The nabe outlets
rebate on mechanical and sheet
3,100 payees shelled out
Proximately $250,000 a year in
.cannot exist on a small markup and
while on Monday 13) he
roy a l es No definite agreebecome
a de- $7,900,
The
may
suit
fees
some of them have given up their mem on any
pulled
2,200 customers and $7,700
anv
of
these
ksm
were
wire
issues
or
xnese
i
it
„
oi/qirirt factor in a
a general revision
ciding
long-play
lines
completely.
at Monroe, La. At Vicksburg, Miss.,
arrived at during the first two
Ingber
One sidelight on- the price-cut- meetings and another session has downward, of these fees,
on Tuesday (4) band grossed
said.
ting situation is that the bootleg been booked for today (Wed.),
$10,200 from 2,300 persons. In
resentthe
suit
lies
the
Behind
labels, such as 'Jolly Rogers, are
New Orleans the next night (5) he
The SPA council, meantime, met
now being sold at full list price. yesterday (Tues.) in an effort to ment of the wired music men hit the $7,000 mark and. followed
into
the
radio
of
entry
the
against
Although Paradox Industries, man- come into the general industry seson March 7 in Lafayette, La., with
ufacturers of the Jolly Roger disk, sions with a concrete list of. pro- field a couple years ago. At that another $7,900 gross. Orch played
time, according to Ingber, A£>CAP a cuffo date March 6 while airing
has discontinued its bootleg op- posals.
entered an agreement with the the “Hit Parade”' radio show at the
eration, retailers are still loaded
with these platters.
radio men not to. charge the FM U. S. Naval Station, New Orleans.
Since they
As a re In the first two stands of his swing
will no longer be available, they
stations a licensing fee.
Decca Goes Baiao
FM set-up was able to un- through Texas, ih which he was
h;.ve
..
become collectors’ items
dance suit the
baiao
With
the new
dispens- accomped by'Tsinger Don Cherry,
music
wired
the
which rates them being sold at
derprice
rhythm sprcsdin^ as the latest
a
ao^ad has since Lombardo drew $8,lp0 in Houston,
ASCAP
full list;
Although
ers.
South American craze, Decca Recabandoned this practice, the.' next March 8, and .$7,500 in San Antonio
ords has negotiated a deal to reMuse-Art action will seek compen March 9.
lease in the U. S. disks made by
sation for the damages sustained
Lombardo winds his Texas trek
Waldyr Azevedo orch, one of
L’rille
while it was in force.
Friday (14) and swings into OklaBrazil’s leading dance bands.
homa,
Missouri and Kansas. The
According to reports from Brazil,
Critics of Modern Music;
D. J.’s Switch to St. Pete
one-niter tour ends April 26.
the “baiao” is replacing the rhum11.
March
Birmingham,
ba and samba as the favorite popuWright, disk jockey on Hendl Resigned by Dallas Symph
Bill
To Stress Old Repertory lar
dance step.
here, is switching to WPIN,
Dallas, March 11.
Louisville, March 11.
Walter Hendl has been reenSt. Petersburg, Fla., in another
Final pair of concerts for this
Sage Music, chartered to congaged as conductor of the Dallas
season was played by the Louisville duct a music publishing business in deejay berth.
Wright has been with WSGN Symphony Orchestra for the fourth
Orchestra, March 5-6, in Columbia N.Y. Capital stock is 100 shares,
*
season.
for the past three years.
no par value.
Auditorium.
•

.

To Resolve

Issues

Lombardo’s 160G

™

.

In South

Swing

•

.

.

.

*

.

.

1

State

bandel, Helsinki. Marks also previoudy set five deals in Italy and

MPPA, SPA

when

for loca^
youngsters. Site will be the huge
automobile building in the Texas

,

them powerless to take any

6,

Faced with an undermining of its
present classifications setup, publisher members of the American
Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers ire planning to appeal
the' recent
arbitration
decision
Which lifted Southern Music’s
availability rating from 250 to 450
points. Under the arbitration system, ASCAP execs are permitted
to appeal any case to the same
board if warrantee by the evidence.
According, to one top ASCAP
publisher, new data on the Southern case his been compiled and
will he presented to the arbitration
board if the decision to appeal goes
through, as likely. While " the,,
amount of coin involved in the
Southern suit is not considerable,
since each availability point is
worth about $2 per quarter, the
principle involved is held to be
of crucial importance on the future
-

Ray Anthony’s orch plays

.

.

Teeoff

in Dallas

Dallas, March 11.
Kickoff dance of the new “TeenAge Clubs of America” will be

mternalast

Southern’s Availability Rating
4-

With 3 Foreign Pubs
•

to Appeal Ruling

ASCAP’s

functioning,

Already, since the disclosure
Southern’s ‘promotion, several
other
ASCAP publishers have
made prelim motions towards arof

.

Some .ASCAP

bitration" ‘procedure.

execs believe that the arbitration
-

boapd left too many loose threads
hanging -iq the. logk bf its decision apd thus- has opened the door
for wholesale’ reclassification ap'

peals.

the, appeal

If.

Southern

to

decision

the
be-

reverse

fails,

it’s

ASCAP

many
tome

of the big
guns will
out for a 100%
performance system.' Such a payoff
basis is held to be sure proof

lieved that

against confusion, although some
older catalog number's, with high
availability

ratings,

suffer.

will

Some pubs

are already pointing to
the revised writer payoff System,
with its 80% stress on perforni-.
ance factors, as the bept road for
the publishers to follow.
.

'

,

Southwest Band Biz

.

Perking at B.O. Via

Agency Push of Names

-

;

m

Symph Bows To

‘

WSGN

.

'

I

Conductor Robert
Whitney included “Origin of the
.

Amazon River,” by Villa-Lobos, a
commissioned work played in the
opening concert last fall, and “The
Louisville Concerto,” a commissioned work by Otto Luening.

PftRmft 10 Best

++++++

Local supporters of the orch
were in a dither after last month’s

1*

concert, which was made up entirely of 20th Centuty music.
At that

%.

3.

time a large number in the apdience ankled the performance, as a
protest against the dissonant stuff
the orch was playing.
Critics
rapped the music and last week’s
attendance was off, probably due
to the controversy that was roused
by the cinematic type numbers.

4.

5.

6.
7,
8.

9.

10 .

Conductor Robert Whitney put a
quietus to the rumpus by making
the announcement that next season
would also include some commissioned 20th Century works, but
that a good portion of the programs
would be comprised of music from
the standard

BE

Mexico*

>

*

l

(
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STOLEN LOVE 4 (Parliament)
BROKENHEARTED (2) (DeSylva-B&H)
)

COME WHAT MAY

(3)

Capitol

Rene
Les Paul-Mary Ford
Howard
Eddy

-Bell

'.

Patti

Okeh
Victor

...Decca
Victor

Sis.-H.

Johnnie Ra%,

(Shapiro-B)

Victor

,

Starr

Johnnie Ray
Eddie Fisher
Leroy Anderson

.'

BERMUDA (1) (Goday)..,
TIGER RAG (3) (Feist)..(

Eddie Fisher

Kay

)

CRY (11) (Mellow)
ANY TIME (8) (Hill-R)
BLUE TANGO (3) (Mills)

Decca

Fouf Aces

TELL ME WHY (10) (Signet)
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 4 (Laurel)

MY

LIFE'S

AT LAST
SIN

South American Junket

Downey will »tudy the coin remittance problem in Argentina
»nd o.o. several new platter co ini’*11 *®* in Latin America*

Week of Mar. 8
Ml lIMM » +++

on Coin-Machines

Pa 0 e

Capitol

...

J

(15)

COMPANION

(Morris)

.

...

the

(Algonquin)

SLOW POKE

(15)

(Ridgeway)

Savannah Churchill
Pee Wee King
Jo Stafford
Dolores Gray

.

SHRIMP BOATS (6) (Disney)
A WEAVER OF DREAMS (Kassner)
UNDECIDED (15) (Leeds)
CHARMAINE (Lion)
DANCE ME LOOSE (3)
JEALOUSY (11) (Harms)
+ .A KISS TO BUILD A DREAM ON (Miller)

with solid one-nighter tours for
orchs of Ray Anthony, Ralph Flanagan,- Jimmy Dorsey, Woody Herman, Hal McIntyre, Will Qsbome,
Tony Pastor, Shep Fields, Jan Garber and Johnny Long. Due in next
are bands of Clyde McCoy, Chuck
Cabot, Red Ingle and Pee Wee
Hunt for solo stand tours.
Location dates were recently
opened for Tommy Reynolds’ crew
at. Galveston’s Balinese Room and
Bernie Cummins’ orch Iir the Rice
Locally, Foster
Hotel, Houston.
set Hilo Hattie’s package show for
16 nights at the Sky Club, and has
the Mary Ellen Quartet at the
Joe Bonds, Sky
Cipango Club.
Club owner, has pacted one-week
deals-Tfor Stan Kenton, Woody

J

Capitol

[Figure* in parentheses Indicate

Mercury
Victor

Victor

Columbia
Decca

Ames Bros. -Lee Brown
Mantovam
.

Arthur Godfrey
Frankie Lame
Louis Armstrong

number

of ineeks sern^

MGM
Coral

London
Columbia
Columbia
Decca
.

been in the Tor^ 1CU
^ ^ ^

office.

.

Okeh

Billy Eckstine

new

For the last five months name
band interest has revived in Dallas, Fort Worth, Amarillo, Houston,
San Antonio and lesser-sized towns

Columbia
Decca
Columbia

Ray Anthony
Eddy Howard

(Feist)

11.

War II, have been doing
good biz via an unprecedented
stream of name orchs, and grosses
have quadrupled all expectations.
GAC sent Frank Foster in to open

Mercury
Columbia
Mercury

Johnnie Ray
Johnnie Ray
Four Aces
Rosemary Clooney

March

World

Second Group

Downey on Six-Week

ception of

Sellers

*444

LITTLE WHITE CLOUD (13) (Spier)
PLEASE MR. SUN (Weiss-B)
GARDEN IN THE RAIN (Melrose)

symphony repertory.

Wallace Downey, South American rep for the American Society
of Composers, Authors and Publishers, headed for a Latin tour
Saturday (8) that will cover 12
countries.
During th« fix-week
junket, he’ll cover the main southof-the-border countries with the ex-

1 1

Dallas,

.

Figures show that General ArtCorp. is accomplishing its pui>
pose since opening a southwestern
September.
last
office
branch
Lighted ballrooms .and clubs in
cities and towns, dormant since
ists

+++

'

Herman, Chuck .Cabot, Clyde McCoy and eight nights for Ray Anthony.

Bonds, with Houston partner
Paul Berlin, will play orchs four
nights, Sunday through Wednesday, at tfie Plantation in Houston,
and Thursday through Saturdays
Johnnie
at his local Sky Club.
Ray is set for a fortnight, with a
week’s stand in each city. Thrush
Dale Belmont, co-owner of Sky
Club, will be added to both the
Ray and Chuck Cabot stands.
Boff biz by newest GAC cued
expansion, and Walter Baroff, from
Interstate Theatres, Inc., joined the
acts and small units department.

Betty Foster
First

are

GAC

is office

manager.

acts set in southwest

Mindy Carson, Frankie Laine

Miss Carson
Baker Hotel,
due March 21. Both
are set for the Shamrock, Houston,
where April Stevens opens April 1.

and April Stevens.
did a

week

at Dallas’

where Laine

is

Latter thrush is set for April 16
date at Monteleone Hotel, New
Orleans.

Unforgettable

M»wk

12*

1952

'

0ICng|HA^MUSX€

>1Mneeda^ Merck

"12,

HAVERLIN SETS 40 NEW

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLEBS
In

March Decfine

'After a strong

two months

getaway the

v&izmFY

first

Survey of retail disk best
based on reports obtained from leading stores in
12 cities and showing com-

of this year, music biz

activity has begun to taper off during March. -Business slide is being
felt both in- the disk and sheet
music markets, the latter particularly failing off from the early and
encouraging 1952* spurt in January
and February.
Trade execs ascribe, the falloff to
the usual decline in the pre-Easter

season,

BMI PROGRAM CLINICS
Broadcast Music, Inc., has scheduled 40 program clinics in' 36 states
and four Canadian provinces in the
two weeks between April 28 and
May 12. A contingent of BMI ex-

sellers,

and

Rating

&

&

"Wheel

2

4

3

LEROY ANDERSON
4
5*

—40220

"Blue Tango"

7

FOUR ACES (Decca)
"Tell Me Why"—27860
JOHNNIE RAY (Okeh)
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1
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•

6

•

4

1

9
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53

symph

50

short
execs

41

nounced that hone of the 85 footers
have been reengaged for the 23

14B

"Stolen

•

•

15

15

•

•

•
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"Blue Tango"—20-4518

17A 16

"Blue

4

•

•

9

•

•

•

•

34

•

•

33

6

3

23

7

5

18

17B

•

"Shrimp Boats"—39581

18

16

society
of

the.

week 1952-53

$50,000,

organization

4

•

4

8

•

«

•

3

•

4

10

•

season,

Although the 72-year old organization has weathered periods of
financial
difficulties
in former
years, the one this year is especially acute as all of the symph's reserve funds have bee'p exhausted.
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Yesterday's

FLAPPERETTE
MERCURY #5754
HARMONICATS

"'10

•

•

•

•

*

•

•

•

2
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a
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(Mills Music)

(Columbia)

ARTHUR GODFREY

•

p

AMERICAN IN

GUYS AND DOLLS

PARIS

Broadway Cast

H«tfywo>»d Cast

E-93

•

•

•

•

•

•

«

7-

..

..

•

•

*

«

I

!

I

their _ copyrighted tune,
Berger Exits
"Wheel of Fortune,” songwriters
Doc Berger, disk jockey contactStan and Lee Russell charged in
Leeds Music, has exited
an infringement’ suit filed Monday man for
the firm after an association of six
(10) in N. Y. Federal Coutf. 7?hey
years.
seek an injunction to prevent the
Berger is heading for a Florida'
defendants from ''continuing to
vacation before latching on to a
license and sell the number.
new job.

Leeds

’

**'

Plaintiffs, who operate Stanley J.
a
Russell Publications of Lockport,
Teddy Phillips Orch To Texas
claim that they wrote "For111.,
Dallas, March 11.
tune" in September, 1950. Laurel,
Teddy Phillips orch are due in
Benjamin and Weiss, according to
the complaint, infringed by writing Texas for a series of dates next
and publishing a song with an month. They open in Tyler on
April 18, following with San Anidentical title.
Tonio for a series of dates during
Papers filed by Abner Green- the Fiesta de' San Jacinto week.
berg also name nine recording
Band is* also slated for a tour of
companies and two sheet music Army and Air Force bases and one
sales firms as defendants. They're country club date here.

7

.

7

8

8

jjjji!

7

YMA SUMAC

SHOWBOAT
Hollywood Cast

Virgin

mi

M-G-M

Capitol

M-G-M84

L

299
DDN 299
KFD 299

P-25

Derby v Records, Capitol Records,
Decca, Mercury, Loew’s (M-G-M),
King,- Atlantic Recording uorp.,
Music Dealers Service and the
Music Sales Corp.

,

Logond of Sun

WPT-25

DLP-8036

4

• *

Victor

Doc

pirated

.

•LPT-16

9-203

K-93
M-93

‘WHEEL' INFRINGEMENT
Laurel Music dorp., Bennie
Benjamin and George Weiss

..

•

GLENN MILLER
CONCERT

Decca
DA-825

M-Gr-M

CLEFFING TEAM CLAIMS

..

•

(Columbia)

Me Loose”—39632

Currant Hit;

K 84
E 559

Best British Sheet Sellers
(Week ending March ljLondon, March 4.
Always Our House. .Connelly
Mistakes
Wright
Little White Cloud .... Lennox
Domino’
Leeds
Loveliest Night Year F.D.&H,
Enchanted Eve
Williamson

Down Yonder
Why Worry

Feldman
.

.

.

.Macmelodies

Because of You
Slow Coach

Dash

SOL® HtT
ON RECORDS RADIO - TV

Sterling

Unforgettable

....

At End of Day

Bourne

Chappell

A GUY
•

Second 12
Love’s Roundabout Cinephonic
Longing for You
Sterling
1 Love Sunshine. New World
Rollin’ Stone
Kassner
Shrimp Boats
Disney
4 Wanna Say Hello
Sterling
.

Allentown Jail

Charmaine
You Go

CATALOGUE FOR SALE

(CARIBBEAN MUSIC

CO.)

425 UNPUBLISHED SELECTIONS
140 PUBLISHED SELECTIONS (with Engraved

Plates)

victor * Columbia - decca - capitol
99R RFI'flRniMPQ
LLO
IALUUIVUIIIUO vERNE - SEECO - (DAVIS -MGM), ETC.

ONLY
NO LAWYERS OR AGENTS
PHONE OR WRITE FOR INTERVIEW

A GUY

IS
i

Doris Day
Ella Titzgorald

,

.Columbia
.Dacca

LUDLOW MU$IC,
444

Hftfc Avo..

INC.

Now York

IT, N. Y.

Bourne
Keith Prowse

If

Oodles of Noodles

Maurice

Cox

J.

Sweethr’t Y'st’d’y. .Cinephonic
Only Fools
Sun

Levant, Melton With Mpls. Symph
Minneapolis, March 11.. *
Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra has scheduled two concerts to
supplement its season subscription
sfcason series and with Oscar Levant and James Melton as soloists.
Levant will appear with the orchestra March 23. Concert on
April 6 will feature Melton.

TA

m

rf

PRINCIPALS APPLY

Hit SROADWAY

an-

(CapitoD

JO STAFFORD

LATIN -AMERICAN

maintenance fund

by approximately

(Victor)

Tango"—1966

ALBUMS

10

8

*

18

FIVE TOP

8

7

4

"Blacksmith Blues"—1922

"Dance

5

6

(Capitol)

HUGO WINTERHALTER

«

6

9

•

»

(Mercury)

Love"—5771

LES BAXTER

..

$t. Louis, March 11.
With the drive for the $175,000

It's

Me Why”—20-4444
BELL SIS.-H. RENE (Victor)

14A 14

10

7

2

Hang

58

(Victor)

"Bermuda"—20-4422
LES PAUL-MARY FORD (Cap)
"Tiger Rag"— 1920
WEAVERS-G. JENKINS (Decca)
"Wimoweh”—27928

13

2

3

Loo Symph Fund 50G

Short; Tooter Jobs

2

6

5

•

•

St.

«

"Tell

*

12

..

(London)

"Charmaine"—1020

14

12

6

PEE WEE KING (Victor)
"Slow Poke"—21-0489

ELLA MAE MORSE

5784X45

1

6

«

6

3

7

(Columbia)
"Three Bells"—4105F
JOHNNIE RAY (Columbia)
"Please Mr. Sun"—39636

EDDY HOWARD

Racord No. 5784 and

•

LES COMPAGNONS

*

fff

O

-

"...

White Cloud"— 6840

"Little

EDDIE FISHER

LOVE”

M

(Decca)

3

6

B

CO

(Victor)

"Anytime"—20-4359

4

S

ff

CO

•

(Capitol)
of Fortune"—-1964

EDDIE FISHER
3

Among the execs making the
tour of clinics wilt be BMI prexy
Carl iHavelin, execvlce-prexy Bob
Burton, general counsel Sidney
Kayey-WGR vice-prexy ft. C. Maddux and others who are in th«
process of being enlisted. Itinerary
W^ll be ; handled by 10 separate
traveling teams of speakers under
the guidance of BMI execs.

(Okeh).

KAY STARR
2

.

J I

6840

MANTOVANI

WISHIN

1

8

JOHNNIE KAY

'

TV Shows

9

1

Artist, Label, Title

"Cry".

1

1

ecs and New York broadcasting
toppers will comprise the roster
of speakers at the clinics along
with local broadcasters.

£ «
3 2

March 8

Thfa Last
wk. wk.

re^'A Guy Is a Guy," "Gandy Dancers Ball," "Hambone" and
*Ay-Round the Corner.”

Top

3

&

Week Ending

National
j

tential

th« Nation's

v>

oi

generally
starts
around three or four weeks before
the holiday, and the lack of any
spectacular hit in the pop field.
While there are several good sellers currently, no tune has stepped
out to the point where ifs. drawing
customers into the stores where
they frequently walk out with several’ disks and sheet music copies.
Several nuiqbers' are now showing potential of stepping out with
a resulting upbeat for biz as a
whole! Numbers with the top po-

Soon to Appoar oh

£

week.

last

n

which

MERCURY ARTIST

b
«•

parative sales rating for this

JOE DAVIS
(Phon«j Circle 5-745*)

NEW YORK

America's Fastest
-'Selling

19, N. Y.

Records!

—

.

..

.

V*<

*I&2

*12;

COPYRIGHT ON

On

y.tfhlng on td the Interest in
and times,
filtfw
toiuth African
Musit has picked up the
“Pennywhistle Blues,”
rlSvright on
dumber that is featured in ”the S. A.
Leeds’
“The Magic Garden
picked up. the
$puth African rep
•

'

wceic (more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research , Inc., Dr, John Gray Peatm/m,
Director. Alphabetically listed,

r

A

number.

.

Be My Life's Companion.
Bermuda

Record* and
ijne for
k-G-M Record* is rushing a clariBuddy De Franco
net version by

London

Me

Loose

i

Erwin-H

.......

Did Anyone Call
...
Grand Central Station
I Could Write a Book
*“Pal Joey”
X Hear a Rhapsody
t“Clash By Night”
Life Is a Beautiful Thing +“Aaron Slick”
Little White Cloud That Cried

Harms
Harms
Harms

'.

Li ve

Flags

—

Continued from pa*« 41
songs heard are aired over WGN.
A total of nearly 2,000 performances of. various tunes, numbering
Chiin the hundreds, .-are heard in
,

-

WLS-WENB.

ABC:

WBBM.

CBS:

WGN
WMAQ

MBS:
NBC:

.

24.
...... 20
*71

46
-53

.

44

WLS-WENR

....

WBBM
WGN
WMAQ

.

..

Total

142
157
381
203

239
403
287
177

883

1,106

.

Robbins

Signet

'

Trust In

Advanced

Undecided

Leeds
Leeds
Laurel

'

.

Duchess

;

It Beloved
Blacksmith Blues

.

Broadway
Hill

Close
Talk To the Trees

May

-.

Sheldon
Peer
Pickwick
Disney
Blue River
Shapiro-B
.Lombardo

Me a Hurtin’ Tune
Shrimp Boats
Silver .and Gold
Tulips and Heather

Play

The Chicago network vs; local
programming picture shows the
following breakdown:
Song
Shows With
Popular Music performances
Local 1,345
Local .... 230
Network.644
Network 144
Details of the survey of recorded
and live music in Chicago are as

Twinkle Toes
Wishin’

Would You

— t“Singing

.

.

Midway
In the Rain”

.

.

.

lishers.

Tiny

Company will be incorporated in
England April 1. Because it is a
partnership between American anjfl
British

interest,
the publishing
company escapes the recent nix by
the British Government on exclu-

April 4.
Doris King is doing a string of
concert dates mainly through the
southwest .
George Rank orchestra has been inked to contract with
the Associated uffice and band returns to the Lake Club, Springfield, 111. before coming into the
Trianon March 28-29 for special
party .
Lee Collins, jazz trumpeter, ill in St. Lukes Hospital
Buddy Giles held over at the
Streamliner
Beatrice
Kay
chirps at the Tic-Toc, Milwaukee,

Life

!

and Only Love

.

and Ken Griffin being packfor ballroom and theatre
dates by Associated Booking and
will play some one nighters before
coming into Orpheum, Omaha,

.

Perfidia

.

two frames

aged

I’ll

My One

9 for

Hill

—*“Paint Your Wagon”
Chappell
Wanna Love You
.Finburgh
See You In My Dreams— t“See You In Dreams” Feist
Jack and the Beanstalk.
Harms
Marshmallow Moon— t“Aaron Slick”
Famous
My Love

I

.

.

& R

Life
Life

!

How
I

.

.

.

Berlin

Believe
Glorita

.

Anglo Robbins

Second Group

44% 56%

Percent

Witmark

Always
At Last At Last

Performances
Records Live

Station

—

Ridgeway
Remick

.

as follows:

is

.

Weiss-B

Me Why
Me

.

well, harpist, booked into Monte
Variety
Carlo week of March 21
Chicago
Club now using three-piece outfits
Don Reid set for the Schroeder, every Saturday night for dancing
Milwaukee April 29 for two weeks
..Baron' Elliott’s singer, Jimmy
Brian Farnon takes over from Confer, signed for regular slot on
.
Cee Davidson as the band at the Monday night television show
Chez Paree with Phil Levant do- “Perfection 'Time.”
ing the two day relief chores.
Levant continues as booker with
the McConkey 'agency
Jerry
Gli^den subs for Henry Branson
for a month at the Blackhawk with
Continued front page 41
Brandon returning with new revue
April 9 .
Bobby Wayne held 20th-Fox’s managing director in
over at the Blackhawk and will England, will act for 20th-Fox.head the new show opening today
(12)
Mary Mayo inked for the Firm will handle copyrights for
.
Statler
March 17
Weavers Loew’s, 20th-Fox and Universal as
pacted for Eddy’s, Kansas-* City well as rep other American pub-

Feist

.

.

.

.

BVC

In the Rain”

(Anema E Core)
Wheel Of Fortune

~159
215
Total
Percent ........43% 57%
breakthe
performances
song
On

down

Rain— t“Singin’

Until

44
.72

.

Paramount

Tell

•

Radio Programs
Records .Live

-

.

Never Before— t“Sailor Beware”
Noodlin’ Rag
Oops f “Belle of New York”
Please Mr. Sun
Silly Dreamer

.

.

.

Mills

,..

.

.

.

.

.

Spier

Mistakes

Singin’ In the

1

‘

Famous

Slowpoke
Take Me Home

Chicago networks repeals the
following picture for the sample
week of Feb. 1-7

.four

..

Broadcast

—

—

cago and the, midwest over net-;
work outlets each week.
Breakdown of the figures on’ the

Web & Station

—

.

‘.

..Mellow

•Dance

.

.

.

Lion
.Shapiro-B

Come What May
Cry

.

.

.

.

Goday
DeSylva-B-H

Charmaine

.

.

.

ft

Morris

",

-Broken Hearted

.

&

.

.

t
1

Kassner
Hill

.

.

Miller

Strip”.

Anytime.;

playing a flageo•JJnearf in the film
pennywhistle. Cele cut the
’\at or

"to .the

On— t“The

To Build a Dream
Weaver Of Dreams

Kiss

A

Tune war. written by. a South
Cele, who
African Negro, Willard

market.

April 18
. Ella Mae Morse sings
at the Showboat, Lorraine, Ohio,
Co- April 22
Eugenie Baird leaves
lumbia Records distrlb in Cleve- the cast of “South Pacific” ana
Singer plays her first engagement at the
land replacing Ted King
Bill Hayes heads out on a disk Nicollet, Minneapolis, March- 17
jockey promotion trek March 17
Sarah Vaughan into Birdland,
.
Pittsburgh
. Dow
N. Y., tomorrow (Thurs.)
Ted Lewi* opens week’s engageMcGrane orch continues Indefinitely at the Hotel- Statler, Boston, ment at Vogue Terrace on Monday
Bette (17). .Wes Parker orch slotted for
after a 12-week stand ?
MoLaurin opens at the Senator Bill Green’s week of April 21. ..
Eddie Art Farrar's week-end bookings, at
Hotel, Philly, March 19
Heywood Trio booked into the Blue Johnny Brown’s Club renewed inJohnny definitely ... pianist Joe Vera feaNote, Philly, March IT
Hodges combo tees off its first tured at Banzibar, newest Continwestern tour at the Club Clayton, ental Bar attraction at the William
Sacramento, Cal,, March 19. Fol- Penn Hotel. Before the war, Vera
lows with a two-week stand at the had a jazz, combo here at the RooseBlack Hawk, San Francisco, begin- velt ...Moreen Kennedy, .W4AS*
ning March 25
..Illinois Jacquet staff singer, now featured vocalist
orch into the Celebrity Room, with Joey Leopard’s band at Pat
Providence, Friday (14)
Tony McBride’s Friday and Saturday
Acquiva, singer Bob Haymes’ per- nights . Morry Allen’s option
sonal manager, forming his own lifted again at Belvedere, where he
has a -small outfit. .Robert Maxorch.

Wade Whitman named new

The top 30 songs of

ST

the Upbeat

New York

Survey Week of Feb. 29-March f

Ss

&

7

'?IItiii^X£3firsic

rrj

Robbins

.

.

the heart of London’s Tin Pan
Alley in a building taken over for
that purpose. A full staff of pro-

.

.

.

.

sively owned U. S. music firms.
The new company hopes to establish a dominating position in
the British music field. Formation
'of a number of subsidiaries is contemplated at a later date.
The
new organization is to be set up in

.

.

men, arrangers,

fessional

.

etc,, will

be recruited shortly.

z

.

Top 10 Songs On TV

follows:

Anytime

Song
Programs

Be My

Performances
Net-

•

Hill

Life’s

Companion

Net-

Local work Local work

Hill

Confetti

& R

Santly-J

25
4
Recordings. 155
858
Live
75 14Q
487
619
Similar breakdowns will be made
by Peatman for the New York area

Cry

at a later date.

Shrimp Boats
Slow Poke

Getting To

Know You—*“The King and

Mellow
Williamson
Spier
Weiss-B

I”

White Cloud That Cried

Little

& R

Morris

Blacksmith Blues

Please Mister Sun

.Disney

’

Ridgeway

FIVE TOP STANDARDS

!>

Harms
Harms

April Showers

New Sun In the Sky
On the Sunny Side Of

Tiger

So In Love
Syncopated Clock
t

FilmuslcaL

Rag

:

Harms

.

Mills

* Legit musical.

is

the performance payoff of both

ASCAP. and BMI.

Remote Pickups

(HOLD THAT TIGER!)

Continued from' page 41

several times weekly in the
late evening hours.
Pubs claim that they’ve got to
stress the live plug whether or not
an etching of their tune becomes a
jock fave. The remote helps build
the tune and. is generally considered more important for the sale
of sheets than a top waxing,. which
skyrockets the mechanical royalties, but where the payoff is smallAnother factor of some value
er.

am

i

Shapiro-B

the Street

(

NOW.
ADAMS HOTEL
FIlOONix

WILL OSBORNE
O.A.C.

Only difference is that today there
are more small bands and combos
getting wires than big bands. This,
however, doesn’t detract from the
importance “of the. aired plug.
Evidence of live plug concentra
tion building a tune was seen re
cently in “Unforgettable,” .published by Bourne Music. Tune was

waxed by Nat (King) Cole on the
Capitol label last fall but got off
to a slow start and had little im-

MM
A RHA?,s0DY
HEAR
Publlihtd by »M*

I

PICK

FRANK SINATRA

(Kin*)
(Victor)

HIUN HUM**

(MOM)

RAY ANTHONY
(Capitol)
NORMAN KAYI

(Dacca)

ARTHUR PRYSOCK
(Dacca)

HAL SING**

(Capitol)
(VlfllV*/

DIHNIS DAY

(Coral)

,

exclusively Licensed
580

by BM

riTTH AVENUE

NEW YORK

staff,

SINGS

however, pushed

the song on the remotes to such an
extent that it began to move out
on the sheet lists and brought
about an upsurge of the Cole disk
after it was thought to be out of
the wax picture entirely.

M-G-M’s One-Shot
Judy Johnson, singer on NBCTY’s “Show of Shows,” has been
pacted for a single waxing assignment by M-G-M Records. She’ll

LAUGH

WHERE

(THOUGH YOU

SHALL

FEEL

YOU WANT
TO CRY)

19, N. Y

etch a duet with
Bill Hayes.
-

Hayes,

“Show

of

M-G-M

Incidentally,

pactee

is

also

Shows” regular.

Franklin Music chartered to conduct publishing business in New
York. Capital stock is 100 shares,
no par value, Directors are Nathan
Treitel,

Harry

Greenberg

George Ginsburg, of N. Y.

and

11

H5

79
45

K 11H5

MGM
t

N

T

H

REM
RFM

RECORDS

NAMI
:

GO

I

MOM

*

1RYINO FULDA TRIO

(Colombia)

PHAN WARRIH
.

SKOWH

IVORY JOE HUNTER

pact on the jock or juke market

The Bourne

BMI

•

According to one pub, there are
as many remote pickups coming
out of- the New York area today
as there were in the pre-war days.
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burlesque attempt sufficiently

.

as yet.

get away from any reference
to burlesque, shows would be devised to come under AGVA's jurisdiction, instead of Brother Artists
Assn., which 'has the burley field.

To

London, March

4.

After the curtain descended on
the closing stageshow at the Empire, Leicester Square, the audience of over 3,000 gave the company '-an unprecedented ovation and
demanded personals from Nat Karson, the producer, ’arid Eddie Noll,
the choreographer. Each item in
the hill was greeted With prolongedapplause and the public spontaneously expressed regret at the passing of stageshows at this Leicester
Square house.
Karson, who in 26 months
the Empire had produced 29 shows,
responded* to the audience’s applause by expressing the hope that
the company, which he had built
at the theatre, could be retained,
as a unit. The day after the closure, he was host at a farewell
party to the entire company, when
a silver
he was presented’ with
a
‘scroll’ of
box by the cast and'
honor by the projectionists;
.

*

Hollywood, March
Hawaiian showman Fred Matsuo

not likely that the Brandts

11.

would use the words burlesque, March 20

at

Atlantic City,

policy of name vaude sessions
which he’s reportedly booked
more than $100,000 worth of talent.

new

March

11.

.

for

11.

quarter of a million dollars,
plus approximately $100,000 spent
annually -for maintenance work* is
being' expended to ready Steel Pier
here for the summer season. Most
of the money is being spent on the
Music Hall, housing name vaudeville, and the lobby of the big theatre.
A balcony has been con-

Contracts call for nine perform-

Arthur M. Wirtz's “Hollywood
ances weekly, six at McKinley,
Ice Revue” broke all Detroit rec- others at Army, Navy, and Air
ords for such shows with a gross
Force bases, with Matsuo picking
of $583,300 for its 21-day stand at
up the tab for servicemen shows.
Olympia.
Dates are still to be worked out
1951 b.o. by on succeeding bills, but Matsuo hag
It exceeded the
$101,600.
commitments on Frankie Laine, Jo
Les Paul-Mary Ford,
Stafford,
Johnnie Ray, Mills Bros., Nat
Yma Sumac and
Cole,
“King”

March

A

McKinley Auditorium,

Honolulu. This will inaugurate his

Detroit,

booked a French act for aii April
showing. .Spot has pacted Les
Freres Jacques, a four^boy domedy”
song turn.
Deal .was. initiated by Felix Mar
ronani, .French agent who was, in’
the U.S. some time ago, and was
completed via the William Morris
Agency.

’

•

treasurer, summoned back from his
Florida vacation, is suspended, but
the CNE perard of directors has
given him a unanimous, vote of confidence.
City ’fathers, however,
state that disclosures have refiect-

-

Dark fori Weeks

11.

tions of a Royal investigation’ or
the bringing in of -Wtside auditors
are latest developments in the
blowup .of the Canadian National
Exhibition management called for
by Mayor Allan Lamport. Latter
is currently carrying out his preelection.. promise that he would
thoroughly uncover and publicize
the financing and operating of the
big annual fortnight’s fair.
In what Robert H. Saunders,
CNE first Veepee, describes* as “a
nasty situation,” Mayor Lamport
wants to find out why only some
$150,000 was turned into the city
coffers last year when over 2,000,000 people clicked the turnstiles at
50c apiece; plus exhibition floor
space rentals in tfie many buildings; a 14-night sellout grandstand
(24,000-sfeater at $3) show, starring Jimmie Durante for a $460,000 gross, plus midway and concessions percentages.
Still unsettled in the confusion
is. Whether or .not F. S. Quirk, CNE

’

has inked the Andrews Sisters to
opening
layout
five-act
a
top

Wirtz s Smash 583G, Dei.

Toronto, March

With books, - vouchers and contracts sealed tight, recommenda-

Blue Angel, N.Y.,. Sets
French Act for April
The Blue Angel, N/Yv.has

’

Of Hawaiian 100G

open

to the' sliced wages, even to
that house.
It's

or girly shows, since anyone of them would be too reminiscent of the burlesque houses which
were shut down during the LaGuardia administration. Just what tag
Will appljj hasn’t been determined
follies,

Karon At

Empire Stageshow
*

disguised to get by the New York
City license commissioner is being
contemplated by the Brandt circuit
for the Holiday Theatre, N. Y.
Latter, currently on a pix policy,
recently housed the Yiddish-American vaude revue, “Bagels & Yox.”
Brandts were, supposed to have
brought in another Yiddish-type
tuner, “What, Fm Lucky,” but apparently are now considering a
burley format.
Brandts are seeking a low-cost
format and have privately asked
board members of the American
Guild of Variety Artists to cook
up a scale. They are interested
in a wage level considerably below that of the other Broadway
vauders, but it’s considered doubtful that the union would agree

1£5»2

12*.

;

structed which will seat 1,500 more
The speed with 'which' the Pal- •people, making the theatre a 5,500in the
ace, N.Y., is using up 'headliners •seater; one of the largest
will bring a temporary closing' of country.
Workmen have been busy .since
hat two-a-dayer. House will shutter for nearly three weeks at the early fall renovating the lobby,
conclusion of the current bill oh termed by pier attaches an eyeMarch 23, and will reopen April sore. It is being completely modLouis Jordan.
ernized and furnished before the
guaranare
on
deals
Majority of
2 with Betty Hutton.
A name
tee and percentage basis. Aud seats
In the three bills that .already Easter Sunday opening.
2.000 and .’Matsuo plans a $3 top. have played that, house, many acts band has been booked and there,
number
will
be
a
vaude
of
and
hat could headline. at most, any
other vaude house .have been. used other" attractions open for the holiFans
outwhich
the
largest
Is City Liable
day,’
"draws
up. Current toppers, are. Qlsen.

1

(

Continued 'on page 50 )*

*

When

MARSHALL

JAY

.

Currently

.

Hotel

&

Johnson, Jose Greco, and. .Jackie o'f^ason crowds.
.George A.. Hamid, Sr., , president
Miles, who are .headliners .indiqf. the .company which has operated
vidually.
With the bill that -dosed Sun- .the. .pier, for a -number of years,
day (9), Lauritz Melchior, Com- and .Mrs. Hamid, visited Rio de Japagnons de la Chanson,- Jean Car- neiro, where .they. looked over the
Rio de Janeiro Carnival, for outroll, Ben Blue, Chandra Kaly
Dancers, and Leo De Lyon have standing circus and thrill acts.
frequently been on top. On the Through his George A. Hamid Sc
opening bill, aside from Judy Gar- Son booking organization he preland, Smith & Dale, Senor WenceS, sents these- acts through various
mediums in the United States and
and Nicholas Bros., were
those that have .held down mar- Canada. The duo returned from
their Argentine cruise™" last week.
quee attention.
.

Hurl Chairs at Wrestlers?
Mpls. Grapples With Issue
Minneapolis, March 11.
The Minneapolis city council's
public grounds and buildings committee is studying the city’s legal

RICARDO
and

NORMA

The Nation's Most
Exciting Dancers
Currently
Marini Dining Roam
.

EDGEWATER BEACH HOTEL, Chi.
March 17-ELM WOOD HOTEL

.

Windsor, Canada

March 31—SHOREHAM HOTEL
Washington, D. C.
Direction:

in patrons’ throwing of
eggs and other missiles, including
even chairs, at the weekly wres-

liability

MCA

FOSTER AGENCY, LONDON,
Proients

Currenf/y

FOLKAN THEATRE
Stockholm, Sweden
WM. MORRIS AGENCY
TAVEL-MAROUANI AGENCY, PARIS

tling

matches in Municipal Audi-

torium.

BOSTON

IN
It's

the

carrying .“ammunition” into the
building to hurl at the wrestler
Bfetween ducking the
“villaihs.”
and avoiding wrestlers
missiles
falling out of the ring and also
doing some chair-tossing on their
own account, ringsiders encounter
plenty of hazards, Atwood Olson,
the manager, told the aldermen.
Melvin Dahl, Auditorium assist
ant manager, said he’s considering
check their
requiring fans to
D. J.
“weapons” at the door.
Shama, assistant city attorney, said
fails
if
it
the city might be liable
to control the crowds after the city
is
given notice that control is
needed.
Wrestling has been the best pa
tronized entertainment here and
has not suffered from the boxoffice
depression that has hit most other
amusements. The prelim Auditorium matches are televisied over
WTCN-TV, with a brewery as the
The cards draw up to
sponsor.
10.000 persons.

Eddie Lewis to Grades

Aviry A Washington

The

Home

of

Sts.

Show

Folk

Eddie Lewis, who worked with
the late Clifford C. Fischer, has
joined the N.Y. office of Lew &
Leslie Grade. He’ll be liaison between. the New York and London

Lewis has been a personal managed for many years and was associated with Fischer in the importation of acts.

He now

person-

handles Les Compagnons de
Chanson and Edith Piaf.

ally

Geography

FlMokodt

among

Under present

conditions, it- will
be virtually impossible to maintain
the pace where* headliners for
other theatres are *put in the position of supporting acts. Booking
that house has become -one of- the
•

major challenges -in modern vaude
history.

la

Texas Nitery Op Scrams
Vice Squad Too Soon;
Atomic. G-String Explodes

Christi, Tex., Merch 11.
of the reasons leading up
- Vivian
billed
as
Lane,
the
temporary* closing of the “Atomic Bombshell of New OrPalace is the absence of suitable leans,” is scheduled to stand trial
acts. Nothing in' the way of an at- here on .charges of indecent extraction presented' itself to' Palace posure .at the Tropic nitery.
She
toppers and there' weren't suffi- pleaded not guilty to allegation
cient performers available in the that she was stripped “to a G-string
Palace category to make up a bill. and a couple of little stars.” She

Corpus

One

to

.

the

*

.

.

.

Currently

CHEZ PAREE, Chicago
•
Latest Dacca Recording
"I Wanna Say Hallo"

m
ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
Pirianal Managimint JOE GLASER
Fifth

Avinuo,

Niw

York

COMEDY MATERIAL
for All Branches • f Theatrical*

BILLY
GLASON'S
THE ORIGINAL

FUN-MASTER

had on skin-colored

This problem is expected to become more acute as more bills are
booked. Melchior layout, which
scored $19,500 last week and $24.350 for the opening stanza, bowed
out at a loss to the house/ Headline-wise, the parlay had plenty,
and yet it was a loser. Consequently, to get together a slapdash

stated that she

invite disaster, say PalaGe execs.

rested Miss Lane.

GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, $300. Worth over a thousand

The house could stretch the
O&J-Greco show for part of the

Eugenic Baird’s Cafe Stint

200W. 54

garments.

The

justice of the peace

who

SHOW BIZ GAG FILM
(Thi Sirvlci of4hi Stirs)

is

to try the case has stated that regardless of the outcome, there will
be no more stripping allowed in

35 ISSUES $25
First 13 Fills $7.00. All 35 Issoos $25,011
Singly: $1.05 Each IN SEQUENCE Only

Nueces County.
T. M. Gillespie, owner-operator
of the Tropic, is a former member
program just to stay open would of the local vice squad which ar-

• 3 Bks. PARODIES p«r book $10 •
• MINSTREL BUDGET
$25 m
9 4 BLACKOUT BKS., •. bk. $25 •

slated to be closed, but
that seems unlikely at this point.
it’s

(Biglnnlng with No,

Skipping)

<rtissui), $3.00

Minneapolis, March 11.

PAULA SMITH
St., New York If Dopt.V
Glrcla

7-1130

Eugenie Baird, understudy for
.

FOUR ACTS
FOR
GARLAND COASTERS

Bygraves, British comic who
played with the singer at the Lon
don Palladium and made his U. S
bow with her at the Palace, New
York, gets second billing in the layout.
Others set are,, ’the Szonys,
the Shyrettos and Jesse, James Sc

—No

HOW TO MASTER THI CEREMONIES

Janet Blair in “South Pacific,” who
played the lead femme role during the Twin Cities' fortnight
SET
while/'Miss Blair vacationed, is returning to supper club work. She’s
pacted for a two-week stint at HoLos Angeles, March 11.
tel Nicollet Minnesota Terrace.
Four acts have been set to supMiss Baird appeared previously
port Judy Garland in the “Inter
in Minneapolis at Hotel Radisson
national
Variety”
show which Flame Room.
opens at the Philharmonic Auditorium here April 21 at a special pre_
season offering of the Civic Light
V
Opera Assn. There’s still one to

Max

1

NO. C.O.D.'S

fill.

Adeline Neice

7 AS

«*

v,

4

.

time

.offices.

HOTEL AVERY

looked by

MARK LIDDY Who

•

.

Auditorium’s management reported that some fans have been

American Rip.

WHEN

Minnaapolis

tv's

JACK DENTON
WORLD’S GREATEST COMEDIAN
(Personal Opinion)

«/•

IVAN CHARNOFP
Chicago

•

row

A

SPECIAL RATES

I

Right in the heart of Philadelphia's
theatrical

excellent

and night club

facilities,-

district

spacious,

.

.

•

homey rooms.

Cornell.

Layout plays for four weeks here
and another four In San. Francisco

Horace McMahon, who recently
completed a tour for “Movietime,
USA,” set for the Olympia, Miami,
starting

March

19.

7
lfe.%

*John Bartram Hotel
BROAD AND LOCUST STREETS
R«b*rt Norco, Resident
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DIRECTION

Pr#ss Relations—AL,

CALDER

Wednesday, March 12,

VAKUJEVnXK
Got.

Dewey

Gets

Bill

N. Y. Cafes

To Protect

From

City Impost

10%

Aerialists
Albany, March 11.
The Senate approved and sent to
Governor Dewey Friday

the

that aerial performers working at
a height of more than 20 feet shall
use safety devices. It rules that
no owner, agent, lessee, manager
or other person in charge of a circus, carnival, fair, theatre, movingpicture house, public hall, or other
pU kn c place of assembly, resort or
amuse ment “shall permit any perpar t i n a performance
gon to
spec ig e d herein without providing
such safety device."
T jie measure , which would take
effect July 1, authorizes the State
Board of Stan dards and Appeals to
“make rules supplementary to this
section designating safety devices
o£ an approve d type, strength and
locaWbn and otherwise effectuating
the purposes thereof." The board

Revenue

boxing shows owes more than $7,
.
'47 and 48, as well as
There are 307 night spots and 500 from
the boxing bouts. The
other enterprises subject to a $3,500 on
out. of business and
gone
has
municipal 10% tax in Philadelphia. man
and Forde asked
found,
be
cannot
tax
of
audits
230
only
Forde said
to take up the
attorney
payments had been made by such the district
prosccueriminal
possible
for
case
the
under
1948
businesses since
na??® *1
tion. The
,®
.
ing withheld pending the D.A. s

Forde.

_

Mischa Auer to Aussie

(7)

which
bill
Byck-Hatfield
Ten
New York City nitery and res- ers, would pay Jhe- bulk qf the
amends the labor law to require taurant bonifaces are preparihg a hiked costs. As one boniface put

former receiver of taxes. Tl& esPhiladelphia, March 11.
there was an annual loss
A concerted drive to halt night- timated
to the city of $700,000 ^through Unclub amusement tax chiseling and derestimates of the taxable gross
to recover SO me $2,000,000 uncol- and in some instances outright
lected in the last four years has failure to turn in taxes.
been launched by the city's new
A nitery operator who also ran
Commissioner George S.
.

decision.

drive to kill the Morittf bill when it, “My cloakroom is, worth $5,000
reaches the N. Y. State Assem- to me. Anybody, that wants it would
bly. Statute, if passed by the As- have to put up a $10,000 annual
sembly and inked by Governor rental, if that bill is. passed.”
Thomas E. Deivey, will be one of
Should the bill pass, it's claimed
the more severe blows to cafe op- that many spots ^vould be forced
eration since it permits cities to to close and that if would cut
tax up to 50% of the “rental or down the number of new cafes
other income from the hatcheck plotted.
Many prospective bonifacilities, and concessions."
faees depend on concession coin
Bill introed by Fred Moritt*(D., to permit them to preem a new
Brooklyn ) would cut off a con- spot.
siderable chunk of income from
organizations
Restaurant
are
niteries and eateries. Concession- slated to go to Albany when the
aires, according to restaurant own- measure reaches the Assembly and
will try to bottle it there. Niteries
such as the Latin .Quarter or Copacabana, N. Y., derive around $40,N.Y. Assembly Kills Bill
000 each annually for the cloakit

»

.

'

Commissioner Forde
had been paying the tax
later at the Celebrity Club, Syd- on the assumption that only 25%
room.
He succeeds Donald Novis, of its business was done while the
ney
On Agent Licenses, Fees
entertainment was- being provided. m
and will be there for four weeks.
grant var i at i 0 ns.
impost
the
that
argued
The city
Albany, March 11.
Jerry Rosen agency booked.
Sponsors of the bill are Assemald n
d b
The Crump Bill which would reE. Ten Eyck, of
^i°nK
»nS
estabUshment s blywoman Maude .
ceipts.
and the establishments
Senator Ern . quire theatrical agents or manaCUy>
an
yorJc
admitted that it

Mischa~Auer flies to Australia
March 25 for an opening four days

One

cafe,

disclosed,

own

^

auditor

,

est
should be paid on at least 65%,

Forde

said.

Preventive measures will include
periodic audits of all enterprises
subject to the taxes and spot

.

*•

•
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Hatfield, of Poughkeepsie.
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Follow Hildegarde’s

checks’ by undercover investigators of gross sales on which tax returns are based. Amusement tax
collections amounted to $319,727
in 1951, Forde said.

London Nitery Date

KEN

GRIFFIN
Currently

4 Dukes Supper Club
Detroit. Michigan
Direction!

MILO STILT

Mutual Entertainment Agency
Chicago 1,
203 N Wabash

III.

Latin-American
female member groups acpreferred;

ceptable.

Must be able to audition or
be seen at engagement.

Judy Canova

New

1

London

Contact Vox 3552, Variety,
54 W*«t 44th Stroot, Now York 34
or Phpua JUdwn 4-2577

/.v.v.y.v

MSP

d

'

.

GEORGIA

HAL

BARBERS and DALE
*

*

NOW
OLYMPIC HOTEL
SEATTLE, Wash.

lu dHe a*V

and Raya Sisters
"DANCING DOLL-USIONS”

TELEVISION
NEW YORK
Personal

Management

Followed by

Royal Probe

VX-'i

THE WILSON AGENCY
Phil GRAE-Phil COSCIA
1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.

?

Gardens

did *PP roximat e -

m
.

,

ly $82,000 for 10

performances

eight days.

HELD OVER
8 - CONSECUTIVE

WEEKS - 8

MARTHA RAYE’S
5 O’CLOCK

CLUB

THE MERRY MUTES
tt

8th

Rollickin' Record-Teers"

Recently Played

ROOSEVELT HOTEL, New Orleans

HENRY GRADY HOTEL,

Atlanta
(8TH RETURN ENGAGEMENT)

SAYSHORE ROYAL HOTEL, Tampa
BLUE ANGEL, New York City
OPENING APRIL 28TH
Washington, D. C,

Management:

MONK ARNOLD,

Atlanta, Ga.

Merrlel Abbott Revue

Chicago
"Unheard of Laughter")

—

York Max Novellev
Chicago -Sidney Page
Bagdad—-Hassaii Ann!

New

too time-consuming, but move is
Yma Sumac, who returned to the current to submit the entire operaPierre last night (Tuesday), is in tion of the CNE to the scrutiny
for four weeks with a month's op and examination of independent
tion, and there is the likelihood auditing experts so that the big
that Russell Swann will top off the fair may be put on a sound and
spring season, as he did last year business-like basis, plus tightening
Melba is still flirting with an- up of management. Some of the
other longtime idea playing top discovered abuses, particularly in
concert names, for week stands in midway contracts, have deprived
the Cotillion room, on a one-show the city treasury of considerable
revenue, claims Mayor Lamport.
nightly basis.

—

IN THE HEART Of* CHICAGO'S LOOP
near the Oriental, Palace, Chicago A
Erlanger Theatres It's the

HOTEL
RANCROFT
W. Randolph

IT

Special

Franklin %-4740
St.
Rates for Shew Folk

New Management

Newly Decorated

—

"SELL

OR LEASE

New EngLatin Quarter, Rattan.
Fully
night dub.
finest
land’s
equipped, ready to eperate.

Russell Nype will double into
the Maisonette of the St. Regis

Cleveland, March 11.
Hildegarde's deal for 13 days at Hotel, N.Y., starting tomorrow
MICHAEL REDSTONE
Hollenden's Vogue Room starting fThurs.). He’ll do the supper show
230 Boyistoh St„ Boston 14, Mass.
April 12 was finally signatured af- only. Yvette will hold down the
dinner
spot
ter three weeks of price bickering
management and
hotel’s
with
booker, Merle Jacobs.
Reported that the singer and entourage will draw down between
$6,700 and $7,200 for her first
downtown nitery date here. Chanteuse’s previous appearances were
at the defunct suburban Mounds
Club and a concert in civic auditorium a couple of seasons ago.
Hildegarde’s Vogue Room spot“Easy routines with dash of nostalgia
. Shows plenty animation throughout
ting coincides with spring visit of
—Daily Variety
and knows how to deliver."
Metropolitan Opera Co., which al"She scores solidly in her 25-minute' stint surrounded by outstanding routines."
ways draws husky-sized crowds to
—Hollywood Reporter.
hotels, and the Hollenden is boost"Penny Singleton is appearing before her first nitery audience for a favorable
ing cover charges to offset the
reaction.
Blonde comedienne is attractive and *b«* an easy presence on
highest entertainment budget in
-—Variety.
the floor."

PENNY SINGLETON
THUHDERBIRD, Las Vsgas
Thru March 15th
.

SHOREHAM HOTEL,

Week

(Critic* said:

years

Hollenden Deal Set

^na

CONRAD HILTON HOTEL

With annual show scheduled to
sumes her U. S. concert tour as open in August, the Royal investishe has been doing the past two gation proposal may be dropped as

MIAMI BSACH, FLA.

Wav

JAY SEILER

^t; ^otherwise

at $3 top.

thru

Available for Character Acting at
Juvenile Prices

-

nati

'""'I

HOTEL STATIEK

HOG

CLUB DATES

*» J

C„rr.rt>Y

MCA

? \ DOLINOFFS

Groups,

Instrumental

For

closed 13 consecutive weeks at the than 5%.
By custom, theatrical
Cotillion
Room agencies get 10%.
Pierre’s
Hotel
(N. Y.).
This was a sharp departure to
Job Castro Quartet
issue a firm three-month deal but
maestro-talent Impresario Stanley
Palladium
,, Gets
^
experimentMelba, who has been
Hollywood, March 11.
ing with big names, felt that the
A new quartet, Joe Castro Playu p for t
chantoosey
ers, scouted by Lew Grade (of.
n 6 stretch and won over the L. & L. Grade Agency, London)
J?.
-Pierre’s management. His gamble
p Uit
at Billy Gray’s Band Box, Los An
was sustained by the strong busi- geles, has been pacted for a fort,
Miss Canova is also preparing a„ negs
Anna S osenko,‘ Hildegarde’s night at ' the London Palladium
similar layout, using her sister and
to
return
mana g er> felt that her
starting April 21, plus 8-10 weeks
brother, for fairs this summer. Bill
New York, after an absence of two in
British Provinces.
King, of Associated, is setting both
yearSf warranted some auspicious
Act had played a few casual
packages.
hoopla, rather than the conventiondates before the Band Box.
al four-weeker.
al
tt ii r
j
Empress Hall, London,
The London Cafe de Paris has
Sets Western Tuner been playing names like Noel Coward and Beatrice Lillie at 1,000
London, March 11.
ppunds a week, but it is said that
A western musical on stage and the American act’s fee tops that in
Continued from page 48
ice is set as Claude Langdon’s sum- light of the long journey over.
mer attraction at Emprer ’ Hall. Pro- Alan Fairley operates the CdeP ed adversely on the .operation and
Said
duction, entitled “Ranch in the for the Mecca chain of eateries and management of the CNE.
Rockies,” ..is scheduled to open ballrooms, The nitery is their class Mayor Lamport: “We know the
working
the
of
CNE,
the
cause
of
June 5.
West End showcase.
the trouble and how to remedy it,
Current blades show at the Emdid the booking and is try- and I am going to continue presspress, “Puss in Boots on Ice,” fin- ing to revive a pet Sosenko-Hildeing for immediate action.”
ishes Saturday (15) after 154 per- g arde idea to convert the grillroom
Revelations
include
alleged
formances. Production cost more of the swank Hotel George V,
shortages and thefts that have not
than $300,000 and was seen by Paris, into a class bistro by air
been
prosecuted;
electricity
924,000 persons.
conditioning it and endowing it charges to midway operators and
with the best traditions of class concessionaires
that
were not
the
operations
in
hotel-nitery
Tee Capades* Swell
billed to them but absorbed by the
American idiom. Theory is that CNE; midway contracts that were
Cincinnati, March 11.
this would appeal both to the Yank
“Ice Capades” drew estimated tourists and the cosmopolitan Eu later allegedly changed by inkedin clauses after the CNE board of
fancy $110,000 from 68,000 admis- ropeans.
The George V booking directors had passed the original
sions for. 14 performances in 10
follow the London engage
may
percentage deals.
days ended Sunday (9) at Cincin“Hii3egard7'‘re

Chicago, March 11.
is going on a onenighter theatre and auditorium
29 for two weeks.
May
tour starting
Swing starts at Portland, Me., and
consists of eastern dates. Comedienne will work the span on a guarantee against percentage. 'She’ll
furnish the show, and her radio
program will be taped on the cir-

IMMEDIATE
BOOKINGS
AVAILABLE

Trios, Quartettes and QuinComedy groups
tettes,

Before sailing May 2 on the S. S,
America for her Cafe de Paris,
London, engagement of four weeks,
Hildegarde plays the Hotel StatJudy Canova Package
Washington, and the Vogue
leir,
Room of the Hollenden Hotel, cies with employment agency staSet for Eastern 1-Niters Cleveland, in succession. She just tutes which forbid fees of more
•

Columbia Records

gers to secure a $25 license from
the state and file a schedule of
Bill was killed by
fees, is dead.
the Assembly Judiciary Committee this week.
All talent agencies were opposed'
to the measure, although some elements in the American Guild of
Variety Artists favored it oh' the
ground that it would be the entering wedge in the control of personal managers.
The agencies felt that this bill
would bring out basic inconsisten-

.

•

v

its

history.

1952

Miifcli

Ill

iTiIMKMIl
Current and continuing Bureau
Internal Revenue scandals are

of
reacting against nightclubs. Bonigeneral—alfaces have noted a
this
though not too sharp dip for
of year, especially, in expense

—

time
believed
account spending. It’s
due primarily
that the decline is
of tax
scrutiny
to that fact that
severe
returns will be much more
consequently,
In the future, and
as lavaren’t
tabs
signing
spenders
be.
ish -as they used to
This is particularly noticeable
New York, which gets the

around
major portion of buyers trade.
There is still a considerable amount
entertaining, but there has been
of

Emmett Kelly to Warm Up
For Circus Via Town* Buff.
Vet circus clown Emmett Kelly
will play a nitery week prior to the
opening of Ringling Bros,

N.Y.

Bamum & Bailey Circus,
April 4, at Madison Square Garden. Kelly is slated for the Town
Casino, Buffalo, March 24.
He’ll add a cartoon bit in addition to his clowning.
and

•

known

...

..

that the
other party is paying, 'there seems
tone in
restrained
more
a
to be
ordering, according to the service
among
feeling
ais
There
staff.
would-be spenders that now is the

Even when

it’s

time to save some coin if possible.
Of course, March 15 is just around
the corner.
Several accountants have stated
that firm toppers in filing tax returns have voluntarily reduced the
amount taken off in entertainment
expenses. Many are fearful that a
too large entry in proportion to
the. business done by the firm willcause tax men to look into the enSuch troubles nobody
tire return.

"Juliana Larson has background, a
good voice, a classy chassis, a
knockout wardrobe (with jewels to
snatch) and, in singing for her supper at this nitery, she contributes

Hamid Fronts New

the liquor
a visible depreciation in
been
sector and the parties haven’t
The incustom.
per
as large as
dividual checks are considerably
lower.

VAUPICVIUJ?

tJMSLUiJt.
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Insurance

continuing

Strong socialite draw ... in face
of the openings at Persian Boom
and Sherry Netherland Miss Larson pulled the strongest turnout!”
Abel.

—

for improved performer accident insurance. Hamid is currently conferring with various insurance firms
in an effort to line up a policy
which would insure the performer
for longer periods than is now
provided in the American Guild, of
Variety Artists form; cover rehearsals and
features.

to

battle

LLBOARD
‘•‘Juliana

have extended coverage

Larson’s

New York preem

to a typical St. Regis class audience
apparently didn’t cause the canary

Head of the -largest outdoor
agency in the east had been tangling with the union. Hamid claims
that he battled for increased coverage, arid his pact with the union
wants.
...
.
on the Hamid-Morton Circus will
One boniface declared that this "hot affect his quest for better prolast
will
spending
kind of reduced
tection of acts.

any nervousness. She worked well
and easy, winning them-. , .

was an ingenious routine
it
drew rapt attention and
amused chuckles.

Gal’s act

*

.

.

a loiig time.

her transition into the more

an authoritative personality.

George A. Hamid, who returned
last week from a South American
cruise, has announced his intention
of

.

popular medium has been done
with intelligence and showmanship.
Miss Larson should fast become
known Ija the slick saloon circuit as

On

He declared that at no time did
he joust with the union on the

the basis of her showing here
can work any class spot.”

i

Bill Smith.

principle of insurance, but only for
better coverage. He stated that he
had always offered a renewal of
and Copa an old deal, which he said the
Florida’s
union
subsequently signed, and was
is
Vegas,
Las
Inn,
Desert
The
for negotiation of the insurance
set to highlight the Florida season
issue.
He declared that
The
spring.
this
for two months
Wilbur Clark spot has pacted the could have gotten the signed deal
any
time.
at
show
Latin Quarter, Miami Beach,

Vegas’ Desert Inn Inks

LQ

CMOLLY KNICKERBOCKER
Joumal-American

AGVA

“Newest society singer on the horizon and indubitably one of the
most accomplished and professional.
The owner of a beautiful and
well-trained voice . . . blonde and
beautiful and effortlessly alluring.

—

for April 1, and will follow with
the Copa City layout. Each show
is tentatively set for four weeks.
-

The Florida Latin Quarter display will be moved to New York
LQ May 6. It is set to close March
22, but may reopen in June with
an inexpensive summer show.
MASTER'S NOTICE IN DIVORCE
I

.

fc

In the Court of Fleas No. 6
For the County of Philadelphia
State of Pennsylvania
September term 1951, No. 4823
In Divorce A. V: M.:

Juliana

is about to terminate a
four-week engagement at the St.
Regis Maisonette, which has been
packed practically every night
c© she opened.”
-

1;

Le

The American Guild of Variety
Artists has revoked the franchise
of agent Jerry Bosen on charges
of conduct unbecoming an agent.
s
At the same time, it has left the
way open for Bosen to return to

*

RUSSELL -RHODES

“Brightest new star In our local
supper club firmament Is Juliana
Larson, chic and svelte strawberry
blonde, who spotlights the St. Regis
Maisonettes’ show twice nightly
with the witty, sophisticated lilt
that Is champagne to the hearts of
patrons In this elegant dine-anddance room. With fresh material,

Bosen was charged with misconand conspiracy in .having
comic Orson Bean signed to him
for three years and an option for
Present residence is unknown, hut the another three. A 15-year personal
last known residence was
manager deal with Bosen’s wife,
2819 South 10th St., Phlla., Pa. Defendant: Buth, was also signed. Bean sought
You will please take notice that l to get rid of both contracts, indihave been appointed Master by the cating that his career wasn’t being
Court in the above case, in which guided correctly by his handlers.

BARBARA

A. PARKS
vs
RICHARD B. PARKS
TO Richard p. Parks

duct

.

your wife, Barbara A, Parks has
brought suit against you for absolute
divorce on the grounds of desertion,
and that I WiU hold a meeting for the

purpose of taking testimony In said case
at 697 City Hall, Philadelphia, Pa., on
WEDNESDAY, APRIL U, 1952,
at 2 O'clock, P.M., when and where you
.

may

with

attend

witnesses

if

you so

desire.

*

Journal of Commerce

the fold.*

Union arbitration panel ruled
that Bean be relieved of the booking contract he" has with Bosen, on
the allegation that Bosen entered
into a conspiracy to get around
regulations, which forbids
an agent to sign an act as a personal manager. For agreeing to an
illegal conspiracy, Bean will be

blended in satire
Miss Larson is a
mer.

AGVA

and romance,
first-class

per-

How

nice to have talent and well-

bred

style.”

JAMES FRANCIS LAWLER, prosecuted by AGVA.
N
Mactpr
Pliila., 7, Pa.
However, since, the union has no

696 City Hall,

jurisdiction over personal managers, the tribunal sought to relieve Bean of the 15-year deal with
Mrs. Bosen by 'stipulating that if
Bosen is successful in nullifying
the management contract between
his wife and Bean, he could return
to practice as a franchised agent.
Neither Bosen nor his attorney
had any comment on their future
course. Bosen indicated he may
agree to the terms of the union’s
ukase with the statement that he
-

TRIO

Marcella Kingdon Back

Grant's Riviera

RESTAURANT AND EAR
1 5* w. 44 St., New virk
LU 2-44M
WHEIUC SHOWBDS1NESS MEETS

* TALENT CONTEST*

MONDAY NIGHTS
Prixei Professional
Oupllcata

Prim

Engagement
Is

Ite

Cam

«t

-af the Piano: BUD GREGG

would have fought bitterly against
this decision six months ago, but
right now he wasn’t sure. He added
that Bean already had refused all
offers of work submitted by him.

PALACC, H.w York
Morck 11th

.

JULIANA LARSON

Tie*

From European

The Maisonette, Hotel
NEW YORK

Miteries

Marcella (Mrs. Frank) Kingdon
returned from Europe yesterday
on the Queen Mary after a year’s
nitery engagements in London and
Her idea was to
Paris bistros.
utilize the foreign territory for
break-in purposes.
Wife of Dr. Kingdon, columnist
and lecturer, will probably switch

her pro name from Marcella Markham to her married surname.

St. Regis

,il

-

W

"

ioo* 1

Representatives:

BARRON POLAN

LTD.

MAY JOHNSON CO.

INC.

PLaza 9-4727
PLaza 9-2991

'

,

,

March IS* J952

54
Zig

St

Vivien peter

Helen*

CimUihg

‘

Hefei

Ben Blue
-

Slate
lane it Edwards
Tito Puente Ore
id

•

Tano

«— «*

•

Billy

WSS

'«

srci ^

r

-

clover Glob

NEW YORK
Music Hall
-•patrlclft

CITY
(!)

•

'

.

12

Empire (S) 10
Don Saunders
George Cameron

.

Joyce Randall

Sc

Leslie

Ashor

Maxine Sullivan
Rae A Rae
ROCKINGHAM '(NO
Richmond (P)
12 only
Asylum of Horrors

ROCKFORD

& Evelyn
Jim Pepman * Co

Victor Julian Pet*

7 Ashtons

G & B Bernard

Palladium Girls
Skyrockets Ore

NORWICH

Hippodrome

10

(I)

Scmprlni

Morecambe

Sc

Wise

5

Noyes

SUTTON

,Npvcllt*s

Internationals

»

powerful
bistro belt. His pipes are
collection of hulaisms at the Fiabut . well-modulated and he gets rmingo. Although the brunet lookmaximum feeling from his lyr- er is filled wjth 'Jknowledge of her
.lisics, winch should, have .femme
craft, selling may be tough.
teners on hig side all the way. He
For some time tbe hula, or facshowmanof
plenty
displays,
also
simile; has been relegated to offinfecship savvy,' projecting an
voice. Main St. boites or dance line mishtious- personality with .his
mash. By offering her solid know(Bavaar was a production singer
for how of hip-flinging, Miss Russell
at the Riviera, Fort Lee, N.J.,
might be instrumental in bringing
an
signed
.recently
two years and
back its popularity. Although posVictor disking pact).
sessing accurate and authoritative
Bavaar range? through a wide movements,, tyiss Russell is forced

Freddie Sales
Billy Cotton Bd

SUNDERLAND
f>

.

the

.

Olive Sharon

(31

Granada (I) 10
Yost Guardsmen (5)
Les Trols PoUpee
Len DAwsdn Oro
Rlchman- Sc Jackson
Gaiety Club
Cycling Brockways
Zorita
Carmen Hope
Nino

EmpIrW (M) 10
Harry Lester Co
Barton 4.
Gpofus

4 Slblons

Phillips

‘

'

;

0

.

f

Delano 'Hotel
Carolyn Wood
Patsy ShaW
t
Zina Reyes ..
.Sager Dancers
Willie Hollander
Arthur Warren Oro
Club 22
Totrimy Nunez Qrc
Mick! Miles
Pive O'clock Club
Marilyn Shaw
Martha Raxe
ter
Mary Joyce
Buddy Lester
R&zelle
Merry Mutes

Frankson

SHEPHERDS BUSH

Michael Bentlne-

Pataca (11-ID
Miller Sc Smiley

& Brandow

1*.

NX

Lester

.

Tony Lopez Ore

18 Naughtlgals

Rudy Horn
Lucinne Bob

Ted

.George DeWitt

(M)

Anne Shelton

’

Richard Hayes
Al Donahue Ore

LONDON

Miller

Max Bygraves

Cardinals.•

Ella Fitzgerald

Condos

-

Palladium

“Bull Moose"
Jackson Ore
Dusty Fletoher

palace (R> 11
Olsen Sc Johnson
Jackie Miles
Jbse Greco Co
Bunin Puppets
Rudy Cardenas
(P)

Max

Karla <W) 14

,

Paramount

Martin Co
Adcle Parrish
Rae Aitqn

PHILADELPHIA

.

SymOrc

Haivey .Stone
Gloit

13

Bowman-

Charles La sky.
Anthony Makas.
Stanley Klnes
RocketKSs
Corps de Ballet

'

20 Mins,

'

AjfdenJrletcher Line

Olga Sanderson.
Lenimari' Bros

.

With Four Hawaiiaineer*'
Hull

Songs
.

25 Min*.
La VI t tn Kgs e,
Flamingo* La* Vera*
Tony Bavaar, a personable young
Louise Russell is a Coast exponTiny Kaye
baritone who’s currently feature*! ent of island terps who won- all
S*a Isle Hetet
Paint
in the Broadway musical.
contests in Hawaii even with
such
Frances Lager
Seymour Hoffman O Your Wagon,” is making his Nuw native competish,:, She has been
thelbourn* Hotel. York nitery solo debut with this
-Australian* theatres and
During
Juan it Marilyn
date and impresses as one of- the makes bid for stateside and- possiA lap Hole "Oro
$hore Club
more promising newcomers to the ble European bookings in present
““

Norman

.

Taro Nalto

Banks

Silva Dcrs
Johnny Silvers Ofo
Nirma Cordoyp

Patti Page*

Jan Murray
Lewis Sc Van
Joy-Skvlar

LOUISE RUSSELL

TONY RAVAAJT

Mae

Teddy King Oro

'<«:;!

be*

Charlie Paid*

1

,y *' ,"'w

Sc-

iee Gull Hotel

celebrity Club
Freddie Stewart
Ted Dorian
Alan Gale
The Haydocks. (2)

-

12

New Ads

,

§

WEEK OF kAKCH

Dahcers
Baxeny Hotel
Henri Rose
Jos* Cortez Oro
Connie: Howell

Moe Lee

-

Barry Mill* Ore
Sorrento Hotel
Mai Malkin Ore
Vagabonds Club
-

Sam Bowltt

Vagabonds

Marie Stowe
Gllda Rogers
Rusty Russell
Gaiety Girls

Hal Winters
Gene Baylos
Rlcco Turehettl
Morr C-LandiS Dcr*
Preacher Rollo 5
Frank, Linale Ore
Golden Slipper
Michel Rosenberg

a

(4)

RCA

selectiom-of tunes here, handling

hypq the dreamy undulations
:o
well* He’s worked r
or nitery consumption.
out a clever intro, coming on
She paces cannily. offering first
I
NOTTINGHAM
the dark with a few bars of
WALTHAMSTOW
Sandra Barton
a rapid stomping. “Hawaiian War
Empire (M) 10
Jimmy Wood*
Palace (I) 10
Bernie Sloan*
•Talk to the Trees” from- Wagon.
Eddie Calvert
Chant,” ..accbropjng her switching
J*w*l Box
Karloffs
Sascha Leonolf Ore
through a jivey Feel motions by ukulele fingering. Inbounces
Grosseto 3
He
THEATRE
FOX
Jackie
Mayo
Calo
Ore
<rt
Freddie
LOUIS
Anderson
Gene
ST.
Joyce Golding
T C Jones
Giro'sa Song Coming,on” and then gives strurpentajly aided by Four HawaiSyd Jackson
(5,000 Seats>
Bill Waddlngton
The
Art
West
Rlchraan
.to
Harry
Eva May Wong
the full pash treatment
Mitchell 3
Must Have Guaranteed
ianeers plying. bass, amplified- guiMickey Mercer
The' Tempos (4)
Jean Arnold
T Sc P Shamud
capacity Draw
Thrill Is Gone,” which gives him tar, guitar and tubs, terper has
Danny A Doc Rev
Elissa Jayne
Vera de Wald
Morris & Cowley
Loon A Eddie'*
Paul Grey
Bums
a chance to display his voice range. unique and proper, backgrounding.
F&M STAOESHOWS, INC.
Larry Gordon Girls Vicki
Sid Stanley Pro
Sherman Fisher Gls Murray Swanson
After another- rhythmic^ pace- SongrstorieS of “Mauri Girl,” and
PORTSMOUTH
Eddie Guertin
Copa City
WOLVERpoc H0WE ch
changer, he does a -medley of love amusing “Hawaiian Cowboy,” are
Royal (M) 10
Jackie Gordon
HAMPTON
Rltz Bros
Jackie King
2 Sterlings
Mary Small
Grand (I) 10
tunes from current Broadway mu- tossed oyer, favorably. Capping latChuckle Fontaine
5 Smith .Bros
Les Dlagoris
Cyril bowler
sicals, winding with .a full treat- ter, she again resorts to the uke,
Gaby DeLane
S Sc J Lamonte
Ruth Petty
Steve Gibson
Rhoda Rogers
Roxy (I) 14
Babe Baker Revue
Jimmy James Co
ment of his “Trees” number. garnering big mitts.
Magnolia Boys
Redcap*
Billy Hancox
Gloria De Haven
Deauville
Arthur Dowlcr
Daunt a-Jo
Noble Sc Denestcr
Noonan Sc Marshall SAVANNAH (GA)
Comes back to do “Love Is SweepAlthough special tune was creHall Norman Sc
"Llieas 15 only
The Tune Timer*
Edwards Sc Hartley Joe Mooney
Norma Miller Dcrs
ing the Country’/ and an -okay nov- ated by Sam Coslow, “That’s How
Ladd
Asylum of Horrors
Lowell Pontee 3
Hippodrome (I) 10 Hughle Barrett
Veronica Martell
Martinique
Hotel
Roslnas
WASHINGTON
Co
Taylor-Benny
June
elty, “Millionaires Don’t Whistle.” the Hula Was Bom,” to front' Miss
CHICAGO
Arthur Lucan
A
Dlard
Allaml
Capitol (L) 13
Davis Production Van Smith trio gives him solid
WOOD GREEN
Chicago (P) 14
SCUNTHORPK
Russell with’ his Flamingo LoveHelen Aimee
Jerome Courtland
Walter Long
Empire (S) 10
Los Gatos
Savoy (I) 10
backing.
Manolo A Ethel
Polly -Bergen
Dave Tyler Ore
solist is lost among eight
lies,
Dr Crock it
Raymond Chase
Phil Strickland
Danny Yates Ore
Latin Quarter
Low Hite Sc Stanley Wm Gaston
Crackpots
his femmes all set to outdo the other.
Bobby Sargent
won
has
already
Bavaar
Mother Kelly's
Olveras
Darvas A Julia
Peter Sellers
Denise Darcell
Patricia Lyndon
Jerry A Turk
spurs in musicomedy and should Nice .touch is toiir through audiHoward. (I) 14
Senor Wence* j
CLEVELAND
Smeddle Bros
Banny
Tom
Arno Barnett .3
Collette Fleuriot
Ravens
State <L> 14
Iris Sadler
get another cluster on them for ence placing leis around male's
Archie HaTtncll
Salvador Munoz
Danlell* LaMar
Burnle Peacock Bd
Tony Bennett
Les Darlpys
Michael Wayne
nitery dates via this booking. His necks.
Johnny A Georg*
Jolly Roll Sc Zuzu
Marilyn Ross
Tom Arden
Kazan it Katz
Joan Bradford
Fine framed terper hds brilliant
Mont*
Carlo
Maurice
Sc
Lora Pierre
Mara
legit voice and personality should
Hague
Charles
Lee Davis
Fred Renwick
Steye Gainer
Beau Jenkins
Gay A Harry Wall* make him a good bet for presenta- costumes, and' could be planted in
Harris & Shaw
Gomez A Beatrice Gautier's Dogs
Sensational Denvers Weslle Anderson O
11 dp. TV
he
and
well,
circuits now, but especially
as
houses
tion
(NC)
Oro
Freddie
Calo
Philippe
Andre
WILMINGTON
MIAMI
Will.
Paddock Club
Geneve Dawn'
.Bailey 14. Only
Olympia (P) 12
fine in video. He’s been mentioned, when medium goes tint.
Diane
Les Patios
'Asylum of Horrors
Mark Stevens Co
replace*
summer
the
as
fact,
in
Cabaret Bills
Shirley Daye
Waller Twins
&
Procter
for
NBC-TV
ment on
Jinny Byrnes
Mullen Twin#
AUSTRALIA
Jackie Cummings
Line (1G)
Gamble’s “Those Two,” which coMar-Shan
Pupi Campo Ore
stars' Vivian Blaine and pink^Lee
Charlotte McGuire
Arbitration
Patricia Neal
MELBOURNE
Jose Cortes Ore
CITY
YORK
Dancing Boys
Tivoli (T) 10
Bob Morris Ore
Shorty Frontonae
Tivoli Ballet
Nautilus Hot*!
Sonny Richards
Jimmy Hanley
Continued from page 5
Fbdl A Fedl
NEW ZEALAND Dizzy Blrdland
Barrie
Kobrin
Grade
Lee
Babs Mackinnon
Trio
Basal
Gillespie Ore
AUCKLAND
J Se S Reyes
San Kanez Ore
Rpsemary Miller
Costello Twin*
of exhibition operators, so that
Dave Brubeck
LAVERN & FRENCH
St James (T) 10
Frank A Lita
Noro Morales Oro
John Clifton
Corinne A Tito
Bill Davis 3
TOA could present a well-balanced
Armand Perren
Leonora A Stan
La Rue's
Kevin Miles
Dance
Laila A Steffen*
Blue Angel
3 Fayes
Lord
Tarolton
Emil
Coleman
Ore
Valerie Keast
Ralph YoUng
group of spokesmen for the cause
Elisa Lanchester
Pat Gregory
Michael Selker Ore 7 Mins,
Chuy Reyes Ore
June Lansell
Ebony Stevens
Arthur Blake
of arbitration.”
Gerd Bjornstad
The Carltons
Apollo, N.Y.
SYDNEY
Park Avenue
Pamela Dennis
Marti Stevens
Chribl
Charlie Farrell
Allison Hotel
Tivoli (T) 10
La VI* Kn Rosa
Meanwhile, some independent
makes
up
.Belafonte
team
Harry
dance
Colored
Marika Saary
Beachcombers (4)
Roger Ray
3 Continentals
Tony Bavaar
Ross,
Stuart
Phillip Tappln
Harry Rogers Ore
Marquis Sc Family
Enrico A No Velio
for lack of choreographic imagina- theatre-men are pointing up the
Dorothy Dandrldg#
Ellis Larkin Trio
Wim de Jong
Alfredo Seville
Tony Pastor's
Wally Boag
pleas differences in thinking and types
Phil Moore Trio
and
ebullience
an
tion
with
Solr
Bon
Joe Sodja Louise Angel
Roslta Alexander Sc Jacques Cartaux
L* Ruvan Bleu
Iren Williams
ing stage presence that warms the of operation in exhibition, all addJimmy Elder
Robert Richter H't'l Jackie Small
Vlllette
Ronnie Graham
Kirkwood A
Joe Whltehouse
Don Lanning
Noma Mahi Jla
Pan Yue Jen Tp
Ellen Hanley
aud. Guy and gal have plenty of ing up to one of the major probGoodman
Cissy Trenholm
Linda Fonte
Roberta
Sherwood
Lloyd Martin
Villard
Paul
Mae Barnes
energy and don’t hold back any- lems which the proponents Of arbiTerry ScanlonDiana DeVon
Charles Caste] 3
3 Glens
McCormick*
Jimmy Daniels
Guus Brox Sc
Campbell
thing. Open with a jive interpreta- tration must surmount,
Joan
Ronoy
Plaza
Hotel
Celebrity Singers
Bill
Jacoby
TOA-ers,
Three Riffs
Myrna
Hotel
Marino
George
Hines
Ore
San
Jeanne Cameron
Monk
.Julius
tion, segue to a mambo and close
Norene Tate
it’s underlined, largely are wellMac Pepper
Sans loud Hotel
Norman Paris 3
Cafe Society
with a frenetic jungle
Quintones (5)
Rivero Quintet
Lean A Eddie's
theatre-men
heeled
who
have
a big
Juanita Hall
BRITAIN
cosgets
a
Michael
Jackie
A
offering
Stuart
Harris
dance. Each
Eddie Davis
Chateau Madrid
Larry Seldin Dcr*
Eddie Snyder
Penny Copper
tume change that’s done in the stake in the industry and are willDe Castro Sis
Zcna Foster
ASTON
Grossinger Hotel
Sacasas Ore
Roma
get a
pay
ing
heavy
sums
to
to
Bergazza A
timing.
split-second
wings
with
Hippodrome (I) 10 Jacklo Allen A
Emil Cohen
Herman-Magner
Al Dellay
Tarrazza
Barbara
Jimmy Gay
Costumes are gay and fit the mood system of arbitration set up.
Argo Sc Faye
Copacabana
Metropolitan (I) 10
Barbara Ford
Oliver Dcrs
On the other hand, Allied's
Peggy Lee
of the dance style.
Teddy Johnson
Jean Dene
CHICAGO
No. 1 Fifth Ave
Cohen
Myron
Max Bacon
Anita & Charles
Patricia Bright
Okay for low-tariff vaude en “little fellow” members have voiced
Anne
Martha
Mooney A King
Terry Stunt
Hyson
Ray
objections
to TOA’s proposed plan,
Gros.
Bentley
Conrad Hilton Hotel gagements.
Blackhawk
Cox Twins
Michael Ormand
Bob Downey
Redheads
Arnold Shoda
which provides for a ' national
Moxham Bros
Bobby Wayne
Margor Austin
Harold Fonvtlle
Elaine Dunn
Phil Romayne
Miles Twins
Benny Humphrey"
Dick Hayman
Hazel
Webster
administrator
at $25,000 per year,
Harry Snow
Irving A Girdwood
Derek Dene
Patrice and Russell Terry Brent
Old Knick
M Durso Ore
THE PARKS (3)
Three Reporter*
plus an office, staff and expenses.
Sid Howard
Marie De" Vere
Jerry Gliddfcn Ore
Dick Bernie
F Marti Ore
Andrea Kekesy
Palace (I) 10
Mldlanctto*
Aero
Local panel refs under the TOA
Dolly Dawson
Chez Fare*
El Chico
Jay Seller
E A D Waters
BIRMINGHAM
Dick Diana
6 Min*.
Lenny Kent
Roslta Rios
plan would receive $50 per diem
Scotty M&rsh
Hippodrome (M) 10 Doreen Harris
Jerri Talbot
Tanya A Blagl
Ruth Vera
Boulye-dears (8)
Apollo, N.Y.
Bolly Thorburn
Max Wall
plus expenses.
old Roumanian
Adelaide Nelce
Leon
*12)
Ramonita
Tucker
O
y
Orrin
Low
A
Webster
trio
of
Dick James
The Parks, white aero
Sadie Banks
Johnny
Martin
Xey
Small, indie exhibs figure that
Los
Palm«r
Houso
Artemus Co
Beryl Reid
Chez Adorablcs (8) Miral Benzell
two guys and a femme playing this members of the industry would
Enrique Vlzcano O Bob MelVin
Duncan Gray
Hedley Ward 3
Bobby Colt
C Davidson Ore (8) RoUy Rolls
Eduardo Roy
Harlem vauder, impress as okay agree
Francois A Zandra
Page
Monica Lind
to serve as arbitrators in
Embers
Landre A Verna
Edgewater Reach
Sherman Fisher Gla Idris
bets for general vaude and TV asNadya
Joe Bushkln
Mcrriel Abbott
Georgle Gobel
EDINBURGH
BLACKPOOL
Joe LaPorte Oro
signments. Although most of their local areas in the interest of intraHavana-Madrld
Dcrs (8)
Tom, Dick A Carrie
Empire (M) 10
Palace (I) 10
D’Aquila
Ore
mural
harmony, rather than for
Lao A La Minerva
Eddie O’Neal
D. Hild Dcrs (10)
Tony A Ruby
stunts are routine, they’re executed
Master Singers
Park Ave.
Julie Mitchum
Ore (13)
Benny Strong O (14)
Jack Radcllffe Co
Rlckl Llngara
Scotty Graham
with appealing grace. Team wastes monetary rewards. This would be
Don Reynolds
Dave A Maureen
Archie Elray
Park
Sheraton
Duffy Dcrs
no motion in getting through its far less expensive than TOA’s
G H Elliott
3 Barbour Bros Sc
Irving Fields
Reyes Ore
LOS ANGELES
Ballet Montmartre
arrangement, the
Jean
bundle, of balancing tricks. The recommended
Mira! Warren
Hotel Ambassador
Billy West Co
Young China Tp
Ernestine Holmes
clicko pace keeps house with them indies argue.
Jules Lande Ore
Maurice A May
Lowe A Ladd
Penthouse
Ambassador Hotel Duke Art Jr
Hotel Blltmore
Fabian's
the
all
way.
arbitration
committee,
FINSBURY PARK
Freddie Harrison
Paul Taubman
Hal Derwin Oro
Carl Ravazza
Michael Kent Ore
Empire (M) 10
Lionel King
Two Guitars
De Marco* (2)
Femme is a looker and guys are as appointed by Wolfson, consist*
Hotel Edison
Ciro's
H A A Ross
BOSCOMBE
Arena Rane
Ore
Bergman
Eddie
Ore
Jerome
Henry
of
E.
D.
Martin,
John
Rowley,
attractively
garbed.
clean-cut and
Liberace
Hippodrome (M) 10 Bill Johnson
Elena A Anatole
Rar of Music
Hotel Now Yorker
Reel Sis
Jack Haig
The Proctors
Eli Splvak
Should also do well in nitery spot- Myron Blank, Sam Kirby, J. J.
Lillian Roth
Teddy. Powell Ore
Anton Karas
Dick StabUe Ore
Neal A Newington
Mischa Usdanoff
Hickey
Michel
A
oldies
Gros.
O'Leary,
Ro
tings.
yGeorge
Kerasotes, C. E.
Sandow Sis
4 Musical Dereks
Bobby Ramos Oro
Felix Decola
Adrian Rolllnl l'rlo Michel Michon
Bernard Miles
Ford A Bclmaro
Cook, Tom Bloomer, Al Hanson,
Kostya Poliansky
Mocambo
Benno Rublnyi
Nadine A Ray
Winters A Fielding Donald B Stuart
Versailles
Oro
Johnny David
Frank Newman, Marlin Butler, T.
Schramm
Billy Daniel
Tommy Jovcr Co
Joe Farley
Carmen Torres
NITA BIEBER DANCERS (3)
Manuel Dol Toro
Lita Baron
Rlltmora Hotel
Arthur Wo^sley
Phil Lester
E. Williams, Mack Jackson, Walter
Bcvcrlce Dennis
Hotel Pierre
Eddie Oliver
Don Rice
15 Mins.
GLASGOW
Frederick Owen
Arthur Maxwell
Reade,
Jr.,
Yma Sumac
Alfred Starr and
Latin-Alrcs
Dassle Bros (2)
Empire (M) 10
Marie De Vere Gls
Tower*
Constance
Hotel,
Montreal
Mount Royal
Mario A Florla
Laurel A Hardy
Kermit Stengel.
BRIGHTON
Gene Rowlands
Chico Relli Ore
Hippodrome (M) 10 Lonsdale Sis
A development on the Jack Cole
Two Shirts A Skirt
Stanley Melba Oro
NEVADA
VEGAS,
LAS
SavCen
Phyllis Dixey
Bill Norvos A
phase of bringing what is loosely
Hotel Plaza
Lorraine
Mongadors
Upstarts
Evelyn Knight
termed interpretive hoofing into
Cingalee
D A J O'Gorman
Geo Hale Revue
Tommy Wonder
Flamingo
Hocter A Byrd
Jimmy Elliott
Jack Tracy
nitery circuit, Nita Bieber and lier
Emile Petti Oro
L
Simpkins The Cabots
Arthur
Mark
MoUte
Ore
Walthon A Dorraine
George Meaton
Panchito Ore
Jody Miller
Louise
Russell
male partners are sharing show
two
Ore
Dick
LaSalle
MacKenzle Reid A
Fred Lovell*
Village Barn
Songsmlths
Bob Williams
Hotel Roosevelt
honors in current Normandie Room
Dorothy
3 Rethlems
Carlton Hayes Ore
Flamingo Lovelies
Continued from page 3
Freddy Martin Ore Celia Cabot
GRIMSBY
Varga Models
Norman
Peggy
layout
with tenor Frank Gallagher
Ellinhore
Thunderblrd
Maurice
SL
Hotel
Regis
Palace (1) 10
BRIXTON
Bill Parker
Bob Howard
Matty Malneck Ore
Russell Nype
and doing biz with some better than from the company prexies recently,
Tanner Sis
Empress (I) 10
A
Baine
Bourbon
Viola
Layne
Bobby Page Ore
as a matter of fact, on its handling
Yvette
Terry O’Neil
Fred Ferrari
average gyrations.
Zeb Carver Ore
Wongs
Milt Shaw Ore
Last F rentier
Maurice French
Ken Morris
of contract negotiations.
Pete Rubino
Johnny O'Brien
Horace Diaz Ore
Miss Bieber as the frohter of
Kay Allen
Len Marten
Xavier Cugat Ore
Village Vanguard
K
DufTy Dansations
AM?P board is made up of stuSherry-Netherland
2 Aristocrats
Gordon A Colville
all
leads,
and
natufally
takes
trio
J ohn Carradine
Abbe Lane
Al Jahns Ore
James Symington'
HACKNEY
Downey A Daye
Eartha Kitt
Los Barrancos
Jack Martin Five
with a chassis designed to appeal dio chiefs, but in recent years few
Hotel Statler
Emplr* (S) 10
Cassamlras
George Hall
Eddie .GArcon
of them have attended meetings
El Rancho Vegas
Blue Barron Ore
with
dances
any
age
group,
gal
to
Eddie Gray
8 De Vere girls
Clarence Williams
El Gringo
Jackie Kannoh
Hotel Taft
regularly. Sessions have been made
Jean Savage
Arthur English
verve and solid showmanship.
Dulclna
Betty George
Vincent Lopez Ore
Waldorf-Astoria
Gt Mario A
CHISWICK
Don Baker
Hotel Warwick
Rio Bros
Victor Borge
An opening number, with Miss up mostly of deputies. Freeman
Georgina
Emplr* (S) 10
Three
Suns
Nat
Walker
BrandWynne
[.Joy
O
Inn
Desert
Cai'roll Levis Co
Peggy Powell
Bieber in a transparant sort of rain- and Johnston want to correct that
Latin Quarter
Jerry Pedersen
Mischa Borr Oro
"Shooting High"
Butlin Sq Dcrs
Joan Turner
coat and her supporters in black and reinterest the top men in takSamia Gamal
Wlvet
Louise Burnett
Georgle Kaye
Puposy Marionettes Donovan A Hayes
Joey Bishop
Sal Noblo
Lynn Kannon
Louise Hoft
dinner suits shot with brilliants ing an active part in AMPP affairs.
Evie A Black
2 Playboys
Stoner A Dennis
Bob Lee
El Ilancho Dcrs
Bambl Linn
D
O ’Dully
Viking 3 A
and
umbrellas, is effective, particuJohnston is expected to return
Ted Flo Rito Ore
Rod Alexander
Marie Dc Vere 3
Charmaine
larly when femme doffs coat and east at the end of the week. He
AMI-MI
BEACH
DERBY
Eileen Kogan Girls
displays a cutaway vest and shapely flew out over
Hippodrome (S) 10
LEICESTER
the weekend after
Sula Lovltch Ore
Albion Hotel
Davo Morris Co
Palac* (S) 10
gams. Number that gamers best being bedded
Sam Bari
Doric Dale
lon Bros A June Hal Monty
with a virus that
‘Holiday on Ice’ for S. A,
Rose Gallo
The Holidays
reception is an Afro-jUuban affair,
Lesters
Desmond A Marks
his
forced him to
abbreviate
Rar of Musk
Baby Dumplin
Ruddy Roily
Kirk Stevens
a bit obvious but loaded with socko
Bill Jordan
Vicki Guy
San Antonio, March 11.
speechmaking
Alex A Nlco
Schedule
on behalf
3 Hicks
cafe possibilities.
David Elliott
Maxic Furman
Betto Lee
LINCOLN
of Brotherhood Week. He missed
1952”
“Holiday
on
Ice
for
is
Guy
Rennie
Alma
Annettes Ladles
Royal (1) 10
All three show above minimum
Arne Sultan
Jean Adair
EAST HAM
Radio Revellers
booked for April 1-9 at Bexar terp knowledge and are a cinch Tulsa and St. Louis dates, but got
Beth Challls
LUli Marlyne
Granada (l) 10
Dagmar A Rcll
in Dallas and Pittsburgh.
Harvey Bell
Kalmar 3
Roma
Rreek Club-Leunge County Coliseum here under Ex- for any visual medium with the nod
Swifty
flack chief Ken Clark flew
Klzma A Karen
Beachcomber
Chris Columbo
going to television and theatres,
Maxims Monkeys
Billlngton
Mona Corey
Skcets Minton
press-News Athletic Assn,
plus boites without dime-sized in from Washington over the weekDavid Lupino St
Gloria Alton
Ronnie Drake
Stan Free Trio
Clare
end to join Johnston.
Danny O’Dar*
Ton* Bari
leer will be scaled to $3,
dance floor*.
Dory Claire
Newt.
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HOUSE MEVIEWS

the way, but beyond that, young
man ha* put a lot of thought and
London, March 4.
imagination into the act and it
Bert
Georot
k
Miller
,
Max
pay* off.
Bernard, Anne Shelton , Max ByNelson does a couple of numSeven
Bentine,
Michael
craves,
j
bers from “Lullaby of Broadway,”
Ashtons , Dvcitme, Bob k Ashour, then
-a cute bit with an invisible
Victor Julian k Pets , Rudy Horn,
<1«), Woolf fillip* •partner and transposes his “Who
•Tiller Girls
Hit Me” tune from “Lend An Ear”
Skyrockets Orch.
to “St. Louis Blues” and mops up.
Nelson has a flashy turn from
bill
A predominantly British seastart to- finish and it should be
the Palladium vaude.

55

the stubholder*, with crowd clapChicago, Chi
ping and Kinging along with him.
Boston, March 10.
Chicago, March 7.
Martin tc Lewis, Helen O'Con- Chatty, Informal *tyl« serves BenLos
Gatos
Trio, Raymond Chase,
ne XI, Mayo Bros (2), Barr it $stes, nett well and helps cover up what
Dick Stabile conducting Metropoli- he lack* in itage savvy. Encore Bobby Sargent, Denise Dared,
tan Orch (17), with Lew Broum selection. “Boulevard of Broken Louis Basil Orch; “Pallor Bewareand Rdy Toland; “Flaming Eeath- Dreams/* is well sung, and “Be- (Par).
cause” makes for dramatic geter’^iPar)
This bill is drawing the leather
away. Frank Juele’s house orch,
Martin Sc Lewis relit the stage mounted on stage, gives singer all jacket* customers here with the
combo of Martin & Lewis pic and
of the spacious Met after a lapse he needs Ip the way of backing.
Another ovation welcomes the Denise Darcel pleasing the frantic
of nearly a decade, but failed to
launches
.surefire anywhere.
attract the hordes anticipated on Kirby Stone five, who are virtually trade. Revue ha* been fashioned
There are few new faces in
son.
Show
gets
away
fast
natives.
with
Combo likewise uses back- with this in mind and, from all the
4
opening
day.
It
appeared that ipany
the program, but many pf the art- Flying
Macks in a classy roller- potential customers were reluctant ing of house band for added Im- yell* and, whistles, shouldn’t disWhile
ists are longtime favorites.
skating
turn.
Borrah
Minevitch’s
pact
musical
sequences. Comedy appoint, As regular vaude fare
to
face
the
In
opening
prospect of standing
this is hardly an ambitious
Harmonica Rascals follow, and. lit- in line, to get in. That, plus Lent is strong suit of outfit, although there are a lot of rough spots (and
of the season, it has a strong line*,
tle
Johnny
Puleo's
antics
remain
all
boys
are
hiked
instrumentalists. material) that should be ironed out.
a
and
the
pop
make
it,
prices
after
($1,80
up of local names to
so downright hilarious there may 4 p.m.), combined to hurt the Leader Stone uses trumpet to gobd
Los Gatos, fast tumbling trio,
attraction during the next three
be
a tendency to overlook the fact early b.o. activity. However, there effect, particularly in takeoff of work at a terrifle pace with the
weeks.
unthat here is an organization of was plenty of enthusiasm generated Satchmo, and sax-man “Coweyes” derstander doing, some very staunch
Bill marks the Palladium come- genuine mouth organ
virtuosos. by the .youngsters who attended does good Impersonation of* Louis lifts. Youngsters do a jive seback of Max Miller, who was black- Puleo's stuff may be old, but it’s
the first show (and stayed for sev- Jordan. Stone scores with “Ballin’ quence with men flying through
listed by Val Parnell after depart- still side-splitting, and those exeral others) .and the comics gave .the Jack” and “Coweyes” tallies the air, barely missing one another.
ing from his script during the, Roy- pressions of injured innocence will
them ample reason for how;ling. nicely with “Them There Eyes.” Topper is a two-high session with
al Command Performance in 1950, turn up the' lips of the sternest
The Denvers, who work up from three-high break and roll-off.
(House soared to a smash $90,alludes
to
and the British comic
sourpuss. For sheer entertainment, 000,
overcoming the opening rope twirling into a knife and axeRaymond Chase has a different
this in his opening nupiber.
there’s little around these days hurdle,)
throwing
hair-raiser
in
which turn with his concertina playing
Miller, one of the few British that
can match the MincVitch
The boys unwrapped all the blindfolded man outlines femme and scores with his rendition of
artists with the stature and experi- gang.
on vertical chopping “Hot Canary,” but interpolation of
tricks, mugging, clowning and kib- assistant
ence to headline at the Palladium,
Next-to-closing, Miss Boswell itzing with the aud and everything block, provides a flashy opener. “Bill” is draggy
and might be
has a frankly bombastic style,' a proves again that she’s an incom- they did unleashed roars and Lee Davis acts as emcee and entersliced.
“Malaguena” is* a fllery
great sense of timing and a ready parable song stylist. Even with .a screams. The Martin vocalizing
Of tains with political chatter while piece, but he gets his biggest mitt
All through his act there is troublesome cold, she’s in there “Bye
wit.
Bye Blackbird,” “When Harris Sc Shore Win plenty laughs with a- medley played ou two mina persistent streak of blueness and big. Teeing off with a medley of You’re Smiling” and a hoke ar- with their comedy hallrooming.
iature squeeze-boxes, manipulating
every crack, every yarn and every “Smile” songs, she gives them her rangement of “Oh, Marie,” with
Gagh.
them simultaneously,.
At sock new version of “Begin :the Lewis batoning the orch,
gag in tinted with this hue.
also drew
Bobby Sargent finds a very willtimes, he gets near the point of. Beguine,” then the always punchy salvos. Working
hard throughout,
ing
audience here with his reworkaway
on
exskates
crudity, but
Empire, Glasgow
“Martha” and a fine “Little White the pair gave out with zany vocal
ing of Frank Fontaine material of
tremely thin ice. Many of the cus- Cloud That Cried.” Switches to her duets, a sesh of nonsensicals windGlasgow, March 3.
foreign
brash
,„style,
but
types, but really get*, the
his
like
tomers
Variety, with Marie de Vere
portable spinet for “Piano Roll ing with a bit of okay terping In
there is always the embarrassed Blues” and for a finish, the in- the oldtimc vaude manner. Several Dancers, Dave Sc Maureen * Jack seatholders with his etching of
minority who. suffer :some discom- evitable “Basin Street Blues.” A times they were forced to inter- Radcliffe Sc Co., Ballet Montmartre, GrOueho Marx, which Is more than
'
fiture.
spot picks up Puieo in pipe, hat, rupt’ proceedings in an endeavor to Billy West Sc Harmony Group (with a cut above the usual takeoffs.
The Bernard Bros., who merit loud shirt,- etc., a la Bing Crosby give the kids a lesson in manners, Enid Margaret), G. H. Elliott, Comic has axed most of the melodrama in his sketch of a killer in
the distinction of closing the bill, and the howls didn’t die down for requesting them to consider the Maurice Sc May, Tony and Ruby,
his death cell, which makes it mofe
have been favorites at this house seconds.
older folks in the theatre and re- Bill Matthew- Orch.
palatable for the morning crowds.
for years to earn a mounting audiHpuse band did an okay open- frain from, yelling. At windup they
Buffoon stays overlong with his
H.
Elliott,
affectionately
stint
G.
ence reaction. Their current
ing performance under the baton invited them to stagedoor for autoknown to U, K. music-hall audi- Sad Sack routine,
Their , straight of Billy Catizone, pinch-hitting for graphed pix.
exception.
is no
Denise “"Darcel is repeating a
miming, sparked by known hits the ailing Max Adkins. Catizone’s
Balance of bill is sturdy, with ences' as the “chocolate - colored
like “Figaro,” the Andrew Sisters the. regular conductor at Nlxofl, Barr le Estes, a comedy acroterp coon,” is one of the finest artists stint she did here after she finHis melodious ished “Battleground,’.’ her first
singing “Sonny Boy” and Betty local 'legit house, but Stanley got duo, toeing off,, followed by slick in British variety.
picturesque
portrayals
of starrer in this country. Now she
Hutton and .Perry Como doing a break because Nixon's presently thrush Helen O’Connell. Gal scares and
“She's a Lady,” get the regular dark.
handily with “Taking a Chance on the type via songs gay and sad comes back replete with special
Cohen.
boff treatment, but a more ambiLove,” “Slow Poke” and a medley are still a big draw with audiences, songs, a stodge, and expensive
familiarity through
his gowns. Howevdr, the special tune*,’
tious production number, complete
of her trademarks, “All of Me,” despite
with the dancing line, doesn't regCasino, Toronto
Green Eyes” and “Tangerine.” frequent appearances over the the stooge, and her book shpuld
years.
Star
is 68, but has been be dropped here. Opener Is ramister as effectively.
Mayo
Bros,,
a
pair
of
terpsters,
Toronto, March 7.
Trio of British' artists with high
Buddy Baer, Ella Mae Morse, click solidly with a sesh of fast gracing the variety halls since he bling and meaningless, but she
sexes up “I’m In the Mood For
billings
have recently returned Howard & Wanda Bell, Little Willie, tap and aero steps done atop a was a youngster.
Elliott get* a warm, sentimental Love,- with French lyrics, for
from America, but none achieved Al Gordon Sc Canines, Jimmie small platform. Dick Stabile, the
reception here, particularly from good return.
comics’
personal
conductor,
disanticipated
impact.
Max
By-'
the
Cameron, Archie Stone House
older music-hall enthusiasts.
He
Another special, story of a GI
graves, who played several weeks Orch “You Can't Cheat an Honest played a solid comedy sense with
score* strongly with favorites like and Parisian
his nifty emceeing and sent the
femme, also rambles
of the Judy Garland show at the Man” (U).
“Silvery
Moon,”
“Lily
Laguna,”
of
and loses its punch, by the tagline.
hepsters with his saxophoning.
N. Y. Palace, has some new maand “My Southern Maid.”
Bosomy
looker
then draws plant
. Elie.
terial as well as some older stuff.
Buddy Baer, ex-pug turned singJack 'Radcliffe. is a Scotch come- from the audience and watches
Although his technique appears a
dian with much attack and an un- him squirm
er-monologist, is the Casino mar* little more polished, his routine is
as she sings. PintMajestic, San Antonio usual
ability to mix comedy with sized stooge
ogles, at the approsomewhat lacking in laughter- quee attraction and the bobby-soxSan Antonio, March 5.
pathos.
This is particularly evimaking qualities.
Blackstone, the Magician (8); dent in his “riveter” sketch, In priate level, but it becomes a liters are jamming .the house and the
”
too obvious and the situation
Anne Shelton, who has improved stage alley in tribute to the six- “The Treasure of Lost Canyon whiclt- he plays an old shipyard tle
is anti-climaxed when she intro(UI).
in style and appearance since her foot-sixer with the shoulders and
worker dying, yet arguing cock- duces,, him as actor
Lew Hearn.
Here
stint across the Atlantic, has a fine that mane of graying hair.
suredly with his son and daughter. Louis Basil
orch turns the pages
The.
Interstate
circuit
booked
has
ever-changin
the
range of songs which are put over is a novelty act
Scots’
Sketch
reveals
morbid in the musical book in fine
1
fashion.
in smash style, opening with “Lul- ing
scene of what remains of magico Blackstone and his troupe sense of humor, in which levity
Zabe.
laby of Broadway” and following vaudeville, this harking back to the as the first of a series of unit over such matters as funerals prowith “Some Enchanted Evening,” time when a name in another field vaude shows set to play the chain. vides many jokes.
“Come On-a My House,” latter a Could be signed to take the boards. Since there has been no admisRadcliffe is assisted by a team
Apollo, N. V.
number she picked up in America,
Baer, a cowboy baritone in a sion hike, the houses on the route of foils-—Helen Norman, Roy AlSonny Thompson Orch (12),
“Cry” and “Black Magic.” They dinnerjacket, gives out with “Lje| should show nice boxoffice. Cur- lan and Golln. Dunn.
They all with Lou Lou Reed; The Parks
%
register warmly enough, but mer- Low, Little Dogie,” switches to the rent show is a fast moving 50 min- w 6 r k
adequately.
(3),
Beau Jenkins, Lavern U
appealing to young
ited a stronger reception.
A singing team, Billy West & Har- French, Howell
Phil Harris tempo of “Elmer and utes that is
& Bowser, The
Michael Bentine has very little the Bear,” then into a spiritual and old.
mony Group, with Enid Margaret Ravens (4); “Rogues of Sherwood
The production numbers are eye- as principal vocalist, render Eng- Forest'* (Col).
new material, but his ingenious “Somebody Bigger Than You and
pleasing in stage props as well as lish, Irish and Scots songs, and
style of using a minimum of props
I.” Interspersed are chatter hits on
Among bring an enthusiastic vitality to a
in the femme assistants.
to achieve wide variety of> effects
his fight career, plus a brotherAlthough short on marquee
keeps his act a solid attraction.
hood-of-man pitch which, apart the best received in the Blackstone virile, fresh act.
this sesh, Apollo bill gets
magicatalog
Garden
of
are
the
In familiar style, bill opens with
Comedy cycling of Maurice Sc power
from its presumably evangelical
okay
results from its blending of
Case,
Girl
the Tiller Girls, a 16-strong dancFlowers,
The
Mummy
May has unusual and novel humor, standard
sincerity, has no place in a vaude
vaude turns. Layout is
Crystal Cabinet the^male partner of the duo exing line of only average standard.
house where people who have paid Without a Middle,
The Seven Ashtons follow with
and the Vanishing Girl. Among ploiting much comedy business on neatly paced and well integrated,
a buck for entertainment are
keeping
stubholders
alert
ana
the Blackstone standbys are float- a bicycle with a rubber frame.
their fast moving acrobatics, keeptrapped in their seats after having
ing essentially to a routine that has
ing light bulb—-which marks his This is easily best of the smaller pleased throughout.
paid to see a stageshow.
The Ravens, vocal quartet who’ve
excursion into the audience and supporting acts.
clicked solid in the past. Lucienne,
Gord.
The artist is obviously sincere his vanishing bird cage.
clicked on wax in the rhythm and
Bob & Ashour are an effective trio
blues field, are favfes here and have
of
Blackstone is ably assisted by
dancers with good comedy but it Is debatable whether he
Capitol,
mission several young men and women.
his
no' difficulty holding house through
knockabout, followed by a slick should interpolate
Washington, March 8.
message when the customers are They are costumed well and carry
their five-number songalog. Group’s
apache.
Carson, Noonan & Marsh- arrangements are first-rate, disTh e line returns to open after more interested in the billed ap- out their assignments with clock- all,Mindy
Don Henry Trio, The Fontaines playing unusual care in lyric hanthe intermission, giving way to pearance of Al Gordon’s clever like precision. Gladys Lyle, organ( 3 )
“Red Skies of Montana” dling. They sell with impact.
Victor Julian with a company of mutts. Baer has a deep, resonant ist, travels with the company and
(20th).
personstage
pleasing
voice
and
a
trained pets, including acrobatic
supplies the background music.
Best of their tunes were “Please,
monkeys and performing dogs. This ality, plus that handsome build the Music is well selected to blend In
Mr. Sun” and “Wagon Wheels.”
This is one of those shows that
type of act is always surefire with femmes admire, but his “brother- well with the displays.
Settings
“Honey, I Don’t Want .You,” the
falls
short
mark
of
the
throughout
hood” pitch loses much of its force and lighting are effective. CosBritish audiences;
opener, is a fast-paced item which
with a plug for tumes look fresh and new. There and leaves the audience sitting on gets them off to a good start, “Ber°£ raln highspots is when this is tied in
hands all too often.
•d
Kudy Horn, a Pjuggler who opens in “Quo Yadis,” in one arena se- was a capacity house at supper itsMindy
gin the Beguine,” however, suffer*
Carson, the bill topper,
Andy.
conventional style but builds up to quence of which he proudly an- show caught.
overr-arrangement,
but
does a neat workmanlike job of through
nis piece de resistance in which, nounces he really broke a bull’s
rendering her numbers but, at their closer, “Looking For My
mounted on a unicycle, he flips half neck.
Earle. IMiilly
show
caught, failed to come across IJaby,” sends them away with' *
a dozen cups and saucers from .his
On audience response, Al GorPhiladelphia, March 8,
the footlights in a way to warm solid mitt.
e *° 115 head.
And to complete don and his canines, a standard
Sonny Thompson orch sets the
Tony Bennett, Kirby Stone Quin- up the big Saturday matinee aut£
J
tne act,
he. adds a lump of sugar act for years, tops the current tet, Lee Davis, The Denvers, Harris dience.
mood for the bill in a loud and
and a teaspoon for good measure, stage session, this bringing out the
brassy teeoff number.
Shore, Frank Juele's House
Sc
Lou Lou
Noonan
Marshall,
and
present
a
r^' r^te piece of timing and
“ Shadow in Sky” considerable amount of good and Reed follows nicely with vocals on
older vaude-goers for the mutt- Orch
skill,
(16);
f,
justifiably got top audience ap- muffing tricks.
Howard & Wanda (M-G).
original material.
the a pair of fair entries, “I Just Got
But
both
plause at show caught.
Bell, the latter an eye-filling blonde
Myro.
and “My Poor' Heart.”
'material .and the tempo of the..,, act Here”
in pink briefies, are over big in
Footlight fare comes back to the indicate that the comics are much Thrush projects the blues mood
their acrobatics, with girl doing Earle with a solid, fast-paced bill better suited for a nitery.
Stanley, Pitt
This for good effect. Thompson really
somersaults to partner’s shoulder headed by Tony Bennett and the does not mean the material is too gets going when he comes on with
Pittsburgh, March 7.
from the teeterboard, plus foot and Kirby Stone Quintet, both big indigo, for it isn’t. But the gags a reduced crew for some zingy
i*ene Nelson, Connee Boswel
Little Willie runs faves locally. New to vaude here, generally run into too much pat- renditions. The combo, comprised
head
catches.
oorrah Minevitch's Harmonica Rai
through his routine taps, leaps and Bennett is far from a stranger ter before reaching a climax, of three rhythm, two reed and the
cats, vnth Johnny
Puieo; 4 Flyin
splits with plenty of energy to due to nitery engagements and whereas vaudef audiences in this maestro at keyboard, belts out such
"lacks, Billy Catizone House Orch
heavy begoff.
Silver City” (Par).
heavy play his disks get on the town like the gags to come in tunes as “Long Gone” and “Mellow Blues” for sock results.
Ella
Mae Morse, poodle-cut area’s ether. Front rows at Satur- rapid-fire timing.
Tapster Beau Jenkins clicks in
* s '•W®
in a strapless blue sequin day night show teemed with obviDon Henry Trio has an unusual
blonde
deluxer's
first
liv
n
Package
billmarquee
members,
who
second
ous
club
harmonica
number
whose
in more than a year, an
fan
out- the trey with his impreshes of the
gown, on for
* ®
a food one. Gene Nelsor
Also scores
ing, opens wham with “Sunny Side chortled and shrieked with each standing feature is an enormous late Bill Robinson.
ancing star, and Conne
of the Street,” then into blues- selection and flooded singer with mouth organ which the three hold in closing bit with fast and fancy
Boswell, last-minute substitute
up and play together. This is good cleat work. Howell 8c Bowsor knit
shouting and raucous delivery of a requests.
Fr n Warren, who bowed ou
the show together with their ribObviously suffering from a cold, for laughs anywhere.
log that includes “Black Magic”
IZ 0 “k
l ea<*li ne
The Fontaines are a dressy aero tickling patter. They gab with ease
and her trademarked “Cow, Cow Bennett tops the rasping larynx to
d and they both d<
?ivA~
T
ll
r
ln
and their stage geniality is an Imand
trio
tricks
style
with
several
strong
spades.
plenty
of
put
his
forte
finish
over
Morse
has
Boogie.”
Miss
Y\T i
Got best reception
going to win a lot c
personality but her diction, when insure sock audience reaction. Se- which bring them a strong hand portant plus.
nam i
a nd admirers with thi
caught, was bad, according to audi- lections are well routined, with Striking part of this act is that the at show caught opening night-.
The Parks, white aero Trio, and
ence mutterings. She also exhib- jumpy opener, “I Can’t Give You femme number, instead of just
Jiln fhe guy works more like a
V&'^-coming vaudevillian than
irritating habit of instruct- Anything But Love,” followed by filling in, turns out to be a better Lavern Sc French, novelty terpnim star who already has arrive< ited an directing the onstage band. moody “Blue Velvet,”
Rhythm aero than her two male colleagues sters, are reviewed- under Now
ing and
'• n
hoofing end, he’s tops -a
Lowe.
Acts.
Gros.
Mc$tay .
offering, “Sing You Sinners,” sends
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LEMTIMATE
Too Expeniiv#
Shortly

before

tailing

Inside Staff-Lejrit

for

England recently, Margaret
Webster was approached as a.

Every -silver lining has a cloud, too, the ]NI*on Theatre in. Pittsburgh
has discovered. After four straight dark weeks, house relights Monday
(17) with ‘'Member of the Wedding,” then gets “Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes” for two weeks March 23, and “South pacific” on April 21 for
three. But between the dose of “Blondes” and the opening of “Pacific,”
there’s a fortnight open, and* the Nixon can’t get anything to play that
period, and will probably be dark again then. No show wants to take
a chance at the b.o. sandwiched in. between two such heavy grossers.
Incidentally, the phone at the Nixon hasn’t stopped ringing since
“Pacific” was announced, even though the Scale hasn’t even been set
and house won’t begin taking mail orders for another month. It looks
Madam”
like the latest dosing in years for the. Nixon, since “Call
has been booked in week of June 2 when Elaine Stritch will take over
the Ethel Merman role after the Washington run and prior to the Coast

possible candidate to succeed
Clarence Derwent, who has declined to serve another term
as Actors Equity president, a
strike of engineers, fire-4-

Sudden

non-paying

conductors on_the.-N._Y.
was* Millholland to Italy
Central over the weekend
Scripts
for touring shows
on
headache
severe
tieup
the
Vienna, March Jl.
and the possibility that Governthe
despite
continue
might
Bruce Millholland, author of the
extend
ment’s injunction and even
original play on which Hecht and
managethe
has
based “Twentieth Cento other railroads
produc- MacArthur
of virtually all road
for Italy after

To Work

ments

have

New

tury,” left last week
an extended stay here to

No
studythe
tions worried.
thus tar
actually been stranded
theatre and work on new scripts.
necesand little rerouting has been being He has recently arranged for proplans are
“Century” here and in
sary. but tentative
by ductions of
made to move all productions
Germany, Italy and Switzerland.
union
ignore
strikers
truck if
Besides revising several scripts
orders back to work.
he wrote in California some time
the
over
hit
badly
Only show
ago, Millholland has recently auweekend 'was “Gentlemen Prefer
thored two new comedies, “On the
to go
Blondes,’’ which was slated
Beam” and “Dear Guinea Pig.” He
Cincinnati
from
Central
Y.
by N.
tias also started work on a new one,
was sched- o be titled “Afternoon of a Faun.”
to Cleveland. The cast
Sunday,
p.m.
2:30
at
leave
uled to
His U. S. agent is Samuel French.
bewith the physical production

•

shows

When the
ing shipped by freight.
arrangetrains stoppage occurred,
send tne
to
ments were made
since the
However,
bus.
by
troupe
Cleveland
only direct rail route to
the physical
is by N. Y. Central,

production was shipped over the
via Pittsburgh, arriving
Monday afternoon (10) in time to
be set up for that night’s opening.
Musical splits next week between

Candida’ $7,500

Short of Payoff

Pennsy

Toledo and Columbus.

When
in

Herman Levin

the

New York

office

learned of the strike

Olivia de Havllland revival
of “Candida,” currently playing a
two-week stand in Philadelphia
prior to a limited engagement on
Broadway, is about $7,500 short of

The

office,

The actress-director refused
to consider the proposition, explaining, “I can’t afford to retire to public life,”

men and

Me

Lotsa Fireworks

stand.

Gross potential of each of the intimate theatres which predominate
the Los Angeles area will be used to develop a “little theatre” wage
formula on the Coast. Discussions on the- scale get under way this
week between some dozen little theatre reps and Willard Swire, Equity
acting assistant exec secretary on the Coast, following some preliminary
talks to lay the groundwork. First step toward such a pact was taken
last year when commercial, but small, houses were divorced from the
little theatre group, under a deal whereby productions could open with
certain pay concessions hut switched to regular minimum contracts
after a stated period. Package of three bne-actors at Las Palmas Theatre, a 400-seater, which opened last week, was the first which began
operating on a standard minimum contract from the opening night.

In Equity Fight

in'

Settlement of the internal row
that" ^disrimted^ Actors Equity last

week had not been reached by the
union’s council by press time early
(Tues ) ’* Proposal to put
the entire matter into the hands of
instead of leaving
group,
special
a
it to the full council, was proposed
by Alan Hewitt, a former council
member, who appeared before the
governing body for* that purpose.
However, it was figured possible
the cbuncil might not reach a derSdon^at^that""session” and have to
continue consideration later.
oituntion is
nf the sltua
Ticklish angle of
that feeling has apparently arisen
between Louis M. Simon, execucouncil,
tive-secretary, - and the
principally over the question of
the former’s authority in administrative matters. Specifically, this
stems from the executive-secrethat if he is to he
tary’s
-. insistence
...
„ 1lf
held responsible f°r^carrying o
inct night
8

Clarenc*' Derwent, Actors Equity president who will observe next
Sept. 1 his 50th anniversary on the stage, plans to write his biog at the
instigation of author’s agent Carl Cowl, who believes there would he a
ready publisher for it The actor, who was born in London in 1884,
made his footlight debut in 1902 at the Theatre Royal, Weymouth with
Mrs. Bandmann-Palmer. He was formerly chairman of the Actors
ssn ^ p re d.ec ess 0 r of British Equity, and tfas instrumental in the establishment of a censor for the Ldndon theatre, appearing in the House
of Lords to advocate the idea. Derwent came to the XJ. S. in 1915. He
was elected Equity prez in 1946 and has twice-been re-elected, but is
determined to quit at the expiration of his present term in May.

^

Claudia Cassidy, feared by many Broadway producers for her caustic
reviews in the Chicago Tribune, is going all out for “Guys and. Dolls”
there. Although she wrote a praise of the musical when it opened,
she men tioned that it needed a tightening up. Week later she went
back and wrote a rave followup, pointing out that the cast had settled
down to a steadier pace. Critic says that the musical is the best since
Miss Cassidy seldom does followup reviews, but
“j£iss Me, Kate.”
occasionally will for plays she likes. Most recent was “Moon is Blue,”
about a month ago.

early Sunday morning,, general earning back its investment. The
production,
manager Phil Adler was called at Thomas
home and routed out of bed to capitalized at $36,000, has repaid
make arrangements with sleepless $12,000 and has about $16,500 in councn-decided policy matt r
He then planed to additional assets, including $9,400 must have authonty, incluaing
rail officials,
right of discharge, over immediateCleveland to be on hand when the in union bonds.
members of his
company and production arrived
For the f6ur weeks ended Feb. ly subordinate
small
staff.
involved
a
Situation
there.
23 the show had operating profits executive
fortune in telephone toll charges, of $4,058, bringing the total availAnother thorny matter to a set-

Hammond

according to the producer’s staff.
“Member of the Wedding,
which moved from Cleveland to
Cincinnati over the weekend, sent
the cast by bus and the production by train and truck. “Oklahoma,’’ playing Dayton the first
half of the current week, is scheduled to conclude the stanza in
Rochester, where it winds up its
tour. Theatre Guild officials were
making plans Monday to move the
show by bus and perhaps truck in
case the tieup continues.
Since the strike hasn’t hit comyet, there’s
effect on legit

muter service
apparent

been no
attend-

With business generally
ance.
spotty already in many sections of
the country, such a development
might be a decisive factor in forcing some shows to close.

able

distribution

for

-

i.-

-

March

$12,800.

to

However, for the week

ending

in Cleveland the gross
was only $9,600, involving a deficit of about $6,000 on the stand.
Last week’s $15,100 take in Philly
just about broke even.
1

For the week ended Feb. 2 the
revival grossed $25,461 for a profit
of $4,516 on a three-date split between Louisville, Indianapolis and

Dayton. For the week ended Feb.
9 the gross was $16,490 (not $21,000, as reported) for a profit of
$916 on a split between Columbus,
Wheeling, Akron and Youngstown.
For the week ended Feb, 16 the
gross was $18,129 and the profit
$728 in Pittsburgh. And for the
week ended Feb. 23 the gross was
$13,392 for a loss of $2,102 in Detroit.

Instead

of-

going on tour again

after its four-week

Broadway run,

Pays

tlement

is

A 13-person unit, composed of graduates of the Catholic U. of Washington drama course, leaves for Korea Saturday (15) to entertain troops
i n the Far East with performances of Shakespeare’s “Twelfth Night”
an d Moliere’s “School for Wives.” Troupe, 10 .men and three women,
i s the Flayers,. Inc., company, which, has been touring the country for
the past couple of years offering classics on the road. It goes oversesas
under the auspices of the USO-Camp Shows as an experiment to find
0ut whether the servicemen will go for the classics. If the tour is
successful, other units will follow with classical plays.

the apparent resentment

of council members against Simon
for taking the dispute to the membership at the quarterly meeting
Several council
last Friday (7).
members, already resentful at what
they claim. was Simon’s “threatening”
_ of the governing^ body,^ were
further embittered by his action in
going over their heads to the membership.
In passing a resolution referring
the whole issue back to the council
and asking a “fair” solution after
consideration of all “secret” evidence, the membership was in effect giving a vote of no-confidence
in the governing group. This action followed a long and angry debate, highlighted by a speech by
-william Prince, a council member,
defending Simon’s position and attributing the whole row to political intrigue largely inspired by opponents of the proposed five-branch
merger of performer unions.

......

.

Met ‘Alcestis’ Noteworthy;

|

25G Investment

operating

profit

totalled

$19,682.

play’s two worst weeks to date
were in Detroit, when the grosses
were $21,648 for the stanza ended
Feb. 2 and $22,875 for the follow-

200G

Montreal

ing week. (Incidentally, the management quoted grosses of $27,000
and $27,600, respectively, for those
frames.)

A
night

to star in
Never Wave
WAC,” to be filmed by Independent Artists, a producing company she owns with her husband,
Fred Brisson, in association with

RKO.

Theatre

Montreal, March
$200,000 fire last Tuesday
(4)

completely destroyed one

of Canada’s oldest and, at times,
most progressive little theatres, the

Montreal

Repertory

Theatre.

Founded 22 years ago by the late
Martha Allan, the group had been
It had its
struggling for years.

own

possibly until the official end of
the season, May 31.
Actress is due on the Coast in
at a

Little

Famed
11.

The current Chicago engagement, originally announced for
four weeks, has been extended two
additional stanzas through April 5,
after which the tour will be resumed at least until May 3. Miss
Russell has until next Saturday
(15) to notify Traube whether she
will continue into May, but it’s
figured likely she may elect to stay
with the show until mid-May and

mid- June

Fire Destroys

i

ship followed _the previous
special council meeting, at
the latter group defeated
11-8 vote a resolution that

Performance marked- the first appearance of the season for Kirsten
Flagstad, who will also be taking
her farewell of the Met, and of the
opera field, with this work. She’ll
sing the opera five times in all during the short remainder of the Met
season, and then retire after a
long, distinguished and stormy career.

’

’

have dropped Christopher O’Brien
as assistant exec-sec.

Curious aspect of the situation
is that considerable documentary
O’Brien’s
relating • to
evidence
conduct of the Coast office had
never been seen by the council,
although it was the basis for
Simon’s decision not to renew the
assistant’s contract, which expired
Dec. 31. Simon was persuaded to
rescind his discharge of O’Brien.
After that the documentary evidence was then sealed and has not
been seen, so O’Brien has never
been called on to answer the

standout events.

Alter a slightly

ly into the title role, vesting it dra-

|

matically with great poignancy and
singing it with surging power and
warmth. Fact that it was the soprano’s first attempt at the role
(despite her long operatic exper ience), and that it was being sung
in English (with Flagstad revealing a surprisingly finished command of the tongue), made the evening also outstanding. Support by
Brian Sullivan, Paul Schoeffler and
other leads was good, and Alberto
Erede conducted skillfully. “Alcestis’’ is a static, early-vintage
opera, but it had much charm and
appeal here, chiefly due to Flag’

performance.
Premiere was a Met Production
benefit, sponsored by the
Metropolitan Opera Guild, with the
stad’s

Fund

theatre, a fine collection of
theatrical lore, and a library unregular $7.50 orchestra top raised
surpassed in Canada.
to $25.
Other house locations
More than 5,000 theatrical volweren’t scaled relatively as high
umes, including many rare editions
Boxoffice take was $26,265, this
now out of print, are gone. The
sum not including extra contribuWalker collection of autographed charges.
tions sent in for the Fund. £}uild
pix; playbills and programs dating
figured there was a profit of $12,Swire, who was assigned to the
back to the days of Garrick, and
280 on the performance.
Bron.
after
temporarily
office
souvenirs of the MRT’s first offer- Coast
ing have all been lost.
store- O’Brien was relieved of his duty
‘COCKTAIL’ REVIVES FORD’S
the
council
there,
informed
by
house of costumes, sets and props
Baltimore, March 11.
during the special meeting
assembled
in the past two decades phone
.
l rm
J
_t
last Thursday night that if Simon’s
'Following a long stretch of inacare also gone
recommendation
were
turned
tivity,
Ford’s
opened this week
new
The
many
has found
friends and the likelihood of build- down he would quit as assistant with “The Cocktail Hour” on tap,
the
exec-sec.
after
it
nixed
So
had
as the third of five plays promised
ing a bigger and better legiter.

A

d—

Snub

Package Deals

gers.

Unanimous

agreement

to

that effect was adopted Monday
night (10) at a meeting attended
by representatives of 23 top sum-

mer spots. It was also decided
to hold bi-weekly meetings to continue efforts to control the situation.

Resolution adopted by the barn
operators promised that particiwill “revert to our stock
of utilizing our resident
companies” and “refuse to play
any and all package shows, whether
It
for new scripts or revivals.”
also asserted the strawhatters will
limit star units to three members,
including star, actors and advance
production man, and will refuse
to pay any “extra” costs of any
kind. It added that summer stocks
are not in competition with road

The diva’s performance last pants
Tuesday was one of the season's policy

night’s

which
by an
would

to

The Metropolitan Opera’s presentation of Gluck’s “Alcestis” in
New effort to do away with tourN. Y. last Tuesday (4), staged for ing “package” shows and curtail
growing
extra-expense items on
the first time since the 1940-41 season, was not only an unusual event guest-star bookings is being under^
‘
"
taken
leading strawhat manaby
but a noteworthy occasion as well.

•

The

Bams

Upped Top Lures $26,265

which opens April 14, the play, will
“Bell’
close and Hammond will store the
scenery and costumes. A number
Prince also read portions of a
of tentative dates in the south have long wire sent to the council last
been cancelled. And rather than September by Briggs. This mesdo another strawhat tour this sum- sage, attacking Simon’s advocacy
mer, Miss de Havilland will vaca- of .five-branch merger, declared
“Bell, Book and Candle," She
tion, with the outside possibility of
that “if Equity is to remain an
pard Traube’s touring edition of doing a picture. The present plan
Simon
organization,
American
the John van Druten comedy, last is for her to star in an unselected
rid of.” The same
week repaid the entire $25,000 in- new play to be produced by Ham- must be gotten
manthe
criticized
communication
vestment, plus an initial profit of mond next season, with a 12-14
ner in which Derwent had read
$1,000. The show, co-starring Rosa- week tryout tour opening in St.
council
sent
to
messages
aloud
lind Russell and Dennis Price, ha-; Louis in late September.
netted about $37,000 on its first
Herman Shumlin is currently re- meetings and suggested that there
nine-and-a-half weeks’ operation. directing “Candida” in preparation had been justification for the
temporary
president’s
produce.
-to
It cost almost $14,200
for the
Broadway engagement. Equity’s
For the five weeks ended Feb. 23, Norris Houghton, the original detention at customs on his return
ago.
years
two
Europe
from
the period covered in the most stager, is working as a producer
recent accountant’s statement, the with CBS-TV.
Simon’s appeal to the ‘member-

Touring

Make

Flagstad Tie Helps

theatres.-

Actors Equity,

embroiled

with

internal dissention recently, has
failed to notify the barn producers

by the promised March 10 deadline as to what its stock regulations would be for this season.
However, the strawhatters have
heard indirectly that the union is
adamant about upping the minimum salary from $50 to $60, despite warnings that some of the
smaller barns, the .only ones affected by the change, might be
forced to go non-Equity.
Rehearsal O’time

The union is also said to be determined to require hospitalization
payments, on the basis of $2.50,
or one month’s, fee, for each engagement, with the money being
paid into the Equity welfare fund.

A

final regulation in the cards is
to be a $5-per-hour

understood
rate for

all

rehearsal overtime be-

yond five hours a day.
At Monday night's managerial
Met Opera tenor Jussi Bjoerling
meeting, which was an unofficial
U back from Sweden, is rejoining the Met and resuming his Temporary quarters have been lo- Simon proposal the council voted under American Theatre Society gathering not sponsored by the
Concert tour.
(Continued on page 60)
and Theatre Guild.
cated in the Mount Royal Hotel. to accept Swire's resignation.

MRT

&

Top

Show

ANTA

Biz Figures Appeal

To

to Help Revive Coast Legit

Group Of top sTiow biz figures on-f*—
in an appeal
the Coast have joined
National Theatre
to the American
'Mad Money’ Musical Due
Coast
'revive
help
& Academy to directed to ANTA
Appeal,
Tegit.
For Tryout in Chicago
expected to
vjrexy Helen Hayes, is
the board in the
Chicago, March 11.
be put before
Richard Lewine, who wrote the
.
near future.
in
outlined
was
plan
music for “Make Mine Manhattan,”
No special
only the will try out his
the appeal, which stressed
latest musical,
Immediate need of breathing life “Mad Money,” at the Loyola Comslipping
been
'has
which
munity
legit,
Theatre
April
into
18. Book is
the by Max Wilk and Lee Eogow, with
badly on the Coast. Basis for
appeal was the recent Variety latter also doing the lyrics. Ad“Coast ditional lyrics are done by Ted
story, which declared that
badly into the Fetter.
legit is slipping

Can

Profit Via Stock,

1

'

.

•

peorla-with-palms status.’*
George
including
Signatories,
and Nuntfessel, Charles Brackett
nally Johnson, urged ANTA to forone.
mulate a plan—preferably
which would Include a series el"

Loyola has been presenting an
original musical each year by
known writers and composers, &ct-

ing as^ showcase for buyers. John
Bettfi&oender, head of the drama
school of Loyola U., will direct.
plays like recent' ANTA produc- Production will run four days.
tions. Such' a series, it was pointed
out, could play Los Angeles and
tour some 100 other communities
in the area, where there are" or.

ganizations which would “welcome
and financially guarantee good productions."

Spokesman Set
Group designated Bale Wasserman, legit producer-director-manager, to act as its spokesman before
the ANTA board, to, amplify the
request in the appeal sent Miss
Hayes. The letter of appeal noted
that “there has been no attempt to
a
list of endorsers would
nearly every professional
theatre-person in the area,"
The appeal noted that the
Variety story pointed Out that
“whether concerted action might
alter the situation must remain a.
rhetorical question, since there appears to be no group willing to
make the test.” Purpose of the
appeal, It was stated, was to determine whether ANTA support could
be obtained for the group, in order
to make the test.
Among the points suggested in
the appeal, in addition to the program of plays, were: an educational-propaganda campaign in behalf
of ANTA and the theatre; establishment of an academic setup for
the schooling of theatre personnel;
an ANTA album 'like that offered
circularize this letter generally;

complete
catalog

in N. Y.;

a

TV

project,

and an

in-

By MIKE

KAPLAN

Hollywood, March

The greener

4“ Week Operating Profit

11.

small
are beckoning enticingly to
a growing number of show biz
names, and the revived Chautauqua
circuit-grown fat on two years of
steady attractions after two decades
of the doldrums threatens in the
next two years to outshine Broadway as a haven for top theatrical
offerings. Sparked by the tremendous “hinterland” success of the
First Drama Quartet, more.
more film names are gleefully signing for tours. That will take them
XUcer the siix for payoffs that few
Broadway producers can afford to
match.
Latest to join the parade is Tyrone Power, who’ll start out in the
fall as the star of “John Brown’s
Body,” £ Norman Corwin adaptation of Stephen Vincent Benet’s
narrative drama. Like the Drama
fields of the

cities

|

On ‘Blondes’

—

Feb. -9, where the gross waff $5*5,
637 for a proAt or $?,572.
Le^ftfest In the series was the
Opener of a three-week stand in
Detroit, wheir the $40,350 gross allowed an operating profit of only
$16, but additional income of $1,780 from souvenir program sales
and $3,144 from recordings brought
the net for the frame up to $4,940.

—

Robson as London

Broadway last summer, “Ghost”
was released for stock. And since
a

name

player, Sarah Churchill,
identified with it, the comedy*'
number of stock productions,
some with the British .actress. It
was released for amateur perform-

ance last October and had

its first

To

‘Innocents’ Star

Neat 2406 Gain

—

Terms On

Hayward

‘Point’ Into

Black

100G

By Next Week

was replaced during the show’s Seymour. The full committee,
which wiil hold its first meeting
tryout tour.
Theatre deal is similar to that this week, is to name the regular
Sale on ‘DoFs’ Ducats the house gets 30% on the first ticket for the union’s annual election, to be held the last Friday in
Chicago, March JL1.
$25,000 gross and 20% on the balTieup with Western Union and ance. Adaptor Osborn and novelist May or first in June.
Offices to be filled include the
hypoing the Marquand share a straight 10%
charges, above actual operating ex- “Guys and Dolls” Is
Plan, which went royalty on an involved sliding scale president, to serve three years
penses, amount to $750 a week, for mail-order take.
(Clarence Derwent, who has served
in 93 and Fonda gets 10% as star.
week
last
operation
into
a 25-week season,
that the stock
three terms, has Indicated he will
already
company is running in the red cities around Chicago, has
not accept a fourth); four vicebrought orders from 28 towns. Al- Faculty-Exchange
this season for
$500 a week.
presidents and a recording secrethough most of the orders were
* na ti° n °i the
$55,000 would for pairs or fours, large blocks
tary, all to serve three years; plus
ui
Yale-Arkansas
Between
enable the Atterburys to reduce
10 council members to serve five
of seats were also ordered by wire.
appealed for

elements in tht
situation^ Also a factor is the fact
Cflfit sinee the show did not have
a long run on Broadway, or a
road tour and a film production*
it became available for the stock
and non-pro market relatively soon
after the New York opening and
its attendant, publicity.
Immediately after its closing on

little theatre booking in November.
Quartet’s “Don Juan in Hell,” it’s
Sale of nearly 900 copies of the
a production of Paul Gregory, who
text by Dec. 31 hot only brought
expects to launch, within the next
a small royalty to author John
18 months, at least three other
Cecil Holm and the Dramatists
similar no-set presentations which
“The Innocents,” a critical suc- Play Service, but indicated that an
,can tour inexpensively and draw
unusual
number of amateur groups
seasons
ago,
Broadway
two
cess
on
heavily on the basis of both top
will be produced in London this are interested in it for production.
“Affairs of State,” which closed material and ,t;op names.
It’s
roughly
estimated that the
spring with Flora Hobson as star.
Robust Pattern
Saturday night (8) at the Music
Gregory’s “Don Juan” and his British legit-film producer Stephen script may bring in $5,000 or more
Box, N. Y., after a run of 610 perin
little
theatre royalties.
presentation of Charles Laughton Mitchell, is currently in New York
formances, earned a profit of about in
Although Broadway comedy hits
four “Bible-and-Classics” read- conferring' with William Archibald,
$240,000 on Its $50,000 investment. ing tours, have established a robust who adapted the melodrama from like “You Can’t Take It With You,”
It has distributed $206,000 net and
pattern in the last two years. Virtu- the Henry James novel, “The Turn “What a Life,” “Claudia,” “Kiss
and Tell,” etc., that require a single
has approximately $34,000 in addi- ally
a new road has been created, of the Screw,” and with Jo Mielzisetting, have proved to be relativetional assets, Including about $12,with potential bookings reaching, ner, designer, and Alex North, who
000 in union bonds.
The Louis into more than 500 situations all composed the background music. ly substantial royalty-makers in
Verneuil comedy, staged by the on a flat guarantee or guarantee The production will open April 14 the amateur field,’ it’s not so well
author, was produced by Richard and percentage basis, that estab- in Liverpool and then have an known that non-6licks can also
provide modest “annuities” for^
Krakeur and Fred Finklehoffe.
lishes a profit even before the trek eight or nine-week provincial four
authors.
An interesting example
before reaching London.
June Havoc, who took over the gets underway.
During his New York stay, of the latter Is “Thunder Rock,” an
star role last June, succeeding
Laughton, for example, recently
June
with
negotiating
Mitchell
was
(Continued on page 58)
Celeste Holm, will continue for the returned from his fourth reading
Boston run,-which opened Monday tour, a six-week affair that grossed Havoc to repeat her starring role
night (10) and is slated for at least $164,400. Of this amount, Laugh- in the- London edition of “Affairs
of State,” but the actress turned Unprecedented
continued on page 58)
four weeks. However, if the play
down the offer over the weekend
tours beyond Boston, the actress inneither the play’s author
because
tends to exercise her contractual
Coast ‘Madam’;
and original director, Louis Verneright to leave the cast.
She has
uil,
nor
the actress’ husband, TV
been in ill health recently and
Gets Flat
on Deal
producer William Spier, are availwants to get a complete rest. She
able to do the restaging.
Terms of the nine-week Coast
may visit Spain, where her sister,
Amersign
an
to
Mitchell
hopes
engagement
of
“Call
Me Madam”
Gypsy Rose Lee, is making a picican actor, preferably a Hollywood next summer under the sponsorture.
film name, for the starring role in ship of the Los Angeles and San
Because Miss Havoc’s husband,
his production of the new Charles Francisco Civic Light Opera, are
William Spier, could not obtain a
“Point of No Return,” Paul Os- Morgan play, “The River Line,’.’ believed to he virtually unprecerelease from his duties as a TV born’s dramatization of the John which Is scheduled for a West End
dented. The Coast groups will taka
producer for CBS to stage the Lon- P. MarquAnd novel, will probably preem this spring.
over complete operation of tht
don edition of the play, the actress get into the black by the middle of
production, paying producer

State Closes
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a small cast of attractive
characters and requiring a single
setting, are obviftis

got a

$500

performance,

demonstrated anew by “Gramerey
that it is a comedy,

with

was

Names

800th

a play, although a commercial failure on Broadway, can
be a financial success for the author
via stock and little theatre, Is being

Hits $19, 7S6 Ghost.” Fact

Operating profit on the touring
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes” was
$19,786 for the four weeks ended
Feb. 16. Best stanza was the Milwaukee engagement week ending

formation bureau.
“The need, in short,” the letter
itated, “is for the establishment of
a regional division of
on the has turned down an offer from Britnext week. The Leland Hayward
Coast paralleling in function its
ish producer Stephen Mitchell to production, currently in its 14th Equity
Six For
activities in N. Y.”
repeat her starring .role In the week at the Alvin, N. Y., with
Other signatories to the letter
End. She was offered 15% Henry Fonda starred, has thus far
West
Nominating
Committee
included Herman Mankiewicz, Lesof the gross, plus expenses for a returned half of the $100,000 inter Horton, Jesse White, William
Six membership representatives
secretary and maid. She and Spier vestment (plus 25% overcall) to
Phipps,
Eduard Franz, Robert had hoped to film a TV series ln
on the Actors Equity nominating
the backers.
Strauss, Jeff Corey, Michael Chequarterly
London for CBS during the run of
According to the most recent ac- committee, elected at the
kov and Pembroke Davenport.
the play, but she will now probably counting issued to the hackers, the meeting last Friday (7), are Hugh
do the stint in the U. S. after she show earned an operating profit Rennie, Robert Ross, Ralph Dunn,
returns from her Spanish vacation. of $34,525 for the four weeks ended Julie Harris, Carmen Mathews and
Albany Playhouse,
Archer. Alternates are
With Verneuil ill on the Coast March 1, an average of $8,631 a Osceola
Clark, Leon Janney,
unavailable, it’s not week. As of March 1 there was only Alexander
Weekly in Red, Appeals and Spier
Vivienne Segal,
Randolph,
John
known who will stage the London $18,966 still to be recouped of the Harry Bellaver and George Britproduction
Mean$124,000
approximately
“Affairs.”
production of
ton.
For
to Clear Debts while, Krakeur is\on the Coast cost. When the production is in the
Recently-named council repredickering for sale of the screen black, the only royalty increase will
Albany, March IX.
committee are
to 3% for H. C. sentatives on the
be from 2
The
Playhouse
here
today rights to the play.
Clement, who will act as
Clay
the
Potter. The latter is getting
(Tues.), a few hours before its 61st
chairman, and Tom Ewell and Jane
full cut as director, although he
production
“Pygmalion”
and

ANTA

Other Groups

How

Wire Tie Hypoing Chi

.

patron and public donations to
wipe out mortgages and outstanding notes totaling
$55,000. Mr. and
Mrs. Malcolm Atterbury,
actorowners,
revealed
fixed
that

Leland Hayward a fiat $100,000 on
the deal.
After the engagements
in the two cities the show will revert to Hayward, who plans to send
it on tour again.
Currently in its 77th week on
Broadway, the Irving Berlin-Howard Lindsay-Russel CrousC^ musical,
comedy goes to Washington for a
four-week stand beginning May 5.
Then Ethel Merman withdraws as
star, proceeding directly to the
Coast to repeat the stint in the 20thFox film version. With Elaine
Stritch taking over the starring assignment, the show will probably
[have minor recasting, after which
it will be re-rehearsed and then
sent to the Coast.
Cost of transporting the production to Los Angeles and then to
San Francisco will be paid by Hayward, but all other expenses in
connection with the two stand*
will be borne by the Coast groups.
The Los Angeles stand will be five
weeks starting June 23 and the
San Francisco run will be four
weeks starting July 28.

Move

m

New Haven, March 11.
percentage
As expected a
What may well introduce a
were for weekend shows, but ac- faculty-exchange movement among
cording to Vic Leighton, who is drama schools is a forthcoming sixhandling the promotion, demands week stint of Frank McMullan,
for early part of the week are professor of play directing at the
told Variety (9) that almost as heavy.
.
did not think other persons or
Yale Drama Dept., who will be
{!f.
Western Union is assigning an
theatre
nterests would be
interested in extra man to handle the money guest director at the new
U.
e a t!ug the
„P ^
870-seat theatre for orders, and the management Is now of the Fine Arts Center of the
of Arkansas.
Pe discounted the possibil- instructing
turn
to
agents
from
period
the
Embracing
the Playhouse will be taken down weekend orders, as they are
March 17 to April 23, McMullan
the city for a municipal sold out for the’ next 12 weeks.
at
will stage “Merry Wives of Wind1x1 accordance with a
Tioy plan
sor,” with a preem set to coinannounced last year by
Ballerina Alicia Alonso, of Balayor Erastus Corning.
Atterbury let Theatre, flew home to Havana cide With the Bard’s birth anniversary in April.
(Continued on page 60)
Sunday (9) for a long rest.
above-expense

charges by
Ikca
550 P e week “and thereby
put us
F
f
ln
Position to operate In the black
j*
C ntinUe t0 1:1111 The Play"
”
house

years.

large

At the membership meeting, 304
were cast, of which nine
were voided, leaving 295 valid.
ballots

Levant

SRO Concert Sub

In Lexington at 4G Fee
Lexington,' Ky., March 11.
Oscar Levant, appearing- here at
the Coliseum on the U. of Kentucky subscription concert series

Horton in Dallas
last Wednesday (5), as substitute
Dallas, March 11.
for the cancelled-out First Drama
Edward Everett Horton will ap- Quartet, drew an enthused, over-

WU

pear here in the local Civic Play- flow audience of 12,000 for the
house production of “Castles in the event.
Pianist, who is handled by the
Cast will also include Nancy Columbia Artists Mgt., received
Bates, Paramount .actress, and Shir- $4,000 as his fee for the engageley Holmes. Jack Reed is manag- ment, The First Drama Quartet
had been hooked In for $3,300.
ing director of the Playhouse.

Air,” April 17-19.
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12, 1$52
cast of Theatre intime

Plays Out of
Ooldeii

Boy

Hartford,

scathed;

Town

Peggy Allison's Andromache

suffering wife of an absent, hero,

March

5.

but her patience

is

wearing

thin.

American National Thaatr# A Academy She's about to elope with Ajax,
presentation of drama revival in three Jr., when Ulysses returns to claim
acts (12 scenes) by Clifford Odets. Stars
Homer’s hero i* ..'exJohn Garfield, Lee J, Cobb. Directed by his rights.
charlatan
as more
Odets. Setting, lighting and costumes by posed
Raul Morrison. At New Parsons, Hart- champion, but Penelope decides

man

ford,

'

March

'52; $4.20 top.

Tom Moody

him anyway and he resumes the throne after driving
away the suitors. Of some aid and
.William Hansen
Martin Greene no comfort is Telemachus, whom
Michael Lewln Bercovici has recreated as an ef-

Lorna Moon
Joe Bonaparte.*
Toklo
Mr. Carp

Art Smith she loves

..Bette Grayson
Joint Garfield

Siggte

Lee

Mr, Bonaparte

Anna

.....

Prank Bonaparte
Roxy Gottlieb
Pepper White
Mickey

Sam

Cobb

.Peggy Meredith
Jeck Klugman

Rudy Bond
Wiseman

......Joseph

Eddie. Fuseli
Call

J.

Arthur O'Connell
rJack

Warden

Sidney Kay
Gerald .S. O'Laughlin
Norman Brooks
Joe Bernard
Bert Conway
Tony Kruber

Boy

Lewis
Drake
Driscoll

Barker

This 1952, xeylval carries just as
strong a punch is the original of
1937, and is as stirring ifc the two
6ttt
offerings
brought
earlier this season.
Clifford Odets, “Golden Boy’s"
author, is also its. director here.
He keeps things moving smoothly.
As author, he has peopled* his play'
with characters of various hard
and tender types, interspersing
his drama with bits of humor. As
director, he has seen to it that the
parts
have proper atmosphere,
that the humor is pungent, that
Odets is
the pace is just right.

ANT A

aided by two factors. One is that
several members of the cast were
inthe original company. Secondly,
the entire cast is very competent.
Story concerns the 23-year-old
son of an immigrant fruit peddler,
who weighs a future as a violinist
against that of a boxer, and
chooses the latter because of his
yen for money and fame.
John Garfield, a member of the
original company in a minor role,
essays the boxer here, the part
played by Luther Adler in the
Garfield played the lead
original.
role in a strawhat production last
summer. Actor turns in a wellbalahced, quite capable role of the
/

boy wracked by tumult and tenan artistic, varied range

sions, in
of mood.

Lee Cobb, who shares

star bill-

ing with Garfield, also turns in a
fine acting job. As the aged, tortured Italian immigrant father,
Cobb is both compelling and convincing. He played this same role
in, the film version, and was also
a member of the original legit company, playing a minor role at the
time.
Bette Grayson, the sentimental

“tramp from Newark," provides a
second conflict in the play, as the
bedmate of the boxing manager,
who is eventually won over by the
fighter.
She turns in an okay
performance here. Art Smith, as
the fight manager, does a topdrawer job. He is also a vet of
the original company.
Joseph Wiseman is excellent as
Eddie Fuseli, the racketeer-fight
manager, creating a character
study that stands out in a talentladen cast.
William Hansen, as
the trainer; Rudy Bond, a co-manager; Martin Krecne, a neighbor,
and Michael Lewin, a brother-inlaw, are others who turn in fine
performances.
Sets and lighting
by Paul Morrison arc okay.
‘Odets, both as an author and director, shows himself a skilled
theatrical craftsman, but in one or
two scenes, however, his writing
seems to be outmoded. These are
the park-bench scenes where the
fighter and the chick X-ray their
souls in an aura of sentiment.
Eck.

Penelope
Hollywood, March

4.

Players' Ring production of comedy In
three acts by Leonardo Bercovici. Directed by Charles Korvln. Music by Sol

Kaplan; sets, Glace Lohman and Robert
Bray; murals, Boris Gorelick; costumes,
Marvin Becker. At- Players' Ring Theatre,
Hollywood, March 4, '52; $3.60 top.

Telemachus
Old Greek

Ted Thorpe
Michael Fox
Kathleen Freeman
Fay Baker
Ken Alton
Michael Fox
A1 Hurwltz
Edith Leslie
Prudence Calvin
Lall Schuckctt
Jean Gerson
Marlene Manners
Bonnie Reeves
Sondra Farrell
Jane Adrian
James Arness
Sandy Aaronson
John Crawford
Frank Mathias
Jano Adrian

Eur.vclela

Penelope
Eur.vmachus

AHtmous
HaUtherses
Ei othea
1st Mother
3rd Mother
4 leo
lsl Daughter..,.

2nd Daughter
3rd Daughter
fV**
Medon
as.?*

J.,
Phaethon
Sailor Boy

There’s

a

gem

of

sparkling

satire gleaming almost completely
unseen beneath a mass of too-cute
dialog in this Leonardo Bercovici
script.
An almost complete rewnte is indicated, but it’s worth

the effort.

Bercovici has chosen to refute
version of the history of
e
ft!™ 03 and his idea of
!{|® I-!
the situation has a wealth
of basic

Homers

-

,

humor

that

Bercovici s

should be

Penelope

is

exploited.
* long-

emerges un

on

is

impressive and realistic.
Selly
Weber capably fulfills the foie of
Paris ’OO
.including background mood effects
the fatalistic Cassandra. Han SeltAMen S, Blotfet production of ojie- and vocals sung charmingly by th«
zer turns in .ir fine, sensitive per- woman show In thr*« act* (14 xoene*)
by
formance as Hector, Maurine Mat- Cornelia OtI* Skinner, with mtialc and star, are a. valuable element.

thews contributes* an intelligent
and particularly praiseworthy characterization .of Helen.
John v deBrltto is well east as Paris, and
Charles Schultz, Paul Zimskind,
Richard Goldman and Ronald Harper rate a nod for their work in

It all adds up to novel, stimulatby Kay Swift. Star* Mis* Skinner.
Directed by Blodget; musical director, ing theatre.
And it demonstrates
Nathaniel ShUkret; fettlng* and lighting,
what
films, television, and even
Donald Oenslager; costumes, Helene Pons;
orchestration*, Robert Russell Bennett. cafes (not to mention legit itself)
At Booth, N. Y„ March 4, '52; $4.80 top have been failing to exploit
in this
.($6 opening).
remarkably gifted artist, one of
lyric*

the most versatile talents of our
is another time.
Kobe,
Cornelia Otis Skinner's onetractive settings are definitely on
feminate fool.
woman shows, she is to some exthe
credit
side, as is the effective
“Peneversion,
present
In its
tent reversing the current trend
only one genuinely lighting, of Edward Peterson, Jr. in that direction.
lope" has
For while the
‘Ghost’
Ulysses’ hilarious Peter Trent’s costumes are also in Boyer-Laughton-Hardwicke-Moorefunny scene
good
taste.
Shane.
Continued from page 57
“synopsis" of the Odyssey. If the
head “lecture” edition of “Don
remainder of the scenes could be
Juan in Hell" and the current early drama by screenwriter-novelrewritten with the same percepEmlyn Williams “readings” from ist Robert Ardrey.
tion, the script could rise above its
Charles Dickens are at least partly
“Rock," which brought Ardrey
Sticks
current little theatre surroundings.
aimed at simplifying production less than $1,000 'from its original
As it stands, however, it’s purely
and
thus minimizing operating production by the Group
Continued from p&tf 57 t^=-=i
Theatre,
for the .legit-starved locals who
costs, Miss Skinner has not. only
subsequently was a boxoffice sucfollow the fortunes of the Players’ ton personally pocketed $90,000. In added music to her solo performcess
in
London
and
was
produced
their
all,
he
grossed
regardless
of
has
more
than
$500,Ring group
ance but has considerably expresentations,
000 on his junkets around the panded the physical production. as a picture in England. Although
Charles Korvin is only spas- country, playing everything from Except that she comprises the en- the author never received .any
modical!^ SUoccjSsful in making the high schools to municipal audito- tire cast, her “Paris ’90" is a full- income from the latter two editions
play,
of the
they presumably
play move freely in thf central- riums.
scale show.
staging atmosphere, and most.
In this ambitious, daring move,. sparked it as .a little theatre vehicle.
“Hon Juan" has grossed approxi
the cast is ill at ease with the dia-‘ toatalf $1,000,600 in its junkets
Miss Skinner is apparently aban- Also several radio adaptations may
log.
Best is Fay Baker, a regal of which amount better than 70% doning at least paft of the wom- have helped.
John Crawford and
Penelope.
In any case, for about the last
remainder en’s club and college circuit that
James Arness suitably, fill the came from the stix r 'The
has always been the bulk of the 10 years, “Rock" has been averagfor
the was garnered in a smashing Now public for her costumed solo por- ing about $1,000 a year in little
qualifications
physical
'
York City stand that has cued a trayals, and
roles of Ulysses and Ajax, Jr.
4f„ shooting for the
return four-week engagement to potentially more lucrative trade of theatre royalties for Ardrey. MoreKap.
over, the amount has been steadily
start March 30 at the Plymouth, It Broadway and the tegular rbad
Increasing, perhaps because the
was the small towns, however, that stands.
Although her club and play. Written ju$t before the start
gave the presentation its impetus
campus bookings would tend to be
Dallas, March 5.
and as a .result the newly-built hypoed by click Broadway reviews, of World War ll, ha* a new timeliNew York Drama GuUd production of
’90 1 ’ is likely to be too ness, and even ari inspiring quality
comedy In three act* by Mary Chase. Chautauqua circuit will get the “Paris
in the atomic era.
Feature* Butterfly McQueen, Clark Mor- first arid perhaps the only look this elaborate a physical production to
Holm’s “Three Men on a Horse,”
gan. Staged by Barney Ward, production year at Power’s “John Brown’s play many of the clubhouse* and
supervisor, .Tay F. RUey. At Lincoln High
No arrangements have halls available for the organiza- which was. a smash on Broadway,
School Auditorium, Dallaa, March 5, '52; Body."
the
road *nd abroad, besides being
booking*.
tional
$2 top.
been made for a Broadway stand,
Veta Louise Slxnmonv. .Butterfly McQueen
Whether this seeming gamble made .into a picture and adapted
Yvonne Jlffettx nor are any currently being’ conMyrtle Mae Simmon*
pay
musical (“Banjo Eyes"), was
will
as
a
off
seems
moot.
“Paris
..Clark Morgan sidered.
Elwood P. Dowd
’90" is unquestionably the best a relatively mild little theatre
Volo Howard
Ruth Kelly, R.N
Laughton, incidentally, will team
-.Jay F. RU«y
Dundie WiUon.
show
Miss
Skinner
has
ever
ofproperty.
Fact that it was about
A1 Harris with Corwin in the staging of the
Lyman SanUeuon, M.D
Wm. R. Chumley; M.D.', .Lorenzo Tucker Benet piece, which will be billed fered, and perhaps the best anyone bookies is believed to have been
Judge Omar Gafney)
has ever brought off in this spe- less important than that it required
Sandy Brown as the “First Word Cantata." Ner cialized format. It has scope and
E, J. Lofgren
j
three sets. However, Holm figures
gotiations now are underway for depth, a wide emotional range,
the play could be revised effectiveGuild is Raymond Massey to play Abraham plenty of visual splash and the
Drama^
The New York
ly
as a one-setter and as such naight
touring this Mary Chase Pulitzer Lincoln in the* piece.
star’s/ virtuoso performance and
prove a remunerative bet.
prizewinner, with an all-Negro cast,
vital
personality.
But there may
$250,004 Gross Seen
Having
seen a TV edition of the
through the southwest via one“John Brown’s Body" will be not be a large enough Broadway
night stands.’ Show bowed here booked on -$2,500 against 70% of public for a solo dramatic show to comedy last year on the Prudential
show,
the
author also thinks the
with only one week's flacking and the gross, or flat
get a pay-off run.
In that case,
$5,000 guarantee
was sponsored by the Kappa Zeta basis.
it will remain to be seeh whether character of the meek greetingtotal gross of $250,000
A*
Phi
Beta
of
Zeta
the reviews will have enough ex- card poet Erwin Trowbridge might
Chapter
already is apparent, since the first ploitation value
All notices and house
sorojity.
in the club-cpllege provide the basis for a continuing
Wil- announcements, mailed out two field,“"to offset the reduced poten- series, a* Henry Aldrich did for
Dooley
listed
programs
son and Butterfly McQueen in lead weeks ago to organizations around tial playing time created by the Clifford Goldsmith from the lathowever, forced the country, has brought better, elaborate production.
Illness,
roles.
ter’s “What a Life," or Corliss
Wilson to leave the show 10 days than a 60% response asking for
“Paris ’90" is a gallery of 14 Archer for F. Hugh Herbert from
mention
no
was made dates.
earlier, but
characterizations forming a sort of “Kiss and Tell," etc.
first musical comedy portrait
starrer his
The.. Power
before or after. the curtain. Four
of the
casting switches put Clark Morgan “legit" work in 16 years will be French capital at the turn of the
into the role of Elwood P. Dowd.
on a one and two-night stand basis. century. While most of the charCurrent Road Shows
the Troupe will be booked in jumps of acterizations are not directly readversities,
Despite
the
(March JQ-J§2)
durable Chase comedy survives, in about 100 miles between dates. lated, one- leads into another in
spite of a generally so-so perform- Gregory figures the entire produc- such a way. that a mood and. even
“Affairs of State” (Jiune Havoc)
ance. Miss McQueen, also caught tion will cost around $5,000 to a kind of theme ate developed.
Plymouth, Boston (la-22),
in a role switch, fiuttejs through
mount and will need only $14,000 This doesn't quite become a “book"
“Bell, Book apd Candle” (Rosaher new part to garner laughs
in the musical comedy sense, but
per week to break even.
lind Russell, Dennis Priced-Great
Falsetto-voiiced comediaplenty.
it does provide a continuity of inagenda
will be a
the
Next
on
Northern,
'Chicago (10-22).
as
enne plays hard all the way,
terest and a consistency of view“Candida” (Olivia de Havillsmd)
the sister, to carry the play. Jay similarly mounted “Caesar's Cir- point. Also, it permits Miss SkinLocust St., Phila. (TOF. Riley, as the strong-arm sanitar- cus," with JameS Mason as Brutus ner to run the scale of emotion (tryout)
ium attendant, is a big hit in a and Basil Rathbone as Cassius. from fairly broad comedy to quite 15); Ford’s, Baltimore (17^-22).
“Cocktail
Party” (Dennis King,
lesser role. He rates yocks with This will follow the same route touching pathos.
It also permits
his broad comedy lines, and is a being mapped for “John Brown’s her to express a number ox perti- Estelle Winwood, Julie Hay don)-—
scene stealer with each appearance. Body" and again there is no im- nent opinions about life in Paris Ford’s, Baltimore (10-15); Walnut,Lorenzo Tucker, playing the psy- mediate interest in arranging a and elsewhere both then and now. Phila. (17-22).
“Darkness at Noon” (Edward G.
chiatrist, performs admirably. Yolo Broadway date.
Since the show was inspired by
Geary, San Francisco
Howard, in the nurse role, and Al
paintings and drawings of Robinson)
Still to be determined is the the
( 10 22 ).
*
Harris, as the young doctor, are third offering.
Henri
Toulouse-Lautrec,Gregory has obthe at“Gentelmen
Prefer
Blondes”.
okay.
tained the rights to a dramatic ver- mospheric curtain contains repro- (Carol Channing)
Music Hall,
Settings are adequate. Tour consion of the court martial scene ductions of some of his familiar Cleveland (10-15); Keith's, Coluriitinues in the southwest through
from “The Caine Mutiny" and may posters, and Donald Oenslager’s bus (17-19); Paramount, Toledo
Bark.
March 20.
simple settings are in approprido this or “Dragon’s Mouth,” a
20 - 22 ).
ately bright colors, as are the deco- (
specially written “platform drama”
“Grass Harp” (tryout) Colonial,
rative
and frequently amusing
Boston (13-22).
Trojan
Will by J. B. Priestley which calls for. a costumes designed
by Helene Pons.
“Guys and Dolls”
cast of four and no sets, a la “Don
Shubert,
For the first two acts, Miss
Place
Chicago (10-22).
Juan in Hell."
Skinner’s
characterizations
Princeton, N. J., March 4.
in“Long
Watch” (tryout) Forrest,
Lurking in the background is a clude a tough French wet-nurse,
Princeton Theatre Intime production of
Phil. (10-15) (reviewed in Variety,
drama In two acta (two scenes) by Jean “Midsummer Night’s Dream" pro- various Parisian ladies
of assorted Feb.
Giraudoux. Directed by John Capsls; set20, '52).
duction, not as generally seen in degrees
of fashion and social
tings, Hugh Hard; costumes, Peter Trent;
“Member of the Wedding”
lighting. Edward Peterson, Jr.; original modern times, but as originally en- standing,
a
popular
Spanish
(Ethel Waters)
Cox, Cincinnati
music, Frank Lewln. At Murray Theatre,
Shakespeare as a dancer, an “emancipated” British (10-15); Nixon,
Princeton, March 4, '52? $1.50 tdp ($1.80 visioned B by
Pittsburgh (17-22).
weekend).
post-wedcling play. It, too, would woman cyclist, an articulate statue
“Mister
Roberts”
(Tod Andrews)
be done sans sets* and with char- of a saint in Notre Dame cathedral,
Civic. Theatre, New Orleans (10Unfortunate^, little of Jean acters in formal attire as, if they an amiable laundress, a pitifully 15); Tower, Atlanta (17-19); Ryman
Giraudoux’s 'talent is displayed to had just attended a wedding cere- inhibited Boston 'Schoolteacher, a Aud., Nashville (20); Auditorium,
London floozie and the terrified Memphis
any advantage in “The Trojan War mony.
(21-22).
Will Not Take Place."
The spreading small-town inter- wife of a Jewish professor during
“Moon Is Blue” (2d Co.)—Harris,
The play, set in ancient Troy, de- ests these presentations points up the Dreyfus agitation.
Chicago (10-22).
While
these
are generally interpicts events that led up to the Tro- the recurring theory that classics
“Moon Is Blue” (3d Co.) Amerijan war. A series of conversations are more commercial in the less esting and occasionally moving, can, St. Louis (10-15); Orpheum,
the show takes a vibrant lift in the
that fail to build up to a convincing sophisticated areas.
Kansas
City (17-22).
More
import- third act, when Miss Skinner
climax, the production definitely
“Oklahoma”
Victory, Dayton
antly, however, it’s being carefully etches
an indirect picture of
suffers from dreary verbosity. Anstudied by Hollywood names who Toulouse-Lautrec through sketches (10-12); Aud., Rochester (13-15).
other of its most obvious faults]
“One Bright Day” (tryout)
have
long
of four of his friends.
expressed
a
desire
to
These
instems from the author’s ruthless
Walnut, Phila. (10-15) (reviewed
determination to shove his message take a fling at “thre^e-dimensional" clude an extrovert cabaret singer, in Variety, March 5, '52b
down the collective throat of the performances but have shied away a savage German lion - tamer, a
“Rose' Tattoo”
Biltmore, L. A.
pathetic
prostitute and finally, as (10-15);' Curran,
from an assault on Broadway. The
audience.
San Francisco
As a result, from curtain to cur- burgeoning backwoods offer the a triumphant climax to the whole (17-22).
evening,
Yvette Guilberf.
This
tain the playgoer is painfully aware chance to do live work at salaries
“Salt of the Earth” (Teresa
of long-winded passages that tend more nearly comparable with film finale not only suggests the elec- Wright, Kent Smith) (tryout)
to cloud rather than illuminate pay
and at considerably less risk trifying personality the celebrated Shubert, New Haven (13-15); Wilsinger must have had, but also
Giraudoux’s philosophy that once to reputations^ or bankrolls.
bur, Boston (17-22).
somehow expresses the carefree
fate decrees war, it may be brought
“South Pacific” (Janet Blair,
vigor of the era and the compasabout by any small ridiculous act,
Webb
Tilton)—KRNT Radio Thea.,
Ramon Ylnay, Met Opera tenor, sionate genius of the hunch-backed
rather than the acts of individuals will open the season
Des Moines (10-15); Murat, Inat both the
autrec himself.
who seem the causes.
dianapolis
(17-22).
Bayreuth and Salzburg Festivals
Although the quality of Miss
Staging, which at best can be in July, and
“Student Prince” Shubert, Dewill sing five times at Skinner’s
performance naturally troit (10-22).
termed just so-so, could be greatly each town in the
title roles of varies with the characters she
improved by pin-pointing emphasis “Tristan” and “Otello.’’
“Three Wishes for Jamie"
Since both Plays, the show builds subtly in diproperly. After a static Act I, pac- festivals
(Anne Jeffreys, John Raitt) (tryrun concurrently, Yinay' mension as well as theatrical
ing picks up considerably but is will
im- out) Shubert, Phila. (10-15) (reshuttle between the German pact, and it
has the rare merit of viewed in Variety, Feb. 6, ’52).
rather uneven throughout the pro- and
Austrian cities, alternately becoming more engrossing
and enduction.
“Two on the Aisle” (Bert Lahr,
Despite the script and singing ‘‘Tristan” at
Bayreuth and joyable as the evening proceeds, Dolores
staging, the hard-working, talented
Gray)
Shubert, Boston
Otello at Salzburg.
The dozen-odd- Kay .Swift songs, (17-22).

supporting roles.

Hugh Hardy’s

at*

Although “Paris '90"
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‘COCKTAIL’ MILD $8,800;

DETROIT STILL SLOW

‘Govs’

Record

Chicago, March
oi blizzard

Keturn

weather

first

4

‘

Prince” is currently at the Shubert
for a fortnight. Advance has been

Stock ‘Threshold’
Languid $5,000 in K.C.

St. L.

Kansas

March

City,

11.

Importation of legit frbm St.
Louis proved a flop with Kansas all sea'son,- with only such power- to special circumstances in each
houses as “Guys and Dolls” able case, attendance sagged for the
City audiences, as “Second Thresh- to pep up the boxoffice.
second successive week. Although
old” playing a week in the Orthe total take was up a. little, due
pheum Theatre grossed a mild
to the presence of two additional
$5,000. Names of John Loder and
shows' on the hoards, the general
Martha Scott, even in her home
pace was slower and the average
town, meant little, and apparently
$30,
was lower than for the disappointthe moderate prices, with a $3 top,
ing previous frame.. Prospects for
were also negligible. Play took it
this week are also dubious.
on the chin opening day from the

‘Jamie’

Day’

.

Blue,”

1HG

•
.

Harris

St. Louis,

(45th

“Moon

okay

wk) ($4-80; 1,000).
although took a beating Monday
night (3);. about $13,700.
“Student Prince,” Blackstone
(4th. wk) ($4.20; 1,456). Staggered
oiit Saturday (8) with lame $ll,0Qp.
Still

.

Is

March 11.
James

Young,

Marcia Henderson and
Hiram Sherman, drew a shiny $15.000 for its first week at the American Theatre here, at $3.66 top.
Comedy continues this week, rafter
which the house will be dark five
r

weeks.
Natives turned out. for “Date
With April” starring Constance
Bennett, at Empress Theatre. Stock
offering c’ o p p e d approximately
$11,500 fdr eight performances at
$2 top. Judy Holliday opens tonight (Tues.) for a one week en•

Sr Huge $52,476
Sets

Mpb. Mark

..

remained

;

Future B’way

three weeks
has played, to a staggering $166,-

apolis, Jn its total-- of
it

880.

Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo is
current for a .week. It’s the third
ballet troupe to play Minneapolis
this season, the others having been
Sadler’s Wells Theatre Ballet,
which turned ’em away for four
performances in the 4,500-seat
Northrop Auditorium, and Ballet
Theatre, which didn’t ring the boxoffice bell loudly here.
-

-

‘DARKNESS’ BIG $19,700

indicated, if set)
( Theatre
“Flight Into Egypt,” Music Box,
•

“Much Ado About Nothing/’
April 12.
“Candida,” April 14.
“Brass Ring,” Lyceum, week of
April 14.

May

1.

“Circus of Dr. Lao,”

„

•

.

MD

“Venus Observed,” Century (4th
wk) (CD-$4.80-$6; 1,645; $45,000)
(Rex Harrison, Lilli Palmer). Nearly
$31,500 (previous week, $32,700).
“Women of Twilight,” Plymouth'
(1st- wk) (D-$4;80; 1,068; $29,019)
(Betty' Ann Davies Mary Merrall).
,

Eight-performance first week drew
about $5j000; closed Saturday night
(8)

at a Joss of

*'

around $55,000.

OPENING THIS WEEK

.

-

-

-

'

“Affairs of State,” Music Box
wk) ($4.55; 1,870). Good
word of mouth, plus fact town .is (76th wk) (C-$4.80; 1,Q12- $26,874)
starved for musical fare helped (June Havoc). Nearly $12,800 (prethis one. ’Acceptable $30,000.
vious week, $12,200); closed Sat“One Bright Day,” Walnut (1st urday night (8) after 610 performwk) ($3.90;. 1,340). Local' -Shubert ances; production is ’touring.
office used First Nighters .Club
“Call Me Madam,” Imperial (73d
(cut-rate tickets) to bolster Lind- wk)
l;400;
$51,847)
(MC-$7.20;’
say-Crouse production first two (Ethel Merman). Almost $39,300
nights of week. Mild $11,000.
(previous week,' $42,500); closing

“Flight Into Egypt,” Music

Box

(D-$4.80; 1,012; $27,000). Irene M.
Selznick production of dr^ma by
George Tabori,’ staged by Elia
Kazan;
veriture
capitalized
at
$100,000 production cost an estimated. .$75,000 (plus. $20,000 in
bonds and about $6,000 tryout loss)
and can break even at around $16,500; tryout reviewed in Variety,

*

Feb. 27, ’52; opening postponed
3, to tour.
“Cleopatra*,” Ziegfeld (12th wk) from tomorrows (Thiirs.) until n^xt
(D-$7.20; 1,628; $59,536) (Laurence Tuesday (18) to permit last-minute
script, changes,
Olivier, Vivien Leigh).
.“Golden Boy,”
Playhouse
$58,200 (previous. Week, $57,900);
7 IN
(D-$4.50; 925; $27,000)' (John .Garclosing April 12,
Play
“Constant Wife,” National (14th field, Lee J. C bb).
Baton Rouge, March 11.“Mister Roberts,” with Tod An- wk) (C-$4.80-$6; 1,172; $31,000) Series revival of play by Clifford
drews starred, drew a healthy (Katharine Cornell, Brian Aherne, Odets, staged by the author; proAlmost $12,600 duction cost about $18,000 and can
$24,000 last week in seven per- Grace George).
formances split between three (previous week, $15,600); closing break even at around $10,000; tryout reviewed in Variety this week;
April
.tour.
to
stands.
The seagoing comedy5;
Dickens Readings, Golden (5th opens tonight (Wed).
drama started the week with $5,200 for a one-nlghter Sunday (3) wk) (C44.80; 776; $19,195) (Emlyn
at the Municipal Aud„ Shreveport; Williams). Approached $12,000 (predrew $11,600. in two evenings and vious Week, $10,000); cldsing next

May

‘ROBERTS’ $24,000 FOR

Nearly

.

THREE-WAY SPLIT

ANTA
ANTA

l

-

.

.

3.

.

is

i

.

A

bert. (1st

a matinee Tuesday-Wednesday (4-.
5) at the Music Hall, Houston, and
“Three Wishes For Jamie,” Hel- added $7,200 in two evenings and
linger, March 21.
a matinee Friday-Saturday (7-8) at
“Dark Legend,” President, March the Paramount here.
24.
Leland Hayward production is
“Gras* Harp,” Beck, March 27.
playing all this week at the Civic,
“Don Juan In Hell” (return), New Orleans.
Plymouth, March 30.

IN S.F. ANTA Playhouse, April 16.
‘Tor Crying Out Loud,” midSan Francisco, March 11.
April.
“Darkness At Noon,” starring
“To Be Continued,” week of
Edward G. Robinson, which re- April 21.
lighted' the 1,550-seat Geary after
“Fire Sale,” week of April 21.
six weeks of darkness, chalked up
“Josephine,” April 29.
a lively $19,700 for its first frame.
“Of Thee I Sing,” Ziegfeld,
This Theatre Guild production
scaled to $4.80.

Week

of capacity.

Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
vetoed by all .three crix.
CD ( Comedy-Drama) R i Revue),
Estimate* for Last Week
(Musi“Long. Watch,” Forrest (1st wk> MC < Musical Comedy),
Bad notices hurt cal Drama), O (Operetta.),
($3.90; 1,760).
Other parenthetic designations
and lack of marquee strength no
help. Weak $8,400 for 11 perform^' refer, respectively, to top price;
two-for-ones )
( Hnaicates
using
ances.
“Candid a,” Locust (1st wk) number of seats, capacity gross and
Price includes 20% amuse($3,90; 1,580). Star’s pulling power stars.
ment tan, but grosses are net : i.e.,
evident in nice $15,100 take.
“Three Wishes for Jamie/’ Shu- exclusive of tax.

.

“Four Saints in Three Acts,”

FOR 1ST WEEK

unfavorable

I

.

‘

“Salt of the Earth,” April

.three

(Atkinson, Times; Pollock; ComWattSi Post) and one noopinion. (Hawkins, World-Telegram
&, Sun); first seven performances
juAt topped $11,000.
“Point of No Return,” Alvin
(13th
wk) (D- $4.80- $6; 1,331:
$37,924) (Henry Fonda). Reached
$37,000 (previous week, $37,000).
pass;

•

March 18.
“One Bright Day,” *“ Royale,
March 19.
“Long Watch,” Lyceum, March
20

American),

total gross for all 25
last week was $654,800,

74%

..

gagement in “Dream Girl.” „
.Minneapolis,, March ll.
During the final seven, nights
and one matinee of its repeat engagement at the 1,900-seat Lyceum ‘Gents’ $40,300, Cincy;
here last week, “South Pacific” encountered below-zerO weather,
Big Saturday Factor
heavy snowstorms, Lent, the federal
Cincinnati, March, li.
and state income tax payment deadline and tough Shrine circus oppo“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes”
sition. Nevertheless, it went Clean gathered a' fairish $40,300 on eight
for all performances except two
performances last week in' 2,500nights, when 33 and 100 of the $4.80
seat Taft theatre at $4.92 top. Sattickets, respectively,
urday night (8) take of $8,300 was
unsold; At its stiff scale, the smash
musical skyrocketed to a record a life-saver.
Ethel Waters in “Member of the
$52,476 gross for. the week. That
is at the 1,370-seat Cox
meant a .total of $88,880 for the Wedding”
theatre this week at $3.69' top. Enlocal engagement, $36,404 having
gagement
is on .Theatre Guild subbeen garnered the previous week
scription.
for four nights and two matinees.
Breaking Minneapolis records, the
figures set a new alltime Lyceum
Schedule
Last year .“South Pacific” got
$78,000 for nine nights and three
matinees here, Thus, in Minne-

Only 2 Sellouts

“Remains' to be Seen/’ Morosco'
(22d wk) (D-$4.80-$6; 912; $25,700),
About $13,300 (preVidus week,
be$13,500); closing March 22, to tour.
fore last, the total for all 28
“Shrike,” Cort (8th wk) (D-$4.80;
current shows was $645,900^
1,056; $27,700) (Jose Ferrer, Judith
or 77% of capacity,, representEvelyn). Nearly $24,000 (previous
ing* drop of H%.
week, $24,700).
•'year ago last week the
“South Pacific,” Majestic (151st
total for 25 ourreut shows was
wk) <MD-$6; 1,659; $50,186) (Martha
$603,200, or 81% of capacity*
Wright, George Britton). Almost
an increase of 9% from the
$38,800 (previous week, $42,500).
week before.
“Stalag 17,” 48th St. (44th wk)
Of last week’s openings, “Paris
$21,547).
Nearly
912;
’90,” the new Corftelia Otis Skin* (C-$4.80;
(previous week, $13,000).
$12,500
ner show, drew a split press and
“Top Banana,” Winter’ Garden
is
still
an uncertain boxoffice
prospect, while “Women Df Twi- (19th wk) (MC-$6.60-$7.20; 1,519;
light” was generally panned and $51,881)
(Phil' Silvers).
Almost
flopped opt. Of the other recent $43,600 (previous week, $41,200).
arrivals, “Mrs,. Meshing” is doing
“Two on the Aisle/’ Hellinger
strong, business arid is a bet for (34th wk): (R~$6; 1,507; $49,563)
a moderate rim,
(Bert Lahr, Dolores Gray). Almost
On6 opening is set for this $17,800 (previous week, $16,000);
closing next Saturday night (15),
week, and four next week.
to tour.
Estimates for Last Week

The

show*

,

’

high.

PhiDy

11G,

Philadelphia, March 11.
Preference for musicals still is
in evidence, here, with “T lir e e
Wishes, for Jamie”' garnering last
week’s bTggest take. Place position
went to Olivia de Havilland’s “Candida,” with screen star showing
strength particularly at matinees.
Critical hassle occurred with
three openings Monday (3). Firststringers covered “One Bright
Day,” giving mixed verdict one
rave and two so-so. Second stringers were more favorable to “Three
Wishes,”' although rapture was
modified in two cases. “Candida”
drew fair notices from third line
reviewers. “Long Watch,” which
bowed Tuesday (4) at Forrest, was

—

with

Blue,”

Oi,

or

'

4*

OK

“Watch’ Sad $8,400,

severe blizzard which buffetted the

1

*

$19,600,
‘

•

to light $12,000.r,

‘Camera

With extensive unemployment in
Business slumped
again last man, News; Coleman, Mirror; Kerr,
the motor factories* legit attend- week; on Broadway. With few exance here has been generally slim ceptions, and those, apparently due Herald Tribune; McClain, Journal-

night (3); nearly $261)00.
April” with Constance Bennett,
“Guy# and ‘Dolls/ Shuherts (2d opens tonight (Tues.) .with somewk) ($6; 2,100), Just * question of what better advance.
the Wednesday matinees and Monday nights to achieve SRO- status;
first full week set newhbuse record
‘MOON’ $15,000, ST. LOO;
af $55,971.
Jose Greco Ballet, Selwyn (6th
Wk) ($3.80; 1,000). Closed Saturday'
BENNEn-'APRIL’

“Moon

(7),

$28,600, Rex-lilli $31,500,

light.

town Monday (3):
Play was brought in from the
Empress Theatre, St. Louis stock
house, .where .it was produced and
Northern (2d wk) ($4.80; 1,500). had a one-week run. The second
Did well, -except for .snowy Monday of two in the series, “A Date with

(8)

Hayes

1

4

part of last week, coupled with
Lent, sloughed legit grosses, but
the hits weathered the storm
rather nicely. ^Student prince?’
limned out of the Blackstone Saturday (8) as did the Jose Greco
Moon is
Ballet at the Selwyn.
Blue” took a sharp din, but still is
on the profitable side with4 mail
Guys
orders remaining heavy.
and Dolls” registers ' stfck and
getting
is
Candle”
“Bell, Book, and
heavy matinee business, in addition
to excellent nightly take.
Only thing scheduled ih the near
future Is “Remains to Be Seen,”
due April 7 at the Erlanger
although “Two on the Aisle” looks
fairly certain for May.
Estimate# for OLaat Week “Bell, Book and -Candle/* Great

B’way Sags Again; Skinner 11G

Detroit, March 11.
Second round of “Cocktail Party”
brought only' $8,80Q at the Cass,
which now goes dark until new
•bookings arc arranged. “Student

‘Moon’ $13,700

$55,971,
11.

59

ANTA Play-

Saturday night

1

(15).

Barrymore (20th
wk) (C-$4.80; 1,060; $24,996) Jessica Tandy, Hume Cronyn). Nearly
“Fourpoater,”

$21,400 (previous week,
closing May 31, to tour.
“Gigi,” Fulton (16th
$4.80; 1,063; $23,228)

bum).

$22,100);

wk) (C(Audrey Hep-

Almost $14,600

(previous

week, $15,700).

Waters-Jedding’ Fast

“Guys and Dolls,” 46th St. (68th
wk) (MC-$6.60: 1,319; $43,904). As

always, $44,400.
“I
a Camera/* Empire (15th
wk) (CD-$4.80-$6; 1,082; $24,908)
Cleveland, March 11.
(Julie Harris). Qyer $19,600 (pre“Member of the Wedding,” with vious week, $19,400).
Ethel Waters, brisk business at the
“Jane,” Coronet (6th wk) (CHanna on eight performances last $4.80-$5.40; 1,027; $31,000) (Edna
week.
Sluggish at the start, it Best, Basil Rathbone). Almost $16,raked in $22,000’ at $3.70 top, with 600 >ayith the help of two theatre
strong biz at end of week. Show parties (previous week, $14,200).
was on Theatre Guild subscriptions.
“King and I,” St. James (50th
Theatre may stay dark until “Re- wk)
(MD-$7.20;
$51,717)
1,571;
mains to Be Seen,” with Janis (Gertrude Lawrence). With the
Paige and Jackie Cooper, arrives star out ill all week, nearly $51,-

$22,000

in Cleveland

Am

‘Egypt’ 18G,

Hub;

Press Cautious
Boston,

March

11.

Legit tempo picks up slightly
week with “Affairs of State”
bowing into the Plymouth last
night (Mon.) for a four week stand
and Truman Capote's “Grass Harp”
due to unveil Thursday (13) at
Colonial. “Bagels and Yox” moved
into its second and- final frame at
Shubert.
Estimate fbr Last Week
“Flight Into Egypt,” Colonial
(1st wk) (1,500, $3.60). Crix reaction was cautious on this touted
pre-Broadway tryout, but gross
climbed to hefty $18,000.
this

March 24.
“Gentlemen Prefer 300 (previous week, $51,700); Miss ‘Widow’ Fme 519,000
“Happy Time” starring Reginald house, May 14.
“Wish You Were Here," Im- Blondes,” with Carol Channing, Lawrence was back in the cast
Gardiner atms Frances Dee, follows
opened
last
night
mid(Mon.) at the Monday night (10).
perial,
June.
Darkness” at the house March 24
In St. Pete Repeater
3,000-seat Public Music Hall under
“Mbon is Blue,” Miller <53d wk)
local auspices of George Young.
Gt. Petersburg, March 11.
(C-$4.80; 920; $21,586)
(Barbara
“Merry Widow,” the only show
Shows in Rehearsal
Bel Geddes, Donald Cook, Barry
‘Boy’ 15G for 7 Perfs;
.Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), ‘Tattoo’ Fair $17,300, L.A.; Nelson). About $15,600 (previous repeated from last year, "grossed
over $19,000 last week at $he St.
week. $15,500).
Comedy-Drama ), R (Revue),
CD
Ends Hartford Season MC Musical Comedy), MD (Musi‘Tonite’ Sad $1,600 in 4
“Mrs. McThing,” Beck (3d wk) Petersburg Operetta, and top draw
(CD-$4-$4.50; 1,314; $32,000) (Hel- of the season this far. A streamcal Drama), O (Operetta),
Los Angeles, March 11.
Hartford, March 11.
“Carmen,” with English
Legit biz perked downtown last en Hayes), Almost $28,600 (previ- lined
Revival of “Golden Boy” at the
libretto, opens tonight (Tues.) in
New Parsons here last Tuesday “Brass Ring” (D) Donald Wolin, week as “The Rose Tattoo” gen- ous week, $30,300); moves March this indoor arena, the first fullthrough Saturday (4-8) grossed a prod.; Stanley Gould, dir.; Sydney erated interest in the first of its 22 to the Morosco.
“Paint- Your Wagon/’ Shubert fledged opera-in-the-round heretwo frames. Touring Cheryl Crawfair $15,000 for seven perform- Blackmer, star.
“The Chase” (D) Jose Ferrer, ford production hit a nice $17,300 (17th wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,361; $46, abouts. It is staged by Glenn Jorances. Show marked the windup
Jose
Ferat
the
000).
(James Barton). Nearly $33,- dan, with an augmented orchestra
prods.;
1,636-seat
Barron,
Biltmore.
ApproxMilton
of the first legit season for the
directed by Roland Fiore apd a
imately $12,000 of the total came 500 (previous week, $34,000).
rer, dir.; John Hodiak, Kim Hun
house. Shorter than anticipated, foT*
cfjir*!
“Pal .Tocy,” Broadhurst (10th cast Including Rosalind Nadell in
from
Theatre Guild-American Theschedule was due to lack of “acthe
title role, with Don Clarke,
“Dark Legend” (D)—David Heil atre Society subscriptions. Current wk) (MC-$6.60; 1,160; $39,602).
ceptable product,” say house operWent clean at all performances Victoria Sherry, Earle McVeigh
weil, Robert N. Winter-Berger, frame .is also on TG-ATS.
ators.
and
Stanley Carlson. Production
“3
For Tonite,” package of three again for almost $39,900 (previous
Darren McGavin, prods.; Morton
and libretto are by Virginia Card.
In under the banner of ANT A, Da Costa, dir.
one-acters which rekindled .the 400- week, $39,800).
Boy had a $4.20 top. Attendance
’90,”
Clearwater
(Fla.) Sun has start“Paris
Booth (1st wk) (MC“Of Thee I Sing” (MC)— Chand- seat Las Palmas in Hollywood, got
was helped by good press and sub- ler Cowles, Bennett Segal, prods.; off to a bad start with $1,600 for $4.80; 900; $20,235) (Cornelia Otis ed a novel editorial feature pointscription. Theatre will relight the George
ing
opening
Skinner).
Opened
the
audience-intimacy
asfirst
four
up
days after
Tuesday night
Kaufman, dir.; Jack the
S.
first week of September.
(4) to four favorable notices (Chap- pect of the Operetta.
Wednesday (5).
Carson, Paul Hartman, stars.
(

(

—

—
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^

”
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“Refugee from Burlesque/
by Stanly Frank in the current
(March 16) i&ue of the Satevepost

titled

Paul Hartman has taken over
the Throttleboitom part in the
“Of Thee I Sing” revival, replacing Victor Moore, who is seriously
ill on the Coast: Forme! will be costarred with Jack Carson, who
.

.

*

plays .Wintergreert

.

..tit*

.

Hagen

will co-star

and Herbert Berghof

in "Tovarich” as the second bill oi
the N. Y. City Center's spring season of comedy revivals, which
Nugent in
ifcllliott
opens witi»

“Male Animal.”

•

.

Solly Pernick,. business agent of
the New York local of the stagehands’ union, will be the guest at
the regular monthly meeting! next
Monday (17) of the Drama Desk,
Broadway legit reporter group .
Jack Scli^free’, recently company

.

.

.

a huge m^iSl
?V^vSj!ni^ncriormance, Another
circus
Su
wil k? l5?aftenaoSi water
rseries of
]
6 +M^ xvm
’*
Ttlldl
Sunday nighf concerts
norfman is general manager and

L

.

.

.

l^

.

wood,

shortly,

.

.

Robert II. Josteph, who will pro- Coast with tiinesmith Harry icuny
duce "My Darlin’ Aida.” Charles on "Between Two Rivers” for
Friedman’s version of the Verdi
Biibv
W y wrote book, music stud
opera, planed to the Coast over TvHp?
the weekend with the adaptor to
mikl* Cik«ixi.i.fc who alreadv
had
a
Rodgers &
audition singers
°th i Lvceum
Hammerstein has filed charges a balf-niterest ^
fought
with Actors Equity against Doretta
Share
m
GoSld?3 remtining
Morrow, who appeared on a re- Lrrv'’F
Who h as‘bee| house
cent television show while out of
taking an
understood
is
manager,
because
the cast of “King and I”
Matinee audi- industrial exploitation lob
of “illness.”
Cl
C
ences at. the Dickens readings of G e
Emlyn Williams have contained a f °f^ N
stager
conffht as sUger
being sought
predominance of old and very
young patrons, many of whom were
if 3 te Fair AuC
Leland Hayunaccompanied
fin
be availward returned this week from a owSif 1 th? series oDenS with
vacation in Nassau, Bahamas.
would
he
which
Bess,”
and
"Porgy
John Murray Anderson will be
giving him time
overall director of Leonard Sill- not direct, thus
season
comedy
Faces”
man’s forthcoming "New
Chris Anderson an- at the Center.
production
Janet Reed, ballerina of the New
nounces nlnns for a fall production of "(M’ss) Hamlet,” a femme, York City Ballet who tore a leg
muscle onstage at City Center,
of course, in the title role
+
Robert Penn, singer in "Paint N. Y., will be able to join ihe comYour Wagon,” is still in a serious pany April 1, when it goes to iiiUcondition in St. Clare’s Hospital, rope for a five-month tour.
N. Y., after sustaining a fractured
Robert Q. Lewis to play lead role
skull last week when he stepped in "Charley’s Aunt,” June 22, at The
Playhouse, Chevy Chase Country
'

•

•
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Club, Chicago.
THE IIG STAGE MUSICAL LAFF

SHOW

BAGELS

YOX

AND

WILL RiTURN

.

.

.

Don't be a pechetche! If
you miss Bag els & Yox
this time you're just plain
(20) outta luck.

The box-

stampede, this time,
be bigger than last
time. Right now, we are

office

will

in Boston,

—

for 2 weeks.

it's

a sell-out

Baltimore and Newark. In
each city, the biggest boxoffice rush in years
lines
all daylong
ask Variety!

—

—

Before Bag els & Yox goes
to Chicago, Detroit,
Montreal and the West
Coast, we'll give Brooklyn
and the Bronx another
whack for a week each.
Already, our friends are
driving us meshuga for
In

m

.

B«ckman A Pransky
with

Brandt Theatres

IftAHBT'S

BRANDT'S

Church 1 FDtbu'h Avt:
BU. 7-6000

7

DAYS

Kinjsbrujicind Fordhim Kds
01. 4-1000

S®

APRIL 9
.. .
* If

0- 7 DAYS

th

Sffi

APRIL 16™

MATS. SAT. «. SUN.
lauinttr and annUun Ii a aura
.

moaiHr* of aaxrocUtUn,
and Yox’ U
* jronter show than 'South Paolflo!* "
—Georno Clark, BosUn Sunday AdvortUor
'

!

2 B’WflY PRICES

IWUWS Ml .fm- JJ.O.

l.M,

Galfre,
id

featured

mem-

pi~ °GuUd

signed

bT

has been
Edwin Lester to Ms old

.

spent before the curtain came up
but it should fast go in the black.

SS SWS&5KS!

Mariano wow* them from the
start, and is on stage most of the
time. He has a pleasing personaloSinnSS
;
ciiv* Morton ity and his voice is okay. He is
General.’.
known here as a crooner, recordg<g. ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;bVphno A«d«^ ing for “His Master’s
Voice-” and
Max-Brimmcii
Browtt Aunt
also doing radio stints. There is
Worker*: John Bushi^ie, MadiHedd, cyno reason he should not make the
WcW*
*** s * x on>
grade in the tr.S. He is nicely sup«
Snewack’s latest piece, a di- ported by Lilo, a French comediwhich
enne, who played London where
satire
^comedv
dlstiS she did well, before clicking here.
before
ed
has
other femme interest is Jacaudience,
The
Laughfirst-night
guished
Next production is "I
ing,” new Edwin Justus Mayer much Wit and fun, but suffep from queline Chambard, who’ is a fair
entertamWarbler
and a comely miss. Other
and
novelty
conlosing its
play, opening March 31 and
tat male roles are Well handled, espetirropgh AprU 19, Cast for rant value after the
0
admirably
cially
comedian Pierjac. Dansit_is
by
Fortunately,
act.
this seventh play of the season in-.
,
beaded apation is spearheaded by Jane
dudes Norma Winters, Edwin acted by a competent cast
Laoust
1
and
Mona du Chateau, both
a
Whitner, Ramsey Burch, Charles by
^hesi^e^ The most topshelf, and- graceful. Wladinir
Braswell and John Munson,
an excellent dancer.
idea
is the- settingsthe Ignatow is
[original
.
. ;
*
throne room of an ant heap; Imagi- They are supported not only by
“I
,
B , n
dectop
the
credit
to
Chateiet
a
Ballet, but also by
detail
is
native
Khltp lait
halt .VrS
Sets
Fair
1415 iHaiC
State
Dallas
or $pecUllst Oliver Messel. Ant the Colette Salomon kid ballet.
,
note.
of
satirical
On
top
that there is the
the
sets
scenery
CLmmy
Clrnj]
SlllllllCr OKed
Sll’ShOW
{~uh0W
f
The ants in this story are a highly Spanish Ballet Sol. y Sombra, with
four
men
and
four gals, latter becommuhi>
developed and educated
tir.i <T>
j
ICCIi
leemg
ty.
They have the full aids of ing real eye-openers. The staging
Wltu
flllH lOrjV
I Ulgjf
has
been
done
very effectively,
gear,
radio
telephone
and
science—
Mowkiv 11.
rwiio* March
Hard
Pallas,
pho tography, even their own ama- with the lighting also is topflight.
nf Texas
T>Yr»s announced
arm
The costuming is nice, with colFair of
State irair
They pay
teiir radio enthusiasts.
Sea- due recognition and .deference to orful garbs a help’ to the show.
its summer shows last week.
Francis Lopez should collect
gon will run 12 weeks, opening si youn^ maftlTSd
plenty on his smooth music, with
tn^ti to old iso by t^uiu
_
June 9 and ending Aug. 31. There ness, whose features make his vari- such catchy tunes as “Paris d’en
Haut,” “Mexico,” “Maitechu” and
will be six productions, with three ous disguises outstanding).
The entire action takes place “Acapulco.” The pit orchestra is
as exclusive releases to the local
group. Productions will again be over the years “under the sycamore suavely batoned by Felix Nuvolone.
Much that is satirized is
Production is a splendid one,
given in the air-conditioned State tree ”
tte Amerton way of hfe. iucludmg and sure to bring hefty returns.
Fair Auditorium.
*/.
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he “Porgy and Bess,”
n?
their
inspired bv
h g £nts
will have an all(5?iWhtfSlv nlaved
bv
Ncgro-cast, which will be brought
c hui-chill) study the behere. Charles R. Meeker, Jr., State haviour of human beings.
Fair managing director, wiU proThe ant colony also has its probduce th e play for Blevins Davis lems, notably A clash between new
an^ Robert Breen, who may* then and old ideas. But the Queen and
purchase the physical production the Chief Scientist hand together,
Opposed to
for a contemplated European tour, even falling in love.
“A Tree Grows in Brooklyn” will Jh e «V there tat the^ Chief Startsprodudton. wlto'
be the
well by effiy feto?
Shirley Booth, June 23 to July o. -g^nest Thesiger The diehard Gen‘‘The. Student Prince” will follow eral ls ^^queiy played by Clive
j u iy 7_20. “Carousel” is next, July Morton.
21 to Aug. 3. “The Wizard of Oz”
Entire piece (directed with imagibooked from Aug. 4 to nation- by Peter Glenville) owes
]j een
seaS0 n will close with much to the decor, the acting and
yj, an ^
The pity is that it
“Call Me Madam,” slated Aug. the lighting.
becomes drawn-out often despite
diction
beautiful
by Guinness. Reserve ass
Meetor. w ni again sme
and tightening would aid
for
success, for the
chances
piay’s
h?
SinipHe
d winr
dea is sufficiently original to get
W /a?n
j le
g n be Peter WoU i
Gord
w1mam Dona r has beefnled
new dgnee director. The N. Y. City
Center’s George Schaefer may re- Le Clianteur dc Mexico
place Mary Hunter as director.
(The Mexican Singer)

Opener

will

j un e 9-22.

lit

the

revival

of

iWaa'i.

It

‘OKU/ OKAY

$28,600

IN NEXT-T0-F1NAL

'

WEEK

.

wu

.

^

Peoria,

March

11.

“Oklahoma,” playing the semifinal

week

of its curtailed season,

grossed a passable $28,000 last
week in eight performances split
over three stands. Dates included
Monday-Tue^day (3-4) at the Lincoln, Decatur; Wednesday-Thursday (5-6) at the Orpheum, Springfield,
and Friday-Saturday
111.,
(7-8) at the Shrine Mosque here.
Theatre Guild production is
splitting the current week between
•

Dayton and Rochester, where

it

shutters Saturday night (15).

-

"Song of
Paris, March 4.
Norway,” being readied on the
„
Maurice Lehmann's production of mur»aior« played
nlnvo/1 me
thp iriar
friar ana
and
Coast. Gaige
cu
•
« ical comedy « acts, io scenes), staged
MhIIaiI
on
Arno
iTilUlcu
Sig
oirflYlilSKy k)0iu3l
understudied comic
by Lehmann. Stars Luis Mariano. Book
Felix Gandera and Raymond Vincy;
Broadwav and on tour. Currently
VY
TY
^ -r»l
For Houston Playhouse
he°1splaylng “character parts in
Fost; costumes from the chateiet workHouston, March 11.
the six-week series of the Jtuchmond stock company.
The Playhouse here is planning atre gii^^htateieL i Pari*.Becquln At The
role

,

,

‘

^

’

Barns
I

Continued from j»age 38

1

y

I

Stock Managers Assn., the following barn operators were present
Wolin
or
represented;: Donald
(Matunuck, R. I.), Guy Palmerton
^(Fitchburg and Worcester, Mass.),
Sara Stamm (Newport, R. I.), Herbert Kneeter (Norwich, Conn.),

Thomas Ratcliffe (Sea Cliff, L. I.),
Stravinsky’s
With Luis Mariano and Lllo: Jacqueline
Charlotte Harmon (Clinton, Conn.),
SaI
ma
da e
;S£L
^oldier S Story ), for: Delaval, Santa Cruz, Monique Bert. Jack Barton Emmett (Mt. Kisco, N. Y.),
The 'c
dat
(
Martin
Manulis (Westport, Conn.),
Claret,
Martinez, J. Colseau, Imbert,
late this month.
two nights
a
Balln, Alain Bauge, Dario Moreno, Rob- Charles Dean (Coming, N. Y.), AlProducers Joanna Alhus and ert Jysor, Moreau, DIetschy, Dcscomhes.
37
Continued from page
n,,,..
'
ton Wilkes (Qilfbrd, N. H.), Her"
William Z. Rozan are seeking
Kenwith (Princeton), John
bought the old, closed Capitol a dancer-choregrapher.
There by Emelina" Torres and the Cardo lU'os.; bert
Renley (Barnesyille, Pa.), Alan
Theatre in 1946 and remodeled it, we re talks earlier with Yera ZoriLee
(Somerset,
Mass.), William
for revival of repertoire in Albany na> w ho was unable to fill the local Colette Salomon kid ballet, the Chateiet
Miles (Stockbridge, Mass.), Lee
b °y s and girls.
boys
in 1947 after a 20-year lapse.
engagement.
presentation

“

of

Igor

’

Playhouse

me^presWen/of

I

SI. 1.21

<MATS:

MAIL ORDERS

ALL SEATS
RESERVED!
J1.51, 1.21, 1.N, tit

NOW

tl/e

(Boston), John Huntington
(Saratoga,
N. Y.), John Lane
(Ogunquit,
Me.),
Ron Rawson
(Westhampton, L. I.), ThOron Bamberger (Philadelphia
and New

Falk

~

Pennsylvania
R. R„ revealed that he does, not

About the time this show
W was
opening,
optXg
producer ^faurice
‘SroduTer
Maurice LehP
mann
a nn was
leaving the Chateiet to
wasVving
to'
run the Opera and Opera Comique

lT

m

ChlPoSt
Post
JokSOD sS Chi
Johnson*

.

Chicago, March 11.
'anrMrs AttertuS idaughter of a
Pa.),
Rowena
Stevens
Edward Johnson, former general ipg j n ^is stead Benoit’-Leon Hope,
former Montgomery County judge)
Pa.),
Kenneth
the
Metropolitan Deutsch, of the Nouvoautes. When (Mountainhome,
of
invested all their money in the manager
Playhouse. In fact, the Atterburys, Opera, and recently named to the and jf be returns at the expiration Banghart (Olney, Md.), Albert H.

of the two-year pact, Lehmann will Rosen (Maplewood, N. J.) and Gail
probably find the show he pro- Hilson (spot not announced).
Notable absentees i n c LP d e d
duced still doing husiness. For
Paris it can be termed Hie equiva- Richard. Aldrich (Dennis, Hyannis
the past 28 years, remains, but lent of "South Pacific.”
and Co'onamessett, Mass)., Milton
® 1 0
eye-filling and Stiefel (Ivoryton, Conn.) and St.
office of the dean has been abolT *le J USIC -.^ S John Terrell (Lambertsville, N. J.).
ished.
a! a 7
operations committee has
Ne
, L
v
tomed to take over manage-

pressed for coin in 1947 after a board of trustees of Chicago Musibank which had promised a long- cal College, has been named chanterm mortgage decided a theatre cellor, a new position. Rudolph
was a "special risk” and reneged, Ganz, who has been president for
sold

other ’real

obtained

estate,

two mortgages on their home and
paid off part of an additional $130,w
000 indebtedness (total investment
The re- been
is more than $230,000).
modelmg cost $65,000 more than ment of business and other details
estimated,

•

awirlatlon

HI
rLATBUSH Windsor
°-’r

6

H M

*

Next stops are

Philadelphia, Washington,

tickets

Truman

behind
vf
®/ h“ wfev\ Tlfeatrl

risian roofs evidence that producer
Lehmann did not spare expense to
make- this production a standout.
Edinburgh, Feb. 20.
It looks like over $100,000 was
Tannent Productions present*-

TjtMNfc

.

.

.

Under the Sycamore

out oi a taxi into the path of an
Dallas, March 11.
Mike Sloane.co.
-»
ambulance
planning a sumTones is pu
Margo Jones
producer with Paula Stone (Mr*.
Theatre
Sloane) of "Top Banana,” returned pier season here, with her
st
woup, for th.- first time. Seaer t
I5
weeks.
con. son would run abhut 10
"•"Lor«vc?Xthe “Sfo
Miss Jones, Theatre ’52 managHnue negotiations for a film sale
preparaon
in
sit
director; is in New York to
and
show
the
of
make final arrangements oil the
tions for a new musical.
produfcproduction of her qurrent
plans
eighth
Edward A. BUtt
strong
tion next fali of "Light Heads, by winter season here. Under
Todd
Michael
is ‘tSo In Love,” a
consideration
Don Appell
announces plans to present three pliiy ^ith music by Vera Matthews,
concurrent shows this 'summer: in whose "Third Cousin” Miss Jones*
the Marine Stadium,, which 'is produced several seasons ago. The
B
at
has a New Orleans locale.

Arthur Cantor pressagent for the
stock season at the President Theand
Backers of "FourGarden”
manager of "Autumn
atre> N. Y.
“Death of. a Salesman” on tour, poster” received a $20,000 dlviof
the
ri
manager
k
S
will be business
thus
Pittsburgh Civ»c Light Opera this trlbuted Vrofit ’to
summer. Edd’e Choate, who had on the $40,000 venture.
the assignment, last year, has anDoutfas Wood drew one of the
other commitment, as has Sam male leads in “Assembly Call,
Handle^m??’'!. who had it in 1950 Jolm Preston fantasy which WilJohn Effrat’s 1952 Supplement 11am Jarvis will produce and direct
.
for “Blueprint for Summer The- at Harout’s Ivar Theatre, Hollydue for publication
is
ro
atre”
starting March 5.
.

W52^

Plays Abroad

Legit Bits
Phil Silvers, star of "Tap Banana,” is the subject of a piece

12,

m

a theatre that orig-

-*

w

^

couple managed to obtain a tenyear first mortgage for $45,000

•

ni

J

and a second one for $11,000, on

1

the Playhouse. These enabled them
to pay off the contractor. The
$56,000 indebtedness has been reduced to $40,000, with $16,000'
principal, as well as interest, having been amortized. Interest and
principal payment
on the
y
** mortplUS rea iV.
ty *taxes come to
??Q^?Af» a year.
$18,000

1

—
—

A

»

m

^
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•
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an-

and St

the same time is good enough
singer to satisfy the male audiience. All of which explains why
tickets have to be bought long in
tflUltY
SHOWS
™
J
advance and the reason for standees at every show.
This is built around a singer
10-23)
( March
fr(>m Mexico who is vamped by a
al
basque c o u n tr y Of
Bryaht f,
“Lady in the Dark”
France. ^ Scene shifts to Mexico
v
H. S., Queens, N. Y. ‘(14-15).
s °™ e
t c numbers,
“Pursuit ©f Happiness”
Lenox
f.
Hill Playhouse, N. Y. (12-16); De- F ina lly the vamp, Hollywood pic
Witt Clinton H. S., Bronx, N. Y. star, is satisfied to wed the man s
best
friend
instead
of
Mariano.
(21-22)
Show opens with a fiesta in
France’s Saint Jean de Luz, and
Theodor Uppman, American bar- closes on a similarly colorful scene,
itone who created the title role’ in a Mexico fiesta. The huge Chateiet
the opera "Billy Budd” last No- stage makes native patrons wonder
vember in London, returns to Eng- whether this is real or trick perland to repeat performances of spective. Such sets as the Aztec
"Budd” in Cardiff and London, and temple, Paris at night, the ship’s
in Paris the last week of May.
pier, the Hotel Patio and the Pa,

«

"

to

^“3“' bobbysoxers

-

was a church built in 1805.
During the second season, the

inally

H. Arthur Brown has signed a
new three-year contract to continue as musical director of the
Tulsa Philharmonic Orchestra, post
he’s held
since organization of
oreh four seasons ago.

scnooi.

01

.

I

DIRECTOR
SUMMER THEATRE
W*uld

Ilk* t* c*nl*ct »n *xi»*rl«hc«rf
director t* t*k* full chart* *f * *umm*r th**tr* group In a t*ntral T*nhaylvania r*a*rt ar*a.
ri*nty *f i*od
amat*ut talant available. S*atln« capacity approximately JM.
Last y*ar

wa* our tlr*t yoar and wo had ovor
10,*0t admission^ at $1.M to *1.48.
©Ivo full dotall* of *xporl*nc* and
suggostad arrangomants in l*H*r ta
ox V-3411, VarUty, 154 Wost 44th
Stroot,

Now York

34.

THEATRICAL BOOKING ORGANIZATION want* L«9 lt Shewn, Special

Attractions
and
entertainment

children'*

tended reed tear*.
cially established.

2164 Breadway,

excellent
exfor
he finan-

Must
Write Bex 1*01,

New Yerk 24

telephone TR. 3*6646.

er

a

'

<ur,
—
1

13 i«*

1111

''

1

1

»

as th# clan, reunite*. There's a nic*.
dramatic quality in Mis* Griffith^
recollection of the scene. Her
sketches, on the overall* make for
pleasant reading
Gene.
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SCRAPBOOK

I
1

-

,

t

topography, architecture, customs,
entertainment, ..etc.-, of the period
scrutinized and then he treats of
the area’s volunteer fire-iighters,
most of whom were linked with the
town's “400.”
It’s a worthy reference tome for
historians and a feast for the eyes
with its 600-odd illustrations and
19 pp in color. Some of the pasprofessional body, even. 'dropping sages contain boffo humor. Trait.
which
annual <3Unn«frd*nc«,
fts
advanceHST Syndication Setup
always sold oqt months in
“Mr. .President,”, the .William
Luncheons, dinners and cocktail,
Hillman closeup on President Truparties bring out the crowds
but man, is being. offered for syndicaCreate word-of-mouth. publicity,
Guild tion on a per-city basis. The askone segment of Aulhors^
of ing fee for New York is $10,000.
skeptical
strongly,
members is
con- Proceeds are shared equally bethe ultimate worth to working
Against
scales:
royalty
tween the Mutual correspondent’
and
ditions
to 1912, and photographer Alfred Wagg who
this the Guild, dating back
pubwhirlwind
current
made
many new and intimate
the
notes
tinafftliated closeups of the Presidential family.
licity campaign of the
Mystery Writers of America. Latter
Brock'* 10,006 Advance Sale
has a very active schedule, of. din“Blood, Oil and Sand,” modern
ners, lectures .and. dinica in craftmanship,. and' publishes a lively account of the Middle East powder
Third .Degree. keg ,by veteran foreign correnewsletter,,. The
the alsoroutside-the- spondent Ray Brock, will be pub->
SimiliaHy
Guild group, calling itself the lished by "World on April 15. Tome
Society of Magazine Writers, has has a 10,000 advance sale and a
been quite active in the hast-two second printing is being. readied.
years. Finally, the P.E.N. ‘Club, of
Considerable interest in the
New York (poets,, essayists, novel- book has been shown, by several
ists) has come alive this jseason T film companies which are eyeing
and is staging a very- popular it as a possible documentary,
cocktail party every Thursday.
Brock, currently a .freelance reGuild worries about the social porter, was a former N. Y.' Times
side, partly because it has recently and United Press correspondent.
to
raised its own dues from $15
In nearly 15 years of foreign re$25 annually, at the same time porting, he covered 38 countries.
abolishing' the lower rates once He Is the author of “Nor Any Vicgranted associate members; Asso- tory.”
ciates now pay identical dues with
full voting members-, on the theory
Mrs. Crawford's Third Book
that associates tend to ask and get
Mrs. Marion Crawford (“Crawmore office service.
fle”), who ’was governess to PrinAuthors Guild itself (not the cess Elizabeth and Margaret, had
League) has 2,627 members atfhq her third book rushed for Ameripresent time, about 1,100 in the can publication by PrenticerHall
metropolitan New York area. Mak- this, month because of the royal
ing allowances for overlaps* the death. It was to have been called
Autliart

OilM

CHATTEK

n

*

American

Weekly Switches
on

May

now asking
among others,

film

slick stock

11.
Outfit is
personalities,
to tape comments

Jack Lotto* reporter-editor for
International
News Service in
won the 1951 George R.
Holmes Memorial Award for outstanding reportage by an INS
N. Y„

staffer.

Richard Joseph, travel ed for Esback to Biarritz to

do a piece on that resort and the
Basque country in between writing
travel books for Doubleday. His
“World Wide Travel Guide” just
out, with others on Britain and

1

Fran.ce to follow.

Music
‘

composer-arr anger

Claude Lapham writing
“Musical Memories of

book,

a

*

Lapham was

an

first

I

‘Elizabeth the Woman,” for a more
leisurely summer publication;, instead it is now titled “Elizabeth the
Queen.” Life paid between $15,000
and $20,000 for an excerpt from
the book in a recent issue.

coast,

Although Harcourt, Brace got
her first book, “The Little Prin-

&

Pearson,
cess,” from Newnes
the original British publishers', ‘/the
next two went to Prentice-Hall,

'Blue Chips’ Pix
,

others.

and sold

*

|

1

S

"...

ArarLinkletter knows their frailties, and having handled 25,000 species of
ranger (1923) for Cole* Porter, what Trader Horn called homo stultus in 15 years, he has had to make
Richard Rodgers and Dorsey Bros. the best of it when they (1) fainted, (2) flirted,
^(3) got angry and even
He's also written a Japanse opera,
(4) off-color.
Some even fought other contestants, and since much of
among other works.
this was before television, it was a lost action as far as an m.c. was
Nick Kelly (born Giovanni di
Salvo),
who manages Monte concerned.
Proser’s La Vie En Rose, vauder
People who are not so funny, those who handle the prosaic facts
A1 Kelly (Abraham Kalish in the concerning personalities of show biz, think of Link as a native son of
City Hall records), and ex-fighter- California. Actually, he was born in. Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan, which
masseur Packy O’Gatty (ne Pas- is pretty funny in itself. When he was two years old, however, his
quale Agati), are profiled by Em- family moved to Lowell, Mass., and when he was six, they trekked
ory Lewis as “New York’s Hon- across country
Diego. There Link attended high school, and
jfcp- San
orary Irishmen” in this weekend’s
while at San Diego State College, began his radio career. So, to all
(15) Cue magazine.
intents” and purposes, he is a local boy who has made good from coast to
ranger.”

Continued from page 1

;

“David and Bathsheba,” the
Arthur Frederick Otis, vet Chi- 35,000 copies. United Features alSp 20th-Fox epic, has completed its
cago adman and account executive syndicated it. The latest, not yet first tour of the domestic market
with Roche, Williams & Cleary officially published, has 45,000 ad- .with $7,000,000.
agency there, is considerable of a vance orders on the .first 50,000
Rundown on the other new prodpoet on the side, selling to most edition.
uct with prospective gross rentals,
of the major slicks that print verse.
as cited by execs known to be conAlthough he has since made the
servative, reveals: Par’s “Sailor
Dorothy Caruso's ^History*
grade many times with the SaturDorothy Caruso, once married to Beware/’: $4,000,000;- Universal’s
day Evening Post, Otis quips that the great Enrico, who wrote his
“Bend of the River,” $3,500,000 for
between his first submission and biog, “Enrico Caruso, His Life and
sure, possibly up to $4,000,000;
first acceptance check at the Post,
Death,” in 1945, has how tvritteii United Artists* “African Queen,”
there was a lapse of 29 years.
her autobiog in “Dorothy Caruso, $3,000,000 as a -certainty, may -climb
a Personal History” (Hermitage to
“Detective
Par’s
$3,500,000;
Cocteau Book Snarl
House, $3). Admittedly an Impres- Story” and “Place in the 'Sun,”
After Paris publisher M. Guil- sionistic study rather than a literal
laume had presumably bought thfe account, the story is Written with each between $3,000,000 and $3,500,000.
rights from Jean Cocteau to his naivete, but with charm, too.
“Vadis,” with its take of $10,book, “Les Heines de France'*
It’s a strange, elusive, unsatisfy(“French Queens”), and printed a ing, work.' Just one brief, vague 12,000,000, will be the second bigfew deluxe copies, selling at $100 paragraph covers the meeting, mar- gest money-maker of all times.
to $300, he learned that a regular riage and child-bearing with the David O. Selznick’s “Gone With
edition of the work was coming great Met Opera tenor, and his the Wind,” which M-G distributed,
out from the publishing house of death. A few lines brush off her holds the title, having reeled in
Bernard Grasset.
hostile father. Her subsequent two $14,000,000 in Its initial domestic
Guillaume claims infringement of unfortunate marriages, her life in rounds. Incidentally, there are no
copyright, but is awaiting return wartime France, her study of mod- authentic records on “Birth ‘"of a
of Cocteau, currently vacationing ern philosophy, get surface treatNation,” so that pic is not considin the south, to explain how the ment
It’s an emotional book, an ered in the all-tima money-making
rights were sold to two different unconventional autobiog of an unsweepstakes.
people.
usual, perplexed and perplexing
Hypoed Competition
Bron.
woman;
Factor behind the upbeat reveOmstcin's Trilogy
top product is the intensifor
nue
Bill Omstein, Metro trade conEarly Corinne Griffith
fied competition among theatretact, completes a trilogy of “Tlie
Trusting memory for all its worth,
first-run operparticularly
men,
Cnme” snort stories with his lat? former Hollywood star Corinne
adventures ators. They’re hep to the situation
es t. The Crime of Harlem Acres,” Griffith
the
recalls
standout pix
only
the
whereby
which will appear in the May is- and delights which filled her
r
sue of New Story.
sixth and 'seventh years. “Papa” was make big money, and are offering
to
land them.
and
hefty
rentals
plenty
Previously, his “The Crime” ap- Jack Griffith, a fun-loving
Also working handsomely to the
P®^ re d in Tomorrow magazine, and* free-wheeling Texas railroad exec
uninhibited
The Crime of These Corners” in whose imbibing and
distribs’ financial benefit is the
Kansas magazine.
nature lead to a breakup of the practice, with a few* films, of “prefamily. This tees off her memoir, releasing.” Under this policy, an
Delicate Condition” important pic can be played at
Hinson Stile* HI
“Papa’s
N. Y. Mirror managing editor (Houghton Mifflin; $2.50).
advanced admissions across the
Hinson Stiles will be another
Miss Griffith gets across in mild- country, and immediately followmonth at his Palm Beach home be- ly exciting terms -the ecstasy of ing these it is sent into general
cause of stomach ailment. No. op- owning an entire circus (it was
release at regular scales. .“Streeteration yet, as- was at first feared. plastered
with
mortgages
but car” was given the “pre-release”
Executive
editor
Glen Neville “Papa” bought it because Corinne
pmch-hits with editor-in-chief Jack wanted the pony and red cart that treatment and is now swinging into
regular runs.' It played the WarHalt which is the routine
when wefit with it)/ Her descriptive ner Theatre, N. Y., for nine weeks
one of the three is away
vacation- work is fairly effective In commuing or ill.
nicating the atmosphere surround- at tilted prices last fall, and opens
,
ing the circus and its people. In at the same house March 17 at the
other chapters she Is less success- standard scale.
Fins Show Bb
As
Distrib toppers state that the
ful, such as in her effort to convey
Pass By Old Manh
Through the Fire Laddies’ I
listed
“Greatest
the horror which doubtless would $7,000,000
for
(Hastings House, .$10) is a bri]
grip a little girl who’s being chased Show” Is the minimum. They feel
S^mentary. 0f Gotham of
by a group of irate adults. There’s that this amount is certain to be
not the excitement which should reached, but to whajt extent it will
£opij° us vignettes relatii
have been.
P® theatre from Colonial
be exceeded is impossible to preThe author, Kenneth
On the plus side, again, is the dict, because of the Cecil B. De
comb Dunshee, former cowpur
author’s handling of the family Mille epic’s
limited number of enand adventurer, has set
reconciliation in New Orleans.
up
gagements so far.
12e hook in his capacii
Here, Corinhe’s mother, who had
rnr^?
UA’s “African Queen” is the
S"t°r of the museum of
been far more “proper” than
Home Insurance Co. He has w<
“Papa,” gives a rendition of “Bill greatest which the indie distrib has
u Usua * technique in that
had since 1948. “Red River” in
favorBailey,”
“Papa’s”
which
was
n!L ?
chapter
describes
the
ite tune and one she had loathed, that year drew $4,000,000.
sti
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,

.

.quire, shuttled

The second, “Mother and Queen,”

•
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-

"to

AW’s transcribed radio show.

.

last fall,

Frank Scully

-

on the change for broadcasting on

-

was published

#

way daintily through the purses of their mothers. /
goes to prove that few' things are boorish- per s«. It depends on
how they’re, done. I used to marvel at his technique with women and
their purses. Once he ran into something that Usually isn’t found in a
purse, and he tried to back away from it and yet convey to the radio
audience a measure of his surprise. He described it as the strangestshaped handkerchief he had ever seen: He said he had never seenhandkerchief with an elastic band around the top. Obviously he was
describing panties of some sort, but he never- used the word.
Today, if while running through children's minds he comes across
anything embarrassing, he handles it with equal dexterity and an added,
degree of humor. He knows from long experience that children- will
answer him a good deal nearer the truth than adults. It takes years to
learn how to clothe a thought. and practically force it underground,
which is why so many panel shows are so dull. But children' are so
likely to give him the direct answer, that lie has to pick his questions
very carefully. “What does your father do?” “He drinks.” Left that
way, it sounds pretty bad, but Linkletter brings out the fact that Pop
is a tea-taster and thus drinks for a. livelihood.
It is a very easy thing to say, as the CBS crowd says -of Linkletter,
that the man is successful because he likes people. Of course he likes
them. They’re his bread and butter. But does he like them privately
as well as publicly? I think he does. He has a steady curiosity about
people.- He is also curious about what makes them do what they do.
He was, for this reason, a most natural emcee for “People Are
Funny.” He himself is at least that funny: That doesn't put him among
the great wits of the time, but. then people, as people, are not very
funny in that sense of the word either.
People Are Homo Stultu*

'

-

.

Parched Poet

<

It all

-

director of “A Place in the Sun/’
for Sateveppst.
Adela Roger*. St John's daugh-.
ter, Elaine, helped ghost Cobina
Wright’s just published memoirs,
“I Never Grew Up” (Prentice-Hall).

.

members break down as
adult fiction book writers,
junior fiction book writers,
1,220 article writers, 1;100 short
story writers, 200 poets, '210 text
book writers and 220 pulp writers.
Merle Miller is incumbent presHis hook
ident at the Guild:
dealing with blacklisting in the
communications arts will be published next month.
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picking hi?

Martin in Hollywood to
George Stevens, producer-

Pete
profile

.

Guild

!

-

•

dom House.

.

1,170

,

profile

on A1 Kelly for Header’s Digest. L One of the oddest trails to success I’ve come across I# the- one blazed
Stephen Longstreet’s new novel, by Art Linkletter. About 10 years 'ago he began asking women shop“The Beach House,” will he pub- pers in San Francisco if he might look in their purses and comment on
lished late in April by Henry Holt what he found* there. It proved amusing to afternoon radio aiidiehces,
Co.
so amusing in 'fact, that he decided to try a more daring experiment.
George Jes’sel writing “1 Had to He decided to switch from looking into woman’s purses to looking 'into
Open My Mouth,”' a book ori public children’s minds. It worked out amazingly well. Today he examines
speaking; for publication by Ran- the children’s minds With the Same gracious Intimacy that he used when

w

350

»

McEvoy prepping a

J, P.

unit
Th* Author* Guild# oldest
Leagu* |suiily, is
0 f the. Author*
for the
currently debating .how
gSid should go in staging jgci*l
•Mndigs’* for its membership., Such
fSiSts are popular with writers and
(^uild has
would-be writers! but the
and
Icted in recent years more
more as a purely ^tonomic and

Tr a

M »M M M M»

He has held all sorts of jobs, including that of a coupon clerk in Wall
Street during the horrifying days of the 1939 crash. After that debacle, he signed on a ship going to California by way of Buenos Aires.
It took him 15 months to get home, and by that time everybody was
used to being broke and millionaires were no longer jumping off skyscrapers.
•

He thought

he’d get something with a little more security, such as a
teacher of vpice and dramatics. Rut in his junior year at college he had
worked as an announcer of sorts around San Diego, and when the San
Diego exposition came up in 1935, he got the job of radio program
manager. It went to his head. He thought he was a big shot. He
ngyade Lois Foerster think, so, too. In fact, he talked her into marrying
him. It looked as if he were going to make a career of managing radio
programs for expositions, because the next year he got a similar job at
the Texas Centennial in Dallas, and later his gift of gab got him the
job of top spieler for. the San Francisco World’s Fair,
Big Time, Big Broncos!
In college he was quite a basketball player, a captain, in fact, of a
championship team. The sport wasn’t up to what if is now, but he was
rated about the best the state had at the time.* This gave him an “in”
as a sportscaster, a profitable field then as now. Ronald Reagan worked
at it in the middle west and Tommy Hannon has done well with it to
-

this day.

^

Linkletter had a degree of exaggeration which went far beyond the
bounds of the superlatives which are most sports commentators’ stockHe was once describing a bucking horse in a rodeo. The
in-trade.
horse seemed to have tremendous strength and was heaving the riders
as if they were feathers in a sandstorm. “He’s huge,” cried Linkletter.
“Why, he must weigh a couple of tons.” People at home began visualizing that rhinoceri had been introduced into rodeos.
Because he had handled everything in the field of special events and
seemed to come out of them with fewer scars than most commentators,
he fell into this purso-pry mg -program I referred to earlier. It was
called “What’s Doin’, Ladies?” and whether anything was doin' or not,
he managed to make the program move, which, for an afternoon radio
,

program, was really

terrific.

From Wall Street to G.E.
John Geudel in Hollywood must have caught' him first about the
same time I did, and being a producer who knew sponsors, he brought
him down from San Francisco to L.A. and tied Linkletter up, making
him the prodder of “People Are Funny.”
Because the “Funny” show took only one day a week and Linkletter
is a big, healthy animal, “who must weigh a couple of tons,” if I may
borrow from his repertoire, one program a week was not enough of a
workout.

So Guedel booked him into “House Party,” which was first sponsored
by General Electric and is now billed to Pillsbiiry. This show runs a
half-hour five days a week and is an audience-participation project.
Its gayest feature involves five school kids between five and 10 years
old. They get a day off, are allowed to wear their nicest clothes, and
teacher goes with them to the broadcast. Each gets a bond and some
gifts, and Linkletter either picks them up at school and talks to them
on the way to the radio station, or sounds them out in a half-hour’s
skull session' backstage.

Having five kids of his own and the same wife he started out with,
Link finds it easy to talk to children and their mothers, and even to
school teachers. In fact he finds it easy to. talk to anybody.
Parents often learn something by listehing to Link interview their
spawn. One little boy said his father repaired shoes for a living. They
came to California from the east because his father wasn't doing so
well there.
“Is he doing better here?” Link wanted to know.
The kid admitted he was, some. Business could be better though;
“What would you do to make it better?” Link asked.
,
“Oh, I dunno. Lower prices a bit, I -guess.”
The most terrifying moppet was one who wanted a white bear,
“because it has a key to it and you can wind it up and make it walk/*

This preference for mechanical gadgets over living forms of matter
what killed vaude. And. now it’s killing childhood.

is
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Si Fabians’daughter,
Carol, * engaged to Paul

Wednesday, March 12, 1952
radio program on which gives advice to lonely hearts.
Mitty Goldin prepping’ his new

Norma revue due
Lewis

to

earlier in day taped Benny show
at War Memorial Bldg.
Benny

London

Jayne Manners, who arrived guests included Frank
Burns,
Danny
from N> Y, last week, opened George
«./
Dac, Francis
Colony and Astor cabaret seasons Groucho Marx,

open March '22.

penned

{Sinatra

Kaye

It is

by Pierre
Jacobson.
Blanche and Roger Pierre.
A1 (& Dick's) Greene .a grandSuiy Solldor, back from Cairo
Bill Johnson, Who just wound up
father via a son for his daughter,
Where she was booked at Shepards his role in the London edition of
Mrs. Aldo Ghlsolbert
Miami Beach
hotel, now says there is some hope "Kiss Me, Kate,” tossed a farewell
Waldorf's “April in Paris” soiree
her
Jewelry.
getting hack
By Lary Sottoway
luncheon at Siegi’s Club yesterday.
may tie In with the now-shooting of Some
producers finding they
Ed
Gardner
planed in from
new
novel,
Agatha Christie's
WB film of the same name.
cannot expect everybody *to fall all
Puerto Rico.
Jesse Block and Eve Sully the time for.* their wild promises "Mrs. McGinty’s Dead.” dedicated
The
Ted
Macks
sunning at
"in
Peter
Saunders
impressario
to
celebrated their- 25th wedding anni made
to- obtain cuffo publicity.
.

.'Fay

Hildegard*

,

.

Now

gratitude for his kindness to au- Casablanca.

Jerry

thors.”

Anna Neagle

to star in a

-

ne^ Mother

.

early next year.

merich Kalman's
Forrest Tucker, .who arrived
to give the tunes of their opfrom Hollywood last weekend,
Stanwyck and Nancy ing
eretta, "Bon Voyage ” to the waxplaning
to Manchester next week
Sinatra returning to the Coast
until they have it produced.
preem of Republic’s
for
the
tomorrow (Thurs.) after a short ers
"Thunder Across the River.”
N. Y. visit.
A bust of Ivor Novello, who died
Vet musical comedy performer
Pittsburgh
James Carson and his Wife in from
a year ago, is to be placed in the
Drury Lane Theatre to commemothe Coast .to visit their daughter
By Hal Cohen
at Sands Point, L.I.
Paul Gannon spending a few rate his long association there as
Frank Freeman, Jr., associate days at home while "Ice Follies” author composer- and actor.
Gigli’s concerts at the Albert
producer at Paramount and son of is in town.
the studio boss, in town for conMaurice Spitalny named con- Hall have proved such successes
Jack Hylton and Harold
fabs with the homeoffice brass.
tractor again for summer opera that
Fielding, who present them, are
Thomas Quinn Curtiss, expatri- company orch.
ate drama scrivener who flew in
Churchill Kohlman, composer of putting on an extra show April 13.
Joy Oliphant, daughter of pubfrom Paris to be with his friends, "Cry ” has peddled two more tunes
licists'
Julie* and Jack Oliphant,
George Jean Nathan and Richard to Jack Ostrow.
Watts, Jr., returning to France on
sails
for America on the Liberte
into
pencilled
Betty Clooney
the 28th.
Lenny Litman’s Copa for week be- March 25 to take up a position
Phillips,
with the Beverley Management
Nizer,
Benjamin Sc ginning Monday (17).
Barbara

t

,

-

six

new law

part-

Mitzie Steiner’s

new

nitery act

Corp.

ners to the firm; Sidney M. Davis, was put together by Dave Crantz,
Michael Wilding returned from
Eugene M. Kline, Paul Martinson, the Playhouse pressagent.
his honeymoon last week with
Gerald Meyer,. Seward I. Benjamin
"Peg O’ My Heart” biggest hit Elizabeth Taylor to start lensing on
and Mortimer Wolf.
new Wilcox - Neagle film,
in Playhouse history and will hold his
Leonard S. Smith named v.p. of over two weeks, through April 5.
"Trent’s Lrist Case,” with Margaret
Robert S. Taplinger Sc Associates
Lockwood.
Joe E. Lewis’ two-weeker at
flackery, supervising New York Carousel beginning Monday (17)
R. J. Stopford confirmed as
operations. Smith recently resign- postponed, because of comic's ill- chairman of the National Film Fied as regional publicity director of ness.
nance" Corp. by the Board of Trade
National Assn. Of Manufacturers.
He has bene acting head
Francis Mayville has announced prez.
Frank Sinatra due in from the a June 30 opening with “Born Yes- since Lord Reith vacated the post
Coast Saturday (15), prior to open- terday” for his Wagon Wheel Play- a year ago.
ing at the Broadway Paramount
Norman Wisdom, who stars in
March 26. Ava Gardner, his wife, house.
Terry Wayne visiting her mother the new edition of "Folies Beris working on a Metro film currentopening next month, trying
gere,”
in Jacksonville, Fla., while Miriam
ly so will not accompany him east.
Sage dancers are on vacation from out his act in the road company
Alain Bernar,din, manager of the
filling the Eddie Vitch spot,show,
Copa.
Crazy Horse Saloon Which, despite the
will vacation in Paris.
Samuel Rose in town lining up Latter
its Far West billing is a Gallic bisDoodles and Spider are booked
club blocks for "Bagels and Yox”
tro in Paris, plans bringing songApril at the Falkan
three-day engagement next month for month of
stress Julia Rouge and mimic FerTheatre, Stockholm, the month of
nand Raynaud to the States for a at Mosque.
May at Le' Drap d‘Or cabaret,
George
Corrin, ex-Tech drama
tour.
Paris, and to be followed by a
student, now designer fon» director
Charlton Heston finally gets off
month in the south of France.
on his trek to England and the Arthur Sircom at Youngtown, O.,
Hyman Zahl, Fosters agency, on
Little Theatre.
Continent Sunday (16). He'planned
Ted Goldsmith in town beating extensive 10-day trip on the Conto be in London last month for the
tinent to take in new vaudeville
opening of "Greatest Show on drums for “Gentlemen Prefer acts for England.
Itinerary inBlondes,” which Nixon gets March
Earth,” but postponed the hop be- 2
cluded Antwerp, Brussels, Copeni for two weeks.
cause of the death of King George
hagen,
Rotterdam,
Amsterdam,
.

Dusseldorf,

The 306th Special Services Co.
Cleveland
(an entertainment unit in the Organized Reserve Corps) looking for
Pullen
By Glenn
Ethel Smith jiving up her eleca Lieutenant who might be interested in transferring from his cur- tric organ in Hollenden’s Vogue
'
rent outfit. With an upcoming mu- Room.
Tony Bennett and Toni Arden
sical due, the 306th is interested
only in a Lieutenant who has had topping new jstage unit' for Loew’s
choral direction experience and a State Friday (14).
Ernie
musical background. Inquire
orch
Benedict’s
tadio
Variety.
moved into Tim Grogan’s Country
•

'

*

Show

biz bunch at Luchow’s bock
beer festival last week inspired Ed

upon seeing MCA's
Johnny Dugan there, to crack,'
Fitzgerald,

'

Inn with Mintons.
Ringling circus -inked here for
three .days beginning July 25, first

Kelly’s.

Rivero Quintet into
Arnold produtcion which
opens in Manchester in July and Blue' Sails Boom.
Lawrence Langner at Casa
will not- come to London until
rlna in

Stockholm,

Hamburg

and Berlin.
Joey Adams here for three days
from Paris and the Continent prior
He and
to sailing for America.
his wife, formerly Cindy Heller,
were guests of the Israeli government. who footed the bill for his
trip as reward for his bond selling
and fund.raising for Israeli. The
Adams also were received .by the;
Pope, in Rome, which was arranged for them by Mayor Impellifteri.

visit in four, years,

Jack Marshall inked

the

to headline

affairs.

brass.

show here later this
Crooner Stash Carter placed in
month. Henry Busse orch will play Moe’s Main Street Club by Jerry
for the $19,000 bill.
Crocker and Bill McLean, WERE
Edward G. Robinson in "Dark- disk jockeys, his new business manness at Noon” due at the Mayfair agers.
auto

Theatre for three days late this
month. Mail order biz heavy.

Lisbon
Paris
By Maxirae de Beix

;

(33 Bd. Montparnasse; Littre 7564)
Cynda Glenn resting in Maure-

pas.

Jean Louis Barrault taking his
company on tour of Italy and Belgium.
Half day jstrike on French Radio
and Video because the union wants
readjustment of salaries,
e ^hummel, Warner European
chief, off .on trip to North
Africa.
Pierre Braunberger’s picture on
the life of Andre Gide
breaking
S^ound for more, biopics of same
•

i

°i-

By Lewis Garyo
Les Brosis, French adagio dancers, at

Noel

the Arcadia.

Coward’s

"Hay

Fever”

transferred from the Trindade to
the Avenida Theatre.

Rosy Baron, femme ventriloquist,
on a return engagement at the
Maxime, smart nitery here.
The Cristal Night Club features
the Ballet Hungaria and Caravana
orch with tenor Carlos Rocha and
Blue Skies band with crooner
Mario Jesus.
Chantoosie Ana Maria Gonzales,
from Mexico, left for Paris after
three weeks at the Estoril Casino;

Genevieve
Guitry
(she
was succeded by French
Sachas fourth wife) now has
a Jacqueline Francais.

songstress

divorced

.

Miriam and Dore Schary’s

anniversary.*

•

Harry Cohn to Phoenix
month’s

rest.

at

20tb
u

for *
a

.

Margaret Sheridan

Ma

laid

virus infection.

George Pal in town

Key West.

up

with

after Aca-

pulco vacation.
Gary Cooper returned from
Florida
vacation.
date.
Marlene Dietrich in town to lisLes Paul Sc Mary Ford cocktail
ten
to
film
offers.
partied for disk jocks and press at
Ed Wynn celebrated his 50th
McAllister Hotel.
anni
in
show
biz.
AGVA's Jack Irving in town to
Marilyn
hospitalized
straighten, dance teachers’ "show

Andrews

Sisters

and Herb

Jef-

being paged for Copa City

fries

Monroe

appearance” problem.

with appendicitis.

A1 Lichtman in town for confabs
and Count Basie
orch played.' two Auditorium .dates, with Darryl F. Zanuck.
Johnny Mack Brown returned
here last week, to healthy grosses,
Joey Adams planed in from from eastern personals.
Noll Gurney recovering from
Israel honeymoon to emcee huge
"Stars Over Israel” at the Beach surgery in Palm Springs.
Dan Terrell in from N. Y. for
Auditorium. Franklin D. Boose
Metro exploitation huddles.
velt, Jr., featured speaker.
William
F. Broidy’s TV studio
Sandy Scott wil^. produce "Jason”
at Dade County Auditorium begin- hit for $8,000 damage in a fire.
Arthur
De
Titta celebrating 25th
ning March 25, with Burgess Meredith, Franchot Tone and Barbara anni with Fox Movietone News.
Dick
Irving
Hyland in hospital
Payton featured. Jean Dalrymple
recovering from kidney surgery.
directs.
Marilyn
Monroe
checked out of
Lord Tarleton looked like a
video refugees’ haven this week hospital after appendicitis attack.
Party
Sullivan
to
Phoenix for
with Sid Caesar ‘and writer Mel
Cerebral Palsy fund
Brooks, Jack Carter, Mario Lewis, Arizona’s
.

Billy Eckstine

.

Jerry Lester, Hope Miller (with drive.
Y. Frank Freeman hosted Binay
husband, Variety’s Nat Kahn),
Irv Mansfield and Jacqueline Su- Ranjan Sen, India’s ambassador
to the U.S.
sann in the sun colony.
Gloria Krieger returning to her
‘

hometown, Portland,
efit

San Francisco
By Ted Friend
Cornel Wilde due.
George Mathiesen new produc-

Ore., for ben-

concert.

Fred Matsuo in from Honolulu
to round up talent for spring and

summer

shows.

Burl Ives spending a week in
town prior to starting a six-month
tion manager for KPIX.
Rudolf Firkusny at Mark Hop- European concert tour.
Frank Hagney celebrating 35th
kins prior to Opera House con-

year in films with role in "Abbott
Arthur H. Hayes, local CBS and Costello Meet Capt. Kidd.”
Andrews Sisters launched EasWashington for conferter campaign to promote gifts for
Gladys Swarthout and Lily Pons gals In various branches of armed
a lunch duo in Mural Room of St. services.
Dr. J. M. Landre gandering the
Ijrancis..
Humphrey Bogart advancing major lots as director of Nethercerts.
'

Jhead, to
ences.

'*

’

"African Queen” via press, radio

and

TV

bally.

William Whalen,* former

chief

of N.Y. detectives, in for TV
radio, plugging "The Sniper.”

lands

Government

.

Information

Dewey Bloom returning

Services.

'

to Ca-

and nada on Loew’s exploitation

after

recuperating from a recent illness
J erry Z i g
o n d, Paramount in Mexico.
Edgar Bergen St Charlie McCarTheatre manager, to L.A. for biz
sesh; ditto Herbert Rosener of thy will be guests of honor at testimonial
dinner tossed by the MasClay\& Larkin houses.
\
quers Club, March 26.
yommy Sarnoff, youngest son of
the RCA board chairman David
Vienna
Sarnoff, who is learning picture
production on the
lot, awaitBy Emil W. Maass
ing arrival of his parents this week
Simpl Cabaret set for summer on their
winter holiday.
dates at Embassy Theatre, London.
Sievering and Schoenbrunn studios, enlargened recently, resumed
work.
Philadelphia
Academy Theatre inked Curd
By Jerry Garhan
Juergens for lead in Raphaelson’s
Pfc, Eddie Fisher here last weeli
"Jason.”
(4) to help out on WAC-WAF rePaul Loewinger Ensemble started cruiting.
work on new film "Love on the
Pressagent Victor Freeston has
Aim Lake.”
resigned his post with Woodside
Oskar Karlweis inked for ap- Park after 16 years.
pearances at Kammerspiele in Jean
Church opposition has stymied
Guitton’s "Too Much Love.”*
Jersey Joe Walcott's plans to open
Cissy Kranner, cabaret singer, a West Philadelphia grill.
broke both ankles when stepping
Oscar Hammerstein 2d was in
off the stage in the Simpl Show.
-own to case "Three Wishes foi
During the Vienna Music Fes- Jamie” musical at Shubert.
tival, Yehudi Menuhin will play
RCA Victor will present Ezic
the Felix Mendelsohn-Bartholdy Pinza to members of the Pool
concerto
which
he
recently Richard Club at March 19 dinner,
preemed in N. Y.
James Melton brings his TV
show to Convention Hall (March
21-22) for Philadelphia Lions clubs,
Powelton Cafe converted former
Chicago
Blue Room into dance floor and in*
Mrs. Cobina Wright, Sr., also on stalled Pete Martin Sc Martinaires

m

MGM

"With a (Jules) Stein On the table;”
Lexi Lambert, vocalist with
...Rome
whereupon George Jean Nathan Johnny Singer’s orch,' breaking in
By Helen McGill Tubbs
waxed literary, "With a (Henry) new nitery act at Cabin Club.
Ralph Serpe here to set up TV
Seidel (Canby) on the table.” Since
Bill Boehm, formerly, of Alpine
Leonard Jan Mitchell took over the Village stpff,- now singing on productions for early spring.
Eduardo Cianelli here from Hol14th St. landmark he has the mid" Mauretania on southern cruise.
towners commuting more downLionel Hampton’s troupe pacted lywood to play role in Italian film.
Anna Magnani out of "Golden
town.
by Towne Casino for nine days
April 2, followed by Sarah Vaughan. Carriage” for 10 days because of
"Death
of
Salesman” being sickness.
Juliette Greco will be followed
staged by Play House on heels of
Portland, Ore.
Fredrlc March’s film version, now by Dany Dauberson at the Open
By Ray Feeves
Gate Club.
at Tower,
Herman King in town to boost
Hollywood writer Kyle CreighRosemary Casey, author of "Velthe King Bros, pic "Mutiny.”
vet Glove,” in from Pittsburgh to ton, and wife, will vacation here
Professor Backwards, Vernon Sc view her drama now in 16th week indefinitely.
Dale, and Betty Lou Driscoll held at Play House.
Ferruccio Tagliavinl here to star
for a second week at Amato’s.
Buddy Charles, singing foster- in "The Pearl Fishermen” for the
Bill Duggan is presenting Mar- son of Muggsy Spanier, teaming up Rome Opera Co.
garet Truman is a one-niter con- with his Mercury recording nitery
Greta Garbo’s “Queen Chriscert at the Auditorium, March 23. band in July for experimental tour. tina,” in both English and Italo
Les Sc Poppy LaMarr set to
Bad flying weather made dancers versions, doing hefty biz.
headline the Clover Club show Bud Sc Cece Robinson miss first
Bricktop left for Madrid and
next week. Spot is undergoing a show in Statler Terrace Room, Lisbon where booked to sing at
facelifting.
forcing Stan Fisher to double in several night clubs and private the lecture
.

.

hv
*

Norman Krasna on siesta at
1
Palm Springs.
Ned Depihet to Phoenix for twoweek
vacation.
Sans Souci

Turk top new show

Tom

(18).

Krim admitted

Sc

^

bedded

The William Saroyans

''

again.

.

last night (Tues.) at 21 Club.
Pierre Brasseur will tour BelThe A1 Friends’' 45th anniver- gium, Holland and Switzerland
a Loew mansary March 12.
next season with "Devil and God”
ager; ex-Friend St Downing, vaude; for Elvire Popesco and Hubert de
Paul Gordon, Berlin film pro- Malet,
ducer, left Gotham Friday (7) for
Lili and Charles Kalman, EmMexico and will return Tuesday
children, refus-

to Europe ia
f

Neff

virus,

-

-

and Sol Lesser

May.

•

circuit here.*
F. Hugh Herbert in again to see
his play, "Moon is Blue.”

'eight tooters).

Singer Ann Cornell, slated tc
New Town Tavern (5), canOleg Cassini, Coast designer, in celled because of illness. Bettj
Logan is substituting.
Palm Springs
for some dress shows here.*
By Marjorie G. Pohl
Hedda Hopper doing the rounds
Steve Cochran staying Howard of the Chi area women’s clubs.
Manor.
Dallas
Producer Shepard .Traube back
Mr. and Mrs. Gordan MacRae for look at "Bell, Book and CanBy Bill Barker
have rented house for six-week dle.”
Quo Vadis” held over for fourth
desert vacation.
Bill Hollander, head of Balaban week at Melba.
Sally Rand and Willie Shore & Katz advertising, off for HonLilly Christine due at Pappy’s
continue at Chi Chi Starlite Room olulu vacation.
Showland April 6.
to packed houses.
Mr. Fred Crow, manager of the
Guy
orch and show
Sam Gol&wyns, Greer Garson Erlanger Theatre, off for brief Cal- at StateLombardo
Fair Auditorium.
and husband, E. E. Fogelson, stay- ifornia vacation.
Camille Dupleix tabbed new
ing Racquet Club.
Ambassador Hotels to hold high maitre d’ of Baker Hotel.
Bing Crosby taped show at Plaza teas when "Moon is Blue” has 7130
Waiter Hendl pacted for fourth
Theatre Thursday (6). Guests in- curtains starting March 18.
season as Dallas Symphony maecluded Jimmy Stewart, who is vaca’
Felix Borowski, Chicago Sun- stro.
tioning with Mrs. Stewart, and Times music critic,
honored on
Carmen Miranda in for 10, nights
former Bendix Trophy winner Joe 80th birthday last week by the
Chi- on Mural Room floor of Baker
de Bona and Mrs. de Bona.
cago Symphony Orchestra’s play- Hotel.
Sunday (2) Crosby appeared as ing of his "Second Symphony.”
John Chapman, N.Y. Daily News
guest star for Bob Hope’s taped
Maria Rjva in town to visit her critic, in to o.o. Theatre ’52 and
show, also at Plaza Theatre, as did mother, .Marlene
who ’ecture in Fort Worth.
Palm Springs Mayor Charles Far- with Mel Ferrer was Dietrich,
making a perRestaurateur Nick DeGeorge
rell. Show also benefit for Sister sonal
appearance with world preem hosted Gene Autry at his Town &
Kenny Foundation.
Appearing of “Rancho Notorious” at the State- Country dinery,
at opening of a
were Jack Benny, Phil Harris, who Lake.
celeb corner. The Movie Room.
.

open

?*'«> <*•,*. Wfl't,

'ft

March 1^,
*~r

vyi

|

Houghton

in operation of two Inarch 2 in that city. Survived by
houses in Franklin, Pa., one each three brother*, Joe, Charles and
in Weston, W. Va., and. Montgom- Henry, all theatreoperators, and.
ery, W. Va., and two drive-ins.
two sisters.

OBITUARIES

william;

BONN

CLAYTON

A-

manDonn A. Clayton, 49, actingN.* D.,
of KSJB, Jamestown,
March 10 after an auto crash

Details

Stanley Corner, S. D.
radio secti on.
jn

cdbbin

in

legit
j-

1

terest in patronage from Broadway
William
Cottier.
celved his present act, and became
Cubbin, 84,
legit, as well as the Lackawanna
an immediate hit as a single. He amusement pioneer, died Feb. *23
and Pennsy, havev also indicated a
played all the top circuits.
He in Douglas, on the Isle of Man, for many years.
willingness to provide extra service
didn’t change his act materially in England. A former photographer,
Kaffaele De Rlggi, 45, orch con-’ for eariy-performarice patrons. v
the intervening time between two he ran an amusement park on the
island, created a pierrot pitch and ductor and music instructor, died
The N. Y, Central has sparked to
wars.
B
in New York March 3.
promoted seaside concert parties.
the idea arid IV conducting, a surSurvived by his wife.
.

ner
died

c.

Ml.

7

Continued from pare

,-»

Charles MoBreen, 64, died in
Chicago March 2, He was. stage
doorman at the Chicago Theatre
.

*

.

*

•

.

SIE BENJAMIN FULLER
Fuller, 79, AustralSir Benjamin

Many who later became stars
were associated with him in his

MERCEDES GILBERT

m

vey of

•

.

First .re-

.

Mercedes Gilbert, Negro actress, early days.
executive, died
ian theatre
died in New York March 1. She
r^ndon March 11*
also
secappeared on radio, TV and
Picture
PIERRE RENOIR
Further details in
in “one-woman theatre” recitals.
Pierre Renoir, 66, French actor,
tion.
Miss Gilbert played on Broad- died in Raris March 11. He was the
way In the original production of son of artist Pierre Auguste Renoir
MAURICE ELLIMAN
Maurice Elliman 76, father of “Green Pastures” and in “Mulat- and the brother of film producer
She also acted in “Lace petti- Jean Renoir.’
died in Dubfilm trade in Ireland,
chairman coat,” “Lost,” “Bomboola,” “Play
In addition to his father and
2-. He was vice
lin March
(Ireland), Ltd., Irish Genius, Play,” “MaUhda” “How brother, another brother. Claude,
of Odeon
of Come,
chairman
Lawd?”
“The
Searching
and
a
motion pic photographer, surLtd.,
rinemas,
Ga"etT Theatre, Dublin. Born n Wind,” “Carib Song,” and the all- vives.
Mother, 80, of- James Barton,
arrived in Negro casts of “Lysistrata” and
he
Latvia),
in
>then
Riga
actor; died March 11 in New Hyde
opened first “Tobacco Road.” She penned such
FRITS L. D. STRENGHOLT
Ireland at 16 and
Park, L.I.
built tunes .as “Decatur Street Blues”
He
y
1910.
in
Dublin
in
Frits
L.
cinema
D. Strengholt, 50, w.k.
absorbed and "“Got the World in a Jug .”
European exhib-distrib, died sudup circuit which in 1939
Joe Boggs, former vaude trouper,
Her husband survives.
giving' hinv con*
denly in Zurich March 5.
.Irish Cinemas, Ltd.
died in Houston March 1.
of Dublin's biggest first-run
•

commuters.

its

Clyde' Wellington Grandall, 69, turns of a questionnaire distributed
secretary-treasurer of Preferred
on all the company’s commuter
Theatres Corp., died March 4 .in
trains recently showed overwhelmHollywood.
ing support ..of .the early-curtain
Although the circulars
Dr, Leonard Walker, 71, symph proposal.
orch conductor, died in Los An- were issued on outgoing train on a
Friday
night
and thus tended to
geles March 9,
minimize the response, 949 replies
were
given
to local station agents
Walter Leykum, 54, veteran motion picture operator, died in Chi- within a couple of days.
.
cago March 5.
Other Nights, Too?
.

.

‘

1

.

.

‘

.

trol

Houses, together

ALLEN GILBERT

with the leading

Strengholt operated 20 theatres

and two distribution companies

in-

Allen Gilbert, 44, veteran profirst-runs in Cork and Limerick.
Holland. He. handled United Arthis ducer of burlesque shows, died in
•After World War. II, he- and
ists and Alexander Korda product
New
.York Marqh 5. Gilbert had
with
associated
became
companies
Gretchen Hauser to Lew Brown,
in that country. He also was a diof produced many' shows for. the burthe Rank group .in formation
rector of French United Artists.'
Boston, March 10. Groom is pianist
lesque wheels and in recent years
Odeon (Ireland) Ltd.
Martin Sc Lewis.
for
Of the six sons, and two daugh- had staged them for traveling carHERBERT; LEE MILLER
in nivals.
Myrna M. Altman to Monroe
ters who survive him, four, are
Herbert
Lee
Miller,
staffer
42,
I^uis
Gilbert,
some
years ago, was
the film trade. They, are
of Rowley Theatres, 'died in Little Benton, March 6* New York. Groom
Elliman, managing director Od.eon considered one of the more promAbe Elliman, “general ising of the younger producers. Rock, Ark., Feb 28. He had been is director of news and publicity for
(Ireland);
associated with Robb Sc Rowley WNYC, N.Y! indie.
manager Odeon (Ireland); Bertie, He was credited with developing Theatres,
and Rowley United TheaDave Willi? to Jane Irene
Irish manager of Eros and Inter- or showcasing some of the star
tres,
in
Dallas
and
Little
Rock for
national Films, and Geoffrey, man- strippers of today.
O’Shea, Giffnock, near Glasgow,
18 years.
aging director of Amalgamated
His wife, mother, brother and March 1. She is former dance proGIACOMO RIMINI
Irish Cinemas.
ducer and his secretary; he is
Giacomo Rimini, 63, operatic two sisters survive.
baritone, died in Chicago March 6.
Scotch comedian.
BOBBY HEATH >.
FLORENCE
BAIRD
Rimini
and
his
wife,
soprano
Rosa
and
songwriter
Frear,
62,
Robin
Peggy Loeb to Sam Bramson,
Mrs. Florence Lally* 58,' former
profes- Raisa, conducted an opera school
.vaude performer whose
in Chi after their retirement from vaude actress known professionally New York, March 1. Bride is a
sional name was Bobby Heath, died
as
Florence
Baird,
died
in
New
nitery
agent; groqm is head of the
the
stage.
He
made
his American
He
Philadelphia March 4.
in
York March 7 from burns suffered N.Y. cafe^ department of William
penned the lyrics for “Pony Boy,” debut in 1916 and for many years in
her
apartment.
Was
a
leading
performer
at
the
a copy of which was buried in the
Mrs. Lally was of the team of Morris Agency.
Auditorium and Civic
time capsule at the N. Y. World’s Chicago
Jan Englund to Mark Lowell,
Bensee Sc Baird.
Fair in 1940 as representative of Opera House.
North Hollywood, Feb, 3 and just
In addition to his wife, two
the music of our times.
JAMES ALLEN MENARD
revealed. Both are film players.
Heath was a member of the daughters, one by an earlier m'ar*
James Allen (Alyn) Menard,
riage, survive.
Colette Lyons to George Hearst,
former vaude performer, died in
Portland, Ore., Jan. 25. He ap- Los Angeles, March 6. Bride is a
SAMUEL
SINGER
H.
ALLEN
Samuel. Singer, 81, owner of peared with the Webb Romalo singer-actreSs; groom is publishing
On March 5 1952, krathar af Mr*.
Club Harlem, Atlantic City, and Troupe and the Five Menards. son of the late William Randolph
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Of this partial return the answers showed that 27.02% were
regular theatregoers, 65.42% occasional" patrons and 7.56% rarely
attend legjt at all. And although
the questionhaire had failed- to
specify that the proposed 7 o’clock
curtain ‘would apply for Monday
nights only, the response on that

was 93.8% favorable, 5.25% preferring

gested

GILBERT

'

Connor of Clovokind, Ohio;
Mri. A. Abornothy of BothooJa, Md,,
and Mrs. Frank Crabfroo of Jock-.
tonvilU, Fla.
Sorykos-and burial in

Fred

who

recently acquired the Ccftton
Club, Miami Beach, Fla., died in
Atlantic City, March 8.

Two

brothers and a sister sur-

vive.
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•
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eaucjitional research, a positic
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retirement in 1942.
he founded will hoi

institute
ar
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meeting in Colur
V^i
17 -2°- He authored
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editor of a nu:
teaching publications.
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(Soldier) Burke, 69
Pei 0r er > died at h >S
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1
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J - of a heart
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act witt

John

& Mae B

Soldier Man.”
wife giving th

s

Bering World

War

I,

he

8.30

cur-

extension to other nights

its

probably attend the theatre more
under such circumfrequently
stances.

With “South Pacific” continuing

on

early

the

schedule

nights, produce? Richard-

Monday
Rodgers

other managements to adopt a similar setup for
their shows. While it was generally agreed that standardization of
the arrangement for all shows
would clarify the setup for the
theatregoing public and probably
help business generally, not all
producers present at the meeting
favored- the idea.
It was pointed out that the arrival of daylight saving time might
Hearst,
confuse the situation for many
Doris Knourek to Budd Blume, playgoers.
Another objection to
March -7, Chicago. He’s assistant .immediate application of the plan
continuity editor at station
•was that a publicity campaign
there.
would be necesary to educate the
public about the new setup; So it
was finally decided to start the
early-Monday setup Sept. 8 for all
Mr. and Mrs.. Paul Brinkman, shows. However, the plan will not
daughter. Hollywood, March 5.’ be obligatory, so Individual manageMother is screen actress Jeanne ments unwilling to go along can
Crain.
.retain the traditional schedule for
Mr. -and Mrs. Harvey, Geller, their shows.
son. New York, March 1. Father is
last

week urged

all

•

HARRY P. CARVER
Singer operated Club Harlem,
only big-time sepia show in the reHarry P. Carver, 76, retired mosort, for many years. He formerly tion pic producer, died in Newport
operated niteries in Philadelphia, News, Va., March 11.
Melody Monarchs, vaude team and the Cleo, Mercer, N. J. Wife
At one time he was general manwhich toured U. S. and London. survives.
ager of Cosmopolitan Productions,
He performed as a piano accoma Hearst enterprise.
panist and at one time produced
GEORGE ROTHWELL
his own vaude revues.
Marguerite Delpy, 24, dancer
He also
George Roth well, 31, organist
wrote “All The Pretty Girls In and musical director, was killed with the Marquis de Cuevas ballet,
Town,” “Just A Quaker Town,” when he fell from a train between died in Nice, France, March 5, .from
“Roll ’Em Girls, Roll ’Em,” “When Kildare and. Cherryville Junction, injuries received in a plane crash
Mr. Cupid Comes To Town,” “You Ireland, Feb. 27.
in Nice, March 3,’ which killed 37
Never Can Be Too Sure About The
He had just completed a stint others, including ballerina Harriet
Girls,” “In The Sweet Long Ago” as musical, director
for a panto- Toby, screen actress Lise Topart
and “You Can’t Cry Pver My mime at the Gaiety* Dublin, and and legit actress Michele Verly, as
Shoulder.”
was on his way to resume appoint- reported in Variety last week.
A son and daughter survive.
ment as organist at Savoy Cinema,
Inu Raden (A. Piedro) died Feb.
Cork.
29 in Chicago. Operator of ChiLAWRENCE HUNTINGDON
cago dance studio he brought the
Lawrence Huntingdon, .89, vetMAYETTA J. EVANS
Devi 'Dja dancers here in 1939
eran vaudevillian who once had an
Mayetta J. Evans,
play- from Rotterdam. Bali-Java dancers
81,
audience before Queen Victoria,
wright, died March '4 in Park
died in West Philadelphia March
appeared at the Sarong Room in
E A native of Chelsea, England, Ridge, 111. She wrote the play, the Windy City until 1946 when
Huntingdon played guitar and sang ’“The Gringo,” and many short spot burned. Ballet .took to the
stories.* She was one of the origi'for the British Queen while still
road then for concert work,
nators of the 47 Workshop of Cam'ih his teens.
James Garrow, 80, New YorkAt the age of 64 Huntingdon bridge, Mass., composed of students
from
Radcliffe
Harvard
and
was credited with a nonstop piano
born former actor-manager, theatre
playing record of 65 hours and 14 colleges.
owner, circus performer and playA brother survives.
minutes. Before his. retirement he
wright,. died in Loanhead, near
Edinburgh, Feb. 18.
appeared for 20 consecutive years
CHARLES W. HIEHLE
as master of ceremonies
at O’DonCharles W. Hiehle, 37, manager
Samuel Marion Grimes, 84, first
Cafe in Philly. Previously
n£ had managed his three children of the Hiehle Theatre, Parkers- motion picture exhibitor in Brazil,
a Keith circuit act, known as burg, W. Va., died of-' a heart at- Ind., died there March 6. He also
tack in that city March 4. He was operated early houses in Sullivan
the Capitol Trio.
His wife, son and two daughters former manager of the Burwell and Linton, Ind.
Theatre there.
survive.
Surviving are his wife, son, parMrs. Ellen Fielding Butler, 86, a
ents, a, brother, two sisters and a singer in the 1890s,. died in IndiDR. WERRETT W. CHART!
cousin, Joe Laurie, Jr. His father anapolis March 7. Her son, Henry
Dr. Werrett Wallace
Chai
is owner of the Hiehle Theatre.
Butler, is drama sen d music critic
c °-founder, first
director
hfe member of Ohio
of the Indianapolis Times.
Cleveland, Ohio.

State
Institute for Education
by R
Television, died March
8 in
mgston, Ala.

traditional

and many indicated they would

*

.

the

tain ;and .95% no opinion. While
no space was provided on the form
for remarks, many commuters added marginal comments indicating
familiarity with the early-performance idea. Most not only favored
the early-curtain, but some sug-

MARJORIE ZEARS

Mrs.
screen

Marjorie Page, 41, silent
Evelyn Moore Ploger, 54, foractress
known profes- mer, associate director of the Metsionally as Marjorie Zears, died in ropolitan Opeda* Guild, N. Y., died
Hollywood March 9 after a beating in Passaic, N. J., March 3.
which police said she had received
from a real estate salesman who
John Lewis Cass, 51, sound techwas
booked
on
suspicion
of nician at
for 19 years, died
murder.
of a heart attack March 5 at his
Miss Zears had been a member home in Santa Monica, Cal.
of Mack Sennett’s bathing beauties.
John P. Horrigan, 56, former
vaude actor, died March 5 in Los
Lou Hoffman, 63, vet vaude Angeles. He -had been in retirejuggler, died of a heart ailment in ment since 1941.
Elizabeth, N. J., March 10. Ill for
some time, he had been in retireAlbert J. Layos,- 40, founding
ment for -several years.
owner of Cinesound Recording StuSurvived by his wife, Evelyn, dios, died of
poisoning
who toured as one of the Honey March 2 in Hollywood.

RKO

VJ

LOU HOFFMAN

WBBM

BIRTHS

..

on

promotion

staff

of

London

Records.

Mr. and Mrs. Burtt Evans, son,
New York, March 2. Father is
managing editor of People Today

TV

24-Hour
J

—

r—?: - Continue*

from page

1

——

mag.

at midnight, arid declares the StaMr. and Mrs. Julie Stearns, son, tion has received thousands of reNew. York, Feb 21. Father is gen- quests in recent jnonths for. some
manager of type of all-night operation. Such
professional
eral
Broadcast Music, Iric.
workers usually find their periods
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Lipton, son, of relaxation in the post-midnight
.

March

4.‘

Mother

is radio hours.
radio actor.
Because of the sleeping and
Mr. and Mrs. William Broidy, working hours of such an audiHollywood, Feb. -29. ence, it's believed the “Swing
daughter,
Father is a film producer.
Shift” series will mark the first
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Wechsler, time they have been tapped for
Feb.
20. .TV.
daughter,
Pittsburgh,
As a result, advertisers Will
Moth dr is the 'daughter of late Pitt be getting a crack at them via viexhib, M. A. Rosenberg, one-time deo for the first time;, which means
president of National Allied; father that most sponsors will be able to
is the son of Jerry Wechsler,
revive filmed commercials they
exchange manager in Cleveland.
might have used previously during
Mr. and Mrs. George Stern, son, daytime hours and then shelved.
Father is By the same token, it’s expected
Pittsburgh, March '3.
with Associated Theatres.
that the creation of a new video
Mr. and Mrs. Ramsden Greig, audience in this way will provide a
daughter, Glasgow, Feb. 28. Mother lucrative new -market for set manGlasgow ufacturers and dealers. Most of
w.k.
daughter of
is
dancer and ballroom maestro Alex the swing shift workers, It’s pointS. Warren; father is show scribe
ed out, had not previously purand drama critic of Glasgow Evechased receivers because there was
ning Citizen.
no programiriing available to them.
Mr. and Mrs. James Cudney,
Interest in the post-midnight
daughter, March 5, Chicago. Father
feature film oldies was pointed up
is a Chi NBC-TV lighting engineer.
several weeks ago when WCBS-TV,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Spears, son, flagship station of the CBS video
Los Angeles, March 4. Father is a web in N.Y., cancelled its “Late
radio producer.
Late Show” on all ‘but two nights
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Fisher, son, a week. Station was swamped with
March 1, Chicago. Father is WENR- requests by workers and show biz
TV sales manager there.
entertainers that the series be reMr. and Mrs. Tom Mack, daugh- vived, on the plea that the postter, Hollywood, March 6. Father is midnight hours offered them their
a recording director at Coral Rec- only chance to relax before their

N.

Y.,-

writer;

father

is

'

WB

•

'*

ords.

TV

sets.

NBC-TV,

incidentally,

George Pager, will air the ilew “Dagmar’s CanYork, March 2. teen” show on Saturday nights
Mother is daughter of Nat Levy,- from 12:15 to 12:45 a.m.
RKO eastern division manager.
Sisters.
%
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Holt, daughter,
Nelson C. Beck, 65, retired actor,
Met and TV soprano Marguerite
died March 3 in Hollywood, from New Rochelle, N. Y., March 8.
PAUL V. McKAY
writer
for
Piazza
Mother
former
script
has
left
Columbia Artist*
is
pills.
sleeping
of
overdose
an
Paul y. McKay, 53, veteran theYoung & Rubicam ad agency; Mgt. She’ll be handled for conatre owner, died at his home in
on
J.
father
appears
“Video
Chef”
McDonald, with
certs
by
Graves
as
Park
Stern,
of
the
owner
Jack
Montgomery, W. Va., March 2.
film bookings by William Morris.
McKay was a partner of Leonard Manor Theatre, Chicago, died WPIX, N. Y.

uremic

Mr.

and

daughter.

Mrs.

New

•
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HANDS ACROSS THE SEA:
“For a long time, "Burj- Till strom
was saying, “I couldn’t understand how people who merely had
seen Kukla, Fran, and Ollie on

‘

television could acquire such a

strong feeling of personal possession toward them. It made us
happy, hut we didn’t Jcnow what
caused it. Now I can appreciate
it, because I feel the same way
about Lea Mains d’Yves Joly. I
feel they’re mine—mine to boast
about to other people.” Moreover,
Tiilstromj maybe you saw them
first, but they're ours too, now.

THE HANDS of Yves Joly and
his colleagues are the Blue
Note's, too, of course, and they
deserve to be all Chicago’s, for
they represent a stimulating
breath of something fresh, imagand exciting on the show
business scene. J oly is the leader
of a quirkish quartet of Parisians
who perform ’behind a screen.
Above it, only their upthrust
hands are visible, in a program
of gloved ballets whose variety
inative,

is infinite

-

and whose imagery

is

amazing, A wealth of expressive
power seems to have been lying
unused for generations between
man’s forearm and fingertip, until

Joly’s omnific octet of hands
it in action and brought it

put

to the

and

Blue Note

New

byway of

Paris

York.

WRIGGLING WRISTS,

palpi-

tating palms, and dancing digits
transform themselves, singly and
in group formations, into beautiful abstractions or satirical reflections of reality. Blossoming

flowers shed .their roots, soar
slowly aloft and splash open in
skyrocket bursts of fireworks.

A

clash between a bully and a
weakling, mounts into a crescendo of violence before tobogganing into ironic calm.
Puppet rivals for the hand of a
lady disassemble her into the
figurative equivalents of a rag
and a bone and a hank of hair,
then destroy each other in the
fashion of gingham dog and
calico cat. Creatures of the deep
swim thru a dreamy drama at
the bottom of the sea. Abstract
patterns shatter, reform, repeat
and vanish in dactyl designs that
are dazzling.

Direct

KATE SMITH EVENING HOUR (WNBT)

LA VIE EN ROSE (New York)

SOMETIMES these facile fingers work with props, sometimes
alone. Sometimes they cavort
silently,

from Nko's ROSE ROUGE (Paris)

THE BLUE ANGEL (New York)

sometimes to jumping

jazz music. The Blue Note, despite this booking of an act like
no other in its history, still is a

ED SULLIVAN'S TOAST OF THE

TOWN

music shop, .and Joly’s jivers
operate at their fleetest and fan-

Currently—

ciest

to the accompaniment of
“le jazz hot.” Step in some night

THE BLUE NOTE (Chicago)

and stake a claim in a troupe
that will make you proud to say:
“That’s my act.” If Burr Tillstrom can do it, so can we.

—Will Leonard
Chicago THbune

(First Hold-over in Blue Note History !)

Opening March 19th —

RANCHO VEGAS

EL
Watch for them in

Las Vegas
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i

new video concept

-Unique

performances,”

"repeat
•the

same Broadway plays

presented in full

m

.pf-f

Whereby
will- he

five successive

be* launched on
WOR-TV, N. Y„ April 14.',
testing whether
be
will
.WOR-TV
audiences for a
there will- he
beamed earlier
been
stanza that has
prexy Thethe same week.
odore C. Streibert- said yesterday
that rather than seeing
(Tues.)
ratings fall from Monday to Friday,
“it might well he 'that .audiences
will

evenings,

.

WOR

build as thtf

ytoiild

week progresses

dye to word-of-mouth plugging."”
Warren Wade, indie packager who
is'

producing the series, added that

have heenpTre-playea
repeatedly on video with steadily

old

‘films

inbunting audiences.

New

airer, titled

Theatre,”

is

‘‘Broadway

TV

part of the live-pro-

gramming hypo being given' WOR-

Tom

O’Neil-General
fy with the
Tire & Rubber takeover of the
operation. General Tire is bankrolling the series, via the D’Arcy
agency, but is dickering with several potential backers on a plan
to split costs with another sponsor.
-Streibert said that the dramas
had been picked for the cross-thebdard schedule because they are
tl\e
strongest single -element in
video fare, ‘idea of using plays full'

editing (except for
blue-pencilling in line with the
new tele code), he viewed as attracting properties
which, some
playwrights previously have withheld from TV.
At the same time, since WOR-TV
is' purely local and no kinescoping
14)""
( Continued ^on page
length,

sans

&

Lewis Write

Show Biz History

In

—

—

'

Free Commercial

’

.

By Romo Vincent
Ires

Ed Sullivan

lation.

When

the mail money is
counted, the figure should be considerably upped, less, of course, the
uncollectibles and phoney pledges.
by any kind of reckoning, it was
? ne °t the greatest show biz shows
TV history. As a strictly local
diffusion, it is hard to see how it

^ld ever be tqpped, without color
added.
For viewer interest, it
compared favorably with the out-

c

standing public affairs telecasts of
Pur time the Kefauver Committee
hearings, the United Nations Se-

—

(

Continued on page 39)

Yank Tourist

Biz

.

.

.

.

which we had approved

terial

at

ad
dress rehearsal, to work in
reference to Knickerbocker
Beer. I have notified his agent,
Jack Davies, that as a result, Vincent will never again be booked on
.

,

our show.

TVA should notify
(Continued on page 53)

all

“I believe

past'

over a gross of $1,148,419.25, according to a count made one-half
hour after they finished their 990minute stint over WNBT, N. Y., for
the town’i projected Cardiac Hospital.
At4:20 p. m., Saturday (15),
Y'hen their heart telethon was coming down to the wire in their
l^i-hour run on the NBC. flagship,
the big scoreboard in studio 6-B
stood at $1,240,219.45, the difference being in last-minute accumu-

Havanas Needed

camarda

16}-Hour Telethon
By LEONARD TRAUBE
Martin & Lewis broke all their Sez Pop
house records by a fairly sensational margin when they boffed

Mode

*

lib

Marlin

la

.

Kefauvbr

.

/

TV

a
York’s 52d Street—mOTC
Minneapolis, March 18.
18.
specifically that molderlng midway*
As & novel method for promotreceives of stripand clip joints clustered off
$2;000, jffus 2% of the.net, for his the corner of 6th Avenue isn’t ing the sale of television sets, a
This local dealer, Ken Johhston’s, is
anti-crime talk which appears as going down-grade anymore.
an epilog* of “Captive City,” he sector -of th*e street hit bottom sev- tossing free TV parties right in
eral years ago and has stayed ..there the prospective purchasers’ homes.
told newsmen last week.
Telephone call to the establishThe Tennessee solonris not keep- ever since a casualty of puritaning any of the take, It is all turned ism, the police and its own putrid ment not only will bring a TV set
a free demonstration, but also
for
alent.
Foundaover to the Cordell Hull
*
cream gratis
tion for World Peace.
The girlie stands, however, won’t strawberries and ice
to make the party complete.
lock up and quit the street no patIf anyter what the opposition.
thing these mantraps are now battening on a new boxoffice boom
with a growing clientele df uniformed service men,, well-heeled
defense workers and, as usual, the
male backwash from the neighboring Broadway area.
There’s no doubt that the peel
parlors have one vital factor operating on their side. They capitalize
on a foible which Won’t be denied
even if the stags must hike over to
First instance in which a per- Union City, N. J., the eastern capBy frank:
former has been barred from a ital of burlesque since the decline
television show for unauthorized
Havana, March 18.
and fall of the Minsky empire in
mention of a product was revealed New York. But 52d Street is more
The C.uban revolution just about
last week when Ed Sullivan noti- convenient even if the exposure
puts the kiss of .death on the alfied Television Authority exec sec
At any rate, the ready staggering tourist trade, acis somewhat less.
George Heller that Romo Vincent strip joints, faded and jaded as cording to bistro and restaurant
henceforth was persona non grata they may he, are still, supplying owners.
on “Toast of the Town.”
the only type of Entertainment that
What was set up to be the bigSullivan also sought to have the
can’t be duplicated on television gest season,* with new attractions
union take action against all mem- for free.
sure to attract Yank travelers, got
bers who depart from script in
The single new current attrac- off to a rousing start in December,
order to plug an outside product.
tion on the street can now be found early for the season.
Sullivan
Heller,
In his letter to
Tales of tall prides, the closing
at the Club Samoa where Lili St.
said, “On Sunday night (9) comic
is edifying students of the and opening of niteries and restauRomo Vincent departed from ma- Cyr
rants
as the gastronomical workers
(Continued on page 53)
New

Washington, March

Estes

Sen.

‘Use

TV

Goldwyn,

to Get

Audience for

Widest

NATO

Pic’

for the NATO story
film, which the latter recently shot
be gotten only via
can
in Europe,
TV. As result, CBS kicks it off this

semination

(21),

25,

captured

ABC

has

it

on

TV Knocks Off N.Y.

ing in TV homes is down 49%, as
to non-TV homes, with
TV compared
reading off 17%. Magazines

and NBC-TV has yet

to

all

one film

work

four awards for

in front of the cameras,

Top “behind-the-camera” awards,
however, will go to “A Place in the
Sun,” the poll showed, the Paramount picture easily winning the
trophies for Best Picture, Best Directed Picture and Best Screenplay;
Best Song award figures to he “In
the Cool, Cool, Cool of the Evening,” from “Here Comes the
Groom,” putting paramount lntp a
tie with Warner Bros, in the eight
categories checked annually by the

straw poll, each emerging with
four Oscars.
The unprecedented dominance
of “Streetcar” in the performance
division is threatened in the two
male actor categories where the
leads of Brando and Malden ar/

comparatively slim. A last-minute
surge of votes could provide an upset in either race. Brando’s victory
is threatened by Arthur Kennedy
(“Bright

Victory”),

*

Humphrey

Bogart (“The African Queen”), and

Fredric March (“Death of a Salesman”), who are hunched closely together behind him. Malden is. being pressed by Peter Ustinov (“Quo
Yadis”), who came up fast in latter days of the polling.
Other “Streetcar” thesps, howover
( Continued on page 22)

wages, and jel number of gangland
shootings complete with tommyguns, up and down the main drags,
began filtering north, and people
stopped filtering south of Miami
Beach.
Trade was hurt badly through
the usually lush months of January and February, and just when
Attendance at film theatres by
(Continued on page 61)
television set-owners in the metropclitan'N. Y. area is 24% less than
that of non-TV owners, according
$2 Top Legit Circuit Seen
to the latest survey of TV’s effect
on competing media. Survey was
Looming in Midwest
conducted for Puck, the comic
weekly, by Prof. Harvey Zorbaugii
St. Louis Bid Catches
of New York U. and Prof. C.
Wright Mills of Columbia, in an
St. Louis, March 18.
attempt to determine TV's effect
Experiment of $2 legit inauguon the reading of Sunday comics. rated by Louis and Joseph Ansell
Report found that radio listen- in their midtown Empress Theatre

book
and daily and Sunday newspapers,
playdate it.
however, have enjoyed slight rises
Goldwyn brought the film over in -readership.
Survey revealed
from Paris this week for final edit- that mag reading IS up 4% in TV
ing. He returns to General Eisenwith non-TV,
compared
homes,
hower’s headquarters, where he is
while daily and Sunday newspaper
attached, today (Wed.) by air. His
is up 5%.
reading
wife, daughter of the late playSurvey found that TV set-owners
wright' Sidney Howard, accompaattend film theatres an average of
nied him to N. Y. on a flying trip,
times per month, compared
1.7
but there was no time to fly west
with 3.1 times for non-TV owners.
to visit the elder Goldwyns. Film
same comparison, radio listhe
By
runs 40 minutes and was narrated
tening in non-TV homes is two
by CBS’ Edward R. Murrow. NBC
and 39 minutes for an avermay not date it for a while because hours
(Continued on page 14)
of the Murrow identificatipn.

March

feuded

in industry history that

Reading of Intimate

GBS-Terry Letters

Pix-Going by 24%

While Sam Goldwyn’s entire film
career has focused around theatres
he advised his son, Lt. Samuel
Goldwyn, Jr., that the widest dis-

Friday

management

and

the Academy Awards this year,
Daily Variety’s fifth annual straw
poll revealed today, with Marlon
Brando, Vivien Leigh, Karl Malden
and Kim Hunter winning 4he acting
Oscars. It would be the first time

Strange ‘Theatre’

•

to Jr.

Best Pic

Hollywood, March-18.
“A Streetcar Named Desire” may
sweep the* performance division of

;

HERM SCHOENFEtD

By

Kefauver’s

CENTS

25

As

On

.

Buffalo,

March

13.

Just where the current rash of
readings in the American theatre
will end is anybody’s guess. Tt/'t’fte
brilliant performance of the First
Drama Quartet, the inspired solo
recitals of Charles Laughton, and
the unique Dickens histrionics of
Emlyn Williams, is now added this
three - hour presentation of the

Bernard Shaw-Ellen Terry

letters,

whimsically billed as “the drama
New York is waiting for” and “love
and laughter as only they could
here, and already adopted by Kan- live it and write it.”

sas City, is attracting much attention in the midwest. There is a
possibility that a circuit may he
formed, including St.' Louis, Kansas

“Affair”* fails to

live

up

to its

and the premiere, which
was carried off in an atmosphere
of straw-hattism both fofe and aft
the footlights, turns out to he a
City,
Minneapolis, Detroit and
one-toned, overlong performance
Cleveland, for the 1952-53 season.
and an invitation to tedium. These
Idea is for name players to visit letters are among the most idealbilling,

each of the cities for a single or istic flowery conceits of the English
two-week stand, with each theatre language. To reduce them to the
maintaining a stock company, such mundane marketplace of the public
as is being done here now. Plan rostrum is almost sacrilegious.
also calls for scenery, etc., being
There is little of the dramatic in
shipped from city to city.
them, their chief appeal being in
Louis Ansell said the circuit may the interchange of the lofty disinclude half a dozen cities or more, embodied idealism which marked
depending on a powwow planned the strange relationship between
for here next summer.
(Continued on page 60)
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FRANK FAY SUBS BERLE,
POWELL TOO DEMANDING
Frapk Fay has been signed to
for Milton Berle on
“Texaco Star Theatre”- for two
weeks starting April 1, when Beble
leaves on vacation. He’ll get $6,-

Washington, March

Buchman,

Sidney

18.

cited Buchman
counts, failure to appear

Grand Jury

gress.

on two

before the House Un-American AcCommittee in resoons^ to a
subpoena on both Jan. 25 and 28.
Buchman was ordered to appear
in district court next Friday morning (21) for arraignment.
The ex-studio exec spurned the
House Committee on the ground he
had already answered every possible question during his Hollywood witness stint last September,
and was being summoned merely
to be asked again ‘the one question
he had refused to answer. Latter
concerned his associates in the Holtivities

cell in which he
freely admitted past membership.
Still pending As a civil suit of
statutory rights filed Jan. 28 by
Buchman’s attorneys in the lastminute effort to quash the Committee’s subpoena. Suit, to test in
civil court the validity of the Congressional subpoena, is not likely
to be decided until after the verdict of the trial court which will
try
Buchman on the criminal
charge of contempt. William Hitz,
Assistant U. S. Attorney, who will
prosecute Buchman, told Variety

lywood Communist

.

-

the Government was given 60 days
to

answer Buchman’s

move

suit.

He

will

for dismissal.

Case will go to motions court,
it is likely to be continued

where

termination of the criminal

until
case.

-

Hollywood

Oliviers* B’klyn

Hollywood, March 18.
checked

When Alan Ladd

producer with Edward R, Murrow of CBS-TV’s “See It Now.”
And all it’s going to cost the

|

000 weekly.

Tmir

Deal was originally set with Dick
Powell, but during continuation of

Something of a scoop, in getting Sir Laurence Olivier and
Vivien Leigh to make their first
TV appearance since arriving
in N. Y. for the two “Cleopatra” legiters, was scored this
week by Fred W. Friendly, co-

Powell

negotiations,

wanted

his
director,
the freight.

own choreographer and

Texaco paying
Sponsor refused to go along with
conditions and deal was
with

these

.

exec,

onto the Warner lot over the
weekend for confabs with producer Henry Blanke and director Gordon Douglas on- his
upcoming “The Iron Mistress,”
it'was'the first time in 15 years*,
that he’d been on the lot.
He was a grip earning $40 a
week When he left. He returns
pic
per
drawing
$150,000
against 10% of the gross.

Mike Todd Gets Cinerama

called off.

Myron

That** Progress

|

substitute

scripter-producer, was indicted yesterday (Mon.) by the D. C, Federal
Grand Jury for contempt of Con-

Kirk, Texaco account
then picked up Fay.

Leave

^

~

web

is taxi fare for the Oliviers
to Brooklyn.
Friendly plans to do a live
remote pickup Sunday (23)
from one of the modernistic
byses which the British government sent to N. Y. for promotion purposes. Bus will tour
Brooklyn and, at one stop enroute, Sir Laurence and Miss
Leigh will step out of it to
lecture the Brooklynites on

from Manhattar

19, 1952

to Set AI Fresco

Season at Jones Beach

For Release
Wave of firms?

depicting Communism as the villain, or which otherwise giye Americanism a big play,
is headed for national circulation
shortly. -Characters in some of the
upcoming pix, although not so identified, bear semblance to persons
who actually have been involved
in
nation^,
and
international
events concerning the Reds.
Leo McCarey’s “My Son John,”
Paramount release, has as its pivotal character a U. S. Government
employee involved in a spy ring.
He allegedly somewhat' resembles
Alger Hiss. Another character in
the film, which swings into distribution' shortly, loofcs like a reasonable facsimile of Judy Coplan.

Michael Todd asked for a Jeave
Polit. from (Lowell) Thomas-Todd Productions, which is concerned with
the current development of Cinerama (three - dimensional - effect
Blitz system) in order to concentrate on
his Jones. Beach, N. Y., outdoor
It would
entertainment season.
*
comprise 10 weeks, from June 25
Same distrib now is releasing
until Labor Day, and the accent “Anything Can Happen,” Perlberg-.
•would be on a cultural music pitch, Seaton production, starring Jose
British culture. That's when
Television coverage of the two with a cast of 400 playing at 50c- Ferrer, which points up the freethey’ll lie on camera.
major national political „ conven- $4.80 to an 8,200-capacity audience. doms and opportunities that Amertions this summer is expected to
Amphitheatre is across a lagopn ica affords.
be a crusher to most show business which becomes a setting for a
At Metro, Dore Schary's personpatronage during those periods. “Verdi in Venice” music' spectacle al productions for the 1952 sked
Hagen Gets D.C. Subpoena; The Kefauver hearings last year at night, and an aquacade in the
will include “The Hoaxters,” dedemonstrated how harmful such afternoon. Abe Lastfogel (William scribed as
factual history of the
Rep. Walter Seeks to Clear programs can be to film and legit Morris agency) Jias proposed Es- Communist amovement
since its inboxoffice.
ther Williams for the stellar draw, ception. Herman Hoffman, Schary’s
Fact that the Democratic and if available between J^Ietro pic- assistant, is now working on the
Report
H’wood With
be tures, to do the afternoon spec, feature, originally titled ‘(The Big
gatherings
'Will
Republican
Washington, March 18.
televised on national networks, but Todd meantime has signed the
Uta Hagen has been subpoenaed plus local outlets that want-to pick Dick Pope watercade from Cypress Lie.”
Russia of Future
to testify on Thursday (20) before theijyup, is figured likely to make Gardens, Fla.
This is a troupe of
United Artists has a science ficthe House un-American Activities
(Continued on page 23)
water-skiers, aquamarine acrobats
tion
indie
pic coming up, which
Committee. Understood the Comand other aqua troupers who do a focuses on Russia in the future.
It’s
mittee wants to quiz her on connecstrong year-round gross in Florida.
titled “Red Planet” and was
tion with a number of Commy front Jersey G.O.P. Chief Files
The longhair spec in the Jones by Melaby Pictures, headed bymade
Anincluding
several
organizations,
Beach amphitheatre has N. Y. thony Veiller
and Donald Hyde.
groups cited by the U, S. Attorney
Park Commissioner Robert Moses
$1,000,000 Libel Suit
Louis de Rochemont has comStar has been booked
General.
enthused and highly cooperative.
pleted editing his latest, “Walk
to open in Washington May 5 in
Ys. Robt. Montgomery The Sunday night* concerts will
“Tovarich.”
(Continued oh page 61)
be more “popular,” devoted to
Trenton* N. J., March 18.
Meantime, it was learned that
name composers like Richard
Robert Montgomery was named Rodgers, Irving Berlin and others
Rep. Francis E. Walter (D., Pa.), a
leading member of the House Com- top defendant in a $1,000,000 libel conducting or performing.
‘Madam’
in London,
Incidentally, Todd is playing
mitteei ^plans to introduce a- reso- suit filed here yesterday (Mon.) by
lution at the committee’s next ex- New Jersey State Republican chair- “insurance company” with himself

Summer TV

Spread Seen

To Other Show Biz

*

!

New

*

The criminaf court, though not
required ttotest the validity of the
subpoena, may be asked to determine that issue, as well as the one
of contempt. If so, its decision
would automatically resolve the
suit of Buchman vs. the House
Committee.

Wow

Hitz has successfully prosecuted
numerous contempt of Congress ecutive session, calling for a supcases, including those of the Hol- plement to the committee’s annual
report for 1951.
lywood 10.
Walter has stated that the section dealing with the film industry
Commies’ 2 Anti-U.S. Plays was unfairly rough to the indusHe believes Hollywood has
try.
done a considerable amount to
In Yienna
But
Is
The supplement he
clean house.
favors would give Hollywood credit
Written by
Fast for what it has accomplished in the
way of a cleanup.
Vienna, March 18.
Two anti-American dramas are
Walter is expected to run into
currently playing in Vienna, both some protests and objections when
under Russian sponsorship. One is he offers his recommendations.
Howard Fast’s “30 Pieces of Silver’’ There has been a behind-the-scenes
in a production of 'the local Com- row inside the Committee' on the
mie party's Scala Theatre. Second issue of a supplement to the reIs a legiter called “Missouri Waltz,” port.
Some members of the Cornby Soviet playwright Nicolai Pogocontinued on page 63)
din.
It is put on for cuffo audiences by a dramatic troupe at the
official Soviet Information Center.
While enjoying rave notices from Cooper Under Knife
the Red press, both have been estimated as fairish theatre~'knd bad
1} Hours for Hernia
writing by other papers. The Scala,
New Orleans, March 18.
deriving most of its patronage from
Gary Cooper underwent an operforced ticket sales to workers in
ation for a hernia Friday (14) at
Russian controlled factories, does
Foundation Hospital here. Actor
not much care whether productions
was in the operating room for an
do business or not. The Info Cenhour and a half, hospital spokester stage is only sporadically occuman saying that the operation was
pied, with Russ films filling in besuccessful, with no complications.
tween dramatic productions.
Cooper flew here Thursday night
The Fast play, which has report- (13) from Nassau, via Miami.
edly had production in Prague and
The Item, leading afternoon
Warsaw, purports to show under sheet, played up the Cooper operawhat conditions of terror present- tion with a banner line and art on

NSG

man

'John J. Dickerson.
charges that Montgomery,

Suit
in

a

news commentary shows
on NBC from Feb. 13 to 28, attacked his character and reputation by use of “false, malicious and
series of

via a sliding scale deal with cast
and musicians that, if he gets
rained out, thfere will be salary
readjustments. The 10 weeks were
selected because a 10-year average
It
indicates only 6.7% rainouts.

defamatory matter.”
was brought up by the extraordiAlso named as defendants by nary rains during 1950 but even
Dickerson, who is mayor of Pali- .then the weather reports indicate
sades Park, N. J., were the NBC it rained chiefly in the spring
web and Trent Broadcasting Corp., and after Labor Day.
Montoperators of WT«TM here.
Million dollars sought hy Cinegomery’s shows dealt with the cur- rama for the installation and
rent probe of gambling in Bergen equipment of theatres for the presCounty, of which Dickerson is also entation.
three-dimensionalof
a member of* the county board of effect films was completely raised
freeholders.
Suit asks $200,000 this week, according to the Wall
damages on each of five counts.
St. investment firm of Gearhart,
Kinnard & Otis, Coin was obtained

One

Howard

ANNA NEAGLE TO STAR
IN NEW ARNOLD IEGIT
Glasgow, March

11.

Anna Neagle,

i

British pic star,
will have the leading role in a new
Tom Arnold musical play, scheduled to open here in September.
It is described as a musical trilogy
of England. The show, Which will
mark Anna Neagle’s return to the
stage, ifc set for a London season in
Queen Elizabeth’s Coronation year
(1953). It opens at the* Palace,
Manchester, July 29, prior to its

Especially Politico Digs;
Berlin

Tunes Acclaimed

London, March 18.^
Enthusiasm tempered with occasional bitterness was first-nighters’ reaction to the preem of the

American musical comedy,
Me Madam,” at the Coliseum
Saturday
(15).
'Smarting over
Washington’s rising ascendency in

hit

“Call

the global political sphere, the au-

much comfort from
Howard Lindsay-RusCrouse book pokes fun at
American diplomacy.
dience drew
the way the
sel

*

Despite the show’s international
overtones, or possibly because of

them,

“Madam”

almost unan-

was
as the result of the issuance of 5%
imously hailed as a wiqnef. Jack
convertible
debentures.
Bonds,
a
Hylton’s
received
production
selling at $100, are due March ,1,
stirring ovation, with unqualified
1957, and can be converted into
Billie
bouquets
tossed
to
stars
Cinerama stock.
According to a member of the Worth and Anton. Walbrook. Former has the Ethel Merman role,
(Continued on page 63)

while Walbrook has the original
Paul Lukas part.

GUEDEL 1G PRIZES TO
ENGLEBACH, MURRAY
Hollywood, March 18.
Dee Englebach, producer-director of NBC’s “Big Show,” and CBSTV star Ken Murray won $1,000
each in top prizes offered by John

Glasgow preem. Subsequently, it
will tour Birmingham, Liverpool, Guedel’s “Dinky Foundation*”
for
Newcastle.

The

Irving

Berlin

score

won

particular plaudits. His two-part
song number, “You’re Just In
Love,” was rated an outstanding
lyric and served as a fitting highlight of the musical, which clicked
from the outset. Elegantly staged
and wardrobed, the import also
scored with its colorful dance routines.
Shani Wallis, as Princess
Maria, proved a surprise hit.

having delivered the best public
devise and service pitch inside the format of
In appraising “Madam’s” valuntitled. an -entertainment show. Groucho
have three lead- Marx and Art Linkletter, partners ues, newspaper crix felt that the
musical did not measure up to the
of Kuedel, presented the awards at lyrical
qualities of “Oklahoma,”
the Palace, Man- a Hollwyood Ad Club luncheon,
but bracketed the musical above
chester,- will mark Miss Neagle’s with the recipients accepting from
“Kiss Me, Kate” and “South Pareturn to that house since 21 years N. Y. via phone.
cific.” While praising the entry, the

Robert Nesbitt
day Americans live.
Its
tragic page one. The actor will be bedded stage the play,
hero is a small-time Washington for at least a week, hospital atta- Anna Neagle will
ing men.
(Continued on page 61)
ches said.
The opening at

will

so

far

»

3/1*

ago her

Form

Subscription Order

this

name went up

same

in lights at

theatre.
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‘Desert Fox’ Cancelled

for

Years

Name)

Zone

.

.

.

.
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Winchell Setback

May

staged on “Big Show.” Murray
received his award 'for his Red
Delay Return to
Out of 2 Scot Cinemas Cross blood donor pitch, in which
Lew Ayres donated a pint of blood
Walter Winchell, ABC gabber, is
Glasgow, March 11.
still
before
being
checked by his medicos,
the
TV
cameras.
Red
Cross
“Rommel Desert Fox” (20th),
booked for two cinemas at Clyde- attributed a 30% hike in blood do- who have not yet given the word
nations
the
whether
he’ll be able to make his
following week directbank, near here, has been can9 p.m. broadcast Sunday
(23).
celled.
Followihg objections by ly to the Murray show.
Runners-up, special awards and Winchell was in ABC’s N. Y. stuthe Clydebank branch of the Brithonorable
mention
(all gold cups) dios
last
Sunday
but
was
(16),
ish Legion, the town’s magistrates
went to “Father Knows Best/’ taken ill shortly before airtime.
requested the theatre managers to
the Phil Harris-Alice Faye show, His script was read by staff anhave the film withdrawn.
“Halls of Ivy,” “Fibber McGee nouncer Richard Stark.
Action was taken because the and Molly,” “Old Gold Amateur
Relapse followed his return the
magistrates feared
disturbances. Hour,” “Life Can Be Beautiful,” previous week after
a five-week
Clydebank was heavily blitzed in and the Charlie McCarthy-Edgar layoff due
to a virus infection. His
1941 and a very strong anti-Ger- Bergen show for radio,
and for syndicated column in the N. Y.
r *in feeling remains.
Film por^ video to “Goodyear Playhouse,” Mirror and other papers is being
lr vs Rommel in a not unfavorable
“Ruggles,” “Suspense,” Bob Hope taken over, per usual, by Mirror
light.
and “See It Now.”
editor Jack Lait as of today (Wed-.).

—

Street
City.

CARE

(Continued on page §3)

ABC

To
(Please Print

Award went to Englebach for a
CARE, in which a dramatization of a report from Helsinki
on rehabilitation of Finnish citizens via
packages was

plug for

19^2
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‘FORGET THE PAST/ ASK MAJORS
Poses Trade Dilemma;

Pk Picketing

COMPO May Woo Depinet to Stay On

SEEK OUT FROM

:

Skouras, O’Donnell Fade
Sporadic picketing of the Vicfirst-run where
toria Theatre, N..Y.
Columbia’s

opened last

“The Marrying Kind”
Thursday (13), served

+
Washington, March'

Mayer East This Week
In a switch of plans, Louis B.

18.

The majors appealed to -the
Supreme Court yesterday (Mon.) to
get them out from under the ’con-

Mayer is now expected in N. Y.
tinuing charge that they have “a
from the Coast this weekend. He
proclivity to unlawful conduct”
inability to cope with such demon- was
originally due last week.
execs
film
mild,
however
which can he a “substitute for
strations,
It’s reported the former Metro
proof in a new case.”
complained this week. Big factor production
topper may close a disHigh Court has twice ruled this
behind the dilemma is that placard- tribution deal
for his upcoming “proclivity”
Holexisted
in
the
bearers protesting the Judy
to spotlight tfye

industry’s virtual

liday-starring pic were representaneighborhood
tives of only a local
chapter of a national veterans orCol in
outfit
film
ganization.

instance—lacking knowledge

similar units
of the intentions of
across the country, could hardly
take any steps toward warding off
picketing by any of them. On the
other hand officials at the national

i

issues with film reps before authordemonstrations of protest
izing
against persons connected with a
film, execs point out.

of a downtown
Manhattan chapter of the Catholic

A few members

War Veterans appeared unheralded outside the Victoria on the night
of the film’s opening, protesting
Miss Holliday’s alleged left-wing
The star in the past
associations.
has unequivocally denied any Com-

The

sympathies.

pickets

(Continued on page 22)

The

Looming Biggest
In Car History
With some 250 drive-ins reopening

in the northeast U.S. this
in April, the question
of whether the frills of pony rides,
playgrounds and free laundries
have a definite value in luring the
patron, is again popping up. Some
maintain that these extra features
are highly essential in day-to-day
operation, while others feel that
showmanship should stress the
picture on the screen
not popcorn and free rides.
Walter Reade Theatres, with six

month and

—

in

the

New

Jersey

and

New York

Now’

territories, believes in
a diversified entertainment layout
as a means of encouraging steady
Proves Happiest
attendance from the family trade.
Circuit has pony rides in all of its
Meld Yet of TV, Pix fresh-airers and will soon preem
a ferris wheel at its Eatontown,
Hollywood, March 18.
J., drive-in. Wheel, it’s underThose feudin’ media boys, tele- N.
stood, probably will be free for the
vision and pix, saw a “Romeo and
(Continued on page 14)
Juliet” type romance blossom this

Show

Veek, but >unlike the Shakespearean counterpart, there’s ~a happy
payoff in sight for both sides. Television, in the person of Ed Murrow,
gets what looks like a socko show
in his lensing of production work
on
Samuel
Goldwyn’s
“Hans
Christian Andersen” for the Mur-

row ‘‘See It Now” show on CBSTV. Pic biz fares even better in
the behind-the-scenes treatment of
film

production/ in what

is

a tre-

mendous boost for Hollywood, and
is being touted around the
film
colony as the canniest example yet
of Goldwyn’s showmanship.
Murrow brought a crew of 10 to
the Coast for filming of the 15minute “tailpiece,” and the videoltes worked closely with film personnel to get the job done. When
televised in three or four weeks,
will

give Murrow’s vast audience an insight into the painful
preparations and meticuluous attention to detail that goes into
making a top film.
“What I’m hoping for,” Murrow
explained, “is a piece that will
make the inner workings of film
production understandable. I think
it

:

(Continued on page 22)

FAIRBANKS O’SEAS TRIP

TO INCLUDE GOVT. BIZ
Trip

to

Europe

and Asia

on

which Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., will
New York Friday (21), will
be on “considerable
U. S. Govern-

leave

ment

petitioning

Paramount,
Loew’s,

Warners

ozoners

CBS’ ‘See Goldwyn

tors is an anti-trust verdict won
by the Boulevard drive-fn theatre
of Allentown, Pa., and sustained
by the U. S. Third Circuit Court.

Drive-In Season

(rather than local) headquarters
of a vets association likely would
be amenable to discussion of the

munist

Crescent case in 1944 and in the
big anti-trust decision in 1948.
Case appealed by the distribu-

—

A

this

—

indie pix while in east.

Reade

Circuit Seeking

Legit,

Dance Troupes

As

Ballet Co. Clicks

Success of recent ballet attractions presented without films, has
prompted the Walter Reade circuit
to seek additional bookings in
the ballet, concert or legit field for
its theatres in New Jersey and upper New York State. Roy Blumenheim, aide to Walter Reade, Jr., is
contacting legit and concert managers fop stage fare suitable for
the chain’s houses.
Pencilled in for the Christmas
season is the Trapp Family Choir,
set for Reade situations in Morristown, N. J.; Plainfield, N. J., and
Kingston, N. Y.
also

Blumenheim

is

weighing roadshows of “Okla-

homa” and “Mr. Roberts” and

the

dance troupe of Pearl Primus.
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo already has clicked at the Reade theatres, selling out in Perth Amboy,
N. J., on Feb. 2 and in engagements at Trenton, N. J., and Kingston, N. Y., last season. Perth Amboy, a heavy-industry town, had
not played an attraction -ot this
calibre or cultural level for years.
Walter Reade, Jr., disclosed that
the ballet not only scored at the
b.o., but resulted in a fine public
reaction and clamor for more.

RKO,

Universal,

—

distributors
20th-Fox,

—

UA,

Columbia and

refused to

sell

PRODUCTION

business.”

yesterday

*>

(Tues.)

Pix Shutterings

definitely declined. He has stated
that the pressure of business makes
the
post out of the question at the moment, but that he
may find his way clear to accept it

COMPO

later.

Seen Hurting Chi
Property Values

Kennedy

largest real estate firms.

pointed out that theatres are a
valuable draw to merchants nearby, and without the traffic- Resulting from the pic patrons, many
retail stores are closing.
While
blaming teevee for much of the
theatre shuttering, he also said
that nabe changes, inroads of industry and obsolescence .of pic
Arthur Krim, president of United houses, were also major factors.
This statement was backed by
Artists, heads for the Coast from
the N. Y. homeoffice in about 10 a film exec who claimed that atdays with his agenda, including fur- tendance was greater in outlying
ther talks with Lew Wasserman, sections where every other family
board chairman of Music Corp. of has a teevee set. However, most
America, on lining up MCA clients of these areas are recently developed and theatres are newer
for independent pic production.
Discussions began some time ago and better kept. Most- operate on
(Continued on page 22)
of a plan by which six or seven
MCA-ers, including Gregory Peck,
KKO's
Schwartz on Coast
Marlon Brando, Alan Ladd, Cary
Grant and James Stewart, would
RKO Theatres prexy Sol A.
each appear in one indie film an- Schwartz arrives on the Coast this
nually, for release by UA. They’d morning (Wed.) to visit the comreceive a percentage of the owner- pany’s properties and attend Acadship instead of straight salary.
emy Awards tomorrow. He’s acWasserman’s trek £o London to companied by Matty Polon, out-ofopen new MCA' offices, and other town film buyer for the circuit.
They’ll go to San Francisco Frimatters which demanded Krim’s
attention, resulted in suspension of day (21) and return to New York
over the weekend.
the confabs.

O’Donnell,
who is currently
abroad, is unable to assume the
prexyship because of a combination
of business pressure and health.
Among suggested names on
which exec v.p. Arthur L. Mayer
has been unable to get unanimity
of approval is Ronald Reagan, prez
of the Screen* Actobs Guild, and
Cecil B. DeMille. Problem of finding other candidates is further
complicated by the illness of Jack
(Continued on page 18)

N.Y.-Manila Phone Call

Krhn-MCA Talks

Resume on Coast

Heads Off Strike of Pix
Help

in Philippines

Long-distance telephone call be-

New York and Manila

tween

staved off a strike last week of all
film employees in the Philippines.
Call was between a Father Hogan,
an American-born Catholic priest

who was

said to be leader of the

distribution and theatre workers,
and John G, McCarthy, director
f

of the international division of the

Motion Picture Assn, of America.
McCarthy urged Father Hogan to
keep the ^employees at their jobs
until Tqd Smith, of the MPAA
foreign staff, could get to Manila.
Smith is in Indonesia, where he
.

(Continued on page 18)
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theatre
good
Comparatively
weather is overcoming the adverse
U. S.
the
and.
influence of Lent
income tax deadline for a fairly
bright biz picture nation-wide this
Surprise snowstorms and
week.
/rain in some key cities covered by
Variety will cut overall total, but
they are not having much influence on top product.
For fourth week in succession,
“Greatest Show on Earth” (Par) is
boxoffice champ, this time by a
very wide margin. Cecil B. DeMille circus opus is winding up
week with $502,000 in representative keys, greatest total amassed
by a single picture in years. It is
far ahead of- any other champ for
a non-holiday week. Pic is big to
terrific in a vast majority of play-

Actor-producer
INTO PIX
that he
Henry Ginsberg, former Para- dates
was not at liberty to
enlarge on mount studio topper, is going back
“Quo Vadis” (M-G), now prinuiat statement
or explain his Gov- into film production, he disclosed cipally on extended-run, is finishernment mission.
(Tues.).
yesterday
York
in New
ing second by a healthy edge.
Fairbanks, who arrived in New He hag been a television consultant Third
goes to “African
place
rork from the Coast
Monday, will with NBC since, leaving Par and Queen” (UA), same as last week.
iso be active
on affairs of his will continue in that post on a “Belle of N. Y.” (M-G) will be
ougfair indie production unit, non-exclusive basis, he said.
Beware”
“Saiftr
while
fourth
in
England, France,
Ginsberg stated he was planning (Par) is taking over fifth slot.
c®.® g ? S
witzerland, Italy and Ceylon.
“Viva Zapata!” (20th) is edging
to go into independent film proL ° n(*°n he’ll huddle on financ- duction. He revealed he had made up to sixth position, with “Bend of
ino
g and production problems with a bid for “The Shrike,” hit legiter River” (U) seventh.
“Bugles In
Alexander MacDonald, Doug- starring Jose Ferrer, but had been Afternoon”
(WB) is capturing
f \
jau'
v.p., who arrived
(M-G)
report“Pandora”
is
money.
Mayer
eighth
in England topped. Louis B.
During the rest of his ed high bidder for the Joseph will be ninth while “Phone Call
tn,
r he 11 scout
climbing
From Stranger” (20th) is
locations for a TV Kramm play at $150,000.
J. S n(
Ginsberg returned to the Coast to 10th place as a result of addiL prep film » “Elephant
Wait
walk,” ?
I* Ceylon.
tional bookings. “5 Fingers” (20th)
last night.
said

COMPO

Chicago, March 18.
Shuttering of film houses Is
adversely affecting other property
In supporting the lower court, values throughout the city, accordthe Third Circuit found a conspir- ing to Henry Kennedy, v.p. of
acy among the distributors and McKey & Poague, one of Chi’s

.

GINSBERG GOING BACK

COMPO

in.

(Continued on page 22)

O’Donnell apparently un-

J.

available for the presidency, Council of Motion Picture Organizations
Paramount prexy Barney Bala- may be forced to
make another
ban and v.p. Paul Raibourn will pitch to Ned E,
Depinet to continue
plane from New York to the Coast in the post temporarily.
Everyone
tonight (Wed.). They’ll go into a else suggested so
far has proved
number of studio t problems and unacceptable to one or more of the
attend the Academy Awards pres- 10
constituent organizaentations tomorrow night.
tions that must give unanimous apRaibourn may make a. side trip proval,
to Par’s Chromatic Television Tube
Skouras, who was abroad when,
lab in Oakland, Cal., for a day. elected- to the presidency
by the
He and Balaban will be ’hack in
membership at its New
New York early next week.
York meeting last month, has now

first-

run to the Boulevard, preferring
the independently-owned downtown
theatres of Allentown.
This is the first case to reach
the High Court, in which the majors have been clipped with an
anti-trust verdict because they sold
to
roofed-over indie houses in
preference to an indie-owned drive-

With both Spyros Skouras and
Robert

Balaban, Raibourn West

and “Salesman” (Col) round out
the Golden Dozen in that order.
“Hoodlum Empire” (Rep), “Retreat, Hell!” (WB) and “Invitation”
(M-G) are the
that sequence.

SUBSCRIPTION
Annual

runner-up pix in

“Marrying Kind” (Col) shapes as
one of the big newcomers, based on
its first round at N. Y. Victoria.
“Steel Town” (U) also looms a

$10

.

ABEL GREEN.

Frisco.

Film Reviews
House Reviews

(Par)

is

rated

sharp

in

Buffalo.

in Denver.

“Mutiny” (UA), thin in L.A.,
shapes strong in Philly and fine in
Portland, Ore.
“Tembo” (RKO),
also new, is doing okay in Philly.
“Deadline” (£0th) is rated good in
N. Y.
“Lavender Hill Mob” (U) continues fancy in N. Y. and Denver.
“Waco” (Mono) looms okay in
Philly with an assist from stageshow.
“Las Vegas Story” (RKO) looks
big in Seattle and oke in Denver.’'
.

“David and Bathsheba” (20th) is
disappointing this round on popscale dates.

(Complete Boxoffice Report on
Pages 10-11.1

No. 2

INDEX
Bills

“Green Glove” (UA) looks fancy

... $11
25 Cents

Editor

120

Vol. 180

potentially strong new entry, being trim in Detroit and fine in

Notorious”
“Rancho
(RKO), which was nice opening
week in Chi, is mild there on
holdover and modest in Pittsburgh. “Something To Live For”
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Hollywood, March

18.

Uhiversai-Internatlonal asked
the Texas Chamber of; Commerce for a small map of that
state, dated 1850.
The map, eight-by-six feet,
arrived promptly, accompanied
by a reprimand: “There are
no SMALL maps of- Texas.”
.

Washington, March

18.

Paramount Theatres-ABC merger on the competitive situation in broadcasting and
theatre industries was given the
Effect of United

More Nostradamus

*

most reliable of
prognosticators, is due for an-

Job

WilHam’Dieterle heads for Israel

Nostradamus,

film
yesterday (Mon.) at hearings
other 'run at Metro. Production of Exclusive Channels Bids
on the Paramount anti-trust and the shorts on the medieval monk
- related
issues.
who allegedly prophesied- 20th
Hurt Further by UPT’s
tDetails on ABC prexy Robert century events is slated to be reE. Kintner's testimony yesterday sumed next season.
Testimony Before
(Tues.) are in the Radio section.]
Carey Wilson, who produced the
Washington, March IB.
ABC* witnesses testified that if original series, will be exec proIn view of the. testimony coming
the merger is aoproved, AB-PT ducer on them and again will do
will operate 319 first-run and 325 the narration.
He’s now winding out of the Paramount anti-trust
hearings before the Federal Comother theatres of the approximate- production on “Scaramouche,”
munications Commission, observly 20,000 theatres in the country
v,
r
-'vhich
cities in
in 297
ers here are wondering if the edge
owned-and-operated or affiliated
hasn't -been taken off the motion
stations.
picture industry’s bid for exclusive
Still
What,
UPT theatres in these markets,
channels for theatre TV.
according to ABC testimony, will
they’re asking, can the industryfirst544
from
competition
have
offer the FCC as justification for
run and 3,249 other houses. In none
channels after one of the biggest
have
UPT
of the 297 cities does
theatre operators publicly throws
the only theatre and in 277 there
cold water 6n the future of the
is first-run competition to UPT. In
medium?
the remaining 20 cities, all under
Although he did his best to soft25,000 population, UPT has the
pedal implications of previous tesonly first-run theatre, but ABC
timony regarding cancellation of
Deal for DuMont’s buyout of Parhas no radio or TV affiliates in
equipment orders by
amount’s interest, much gone into large-screen
these markets.
& Katz Corp., Leonard
Balaban
Communications
Federal
Of 479 cities in which AB-PT during a
prexy
Goldenson,
of United Parawould have radio or theatre inter- Commission hearing recently, isn’t mount Theatres, Inc., told the Comdead yet. While there ar,e no forests, it was shown, there would be
mission last week he could foresee
181 in which ABC has broadcast mal negotiations in progress, it’s only few. events of “real theatrical
the
1
interests and UPT has no theatre understood that members of
have been value’ which can he brought to
interests, 176 in which UPT has Par and DuMont boards
motion picture houses via TV.
theatre interests and ABC has no continuing to go into the possi“I regard the real possibilities
broadcast interests, and 122 cities bility.
Goldenson,
Par owns approximately 28% of of theatre TV,” said
in which AB-PT would have radio,
“as
a non-theatrical and non-enterDuM’s outstanding shares. Both
TV and theatre interests.
tainment in the off hours of the
In 14 of 51 cities in which the companies have told the FCC that theatre.”
And several times he
only
station is an ABC affili- they want to part company, but stated
in
replies to questions:
terms.
able
come
to
haven’t
been
to
ate, the testimony showed, UPT
is only an incident
“Theatre
TV
has theatres, but there is at least Film company paid about $250,000 to the theatre program.”
one theatre competitor in each of for the shares. Figures as high as
declaring
that UPT' will
While
$12,000,000 have been talked by
these cities.
make no commitments for addiIn none of five cities where ABC Par as their current worth.
installations
large-screen
Par -insiders privately maintain tional
*wns a TV station does UP own
until the FCC decides the channel
more theatres than the competi- that if Dr. Allen B. DuMont, prez issue, Goldenson pointed out that
of
outfit,
really
wanted
to
the
make
tion, and ABC is not affiliated with
UPT has cancelled no orders for
any TV station in any city where a deal, it could 'be accomplished. equipment,
although its,subsidiary,
Par execs assert that they are ready
UPT has the only theatre.
B&K, has cancelled orders * for
In an exhibit comparing the to offer fair terms with a mini(Continued on>3page 23)
size of ABC with companies which mum of cash, and the rest in notes,
if the film company can be assured
(Continued on page 23)
that the operation will be such as
to make reasonably certain DuM’s
AN,
ability to pay off on the paper.
30-Day Delay on Ruling'
Par’s interest in the TC firm has
long been an issue with the FCC,
In Autry’s Suit Vs.
which recently took considerable
William J. Heineman and Max
testimony on it as part of the cur- E. Youngstein, United Artists veeOver Old Pix to Video rent package hearings on films and pees, have mapped a travel schedtele.
FCC has maintained that ule which will take them more
Los Angeles, March 18.
Decision in Gene Autry’s suit to Par’s holdings constitute control, than
months to fulfill.
three
prevent Republic from *releasing which both Par and DuM have de- Heineman, who’s sales topper, and
his old pictures to television won’t nied.
Youngstein, former ad-pub head
The point is primarily impor- who has taken on an expanded
be handed down for at least 30
days. After three days of testimony tant because of the FCC rule that role in management, intend to
in Federal Court, Judge Ben Har- no one owner can have more than visit every domestic branch of the
rison gave the opposing attorneys five tele stations. Par already has company, conferring with exhibs
that length of time to prepare their one and DuM three. If the FCC and hinterland UA personnel- on
briefs containing final arguments agreed that Par does not control
market conditions and sales poliand citations of the laws bearing DuM, o£ if there were a sale of Par cies.
on the case. Verbal testimony oc- stockJTn DuM back to the latter
They’ll cover the entire field via
cupied only three days. Autry is company, they could between them
a series of hops out of the homerepresented by Martin Gang and hold^six additional stations, rather
office.
They were in Boston yesRepublic by Herman Selvin.
than just one more, as at present.
terday (Tues.) on the first of the
Judge Harrison made it clear
series.
that the crux of the case is the
Another extensive traveler for
interpretation of the contract beEngland Exhibs
UA is Arnold Picker, v.p. in charge
tween the cowboy actor and the
He reof foreign operations.
studio, and that the suit will be
Old Films Sold to
turned recently from a tour^of
decided on that basis.
Boston, March 18.
South America and left N. Y. yesAutry, himself, was .the first witIncreasing practice of some Hol- terday for a tour of branch ofness. He told of his rise from a
jobless railroad dispatcher during lywood producers in selling their fices in England and the Continent.
the depression to his present sta- old product to TV is deplored by
Norman Glassman, prez of the AL
tus. The late Will Rogers,

FCC

FCC

early in April to scout locations
for Columbia’s “Salome.” Pic will
It’s, a Bible
star Rita Hayw.ortlf,
yarn with a Palestinian back-

ground.
who’ll direct, will be
accompanied by an art director on
Only backthe j'aui^t to Israel.
grounds will be shot there.
Dieterle,

•
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WB $15 Stock Offer
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Deal

Gets Wall Street

DuMont Buyout
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Of Par Interest
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YOUNGSTEIN

HEINEM

3-MONTH TREK FOR UA

Rep

New

Frown

TV

On

he said,
advise.d him to get a job on radio, lied-affiliated Independent ExhibMcCarthy Set for Month’s
ao he went to N. Y. and waxed itors, Inc., of New England. His
latters for a record company. attitude reflects the feeling of the
IENE
membership,
which
has
asked
Europe Jaunt for
? hrough his records, he said, he
contacted his first sponsor, Sears, the Council of Motion Picture OrJohn G. McMcCarthy, director
Roebuck & Co. He was earning ganizations to intercede with the of the international division of the
$15,000 a year in 1934, when he “disloyal” filmmakers.
Motion Picture Assn, of America,
Following an IENE meeting held
was signed by Mascot Pictures. Bewill probably go to Europe in
tween 1938 and 1951, he testified, here last week, Glassman declared April. A proposal that he go to
he earned commercial tieup royal- that the industry isn’t against TV, Latin America this month has been
“but exhibitors cannot see any reaties amounting to $1,599,734.
shelved temporarily.
His attorney, Gang, introduced son why a theatreman should sit
McCarthy would handle probdocuments to show that Autry had idly by and watch the life-blood lems concerning American films in
of his business being used in direct
(Continued on page 20)
France; Spain, Belgium, the Nethcompetition to himself.
“It doesn’t

seem

intelligent for a

producer to create an ‘at home’ audience on the one hand, and then
expect to sell his new product to a
From Germany on Leave theatre with
a lost patronage on
Marc Spiegel, Motion Picture the other hand. Old or new films,
Assn, of America rep in Germany, good or bad, we in New England
arrives in New York by ship today are definitely opposed to motion
(Wed.) for three weeks of home picture films being made available
to TV.”
leave.
Spiegel has been serving pro tern
in Paris ior the past three
‘CIU0 VADIS’ LAUREL
months,
lilling a manpower
vacuum there.
Metro’s “Quo Vadis” was voted
He may be transferred to the post jthe best film
of 1951 by N. Y.’s
permanently, a decision which, will Foreign
Language Press Film
be made by MPAA execs while
he Critics.
is In New York.
In event of a
Citation was presented to M. L.
switch. MPAA would seek
another Simons, M-G exhibitor relations

man

for

Spiegel in N.Y.

Germany.

staffer.

Johnston,

may

join McCarthy
part of the tour.

.

Markley

Sidney M. Markley, exec assistant to Leonard Goldenson, United
Paramount Theatres president, has
been elected a v.p. of the corporation.

Markley, a lawyer, joined
in 1946 upon his release
tary service.

from

UPT
mili-

WB

WB

-

atre properties, from which capital
gains profits were realized. The
Wall Streeters, in view of this, had
figured the board would have been
more generous in proposed tender
deal with stockholders.
In any event, some stockholders
in the N. Y.. financial district now
have it figured that
will fall
short of its goal of picking up
$10,000,000 in stock at $15. They
feel many investors will balk at
selling at that price.

WB

no

i«

Goldenson, prexy of United Para-

mount Theaters.

Testifying, before

Federal Communications Commission last week, Goldenson said

trie

he

C
t

.
*-i

women

hold the key
to the question of whether the family goes to the theatre or not “and
they're not going to pay to stay at
home” for Phonevision or any
other system of subscription TV.
Goldenson gave three main reasons for his belief that subscription TV will be limited in its effect
on the theatre. First, he said, women want to go out, show off their
hats,
etc.
Second, the gadgets
which scramble the TV picture can
be unravelled so that the program
.believes

$
tV

comes

in free. Third, the feature
film- isn’t suitable for the home,

because of interferences which
break the discipline necessary for
concentration on the picture.
Amplifying his third reason,
Goldenson told about a private preview attended by 50 persons for
the Bing Crosby pic, “Going My
.

Way.” Distractions at the

screening, he said, caused the observers
to go way ‘off in their judgment of
the potential of the film. Yet, he
said, the film grossed $10,000,000.

Can’t

Nor

TV

“free”

Compete

Goldenson worried

is

that
will hurt the theatres

through broadcasting of feature
films. Competition will determine
whether first-run pi-Iuct will be
sold to TV stations, he said, but
he doubted that TV will be able to
compete with the theatres for price
of pix.

But he conceded that he might
’

have to alter his answer, in five
or six years, because by that time
competition on both sides may
change the situation.
Television can’t hurt the better
pictures, said Goldenson. In Chicago, which is saturated with TV
sets, “A” pix are doing as well as
they did before TV, he pointed out.
“A” theatres and “A” pictures, he
added, are doing as well today as
they ever did, including the peak
1946.

levels of

Goldenson said he saw nothing

.

•

•

Alliance’s 12 Ozoncrs
Chicago, March 18.
Alliance Theatres building .another ozoner near Vincennes, Ind.,
to be completed next mohth. This
makes two outdoor houses for the
circuit there.
Chain is also taking over drivein at Terre Haute, Ind., making 12
owners for the firm.

Bergen

Kurt Frings
William Gargan
L. Wolfe Gilbert
Edmund Goulding
Jane Greer

and Tampa.

N. Y. to L. a.
Barney Balaban
Henry Ginsberg
Barry Jones
Elia Kazan
Alan Jay Lemer
Paul Raiboum
Allen Rivkin
Milton Salzburg
Sol A. Schwartz
Glenn Wallichs
Allen M„ Vfidem

j

N. Y. to Europe

Jr.

Valerie Cardew
Betty Ann Davies
G. S. Eyssell
Lt. Samuel Goldwyn,
Barry Gray
Katharine Hepburn
Burl Ives

Norman Krasna

William Pizor

Edward Lasker

Sylvia

John Lavery
A1 Lichtman

David E. Rose
Ramon Vinay
Emlyn Williams

Irving Mills

Herman Wouk

Ed Sullivan
Dan Terrell

[

J.

Mike Jablons
Milton Kirschenberg

John Nasht
Lloyd Nolan
Arthur Schwartz
Louis D. Snader

I

[

Steve Previn

Katharine Hepburn
Skip Homeier
Robert Joseph
Robert Keith

Irving P. Lazar

t

Jacques Abram
Ernie Anderson
Fred Berle

Howard Dietz
Paul Douglas
Douglas Fairbanks,

!

18.
is

Value Line, widely-circulated" in- inconsistent in his testimony with
vestment advisory publication, this his report to UPT stockholders” in
week advised WB stockholders not 1950 that “television is competing
to sell. The outfit notes that the with us for the public’s leisure time
book value of the Ltock was $21.48 and entertainment dollars. Studies
a share and that further retirement we have made indicate that the
of stock, under the capital reduc- boxoffice is off less in non-TV than
tion policy, would further enhance in TV areas. It is impossible to dethe asset value behind the remain- termine the extent of television’s
ing stock. It’s in view of the big effect.”
Goldenson said that if the mergasset value that the stockholders
were advised to retain their hold- er of UPT and ABC is not approved
ings.
by the Commission, UPT will still
pursue its TV applications for stations in Boston', Detroit, Des Moines

George Breakston
Leo G. Carroll
Yvonne De Carlo
Marlene Dietrich

I

UPT Veepee

shrinkage program, has some Wall
Street professionals, doing a burn
this week. Their beef is that the
board, in allocating $10,000,000
for the" acquisitions, should have
voted a purchase price well above
the $15 which was decided upon.
Doubtless some financial- area operators had figured on a higher
offering price, because of the dayto-day trading quotations on the
issue over recent weeks. It was
selling at slightly over $15 prior,
to the hoard action, leading investors to anticipate that the price
to be set down in the offer to
tender stock likely would be approximately $16, or even $16.50.
Another factor behind the expectation of a bigger price was
WB’s recent sale of numerous the-

Ward Bond

MPAA

prexy,
during all or

Warners’ offering to buy up
stockholders’ shares at up to $15
per share, in line With its capital

Edgfir

,

Eric

Frown; Too Low?

William Bendix

erlands. Italy and possibly other
countries. He’d probably be gone
about a month and would include
a visit tq the international film
festival at Cannes.

television

threat to the motion picture theatre, in the opinioh Of Leonard

•

L. A. to N. Y.

MPAA

'

MPAA’s

Washington, March
Pay-as-you-see

Dieterle’s Israeli

Vittorio

Jr.

Mattea

I

!

Mary Merrall

,

Rayman
i

!

j

Europe to N. Y,

Gino Cervi

Edward

J. Danziger
Richard Ney

Marc Spiegel

I

m**

WedtMd.r.

», WSJ

.
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U Directorate Nod on

Decca Merger

Allied Prez

rn

K

imlii in.

Burned at Arbitration

Delays by Distribs; Suits Threatened
of the Universal board4
opined this week that the direchot approve the prowouldtorate

4

A member

.

posed merger with Decca Records,
without putting the question to -the
stockholders. That .‘eliminates, the
possibility of effecting the meld
without chancing the hostility of

Arthur Rank;
Rank, who is second only to
Decca in the size of his stock holdthe
ings has indicated coolness to
merger idea. Plan, therefore, of
and
Decca prez Milton R. Rackmil
some members of the U high command has been to employ a method
of amalgamating interests which
would not legally require stockJ.

20th Sues Illinois Exhib

•

On Conspiracy Charge
Chicago,

March

18.

Twentieth-Fox filed suit in Chi
Federal District Court last week
against the Sun Theatre Corp.,
claiming its Wheaton,^ 111., house,
the Wheaton, -had conspired with

the Glen, Glen Ellyn, 111., to keep
the distributor from getting a fair
and equitable price for its product.
Each spot is .the sole location in the
town.
Sun had filed a $480,000 action
against 20th among other majors
holder okay.
last month for anti-trust deeds.
via
accomplished
be
could
This
a loophole in the Delaware law,
incorporated,
is
under which
that would permit it to buy the
assets of Decca. However, the
board member, who preferred to
remain anonymous, slugged that
idea in the head. He said he felt
the liability on the board members
(they are individually subject to
minority stockholder suits) was so

—

—

U

’

U Radio,

TVs

Free

-

Space Trims Pix,

great in such an important move,
that he wouldn’t vote approval before learning the will of the shareholders.
Plan of purchase of assets will

probably be used, nevertheless,
since a plain majority could be
construed as mandating the board
to go through with the merger.

Sez Ohio Survey
Columbus, March 18.
Although pix houses spend much
more coin for advertising in newspapers, and usually at a higher
rate, than radio and television, the

In the alternate plan, which en- amount of free space is much more
tails an exchange of stock, two- in favor of radio and TV, accordthirds approval of the stockholders ing to a survey conducted by
Robert Wile, secretary- of the Inis required.
Rank owns about 15% of U, as dependent Theatre Owners of
against Decca’s 30%. Under the Ohio.
Wile’s survey covers one newstwo-thirds scheme it is conceivable
that Rank could rally a sufficient paper in eaqh of eight cities in
Ohio
of more than 100,000 popunumber of independent stockholders to upset the merger; when it lation: Cleveland, Cincinnati, Co-

(Continued on page 18)

Guinness to Compete Ys.

With

Self

Bow

of ‘Suit’;

‘Mob’s’ Unusual U.S. Click

When “The Man

in the White

new J. Arthur Rank film
starring Alec Guinness, opens at
the Sutton, N. Y.,- March 31, the
star will be in the unusual position
Suit,”

competing
himself.
against
Guinness, a fave with U. S. audiences and_ presently best-known
English the“sp appearing in British
films, is currently being seen in
of

lumbus,

Toledo, Dayton, Akron,
Canton and Youngstown. His evident aim is to point out the disparity that exists in certain communities, and get action from the
industry to obtain what he feels
is a fairer shake. The survey was
taken from roughly the middle of
January to middle of February.
In two cities, Cleveland and Toledo, radio and TV actually pay
higher newspaper advertising rates
than do films; in two others, Columbus and Akron, the rate is the
same; and in the other four, film
advertisers pay a higher rate than

radio-TV.

On the other hand, in only two
cities, Akron and Toledo, did news
“Lavender Hill Mob,” now in its space for films exceed that given
22d frame at the Fine Arts, N. Y. to radio and tele.
“Mob” has been continuing strong
Here's a city-by-city rundown
and has shown no signs of slacking of Wile's findings:
off.
Cleveland (Plain Dealer): Total
Latter has also proved an un(Continued on page 23)
usual click throughout the country.
It has already played about 300
art house situations and is beginning to break into general house More Pitt Houses to Try
runs. It’s the first Rank product
in years to
seaters.

Alternate Art Policy

gain top billing in big-

Pittsburgh,

\i

March

18.

Harry Fellerman, sales topper of

Quick click of the art policy at
Universal’s special films division, Warners' nabe house, the Squirrel
has closed a deal with Warner Hill, in the last couple of months,

New York
“Mob.” In
with other
Fellerman is

Bros, circuits in upstate

and

Connect]

for

”.t

addition, he’s dickering

chains for the film.
deals equal to
those received for top American
product, and the film has been
guaranteed favored play dates.

setting percentage

has set a number of other local
exhibs dreaming about foreign pix
on a limited basis, and some of
them are already doing something
about it.
Harris circuit has decided to use
its

As a result of its unanimouslyvoted switch in dues collection
methods, the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations is faced with
the problem of diminishing revenue until the new system is placed

Denis theatre, in the class Mt.

Lebanon neighborhood, as a testing ground, and will play art films
there every Monday and Tuesday

Texas

Oil, Cattle

establish an arbitration system has
Allied States Assn, doing a slow

Back

New Westerns
Dallas,
Hatt, local

Distributor delays in getting the
industry together on proposals to

Outfit
March 18.

burn.

oil man, Is
Gordon
head of Rio Grande Productions, or, “we might as well forget the
which is slated to m*\ke two west- whole thing.”
erns starring James Millican. The
Film toppers received Allied’s
film company is financed by Texas and Theatre Owners of America’s
oil and cattle, interests.
ideas on conciliation of trade disFirst pic will be an original, putes about six weeks ago. There’s
“Prairie Man,” baaed upon a story been time enough for them to
by John Clement. Shooting is ex- study the recommendations, said
pected to start late this month with Snaperr adding: “We don’t want to
most of the filming on locations in analyze arbitration into oblivion.”
capacity were voted.
state.
the
The rub now is that a substanBoth Allied and TOA suggested
tial amount of time is required to
that the pic outfits call the arbiset up the machinery for the new
tration meeting.
The two theatre

into

effect.

All-industry

outfit's

board on Feb. 22, at a N. Y. meeting, decided to abandon the previous assessments schedule which
had exhibs paying the* equivalent
Of 1/10 of 1% of their film rentals,
and the distribs matching these
sums dollar for dollar. In place
of this, assessments determined on
the basis of each theatre’s seating

system. In the interim, a number
of exhibs have ceased their contributions to COMPO’s support entire-

Wald-Krasna Unit

They stopped the percentage
payments and are marking time
ly,

until the new method starts working.
is not on the brink
of financial hardship at present,
but long delays in making the

COMPO

switch would threaten
Local Setups

difficulties.

TTueman Rembusch, head of the
budget committee, is now at work

Still

Stalled

At

RKO; Former
Hollywood, March

111
18.

associations also safd ‘that their respective proposals were offered, in
effect, as a basis for discussion
and were not to be construed as
outright demands.
Snaper’s speed-up plea was accompanied by a warning that foilure to devise an arbitration system
will have the distribs facing the
greatest spate of law suits in the
trade’s history.
He said that his
office has been flooded with complaints from across the country and
that theatremen have tossed hints
at possible courtroom bouts or requests for Department of Justice
*
intervention.
The Allied topkick asserted that
many indie theatre owners are victims of discriminatory practices
and that they’re fighting for their.
existence “and don’t care who gets
hurt” in their effort to correct alleged abuses. There’s even sentiment In exhibition circles for
moves looking to the classification
production-distribution
of
as a

UA

’51

PROFIT

REPORT DUE SHORTLY

night on a two-showings-an-evening schedule. “Tight Little Island” will launch the experiments.
At the same time, Morris Finkel
is plotting the same thing, but on
a one-night-a-week schedule, at his
Shadyside, which is also in a class
neighborhood. Shadyside was until recently operated by WB, but
reverted back to Finkel few months

Final report on the extent of
United Artists’ profit for 1951 is
due within the next few days. The
earnings statement originally was
expected from Price Waterhouse &
Co. on March 15, but some delays
were experienced in obtaining ago.
final figures from a few foreign
A
offices.

,

lot of’bther nabes, particularly

the indies, are keeping an eye on
Completion
of
auditors’ the experiments, figuring maybe
the
statement showing an in-the-black they may have, until now left unoperation, means the new manage- tapped a reservoir that has been
ment group headed by prexy gushing for Warners in a neighborArthur B. Krim will take posses- hood spot that was dying on its
sion of

50%

of

UA’s

stock.

feet.

•

Jerry Wald-Norman Krasna indie
on plans tolappoint a local com- unit at RKO continues stalled, with
mittee chairman in each exchange Wald confined, to his bed and
area, with the local topper to ac- Krasna currently in New York.
quaint exhibs with the new system Wald is suffering a serious attack
and otherwise start the contribu- of ulcers, which have required
tions rolling.
Each chairman will blood transfusions, and is expected
name his own committee, but the to go to Phoenix under doctor’s
likelihood is that exchange groups orders foi a recuperative stay.
to work on COMPO’s fiscal operaKrasna arrived over the weektion will be the same as those who end with his bride, Erie (formerly
handled the “Movietime” tours in Mrs. A1 Jolson). They’ll be in Now
each territory.
York about a week. It’s part honeyAt the outset, theajtre-men may moon and part a research trip for
send their checks directly to Krasna on “Exclusive Model,” a
COMPO in N. Y. or deposit them script . on the fashion industry,
(Continued on page 14)
with the local committee for for- which he is prepping.
Unit’s plans for a heavy slate of
warding to the national headquarters.
Organization’s ultimate aim pic production this year have been
Sica Likes Dubbing On
is to bill all member theatres direct- stymied by inability to get approv- De
ly on a quarterly, semi-annual or als from studio topper Howard
His Italo Pix; Set For
annual basis, whichever is pre- Hughes on about a half-dozen
scripts and projects now before
ferred by the theatre-men.
Rembusch has had only the past him. W-K pact runs until the end
Filming Stint With
few weeks to get started on the of this year. It is expected that
Deal reportedly has been set beconversion.
His co-committeemen they will exit RKO at that time,
tween Howard Hughes and Vittorio
are widely separated geographical- since the delays in getting apDe Sica, director of the prize-winly and this tends to make the job. provals have prevented them* from
making the number of pix they ning Italian films, “The Bicycle
more difficult.
planned and thus the capital, gains Thief,”- “Shoeshine” and “Miracle
on which the. deal was predicated in Milan,” for” the latter to make a
Film will be
picture for RKO.
have not been fully realized.
Movietime Offers Stars Production team has a variety made in Hollywood, Italy or in
of deals in prospect. They range both places, depending on the final
For Spring, Fall Tours from moving the unit as is to an- story selection. Although De Sica,
who arrived in New York last WedTop-name personalities are be- other studio, to salary deals and nesday (12), and his personal rep,
ing offered local exhib organiza- to an exchange of stock merger
Marcello Girosi, would not admit
with
one
of
the
Smaller
lots.
tions by Movietime, U. S. A. for a
that a deal had been concluded, inrenewal of the star tours this
siders acknowledge that an agreespring and fall. For example, the
ment has been reached, with Do
Movietime Down South Committee Col to Get First Distrib
Sica set to receive a six-figure sum.
has been notified by Hollywood
With Girosi acting as interpreter
that one or more of the following Bid on De Rochemont ‘Farm’ at a trade press confab Friday
personalities might be available
Columbia % Pictures will get first (14), De Sica reported that he had
for
appearances in Tennessee: look for distrib
commitment with
definite
rights at “The Ani- no
Robert Cummings, Richard Carl- mal Farm,” Louis de Rochemont Hughes> although they had reached
son, Mel Ferrer, Robert Ryan, Wilfull-length
cartoon feature cur- “an agreement in principle.” Italliam Holden, Robert Young, Kirk rently in production in London in ian director, following a stopover
Glenn Ford, Douglas association- with Halas and Batche- in Chicago, is slated to arrive on
Douglas,
Fairbanks, Jr., Louis Hayward and lor Cartoon Films, Ltd. Although the Coast next Monday (24) to
Alan Ladd.
de Rochemont outfit is not commit- open talks with the RKO topper.
Expense of the tour is shared ted to Col for “Farm,” it wijl offer Meanwhile, he will attend a series
by the exhibs whose towns are pic first to Col in light of its tie of receptions being held in his
visited.
Including transportation, with the company on other deals. honor both in New York and Chi.
hotels and meals, it averages about Col will distribute de Rochemont’s On Monday (17) the N. Y, Film
$50 to $75 per day per person. “‘Walk East on Beacon” and an- Critics, at a luncheon at. 21, presented him with a plaque for his
Touring group visiting a small other upcoming pic.
community usually consists of a
Meanwhile, Lothar Wolff, de “Miracle in Milan,” which was
(Continued on page 14)
star, starlet and director.
Rochemont aide and associate proMeanwhile, nine Hollywood per- ducer of “Beacon,” left’ last week
sonalities this week began a tour for England to check the progress
FIVE PIX
of the Oklahoma City exchange being made on “Farm.” According
territory as the first of a new to Borden Mace, prexy of the RDCOL
IN FIRST
series of Movietime tours skedded DR Corp., the de Rochemont orfor this spring by the Council of ganization, two or three reels of
Hollywood, Mai-ch 18.
Motion Picture Organizations. the film will be brought back to
Stanley Kramer celebrated his

RKO

KRAMER WINDS
YEAR AT

.

FINAL

Wilbur Snaper, president of

Allied, said in N, Y, yesterday
(Tues.) that his outfit wants company execs to hustle into action

'

They’ll spend. all week visiting as
cities' as possible and -mak-

the U. S. to show distribs for the
purpose of arranging a deal.
ing appearances before civic
Pic, based on the late George
charitable
organizations Orwell’s social satire, is being
groups,
financed with frozen pounds earned
and schools.
Troupe includes Harold Shu- by the producer’s “Lost BoundWilliam Lundigan, Chill aries.” Work on the project was
mate,
Wills, Tim Holt, Regis Toomey, begun last March when Orwell’s
Paula Raymond, Laura Elliot, Vir- widow, now Mrs. Sonia Blair, gave
ginia Hall and Irene Martin. Sev- an option to de Rochemont with
eral of the group are expected to the proviso that she would have
stay over for two. days to attend the okay on the script, to assure
the annual conclave of the Okla- the preservation of the spirit and
intent of Orwell’s book.
homa Theatre Owners.

first anniversary
lot with a total

many

on the Columbia
of five

pictures

completed, two more in production
and 15 stories lined up for future
filming. In addition, he completed

“High Noon” to wind up his old
commitment with United Artists.
K'vmer’s second-year program
“The
calls
for “The Library,"
-

Raid,”

Cyclists’

“Member

Wedding” and three others

named

later.
His
calls for

Columbia
‘

five years.

of the
to be

contract with
30 features in

,
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Kouiltio top* and robbers
Set in Orient, with Jan*
Hu**!!, ltdhert Mitchum and
William Bendix name* to
belpb.O'

©1m

releaic of Alex Gottlieb producRobert Mitchum. Jane Russell,
William Bendlx; features Thomas Gomez*-]
Gloria Grabame. Directed, by Jovtt von
Sternberg. Screenplay, Bernard C. Scfte-

RKO

enfeld and Stanley Rubin; camera, Harry
J. Wild; editors, Samuel E. Beetlcy* Robert Golden; music Anthony Collin*. Previewed in N. Y. March 14, '52. Running
*
time, *1 MIN*,
„
Mitchum
Robert
Nick Cochran
Julie Benson ............. J»ne Russell
.

Lt.

William Bendlx

.Thomas Gomez

Sebastian

..... Gloria

Margie
Halloran
Martin Stewart
Itzuml

Grahame

Brad Dexter

Edward Ashley
•

Ahn

Philip

».

Vladimir Sokoloff
.Don Zelaya

'Kwan Sum Tang

Glmpy

th* medical profesopposition
ion, provide* th# story lin# for
hi* dim version, of Emily Dunning
Barringer’*
jioveU ’‘Bowery to
Bellevue.”
Unfolded in semi-documentary
style, in which, hospital procedures
of the period are displayed In detail, picture fails to develop dramatic punch except in a few instances. Succession of hospital .sequences slow* the pace, ana film
drags along In its overlength foot’

tion. Stars

Lawrence Trumbie

mam

Ra

<a

HEVIKWS
Th©.

Bad L*r4 Byr©*

“Th# Bad Lord Byron,”
import

viewed by Variety from London March 30. 1949. Dennis
Price, Mai Zetterling and Joan
Greenwood star In the Sidney

Box

production. International
Releasing Organization, Inc., i*
distributing in the U. S.
Myro rated the film as a
historical

romance which

Story is a biography of the au“relies upon an interminable
medical
in
experiences
thor’s
series of flashbacks to estabschool and, later as an interne at
some semblance' o"f continuity
June
N. Y.’s Bellevue Hospital.
no pull- In American the. . .
Allyson goes through Cornell Medatres.” Stars are given “little
*cal„ School, and becomes the first
opportunity” to .display their
;emme interne in a N. Y. "hospital,
ability.
*
where she battles the, opposition
and hazing of the doctors and male
internes. Large amount of footage panic, and the police are on the
devoted to detailing various prowl to solve the seemingly mois
phases and treatments and surgery, tiveless murders and quiet .the
with the girl finally breaking .down aroused press and political factions.
he barriers against femme medics. Two more victims fall' to the snipMajor asset of the pioture is a ing carbine before Franz is corgroup of ^excellent performances nered in abject, pitiful surrender.
provided by cast toppers and sup- The eliding is more logical than
porting players. Miss Allyson ca- he typical gun-blazing film finale.
pably handle* her assignment;
Backing the standout work of
Arthur Kennedy delivers a re- Franz' is a quietly forceful perstrained characterization as the
ormance by Adolphe Menjou as
young medic, while Gary Merrill is the work-a-day police, lieutenant,
fine as the hospital’s medical direc- Marie Windsor's very good poror.
Mildred Dunnock provides a trayal of the first victim and Mario
sincere performance as the elderly Dwyer’s as the second to fall to
medic who struggled for years the sniper. Richard Kiley, police
against opposition to women enter- psychiatrist; Mabel Paige, Geralng the profession. Jesse White, dine Carr, Gerald Mohr, Frank
Marilyn Erskine, -Gar Moore and Faylen, Ralph Peters and Sidney
rwin Kaiser are most prominent Miller are among the others 'providing firstrate support to film's
in the lengthy supporting cast.
Producer Armand Deutsch pro- dramatic intentions.
Aaron Stell used his editorial
vided a fine production mounting,
and details, customs and dress of scissors with concise effect on the
the 1900 period are picturesque, to film’s 87 minutes of footage and
provide proper setting to the pro- George Antheil gave it dramatic
Brog ,
ceedings. Despite the factual line scoring.
f
of the story, which prevents upbeat
of dramatic passages, director John
at
Kettle
Sturges capably spotlighted the
the Fair
sincere performances of the cast
toppers for maximum effect. TechOkay new entry In U’s “Ketnical contributions are topgrade,
situations
tles”
seriesfor
including photography by Paul C.
where these -mean business.
Vogel and music by David Raksin.
Watt.
,

“Macao” pairs Jane Russell and
Mitchum; contains the

Robert

cliche elements of adventure, romance and ' intrigue for use in
trailers and blurbs, and is set
•

m

Yet all
the mysterious Orient.
it adds up to is a routine formula

However, marquee names of
Miss Russell, Mitchum and William Bendix should earn the pic

pic.

top-house

mild

resulting

bookings,

in

b.o. returns.

Story is set in Macao, a Portuguese colony south of Hong Kong.
It opens with the arrival of three
a
Russell,
Miss
Americans
cynical, wise - cracking chirper;
away
Mitchum, an-,ex-GI running
from a minor shooting scrape, and
Bendix, disguised As a salesman
but in reality a New York detective entrusted with the job of
bringing back to the States Brad
Dexter, local gambling kingpin.
For some reason, not fully explained in the picture, Dexter cannot be touched within Macao but
must be apprehended outside the
.

—

'.TarBim’ii

$ully. rNon# of th# p#tformance*
I* particularly good.
Usual supply of outdoor value*
is provided by Armand Schaefer’*
.

Brit-

preemlitg today
<Wed,) at th* Trans-Lux 72(1
St. Theatre, N* Y., was reish

weak

age.

iV, 19.«

£avag© Fury

'

7

*

*

Routlike entry I* the “Tarzan”
aeries, pasaabl* for secondary

production, and William Bradford's camera doe* well by them,
Brop.

situations.

Hollywood, March

18.
RKO release of Sol Lesser production.
Stars Lex Barker, Dorothy Hart, Patrlc
Knowles; Charles Korvbt; introducing
Tommy Carlton. Directed by Cyril EndScreenplay, Cyril Hume, Hang Jafield.
coby. Shirley White; based, en characters
created* by Edgar Rice Burroughs; cam-

Island of Procida
(ITALIAN)
Topflight meller; nitron? entry
for Italian-lauiUKe houses.

Karl Struse; editor, Frank Sullivan;
Previewed March
Sawtell.
Running time, II MNS.I
Canolaro Film* raloafee of Luciano Doi-Ia
.Lex Barker
Tarxan ."
roduction.
Stan Claudio Gora, Vera
Dorothy Hart
Jane! 7. ! ! I ! . I. L . . !
.Patrlc Knowles 8laz-jnl,- Carlo NinchL Franca Marzl. Dt.
Edwards
Charles Korvin roctad. by Mario Cequl, Screenplay, l.
Rokov
.Tommy Carlton Giacoal; camera, Tbnlno Delli Colli; mu.
joey
xic, Ezio CarabeUa: Yradealiown in N. y„
March 14, '52. Running time,
MINS.
series of unexciting jungle Paul
Claudio Cora
“Tarzan’s
Mania
in
....Carlo Nlnchi
offered
heroics are
Elena.
;*. Vera
Car ml
Savage Fury,” and the results are Lucy
«" . . .
.Franca Marzl
just passable for the secondary Father Elia.......
.Giulio Donninl
.Mario Galllna
couple of tries at tricks Director
market.
Ombra ................ Agoatlno Salviettt
that will please the kiddie fans are Doctor
............Annibale Betrone
made, but do nothing to relief the Faina
Checco Durante
Fautto Guerzonl
ormula material and the static Marciano
Morabito
Flo Camp*
pace.
Giacomo....;
...Paolo Real*
.Angelo Dessy
The long-lived film series intro- Komi
Michele
Giovanni
Petti
duces a sort of Tarzan, Jr., in the Eapoalto.;
Armando Gucrnierl
person of young Tommy Carlton, Giulietta
Janella Monti*
jungle boy taken in by Tarzan
(In Italian; English Titles)
era,

music, Paul

14, '52.

H

A

-•

.,

A

and Jane (Lex Barker and DoroMoppet tags along
Hart).
the,, jungle lord and bride

thy

when

dangerous
ead a party into
Wazuri country on a diamond hunt.
Barker has been sold a bill of
goods by Charles Korvin and Patric
Knowles, latter posing as Tarzan’s
nglish cousin, that the. diamonds

T7 m.
t

Neatly - constructed
prison-life
meller, this proves one of -the best
of-

recent production from Italian

studios, despite the absence of better-known Italo names. The ability
of producer Lucian Dorio and director Mario Sequi to sustain interest in what starts out like a routine penitentiary yarn, goes far in
making this swift-moving enter“Island
tainmept.
of
Procida”
shapes as a very strong grosser at

war industry.
Trek through jungle and over
desert and mountains is dragged
out very slowly by Cyril Endfield’s
direction, and when party reaches
Italian-language houses, and has
ts destination the truth comes, out
possibilities in certain art theatres.
The natives are aroused, but the
Production introduces various
lord of the jungle manages to administer savage justice to the prison types as it traces the life of
heavies and save Jane from a a promising young surgeon, sent
up for 20 years because he mursacrificial death.
three-mile limit.
Carlton is introduced while being dered his unfaithful sweetheart.
„
embittered -behind bars, until
He’s
Up to Bendix's arrival, efforts
used as crocodile bait by some naof the international police to nab
tive
hunters.
Kid’s
muscular called in on an emergency operation
a child, landed on the baron
Dexter have failed and New York
physique fits in with the demands
cops sent to get him have been
of the series and he probably will ren penitentiary island by an airplane
Crash. The medico is attractDexter engages Miss
murdered.
be seen again as TarZan’s young
Russell to sing Rt his club and
pal.
Barker, Miss Hart, Knowles ed to the child’s older sister and
makes a play for her, to the disand Korvin do what they can with is regenerated through their mu(Gloria
13.
Hollywood,
March
friend
girl
tual love. Odd part Is that ‘alhis
of
pleasure
Universal release of Leonard Goldstein the cliche dialog and stock sit- though he twice proves a hero in
Grahame). Believing Mitchum to
uations found In the script written
roduction. Star* Marjorie Main, Perc:
Sniper
fails
Dexter
cop,
York
New
the
be
Siilbride: features James Best, Lori Nel
by Cyril- Hume, Hans Jacoby and the pen, he is forced to serve out
son, Esther Dale, Emory Parnell, OUver
his full sentence, with their ultiin an attempt to bribe him to leave
Extremely well-do&e suspense
Blake, Russell Simpson, Rex Lease. Di- Shirley White.
mate marriage a culminating not#
the island and resorts to more
rected by Charles Barton. Screenplay,
Usual jungle background and
melodrama on sex criminals,
drastic means. Meanwhile, Bendix
Richard Morris, John Grant; story, Mar- stock shots of African animals after he is released.
with possibilities according to
tin Ragaway, Leonard Stern, Jack Henenlists Mitchum’s aid. Eventually,
There is the usual jail break, a
ley; camera, Maury Gettsman; editor, Ted frame the Sol Lesser production
handling.
Bendix ends up with a knife in
moderate affair contrasted with
J. Kent. Previewed March 11. '52. Run- and provide a suitable setting for
his back, and with his dying words
ning time, 71 MINS,
the comical cavorting of Cheta, comparable IJ.S. pix, but the nearHollywood,
March
14.
arranged
Main
Ma
Kettle...
Marjorie
has
tells Mitchum that be
Columbia releave of Stanley Kramer Pa Kettle
Percy Kilbride Tarzan’s pet chimp.
Technical assault sequence between one of
to clear him with U. S. authorities Co. production; associate producers, Edna Marvin Johnson
the escaping jailbirds and an innoJames Best credits are standard.'
Brog.
if he brings Dexter back, a task and Edward Anhalt.
.Lori Nelson
Features Adolphe Rosie Kettle
cent gal Supplies dramatic sus.Esther Dale
Of Menjou, Arthur Franz, with Gerald Mohr, Birdie Hicks.
Mitchum dutifully performs.
pense.
Marie Windsor, Frank Faylen, Richard Billy Reed!
-...Emory ParneU
course, there is a romantic interest KUey, Mabel Paige, Mario Dwyer, Ger- Geoduck
Oliver Blake Night Stage to Galveston
The jailed medico is played to
Carr. Directed by Edward Dmy- Clem Johnson....,
Russell Simpson
between Miss Russell and aldine
the hilt by Claudio Gora. Giulio
(SONGS)
Rex Lease
After the usual mis- tryk. Screenplay, Harry Brown; story, Sheriff
Mitchum.
Donnini
Edna
portrays a realistic, huand
Edward
Charles
Anhalt;
camera,
BurCrowbar
.Zachary
understanding, the two are re- nett Guffey; editor, Aaron SteU; music, Mrs. Hicks
.Hallene Hicks
man prison chaplain. Vera Carmi,
Routine Gene Autry oatuner,
George AnthelL Previewed March 13, Medicine Man
James Griffith
united.
a
comely
blonde, makes a fine
slowly
paced.
'52.
Running
time,
MINS.
17
Film has the usual" chases Lieutenant Kafka
femme lead. Carlo Ninchi, as the
Adolphe Menjou
through ^narrow Chinese streets, Eddie Miller
Universal has another “Ma and
Arthur Franz
sex-crazed prisoner, is excellent,
Hollywood,
March
12.
gambling
Sergeant Ferris
Gerald Mohr Pa Ketle” comedy grooved to
glimpses of wide-open
Columbia release of Armand Schaefer while Franca Marzi heads a good
Jean Darr
..Marie Windsor please in those situations where
joints, waterfront scenes, the typi
production. Stars Gene Autry; features supporting
Inspector Anderson
...Frapk Faylen
cast.
Virginia Huston, Thurston
cal subservient Oriental henchmen Dr. James .G. Kent
Richard Kiley others in the series have lured cus- Pat Buttram,
Sequi’s direction goes far in
Landlady
Mabel' Paige tomers. It is lightly-based situa- HaU, Judy Nugent, Robert Living*ton,
and the jealous girl friend.
Harry Cording, Robert Bice, Frank Sull
May'
.Mario
Dwyer
Nelson
making
the
routine story by L. Giamore
her
displays
Miss Russell
Checker
Geraldine Carr tion comedy aimed for .a broad Directed py George Archainbaud. Writ- cosi worthwhile. Dorio has given
famous attributes within the .limits Pete
Jay NoveUo type of escapism, and is pushed ten by Norman S. Hall; camera, William
Bradford; editor, James Sweeney. Pre- it fully adequate production values.
Mitchum
Police
Peters
code.
Ralph
Interlocutor
production
of the
along towards that goal by Mar- viewed March 10, '52. Running time, 42
Max Palmer
Camera work of Tonino Delli Colli,
and Bendix turn in routine, pass- Chadwick
Interne
Sidney Miller jorie Main and Percy Kilbride In MINS.
Gene Autry
Himself while not so good in several fogMiss Grahame, who Sam
able jobs.
Hurb Latimer the title roles.
Pat Buttram
Pat Buttram bound sequences, is fine on close..Dahl Sue Nolan
scored in “The Greatest Show On Sandy
Plot is loosely strung, together Ann BeUamy
Virginia
Huston
Harry Cheshire
Wear.
„
Earth,” is not shown to advantage Mayor
Colonel BeUamy,
Thurston HaU ups.
Chief of Police
Cliff Clark on situations that And Ma and Pa
Evans
Judy Nugent
She’s a much prettier gal than preyearning to send daughter Lori Cathy
Adj. Gen. Slaydon
Robert Livingston
Brad Dexter
sented in the film.
Nelson
to
college
and
trying
to
Ted DriscoU
Harry Cording
An effective suspense melodrama
Les
Chassent
is okay as the heavy, while Thomas
Robert Bice
4
has been fashioned around this raise the money at the county fair. Captain Yancey
Frank Sully
Gomez, a fine actor, is wasted study of a sex criminal. The ap- Pa’s not much good at working, Kelly....'...:
Clyde Chambers
Clayton Moore
of
police
in the role of a corrupt
(Wolves Hunt At Night)
Frank Rawls
proach has an adult intelligence but he’s a Yankee trader and be- Captain Kramer
Old Ranger
Steve Clark
ficial.
(FRENCH)
that gives the 'film sales ammuni- fore he’s through, he has parceled Evans
Harry Lauter
Director Josef von Sternberg tion beyond
Paris, March 7.
routine sensationalism, out 50% interest in Ma’s fair win T. J. Wilson
Robert Peyton
does the best possible job with and surprisingly good grosses may nings for jam-making and bread Mrs. WUson
Pathe-Consortium release of CICC-FonoLois Austin
Roma production. Star* Jean-Plerre Authe uneven, thin screenplay by result from
baking to two of his creditors and
booking
and
careful
mont,
Carla
Del
Poggio,
Fernand Ledoux.
Bernard C. Schoenfeld and Stan- thoughtful exploitation.
wound up with an old trotter.
Gene Autry fans will find this Directed by Bernard Boderle. Screenplay,
Technical credits are
ley Rubin.
When Ma makes her entry in one a slowly-paced, talky sage F. Thuret, Borderle; camera, Jacques Lelegislation
plea
for
corrective
A
mare; editor, Taverna. At Le Ralmu,
Holl.
6tandard.
that will better enable society to the jam contest, a mixup has her brusher that takes a long time to Paris. Running time, 97 MINS.
.Jean Pierre Aumont
spot, and care for, possibly cure, actually entering the horse in the get through its 62 minutes of foot- CyrU
Katherine
Carla Del Poggio
Girl in
the psychotic criminal, is pitched big trotting race. She wins the jam age.
Mollert
Fernand Ledoux
Plot deals with that period in Padro
in the Edna and Edward Anhalt contest but is disqualified, then
..Marcel Herrand
a
drama of
Biographical
Roldand# Lupi
production from their own story. takes the bread-balring trials but Texas history when the Rangers Miguel
the
two partners collect the coin. were out and the state police adfemme medic in 1900. NomSound motion picture dramatic
inal biz despite toplined June
-This film concerns itself with invalues are present, however, to With only the race left to raise ministered the law in roughshod
Allyson, Arthur Kennedy and
keep film from being a clinical re- the- needed college money, Pa dons fashion to any who might oppose ternational sabotage and skuldugGary Merrill.
Productionwise it is a bit
port on a social problem. Edward silks and the old trotter takes ion them. Tiring of the killing and gery.
Dmytryk directed for the Stanley new life. However, there’s a trick robbing done in the name of the better than the usual European atHollywood, March 18.
Kramer Co. unit at Columbia, ending that finds Pa losing the law, Autry, an ex-Ranger, musters tempt at this sort of film. Plot is the
Metor release of Armand Dcutsch pro- keeping a tight rein on suspense race, but he and Ma still'come out others of the disbanded group and stock one, with the usual highduction.* Stars June Allyson, Arthur Kenwith the money.
collects affidavits of wrongdoing by powered brutality and spontaneous
nedy, Gary Merrill; features Mildred Dun- and pace in the grim unfoldment.
Miss Main and Kilbride breeze Robert Livingston, head of the love and sacrifice. This type of pic
noc-k, Jesse White, Marilyn Erskine. DiHarry Brown’s scripting of the
rected by John Sturces. Screenplay, Irmthrough the familiar characters state police, and his henchmen.
is made much better in the U. S.
controversial
is
exsubject
matter
gard Von Cube, Allen Vincent; adaptaeasily. Miss Nelson and James Best
A stock series of events is pre- It could do for lower half of dualtion, Irmgard Von Cube, Philip Steven- ceptionally good.
love and sented in formula style before ers in some U. S. houses, being
son, from book by Emily Dunning BarThe story is run off against a are paired for
ringer; camera, Paul C. Vogel; editor,
San Francisco background, tell- comedy assists come from Esther Autry can make use of his reports exploitable via Jean Pierre AuFerris Webster; music, David Raksin.
by Burnett Dale, Emory Parnell, Oliver Blake, on police corruption and oust Liv- mont’s name.
Previewed March 11, *52. Running time, ingly photographed
92 MINS.
Laid in Venice, production conGuffey to point up the melo- Russell Simpson and others under ingston. The Rangers are restored
Dr. Emily Dunning
June Allyson
values,
and strongly Charles Barton’s broad direction. to power, assuring a law-abiding cerns a secret service agent out
Dr. Ben Barringer
Arthur Kennedy dramatic
An okay round of budget values Texas.
Dr. Seth Pawling
Gary Merrill played by the cast.
to locate the gang that has been
Arthur Franz
Dr. Marie Yeomans
Mildred Dunnock portrays the
criminal, a young are to be found in Leonard GoldGeorge Archainbaud’s direction sabotaging French military planes.
Alec
Jesse White
stein’s production of the Richard- makes the chases and fights ap- Into this comes a cynical chanNurse Jane Doe
Marilyn Erskine man with a record already indiDr. Barclay
Guy Anderson cating the path he is on. Fighting Morris-John Grant script, based on pear stagey and unexciting, and toosy who falls for the secret servDr. Graham
Gar Moore
a story by Martin Ragaway, Leon- pacing is bogged down in an over- ice man (Aumont). Then follows
Dr. Williams
Don Keefer an urge to kill attractive brunets, ard Stern
and Jack Henley. Maury load of dialog and characters. a brief idyll along Venetian canals
Nurse Bigley
Ann Tyrrell Franz tries in his inept fashion to
Matt
James Arness obtain help, but is unable to break Gertsman’s lensing, the editing Autry sings “The Eyes of Texas,” and in gilded old bedrooms.
Commissioner Hawley
Curtis Cooksey
*and
other
technical functions are “Down In Slumberland” and “A
Direction of Bernard Boderie
Nurse Wells
Carol Brannon down the carelessness and indifBrog.
Nux-se Schiff
Heart As Big As Texas” in his manages to keep pic moving. Good
Ann Morrison ference of those who might give good.
Nurse Bleeker
Jo Gilbert aid.
usual fashion, while *comic side- bits of business give the film a nice
Dr. Schneider
Erwin Kaiser
Franz’s
against his
struggles
kick Pat Buttram works over “Yel- filling out. Aumont does not have
Mrs. Lindsay
Kathryn Card
UPT 50c DIVVY
Dr. Eller ton
Jonathan Cott urge arouses considerable audilow Rose of Texas.” Others mixed the necessary presence and brittleNurse Hanson
Continuing its $2 annual rate,
Joan Valerie ence pity and provides an underin the Norman S. Hall script ness to give the secret service
up
Orderly
'Coleman Francis
United Paramount Theatres board are Virginia Huston,
Elevator Boy
daughter of agent a slick veneer. Carla Del
A. Camcroh Grant standing of, although not sympaPatient
David Fresco thy with, the events that take has declared a quarterly 50c per publisher Thurston Hall; Judy Nu- Poggio gives, the role of the displace.
By the time Franz’s high- share common stock dividend.
gent, young orphan aided by Autry, illusioned girl too much drama.
A woman’s fight to become a doc- powered rifle has claimed its secIt’s payable April 18, to stock- and Livingston's henchmen, Harry Fernand Ledoux is fine as the key
tor back in 1900, despite vigorous ond victim, the city is nearing holders of record on March 28.
MosJc.
Cording, Robert Bice and Frank journalist.
.
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EVES ‘ESSENTIAL’ STATUS
\
Iowa exhibs obviously take their travail with the distributors
seriously. Here's a “Lament a la Gettysburg" from an unnamed
Iowa theatre operator as it appeared in the bulletin last week of
Allied Caravan of Iowa, Nebraska and Mid-Central:
“Some years ago, the distributors brought forth upon this industry a new policy, conceived in secrecy and dedicated to the
proposition that all exhibitors are. fair game.
“We are now engaged in a great mass of calculations, testing
whether this exhibitor or any exhibitor can long endure. We are
met on the battlefield of percentage. We are asked to dedicate a
large portion of our income to a final resting place with those who
spend their lives that they may spend our money.
“It is altogether anguish and torture that we should do this, but
in a larger sense we cannot evade, we cannot escape, we cannot
underestimate this policy. The ‘blind checkers,’ clever and ^sly who
compute here, have gone far beyond our poor power to add and
subtract.

nor long remember what we play
here, but the ‘powers-that-be’ can never forget what we report
here. It is rather for us to be dedicated to the great task remaining before us that from these vanished dollars we can take increased devotion to the few remaining; and that we here highly
resolve that this year will not find us in the percentage bracket."
Even Charles Jones, editdr of the bulletin, was moved to remark,
“Oh, come now. Is it really that bad?"

“Our patrons

will little hote

—

Censors; Cite 'Bitterness'
Major move looking
.

to re-clas-

from
communications

sification of the film industry

“non-essential’’ to

along with the press and
radio-TV, is being considered by
film execs and theatre operators,
on the heels of the Treasury Dept.’s
announced opposition of any cuts
in the Federal 20% admission tax.
Department’s report, which was isstatus,

sued in Washington last Wednesday (12), stated that the trade
would have a low priority rating in
any future tax reduction program,
because of its relatively non-essential character.

18.

elimination of the State Board of
Motion Picture Censors, continue
their campaign this week with a
series of four feature articles. Series, by Frank Porter, reviews the
history and describes the policies
of the board and touches on the
public’s attitude toward censor-

45 in the final sequence.

Porter points out that since ‘the
film censorship law was enacted
in 1916, scarcely a month has gone
by without it being the centre of
bitter
public
controversy.
And
yet, he notes, few if any film patrons are aware jof what they have

ship.

been forbidden

Setup

nances, with committees appointed
to acquaint Congressmen with the
downbeat finances of many theatremen and the need for tax relief.
Some exhibs now feel, as a result
of the Treasury’s report, that the
only hope for that relief is via the

Longrrm

March

Hollywood, March 18.
While plenty of mature film
femmes Insist on teenage roles,
it’s different with Susan Whitney, currently in “The Miracle
of Our Lady of Fatima" at
Warners.
Susan is only 11 years old,
but winds up as a woman of

Chi Palace indie

Both the Council of Motion Picture Organizations and the Theatre
of
America
recently
Owners
mapped plans to combat the Fed-

to Cuts

Baltimore Sunpapers, which recently came' out editorially for

Casting Switch

eral levy in addition to local ordi-

‘Show,’ Tieing N.Y. Music Hall

Due

Baltimore,

May

Loop Bookings
Chicago,

March

to see.

The Sun-

papers, in preparing the film censorship articles, made inquiries on
32 recent films to Sydney R. Traub,
prexy of the censor board.

Snarl

18.

Six of the films were altered by
the board while the other 26 were
passed intact. The board furnished Porter with copies of Form 11,
the document issued by the censor
to the distrib ordering him to make
certain deletions before a film is
shown to the public. The six films
scissored include “Bitter Rice," an
Italian import; “A Place in the
Sun*" “A Streetcar Named Desire;"
“The Well," “Born Yesterday" and

As predicted last week, RKO has
Newspapers dropped Its lease on its flagship,
and radio-TV are free of any fed- the Palace, after continued trouble
Not only will “Greatest Show on+
eral levies such as on theatre ad- with the 'motion picture operators
Earth” (Par) equal the N. Y. Mumissions.
union.
Otto Eitel, head of the
(On another front, the industry Bismarck Hotel, lessor qt the propsic Hall longrun record of 11 weeks
Plenty More Tarzan
for long has sought the re-classifi- erty, announced formation of the
made by “Random Harvest" (M-G)
Hollywood, March 18.
cation, since itr would give films Chicago Palace Corp., which will
in 1942-43, by going into its 11th
Tarzan will continue his tree
(Continued on page 20)
week tomorrow (Thurs.), but the
handle the theatre, with Roland '“Texas
Carnival." “The Well" was
total grossed by the circus opus climbing activities under the Sol
Stonebrook as manager. House is neyer
shown in Baltimore because
will come near the all-time money Lesser banner for 20 more years.
scheduled to relight April 8.
producer
Clarence Greene refused
Producer
with
the
closed
a
deal
This
total
was
high of $1,392,000.
What makes the Loop booking to let It appear with the 15 delerun up by “Great Caruso" (M-G) Edgar Rice Burroughs estate covsituation more complex and inter- tions ordered by the board. Single
ering
that
period.
in 10 weeks last year (May-Juneesting is the fact that the house deletions of minor nature were
Contract includes the use of all
July).
will not he bound by the terms of made in “Born" and “Carnival."
“Show" will have grossed $1,279,- the late author’s unpublished junthe Jackson Park decree, which
Porter, in his initial, article,
000, or close to that, by the time gle stories in future “Tarzan" piclimits showing to two weeks and quotes from the reports and rethe 10th week closes today (Wed.), tures.
also prohibits clearance in defend- veals the cuts made. For example,
with $1,369,000 probable for the
ant theatres. It’s assumed that the from “A Place in the Sun," the
Hollywood, -March 18.
full run of 11 weeks, predicated on
Approximately 75% of the year- new corporation will bid for “The board ordered the following: “In
the possibility that it would do
ly output at Warners will be made Greatest Show On Earth" and scene revealing George and Anne
at least $90,000 iri the final sesin color, as a result of the installa- other roadshow pictures, formerly dancing in her bedroom, eliminate
sion, regarded as a conservative
1,073-seat all scenic
tion of laboratory equipment capa- shown either at the
matter and dialog apadvance

Mark, May Touch All-Time Coin High

shift in classification.

:

WB Plans Tinting
75%

of Product

UA, Col Pub-Ad

forecast.
The Cecil B. DeMille production,
which will not round out its 11th
week until March 26, will easily
top the money total registered by
“Harvest," which was $1<090,000.
Although obviously the lower scale,
then prevailing at the Hall, is partly responsible for that picture not

ble of processing eight features annually in Warnercolor. The other
tinters will be in Technicolor.
First productiQn to get the War-

NX Staffers Get

nercolor treatment was “The Lion
and the Horse," followed by “Carson City." Same process will be
used on “The Miracle of Our Lady
of Fatima" and “Springfield Rifle."

% Wage Hikes

10

Homeoffice pub-ad staffers at
grossing more, “Harvest" had the
benefit of the year-end (1942-43) United Artists and Columbia obtained
10% wage hikes, union
holiday week, whereas “Show" had
only Lincoln’s Birthday and Wash- shops and double severance pay
ington’s Birthday as added hypos. in case of economic layoffs, as a
Also, in was admittedly hurt by result of the final inking this week
the worst snowstorm of the year of new pacts between the compames and the N. Y. Screen Pubin N. Y.
The unusual feature of the run licists Guild, affiliated with Disby “Show" has been the steady trict 65, Distributive, Processing
and Office Workers of America.
(Continued on page 20)
Both pacts are set to run for
one year, expiring on Dec. 31, 1952.

Universal

Sked

Universal has sledded for re
lease during the current year 18
Technicolor films, all-time
’??
high for the company. At this rate,
every other pic placed in circulawill be a tinted product.
tion by
Further increase in many-hued
attractions is contemplated, the
company noted, if the present favorable market for big outdoor ac
Wage increases are retroactive to tion pictures continues, the feeling
Jan. 1, 1952. Official signing of being that color adds greatly to
the contracts mark the first break films of this type.
.

Oboler Seeking Backing,

Major Distrib Deal On

New 3-Dimensional Pic
Possible financing and a distribution deal from a major film company is being sought by .indie producer-director. Arch
*
Oboler for
1L
j.
n
H m ® ns ^ 0 a i
P 1 *. Oboler, curi^
y .? n Hew York, will launch his
«
•

,

T

,

first

three-dimensional effort on
the Coast on May 15 with “The
Lions of Gulu," a yarn with an
African background. Pic will be
done in the Natural Vision process,
which requires two cameras during
filming, two
” projectors for »s***»screenin?

+Y

b/ihe audience
rtUUi ence.
.

P<>1

*

^

While Oboler attends to the cast"

narr e ” players for “Lions,”
}
rr?k* k* s personal rep, is holding talks with film
execs about the

U

six-month talks between the
five
film
companies,
which in addition to UA and Col
include Warner Bros., 20th-Fox and
in the

SPG

and

RKO ASKS COURT OUT

Universal.
UA pact is regarded by unionites as the “best deal" from a security i3V(AUUVUAUV»
VUAlirJ
standpoint. In
AU the
UAC light
llgm of
VJk
recent layoffs and job eliminations,
a ll units were adamant in seeking
agreements which offered job protection.
pact calls for the
arbitration of all discharges for
cause. Contract agrees to the right
of the company to make layoffs,
«
II
It
t
but stipulates that if there are layoffs. because of a decrease of work,
e work
be e i lnated and
H!
J
there must be no speedup
or overloading of the remaining em( Continued on page 22)

UA

<

l

j •

TT*

»

i_1

?

ON JARRICO’S CLAIMS
Hollywood, March 18.
First legal action against Hollywoodites who refused to answer
the “are you a Communist?” question of the House Un-American Af
fairs

Wm

.

rico’s

1st

Rep Candidate Up
For Music Hall Run

in

The Las Vegas Story." Company
asked the court to determine that
RKO is not required to meet Jar-

.

handling of Oboler’s three-dimensionai films. Whatever
the outcome.
l
;" ese confabs, Oboler declares
?,
mat he is set to begin his project
on the May date.
Financing, he
» no Problem, since he can
use the same sources
which backed
fits former
indie production, “Five,”
anH
and the U COmi n
Twonky’”
p
g
His prime coin source
is A. D. Nass,
s ° n of the
founder of C.I.T.,
le a utomobile
financing company.
New Process Setup
Oboler indicated that from now
n he would
make all his indie productions in the three-dimensional
(Continued on page 20)

Committee was instituted

Superior Court here yesterday
(Mon.) by RKO. Screenwriter Pau
Jarrico is the defendant.
for UVUiUl
RKO’s IVMUVgir
request AVI
declaratory
judgment state d the studio' dis
Parsed j ar Hco and discarded all
manuLripte written by him for

demands

for

damages and

is

not obligated to Jarrico in any way,
either -for screen credit or otherwise.

Company bases its action on the
Radio City Music Hall, N. Y.,
which has been viewing a flock of fact that Jarrico refused to tell the
Committee
whether he was a memproduct recently, has nothing set
as yet to follow Metro's “Singin ber of the Communist Party bein the Rain,” the Easter pic. Among cause to do so “might tend to infilms under consideration is Repub- criminate” him. RKO stated that
after discharging Jarrico company
lie’s first candidate for the Rocke
feller showcase, John Ford’s “The hired another writer to do a new
screenplay, and that the picture
Quiet Man.”
Prexy Russell V. Downing and was majde from this new script,
which
contained nothing created by
looking
been
also
Hall execs have
They Jarrico. It also charged that beat several 20tli-Fox entries.
of
cause
this the studio suffered a
are “Belles on Their Toes” and
“Wait Till the Sun Shines, Nellie." delay in production.

or 3,.400-seat Oriental, now pearing almost immediately after
showing “Quo Vadis."
(Continued on page 18)
Qne of the new company’s directors is Arthur Wirtz, head of the
Chicago Stadium and other stadia
throughout the country, in addition Gelling Move Brings Pix to his “Hollywood Ice Revue,”
Cole Bros. Circus and boxing inStep Closer to High Court
terests. With some attractions too
large for the Chicago Stadium (18,Ruling on Censorship
000 pews), Palace might be used
Film Industry moved a step
for some smaller events, perhaps

Woods

•

.

concerts.

New

firm

is

closer this week to getting a cjlearcut decision from the U. S. Supreme Court on the legality of film
censorship. Only barrier remaining
take over is for the High Court to decide

angling with James

former Warner Theatre
division manager, and now operaCoston,

tor of his own circuit, to
booking of the pictures.

With the passing

whether or not the industry’s

of the house

into independent ownership, it
raises an important point, likely to
be seized upon by the Balaban
Katz circuit, that they are the real
sufferers of the JP decree, sinceno other houses, except the Grand,
is now bound by the decision. Except for the consent of Judge MiLoop locations
chael Igoe,
cannot play pictures for longer

&

test

case is within its' jurisdiction. If
the court so rules, it will be asked
to outlaw motion picture censorship on the grounds that it is a
violation of constitutional guarantees governing freedom of expres-

I

sion.

Sparked by the Motion Picture
o£ America industry is deL Gelling case .
ding on the
B&K
In a surprise move last week.
Judge H. N. Graves of the Texas
than two weeks and cannot grant Court of Criminal Appeals reconbooking time. Circuit has an appeal sidered an' earlier decision and
pending in Chi Federal Appeals agreed to sign the appeal papers
Court from the' decision and it’s of the Marshall, Tex., exhibitor
likely that it will be amended.
who was convicted of defying a
lqcal censorship board by showing
Had Judge
20th-Fox's “Pinky.”
Leytes Prepping Film
Graves remained adamant in refusGelling’s
appeal,
okay
the
ing
to
York
Production in
attorney, Robert H, Park of BeauJosef Leytes, director of “Faith- mont, Tex., and the MPAA were
ful City," Israeli-made picture re- prepared
another
resort to
to
cently taken for distribution by technical move. Under the law,
RKO, is in New York making plans they were permitted to request a
for production of a film in Gotham. Supreme Court Justice to sign the
He hopes to get the project before appeal papers.
the cameras by summer.
Associated with Park in the
A native of Poland, Leytes has appeal are Herbert Wechsler, Coworked extensively in England and
(Continued on page 20)
Israel, mostly on documentaries
until he turned out “Faithful City."

A

w

~

.

,

New

He has applied for first papers and
now plans to become a U. S. citizen.

1

UA

Gets ‘The Slasher’

‘Latuko’ Sequel
Hollywood, March 18.
Edgar Queeney, who filmed the
African documentary, “Latuko,"

is

coming out with a sequel about an“The Slasher," Arthur Gardner- other African tribe, “Wakamba."
Jules Levey production,yT has been A
TechniA** the
Picture,
AVVMA V) VMA*
currently in
V*
J
acquired for release by United Ar- co i or plant, will be ready for retists, v.p. William J. Heineman dis- i ea se in June,
closed yesterday (Tues.).
Both documentaries were filmed
Adam Williams, Meg Randall under the auspices of the Ameri,
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TENNESSEE WILLIAMS
DISTRIBUTED BY

PLAT “A STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE." «T

directed by

PUV

BY

KARL MALDEN TENNESSEE WILLIAMS

.me# UPON

THE ORIGINAL

SELZNICIt
AS PRESENTED ON THE STAGE «T IRENE MAYER

BROS. PICTURES DISTRIBUTING CORP. W,(

‘Show’

Soclerw $27,000,
'

Sturdy $52,000; Trees’ Modest 21G,

B*

‘Vega’

Seattle;

March

Seattle,

“Bugles’ Fairish $9,0(0, Cincy;

18,

Brisk 8G, ‘Quo Vadis’

Show on Earth” on

"Greatest

14}£ ‘Mutiny’ Dim 11G

Los Angeles,. March

roadshow policy shapes gigantic
Paramount this stanza to easily
pace the field. “Salesman” looks
“Quo. Vadis
big at Music Box.
still is great in fifth Music Hall

providing
is
Zapata!
the bolstering, here this session,
with first-runs otherwise mild.
Rainstorm hurt trade generally.
“Zapata!” looks fine $52,000 in
four theatres, best for this unit

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
$459,700
This Week
( Based on 24 theatres
$484,100
Last Year
(Based on 17 theatres)

So-so $21,000 shapes for “Big
Trees,” playing in three houses
while “Boots Malone” looks
small $14,500 in two sites. “Hong
Kong” with “Flaming Feather” is
light $14,000 in two spots while
“Mutiny”-“Waco” is equally slim
at $11,000 in three locations.
“Greatest Show on Earth”, is
holding at nice $26,500 in two
“Belle of
houses, fourth frame.
N. Y.” way below hopes opening
$14,000
at
sharply
week, is down

.

‘5

Fingers’

Cleveland, March 18.
in second stanza, two sites. “Quo
Vadis” is closing its three-week
Stage partnership of. Tony Benrun at the Four Star with okay nett and Toni Arden is bracing
$6,500 in final eight days.
“For Men Only” for a trim take
Estimates for This Week
at State although not up to house’s
Best
Los Angeles, Chinese. Uptown, previous vaude bookings.
Loyola (FWC) (2,097; 2,048; 1,719; straight-filmer is “5 Fingers,” very
“Viva Zapata!” strong at the Allen, “David and
70-$1.10)
1.248;
(20th). Fine $52,000. Last week, Bathsheba,” back for first pop“Hoodlum Empire” (Rep) and priced run at Hipp, is rated lean.
“Fabulous Senorita” (Rep), $17,- “I Want You” shapes mild at
700
Palace.
Hollywood, Downtown, Wiltern
Estimates for This Week
(WB) (2,756; 1.757: 2.344; 70-S1.10)
Allen (Warner) (3,000; 55-80)
“Big Trees” (WB) and “Here
Fingers” (20th). Big $14,000.
“Five
Come Nelsons” (U). So-so $21,000.
“Bugles in AfterLast week. “Bend of River” (U) Last week,
(WB), $12,000.
noon”
wk),
and “As You Were” (Lip) (2d
Hipp (Scheftel - Burgei ) (3,700;
$24,300.
;_80)—“David” (20th). Lean $10,Loew’s State, Egyptian (UA) (2,“Belle of 000 on pop-price run. Last week,
404; 1 538: 70-$1.10)
“Treasure
(20th),
bright
and
(M-G)
York”
Zapata,”
New
“Viva
Lost Canvon” (U) (2d wk). Down to $16,000.
$14,000. Last week, okay $24,000
Palace (RKO) (3,300; 55-80)
but way below hopes.
“I Want You” (UA). Mild $11,000.
Hillstrcet. Pantaros (RKO) (2,- Last week,
“Lis Vegas Story”
752; 2,812; 70-.M)—“Boots Malone” (RKO), $9,000.
(Col) and “Harem Girl” (Col).
Ohio (Loew’s) (1,244; 55-80)
Small $15,000 or near. Last week. “African Queen” (UA) (m.o.k Neat
“Hunchback Notre Dame” (RKO) $5,500 in 5 days of fourth downand “Cat People” (RKO) (reissues) town week following $6,500 last

—

—

—

1

—

—

ast

(Rep),

folio.

Los Angeles Paramount, Hawaii

State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-80)

—

(F&M-G&S) (3.398; 1,106; 60-85)— “For Men Only” (Lip) plus Tony
“Hong Kong” (Par) and “Flaming Bennett, Toni Arden onstage. Okay
Feather” (Par). Light $14,000. Last $20,000. Last week, “Belle
week, “Detective Story” (Par) (3d N. Y ” (M-G), fair $14,500.

of

60wk-6 days) L.A. Par, $5,000; “Sail(Loew’s)
(2,700;
Stillman
or Beware” (Par) (7th wk-6 days), $1.50)— “Quo Vadis” (M-G) (17th
Hawaii, $2,100.
wk);
Fine $6,500 for final week
Hollywood Paramount (F&M) after $7,000 last stanza. “Greatest
60-$1.20)
“D e t e ct i.v e Show” (Par) opens roadshow run
(1.430;
.

—

^
Story” (Par) (4th wk). Off to $5,500 Wednesday (19).
in 8 days. Last week, $6,300.
Tower (Scheftel-Burger (500; 55Orpheum, Beverly Hills (Metro- 80)— “Viva Zapata” (20th) (m.o.).
politan-WB) (2,213; 1,612; 85-$l,50) Lively $3,500. Last week, “Man in
“Greatest Show” (Par) (4th wk). Saddle” (Col) (m.o.), $2,200.
Nice $26,500. Last week, $32,400.

—

Vogue,

Rife,

(FWC-UA)

United

(1,370;

885;

Artists
2,100;

70-

$1.10)—“Mutiny” (UA) and “Wafco”
Thin $11,000. Last week,
Ritz and Vogue only, “Phone Call
Stranger” (20th) and “Dark Man”
(Indie) (m'.o.’s) (2d wk-6 days), $3,-

Mpls. Marks Time But

(Mono).

‘Zapata’ Sturdy $7,500;
‘Vadis’ 12G, ‘Sailor’ 8G
Minneapolis, March 18,

400.

Four Star (UA)

(900; 90-$1.50)

“Quo Vadis” (M-G)

(3d wk).
$6,500 in 8 days. Last week,

.

Holdovers continue to get' the
biz here, with the fourth-

Hit

good bulk of

week

$6,300.

“Bend

of

“Quo

River,”

in its third stanza, and
—“Lavender Hill Mob” (U) (10th “Death of a Salesman” and “Sailor
rounding out second
wk). Off to $1,900. Last week, nice Beware,”
second cantos, still riding high. Of
$2,800.
Wllshire (FWC) (2,296; 80-$1.50) the newcomers, ‘David and Bath“African Queen” (UA) (12th wk). sheba,”' playing its first regular
Near $6,800. Last week, fast $7,- scale date here, and “Viva Zapata”

Fine Arts (FWC) 1677; 80-$1.50) Vadis,”

•

—

are creating the best boxoffice stir
Latter is especially sturdy.
Estimates for This Week

700.

’Show’ Heads

Hub B.O.,

Century (Par)

(1,600; 85-$l,25)

“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (3d wk). Fine
Tall $43,000; ‘Bend’ Big
1 8G, ‘Pandora’ Fair
Boston, March

$12,000,

Last week, $17,000.

Gopher (Berger)

(1,000; 50-76)
(20th). High praise

“Viva Zapata”
Sturdy $7,500. LAs
(Continued on page 2'4)

21

for this. one.

18.

Although Hub is beset with
on two feeder bus lines and
near epidemic of measles among
school students, downtown majors

strikes

are

doing

surprisingly

Sharp 16G, Philly

—

of River’ (U) and

90)—“Bend

.

On

Ground” (RKO) (2d
Good $3,500. Last week,
More”' (WB) and
One
for
Room

Dangerous
runs).

and

“Model

Marriage

Broker

(20th) (2d runs), $3,000.

(Evergreen) (3,049;
“Greatest Show on $5,000.
90-$ 1.25)
Colossal $27,000.
Earth” (Par),
Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-$1.50)
Last week, “Sailor Beware” (Par) “Greatest Show” (Par) (4th wk).
and “Waco’ (Mono) (3d wk), $7,400 Nice $14,000. Last week, $20,000.
at 65-90c scale.
Earle (WB) (2,700; 50-$1.10)—
“Waco” (Mono) with, stageshow
headed by Maxine Suilivan. Fair
$12,000, 6 days. Last week, “Shadow in Sky” (M-G) plus Tony Ben

Paramount

—

(Col), $6,000.
(1,542; 55-

—“Bend(Mid-States)
of River” (U)

Keith’s
75)
•Fast

(2d wk).

’

nett onstage, $16,000.

Rains Clip Frisco But

‘Town’ Rousing $11,000,
‘Belle’ Lean 18G, 10 Days
San Francisco, March 18.
t

Torrential rains hit weekend biz
at first-run theatres, with most of

50-99)— “Viva current strength coming from holdGood overs. However, “Steel Town”
wk).
paired with “Here Come Nelsons'
Lville, $30,000
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50 is rated neat at Orpheum. “Greatest Show on Earth” is still big in
(RKO).
“Sword’s
Point”
£9)
Louisville, March 18.
while
Last week, “Bend fourth St. ^Francis session
of Sharp $16,000.
at
Queen” looms strong in
Greatest4 Show On Earth
of R & e
(3d
<xr)
wk), fine $9,000. “African
United
Artists.
at
round
second
Rialto, with 75c*99c scale* is tnc
iA oca* aa #1 ka^
Mastbaum ( WB) (4,360
.90-$ 1.50) “Belle of N. Y.” is mediocre in 10
big noise on the local main stem
days at Warfield.
currently. Getting in six shows T7
T
Stout
week,
$17,000.
$21,000.
Last
Estimates for This Week
Saturday (15), it looks gigantic
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 65Midtowh (Goldman) (1,000; 50Other houses are doing
$30,000.
95)
“Invitation” (M-G) and “You
“Mutiny” (UA).' Strong $8J>00.
fairly well, but in partial eclipse 99)
due to the big top pic. “Bugles Last week,:. “Love Better Than Can’t Beat Irish” (Mono); Fair
“Sword’s
Last
week,
$13,000.
In Afternoon” is nice at Mary An- Ever” (M-G), $6,500.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 50- Point” (RKO* $13,500,
derson.
65-95)—
Fox
(FWC)
(4,651;
”
(M-G) (2d
99)
“Belle of N. Y
Estimates for This Week
wk). Down to $12,000. Last week, “Bugles In Afternoon” (WB) and
Kentucky (Switow) (1,100; 54-75) modest $16,000.
“Bushwhackers” .(Indie). Oke $14,“5 Fingers” (20th)
“Bend of River” (U) (3d wk).
Stanley (WB) (2,900; 50-99)— 000. Last week,
(M-G),
Nice $3,500 in view. Last week, “Sailor Beware” .(Par) (5th wk). and “Shadow In Sky”
$13,500.
$4,500.
Last week, big
Off to. $9,000.
Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 65-95)
Mary Anderson (People’s (1,200; $14,000.
54-75)— “Bugles In Afternoon”
Stanton (WB) (1,473; 50-99)— —“Belle Of N. Y.” (M-G). Mediocre
Nice $8;000. Last week, “Tembo” (RKO).
(WB).
Oke $8,500 or $18,000 in 10 days. Last week,
“Retreat, Hell!” (WB), $9,000 in 10 near. Last week, “Scandal Sheet”. “Westward Women” (M-G), $6,500
in 4 days.
a
(Col) (2d wk), $5,500.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 65-95)
£uito (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 85-$1.20) “Sailor Beware” (Par)
(2d wk). Off
75-99)
“Greatest Show” (Par). —“Detective Story” (Par) (18th
to $12,500. Last week, sock $24,000.
Looks one of biggest things to hit wk).
Solid $5,000.
Last week,
St.
Francis
$1.25(Par)
(1,400;
$30,town in many months. Huge
$5,700.
$1.50)—“Greatest Show” (Par) (4th
000 looms. House is scaled at 75cwk).
Big
week*
Last
$15,000.
cities.
many
prices at
unuer piiGca
tfuc,
99c, under
''‘r ?*
.1
f*i
1
Hu f
$17,000.
d
Weather Sloughs St. Loo;
Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448; 65t £3F3i2SK5
95)
“Steel Town” (U) and “Here
Feather” (Par) and “Cloudburst”
‘Bugles’ Lusty $15,000 Come Nelsons” (U). Neat $11,000
(UA), $9,000.
or
near.
Last week, “Scandal
State (Loew’s) (3,000; 45-65)
St. Louis, March 18.
Sheet” (Col) and “Barefoot Mail“Invitation” (M-G) arid “Mr. Imman”
(Col) $10,500.
weather
Best
here
in
months
perium” (M-G). Likely nice $11,United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;
over the past weekend sloughed
000. Last week, '‘Meet Danny Wil80-$1.25)—“African Queen” (UA)
son” (U). and “Here Come Nelsons" trade at mainstem houses, with biz (2d wk). Strong
$16,000 or near.
very spotty as a result. “Pandora”
(U), $10,000.
just good at Loew’s. “Bugles in Last week, $22,500. Strand (FA) (1,200; 54-75)— is
Staredoor
(A-R)
(370; 85-$l)-±
“Hunchback Notre Dame” (RKO) Afternoon” is rated fine at the “Rashomon” (Indie) (5th
wk). Held
and “Cat People” (RKO) (reissues). huge Fox while “Rashomon” looks at $3,500. Last week, big $3,800.
solid
in
two
houses.
Modest $3,500. Last week, “TreasClay (Rosener) (400; 65-85)
Estimates
for
Last
Week
“Jim
ure Lost Canyon” (U) and
“Eroica” (Indie) (2d wk). Still good
Forbidden Land” (Col), $4,000.
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 60 at $2,400. Last week, $2,600.
75)
“David”. (20th) (m.o.) and
Vogue (S. F. Theatres) (375; $1“Phone Call Stranger” (20th). $1.20)—“La Ronde” (17th wkh
Opened today (Tues.). Last week. -Steady $1,500. Last week, same.
“Las Vegas Story” (RKO) and

Fox

k

(20th) (2,250;
(20th) (3d

Zapata!”

$12,000.

Last week, $15,000.

—

>

.

.

—

—

—

—

;

—

1

&

m*

—

-

—

I

$15,000, 'lapata

‘Town

Okay

18G, 2d

—

—

.

—

1

,

—

Last week, “Indian Uprising” (Col)

and “Family Secret”

$8,000 after great $12,500
opener.
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)—
Trail”
(RKO) and
“Slaughter
split
(Lip)
with
“Stronghold”
“Female Sex” (Indie) and “Outcast
Girls” (Indie). Mild $4,000. Last
Show” still is nice in fourth Boyd week, “African Queen* (UA) (m.o.)
week.
(2d wk), $4,500.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-75)—
Estimates for This Week
“Bugles in Afternoon” (WB). FairAldine (WB) (1,303; 50-99)—
Last week, “I Want
“Cloudburst” (UA). Damp $6,000. ish $9,000.
Last week, “Lady Possessed” (Rep), You” (RKO), $8,000.

“Retreat,
$ 10 000 .

Hell!”

,

i

55-75)—
(1,400;
and “Shadow
Moderate $7,000.

(M-G)

.

^

j

‘Bend’ Fast $25,000, Del. Ace;

—

18.

(RKO)

Sky” (M-G).

,

_

well.

1

March

Philadelphia,

Grand

“Invitation”
in

(2,282;
The number of holdovers cur(5th
Vadis” (M-G).
rent here is hurting overall total
Last week, this week, with newcomers showing
Great $14,000.
wk).
$16,300.
“Sword’s Point” is
little strength.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,699; 65- cutting biggest weekend slice of
Slow
(M-G).
“Invitation”
90)
.
-“Mutiny” is rated strong at
biz.
$6,000. Last week, Retreat Helll^ the Midtown while “Tembo” looks
WB) and “Colorado Sundown okay #t sta i,ton
stageshow is
(Rep), $8,500.
„
helping “Waco” to a satisfactory
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350* 65- session at the Earle.
“Greatest

“Greatest Show on Earth” at Met,
is way out in front with “Bend of
River” at Memorial fine. “Pandora
and Flying Dutchman” is only fair.
“Retreat, Hell!” in second frame at
Last week, “Room for One More”
Detroit, March 18.
Paramount and Fenway looks okay.
“Bend of River” is sending a (WB) and “Fort Defiance” (UA),
Estimates for .This Week
steady stream into the Michigan $15,000.
for a good week currently World
Astor iB&Q) (1,200; 50-95)
Palms (UD) (2,900; 70-95)
“Cry, Beloved Country” (Indie). preem bally of. “Steel Town” at the “Steel Town” (U). Trim $15,000.
Not too staunch at $8,000. Last Palms is upping biz slightly above Last week, “Flaming Feather”
week, “Invitation” (M-G) (2d wk), average. Three strong holdovers, (Par) and “Overland Telegraph”
“Greatest
Show” at Madison, (RKO), $14,000.
$4,800.
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (682; “Quo Vadis” at Adams, and “Viva
Madison (UD) (1,900; 90-$1.25)—
65-$1.20>— "Tom Brown's School- Zapata” at Fox,- complete the “Greatest Show” (Par) (4th wk).
days” (UA) and “Shadow of Doubt” bright Detroit picture this week. Big $19,000. Last week, $21,000
(Indie) (2d wk). Tepid' $3,000 after “Show” is especially big for fourth
United Artists (UA) (1,900; 70round.
$4,000 for first.
95)
“Big Country” (M-G) and
Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO)
3.000; 40-85)
Fox (Fox-Delroit) 5.000; 70-95) “Light Touch” (M-G). low $7,000.
“Scandal Sheet:’ (Col) and “Weird
Last week, “Love Better " Than
“Viva
Zapata!”
<20th)
and
Woman” (Indio). Only so-so $3,000. “Harem Girl” (Col) (2cl wk). Oke Ever” (M-G) and ‘‘Waco’’ (Mono)
Last week, “The Mummy” (RKO)
$ 6 000
Last week, $28,000,
and “Mummy’s Curse” iRKO) (re- $18,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) <4,000;
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 90-$1.25)
issues) split with “Treasure Lost
70-95)
“Bend of River'’ iU) and
“Quo Vadis” (M-G) <3cl wk).
(Continued on page 24)
“Hong Kong” (Par). Nice $23,000. Steady $19,000. Last week, $22,000.

Good

plenty hotsy at $26,000 after wow
Holds another
$34,000 getaway.
round.
Capitol (Mid-States) (2,000; 90$1.25)—“Greatest Show” (Par) (4th
Solid $14,000 on heels of
wk).
$17,000 third sesh.

90-

—“Quo

Music Hall (Hamrick)

$1.50)

looks

Week

Albee (RKO) (3,100; 90-$1.25)—
“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (2d wk). Still

$2,600

at 65-90c. scale.

Grand

moderate.
Estimates for This

and 192

‘Sword’s Point’

— ‘Show’ Big Noise

(5 days), $13,400.

cities,

theatres.)

Big $6,500
(Col).
week, “Lady Possessed” (UA)

“Stormbound”

and

Palace, “Invitation” at

$2,0.17,000

(Based on 23

—“Salesman”
$14,000, Cleve.

Same Week

Last Year

Wow 26G, 2d

round, with “Greatest Show” still
strong in fourtji week. “Bend of
River,” in second week, continues
in fast current at Keith’s. “Bugles
in Afternoon,” is fairish stride at

*

$7 500.
Liberty "(Hamrick) (1,650; 65-90)
“Belle of N. Y ” (M-G) and “Sell-,
out” (M-G) (2d wk). Oke $7,000.
ast week, $11,700.
Music Box (Hamrick) <90-$1.25)

Fancy

City Grosses

ing N. Y.)
Total Gross

(2d wk-3 days), $3,000.
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,65-90)—“5 Fingers” (20th)
360;
and “Trail Guide” (RKO) (2d wk).
Off to $5,000. Last week, modest
die)

.

Bend’

Cincinnati, March 18.
Two holdovers are piling up the
lion’s share of downtown coin this
stanza.
“Quo Vadis” retains top
spot by a wide margin in Second

Estimated Total Gross
$2,480,450
This Week
(Based on 25 cltibs, 222 theatres, chtefly first runs , includ-

—

“Viva

in months.

Key

Estimates for This Week
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 6590)
“Las Vegas Story” (RKO) and
“Texas City” (Mono). Big $10,000
Last week, ‘.‘Mutiny’
or over.
UA) and “Bride of Gorilla’ (In-

4-

18.

Ip, 1952

IOC

at

“Boots’ Small

Mini

V*<Tn«B«Tay,

PICTUMB GROSSES

—

.

(WB),

mild

‘RETREAT’ HEP $9,000,

—

(F&M) (5,000; 60-75)
“Boots Malone” (Col) and “Scandal
Sheet” (Col). Opened today (Tues)..
Fox

PROY; ‘WANT YOU’ 8G

Providence, March 19.
All deluxerS received an unexpected windfall this week when
$15,000.
teachers in public schools here
“Loew’s (Loew) (3.172; 50-75)
“Pandora” (M-G) and' “Family Se struck for higher wages and the
cret” (Col). Good $14,000. Last pupils were given a holiday. Reweek, “Belle of N. Y.” (M-G) and flecting better biz are the Majestic’s “Retreat Hell!” and RKO Al“Sellout” (M-G), $16,000.
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 60-75)— bee’s “I Want You.” Strand opened
“Streetcar” (WB) and “Inherit- big Monday (18) with "Greatest
ance” (Indie). Fair $13,000 or over. Show On Earth.”
Estimates for This Week
Last week, “David” (20th) and

Last week, “Bugles in Afternoon
(WB) and “Hold Line” (Mono), fine

Aibee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)— “I
(Lip),
NSG
Want You” (RKO) and “Can’t Beat
Amus.) (1.000; Irish” (Mono). Good $8,000. Last
75-90)
“Rashomon” (RKO). Good week, “Las Vegas Stdry” (RKO)
$5,500. Last week,
“Laughter” and “Waterfront Women” (Indie),

“As

You

Were”

$ 10 000 .
,

—

Pageant

(St.

(Mono). $5,000.

L.

•

sam 0

•

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)—
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) <800;
75-90)— “Rashomon” (RKO). Fine “Retreat Hell!” (WB) and “Cloud$6,000.
Last week,
Laughter” burst" lUA). Very steady $9,000.
(Mono), fair $4,500.
I
(Continued on page 24)
|
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—

1
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—
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W*ane»i*r, Mmttk 19, 19S2

Chi Ofcay; ‘Stranger’

Smash

For 3d, Hoodlum’ Happy 12G
March

The Lent downbeat is being
product
overcome partly by flood
2ml strong holdovers. "Phone Call
looks
GjSand
at
From Stranger”
smash
of new product with

S

ff

0

rWW

5

.

Estimates for Last

$35,000

sharp

Week

Women"

week, “Westward

—

(M-G)

and ‘.‘Shadow in Skies" (M-G),
$13,000.
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 4Q-70)
“Something to Live For" (Par) and
“Dark Man” (Indie). Sharp $11,500. Last week, “Bugles in Afternoon" (WB) and “Murder Without
Crime" (Indie), $11,000 in 8 days.
Center (Par) (2,100; 90-$1.25)

—

Tops D.C.

—

Ella Fitzgerald,

George de Witt,
A1 Donahue orch, Richard Hayes

onstage (2d-final wk). First stanza
ended, last night (Tues.) was fair
In ahead, “W o
a n Is
Dangerous" (WB) with Georgia
Gibbs, Bviddy Lester, Jerry Wald
orch (2d wk), $47,000. “Meet Danny Wilson" (U) with Frank Sinatra,
star of pic; Frank Fontaine, June
Hutton, Buddy Rich orch heading
was big.
stageshow opens March 26.
Outstanding newcomer is “The
Park Avenue (Reade) (583; 90Marrying. Kind” at the Victoria. $1,50)—“Just This Once" (M-G).
The star of “Born Yesterday,’’ Onened Monday (17). In ahead,
Judy Holliday, is credited with the “Woman In Question" (Col) (4th
real draw, which Is bringing a socle wk). dipped. to $4,600 after fine
$32,000 the first week.
$5,200 for third.
Paris

—“The

'

—

)

lower

—

.

—

—

—

Mo 12G

‘Bend’

—

Pacing Pitt Biz

regular scale.

27.

R i v oil (UAT-Par) (2,092; 90$1.80)—“Viva Zapata!" (20th) (6th
wk). Held at $15,000 after nice
$18,000 for fifth week.

•

Roxy
Gloria

—

Harris (Harris) (2,200; 50-85)

—“Cry
(8th
this

L

*

’

^

k a 9k
regular scale followPrevious successful run at
’

upped prices, big disappointment

only $4,000.
p nn (Loew’s)
(3,300; '50-85)
f,
,e
nw K ? f .New York" (M-G). Teed
at

—

lg

but the snowstorm over the
e <*end gave
it a setback.
Fair
J.
or over Last week, “Afri9 u een” (UA) (2d wk), fell ‘off
fl
i

'

at finish to

oke $11,000.

Squm-d Hill (WB) (900; 50-85)—
lS!««°n g at Fair" (UA) (2d wk).
better than antlcipatA
ed
at $3

again.

000 this session. May hold
Last week, $4,000.

—

Denver; ‘Glove’ Big

I

ley

*

(Par > to fine $23,500.
rne
'^m?
« J WB) ( 2 »000; 45-80)
(RKO) (2d wk).
sfrnn^
^ 7 500, Las t week, great
?14°000

—

[I

5^”
’

1

> i

*'

i

(

t 9 J

.)

.

i

23G

Denver, March 18.
Biz is lagging here this stanza,
Glove”
top newcomer,
with “Green
“Phone
fine at three theatres.
Call From Stranger" looks mild in
two spots while most holdovers
“Quo Vadis" goes
are dragging.
out of Paramount after five record“Greatest Show
breaking weeks.
on Earth” still is terrific in third
round at the Denham.
Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 40-85)
“Green Glove" (UA) and “Five
Women" (UA), day-date with
Tabor, Webber. Fine $9,000. Last
week, “First Time” (Col) and
“Magic Carpet" (Col), $8,000.

Nprjna Miller Dancers headbill.* Initial week ending
(Thurs.) looks good $78,000, but on disappointing side in
view of fine reviews from most™’
crix. Planned to run this combo
three weeks. In ahead, “5 Fingers"
(20th) with Dorothy Lamour, Florence Desmond onstage (3d wk),

—

—

i

i

i

Second

m

—

—

after $18,500 for first week. Stays
only two extra days, with “Smoke

shapes to hit socko $32,Q00 or near
Holds, natch! In ahead, “Death of
Jumpers" (20th) due in Friday (21). Salesman" (Col) (12th wk), $8,500
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80) after highly profitable run.

—“Lavender Hill Mob" (U) (23d
wk). The 22d stanza ended Monday J1 7) continued very strong with
$5,500 after $5,600 for 21st week.
Guild (Guild) (565; 74-$1.50)
“Royal Journey" (UA) (3d wk).
Holding at fine $5,000 after $7,500

‘Show’ Greatest Thing

—

In Toronto,

Record 45G;

•for

Initial

i

H

<

V

^

s

.

i

f

J

J

.

)

(

<1

I

>

Sunday

week

(16)

moderate $23,500, not profitable. “5 Efflinton (FP) (1,080; 40-80)—
Fingers" (20th).
Big $10,000.
In previously, second week of
vaude headed by Lauritz Melchior, Last week, “American in Paris"
(M-G)
(2d wk), $6,500.
Ben Blue was only $19,500.
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 70- Imperial (FP) (3,373; 75-$1.15)—
(Continued on page
24)
$1.801
“Boots Malone" (Col) with
f “«»
•

—

,

—

—

—

50-76)—
(C-D)
(1,600;
Lyric
“Red Skies Montana" (20th) and
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 90 “Thundering Trail" (Indie). Nice
“Greatest Show” (Par) (3d $6,000. Last week, “New Mexico"
$1.25)
wk). Huge $21,000 or over. Last (UA) and “Satan’s Cradle" (Indie),
$5,000.
(Continued on page 24)
1
t, t

—

“Tales of Hoffmann" (Indie) (13th
wk). The 12th round ended Mnoday (17) dipped to $4,200 after nice
$4,500 for 11th week.
“Man In
White Suit" (U) set to open

after $8,000 for seventh

(430; 74-$1.20)
(Lip) (5th wk). Fourth
(Tues.) conMarch 31.
tinued steady at $2,900 after okay
Trans-Lux 80th St. (T-L) (453;
$3,100 for third.
90-$1.50)
“Magic Garden" (Indie)
Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 70-$1.80) (7th wk). Sixth round ended Mon“African Queen" (UA) (5th wk). day (17) held at $2,500 after $3,yesterday
Fourth session ended
“Murder in
000 for fifth week.
(Tues.) held at $30,000 after big Cathedral" (Indie) opens March 25.
$35,000 for third week. “My Son,
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L). (540: 90John" (Par) is due in next.
$1.50).
“Love Is Better Than
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$1.80) Ever" (M-G) (3d wk).
“Snow White" (RKO) (reissue) round ended Sunday fl6) slipped
Off to about $14,000, to $2,500 after good $5,200 opener.
(4th wk).
after big $19,500 for third round. “Young and D'a
n e d" (Indie)
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$1.80) opens here March 24.
“Hoodlum Empire" (Rep) (3d
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 55wk).
Second round ended last $1.80)
“Marrying Kind" (Col).
night (Tues.) dipped to $10,000 First week ending today (Wed.)

$9,000.

i

Beloved Country" (Indie). $16,000 opener.
Sutton (R&R) (561; 90-$ 1.50)
Down to about $7,000

wk).

week

—

—

C

—

—

-

d'<

Mar-

shall,

week ended yesterday

new entry.

best

&

second round.
‘Fingers’ Smash $10,000
Holiday (Zatkin) (950-50-$1.80)
Toronto, March 18.
Victory," at Keith’s, is okay.
“Rats of Tobruk" (Indie)/ First
“Greatest Show on Earth" has
Estimates for This Week
week ending today (Wed.) running broken
record at the Imhouse
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 90- in about same groove as other pix perial, 3,373-seater and largest the“Greatest/ Show" (Par) (3d here recently, with not more than
$1.20)
atre in Canada, with a terrific $45,wk). Holding at nice $14,000 after $4,000 likely. Last week, “Kisenga" 000 opening stanza. Previous house
(Indie), $3,500.
great $17,000 second round.
high was set 10 years ago by “Bells
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 50-$1.80)
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 50-76)—
of St. Mary’s."
All-round biz is
“Sailor Beware" (Par) (7th wk).
“Viva Zapata!" (20th) and “Waco”
generally oh the upbeat, with “5
(Mono). Neat $12,000. Last week, Continues very solid with $19,000 Fingers" and “Room for One
Stays.
sixth
frame.
for
after
$23,000
“Retreat, Hell!" (WB) and “Hold
More" leading the other newcomNormandie (Normandie Thea- ers.
That Line" (Mono), $13,000.
tres)
(592; 95-$l. 80)—“Something
50-7fi)—
Estimates for This Week
Keith’s (C-D)
(1,300;
To Live For" (Par) (2d wk). Initial
Crest, Downtown, Glendale,
“Bright Victory" (U) and “The holdover week ending tomorrow
State
(Taylor)
(863;
Vatican" (Indie). Oke $8,000 first- (Thurs.) is holding at $8,000 or Scarboro,
1,059;; 955; 470; 698; 694 35-60)—
run at this usual moveover spot.
close after sock $10,000 opener.
“Indian
Uprising"
(Col)
and
“St.
50-76)
Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427;
Palace (RKO) (1,700; $1.20-$4.80).
Benny, Dip" (UA). Lively $14,500.
“Pandora" (M-G) and “It’s Big
AU-vaude, twO-a-day topped by
Last
week,
“Calling
Bulldog
DrumModest
$10,000.
(M-G).
Country"
Olsen & Johnson, Jose Greco
Last week, “Invitation" (M-G) and troupe and Jackie Miles (2d wk). mond" (M-G) and “Corky Gasoline
Alley" (Col), $10,000.
“Tall Target" (M-G), $8,000.
ended
got

*

’

fS

is

—

80-S2.20)

Noonan

ing stage

(Reade)
—Baronet
“Navajo"

“Pandora and Flying Dutchman,”
at Loew’s, is modest while “Bright

WB) (3 80
50-85)
“Rnn c l
J
N°torious" °I(RKO). Not
im £ 5°
Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,200; 40hopes Looks hiodest $9,000.
tL;
(M-G) (2d
e k
^ ene * Nelson-Connee 85)—“Just This Once”Last
Bncure
Q n> ^.
week,
Fair $7,000.
s tage. show boosted “Silver wk).
ft

Indiana,

(5.886;

IJaven,

tomorrow

round.

—

at

De

(11th of “Streetcar Named Desire" (WB).
present continuous-run policy) was Back for popscale run, Opening
about $17,000 after nice $19,000, very mildly Sunday (16). In ahead.
“Bugles In Afternoon" (WB) (2d
over hopes, for 18th week.
Bijou (City Inv.) (589; 80-$1.80) wk-5 days), off to $6,000 after fair

»

Okinawa" (Col) and “Rose of
Cimarron" (20th).
Fair $5,000.
“
7
S
kn w £ek D avid and Bathsheba

(20th)

“Deadline..— U.S.A" (20th) with

The 19th week

(Tues.).'

8G, ‘Show’ Fat 14G, 3d
Trans-Lux (T-L) (654; 50-85)
“The Sniper” (Col). Brisk $7,000,
Indianapolis, March 18,
Bend of River" (U). Looks like but not up to hopes. Last week,
Biz is moderate at most first-run
best thing this house has had in
‘“Two—Tickets Broadway" (RKO)
some time and should stick around (3d wk), so-so $3,500.
situations here this stanza. “Greatfor a while.
Sock $12,000 looms;
est Show On. Earth,” holding up
La
ek “ Lad7 Pa ys 0ff ” <U)
well in third week at Circle, con?*,X?
a d Cimarron Kid" (U), not bad
tinues to pace city “Viva Zapata!"
?
‘Stranger’ Fair $15,500
at $5,500.

(16)

$1.80)—“Quo Vadis" (M-G) (20th Fury" (U) is due in next.
Warner (WB) (2,756; 85-$2)
wk).
This week began yesterday

Okay

—

ended Sunday

nice $68,000.
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-$1.80)—
“Belle of New York" (M-G) (3d
wk). First holdover round ended
last night (Tues.) held at $15,000
Capitol.
after good $21,000 opening week,
Estimates for This Week
way
Over expectancy. “Flesh and
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300;< $1.25-

—

Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 50-75)

scale)

Show on Earth" (Par) and
stageshow (10th wk). Held at $103.^
000, okay after same for ninth
week. Stays for 11th week to eaual
old longrun mark made by “Random Harvest" (M-G). “Singin’ In
Rain" (M-G)* with annual Easter
stageshow now set to open March

’

—

in holdover.

($1.20-$1.80)‘

est

1

—

(568)

nushed to $8,000 after $5,500 for
26th week, which was on higher
scale and two-a-day.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefellers) (5,945; 80-$2.40)— “Great-

$9,500 in Balto

1

(Indie)

River" (UA) (28th wk). The
(first at continuous-run,

27th round

'Hoodlum’ Hotsy

,

.

m

$53,000,

.

.

Wham

‘Boots’-Stage 53G, 'Show’ 103G, 10th
Despite Lenten influences, the
U. S. income tax deadline and one
of year’s ace TV shows, Broadway
deluxers are doing well this stanza.
Launching of three new important
pictures, favorable weather and
usual moderate pickup on St. Patrick’s Day n'early balanced the adverse factors.
The Martin-Lewis
telethon hurt until about 5 p.m.
Saturday although Saturday trade
.

.

,

Estimates for This Week
Washington, March 181
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 55-98)
“Sailor Beware" (Par) phis Denise
Main stem biz Is holding at a
Brisk
wk).
(2d
person
in
Darcel
fairly steady pace, with the March
$32,000. Last week, $50,000.
15 tax deadline not pinching as
Grand (RKO) (1,500; 55-98)
“Phone Call Stranger” (20th). Sock much as expected. Sock films are
“David
week,
Last
seen.
000
$18
living up to hopes, with others
and Bathsheba" (20th) $8,000 at trailing unsteadily.
“Greatest
*
dop scale.
Show on Earth" at the Warner is
98-$l,25)
Oriental (Indie) (3,400;
—“Quo Vadis" (M-G) (5th wk). spectacular, despite tilted scale
Stout $37,000. Last week, $42,000. and fact that it is day-dating with
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-98) Ambassador, a first-run company
—“Bugles in Afternoon” (WB) nabe. “The Sniper" at Trans-Lux,
Loud $17,- launched by a fancy benefit preem,
and “Sellout " (M-G).
On
000 or over. Last week, “Retreat Is solid, but not up to hopes.
Hell" (WB) and “It’s Big Country" holdover, “African Queen" in- second stanza at Palace, and “Five
(M-G) (2d wk), $10,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 55-98) Fingers" in third at Playhouse, are
—“Rancho Notorious” (RKO) and very steady.
“Family Secret" (Col) (2d wk).
Estimates for This Week ^
Not too bad $12,000. Last week,
Capitol (Loew’s (3,434; 55-90)
$18,000.
“Belle of N. Y." (M-G) plus vaude.
United Artists (B&K) (1,7%0; 55- Pleasing $22,000 or near but not
“Hoodlum Empire" (Rep) and up to hopes for tinter musical. Last
98
“Stronghold" (Lip) (2d wk). Snappy week, “Red Skies Montana" (20th).
Last week, big $18,000. plus "vaude, very slow $17,000.
$12,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)
Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 90“African Queen” (UA) (3d wk).
$1.50)— “Quo Vadis"' (M-G) (m.o.)
Last week, sock
Crisp $19,000.
(7th wk). Remarkably steady $7,000
$25,000.
for second consecutive week. Stays, $5,800.
World (Indie) (587; 80)—“Dance
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
with next week marking three
20-70)—“Belle New York" (M-G)
Magic” (Indie) and “Titan" (Indie)
months on F Street.
(4th wk). Okay $3,000. Last week,
(2d wk). Holding at moderate $6,500
Dupont (Lopert (372; 50-85)
same*
after $10,800 getaway.
“The Sinners” (Indie). Mild $2,500.
Ziegfeld (Lopert) (480; 98)
Keith’s (Schanberger) (2,460; 50wk). Last week, “Bonnie Prince Char- $1.25) “Greatese Show" (Par) (4th
“Rasho-Mon"
(Indie)
(3d
lie" (Indie), $3,000.
Strong $4,000. Last week, $4,500.
wk). Maintaining nice pace at
Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 44-85)
$11,000 after big $13,700 in third
“Las Vegas Story" (RKO), Slow
$8,000, with crix pans hurting.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-70)—
Last week, “Bend of River" (U) “Hoodlum Empire” (Rep) (2d wk).
(3d wk), firm $8,500.
Starts second sesh tomorrow (Wed.)
after big $9,500 opener.
Ontario (K-B) (1,404; 44-74)
“Death of Salesman" (Col) (2d wk). „ New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-70)
Off to okay $6,000 after strong “Return of Texan" (20th). Light
$8,500 over hopes for opener. $5,000. Last week, “Viva Zapata!"
Picketing by American Legion still (20th) (2d wk), didn’t hold well
at meagre $4,900.
hurts.
Pittsburgh, March 18.
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-75)—
“Bend of River" at the Fulton,
Palace (Loew’s (2,370; 44-74)
and “Belle of New York" at the “African Queen" (UA) (2d wk). “Bugles in Afternoon" (WB) (2d
Started .second round today
wk).
Penn are leaders here this Week, Fine $20,000, and may hold. Last
(Tues.) after fairish $8,000 for first.
and would have been even bigger week, sock $28,000.
(Rappaport) (1,500; 20-70)
Town
if it hadn’t been for the flash snowPlayhouse (Lopert) (485; 55-$l)
Uneventful
“Salesman"
(Col).
storm Saturday night (15) which “5 Fingers" (20th) (3d wk).
Still
hurt everybody. “Bend" is stand- fine at $7,000 after big $8,500 last $7,000. Last week, “Bend of River"
wk),
(U)
$4,800.
(3d
out with sock session. Fine notices week.
Holds again.
failed to help “Rancho Notorious"
Warner (WB) (2,174; 90-$1.25)—
at Stanley but “Snow White" is
holding up fine in second stanza “Greatest Show" (Par). Sensational ‘Zapata’ Neat $12,000,
$35,000 in day-date with a comat the Warner.
“So Long at the
Last week,
Fair’ is still strong at Squirrel Hill pany neighborhood.
Indpls.; ‘Victory’
“Big Trees" (WB), slow $9,000 at

11

'Deadline-Vaude Good 78G,

•,

“Greatest Show" (Par) (4th wk).
Dandy $13,000 or over in final 9
days. Third week was $15,000.
The plaudits of many critics for
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)— “Deadline—U. S. A." is not being
“Salesman” (Col) and “Man Bait" reflected greatly at the Roxy. With
(Lip). Neat $12,000 or over. Last a solid stageshow topped by Gloria
week, “Cimarron Kid" (U) and De Haven and Noonan & Marshall,
“Strange Door" (U), fairish the bill does not look to get more
than $78,000, regarded as only
$ 18 000
“Boots Malone," plus Ella
Century (20th Cent.) (3,000; 40- good.
70)—“Sword’s Point" (RKO) and Fitzgerald, George de Witt and A1
“Dalton’s Women” (Indie). Snug Donahue band onstage, shapes fair
$11,000. Last "week, “Las Vegas $53,000 in first Paramount week.
Story” (RKO) and “Cloudburst"
“Greatest Show on Earth" with
(UA), ditto.
stageshow is equalling its ninth
week business in the current round
It is
(10th) at the Music Hall.
holding an 11th session, to equal
the all-time mark set by “Random
Harvest" in 1942-43.
“Streetcar," playing a return
date at popscale, started out mildly
at the Warner last Sunday (16).
“Belle of N. Y." is down considerably from a good first week with
okay $15,000 in prospect for sec<
Baltimore, March 18.
“Snow White"
State stanza.
Some new entries in current list ond
continues smoothly with about
of
extended-runs are sparking
$14,000 probable for the present
trade a bit here this round. “Hood(4th) frame at the Criterion.
lum Empire," strongly sold in ad“Hoodlum Empire," which landed
vance by the Mayfair, is drawing
a nice $18,500 in its first round
well while good activity is also reat the Globe, dipped sharply on
ported for “Lone Star," at Loew’s
initial holdover week to $10,000.
Century. Remainder of list just
“Royal Journey", continues in sur"
fair.
prisingly strong fashion at tjie
Estimates for This Week
bandbox Guild, with $5,000 for
20Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000;
“African Queen"
70)—“Lone Star" (M-G). Pointing third stanza.
still is verg big wdth $30,000 regis“Afweek,
Last
pleasant
$12,000.
to
tered in fourth session at the
rican Queen" (UA) (3d wk), at

‘Show’ Colossal

‘‘Stronghold" at United Artists are
staving solid in second round.
‘‘Rancho Notorious” * and “Family
Secret" at State-Lake is only fair
In first holdover stanza.

is

Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,500; 40-70)
“Belle of N. Y." (M-G) and “Longhorn" (Mono). Trim $12,000. Last

tax.

and

Empire’

“Hoodlum

“Something To Live For"
at Paramount.

GKOSSKS

N.Y. Steady; 'Marrying Kind’

respectively. Biggest money goes"
to ^‘Greatest Show" in final nine
days of fourth week, at the Center.

2d

Film gross estimates as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net; i. e.,
without the 20% fay. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage* hence the
estimated figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include the U, S. amusement

Roosevelt

Buff.;

Salesman” shape as strongest
newcomers, both doing nicely this
week at the Buffalo and Lafayette

Estimate* .Are Net

$37,Oriental is gunning for okay
groups helping
000 with school
Queen
“African
trade.
matinee
staunch
the Woods is seeking
Also
frame of $19,000.
third
“Rasho;
is
stint
strong in third
Beware"
“Sailor
Ziegfeld.
at
Mon”
onstage at the
plus Denise Darcel,
shapes brisk for second
Chicago
8

week

in

'MCnm

‘Live For’ Lively $11,500
Buffalo, March .18.
“Belle of N. Y " and “Death of

4

18.

Loud 12G,

‘Belle’

$18,000,

Bugles’ Loud 17G, ‘Queen’ Stout 19G

Chicago,

—
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ALL COMPANY LINE-UPS FOR 1952
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V«Jne«l#y, March 19i 1952
ut carry their poverty \yith more
dignity,”

TV Lang Rant

U. S. audiences will soon see De
/
Hollywood, March
Sica in “Tomorrow Is Too Late,”
Writer employment is up over
1
froui
Italian language pic, in which
Continued
ah
tug*
_
the Dec, 15 checkuV, Screen Writers Guild Bulletin revealed, with is evolved, it’s possible to ink
sofinl.^Vk'Ty^iS
total of 504 members working for plays for
in 20th,
prize-winner, opjens at
majors, Indies and vidpic producers film rights. Network stanzas which Film Festival
»~
nr -y
y
npw
Y” ddring froctinEaster
as of Feb. 16. December figure was need kinnies for some oulets avoid L,Qews
Both 20th-Fox and Paramount-t477.
doing plays belonging to Hollyare turning heavily now to assignJ*
x
Planning
majors,
Says
the
Dietz
to
confined
Upbeat
is
experts
promotion',
the
question
outside
studios
because
wood
ment to
here 25 writers abd two producerwhet her a-kine infringes on film
of overall supervision of publicity
Plueirine
Increased
6 writers were added to staffs. of
TV--Pix-Going
pr0 perty rights has not been
and exploitation on single films.
step
'gradually
to
Metro
intends
Warners led the list with 13 new settied, Because of this,
was
Companies see the scheme as adContinued from page 1
television as a jne- scribes oh the payroll.
of
up
the
use
ecoboth
is
vantageous, in that it
able to get Bayard Vieller’s “Trial
promotion of its filmfe,
nomic and provides fresh enthu- dium for
of Mary Dugan,” for which Metro age weekday evening, compared to
ad-pub v.p. Howard Dietz said in
has the pic rights, for its- kickoff TV’s hour and 12 minutes. TV’s
siasm and new ideas for each pic.
He stated
Economy derives from the fact N. Y. yesterday (Tues.).
vehicle. Wade has optioned Bar- daily newspaper reading is an hour
one-minute
and
20-second
that
bara payton and Franchot Tone and eight minutes, compared with
that pub-ad departments get maxwill be prepared for M-G’s
imum manpower for extra push clipswhich
to star in “Dugan.” Secopd offer- non-TV’s hour and 19 minutes,
lend themselves to such
ing will be “Three Men on a Horse” while TV’s Sunday newspaper readwhen they need it, without the pix.
promotion. M-G has used TV in
necessity for carrying outsize staffs
with Wally Cox or Orson Bean ihg is an hour aqd 23 minutes,
but only sporadically.
between pix. Also by concentrat- past,
sought as star. “Angel Street” is Compared with non-TV’s hour and
The new plan, Said Dietz, is to
able
are
distribs
ing expenditures,
mentioned as another possibility. 38 minutes.
spots
TV
of
test the effectiveness
J®"
to get higher-priced and frequently
Repeat pattern will prove ecoVictor Ratner, who winds up
and
tuc outset «uu
on local stations at the
more effective help than they could uii
of
at
owners resales
of
in
charge
nomical,
as
v.p.
feels, since actors
1
April
to increase the commercial spon*
exposure
to
films,
by adding employees on a year- sorships as the results justify.
ported
less
38%
promotion and public relations for get paid proportionately less for a
round basis.
Macy’s, N. Y., has been, tentatively full week than they would for a *ess *° radio, 30% less to daily
More important, however, acjess to maganewspapers, *
industry
the
of
rehearcoordinator
performance,
and
as
one-shot
set
*
cording to 20th-Fox pub-ad chiefSunday newsFur- z ^ nes I®%
promotional advertising planned sal sked is relatively Tess.
*
*
tain S. Charles Einfeld and Par
under sponsorship of the Council ther, set costs are amortized over £ a P erf ? nd I”™ les? *° oooks.
topper Jerry Pickman, is that the
survey
for
the
was, drawn
Sample
of Motion Picture Organizations, five performances and writing costs
"project officer” system makes for
Whether Ratner gets the overall .will be nil since Wade intends to HP JW fbe U. of Chicago s National
better campaigns, in that the outjob hinges pretty much on the ads telense each drama as originally Opinion Research Center, which
side exec generally has but one pic
he comes up with for the first two written, except for minor dirqc- a * so ^conducted the interviews,
to worry about and brings to his
companies on the schedule for torial changes. Production nut, alof
task new verve and freshness
Milwaukee Sampling
COMPO placements, Paramount though not disclosed, 'is reportedly
ldea s»
Milwaukee, March 18.
and 20th-Fox.
around $7,000 weekly.
“Every sizeable independent has
Survey
on film attendance con(Ratner may rejoin the Columa fulltime publicity man working
Wade wiU h ew to the' play- ducted by the Milwaukee Journal,
from
Broadcasting' System,
bia
wr
and whlnot
on each picture he makes,” Einfeld
not add based on a sampling of 2% of the
wrIgnt s ° P S ana
which he went to Macv’s See storv scenes, whiclr
J other Ule^amas^do
^ j
j
pointed out. “We, have equally big
Rivalry among the distribs in
population, discloses .that almost
Section i
waaio-i v section,
or bigger pictures going into re- he field of promotional aides *for in Radio-TV
to add cinematic valuer to legit- v> a if the people (47 2%) with teleis
to
getWfeekhiring
Ratner
!dea
of
each
one
lease at the rate of
type stagIng The former NBC-TV “i£0
heir exhibitor accounts is waxing
,,
.., Dr „„„„
notbeLtoaplcpr
ta
C °MPO-spon and WPIX (N. Y.) program exec
and-a-half. There are no more B’s, plenty hot, as various of the film
in the six-imonth period prior
red ads - .Nove ls dictated by feels “what was a hit on Broad- ture
so each one needs handling.
outfits apparently are bent on out- ??
January,
1952.
In contrast to
to
“It’s virtually impossible for. a’ distancing each other in campaign ‘? e advertising plan, as it now way should a hit on the tele screen
this, less than a third (30.6%) of
n caU? f<* eacl?
department which also has many services. Within the past few days, ? tands
without suffering under adapta- those without sets did not attend
routine chores, to do, to handle national Screen Service jn a tie- lar®“ companies to ehoose a tion ..
a film theatre within the six-month
large-scale pictures as fast as they up with Metro held its first press
He added that the repeat concept period,
Tdcopy
come at us. Even if the staff had preview of ad accessories, Para- ““??? a sp
p
Survey, part of the paper's contelevision’s
terslow
Should
down
‘"““sory
‘nsurauonai
stitutional
d
the time, it would be pointless to mount completed preparation of a
P a r,*
sumer analysis of the Greater Milrifl(, consumptlon of mat eriai and
expect that anyone could continue pressbook which, it was claimed,
P a « oirecr Plug lor a speanc
waukee
market, will not be officialor pictures ot me aistrip at the same time open up the field
to generate enthusiasm and ideas contained ’every conceivable exrtles not
for
t available . iy published until next month. It
on a such a rapid-fire schedule. hlbitor aid,” and 20th-Fox issued PJ^"™
p
He claims to have all 26 properties also discloses that 9.9% of the famWe take some -of the pressure off4 a ’’showmanship guide book” which ?t wasfea^ Ih^H
files with, TV sets indicated they
a ced its copy
by bringing in the ‘project officers ranks as “one of tjje most compre- P
Dany
a «y P«P
Dre oared
codv purely on which the series will present alwent t0 flIms withln
ot date
rea(Jy booked
to handle some nf the films.”
Varying Deal*
*
Program will have Richard Lukin
The new promotion material would not be so effective as lTtherl
Both Par and 20th have varying
from these outfits, plus campaigns
ictures during the same period,
deals. In some cases the “project
and may
as stage director,"and
invifve' P
mlv Involve
laid out recently by other distribs, month to month. Hope is that Ratfamilies having TV sets, 80%
officers” are hir,ed as individuals
ner will be able to provide the some repertory players. As in stock
demonstrate
the
companies
that
vislt cu
lucairc8 '
neighborhood
theatres,
and go on the payroll* while In
..
he recoordination, companies, directors will be
are spending extri* coin to push necessary ideas and coordination.
do ^ n
organizations
publicity
other cases
There’s He’d get paid by the' individual hearsing one show in tfye mornbig productions.
their
P
are employed at an overall fee. In
the
current
working
on
ing
and
companies, noT; COMPO,
it’s al
industry
thought
that
.fSi;
much
0
1
have
some instances, the outsiders
??™
Jerry Pickman, Par’s pub-ad opus at night. Strip will be aired
from tils non-TV owners, *
n.nn n „
getting
ninn'f nAri
complete supervision of publicity most Impossible to- substantially chief, and S, Charles Einfeld, 20th’s .1
at 7.30-9 p. m., which wont conand exploitation, handling part of raise “grosses on second-rate pix topper, have both agreed to give flict with the indje’s sports shows 223% as compared t0 the 77 .7%
the actual work themselves and with any amount of ad-pub coin, Ratner a shot at trying ads for after its 9 p. m. news. However, wij 0 ^visited the nabes*!,
feeding ideas to the company, staff But the Successful films in the them. Their own departments are during the summer there will he
it’s felt, arc worth
to work on. In other cases, the current market,
also
ahead with copy and some weeks when fewer editions of
outside flacks just handle special increasingly ' more elaborate pro- layout ideas.
All or part of the “Broadway” will be aired due to
motion.
the
as
such
campaign,
Drive-In
of
a
aspects
Ratner
campaigns
could be encom- Brooklyn Dodger night games.
The new approaches by NSS and
contacting of organizations.
passed in the ads. If use of his
Continued from page 3
lavish
and
20th
M-G,
and
are
Par
been
has
Lynn Farnol office
services proves feasible, Ratner
working for both 20th and Par, on wide in. scope. NSS had the press
first couple weeks, but an admisprobably
will be hired by the other
unShor’s,
N.
Y.,
to
over
to
Toots
some pix’doing the overall job and
sion fee will likely be imposed
companies to handle their COMPO
on others just special angles. It veil the assortment of accessories
later.
campaigns.
handled “Greatest Show On Earth” for “Quo Vadis,” which were creContinued from pace 5
Opposed to all this carnival atEinfeld is also taking advantage
It
for Par and currently has “My Son ated in association with M-G.
mosphere is J. J.
on,
John” and “Anything Can Happen” wafe clearly one of the most ex- of Ratner’s availability to have him chosen by the crix as the best for who head^
Jersey’s Eastern Drivefor that company and "Wait Till tensive ambitious displays of the try to come up with some ad and eign pic of 1951.
ip
Circuit.
Operating
“undersix
promotional
ideas
for other pictype on the books, taking Into acthe Sun Shines, Nellie” for 20th.
Neo-Rcalistic
the-stars” theatres in the northern
Other specialists for 20th are count the lobby and front dimen- tures.
De Sica described himself as “a sector of the Garden State, he
Blake McVeigh, doing “Pride of St. sions of theatres of all sizes.
Latin seeing America for the first feels that “the picture’s the thing,”
Promotions
Music
of
Louis”; Leo Pillott, “Red Skies
time.”
He said he would devote and points out that his chain
Campaign book put Hip by 20th
Montana”; Aileen Brenon-Helen
his time to absorbing American doesn’t use pony rides and kindred
Allied Prez
Morgan-Anita Colby organization, is for “With a Song in My Heart”
customs and reaching an under- furbelows. In his opinion, what’s
“With A Song In My Heart,” and and contains eight full pages destanding of the country and the 0 n the screen is the basic foundaContinued from page 5
the Harry Sobel office, “Belles On voted exclusively to music promo6
3 ” “ 0n °f h
Ioop
b
n ess '
tions, including tie-ins with disk public utility and subject to GovTheir Toes.”
ArnCTiMn^ctare
n
he^sidd^wfs
^, ^f (
Working for Par is Samuel Jockeys, music shops and platter ernment control, said Snapcr.
CSmit himSu tolhl
Rcadc ’fTato^cwn ozoncr inFriedman, “My Son John,” and the distribs. Complete ad campaign is
neo 're
schoo
Dorothy Gulman-Mlke O’Shea of- accompanied by publicity stories about
> Thi ? cidentally, is believed to be the
U an effective
eC ,e arbRration
ar
rsh
f
only, drive-in in the northeast
and mats oil various members of tem ^serving as , panacea1 Hut
fice, “Carrie.”
" v w b ic !h remained open throughout
the cast and exploitation ideas.
Dromised ii
pruuuwa
it couia
could remove a great "t
cidentally
and
almost
simultaneous-,
the
winter
heater* were
er “In-car”
ln car neaters
Par’s pressbook, a 48-page job deal of the intra-mural “friction”
vv
.
provlded patr.°.n5 -. “i d .periprmCecil B. DeMille’s “The Great- which now exists.
COSTELLO SET for
He^aidV
ws^rSult^fTreafr
est Show on Earth,” devotes one
Snaper singled out “pre-release”
oftasdsm andtht InufuaTly
unua “ any InckLn^weatwlch
mclelHent /weather, such
entire section to theatre fronts, policies on -important pix as espe- UoYtoZOyXs
nnvprtv 1in Italy
Ttalv followIng
following as
poverty
15-CITY P.A.
blizzards and sleet storms,
reports on display material avail- cially distasteful to smaller opera1
Eastern
to
able
exhibs
and
numerous
Drive-in Circuit opened
offers
18.
Hollywood, March
tors.
He declared that under this
_
.
.
.
De Slc « said .he s in search
of a the season Thursday (13) when its
Abbott & Costello are set for a publicity features and photo lay- scheme first-run ops have initial
ultable
story
to
launch
his
AmerRoute
No. 29 Drive-in, Union,
15-city personal appearance tour outs plus complete ad campaigns crack at big product at advanced ?
through the U. S. and Canada in and individual ads. Par declares it’s admissions.
These pix then are * can filn^n^kinf. venture. When a N. J.; Totawa Drive-in, Singac,
April in connection with the War one of the heaviest budgeted press- taken off the market for a spell story idea presented itself, he said N. J., and Brunswick Drive-in,
ners release of “Jack and the Bean- books ever prepared by the com- only to be returned later to he would confer with his Italian New Brunswick, N. J., relighted.
stalk.”
They’ll start April 6 in pany.
the same first-runs and played at writer, Cesare Zavattini, and then Loop’s Route No. 4 Drive-in, ParaBoth Par and 20th were reaching regular scales. Snaper’s complaint botl1 would get together with an mus, N. J., preemed Friday (14),
Costello’s hometown, Paterson, N.J
They return here after the tour out on another front the past weeki i s that the subsequent-run houses American scrip^er and devise the while the Shore Drive-in, FarmLooking to excite interest in the find they’re “left with only the final screenplay, “I expect to have ingdale, N. J„ and Route No. 10
to prep “Abbott & Costello Mee
artistic
freedom,” he Drive-In, Morris Plains, N. Jr, unCaptain Kidd,” with Charles Laugh radio-TV, newspaper and agency crumbs” as a result of the extended complete
fields, Par was set with long text exhibition in showcase houses.
said
ton co-starring, for Warners.
veil tomorrow (Thurs.).
ads in Tide and similar mags on
Italian megger believes that his
Snaper stated that the business
First Reade ozoner to reopen
“Something to Live For.” Bold- today must rely substantially on Pix would have appeal for mass will he
__ the Woodbridge, N. J.,
faced
type,
addressed
to
account
audiences
if
they
were
dubbed in Drive-in. Preem Is setTfor Friday
the relatively few big b.o. winners
Ferrer to Host Midnight
execs offered a big paying job and and to have them virtually played English.
Admitting that the pix (21). Circuit’s Atlantic Drive-in,
N.Y. Preem for ‘Anything’ an all-around dream setup. The out before they reach the second- would lose some of their artistic Pleasantville, N. J., follows April
teaser copy then went into the ad run houses Is an injustice.’
force in dubbing, he said the best 12 and the Lawrence Drive-in
Paramount will preem “Anything business background of the film.
Allied’s prez also blasted distribs method would be to have ex- Trenton, a week later. No dates
Can Happen” at the Mayfair, N. Y.,
In behalf of “Deadline USA,” for refusing to giv<*. to lesser- tended first-runs with English sub- have been set as yet
for the Toms
April 3, with a midnight show and 20th arranged for the N. Y. Daily
calibre theatres thV&riie 10%-of- titles for the highbrow audiences, River, N. J., Drive-in or the fl-W
a 24-hour grind. Jose Ferrer, who Mirror to circulate posters around
gross-as-profit
guarantees which and then dub the films for the mass Drive-in, Kingston, N. Y.
Is starred in the filmization of the the city,
tied in with the daily’s large theatres’ get in certain deals, market. In Italy, he said, dubbing
Preems of the Eastern and
best-selling book, will host the mid- contest pitch for news tips
and These provide for a share of the had reached a stage of perfection Reade ozoners are typical of scores
night screening for Broadwayites.
photos from readers. Last week the gross on the basis of 70% to the where it is barely discernible.
of other drive-in openings being
Ferrer will also light the giant
1
1
ries of
dist b 30
De Sica has another Italian lan- made this and next month in the
to the exhib w itb the
5i
spectacular over the Mayfair, a full fifth!
of-the-paper? ads for !f
the pic, with condition that the latter is assured guager set for the U. S. market, northeast.
Observers feel that the
half of which will be given to dish
0tl
ht 8 cu re1
P
head ' tbat 10
of th e total take will be In the pic, “Umberto D,” the di- season may well be the biggest in
f‘
?^
play of his name. The round-the- li nes° *i,Ph nc t!I
shbotmg of net profit after expenses. The dis- rector said he gets away from the history, for
the general public ias
clock showing which will follow Arnold
B k n
1
trlbs sa d Sna P e ri offer only the poverty of children and the streets, become
educated to the habit and
the midnight preem will, be for the Whn
S?r ‘
ba J°°
8
Wll
gum
that they disagree with and discusses the poverty of the more cars than ever before will be
first day only.
lie
ne button
Sutton for
f^r th„
th
nn^iPA^
f;
police.
the exhibs statement on overhead, middle class, who “are equally poor on the
road this Summer.
18,
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Bolin’s Festival Ballet

—

Opens 3d London Season
London, March

London, Maiech

18.

-

picture inFlat rejection of the
a revised sysdustry's formula for
a
was
tem of admission tax
but not a surprise.

^ap-

pointment,

18.

Julian Braqnsweg’s third consecutive London season of the Festival
Ballet opens at the Stoll tonight
(18) with the company’s London
preem of “Scheherazade.”
Anton Dolin, who is artisti6 diAussie
for ‘Seagulls’; rector,
heads, the company, with
‘Brigadoon’s’ 1st Birthday Tamara Toumanova as guest artist
for the season. Other lead* dancers
Melbourne, March 11.
are Natalie Krassovska, Sonia Aro“Seagulls Over Sorrento” by va,
John Gilpin, Belinda Wright
Hugh Hastings, will have its Aus- and Oleg Briansky.
Co-star Alicia
tralian premiere at the Comedy
Markova is out with a leg injury.
Theatre, Melbourne, April 5. Leading role will be played by William

Streetcar Fast $13,200; Belle’

d

Bow

as much
With the need to garner
revenue as possible from the inof the Exdustry the Chancellor
rheauer could not afford even the
modest sacrifice of $3 ,000,000 that
would have been involved.
Hodge. John Casson will direct.
Overriding this aspect, however,
’52 Vienna Mardi Gras
the in“Brigadoon” will, celebrate its
was the important fact that
have
infirst Aussie birthday March 17. The
dustry’s tax plan would
earnings Australian “Brigadoon” company
Nears End With Take
volved some increase in
?nd the opened at His - Majesty's, Melon American product,
warned
already
bourne,
has
March
and
played
1951,
17,
Chancellor
Below Last Year
this direc- there six months. Short seasons hi
that dollar payments in
Vienna, March 11,
reconsid- A delaide and Brisbane followed,
tion are due for urgent
The
1952
Fasching (Mardi Gras)
then the company moved to the
eration.
season
in
Vienna
is tapering off,
accepted Theatre Royal, Sydney, opening
If the Chancellor had
Dec. 15. With capacity business- although another 2,200 balls and
the industry alternative, which
celebrations
of
various
kinds are
would have left exhibitors with a the rule, Sydney season is expected still scheduled after the traditional
gross gain of $3,000 000, their con- to run for many weeks yet.
Ash
Wednesday
windup.
Municipal
tribution in film rentals, on prodstatistics on this year’s blowouts
uct booked on a percentage scale;
indicate the town is still more than
would have shown a slight upwilling to let itself go, financially
ward trend. And as about 75% of
and otherwise during the dancing
films on screen here are of Amerand drinking season.
ican origin, the bulk of additional
The City Hall says a total of
gone
to
film rentals would have
15,000,000 schillings (about $500,swell the receipts of U. S. distribu000) was paid for ducats. for balls
tors in Britain.
and dances plus refreshments.
The rejection of the tax formula
About a seventh of this went into
Montevideo, March 11.
in the budget statement still percity
taxes.
The larger affairs
Because
of
appropriation
cuts,
mits for continued negotiations
the British Broadcasting Corp. is (more than 500 guests) clocked
between the industry and the
230.000 customers and 1,100,000
closing up shop in Latin-America
treasury with a view to an alternaand calling home its rep in Buenos schillings. Smaller rackets counttive being introduced during the
ea 350,000 patrons for a total of
committee jstage of the finance bill. Aires, Norman P. Wright. The BBC 900.000 schillings. Customers spent
first
opened ‘its service in LatinExhibitors are hopeful that some
an average of 22 schillings (90c)
agreement will be reached by then. America during the last war, its per head eating and drinking at
transcription service at one time
Scot Eyhib Leaders Made plan
doing a job distributing recordings the bigger affairs.
' The principal architect of the reTotals show 6,600,000 schillings
to outlets in Uruguay, Chile and
Sir
Alexander
B,
was
scheme
for tickets and 8,600,000 for bar
jected
Paraguay besides Argentina.
and buffet sales. Comparisons with
King, prominent Scottish, indie exBut for the last four years, the last year’s figures show 20% fewer
hibitor with a long record as the
industry^ .outstanding tax cam- BBC’s job in Argentina has been a customers at the big parties, with
one, because of the Peron a slight gain for the
tough
paigner. His proposal incorporated
smaller ones,
It would
the American percentage prin- government’s hostility.
which cost less. This reflect gennot
allow
any relays from. abroad, eral feeling that the fancy Faschciple, but starting off with complete tax exemption for all admis- unless the country originating such ing affairs have become strictly
sions up to and including 14c. Ad- consented to relay Argentina pro- commercial
enterprises,
usually
missions in higher brackets would grams in like manner. Educational selling far more tickets than the
by .deducting 8c. or cultural programs offered by capacity of the halls.
be, calculated
from the gross with a 50% duty BBC constantly were nixed.
on the balance. Main virtue of
U. S. nationals who picked up
this scheme would have been a shortwave broadcasts
in foreign
substantial measure of relief for languages which were put out by OLDEST BRITISH
the smaller theatres who have been the Argentine Foerign Ministry
hard' hit by the current scales have been aroused by the peculiar
BEING
which slice off nearly 40% from twist given international news.
London, March 11.
gross revenue.
Some of those engaged to broadcast
Britain’s oldest TV show, “PicAll the main features of the these spiels resigned.
ture Page,” which has been runBudget, with the exception of
ning for six years and was remino adjustments in income tax,
vamped two months ago, is being
will result in a further rise in the
dropped immediately. It is to be
Lord Vivian Mulls B’way

2Q%

;

BBG

Shutters

‘Card’

•

*

t

TV
DROPPED

SHOW

cost of living.
this will soon

Exhibitors fear that
be reflected in a
further drop in attendances and
will hypo the current trend towards lower admission.

India Rejects

Production of ‘Crook’
London,' March

Lord

Anthony

Vivian,

11.

former

partner of the late Sir .Charles B.
Cochran, who planed to N. Y. last

Russian

week to discuss his upcoming London production of “The Lion & the
Unicorn” by Clemence Dane, is
also negotiating for a Broadway

Plan for Joint Prod.

Of Indo-Russo Films edition of “Master Crook,” which
Madras, March 11.
he recently staged at the Comedy
As forecast earlier, the India Theatre.
government has turned down the
“The Lion” had been scheduled
proposal made by the Russians
as his Festival producmr the joint production of Indo- by Cochranyear,
but was dropped
tion last
Russian films. The reply was given
after hi& sudden death. Anthony
to the leader of the Russian
dele- Vivian is now planning to proceed
gation at the International Film
with the original arrangements and
Festival. Not to appear discouraged
Anthony Pellisier has been reenby this official reaction
to these gaged as director and Roger Furse
proposals, Russo* topper M. Semeis to complete his set designs. The
nov, however, said
that the indus- play deals with the reigh of Elizatry has promised
help in this direc- beth I of England.
tion. This is
already discounted
here, where, there
is no govern
ment cooperation in India, any in-7
Troupe Set For
stry

co °peration

!?!i

amount*

to

would

not

Dunham

4JVTcs. at Giro’s, London
London, March .18.

much.

incidentaHy, R, R. Diwakar, min-

ster °f state
for

information and
Dunham, together
Katherine
indicated that nearly
isftftA
00,000 saw the film festival
of her dancers,
pic- with a -small group
sh
n in Calcutta, Bombay, currently playing at the Cambridge,
^ C 1 and Madras,
'ru
have been booked for a- four-week
U
Association at Delhi is cabaret date at Ciro’s here. Troupe
nlawln g
\° hold an Asian Drama opens with a gala show next TuesF(Sii
al ng the lines of
the re- day (25).
? ,
cent
fest * vals Adaptations of
The booking represents Miss
fr0in C^hese,
Japanese,
IndonL- n
nd Indian tfW would Dunham’s first cabaret appearance
,

T
’

i

*

^ the P^cipal
£ ?

be «fNa
g d

cities of

Indil
tival would probably be
held u uri
Rg
winter season this
year
y
ar ^in open
air theatres.
,

Hakim plans All-Mex
Bid
^ exico City, March

UCtlon
can n?.
direiSl?.’

clusi Ju

her* of an

em Pl°ying

S

all-!

native pi;
ai d other techniciai
?

in

Europe and the company

ing given a guaranteed

is

be-

minimum

of $1,400 a week plus a percentage
on the gross.
As prices are being upped for

the engagement, the booking will
represent a near-peak cabaret payment if the act attracts capacity
In the main, the restaurant
biz.
minimum is being raised from $5.00
to $6.50 and on the balcony, where
no minimum is normally in operation, price tabs will start at $4.50.

replaced with a new series called
“Joan Gilbert at Home.” Miss Gil-

bert had been principal interviewon the “Picture Page” program.
The British Broadcasting Corp.
is also resting “What’s My Line?”
which was chosen earlier in thd
month as the top TV feature of
the year. It will be off the air only
for a few weeks.

Sharp $11,300

Irish

Censor Nixed 27
Fix, Cut 266 in 1951
Dublin,

March

11.

Shows Abroad
I0ND0N
( This
Week )
(Figures indicate weeks of run)

"And So to Bed," Strand (22).
"Bet Your Life," Hippodrome

(4).

"Blue for Boy," His Majesty's

(68).

"Call

Me Madam," Colisseura
New (14).

(1).

(2).

"Figure of Fun," Aldwycli (22).
"Cey's the Word," Saville (57).
"Hollow," Ambassadors (42).
"King Lear," Old,, Vic (3).
"Knights of Madness," Vic Palace
"Little Hut," Lyric (78).

(105).

Windham

(44).

"Lyric Revue," Globe (25).
"Much -Ado Nothing," Phoenix

(10).

"Love of

4 Colonels,"

-

"Navy «t Sea," Comedy (3).
"Nightmare Abbey," Westminster (3).
"Peep Shew," Prince of Wales (21).
"Penny Plain," St. Martin (38).
"Red Letter Day,'/ Garrick (4).
"Relative Values," Savoy (15).
"Reluctant Heroes," Whitehall (89).
"Seagulla Over Sorrento," Apollo (89).

"Sooth Pacific," Drury Lane (20).
"Third Person," Criterion (11).
"Watera of Moon," Haymarket (68).
"Whlta Sheep Family," Piccadilly (23).

"Wemen

of Twilight,"

VaudevUle

"Xlp Ooes a Million," Palace

(CLOSED LAST

(22),

(22).

WEEK )

on Ice," Empress (13).
"Two Gentlemen Verona," Old Vic (4).

"Pus*

In Boots

(

OPENING THIS WEEK)

(Figures denote preem dates)
"Colorado .Beetle," Richmond (17).
"Sam? Sky," Duke of York's (18).
;

.

'

j*

AUSTRALIA
(Week ending March

14)

SYDNEY
"Brigadoon," Royal.

"Peep Shew," Tivoli.
"Phoenix Tee Frequent,"

St.

James.

"Ardele," Independent.

MELBOURNE
"Kiss Me, Kate," Hi* Majesty’s.

'The Masked Ball," PrLhcess.
"To Dorothy, a Sen," Tivoli.
"Merry -Wives »f Windsor," Comedy.

BRISBANE
"The Kiwi*," His Majesty'-*.
"Nude* A Novelties," Roy*L

After a lush period, West End
business has taken a
marked dive, with the number of
big pictures currently on release
not stemming the downward trend.
Of the newcomers, the most important is “Streetcar Named Desire,” ‘which got a sturdy $13,200
in its opening round at the Warner.
first-run

after scissoring.

There were 454 'feature films
from the-U. S., 53 from England
and 13 from other countries. The
balance of the footage was made up
local production units
submitting 10 in this class but no
features.

of

shorts,

Mex NPDA Agrees
To Music Truce
Mexico City, March 18.
Cinema biz is back to normal after the closure March 11 by the
National Producers and Distributors Assn, of the 115 houses here
as a protest against prosecution of
exhibitors for nonpayment of royalties to the local Mexican Society
Publishof Authors, Composers
ers for music used in local pix. .The

&

National
arranged

Board

Cinematographic

an
emergency meeting of film and
union reps at the Ministry of the
a

30-day

truce

at

Results of the first stanza with
a straight-film policy with “Belle
of New York,” at Metro’s Empire

were not promising. Frecj Ast'M’reVera-EUen musical was not so good
at

$11,500

product

but stronger

may help

this spot. First week of
“Invitation,” last Metro film with
a stageshow, took in more than
$19,000.

New British entries are topped
by “The Card” ‘and “I Believe In
You.”
Former took a handsome
$11,300 in its second week at the
Odeon, Leicester Square, while the
latter for its initial frame looks
sturdy $9,800 at the Odeon, Marble
Arch. Dominating tpe holdover
field, “Greatest Show on Earth”
checked in with over $11,200 in its
third Plaza week. “QiurVadis” still
is in the chips, with $9,800 for its
sixth Carlton stanza.
Estimates for Last Week
Carlton (Par) (1,128; 70-$2.15)
“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (6th wki. Still
in the big money with $9,800.
Holds.
Empire (M-G) (3,099; 55-$1.70>—
“Belle of New York” (M-G). First
pic to open since dropping stage-

—

Interior. The NPDA called off its show policy. Opening round of $11,announced ban on Mexican film 500 was below hopes. Stays only
exhibition here, set for March 13, two weeks.
ditto nationally for Marclf 16. Exhibitors, not trusting the truce,

have asked for an

injunction

against the union.

Five exhibitors, fearing prosecuas happened to Manuel Espinosa Iglesias, top circuit operator, deposited $578 bail each, hoping to be spared the several hpurs
in jail that Iglesias endured. '
The one-day closure cost exhibitors $231,000 and the government
$18,400 in taxes, it is figured.
Stressing in. an open letter to
President Miguel Aleman, in the
form of a full-page ad, that their
average net profit is only 4.58% of
total gross, exhibs said the union
is demanding 33.33% of the take.
tion,

,

No Large-Screen TV Seen
Likely by Warter for

ABC

50-?1.7U>
(CMA)
—Gaumont
“Sailor Beware” (Par) and “War(1,500;

Down to fair
$5,300 after $6,400 second round.
path” (Par) (3d wk).

“Where River Bends” (GFD)
March ,13.

oi)ens

*

Leicester Souare Theatre (CMA)
(1,753; 50-$l. 70)— “Steel Town” (U),
Fury'’ (U)M3d wk». Fair
“Flesh
$4,200 in final round after moebst
$4,500 in second week. “Robin

Hood” (RKO) opens March 13.
London Pavilion (UA) (1,217; 50“Red Skies Montana”
$1.70)

—

(20th)
(20th).

and “Japanese War Bride”
Moderate. $2,200 in

initial

weekend. Continues.
Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA)
50-$1.70)
“The Card *
(2,200;
(GFD) (2d wlc). New Alec Guin-

—

1

ness starrer proving strong with
robust $11,300 this round after
Stays a
$12,300 opening frame.
third week with “Saturday Island”

(RKO) scheduled

to follow.
Odebrt, Marble Arch (CMA) (2,“I Believe in Ycu”
200; 50-$1.70)
(GFD). One of sturdiest, plx at this
house in months, with pleasing $9,700 likely. Stays another fortnight.
Plaza (Par) (1.902; 70-$l. 70
“Greatest Show” (Par) (3d wk).
pointless, he said, to put -in special Continues big at $11,200, although
pro- down substantially since its sensaequipment merely for BBC
tional opening week. Stays indef.
.
grams.
Rite (M-G) (432; 90-$2.15)— “Quo
Sir Philip, who returned to London Friday (14) on the Queen Yadis” (M-G) (6th wk). Very good
Mary, had been in the U. S. for the $5,000. Stays on.
Warner (WB) (1,735; 50-$1.70»
past five weeks to study American
theatre television, among other “Streetcar Named Desire” (WB».
Al?ove average for house with
Well
marked
things. . Although the trip
below hopes for
his first junket to America in four sturdy $13,200, but
Holds at least three weeks,
picture.
years, he characterized it as a “roubefore going into general release.
tine visit.”

Until the British government
sets aside a channel for the use of
the film industry, there’s do chance
of Associated British Cinemas installing large-screen television, according- to the circuit’s chairman,
It would beSir Philip Warter.

—

TV

"Colombo,"

"Deep -Blue Sea," Duchess

2d
11.

Film censor Richard J. Hayes
last year scanned 2,187 films, rejecting 27 of them and making cuts
on 266 others. Ten appeals from*
his decision were, heard and the Although above average, it was reAppeals Board reversed his ban in garded as not up to expectations
only three cases and another two for this picture.

.er

•

in

London, March

In South America

„

NSC

Also chairman of Associated
British picture Corp., parent comU.S. Travel
pany of the ABC loop. Sir Philip $1,000,000,000
visited in New York, Hollywood
Tab; Cutback in
and Washington during his U. S.
While on the Coast he hud-*
stay.
Washington, March 18.
died with Harry M. and Jack L.
Americans spent over $1,000,000,Warner. In N. Y. he was guest 000 on foreign traveblast year, reat a luncheon tossed for him by ports the U. S. Dept, of Commerce.
officials of Monogram-Allied Art- Of this, $282,000,000 represented
ists.
internaticnal ocean and air fares,
while $733,000,000 went for all
.

Europe

Int’l

Film* Deal With SR0

Toronto, March 18.
International Film Distributors,
headed by N. A. Taylor, inked a
deal with the Selznick Releasing
Organization whereby IFD will
handle French-language versions
of some 10 SRO pictures in Canada.
Amopg the films are “Third Man,”
“Paradine Case” and “Ihtermezzo.”
Taylor and hi* general manager,
D. V. Rosen/ repped IFD in the negotiations
while Joseph Marks
acted for SRO. Deal became effective

March

1.

other traveling expenses.
Yend* was marked
In tourism to Europe

by a cutback
and the Medl*-

terranean an4 a heavy increase of
travel to this hemisphere.
U. S, tourists spent $262,000,000
in Canada, for example, compared
with $202,000,000 to Europe and
the Mediterranean. Another $157,000,000 Went for trav 1 in Mexico.
Uncle Sam figures the war in Korea, with the consequent fear that
it might spread to Europe, has been
discouraging American vacationist*
from straying too far from home.
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PICTURES
Own Campaign
With Trade Paper Ad As

M-G
'

Starts

w

Role in French-U.S. Pix Agreement
State Dept,

is

expected to give*
'

up its attempt to dbdge negotiating
a new French-U. S. film agreement, Legion of Decency Hits
as a result of the session with Yank

5

4

pic toppers in Washington last Friday (14). Eric Johnston, for the
Motion Picture Assn, of America,
and James A. Mulvey, for the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers, forcefully stated
the case for an active part by the
’’^Government in drawing up the new

Films With Class- IF

Tag

Five films were rated as Class
“B” (Morally Objectionable in Part
for All) hy the National Legion of
Decency last week. RKO’s “Gypsy
Blood” was said to contain “suggestive sequences” and “tends to con-

done immoral actions.” “With a
(20th-Fox)
Current agreement, a revision of Song in My Heart”
for and
the governmentally - negotiated “tends to create sympathy
remarriage.”
and
divorce
justify
to
Blum-Byrnes accord of May, 1946,
United Artists’ "One Big Affair”
expires June 30. No date has been
set yet for Paris renewal huddles. was -rapped for “suggestive sepushfavor
quences,”
as was Lopert Films’
toppers
U. S. industry
ing them off as long as possible, “Outcast of the Islands.” ColumFrench
“Thief
of Damascus” drew
bia’s
with the hope that the
economy, now staggering, will criticism for its “suggestive cosstrengthen and thus make better tuming.” Legion also revealed that
Metro has revised prints qf its
terms possible.
improveLast week’s Washington confab “Wild North” to win an

pact.

.

March

.

19,

1952

Inside Stuff—Pictures

Series of commemorative screenings to observe the 30th anniversary
g\ •
(.Ain of the “avant garde” film movement and one of its pioneer filmmakers,
Hans Richter, will be held in Chicago, San Francisco and Los Angeles
With the announced plan of the this mon th an d April. Special series started in New York March 10,
Council of Motion Picture Organi- wft en selections from Richter’s works were run off by the New York U.
zations to insert a series of ads in Division of General Education. Similar program will be presented on
Editor & Publisher, the newspaper April 20 by the Renaissance Society of the U. of Chicago, followed by
biz trade paper, delayed because scre enings at the San Francisco Art Museum and the Society of Cinema
Richter is director of the City
of the lack of coin, Metro has pro- Arts in Hollywood at a later date.
ceeded on its own and has placed College, N. Y., Film Institute,
.
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a full-page ad in the March 15 issue
of the weekly publication. Purpose
of the ad, according to Si Seadler,
Metro’s ad manager, is to let editors and publishers know that pic-

He added
tures are newsworthy.
that it’s part of M-G’s policy of
the
around
sending press reps
country to cement relations with

...
A “mystery mou-mer” who. New York police hoped would possibly lead
.

murderer of Arnold Schuster, finger man of Willie Sutton,
was recognized over the weekend as a Paramount Newsreel electrician,
He was identified by a Par official as Phil Ryan, sent them by a film
union to help cover the Brooklyn youth’s funeral. Ryan, a hhsky blond
six-footer, was the only individual whom family members, police,
newsmen and other officials could not Identify in a picture, of moumUntil a Par reel exec recognized
ers around Schuster’s graveside.
their worker in a newspaper photo, detectives thought they had a hot

them

to the

newsmen and to stress “the community of interest” between the
cl ue
two media.
Seadler said it was too early to
E&P
in
insertions
whether
tell yet
Hollywood’s paters, musicals and melodramas are not popular in
would continue. M-G, he noted, j n(jia, according to Frank Capra, who returned last week after six
will study the reaction, and if it we eks in that country as American delegate to the International Film
proves favorable, the company Festival. ' What they want, he says, Is heavy drama. As a peaceful
might continue the insertions on a people they don’t go for shoot-em-up westerns, gangster films or anyregular basis.
thing of a violent nature. All their native pictures, about 275 a year,
Ad contains headline, an intro- are equipped with melodies of the Orient, but they don’t understand
was called by the State Dept, to ment in the film’s classification
make clear to MPAA and SIMPP from “B” to “A-2” (Morally Unob- ductory paragraph and six boxes occidental music,
jectionable for Adults).
describing a half dozen upcoming
its desire to escape handling the
negotiations.

Harold

F.

Linder,

Deputy Asst. Secretary of State for
Economic Affairs, and Colton
Hand, economic affairs division

BUCKNER GETS RELEASE
ON UI LONGTERM PACT

picture specialist, asked
that the pact talks with thfe French

motion

government be handled

*

Hollywood, March 18.
Robert H. Buckner obtained his

directly by

the industry.

Weight of Treaties
Agreements with most other
countries have<been made in that
SIMPP has always opmanner.
posed it, claiming the agreements
have greater effectiveness when
drawn between governments, since
they then have something of the
weight of treaties. MPAA has mofe

release

i

from a five-year writer-pro-

tors and Publishers,” while the
“If you're an editor
intro says
you'll be interested in the* news
value inherent In these big M-G-M
niptnrpc fnr
summer and
all—the personalities, the fan interest the story themes. If you’re
publisher, you’ll be interested in
he big promotion effort that .will

Beal American Indians don’t look like Hollywood Indians so 20thFox ^ as rounded up 750 quarts .of dark red liquid to squirt on 400
A.paches, Mojaves and Navajos who will go on the warpattb in "Pony
Soldier.” In addition to the paint the studio is sending a crew of
hairdressers to the location near«£edona, Anz., to equip the braves
with long black wigs. It seems the modem Indians go in for short
haircuts, which were unknown 100 years ago, when the action of the

yarn kkes place,

ducer pact at UI. It had about 18
months to go. His last film was be put behind these important at"Bright Victory,” and he recently ractions which will play your
completed screenplaying the Som- city ”
erset Maugham novel, “Ashenden.”
Meanwhile, no coin has been alBuckner may enter the indie field ocated to COMPO for the overall
after vacationing for a month.
industry ads proposed for E&P.

frequently favored the industry
handling its own negotiations, but
in this case Johnston left no doubt
that the majors’ association was
lined up 100% behind the SIMPP

$2,125,000

Is

Sought For

Cancelled ’Appointment’
Los Angeles, March

18.

'

viewpoint.

Suit for $2,125,000 was filed
by Gold Seal Proagainst
ductions, owned by Jack Skirball

John Huston, currently in Paris lining up locations for “Moulin
Rouge,” has discovered that the historic Moulin’ Rouge is not the type
to play itself. After gandering Henri Toulouse-Lautrec’s old hangout,
he decided that film fans wouldn’t believe it was the re.al McCoy,
Besides, the joint is cluttered up with neon signs. As a compromise,
the film will be shot in the Mouline La Gallette, a neighboring spot
n addition, there hasn't been any where Lautrec often dropped in for a snifter,
agreement on the copy approach to
be used^in the publication.
Robin Hood will be a busy bandit this season with Walt Disney
In addition to the full-page Met- releasing “The Story of Robin Hood,” Robert L. Lippert coming out
ro ad in the March 15 issue, mag w ith “Tales of Robin Hood” and Columbia re-issuing “The Bandit of
.contains another motion picture Sherwood Forest,” made seven years ago with Cornel Wilde starred,
ad. It’s a United Artists 1/8 page idea of the re-issue is to capitalize on Wilde’s performance in “The
for
Samuel Fuller’s Greatest Show on Earth.”
insertion
Park Row,” which is described
as “a different kind of motion picDamon Runyon Memorial Fund has a financial stake in a tieup inture dedicated to American jourvolving Paramount and Helbros Watch Co. Latter outfit has named
nalism.”
various of its new models after Runyon’s fictional characters, in exchange for which the Fund gets a cut on each sale. Number of Par
stars appear in the promotional material.

State Dept, has always tried to
RKO
avoid handling film negotiations.
Johnston and Mulvey were strong and
charging
Bruce Manning,
in pointing out that the Department breach of contract.
often spoke for other industries,
Plaintiffs declare RKO backed
and that it was more important out of a deal to finance and renow than ever that Hollywood pix lease “Appointment in Samarra,”
get into foreign countries for ideo- based on a novel by John O’Hara.
logical reasons, even if the indusAgreement, according to the comtry realized no cash.
plaint, called for thd Studio to pay
Continued fro
As a matter of fact, Yanks since Gold Seal $125,000 plus 20% of
last summer have been getting all the profits.
By repudiating the Alicoate. chairman of the nominattheir coin out of France. However, deal, they charge, RKO has- les- ing committee.
there is an exhibition quota which sened,the value of the property.
Mayer’s Burden
requires five weeks in eafch 13 to
That has left virtually the entire
be devoted to domestic product,
burden of trying to get the presi
and the U. S. is limited to 121
dency situatiqn straightened out,
dubbed pix annually in France.
and the operation of COMPO, on
At Friday’s meeting, in addition
the shoulders of Mayer. He submitContinued from
>m pace 5
to those mentioned above, were
his resignation months ago and
ted
Joyce O’Hara, Johnston’s aide; comes up at ^ the annual meeting,
planned going to Europe March 11,
John G. McCarthy, director of the now postponed until July.
has postponed his departure
but
international
division
the
of
repeatedly rather than chance disRank Rapprochement?
MPAA; Roy Disney and Leo Samof the all-industry public
ruption
Actually, Rank’s lieutenants have
uels, of Walt Disney Productions,
and Nathan D. Golden, of the Dept, indicated only by attitude, not relations organization which he

COMPO-Depinei

using a new type of camera plane for flying sequences in
His Cap” on location in Arizona. Plane, devised and flown
is a converted B-.25 equipped with seven camera mounts,
rnLl M ««. .tl ^
a cockpit.
aaa 1«-«%U
.
J rt
each wired to 41%
the
This enables 1L
the pilot and the director to
operate each camera by remote control.
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U-Decca Merger
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Decca-U meshing. There

More

COMPO

As Hypo

COMPO
RKO

_

7

George closes the door thereto, People,
This will include all views of their
subsequent dancing into darkness,
.the
musical interlude following
and thereafter all views of George
leaving Alice’s bedroom the next
coming and his proceeding down
^e steps therefrom.”
15 Deletions
From “Streetcar,” the censors
objected to any reference to an
affair between Blanche, an older

their hostility to the nurtured.
is always
Depinet’s tenure was completed
the possibility that when John at the time of the annual meeting
director,
Davis, Rank’s Tnanaging
las't month. He had served as prez
Urge
Preems in Chi •arrives
in New York in a month of
since its inception and
or so for another visit, a rap- was anxious to let go the reins,
to Boxoffice prochement will be reached
Despite numerous pitches to him
Chicago, March 18.
It is thought that Rackmil would by the
nominating com- woman, of aristocratic origin underprexy asserted it going moral and mental decay, and
Jack Kirsch, who was elected last hardly want the present soreness mittee, the
week to a three-year term as head to continue festering. It could cause would be better for the organi- a 17-year-old boy. They also deeven
if
trouble,
the
him
plenty
of
zation to rotate the top post. Faced leted a line spoken by Blanche
of Illinois Allied Theatres, made a
strong pitch to producers, urging merger went' through, since para with the possibility that no unani- while explaining her past: “I was
them to have more world preems doxically then Rank would once mously acceptable' successor can played out. Do you know what
in the Windy City and also send again be the largest single stock- be found, it is thought the Depinet played out is? My youth was gone
more stars out for personal ap- holder in U. That’s the position may feel duty-bound to relieve *up the waterspout.” Considerable'
of its present dilemma by footage was further cut from the
pearances. Kirsch, often a vigorous he held before Decca last Novemclimactic scene in which Blanche
opponent of the distributors, point- ber bought up its over-$4,000,000 resuming the presidency.
worth
of'shares.
ed out that filmhouse tax receipts
With the prexies of a number of is left alone with her brother-in
This stock, now held by Decca companies out
had dropped from $146,632 in Febof town, it is an- law while her sister is at the
will vanish as a unit. Whether U
ruary, 1949, to $60,321 this year.
ticipated there will be no solution hospital having a baby. In “The
Also elected to one-year terms buys out Decca’s assets or makes of the problem until at least next Well,” six of the 15 deletions inwere Van Nomikas, vice-president, a direct trade with Decca stock- week. They will 'be back at that volved the use of the word “nigand Ben Banowitz, secretary-treas- holders of U shares for Decca’s time and are scheduled to meet ger,” and,, one the term “dirty
urer. Leonard Bland, B.'Charuhas, the U block now held by Decca at the Motion Picture Assn, of black:”
Sensational treatment of sex and
Jack Clark, Robert Harrison, Verne will be distributed among Decca America. It is thought they might
Langdon, Charles Lindau, Howard stockholders.
then press Depinet en masse to narcotics is blatned for the outright
Discussing
stock
the
buy
in
rejection
of some 19 films since
Lubliner, Bruce Trinz, Samuel Robagain take up the ijeins.
May, 1949, when Traub became
erts, Richard Salkin, Arthur Sass, his annual report last week, Rackhead of the censor board. These
Arthur Schoenstadt, Nate siotfamU mil said that “ the ? xperien “. “ f
pa " y can ma ke a con ‘ r ‘ b“
pix include “Gigi,” “Girls’ Club,”
Joseph Stern were named to the ,° ne c
.
lion
to
the operations
of the Court Reversal Sought
"French White Cargo,” “Mom and
board of directors.
other.”
Dad,” “The Room Upstairs,” “Sins
“Moreover,” he added, “joint opOnCalvet Arbitration of the Fathers,” “Wild Weed,” “No
Set
erations, such as the production
Orchids for Miss Blandish,” “The
Los Angeles, March 18.
and distribution of films for tele
Paris Waltz,” “On Polish Ground,”
Hollywood, March 18.
Helen
Ainsworth,
Hollywood “Dedee” and
vis ion, may provide opportunities
Fonr-Wfrnfi film
-n u
“Without Pity.”
esps 'vl11
be which neither company alone is in agent, filed a petition in Superior
Porter points outs that the Maryuse
Oc-tred
Marrh 928R ?\
died March
when the secCourt asking the reversal of a rul,,
,
j *
,
end annual PATSY (Picture Ani- a whollv favorable nositinn to ing made against
a v !“
her by the Board
grasp
Decca directors tofiethe?
g
r 0 t C Y ear ) aW
0P
S 'vith the board o/u"versa l? Ire
s
H
d it Jh e r
Ca tthay
Cir * at the moment studying the possi- corinne Calvet.
^
include the state and Baltimore
cle Theatr?
w n * r bilities of combining the functions
Agent
declares
the
actress police departments, Federal Buwns
th
a
ng J? e of the com panies to whatever ex- wrongfully jumped to
Famous
Artreau'of Narcotics, state and BaltiFvont
^T.
Acnt is sponsored
by ^!
the Amer- tent may prove to be appropriate.” ists, and is
suing for commissions, more health departments, state
lean Humane Assn., which will
Details of the DecCa annual re The arbitrators rece.
/ votejl two interracial commissions, National
collect the profits.
port are in the Music Section.)
to one against Miss Ainsworth.
Assn, for Advancement of Colored

formally,

Commerce.

j

Censorship Fight
Continued from page

,

of

j

*.

the Urban League and
various religious groups. In addiPorter says, the Maryland
board frequently compares notes
with the censor boards of Virginia,
New York*, Pennsylvania, Ohio and
Kansas, only other censor boards
tion,

maintained by state governments.

Maryland board, made lip of
three members, is appointed by the
governor. Operation is supported
by fees paid by the film companies,
and the board’s chairman says the
board has turned back more than
$500,000 in fees over expenses tq

A

the state since 1916.
film executive is said to have estimated
the cost to the industry of the six
state censor boards that operate in
the country as $1,800,000 a year.
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N. Y.-Manila Call
Continued from page 3

has been negotiating with the government on a film agreement for
the past three months. He is expected to get to Manila sometime
later this week.
Demands of the workers or reasons for the strike weren’t quite
clear to foreign distrib execs in
New York. Only detail of which
they had certain knowledge was
contained in cables from their

Philippine offices. That was that
the employees were to walk out
Thursday afternoon under direction of Father Hogan.
McCarthy cabled Father Hogan
to phone him collect in N. Y.
They held* a 30-minute conversation, during which the
exec
convinced him of the unreasonableness of a strike before homeoffices had full information, or
could negotiate on a settlement
that might obviate the necessity of

MPAA

drastic action.

PA nr/

Wednaulay, March 19, 1952
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Ticket

for Conversion Forcing

Fewer Pix

16m

Distribs of 16m films, seekingf
the
residual rights and faced with
problem of finding suitable 35m
narthe
to
conversion
product for

row-gauge market, have embarked
proon an increased production
gram of their own. Upped filming

35m

/

^

/

'

'

:

1

m

35
to prod
.
for the ait 10
J
sale
TV
for
enough
good
market,
and acceptable for conversion and
Budgoutlets.
16m
to
distribution
with
ets are kept to a minimum
.

.

.

,

object

short

.s

suitable

maximum. With

costs at a -minimum, narrow-gauge
distribs feel they can recoup their

coin in the 16m market even if the
fi>m turns out to be a flop for the-

atrical sale. Occasionally a 16m-er
hits the jackpot, as did Cornell
Productions recently with two pix,

“Pattern for Survival,” atom bomb
pic, and “The Story of Time.” Latcurrently playing the Fine
ter,
Arts Theatre, N. Y., has been nominated for an Academy Award. Pic
has already been converted to 16m
and is being so’d to schools. “Pattern," done with aid of William L.
Laurence, N. Y. Times science
writer and foremost civilian atom
bomb expert, racked up a neat
profit for the

Pictorial

16m

^

fi

t ca)1

i

on pix

was

Unlikely,

particularly irked

RK0 THEATRES
SHARES HELD BY GREENE

which

ABC

In his first report on stock transactions since he became a director

RKO

Decca

vid

J.

tions to his holdings in February.
He reported that he personally,
his company and a trust- fund for
his wife, Dorothy, held an aggreThegate of 40,750 shares of

RKO

atres.

.

...

RCA.

....

Rep., pfd.

20th-Fox

bite.

.

.

.

.

.

progressively

and

lower
the
groups.

•

Bros..'

•

.

Zenith

.

.

i

Univ., pfd

N. Y.

8

131
152
60
10
.... Ill
... 244.
32
a .
4
66
,
58
. .
.
.

Warner

13%

230
293
795

...
...

.

has campaigned activereduction and elimination

39

122

. . .
.

39%

-

«

.

im

26
40
25
25
50
192

.

...
...
...

Eastman

8%

8%

433A

437/8

167/8

17%
29%
31%
27%

2714

26%

4%
3%
4%

3%
3%
4%

4%
3%
4%

10%

10%

10%

18l£
20

18
18%'

18

12%

12%
57%
14%

within a relatively short time. Failing this result, the revenue lost to
the combined Federal-state-local
tax system might have to be made
up from tax sources less desirable
to the economy than the relin-

Greene, who waged a long proxy
fight on the management prior to

In- Greene &
embark- counselors.

19%
12%

.

.

.

.

—%

3%

3%
22%

23

Ask

Bid

Walt

2%
5%
%
8%

13/4

5%
7%
by' Dreyfus &

Quotations furnished

-1

4 %
4 %

—%

6

.

(

Vs

%

41

17%

3%
23%

1

%

,

17%

58

5

UA

+ %
+ 78
+ 78

•78%

.

]

— %%

4 %
—4 %

rities

“Furthermore, relinquishment of
the admissions tax by the Federal
Government, in the interest of tax
coordination, would be good policy'
only if state and local governments

'

3-8

+

14%
79%

18%

73
43
50

. . •

....

—%
—
—%

38%
12%

28%

81

.

.39

307/s

14%

.

11%

38%
38%
12%

44%
17%
30%
32%

58V*

•

•

.

%
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Curb Exchange

with respect to
middle-income

Theatres in January, DaGreene informed the Securities & Exchange Commission made approximately equal effeclast week of transfers and addi- tive use of this revenue source

of

. . .

CBS, “A”

Net
Change
week

for

N. Y„ Stock Exchange

COMPO

ly

Tues. *
Close

100s

materials to assist the Committee
on Ways and Means in considering
the issues involved in Federal, state
and local tax cordination.”

20%

(18)

Weekly Weekly Weekly
High
Lowx
Vol. in

“The admissions tax,” said the
by action of Metro, asserting that
it bid
wd $35,000
sasonn for
tor “Quo
"Ouo Vadis,”
Vadis.” but study, “wduld have a relatively low
it
Federal tax
that Towne got the film, allegedly priority in any future
reduction program, because it is
for the same pricb.
imposed on a relatively non-essen-|
tial service and is distributed fair-

40,750

Week ending Tuesday

(For the

Washington, March 18,
A reduction of the 20% Federal
admissions is very unlikely and
would serve no useful purpose unless state and local governments
immediately taxed the revenue,
says a study on Federal-state-local
tax coordination. Report, by Treasury Dept.’s tax advisory staff, made
e'ear it was not voicing Treasury
policy recommendations, but only
providing “factual and analytical

ly for
of the

1^2

Amusement Stock Quotations

‘No Useful Purpose Served’

quished admissions tax.
“If all .or part of the Federal
becoming a director, transferred admissions tax were relinquished,
10,000 shares from his personal its uneven adoption by various govMilton holdings to his firm, David J. ernmental units would leave sharp

outfit.

Films,

suit in Southern Wisconsin
Federal District Court against the
majors and the Towne Theatre.
Standard Theatres Mgt. Corp. flagship claims that Townfe, winner of
a $940,000 judgment against the
distributors in April, 1950, has been
advising
* exchanges that it must

Riverside

t

’

$15,000 usual y the

18.

week

filed

,

S

MYkee Exbibs Sue Majors;
Milwaukee, March

short subjects field.

Realizing their inability to compropete with the major shorts
away from the
ducers, 1 6m-ers shy
:.
ur'
on
r-nniedies
e
e
usual run of tw0
;
; »Sd travsports su e = 1 ®' n' u s
“o)Ib»It
oilh-at
r 'hf on
elogs, and concentrate

Production

Riverside Theatre here last

entry

Tax Cut

Sez Treasury Report; Sees

Claims Bid Favoritism

activity has resulted
of several of the narrow-gaugers

into the

Own

Distribs Into

in the

^

)

Ifatcli 19, *

NCTIOBES

26

t0I

p

.

Co.

Delay In Autry Suit
Continued from page 4

Scott r veepee of Hollywood Tele
Service, a Republic subsidiary; Martin Allen, ad man, and
Saul Rittenberg, associated with
name.
When asked by Judge Harrison Loeb & Loeb, Republic’s attorneys,
for his definition of an endorseMeanwhile, the U.S. Appellate
ment, Autry answered: “Any time court is considering ' Republic’s
y name or likeness is associated appeal on the Roy Rogers case, in
w ith„a product, I think it’s taken which Judge Pierson M. Hall de
f or granted that I approve the ar- cided in favor of the actor.
tide. That’s what I consider a com-

a commercial tieup as far back as
1932, calling for a 10c royalty on
each sale of a guitar bearing his

..vision

Co., Wall St. investing discrimination between firms opThat left his personal erating in the city and those in adjoining areas outside the city’s
account with 16,450 shares.
startand
program. Salzburg outfit has
In addition, another 2,000 shares jurisdiction, such as suburbs
ed a series called “Our Presidents.” was bought by Chemical Bank.& outlying towns and counties.
“Withdrawal of the Federal Gov- mercial endorsement.”
It has already completed “FDR
Trust Co., N. Y., as trustee for
Hyde Park,” a non-political film Greene’s wife, making a total of ernment from the admissions tax
“if
jj e
y name is assowould be likely to introduce c j a e(j w ith any product, even if no
history of the late President’s 14,300 shares in the fund,
Gelling
among different compe nsation is received, that’s
discrimination
birthplace and family home, and
of amuseipents competing for commercial
is currently working on a similar
types
pes U1
com mercial advertising. IIt’s only in
Continued from page 7
ip
IIP
T>
l
i
Ta
FDR
film about Thomas Jefferson.
cxhibition of pictures h, a theatre
Realart Gets U.D. Rights to the consumer’s amusement dollar
film was shot completely at Hyde
vimu 1 U him. bvmmbiviM. advertis- lumbia U. professor of Law, and
- "
wmen, .low- in
Park, and it’s Salzburg’s objective
..... of the legal
my old pictures are shown Philip J. O’Brien, Jr.,
g.
Wildrag-Neagle ‘Mayfair
price admissions were tax exto use the ancestral homes of all
MPAA.
Appeal brands
...
TV, tbe public will construe it staff of the
,
~me mo- ag an en d or s*eme nt of the sponsor’s as outmoded
the presidents as backgrounds.
U. S. distribution rights to the empt, and comments that “the
and no longer appliOutfit also has in the works a Michael
Neagle tion picture industry would obtain
Wilding-Anna
cable the Supreme Court’s 37-yearr0 duct.”
p
on the “history of the starrer, “Maytime in Mayfair,” a relative advantage in the amuseseries
Gang explained that there is a old decision in the Mutual Film
world,” depicting the different eras have been acquired by Realart Pic- ment field because its price scale difference between seeing a picture case wherein the motion picture,
Films will combine tures. Film, as well as several is substantially lower than that for
of mankind.
likened to a “circus” or a “specj n a th ea t re where there is an adlive action and animation.
tacle,” was held to be excluded
other British pictures, were picked other entertainments. Serious disi ss j on f ee an d there is no comAlthough 16m films are making up by Realart veepee Carroll Pu- crimination might therefore arise merc | a j ti eup> an d seeing one on from the communication media
coni
entitled to constitutional protec
expects
a comeback after the serious dip ciato during a recent junket to against the legitimate theatre,
e ev i s j on where the public
*-•
—
mt-- ™
^
certs and spectator sports.
tion. The Texas Court of Criminal
fo’lowing the 1944-46 heyday, nar- England’
sponsorship.
the
in
be
to
include
row-gaugers appear
acquisitions
Other
Judge Harrison said: “Well, I Appeals relied on the- Mutual Film
35m market for good. With many "House of Darkness,” “Escape
have a TV set and I don’t associate decision in upholding Gelling’s
ramifications of TV, 16m-ers have from Broadmoor” and “The Man
the product with players in pic- conviction.
Fight
discovered advantage of controlling from Yesterday,” all Argo films;
Appeal calls on the Supreme
tures. On TV half the time I .don’t
source of suppjy and owning the “Wide Boy/ turned out by Angloknow who the advertiser is.” .When Court to reverse the Mutual deciContinued from page 7
residual rights to their own prop- Amalgamated Films, and “Death Is
Gang pointed out that sponsors sion because whatever validity the
Early in the scramble for a Mockery," an Adelphi Films pro- the non-censorshiA freedoms en- sperui millions on TV advertising, decision may have had in 1915, it
erties.
films for video, 16m-crs assumed duction. All pix are intended for joyed by the press. A U.S. Supreme
judge replied: “I wonder if “has been undermined by suJ
they had rights to sell films to TV, both theatrical and TV release.
Court ruling giving the industry a ft’s worth it.”
pervening changes of both law and
since pacts with feature pix prostatus within the provisions of the
Under cross-examination by Sel- fact.”
ducers contained no TV restricFirst Amendment on press free- vin, Autry said he thought the
After considerable litigations.
dom, is aimed for in the current public felt that actors in pictures
Minneapolis Method
tion, narrow-gaugers reached an
case involving the exhibition of on. TV endorsed the products of
Oboler
Minneapolis, March 18.
agreement with the 35m producers,
‘Pinky” in Texas.)
the sponsors. Then Selvin menof
value
the
reason
and specific clauses pertaining to
.Continued from page 7
Industry-ites
In an article for the Minneapolis
^ one(i the televising- of the JapanTV are inserted in all present
theatres as a “national classroom
Star
on
“The Miracle” “sacrilesponsored
by
Treaty,
Peace
ese
process. He pointed out that the
pacts, leaving only the home film
in the event of any emergency Richfield and showing delegates in gious” case, Charles A. Wright, U.
exhibited either as
and institutional field open to the pix could be
almost automatically estab- action. He asked: “Is it your opin- of Minnesota assistant law professhould
or in the
16m distribs. Hence, their search three-dimensional films
lish exhibition as essential. Within ion that Andrei Gromyko endorsed sor,
predicted- that “the likely
conventional two-dimensional manfor broader outlets.
as little as a week’s time, the Richfield Oil?”
result of a Supreme Court decision
AUhough th* Natural Vision
exto
cSSStetaT
in.
favor
of ‘freedom of the movies,*
inAutry
“That's
different,”
method requires use of special ample>
g e t a message pre- sisted, “That’s what is known as will- be that other communities
to the entire
and
pared
Presented
inrougnour
me country win aaopi
Uonseprogram.
publjic
service
a
drawback. H? compares this ^itua‘Show’
P0P ulati °n via lts showing in fiJj? quently people don’t consider it the Minneapolis method of dealing
tion with the early sound films,
bouses. The penetration and ef- com mercial advertising.”
with
motion
pictures.”
Under
which required the use of disks,
Continued from page 7
further Questioning he said he
In Minneapolis, he pointed out,
Oboler’s view is that it’s time to
^nd
press*
dfstance^he
d^out
pace maintained. The picture never get the process started, and that
TV fans consider that there’s no official censorship, but
iai the tradesters
One thought
dl0
topped the second week’s gross of eventually a method would be debaseball players endorse beer if a obscenity isn’t permitted on the
:„JL* ® J
the thought
$148,000, but held above $136,000 vised whereby the polarized specs
beer compan y sponsors the tele- screen and still wouldn’t be, rewSuld be wRUne
for the first four weeks, and did
gardless of the U. S. Supreme
cast
would not be necessary. Whereas
for a single dfay
not dip below $120,000 until the
Newell W. Metzger, of the Court decision. “It will still be
“Five” cost him $100,000 to make,
o thoroughness
eighth stanza.
Chicago office of the Ruthrauff & -possible to try a theatre-owner for
and “The Twonky” $300,000, OboSlffln
di
Length of the film ( running time ler estimates that the budget for
Ryan ad agency» explained time disorderly conduct if thq film is
“J
snrt to the miblic
® or
of 151 minutes), and the fact that the first three-dimensional film will
^f Annins i? now buying Panning of a show and the indecent,” he says.
n
it had to contend with an unusualrun about $500,000.
A d0Cisi°n faVOTable t0 “ Th<!
ap
shaping 'as* the
ly large number of sta.vovers in
J*
Miracle” might impose feme limit
Of more immediate concern for proach to legislators and Washingtowllton on the local mayor’s power t©
the audience, was blamed partially
Oboler is a releasing deal for “The ton administration officials, replacfor the failure to get into the highconstitute a diiect testimo- revoke a license for example, he
Twonky,” described as a comedy ing entirely or, at least, partially,
er brackets early in the run.
the wouldn’t be able to do so because
ai in ^ avor
by * be
science-fiction film. Although Co- the originally-planned plea for tax
nsor
s product
Although it will he close to the lumbia handled the distribution of relief as an economic must for s P°
he dislikes the ideas in a film or
all-time money peak, the record “Five,” there’s no indication that
because he thinks it sacrilegious.
that
Mitchell
Hamilburg
testified
_
exhibs.
at the Hall for the biggest single this company will again obtain the
One bright spot in the Treasury’s he has been handling all commer- “But since no recent Minneapolis
uoek still is held by “See You in sales rights. Pink, who handles report is a paragraph indicating cial tieups for Autry since 1938. mayor has used his power for such
My Dreams” <\VBL The Danny Oboler’s biz affairs, said he had that exhibs might get a credit In all that time, he said, Republic purposes, this hardly will have
Thomas-Doris Day starrer grossed been talking with four major disagainst the 20% Federal bite which had never consulted him about a much practical effect,” said Wright
$180,000 over the Xmas-New Y nrV tribs and expects to* finalize a deal
Such a system, as that of Minnewould equal the amount paid in commercial tieup deal and never
week of 1951-52. “Dreams” ran shortly.
local taxes. A 3% municipal tax, claimed any rights to the tieups. apolis, working by consultation and
SOrunlil lhe
Indie producer, believing that for example, would mean reduction While Hamilburg was on the stand, persuasion rather than by the
nua O
Gang emphasized the fact that Re- arbitrary decision of a politically
hoopla should be planned at a pic’s of the Federal levy to 17%.
A 5, a insult. “Singin* in the Rain” inception, has arrived with a comWhile Treasury did not specifi- public had never sought to use appointed censor, and seeking to
tM-G), whieli is set to open March pletc promotional package for “The cally state this measure is recom- Autry’s name, voice or likeness protect children from obscenity
2< as the Easter picture at the Twonky.” Oboler has prepared
and mended, the door appeared open for commercial advertising, until rather than adults from ideas with
llalh will he only the second film completed his own trailer and
press for such an adjustment and film it sought to sell the pictures to which they disagree, has much to
to be launched at the theatre this book and has already
arranged a men doubtless will endeavor to television.
commend it, declared Wright in
ycar *
number of tie-ins.
push it along.
Other witnesses were Morton conclusion.

Salzburg bought from

November,
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‘'The cheers of the Preview

audience at Loew’s 72nd Street
Theatre, N. Y. for RINGIN’ IN

THE RAIN’
in my ears
"Not

are

still

ringing

in all the history of

M-G-M

Previews has there been
the equal of it.”

Congrats to All!
«

THE RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL EASTER CHOICE (

"Many

who had not;
RINGIN’ IN THE

exhibitors

even seen
RAIN’ took our word for

it

"SINGIN’ IN THE RAIN”
Starring

GENE KELLY

and

DONALD O’CONNOR
DEBBIE REYNOLDS

reserved their precious Easter
with

They will be very
happy showmen to learn that
audiences rate it Tops of All!”
holiday time.

JEAN HAGEN • MILLARD MITCHELL
and CYD CHARISSE
C.I.r hy TECHNICOLOR

Story uni Scr#*n

May by BETTY

COMDEN and ADOLPH GREEN

Music by NACIO HERB BROWN
by GENE KELLY and STANLEY DONEN
IWuctd by ARTHUR FREED • An M-G-M Picture

Lyrics

by ARTHUR FREED

•

Dirtclftd

"For the rest of the nation’s
exhibitors

may

when you

play this phenomenal

I

P. S* The Good News Studio has just screened the
new Tracy-Hepburn comedy "Pat and Mike" sen-,,
"
sational! The Sneak Preview of "Lovely To Look At

suggest that

—

1

Technicolor entertainment, you
clear your playing time ahead
for a. long and profitable run.”

spectacular Technicolor Musical confirms forecast of

another smasheroo. Already previewed and tabbed
for the

my

Studio!”

*

(Signed)

mv

JL-"
m

podner

MONEY

are "Ivanhoe,"

"Scaramouche

"The Merry Widow," "Skirts Ahoy!", "Because You’re
Mine," all of them Technicolor, And look for Big
Things from "Carbine Williams."

"Yes, indeed, I’m mighty proud

of

BIG

Mawfc

vicrtnIK*

'it

Dane's 'Andersen' Bleat

erly obtained police permission to
so, Col and the Victoria could

do

bring comgionnaires, they
plete data on what Hollywood has
actors
dropped
done, how it has
and others, and how it has been
to
courts
sued and beaten in the
the tune of many thousands of dollars by some of those kicked off the
will

to give its side of the story. The
film company believes the facts establish that Miss Holliday

‘Forget Past’

free

the actress would have

of

been contrary

to

Col's well-dem-

onstrated policy against left-wing
(sympathizers, it was said.
Another angle distasteful to Col
Is that the appearance of a few
unit in
members of a local
objection to a film, tends to give
the public the impression that the
entire nationwide organization, if
not all war veterans of the CathAlso
olic faith, share their view.
against the grain with Col have
been newspaper reports which
identify the pickets as Catholic
War Veterans and neglect to mention that only a relatively small
local chapter is involved.
TO what extent, if any, the few
picketing demonstrations hurt business at the Vic, could not be determined. A Col rep said that the
income has been strong since the
film’s opening.
In one instance, the program
was interrupted briefly for a check

CWV

.

t

.

.

Continued

based
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fairy tale writer.”
“Iam astounded,”, Goldwyn bristhat a pre$uro^bly responsitied, ^hui«nr^vm^Tvresr>onsl|*ble official of the Danish govern
make such an irre
5
ment should

^

1

.

“

Producer then offered to have a
“responsible” official of the Danish

government come to Hollywood at
Goldwyn’s expense when the film
is completed, and judge whether
the film honors Andersen or not.

.

.

testimony, of
Formal Protest Mapped
and employees of eight
purp ? rt * d ™ ay
Disp eas ® d by
«
on a bomb report, which proved separate roncerna
mausixy
the' industry?
}
concerns in ^ rne
Goldwjm is handling a film
«
«
Samuel
Police said
to be a false alarm.
Is a Sattera^ It ^iudkSd ^n°
on the life of Hans Christian An “
?
“ which
n
an unidentified man* last Saturday ..
denies fto a certa in
duct
d ersen, t he Danish Foreign Office
notified them that an explosive had class of litigant* fair disposition
is mapping a formal protest to the
To
been placed in the house.
of their cases something with Hollywood producer for his veravoid any possible panic, it was which this court should concern
sion, which would assertedly “inannounced that a valuable piece of itself?”
suit the memory of the beloved
jewelry was lost and a search,
“Unless this court corrects the fairy tale writer."
..
which produced nothing, was con- interpretation by the Court of Ap
stage
a
during
was
ducted. This
appearance by Aldo Ray, who co- the motion picture industry had ‘a
that Goldwyn can’t be unaware
stars with Miss Holliday in the proclivity to unlawful conduct,’
oppose
hk production.”
that *we
.
~
««
film.
members of that industry vdll b€ Amplifying
the statement, he addPerson who gave the police the completely at the mercy of adverse
ed that when Danny Kaye was in
false tipoff said that the bomb was litigants. If tiieir officers and emL 01ldon “ we tried to persuade him
planted by Communists who were ployees are to be systematically
the role,1 but he told us
quit
*
H
1
S
a^.m 4-ma
_
hopeful that the CWV would be disbelieved,
though uncontra
even XL
he couldn’t break his contract.”
held to account for the explosion. dieted, these litigants have no posForeign Office, according to
•

»

up0 n his own

I.

Legion, Pixcrs May Huddle
Washington, March 18.
National film industry and American Legion toppers may huddle to
seek a solution to a threatened increase in Legion picketing of moSituation was distion pictures.
cussed on the Coast recently by
Eric Johnston and studio heads after the D. C. Department of the
Legion began to picket the first
run of “Death of a Salesman” at

Ontario

Kogod-Burka’s

Theatre

here,
Local Legion people are now
threatening to widen their picketThey point out that at the
ing.
annual Legion convention in Miami
October, a resolution was
last
passed giving each post and department complete autonomy in
un-Americanism
acting to highlight
.
T AmX -T
flkA
42 HA
'AM A MT 1AI1a
A
In films. Last January, an article
appeared In the Legion monthly
magazine charging that Hollywood
has not cleaned house and listing a
number of films in which alleged
Commies and fellow travellers
have a hand.
“Salesman” has been getting the
treatment because it was written
Vmt Arthur
A %*tVtnv» Miller
TtAT
by
who, according to
the magazine article, belonged to
iiumciuud “fronts.”
numerous
jLiuiiid*
D.
u, C. Legion
ucgiuii
also considered “Bright Victory”
unacceptable because Will Geer,
who refused to answer the ques,

1

1

rm.

tions of the House
Activities Committee,
.

_

•

.

means of defending themselves in the voluminous litigation
against them now pending in the
Third Circuit:
“Neither the record nor the judgment in the Paramount case was
offered in evidence. Nevertheless,
on the basis of the Paramount case,
this is what the majority of the
Court of Appeals did.
“It ascribed to the distributors
the motive of protecting their the
atre investments throughout the
nation from .drive-in competition.
Not a word in the present record
supports this unfair statement.
Three of the distributors Columbia, Universal and United Artists
never owned any theatres.
“Divestiture consent decrees had
on Nov.
been entered against
8, ’48, and against Paramount on
3 -’49 ; and •prior to _ th; end
0{ 1949 _ wh^„ the respond ents requested fl rst rung for their drive? Paramount had actuaUy divest.
Uself o£ aU itg theatre interests .
F i nal decrees against all the rewere entered
maining distributors .„aaa

sible

—

—

^

RKO

*

*

'

—

Feb. 8, ’50 two days before the
These facts
| nstant suit was be g un
A evidence,
“J®
v {/iA„« A but
hiiV they
fhov would
wnnlrf
are not in l
cave been had there been any attempt
by respondents to prove the
i.
a£ 4-Ua
...ufjkik ila
’

4

.

I

S<
J

in.

1

ectea int0 ine c386 *

Un-American

is in the cast.
•Local
spokesmen have made
clear
that
they have
nothing
against the Ontario Theatre, the
K-B management, nor others connected with “Salesman.”
Legion
local spokesmen say they don’t be

>

.

Pix Shutterings
Continued from page 3
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Kristensen, offered to aid Goldwyn
when it heard the filmmaker was
considering such a picture. However, the producer proceeded to
star Kaye in the venture, which
officials. Moreover,
displeased
said
^
^
the press secretary, his office was
i a ter asked by the studio for certain background pictures but it dedined, for fear Goldwyn would proclaim the film had the Foreign
,

Office’s blessing.

Loop,

m

ker, Shelley. Winters

^

and Jane Wy-

_

man for the Best Actress trophy,
—
Kim Hunter has an even stronger

.

J1

_T

t

commenting on
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Vadis” and “Streetcar.
launching production with Danny r‘Qu0
In the Best Screenplay contest,
Granger and. Renee
Kaye,
Farley
^
v
«
•.
«
i
vrr?l
*
TT. U^.. ‘Dmam.**
Brown
Michael Wilson and -Harry
Incidentally,
(Kaye,
Jeanmaire.
•
"
He’s appear a two-to-one lead over the
isn’t In the Murrow piece.
steering clear of video until he nearest competition- for scripting
nomidebuts in his own show.) Addi- “Place in the Sun.” Others
the nated were James Agee and John
decries
producer
tionally,
pessimism concerning the future Huston for “African Queen,” Philip
his Yordan and Robert Wyler, “Detecreiterates
film
biz,
and
of the
contention that quality films will tive Story,” Jacques Nathanson,
always draw people from their “La Ronde,” and Tennessee Wilhomes since “they can see bad liams, “Streetcar.”
films at home on television.”
“Cool, Cool” appears a cool vicThere will, of course, be con- j or i n the song race, topping its
siderable editing of the piece to nearest competitor by almost threefit into the regular “See It Now”
Other nominated songs
to-one.
time slot.
were “A Kiss to Build a Dream
Air of Competence
O n »> <<j^ever «» “Too Late Now”
Murrow crew concentrated on and “w0 nder Why.”
_ .. ..
the rehearsal of a big ballet se,
. „
,,
„
„n
lowed
.

*

.

I

1

details the work done
H1IU
costumes, props
K4. VKM
and makeups
on, VUUVUiUVgi
for authenticity.. In addition, tele-

,^

quence and

..

.

raw p °]^

I

A

•

I

I,

1

“

Indicated, with a’bout
700 memof the Academy s l,70i
Kama reporting
mam
r*
+Vi
HAW failed
fO
to
kers
they had
those who did
ca
a
Most
not participate explained that they
h a ^ not seen enough of the year s
is
this
“We were after just one thing,” top product to judge. As usual,
nas a complete union
tion. ua has
poll received a number
exp i a i ned “To
"burrow
urrow expiamea.
10 show
s»now now
how the straw
shop, with all present and future j^
„; n votes, especially
pcnprinllv in tne
the
write-in
a
1S made
Consequently, we of TOrit

g%

in

UA, llOl
^

*

a ballet dancer from
the time she reports for makeup
- Continued
from page
Con
at 7 a.m., pinpointing the hours
of work involved In lensing one
ployees. Any dispute arising from
subject to arbitra- small scene in the film.
provision
I

Pllb” AllS

camera
.

^

trails

.

^

UA

mm

The Col
Dresrat stafters never went off the lot. And we
that made no effort to touch the overall
union
members
and
^ust be
Sree out “rfOTr future Staffers subject of Hollywood. It’s too big
tor this kind of treatment,
sp G
J
We learned a lot ourselves,” he
XT ..
60-Day Notice
added. “And we’re all impressed
While UA’s wage hike calls for with the way a film is put together.
arrnsR-thp-hnard.
Pol’s
in- There’s an air of competence about
Col’s
10% across-the-board,
crease sets a maximum of $12.50. every thing.”
n 60-day
na ii,, for a
oir
Col’s agreement calls
Basically, the video film is innotice in case of a contemplated tended as a one-shot piece. There’s
tuir a strong possibility, however, that
luc z>tau,
staff, auu
and aisu
also conucui
decrease in the
tains an arbitration clause. UA’s when “Hans Christian Andersen”
severance ‘pay clause calls for two is released around Christmas time,
weeks pay for the first year and Murrow may do a followup. It’s
one week for each additional year, still in tbe talking stage, but it’s
with 26 weeks set as the maximum. figured as a logical aftermath.
Meanwhile, no progress was reMeanwhile; Hollywood, which
ported at Warners, 20th and U. has argued with itself for months
The Warner unit and company ex- [about the “upstart medium,” is now
ec- were reportedly still negotiat- looking at television with new
ing, while the staffers at 20th and eyes.
Goldwyn has proved the
U, reaching a complete deadlock -media can not only live together,
in
the confabs, were awaiting but work together
and there
further word from management seems to be a growing belief that
negotiators. Staffers at 20th were the “See it Now” trek will signal
continuing their preparation for a the start of a new cooperation bewalkout, in case the company tween television and films.

staffers required to join.

Mct

savs that

m

-

all

^

In town, especially
houses suffer heavily
lieve Hollywood has done all it from transportation costs, ranging
could to clean house and their “get from, for a party of four, $1.20 to
tough” attitude is a result.
$1.44 on public transportation to
Fear in the industry is that the large cab fares and big parking
move may inspire other Legion de fees. Cost of traveling in many
partments to starting picketing in cases exceeds cost of admission.
showed no conciliatory move. It’s
other states.
In line with these observations, believed that a basis for new disA spokesman for the national Dick Felix, head of advertising of cussions at the still .unsigned comAmerican Legion emphasized that the Essaness circuit, is trying to panies will hinge on. the Col pact,
the local unit was entirely within get merchants, restaurants and theBoth SPGers and company reps
its jurisdiction
in picketing the atres to promote midweek attend- are studying the Col agreement
film.
He said national officers ance by cutting rates, possibly as with the thought that it may serve
would undoubtedly be gald to sit much as one-third. With the added as a pattern for a final settlement,
down with Johnston and others to lure of dinner, parking and thea- Problem at 20th is more acute,
discuss the matter, if a meeting tres all reducing- prices, he believes since staffers believe they are
wrere requested. He said such pick- that people will make an effort fighting for their jobs. They are
eting may be one of the matters up to come downtown. As is, unless seeking an assurance from the cornfor discussion at the next national weekend operation is profitable, pany that the work of the advertisconvention of the Legion in Nc\v and bucking Windy City’s variable ing department would not be transYork next August.
weather, the average Loop oo?ra- ferred to 20th’s ad agency, a move
If the film industry people de- tor must figure his week’s take on the company was reportedly
concide on huddling with the top Le- the. red ink side.
Itemplating several months ago.
first-run policy.

the

film,

U

•

.

ous competitors. Miss Leigh has
better tban two-to-one edge over
hue race with
wun
'her
ner nearest rival In the
Katharine Hepburn, Eleanor Par-

U

the fact that he had the idea for
voted
years, and rejected _several

I

.

1

__

.

»

•

Continued from page

ever, are far in front of their vari-

*

1

uncontradicted

m

•

%

‘Streetcar’ Oscars

majority, in the Best Supporting
race where Joan Blondell,
interview with Murrow « bn Actress
upbeat
*
* r ?1
T\..u M
T a a M* mam! am J
show last" week). Mildred Dunnock, Lee Grant and
pe Ja
of the story Cooperi- Thelma Ritter are the other conand pix has testants.
tion between video 23d
. vvf „
Stevens Walkaway
attracted widespread newspaper
and magazine attention, and such
Most smashing victory was polled
outfits as Life, Collier’s, N. Y. by George Stevens for the Best
Times and Chicago Tribune went director award in the poll, grabpicture bing almost as many votes as all his
out of their way
„„ to make ,
Others in
layouts on the video crew at work competitors combined.
on the film’s sound stage.
this field comprise John Huston
Goldwyn’s interview stresses the for “African Queen”; Vincente
idea that the future of the film Minnelli “An American in Paris”;
simply “good pictures.” william Wyler, “Detective Story,”
biz is
Veteran producer touches lightly a „ d Ella
azar “Streetcar.”

issued by Kristensen.”

for totally disbelieving

case,

*

^Uen

•

statement was made?
“2. May the statement of this
court,
urt,‘ growing out of an entirely
different record, continue to be
used as the basis for setting aside
findings of a trial judge, or, as in

officers

’

ceremonies vi» shortwave by
the Armed Forces Radio .Service,

,

.

this

hTrememL^th^ convert

J^

.

said the following important questions were presented:
“1. This court having said in
1944 and again in 1948 that the
industry of which the distributors
are a part had a ‘proclivity to unlawful conduct,’ how long can that
statement be permitted to prevent
the distributors from receiving fair
consideration in new matters not
involved in the cases in which the

.

When

My

to unlawful conduct” referred to in the 1948 Paramount
case.
et al.
„
Urging, the Supreme Court to
take their appeal; the distributors

^

over -ABC for the rest of the world,
but the Old Gold Amateur Hour
has a prior commitment on the
g-to-9 hour locally and won’t give
Last year ihe L.A. fans
*t-up.
heard the Oscar broadcast two
start
to
ready
Goldwyn was
hours late.
For tlie sixth year servicemen

yjftelgn Of fice
Tech’S
^,1
T
picture Is deft- ‘®, *!?
Pre ss Secretary.
fllm as the^xample
not designed as a biography
fact that GoMwyn was
of Andersen. For 14 years I have
.
and willing to spend $4,000,dy
been trying to capture in motion
Everyone is
picture terms the underlying, timey c about conditions in^ Hollylegs quality of Andersen’s writings,
my
undoubtedly influenced my
and t0 do honor to his memory
“But we
with a picture that will contain all didn’t need tbo much convincing.”
the joy, depth, gaiety and charm
Btr Payoff
of a volume of Andersen, lovingly
From the** film Standpoint, the
read.
airMrtv had
cflt _ f £as
hoc alre
tremenstunt
^y ad a
“it is a ‘shame -that a publicityp “y °“’
seeking minor official of a governGoldof
and
p.
ment bureau should have nothing
’
Murrow
wun
lntervi
w ith murrow
f interview
ns bDrleI
better to do than issue such false ™Y
which will be included (it’s suband unfounded statements as those stantially the same as his strong

lamely upon the “pro-

It

gelejr

several ninths ago, when Murrow
casually mentioned to Goldwyn
day tor d ? a
d
that h * ho
woduct i on
video piece on film production,

sponsible and unfounded statement

Ss—

clivity

\

‘

Sam Goldwyn

,

of any Red taint. If there were
an absence of such facts, employ-

ment

Hollywood, March 18
Radio listeners in the Los An*
area will hear the Academy
Award ceremonies one hour late,
The broadcast, with Paul Douglas
at the mike, will start at .8 p. m.
.

Charges

take no effective counter action.
One-Sided Setup
Plenty objectionable to Col is payrolls.
the fact that it had no opportunity
is

Continued from p**« 3

we’ve got it. And if I can make
people who have been going to
Hollywood, March 18,
films for years say ‘Golly, I never
Samuel Goldwyn wasted no time knew they did it that way,’ I‘ll be
blasting back at a Danish official’s
completely satisfied,”
charges that the Goldwyn film,
The “romance” between the top
“Hans Christian Andersen,” would figures in the two media began
beloved
the
“insult the memory of

Q<mtimied from- p*K* 3

have made two subsequent appearances so far, and since they prop-

1952

COAST WILL GET ABC
OSCAR BROADCAST LATE

GBS-Goldwyn

A Publicity Fairy Tale,

Spotty

1»,

—

acting divisions,

Poll tabulated about 20% of tho
actual Academy voters. Checking
was made difficult again this year
by the Academy’s repeated efforts
to keep its members from participating.
Academy claims Daily
Variety’s poll takes the edge off

Awards ceremonial excitement
The Daily Variety straw poll

the

has been
last

With Weekend Receipts

accurate for the
In the first two

of its existence, 1948 and
1949, it missed out on one classification each year.
Official results will be announced
Thursday night (20) when the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts

years

l

and Sciences holds its 24th annual
awards ceremony at the Pantages
Theatre.

Bill

Levy Plans Film
Production in Europe

Levy, ex-world sales manaWalt Disney Production*
who recently *et up William B.
Bill

ger

Duluth Cashier Decamps

100%

two years.

of

Levy Enterprises, sails for Europe
April 3 on the Nieuw Amsterdam.

Chief purpose of his trip is to arrange film production in Europe in
Minneapolis, March 18.
are seeking 25-year-old association with undisclosed BritMarlyn St. George, assistant man- ish and American interests.
While in London, Levy will hudager of Paramount circuit’s Duluth
Norshor Theatre, who disappeared dle with directors of Odham*
with Saturday and Sunday receipts Press, Ltd., co-owners with him of
of $4,000 and $300 office petty cash. Willbank Publications, Ltd. LatComplaint charges him with first ter outfit publishes Mickey Mouse
degree grand larceny.
He had Weekly, which reportedly has curbeen employed by the firm for rent sales of 600,000 copie* per
Police

eight months.

week.

March

^etlnescUy*

1952

19,

Suburban D.C, School Supts.

Eye Big-Screen Theatre

PICTUHES

'f'SBtlBTf

WALLACE’S WIDOW SUES

TV

PAR FOR 20G

Crosby’s 'Lost Boy'
Hollywood, March

POLICYI

18.

Bing Crosby g s to France in
September to star in “Little Lost
Los Angeles, March 18.
Boy," to be produced by William
Reasons
Mary
Wallace,
widow
Mrs.
of
Educational
For
Henry Wallace, screen director, Perlberg and Georg; Seaton for
Washington, March 1?.
filed suit against Paramount for Paramount.
the
of
superintendents
Picture, based on a novel by
School
charging breach of consuburban $20,000,
Marghari^ Laslci, deals with a
two Maryland counties
tract.
deeply interto Washington are
Plaintiff -declares her late hus- father’s search for his son whom
largeested in possible use of
band turned over a $20,000 insur- l* e h as never seen,
screen theatre TV for educational
purposes, they have informed Sidin
ney Lust, indie chain exhibitor

23

ance policy to the studio to protect
a salary advance of $10,000. As
executrix of the estate, Mrs. Wal-

Star Tours, Clinics, Speakers Bureau
Richmond,

A

Va.,

March

18.

three-point program, submit-

U.S. Distrib Deal Due On ted by its executive director, Carl.
«(•
n
GfcOfgC FutL6raI Tinter t on Duffus, was adopted here last
A U. S. distribution deal for a week (12) by the board of direci

special color featurette on tire state tors of the Virginia Motion Picfuneral of the late King George VI ture Theatre Assn. Program is dewill likely be made soon, it was re- signed to stimulate public interest,
vealed in New York, this week by spread favorable information about
Continued Irom page 2
the Rank Organization.
the industry and help iron out excompetition for other show biz just
J. Arthur Rank Film Distributors, hibitor problems within, the assothat much tougher.
Convention
Ltd., is already releasing the short ciation.
sessions generally run from around
in Canada. Negotiations for distripoint 1 embraces the Movietima
noon to about midnight.
bution in the U. S. are expected to tour week of April 27. Tour has
Another ominous aspect of the start as soon as a print arrives been set, Duffus reported, and will
situation is seen in the fact that from Britain.
blanket the state with personal apthere will be heightened interest
pearances by Hollywood stars,
in watching the conventions this
writers and producers.
in*
li
n
1
year,
the
nominating and
as
Point 2 is the inauguration of a
speechifying sessions have never All S Well Between
Speakers Bureau, which will kick
.
v\*|
.
*¥
n
before been available via tele.
Its activities during the week
Ann
Navv
Hi
MVS'
rlhft
iiiui
Even radio broadcasts of the conbeginnilJg May 12
C0MP o has
fabs in previous years have clipped
been asked for a speaker well
the b.o. a bit, so it’s expected that
Wnn’tl Rflll
ICI versed in lndustry information to
nliuc Yet
IVUll fnr
lUI Whilp
video coverage will be even toughU.S. Navy neither approved nor speak to civic, community and
er to buck.
disapproved of a projected film women’s clubs in the Shenandoah
It’s anticipated that the intense
Other areas are to
version of his novel, “The Caine Valley area.
interest in the election this year
Muting," author Herman Wouk be taken care of in similar fashion
will enhance the drawing power of
week,
later
in
the
last
year,
disclosed in New York
the TV political coverage.
Fact prior to sailing for Europe on the
p 0 i nt 3 w h e a series of film
that a lively scrap,- with. Eisen- Queen Mary.- Certain misconcepdiscussion clinics to be conducted
equipment for five of its houses, hower and Taft the leading. can- tions, he said, existed in the past
10 sections of the state. ProbActually,
Goldenson
explained, didates, is already shaping up for to the effect that the Navy had reems beefs and/or favorable reUPT will use this equipment in the Republican conclave, plus the jected a treatment -of the book isults
of various films are to be
possibility of an open race for the which he and Stanley Roberts had
other houses.
aired by exhibs, with emphasis
Goldenson said that UPT has TV Democratic nomination even if written.
placed on the- needs or difficulties
installations in 10 theatres; has Truman decides to seek re-elecIn further clarifying the situa- of each particular area. Informaa * so regarded as. signifying
equipment on hand for theatres in ^ lon
tion, Wouk revealed that the Navy tion gathered at each clinic will be
four cities (San Francisco, Salt no f>o°d for general amusement- has
made “some suggestions," made available to all members of
Lake City, Omaha and Buffalo), 8omg.
which will be incorporated in the the MPT A.
In legit, managements with solid screenplay.
and has orders outstanding for 10
Roberts is now busy
Date for the annual summer conmore installations in areas still to sellout shows are already pushing on the Script, and its to be re- vention
has been set for June 16as many as possible of their ad- submitted to the Navy upon.combe determined.
18 at the John Marshall Hotel here,
But he said that UPT has no vance mail orders into the conven- pletion—-probably late this sum- Benjamin T. Pitts, Fredericksburg,
week, so as to have maximum mcr. In any event, the novelist
plans for further theatre TV showand Syd Gates> Norfolk, were
pre-booked for those declared, the Stanley Kramer proings and will leave it up to local business
pointed co-chairmen of the conventheatre management to experiment periods. That s traditional for such duction is unlikely to roll until tj on
normally lean times as the pre- late fall or early in 1953.
with nrotrrams
hristmas weeks Hol y Week, etc
Discussions with the Navy, Wouk
Earlier in the week however £
#
But on ly the top smashes are in
said, have 'been carried on in a Oertels Receives
osi tion to use that strategy, and
P
ctni
cordiality." More*
phasized that theatre TV is still
j *
avati for them its effectiveness is spirit of “utmost
IOr Tltail Film
the writer revealed, he’s been
Eviin the experimental stage.
UmHedlnth? ease oflesserdraws over,
by that biranch of the
Reinhold Oertels, producerdence previously put in the record
^‘rfor virtually all flta accredited
service to cover maneuvers of the director of “The Titan," yesterday
regarding losses doesn't mean the Loules et? it'll
probably be
U.S. Sixth Fleet in Mediterranean (Tues.) received the N. Y. City Colmedium is necessarily unprofitable, . .
f h
holdin/on
ol n g
waltlng waters this spring. His series of lege Film
and waitine
Award for 1950. Presenhe said, nor does it mean that ex- 101 tne “.
mou8nt
0 u “J t0
t o pass
pieces will be published by Life tation was made by Dr. Harry N.
pension of TV Installations' would
Wright, college prexy. Prizemag.
guarantee a profit. He would not
hazard a guess as to when theatre
During three months abroad, winning picture is a documentary
the life and times of MichelanTV might break even with more Rep Plans Italo, French,
Wouk also will work on another
installations and wider distribution
novel; revise his play,. “Modern 2®!° as shown through his works.
German
Co-Production
Oertels,
who was in Europe when
of cable costs.
Primitive," and visit his grandRepublic has plans for co-produc- father in Israel. He’s “well into the selection was made, is being
O’Brien said that losses in thea“We tion in Italy, France and Germany, the beginning" of the book, which honored for “creative achievement
tre TV were not surprising.
knew we would suffer losses," he the company’s foreign chief, Rich- is of a non-nautical nature. A in the production of documentary
films."
Panel of judges which
said, “but we did it to test audi- artj W. Altschuler, disclosed last comedy in three acts, “Primitive"
ence reaction and technical feasi- week in N. Y. Recently returned closed on the road this season, named “The Titan," together with
from a two-month European trip, Author hopes some re-writing will “Guernica," for the 1950 accolade,,
bility of the medium.”
comprised film critics Bosley CrowExperience with theatre TV, he said that the firm’s overseas bring it to Broadway. Otto Premther and Archer Wlnsten; film proO’Brien testified, “proves only that filmmaking deals are still in the inger produced and staged the outducer-author Lewis Jacobs, and
the unusual event has big drawing negotiation stages, and final ar- of-town production.
Richard Griffith, assistant to the
ff
rangements
probably
won’t
be
compower
director of the Museum of Modern
pleted for another 60 days.
Art film library.
Altschuler, who was later joined
abroad by Republic prexy Herbert
J. Yates, feels that the European
Continued from page 5
market is a bright one for the
Continued from page 4
company’s action product, especial- ad lineage for neighborhood and
in Germany, where only native downtown,
46,324 ($17,810); for
own other networks, it was point- ly
language pictures are offering com- radio-TV,
Free
2,526
($2,866).
ed out that in contrast with NBC,
petition. The execs visited London, theatre space, 14,545 lines; free
depenis
“ABC
DuMont,
and
CBS
Paris,
Frankfurt
and
Rome,
among
radio-TV
space,
47,456.
dent entirely on revenues from its
other cities.
(Enquirer):
Total
Cincinnati
radio and TV network operations
Other promising „territories,_ said theatre ad lineage, 28,893 ($12,(including its oand-o. stations).
„
,
Britain
and
Italy
Altschuler,
are
radio-TV
lineage,
990);
36,535
It has no parent or subsidiary
Free
theatre
space,
companies to provide additional Republic is marking its first anni- ($11,825).
operating
its
In Ifi* Ntpt Vtlft/,nt»r
own 20,471 lines; free radio-TV space,
of
capital resources or income with versary
Sin Ff*ncl*co,n.il/«» "Beaulieu"
in
British
branches
the
Isles,
and
or
broadcasting
meet
34,979.
which to
vineyarJ-tt !«(• of (he
lovely
ha
just set U P office s in four
^2^
telecasting deficits."
?
Columbus (Dispatch): Total theade L.lour family. Pleasant-iaillng,
cities,
It was pointed out that ABC’s
dellcila BV wine i «« among
tre ad lineage, 23,322 ($7,596); ragross income in 1950 was less than
flna vintages.
world's
the
dio.-TV ad lineage, 17,657 ($5,738).

TV

and ar&und D. C. Lust wrote to lace asks the full amount of the
William S. Schmidt, superinten- contract and a return of the policy.
dent of schools of Prince George’s
County, and Edwin W. Broome, suOrders 150 More
perintendent of Montgomery Counsubject.
Prints of ‘Streetcar’
ty schools, on the
Hollywood, March 18.
He explained he had ordered
Allen
and.
his
for
equipment
Total
of 400 prints of “A StreetRCA
Bethesda, Md., theatres “with the car Named Desire" will be made
hope that schools, and patriotic by Warners, an increase of 150 over
and religious organizations would the original print order. Move is
be able to avail themselves ... for in response to the heavy demands
purpose of educational programs." since the picture became a candi"I heartily endorse this plan," date for 12 Academy awards.
Company has 375 bookings set
relied Schmidt, “as I believe that
the national release date,
television has a great contribution for
March 22, and will have the 400
to make to our educational proprints
in operation by March 25.
gram." He said he had appointed,
a television committee to study
video as an instrument of educaSimilar reply came from
tion.
Bids
Broome.
Continued from page i

Politico

Spread

WB

_

Wouk

Ana myy, nc
1

non

Channel

REP’S ONE-A-WEEK SEED

m

,

AVERAGE THROUGH MAY
Hollywood, March

18.

All Republic's sound stages will
be busy from now until the end of
May with a program of 12 features.
Starting last week with “Old Oklahoma Plains" and “Toughest Man
in

Tombstone,” the March sched“Ride the Man
and “Thundering Cara-

ule also calls for

Down"
vans."

Four April starters are “Citizen

“The

Nurse,”

“Flight

Soldier,"

WAC

from Walla Walla" and
"Zombies of the Stratosphere.
May program consists of “The
Great A-Bomb Robbery," “Storm
Out of China," “Soutli Pacific
Trail" and “Desperadoes Outpost.
1

•

1

•

»

.

.
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CCNY

Award

'

Nabe Sold by Loew’j
To Be Used for Church

Forced to

sell its

side Theatre, N. Y.,

Loew’s Woodunder divesti-

ture provisions of the recentlysigned Government consent decree,
Loew's, Inc., disposed of the 1,850-seater to the St. Sebastian Roman Catholic Church.
Purchase
price was $250,000.
Deal was consummated by the
Rev. Edward A. Moran, pastor of
St. Sebastian's parish. After alterations, the structure will replace the
congregation's
present quarters,
which are considerably cramped.
Theatre closed its doors Saturday
(15) after 26 years.

Ct

™

’

N.Y.

-

*

Ohio Exhibs

UPT-ABC Merger

570,000 Shares

BROADWAY ANGELS
INC.
«

Common

Stock

,

.

Price

50c a Share

Writ* for Prospectus to

.

&

Degaetano
Member
|

National

Spiess

Association

of that of RCA, which owns
that the combined gross
and abc for 1950 was less
than 25% of RCA's gross.
To show the Commission that
the entrance of UPT into the TV
field would involve no great invasion of motion picture industry
into video, ABC put in record a
1949 FCC press release which
showed that newspapers accounted for 31% of TV licenses and applications then pending, as compared to 6.6% by motion pictures
and theatres.
It was shown that the motion
picture industry owns but four TV

8%

of

Securities Dealers, Inc.

37 WaH Si,

New York 5,

NBC, and
of

N.Y.

Telephone: WHitehall 3-5410

New York Theatres
~U»1» CUT

MHIIC

MIL

Rockefeller Center
c*ci*. ».

o* Miurs

“THE GREATEST SHOW

ON EARTH”
TECHNICOLOR
PXESMTATM*

Pint SPECTACVLAR STARE

WtUIAM HOLDEN

WHS
JMMf

,

m
.

-.

Pour

space, 21,777 lines;
space, 41,007 lines.

•^*.1

STflMtT
MUh'frM

for

your n«x! dinner guasli

BV Riesling,
or Pino I

Cabernet Sauvlgnon

blolr.

Toledo (Blade): Total theatre ad
Film industry committee of 50
lineage, 43,199 ($17,130); radio-TV
individuals to serve as part of the
ad lineage, 3,331 ($1,083). Free

Cardinal’s Committee of the Laity

theatre

space,

22,944

lines;

free

in the 1952 Catholic Charities
radio-TV space, 18,501 lines.
Drive of the Archdiocese of New
Dayton (Herald, weekdays; Daily
York was announced Monday (17)
Beaulieu Vine/itd. Pul herlerd. California
by j 0 h n X O’Connor, Universal News, Sundays): Total theatre ad
pictures veepee and chairman of lineage, 27,897 ($12,753); radio-TV
Free
($1,068).
ad
lineage,
5,635
the Motion Pictures Committee,
THCKE'f ONLY ONE
Campaign seeks to raise $2,500,- theatre space, 15,962; free radioqoo through some 40 different bus- TV space, 24,306.
iness committees.
Treasurer of
Akron (Beacon- Journal): Total
MIAMI REACH
the 1952 drive is George J. Schaef
theatre ad lineage, 38,235 ($9,424);
OCEAN FRONT • 40th l« 4 l»l ll«.
hile
Sanford
vice-chair*
W
Bert
is
eF(
radio-TV ad lineage, 2,598 ($760.in
These are WKTV
stations.
man 0 f be Motion Pictures Com- 15). Free theatre space, 19,500
COMPLETELY AIR-CONDITIONED
Utica, N. Y., owned by Kallet The- ^ittee.
lines; free radio-TV space, 22,679
ReHiwtlM ’WalUr Jacob*
KTLA in Los Angeles,
atres;

owned
Corp.;

MafeM

pj x Gl'OUp to Aid Catholic Free theatre
^
T Tr
free radio-TV
Chanties Drive
N.Y.

|

j-

.

Color fcy

upt

by

Paramount

WBKB

Pictures
Chicago, owned
(UPT
Corp.
Katz

in

line?.

Goldstein on ‘City

Jack Goldstein, who’s winding
by Balaban &
subsidiary), and WTVJ in Miami, up as special exploitation rep for
Spiegel’s “African Queen,"
Sam
'owned by Wometco Theatres.
Testifying on the exhibits were has been engaged to handle promoGeraldine Zorbaugh, network sec- tion for the New England premiere
retary;
Donald Coyle, research of “The Captive City.” Both films
manager; Frank James, assistant are United Artists releases,
“City” is set to bow at the RKO
research manager, and C. Nicholas
Boston April 2.
Priaulx, veepee.

Canton (Repository): Total theatre ad lineage, 30,502 ($4,575); radio-TV ad lineage, 2,236 ($2,795).
Free theatre space, 10,525 lines;

free radio-TV space, 30,761 lines.
Youngstown (Vindicator): Total
theatre ad lineage, 38,073 ($8,134);
radio-TV ad lineage, 2,093 ($365).
Free theatre space, 18,793 lines;
ifree radio-TV space, 22,840 lines.
I
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—
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secretary, and.

Ted

ment from the Lidice, Joliet, In.,
Gardner Supply Co., which in

to

M H M M M H H-M-f
-

-

-

turn sold

it

to

Camp

Roberts, Calif.
at Oriental

Harry Brown back

-

NEW YORK

managerial post after month’s

(Continued from page 10)
week, “Return of Texan” (20th),

TOLEDO

Month” contest prizes distributed here, also at advanced admissions.
last week by prexy Walter Reade,
South Dakota Exhibitors Assn,
Jr.
A1 Schleicher, manager of planning spring convention.
Kingston Theatre, Kingston, N. Y„Oxford, St. Paul indie nabe
was named “Manager of the house, reverted back to the propMonth” for December. Frank Sin- erty's owner, Wilford Purper, who
of Strand, Perth Amboy, will operate it.
atra,
N. J., copped similar laurels for
Warren Branton, WB’s South
January.* Schleicher and Sinatra Dakota salesman, slightly injured
in auto smashup.
W. R. Frank circuit’s Rex theatre,
Hutchinson, Minn., slated for permanent shuttering. Chain sold La
Salle, nabe house here, which has
been dark for more than year, and
new owner will convert it into
store building.

—

Omaha in Doldrums But

PHILADELPHIA

—

LOUIS

—

INDIANAPOLIS

BOSTON

PITTSBURGH

—

—

GREENSBORO,

PROVIDENCE

MINNEAPOLIS

fc

National Production Authority
an ozoner at Montevideo,
where a site recently was acqu
Bennie Berger, circuit owner
cently started construction of
other drive-in at Fergus I

M

Minn.
If

tax

from

Minnesota federal
collections,
mainly

,

film theatres, are a

the film biz did slightly bette:
February than in the same

month.

s

Yadis

t

f*

third,
,

also has

week here,
opened

CHICAGO

Jack

Kirsch reelected prez of
Allied Theatres of Illinois, Inc., to
hold office for three years. Named
to one-year terms are: Van Nomikos, veepee, and Benjamin Banowitz, sec.-treas. New directors include: Leonard Bland, B. Charuhas,
Jack Clark, James Gregory, Robert V. Harrison, Verne Langdon,

‘VICTORY’ LEADS K.C.

AT AVERAGE

$13,000

Kansas City, March 18.
Films won’t turn in more than
moderate money this week, Lenten
season and other distractions holding them down.
Best newcomer
is “Bright Victory” which started
slow but got going over the weekend. “Pandora” at Midland is
“Greatest Show” at
moderate.

Paramount continues strong

in

its

third week.

Estimates for This Week
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 5075)
“Phone Call Stranger” (20th)

—

(1,600; 40-76)— and “GI Jane” (Lip) (m.o.).
Fair
“Devil Clock Strikes” (Indie) (reis- $2,000. Last week, “David” (20th)
Last and “Men Bait” (Lip), same on popVery sluggish ($3,500.
sue).
1
week, “White Virgin’ (Indie), “I sc&Ig run#
Married a Savage” (Indie) and
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 75-99)
“Man’s Paradise” (Indie) (reis- ‘<Eye Witness” (Indie) and “Kind
sues), $4;000.
Hearts, Coronets” (Indie). Returns
State (Par) (2,300; 50-76) —“Da- house to regular prices. So-so

RKO-Pan (RKO)

James Theatre, Asbury Park.
Republic’s “Hoodlum Empire”
Clarence Olsen appointed Para- goes into one of Paramount cir‘Quo Vadis’ Huge $12,500
mount's Denver branch manager, cuit’s ace first-runs, the State.
Omaha, March 18.
succeeding Ward Pennington, reBill Elson, circuit owner, moving
signed. Olsen formerly was mana- to California, but will retain inOnly smash business in town bein
exchanges
Artists
ger of United
terest in Minnesota theatre chain. ing done by the State where “Quo
Denver and San Francisco.
Tom Burke, Theatre Associates Vadis” is terrific in, first week at
Michael Hyams, v.p. of Globe head, vacationing in California.
$1.25 top, and hitting new all-time
Film Distributors, off to London
high at this bandbox house. The
on prowl for pix.
Paramount’s “Phone Call From
Roy Disney, prexy of Walt DisStranger” is only so-so. Orpheum
ney Productions, and Leo Samuels,
of is fair with “Bugles in Afternoon.”
owner
former
-Stiefel,
Sam
sales rep, in Washington over
Estimates for This Week
West Coast
weekend to discuss distribution of Carman Theatre and Uptown
(N.
producer, took over
State (Goldberg) ^(865; 35-$1.25)
Disney product in France.
the
recently sold by
—“Quo Vadis” (M-G). Sftiash $12,Milton Platt, manager RKO s Philly key),
500. Last week, “Lone Star” -(M-G)
checking dept, and with the com- Stanley-Wamer circuit.
Film and music rights to the (3d wk) and “Galloping Major”
pany for 22 years, named to sucMarie”
Rose
Joannie
and
“Dear
(Indie), 3 days, $2,800.
ceed Daniel Loventhal as assistant
John McCormick
to Nat Levy, eastern division sales letter that Pfc.
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16daughters
young
two
his
wrote
to
manager.
70)
“Bugles in Afternoon” (WB)
before he was killed in Korea, and “Shadow in Sky” (M-G). Fail*
ruled part of the estate by the $10,000. Last week, “Red Skies
Orphans
(Pa.)
County
Delaware
ST.
Montana” (20th) and “Journey Into
The decision, in effect, Light” (20th), $10,500.
Joe Nickolet, Evansville, Ind„ Court.
purchased ah ozoner near Mt. Ver- turns the royalties from these
Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 18non, Ind., from Lt.-Col. Thomas sources over to the widow, rather 70)—“Phone Call Stranger” (20th).
Baldwin, now in Germany, and than the bank which acts as court- Passable $9,000. Last week, “GreatJohn H. Leffel and Associates. appointed guardian for the two est Show” (Par) (3d wk), oke $9,Nickolet also owns and operates children.
Vet film flack Eddie Rosenbaum, 000 at 50-$1.25 scale.
another drive-in near Evansville.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-70)
Mrs. Anna Mae Williams, owner who is press agenting Broderick
Sheet,”
“Never Forget You” (20th) and
of the Conway in Conway, Mo., Crawford’s film, “Scandal
Manhunt” (Col). Nice $9,agented
.“Jungle
press
Stanton,
current
at
shuttered house fpr facelifting.
the film actor’s mother, Helen 000. Last week, “Bend of River”
J. R. Thompson, owner of the
Fireball”
Community, Raymond, 111., re- Broderick, in a musical comedy (U) (m.o.) and “Cuban
1
(Rep), big $7,000.
lighted the house, which had been here 40 years ago.
dark since September of last year.
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-70)—
W. P. Witt, Kane, 111., reopened
“Scandal Sheet” (Col) and “Harem
the Nu, formerly operated by
Girl” (Col). Mild $6,000. Last
George W. Varble, who died last
William Keith, formerly a sales- week, “Salesman” (Col), weak $5,January.
man in New Orleans office, is here 500.
Commonwealth Amus. Co. and to succeed Thomas McCleaster as
William Williams, owner of the 20th-Fox branch manager. McCleasWilliams, Washington, Mo., con- ter recently was named district
i
structing a new ozoner near that manager
with
headquarters in
(Continued from page 10)
city.
Cleveland.
Canyon” (U) and “Here Come
Joe Sarfaty, salesman for UniIndianapolis drive-in exhibitors
versal here, seriously injured in will hold season’s kick-off meeting Nelsons” (U), same.
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-80)—
auto collision near Rushville, 111.
today (Wed.). Most ozoners here
“Browning
Version”
and
(U)
D. B. Stout, Cairo, 111., readying scheduled to reopen March 26.
“Royal Journey” (UA) (8th wk).
his new ozoner near Charleston,
Committee representing Allied Dropped to $3,000 following oke
Mo., for early opening.
Theater Owners of Indiana will call $4,000 seventh week.
on governor to protest competition
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 40-8$—
from tax free and tax-supported
“Retreat, Hell!” (WB) and “NorthDipson’s and Shea’s have merged institutions.
west Territory” (Mono) (2d wk).
Oscar Kushner now operating the Off to $4,000 after good $6,500
in Bradford, Pa., and will operate
the city's three theatres as the Rex, local nabe, on lease from Tam- opener.
ler
circuit.
McKean County Theatre Corp. N.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)—
Jack Sofer succeeded Moe EsserD. Dipson was named head of the
“Bend of River” (U) and “You
man
as Lippert branch manager
new set-up; Thomas Shea, veepee,
Can’t
Beat the Irish” (Indie). Fine,
William Dipson, secretary, and here.
A1 Glaubinger, formerly Para- $18,000. Last week, “Las Vegas
Gerald Shea, treasurer. Robert
Story”
(RKO) and “Harem Girl”
Cannon becomes manager of the mount salesman in northern Indi- (Col), $14,000.
three houses, with Earl Collins as ana, has joined Universal.
Metropolitan
(NET) (4,367; 90Fay Kalafat, daughter of late
his assistant. Robert Davis, who
had previously piloted Dipson’s Alex Kalafat, Garrett exhibitor, $1.25) “Greatest Show” (Par).
Leading
town
with
tall $43,000.
named administrator of his theatre
Bradford, goes to Kittanning, Pa
as manager of Dipson theatres holdings and will do buying and .Last week, “Flaming Feather” (Par)
plus
Martin
&
Lewis
onstage,
huge
booking.
there.
Walter Weil took over operation $92,000 with tilted prices.
Joe Mazzei, long assistant manof
the
Riley
600-seat
Greenfield
at
Orpheum
(Loew’s) (3,000; 40-85)
ager of Art Cinema, Gabe Rubin’s
“Pandora” (M-G) and “Purple
downtown art house, resigned to from the Mailers circuit.
Heart Diary” (Col). Fair $13,500.
become manager of Grand in MillLast week, “Belle of N. Y.” (M-G)
vale, just taken over by Stern inN. C.
and “Big Country” (M-G), $18,000.
terests from the Jaffurs family.
Bill McClain, formerly with WB
Robert W. “Bob” White returned
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)
here, resumed managership of Vir- to Burlington after serving
18 —“Retreat,
Hell!”
(WB)
and
ginia Theatre, Carrollton, O., for months’ reserve duty with, the “Northwest Territory” (Mono) (2d
Biggio Bros.
Marine Corps and has been reap- wk). Oke $9,500 after big $16,500
Jimmy Nash, Jr., son of the vet pointed manager of Carolina The- first week.
theatre owner and also connected atre here. T. D. Robinson, who
State (Loew's) (3,500; 40-85)
with his father’s enterprises, is a served as manager of the Carolina “Pandora”
(M-G) and “Purple
sales rep here for Movie Sweep- for the last 10 months, is transHeart Diary” (Col). Mild $7,500 or
stakes.
ferred to Winston-Salem as man- near.
Last week, “Belle of N. Y.”
With reopening of the Nixon af- ager of the Forsyth there.
(M-G) and “It’s Big City” (M-G),
ter a four-week shutdown, Bill
Benjamin W. Allen, former city $9,000.
Blair has returned to manager’s manager here for Consolidated
post there.
Theatres, purchased the Victory on
Tate Street and took over active
management.
(Continued from page 10)
Last week, “5 Fingers” (20th) and
The TV bugaboo is not deter
drive-in construction in this t
tory, when the Government
the greenlight. Eddie Ruben is
latest to file application with

—

$3,400.

Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-76)
Brftton resigned as
manager and treasurer of the Ritz “Here Come Nelsons” (U). Comand Tiffin in Tiffin, O., and sold petition too tough. Lean $3,500.
and
his interest in both houses to Last week, “Sea Hornet” (Rep)
“Honeychild” (Rep), $3,000.
Schine Theatres.
50-76)—
(Par)
Radio
City
(4,000;
McKinley Theatre In Niles, O.,
operated by the Robins Enterprise “Sailor Beware” (Par) (2d wk).
here. Fine
Co., announced it would close in- Lots of boxoffice power
definitely because of inability to $8,000 after socko $17,000 initial
negotiate a new contract with the stanza
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 40projectionists.
“Big Trees” (WB). Fairish
The Orpheum, operated by Bot- 76)
zum Bros. Property Co., second-run $8,000. Last week, “I Want You”
(RKO), $8,000.
house, closed down.

St.

.

MINNEAPOLIS

ill-

admission run at the Riviera, St. ness.
having
Paramount also
Paul*.
Managers in five towns where grabbed it off for that spot.
Walter Reade Theatres are lo“Greatest Show on Eafth” set to
cated shared in “Manager of the follow “Quo Vadis” at Century
David W.

topped all managers for “outstanding work” in public and community relations, advertising, etc. December runners-up were Ralph
Lanterman, city manager in Morristown, N. J.; Harry Burke, Saratoga Springs, N. Y., city manager;
and Helen Colocousis, manager of

1952

19,

Ross, Executive

manager, last week.
Dominic Ramano sold his equip-

From Film Row

f +»

4*

—

—

“Cage

of

Gold”

(Indie), big $11,000.

Metropolitan (Snider) <3,100; 44-

65)—“Green

Glove”
(UA)
and
“Corporal Dolap AWOL” (Rep).
Mild $4,000. Last week,. “Flaming
Feather” (Par) and “Take It Big”
(Par), $5,000.

State (Loew)
“Pandora” (M-G)
Country” (M-G>.

(3,200;

and

Mild

44-65)
“It’s

Big

$12,000.

—

Last week, “The River”
$1,250.
(UA) (7th wk), okay $1,000 in 5
Mild., days.
at Century at upped scale.
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 50-69)
$7,000. Last week, “Sword’s Point”
“Pandora” (M-G) and “Big
(RKO). $6,000.
World (Mann) (400; 85-$1.20)— Country” (M-G). Moderate $11,“Salesman” (Col) (2d wk). Deliver- 000. Last week, “Invitation” (M-G)
ing nicely at $4,500. Last week, and “Hotel Sahara” (UA), $9,000.
Missouri (RKO) <2,650; 50-75)—
$5,600.
vid and Bathsheba” (20th> (2d run).
Picture previously had long run

—

•

‘Show’ Torrid $24,000,
Port.; ‘Snow White’ 14G
Portland, Ore.,

.

—

slow $5,000.

—

Paramount

18.

(Tri-States)

(1.900;

“Greatest Show” (Par)
90-$1.24)
houses are loaded
Holding strong at $12,(3d wk).
with strong product this week.
000, and likely to go a fourth. Last
“Greatest Show on Earth” looks
$15,000.
“Quo week,
Paramount.
terrific
at
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, GraVadis” is still holding well in nada (Fox
Midwest) (2,100; 2,040;
third round at Liberty. “Snow
700;
1,217; 50-75)—“Bright VicWhite” shapes big at Orpheum tory”
(U) solo In Uptown, Fairway,
and Oriental.
with
“The- Longhorn’’
dualled
Estimates for This Week
(Mono) in Tower and Granada.
Broadway (Parker) (1,890; 65- Started slowly but picked up some90)
“Mutiny” (UA) and “Man what over weekend for average
With My Face” (UA). Fine $10,- $13,000. May move to> Esquire.
000.
Last week, “Cimarron Kid” Last. week, "Phone Call Stranger”
(U) and “Here Come Nelsons” (U), (20th) “GI Jane” (Lip), only $14,000 in 8 days.
11
000
$
Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-85)
Guild (Parker) (400; 65-90)
'

Downtown

—
,

—

.

—

“Amazing Mr. Beecham” (Indie) “Tony Draws a Horse” (Indie)
and “Kind Hearts, Coronets” (In- Fairish $1,500. Last week, “Browndie).
Fancy $2,200.
Last week, ing Version” (U) (3d wk), $1,400.
“Sidewalks 'London” (Indie) (reissue) and “Woman From Dolwyn”
(Indie), $2,100.

Liberty

(Hamrick)
$1.50)—“Quo Vadis”

(1,850;

90(3d

(M-G)
Last
wk).
Holding at $16,000.
week, great $21,000.
Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 6590)—“Snow White” (RKO) (reissue) and “Aladdin and Lamp”
(Mono), day-date with Orpheum.
Big $6,000 or close.
Last week,
“Phone Call Stranger” (20th) and
“Dangerous Ground” (RKO), $4,700.

‘Show’ Wham $37,000,
Mont’l; ‘Salesman’ J16G
Montreal, March 18.

Paramount’s “Greatest Show” at
Loew’s is far ahead of all newcomers this week with wow session. “Death of Salesman” shapes
fine at the Palace. “The River,”
only holdover is going into a
fourth session at .the Orpheum.
Estimates for This Week

Palace

(C.T.)

(626;

34-60)—

Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,750; 65- “Death of Salesman” (Col). Fine
90)—“Snow White” (RKO) (re- $16,000. Last week, "Pandor a”
issue) and “Aladdin and Lamp” (M-G), $17,000.

Capitol (C.T.) (2,412; 34-60)—
(Mono), also Oriental. Sock $8,000
or near. Last week, “Phone Call “Never Forget You” (20th). Big
Stranger” (20th) and “Dangerous $17,000. Last week, “Westward the

Women” (M-G) okay $16,000.
Ground” (RKO), $7,400.
Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 34-60)—
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,400;
90-$1.25)
“Greatest Show” (Par). “Callaway Went Thataway” (M-G).
Torrid $24,000.- Last week, “Return Oke $7,000. Last week, “Fixed
of Texan” (20th). and “Tales Robin Bayonets” (20th), $11,000.
Hood” (Lip), $7,800.
Loew’s (C.T.) (2,855; 75-$1.13)—
United Artists (Parker) (890; 65- “Greatest Show” (Par).
$3790)—“Belle of N. Y.” (M-G). Fine -000. Last week, “See You in
$8,500. Last week,
“Woman Is Dreams” (WB) (2d wk), $18,000.
Dangerous” (WB), $5,300.
Imperial (C.T.) (1,839; 34-60)—
“Girl on Bridge” (20th) and “Hot
Lead” (20th). Fine $11,000. Last
week, “Indian Uprising” (Col) and
“Harem Girl” (Col) great $10,000.
(Continued from page 11)
Orpheum (C.T.) 1,048; 65-$l)
week, record second week at
“The River” (UA) (4th wk). Hold$24,000.
ing at $8,000 following big third
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 40-85)
with $10,000.
“Phone Call Stranger’’ (20th) and

—

.

Wow

DENVER

’

—

“Waco” (Mono), day-date with Esquire.

Fair $13,000.

TORONTO

Last week,

“Bend of River”

(Continued from page 11)
(U) and “Finders
(2d wk), big $T5,000. "Greatest Show” (Par).
Smash
Esqfaire (Fox) (742; 40-85)
$45,000 for new record here. Last
“Phone Call Stranger” (20th) and week, “Viva Zapata!” (20th) (2d
“Waco” (Mono).
Mild $2,500. wk), $9,000.
Last week, “Bend of River” (U1
Loew’s (Loew) (2,743; 90-$1.50)
and “Finders Keepers” (U) (2d wk), “Quo Vadis” (M-G) (5th wk). Lusty
$3,000.
$13,000. Last week, $15,000.

Keepers”

(U).

—

.

Nortown, University (FP) (959;
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 40-85)
40-80)
“Room for One
Vegas Story” (RKO) and 1,558;
Big $15,000. Last
“Stronghold”' (Lip) (2d wk). Down, More” (WB).
to $7,500. Last week, good $14,000. week, not first-run.
Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 50-90)—
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; $1$1.50)— “Quo Vadis” (M-G). (5th “Appointment with Venus” (U).
Oke
$11,000.
Last week, “Red
wk).
Fair $10,000.
Last week,
Skies Montana” (20th), $10,000.
big $20,000.
Shea’s (FP) (2,386; 40-80)— “See
Taoor uroxj (1,867; 40-85) - You in Dreams”
(WB) (3d wk). Nif“Green Glove” (UA) and “Fiv< ty $10,000.
Last week, $14,500.
Women” (UA), also Aladdin, Web
Towne (Taylor) (693; 60-90)
ber.
Nice $9,500.
Last week “Rashomon” (RKO). Hefty
$6,500.
“First Time” (Col) and “Magii
Last week, “Romeo 6c Juliet”
Carpet” (Col), $7,500.
(M-G) (reissue), (3d wk), $5,000.
Vogue (Pike) (600; 40-85) Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 40-80)—
“Lavender Hilf Mob” (U) (2d wk) “Pandora” (M-G) (2d wk). Fair
Fancy $3,000. Last week, $4,000 $6,000. Last week, $8,000.
Webber (Fox) (750; 40-85) Victoria (FP)
40-75)—
(1,140;
‘‘Green Glove”
(U)
and “Fiv< “Sea Hawk” (WB) and “Sea Wolf”
Women” (UA), also Aladdin, Tabor (WB) (reissues). Oke $6,500. Last
Fine $4,500.
Last week, “Firs week, “Unknown World” (20th) and

—

“Las

Charles Lindau, Howard Lubliner, Last week, “Invitation” (M-G) and
Sinuel Roberts, Richard B. Salkin, “Return of Texan” (M-G),
good
Arthur Sass, Arthur Schoenstadt, $ 10 000
Nate Slott and Joseph Stem.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 90Max Dreyfuss, vet Monogram $1.25) “G r e a t e s t Show” (Par).
salesman, in Woodlawn Hospital Opened Monday (17) at
upped
for eye Surgery.
scale.
Last week, “First Time”
National Film Service reelected (Col) and “Kangaroo
Kid,” (UA), Time
Fred Clark president; Clint Weyer, drab $3,000.
(Col),
,

March

“Retreat, Hell!” (WB) and “Bride
of Gorilla” (Indie). Average $7,000.
Last week, “At Sword’s Point”
(RKO) and “Disc Jockey” (Mono),

(Col)
$3,500.

and “Magic Carpet’

“Great
$ 6 , 000 .

Guns”

(20th)

(reissue),
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Petrillo

W-WIMS

Pfismr?

and Snader’s Fonmila
New York

deal for the use of live
music in television film scoring,
would be perin which producers
mitted to cut- a 26-minute score
but use it for three half-hour films
instead of one, is being talked out

Violates Lea, Taft-Hartley Bills

Leonard Warager upped to sales
NBC-TV’s film syn-

supervisor for

New

dication department, covering the

BROWN SET

E,

Los Angeles, March 18.
American Federation of Musi-

and southwest terriLyons named chief
Robert Lawrence

south

east,

JOE

tories
Mavis
film editor of

FOR VIDPIC SERIES

.

.

.

Productions
NBC-TV film salesman H. Weller Keever back at the
homeoffice after a five-week swing
through western markets .
.

.

.

%

.

the gross on all vidfilm screenings
goes to the Music Performance

.

Baldwin’s

.

.

.

System for Vidpix

.

.

market. One is Georges Simenon’s
“Margret. the Detective,” and plans
either Charles Boyer or Peter
Lorre for the French Surete pri- unlawful to “pay more than once
vate-eye, and the other is a deMau- for
services performed or to pay
passant series, with an American for
services not performed.”
star like June Havoc in the lead.
Brink has already ruled that the
William Morris agency is repre- 1948 agreement inked by
senting him in the packaging.
and
General
Service
Studios,
owned by the Nassers, is binding.
He has promised a decision after
today’s hearing on whether the
agreement has any effect on the
property rights of musicians, what
effect the Passer’s bankruptcy has
on the agreement and whether the
Nassers must negotiate with the

AFM

.

.

.

Deal for Vidpix

Hollywood, March
In line with the pattern

.

TV-Fibn Setup

.

TV

tual-Don Lee net veepee in charge
of stations and public relations;
Ken Hodkinson, Oregon theatre
operator and former
assistant

Fil

UA

manager; and Fred Lindformer UA sales rep in the

midwest.

.

.

ALSO SET FOR VIDPIX
Inspired by the success of legit's

Drama Quartet and Emlyn

Williams’
reading
of
Dickens
works. Transfilm, Inc., thi;s week
rolls the first in a series of 13
quarter-hour vidfilms spotlighting
name actors reading from popular
literary

works.
Joel Hammil'is
producing, under, the overall super-

March 14
DOUGFAIR CORP.

as of Friday,

;

KTTV Studios, Hollywood
"RAMAR OF THE JUNGLE" 26

half-

WILLIAM

F.

BROIDY PRODS.

Sunset Studios, Hollywood

"CASE HISTORY"

half hour telepix seon careers of leading doctors
now shooting. Regis Toomey and Sara
Haden head cast.
Producer: William F. Broidy
Associate producer: Wesley Barry
ries based

Director:

Frank McDonald

CBS-TV

"AMOS 'N' ANDY" Hal Roach Studios,
Culver City scries of character comedy
telepix

now

shooting.

.

666 N. Robertson Blvd.: Hollywood
shooting "TERRY AND THE PI.26 half-hour adventure telepix.

Now

RATES"

Producer: Dougfair Corp.
Director: Dick Irving.
"

*

™

JERRY FAIRBANKS
6052 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood
"HOLLYWOOD THEATRE" half-hour
series resumes shooting mid-March.
Directors: Derwin Abbe. Arnold Wester

drama

FILMCRAFT PRODS.
Melrose, Hollywood
GROUCHO MARX starred in 39 half-hour
audience participation film productions, to
be made once a week, began Aug. 23 for
NBC. DeSoto-Plymouth sponsoring.
Producer: John Guedel
Film producer: I. Lindonbaum
Directors: Bob Dwan, Bernio Smith
8451

Sponsored Blatz Beer.

ings.

Deal

is

and for record-

being negotiated for

an outlet on all three media.
Among the personalities lined
so far to

.

up

..

from fields
outside
snow biz, such as having United
Mine Workers chief John L. Lewis
reading from Shakespeare or Leo
Durocher offering “Casey a^, Bat,”

Vinrob

Tunc Cartoons

s

Vjnrob Enterprises will shortly
produce a series of three-minute
musical cartoons for packaging
into
a ^'minute
vidpix series.
Outfit is headed by Jack
Beekman and Vincent. Andrews, per-

onal

^

C

and business manager,
l

ely

’

i!
Soundtracks,
using pop songs, will
Ur Mlss A
en Jimmy Car£?,
5
J<jim Gart,
Harry Frohman
,

_,
mA
mentalists.

RKO-Pathe, Culver City
Resume shooting half-hour
April 1.
Executive producer: Basil Grillo
Producer: Bernard Girard
Director: B. Girard

dramas

™

Voc alists

,

and

instru-

with William Schallert in support.
Producer: Mel Tucker, Franklyn Adreon
Director:

HOUR GLASS PRODS.

REVUE PRODUCTIONS
Producer: Revue Productions
Director: Axel Gruenberg, Richard Irving,
Norman Lloyd.

ROY ROGERS PRODUCTIONS
Goldwyn

Studio.

Hollywood

"1 LOVE LUCY" half-hour comedy series- for CBS-TV. sponsored by Philip
Morris. Shoots to June.
Cast: Lucille Rail, DesI Arnti; sat leads

with William. Frawley, Vivian Vance In
support. No parts te fill.
Producer: Jess Oppenheimer
Director: Marc Daniels
Madelyn
Jes*
Oppenheimer.
Writers:

Pugh, Boh Carroll
Republic Studios, North Hollywood

ASSIGNMENT"

Motion Picture Center, Hollywood
Series of half-hour dramas featuring
Irene Dunne as femcee resumes shooting
April 1.
Producer: Edward Lewis
Production manager: William Stevens

PHILLIPS LORD PRODS.

half-

series

for

NBC-TV.

now

fhooting.

Director:

Lew Landers

MARTED

PRODUCTIONS
hour adventure series starring Brian
Swanslrom Studios: Hollywood
Donlevy shooting two Aims a week. 32
"THE HOT STOYE LEAGUE," Leo
to be shot to June.
Durocher and Laraine Day star In a series
Producer: Harold E. Knox.
Director: Bill

Kara

Director:

of 194 quarter-hour interviews of baseball

‘BIG

IN

NON-LEVER MARKETS

to local bankrollers in

two markets

being bypassed by Lever. United
TV Programs, which is handling
syndication of the series in nonLever markets, has sold it to KINGTV, Seattle, and to Sears R 9 ebuck
for airing on KPHC-TV, Houston.
Under UTP’s deal with Lever
Bros., it can sell the series for
screening concurrently with the
network airing in any market not
used by Lever, provided it’s sold
to a non-competing bankroller and
is broadcast on a night other than
Thursday, when it’s aired on CBS.

Jim Tinling

DuMont’s Distrib Rights

177 S. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
27, a shooting session with Fran
Warren. A shooting session with April
Stevens goes same day.
Producer: Louis D. Snader
Assistant to producer: Bob Snader
Director: Duke Goldstone

On Cartoon

March

DuMont’s

tions.

DuMont has also acquired syndication rights to a series of halfhour vidpix

Asher

Eagle Lion Studios: Hollywood
series

of

hour adult dramas. Now shooting.
Producer-director: Frank Wisbar
Associate producer: Sidney Smith

St..

entire

Hollywood

Five in "U N EX r ACTED" series of halfhour telepix shoot in March.
Six "BOSTON
RLACKIE" telepix in
half-hour series shoot in March.
Four "CISCO KID" half-hour telepix
scheduled for March shooting.
Director: Paul Landres, Eddie, DaYis, So-

bey Martin

which

it

plans

Each
was

turned out by an indie producer
with the hopes of interesting a
sponsor or backer to bankroll an

half-

ZIV TV
6255 Clinton

pilots,

to distribute as a package.
of the films in this series

FRANK WISBAR PRODS.
"FIRESIDE THEATRE"

department

of fairly tales. Vidpix were turned
out by Harry S. Goodman produce

California Studios, Hollywood
series of O. Henry

"LITTLE THEATRE"

type dramas shooting; each film five minutes in length, two being combined to
make quarter hour telepix.
Associate producer; Sherman Harris
Executive producer: Marc Frederic
Director: William

Fairy Tales

film sales

has acquired distribution rights to
a series of 15-minute"animated cartoons presenting modem versions

TEEVEE COMPANY
*

TOWN’ SOLD

“Big Town,” the Lever Bros,
package which switches from live
to film on the CBS-TV web starting April 3, has already been sold

SNADER TELESCRIPTIONS

Republic Studios, North Hollywood

sponsored by Chesterfield,
Producer: Phillips Lord

C&y

series of half-hour

adventure telepix now shooting.
Producer: Hal Roach, Jr.: Carroll Case

series of 15-

EDWARD LEWIS PRODS.

"GANGRUSTER"

DONLEYY CORP.

Hal Roach Studios, Culver

"RACKET SQUAD"

6525 Sunset: Hollywood

"ROCK HOUND" winding

outdoor telepix with location shots
In Arizona. Begin shooting 15-min. series
about ham radios March 24.
Producer: Wanda Tuchock
Director: George dcNormand

General Service Studios. Hollywood

"DANGEROUS

Fred Brannon

min,.

re-

Kay Armen.

of

Republic Studios, North Hollywood

"COMMANDO CODY-SKY MARSHAL
OF THE UNIVERSE" series of 39 halfscientifiction telepix now shooting.
Judd Holdrcu, Aline Towne head cast
hour

BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES

DESILU PRODS., INC.

,

SERVICE

Cost for Vidpix

Eagle Lion Studios: Hollywood
Half-hour series of adult drama telepix now shooting for Revue Prods..

SHOWCASE PRODUCTIONS

HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION

Director: George Blair

handle the readings are
COSMAN PRODS.
Ratflbone,
Boris
Karloff,
Hal Roach Studios, Culver City
Madeleine Carroll, Walter Hamp"IN THE LAW" series of half-hour teleden, Monty Woolley and Burgess pix starring George Raft shooting to
Meredith. Series may also include March 29.
Producer: Jean Yarbarough
popular authors reading from their Director: George Archainbaud
own works, as well as name personalities

Producer: John Guedel
Director: Irvin Atkins

Music

.

,

•

General Service Studios, Hollywood
Twenty-six half-hour adventure telepix
featuring Clyde Beatty. Shoot to March
20
Producer: Walter White, Jr.

in

.•

.

of

jected radio series

Upbeat

|

ROY ROGERS now shooting four oater
Supervisors: Freeman Gosden, Charles
FLYING A PRODUCTIONS
telepix. Vidpix are half-hour each. Roy
TrSnsfilm exec veepee
Correll.
Rogers, Dale Evans topline, Pat Brady
6920 Sunset Blvd.. Hollywood
Director: Charles Barton.
Walter Lowendahl.
RIDER"
second half of scries in support. General western parts to fill.
"RANGE
Producer: James Fonda
of 52 half-hour telepix now shooting. Sponsored by General Foods for NBC-TV.
Talent working on the series will
Jack Mahoney, Dick Jones in fixed leads. Produce:;: Roy Rogers
cut in on the profits on a royalty
JACK CHERTOK PRODS.
Associate producer: Jack Lacey
Producer: Louis Gray
Director: Bob Walker
Director: Wallace Fox
General Service Studios, Hollywood
basis. Under a three-way deal be"SKY KING" series of half-hour viding set up by Lowendahl,
they’ll pix for Derby Foods shooting.
GUEDEL
PRODS.
JOHN
SCREEN TELEVIDEO PRODS.
have a chance to participate in Cast.' Kirby Grant. Gloria Winter, Ron
600 Taft Bldg., Hollywood
Eagle Lion Studios. Hollywood
Hagerthy, set leads.
royalties
"LIFE WITH LINKLETT.ER;" starring
from three different Producer:
"ELECTRIC THEATRE" series of halfJack Chertok
Art Linkletter in series of 16 vidpix, half- hour drama telepix .resumes shooting
media. In addition to selling the
Associate Producer: John Mor'se
hour audience participation show for March 22.
pix for TV, Transfilm also plans
ABC web, shooting every other week for Producer: Gil Ralston
weeks.
to sell the soundtrack
COMMODORE PRODUCTIONS 26
Director: Victor Stoloff
for a proGreen Giant sponsors.vision

He has already decided
(Continued on page 37)

cision.

Extent to which vidfilm producknown as the Ethel Barrymore tion costs have mounted during
Theatre. Miss Barrymore gets a the last several years was outlined
big salary, plus a healthy residual graphically this' week by Lou Spader, prexy of Snader Productions,
in the deal, which permits her .to
who said that a single musical
do motion picture work.
number
for
his
Telescriptions*
InPrexy G. Ralph Branton of
terstate signed the deal, and Lee costs about $3,500 to turn out today,
as
compared
with
the $1,200
Savin produces the series for
Branton, with* starting date some- it cost when he launched the
series.
time in April.
Snader attributed most of the
boost to an 18V£% hike in labor
costs instituted last fall by the
International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees. In addition,
/
lie pointed out, he is now using
bigger
...
orchs
for
the
musical
briefies, better sets and higher-cost
greats. Different guest stars each week.
production generally. For example,
Producer: Marty Martyn, Ted Knecland
Writer: Robert Todd
he pointed out, when he lensed a
Telescription several years ago
ROLAND REED PRODS.
with Nat “King” Cole, he used
Hal Roach Studios: Culver City
"MYSTERY THEATRE" series of half- only Cole and the Trio. For his
hour adventure telepix resumes shooting last number with that artist, he
March 21.
(Continued on page 38)
Producer: J. Donald Wilson
Director: Howard Brcthcrton

in Production

s

ARROW PRODUCTIONS

hour jungle adventure telepix series begin shooting May 1. Producers: Harry S.
Rothschild, Leon Fromkess.
Film Producer: Rudolph Flothow
Director: Lew Landers

ONE-MAN READINGS

First

.

UA

midwest division manager for the last 13
years; Pat Campbell, former Mu-

sales
quist,

.

.

.

Jack O’Loughlin,

.

.

.

.

-

.

of four 'pix held by
Artists is being held up*
pending this phase of Brink’s de-

now United

William Morris agency repped
Miss Barrymore in the deal, and
will furnish Interstate with a good
portion of its packages, including
directors, writers, and other talent for the series, which will be

.

.

Release

18.

evolving, whereby name stars are
drifting into vidpix via salary plus
residuals,
Ethel Barrymore has
inked a long-term pact to intro,
femcee and act in some of 26 vidpix a year for Interstate Television, Monogram telepix subsidiary.

*

.

AFM.

*

Bagnall Group Ih

.

%

Ethel’s Big

.

.

.

AFM

vidpix series in Paris for the U. S.

.

produce.

Lensing starts on the WLOW, Norfolk, Va., named sales
series, to be tagged “The Joe E.’ rep for United Artists
TV in NorBrown Show*” next Monday.
folk and Richmond.
Trust Fund.
According to Snader, jvery few
Brown plays a widower with two
half-hour vidfilm properties use children, beset by the problems of
Hollywood
more than seven or eight minutes raising his offspring.
music background since, he
Vidpix producer Jerry Fairbanks
of
returned from five-week tour of napointed out, there's very seldom a
tion’s video cities during which he
need for music behind the dialog.
made survey of programming needs
As a result, he said, if a producer
of indie channels
minutes
of
‘Profit’
John Dutra
music
26
spare
could
set for role in Revue Productions’
ov er the span of three pix, it would
“The
Cave,”
rolling
at
Ea’gle-Lion
cut his overall music costs by
studios
Hour Glass Productions’
Move would thus enable
three.
Wanda
Tuchock
and
George
De
more producers to utilize live muNormand to Lake Tahoe to film nasic, he added, which would provide
tional junior ski jump for video
New profit-sure system for indie
And
more work for musicians.
Added to cast of Jack Cherthat, after vall, is the one factor in vidfilm producers, in which an in- tok Productions’ “Sky King” vidpix
which the AFM is most interested, dustrial firm pays for the entire shooting at General Service studios
budget outlay on each film but per- are Bob Arthur, House Peters, Jr.,
Snader said.
By the same token the producer, mits the producer to retain all TV Frank Fenton, Greta Gransteflt,
rights, was unveiled this week by Monte Blue, John Eldredge, Joseph
(Continued on page 38)
Ted Baldwin, Inc., with the screen- Crehan,' John Doucette, Doroing in the first of its series of thy Vaughn
Vidpix producer Phil Tucker wrapped up
“Spotlight U.S.A.” pix.
According to Ted Baldin, prexy 29-minutes soap opera, “A Day
of the outfit, his firm produces the With Dr. Edith,” in eight hours and
12^-minute pix at. cost to such six minutes of shooting, at total
cost of $1,500
William F. Broidy
firms as Underwood Typewriter,
Productions gunning resumption of
which bankrolled the first one.
“Wild Bill Hickok” series starring
Bankroller then gets the film for Guy Madison and Andy Devine
use in its own merchandising and Dougfair Corp. acquired Robert
Hollywood, March 18.
George Bagnall, United Artists dealer relations campaigns, while Louis Stevenson’s “Lodging for the
production veepee for 11 years, Baldwin gets the right to syndi- Night” for inclusion in upcoming
heads a new $100,000 firm formed cate it for TV' stations and spon- vidpix series, “International TheIf the original bankroller atre,” with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
here to produce and distribute sors.
wants additional footage with more probably choice for starring role
film features, including recent moRobert Golden named superof an individual pitch, Baldwin will
tion picture theatre releases, to
produce it on a cost-plus basis, but vising editor on Dougfair’s “Terry
video.
Bagnali Associates will
Sid Miland the Pirates” series
only
the
first 12Vfc minutes goes
headquarter here.
ler draws comedy spot in Judy
Company plans to launch oper- for TV.
Canova vidpix series being filmed
Baldwin said he’ll turn out 26 for NBC-TV
ations shortly wi*h a group of feaBill Williams
of the briefies this year.
If he trained East for personals to plug
ture films for television release.
(Continued on page 38)
his “Kit Carson” video series
Associated
with Bagnall are

AFM

Borrah Mine itch, who produced
“Jour de Fete” (“The Big Day”),
French film current at the 55th St.
Cinema, N. Y., is packaging two

.

.

tion of
Petrillo

vision is illegal, attorney George
T. Coggin charged today (Tues.) in
fighting an
attempt to halt
the release of four James and
George Nasser pix to video. Goggin told bankruptcy referee Benno
Brink that the
formula violates the unfair labor practice provisions of the Taft-Hartley law,
and the Lea act, which makes it

PKGES. OUT OF FRANCE

Hollywood, March 18.
week with American FederaMusicians prez James C.
Joe E. Brown, who recently em“Greenwich Village,” first in a seby Lou Snader, prexy of ceed the Arthur Godfrey show ries
of vidpix produced by MedalSnader Productions. Snader at the during Godfrey’s absence, will star lion Productions, Hollywood, rePetrilcontinue
in
his
would
own situation comedy vidfilm leased by Sterling TV
same time
William
5
of series which Hal jtoach Jr. will Carpenter,
lo’s 5% formula, in which
station
manager of

this

%

cians’ 5
formula for motion picture films sold or leased to tele-

MINEVITCH’S 2 VIDPIX

1

series.

DuMont

film

co-

ordinator Donald A. Stewart announced, meanwhile, that KING,
Seattle, and WDSU-TV, New Orleans, have purchased the web-syndicated “Pathe Hy-Lights,” series
of quarter-hour shows featuring
columnist Hy Gardner.

.

'

.

ra

|

,

A
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NBC’s

$1,000,000

3Mf**cl*

19, 1952

TV Trim

'The word’s gone out at NBC to shave those TV costs. In the
of a “soft” market and threats of additional cancellations,
NBC prexy Joseph H. McConnell has alerted the web’s video boys
to “cut, cut, cut” and put an end to the fancy expense sprees.
All told, the various NBC divisions will be responsible for pulling
in the TV horns to the tune of $1,000,000, a move which is expected
to result in departmental personnel retrenchments plus other coinEach departmental budget will be trimmed
saving maneuvers.
15% for the next fiscal quarter, it’s reported.
Last year, it’s recalled, McConnell instituted a similar economy
drive, but in that instance it was confined to the radio facets to
billings.
bring operating costs in line with diminishing

wake

ANTICIPATION OF MORE CANCELLATIONS
The

SG-Per-Minute Spot*

“Fasten, Seat Belt” sign h*ts

Excessive cost of turning
out filmed commercial^ for TV
has sponsors doing some financial somersaults. Shelling out
Kons ahead. Already there are
$5,000 for a one-minute spot
more TV time availabilities than
conis out of all reason, they conthe major networks care to
are
signals
distress
tend, claiming that the comthe
if
cede, but
mercial filmmakers are exup it's because they fear a flock
the
by
everything and more
orders
tracting
of new cancellation
—that the traffic will bear.
time the curtain comes down on
There’s been some talk of
the ’51-’52 season.shifting the scene of activity
The “soft” TV market has asto the Coast, but the agencies
sumed alarming proportions, with
would perfer to be close to the
opinion equally divided as to its
scene of operation, particularWhile some feel that
origin.
ly since the commercial inserts
agents, talent and the networks
the only kind of producare
stratencouraging
for
are to blame
tion they get a chance to play
ospheric time and talent costs and
with any longer, now
are
around
others
scaring off the clients,
that the networks have wrested
inclined to view the current TV
programming,
inevof
control
sponsorship doldrums as an
itable offshoot of the general economic trend which has induced a
“wait and see” attitude on the part
of big money spenders.

been posted around the television
networks as indications point to
some bump^ and hazardous hori-

Seattle Meteorologist

.

—

1

Too Many Rotating

NBC

frankly acknowledges that
a year ago there would have been
a waiting list to grab off the current open TV time segments. For
several weeks now the word’s
been around that Sunday evening
6:30 becomes available when General Foods exits the spot, but nobody’s tried to move in on the peColgate-Palmolive-Peet’s renewDitto for the even al of the Sunday night “Comedy
riod as yet.
more desirable Sunday 7:30 to 8 Hour” on NBC-TV next season may
period on NBC-TV, which opens up be eon tingent on the extent to
when General Foods ankles “Mr. Whi ch the network will cooperate
Bobbin.”
with the sponsor in eliminating
Same situation applies to Mon- other king-size rotating comedy
day night at 9 on NBC-TV, when programs.
NBC is
that
feels
Admiral takes a powder on “Lights
Colgate
Out.” It’s reported that NBC has spreading itself too thin on comic
the
duplicating
in
availabilities by
even offered to write off $5,000
out-of-pocket programming costs if same rotating pattern on other
a sponsor rears its head. But there shows. Specifically the client has
ar^ not takes thus far. Wednesday in mind the Saturday night “All
which alternates
night at 10 also becomes available Star
Revue,”
1

'

Comics, So Colgate

May Ask Exclusive

Resents Gagging Gab

Weather, Censors
Seattle,'

On

KRSC

March

used.

TV Webs

Forced to Pick

Chi Expense

+

ocratic

With Adrian Murphy, CBS’

ment doesn’t want this kind
humor mixed in with weather

ing:

re-

Cummings says he has
never deliberately altered an offiports.”

cial forecast; that interested persons could always follow the forecast, despite his interjected remarks, his introductions or postbroadcast comment. Cummings also
told Variety: “You can quote me
as saying that I privately consider
weather forecasting to be about
as exact a science as psychiatry,
and the two have a lot in com-

mon.”
Both parties, however, agree that
the Weather Bureau notified KRSC

.

the network they’re
Is

CBS

getting

wonder-

ready

for

color radio?

Philly’s

WIP, WFIL

30th Anni

Marked

By Special Hoopla

Philadelphia, March 18.
it could not use the special
Two Philadelphia radio stations
“Marine Weather Forecast” between 6:45 a. m. and 6:50 a. m. marked three decades of operaWIP celeas long as Cummings introduced tions this week-end.

that

it

or “talked over”

major radio and television
works will be forced to pay

nettheir

own

construction costs for their
setups at the two parties’ national
conventions in Chicago next summer, it was revealed this week.
Cost of converting space in Chi’s
International Amphitheatre for TV
alone was estimated at about $250,000 by one network exec, who said
the Webs will share this on an equal
basis.

Squabble originated last winter,
nets learned that the
committees planned to make them
pay their own way at the conventions, while the newspapers, newsreels, wire services, etc., will all
have their space built gratis by the
committees.
Party chiefs argued
that, since the radio and TV coverage was to be sponsored commercially, then the nets would
have to underwrite the costs. They
refused to listen, net execs said, to
their arguments that the newspapers and newsreels were also in
business to earn a profit and

when the

its 30th anniversary Sunday
(16) and a series of special programs yesterday and today marked weren’t covering the conventions
from a strictly altruistic viewpoint.
the 30th birthday of WFIL.
Before any of the nets had lined
WIP, which bills itself as “Phila- up a bankroller, the pool commitdelphia’s Pioneer Voice” is among tee suggested that they pay only a
the nation’s first stations. It took
share of the costs proportioned on
to the air on March 16, 1922, sharhow many of them snagged a sponing time jointly with WFAN, which
With five radio and four TV
sor.
was then owned by Leonard Ike nets slated to participate in the
Levy, of CBS repute, operating on coverage, they suggested that the
1000 watts daytime and 500 watts industry would pick up one-ninth

brated

it.

told

After losing a long, involved
with the Republican and Demnational committees, the

fight

Color Radio?
No. 1 troubleshooter on color
television, appointed as president of CBS Radio to succeed
Howard S. Meighan, around

of

Up 250G

Tab in Politico Hassle

:

:

Reports differ on the reasons for
he denial, with Downs saying that
some of Cummings’ ad libbing was
downright insulting to the weather
forecasters and that “the govern-

.

ly sponsored, will fade out of the
Wednesday night 8 to 9 period,
where it’s been in* plenty of rating
trouble trying to compete with

AM

18.

Seattle office of the U. S.
like to
have weather forecasts kidded, and
particularly by A1 Cummings, early
morning disk jockey on indie staIn fact, Harry
tion KRSC here.
Downs, meteorologist in charge of
says that as
bureau,
he Seattle
ong as Cummings is doing the
show weather reports are hot to be

The

Weather Bureau doesn’t

Harold Riddals, KRSC manager,
Variety that Downs called
him and protested about Cummings’ delivery and kidding of the
Danny Thomas, Jimmy Durante, Ed forecasts and was not appeased
Wynn and Jack Carson, with occa when Riddals said it would be
The Colgate hour stopped; laying down a ruling that
sional others.
rotates such personalities as Dean Cummings was not to use the foreMartin and Jerry Lewis, Eddie cast.
that
announced
Cummings
Cantor, Bob Hope, Donald O Connor,' Abbott & Costello, Tony Mar- Weather Bureau’s action on his
program, and listeners picked it
tin, among others,

with Camel cigarets exiting “Pantomine Quiz.”
But even more ominous is the
“question mark” on end-of-season
bowouts. It’s anticipated that the
Kate Smith show, though current-

'

in the evening. In the early 1930’s
of the costs for each sponsor signunder Benedict Gimbel, Jr., who is ing on. Thus, if only two radio
the station’s president and general webs and two TV webs succeeded
interests were
manager, the
in getting bankrollers, the radioabsorbed and WIP operated full TV industry would pay only four/
time on 610 kg.
ninths of the construction expenses,
Highlight of the anniversary ac- with the politicos paying the rest.
tivities at WFIL is the program Two political committees adopted
“The Theme is 30,” which the sta- an absolute thumbs-down attitude
tion fed to the ABC network today on this.
(Tues.). The occasion was virtually
After more arguments on both
a dual celebration at WFIL, for it sides, the radio and TV nets finally
also marks the 30th anniversary of gave in. But, through fear of essalek manager Harold Simonds, as tablishing a dangerous precedent
an employe of the station.
for future political convention covSimonds’ radio career began as erage, they notified the two parties
a member of the Strawbridge and they were agreeable to the system
Clothier male quartet on the initial for this year only, and that new
broadcast pf WFI, forerunner of negotiations would have to be
WFIL. Since that time he has worked out for succeeding years.
served as announcer, scripter,. pro- Parties promptly answered that
gram supervisor, newscaster, sports they, too, did not want to set a
commentator and salesman to rack precedent and thus their okay on
up his position as the dean of the nets selling their convention
Philadelphia’s radio men.
coverage this year must also be
Other WFIL staffers with long considered as a “for-this-year-only”
service tenures are Jack Schantz, deal.
engineering supervisor, 25 years;
Max Solomon, TV salesman, 20
years; Roger W. Clipp, general
ities, with several film accounts, it’s manager, 17 years, and Louis E.
16
known, however, that he’s shop- Littlejohn, chief engineer,
ping around for a post. For the years.
In special broadcasts reviewing
time being, he’s been engaged by
the Council of Motion Picture Or(Continued on page 37)
ganizations for an
institutional
campaign, and is doing some speHollywood, March 18.
cial work for 20th-Fox and the
William Morris agency, latter on
NBC last week acquired the

At stake in Colgate’s decision is up, writing to the Weather Bureau
an approximate $6,000,000, repre- and to local newspapers, protesting
Arthur Godfrey. RCA is reported senting time and talent costs, in the “censorship.”
unhappy with the rating on its addition to the cost of the live,
brace of alternating Friday night filmed and animated commercials,
Colgate would like to pick the
shows starring Ezio Pinza and
Dennis Day and may call it quit's best of the Saturday and Sunday
Exits
night crop. The sponsor company’s
by season’s end.
While U. S. Rubber has chimed research - marketing department,
In with another 13-week ride on described as one of the largest extant,. is currently engaged in an
the Sunday at 7 “Royal Showcase
there are reports that the client exhaustive analysis in an effort to
won’t stick beyond the 26 weeks determine the frequency of TV exVictor M. Ratner, whose resignaThat would throw the 6:30 to 8 posure by the major comics, whom tion as veepee in charge of sales
Colgate .audiences
prefer,
Sabbath periods into the sustain- the
promotion and public relations for
which
ones
are
seen too many
ing pot. One of NBC’s major woreffecFrom these findings R. H. Macy Sc Co. becomes
ries, too, is what Colgate intends times, etc.
tive April l, huddled on Monday
doing about its “Comedy Hour” Colgate will make its recommenda- (17) with his ex-boss, Frank; Stannext season, which in itself adds tlons as to the talent it wants for
ton, CBS prexy, with discussions
up to a $6,000,000 time-talent bo- next season and how often.
(Prior to joinColgate has no objections to the slated to continue.
nanza.
Johns-Manville is headed
ing Macy’s, Ratner was promotion
for the cancellation route on its Saturday night “Show of Shows”
veepee at CBS, where he’s had
pattern
with
its
permanent
comSunday afternoon “Fairmeadow”
pany of talent, but feels that the longtime association.)
show.
Whether or not Ratner will reCBS-TV, of course, has the rotating policy of “All Star Revue turn to the Columbia fold, is conTuesday night 8 to 9 stretch avail- makes for too much of a good
jectural.
While it’s been announced
able for sponsorship, along with 90 thing,
that Ratner is opening his own
minutes on Saturday night. SevMadison
Aye., N. Y. offices for puberal Sunday afternoon segments
lic relations and production activcan be had,
_

WFAN
.

f

Macy,

Rainer

Huddles Witb CBS

t

—

•

.

-

|

including sponsorship
®f “Quiz Kids,” which is still on
the sustaining roster.

On ABC and DuMont

it’s

“open

house.”

PUBLICISTS GUILD

BACKS CBS STRIKE
Hollywood, March 18.
General membership of the PubGuild has voted unanimously to support the strike vote of the

licists

Cuffo Props

Boom

To TV Producers
Some

tele

producers working on

restricted budgets, are’ finding that
various companies are willing to

provide set elements. One airline,
for example, lent a cut-out section
of a plane, complete with seats,
etc., for use on a show set
aboard

an airlinCr
The companies are willing not
only to lend the equipment, but
also to pay for transportation, pro-

.

Vide technical advice, etc., in return for the explicit or tacit plug,

telephone company has, on occasion, supplied

phone booths.
Directors on the low-budgeters
are using these cuffo props and
backgrounds to give their vehicles

the appearance of costlier produc*

ou

‘

CBS

unit here, following a breakdown of negotiations after the unit
refused to accept the network’s
offer of a
wage hike.

•

NBC Pays $600,000

For ‘Riley Rights

TV

BARRY GRAY'S 5-A-WEEK
DU M

programming.
TV OPINIONS VIA
Ratner was one of Richard Weil,
12^%
CBS will be notified today Jr.’s boys and with latter’s exit,
Barry Gray gets hL own TV
(Tues.) that a walkout will occur and Jack I. Straus’ resumption as
news commentator show, via Duin 30 days unless negotiators are active Macy’s (N. Y.) head, he left
Mont, starting April 7 for Sealy
able to reach an agreement. Guild
Mattress, a 15-minute nightly comxvants a minimum of $125 for
mentary at 11 p.m., Monday
senior Publicists, who are currently
CBS Radio Switches
through Friday, wherein he will
fitting $88.
CBS Radio is breaking up its discuss the headlines, sports, show
"
brace of back-to-back Hollywood biz and other topics much as he
^
productions aired Thursday nights does on his midnight-3 a.m. radio
Phil
RoWmatl
tn
HPI
^
WTTIIMU
*U m
for the benefit of the Motion Pic- show over WMCA, sevefi nights a
Chicago, March 18.
ture Relief. Fund, in order to fil
week. Sealy is one of his sponsors
Phil Bowman, radio-TV director the Sunday night spot being va
on the AM show. Mattress outfit,
at the Young it Rubicam office here cated by “Meet Corliss Archer,’
which is a national business, plans
for the past five years, resigned which moves to the ABC web.
going network, but for the beginFriday (14) to join CBS’ HouseStarting April 6, "Hollywood ning it is a local show out of New
wives’ Protective League. Bowman Sound Stage” leaves its Thursdays York. Michael Bros, (furniture) will
will be assigned as an IIPL director at 10 spot to move to Sundays a
co-sponsor.
April 1.
9 o’clock, Robert Q. Lewis’ “Wax
Gray gets back from a flying trip
Bill Wilson continues as man- Works,” which now starts at 10:30 to Israel on April
2, resumes as a
ager of the Y&R radio-TV depart- p.m.- Thursdays, will expand by regular Saturday night panelist
ment with Fred Kiiian. former teeing off at 10, following directly over CBS-TV with “Songs For
Chi ABC tele program chief, placed after “Stars in the Air,” the other Sale” on April
5, and kicks off his
in charge of AM and TV programs. Hollywood show.
TV stint the ensuing Monday (7).

copyright and all rights to “Life of
Riley” from Irving Brecher for
$600,000 on a capital gains deal. Negotiations were concluded by Wil-

liam Morris agency' representing
Brecher. Network had a previous
licensing arrangement with Brecher for radio

and

television.

.

Universal-International has first
refusal on the filming of “Riley”
as a sequel to a previous picture,
which was financially successful.
Brecher was writer-produceridirector of the original version.

NBC is expected to use William
in both versions of “Riley.”
Previous televersion of the family
Bendix

comedy was

short-lived when the
character was played by
Jackie Gleason. On NBfltradio it
was one of the top comedy shows
for many years under Procter &
Gamble sponsorship.

name

v&atrt
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Sinatra Cancellation

AM«-nuvnniy

siaiaiiK

Week

S

ABC-TV Plays Wrong

announcement that CBS-TV was dropping Frank
Sinatra's Tuesday night show, singer decided to part company
with Music Corp. of America.
A difference of opinion seems to exist as to whether MCA
yanked Sinatra or Sinatra “discharged” MCA, with the singer

17

‘Lunch Hunch’;

Following

claiming the latter as the truth of the matter. Sinatra, who says
he has $2^0,000 in bookings on tap in the next 10 weeks, says William Morris, GAC and Famous Artists are all in there bidding,
and that ip recent weeks some of the top MCA, brass had been
romancing him for a renewal.
’took Over Sinatra from General Artists Corp. about eight
years ago, paying GAC $50,000 with a split on the commission for
has always considered it
the duration of the GAC contract.
problematical whether it ever made any money out of Sinatra. In
the early days, when he was top boxoffice, the complaint was that
“everybody (including Tommy Dorsey) was getting a piece of him.”
His wife, Ava Gardner, is “also up for Metro renewal and Famous Artists (Charles K. Feldman) may handle both. More likely,
however, Sinatra Vill go with the Morris office because of TVMeantime, N, Y. lawyer Sol Jaffe is handling his
radio-niteries.
Sinatra personally booked himself into the Cocoanut
affairs.
Grove, Los Angeles, for early May, and a Honolulu date in between, when Miss Gardner concludes her current 20th-Fox loanout commitment,.
Jaffe’s brother-law partner, Henry Jaffe, is handling another
MCA alumna, Dinah Shore, who also parted with the 10%ery last

MCA

MCA

month.

Amkhe-Langford’s
:

By GEORGE ROSEN

We’ll Take Vanilla

NBC’s naming of Harry Bannister, general manager of WWJ (AMFM-TV), Detroit, to a top exec
berth to mastermind the network’s

and clear on WJZTV’s new weather shows. Jim

This is the era when the station,
The
not the’ network, is topdog.
average station operator today is
not particularly concerned about
the network and would prefer having as little as possible to do with
it.
In TV he’s abounding in riches
and the chicanery to which some
station operators are resorting in
order to- grab off a greater percent-

Wrestle With Formula on Rebates
Clients for

Conked-Out

Agencies are asking the networks^
new formula covering reon' loss of video and/or
portion^

of

their

audio
when the
tele- programs
coast
micro-relay system conks out. The
sponsors And admen are demanding that the refund cover both talent and time, while t^te new want
to limit the rebates to time costs

Mutual’s

coast-to-

only.

With TV station clearance
increasingly becoming the No.
1 headache for networks and
sponsors, thus giving the station operator the upper hand,

TV Shows

complaints have been mounting over the demands being
made by some broadcasters
who, in effect, have been telling sponsors to “play ball with
us br else.”
Not infrequently a TV affiliate will agree tb making a
tinie period available for a
client’s network show only on
condition that the sponsor buy
some adjacency periods on the
If it’s important that
station.
the client penetrate that specific market with a favorable
time segment he has no alHe
ternative but to give in.
may, too, be compelled to buy
one of the station’s local shows
before getting a commitment
from the manager.

10% ‘52 Hike

—

Mutual's gross billings for the
two months of 1952 show an
increase of 10.4% over the same
period of 1951, according to sales
v.p. Adolf N. Hult.

first

January-February gross totaled
$3,278,805.

Failures of the micro-relay hook-

up have been frequent in the past
few months. Further, the situation
is expected to become even more
difficult during the summer, when

cbs’

sun spots are likely to cause still
greater disruptions of the crosscountry transmission. Because the
nationwide link went into service

a

Rap on Sinatra;

September, .the Industry has
had no experience with the transcontinent hookup during the warm

To swell their summer TV
some of the broadcasters have come up with this

last

weather, when the solar disturbances play freakish tricks with elec-'
tronic communication.

'

**

Formula proposed by the chains

75%

of the cost for the time
the video picture is lost and 25%
of the cost of .the time the audio
is out, or 100% if both, sight and.
sound are snafued.. Sponsor doesn't
get back the cost of the entire program time, but only a pro rata
is

(Continued on page 38)

coffers,

Exiting April 1

NBC on April !
Victor Norton, NBC administration veepee, whose exit from the
network was initially hinted at last
December's Boca Raton NBC convention, makes his departure on
April 1. -

proposition:

“We

don’t

With Frank Sinatra’s Tuesday

1

on the networks’ agenda today,

CBS, unable to sell the Sinatra it’s because the networks find it
show except for the 13- week quar- more necessary to court favor with
ter-hour pickup by Ekco, took a the individual stations than ever
beating to the tune of- a reported
$1,000,000 in a vain effort to
achieve a click formula. However,
the show did succeed in making a
dent on the. Milton Berle ratings.

Hubbell Robinson,t

Jr.,

CBS-TV

In designating Bannister
all-important post, NBC
recognizes it has a broadcaster
who, until now himself a station
operator, knows all too well- the
thinking and ambitions of the afbefore.
for the

'

Ch’field’s

M&L

First Step

cancellation of

Ameche
week and dropping of
DeBoth Tuesday afternoon show on the same web points
the Frances Langford-Don
strip

last

the Jessie

up the comparative weakness of
video in the luncheon time bracket.
Unusual' aspect of the LangfordAmeche move is that it was tha
web which went to the two bankrollers,

Lever and Wamer-Hud-

which had three quarter-hours weekly, with the axing
proposal.
Web ^wanted the. show
nixed because with a $37,500-$40,000 weekly nut it had lost around
$1,000,000 in the past six months.
nut, each of

Show was launched

Buy as

last fall,

with

idea of using “nighttime production values” in the noontime slot,

but

proved a white elephant.
strip, with 20/ penever had more
than seven sold at any time.
Besides going on the hook for
Chesterfield, one of the big- the bulk of the $1,000,000 outlay,
league radio spenders currently in the network leased the former
the process of reappraising its New York Times Hall to house
properties, has bought Martin Ac the Ameche-Langford operation.
Lewis for a once-weekly radio Latter’s bowout darkens the house
show on NBC next season in a firm most of the week, although the
39-week deal: This is the initial Betty Crocker Saturday afternoon
step toward a more low-budgeted stanza will continue to originate at
radio programming roster for the the 44th S,t. theatre. Likely other
ciggie company, which may find video and/or radio shows may be
Bob Hope and Bing Crosby, with moved into the theatre soon.
Cancellation also is hitting some
two of the most expensive halfhour shows riding the AM kilo- personnel, since there was a comcycles, getting the Chesterfield axe. plete production unit working soleChesterfield has had a stake in ly on L-A. However, some staffers
being integrated elsewhere
Ac L this season via its partici- are
pation in the NBC “Operation into the web. Miss Langford and
Ameche
have contracts with the
Tandem,” which also included “Big
Show” and “Mr. Keen.” Chester- .chain which are being settled with
cash
a
adjustment.
field went into the deal at the beThe Jessie DeBoth show, which
ginning of the season on the basis
that it would, have an option on followed L-A on Tuesdays, went
it had been
Ac L’s exclusive services for the off last w»ek too,
following season, and last week backed by Crosley and Clorox.
Replacing
L-A
is
Paul
Dixon, disk
exercised
the
company
the ciggie
jockey-pantomime show originatoption.
ing
from
WCCO-TV;
Cincinnati.
Chesterfield is paying $10,000 a
That’s Dixon, who had been beamed
week for the
Ac L show.
11:30
a.m,
cross-the-board
at
moves
top coin today in contrast’ to the
to 12:30 p.m., with films going
$30,000 Hope-Crosby packages:
it

The hour-long

In Radio Overhaul

riods

available,

1

.

M

M

M

t

care

whether you take a summer
hiatus and go off the network.
But if you want a guarantee
that the same time will be
available for you in the fall
you had better sponsor the
program we put into that

night “opposite Berle” TV show
checking off the network after the
April 1 stanza, CBS washes up with
the star’s contract, although he’ll
still be committed to the web for
period.”
a half-dozen or go guest shots.
Meanwhile it’s reported that NBCTV has been making some feelers age of the sponsor spoils is causfor Sinatra's switchover to that ing the webs no little anxiety.
network, though it’s 6nly in the
If better station relations is No.
talk stage.

Vic Norton Exits

‘

.

for a
bates

Fair Is the spieler with Bob
Clear handling the direction.
Reid’s ice cream is backing
the new stanzas, cross-theboard at 6:55 and 11:10 p.m.,
via Doherty, Clifford Ac Shenfield agency.

radio-television
station
relations
throws into sharp focus the awareness on the part of the networks
that if they can lick the problem
of station relations today, half the
battle is won, particularly in TV.

Slug ’Em Hard

To

It’s fair

Axing

$1,

ABC-TV’s sudden

Owens-Corning Glass To

in from 11:30-12:30.
If the network can get an eastbound cable,
Dixon will be expanded to a full-

hour

Buy TV Tou Are There’
Owens-Corning Glass

is

near the

at 12 noon.

L-A had been
in the final

hitting a 3.1 rating

quarter hour, but rat-

were not considered good
inking stage this week for CBS- enough for the coin outlay. Ruth
TV’s "You Are There.” Web re- Lyons, on NBC-TV, has a 3.4 and
vealed plans to build a video ver- has sponsors for only two of the
sion of its one-time radio stalwart 10 quarter-hours.
“The Bunch,"
only last week and, if the. deal goes which follows on NBC at 12:30
ings

-

through, it will mark one of the
first tjmes on record that a TV
network has been able to snare a
bankroller for a show without even
cutting a kinescope audition.
It’s planned to preem the show
during the first week in June,
which means that it will ride
Day and
through the summer.
time haven't been determined. Web
half-hour,
once-weekly
envisions
series, in which the top news events
of the last 50 years will be drama-

p.m., is sustaining.
CBS-TV, however, has been doing comparatively well with*“Strike
It Rich,” at 11:30, hitting an 11.5,
and “Egg- Ac I,” “Love of Life”,
and “Search for Tomorrow” hitting

and 3.6 respectively. Steve
Allen, Who follows with a 3,8. at
12:45-1:30, has only two 15-minute segments backed out of a pos-

5.9, 4.4
>

sible 15.

I
program chieftain, is .still unde- filiate managements.
Agency for Owens-Corning
tized.
A great many of the affiliates to- is Fuller, Smith & Ross.
cided how to resolve the Tuesday
they’re
the
fact
that
resent
day
8
to
programming
setup.
CBS-TV programming execs said
9
There’s a possibility that an hour only being pencilled in for 30% they may choose to lens an adversion of the ex-sustainer “Out of their rate card on the. network vance kine even if the sponsorship
programming they’re deal is finalized this week, in an
Most of Norton's functions in There” science fiction series may television
On the other picking up. Buying their shows attempt to ascertain in advance
administering
staff go into the spot.
engineering,
Carlo-Menotti’s TV
personnel, research, labor relations hand the web is considering the on a national spot basis would what production problems the show “Amahl and the Night Visitors,”
and integrated services, will be
might entail.
(Continued on page 38)
(Continued on page 39)
which won unanimous acclaim
taken over by veepee Joseph Hefwhen presented on NBC-TV last
fernan.
Norton was brought into
Christmas under Hallmark Greetthe network as an offshoot of the
ing Cards sponsorship, is scheduled
Booz, Allen Ac Hamilton adminisfor an Easter Sunday repeat* with
trative revamp.
Hallmark again picking up the tab.
Carleton E. Smith, who is being
Cast will be the same, including
by network-owned nual billings of the entire NBC
played
It’s ne^ver been a secret to the role
replaced as. head .of AM-TV sta
its child star, Chet Allen.
shee'ts radio network for '51.
tion relations at the network, is trade that the financial -success of a properties when the balance
Exact time period for the repeat
Also, the $40,000,000 o Ac o gross is still to be determined. Hallmark
moving into the owned-and-oper- network either radio or television are tossed around. With the NBC
can be traced primarily tb its radio network taking it on the chin for ’51 represents an increase in would like to preempt its Sunday
ated setup headed by veepee Jim
sphere of affluence in the realm last year with a decrease in billings billings of some 43% over the pre- afternoon half-hour Sarah ChurGaines.
of owhed-and-operated properties. and NBC-TV just managing to edge vious year.
chill dramatic show for the occaWNBT, the Gotham key outlet sion, providing it can clear the ad-:
Even in the days when the major into a black ink era, the bonanza
radio networks were boasting of -reaped by, NBC’s powerhouse team of NBC-TV, was responsible alone jacent 30 minutes as well. Other‘Basin St' Mulled For
total annual billings of $200,000,- of six owhed-and-operated AM- sta- for approximately $10,000,000 in wise it will put the opera into an000, the difference between net tions and five O & o TV outlets is billings last year giving it un- other hour of open time on the
U. S.
Recruiting loss- and profit to the individual one of the eye-openers of the year. disputed leadership among video web.
was merely a matter of how
webs
All told, NBC's combined o Sc o’s operations in America when it
Hallmark has practically comU. S. Army Recruiting is mulling
mitted itself to the opera as an ana reprise of “Chamber Music So- strongly it’s been entrenched in the knocked the ball over the fence to comes to coin-intake.
as
one
top
in
TV,
estimated
by
Today
It’s been
nual presentation. When NBC-TV
the sweet tune of a $40,000,000
ciety of Lower Basin Street,” and o & o picture.
always in radio, the thematic gross with the o Ac o earned profit NBC exec that the 11 owned-and- sought to sell the Easter repeat to
is negotiating for the show.
Deal hasn't been inked, but it's “there’s no business like station for” NBC totalling in tlfe vicinity operated properties have a com- another client, in order not to susbined valuation of $100,000,000, tain it, Hallmark balked, threatenof $8,000,000.
expected that “Basin” would be put business” tells the story.
on NBC. Web hasn’t allocated a
Thus the $40,000,000 grossed by which, if the parent RCA company ing to pull out completely unless
The NBC o Ac o story for 1951,
“me slot for the stanza, but has which has just been disclosed to the 11 NBC o Ac o properties came were inclined to sell, would be its “Amahl” was catalogued as a perHallmark attraction.
1 manent
offered several ‘^ylme op$n perjqd^. Variety, accent^, an^w .the, pi a j or within $14,000,000
total, an- asktafc prip. t

Easter Repeat For

Menottis ‘Amahl’

opera,

NBC O&O

—

*a

$40, 000, OOO Biz

—

—

-

Army

—

(

We<lite«day,
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BURNETT, FC&B, GRANT PACING CHI;

Chicago,

March

18.

Ives on

Practically paralleling the Wihdy
City's slide as a radio-TV production centre has been the city’s rise
on
as a itiajor advertising agency cen-

The skyrocketing climb the

BBC f« Own Biog NBC SPAC COMMITTEE

.fciSMS i.

a

own book, “Wayfaring
his
Stranger,’’ will be aired over the

British Broadcasting Corp.’s Home
past 16 years of the Leo Burnett
The
service network March 28,
agency and the continued growth American folk singer, who arrived
of such Chi-based Top 10 shops as
in London this week, will be fea-

tre.

Foote, Cone & Balding and Grant
has taken some of the play away

from Manhattan’s Madison Ave.
Then, too, there's been a steady
blossoming of the* Loop’s mid-size
agencies the past few years, projecting such names as Henri, Hurst
& McDonald, Weiss & Geller, Earle
Jjudgin and Tatham-Laird into the
national sweepstakes through their
AM-TV billings. And, not the least
important are the midwest accounts
handled by the Chi branches of
such Gotham-anchored outfits as J.
Walter Thompson, Young & Rubicam, Ruthrauff & Ryan and McCann-Erickson.
hometown
the
Incidentally,
agencies are quick to deny responebb in
low
present
sibility for the
Chi network and syndicated origi-

SETS ’52 MEMBERSHIP

new members named

the group this ye^r.

First

to

SPAC

Charges have been made
nations.
that the radio-TV departments have
shows in
cold-shouldered local
favor of New York or Hollywood
It’s the agencies’ rebutproduct.
tal that they and their clients are
Interested in good buys no matter

where they come from. Since most
of the shops go in for web-built
packages rather than creating
them on their own, they shift the
blame for any sluffing off of Chi
trademarked airers to the net-

works.

members for TV are E. R.
Vadeboncoeur, WSYR-TV, Syracuse, and Martin Campbell, WFA'ATV, Dallas. New radio members

18.

%

at

-r-v

March

—

meeting for 1952 is slated for N. Y.
in mid-April, at which time officers
tured in the program.
Ives, who has come to London will be elected.
Reelected committee members
primarily to fill a one-man concert
date at the Festival Hall on April for radio are B, T. Whitmire,
Ralph
TV WFBC, Greenville, S.m Car.;
*
W is to be featured also on
10,
M 11. ..
.
J
next Friday (21). On the follow- Evans, WHO r Des Moines, and
ing night he will do a radio show WOC, Davenport and Richard O.
Dunning, of KHQ, Spokane. Reon the Light Program.
)

Chicago,

1952

centre has manpower, facilities and program ideas, which are
being bypassed in favor of New York and Hollywood oftimes at
additional expense to local clients and agencies.
It’s understood one of the first assignments of the director will
be to< document case histories of the current Chi output, either
network or syndicated' packages, to show on a cost-per-thousand
basis programs from here frequently are considerably less costly.
Idea for formal group to generate interest in Chi products has
been gaining momentum for the past several months with realization something more than talk must be done about the present
low ebb of output- here. Reps from all phases of the industry,
except broadcasters, have been sitting in on the prelim kickIncluded are indie packagers, film producers, talent
arounds.
and agency men. Project reportedly has the backing of some top

Five members of NBC's Stations
planning & Advisory Committee
for 1951 have been reelefcted, with
s i x iother

19,

Organization, embracing most segments of the local Radio-TV
industry, is being formed here to promote the “Chicago Story” in
hopes of hypoing interest among midwest advertisers in Windy
City productions and facilities. Latest of a series of hush-hush
preliminary meetings was held yesterday (Mon.) Variety learned,
when it was decided to set up a formal organization shooting for a
minimum $25,000 War Chest.
Plan is to hire a fulltime director to handle th£ project, designed
to call attention of blue ribbon clients in this territory that the

MICHIGAN AVE. IN NO. 2

s

March

ad shops.

v

‘

•
.

elected

RWG-SWG Seen
Patching

are Robert B.‘ Hanna, Jr., WGY,
Schenectady; Allan M. , Woodall,
Ga.; P. A. Sugg,

WDAK, Columbus,
WKY, Oklahoma

Up Feud

KGHL,
New TV members

Yocum,

Revised McFarland BiD Puts Radio

City, and Ed
Mont v
Billings,
are'

In a

Latest

hatchet.

McCall,
dressed

Legislation
t

•

Washington, March

18.

Prospects of Congressional acon major radio legislation are
now better than they have been
since the creation of the Federal
.

Beal’s

Paul.

Mary
that
of SWG, ad-

is

new prexy

Good Spot on Radio

Lee Wailes,

There are indications that the
WSPD-TV, Toledo, and Stan HubRadio Writers and the Screen
bard, KSTP-TV, Minneapolis-St.
Writers guilds are burying the

WDSU-TY

New

.

Orleans,

Deal

March

18.

membership

tion

Joseph- Carletpn Beal has been Communications
Commission in
signed as program consultant for 1934, as the result of agreement
WDSU-TV, Robert D. Sweezey, ex- last week by the House Interstate
ecutive vice president and general Commerce Committee on a submanager said Saturday. (15). Beal stantiallyv-revised version Of the
assumed bis duties here on March Senate-passed McFarland' bill to
15.
speed up FCC operations.
Beal has worked in almost every
Aiter 23 days of executive sescapacity from producer and di- sions which began last September,
rector to writer and actor. More the committee agreed on a bill
recently Beal was director-producer which retains important provisions
Washington, March 18.
for the TV studios of the School of of the McFarland measure, elimiThe broadcasting industry will' Radio Technique in New York.
in the
those taking place
parallel
_
r
nates others, and adds nqw lanif
Congress
east with the ALA’S National Tele- have to go to bat with
guage. The House bill:
vision Committee seeking a con- it wants to lift the House ban on
separation of the
1 . Requires
broadcasting and televising of Comfor writing in live TV.

Coast
the
meeting of RWG last week, answering questions from the floor
and with a generally peaceful atmosphere prevailing.
RWG reps, along with other reps
of the Authors League of America, are sitting in on the negotiations which SWG Is conducting, on
behalf of the ALA, with studios
on the Coast for a pact covering
These talks
scripters of vidplx.

Up

to Congress,

Sez Rayburn

On

House B’cast Ban

,

Recent flurry of account shifts
has strengthened Michigan Ave.’s
position as the No. 2 agency thor- tract
SWG-RWG bitterness flared up
Grant Advertising last
oughfare.
week grabbed off the Dodge bill- strongly last summer when RWG
seeking an
ings which are slated to run close filed an NLRB petition
election to determine the bargainto $10,000,000 again this year. The
new biz is expected to swell the ing agent for tele writers. RWeG
petition. Rancor
agency’s overall total to above the later withdrew the
mark for ’52. Besides also developed when Karl Tunberg,
$50,000,000
the Dodge account which likely
will be partly funnelled into video,
Grant has been involved in both
teevee and radio with the U. S.
Army and Air Force recruiting
budget.
Chi’s ad row suffered a net loss
when the Joseph Schlitz Brewing
Co.ts billings, figured at $7,000,000
last year, exited Young & Rubicam
here. However, Leo Burnett came
up with the printed media portion
of the account, good for about $4,000,000, with Lennen & Mitchell,
New York, inheriting the radio and

mittee hearings.

Sam

topper, attacked
NARTB staffers,
the House Un-American
Rayburn said that “if the broadAffairs Committee probe in Holly- cas ters and television .people desire
”
wood.
a provision in the rules authorizWhole problem of television lng ra(R 0 and TV they have their
jurisdiction is supposed to be settled remedy by asking the Committee
as pdrt of a complete reorganiza- on R U i es to report an amendment
tion of the League. This would to the Rules of the House.’’
examine the SWG’s status in the
The Speaker said that when he
ALA, which now is on a more answered a parliamentary inquiry
autonomous basis than the other last month regarding televising of
guilds.
hearings he was “simply interpreting” the House rules and “nothing
more.” He said “there is no rule
Tops
Sarnoff’s
of the House authorizing or permitting me to grant tfie privilege
television slice.
Salaries; Proxy
of radio broadcasting or teleyising
Burnett’s $30,000,000
the sessions of the House” and that
T.he addition of the Schlitz busiLists Folsom at
this covers Committee hearings.
ness pushes Burnett’s aggressive
Rayburn emphasized that he was
Salary of $200,000 paid to Brig
organization over the $30,000,000
Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA board not discriminating against broadannual figure. It’s estimated that
chairman, topped the list of RCA casting when he interpreted the
the agency, with its hefty accent on
He pointed out that he supit was rules.
currently exec salaries during 1951,
is
media,
broadcast
revealed in the company’s proxy ported the rule providing for the
spending about 30%, or $9,000,000,
of the House Radio
establishment
statement mailed to stockholders
on radio and video. Such clients
Correspondents Gallery. “Some unlast week. Prexy Frank M. Folsom
as Kellogg, Mars, Pillsbury, Pure
ranked second with a salary of thinking radio commentators and
Oil and Green Giant are all backsaid, “have tried
$165,000, while NBC board chair- broadcasters,” he
Continued on page 38)
man Niles Trammell received to interpret my action as wanting
radio and
against
discriminate
to
$100,000 salary, plus $25,000 in inTV. Such is not the case, of
centive compensation.
course.”
Total remuneration paid to all
Chances of amending the House
RCA officers and directors as a
group for 1951 was $1,703,795, plus rules this session to permit radio
TV coverage of hearings are
and
proxy
$398,270 in incentives, the
Proxy was regarded as slim unless strong efstatement disclosed.
forts
are made by broadcasters and
mailed to precede the stockholders'
meeting, scheduled for May 6 in other affected parties.
The
ban does not apply in the
Only
the RCA building, N. Y.
Chicago, March 18.
Senate where Station WMAL-TV
Pabst Brewing Co. has pacted matter of business slated for the
is televising sessions of the Comwith the International Boxing Club meet, aside from Gen Sarnoffs’ anmittee investigating crime in the
for radio-TV rights to the Ray nual report, is a vote on a proposed
District of Columbia.
provide
would
which
amendment
Robinson-Rocky Graziano middleweight championship bout to be cumulative voting in electioh of
prodirectors.
amendment,
Same
in
held
the
Chicago Stadium
_
_
There’
April 16. The fight will be beamed jP°sed by stockholders Lewis D. and
Louisville, March 18.
in the usual Wednesday night pe- Joli n J. Gilbert, was .defeated at
the last three previous meets.
World War II vet, subject to
riod on CBS radio and video.
Among other top exec salaries blackouts, had the WHAS-TV staff
The brewer has decided to again
hang onto the CBS-TV slot during paid out by RCA during 1951, Wal- in a dither Friday (14) when he
the summer. The current contract ter A. Buck, veepee and general climbed the 600-1'oot WHAS-TV
for the Wednesday night IBC in- manager of RCA Victor, received tower and was later cajoled to
door bouts ends May 28 but Pabst $73,750. plus '$36,500 in incentive come down, saying he “felt free up
hopes to line uo some of the major pay. while Charles B. Jolliffe, vee- there.”
outdoor summer cards.
pee and technical director, received
Vet, a newspaper street salesMeanwhile, thp Warwick & Leg- $65,000. plus $20,000 in incentive, man, said he had a yen to climb the
ler agency is working on a summer Harry C. Ingles, prez of RCA Coin- tower ever since it was built.
He
fill for the Wednesday night show.
munieations. was paid $35,000 sal- climbed to within 40 feet of the
Although nothing definite is set ary. plus $10,000 in incentive com- top of the swaying antenna before
yet. the program will -have a sports pulsation.
John T. Cahill, chief deciding to climb down, with the
format to carry over the boxing counsel and a. board member, re- aid of firemen.
fans. There may be a reprise of ecived $3,550, but his law firm, of
WHAS-TV/ cameramen turned
last year's show built around a! which he is senior partner, drew their
long-range lenses on the
re-running oi the host fight films $375,000 for legal services rendered scene from atop the Courier-Jourof the previous season, plus live under retainer
to RCA and its sub- nal building across the street, teleinterviews.
sids during the year.
casting the descent.
-

the
before

TV lixmaster’

4

New

gadget, an electronic traveling mat
amplifier, producer Irving Mansfield was able to provide singer
Johnny Johnston with a background setting that looked at least
as though it comprised a group
of slides projected from the rear,
but which in actuality was only a
couple of French paintings, a glove,
pair of scissors, etc., all televised
in their actual size. Total cost of
the “set,” according to Mansfield,
was only $68, the fee for an extra
video engineer., whereas an actual
set of that proportion would have
cost several hundred dollars.

Gadget, which

.
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Tree Up

f*om

its

Office
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of

CBS-TV

produc-

2. Requires the Commission to
report to Congress whenever decisions on broadcast applications are
delayed .more than three months on
non-hearing cases and more than
six months on hearing cases. This
includes applications for new stations, transfers or renewals.
3. Protects broadcasters by establishing various procedural safeguards which place the burden of
proof on the Commission in citing
licensees for hearing on their re-

newal applications.
4. Prevents the Commission from
reviving the old “Avco” system of
competitive bidding for stations
changing hands. The bill requires
that the Commission treat transfer
applications “as if the transferee

(Continued on page 38)

BAB

Starts
/

tion staffers have labeled the “mix-

\

1

by CBS-TV on

“This Is Show Business” Sunday night (16). Through use of the
its

200G

.

special effects device that

veiled successfully

165G

Ray-Rocky Bout

CBS Treem’

can mean a considerable savings
in TV production costs was un-

RCA

Pabst Gets

Commission

Opinion and Review insofar as recommendations with respect to decisions on hearing cases are concerned.

In

WLAP

RWG

SWG

So Speaker

(D.-Tex.) told the National Assn, of Radio affd TV
Broadcasters last week at a conference with Harold E. Fellows,
prexy; Gilmore Nunn, prexy of
in Lexington, Ky., and two

Rayburn

|

master,” was devised by “Show
Business” director Byron Paul and
CBS video technician Fred Reinhardt. Similar effects have been
obtained by Hollywood technicians
but they must accomplish it via
optical printing in the labs, whereas the CBS system can pull the
stunt live and simultaneously with
the actual airing. On “Show Business,” Paul had his No. 1 and No. 3
cameras trained on Johnston and
his No. 2 lens on the props, and
then superimposed one over the
other.
With Johnston standing
against a black velour curtain,
there was none of the usual bleedthrough seen In TV supers. It was
pointed out, though, that anything
black' would have bled, and thus
it was necessary for Johnston to
wear light-colored clothes and for
his naturally light hair to be pow

Hunt

For ‘Missing Sets
Radio’s drive to count all the
“missing sets” not covered in existing audience studies is being
pushed by Broadcast Advertising
Bureau, which has hired The Pulse,
Inc., to make the most comprehensive survey of automobile
listening yet.

AM

While

indications of the importance of out-of-home listening

have been gleaned in previous
studies, these were done in only
a few large cities and didn’t get
into small towns and rural areas
to any extent. Pulse will conduct
over 100,000 interviews in more
than

250

cities,

towns and farm

areas.

Radio-promotion bureau expects
dered even lighter.
that the study will show that there
Patents on the amplifier, which are more than the 23,000,000 caris hooked into the control booth,
radios currently estimated. William
B. Ryan, BAB prexy, said that “raare owned by General Electric.
dio has only recently begun to
claim credit for this bonus circulation, which is four times larger
than the total circulation of the
largest magazine. Millions of hours
“Claudia” from the Sunday evening of listening are piled up in car
6:30 NBC-TV period over to Mon
radios every day. Soon advertisers
day nights on CBS-TV, a Chicago- will have a yardstick with which to
criginating sustainer, “Those En- assess this extra dividend.”
dearing Young Charms,” will go
Study will be completed around
into the NBC Sabbath slot.
May 15. In the interim BAB will
"Charms” previously did a three- release a report, “Listeners on
week fill-in job for the network Wheels,” which will summarize exand NBC eaecs hope they can isting car-radio data gathered by
peddle it.
stations and broadcasters’ groups.

‘Charms’ Vice ‘Claudia’
When General Foods shifts

—
1% 19%1

Wedwe*

KAl>IO-Tr.lKYIMO*

*9

WOOD-TOLA
ABC: ‘We Need UPT Com

Clients

Washington, March 18.
ABC prexy Robert E. Kintner told the Federal Communications
Commission here today (Tues.) that a lack of sufficient working
capital has been the chief factor in deterring his network from
competing on favorable terms with the NBC and CBS video webs.
As a result,- Kintner said, ABC needs desperately the millions of
dollars which United Paramount Theatres Will make available if
the FCC approves the proposed ABC-UPT merger.
Testifying at hearings on the Paramount* antitrust and related
issues, Kintner said, that he and ABC board chairman Edward J.
Noble had decided several'years ago that the web couldn’t afford
to risk putting name performers under Jong-term pacts as CBS
and NBC have done. If ABC can get more working capital, he
it

would improve

.

its

UHF

video more rapidly.
It’s reported ABC board chairman Noble was obliged to personally endorse a $5,000,000 check in recent weeks to keep ABC
afloat.

NABET Dropped by Combined Guilds
For ‘Raiding and Creating Disharmony’
New York
al

Assn,

of

council of the Nation- 4-

Broadcast Unions &
unanimously to

Guilds' Jias voted

Toni

Vamps

‘Stop

Music’
drop the National Assn, of BroadGillette (for its Toni products) is
cast
Engineers
Sc
Technicians
(CIO) from the multi-union body cancelling out of the first half-hour
because of NABET’s alleged '‘raid- of ABC-TV’s “Stop the Music,”
after the April 17 broadcast. Sponing.”
The move follows NABET’s un- sor has been .backing the segment
on alternate Thursdays.
successful attempt to gain control
Last month Hazel Bishop lipover technicians at CBS’ ownedand-operated stations, who have stick, which had been alternating
been repped by the AFL’s Interna- with Toni, gave its bowout notice.
tional Brotherhood of Electrical Second half of the airer is sponWorkers for almost 20 years, and sored by Liggett Sc Myers.
NABET’s successful takeover of a
handful of scrlpters at NBC and
ABC in Chicago.. Latter had been
in the Radio Writers*Guild.
CIO
union has also had jurisdictional
brushes with other NABUG mem-

Lotsa Low-Budget

‘

AM

bers by wooing
and TV scripters, directors, scenic designers and
artists, etc.

Summer Entries

joining the blast at
NABET include American Federation of Radio Artists, Television
If
Authority, Radio Sc Television Directors Guild, Assn, of Theatrical
Major television networks, curPress Agents Sc Managers, United
Scenic Artists of America all af- rently pitching a batch of comparafiliated
with AFL and Authors tively inexpensive -shows at their
League of America and its branch, sponsors as projected summer reRWG, independents. International placements, are able this year for
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees (AFL) and NABET were the first time to spotlight a number
of established, proven programs.
absent.
NABUG statement hits NABET As a result, the number of potenfor
“creating disharmony” and tial shows is higher this year than
“working agaiqst the cpmmon in- ever, with NBC-TV alone claiming
terest through raiding practices.”
to have more than 40 good possiOliver W. Nicoll, N. Y.
bilities in the hamper from which
chairman, said that the move was its bankrollers can make their semade “only after months and lections.
months of attempts to solve the
Reason for the lineup of pro(Continued on page 38)
grams with a proven audience record 'is that a number of them were
aired previously as regular season
sponsored offerings, but have been
cancelled by their sponsors for one
reason or another. Among the
shows being pitched by NBC, for
example, are such w.k. network
packages as “Lights Out,” “The
Clock,” “Pet Parade,” the Freddy
Martin show, etc. Naturally, with
Minneapolis, March 18.
an
eye to sponsors’ requirements
Subject to FCC approval, Eddie
Ruben, local theatre circuit owner, for lower package costs during the
the web has trimmed the
summer,
and his associate Joe Floyd, together with N. Lawrence Bentson, asking price on all such shows considerably
from what they would
operator of Twin Cities radio station WMIN, have bought radio sta- draw during the regular season.
NBC
also
has a long string of
tion

—

Want

—

NABUG

Mpls. Exhibs In

300G

KELO Buy

KELO, Sioux

Falls, S. D.,

from

the Midcontinent Broadcasting Co.
for a reported $300,000.
Floyd, who is general manager
of the Ruben theatre circuit and

makes

his

,

By JACK BELLMAN

Hollywood, March 18.
Like most of the picture industry
before it, television is pulling out
of Hollywood even before it has
had the chance of being acclaimed the world’s TV capital.
Announcement
NBC that
by
ground-breaking would start at
once on Its $25,000,000 video project in

Burbank

will

leave Holly-

wood proper with only Don Lee,
now in the process of stringing together a television network across
the land.

What is known as Hollywood,
specific boundaries
but generally accepted as running
from Beverly boulevard to Frankwhich has no

(south to north)

(Continued on page 36)

Mutual’s ‘Game of Day’

headquarters at Sioux

Paus, says the new ownership will
continue KELO radio operations

Fore

&

in

‘Worst Network

Aft Sellout

and pursue plans for television. A
General Mills has picked up the
KELO television permit is pending tab for the five-minute post-game
before the FCC, Sam Fantle, Jr., summary on Mutual’s “Game of
A'liclcuiitinent
Broadcasting
Co. the Day” Sundays. Agency is Knox
head, having been the first South Reeves.- Al Heifer will handle the
Dakotan applicant.
stanza, which will plug Wheaties.
.Fantle had been with KELO
This gives the fore-and-aft capsince 1937 and had been its owner sules SRO status.
Gillette has all
and operator since 1946. He hasn’t seven pre-game warmups and Camannounced his future plans.
els has the six weekday summaries.

‘Program for 3 Wive**
When ABC preemed “Escape
•

With Me” Thursda,

(13),

wives

of three radio execs had leading roles.
.

In dramatic parts were Alice

Frost, spouse of RuthraufP Sc
Ryan radio chief Bill Tuttle,
and Fran Laferty, who is married to producer Perry Laferty.
Narrator is Kathi Norris, in'
private life Mrs. Wflbur Stark
(he’s producer of the stanza).

AGVA’s Move-In

and

east to
west from Vermont to Fairfax, is
practically bereft of the major film
studios that made the town what
it is today.
Out in Westwood is
lin

On TV

‘Big Top’

20th-Fox; Culver City has Metro,
Warners is in Burbank, and Republic and Universal are in what’s'
The American Guild of Variety
called “the valley.” Majors left in
Hollywood proper are Paramount, Artists has hit upon a formula
RKO, Columbia and a. handful of which may force the Associated
Independents such as Sam GoldActors and Artistes of America to
wyn and Edward Small.
look more deeply into the one-card
For years on radio “One Man’s union proposals. The variety union
Family” took the Los Angeles sign- has signed up one teevee show and
although broadcasting from may go after others.
off
dead-center Hollywood at NBC’s
AGVA signed performers on
Sunset and Vine studio. To be geoBig Top,” a show emanating
graphically, accurate, most of the “The

As 1-Union Spark

"

network TV’ers

will

have

to accept

the L. A. identification.

v
\

With NBC in Burbank, three
miles from Hollywood and Vine;
CBS’ Television City at Beverly
and Fairfax, closer to Bevhills, and
ABC’s Television Center at Prospect and Talmadge, a good two
miles off the main drag, Hollywood
will

be a ghost television town.
whatever the solace, cinewill still be the hub of the
wheel, with the nets radiating

Albeit,

matown

TV

in three different directions.

NBC’s 'Full Speed Ahead’
John K. West, western division
veepee, ordered immediate action
•

Unions

Clients

It

LA.;

and

full

speed ahead at Burbank

when word came through from

TV

City’

Some

video bankrollers aro griping that Hollywood is the “worst
network television city in the country,” based on the fact that some
airers which have high national
ratings flunk out on the Coast. One
sponsor, Colgate, has asked CBSTV and NBC-TV to start a concentrated
publicity-promotion
campaign touting web tele stanzas to
the Angelenos.
L. A. ratings of most network
,

dominance among the networks.
Under the proposed TV station allocation plan, Kintner pointed
out; ABC would wind up with, more ultra-high frequency, stations
than either NBC or CBS, to ABC's competitive disadvantage. Only
more capital, he said, will, enable ABC to attract the needed veryhigh frequency affiliates. Kintner also cited the fact that a stronger program lineup On ABC could go a long way towards developing

Lakl

'GHOST' STATUS

programming structure sufficiently to
attract affiliate stations in the present one and two-station marOtherwise, he implied, NBC and CBS will increase their
kets.
added,

Want Better Shake

'

\

airers

range from 40-84% below

their national figures. Among the
reasons for the smaller Coast audiences are: (1) the large number
of stations (seven counting the San
Diego outlet), which splits the
audience; (2) the time differential (L. A. gets shows on the microrelay link three hours earlier), and
(3) the fact many shows are seen
on kinescope.
But apart from these valid reasons, the admen feel that L. A. has
an “anti-network neurosis,” with
such fierce pride in local offerings

that homegrown stanzas make some
of the biggest web productions look
sick ratingwise.
Another aspect
of the Coast’s network tele-phobia
is its love of pix fare, and some old
celluloid is blasting the Nielsens
In part,,
of top eastern entries.
agencyites feel, the film fetish 1$ a
hangover from the old attitude of
the cinema capital citizens that TV
is an alien menace.

^or‘ years ad agencies’ have been
by-passing Hollywood as a test city
in which to try out new products,
because they feel it’s not typical,
of the country and they cite differences in climate, the larger procluded the AGVA accident insur- portion of old folks and the prevalence of cults. But now they are
ance.
concerned with its idiosyncrasies
It’s believed that this procedure
opens up the way for the vaudeville because L. A., with 1,090,000 tele
union to step in on all shows where homes, is so big a video market
second largest in the U. S.
variety talent is used and get the
Situation did not obtain to -the
show toppers to institute
minimums, along with compulsory same degree in radio, since Coast
are relatively simple in
repeats
insurance.
It’s
not likely that
AGVA will use this wedge In New AM. Further, it’s reasoned,
the Coast in the
reaching
shows
York or other cities where. TVA
has contracts with stations and net- afternoon or early evening can be
works. However, one AGVA speak(Continued on page 36)
er claimed that the Guild may

from Camden.
According to an
spokesman. Television Auhad failed to sign that outfit and AGVA stepped in and pacted the performers and instituted
a set of AGVA conditions which in-

AGVA

thority

—

AGVA

AM

Washington that the National Pro- have to step" into many situations
duction Authority had approved its because of inability
of TVA to
petition, thereby releasing critical
service shows in that area. Variety
materials for erection of two stu- union would step in
to protect the
'
dios each to cost around $1,000,000. rights
of its membership.
It was necessary to carry the petiBy the time it is through, it
tion to the appeals board and Instrumental in expediting the ap- could have a sizable list of memproval was Lewis Allen Weiss, for- bers in the television field and
mer Don Lee prexy here, who soon would have a lot of shows under
its jurisdiction.
Whether it could
after resigned his Government post
hold on to that jurisdiction when
as top exec in Civilian Production
Control to make an extended tour -TVA organized in those cities is
debatable, but meanwhile it would
of Europe and incidentally to conGeneral
Eisenhower. have sway over a large number of
with
fer
Weiss is a staunch Republican and members who would ordinarily beboth he and his wife, Sue, have long to TVA.
The executive board of the Guild
been active workers in the party.
Two studios under construction, passed a resolution last week asking
the 4A’s to call a meeting of
project
cover.vast
unit
of
the
first
ing 48 acres almost adjacent to all unions by April 21 for the purpose
of discussing a five-union merWarner Bros, studio, will have audience capacity of 500 and the last ger, and force American Federation of Radio Artists and JTVA to
(Continued on page 36)
drop the two-union merger which it

CBS-TV’s Summer

|

Stress on Panels
With the emphasis for summer
video programming On low-budgeted shows, CBS-TV is stressing
panel programs in the string of

new entries It’s pitching
summer replacements.
Since most bankrollers have another month or six weeks to decide
whether they’ll ride through the
summer, the only replacement set
o date is “Information Please,”
which General Electric plans to
spot on Sunday nights vice its Fred
Waring show.
Among the list of panel and audience participation shows lined up
contemplates.
AGVA feels that by CBS are “Big Store,” featuring
the combination of both unions
Lew Parker; “Draw Your Concluwould be the dominant factor in sions,” a panel show with cartoonCrosley Stations Enlist
the 4A field and could impose its ists emceed by Peter Donald, and
conditions upon the rest of the 4A “Going, Going, Gone,” in which
3,000 Stores in Mass
membership.
the panelists will be asked to identify objects in a race against time.
Merchandising Drive
Also in the hopper are several
Cincinnati, March 18.
shows which are on the air now as
‘TELETHON’
Crosley Broadcasting Corp. mass
sustainers, or have been on in the
merchandising 10-day drive ended
past.
IN N.O.
Monday (17) with participation by
CBS is pitching Mike and Buff
3,000 independent and chain drug
New Orleans, March 18.
(Cobb)
“Around the
Wallace’s
stores in Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky
Total of $80,000 was raised dur- Town,” for example, as a potential
and West Virginia. It was directed
ing a
14-hour
“Telethon” for late Saturday afternoon prospect.
president,
Dunville,
Robert
E.
by
United Cerebral Palsy Association Web is building a. new revue show
and Jack Zinselmeier, merchandisof Greater New Orleans over the around Mel.Torme for the summer,
ing chief, and spotlighted 42 prodand the weekend in a simulcast over and also has available "Quiz Kids”
ducts advertised on
WDSU-TV and WDSU radio.
and a half-hour variety show starCrosley TV stations here and in
Show, which began Saturday at ring Steve Allen. In addition, the
Dayton and Columbus.
Druggists were supplied with kits 11 p.m. and continued through web hopes .to network “Bachelor’s
of banners, price markers, window Sunday at noon, was sparked by Haven,” starring Zsa Zsa Gabor,
posters and mats for newspaper pix actress Dorothy Lamour, Chico which is now aired locally on the
Marx and Rajah Raboid. More Coast. Also available is “Affair
advertising.
Earlier this year the Crosley than 50 acts from French quarter of State,” a half-hour series, and
night
spots and talent from the “The Lineup,” a TV version of the
merchandising department conducted sales boosting campaigns city’s 11 radio stations, plus a num CBS Radio series, on which the
among grocers^and the drug trade her of musicians, also participated video web plans to lens a kinein the fund raising.
scope audition in the near future.
in the four-stale area.

PALSY

FETCHES 80G

WLW

potential

to clients as

M*rtk

kamo mwmws

so.

PRIVATE

MCSICANA TT.S.A.
ME
OF MATTHEW ESCAPE WITH
v ^ x
musical
WHh E*ul McGrath, Fran Xaferiy, WiiE Ken, Wiloou,
BUI Shea

FILES'

Alice Frost; Kathi Norris, femcee Producer:
^Joaepli Gotten, Fran CJarlon,
Writer: Bill Shea
Producer: Wilbur Stark
Phil Tonkeu, announcer
2-4
p.m.J
Sun.,
'Clark Andrews
Director:
Producer-Director: Hi Brown
8-9:30 p.m.
Writer: Michale Sklar
Writer: John' Roeburt
p.m.
8
Sustaininr
Thurs.,
Mins.;
30
p.m.
4:3<T
25 Mins.; Sun.,
WHDH, Boston
Sustaining
SEABROOK- FARMS

Wuf

Mutual, from
(

ABC, from New York

New York
&

Rlggio

Kathi Norris, the video daytime
gabber, does her first regular
stint as hostess on this new roman-

Hilton

Files of
‘‘Private
V

Matthew

AM

Bell’

comes* across ^‘as* a ‘“better-than which is angled
average, whodunit. It has a more 'tic drama series
Story on the
as escapist fare.
ea
Ce
a
was directed
on piecing togSher the elements preem 'Thursday (13)
**-*•« audiepce
distaff
a
at
primarilyrelittle
of a jigslw puzzle and
for male
on mayhem Running char- with only passing appeal
-

liance
acter,

«

Matthew

a

Bell, .is

police

listeners.

,

director

» » H-fr
-

ner oroiner.

nowever, jocu

wus. »
but then the frau arrived to
complete the triangle, and the
hubby was faced with the alternatives of a bohemian romp with
the career gal or the comforts of

a &uah-

shoeing revealed that the dead man
was not the femme’s brother, but
his bank-robbing partner, and that
the brother had plotted the doublecross to keep all the loot while
the police hunted the other man.
Plot gimmicks were matchbooks
which traced the brother to “Club
31,” Bell’s search through a nitery
photog’s files to get a shot of the

•

ficiently.

WBBM WAS THERE

With Fahey Flynn, Chuck Wiley
Producer: Wiley
Writer: Sam Parnas
15 Mins.: Sun.. 12 (Noon)
Sustaining
WBBM, Chicago
me r S Ca
r
S
Pr
U S es o)
e
,b£u t
their medium to combat the lure
of television, they are turning more
and more to the tape reporter for
on-the-scene spot and feature news
coverage. William Ray’s news de(NBC) with
partment at
newshawks Len O’Connor’ and Jim
Hurlbuf covering the town by tape
has parleyed the idea into saleable
shows. And now WBBM, the rival
CBS station, has likewise given
over this Sunday 15 minutes to a
taped rundown of the week’s local
happenings collected by special
events chief Chuck Wiley.
There’s only one thing wrong
venture it shohld
with the
be at least a half-hour show. The
chapter heard (16) was a professional job from start to finish and
should fit right into the station’s
roster of top-rated local produc-

&

% Se

WMAQ

—

WBBM

There was a minimum of
transition narration, patly tongued
by Fahey Flynn, with most of the
tiohs.

showtime given over

to the various
personalities.
Wiley packed in a big load of
“yarns” on this particular go. Per-

newsmaking

—
—

Series

segments

Twenty years is a longie in any
medium. “Fibber- McGee and Molly” hit the 20th anniversary milestone last Tuesday (11) on their
show out of Hollywood,
calculations,
According to
Jordan and his ever lovin’ pro
Ji
and private partner, Marian Jordan inaugurated their major kllocyc i e excursions in Chicago where,
in
1932, they were listed among
“the somewhat doubtful assets” of
the Chi Daily News’ station

NBC

NBC

m

WMAQ

when
NBC

„

&

.

s

rS

?

4

4
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CITY ...

Gauvin,

WMGM

jazzophile, will host a jive concert at

.

Into

periods

Sli

(25).
.Efl (SpPegeen)
in Business” at the Hotel Roosevelt Tuesday.
the Bickford resFitzgerald last week doubled, from a speech before
for another sponsor by
dittoing
and
Club,
2.0-Year
chain’s
taurant
High School, The
addressing the adult education radio class at Taft
.

.

Harry Maizlish’s "XFWB, Hollywood, -has switched station
Bronx
Katherine Raht
represe nt a tive from Rambeau, to the Branham Co
Brant Nossen has- 3 oined ;‘Our
added to “Romance of Helen Trent”
.
Adrienne
Gal Sunday”.... Muriel Kirkland with “Backstage Wife”
Dayan in “Stella Dallas”. .Klock Ryder with “Just Plain Bill ....
Page
Far^ront
in
...Now
Brown”.
Widder
“Young
n
Lorde
0
Athena,
Robertseta, Arline Blackrell are Mary Patton, Sidney Smith, Arnold
Forbes.
Murray
and
burn, Elizabeth Morgan
veepee) will take part in
ABC scripter Ira Marion (also an
Middl-ebury College (Vt.) conference on social, economic and philoDavis, Kenyon Jk EckHal
(22-23)
....
sophical morality this weekend
hardt promotion-publicity v.p., and Don Miller, v.p. of K&E
Ted Husmg
Detroit office, elected to agency’s board of directors
.WJZ’s
-disk jockey Monday (17)
cei eb rated his fifth annl as
Alampi serving as judge at the Flower Show.... Ed Herlihy adyesterday
convention
their
at
J.
dregsed Indx, strial Marketers of N.
v
Rad i 0 Execs Club, following up on talk of merger with
.

.

.

.

.

RWG

WMGM

.

.

.

Society, invited ATS members to tomorrow’s
lunch at the Wai dorf. speaker is NARTB prexy Harold Fellows
WJZ’s Vince Williams 11 p.m. dftk-gab show now originating from
Child’s Paramount eatery; restaurant chain is plugging its reduced
prices. .. .William H. Youry, ex-Street & Smith and Ruthrauff Ryan,
named WMCA’s sales promotion director; Patricia Bolton upped to
research director. ... Morgan Ryan (ex-ABC and more recently manager of WPTR, Albany) named Frederic W. Ziv rep for southeast
Wisconsin; Mitchell Morris, ex-WSBT, South Bend, sales manager,
Annual meeting of the American
b e Ziv’s man in Indiana
A ssn. of Ad Agencies at White Sulphur Springs April 3-5 has so. heavy
registration from agencyites that no- media and bankrolled guests
invited this year. .. .Maxine Keith signed to do all N.Y.
radio-TV publicity for United Artists. Will still retain her office for
her 0 th er (non-film) accounts .... Hank Sylvem serves as music conductor of forthcoming RCA Victor album based on ABC’s “Space
Cadet,” for which SylVern is also musical director.
Charles Ayres, ABC sales veepee, covering.>Atlanta and Tampa on
veep Jack Poppcle to preside at
combo biz-vacation trip
Maurice
opening session of NARTB’s engineering conference in Chi
Mitchell, Associated Program Service g.m., will speak twice at the
Canadian Assn, of Broadcasters confab in Toronto next week ....
recording department;
Chester Cheek upped to sales manager of
Richard F. O’Neill has joined the wax outfit as salesman .... Nelson
.. .Eldon Hazard,
Day”.
“Brighter
Case doing commercial chores on
network sales manager for CBS Radio, to Fort Lauderdale, Fla., for
Rush Hughes to pinch-hit for vacationing
“a couple of good joes,” F. & M. three weeks’ vacation
gave him a “Who’s Joe?” in chorus Jack Sterling on WCBS’ early radio ayemmer this week,
to wind the stanza. Before that, the
Schnoz reeled off a list of some 20
op comics who signed a~ scroll
Of course,
eulogizing the team.
Ernest Felix ended his long association with' ABC, more recently as
many of the assorted characters acting division director and assistant treasurer
Bill Gargan, the expurveyed through the years were Martin Kane, blew town for N.Y. just as Lloyd Nolan, the current
on the program proper, and John Rane> SO ared in
Tommy Tomlinson, CBS radio programmer, welcorned a third arrival in the household .... Pat Patrick (Ercil Twing)
?tl
chamber of comfherce and unof- gave ,up his appendix .... Another hospital case was Al Kabaker, Coast
ficial mayor, made 41
a speech.
KBIG,
The wiv^JimTand Marian* Jordan boss of Uancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, whose ulcers kicked up
make something out of nothing, which takes to the air May 1, hired Alan Lisser as program director,
with the scripts shrewdly pointed He formerly served in that capacity for Frisco and Honolulu stations
Ed Larkin, who used to sell time for KNX, now manager of radio
at this facet of their strength, they
Hal Dicker, erstwhile NBC producer, now- with
should „be good for another double and TV spot sales
decade.
_ Office of Price Stabilization as radio and TV information specialist ....
BBD&O’s Bruce Barton and Ben Duffy in town briefly, perhaps to work
“Town Meeting” (ABC) last on Jack Benny .... Charlie Vanda due in from Philly early next month
Both NBC and CBS are sparring for
Tuesday, night (11) had a sur- for a week with his old cronies
.Mathis-.
charged - enough topic in “Do “Father Knows Best” after Crosley signs off at cycle’s end.
Have
Too
agency
and looking for someone to run it
opening
a
office
Coast
son
Critics And Reviewers
Much Influence?,” but. the partici- .... Art Linkletter went to Richmond, Cal., to emcfee an auto show
pants handled the subject amiably and took along his oldest son and daughter (there’s five) to work them
rather than provocatively. What into his act.
might have been a very exciting,
sharp, riyr
or absorbing, program
ft
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a mediocre months ago they were grabbed by
quiz airer, lacking any new twist Pet Milk which maintains the lease
to set it apart from a flock of simi
for them at “79 Wistful Vista, Cal.
lar shows.
Only special angle for
It is possible there are better
this stanza is that it originates
polishers of corn than J. &. M. Jor
Armed Service camps where dan> but, if so, they do not spring
i?
c an
prizes t 0 mind. They make a boffo sort
« up to
in cash plus 0 f invention out of running gags,
^
1
ass for
and they bow to no one, not even
TO*e
*?rizes
are determined Abbott
P
Costello, in punching
T;) _
inete
whl h rates bard and effectively on phrases of
«ff a
[
0
laU e ^ or eac h
the “Who’s on first?” variety. For
£JLi a
u ^
S2 why
he wan ^s instance, a big deal was made of
h
“Scratching each other’s back” on
,
,
1,
ThU
P
sounded
g
wJnUv f
n itHvLi on the preem the Tuesday half-hour; that and a
wholly
contuved
running situation on “Who’s Joe?
(14) since the GI statements were
“Joe” sent Molly a box of candy
cornily artificial.. The quiz aspect
which gave Fibber 30 minutes of
also was uninspired with the brainjealous conniptions, less time out
teasers
tritely
formulated
and for Harlow Wilcox’s straight and
easily answered. John Reed King’s
“Joe” turned
emceeing was equally trite. King’s integrated plugs.
manner varies between the con- out to be the Bon Bon King who
descending to the over-enthusiastic sent prizes around to his current
sweethearts to boost his radio giveand 7 acks conviction throughout.
K -koff stanza was lifted by away stock.
Fibber and
his
reparteasing
guest appearances of film actor
Billy Gilbert and songstress Mary spouse wouldn’t be caught letting
go of a good thing. When Jimmy
(Continued on page 36)
Durante came on to pay tribute to

ru Ini

covering

the
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was broken down

1915-25; 1926-30; 1931-35; 1936-40;
1941-45; 1946-50 winding with 1951
to present. Heard on various proAs ex- grams were vintage recordings of
conventional family life.
There,’
pected, he went back with the Caruso vocalizing “Over
Peerless Quartet’s cfrca 1917 platmissus
There was a valid theme here ter of “For Your Country and
Schenck’s “For
in the husband’s recognition of re- Mine” and Van
However, it was given Me and My Gal.” There were also
alities.
Harris, Henry
Marion
Guy
disks
of
treatment.
only superficial
Frank
was scripted as a weak character Burr, Paul
orch CaliforRoyal
Club
mind,
Crumit,
own
his
know
didn’t
who
AI
Cantor,
pretty/ much a pawn in the worn- nia Ramblers, Eddie
And in bis return to Jolson, The Revelers, Boswell Sisen’s hands.
Colombo,
Russ
his spouse there wasn’t the feeling ters, Rudy Vallee,
that he had. moved toward tiia- Lang-Venuti, Ip an a Troubadors,
Ruth Etting, Trumbauer and Bix
turity.
Although the characters were, un- and many other past and present
okay
made
S
da
developed, the vehicle
Musical portions were tied todialing in terms of show’s let’s getby staff announcers
neatly
gether
its
And
away-from-it-aH purpose.
point was to bring listeners back whose record spieling seripted by
plenty of research
indicated
Shea
the
as
...
Paul McGrath,
to earth.
bored attorney with overtones of and preparation before series hit
director Ken WUMusical
air.
the
and'
“Moon
Maugham's
Somerset
digging
Sixpence.” te S-ped capaWy with son also^ deserves kudos for
n * ce assists by Fran Laferty an up the vintage platters and insertb
C
US al
segvarious seg
fit
the varlous
1 X
1
l
b a c kgro?nd was good aJd Sounds 1
Clark Andrews’ direction compeIt was a topnotch bit of programtent.
old
and 0]
Miss Norris handled the narra- ming interesting to young ana
Elie.
listeners alike.
Bril.
tion adequately.

—

“The Great Day”

££

stanzas.

the network bought it. Thus
inherited a sub-lukewarm
liveliest portion
a street comer property that got hotter ’n’ hotter
roundup of what the average guy as the years clicked off. Before
thiijks about taxes
was choppy as that time, Fibber and frau had
a result of too close editing of been in vaudeville and took a
some of the statements. Another couple of flings at crystal-set radio,
good bit was* Wiley’s interview Their Chi coming-out was via a
with a mother and father of 16 thing called “Smack Out,” a situakids. This had a tax angle too. tion comedy series scripted by Don
They didn’t pay any too many de- Quinn, an ex-cartoonist. Quinn
pendents. There Was. a punchy and his duo of interpreters stayed
slice from a speech delivered here together until a couple of years
by Sen. Wayne Morse and a touch ago, and now Phil Leslie and Keith
of humor was added by a pickup Fowler operate in the belles-lettres
of an alderman spieling a poem domain, with the veteran Max Hut
about the Irish.
Dave.
to as producer-director, Billy Mills
orch still making with the* musical
interludes and the King’s ' Men
THE GREAT
punctuating on the vocals.
With John Reed King, emcee
Director: George Spots
For about 15 years, McGee and
Producer: Robert Jennings
Molly worked for Johnson’s wax30 Mins.; Fri., 9:30 p.m.
works, which was like a Damon 3c
Participating
Pythias setup in linking and comMBS, from N. Y.
mercial identification, but about 18

haps one too many because the

f

.

Whiteman,

and recorded musical bridges were
used nicely, except for one minor
Commercials for Seabrook
slip.
foods were handled profrozen
Bril.

*
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&

and

W

,

bells,

substitution of a
phoney pic to trap the sister.
Hi Brown’s direction wafc adept

brother,

-

the Production Centres

Encompassing bits of history IN
and music from 1915 to the presY.," scripted CBS
A1 Morgan, writer-producer of WCBS’ “This Is N.
sent this one-week stanza of spescut,
Massey on CBS Friday (21)
cial programs added up to a very religious documentary to star Raymond
^
interesting and informative Series. Thrush Dorothy Dell starts a thrice-weekly stint on WMCA Friday (21)
ABC
An ambitious and comprehensive at 11;45 pjn show’ll be heard Friday, Saturday and Sunday
undertaking with many of the
Robert E. Kintner named chairman of the N. Y. Herald Tribune
l Ai r Fund aM-TV committee
Robert B. Owens, Jr., ex-Young
facts culled from the best-seller S
“Show Biz,” scripter Bill Shea and
Rubicam relocated at Lennen & Mitchell as veepee-account exec
Wilson
Ken
«* * Electe d to the hoard of N. Wr Ayer are John D. Upton, veepee
musical director
whipped up the seven shows ina
and James M. Wallace, veepee. of creative production
c
N yy. ®ervke,
rjn.
Columbia fJ or

Sms

who hopped

From

,

Mon.-thru-Sat.,

Tale concerned an unhappy man
a plane to Bermuda,
reminiscent of
style
using an alias, and early indica*
tions were that he was bent bn
However, on the airliner
suicide.
understanding g$i
On the preem Sunday (16) the he met an and.
tory the programs carried plenty
it was a case of
photographer
on
hinged
tale “Subway Suicide,"
of authority (they were also histhe love-at-first-flight. He finally con- torically on the beam) for platters
Bell’s attempt to prove that
and
doath of a man under the wheels fessed that he was married
aired were originals and in many
cases ‘collectors items’ which enhanced the nostalgic aura of the

surgeon whose sleuthing involves
an understanding of the characters
he comes in contact with. Joseph
Gotten, as the Holmesian medico,
gives the role warmth.
,,
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HOLLYWOOD

•

.

.

spicy

and controversial

—
— was just

CHIC AC
m Cornell' exited

•

Discussion was on too

•

•

his CBS research post here to join NBC’s radio
research department in N.Y... ..John Boesel slotted in newly-created
post as assistant to exec veepee C, G. Shaw at the A. C. Nielsen Co.
Brown, Saturday Review drama
chi NBC sales topper Gordon Mill* on the sick list.
.Ken Harris
critic; Orville Prescott, N. Y. Times switched from the W, B. Doner ad shop to Earle Ludgin .... Zenith
book reviewer, , and_ Ilka Chase, Radio pops with a 50c quarterly dividend March 31. . Philip Mergener
actress-author, with Houston Peter
added to Robert Flanigan’s spot radio sales crew at
here. He’d
son as moderator. Brown’s literary
been with the Headley Reed station rep firm previously.
.Sam Cowland historical allusions, and urbane
ing, comic on ABC’s “Breakfast Club,
back on the job after an apwitty manner, sparked the discuspendectomy
Foote,
Cone
Belding
Buck
Gunn
of
named
chairman
sion somewhat, and some of his
remarks had bite and point. Thea- the public relations committee for the Chi 1952 Cancer Crusade
Frank
Downs
new
member
of
ad-promotion
staff
the
tre critics have too much influence
Tom Mulgrew ankled t Foote, Cone
Beldiiig to join Ivan Hill’s
(and they’re the first to admit it),
farm director Harry Campbell attending the spring
but no more than any jury, Brown agency ....
meeting of the Illinois Agricultural Development Council in Springsaid.
But the theatre today, he added, field this week.
.Daily News columnist Tony Weitxcl and wife Doro“is only a hit-or-miss theatre,” and thy doing a noontime interview shows from the Conrad Hilton Hotel
people have to rely on critics to via
.... Chicago Rug Cleaners bankrolling 8:45-9 Tuesday segsay whether they should spend ment of WGN’s “Cliff Johnson Family” .... Miles
Laboratories retheir hard-earned coin for a play, pacted
NBC’s “World News” and “One Man’s Family” ... Chi NBC
or not. In connection with a book
commentator Cloyd Head vacationing in Mexico*
best-seller

interesting.

ji

placid and well-mannered a level,
Mason
Panelists
were' John

.

.

,

NBC
.

.

&

WBBM
.

WMAQ-WNBQ
&

.

WMAQ

.

query

regarding

lists,

Brown

referred at some length to
Variety’s former legit boxseore,
.
.
.
claiming it was “a complete misinKukla, Fran & Ollie troupe currently here for a week of capital origterpretation” of a critic’s worth.
“None of us ^tried to foretell ination and personal appearances, including hospital stints, a Capitol
whether a play would run or close,” Hill luncheon, press conferences, and culminating in highlighting
WWDC-Mutual honhe said. “None of us wanted to Father-Daughter dinner of National Press Club
win Variety’s boxseore, and we ored by Washington Automotive Trade Assn, for cooperation in recent
Auto
Show
....
“Time
for
Defense”
were ashamed when we did.”
(ABC), official Department of DeMiss Chase thought that drama fense airer, originates from West -Point this week in honor of the U.S.
critics were often just as miscast Military Academy’s sesquicentennial, with Stanley Field, chief of radio
as actors.
Editors were a little production for armed forces, heading production unit....Irv Lichtencareless at times, she said, and stein, WWDC’s top publicist, vacationing in Florida
Milt Grant,
didn't pick reviewers
carefully WOL-Liberty d.j., Inviting listeners to contribute their old recordings
(Continued on page 39)
to his new show featuring “all-time greats” on wax.
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SHAREHOLDERS MEETING

With Fred Ossamta, John Ford, etc. With John Mallow, Ed Meekin, Gil
Producer-Writer: Mike Fadcll
Ferguesen, John Galvaro, Bill
Director: Roger Gardner
Magnuson, Hy Gray, Norman
GO Mins.; Mon. (10), 10:30 a.m.
Gottschalk
TWIN CITY RAPID TRANSIT CO. Produoer: Lew Sanders
WTCN-TV, Minneapolis
Director: Frank Palmer
Anyone with the name of Sulli- Miss Crowley and Maurice Manson
Ordinarily the telecast of part of Writer: John Forman
less than dedicate was acceptable in a short bit as
van could do no
himself.
Roosevelt
a large corporation’s shareholders’ 30 Mins.; Sun., 3:30 p.m.
program to St. PatBOULEVARD EMPLOY M E N T
Durward Kirby again turned in
the March 16
called for vir- a neat job on the Schlitz commer- annual meeting might capture the
AGENCY
Protocol
Day.
ricks
interest only of its own stock or WGN-TV,
Chicago
bill and Ed cials, which were built, as usual,
Irish
all
an
other
securities
owners unable to
tually
Jones Frankel
around
the
<
sets
and
incidents
of
’’Toast
be present and, perhaps, to a limSullivan obliged on his CBS
With everyone scratching around
ine piay
ited
degree,
generally
investors
for an effective video format that
of the Town.
and, persons curious as to the pro- can
be brought, in for a reasonable
c ? edingsand asto the sort of peo- price, here’s one that’s on the
Daily News
Erin with the N. Y.
pl
running and owning the com- right track. “Opportunity Unlimsyndicated columnist hitting an helmed an entertaining
Colgate, pames that make the goods or pro»inmient stride with a long disjted
is seared alone institutional
The Comedy Hour’’ Sunday night (16). vide the services the public buys, fines depicting the 8hiSSri«d deqertation 'on the Emerald Isle.
Playing to a studio audience com- However, in the Twin City Rapid
but
florid,
particularly
velopment
VeIopment
instituwriting was
o? ^maior
ot
m * :or Chi msmu
Qn T vfn’s delivery .smoothed out prising almost entirely person- Transit Co.’s instance, that's be- tions and industries. It’s a big "asnel
* be March Air Force base in
lieved to be the first any such video
detail
thnt
signment and one on which several
1
“
California,
Cantor
emphasized presentation had general widc- others have floundered usually
t, Q d
L
m:rnv faret<; of
0
T he
straight variety, more than the spread appeal locally because pubJo hiit -failed to iniect that
t
because costs exceeded the rating
Production-based skits.
First 10 lie transportation is a matter of
?™ s 1 rI(w
Gaels
the°
which
payoffs.
fox
humor,
bit of
minutes were pitched a little too vital concern to most individuals
known. Otherwise it was a strongly at his GI audience but and the problem in Minneapolis
But the solution as to how to
are Known,
maxihandle
an idea of this scope seems
fairish
wlth Tcd
Ted he himself reminded that the show and St. Paul has been a burning to have been found here, at least
at the end with
mum strength
couldn
wwtuu
i
lwiu,
turn
t
be
too
tuu
and
»uu
he
ue
iuua
and
wc
locaJi
t00k
euntroversiai
controversia
i
une
since
a
new
it,
_
-f^v. « c+wvn<*
I
Levviff taWng the spo
g it from there to build a pleasant group came into the streetcar and on the segment viewed (9). By
windup. .There was evidence jnat hour s NBC-TViewing.
bus company’s control more than using an imaginative combination
*of still pix, films and live se,
Lewis was taking too much time,
-Guest lineup was topped by a year ago.
quences, this show, sketching the
because the final commercial was
Dorothy
Kirsten,
who scored
Thus, the show must have en- development of the, Chi Board
of
cut Lewis did his familiar material"
solidly in both’ her vocal chores listed a very large audience and,
Trade, came off as a strong video
with the usually strong results.
in
taking the lid off whatever mys- document. It
Dublin
the
was
an
interestingly
with
scene
The
displayed a neat and personable tery has been/attendant to Its in- realistic
portrayal that also fit the
But it was side affairs and in providing an bill as entertainment.
tliP char- .ability to gag it up.
ling, was
Davis, Jr., fronting the Will insight into its management and a
Sammy.
the
necessary
The Windy City’s importance as
acters didn t assume tne
Mastin tri0i who walke d away showcase for the presentation of a marketing centre
was first outwith the guesting honors, repeat- its problems and difficulties, it lined by a series of historical maps
ing the socko work he did on Can- proved interesting as well as in---..'r- „
d y x e a t s, rnnifiTi’t* tor’s last previous show. Spotted formative. The experiment dem- showing the waterways focusing
Houlihan
into the ci$y. Then the action went
achieve the necessw- |nrp
in two places on the bill, he wo\ved onstrated, too, that regardless of. live
with a hit depicting the earlythe short time affotea it,
with his versatility in terping, any peculiar or distinctive angle, day activities of Jesuit
priest FaMajor production* came atr the singing, impersonations and the this type of telecast can be a pow- +bp r
w hn
saw the opDorothy
the
with
show
the
start of
like
Latter bit, incidentally, also erful public relations and adver- nnr
tiin
nf tne
fhA til
poriuniues
OI
ef»nn«r«
wfnph
madp
™
j:
£
Hiyden Iri^sUppe^s, wMch^ade ^Je Cantor a'cfiarae to'makV with' tTslng medium ToTmy corporation.
impact.’ Natalie. Nevins the miming, and he handled .his
a good
And it would seem that' this from the French colony to stntcchanting. “Little Bit of Heaven is impressions okay.
particular show must have achieved hood in 1818 was bridged by show
singer, but showed. an
changing
a
Kirsten registered with an at least in part its aim of improv- mg copies of the pertinent docuMiss
immature, delivery. British import aria from “Louise” and in her ren- mg the company’s public relations, ments. At this
point, the y arn
Alan Deab did “Irish Lullaby’’ but dition of - Irving
“All The latter has been at a low ebb swung back to live action, skctchBerlin’s
_
parit doesn't seem t6 be a tune
Alone,” latter as part of a big pro- because, in part, what many have ing how the farmtrs in the region
ticularly, suited to him.
duction routine based on the tele-; considered mishandling. Also; rea- were stymied by the then current
:t Sharon Baird and
sons 'for public resentment- have marketing facilities. Out of this
Butterworfh pleased been continuous demands for fare complaint came the idea of setting
ping, and Harry Von increases, alleged racketeer control up a central grain market to deal
r
„
host of all-American % basketball Zell made out okay in a comedy (Collier’s ran an article with such in futures. By establishing an explayers.
bit \vith Cantor. Miss Kirsten was charges and now faces a $5,000,000 change whereby the millers couid
the comic's passenger this time in libel suit), continuous run-ins be- huy for future delivery, the farm“
the Taxi ” bit and the tween the company’s president and ers- were assured a more stable
T
.thow the Maxie
BarryV novel panel show,
Jack
state and city officials, and reduc- market by not being forced to sell
dUo go t laughs.
«t
Af ir.icrhfv.
Eighty,” switched
tions in service, etc.
‘Life Begins At
their wheat during the low price
(14)
Heavily advertised in the news- ebh at harvesting time.
to the DuMont web Friday
xmr*
r>inv
a 5 “ nan^rc
TV Pl
Goodyear t-v
NBC-TVs
' °
The
rne session nnaiea
finaled with a mm
film
papers
and
shown
the
large
on
popular
down
a
J
holding
after
house offered an unusual vehicle, screen theatre TV at Radio City of the modern grain pits at the
niche in the ABC-TV programming
Three Letters, on ®V. ?.da ^
Board
of
building,
for
Trade
a
powhich
was
rented
for
the
affair
ju
T
Evelyn w jth admission free to those un- tent wrapup of an informative
mdica- giving legit actress Judith
From first show
lineup.

Comment

Tele Follow-Up

™

clifte Hall, John Kieran, others
Producer: Dick Krolik

i;

(

*

Director: John Chapin
150 Mins.; Tues. (18), 9 a.m.
Sustaining

WNBT, New York
This series of some 70 radio and
broadcasts, spreadeagling over
and WNBT to report on conditions in New York
City’s schools, gives promise of
being one of the outstanding pubtelevision

WNBC

)

*

.

T

i

.

.

most important

asset, and the education they get in large measure
shapes their futures their health,
happiness, intelligence as citizens.
Ted Cott’s WNBC-WNBT operations are attempting* to delve into
many of the multi-faceted aspects
of the schools progressive education, juvenile delinquency, parochial schools, the school and the arts,
adult education,
and TV as
educational media, .etc. That the
NBC keys are "devoting as much
time' as they are to this series, as
well as high powered advertising
and promotion, as evidenced by the

—

—

*

i rt

i

!

—

.

,

AM

,

.

.

.

.

tieup With Life mag, is worthy of

—

industrywide commendation
and
emulation.
Other NBC outlets

'

as WHAS, Louisville) have
staged similar projects and others
will do likewise In their localities;
but more chains and indies, too*
would do well to follow suit.
First major offering Tuesday

(such

S

.

i.;

(18) fnoming was a two-and-a-haH
hour show taking the video cameras into P. S. 33, Manhattan.
Show opened with a brief film

|

.

looksee at the underprivileged
Chelsea area in which the school
Is situated
and with which the
shiny,

.

*

'

-

I

,

|

.

.

1
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•

opportunity to play four different a^j e
^- home,-the- telethat Apcf Iindnnhtpdlv
span, Xiim
in the 6O"imnut0
60-mmute Sp<in»
roles ill
hpnpfitpd
FTio
for fhesping of a high order, company by b^^^
cal
c leS
and-Miss Evelyn filled the bill with
focus the Mmoanv's triads
a quartet of fine performances.
rfilons and^ the reSonl
e
n
e
Framework was that of Miss therefor, the fact that othpr out‘h^nhhfJ’ nf ta D l?h tamof and
Evelyn, as a high school-teacher, fits _ elsewhere are encountering
e
reading three^ letters from former similar troubles, the further fact
S?8
P
Taawt
o«.
Pnntain classmates r all leading supposedly it’s asking only for the same fair
successful and glamorous lives, treatment accorded most other
t
-Trvir> it Cnx
r
After each missive there was a dis- public utilities, the matter of a
fi
TvrSf’ T?cc^
e S
®7’ ®
fair return for its owners on» their
solve to a scene with the friend
r f,ni?.
,
I1
1
S
part investments, and aims, purposes
?n^?fc ani°+^o?^ ?,,r1 Si^i r of +hp with Miss Evelyn playing that
actuality of and plans.
the
revealing
—and
a Pliok
woman’s situation and her real
bringing before the camera
30 minutes
Topics ranged from
frustration. Payoff, of course, was 0 f president Fred Ossanna, direc"Should husbands eat breakfast
the school marm, serenaded tors officials and the shareholders
alone’" to "What is youi- most at- that
at the end by her students, really the mselves, revealing them as detracUve 9
InbetwSn they had
ciuality’”
y
the healthy, fruitful and happy cent looklng apparently average
told old ^kes and reminisced the
tife.
in itself must have f ur u1cn.e1.u15
Diizzara oi
Aside bickering
Asiae
blizzard
of '88.
_ ,, „ citizens, ***
ou.
,
.
~
a,
,,
between Mrs. Carhart and Stein - First vignette had Miss Evelyn thered accomplishment of the teledown,
way
on_the
cast's
|>anactress
goal.J_
gained.
s.emed a bit pat but It
proa young
In uncovering part of what goes
pretending to help
plenty of ypeks.
1
A
1
J"
1
truth .trying on at such a corporation’s annual
et a P art but
•Rarrv'c ppnlamv
video
d ) Ssavvv te S ee «
u/proK
?f e Vent to steal it for herself hy cozying stockholders’ meeting and provid«L up to the producer and angel. Next ing as good pictorial coverage and
rifnw
n
P
spotted the star as a rich fare as was possible under the cirb> holding the old-gabbers ^tn
to the segment
a domineering nimKtanpoK
thp Fadpll
AdvprtisFadell Advertiscumstances, " the
matron, a
southern rnafrnn
questions on hand.
feASenoy and WTC N-TV merited

appears that DuMont has
.
_
nau-nour.
half-hour.
happy
nappy
With Barry at the helm, guidoctogenarians through
Ing
the

tions
.

,

it

...

inherited
inernea a

-

the orch, which cued some ad libs
by the juniors about Sammy Kaye’s
batoning on TV. Interesting, too,
was the spontaneity of the children in quizzing Grauer on the
cameras and “what channel are we
on?” Then there was a demonstration of the teacher showing the

—

Cain, Ellen

Producer: Davis
Director: Bill Taylor
30 Mins.: Sat., 13 Noon
Participating

Chicago
( Ross Rop
)
“Pantomime Party'
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WBKB,
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expensive properties
featured on some of the other TV
dramatic showcases, hut for the
sets,

warmth and human

qualities of its
presentations, it is seldom topped,
Series did it again Friday night
(14) with a standout staging of
“Make Way for Teddy,", adapted
by Don Ettlinger from a novel- by
Ambrose Flack. Story of how a
small American family at the turn
of the century- was inspired hy its
admiration for President Theodore
Roosevelt, whom they had never
met, and how their passion for the
President affected their lives was
certainly corny in spots but it was
the type of corn that left viewers
with a pleasant reaction and the
all’s right with the world” feeling,

Last epi
off with her daughter.
sode cast Miss Evelyn as a nau "
rotic spouse, who holds on to her
young husband because of her
wealth and breaks up his affair
with another woman.
Miss Evelyn registered forcefully as the actress-biddy and did a
superb job as the mentally-ill woman in the third act. Middle segment, which strove for comedy relief, was less successful, primarily
because the emphasis was on the
This
daughter-genius courtship.
was a whacky bit, which at times
failed to jell, hut it was unusual
video material and held interest.
Hoffman R. Hays’ script was, for

^e

most part, topflight. Use of
symbols, such as the neurotic woWith Walter Hampden starring man’s binoculars (to keep tabs on
as the grandfather of the family, a her philandering mate) and her
shoemaker who had made a pair of purse (which he picked up at the
shoes for Roosevelt, the cast did a moment’ of decision), was excellent,
fine job under the knowing direc- Most of the characters, except for
tion of producer-director Joseph the
humorous middle portion,
Scibetta.
That
Irene Manning, as his came over as real people.
which
daughter
and the widowed mother wa's a credit to the
ai.
mv 1cast,nA
1
of the small brood; Ann Crowley, included Ann-Burr, Walter Brooke,
as the oldest daughter; Philip Ab- Margaret Barker, Ben Lackland,
oott, as the sick hobo whom they Constance Ford, Eddie Andrews,
took in and nursed back to health, Orson Beane, Tommi Baxter. Roand Laura Weber and Kenneth land Wood, Maurice Burke, Fran1

alternations to tie in with the
mood of the piece. Also in the
supporting cast. Jack Weston came
U P with
up
With a
a- masterful performance
the stuffed - shirt suitor of*
|

production ana yoraon jjuu *

m-

rectlon were good, except for some
hesitancy in the bridge scenes durinff
u-hiffh Miss V.vfflvn
Evelyn had to make
ing which
costume changes.

to

cut

fire-

I

Next, Radcliffe Hall intro ed the
grade ‘where the students

third

*

ion.

_

.

.
•

,

_

.

0

n

presence slowed things, because he

prompted the kids
ments of his own,
was to eavesdrop
room operations.

C

^SSand

how

is a blurbSession with the intellectually
spotted entry in the mlming-to- giftod children got off with a misrecords class that looks to have cue that tipped the rehearsing; but
only mild. appeal for the kiddies at nevertheless packed a wallop as
whnm * if’c
chiefly
its
wnom
apparently
he eight- and nine-year-olds discussed the Presidential nominado”bf as to^hetoglt of°thI ctSf- tions,- the weather, sports, etc.,
ter watched (15).
from the pages of the morning
With
the last half sponsored
by
Brightness of the youngpapers.
.
J
1
A
f A
_1,
a
se
dls trib, it was obvious sters and the teacher’s skill in alJ
that the trio of mimics were an- lowing the children to teach themtor the oldsters, despite the selves impressed.
John Kieran’s
- ..
.

little

Sta
lush

kindergartners

.

were learning developmental mathematics, using various forms of the
abacus to compute how much
eight cookies at 2c apiece would
cost. Viewer was given a good idea
of up-to-date methods of instruc-

Scott

,

,

.

‘

.

.

PANTOMIME PARTY
WUh Clark Davis, Bill

t

,

‘

Production was smooth through- men’s hats out of paper. It was an
good integratipn. Thesp- informative peek into a c’ass at
And while the Chelsea
ine was competent and John Mal- work.
school is far superior to the averlow’s narration was tops.
age public- school in Gotham, even
Dave
here the classes seemed crowded.

—

—

sat

out, with

’

I

new

in on a kindergarten session, with
the youngsters playing in a rhythm
band as part of their learning of
social adjustment and cooperation.
One of the moppets was leading

^

.

spanking

Ben Grauer and the cameras

story.

•

vS
3

^

’

7

^

w

,

modern,

building contrasts.
|

—
»

•

service projects undertaken by
any local station In the past few
years. Certainly the subject is important, for children are America’s
lie

'

'

SI

INSIDE OUR SCHOOLS
With Ben G rawer, Jack Barry, Rad-

OPPORTUNITY UNLIMITED

thepart m'go befo^the
cameras during the 60 minutes; but
no rehearsal. Two cameras were
used and special lighting arranged
in the room where the meeting
was held. The bulk of the time
was consumed by President Ossanna's annual report to the stock
holders in which he packed some
script for

and added com-

when

the point

on actual

class-

The progressive

Scott flexing her muscles at part- approach, with pupils engaged in
ner Clark Davis in an Apache their own projects in research
treatment of “You’ve Been a Liar about France via French eateries,
All Your Life,” wasn’t for the Dreyfus case, etc., also came across.
edification of the grade schoolers. Modern teaching concept of visual
Other elements such as Davis aids, with spotting of a documenSong tary pic on N. Y. water supply, perw
acting out the “Popcorn
‘
wit h tk e kiddies taking part and mitted ah interesting film insert.
public relations Miss Scott's terping to Judy GarAll In all the stanza underscored
punches by detailing what the com- i and s recording of “It's a Great
pany’s up against, including loss of j) ay p or th e Irish” weije more ac- TV’s unique values as a communipassengers because so many peo- cep table. Bill Cain’s mimic take off cations medium with excellent pubpie use their own autos and TV is on a Danny Thomas ditty also lic service potentialities. These,,
however, won’t be fully realized in
keeping former passengers at home emerged okay,
unless shortcomings of
and because rising costs are necesDavis and Cain shared the com this series
sitating fare increases, antiquated mercial duties with the punch ’em the schools are also presented—the
overcrowding, obsolescent buildimpos- pi U S coming often and long,
ordinances are imposing
g
ings and equipment, lack of funds,
sible” burdens, and auto traffic and
Dave
low pay of teachers^, and similar
parking regulations hamper and^
weaknesses to give a rounded; obslow up service.
FASHIONS ON TRIAL
EducaBefore the Ossana report there With Art Ford; panelists, Walter jective picture. Board of
Be T will be missing
and
tion
were shots of directors, officers
Flprell,
Jess Wynne, Herbert a bet if they don’t also unfold the
and officials and the shareholders
Brown, negative side of the situation as a
Bicnen,
themselves, neatly introduced by
D’Amico, Clyde
spur to public demand for more
staffer John Ford whose
guests, Claude Barelli, Arnold coin and attention to the schon’s.
occasional explanations and comStan*
Bril.
It all
mentaries fitted in well.
Producers: Matthews Sc Herbert
have left plenty of watchers
must
L
t
i_j
ji
j
_ a1
in a more kindly and sympathetic
3 0 Mlns.: Frl., 11 p.m.
Houston
new series titled
toward the com- MacLEYY DANCE STUDIOS *
frame of
“The Hot Stove League” has made
Rees.
pany.
IVABD, N. Y.
its bow on KPRC-TV here for a
j n footing on WABD, N. Y., Friquarter-hour each Thursday. Prohas day (14), “Fashions on Trial” ac- gram, a sportsmen’s bull session,
little except to features a regular panel including
very
complished
idithe Bruce Layer, Alan Russell, prez of
tion provide an excuse to plug
"“"3;-“.
first^ame services of the sponsor, MacLevy the Houston Buffs of the Texas
televise nrsLg
Basehall club to revise
Slenderizing League, and Dick Gottlieb, KPRCStudios
Dance
of 11 Sunday aftenioo
Salons, as well as puff goods and TV sportscaster.
Guests and film
® rs tills season, starting
headers
bead
_______
l clips
are also used on the shows.
1 1
(Continued en page 39)
April 11.
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HE CAN ONLY
ATCH ONE COLD
AT A TIME
.

at a

time

. .

.-or

. .

or take one bath

bake one cake

at a time.

\

She’s the darling of the druggist, the grocer— of

every storekeeper in town; But she can’t
possibly use aspirin by the carload— or
cereals, or

soap

salt,

flakes.

Today, only volume can keep selling costs

and so the national advertiser seeks

down

.

.

this lady

mostly in multiples of a million.

He

Because radio

courts her best on radio.

reaches people unlimited

.

.

.

and

sells

with

undiminished force in every town, county, and
/

state.

Radio reaches more people

at less cost

than any other mass medium.

You deal with

the most people

where the average audience
is

10 per cent larger than

on CBS Radio—
(5.9 millions)

on any other networks

<v

And you

can afford bigness with frequency on

CBS Radio— with
listeners of all

Here you can

month

the lowest cost-per-thousarid

networks by 29 per cent.
talk to

or twice a

customers— not once a

month— but

daily

and weekly.
.

Here you can

pre-sell

and

re-sell

the

all-

important impulse that reaches for your

product on crowded shelves.

And here you
tiriie

can

sell carloads

at a time—

and time again.

TU
Er
fie*
1

1

RADIO NETWORK

Bfareli 19,

RABIO-TEUBVISION

COl’s 2506 Sale

Budget Trimming May Hamper FCC

Calgary, Alta., March 18.
Albertan Publishing Co.,
Ltd.* here has sold its radio station, CKXL, to a local group, subject to approval by the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp, board of governors. Sum involved in the transfer of shares was set at about

Moppet Exposure to “Poor TV

The

hr Expediting TV
Federal Communications
mission may be seriously Hampered
in handling the flood of TV applications expected after the freeze
is lifted, by the House Appropria-

Applications

Com--*

$250,000.

Heading

Radio, Actors, Comml’s,
Et

is lifted, in

already <on

addition to that
He estimated

file.

90%

of these applications
would be contested, necessitating
hearings to select the most qualified applicants, and examiners to
preside at the hearings.
*53

a ‘Critical Year'

.Coy asked for an additional 33
personnel to handle the TV load,
plus 144 other people for expansion of research 'and monitoring
operations. He requested funds for
more examiners, lawyers, licensing
clerks, engineers, and researchers.
told the Committee that
1953 "will be a critical year in the

Coy

and development

growth

orderly

TV

broadcast service in this
country.” He said the Commission
‘‘can aid and stimulate this expected growth by the provision of
adequate staff to handle the alof

substantial

ready

pending

worR-

load plus the anticipated incoming
workload during 1953. Inadequate
staff can only retard this growth
and act as a disservice to the
public which in many areas has
been eagerly awaiting the estab
lishment of television service in
their localities.”

'

report accompanying the
Independent Offices Appropriations
Bill for 1953 (fiscal year ending
June' 30). the House Committee
savcT it "appreciates the heavy
workload presently being carried”
bv the FCC. "However,” it declared, "under existing economic
conditions fund? cannot be provided to increase appropriations
for any peace-time agency, and it
requests the Commission to regu-

In

its

•

At Wing’s Symposium
was the theme of a symposium on
the thesper in AM, # conducted by
the American Theatre Wing at
WNEW, N. Y. last week.

The

in next
to absorb
operations a supplemental
request for $488,900 to meet government pay increases.

Director

Washington, March 18.
William B. McGrath, managing

WHDH

director of
in Boston, was
named a director of the National
Assn, of Radio and TV Broadcasters last week. He assumes the
directorship left vacant by the
resignation of Craig Lawrence,’ formerly with
in Boston, to
become general manager of WCBS-

WCOP

As

a

board.
trict

1.

York.

member

of

the

NARTB

McGrath wiirrepresent
comprising the

land slate*.

New

•

*

responsibility

as a working craftsman.
added that the bad actor critihirti

Sheldon as Co-Emcee

Of ‘Eve- Hunter Show’

cizes the script. complains about
his co-workers, -misses directions
and relies on phoney pyrotechnics
and a bag of tricks.
.

-

.

.

—

TV

On

.

Howard

—

Emcee

its facilities,

Dis-

Eng-

Chamier

said it must
air avail-

make equal time on the

TV Drama

Calendar

the lineup of hour-long dramatic shows on the
major television networks during the next 10 days:

Following

is

March 19
Kraft TV Theatre (NBC—9 to 10 p.m.). "The Bride the Sun
Shines On,” by Will Cotton. With Cloris Leachman, John New"
land, Howard Smith.
Cclancse Theatre (ABC 10 to 11 p.m.). "Saturday’s Children,”
by Maxwell Anderson. With Mickey Rooney, Shirley Standlee,
Patricia Bright, Dora Miranda, Harrison Dowd.
March 21
Schlitz Playhouse of Stars (CBS—9 to 10 p.m.).
"The Human
Touch,” by William Kendall Clarke. With Diana Lynn, Vincent
Price, Frank Mcliugh.
March 23
Philco TV Playhouse (NBC 9 to 10 p.m.).
"The Best-Laid
Schemes,” by Joseph Liss. With Joseph Buloff, Eileen Heckart,
Wolfe Barzell, Billy Sands.
March 24
Lucky Strike Theatre (NBC— 9:30 to 10:30 p.m.).
"Claire
Ambler,” by Booth Tarkington, adapted by Adrian Spies. With
Peggy Ann Gamer, Allan Tower, Julio Vincent, Mary Barclay.
Studio One (CBS 10 to 11 p.m.), "Miss Hargreaves,” by Frank
Baker, adapted by Sumner Loclce-Elliott. With Mary Wickes.
March 26
Kraft TV Theatre (NBC— 9 to 10 p.m.). "The Rugged Path,”
by George Shiels.
Pulitzer Price Playhouse (ABC
10 to 11 p.m.).
"Robert E.
Lee,” by Douglas Southall Freeman, adapted by H. R. Hays. With
Robert Keith, Ilka Chase.
•

able to other candidates for the

same

office, if they request it. Because radio and TV stations must
permit use of their facilities, but
do not have the right to censor the
talks, they should not be liable for
damages if a candidate makes libelous or slanderous statements,

Chamier

asserted.

I

—

—

McGrath Vice Lawrence

New

shares

WOR

year’s

in

and

rector

WNEW

Commission

TV

|

of

—

—

March

2ft

—

Schlitz Playhouse of Stars (CBS 9 to 10 p.m.).
"Grandma
Moses,” by Mrs. Moses, adapted by David Shaw.
With Lillian

Gish.

WCCO’S

‘X

FACTOR’

SERIES

ON POLITICOS

Minneapolis,

March

18.

WCCO

As

a public service,
will
start on*April 8 a special series of

non-partisan political programs,
"The
Factor,” to be continued
the November general
election,
with James Bormann,
news and public affairs director, as
producer.
Tentative time is 15 'minutes at
-9:45 p.m. Tuesdays. The Minnesota

'•

Louisville,

March

18.

WHAS-TV news’ claimed a new
course record for speed on March
4, as result of a newsreel film story
involving the kidnapping of a
prominent

local
attorney.
On
March 8, still keeping the speed
gimmick intact, WHAS-TV newsreel showed the confessed murderer, located .body, and police and
FBI officials as the case, except for
sentencing, was completed.
Lawyer was beaten by two men
in an alley, and forced into an au-

tomobile Fdb. 28. His disappearance was reported to police on the'
29th, and ah Immediate manhunt
started for a Fort Knox soldier who
•

was identified by several eyewitnesses to the beating and kidnapping as one <of the two men involved. Soldier surrendered to police

on March

WHAS

-i

recommended

NARTB

WHAS-TVs Speed Mark on Newsreel

"Big Sister,” said that the good actor is compatible, respects the di-

.

$0,108,460 for the FCC budget for
1953 as compared to the agency’s
current budget of $6,116,650 and
its
request for $8,075,000. * The
Committee further required the

As

director

18.

’

In an attempt to bolster Us daytime “Eve Hunter Show,” WNBT,
the NBC web’s N. Y. video flagSpeaking on the agency view- shipi has signed Herb Sheldon to
point, Kay McMahon of Ruthrauff act as co-emcee with Miss Hunter.
& Ryan declared that agency audi- In addition, Jane Kalmus, former
tions can’t afford to neglect a good director of women’s activities for
or promising actor. The greatest the Carl Byoir office and publicity
that many agencies are insisting scarcity, it was stressed, is "people chief of the Hutchins agency, has
that presentations soliciting busi- who sound like normal human be- taken oyer as producer, with Bill
The beautiful voice is Harbach as director.
ness be based on Hooper’s data, ings
Several changes in format were
but the broadcasters argue that the out.”
Compton agency’s Lucille Mason launched on the show, aired from
fall info isn’t valid because it was
"atypical” due to the special con- said that commercials require 1 to 1:30 p. m. cross-the-board,
Show has
ditions Which -prevailed during the genuineness and clarity, "Dare to starting JVIonday (17).
baseball season. They say that the be ^Ourself,” Miss Mason advised. also moved from NBC's 106th
indies which had ballcasts show up "Capitalize on your individuality.” Street, N.^Y., studio down to the
much better than other outlets
Clayton (Bud) Collyer, AFRA larger Studio 8G in Radio City.
which did have sizable audiences. prexy, stressed the "in union there
'As an example, the researchers is strength” theme. He said, "You
let your voice be Missouri Pitches Bill
is shown with no are the union
say that
audience in the 3-3:15 p.m. slot, felt.”
Daytime radio gives talent the
with no audience in the 4:30
To Protect Radio,
experience of growing with a char4:45 period and WJZ without audi
ence for 4:45-5 p.m. While baseball acter, in contrast with the one-shot
Politico Speeches
undoubtedly pulled heavily, the performance, and allows a "creSt. Louis, March 18.
complaint runs, these three stations ative collaboration with the
Walter
Gorman,
said
writer,”
Radio and TV stations in Misshould have at least a fair number
"Road of Life” director. On the souri are keeping a weather eye on
of dialers at those times.
"Theatre
other hand, according to
a bill pending in the State Senate
Another beef is that Hooper Guild of the Air” director Homer that would relieve them of any
doesn’t make note of the fact that
Fickett, "the evening weekly hour civil liability for alleged defamaOct. 1 and 2 were days on which
gives the actor a chance to develop tory speeches by political candithere were the playoff games in
deeper roots in character. He said dates over their facilities.
National
the Giants -Dodgers
The measure, sponsored by Sen.
he expects the actor to listen to
League windup, when baseball the words in the script that he Richard J. Chamier, Moberly, profever was at its peak in N. Y.
himself doesn’t speak.
vides that radio and TV stations,
Actress Vera-Ellen said that networks and their employes canradio requires ^an "intelligence of not be sued for defamatory reMcLendon Plaqued
the emotion” and that it is a 'mis- marks made by or in behalf of any
Dallas, March 18.
candidate,
when such
take to be facile and glib before political
Gordon McLendon, prez of the having thoroughly, learned the speeches are not subject to review
Liberty Broadcasting System, has craft. Scripter
Rodman or censorship by the stations, bebeen awarded a bronze plaque by called for performers to be more cause of any federal statute or rule
the Disabled American Veterans.
real and less mechanical, and con- Of FCC. Chamier told his colleagues
McLendon received the award ductor Charles Paul suggested that that radio and TV stations do not
for "outstanding assistance to the the players "make use of the mu- have the right to censor political
nation’s war time disabled veter- sic not fight it.”
was speeches.
Pointing out that if a station perans” with his baseball broadcasts. Arthur Hanna.
mits one candidate to speak over

bill.'*

Committee

Grayson,

Mitchell

At ‘Abnormal’ Period He

functions within the funds pro-

vided in the

Albany, March

Charges that "some of the poorest television fare’; is aired during hours when the child audience is at its peak was leveled at
the industry this week by the St. James Parish of Catholic Women
in Falls Church, Va. Charges were based on a survey sponsored
by the parish, Results of which were published by 'the Evangelist
Albany diocesan weekly, this week,
Inasmuch as the new TV code went into effect. March 1, just
after the parish women had completed their study,, they plan to
do a repeat in a month or two to determine what changes it has
brought about. According to Mrs. Winfield D. Smart, prez of the
parish council: "We took the TV code at its word. It says viewers
should-be encouraged to make their criticisms and positive suggestions^ known to the TV broadcasters.
That*’s what we tried to
do, and we hope a lot of other people will do the same thing the
country over.”
Survey revealed that some of the worst shows, as judged by
parents, had the biggest moppet audience because of lack of competition,
Number of shows that parents consider only "fair” or
"bad” are watched by children because competing* shows are bad
or worse. Evangelist commented: "The juvenile audience is at its
peak when mother is busy getting dinner. Yet some of the poorest
TV fare for youngster—violence, confusion and ancient ‘B’ films—
is aired just at these hours, between 4:30 amL6:3Q p.m.”

t

with

late its work in such manner as
will permit performance of essential

Get Kicfourourid

ai,

"Radio actors should be sincere,
easy -to -understand”
believable,

is stronger for giving the
Research directors on some New
agency the necessary personnel to York radio outlets are doing a burn
facilitate processing of TV* appli- at C.'E. Hooper because the^latcations.
ter’s latest survey on daytime auAppearing before the Commit- diences in the Gotham area cov*. s
tee last month on the budget re- the period Sept. 26-Oct. 2, although
Chairman Hooper has released more recent
former
quest,
Wayne Coy estimated there would figures on nighttime dialing;
after the
filed
applications
be 500
The statiori statisticians claim

about

Cecil

manager.
No major changes in policy or
contemplated at present.

ment

many

are

staff are

Hooper Daytime Study

Committee
the
sustains
action, the Commission still can
appeal to the Senate where senti-

House

freeze

group

Wax

Eddie Cantor closes out his recquest for nearly $2,000,000 extra
for the next fiscal year’s budget. ord series on NBC for Philip MorThe additional funds were re- ris April 8, but resumes with' the
quested for expansion of broadcast same format, for Welch wine Aug.
Comedian recently acquired
activities, monitoring operations, 15
research facilities, and staff pay 40% interest in the vino branch
of Welch grapejuice.
increases.
Radio deal with Welch is for five
Instead of granting the Commission about $212,000 requested years, with Cantor continuing his
for expansion of its TV staff, the nostalgic lead-ins to rare recordCommittee allowed only $51,810 ings of the past. Program will be
interim
during
the
for th*s purpose. The Committee continued
also allowed an additional $125,000 either as sustainer or with particiinequipment
In
pating or rotating sponsors.
for new monitoring
stead of the $1,140,000 requested. announcing the washup, both Milto
ton Blow and Morris’ A1 Lyon said
However, the agency will have
cut down its expenditures else- that Cantor did all that was asked
where to increase its facilities in of him to a point of saturation*
these fields.
It’s expected that efforts will be
made to up the funds for FCC N.Y. Stations Gripe At
when the appropriations bill is debated on the House floor. If the

FCC

the

be
for Welch Chesher, oil executive, who willwho
president, and Fred R. Shaw,
Hollywood, March 18,
will be vice-president and general

Whirl

Committee recommendation
week denying the agency's re-

tions
last

PM To

Cantor Ankles

1952

first

3.

„

radio and TV claim to be
news media to know of the

proposed surrender at about 3:30 in
the afternoon, used a bulletin that
the man was on his way to the
criminal court building at 5 p.m.,
earliest time it was possible to publish this story. Soldier, with the
attorney who agreed to surrender
him, and the soldier’s parents, arrived at the Court House at 5:30
p.m.
WHAS-TV staff cameramen
filled sequences showing the 22year-old soldier and his parents,
attorney talking to the judge, and
police

officials.
Surrender story
was completely captured on film,
delivered six blocks from the Court
House to the TV station, arriving

WHAS-TV at 5:50 p.m. Developing process was speeded up, film
came out of .the soup about 6:15
p.m.; was immediately edited and
a narration written, And used to
lead, the regular WHAS-TV news
at 6:30 p.m.
Local big news was brought to a
head by confession that the soldier
and his father had committed the
murder,
and
concrete-weighted
body of the attorney was found in
a creek. This was bulletined at
1 p.m. and films of the scene,
crowds, and police and FBI officiens were shown oh the 6:30
WHAS-TV news. Local newsreel
included footage of the Coast
Guard station as the body was
brought in from the boat and loaded into an ambulance preparatory
to taking it to the hospital for
autopsy. New films of the confessed
murder were shown. Same newsreel was aired again as part of the
10:30 news, Saturday (8) night.
Timeliness of the complete coverage of a headline local event was
heightened by fact that 75% of the
Sunday Morning Courier-Journal
and as much of Another page were
devoted to this same story the next
day.
at

X

through

Joe Reichman Signed

As Texas Disk
Dallas,

Jockey

March

18.

Joe Reichman, the pianist and
Young Republican League and band leader, has been signed as a
member
Democratic-Farmer Labor Club
of the WFAA staff. Reichwill supply panel members and man will start a disk jockey show
WCCO the panel chairman.
on the outlet In May. Currently he
Object will be to answer listen- is at the Ballneese Room at Gal*
ers questions about elections and veston and then will go to the
about general political matters. Washington - Youree Hotel in
The programs’ principal purpose, Shreveport.
it’s announced, is to acquaint lisReichman appeared in a similar
teners more thoroughly with poli- role on WWL, New Orleans* while
tics and the democratic form of he was appearing at the R&osevelt
government’s complex business.
Hotel there.

....

.
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1951 television productions
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COSTUMES BY EAV

with

WON

65 MAJOR

KMC

AWARDS

Jail

WK
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WE ore proud ol "COSTUMES BY SAVES."
W®

*3*1

'‘l

XU

>

have been proud of "COSTUA1ES BY EAVES

for

82

But'

if

years.

took She magic of television

to help us realize

fCr.oft

Saw

the scope of our stock,
the style of our wardrobe,

the adaptability of our collection,

^

K'i-'VT

"COSTUMES BY EAVES "
"COSTUMES BY EAVES"

the full-meaning of

One thousand

--Z

* I

»

'

ore being seen on television every week.

$53

Ask the producers, the directors,
the designers, the actors,

THE

NETWORKS—

they will

tell

ss»i

<

you

il

"COSTUMES BY EAVES"
ore perfection

in

performance.

" COSTUMES BY EAVES"

ff

itSt

are chosen by the prize-winners.

£

m

i.-'..-.

"COSTUMES BY EAVES"

M8

M

ore at your service.

m

. . . RAUL WHITEMAN SHOW
... PHILCO PLAYHOUSE . . . ROBERT MONTGOMERY
PRESENTS . . . STUDIO ONE . . . KATE SMITH EVENING
HOUR . . . CELANESE THEATRE ... . GIAN-CARIO
MENOTTI ... ALL STAR REVUE . . . GODFREY AND

. . . KRAFT THEATRE ... LUX VIDEO THEATRE
CLAUDIA . . . SUSPENSE . . . PULITZER PRIZE
PLAYHOUSE ... RCA VICTOR SHOW— EZIO PINZA . .
PERRY COMO SHOW . . . FAY EMERSON’S WONDERFUL
TOWN . . . FORD FESTIVAL—* JAMES MELTON . . .
MAMA . . . WE, „ THE PEOPLE . . . PLAYHOUSE OF
STARS . . . DANGER . . . HERR SHRINER ... ONE
MAN’S FAMILY ... MAN AGAINST CRIME— RALPH
BELLAMY . . . ELLERY QUEEN ... CBS TELEVISION
WORKSHOP . . . KATE SMITH SHOW . . . CAMEO
THEATRE ... BIG TOWN . . . CRIME SYNDICATED . .
ROYAL SHOWCASE ... BIG PAY OFF . . . MIKE AND

FRIENDS

...

vV;

if M

* YOUR SHOW OF SHOWS

m

timm

BUFF

.

.

.

NEWSSTAND THEATRE

SHOW ... BOB AND RAY

.

.

STEVE ALAN

.

LOVE OF LIFE . .
ACTORS HOTEL . . . IT’S NEWS TO ME . . . BEAT THE
CLOCK . . . THOSE TWO . . . CHARLIE WILD, PRIVATE
DETECTIVE . . . LAMP UNTO MY FEET . . . SOLO
DRAMA ... MR. I. PAGINATION ... MEL TORME . .
NOT FOR PUBLICATION ... METROPOLITAN OPERA
AUDITIONS . . . THE WEB . . . CHESTERFIELD DRAMA

>•{

.

.

.

SHOW

FRANCES
. . . GARRY MOORE SHOW
LANGFORD— DON AMECHE . CRIME PHOTOGRA.

.

lv
j

''/

PHER ... THE EGG A
AMAZING MR. MALONE
... A DATE WITH JUDY
• • •

I

.

.

.

BETTY CROCKER

. .

.

.

. . .

SHADOW OF THE CLOAK

. . .

MR. DISTRICT ATTORNEY

CITY HOSPITAL.

MORE THAN

100,000

COSTUMES BY

EAVES

y
*

.

,

AT YOUR SERVICE

iJti'J

AISO AT YOUR SERVICE
*

1J?

THOMAS and ANDREW GEOLY
EAVES COSTUME COMPANY
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gft

prevent the filmery from releasing
his pix to video . . . With Ken
Nordine and frau vacationing in
the Virgin Islands, Robert Breen
is subbing" as host on WENR-TV’s
“Chicago Symphony Chamber Orchestra.” Show, bankrolled by Chicago Title jk Trust, takes a hiatus
after the April 15th telecast .
WNBQ is testing the early-morning
rural audience by beaming at 8:50
Wednesday mornings once a month
an institutional film describing the
functions of the Union Stock Yards.
Series was shot by Gene K. Walker
Productions, with Don Gallagher
Unless a bankroller
narrating
shows up in the -meantime, WBKB’s
nightly “Bill Ballance Show” is
slated for the' discard early in

Television Chatter

New York

NBC

*

Geor?e Abbott as emcee of NBC’s
Sunday night “Royal Showcase,”

number of other names
Mopare under consideration
pet Lynn Loring, featured daily on
CBS’ “Search for Tomorrow,”
pacted for a role on the same
although a

.

.

web’s

.

“Lamp Unto My Feet” Sun-

the show on which she
Leo Casmade her video bow
pare, TV-radio actor, recovering
from a serious operation at the

day

(23),

.

.

.

Bill
Kingsbridge VA hospital
VaMee, tele production director for
Benton & Bowles, and Gertrude
Bosco. script girl on CBS-TV’s
“First Hundred Years,” engaged to
The Modernaires
wed May 18
guest on CBS-TV’s “Star of the
Family” from the Coast tomorrow
Coleen Gray to do a
(Thurs.)
stint on ABC-TV’s “Celanese TheEric Arthur, who
atre” April 2
did a script for Richard Carlson’s
first guestcr on Kate Smith’s show,
Arthur's
dittoes tonight (Wed.).
first novel, which has a show biz
background, is due from Avon
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

presses this summer
Due to
.
of studio space, DuMont’s
“Life Begins at 80” is originating
from ballroom of Hotel Edison.
.

.

lack,

of

Symph, with Reynolds Metals

eliminating

Legit actor Eddie Dowling: looms
as the hottest contender to replace

J~ck Rayel upped to supervisor
TV package program sales by

NBC-TV, and Jack Fuller upped

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

,

WNBT

program chief Dick Pack
and Jerry Martin, Geyer, Newell &
Ganger veepee, discussed “Jobs in
TV” on WINS’ “Career Clinic”

yesterday
(Tues.)
Roy A.
Meredith, WOR-TV news and speevents chief, joined MacManus,
John & Adams, as radio-TV chief
in N. Y.
Ernest A. Marx, general manager of Du-Mont’s receiver
sales, upped to director of the in.

.

.

cial

.

.

.

ternational division
Katharine
.
Cornell slated to present a- special
.

.

Red Cross fund appeal Saturday
(22)

during the simulcast of the

.

.

.

.

Continued from pare 30
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Mayo.

Herm.

hitting style.

will

SIMPLY SIMON

KDYL-TV, who is coming to With Ernie Simon
Gotham frohv Salt Lake City spe- 50 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri.,
program. He’ll play

selections

•

Sustaining

WENRv

on his Amati

Hollywood

.

.

.

LA

.

.

.

.

-

.

.

.

is now seen in its home town
Don
on a delayed kine basis
Nathanson, Toni ad manager, guest
.

'

Dave.

•

.

.

at the
Chi Television
Council luncheon today (Wed.)
making arrangements for
its third annual tele marathon to
raise funds for the cerebral palsy
drive May 10. Sun-Times columnist
Irv Kupcinet will again emcee the
20-hour session . .
Ros Metzger,
Ruthrauff Sc Ryan radio-TV veep,
in Hollywood to testify at the Gene
Autry-Republic legal tiff set in
motion by the cpwboy star to

lectures

.

.

TV’s Shift

.

WBKB

Now ttarrlny on NBC's
ALL STAR RIVUX
KST
William Morris Agancy

Mat.:

1-9

p.m.,

Shake

A.

.

show

Saturday's

First radio relay link in the south, connecting Chaflotte, N. C., andAtlanta, was opened Monday (17) by American Telephone Sc Telegraph
Opening precedes the preem next month of a southbound relay channei
from Charlotte to Atlanta, which will be available for fulltime TV
service. New link will provide TV with three separate routes connecting Birmingham, Jacksonville and Charlotte.

Los Angeles’ indie television stations plan a pitch for coverage oi
upcoming national political conventions, according to Don Fedderson
10:30 p.m. peexy of Television Broadcasters of Southern California.
Four
indies will seek arrangement whereby they would pdol cost of microwaving. with the webs.

Stars
allstar-Hollywood
game, with Pontiac Dealers of
Southern California picking up
Channel turned its
$2,700 tab.
percentage on deal over to Kiwainis
club
William Morris agency is
talking deal with CBS-TV whereby
Dorothy Shay would be starred in
half-hour television show . . KHJTV begins daily films on races at usual tongue-ip-cheek gagging
Western Harness meeting, Santa with the turntable op and the enAnita, with five-minute strip avail- gineer, some zany free-wheeling
Les Brown’s chatter about anything that pops
able for $300 a shot
orch resumes on KTLA’s “Band- into his head and an occasional
stand
Revue” after two-weeks reprise of some of the oldest
away touring
Richard Carlson jokes in the catalog. The grab bag
to N. Y. for video guester^
of buffoonery sets no new standards of wit but gets by mainly because there’s sort of a shirt sleeves
Chicago
amiability about the patter. HowWENR-TV has pulled an about- ever, since he’s mow shooting for
face and is keeping the “Bob' and the nighttime audience, Simon
Kay” two-hour daily spread hosted might upgrade his material out of
by Bob Murphy and Kay Westfall the beer and skittles class by
in its noontime niche rather than chopping some of those vintage
dropping it down to 2 p.im as orig- gags.
inally planned . . . Don 'Herbert
Stanza heard was devoted to
notched his first anni as NBC-TV's recorded musical oldies with the
“Mr. Wizard” Saturday (15). Due emcee strengthening the memory
to a conflict on WNBQ, the Chi- note with background data on the
originated science demonstration ditties and the performers.

league

.

Another example of television’s industrial value was provided by the
DuMont web last week via the closed-circuit telecasting of hair stylists
in action at the International Beauty Show’s convention at the Hotel
Delegates jvere seated in two ballrooms 18 floors apart
Statler, N.Y.
but, via the DuMont cameras, were able to^see in detail the methods
used by each stylist as he coiffed live ^models. Approximately 4 ,ooq
viewers watched each two-hour session.

Better

major

telecast

will

CBS-TV^s “Man of the Week” will launch a new feature next month
in which" each affiliate carrying the program will select its local “Man
of the Week,” who will be cited on the show. WTtAS-TV, Louisville
will kick off the selections with the April 6 broadcast, via a committee
comprising execs of the station and the Louisville^newspapers. Show
is aired Sundays from 5 to 5:30 p.m.

Chicago
WENR has sparked its lateevening lineup considerably with
the addition of this Ernie Simon
platter spread. Simon has a large
L.
local following built up by his
previous WJJD morning stint and
Continued from page 2*
“Curbstone
his
current WBKB
Cutup” nightly TV show. The clienr heard on car radios and portables. Native MFrosty Frolics” was in
tele should carry over to this latest Due to the
longer days and the. eighth place, .KTLA’s wrestling
venture.
was in 10th position and another
Show heard (12) indicated the western penchant for outdoor liv- indigenous, product, “Bandstand
deejay is keeping to the pattern ing. web TV stanzas hitting L. A. Revue,” pulled in 13th.
that proved successful on his day- between 5-8 p. m. won’t pull auditime WJJD strip. There’s the ences indoors.

violiq.

KHJ-TV

*

1

of

several

I
~

-

while Miss Mayo warbled bits of
tunes as part of one quiz routine.
Several bankrollers participated
on this stanza with plugs for Personna Blades, Pepsi Cola and
others delivered in standard hard-

feature
Eugene JelesnDc, musical director

cially for the

•

Gilbert was specially efin his sneezing routine

fective

stanza.

31

-

I

Kate Smith’* afternoon show on

NBC-TV March

.

.

.

DuMont

the

.

Radio Review*

“Search For Tomorrow”
absence of Charle* Irvinr, who’s
gandering Europe for a month
Cardinal Spellman will be on WJZTV’s special telecast for Catholic
Charities on Monday (24) at 9:30
Hodge (“Cap.tain
A1
p.m.
Hasting* (“Video,
Video”), Don
Ranger”) and Larry Lowenstein
(repping Benton Sc Bowles) made
a quick trip to Pittsburgh to plug
.

.

.

durirtg

5

.

.

.

Previn, director of “Flying Tigers,”
to the Coast for a few weeks.
Ira Cirker is directing CBS-TV’s

to

supcrv sor of program sales development. Both will report to Rudd
Lawrence, the web’s director of
sal ’s development.
Ezio Pinza will sing the entire
death scene from Moussorgsky’s
“Boris Gudonov” on NBC’s “RCA
Victor Show” March 28, with the
entire 22-minute scene to be presented without a break for commercials
CBS-TV program
veepee Hubbell Robinson, Jr„ to
Cuba for a two-week vacation

.

.

.

Inside Stuff-Television
Earle Ludgln ad agency has apparently more than usual faith in
one of its. local Chicago television shows. The show is “Studs Place"
sponsored by McLaughlin & Co. (Manor House coffee) on WENR-Tv
The agency last week unfurled a full page ad in the Chicago Tribune
offering two pounds of the client’s coffee to viewers who write in saying they don’t think “Studs Place” is one of the best programs on the
air. Only qualification is that the show be watched three times before
judgment is made.'

.

.

plugs for that show.

its

NBC’s “TV Recital Hall” now
airing Sundays at 4:30 p.m., taking
over the spot held by “Juvenile
Jury.” 'Show moves to Sundays at
Rayco Manu5:30 on May 4
facturing pacted to sponsor DuMont’s “Front Page Detective”
starting April 4, through the Robert
Vim Stores
B. Grady agency
now bankrolling 13 shows a week
on WPIX, through William Warren,
Steve April,
Jackson & Delaney
.
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Your Top TV
Sales opportunity

.

I

v.

Continued from page
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word in TV production facilities.
Auditorium measure 140x90 feet
and other related service buildings
are also in the initial construction
plans.

NBC

has beyond the
remaining
40 acres is still on the planning
board. It is not to be ruled out that
space will be cleared for filmed
programs and outdoor shooting,
such as has been projected for
CBS’ Television City. Gem David
Sarnoff will be around for a week
and the complete layout will undoubtedly take form in his almost
daily conferences with West.
It is not entirely implausible to
speculate that the contiguous facilities of the Warner p^ant may be
used “in a pinch.” The Warners
so far have shied away from television, but, being neighborly, like
letting the family next door have
a cup of sugar or a couple of eggs,
wouldn’t alienate their theatre

What plans

two studios to

Colgate is trying to sell L. A.
its “hot kine” local rebroadcast
“Comedy Hour,” which is aired
two hours after the edition staged
for the eastern cable cities. Backer
is arguing that it spends $500 extra
for the hot kine so that it can be
aired at a time convenient for
Coastites and still be fed to the
web at 8 p. m. EST. But, although
“Comedy” gets a 53 rating nationally, it’s L. A. score is only 20.
While Arthur Godfrey’s “Talent
Scouts” was tops in the Hooper
parade in N. Y., with 51.1 in January, it doesn’t even show in the
Top 15 for L. A. “I Love Lucy,”
in, second position in N. Y. with
44.2, was in 14th place on the Coast
with a 21.1 Hooper (tied with the
local
Ina Ray Hutton stanza).
Other shows in the fir^t 15 in N. Y.
and failing to make the Coast roster for January are “Man Against
Crime,” “Mama,” “Fireside Theatre,”
‘“Philco
TV Playhouse,”
“Godfrey Sc Friends,” “Goodyear
TV Playhouse” and “Dragnet.”
On th£ other hand, Coast-originating Red Skelton and “Burns and
Allen” were Nos. 1 and 2, respectively, in L. A., followed by the
local-only “Spade Cooley Show.”

—

Minneapolis WCCO again
is having complete and

this

on

week

of

tensive coverage of the Minnesota
state high school basketball tournament being held here. Contests
are being broadcast directly from
Williams Arena at the University
of Minnesota. Gapn.es -are expected
to draw more than the 75,173 attendance of 1951, an alltime high,
Stewart MacPherson is at the mike
for play-by-play accounts and Ozzie Cowles, University of Minnesota basketball coach, is adding
comments and analyses.

ex-

.

Direction:

^

OAC

#

utilize the

‘

TV Audience

Profitable

exclusive with

WGAL'TV

friends.

Wilmington, Del.
n

the

^
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new and untried shows which

marnet which has high vs*

income per

LANCASTER. PENNA

Lotsa Low-Budget

such

country

its

ride.

packages

bankrollers for a
Among these are
as “The People’s

Choice,” a talent

show

in

Nc'aYc-L

film of last season’s highlights, etc.;
and “Mystery Puzzle,” in which
certain tricky situations will be
enacted by a group of thesps and
a panel Is then queried on why the
action took place.
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Magic,” a half-hour baseball series
Lou Fonseca, who will interview big league stars, run off

starring
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RADV6-TELEVISVON
SET 50TH ANNI DINNER

Inside Stuff-Radio

WIP-WFIL’s 30th Anni

FOR DR. LEE DE FOREST

Writers Guild negotiations with the networks are expected to
Dr. Lee de Forest, inventor of
on a national basis, for which the scripters have been arguing the
“audion” radio tube, '.will be
that the talks in New York will also set
fcnme time. This meansLos
honored
on his 50th anni in the
Angeles and Chicago. The networks
ifo
“
and conditions for
electronics
C 31 s
SC
field with a dinner at
At
cairi
r
anri
TJTOfL
nrAX/lmidv
fViof
flm
NBC,
had
previously
said that the Gotham
CBS, ABC and
'f lSved
the situations at the other productions centres. the Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., April
cover
couldn’t
ripvs
8.
Speakers
will include former
chains have received word from the
TTwiwer it’s understood, the
homeoffices can carry the ball for them. President Herbert Hoover and
that the New York
Charles
A.
Edison,
ex-Govemor of
state of suspension, having been stalled on this
are currently in
N. J. and son of the late Thomas A.
they’ll resume later this week. Affected are news
It’s expected
•cc ,p
Edison.
wi continuity writers for CBS, ABC and NBC in N.Y.; CBS’ writers
Dinner is being sponsored by the
and CBS, NBC and ABC writers on. the Coast.
De Forest Pioneers and seven
in Chi;
other
organizations, including Namade its major investments in plant expansion in
Fact that ABC
tional Assn, of Radio & Television
years is paying off now, it’s indicated in the web’s statenast couple of
Broadcasters, Institute of Radio
of $368,943, after taxes, for the year ended Dec.
ment of net income
Engineers, Radio-Television Manuoi last
facturers Assn., Society of Motion
is equal to 22c. a share on 1,689,017 shares of $1
income
i951
The
Picture & TV Engineers, etc. InIn 1950 the web’s income was $84,605, or five cents
par capital stock.
dustry biggies including RCA
t?

both
stations were able to report 30
years of uninterrupted growth,
WIP, the station in the Gimbel
store,
shaded its rival in the
Strawbridge and Clothier store
by one scant day in getting on the

rw

a capital

'

share.

air.

table.

Europe has put into operation a 50-kw shortwave transGen. Lucius D. Clay, head of Crusade
mitter near Lisbon, Portugal.
parent organization, revealed that the new sender
for Freedom, RFE
transmitters
beaming RFE programs into Eastern
50-kw.
makes four

RFE has five transmitters in
Munich-Frankfort area of Germany. The nine stations are beamThe first
ing BOO hours per week to six countries in the Soviet sphere.
of the four stations in Portugal went on the air last Christmas, Clay
Setup permits RFE to beam on several wavelengths and
revealed.
counteract Communist efforts to jam the programs.
has been nothing

Life

if

WJAS

not serene for years for Paul Shively, the
in Pittsburgh.
But all that’s changed the

The Pittsburgh Playhouse recently opened its production of “Peg O’ My Heart,” and in the cast is a young man named
Paul Shively, who studies drama at Carnegie Tech and hails from

[

few weeks.

Mich. It’s not a. very common name, of course, and since the
acting Shively turns ia such a good job in the vintage comedy, he’s
been getting a great deal of newspaper publicity.
As a result, the
phone of the engineering Shively nasn’t stopped ringing as friends
call him up to marvel about a talent he’d never told them anything
Flint,

about and wonder how the guy manages to squeeze the histrionics in
with his technical job at WJAS.
He’s figuring on going into retirement at least until the run of “Peg” ends.
There’s a difference of
about 30 years between the ages of the two Paul Shivelys.
•

Second annual talent hunt

by

WLW

24-hours

Group

and facsimile reproduction. The in*
auguratlon of facsimile, which completed the cycle was preceded by
a few months with the opening of
the station’s modern 5iQQ0-watt
AM transmitter in suburban Whitemarsh Township,
v

Present

in sharp
in 1922,
with a staff of four,

are

facilities

contrast to those of

WFI

which operated
ail employes of the Strawbridge

department store Lit Bros., to form
WFIL. The most rapid period of expansion began March 1, 1946, when
the station was pruchased by Walter H. Annenberg, editor and publisher of the Philadelphia Inquirer,
Since that date, WFIL-TV came
into existence and, in less than two
station
years it became the first
in a multiple television market to
show a profit, The WFIL stations
give much attention to public serv-

Files

programming. Outstanding examples are the WFIL “Studio

ice

Schoolhouse,” radio series for inschool

Means

listening; “What America
to Me,” a patriotic series of

messages voiced by leading citizens
on both AM and TV; the “SilUe
Willie” traffic safety campaigns,
and the WFIL-TV “University of
the Air,” top-ranking undertaking
in the field of adult education.

Mitchell’s ‘Lawyer

WXLW

ABC

tomorrow

of

(Thurs.).

Mitchell in “Country
based, on the Bellamy

tome. Radio edition

Is

m

WLW

femme

chirpers,

:

ABC

and Bob Flynn’

’

takes the
i

\

some of its evening shows when “Corliss Archer”
9:15 p.m. Sunday slot next month.
“Cafe Istanbul,” curthe period, moves to 8 p.m. Thursday. “Escape With
Me ”
new drama now in the Thursday spot, will switch
to Tuesdays 8:30
p.m Metropolitan Opera Auditions of the Air,”
now beamed Tuesday,
is going off at the end
of the Metop season.
will juggle

rentl y

'

^

that United
the Nassers

Artists

the

sei

„ett'

in rescoring the musical

sound tracks.”

must permit

to make
available to television.

work

ful

Nassers-AFM
Continued from pare *5

films

AFM

Goggin contended that the
format is “improper, unfair and
Inequitable, in that it contemplates

Nassers’ attorney also declared
that no previous agreements with
provided for compensation
based on a percentage of the coin
derived from the pix, and said the

Vsi-

\

AFM

S

X

\

**

c°*

format is “wholly new and foreign to any term or condition
which was contemplated to be inan exaction of monies
from the cluded in any agreement.”
owners of motion pictures for the
‘Burdensome’ Pacts
performance of useless and waste-

...

The Nassers say

paid
pix,

musicians
to

amount
Trust

feature

of

the

*

,

they’ve already
for working the
of $14,599.56 for

SV °^ 'K** AsW0*

’SS'JSV’l

Your

Husband”;
“Cover Up,” $9,344.86; “Without
Honor,” $22,182.98, and “A Kiss
for Corliss,” $9,500, and maintain
use of the music is in no way a
“Don’t

3

\

._****

pix, Jhat

it’s

i

A \V^ e

all

oaN*

background.

vr 2-d

T

AFM

attorney Leonard Horwin
had filed a show cause petition
seeking to obtain a temporary restraining order and injunction so
that the Nassers will ink a pact
before releasing the pix
with
to* TV, and Brink is scheduled to
give a decision in the matter at
today’s hearing.

AFM

^ \o<*

tol

&o£
ctvce

HOOPLA MARKS PREEM

,Cha*;,

lot

OF WRFD 300G BLDG.

/

i

Columbus, March

18.

WRFD,

“Ohio's rural radio station,” dedicated its new $300,000
studio and office building Sunday

with a two-hour broadcast featuring talks by Gov. Frank J.
(16)

Lausche and officials
and its ownersj

of the station

the first unit
on the station’s 260-acre farm lo14 miles
Worthington,
near
cated
north of Columbus. When the prothe
completed
jected plans are
farm will have on it a large barn
for dances, homes of officials and
picnic grounds.

The new building

is

With apotogies*to you-know-who, hut with
no apologies for a great (typical) sales
success story.

We

got listener ratings, toe

—Pulse gives us 7 out of top 10 weekly

shows

In

Jan. For

Kep. George

P.

full details,

*ee Nal'l,

Holiinghery Ce. hew.

Partridge

an outgrowth

semi-finals and grand finals.
Operators of houses that produce winners
share
cash awards of $500, $250, $100 and three at $50. Winning
acts gets prizes of $1,000, $500 and $250 in addition
to
'Contracts,

hunt produced the Three Tones,

Thomas
Lawyer,”

of the skein’s plans to do a kinescope for a televersion of the novel.
Deal is part of the pact Mitchell
inked to act, direct, write' and serve
as consultant for the web.

and WLW-T, Cincinnati, has

impressionist, as station staffers.

1

will cut an audition platter

.

been slated to start April 14 by William P. Robinson, program vice
president of Crosley Broadcasting Corp.
Search will again be made in
Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky and West Virginia where 153 theatres
took
part last year.
Theatres stage their own local contests and winners move on to

Initial

&

Clothier store. In 1934, it merged
WLIT, operated by the rival

with

TV

Many

son Eddy, Burl Ives, Lanny and
Ginger, Arthur Q. Bryan and MarFor Video Station tin Gosch. WIP claims to be the
Indianapolis, .March 15.
first station to broadcast a descripAnother bid' for second TV chan-, tion of a football game; the initianel here was revealed today when tor of the original kiddies proTelevision Indianapolis, Inc., filed grams, “Dream Daddy” and the
incorporation
papers
and
an- “Uncle WIP” show, and in 1922
nounced it will apply to the FCC presented the first remote of a
for a construction permit.
dance band, Charlie Kerr’s orchesStockholders include L. S. Ayres tra. In 1923, the station broadcast
& Co., large downtown department .the first grand opera here, a pro-i
store, Butler University, P. R. Mal- duction of “Aida” from Hammerlory & Co., Station
and stein’s Metropolitan Opera House.
During its 30’ years, WFIL has
group of individuals including
Frederick M. Ayres, Lymas S. grown from a 250-watt outlet to its
Ayres, Joseph E. Cain, Dudley V. present Influential status. Under
Sutphin and Samuel R. Sutphln.
the direction of Roger W. Clipp,
Butler University angle is not WFIL became in 1947 the first staentirely educational, as it owns tion in the country to offer the
Marott Shoe Store. Several other public a complete, four-way broadapplications for next channel as- casting sezwice, through the mesigned Indianapolis are oq file with dium of amplified, modulation,
frequency modulation, television
FCC.

Indpis.

the

last

store

top performers broke in
on WIP. Among them were Nel-

Europe from Portugal..
Besides the four stations in Portugal,

veteran engineer at

its

chairman David Samoff
chairman of
IT&T; Walter Marshall, prez of operating continuously
Western Union; and Dr. Mervin J. daily since 1938.
Kelly, Bell Telephone prez, will be
WIP’s Alumni
at the speakers
Col. Sosthenes Behn,

Radio Free

I

from

quarters in 1936 to the Gimbel*
office building, taking over virtually an entire floor. Additional
studios were put up in 1947 to
take care of increased program
traffic.
In 1940, WIP extended
its operating power to 5, 000. watts
day and night and erected a new
transmitter and building in Bellmawr, N. j. The station has bee^

board

The slow but steady increase in ABC’s net is believed due to its
for facilities, such as its purchase of the old Vitahaving shelled out
acquisition of its TV Centre on W. 66th St.,
graph lot in L. A., and its
years ago.
N. Y-. two

|

histories,

WIP moved
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of the Screen. Actor#
Guild, Screen Writer* Guild end
other talent unions on" a share of
the profits, but only if it’s doneln
get
this way. If a producer cannot

member*

AL! MwamaSa*
CH| Agencies
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AM

or TV.
Ing shows on either
And the biggies like Kellogg and
Pillsbury are in both.
Unlike Grant with its farflung
national and international branch
setups and Foote, Cone & Belding
with the billings shared between
three offices, Burnett is strictly a
Windy City operation. The agency
maintains only small service shops
to New York and Los Angeles,
FC&B handles about half of its
$70,000,000 annual bookings at its
Chi GHQ, with the balance split
between its east and west coast
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You can’t stand on ceremony
you want to be heard by shoppers in all 14 counties of Philadblphia’s $6 billion market zone.
Best way to break the ice in
this area of 4,400,000 people
and $6 billion in buying power,

'
'

J

BMB

and clean— not only in
but in all 147 “home
markets’’ outside city limits
where a majority of the area’s
population lives and shops.
Pliilly
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WJBK - DETROIT
TOPS IN MUSIC— NEWS—SPO RTS

National Sales Headquarters: 411 Modisen Avenue,
Elderade 5-2455

^Represented Nationally by THI

1
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- NEWS -

PETROIT TIGERS
BASEBALL NETWORK
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>
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start April 3.

Interviews March ‘20th, 5-7

Station

weekly
“Wash-

Korda features which Snader is
distribing for TV, and his Telescriptions, which Snader said now

To be first on the dial in
America’s third largest market,

HI fckft ******* * KeilVfc IB «t |

Magic”

quarter-hour series
ington Spotlight” and featuring
Marquis
Childs
as
moderator;
"Boothill,”
a
39-stanza western
series; “This Is the Story,” a series
of 78 quarter-hour pix featuring
Ed Prentiss; the 13 Sir Alexander

people with more than $9 billion

IMiV

Key

for

the

“Kid

And these same five kilos sweep
way out into a huge bonus area
in many nearby counties, giving
WFIL total coverage of 6,800,000

III I

Y.

Florida
(Tues.) and will return
time for the National
Radio-TV Broadcasters

left

conclave, where it will
showcase all the properties it is
now producing or syndicating, in-:
eluding 39 half-hour Dick Tracy
films; a series of 39 quarter-hour
at

fast,

Ik II

N.

TOPS IN MUSIC

yesterday
north in
Assn, of
convention in Chicago March 29.
His outfit is setting up a booth

says two-thirds of all
homes listen
regularly to WFIL— 5,000 watts
at 560 kilocycles. You hit hard,

11

i

Must bo ablo to pitch

Cole and his trio were backed

Snader

radio-equipped

effective

-

with a 14-piece orch.
Snader revealed that his Telescriptions production hit a new
high on the Coast last Friday (14),
when the Ralph Flanagan and
Duke Ellington orchs were working simultaneously.
Seven numbers were lensed around each,
Snader said, for a total production
budget on the day’s work of about
$48,000. According to the Telescriptions producer, stations in 58
of the 83 markets now operating
are using the musical shorts.

If

WFIL

station.
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to get 'em at home,
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than ever .before.
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nee Boswell, Mrs. Arthur Murray,
Frank Sinatra, Kenneth Rankin,
Helen O’Connell, Tex McCrary,
Pat McCrary, DeMarco Sisters,
Kay
Armen, Bill Stern, Alan Dale,
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Continued from page 31
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Martin pital prez Samuel LeSavoy.
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prolific
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videolanes currently, scored again
(Chas, Dallas Reach)
Dwight stayovers in the studio audience. with a pleasing performance on billed partner the better to' illusDirectors* Bill Harbach,
“Spotlite on Sports,” a five-minHoward Saturday morning at about 9:45, “The Railroad Hour” Monday (17) trate the advantages of a terp
Hemion, Jim Elson,
course at a MacLevy Studio.
airer which
ute
cross-the-board
John
instance,
McDermott,
for
changing
of
a
the when she played opposite Gordon
Davis, Hugh
If "Fashions on Trial” expects to preemed on NBC-TV last week, is
guard was called for. NBC had MacRae in Emmerich Kalman’s opChapin.
stanza built
snare
the
breezy,
informative
a
wider
viewer
audience,
a
p.m.
4:30
Sat.
distributed some 10,000 tickets with eretta, “Sari.” Although her role
Fri. midnite (14) to
subject calls for a more serious around veteran sports commentaholders clamoring for admittance. was
WNBT, New York

4

Martin

lewis Telethon

Television Reviews

,

—

^

I

»"
>

M

•

.

—

Lewis asked them
for the .next

ride
but after that it seemed to
smoothly at anchor, discounting
some lapses in taste such as too
frequent osculation between males
to indicate affection and gratitude.
$ Directors, 50

Engineer*

brought in its big torpedoes to front the production, which
had been conceived months ago
by Bud Granoff, production coordinator, and followed through to its
ultimate mission by production supervisor Peter Affe and overall
producer Ernest D. Glucksman. The
entire staff of six direc-

flagship’s

took over the stanzas in turn
backed by CO engineers, 12 stagehands and a quintet
tors

or in concert,

make room

Dented the B. O.
and
around
town
suburbia was reportedly affected
Boxoffice

during the stretch.
Late Friday niterygoers were at
a

WNBT

to

fill.

minimum

save for the reservation

crowd* and also in decline were
legit

and

film

b.p.’s,

not particularly taxing, either
vocally or dramatically, Miss Truman handled her lines like a fully
seasoned professional trouper and
confidently sang such numbers as
Simple
Little
Village
Maid,”
“Love’s Own Sweet Song” and several duets with MacRae.
Latter
was a solid asset throughout ana
the half-hour adaptation shaped up
as a highly ingratiating stanza.

particularly

matinees, on Saturday,
Obviously the telethon drew one
of the biggest audiences since the
medium put on its long pants. It
had a six-day-bike aura viewers
dialing for a couple hqjirs, getting
some shuteye and going back to
the buttons.
The Friday-Saturday scheduling
was socko timing as far as the
homebodies were concerned.
The beer parlors thought they

—

'
managers.
The Martin-Lewis emceeship to
supplemented
end emceeships was
were back In 1948.
at strategic points by Barry "Gray,
A big to-do was made of the
who, overnight', became a TY star oversize birthday cake given to
to reckon with via. JWs articulate Lewis by his father, Danny,
statements, his easy grace and his
According to the add-up, the
kibitzing with the duo on song and number of donors was 243,756
dance, as. well as. with the guest
.Milton Berle’s marathon last
processional.
His “assisted by” year collected $2,000,000, but this
in the billing seemed an under- Was over a wider TV area and ran
statement,
hours.
The buffooning Lewis and the
NBC had 2,500 telephone operasinging
straightman Martin re- tors stationed in Manhattan, Brooksponded to any kind of. donation, lyn and New Jersey,
whether a quarter or a few G’s,
WNBT took large, space in N. Y.

of floor

.22

'

and

the plugs for their

let

and the

pic interests

TV-AM-

activities of

others get full play.
Considering
the huge sum pledged- by viewers

and

correspondents,

the

biggest

timely plug

probably went to legit
producer Joshua Logan, whose $500
was announced a couple of minutes before the 4:30 signoff.
*

(plus

Colonial
bearoora *'

r0oms

pi °K

l

If

^

7L?r

Ample

,M

2500 CHAIRS
AMERICAN SEATING

WOOD
RACKS
end

SEATS
D71, 1474

*'WAY,

H. Y.

C

•A

Pittsburgh's Pioneer

.

MARX

NBC-TV
RCA-VICTOR
M 9t.: GUMMO MARX

l

TV

V

Station

Daily on a Regular

Ezio Pinza, Buster Crabbe, Tom
Corbett, Sarah Vaughan, Donald
Richards, Harry Belafonte, Ray Malone, Gabby Hayes, Larry Dean,
Maria Riva, Cass Franklin & Monica Lane, Robert Alda, Leonard
Barr, Danny Lewis, Bobby Shields,
Jan -Arden; Arnold Stang, Gene
Krupa, Charlie Ventura, Vanessa
Brown, City Council prez Rudolph
Halley, Sid Caesar, Jimmy Nelson,
Dave' Garroway, Phil Brito, Claire
Mann, Sunset Star Time Kids, Eileen Barton, Freddie Robbins, Milton Berle, Fatso Marco, Morey Amsterdam, Celeste Holm, Sid Gould,
Dagmar, Erskine Hawkins, Willie
Henny
Morton,
Gary
Bryant,
Youngman, Shep Fields, Perry
Como, Mayo Bros., Sunny King,
George DeWitt; Cab- Calloway,

Is

Now

on the Air 24 Hours

Weekly Schedule

Featuring

*‘THE
(1

SWING SHIFT THEATRE*

A.M« to 7 A.M., Monday Through Friday)

The more than 200,000 worker* in the Tri-State District, who finish
work at midnight, wanted entertainment while they relaxed after their
labors.

We're

giving

them

FIRST regular round-the-clock

fine

*hows throughout the night

COMMERCIAL TV

operation

in

th#
tho

nation.

DuMont

.

HflRPO

Night

TELEVISION HISTORY

Harry Hershfield, Faye Emerson,
Skitch Henderson, Jerry Lester,
Frances Langford, Tony Romano,
Deputy Mayor Charles Horowitz,

|

Hjwy., W.«l l.lip, ij.N.Y.
fcabyUn 2540

to

Lineup
and others tabbed

,

M<gr.

Tel.

Up All
Make

Sitting

1

l ft n<1soape<l,
beautiful lawns, cenOarage, boathouse, eto.
1
filially designed furniture Included
Taxes only $1,40(1.
btr Dmlculura

HART

We're

•

tre,3 <

l<

“dirty

hope

—

Borge, Nat “King” Cole Martha
Wright,. Mel Torme, Juanita Hall,

desired.

DOLAN

featherweight

.the

Gleason,- -Vivian
Jackie
were:
Blaine, Phil Silvers, Rose Marie,
Yul Brynncr; Herb Shrlner, Victor

serrante

HH.INWH.D 0 N HUGHES,

—

Taleftt

Performers

Waterfront Estate with 3
3 b »-tlni.
minimally larg*

thK>u«liout.

rapped

fights” and expressed the.
that he’d come up with a

budget, made out comparatively
better with this new series Monday night (17) than with some of
Sinatra
its previous entries.
Because of
Continued from page 27
an interesting whodunit script and
some good thesping, the initialer advisibility of coasting along with
sustained interest all the way. In the time for the balance of the
addition, while the low-cost as- season and installing two situapects of the production were ap- tion comedies in the periods when
parent,
they seldom .interfered the curtain goes up on the fall
with the story, which is itself an season.
accomplishment In this era of king-

riods.

medical
“built”) he

SLIP. Lontf Island, N. Y.

vurters

(17) script.

Editorial

champ Sandy Saddler for his

DARK DESTINY

highest pledges during given pe-

all

his

though the yam about amateurs
making good in their production
sounds slightly old hat these days.
Rooney’s performance and Miss
Kallen’s warbling, however, were
socko all the way.
Marx Loeb’s direction kept the
session moving at a positive pace
while producer Raymond Katz provided a solid production framework
with excellent supporting cast and
firstrate musical backgrounding by
musical director Joel Herron.

“Thank heaven for Sunday morning and late sleeps.”
Thousands of dollars worth of
prizes were auctioned off every
hour or so, the booty going to

•

authority

Gilb.

•

ways, the closing was
At about 15 minutes
before the finale, Lewis started to
reel
off
a list
of thank you
credlts, getting down, even to *coffee pots.
As if tp.§how he wasn’t

when by

behind on the opening Monday’s

sat

session/

The network recalls how
Detroit Two new accounts have sized production costs.
slotting of “Life With Luigi” on
brought Into the Jack the Bellboy
Story, co-scripted by producer
Bob
Tuesday
nights
knocked
dailies to pay tribute to M&L, disk show on WXYZ
Buckeye Robert Arthur and director David
his
radio
off
top-rated
with “a special thank you” to Brewing Co., of Toledo, and the Kogan, had one major fluff, which Hope
Barry Gray, plus talent and don- Household Finance Co., of Chi almost dissipated the Interest gen- perch some seasons back and CBS
ors. Other advertisers plugged the cago.
Brewery spot was for 13 erated by preceding events.
In feels it can translate the same
weeks, while other was for 52 the first part of the yarn, the yen for situation comedies into
show in advance,
scream of a woman being threat- TV and the Berle competition.
Jack Gould in the N. Y. Times, weeks.
raving the show, wound with

In some
the smash.

exhausted

Ford

tor Bill Stern. Despite the brief
time allotment, he managed to
cram exhibition ball scores, a mention of the government’s suit
against the International Boxing
Club and an editorial Into Ills

clean
(Bury Her Deep)
The transcribed “M-G'-M Musical With Ralpjh Bell, Ann Lorlng, Wil- match with Tommy Collins in Poston
that evening. Such a frank
Comedy Theatre of the Air” series
liam Zuekert, Brett Morrison,
opinion was distinctly refreshing
of one-hour packages over the MuMaurice Tarplln, Elliott Sullivan
and added an extra note of Intertual network came up with a stand- Producer: Robert A. Arthur
est to a session which otherwise
out stanza last Wednesday (12) in Director: David Koran
would have been confined to rouan adaptation of the old filmusical, Writer*: Arthur, Koran
tine sports chit-chat.
Stem, per
Babes on Broadway,” by scripter 30 Mins.; Mon., 7:30 p.m.
usual, does a competent job and
Welbourn Kelley. Starring Mickey Sustainlnr
animated jingles for Krueger’s
Rooney and Kitty Ktfllen with the WOR-TY, N. Y.
are easy to take. “Spotlite
Lynn Duddy Choir backing up,
WOR-TV, whicji is gradually ex- Beer
on Sports” should have little difthis show was a crackerjack blend- panding its live programming acficulty in snaring a wide slice of
ing of music and drama, even
tivities while sticking, to a tight the fans.
.Glib,

*

*

approach, crisper handling of the
issue at hand and. a sharp reduction in the commercialism. Moreover, if a courtroom atmosphere is
desired .why not use a judge’s
bench instead of the small table

WDTV

Channel 3

Harold C. Lund, G«n. Mgr.

•

Jack Carter, Irving Fields Trio,
Carmen Cavallero, Roberta Quinlan. Emerson Brando & Co., Bob
Wcitman, Ralph Bellamy, Ella
Fitzgerald, Mickey Rooney, Con-

Chamber
*MPTV

Features

of

Commerce

Bldg.
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and

Jocks, Jukes

Disks

Scoreboard

By MIKE GROSS

OF

“Whispering Winds”- “What Can I Do?” (Coral). Teamup
Where Are You Now” of Martha Tilton and Curt Massey
“Love
good bet to
(Mercury). Patti Page has an- by Coral looks like a
the market
other moneymaker in “Whispering create some noise in
who rc
Massey,
and
Tilton
Miss
flavor
same
Winds.” Tune has the
together on raof her “Tennessee Waltz” smash currently working
reharmonizing
their
make
top
dio,
in
projects
and Miss Page
project a
form. The multiple voice effects warding listening. They
that s
wax
on
geniality
and
With
warmth
values.
top
are worked in for
the
songs of the grassroots genre still sure to have some impact in
Nightingale
riding high in the pop market, market. Best side is
item,
waltz
platter is due for a long ride with Remembers,” a cornball
standards
the platter spinners and coinbox which fits into current
Reverse is a wordy and rates jock and juke attention,
operators.
ballad that fails to build much exFrankie Carle Orch: “I’ve Tried
Patti Page:

j

j

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
.

Compiled from

|
:

.

-Statistical

Reports of Distribution

#

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets
|

Music

Retail Sheet

Retail Disks

Coin Machines

:

A Million Times”-“Festival” (VicDon’t tor). “Million Times” is Frankie
Mind”-“Smokin’ and Dreamin’ ” Carle’s best etching in some time,
label,' Qrch dishes out tune’s lilting,
new indie
(Comet). Comet,
x ij*citement.
The Streetslngers:

:

“I

as Published in the Current Issue

|

j

j

'

—

*

for

Carle’S;

— WEEK ENDING MARCH 15

an
partnered
Deamin’.” “Mind”, is bouncy tune
with click potential. Pleasant lilt
and catchy lyric get a snappy interpretation by the Streetsingers,
vocal combo. Rates plenty of spins
on all levels. Reverse is in a slower
vein but also has good chances.
..

Stark: “Be Anything But
Be Mine”-“Sincere” (Decca). Buddy
Stark makes an auspicious entry
into the male division’s disk sweeps
with this strong coupling. Stark’s
big pipes come across with solid
wax impact and plenty of commercial appeal. Should develop
into a potent shellac factor. Although he’s got some tough comon “Be Anything,” a
petition
meaty ballad item, his excellent
handling of the tune will get this
etching top jock and juke play,
“Sincere,” another good ballad, is
a fine sample of the Stark styling
and should fare well in the market.

Buddy

tender vocal builds side’s chances
for jock and juke plays. Victor reverse is a gayer item that displays
a nice change of pace and should
gain a good portion of the spins,

tor).

“What Does

|

!

j

It

Take,” a slick novelty item that
should make some noise in the- pop
fleld. Tune’s got a cute lyric and
Wintera jaunty melodic line.
halter’s orch gives it a zestful
rendition while Johnny Parker and
a chorus supply the snappy vocal.
“Star-Gazing,” a dreamy styled
ballad, gets a tasteful orch and

TALENT

j

impressive reading and platter
should hit paydirt despite weighty
assist of the Jack Holloran choir,
Alan Dean does an okay job on
this tune for the M-G-M label
while Helen O’Connell scores effectively with the initial femme
version on the Capitol label. “She
Took” is a pleasant change of pace
for Howard. It’s a sprightly item
that should see some action,

Take”-“Star-GaZing” (VicHugo Winterhalter orch has

a firstrate side in

j

lad that’s getting top coverage by
the diskeries. Howard gives it an

It

NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enumerated above. These findings are correlated with data. from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT developed from the ratio gf points scored: two ways in the case of talent (disks, coin machines )
and three ways in the case of tunes (disks, coin machines , sheet music).

i

Eddy Howard: “Be Anything But
Be Mine’’-“She Took” (Mercury)
Eddy Howard has another hit potential in “Be Anything,” a big bal-

POSITIONS
This
week.

Last
week.

,

Johnnie Ray (Okeh)

i

i

Kay

inch

Eddie Fisher

E®

01 *? 1

Keydisplays

_
A
Four Aces

ivories, es-

\

?.

^^

^
Remember
,

brings

^ Sm

April.

.

new spark

.

1 11
and «r>n
.Buddy Greco

to the oldie

*

.

Rene

.

It s

another sure bet in “In Spite of
AH.” With proper promotion and
jockey spins, thrush should be able
to hold her own even after, the
majors start crowding in. Miss
Casey has plenty of wax appeal and
knows how to project a sentimental
ballad for maximum impact. Tune
is a perfect fit for her song styling.
Bottom deck gets a good sultry
workover but the top side'll get the

Mum

orch

h£s

Chico OTar??!!

.

lot of zest into

Henri Rene

(Mercurv)

“Carioco'
orch has

in oka^ side in “Ston The Music”
fvsi+nrT
Arnn(<i>« “Pnw On
The E ves”io? Vkto? has dick 2,tential
Jan Garbert c n, of “Mv
intuition" for Capitol is just ftS

_
,
^ ...Gordon MacRae is impressive
Danny Kaye: "Mademoiselle
De
0 n “Gentle Hands”
(Capitol).
For Me, Mimi” j immy Dorsey orch has an excel(Decca). Danny Kaye has a good i en t slice in “I Hear A Rhapsody”
chance for a wax click to match (Coral)
.Bob Eberle impresses on
his screen and vaude power with “Anything That’s Part of You”
this coupling. The charming “Ma- (Capitol).

L

hgious,

etc.:

r
t?nI qualities
Tunes !ear-caressing

Be

.

P'SfilETY

.

^

^“w^

Memories*

-

...

June Davis, “J.D. Blues”

2.

3.

.

^

*

4.
5.

|

6.
7.

8.

is

9.

For H. B. Smith Renewals

spins. Columbia reverse,. a
melodic, unpretentious
ballad, has more pop appeal. Russo
and the Kaydets give a standout
reading here.
Billy Williams Quartet: “Con-

Don’t Grieve. DonTt Sorrow. Don’t Cry” (M-G-M). Vocal
combo, which has developed into
a smash video offering (it’s .featured on NBC-TV’s “Your Show of
Shows”) continue to impress as
platter potentials but the group
isn’t there yet. Although they give
'Confetti.”
Confetti,” a torch-type
tnrrh-fvnp ballad,
hnllnH a
*
highly stylized rendition, they fail
to transpose their video spark onto
wax. However, with each succeeding disk they seem to be nearing
their mark. Results here indicate
h
C
iS nC
in
in\\ie
iiu. neai
near future.
fm nrp Bottom deck
M
£ is
just moderate fare. LcXLoy Holmes
orch helps with a topdrawer back-

fetti”-'

ing.

Martha Tilton-Curt Massey:
The Nightingale Remembers”-

10 .

Albany, Mar. 18.
The Appellate Division unanimously upheld (12) a recent order
of Supreme Court Justice Isadorc
Bookstein, of Albany, in voiding "
an agreement that gave the Jerry
Vogel Music the right to repub- ;;
lish 65 old songs written by the t
late Harry B. Smith. “Bright Eyes”
and “The Sheik of Araby” were

l

among the numbers at issue.
The composer’s son, Sydney

R.

Smith, of Canaan, instituted a suit

I

!
i

j

Mills

Spier

Weiss-B

My

*

.

Goday
Ridgeway

.

Morris

Companion

Life’s

10 Best Sellers

WHEEL OF FORTUNE (5) (Laurel)
TELL ME WHY (11) (Signet)

on Coin-Machines
Kay
j

*

{

-

occasional

Signet

;

t

a tongue-twisting rundown of
Indian river names with a fair
rhythmic backing that’ll get it only

Hill-R

Me Why

i

sauk^e^inAIn’t
1
Jus>t
y
(Okeh) ..Mahalia Jackson, “He’s;
ruSSmino*
Di earning iCnhLh(Columbia).
Winnepe- The 0ne » (A o 11 o) .H a d d a
saukee is a cute novelty idea that Brooks “All Night
Long” (Colutnoks
Ali mgnt L,ong
oium
gets a bright workover via the £™
Sammy Kfcye orch and vocal by
Tony Russo and the Kaydets but
it’s
doubtful if the tune’ll have
much impact on the market. Lyric Yogel Loses Appeal
*

Laurel

Mellow

. .

.

Slow Poke

.Anita Kerr SingBeen Good To Me”

augui repeat spins.
Ramiikini “P-Tnm
the familiar Kaye novelty vein and
Blues” (Capitol)
Bulce* Gaillard
should do well with jocks and
r ch
Q
“Eatfn’ With The BooSe”
jukes. Both sides are enhanced by
c
MatVe Martwf
the Vic Schoen backing.
Mi/nie ^Tennessee
(King)

publisher

tune

;

folk, western, jazz, reBill Cason, “Stolen

'’Kisses” (Coral)
lTf
ers> « God Has
Mimi is in
oi«»

0

Come What May

.

Standout

trpSo n f

^hi 1

Blacksmith Blues
Tiger Rag

.

Bermuda

|

.

1

* s

.

Blue Tango
Little White Cloud That Cried
Please Mr. Sun

.

q frn i p*h

Last
week.

Teil

Paree”-“You’re

.

.

Wheel of Fortune
Cry
Anytime

i

'

*

,

This
week.

a

M

?
“L
(M G-M>
orch gets a

in the Rain

TUNES

«00(j * j, e, > n "Waitin' " (King)
acuii n MarTow orch has a oteasan , D a ., er , n "Wait? 0 f the Puo-

Me Why

Garden

POSITIONS

.

Bemli

Why

Stolen Love

Les Paul-Mary Ford (Capitol)
Patti Page (Mercury)

.

^Ide

Sun

of Fortune

Bermuda

(Victor)

Ella

To Tell A Lie (Coral).
Tex Beneke has a fair rendition of
“Singin’ In The Rain” (M-G-M)
Ray Martin orch has a good bet
“I Never Knew I Cared So Much”
in “At Last! At Last!” on the indie
(Cadillac).
Ruth Casey, who Abbey label. .Stan Freburg’s novlaunched the “Cry” stampede a elty workover of “Pass The Udder
few months ago with her etching udder tor Capitol is on the crude
”^
P
on the indie Cadillac label, has

(Tell
)

choral workover for okay results.
Ruth Casey: “In Spite of All”-

.

Wheel

Blue Tango

Eddy Howard (Mercury)
Mae Morse (Capitol)

j
B °dy
and Soul

*

White Cloud

jraflSe

(Decca)

Bell Sisters-H.

0I

With
ork

to

Album

work on the

excellent

.'

'(Victor)

1

LP album .addition
series.

Starr (Capitol)

L6roy Anderson (Decca)

^
board King

Little

-t

(Please Mr.

„ j

i

TONE

ARTIST AND LABEL

fCry

Platter Pointer*

Hugo Winterhalter Orch: “What
Does

[

to invalidate an agreement which
he signed in 1944 assigning his
rights in the renewal of copyrights
for the songs. He alleged that the
music concern failed to adhere to
its a S re ement and had published
*<r> 7 .jp h b
nn1v
and
“Thf*
n
E eS
-^
,,
2,
«
i. i*» 7
Sheik<
order
Justlce
Bookstein’s

V

bars Vogel from continuing to act
as Smith’s agent in publishing the
tunes.

BLUE TANGO (4) (Mills)
CRY (11) (Mellow)

ANY TIME
BERMUDA

(9)

.
.

.

.

j

*
{

:

(Hill-R)

(Goday)
STOLEN LOVE (5) (Parliament)
COME WHAT MAY (4 OShapiro-B)
(2)

BROKENHEARTED (3)
TIGER RAG (4) (Feist)

.

of Mar. is

MMM

Starr

»

++*»

Capitol

;

Four Aces

Decca f

Eddie Fisher
Leroy Anderson
Les Baxter
Johnnie Ray
Eddie Fisher
Bell Sis.-H. Rene.

Victor

Decca J
r

Capitol

Okeh
Victor

Victor

.

Eddy Howard

Mercury
Mercury
Columbia

Page
Johnnie Ray
Les Paul-Mary Ford ....Capitol

Patti

(DeSylva-B&H)

Second Croup
AT LAST (Feist)
PLEASE MR. SUN (Weiss-B)
BLACKSMITH BLUES (Hill-R)
GARDEN IN THE RAIN (Melrose)
LITTLE WHITE CLOUD (13) (Spier).
BE MY LIFE’S COMPANION (Morris)
A WEAVER OF DREAMS (Kassncr)..
.

CHARMAINE (Lion)
DANCE ME LOOSE (3) (Erwln-ID
UNDECIDED (15) (Leeds)
+ SLOW POKE (15) (Ridgeway)
SHRIMP BOATS (6) (Disney)
;;
A KISS TO BUILD A DREAM ON

Ray Anthony
Johnnie Ray

Capitol

Columbia

Mae Morse
Four Aces
Johnnie Ray
Rosemary Clooney
Ella

.

Capitol

Decca

Okeh
....

• «

MGM
London
Columbia

Mantovani
Arthur Godfrey

»

Ames Bros.-Les Brown
Pee Wee King
(Jo Stafford
Dolores Gray

t

of
t

weeks song has been

M MM
t

t

t

in the

.

Coral
Victor

..Decca

Louis Aimistrong

number

•.
.

Columbia
Decca

l

(Miller)

(Figures in parentheses indicate

Columbia

Billy Eckstine
•

- »

-*

week

Top

10.1

‘

m
M«nth

19ji

1952

OftCUSTBA^MtSit

EUROPEAN WAXINGS FLOOD
Coca’s $835,456 Net (or 1951;

Its

f

and other
all taxes
Last year’s net, accordstockholdannual
tne to company’s
compared to the $1,004,er! report?
take
Decca’s
177 net for 1950 wheja
its entry into the
was hiked by
big infield with resulting
after

1951,

charges

rom

ventory buying

by distribs and

re-

^Consolidated sales for 1951 to$19,767,636,

talled

which was

off

turnover for
from the $21,786,711
But in the face
the previous year.
upped mateand
sales
reduced
of
cost, the 1951 earnrial and labor
on the
$1.08
to
equal
were
ings
shares. Decca
776,650 outstanding
its anpay
to
last year continued
per share.
nual dividend of 70c
company
Liquid condition of the
by the fact that, at the
Is indicated
of Decca
close of 1951, total assets
amounted to $9,597,260 as against
of
liabilities of $4,719,643, a ratio
In addibetter than two to one.
company’s
the
of
$3,767,843
tion,
assets is held in cash.
In order to finance its buying
Into Universal Pictures for 26%
of the

common

stock, the

Under

bank loan.

bank loan

its

Decca agreed- to mainnet assets, including the
Investment in Universal, at not
less than $4,000,000 or 125% of
the then outstanding notes, whichever is greater. Decca also agreed
to pay no dividends in excess of
60% of the net after Jan. 1, 1950,
and to pay no dividends in any one
agreement,

tain its

year which would exceed the net
Other produring the fiscal year.
visions restrict the investment of
corporate funds and the incurrence
of indebtedness.

Decca prexy Milton R. Rackmil
informed stockholders* that the favorable business trend at the end
of 1951 is continuing into this year.
He also explained Decca’s buy into
Universal by stating that “changing
patterns
of
the
entertainment
world, as well as of the recording
industry, suggest the desirability

Test for

stirring serious concern among mainto jor disk
execs and American FedGlaser’s Associated Booking
eration of Musicians officials. The
Corp. stable last week, has been
overseas recordings, particularly in
set for a tour of Honolulu early

fessional

the longhair field, has been cutnext month. Krtipa will work with
ting deeply into U. S. tooter ema trio comprising himself, Charlie
Ventura on sax and Teddy Na- ployment as well as domestic platter sales.
poleon on piano.
The overseas wildcat waxing acThe drummer, meantime, has
tivities has grown to such proporbeen set for a series of waxing sestions in recent months that U. S.
sions with Louis Armstrong by
recording industry toppers may
Decca.
ask for legislation to halt the unrestricted importation of masters
from Europe. That is the only
way in which the practice can be
halted and it’s known that AFM
execs will endorse any measure directed at blocking European re-

ASCAP Pondering

Harbach Successor
With Otto A. Harbach’s second
term as prexy of American Society
of Composers, Authors and Publishers ending fn June, the problem
of Harbach’s successor is beginning
to concern the Society’s board

rank - and

- filers.

resolution passed
several years ago, incumbent presidents have been limited to two oneyear terms. ASCAP prexies are
elected by the board.
A two-thirds vote of the board,
however, can reverse this resolution and permit Harbach to serve
again.
It’s
doubtful,
however,
whether Harbach will agree to any
such proposal. When first elected
in 1950, Harbach, then 76, indicated
that he had no intention of continuing in office longer than necessary.

Others mentioned for the $25,post have been such
former ASCAP prexies as Gene
Buck, Deems Taylor and Fred E.
000-a-year

Ahlert.

None

of these, however,
any sign that he is

has made
interested in the job. By ASCAP
tradition, only writer-members of
the Society are considered for the

prexy

spot.

Rackmil’s

New Sounds

Sid Kornheise# general promanager of E. H.
Morris, took his French poodle
to the office several days last
week. The canine sat in with
Kornheiser while songwriters
came in to play their new
tunes.

Gene Krupa, who moved

-

When one writer asked if
the poodle was 'picking the
tunes to be published, Kornheiser replied, “He can hear
sounds that record men never
dreamed existed. If the poodle
picks a' song, it should be a
sure hit.”

The proposals boil down to the
following three ideas; (1) abolition
of the compulsory statutory rate
to allow each publisher to make his
own deal on all mechanicals; (2) increase of the statutory rate on all
disks from the current 2c per side
maximum to 4c or 6c; and (3) the
issuance of special jukebox disks
cordings.
which would pay a statutory rate
execs are not interested in
of either 10c or 12c.
stopping legitimately recorded
It’s known that the third propolonghair works done in Europe by
sition has been given the most fareputable diskeries. They are convorable reception 'by the Washingcerned, however, with the practice
ton solons.
Advocates of such a
of
making tape masters from
measure are planning to throw
broadcast air checks, a technique
Dewey
Bergman
has taken over In .another clause which would
commonly used to get full-length
make the use of an ordinary homeoperas, symphs, chamber works, the pop artists and repertory spot designed platter in a jukebox a
It’s at*King Records, following the re- misdemeanor.
etc., at extremely low cost.
That would prevent
estimated that an opera, which cent exit of Eli Oberstein from the any chiselling by juke ops interwould cost upwards of $25,000 to
firm. Bergman was with King in a ested in dodging the upped royalty
bite.
(Continued on page 46)
similar capacity in 1949 before
The disk industry is expected to
leaving RCA Victor where he was flatly oppose any and all of the
an a&r staffer and musical direc- above idea*. They supported the
tor of his band under the Bob fight of the jukebox ops against
‘Offset'
the original proposal to license the
Dewey monicker.
boxes at the rate of lc-per-sldeBergman is planning* an expan- per-week and they find the new
sion of the King artists rdster in proposals even more onerous since
line with the company’s aim of they would have to bear the upped
moving more deeply into the pop statutory rates.
Henry Glover will continue
field.
Sentiment, however, has shifted
to handle the blues and rhythm op- away from the juke licensing areration for the diskery.
King is rangement to a system under which
headquartered in Cincinnati but the publishers could collect at the
Under a decision handed down Bergman will operate out of the point of production. Such a setin the Federal Court of Appeals New York office.
up would be easier to operate and
last week by Judge Learned Hand,
police, it’s held.
While the pubany publisher can reproduce anlishers would be satisfied with any
other firm’s engraved music, by
amendment
to the Copyright Act
Cuts II Trovatore’
way of offset printing, if the copygiving them more coin, they would
right covering the original publicaprefer the straight licensing fee
Opera Venture
made
Ruling
was
expired.
tion has
arrangement for the juke ops unin the case of G. Ricordi & Co. vs.
der which they stand to collect a
Abraham Haendler with the latter
Continues Sales Climb minimum of $5,000,000 a year.
winning, the case.
Spotlighting the sales upbeat of
In this action, the Italian publishing company, Ricordi*, which complete operas on wax since the
publishes most of the Verdi and advent of long-play records, RCA
Bill
Puccini operas, issued the vocal Victor cut its third full-length
and piano scores of Verdi’s opera,
The edition opera in 18 months last week.

AFM

King

Okay

A&R Chief

to

Another’s Music

-If No Copyright

,

RCA

85G Decca

Other Salaries Listed

Disk Piracy

Deeca’s Net

Tops

.

‘

f

ABBEY PREPS HISTORY
OF QUEEN

LONGHAIR POST

Kallen in Col

Records’ Masterworks artists and
resigned
department,
Teamup With James repertory
from the company last week. Gil
w^° h as been sing- bert had been with Columbia for
inp^yr
J./? Mercury Records for the
after moving
£
y ars has cut four sides the past three years
2*
with
e T,
Harry James orch for over from .RCA Victor.
K*
Cohin,
10
eac & receiving equal
The longhair spot is currently
bUlii!?
ss Ka * len used to be being filled on an interim basis by
'4,
vocalil't
Wlt 1
^ ame s band about Dave Oppenheim, Col musical difive v!
years ago.
rector. Final appointment of a reslress ’ P act with Merc placement will probably be delayed
last monfl1
and she’s ex- until the return of prexy Jim ConkPecteH +
ling from his Latin American tour
ri ffis uP wlth Columbi» in
about four weeks.
>

’

^°^

-

*

.

*

Bergman Named

Milton R. Rackmil, Decca Records prexy, received $85,000 in “Falstaff,” in 1893.
and commissions was printed from 461 pages of Opera was Verdi’s “II Trovatore”
salaries
fees,
musical notes which were engraved with a cast starring Jussi Bjoetling,
such as the production and distri- from the company last year, acby Ricordi’s staff of skilled crafts- Zinka Milanov, Leonard Warren,
bution of films for television, may cording to the proxy statement to
men. After the copyright expired Fedora Barbieri and Nicola Mosprovide opportunities which neither stockholders received last week.
Production was under the
in 1949, the defendant Haendler, cona.
company alone is in a wholly fa- Amount was the same as for the
who operates International Music baton of conductor Renato Cellini.
SchneiLeonard
W.
year.
previous
vorable position to grasp.”
'Riissued full-length
of
previously
Victor
parts
reproduced
Y.,
der, exec vice-prexy, received $39,- in N.
cordi’s edition by offset, adding recordings of “La Traviata” and
800 of which $6,000 was bonus.
lithe
of
“Rigoletto.”
translation
Samuel Yamin, company’s secre- an English
bretto and making some other
Company’s activity in the opera
tary, received $33,400 of which
Brit
Haendler’s edition in- field is joined with Columbia Recchanges.
as
directors
All
bonus.
$3,500 was
that it was his own and ords, which has numerous Metdicated
a group received $223,750 in salanot that of Ricordi.
ropolitan Opera productions in its
ries and $15,250. in bonuses.
Latter, however, sought an in- catalog, and numerous indie comCompany’s annual stockholder
$1,750,
against Haendler, claim- panies who have been accenting
junction
meeting will be held in New York
ing that he should have made his more esoteric operatic works. BeLondon, March 18.
April 8 when five present board
own engraving and that the use fore the advent of LP, sales of
Profits of British Decca Records members will be up for reelection.
of the photo offset process con- operatic sets were low due to the
soared to a new high
with a net Board is composed of Rackmil,
unfair competition. The expense and bulk of the albums.
stituted
result of $1,764,000
for the past Schneider, Major G. L. Lloyd, Incourt, however, ruled that after the Recently, however, operas have
year, which
I.
represents a rise of surance
Harold
consultant;
of the copyright term, emerged
expiration
nearly $790,000 over
as one of the most poputhe preceding Thorp, of the Laurence M. Marks
a book may be reproduced without
12 months.
repinvestment banking firm; and Sam- any limitation. But the court stated lar categories of the longhair
mpany * s P a yi n £ a dividend of uel H. Vallance, vice-chairman of
ertory.
ii 9 or
it was not deciding what result
that
an d has already declared an
Mexico,
de
Electrica
Industria
would follow if the original pubva e first interim
melon of 25% electrical
manufac- lication were made with a specific
equipment
or (the year
ending March 31 next. turers.
limitation on the copyright notice
a a ce
sheet shows that the
fc/? i ?
reserving the publisher’s right to
J>oard has added
$280,000 to capiLIZ
the typography.
1 reserve
and has raised the bal- DICK GILBERT EXITS
Gerald Meyer, of the legal firm,
Don Reid, artist and repertory
d f ° rWard by ?123 '°°°
'•
Nizer, Benjamin & Krim,
Phillips,
H20,MO
topper for Abbey Records, indie
represented Haendler in the action. label, has put together an edited
COL.
version of recorded material relatDick Gilbert, chief of Columbia

%

Washington, March 18.
Efforts to amend the Copyright
Act In favor of composers and publishers this week took a new Congressional tack away from the jukebox operators and In the direction
of the disk industry. Reps of the
major wax companies will he interrogated by a House Judiciary
subcommittee Friday (21) in an effort to get their reaction on a series
of proposals being mulledr by the
Judiciary Committee.

As LP

Take Equals Last Year;

of Decca.”

Rackmil said that Universal and
Decca “share interests; they operate in kindred fields and the experiences of one can make a contribution to the operations of the
other.
Moreover, joint operations,

The mass influx of foreign recordings in the past three years is

Joe

and expanding the

of diversifying
activities

Krupa’s Honolulu Tour

members and
company Under a board

$4,000,000 five-year
bank loan after which it retired the
of its previous
balance
outstanding
a

negotiated

1

As

D. C. Pushes Copyright Act Switches

1950 op-|

Despite a dip from
racked up
actions Decca Records
of $835 456 'for
solid net Profit

V. S.

Special Jukebox Disks Proposed

$19,767,636 in Consolidated Sales

41

ON WAX

Awaits Dewey OK

Albany, March 18.
The Bennett bill, making It a
misdemeanor to transfer sounds on
records or other recording instruments with intent td sell or use for
profit through public performance
without consent of owner, now goes

to

Governor Thomas

is

expected to

E.

Dewey. He

sign.

Top recording artists advocatee,
Wilson,
Malcolm
assemblyman
sponsor of a companion

bill, said
tonight that after the bill’s passage last week he received a letter suggesting old master records
25 or more years old—be exceptRequest was not granted.
ed.

—

Martin Block Promotes
Billy
Martin

WNEW,

May’s N.Y. Debut

Block, disk jockey on
N. Y. indie, will promote

the Billy May orch’s initial Gotham
dance date at Manhattan Center
Block has also set
11.
April
Frankie Laine for the engagement,
which he’s calling “The Gandy
Dancers Ball.” Laine, incidentally, etched “Ball” on the Colum-

ing the story of Queen Elizabeth bia label.
from birth 'to accession to the
Although May’s group is one of
throne. Album, which’ll be titled the newest around, band has been
IN 12
“The Second Elizabeth,” will be kicking up. noise via its Capitol
On the first leg of swing through narrated by David Niven, recent etchings. Tab for the date is $1.50.
The Manhattan Center ballroom
the south and midwest, Spike Abbey pactee.
More than 300 hours of recorded holds about 3,500 persons.
Jones racked up $82,500 in 12
After a short post-war fling, New
dates. Tour, which is Jones’ ninth material were edited to make up
annual trek, teed off in Des Moines the album. Script was penned by York deejays have, for the main,
James Tercian, U. S. documentary been laying off promotion of dance
March 1.
Top grossing stand so far was at writer. Album is skedded for re- dates or jazz concerts. In the hina two-niter in Chicago, March 15- lease Friday (21). Abbey Is cur- terlands, however, the platter spin16, where he grossed $14,500. The rently lining up distribs to handle ners have been racking up solid
one-niter tour is tentatively sked- the album in every English speak- coin In their extra-curricular roles
of dance-concert Impresarios.
ded to wind in Winnipeg, Canada, ing country.

SPIKE JONES $82,500

II

ONE-NITERS
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Jazz Panorama Scraps

1#

Label in Crackdown
Displaying unusual interest In an oldie, Decca Records is launching
coverage in the pop,
It revival of “Honest and Truly" with four-way
Guy Lombardo orch and the Ink Spots have
hltjes and country field.
etched the tune for the pop field with Little Donna Hightower handling the blues assignment and Roland Johnson covering the country
market. Lion Music, recently-formed 'Subsid of the Big Three music-

combine, has made the number

its

No.l

Survey Week of March 1

The top 30 songs

—

—

dummy

Oops— +“Belle

•0

Sammy Kaye vocalist who exited to do a single,
pay dirt with his first etching for Coral Records. His cut of
“I Walk Alone" has already passed the 100,000 mark and is building
Cornell joined Coral after a hitch
into the label’s current bestseller.
with RCA Victor where he failed to make a dent in the pop market.
Cornell, former

Famous

«

Peer

Play Me a Hurtin’ Tune
Please Mr. Sun
Retreat

Pickwick
Weiss-B

Ridgeway
Signet

Advanced

Tulips and Heather.

Shapiro-B
Laurel

been postponed for a minimum of
three weeks. Both sides have been

:Porgie

Witmark

— t“Singin’ In the Rain”

Midway

A
A

Garden In the Rain
Weaver Of Dreams
At Last At Last

^....Kassner
Duchess

Bermuda

Goday

Blacksmith Blues
Broken Hearted
Don’t Send Me Home

Hill

Glorita

Life

.Harms
Lion

Close

Life
— *“Paint Your Wagon”
Chappell
Johnstone-M
— t“See You In Dreams” Feist

RATE”

bright and
happy item whioh Billboard says ia “another of her
personality-loaded bouncer, “ (Rates 84-- excellent). Reverse side is the smash, “A Guy Ia^JLGuy."

}‘

*****

ACAPULCO POLKA (Pemora).
THE HILLBILLY MAMBO BAND (Pemora)

£

Tell

GO OUT WITH SOMEBODY

ELSE (Weiss A
Barry)
Billboard places this item in the “excellent* class, reporting, “The Four Knights (Cap.)
show their fine, smooth blend on a lively and
melodious ballad.*

—

£

'

( Johns tone-Montei) —An oldfashioned instrumental is turned out by the Buddy
Morrow Trio (Vic. ) in "fine fashion" says Billboard.
"Has spirit aad fun . , . could be a coin gatherer."

*****

"VIIRANT”

£ THEY SAY YOU CRY (Algonquin) — Merv Griffin

(Vic.

comes up with a ballad which Cash Box says is an
"expressive-feelingful Job." Billboard calls it
"vibrant piping backed by restrained orking."

BALLAD

*****

M

«ST
irr’

%

THE ROCK ISLAND UNI (Algonquin) -Making his singIng dobut , Art Ford "(Essex) the deejay of "Milkman's Matinee" fame (KNEW), earns a strong Cash
Box "BEST BET." Opinion is that Ford "givei out
with a sook treatment ... a fast moving ditty."
,

AVENUE

•

NL W VORK

INC.
3

*>

Weiss-B

Ridgeway

‘

Me Why

.Signet

Laurel
It**

Leeds

a Great Day For the
MacNamara’s Band

It’s

Irish

Filmusical.

* Legit
*

Vogel

Witmark
Witmark

Program Today
Y«st«r day's

musical.

m

1

i

I

Flannigan, Gardner or Martin, also

Bandshow Review

(AUD.,

Music by

JESSE GREER

Feist

..

Too-Ra-Loo-Ra-Loo-Ral
When Irish Eyes Are Smiling

associated

SAN ANTONIO)

FLAPPERETII
MERCURY #5756
HARMONICAT5

were spotlighted.
Fred Kreitzer and Buddy Brennan at the -Twin Pianos were featured in several of the orchs’s numbers plus tunes that have become
with

them,

(Mills Music)

notably

“Humoresque.”
Don Cherry made his first major
appearance before a home state
Pianos, Lombardo
audience, playing several Texas
Kenny Gardner, Kenny Martin, stands with this unit. He
displayed
Bill Flannigan, Carmen Lombardo, his pipes
in fine style and was
Gene Sheldon, Don Cherry, Three brought back for
several encores.

San Antonio, March

11.

Guy Lombardo Orch

(14), Twin
Trio, Cliff Grass,

Ganjou Bros. & Juanita.

Comedy

supplied by

Some
paid

4,500 persons at $2.60 top
$7,500 for the cdficert and
of Guy Lombardo and his
which ran for 150 minutes

orch
at the Municipal Auditorium here
(9). Lombardo presented a well
balanced show with a variety of
standards and current pops.- Many
of the tunes were requests from
some 100 Korean war vets attending.
Others were old Lombardo
faves and Carmen Lombardo cleffings.

In addition to several instrumenmedleys which displayed the
Lombardo band,
there were vocal solos, trio and
quartet warblings, and the Twin
Pianos.
Kenny Gardner pleased
with his specials on “Dangerous
Dan McGrew” and “Frankie and
Johnny,” both of which- he was
forced to reprise.
tal

versatility of the

Other

BROADCAST MUSIC,
S80 TITTH

Spier

Back To Donegal

show

THAT EYERLQYIN' RAG

& R

BVC

Guy Lomlmrdo Orch

*****

SPIRITED

Hill

FIVE TOP STANDARDS

—

I

& R

Morris

Mellow

— Xavier Cugat

(Montauk)
Dolores Gray (Dec.) scores a
Cash Box "BEST BET® and is rated by Billboard "a
warm vocal on a pleasant ballad, performed as a
beguine by the (Sy Oliver) ork,®

MORI

Companion

Slowpoke

t

*****

"EXCELLENT”

\

White Cloud That Cried

Little

*****

»ir

Leeds
Leeds

Hill

Life’s

Noodlin' Rag
Please Mister Sun

(Mer.) features Abbe Lane'in what Cash Box calls
“a fast moving polka* and "a novelty mambo • , .
mixture of Lat in-American and hillbilly flavoring.® Billboard names disk “a happy item.*

BEWARE

i

Wheel Of Fortune

TURNED GADABOUT (Ridgeway) — Spike Jones
R I’VE (Vic.
makes a strong bid here. Billboard sees it

R

Blue River
- .

Cry

)

—

•••EST

Gallico

Top 10 Songs On TV
Be My;

FROM TENNESSEE (Babb — Dinah Shore teams
0 SENATOR
uritb Tex Willi&ms (Vio.) on a timely lyrio and

SCORES

in April.

Remiek

, , ,

Blacksmith Blues

M THE

week

Sheldon

Anytime

*

as “a truly fine Pee Wee King and Redd Stewart
opus
done up brightly by the Jones Group,* A
straightforward Job without the typical Jones*
gimmicks.

CUCAT

stay the first

Life

|

*****

•l»

Ralph Peer, firm's prez, is due
back from a six-month European

(Col.) and

bouncy tune called by Cash Box “first rate job,"
Billboard rates it “excellent" for deejays and says
this "novelty bouncer should intrigue,*
MAKS

23.

Adams-V&A

Only Love
Poor Whip-Poor-Will
Silver and Gold
Take Me Home
Undecided
Until (Anema E Core)

•’HR$T

Selvin To Tour
Ben Selvin, general manager of
Southern Music, is skedded to head
out on 5-week European trek April

Talk To the Trees

My Love
My One and

* 4

& R

DeSylva-B-H
Hubert

Grand Central Station
Honest and Truly

initial

trying to clarify provisions in the
basic writers’ -contract which has
produced some dispute in- the industry in the last year.
Postponement was caused by thi
fact that two of the publisher reps,
Louis Bernstein and Jack Bregman, took off for Florida vacations,

Life

.’

Wanna Say Hello
I’ll See You In My Dreams
I’ll Walk Alone

*

With the

Robbins

Second Group

How

*

Resolving

Me Why
Trust In Me

I

BOUNCER

On

Slowpoke

I

WHO, WHO (Dayvin) — Doris Day
R WHO,
th« Paul Weston Orchestra produce a

SPA, Pubs Take Hiatus
Issues
meetings of the
Songwriters Protective Assn, and
top publishers failing to settle any
of the outstanding issues between
the two sides, further confabs have

Dreamer

Wheel Of Fortune
Wishin’

Latest of the left-field tunesmiths to hop on the pop bandwagon is
Nat Shapiro, record promotion man. Tune, “Sing Our Song of Love,”
was adapted by Shapiro from a central European folk song. Composer
Alec Wilder penned the lyric. Howie Richmond is publishing.

Meltzer
shop.

Feist

New York”

Singin’ In the Rain

the major disk companies are being enlisted into
a campaign to get the vote out for the Presidential elections next
November. Produced under the auspices of the American Heritage
Foundation, the transcribed .spots win be distributed to disk jockeys
in time for the registration period.

any money damages from
on his promise to close up

Famous
Roncom

Tell

artists of all

i

Spier

—

the Dante Bolletino’s
Roger label, which is beint
with treble damages claims
for

publishers royalties, Meltzer is
n
the clear on this count since
he
had paid the necessary licensing
fees.
Columbia Records, which
launched, the action against Bolle.
tiiio as a test case, agreed to
waive

Broadcast
Fin burgh

Perfidia

Silly

hit

of

Unlike
Jolly
hit

Harms

White Cloud That Cried
t“Aaron Slick”

Marshmallow Moon
Orice I Loved You

Meltzer
’

-

LaSalle

,

Jazz Parnu

run by Sam

outfit,

1

on

notified the office of Harry p
ox
publishers’ agent and trustee,
that1
he was no longer in business.’

Rcmick

.

•

.Little

rama

Mellow
Erwin-H

.

The

the bootleggers.

— Shapiro-B

*

Come What May

covers of the album and 150,000 theatre
Album is
ticket envelopes for promotion tie-ins with the theatres'.
M-G-M’s first venture into dramatic waxings.

MI6HT

y

last week' as a result of the indm
try’s multi-pronged crackdown

&

Morris

Companion

Qjy
Dance Me Loose
Did Anyone Call
Down Yonder
I Could Write a Book— *“Pal Joey”.
*i“Clash By Night”
I Hear a Rhapsody
I Wanna Love You
Life Is a Beautiful Thing t“Aaron Slick”

Records is readying the release of its “Dramatic Highlights
from Quo Vadis” album for April 11 to coincide with the Metro pic’s
opening at Loew’s Theatres in the Greater New York area. Diskery

Top

Life’s

Blue Tango

M-G-M

Don

My

Be

Hui

Bootleg Waxings

Another wax pirating operation
Jazz Panorama, scuttled its l a

On—

Always
Anytime

plug.

booklet containing reviews of Columbia long-play releases and byline
articles by top longhair artists.

has

On
based on

in case of

copyrighted Audience Coverage Index tc Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray P batman.
Director. Alphabetically listed,
Miller
f“The Strip”
A Kiss To Build a Dream

Following the lead of Capitol and RCA Victor, which have been
promoting their catalogs via free newspaper and mag giveaways to
retailers, Columbia Records has revived its old publication, Coda, for
similar exploitation purposes. Under its new format, Coda is a 16-page

has distributed 8,000

week (more

of

soloists

were

Cliff Grass,

instrumentation

Gene Sheldon,

who had

ist

was

a banjothe audience with him

the way. His antics, general
hayseed appearance and pantomine
were top-drawer. He had to beg
all

off.

The Th/*ee Ganjou Bros., dressed
Century costume, kept the
crowd on edge via their tossing
of Juanita around the stage, v
There was a brief period of mike
in 18th

trouble at the start of the show,
but this was repaired with no time
lost. Band was well arranged
on'
the stage and was a relief from
other outfits who "blast” away at
the audience. Show ran smoothly
and was well staged.
Andy.

Lift to
Kurt
has

List,

joined

Wcitminster
composer and critic,
Westminster Records

as assistant musical director.
Diskery is an indie firm special,

who scored with the novelty, “I izing in longhair repertory.
Ain't Gonna Take It Slttin’ Down,”
Kenny Martin, and Bill Flannigan
Coast musical director Victor
and his guitar. The Lombardo Trio, Young arrived in New York yesconsisting oi Fred Higman, Grass
either
Carmen Lombardo,

and

terday (Tues.) for recording
sions at the Decca studios.

ses-

ON RECORDS - RADIO -TV

A GUY

IS

A

GUV

ColumH*
Doris Day
Ella Fitigorald ......

LUDkOW MUSIC.
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..
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Artist, Label, Title

£
M
O

“d
I

|

3

3
M

s

W

W

STARR (Capitol)
“ Wheel of Fortune”-— 1964
(Decca)
LEROY

g

i

a

O

KAY

10

3

1

3

1

4

2

1

..

85

2

2..

2

8

61

1

58

9

2

52

3

..

42

7

.

38

8

..

S3

4

30

and

ANDERSON

—40220

“Blue Tango”

1

"JOHNNIE RAY (Okeh)
“Cry’ —6840
EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

2

—20-4359
JOHNNIE RAY (Columbia)
“Please Mr. Sun”—39636
JOHNNIE RAY

3

ELLA MAE MORSE

“Three Bells”

8

—4105F
RENE

“Tiger Rag”^-1920

Life’s

FOUR ACES

.

7

Me

“Tell

14C 14

“Stolen

That Sentimental Gentleman
Is

Sweeping the Country with

.

8

7

.

.

,

.

.

4

.

COME WHAT MAY

26

Dacca 28057 (78 RPM) and 9-28057 (45 RPM)
5

9

(Cap)
8

/

—27889

.

6

.

8

10

10

5

.

8

8

.

10

19

..

8

15

.

9

5

THE

15

(Decca)

4
(Victor)

Why”—20-4444

“Charmaine”

2

7

4

Companion”

EDDIE FISHER
14A 11

3

9

“Perfidia”—27987

14B 10

6

(Victor)

PEE WEE KING (Victor)
“Slow Poke”—21-0489
MILLS BROS. (Decca)

My

3

6

5

6

4

“Be

3

5

WEAVERS-G. JENKINS (Decca)
“Wimoweh”—27928
LES COMPAGNONS (Columbia)
“Bermuda”—20-4422
LES PAUL-MARY FORD

10B 12

.

4

9

—

SIS.-H.

4

17

..

(Capitol)

“Blacksmith Blues” 1922
FOUR ACES J Decca)
“Tell Me Why”—27860

BELL

1

(Okah)

White Cloud”— 6840

“Little

9

7

“Anytime”

His Orchestra

.

.

.

10

.

5

.

10

• .

•

MANTOVANI /London)

—1020

EDDY HOWARD

7

6

10

10

(Mercury)

Love”— 5771

PERRY COMO

The

—20-4453

.

6

.

.

WHY WORRY?

1

AMERICAN
paws

IN

H«l!yw«Mi Cost

M-G-M

MS
ALBUMS
,
J

GUYS AND DOLLS
Broadway Cad
Decca

GLENN MILLER
CONCERT

DA-825

LPT-16

9-203

WPT-25

DLP-8036

P-25

E-93

K-93
M-93'

3 CLEVE. STATIONS

FALL INTO

‘45’

Chi

Victor

Symph to Tour

March 18.
The Chicago Symphony will tour
Chicago,

LINE

for the first time since 1940. AlMarch 18.
RCA Victor gained more ground though orchestra has done some

Cleveland,

concerts

the midwest, there’s

in

rpm been no extensive travel since besystem fore the war. Plans for March,
with three Cleveland stations si- 1953, include Boston, New York and
multaneously adopting the 45’s as Washington.
Next year’s season also includes
standard equipment.
Three stathis

week

in its

push of

its

45

disks into the broadcasting

’

tions

WTAM, NBC

are

}VHk, Mutual outlet; and

outlet;

stations bring the stations
which have adopted the 45’s as
standard up to 10. In -Cleveland,
each of the three stations acquired
a basic library of
2,500 disks and
joined with local Victor dealers in

for

Guido

and

Otto

for

Cantelli

while maestro Rafael Kubelik does

New

promotions

conductorships

guest

WERE, Klemperer

inside.

weeks in Amsterdam
during January and February.

his yearly six

Howie Richmond, music pub,
headed out on cross-country disk
jockey promotion trek yesterday
slow-speed (Tues.).
He'll be gone about a
month.

the

Platters.

Are

Great Doin f

6

LES BAXTER (Capitol)
“Blue Tango”— 1966

FIVE TOP
^ ^*

Girls

(Victor)

“Tulips and Heather”

YMA SUMAC

SHOWBOAT

Legend of Sun

Hollywood Cast

Virgin

299
DDN 299
KFD 299

K 84
E 559

[HARVARD'S MEMORIAL

ALBUM FOR JOUVET
tribute

University

wiil

IN

THE LAND

Om March 27

will

concluda

12 W««k Engagement at

WARWICK, PH
OPENING

March 31
*AKIR HOTEL, DALLAS

.

THAT EVER LOVIN’
RAG
Dacca 28042 (7(.RPM) and
9-28042 (45

RPM)

the late French actor

to

Louis Jouvet by issuing a longplay set of Moliere’s “School For
Wives,” in which Jouvet played in
America last year shortly before
his death in August. The set will
be in French and will be a complete version of Jouvet’s performance as taped at* the Colonial Theatore in Boston on March 16. 1951.
Set is being financed ify the
Belle Palmer Rand Fund donated
to the Harvard Vocarium to produce recordings In French and
other Romance languages.
•

(Week ending March 8)
London, March 11.
Always Our House Connelly
.

Wright

White Cloud

Unforgettable

ELLA FITZGERALD
Inimitable Ella

Really Puts This

A GUY

IS

One Over

A GUY

.

Mistakes
Little

LENNY HERMAN

'

pay

Best British Sheet Sellers

THE MIGHTIEST LITTLE EAND

<

M-G-M84

L

Harvard

r

and

M-G-M

Capitol

and

Spier

Bourne
Leeds

•

Domino
Slow Coach

Sterling

Down Yonder

Feldman

THAT OLD FEELING

Loveliest Night Year F.D.&H.
I

Why Worry

LA.

June 30

ROOSEVELT HOTEL, N. Y.
Decca Records Exclusively
Personal Manager: HARRY WEINSTEIN

....

Because of You
Enchanted Eve.
Rollin’s Stone

Macmelodies

Dash
.

.

Dacca 28049 (78 RPM) and 9-28049 (45 RPM]

.Williamson

Kassner

Single Records 85c (plus taxi

Second 12
At End of Day
Chappell
Love’s Roundabout Cinephonic
Cry
F.D.&H.
I Wanna Say Hello.
.Sterling
Saturday Rag
Fields
Longing for You
Sterling
Only Fools
Sun
Charmaine
Keith Prowse
I Love Sunshine. .New World
Shrimp Boats
Disney
Oodles of* Noodles
Cox
Magna
Because of Rain
.

Exclusive

Management

.

associated booking corporation
JO r GLAStP
N(w
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York
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America's Fastest
^Selling Records!

VwliiwJay, March 19, 1952

OHCHESTltAS-Mr.SIC

On

HETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

the Upbeat

4*

month

New York
.

.

.

Records, indie label headquartering in Philly, in town for guest
shots on disk jockey shows
singer Bette McLaurin opens at the
Senator Hotel, Philly, today (Wed.)
Dick Jurgens orch booked for
,
a two-niter at Pappy’s Showland,
.

.

Hal McInDallas, March 28-9
tyre orch p’ays a one-niter at the
Sky Club, Dallas, March 22. Jan
Garber orch booked there for the
.

.

night

following

.

(23)

.

.

Sarah

.

Vaughan into the Blue Mirror,
Marvin
Washington, March 27
Frank, 'publicity head for E. B.
Marks, back from a two-day disk
jockey promotion trek upstate
Paul Gayton' orch opened at the
Trocaveria, Columbus, yesterday
Eddie Heywood Trio in(Tues.)
to the Apollo Theatre, N. Y., March
Ella Mae Morse guesting on
28
CBS-TV’s “Songs for Sale” April
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

12.

.

March 28

.

.

.

.

Mills Bros,

.

headline the Home Show, Duluth,
Minn., April 9 through 13
Beachcomber! inked for Nicollet,
Cab
Minneapolis, March 31
with
Calloway also up north
April 4 date at Rancho Don CarFrankie
los, Winnepeg,- Canada
Lainc, after he winds up his constars at
Patti
Page,
cert tour with
the Chase Hotel, St, Louis, May 16
Harry Cool
for two weeks
moves over from Mutual Agency
to Associate Booking.
.

.

.

.

.

.

set for a series of
night dances at Hotel

Saturday

Joan
Surrey Room
Shaw and her Blues Express into
Hi-Hat for week of Mar. 24 followed by Arnett Cobb week of
A1 Vega Trio returned
Mar. 31
to Hi-Hat for indefinite peoriod
Larry Green opened at Hotel
Carleton, Washington, this week.
New gal thrush is Nona Wallace
Touraine’s

.

Trio into

ilarrington-Paul

.

.

exits
.

.

.

9

.

.

.

10A 10
10B 9

BermudiHarry Warshard, refrom winter vaca-

cently returned

at Nassau, returns to Sheraton Plaza’s new room, April 2.

tion

.

Art
dance music at Johnny
Club in East Liberty
.

Rizzuto,

Tommy

is

trombonist

.

.

.

.

.
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“Bermuda” (Goday)
“Undecided” (Leeds)
“Blue Tango” (Mills)

Carlyn’s

new

.

MOREY AMSTERDAM
SET FOR DECCA SERIES

Band Review

SIGNATURE CATALOG

.

Coral Records, Decca subsid HENRY BUSSE BAND (16)
which recently took over the Sig- With Guy Ross, Renee Weiss
nature Record catalog, is setting Adams Hotel, Phoenix
Henry Busse maintains his meman extensive reissue schedule from
the latter company’s roster of 1,000 bership in the small coterie of

masters. The Signature catalog leaders who hav.e continued to
Max Tarshis contains etchings by Ray Bloch, front their own bands over the last
outfit
wound up 13-month engagement who joined Coral as musical direc- two decades. One of the outstandand spot is
Elliott

.

.

.

at the

.

.

.

.

.

.

tor; Alan Dale,
Connie Haines,
Paul Whiteman, Monica Lewis,
Anita O’Day and Johnny Long.
Coral is issuing nine singles from

the old catalog in April and will
follow with 12 long-play disks.
Coral will release th£ pops under
its own label while the jazz series
will be issued under the Brunswick label, operated by Coral.

Spitzer

Forms

New

Firm

In Jubilee Records Tieup
Henry Spitzer, music pub, has
formed a new subsid, Blazer Music,
to act' as selling agent for exclusive numbers wax'ld by Jubilee
Records, indie label. Tie-in deal
was arranged between Spitzer and
Jerry Blaine, Jubilee prexy.Firm will be a Broadcast Music,
Inc.,

member.

^

ing practitioners of the muffled
horn, Busse has altered, his brand
of dansapation through the years
to fit the tempo of the times, while
keeping his basic rhythmic style in
the foreground.
Busse’s current 16-piece unit is
typical of his usual orchestral
formula:
three
violins,
piano,
drums, bass, four saxes and six
brasses.
It’s
a potent musical
phalanx that’s well staffed in every
division and commercial to the
hilt. While the brass section, led
by Busse, gets frequent solo play,
the reeds, strings, and rhythm are

Continued from page 41

Morey Amsterdam,

nitery comic,

has been inked to do several sides
for Decca Records. He has been
working for the diskery on oneshot deals previously.
Coral .Records, Decca subsid, has
also inked Wingy Manone, jazz
trumpeter, to a term pact.

Jax Records chartered to conduct a business in recording, manufacturing and selling records in
New York. Capital stock is 200
shares,

no par value.

given no less prominence and blend
to a fine balance. It’s a stylish
group and although a little large
for the Corinthian Room, there was
no outsized volume to speak of.
Busse’s affinity for the oldies is
reflected in his music catalogue,
which sp6tlights such standards as
“Sweet and Lovely,” “It Had to Be

You,” “On the Alamo,” “September Song,” “Chicago,” etc. Current
pops fall into the secondary slot,
and over a four-hour span only
half a dozen or so were picked up.
Vocally, band gets strong support
from Guy Ross, who handles most

European.Wax

produce in an American studio, of the singing assignments, and
can be obtained for as little as Renee Weiss. Latter, who broke
in here as a replacement for Betty
$200 via the air check method. The
Taylor, warbles a ballad to ad$200 covers payments to the Euro- vantage
and shapes up as a neat
pean radio producer for the re- band asset.
Jona.

Jerry Murad's

HARMONICATS

.

cording rights.
Against such

competition,

the

The

TOMMY FURTADO
SINGS
THE HEART
OF A

CLOWN
11157

78
45

AFM

situaacute.
has already put an abon the making of disks

solute ban
abroad 'by U. S. bandleaders who
have been hiring large European
orchs at nominal fees compared to
U. S. scale. This ban has already
affected such pop maestros as Artie
Shaw and Tutti Camarata.
The issue of tooter unemployment is expected to arise sharply

next year when the AFL’s pact
with the disk industry expires.
Such palliatives .as the Music Performance Trust Fund, which collects 5% of each platter sale to be
used for free concerts, has proved
to be entirely inadequate.
Even
if the Trust Fund’s exchequer is

UNTIL

K 11157

unemployment
become increasingly

union’s

tion has

RPM
RPM

greatly expanded via income

SEVENTH AVE

NEW YORK

!

o

\

>

from

For

RKO

Europe

Pix

in

Hollywood, March
Irving Mills heads for

Thursday

(20)

person at

Tune Fees
18.

New York

The Park Lane

enroute to Europe

system for
royalties on performances abroad
of music from RKO pix. Mills recently sewed up a deal whereby
his pubbery will license and collect foreign usages on RKO copyto institute a collections

DENVER, COLO.

righted music.

He
ties

will seek performance royalon approximately 60 RKO pix

Current release

shown in Europe in recent years
and will brief London manager
Harry Rolston on procedures.
Later he plans a similar junket to
South America, eventually spanning globe on trip contacting various performance right societies.

video musical pictures, the sum is
still
considered inadequate for
Gene
to Decca
solving the
members’ financial
Decca Records has Inked jazz
problems.
At the present
time, the fund’s yearly allocations saxophonist Gene Ammons to a
to each local amounts to little term disking pact.
more than $25 per musician per
Ammons, incidentally, is the son
year.
of the late Albert Ammons, one
of the early boogie-woogie keyOld
Charter
Publishing
Co. board artists.
chartered to conduct a music publishing and recording- business in
Kelly-Stool Music chartered to
New York. Capital stock is 200 conduct a publishing business In
shares, no par Value.
New York.

AFM
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are appearing

the

AFM members have been losing Irving Mills to
ground steadily with the result that
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Pittsburgh
Shor’s combo replaced
Farrar’s band for week-end

Marty

.

.
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Playhouse Grill
Thursnow without any music
day night dances at Royal Ballundropped
Wilkinsburg
room in
Everett Neill’s
Nellie til after Lent
Beach
Edgewater
night
Saturday
regular
gets
Lutcher into the Singers’ Ren- band
dance spot at George Hcid’s new
devous, Milwaukee, April 28
The Redheads settle down for a downtown Canteen.

P’chon keyboards at the Victorian
Club, St. Louis, March 27 for two
Tito Guizar headlines
frames
the Easter Show, April 11 at the
.

8

atra has joined the Ames Bros, as
Saxophonist
accompanist
piano
Freddie Batch flew to Bermuda to

orch

o

:

John Field, Roy Haynes and spot’s
boniface, George Wein...Joe Sin-

ana

3

aw.

and Publisher

Me Why”

o

§
w

“Cry” (Mellow)
“Slow Poke” (Ridgeway)
5
10
“Little White Cloud” (Spier)
9
“Please Mr. Sun” (Weiss-B)
“Be My Life’s Companion” (Morris) 6
“Tulips and Heather” (Shapiro-B).
“Down Yonder” (Southern)
“Shrimp Boats” (Disney)
“Dance Me Loose” (Erwin-H)

.

turns to the spot April 1 with
Johnny Windhurst band. Lineup
includes local footers A1 Drootin,

.

Title

“Tell

.

Coleman Hawkins
booked into Midway Lounge next
month- for guest appearance
Tommy Turk and the Deuces Wild
Eddie Koch now playing as
Melody well as arranging for the Baron

.

R

“Anytime” (Hill-R)
“Wheel of Fortune” (Laurel)

the

Art Tatum trio
Darbury Room
booked into Storeyville for 10 days
.Dixieland restarting Mar. 21
.

March

This Last
wk.
wk.

.

.

Mill April 12 comes back for anFats
other long run April 30

.
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Week Ending

National
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from leading stores in 12 cities
and showing comparative sales
rating for this and last week.

Boston

.

.

.

Jimmy Palmer, who

.

music
on reports obtained

of retail sheet

sales , based

join Nelson Hall’s Hotel

WMAQ

Dirk Courtenay, former
disk jockey,* off for Costa deal
Bobby Wayne into the Chase Hotel,
St. Louis,

Survey

Baron Hugo

.

Chicago

.

and Superior State, Superior, Wisjc^
April 26 are some,

.

.

.

I

y^nmfr

St. Louis tomorrow (Thurs.)
Ray McKinley does a series of oncnighters next month and has some
college dates among them. Arkansas U. May 1; Miami U., May 3,
.

Lucky Millindcr orch begins a
two-week engagement at the Savoy
Ballroom, N. Y., March 28
Samuel Berull, prez of Carolyn

.

Park Hotel,

at the Forest

m
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Wiere Bros/ Stockholm
Switch on U.S. $ Count

e 6 P.M.
palace Matinees; Shriner on Hatton Bill
been signed4
Herb Shriner has
Betty Hutton. N. Y. Palace
12. Pacted for
yn starting April
so far are Dassi Bros.,
that layout
Harmonica PasBorrah Minevitch
Skylarks, latter having
cals and the
Korea with Miss Hutton.

for the

toured
following, headed by
For the bill
no acts have been
Beatrice Lillie,
but deal is on for
signed as yet,

who would be making
vaude stand.
bill with
The current Palace
Jose Greco &
nisen & Johnson,
is not doing
Co and Jackie Miles
only a $23,500 gross.
too forte with
opening week since
Tt’s the lowest
Palace two r a-day.
the start of the
Major fault in the losing take is
-biz. Evematinee
of
the sparsity
fairly good, but
ning sales are
excitement durthere’s been little

Roger Price,
his first

ing the day.

a growing belief among
hierarchy and personnel
Morris Agency,
William
at the
which booked the Judy Garland
Betty Hutton
the
and is setting
shows, that the plan long successthe Palladium, London,
at
ful
should be attempted. At that house
matinees start at 6 p.m. and the
second show goes on at 9 p.m.
There would be 'about a half hour
between shows to straighten out

There

is

RKO

the

Laine-Page Card Extra
Pitt Midniter in Tic

London, March 11.
Wiere Bros., skedded to open at
the Falkan Theatre, Stockholm,
next month, made last-minute cancellation due to management being unable to convert 50% of their
salary into dollars.
This would
have permitted them to bank that
amount into an American bank.

Rush

of “South Pacific” is buttressing
proponents of the late Palace matinee. It’s felt that there would be
considerably more suburban trade
and those on an evening out could

over the 2.200-seat Uptown Theatre here Wednesday (12). Stiefel
leased the house, a formed Warner
key, from the realty firm of Albert
J. Grosser,
which recently purchased five theatres
from the
Stanley Warner Circuit.

Speculation along Vine St. runs
belief that Stiefel plans to

Negro vaude and band bookings in the Uptown, which is lo
cated in the predominantly Negro
section of North Philly. At present,
Stiefel is operating <pn a double-

install

feature film policy.

Uptown needs for conver-

sion into a variety house is to fly
the screen. House, originally built

in the late 1920’s,
and in

vaude setup,

headliners like Dick

Powell and Benny
on the 'stage. New

Rubin appeared
manager is Sid
former Stiefel manager at

Stanley,
Fays, West Philly vauder.
lessee of Uptown has a long history
of “live” shows in
town, having

New

.

operated

the

Pearl,

Miami

Major

ers favor this rule *on the theory
late business has been affected by
deejay activity.
Buddy Allen,

’51-’52

Lincoln and

Orpheum, Omaha,

Foldo

to

Try

Omaha, March
Tristates

seems

18.

determined

ta

give band-revue type of stageshow

another good whirl. Tiny Hill with
Ken Griffin, band and acts will go
into the

Orpheum

for a

week April

Following up on this policy,
office has booked Pee Wee
King and western revue, a bandshow type of entertainment, into
the Orph for week of May 16.
For a while the house found this
type of show slipping badly and
laid it to unfortunate selections.
It’s believed these shows can make
a comeback although they are not
expected to hit. the grosses of three
to five years ago when $25,000 was
a sample week’s business.
4.

the

N.Y.

Henie Balto Suits

Stev<

witN

Gibson Sc the Redcaps,
'r!
ami ta Jo, who have been

ng
Beich
Bhiera

May

6.’

at
i

Tt*

Copa

City
Miami
v GGn
s ign d for the
~
-Lee, N. J., starting
’

&

in “Ice

Into ‘Capades’

agent says it isn’t so. The Copa
March 18.
says it is. Pretty soon nobody will
Bobby Maxon, featured know where anybody else, belongs

Capades”

last year, are re-

turning to the John H. Harris show
for balance of this season as a rePhillippi.
placement for Patti

&

Latter, -one of the top-billed peris withdrawing to await
motherhood.
of
is the wife
Phillippi
Miss
Brian McDonald, connected with
the management of Ice Capades.”

For the 14-night grandstand
show, Jack Arthur will draw down
of the gross
$12,000, plus
above $350,000. Despite insistence
of city fathers that the CNE ,must
again become “Canadianized” and
be freed from the William Morris
Agency package deals, Arthur an-

7M%

nounced instantly that his show
must be headed by a U.S. act.
According to the grapevine, witty
some 16 names under consideration, this will immediately narrow
to Bob Hope or Lewis Sc Martin,
Tapped for the job without seeking it, Jack Arthur has inadvertently taken this away* from Leon
Leonidoff who had been producing
the sellout CNE grandstand show

%

Mont., Into Record

22G

Who

Pittsburgh,

Ruby

in clauses after these had originally been passed by the CNE board
of directors.

compiled by the convention bureau.
Figure does not include hundreds
of small conventions booked by
Montreal, March 18.
hotels,
persons who accompany
Johnnie Ray, closing tomorrow convention delegates and sales
(Wed.) at the Seville after a socko groups.
Giyes
Tug-O’-War
Pitt’s
first appearance in Montreal, is
Biggest convention month is
soaring to a house record (pregroups already listed to
Heller Carousel Ride;
viously held by the Inkspots at May, when
will bring 42,100 dele$18,000) with a near $22,000. In- come here
June
will find 28,180 reps
gates.
and
Cannon?
four-a-day
usual
Gets Kyle,
stead of the
launch the summer season.
five on Saturday and Sunday, Ray here to
Pittsburgh, March 18.
figures
show
13,425 and July,
April
the
did five and six which helped
Following a protest by Jackie turnover although some teenagers 9,500. Figures for February were
Heller of Carousel that all of Kyle skt through two and three perform- 3,575 and March, 6,675.

l

Maxons

Jack Arthur, regional manager for Famous Players '(Canadian), has been appointed producer
of the 24,000-seat grandstand show,
A complete examination of the
books and CNE contracts, taking
in midway and other concessions,
including the George Hamid vaude
presentations, will be made by a
firm of outside accountants, plus
legal examination of contracts that
reputedly were changed by inkedtion,

Reach

(Continued on page 51)

i

showings, which helped.
Gardens is nearly over
exce Pt for hockey playoffs
e ' nighter of Frankie
LainePa*r°£
Fage unit, April 25.

18.

However,

diting along these lines.

1

’’

March

his WJZ show into Childs’ tomorrow (Wed.).
Atlantic City to Pull
WMGM’s
eatery.
Paramount
Findings of three probes of acGeorge Hamilton Combs starts cident by city, state and police of100,000 Conventioneers
from the Sherbrooke, 12 midnight ficials have not yet been submitted.
to 3 a.m., March 26; with Norton Miss Henie and E. T. Coronati, latFrom Feb. to July,
Mockridge, World-Telegram & Sun ter a New Jersey contractor who
grime reporter, spelling him on built the seat section, have apAtlantic City, March 18.
Saturdays.
pointed local counsel and claim
Convention business will draw
Gray’s show, according to some insurance coverage of $800,000.
approximately 100,000 delegates to
observers, would be least affected,
the resort during the Februarysince his sessions are more poJuly period, according to statistics
litical forums and he is now pun- J. Ray Emotes Seville,

MacDonneH’s previous nitery engagements here had been at his
room and that he had a verbal
agreement with her to come back
again, Monte Carlo, which had- her
booked for week of April 25, re
Engagesinger.
the
linquished
ment of latter spot did it as a good
The
spot.
rival
the
to
will gesture
Waldorf Woos Top
gesture may get Monte Carlo into
MacMiss
Spanish Act for June] a spot, however, since
date here and
top Donnell wants a May-

t°r

Toronto,

In current operational shakeup
of the Canadian National Exhibi-

moved

SOCK

11

to Stick

show, plus the
deal over $350,$5,000,
000, Leonidoff last season collected
some $18,000.' (During Leonidoff’s
Baltimore, March 18.
past four seasons' tenure as grandIt’s the $5,000,000 mark now for
edict, if approved, AGVA memstand show producer, his headthe
filed
against
damage suits
bers would be able to appear on
liners were Olsen Sc Johnsen for
Sonja Henie ice show as a result
cafe-originated disk jock shows
two seasons, Danny Kaye and
of the opening night (6) collapse
only if paid. They may, however,
Jimmy Durante, all for sellouts at
of a section of temporary seats at
appear on deejay programs orig$3 top.) Last year’s grandstand
the Fifth Regiment Armory here.
inating in a radio studio where
take was $460,000.
Following cancellation of two perthere is no restaurant or bar
The outside auditors are to have
formances, show finally got under
service.
way Saturday (8) to sellout trade full scope and will report on whethAt this time only a few N. Y. for the approximately 8,000 seats er there are improper practices by
shows will be affected, the Gray available at $1.50 to $4.80 scale and employees or others having dealgabe session, that of Kal Ross out has maintained healthy pace since ings with the CNE.
of the Copacabana, N. Y. and with a rousing $200,000 total poswho recently sible for the run, extended to end
Williams,
Vince
of

Los Chavales de Espana, a
can’t use her until Jung.
Spanish musical group- which has Carousel
says that unless Carousel
‘ICE FOLLIES’
been making an annual trip to So she
she’ll hold Monte
produce,
can
may
Cuba for the past few years,
Carlo to its previous contract for
120G IN PITT 10 play the Hotel Waldorf-rAstoria, week
of April 25.
N. Y. starting June 2. John Dugan,
Pittsburgh, March 18.
Meantime, Monte Carlo, figuring
Music Corp. of America theatre‘Ice Follies” made
its best show- nitery head,* goes to Havana Fri- it had done its good deed in relining a$ t week
at the Gardens in day (21) to confer with the group. quishing her to Carousel, went
the years the Shipstads-Johnson
There have been several previ- ahead and pencilled in Maureen
cv,
snow has been playing here. In
Now the
10 ous attempts to bring the act into Cannon for April 25.
Performances, including two matiit’s
U. S. during the past few years, Copa is sore because it says
the
nees, revue
soared to $120,000, but the musicians union invariably always played Miss Cannon locally
°
committed
verbally
virtually capacity from start
she’s
that
and
stymied this.
to ^j
to go back there next time she
F
Miss Cannon’s
es got in a couple of Sunplays Pittsburgh.
?i l

Names

for the past four seasons. On the
saijfte
$12,000 for the fortnight's

of Barry Gray, who works
Chandler’s, N. Y., over
WMCA, holds that the legislation
is a result of pressure of another
kind.
Under terms of the new

out

Band-ReYue Repeater

*

«°a

Shows

manager

Miami Beach, March 18.
casualty among the big

Carman Theatres.

da

for

General run of nitery own-

sides.

Ciro’s 1st

Receivers decided to close the
spot until such time as they could
ascertain what, if any, profits
might come from remaining open.
Maurice “Red” Pollack (former
Stiefel Leases Philly
Casablanca hotel owner) rebuilt
and enlarged the swankery and
then attempted to intro a name
Uptown, Possibly For
acb policy (Tony Sc Sally DeMarco,
Joe E. Lewis,
Negro Vaude House Dorothy Dandridge,
Richman, et al., plus a George
Philadelphia, March 18.
Hale “Cover Girl” production), but
Sam Stiefel, veteran Philly exhib found a dwindling trade.
and former head of Mickey Rooney
Figured that spot lost over $100,Productions, in Hollywood, took 000 during the run.

Sam Shapiro

To Use Aud.

'

mains to be seen.
that the 6 p.m. matinee will be instituted during her engagement.

a full
earlier days

Asks Cops, Firemen

To Natl Board

First
more leisurely dinner after
clubs this season is Ciro’s, which
still get -home at a
was
folded by receivers last Thurscomparatively early hour.
day (13) despite fact that the Harry
go
Whether this plan will
Paul Grey, Elissa Jayne
Richman,
through after the Hutton bill relineup had been scoring a profit.
It’s not likely

has

L.

Cnffos Now Goes

show and

by

St

AGVABanonDJ

eat a

All the

U.S.
‘4

Grade,- their agent, has instead closed deal with the Circus
Theatre, Stockholm, for the Wieres
to star in new revue there for a
10-week season, opening June 16.

The success of the 7 p.m. curtain

to

And Deal at CNE;

Pittsburgh, March 18.
St. Louis, March 18.
The ticket demand here for the
A request that local cops and
April 25 one-nighter of the Frankie
firemen resume use of the Henry
Laine-Patti Page package at the
W. Kiel muny auditorium for their
Gardens, has been so heavy that
annual pension-fund circiiSes was
big arena asked for, and two stars
made last week by the city. Reason
okayed an extra performance at
for the request is that substantial
amounts of municipal revenue are
midnight. Gardens can seat neardiverted into the pension and death
ly 6,000 and place was practically
funds of both.
SRO on mail orders without any
The indoor circuses were held In
paid ads at all, just on a couple of
the auditorium for a number of
column mentions.
years
up to 1950 when the privatePittsburgh’s getting a rush of
ly owned Arena, in the west end,
flesh lately after being on ’a star(Bushwas rented. The B&L
vation diet in that department for
Laube) Concession Co., Kansas"
more than a year. Stanley,
City, received an okay from the
deluxer, teed off the renaissance
last week with Gene Nelson-ConThe American Guild of Variety board of estimate and apportionnee Boswell-Minevitch’s Rascals. Artists exec board has opened the ment- for a change in its contract
Penn, its Loew rival, is bringing deejay controversy with passage which guaranteed the city $45,000
in Tony Bennett and Toni Arden of a resolution last week forbid- minimum annually.
Officers of the company said that
or a week this Friday (21). Stan- ding its members from appearing
ey has a unit headed by Johnnie on a cafe-originated disk jockey in 1950, with the circuses in the
auditorium, it paid the
city-owned
Ray for first week in May, and show without being paid. Issue
Penn has a couple 'of shows head- gocis before the national board for city in excess of the guaranteed
ed- by Four Aces and Margaret a referendum and will become law minimum but biz sloughed off badly
last year. Under the new pact the
Whiting, respectively, set for eajrly f and when* approved.
company will pay $20,000, plus
June.
Passage of that measure by the 10% of gross receipts.
executive board is reported to be
the result of pressure from many

the house.

the

Jack Arthur Gets Leonidoff Spot

Lew

WB

47

formers,

Dean Martin -Jerry Lewis, dur
ing their stand at the Metropolitan
Theatre, Boston, presented Max &
Joe Schneider, Steuben’s bonifaces
wrist watches, in appreciation for
the dates offered the comics when
they really needed work also the
food sent backstage.

—

•

1

.

ances.

There were scenes around the
theatre after every show. Femme ‘BAGELS’
$61,730
following hung around stage dom:;
crowded into the alley squealing
IN 2
for Ray; threw snow and ice up
at his window to attract attention
Boston, March 18.
and were only satisfied when final“Bagels & Yox,” which completed
ly showered with pix of “Mr. Emo- tyyo weeks at the Shubert Theatre
tion” himself.
week, racked up a strong

B0FF

PHILLY STANZAS

here

Pitt Area’s

Pacting

1

New

last

First week did .$28,240
and the second session grossed $33,490. House was scaled at $3.60 top.

'$61,730.

Cafe

Weekend Names

Show moved to Philadelphia,
where, it started yesterday (Mon.)
at the Forrest for a two-week stand.
racing season at nearby Waterford
Park, Club 30, on the highway near
Chester, W. Va., is opening up another Pitt district channel for acts. Holiday, N. Y., to Stick
Room teed off last week with Hubie
Curbello’s rhumba crew and is
To Pix, Sez Iz Zatkin
booking in shows for Friday, SaturIsrael Zatkin, operator of the
day and Sunday nights.
Billy Vine was the first head- Holiday Theatre, N.Y., declared that
Henny Youngman comes in there are no negotiations current
liner.
this weekend and Sid Gould the with the Brandt circuit for the latnext. Spot’s being booked by Joe ter to take over that house as a
burlesque showspot. Zatkin stated
Hiller, local agent.
that he had leased the theatre to
the Brandts for ’“Bagels Sc Yox,” a
Galveston Pier's June Bow
Viddish-American vaude revue, but
Galveston, Tex., March 18.
there are no plans at present to
The $1,500,000 Galveston Pleas- switch from a film policy.
ure Pier Is scheduled to reopen for
The Brandts formerly leased the
acthe summer season on June 13,
house from the Shuberts when it
cording to A1 T. Whayne, prez:
Richard -Klaerner is booking was known as the Gotham. When
name bands and specialty acts for Eatkin took over the theatre, he
switched the label to the Holiday.
the pier.
Pittsburgh, March 18.
In preparation for the coming

1

VAVTDEVUXE
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Pinza, N. Y#

orchs; $2

and $2.50

cover.

Evelyn Knight has traveled far
since her kickoff in the Blue Angel
and the Versailles. She is a disk
bestseller and a poised chanteuse

wno can

play the class boites as
She has an

long as she pleases.

authority that doesn’t overshadow
her warmth and her good looks
because, essentially, these are even
greater assets, particularly In a
chi-chi spot like the Plaza’s Persian

Room.
She

certainly not unimagiis
because her repertoire is
generously interlarded with replenishing material, and only when
she has established her niche does
she click off sopne of the oldies,
chiefly those best identified with
her on Decca disks such as
“Grandfather’s Clock," “Powder
Your Face With Sunshine" and the
like. She handles Walter O’Keefe’s
Table" and Walter
“Ringside
(giving
both
Gross’ “Tenderly”
billing) with as much dispatch as

native

Yma Sumac

annual Persian Room booking Is
now among that Hilton hostelry’s
standard dates. Incidentally, maestro-accompanist Dick LaSalle .does
a capital job at the Steinway, officiating with as much eclat as if
he were her special pianist; the
more remarkable on opening night
in light of Miss Knight’s downed
plane which retarded the normal
pre-opening rehearsal stint.
‘Danny Hoctor and Betty Byrd
make a bright pre-Easter season
entr’acte with their sprightly taps
and soft shoe dancing. They’re an
imaginative terp team, going from
conga to beguine with “Persian
Market" overtones, to Astaire(“Highland
impressions
Rogers
Fling," with appropriate hoot-mon
props) to their own brand of fluid
footwork. They’re more than 'a
conventional class dancing pair;
they make every minute count and
bespeak painstaking preparation in
all they do, including that nostalgic
impression of a yesteryear songand-dance team for the topperoffer.

Miss Knight should keep maitre
Fred busier this semester; and
with the advent of Mimi
a Handy blues, a Texas gang song, Benzell and The Lunds next month,
or any of her pops. The blonde and Lisa Kirk in mid-May (with
looker, fetching a neo-Grecian coif Bambi Linn and Rod Alexander),
is an assured chantoosey whose now that the Ides of March 15 are
behind all of us. It certainly took
d’

later

a toll in all directions.

Abel.

B e!a

Sasss §®*iel 9 Miami
Miami Beach, March

9

17.

Fecundo Rivero Quintet , Sacasas
orch; $2 minimum.

Unknown in this area, the Fecundo Rivero quintet should be a
word - of - mouth click with the
plenty Latino afficionados around
town. Relying on strictly south ofthe border ideas in song and
group keeps mitts
dance,
the
mounting, despite lack of any

Columbia Records

KEN

English versions of their delineaFrehetic projection helps
matters with boys and girls belting the compositions in fast delivery that sells for the begoff
Sacasas orch, working in a medium they are so familiar with,
back with deftness to add to the
values of the Rivero group.
Act, once it adds some Americano numbers, looks a bet for
video and the better spots around.
Lary.
tions.

GRIFFIN
Currently

RANCH SUPPER CLUB
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA
Direction:

103

MILO STKLT

Mutual Entertainment Agency
N Wabash
Chicago 1,

til.

mate boites. At the Saturday sup*»)
Cqiaeabaiia, N. v
per show, a period when it’s not;
(FOLLOWUP)
The Jack Entratter-Jules Poddi
with Moises Vivan- unusual for at least a few of the
guests to' get out of line, a filled enterprise ~ has long
been one n
co; Mario & Floria, Stanley Melba
room
listened raptly to his engross- the major spots willing
and Chico-Relli Orchs; $2, $3 ing
to tote
vocal recital and called him chances on possibilities
covers.
that ££
back repeatedly.
develop into draws. With the
cun
Knight is fortunate not only to rent bill, bomfaces have larmirt
After three months of Hildegarde, Cotillion Room regisseur have superior vocal and dramatic Peggy Lee and Myron Cohen for
mer
talents
showmanship
being
but
nitery,
one
of
the
with
Melba
come
back
Stanley
has
top
a bill that will maintain the pace savvy. Latter asset finds expres- stylists around and Cohen i s ?s!
of the chantoosey. Melba has taken sion in clever routining, effective sentially a westsider who has ai
two regulars who have made good lighting, the projection of a warm, ways done business where he nSl
It’s apparent that he
in this hospice and put them into virile personality, well-chosen re- sided.
can
a single parlay. The results are marks introducing his numbers and take his following over to this spiH
entirely satisfactory. Thfe bill has the acting, trimmings that provide tion of town as well.
novelty and pace and enough show- an arresting performance.
Miss Lee provides one of th«
manship to' beat the Lent problem
The singer gives boff treatment more delightful singing turnat this eastsidery.
individual around.
She’s a chirper who can
and handling, plus
Combination of Yma Sumac and touches, to numbers which have mix sex and insouciance and make
Mario & Floria is fortuitous. Both become classics and bear frequent the customers like it. Her rhythm
are class turns with sufficient rehearings even when not provided tunes are superior and the occanovelty to provide some unortho- with his distinctive dressings. He sional attempts at balladeerinc
dox moments of entertainment. also imparts liveliness to the ses- come off with a high degree of
Miss Sumac has a voice and re- sion with frequent changes of pace. sensitivity.
Capitol waxer has a prime sepertoire that are unusual. It seems An appearance that 'bespeaks class
that most everything connected and a smooth, ingratiating manner lection of standards that are given
highly
individualized treatment
with this Peruvian piper is in that contribute to success.
genre. She opened festivities at
Into the
“Mattinata” takeoff, There’s an easy grace in her dethis room at the beginning of the sung in Italian, Knight puts in- livery, which doesn’t hide the fact
season and she’s brought back tensity of feeling without overdo- that arrangements are carefully
She brings in her own
within the same year. It's not often ing. “Danny Boy” was one of three tailored.
that this .procedure is followed intriguing Irish selections at this
(Continued on page 50)
here.
pre-St. Patrick’s Day show, the
Miss Sumac’s range encompasses others being “When Irish Eyes Are
several octaves, with her natural Smiling” and “Dear Old Donnegroove appearing to be somewhere gal.” A spirited spiritual anent how
in the mezzo category. The tunes David and his harp gives opporarranged by her husband, Moises tunity for versatility. “Cosi Cosa”
Vivanco, who dresses up her act is rousingly done and “Marechira,”
by guitaring during several num- partly in Italian, lands solidly. He
bers, are distinguished by some makes “There’s Nothing Like a
(Otherwise kneWn by various colorful trade names)
flying clefs. Mixture, of Peruvian Dame” an especial standout. Sock
. . .
chants and Inca incantations makes windup is an ear-beguiling inter- The
a picturesque turn. Some numbers pretation of “Begin the Beguine.”
A POSSESSION to cherish
Arthur Havel orch scores usual
have reached the stage of familiari. . . all the years of a Ufa
ty through her Capitol recordings. touchdown, accompanying Knight
“Hymn to the Sun" is one such and turning out tunes for customer More Brilliant Than Diamonds
dancing.
Rees.
This product featured in editorial
tune* This songs are reputedly an
write-ups in Saturday Evening Post,
outgrowth of local legendry. They
Reader's Digest, Time, The Ne u)’ York
have the folk quality, but are docCity,
Times Magazine, etc.
tored so that they are excellent
Miami Beach, March 17.
vehicles for her voice.
Harry Richman, Mischa Auer,
The singer is garbed in a colorful
costume that gives her an exotic Blackburn Twins with Pam Cavan,
quality.
The act is beautifully The Maschinos, Benny Davis-June
dressed with a couple of boys, also Taylor production with Walter
In Andes attire, working at native Long and Line, David Tyler Orch;
$3.50 minimums for non-dinner
drums,
guests. Black Magic Room: Steve
Mario & Floria have played Gibson’s Redcaps with Damita Jo;
virtually every stop on the class Don Cornell.
(Actual photos ol our product)
hotel circuit. They have routines
ATTENTION: Those who wear DIAMONDSI
best designed for these spots.
This biggest spot in the area, You need not wear your large, valuable dlamondi
They’re personable terpers with* unable
contract new acts for the all the time. Instead, you may wear TITANIUM
some fetching arrangements. They sessiop to
RUTILE by HUDSON, a laboratory research trifollowing Ritz Bros.' clos- umph.
Elemental fusion of nature'a llery comwork as though they’ve grown to ing, came
up with Harry Richman ponents results In man’s nio9t brilliant gemologllike their own numbers to such an
GEM, so very
directly from the recently deceased cal achievement. The 'HUD80N
rarefully made for your loved one, is now presented
extent that they abhor the thought Ciro’s,
and wound up with what by our director. This marvelous new .synthetic
of changing the turn at any point.
/7th
made from Titanium Dioxide end is
looks like a winner.
BRIGHTER THAN DIAMONDS: 10ft greatera
Like most acts that have reached
Vie do
light refraction index tl an diamonds.
A click at Ciro’s (closed by re- considerable
that state, pqrhaps they should
business with PAWNBROKERS since
force themselves, but no emergen- ceivers), Richman wins them ,all they must have Hudson’s product on hand for
Now, at last, our product Is available
cy is present since their routines the way with his nostalgic-limned comparison,
DIRECTLY TO YOU BY MAIL (not sold In
develop prolonged applause and stint in which he eschews the high stores). WONDERFUL OPPORTUNITY for tin
ranging note for- a more aud-satis- engaged opuple. (Jive your bride a Hudson Geo
encores.
Company's llut lie bikL pul the treThe orch backing is generally fying setup, thanks to the hits he’s
mendous cash difference In tin
Ties in for
bank for a happy amt prosperous
fine, but opening night batoneering been identified with.
home. “COMMENDED by the Cona
finale
with
the cast and keeps
was too loud during Miss Sumac’s
sumer flervlce Bureau of PARENTS
MAGAZINE ns advertised therein.
turn. It’s most likely been 'modu- the mitts mounting for a resoundHUDSON, alone, enjoys tills dislated since. Chico-Relli dishes out ing windup to an otherwise spotty
tinguished recognition. Sold by a*
in
sixes from 1 to 10 carats it
a fine assortment of Latin music. show that’s weak on the comedy
fed, tax.

Pierre HoteI 9 N* Y®
(COTILLION ROOM)

Night
Club Review!
0
Evelyn Knight, Hoctor & Byrd;
Dick LaSalle and Mark Monte
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Miami Beach
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$8,00 per carat plus 20ft
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.

Order any

size

you want

at

this

price
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( 1

Booking of Mischa Auer was un- 2, 2 Vi, 3, 3 Vi, 4, 4>i. 5, 5 Vi. 6, «Vi. 7. JA.
NOTE: THIS IS
Vi. ». OVi. 10.)
fortunate.
The pseudo-Russo film 8SAME
PRODUCT WIDELY SOLD ELSBBHH B
9
comedy guy^ doesn’t belong in a VP
TO $27 PER CARAT. Available in BRILor
London, March 14.
nitery, especially one that attracts LIANT (round 58 facet same aa a diamond)
EMERALD (oblong)
Prudence Hyman & Terence the hep crowds. Material may be cuts.
Emerald cuts sw;***:*
Theobald, Ian Stewart Orch, Tom- qkay for vauders but falls flat on must bo 2 carats or
“TAJ MAHAL"
my Rogan’s Rhumba Band; $5 min- its gags in a top cafe. Winds into over.
(India’s Architecturimum.
an unbilled bit with a lyric al Masterpiece) STAR
and
SAPPHIRES
soprano, Mary - Ann, for what
STAR RUBIES
A new terping duo, both ballet- amounts to a saver. Simple and another
HU D S O N
presented,
is
wonder,
trained, make their first bid as straight- approach to her songs
These fabulous Inbora».

<

.

cabaret entertainers in this elite

(two of

them

operatic aria ideas)

West End spot. Prudence Hyman gets the tableholders into a mittand Terence Theobald have teamed mounting mood.
to provide a stylish dancing routine
Blackburn Twins & Pam Cavan
with a slender classical motif have played this sector before and
against a background of pop music. repeat previous clicks with their
The gal has danced with Ballet twin dance and song and terp biz
Russe and her partner was with with Miss Cavan, an adept partner.
Sadler’s Wells. That is adequate
The Maschinos were billed but
to indicate their hoofing standards
didn’t show for opening night due
and, sensibly, they have broken
delay in arrival.
Production
away from conventions of ball- to
numbers are held over and look
roomology with their slick, stylish as
bright as ever with the “Old
and polished routines.
Song” still a standout.
As a solo act for cabaret, the Timey
Work into the aforementioned
combo has one major defect. The Richman
finale in top manner.
strain and tempo limit their conDave Tyler orch is tbps on showtribution to a maximum of 10 to 12
backs, as per usual.
minutes, and although acceptable
In the Black Magic Room, the
in a production, may not be regardSteve Gibson Redcaps, with Daed as full value as a complete
mito Jo, abetted by the balattraction. The grace and ease with
which the two dancers glide and ladeerings of Don Cornell, are as
clicko as ever.
.

COZY MORLEY
"COMEDY SENSATION OF THE NATION”
'CORN COB HUMOR'
REFERENCES FOR OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCES
Philadelphia
SCIOLLA'S SUPPER CLUB
PALUMBO'S THEATRE RESTAURANT
THE CLICK, CIRO'S
New York City
THE VILLAGE BARN
Boston
LATIN QUARTER
SHOW BAR
Long Island
THE BOULEVARD CAFS
Pittsburgh
JACKIE HELLER'S CAROUSEL
Montreal
ESQUIRE SHOW BAR
Wildwood, N. J.
CLUB AVALON
Cleveland
ALPINE VILLAGE
Cohoes, N. Y.
DINTY'S TERRACE GARDENS
Syracuse, N. Y.
FLAMINGO CLUB
Providence, R.
SHERATON BILTMORE HOTEL
.

.

.

I

OPENING MONDAY, MARCH
Personal Managment,
500 Shubert Theatre Building,
...

Associate:

Q
Phones:
Kingsley
.

24th, CIRO'S, PMIa.

EDDIE SUEZ
Phlladepphla,

BERNIE ROTHBARD

— PEnnypacker

Penna.

5*7083

Lary.

twirl across the floor in solos as
well as in duets, is consistent with
their skill and*'* training, but because of the time limitations, the
act might fare far better in revue.

Felix

Orch

Minneapolis, March 15,
Knight,
Arthur Ravel

(8); $2,50-$3.50

Ex-Metropolitan

minimum.

Opera

tenor

Felix Knight affords another example of established fact that topdrawer singing of great songs,
especially when embellished with
showmanship, spells a tasty entertainment dish for smart and inti-

.

developments fire
from natural
stones valued
SSg
t*:**:*-*-''-:-------'--In the neighborhood
-of
$1,500 per carat.
sul'*’..r
There nro perhaps onlk 500 stones
n | B of
RUBIES
In
WORLD.
ENTIRE
rank In the
»
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copied

.

mined

.

,

$10,0o per carat.
Inspired
truly
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Add

tnx,

Lifted
mngnlflcent u

of course.

unbelievably

for our patrons
WITH OUR HUDSON gcmologlcal creations,e|)B«e
TINGS, without any additional mountingLAU
You merely give ring size and specify
4kt.
MEN’S. Each one is 80LID
or
u
(white or yellow, your cholco). Ladles
Wl«»
type— $15.00: Men’s— $20.00. ((lypsy or Box
«d
'..
Please
your choice) plus 20% fed. tax.
"
EA
D
orders.
postage <jiul handling on nil
a
since,
us
You may now order directly from
wholesale,
see, our price per carat is below
w
dnrt
Price
paid or O.O.P. orders only. Our
permit open accounts. 30 DAY FREE TK
E.

As

a

special

service

;

UNCONDITIONAL MONEY BACK GUARANTY
will
Your
set

In

local friendly, trusted Jeweler
Let
a mounting of your choice.

YOUR JUDGE. Send check or money

574

Fifth Ave.,

New

York 36.

AND HIS MAGIC
"BATTLE OF THE AGES
DUMONT TV MARCH 25
GENERALED BY DAVID SHAPIRO
WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
And a

n

oraey

HUDSON GEM COMPANY

CHRISTOPHER

P. S.

Tut

FUSED RADIANCE. Indistinguishable from
GENUINE. A PAWNBROKER’S NECESSITY*
««

MILBOURNE

Musical backgrounding by Ian
Stewart is contributed in precise
style, and they alternate for dancing with Tommy Rogan’s rhumband.
Myro.

Hotel Itadisson, Mpls*
(FLAME ROOM)

.

salute for th« Guest Shot with
"ELOlSE SALUTES THE STARS"

N. Y.

Maxell 19, 19S2

l.M

w
Hotel
-

,

there.

Cohen is the former silk salesman who became so adept at entertaining buyers that he expanded
his field to cafes and dropped piece
goods. He has since worked some
of the top- spots in the country and
the upper strata of Broadway bistros. He has the reputation of doing business.
’Cohen has tremendous staying
His stories, even when
draw midterm applause.
He’s brought in some new stock,
but the bulk of his yarns are hold-

powers.

familiar,

JAN

HELENE and HOWARD
Wk: OLSEN A JOHNSON TV

Last

Next

Wk

EDDY’S,

KANSAS CITY

M.C.A.

Dir.:

Nr. Mgt.

TOM

SHEILS

his nitery debut
of
the St. Regis. Now he sings ballads

told

excellently

lie

made

same Maisonette Room

in this

and are well appreciated.

The surrounding bill comprises
Martha Ann Bentley
holdovers.
shows some tasty balletecring. Her perhaps
routines get powerful palms. Harry
Snow and Helen Carr do well by
Joan Edwards-Lyn Duddy
the
tunes, and Elaine Dunn punctuates
the proceedings with some peppery
taps and an occasional song.
Jose.

Edgcwatar

Chi

B<N*eVi,

(MAKINE ROOM)

'

'

1

•

Hollywood
|

behind him and

stint

positive film chore in front
a
of him, Nype chirps his ballads
from Berlin and- Rodgers 4c Hammerstein to Rodgers 4c Hart and

more

Jerome* Kern plus soriie pop
manages an appealing

sources, and
20 miryites.

This is the time of year when
to
His the performers suffer and even
attack.
of
instead
C oast
the okay entertainment being ofbetween-^tunes chatter, although
amusing, is long and inclined’ to fered by Cocoanut, Grove won’t be
chuckles his able to compete,with Lent and the
tax hangover.
Layout
rolls orbs, income
He’s one however, compares favorably with
that,
the
best
room
has
dished
and
humor
men
un
of 'the first good
really sells when spilling forth in some time.
Headlining DeMarcos continue
such highlights as “Sit Right Down
an(j -Write Myself a Letter,” a la to delight with .their ballroomology
weaving a tricky dance*
y a t s Waller. Clever inserts of local skillfully
that swiftly spans 30 minnames heighten Interest of “Mood pattern
utes.
Foxtrots, waltzes and even
j? or Love,” “My Blue Heaven.” His
the bombuco are included. As eximitation of an old player piano is
pected, it’s all top stuff, done with
a gem.
finesse
and footwork that constantRomps through “Same Old Shil- ly appeals.
Sole letdown is in
lalagh,” pulling many laughs, and
the patter Tony uses besome
of
keyboards “Tea for Two” as
moppets and teacher would ex- tween dances, a few of the gaes
s
pound measures. Strangely tinted, being tired.
He and Sally still use the “conhowever, is Howard’s closer, “Shan(Continued on page 52)
ty in Old Shantytown.” He parodies
the old standard with outhouse

—

.

.

a shade more, so. Now well
established because of “Call Me
Madam,” and with ope abortive

.

.

He

is still the Bespectacled pleaslad who impresses as the
“sincere”"type. He is most authoritative with the musicomedy standards but somehow not only misses
when he essays “Ain’t We Got
illusion when wordage, culling yocks from some
Current revue at this lakeside Fun," but undoes the
eyebrows from
raised
material retrogresses to that fablers,
hotel represents a change of pace the
stretch he'd others. Reception throughout stint
from the usual name singer or ektept. Rather than
hungry.
them
par.
above
lea^
is
to
wise
be
semi-book production. This time
Nype works the supper show _ Preem datft^ of mimic Viola
the headliner role is filled by
successful,
is moderately
Georgie Gobel, giving the comedian only because of “Madam.” Yvette Layne
Chirp has bright manner of delivAbel.
his first major showcasing in a is -the dinner chanteuse,
been
oversubjects
have
ery,
but
grabbed
first
He
top Chi room.
done, and Often Miss Layne hits
attention in smaller clubs hereunder
mark
of impressionism.
way
at
long
stays
his
notably
abouts
London, March 11.
Hanging’ her mimes upon “Split
r
Lately, his numerous
Helsing’s.
Manners , Feltx King Orch, personality”
Jayne
-theme,
psychiatry
appearances on Garry Moore’s Santiago
Band; thrush weaves Miranda, a n.s.g.
Latin
Lopez
CBS-TV daytimer have provided Colony : $5 minimum; Avtor. .$3
German, so-so Chi Chi Murphy,
added impetus.
minimum before 11 p.m., $3 cover f a j r Grade Fields, uncomfortable
Here at the Edgewater, however,
Hildegarde. Best of lot is Mae
there are some tough hurdles facWest, containing okay patter mono.
,
L
T
ing the standup gagster, some of
Makirig her London bow, Jayne
Shirley Temple lisping “Good
them of his own making. It's a Manners, the six-foot-three blonde
huge room riot too well suited for from Broadway, has bunch of lyrics ship Lollypop” should .be tossed
swift-tempoed; low-pressure emphasizing the soxy side of life. ou ^
the
Four Wongs live up to billing as
routines that are Gobel specialties. There is wit without much sub“astounding acrobats/’ Orientals
The sheer mechanics of vocal proa handful of numbers pretzel into eye-popping combinathe
reaches
of
the
outer
jection to
which liave an obvious appeal to
Be- the nitery -trade. The vocalist s tions, singly, twos and fours. Some
tiered eatery are difficult.
trickery has been, viewed before
sides, the standard family patrons boff opening night reception was a of
here are typically better watchers tribute more to her material than in other such acts, "but Wongs
Therefore, much her piping powers as each number insert freshness, keeping all eyes
than listeners.
focused stageward by in-between
of his material fails to register relentlessly
plugged the same tumbling and circus stuff. Along

Chicago, March 14,
Georgie Gobel, Tom, Dick 4c
Carrie, Hild Sextet, Benny Strong
Orch ( 13 ) with Jpan Hovis, Lennie
Carson; $3.50 minimum, $1 cover.
>

ant

» CARVER

•

A

Colony

—

PATRICE

appeared
ago when

The Yiddish dia-

are

stories

lect

LA

(COCOANTTT GROVE)

teevefe chortler’s dulpli-

Russell Nype is less
grown naive big brother that he onslaught.
to be just about a year
Oddly enough, Howard seems

from- previous cafe dates.
They are amusing and enteriaining
and have the .universality to go

overs

over anywhere.

and

ra(jio

Hotel Aaribawmdor*

Los Angeles, March 13
ca tion;of such a feat upon second
The DeMarcos (2)„ Carl Raven,
Support and production, surEddie
JBergman Orch (isu
z
a,
rounding headliner do not meet
the over- high standard of Howard’s initial $1.50, $2 covers.

Continued from page 48
trio, comprising plimo, bass and
drum, which gives her efforts addOne major indication
ed* drive.
of her prowess as a performer is
in the fact that she comes on after
Cohen has held the customers for
40 minutes and the mob’s concentration abilities have- been virtuShe gets ’em on her
ally spent.
side in short order and keeps ’em

every attendance record to fhatf
^ate. Doubts. prevail as to the sepia-

Hegls*

-a

Russell Nype (supper), Yvette
Milt Shaw and' Horace
( dinner)]
Diaz orchs; $1.50 and $2.50 cover.

Nite Club Reviews
Cojmcaliima? N. Y.

19, 1952
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Spectacular Dane* T*am
Currently

Astoiv London
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m

HOTEL
NEW

.

ORLEANS

MCA
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FOSTER AGENCY, LONDON,
Prasanfs

with sock

effect.
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A
Gobel really doesn’t get rolling
Chanteuse
appears on stage with
his Ink Spots carbon on
* colorful creation to make a
“Maybe,” the best demonstration striking entry. And frqm her openof his talents. He also scores well
song, It s Better Than Taking
with his cowboy song parodies. The in Washing, she cues the style of
airplane bit is either too fast or her act. Mainly, she goes m for
too subtle to catch on with those original lyrics and although there
beyond the immediate ringside. are occasional departures, most of
Ditto the child psychology yarn.
the tunes were new to local cusThe supporting features do lit- tomers. A Person Can Develop a
tle to dispel the “interim” over- Cold,” from “Guys 4c Dolls,” is
tones of the revue. VTom, Dick 4c definitely a new entry for the
Carrie are an eager-working vo- nitery trade and registers clicko.
cal trio, supplying color and en‘Some Expensive Evening,” parothusiasm.
They perk up things dying, several of “South Pacific”
somewhat with a spicy job on a hits, also make solid impact. As'
“Guys and Dolls” medley. Pro the act develops, the sex theme beceedings are wrapped up by the comes stronger, reaching its peak
Hild dancers in a topical Irish with the final number, “He’s Old,
roundup with Joan Hovis, featured But He’s Healthy,” which might be
with Benny- Strong’s band, stepping regarded as a little too near the
down to warble “You Can Tell knuckle.
Dave.
^They’re Irish,”
Miss Manners reveals an immediate reaction to audience needs,
and a warm, intimate approach
which helps her immeasurably.
Slight variation in style and material might well prove an asset at
,

•

until

Currently

FOLKAN THEATRE
Stockholm, Sw*d*n
American Rep. WM. MORRIS AGENCY
TAVEL-MAROUAN1 AGENCY, PARIS

JACK DENTON
WORLD’S GREATEST COMEDIAN
(It's

«/•

a Small World)

IVAN CHARNOFP
Chicago

YOUR TRUE' SINGING COMMED1ENNE
4

revival

in

of

Boogie,” but

all

-

Mr

H

Wbnas

Anthony’s

.

m

other holdover, “Alabama Jubilee”
is tops
A1 Jahns orch hits too
any sleep tempg this show
will
.

m

.

1fan «iAn
Txy

IT

r*

„ 7 _. Kansas City, March 13.
*j^ Wisher, Laura Kellog, Billy

Johnnv

(4)

O-Bricn

jfhnl

.
~T
,
First time in
town for Hal -Fisher
years, and a change of
locale for him.
It’s also a first
date in a downtowh. bistro for
Laura Kellog, in her .hometown,
Combo of j^medy and songs is
.

.

n several

regaled

pianistics

factor

of

by

warblings

Bob Howard.

preventing

steady

and
Only

biz

-IN BOSTON

COPLEY

Howard made

Horn* of the

a big splash last
nitery by exploding
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GULSON'S
THC ORIGINAL SNOW HI GAG flu
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ELI

MONTE CARLO HOTEL
Personal Management:

IASS

For hi* groat original
material

HARRY SCHER
3$2
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trim,

hand-crocheted to order exquisite
3scalloped shell design
$65
week delivery—-No C.O.D. Send
check or money order—state colors.
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MRS. M. KARY, 1 011 Avenue O,
Brooklyn, N. Y., Nl, 5-1519.
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Entertainers,

Show opening in May. Trefer
Those doing vaudeville special-

must change for week.
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Can

place

Vermentville, Mich.

Quin,

LENNY KENT
Ch«z Pare*, Chicago
H*ld Ovtr Until March 20
Aetentfy

FRANK SINATRA
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Comedy
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(reissue), »3.ea
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chore.

After Season Long Clicks At

?

Phil GRAE-Phil COSCIA
1501 Broadway* N. Y. C.

J

of

Navajo Room is capriciousness of
weather which has been making
highway travel into Vegas quite a
year at this

SAXONY HOTEL
CASABLANCA HOTEL

Kom^bniini

THE WILSON AGENCY

youth.

cover or min imum.

ing

MIAMI

NEW YORK
Perianal

minimum

Williams Orch (8); $2

Current casement in the Thun-'
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and

TELEVISION

,

Currently

CLUB

CLUB DATEB

terps are rather

Holdover “Minstrel Man”
idway .could be dropped, choreo
being only standard. Finale, an-

the two acts,
and Mansion has an entertaining
bl11 for the current fortnight,
Fisher starts proceedings with
the Colony, although original act bls leisurely paced chatter on
should be strong for the ayem theme of “You can’t win,” drawing
a share of chuckles. Then brings
trade at the Astor.
Show was caught on opening 011 Laura Keliog, who pipes musicomedy songs in straight
night at the Colony and registered cal
near capacity biz. Here, the Felix fashion. She runs through “Zing
King combo did their -standard Went the Strings of My Heart,”
Tico Tico” and a medley of show
first-rate backgrounding job, with
the Latin music ably .provided by tunes, getting a generous reaction
for ber work. An attractive blonde,
Santiago Lopez.
Myro.
she sings in full-voiced fashion.
There’s a session of banter beThimilcrblrd, Las
tween the two with a light comedy
Las Vegas, March 13.
pattern. Then
ydiLcjuu.
.men xemme
feriime tatces
tttakes to
Df k
to tne
the
d
.

CLOVER

-DANCIH* DOLL-USIONV

listless.

Vegas

Clicking at the

and Raya Sisters

with Ohs and ahs, quartet receives
hefty mitts.
Kathryn Duffy Dansations toss

*

PATSY SHAW

? rDOLINOFFS

a
•

'

MAURICE DUKE
Bookings: WILLIAM MORRIS

fer. Mgt.

ixcl.
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19,

Adam*’ Eve Splash

Govt Go-Ahead Coes

Cnrfy’s Fofck;

Houston, March 18.
Mignon Adams, who does

Omaha Aud.

Bldg. Bids
Omaha, March 18.

Others in Mpls.

000

On Liquor Spot
March

Minneapolis,

18.

On

dark

ernment on freeing
Bids are to be

same day it went
newspaper ads were

the

large

show.
revoked the

publicizing its five-act

At the time

•

it

bis-

the city council deowner’s proferred action on the
posed sale of the establishment to

tro’s licenses,

a

of

materials.

Saranac Lake

week

By Happy Bcnway

within a

let

or so, construction to follow.

Auditorium

four square
blocks, adjacent to the main business district.
Plan is to use the
big building for conventions, etc.,
and the 2,500-seat music-hall for
roadshows,
concerts,
lectures.
Final victory came after more than
15 years of planning.

prospective purchaser, Oscar Rureported $100,000.
Licenses were in the name of

site

is

binsky, for a

AGVA Ban

,

Mrs Meyer Gordon, but her husmillionaire and
band, reputedly a
beineligible for a liquor license
cause of previous law infractions,
Latter
manager.
was the ostensible
was allowed to plead- guilty to havnitery after legal
ing persons in the
hours. He claimed they were employees and the latter’s friends and
no drinks were sold. The municiheard the
pal court judge who
case fined him $100, but sent a letleter to the council requesting
niency. Later, however? the judge
announced he had been giyen addi-

Continued from page 47

Gray would

feel its- affect if variety biz personalities are in the
room whom he’d like to bring to
the mike. At that, if the- personality is sufficiently potent or worth

it would probably be worthwhile for Gray to have him come
up anyway, if the fee is right. But
it’s not yet fctiown whether minimum will mean the AGVA bottom for a cafe appearance, or the
American Federation of Radio
tional facts and told newspapers Artists minny, or whether the fee
would be based on the minimum
he regretted sending the letter.
Other Minneapolis and St. Paul which the artist has set up for
*
boites also have been in jams, Vic’s himself.
here and the St. Paul Flame were
Gray’s manager, Allen, states
it,

•

r

accused of selling liquor to minors
who later got into holdup and
shooting scrapes. Owner of the
Flame has bepn found guilty and
faces possible revocation of his
licenses.

Saranac Lake, N.

Y.,

March

Clip Strippers,

Drinkers

Chicago, March 18.
Chicago police officials continue
their drive against’ near northside
strip joints, last week cracking
down on the Gayety Village. Officers arrested 29 persons, including six strippers and 15 customers,
claiming that girls werensoliciting
‘

from men.

Annual spring appointments
were handed out by medical director Dr. George E. Wilson at the
Variety Clubs’ Hospital as follows:
Paul Hein, Ray Weese, Ruth
Burke, downtown shoppers; Otto
Hayman tradepapers and magazines; Rufus
(IATSE) Weathers,
executive mailman; Walter (CBS)
Romanik, specials and packages;

Genie Reed Hayman, George (ElePowers, telephone board

phants)

assistants.

Thomas Lewey,

union’s accident insurance, has
prexy
lined
up with
Georgie Price who has proposed a
change in the setup.
In the current edition of
news, Price stated, “I am still of
the opinion that $1 per performer

'

5

A

uni.on spokesman
declared
that som& agents are trying “petty
tricks” in order to escape premium
•

payments.
It was charged that
doubles were listed as singles, aud

many

in

cases where act employ*

an assistant, agent pays only thf
premium for one entertainer.

.

lATSE’s veepee James Brennan,
and out of the general hospital, quently voiced a similar opinion. I
took the major lobectomy opera- am thoroughly in accord with your N. Y.
tion like a veteran, -and is back at thinking and wish to go on record
in

the Variety Clubs’ domicile resting
in comfort.
Sophie Tucker sent in a contribution to the local chapter of
the actors’ colony Red Cross.
Bill Stehl is pinch-hitting for
Percy Bryant, head chef of the
VC hospital who is tanning himself

&

that I believ.e that a plan such as

OK’s Anti-Bias

Bill;

See Dewey’s Pronto Sig

the one you speak of, would be
happily accepted by the industry.
The fund could be administered by
a three-man committee composed

Albany, March 18.
(12) by a votf
of 52-0 the Roman hill which exunion representative, an
of
a
tends the jurisdiction of the State
agent’s representative and a mutually acceptable neutral third Commission Against Discrimination
party. Payments could be made in to places of public accommodation,
old a consistent and well regulated amusement" and resort. The meas-

Charles W. Griffith, former manager and owner of Burnsville
(W. Va.) Theatre, is in the top
bracket of sure cures.
Ted Brenner, N. Y. director and
radio-TV actor, received his first
had been in the wind for some up for one daily meal.
Write to those who are ill.
time.

the board to permit appearances
for a minimum.
The law has been subject of
much discussion in the tratU even
before its introduction. Measure

novel new- act.”

and claims at AGVA, stated that
union’s agreement with the organi-.
zation gives it the right to look into
books of an agent to determine
amount of insurance due.- Agents
that do not comply may go on the
unfair list.

pension fund payment would benefit our members greater than our
present insurance plan. With such
monies paid into the AGVA pension fund, AGVA could then purchase accident, health and life insurance for its membership without profits being made by any
outside agency. It is something to
which I wish you would give serious thought.”
Hamid picked up that statement

directly into the fund, thus
eliminating the confusing and mul- ure,

tiple

collections

now

that

to which Majority Leader
Arthur H. Wicks sponsored a companion, went to Governor Dewey
for signature. The governor had
recommended it in his annual message to the legislature in January
and Is expected to sign it quickly.
The Assembly had previously
adopted the proposal unanimously.
Taking effect July 1, the bill will

exist

under the present cumbersome and
unsatisfactory insurance plan."
Hamid’s fracas with the union on
the insurance letup is based
largely on claim that the present
coverage' is insufficient to meet
the demands’ of the industry and
is too costly.
•

mark a milestone in New York
premi- State’s trail-blazing against disproving a troublesome crimination, Assemblyman Samuel
aspect of the insurance plan. On Roman (Rep., New York) told
Monday (17), union called in agents Variety.
Collection Trouble
Collection of insurance

ums

is still

"

SURE-FIRE

The Senate passed

manner

CHEZ PAREE

to create a

No agents belonging to Enter*
tainment Managers Assn, appeared
Hal
at AGVA yesterday (Tues.).
Bongard, in charge of collections

AGVA

carnival exec,
shot in from Burlington,
C., to
register as a new guest and is
now taking the required o.o. and
observation routine. His wife is a
and in a letter to Price stated, "I
staff worker of the Town Theatre
know that you are thoroughly sinin Burlington.
cere in your statements and I
Audrey Lumpkin, daughter of want you to know that I have fre-

that should the measure be adopt- in Miami.
Jack Kenney, 80, of the
ed, Gray might consider charging
Hollis, is
performers commercial rates for vaude act of Kenney
recuperating at 451 Grove St.,
plugging their records.
Worcester, Mass., where he takes
This
question
what the time out to cheer up shut-ins.
of
charges will be for an appearance
Max Rosenthal, N, Y. front
on a cafe-originated deejay show doorman, registered for the obwill be settled if and when the servation period.
national board votes that proposal
Excellent medical clinics were
into law. Some feel that it would handed out to Ray Weese,. Paul
be circumventing the intention of Hein, Otto Hayman, *Joe Fennessy.

“Jackie Kannon, making his Chicago
debut,
proves the Chez
Paree’s big act. Kannon, opening
to a- cold audience, keeps punching
away at some of the best material
heard in a long time and had the
house howling for twenty minutes.
He displays smooth delivery .
is
refreshing and distinctive enough

are members of Artists Rep-*
resentatives Assn, to appear at the
union to explain why no insurance
premiums were paid on certain
dates. No agents appeared, but in
most cases letters were sent "explaining derelictions, and checks
given.

who

George A. Hamid, Sr., head of
the outdoor agency bearing h(s
name, who has been feuding with
the American Guild of Variety
Artists on the question of the

AGVA

18.

,

Chi Cops Raid Gayety,

drinks

Lee.

mission got go-ahead from the Gov-

Price’s

Pension Plan for House Insurance

A

$1,000 glass tank is being
built at the club by owner Bob

$6,000,-

auditorium and music-

was made successfully last
week when the Auditorium Com-

after hours cost
city’s largest
furlv’s one of the
and other 11nlteries, its liquor
?i
and has resulted in its shutflS es

new

Hamid Supports AGVA Prez

act

hall-

liquor

tering

Omaha

a

under water,
has been booked to open at
Lee’s Lounge here May 1.
semi-strip

Final hurdle in the long series
of steps taken for the

31
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NEWEST AND MOST
VERSATILE COMIC

'

r

“On the current bill is a ‘suprise®
act in Jackie Kannon, comic, making his initial Miami Beach bow,
Kannon has a sock presentation,
full of fresh material, and kept the
crowd laughing from the moment
he walked on until he finished. He’s
glib, fast, and built to a tumultuous,
climax on pseudp-magician bit,”

V*
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;ySy

TO BURST ON SHOWBIZ
HORIZON IN A DECADE

O’CLOCK, Miami Beach
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THE JACKIE KANNON SHOW
WXYZ-TV, Detroit

msssss^^£%M^^

“Jackie Kannon; a firstrate comic
any reviewer’* book, molds this
variety show . . . Into fast-moving
half-hour of entertainment . . . h*
has adjusted himeslf remarkably
well to video limitations.”

m

'ZtX'

Jam*

COPA CITYt Miami Beach
“Young Jackie Kannon makes for a
6uy has
pleasant laughmaker

PJ&tTEfr

—

s*

plussed by
Looks to keep
up via an assured approach,
and top aud reaction to his styling.
Lad works like a vet and knows hi*
slpw-Startmilking on the gags
ing but solidly finishing comic

good

bit

twists

on

of

newies,

familiars.

hitting

.

here -”

KANNON

Direction

WM. MORRIS,
My

N.Y.C.

Boy

GEORGE WOOD

OPENING
LATIN QUARTER NYC APRIL 20

.

.

P'SniEfr
EL RANCHO VEGAS

“The slight-statured Kannon, with
expressive face and almost unlimited supply of yockwOrfhy material at hand, clinches immediately upon entrance.
Kannon shows
promise of being able to reach topmost rung of nitery ladder before
i°ng."
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Chateau Madrid. N* 'Y.
be Castro Sisters (3), Felo
Bergaza & Juan Tarraza Line (5),
F. Alonso Orch with Sarita Her*
rara, Oscar Calvet Rhumba Band;
$3*3.50 minimum.
-

j

Night Club Reviews
Continue*} from page 50

Hotel Ambassador, L. A.
versation piece” finale sans music
that provides a walloping finish
from the standpoint of eye-appeal,
hut the conversation doesn't measure up.
Carl Ravazza is a ready click in
his -half of the hour-long show, slickly mixing ballad and comedies in a
selling stint that never lets down.
He gets off to a strong start with a
singing entrance through the maze
Clever use of
of ringside tables.
an old south-of-the-border funny
story as a calypso, but without
orchestral backing, wins his peak
response.
Ravazza has an easy personality
and a good voice and he blends the
two assets effectively on sttch items
as “All in the Game” and a medley of old faves which he tags
“Hold Hands Time.”
Nostalgic
Impact of the latter builds to a

has built

its

own

Kap.

Casablanca, Miami

Miami Beach, March

terpers bear large flower baskets.
Herrara holds over as
Sarita
femcee-songstress, ditto the showbacking F. Alonso orch and the
Oscar Calvet rhumband for cuscouple of stately
tomer dancing.
gals dress the platform. Trau,

&

Yl 9 eh
16.

Ben

Blue, Syd Slate, Bobbie
Martin, Tito Puente Orch, Alex
Shey Trio; $2 minimum.

Ben Blue and his sonfifewhat
shortened act are returnees here.

A

click in this big hotel-cafe 400seater last season, with adjuncts
that contained singing groups, plus
femme dancers and usage of the
orch, waiters and busboys, this
'

time out he is essaying a more
streamlined session that runs some
40 minytes and garners steady re'

action.

On preem

night he reprised his
fine finale.
standards such as the gag biz with sizzling.
Eddie Bergman muslcrew con- the gal (Bobbie Martin), bits with
Bergaza & Tarraza peddle the
Syd Slate (the mentallst with hot tamale stuff in their twin piano
Slate' in the aud) and the “B-girlset-to and shape as a click for
sucker” which in hurley was titled here and elsewhere (reviewed un“Ten Cents a Dance” but in cafes der New A^cts).
is brought on as a “Parisienne”
The five-girl line splices the proscene. All of it is craftily planned
-4 *
for the risibilities; especially so on
the switch-drink- “Dime a Dance”
Just Concluded mMotl Successful
sequence.
With
Slate adding his
Circus
Engagement ml
Charleston number, buttressed by
GROVE,
the Blue hoofing antics and Bobbie
Martin setting things off with a
HOTEL
International Circus
solid
sequence of ballads and
LOS ANGKLES
(HALLENSTADION, ZURICH
rhythm, they clicko in nifty manZurich, March 8.
Thank's, TONY CABOT
Lary.
ner.
International Circus, produced
Booked by
by AG. Hallenstadion; artistic diH*rb«rt Marks Agancy
Tlie
rector, Fritz Witters; musical diNEW YORK - MIAMI BEACH
rector, Karl Raber; stage manager
Montreal, March 15.
and
m.c., Nauti-Bussinger; features
Nick
Archie Robbins,
Martin
Orch (6), Bob Hahn Trio with Circus Hagenbeck’s animal acts,
Hamburg, trained and presented by
Joyce Hahn; $1.50 minimum.
Rudolf Jurkschat, Alfred Kaden ,
The Downbeat, situated on the Rudolf Matthies and Johnny Steinsite of the former Samovar, re- hoff;- Stawicki Bros. <2), Zemgannamed the Carrousel and then nos (4), The Kovacs (4), Botf
tagged the Belmar, has at last hit Gerry Troupe (6), Arrigonis (4),
on a policy that should spell coin Hoger, Cherlos (3), Asgards (10>,
for the present leaseholders, agent Capt. Bunte Hagenbeck’s Clowns
Zurich,
Sid Tapley and orch leader Nick (4). At Hallenstadion,
March 6, ’52.
Martin.
The refurbished room is concenWith the Hagenbeck Circus’
trating entertainment ^around a
comic - as the lead performer and famous animal acts topping the
stressing the two rhumbands for bill, the 8, 000-10, 000-seater Hallenplenty of customer hoofing. In a stadion presents a solid show that
town where the Latin jivesters are should please all.
At the opening caught, which
in the, majority, the rhumba gimmick should be a cinch; and their lasted nearly three hours with only
special Sunday night terp .contest one intermission, the animals were
run by teachers Rosita Sc Deno is obviously nervous and restless,
doing more than a little to draw having arrived just the day before

A

Renew

COCOANUT

AMBASSADOR

.

Downbeat, Montreal

1

t

.

,

Grant’s Riviera
RKSTAURANT AND BAR
W.44 5t., New York LU2-44BB
WHERE SHOWBUSINCSS HUTS
*
*
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TALENT CONTEST
MONDAY NIGHTS
Wx«:

Duplicate

YOU
price

frafuiioiwi Engagement

Prim AearM

to

the

Cm*

et

Ttei

buy funnier material «t any

can't

COMEDY ROUTINES AND

than

BURLESQUE.

A.

$3.00 a copy.

GUY

Vienna Hoorn, Boston
Boston, March 14.
Don Dennis, Doc Marcus, The
Stanfords (2), Ronnie Sc Ernie

in.

In layout viewed, Archie Robbins
did a standout 25 minutes, introing neatly with a few gags sequeing into his song parodies. Best
of latter is “Basement in the
Bronx,” a takeoff on Gordon
Jenkins’ “Manhattan Towers.” Guy
follows with an opera routine
which needs trimming for better
impact, but begs off with a socko
item on Les Vegas.
To fill out show, the Bob Hahn
trio with Joyce Hahn on vocals do
a set prior to the Robbins stand.
Combo’s work is sparked throughout by her astute showmanship and
piping as she mixes the ballads
With the corn for okay reception.
Emcee and bandleader Nick
Martin handles show music solidly
and splits the patron dance sets
with the Hahns.
Newt.

rope presentation reaches

max

of its floorshows, operating within
a medium budget. Spot, equally
w.k. for its food, gets a tremendous
play from parties, clubs and various
organizations, with result that acts
are usually assured of a large house

VISK
Troy, N. Y*

a

U

ACCLAIM JOHNNY and JUNE BELMONT
ABOUT THE BEST WE HAVE SEEN...”

...WE

CINCINNATI TIMES STAR
Currently Return Eng.

COVINGTON,

KY.

Recently Concluded

1

11 ll

PUERTO RICO

Thanks MERRIEL

ABBOTT
Opening
April 12th

!

a

its

cli-

with the upbeat "Hawaiian Wan
Chant” with partner jbining
might be heightened even
more with the male doing a fast
clothes change, since mess jacket
uniform seems a little common-

tic

§

place in the heat of things.

which undoubtedly

is

for top performances.

\

Chi Cafe’* $2,500 Fire
Fire

hit

Bistro had been closed for
Current bill, while topheavy in eral days for
remodelling.
terp
department, is diversified
enough to capture ringsiders’ attention throughout. Openers, the
Haydens, score with peat sesh of
enhanced by the femme
taps,
allure,
Male partner grabs solo
spot with oke tapstering, pair winding with hoked Charleston helped
by gab’s vintage gown.

The Stanfords, a

Mlchf

Laurence.

neat, graceful

four routines featuring spins and.
lifts. They finale with fast whirling
sesh.
Guy holding girl aloft with
one hand.
Doc Marcus, a zany magico,
scores strongly with a stanza of
illusions interspersed with double
talk adds to the customer bewilderment. He distributes playing cards
to ringsiders with mechanical duck
picking wanted cards from a rack,
and winds tearing card into bits
only to have it turn up inside a
balloon. His chatter and tricks sell
neatly.
Bill

is

slickly

emceed by Don

nK

i

v.’

*Vjq

iV

JAY MARSHALL

Dennis, longtime fave .at the spot,
who grabs spotlight for solid vo-

Returning Tomorrow to

calizing of “Be My Life’s Companion!” “Talk to the Trees” and
“Old Man River.” Dennis bypasses

LATIN

CASINO

handling emcee
chatter,
chores in straight fashion -and
relying on his chirping to score.

ebrny

For the past two years this Loop
bistro has been using book shows,

H

'

:vj.A

HNaMpMa
Overdrew His Salary
Reeked by

MARK LEPDY Who
Flunked. Geography

JAY SEILER
Held Over by Popular Contract
9th

Week Conrad

Presently, looking

week.

tenth

Hilton Hotel

forward

for the

Scheduled for the

eleventh week.

New York— Max

Novella

Chicago—Sidney Page

Nova Scotia— A. Salmon

WHEN

IN

BOSTON

lfs fht

HOTEL AVERY
Avery A Washington

The

Home

of

Sts.

Show

Folk

SOCIAL DIRECTOR
For Adirondack summer resort. Ca*
pacity 250.
Able to direct f mII
program including shows. Give full
information. Box Y-31752, Variety.

154 W. 44th

St*.

New York

34.

MARJORIE

GARRETSON
HELD OVER

THEATRICAL PHOTOGRAPHER
D,r * :

LARRY GENGO

—FRANK

111 E.

SENNE5 AGENCY,

N. Y.

Oak

St.

Chicago,

Ml 2-7931
111.

sev-

ballroom duo, also click nicely with

WITH ALEX STUDER AT THE NANO
Detroit

and

cloth

hula, that action
really gets heated. She’s a fine
hin
slinger and dancing gets more hee-

three-story

jalopy that never starts off and,
at the end, blows to pieces with a
bang. There are too many repetitions and the gags, reminding of
film silents, are too corny to click
with the public.
Mezo.

a loin

slides into

Chicago, March 18.
the near northside
nitery, Stairway to the Stars, last
an incentive week (9), causing $2,500
damages.

pyramid inspiring
many other similar
wherein three men walking on the revues elsewhere. This show is a
tight-rope carry, attached to their filler
until
the original musibodies,
horizontal
perches
on cal which comes in next month. As
which a man and a girl are stand- such it will more than carry the
ing. The latter two also have a nitery. through the Lenten dolperch fixed on which another girl drum,. particularly with the pull of
stands.
Bobby Wayne.
Others contributing to the genWayne is riding high on his Mererally high level of this show in- cury cutting “Wheel of Fortune.”
clude Hoger who does some very Fresh, youthful crooner tees off
effective balancing atop a 40-foot his session with a good beat tune,
pole for maximum returns. Three “I Want to Be With You Tonight,”
Cherlos, also from Scandinavia, .and then makes a quick transition
working aloft on a 45-foot contrap- to the ballad, “Won’t Cry Anytion, with one man riding a motor- more.” Midway he has a hillbilly
cycle and his male partner plus novelty that .means nothing and
one gal doing acrobatics while should be shelved, but his “Always
moving (effects in this act are You” puts him on the right path
enhanced by skillful use of colored again. For his finale, of course, he
lighting). Ten Asgards, from the socks across “Wheel.”
Olympia Circus, London, are fastDick Hayman, who’s been tourmoving trampolinists; Four Zem- ing with Vaughn Monroe lately,
gannos, three men and a gal, does a neat medley of three standtrapezists dressed in fluorescent ards for his first number on the
tights, deliver a few nice stunts harmonica.
He gives a spirited
with lights off; and the Stawicki rendition of “Overture to Orpheus”
Bros. (2), aerialists performing on but gets his biggest response with
a revolving octangle.
a Spike Jonesish Contraption which
The finale is not too happily throws confetti and shootb pistols
chosen. Billed as "Captain Bunte,” off as he tries to play “Merry Oldsa German act consisting of one mobile.” For encore, mouth organman, two gals and a midget, it is
on the zany side showing a family
trying to. take a ride in an old
in

and

-

•

Gerry Troupe (6) from Sweden,
whose beautifully mounted tight-

much more than

not

Jerry Glidden takes over the
Hayden, Tony Bruno Orch (6), podium for the month and his
Harry Fink Trioj no cover or mini- eight-piece orch does yeoman service, both in the backing and
mum.
dance
sessions. Three saxes double
on
Steuben’s Vienna Room, one of fiddles and two trumpets add a
Hub’s most popular bistros, has great deal of body to the band.
long been, noted for the excellence
Zabe.

His three-year continuous engagement here appears to t$,ear out the
wisdom of his judgment'.
from Hamburg, Germany, in railBackgrounds are expertly hanroad trains, With too little time dled by Tony Bruno orch whichfor additional training and acclima- alternates for customer terping
tization to the new showground.* with Harry Fink’s smooth rhumba
Suffering from this circumstance trio.
Elie.
was,, among others, an otherwise
nicely staged "animal merry-goBlackliawk, Oil
round,” presented by Rudolf Jurkschat, who also trained the 12 Arab
Chicago, March 12.
Bobby Wayne, Dick Hayman,
horses and a mixed act of zebras,
Patrice & Russell, Jerry Glidden
camels and midget mules.
Highlights of the show are sev- Orch
(8);
$3 minimum, $1.25
eral aerial acts, topped by the Bob cover.

,

Writing Enterprises

12 Liberty Street

’em

comes out In bra

until the. gal

Effect

‘

MARY RAYE
and NALDI

A'

m

Angel Lopez is giving his Chateau
Madrid an extra lively kick currently with combo of the De Castro
Sisters and Havana-imported twoJuan
piano team of Felo Bergaza
Both acts shake up the
Tarraza.
place in divergent ways.
The singing trio are full of verve
and vivacity and sell right down
to their low-cut, chartroosey garb.
Their big punch is comedy chirping
punctuated by antithetical
eyes in Jerry Lewis-Red Skelton
First a quickie Latin
fashion.
item, then a slightly frenzied veralready frenzied “Cry,”
the
sion of
all the while moving their diaphragms about.
Switching the log, they gtf into a
hillbilly number and follow with
vocal and bodily antics in belting
over "Maharajah of Magador.” For
encore, they joined the pianists at
show caught in a Cubano bit of

coterie of folloW-

ers.

X9^ 1952

.

tinues to do an exceptional job of

showbacking and dance work and

March

doer Horn# xtpld switching
ceedings with two number#. Open
*“ neto > t!
$how with a "Caribbean Fiesta”
“Chinatown."
Peppermint
la Trinidad.
item
I?Vely you
briefs and straw topper# brighten
teroers' start
rtart toff okay
”f
a special
the motif. More elaborate is their terpers,
"Babula” entry 'with one gal on song and dance intro, with mail
taking
over
solo
spot
to
get mitt*
vocal of the song and a cage with
The other for his tap work. However, it’s not
parrot on her head.
ist
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be Haven, Norma

Miller
Veronica Martell,
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Marshall, Gae Foster
Roxyettes, H. Leopold Spitalny CHARLES
“Deadline U,
A.” Songs
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Singers;
Variety 25 Mins.
in
reviewed
(20th),

Gloria

Dancers

Noonan

(12)
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At Palace,

March

By ABEL GREEN

RKO

Sol
prexy
Theatres
now needs some real
Palthe.
out
bail
to
showmanship
ace. Betty Hutton ihay do it, but
that may well prove to be essentially a variation of the theme,
Gari.e. not a road company Judy
land, because Miss Hutton has
beaucoup stature in her own name
and doesn’t have to do anything
through an agent, but the analogy
obviously is there and perforce

Schwartz

will linger.

The showmanship that the Palnow needs is something which

ace

prove to be the insurance of
the theatre’s longevity or its retrogression to the same haphazard
existence experienced until Miss
Garland’s now historic click at this
house. Since her closing* it has not
been evidenced.
Not that Schwartz, Bill Howard;
Dan Friendly, et al. are not in
there punching, but the Palace
must now achieve a character all off the show. Rudy Cardenas, slick
juggler, is the opener. One of the
its own, or else.
The currently strangely medleyed best around, onstage or under canhave cut a
bill is not the answer. It comprises vas, Cardenas could
general
a low comedy troupe of slapstick- minute or two to the
overall
show. That
advantage
of
the
Johnson,
&
ers, headed by Olsen
and the more classic ballet antics was true from here in. Bunin Pupof Jose Greco’s tiptop terpsters, pets, now standard on vaudeo,
punctuated by a seasoned monolog- deuced and Jackie Miles was the
comedy relief in the trey.
ist (Jackie Miles) and two dumb lone
acts in the one-two positions, a Standard nitery comedian’s, timing
is now w.k. and he scored as sigjuggler and a puppet team.
as did J6an Carroll* on the
Nor was it the answer the pre- nally
preceding bill, evidencing that the
ceding semester with the bill
saloon style of timing and pacing
headed by Lauritz Melchior which,
more legitimately is excellent conditioner for politer
paradoxically,
theatre environs.
approached a bigtime two-a-day
Jose Greco, like O&J, has Wilvaudeville bill. There was only one
drawback with a $24,350 iam McDermott as special balittle
in the pit, with Rogelio
tOneer,
second
$19,500
first week and a
guitar
week gross, the house was still in Reguera prominent on the
onstage and Chico de Madrid as
the- singer. This excellent ballet

may

Palace Two-a-Day
Jo Lombardi conducting; Rudy
Cardenas, Bunin Puppets, Jackie
Miles, Jose Greed Ballet ( Nila
Amparo, Carola Goya, Teresa
Maya, Luis Olivares, Lola de
Ronda, Juanela Maya, Morita
Aeros, Leda de Rivero, Vicente
Martin, Domingo Montes, LaQuica; conducted by William McDermott, guitarist Rogelio Reguera,
singer Chico de Madrid); Olsen
& Johnson Revue, with Ole
Olsen, Chic Johnson, Ben Yost 3/
Marty May, Leonard Sues (con-

March

•

floundering.
It is, perhaps, to the general
credit that Schwartz and his prime
aides,

is still

veep Bill Howard and booker

Friendly, are essaying un
orthodoxy. Mayhaps the tradition
of vaudeville is so far dated that

Dan

even an approximation of format
isn’t commercial. If so, then “Pal
aCe Two-a-Day” is fallacious billing, and the house might do well
to attack its rostrum problem with
an original or frankly revue policy.
Neither the vaudeville diehards
nor the 1952 show biz adventurers
in style can point to any standard
which calls for a $6,000 ballet
troupe to consuine most of the first
half, and the $9,000 or $10,000
Olsen St Johnson troupe to dispor
itself, as it did, in the almost hourand-a-half that comprised the en
tire second half.
When Miss Garland clocked near
the $50,000 mark, and she supplied,
the entire show, her personal share
was around $20,000 a week, which
left a like

amount operating

profit

most

its

variegated manner,

if

diversely
the tradition

of vaudeville as a so-called family
entertainment means anything then

the

>

O&J hokum was more

“Artists

two-a-day.
O&J
us u
brand .of hokum at $5
ana $b in the Winter Garden and
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shots

particularly .video
intimerles.

and the Souci. Swarthy gents are actually
Newt,
uninhibited comedians at the spin-

although their virtuosity seeps
through. They specialize in chile
and Brazilian brands, working over
some pops in the interim. In the
more familiar groove, they supply
high voltage to .their special of
“Second Hungarian Rhapsody.” At
set periods, either or both take off
standing up or bouncing around
and sometimes shouting as they
beat out the rhythm.
Pair are ‘dressed neatly in regulation white suits and operate independently, which makes their
meshing all the more remarkable.
They’re a god bet for intimeries,
Trau.
vaude and TV.
ets

VERONICA MARTELL
Juggling
10 Mins.
Roxy, N.Y.
Veronica Martell has a good
standard juggling routine okay for
opening vaude spots. Aside from
her stunts, she has the assets of
good looks and trim figure spotlighted by a gam-displaying costume at her current Roxy stand.
She works with the both Indian
clubs and rubber balls with stress
on the latter. She has several
tricky flips while working with five
spheroids simultaneously and, although missing frequently at show
caught (14), she recovered fast
enough^. to earn solid mitting.

LINDA BATISTA
Songs

He^m.

30 Mins.

Le

PEGGY THOMAS

I.

t

II

/

)

(

f. .(

j

J

‘J

|.

Ml

one of the

out-

number

Apollo, N. Y.
Nat "King” Cole & Trio (4), Sy
Oliver Orch (12), Timmie Rogers,
Conway Sc Parks, The Fontdines
(3), Peggy Thomas; “Follow Me
Quietly” (RKO).

Miami

'

is

•

'

-

Carrolls, Paris

Linda Batista

standing singers in Brazil. She is
a mainstay in the carioca niteries,
5 Mins.
has appeared in many pix and cut
Apollo* N.Y.
Peggy Thomas is an average se- a number of disks. This is her first
pian songstress whose style and time out of Brazil and Paris is her
technique follow familiar patterns first stop.
The gal has natural showmanship
In her stint at the Apollo, she ham
dies “Undecided Now” in much too and has the energy, spontaneity
fast a tempo. Slower numbers ap- and enjoyment of. her work that
pear to be her forte on the strength quickly communicate themselves to
of her piping of “Trust in Me.”
the clientele, .She is a hefty little
Attired in a halter-neck gown, bundle and comes out in a Carmen
Miss Thomas has ample visual val- Miranda getup. She goes right into
ues, Gal has a flair for comedy her numbers and soon removes the
and despite a trace of shyness man- fantastic headgear and, sweating
ages to get over a bit of business and delivering, she gives out a fine
with emcee Timmie Rogers that’s half-hour stint.
built around a duet of “Gimmie a
No looker and dumpy, she makes
Little Kiss.” Chirper has promise up for it by her good cheer. She
but needs further polish before does mostly catchy. Brazilian songs
she can qualify for the better and even a French
to
Gilb.
bookings.
please Gallic patrons.
Mosk.

Songs

Initial break-in of Tommy Dor
sey’s new 71-minute stage package
has plenty of pace and flash showFrom that opening
manship.
“Opus One” with the mellow trom
bone solo passages of the maestro ground beat synonymous with
the enthusiastic Dorsey fails are Dorsey who, when onstage, is still
on the edges of their seats in wrapt watchfully disciplining the cats.
attention and for tumultuous ap- Whole stint will more than satisfy
The the customers, judging from those
plause between the breaks.
McStay.
brass section is lusty in the Dorsey lengthy lineups.
pattern (maybe too much so, but
boss,
The.
it).
for
go
the customers
Olympian
in this stage sesh, is modestly in
.Miami, March 15.
the background in turning over
Mark Stevens with the Four of
the spotlight to Sam Donahue on Us; Harvey Stone, Adele Parrish,
tenor sax for “Body and Soul” and Glen Martin Sc Co., Rae Alton, Les
the rhythm tunes.
player, Rhode House Orch; “Room For
George DeWitt for a long period to Charlie Shavers, trumpet
“Summertime” One More” (WB).
for
has been on the bigtime comedic particularly
threshold but he’s yet to pass over and “Hambone.”
Smash, of course, is “HuckleCurrent layout is on the fairish
it.
This is a talented youngster
who doesn’t seem to be working at buck,” plus the vocals of Frances side with accent on the pleasing
striking brunet in black rather than the boff for the vaude
Irvin,
his full potential.
He shows a
tendency to throw his routine away velvet gown, and the zany Frankie addicts*
In topliner spot, Hollywoodite
with off-color gags and an indiffer- & Danny Marshall. Latter got the
professional tribute in that even Mark Stevens has the potential for
ent manner.
When he sets down to basics, the band boys were convulsed at solid personal-appearers once he
As the “only girl tightens his act, eliminates some
however, he’s firstrate. His gallery show caught.
of carbons is cleverly done and his who can’t do an imitation of Bette unnecessary chatter and works on
ability to vocal in any style from Davis,” the youngster received a his songalog
obviously specially
Billy Eckstine to Frankie Laine is rave reception for the turn and written for him in a stint which
also tops. Routine sags about mid- then into a Humphrey Bogart in a adds quartet, “The Four Of Us,”
way, but he gets off strongly with little-girl voice, complete with coy for the backings.
Guy has the
Frankie Marshall is a charm and the know-how to mark
gestures.
his singing impressions.
Richard Hayes, Mercury Rec- clever, contrast-comedienne to the up solid aud returns once he
ords pactee, registers well with his statuesque Miss Irvin, particularly smooths out. Quartet are tops in
song-belting.
Lad has a strong when stacked against the latter’s support and on their own. Stevens
voice, good presence and knows sultry warbling of “Inspiration.”
is obviously a video bet via- the
Sock returns are also immediate- looks and the personality.
how to deliver a tune in the modern charged style. He’s particularly ly scored by Harris & Radcliffe In
Harvey Stone, in the added ateffective in his rendition of “Baba- the oldtime vaude pattern of eye- traction slot, garners healthy porlu,” one o.f his recent waxings, and poking mayhem and arguing. Both tion of laughs with his gagology
alternately switch to piano accom- on wife-family mishaps, into the
“Out in the Cold Again.”
Steve Condos & Jerry Brandow paniment for trick falsetto and standard Army reprise.
click in the opening spot with a baritone burlesks of grand opera
Teeoff sets a trim pace via the
versatile routine. Duo have a slick and “Cry,” together with soft-shoe tapology-spins of Rae Alton, who
hoofing style, working together and interpolations and a begoff on accents the ballet angles for the
solo at a fast pace, plus dishing up “Maybe,” via Ink Spots’ takeoff, mitt-raising. Trampoline work of
some sharp solos on the piano and that again had the band in near Glen Martin and aide is on the
trumpet and a strong curtain- hysterics.
The Kanazawas also standard side. Adele Parrish has
raiser.
rate a big reception for their risley played here before and sets well
Al Donahue’s orch, comprising act and footwork on barrel revolv- with her over-puffed dress entry
five reed, four brass and three ing and cross-stage tosses, all with-i and hillbilly routines, winding into
rhythm, with the maestro occasion- out a fault.
stripdown to an off shoulder gown
ally on violin, cut the show comThis new Dorsey unit is a rous- and pleasing session with her
petently and supplv one long med- ing stage presentation , that, on violinings in the classic style. Les
ley of Irish tunes in season for St. flash,
has plenty of divergent Rhode and house orch back in
Patrick’s Day,
Hcrm,
novelty, plus that pulse and back- apt manner.
Lary.
i

specializes

Herm.

With Nat “King” Cole and his
trio topping the bill; current Apollo vaude fare shapes up into a
'

palatable session for the stubhold-
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Recording

ers.

star,

who’s grooved

in the closing niche, does a half-

dozen numbers for a rousing finale.
Sy Oliver’s crew, comprising
four reed, three rhythm and five
brass, gets the layout off to a snappy start with a noisy instrumental,

r
-

“House Party/’ to pave the way for
comic Timmie Rogers. Latter, who
also emcees the bill, is an affable
lad with a good sense of timing.
Unfortunately, much of his material is somewhat mossy.
Introed as “back from entertaining in Korea,” Conway & Parks
register mildly- with songs and patter, but pick up plaudits with some
comedy hoofing on their exit.
Only ofay in the lineup, the Fontaines, score handily with their

——

law of diminishing returns catches up with
the Palace when it books two actscosting $16,000. This $20,000 bill,
therefore, leaves little net for the
house unless it does peak business.
Of course all this is a far erv from
the yesteryear Palace’s -$8,000 bills
and $14,000 grosses, and everybody
made money all around.
While this may be variety enterin

any bill.
Negro troupe

.

to the house, but the

tainment

held down adequately by Tom Noonan A Pete
show defYoungsters
Marshall.
initely strong potential- and need
only to edit their routine a bit
more closely to hit with sustained
are
* Their
items
best
force.
Noonan’s satire of a TV cookery
show and their takeoff on what
is

Current Paramount show is
standard layout with okay, but not
standout,
entertainment
values.
While bill is well-rounded, no
single turn is able to supply that
extra sock to lift it out of the conventional class.
Ella Fitzgerald toplines with a
solid songalog to wind up this layout on the strongest possible footing.
A superlative song stylist.
Miss Fitzgerald belts over a flock
of standards, such as “St. Louis
Blues,” and current pops for top re
suits.
Her w.k. carbon of Louis
Armstrong is the high spot along
with her tricky scat warbling in

the red. Not much, but the ledger
was rouge. True, the theatre has
veered from $8,000 crimson to that
and more in the black, and
the extraordinary expenditure for
talent is the insurance to establish
some sort of a continuing policy;
but for practical purposes the
policy

frenetic style of African tribal
dancing with lots of solo turns for
each of the male members. Each
scores with a different body wiggle against a pounding tympany
background. Miss Miller clicks with
her body-tossing. She paces the
rest of the troupe in the uninhibited routines, always keeping within the bounds of good taste.

George DeWitt
Tommy Dorsey Orch (16),
Richard Hayes, Steve Condos & Frankie Sc Danny Marshall, Frances
Jerry Brandow, Al Donahue Orch; Irvin, The Kanazawas (3), Harris
Boots Malone” (Col), reviewed in Sc Radcliffe; “Mr. Muggs Steps
Variety Dec. 26, ’52,
Out ” (Astral).

1952;

11,

partnered with Roche. Since last
session here, he has spent most
of time writing new songs, three
of which he includes in- current
layout, and translating AmericanA few of these
hits into French.
translations he uses now such as
The Thing” and “Jezebel” and
both draw plaudits in this? showing.
A Gallic interp of a Parisian
trying to sing bop stuff, although
somewhat dated, picks up usual
heavy mitting, and his own blues
number, “I Hate Sundays,” a platter award torchant this year in
France, is a solid pace-changer.
Overall styling, plus the advanand

.

company joins.
Comedy spot

Paramoiwt, N* V.

$4'80 top.

Roxy, N.Y.
Montmartre Cafe, Montreal
Norma Miller Dancers, which
Charles Aznavour (ex-Roche &
played the Apollo Theatre in Har-.
Montreal
to
Aznavour) returns
after a two-year, absence for a solo lem for. its only previous N.Y, date
stint and guy packs as big a wal- makes a bright supplement to the*

Piano
12 Mins.
Chateau Madrid, N.Y.
This two-piano team is Angel
Slow Poke,” “Tenderly”
“Down Yonder,” latter making a tage of being, bi-lingual, makes him Lopez’s latest import from Havana,
medium,
any
visual
for
natural
where
a
he scouted them at the Sans„
bright finale in which the Whole

Ella Fitzgerald,

Olsen, Chickie Johnson, Shorty
Renna, Billy Young, Charles
Senna, Ivor Boden, Maurice Millard, Jean Olsen, John damp a;

10 MinS.

.current Roxy layout. Group, comprising five males, five femmes, a
drummer and Miss Miller as the
front danseuse, perform their routines with a splash of color and
verve. They lend an extra kick to

—

The
Konyots
ducting),
(2),
Pitchmen (3), June Johnson,
Nina Varela, Billy Kay, J. C.

(12)

Dance

lop as ever with the Gallic patrons of the Montmartre.
Of average height, and with a
shock of unruly hair, Aznavour has
the same animated spirit as before
but a much smoother presentation
manner without the off-hand casualness that was evident when

goes on in a crooner’s mind while
with
song,
a
delivering
he’s
Marshall singing and Noonan supplying .the offstage emments. Their
disk jockey parody is also good.
Most of their routines are
spelled out too long- and lose their
The boys, however, are
impetus.
developing quickly, with Noonan
showing a sharp comedic- flair aucompany, which clicks with an en- guring big promise.
In the opening act spot,
tire evening of ballet recital, was
Martell hits nicely with
likewise over-generous in its seven Veronica
For
a straight juggling, routine.
different numbers, and while an
color, bill is rounded out by the
unquestioned hit it is too long a Norma Miller troupe of Negro
stretch of plastic toeology for dancers.
(Both reviewed under
Greco, of New Acts.) Large Miller group is
vaudeville purposes.
course, is a superb terper and even supplemented by the Gae Foster
the legmania diehards must dig his Roxyettes, who open the show with
flamenco, gypsy, .classic and other an eye-filling ballet number.
H.
Spanish interpretations.
Leopold Spitalny singers and house
Withal, it’s a strange parlay at orem as usual, supply rich musical
the Palace from tour-jete to Irish backing.
Hem.
justice. But is it vaudeville?

—

commencing

12, '52.

kindred legit theatres as “HellzaThe Roxy has a money bill workpoppin” and “Sons of Fun”. While
.ng currently with'' solid film fare
it is palatable in the main some
by a first-rate stage
supplemented
of the bits (especially the leering layout.
Latter has color, pace,
and the s.a. blackouts between Chic variety and the usual lush producJohnson and his daughter) are a tion gloss associated with previous
bit strong,
shows at this house.
Ole Olsen remains mostly anAs headliner, 20th-Fox pic star
chored at the mike, or seated as Gloria De Haven- once again regisin “Irish justice,” presumably still
ers as a top bracket song stylist
Miss De
nursing that broken gam, but their and stage personality.
hokum smorgasbord runs the full Haven "can project a number with
gamut. The personable Marty May, he best, exploiting her supple
who is married to Chic Johnson’s pipes either for belting the rhythm
daughter, June, remains the most tunes or caressing the ballads with
In
legit player in the nonsense fac- $ suitable sentimental flavor.
tory. Also legit is the slick baton- addition,
she impresses with a
twirling and tapstering of Billy mike manner that pre-sells her to
Young, fronting the 10 Le Tang he customers.
Ebonettes, line of Harlem cuties
Miss De Haven is particularly
who appear in two ensemble num- standout here with her rendition
bers. The high-brown lookers in- of “Happiness,” a colorful Latin
clude Mrs. Bill Robinson who does tern, and ’hits equally socko with
standout impression of Bo- a new blues number, “Here Comes
a
jangles.
Well-rounded reperthe Blues.”
Jo Lombardi, who succeeded the tory is completed by a flock of
“Cry,”
including
pops,
current
pit,
kicks
the
in
Albert
retired Don

NORMA MILLER DANCERS

AZNAVOUR

Two men and

aero routines.

a

girl

move through assorted feats with
unerring finesse. Informal touch
is lent when
they prevail upon
emcee Rogers

to participate in one

routine.

It nets hefty guffaws.
Cole backed by his customary
piano (self-aecomped), bongos, bass
and guitar, runs' through a batch
of tunes and garners most palming
on his current fave, “Unforgettable.”
His warbling, per usual,

showmanly and his entire time
onstage bespeaks top musical propop idiom.
Sentimental touch is provided at
the curtain-lowering when Cole
joins Rogers to carol the latter s
catchcy
own dittty, “It’s Crazy.”
tune in its own right, it added up
to neat peg on which to hang the
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wholesale complaints
conditions in reshout boxoffice
on Broadway
business
cent weeks,
been better than for
has actually
last year
period
the corresponding

Despite

Hollywood, March

14.

talents

of

his

wife,

GeGe

Pearson.

One week

Now in 21st Wk.,

opened

at

after

the

Met Stars

it had resulted in a job
in UI’s “It Grows oir
Trees” for
Malcolm
Lee
Beggs,
who supports Miss
Pearson in each of the three

offer

comparable to any

been made in spite of the unprecendented low in the number
In other words,
of playing weeks.
although there have been consid-

{as

erably fewer shows on the Broadway boards this season, they have
done distinctly better business.
For example, taking the first 41
19491948-of the season, through last
weeks
1947night, the total grosses
Saturday
for the last five seasons have been
as follows:

This season
1950-51

. .

.

.

1950- 50
194949
1948-

»

.$22,458,200
21,263,800
21,715,900
22,366,000
22,031,000

- .

48
For the same period over the last
five seasons the totals in number

weeks played by

of

all

shows have

been as follows.

806
882
868
936

This season

51

50
49

,

1947-48

Managerial moaning

1,019
over disap-

pointing attendance on Broadway
has been particularly widespread

and loud during the slump following the boom Washington’s Birthday weekend. However, analysis
of Variety’s boxoffice records fails

(Continued on page 56)

2 Shows Operating;

Gayety Getting N.Y. Group
Washington, March

Novel financing setup has been
’N’ Ladder,”

worked out for “Hook

the Al Moritz production of the

Charles Horner and Henry Miles
slated to

18.

After a four-week hiatus, the
Gayety Theatre lights up March 31
with a fortnight’s run of the Theatre
Guild's
“Cocktail
Party.’
Following this, manager Bernii
Ferber has scheduled a series oi
bookings which will keep the house
going through May 17, with onlj
one week, April 14, still open.
Announcement of the Gayetj
schedule assures the town of al
least a trial run of having twc
legits in operation. National Theatre, under the new Aldrich-Myers
aegis, is set for a May
5 unshuttering with “Call Me Madam.”- N
Three N. Y. City Theatre Co.
plays, each inked for a
single
stanza, will help pad the
Gayety
agenda. These are Elliott Nugent
and Martha Scott in the revival
Animal ” April 21,
Tovarlch,” with Uta Hagen, May
and a third unannounced opus
.

open

geek of May 12.
In addition,
ar ne c °rnell in “Constant
Wife is set for one
week, begin-

will

amusement

in
other
proportionately higher
to compensate for the usual free
cities,

are

Welles Authors Play;
‘Merchant’ Is Nixed

it

playing smaller stands
has not previously been

The show, one
money-makers of

of

the

legit

history,

will probably pay another dividend in the next few months, although considerably less than in

previous seasons. On the basis of
the most recent accountant’s statement, the production is estimated
to have around $40,000 balance
available (exclusive of bonds and
sinking fund), of which a small
•portion may be distributed, with
the balance held to cover pre-tour
expenses for next season. It closed
this season’s tour .last Saturday
night (15) in Rochester.

Duxbury, Mass.

16%%

8%%

‘GARDEN’ LOSS

TOUR

K

its

$75,000 investment.

m

The tour/

which ended Feb. 23 in Washington, involved an estimated deficit
of about $25,000, including nearly

Arena Plans Balked;

Other Local Barns Ready

As

N.Y. ‘Othello’ Alternate

biggest

and the others supplied
each. As indicated,
$500 for
these shares will be reduced to the
corresponding pro-rata amounts as
$75,000;
the additional $47,000 funds are invested. Virtually all this added
DEFICIT $25,000
coin is said to be pledged. Contrary to trade reports, Godfrey has
“Autumn Garden,”
i t
e r
not supplied any financing. How- Biobmgarden’s production of the
ever^rMoritz expects the TV-radio Lillian Heilman drama, is figured
star to make a nominal investment. to have lost approximately all of
Pitt

spite the fact that their
advertising
rates,
as

Rodgers & Hammerstein festival.
It would then be sent on the road,

where

profits,

operation. George Boroff of the
Circle Theatre was named chairman, and Frances Locker, of the
Call Board, secretary.
TPASC’s first move was to notify
Equity of the association and
express willingness to continue
formally the tentative talks on.
drafting a new contract for little
theatre groups.
Among other things on the
agenda, TPASC will investigate the
or
cooperative
of
possibility
“block” advertising and the swapping of productions. Member theatres are the Circle, Call Board,
Players Ring, Gallery Stage, Pasa-

—

—

seen.

Initial

ritz

th«

22,
Si-

next, season. Intention is to present the musical on the Coast this
summer, as part of the scheduled

generally

$3,000 capital was supplied on the following basis: Moput up $1,000 for
of the
.

quietly

Although “Oklahoma” has made space.
Another city within 500 miles of
comparatively minor profits in the
last couple of years, the Theatre New York, and with a population
Guild still hopes to cash in on the of 1,000,000, has three newspapers
property, and with that idea is with critics whose activities inplanning to send a scaled-down pro(Continued on page 56)
duction of the show on tour* again

COAST DRAMA GROUPS
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Set to Tour Again

Back Legits

Hollywood, March 18.
In the first such organization of
its kind on the Coast, 10 little theatres in the Los Angeles area have
formed the Theatrical Producers
Assn, of Southern California,' to
present a united front in union
bargaining and to promote legit
locally through inter-theatre co-

are

living stage

Shortened

Dallas Syndicate

ORGANIZE, PAGE EQUITY

Office

TV

support

trusts, and hatreds and shutouts
have reached the point where the
warfare is an open wound, and
moneaux, Laurel Hurley and Ni- each new attraction salt in the
cola Moscona in leading roles. wound. The other angle is the
Other operas set this spring are situation wherein the resident
“Rlgoletto,” April 2 and 5, with manager has become so casual and
Leonard Warren, Hilde Gueden Indifferent to his position as to
and Eugene Conley; “Manon” Ap- have neglected essential public reril 17 and 19, with Bidu Sayao, lations, and drama writers have
Anton’ Dermota and Martial 'Sing- turned elsewhere for their copy.
her, and “The Marriage Of Figaro”
In one major eastern city, the
May 1 and 3, with a cast from three dailies will not run any copy
the New York City Opera Co.
for a coming attraction until the
Saturday and Sunday prior to the
opening Monday, No support is
given by the press even a paragraph
for the mail order and ad‘Okla.’
vance boxoffice sale.
This, de-

April 21 at an unspecified Broadway theatre. Arrangement permitted the producer to go ahead
with preliminary deals, including
signing Vicki Cummings as femme
lead, with only a small portion of
(including $35,000 overcall). It is the full bankroll
in hand.
currently in its ?lst week at the
Venture has been organized as a
Winter Garden, I..Y.
limited partnership, but with one
major change from the normal setup. That is, it is temporarily capitalized at $3,000, but with provision for $47,000 additional coin to
be supplied subsequently by other
limited partners. The $3,000 was
put up by the five persons closely
connected with the project, who
are listed with pro-rata shares of
the backers’ end of the profits.
£)allas, March 18.
Additional investors will parGroup of local business men
have formed a syndicate, Texas ticipate in this same portion of the
Investors, with an initial bankroll proceeds according to the amount
of $50,000, to back legit shows. they put in, while the shares of the
First venture will be a $12,500 original five will be reduced acshare in “Casey' Jones,” musical cordingly. Thus, when all the financslated for production on Broadway ing is in, all limited partners (including the original five ) will split
next fall by Richard Krakeur.
the backers’ share of the, profits on
Charles R. Meeker, Jr., manag- a pro-rata basis.
ing director of the State Fair
The five principals in the deal
Auditorium here, is representing
the outfit, which includes Stanley thus far include Moritz, the sole
Marcus, head of the Neiman- general partner; the co-authors;
Marcus department store; Lee Sidney O* Raphael, attorney, for
the production, and Vincent AnSegall, president of radio station
KIXL; Pollard Simons, realtor, and drews, who is raising the money.
All except Raphael are associated
Jack Vaughn, oil man.
with the Arthur Godfrey radiotelevision operation, Moritz, Horner
and Miles as writers, and Andrews
in a managerial- capacity. Moritz
formerly operated a summer thea-

Set to

“Migfion”

March 20 and
Pro-Rata Sharing Basis with Blanche Thebom, Leopold

'

D.C. Set for Legit Rarity,

With

Thomas’

the season here

is

Booking
and

radio

withdrawing

of Metropolitan stars
There are two angles to this. In
have been signed for the 10th ancertain cities, a grim and bitter
niversary season of the New Orback-scenes war has been in progleans Opera Assn., conductor and
ress for years between the resident
general director Walter Herbert
manager and newspapers and rasaid Friday (14).
dio.
In some instances, the dis-

With Moritz on ‘Ladder’;

comedy, which

In

press,

A number

Novel Financing Setup

slump, thereby delaying its
payoff date.
For the four weeks ended Feb.
16, the period covered in the most
recent accounting sent to the
backers,
the
Paula Stone-Mike
Sloane production earned an operating profit of $33,257, leaving
$65,594 still to ^be earned back. Incidentally, the management overquoted the grosses for the weeks
ended Feb. 9 and 16.
Thus far, “Banana” has returned
$78,750 on its $210,000 investment

Spark Opera

Season in New Orleans
New Orleans, March 18.

briefies.

fice

to

United

—

.

gross

By NED ARMSTRONG
San Francisco, March 18.
many' cities now on th«

show

Las Palmas Thea-

tre,

To Pay Off by Mid-April

“Top Banana,” previously figtnd is
last five. Also, the ured likely to get into the black
vear within the
by
April 1, is now rated likely to
Broadon
all
shows
for
total gross
it by the middle or latter
ly so far this season is the high- make
part of April. Like virtually all
in
span
comparable
est for any
other current Broadway shows, the
years.
the last five
Hy Kraft-Johnny Mercer musical
Moreover, the abnormally high
was affected by the recent boxoftotal for the current- season
at least

.

acters, was mounted by Hal
Gerard to showcase the acting

J

‘Banana/
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Legit production of “Three
for Tonite,” package of one-

But There Are Fewer Shows Yearly
HOBE MORRISON

ttcrruiME

Good Showcase

B’way Legit Biz Better Than Average

By

’

.

1

Orson Welles, already set for a
repertory engagement on Broadway next season in two Shakespeare revivals,, has authored * new
play, “Fair Warning,” which may
be produced by the same management, James Russo and Michael
Ellis.
Script is en route herefrom
Paris, where the star is -etfrrently
appearing
in,
revival
of
his
“Othello.’*
Meanwhile, a French
translation- of the piece will probably be produced there this spring.
Although Welles, Russo and
Ellis haven’t selected the second
Shakespeare play to be presented
here in conjunction with “Othello,”
virtually certain not to be
it’s
“Merchant of Venice,” which the
actor was considering. Depending
on whether he does a brief South
American tour in the meanwhile,
the Broadway engagement is likely to start around Oct. 1 or late in
November.'
Russo & Ellis plans for a production of Clifford Goldsmith’s
“And Then One Day,” for which
Thomas Mitchell is set as director
and star, are now uncertain. After
extensive huddles with Mitchell in
New York, the author left for his
home in Phoenix about six weeks
ago, having promised that a final
revision of the script would be
1

,

$13,000 preliminary expenses. The
play, starring Fredric March and
Pittsburgh, March 18.
Florence Eldridge, had a producis not air conPlans for Bill Green’s Arena The- tion cost of $51,432, plus $796 try0n d
normally
shutters
,ni
j V
atre this summer are still up in out loss and $516 pre-opening ex- forthcoming “in a few days.” The
around
June 1 .
producers have heard nothing since
the air, as a result of announce- pense in New York.
ment from the Civic Light Opera
The 101-performance Broadway then, and in the meanwhile MitAssn, that it would be in operation run earned an operating net of chell has reportedly signed for a
Farce-Comedy on Video
again in 1952. For a time, Green's $7,138, but closing expenses re- television series.
dena Playhouse, Bar-Mor Produc- had figured on installing musicals duced the net to $6,258. Business
Slated for Albany
tions, Carousel Theatre, 18 Actors under its tent If the big Pitt Sta- was very spotty on the 19-week
Albany, March 18.
Inc., Hollywood Playwrights and dium project was abandoned, but tour, the best stanza being $22,785 ‘Pacific’ Set for Four Pitt
Joseph Hardy, who appeared in
that’s out now.
Bam Theatre, Hotel DeHoss.
for the finale of a three-week stand
Production of “DetecWeeks; Musicals Active
IF,
First season at Green’s last sum- in Chicago. Final statement coverttve Story ”
and Sally Moffett, who
straight
ing
the show’s closing has not been
played
dramatic
fare,
mer
Pittsburgh, March 18.
eceijtly has
been acting in tele- Shelton-Amos Players
under management of Sam Han- received by the backers.
Management of “South Pacific”
Jision, will play the leads
in “The
Set London, Ont., Season dlesman and direction of Morton
has decided to add an extra week
farce-comedy
DaCosta. It isn’t known yet whethto the local engagement at the
London, Ont., March 18.
u Vlde o. during the tryout
Another
of
tf
n
Nixon, giving the house here four
Shelton- Amos Players’* summer er either of them will be back. It
S* Allen Sherman-Eugene O’Sul- stock season will likely start the isn’t even known what policy
Weeks in all. Musical had origiI
0 )us a t Malcolm
Setup
Atterbury’s
Pii ». *
nally been booked in for only three
One of two Green's will follow.
y
se n A1 bany, opening April first week in July.
Birmingham, March 18.
l
l
v?
stock
weeks, beginning April 21, but Will
summer
As for the other local strawMiss Moffett is the daughter Canadian Equity
Mrs. Peggy LIppe, general man- play through May 17 now. Nixon
companies, the group will mark its hats, they’ve already made their
°f actress
Sylvia Field.
ager
Allen
of
Draper's
npw
defunct
hopes to get a fortnight fill after
a five- plans.
Clay Flagg and Carl Low
win come to Albany fourth season here under London
Redmont Theatre’, a professional that, preceding the stand of “Call
year contract with the
ior the
will open their White Barn early
rehearsal period. O’SulliLittle Theatre, which operates the in June. Francis Mayville launches arena setup, has found seven local Me Madam,” which comes in June
re ffular director of
the stock Grand.
backers for a-new arena theatre, 2 following the Washington run
his second Wagon Wheel Playstage the tryout. It
if
It will probably be the longest house season June 30 with “Born but can’t find a suitable location. and preceding the Coast stand.
losing production of
A 10 De
that
season so far, continuing for 12
Nixon reopened last night (Mon.)
Little Lake Arena The- City building inspectors said
Se S0n
Playhouse will be weeks. The longer season is made Yesterday”;
the former location of Draper’s with “Member of. the Wedding,”
daHr from
^
atre, operated by Will Disney, tees
March
29
to
April
15,
Hotel
was following a four-week shutdown
Redmont
theatre
the
at
thn
possible by the cancellation of the off in mid-June, and so does MounP Sent
roduc tion „of “Pyg- Summer School of the Theatre,
out because of fire regulations for when no shows were available.
malin
n- running
P
tain Playhouse at Jennerstown, Pa.
hon
three weeks.
which is usually conducted by the There’s talk, too, of another straw- a second-story room. Mrs. Li ope “Wedding” is under American TheLondon Little Theatre in conjunc- hatter In nearby Zelienople, Pa., wants to open a season in the fall. atre Society-Theatre Guild ausTOIJREI’S ISRAELI BID
tion with the U. of Western On- but that hasn’t been set yet.
The Chamber of Commercejs try- pices, the last subscription show of
enr e ^ourel has
accepted a bid tario during July.
ing to find a location, in line with the season.
“Gentlemen Prefer
fw,
^
™ the
Israel Philharmonic OrHall
its
policy to invite new industries Blondes” begins a tWo-week stay
Shelton,
producer, was in
ph
Jacques Abram, American pian4 t0 retura in April 1953 for London over
to
Birmingham.
Draper
next
*
Producer
the
weekend
Monday
to
dis(24), and then the
flew
England
Saturday
ist,
to
(15)
a tour
cuss his plans with H. Ken Bask- for his London orchestral debut as claimed he lost $10,000 with a star- Nixon will be dark again for anbe the mezzo-soprano’s ette, manager of the Grand, and soloist with the Royal Philhar- headed stock policy in his 10-wcek other fortnight preceding the opend tour of the country
since 1941. top little theatre officials.
ing of “South Pacific,” >
inonic Orchestra tomorrow (Thurs). J season in the winter of 1951.
ning April 28.
Since the Gayety
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Legit Bits

Inside Stuff—Legit

Legit Brashoff
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continued from page 55
Buffalo
Mason Johnson and. Mike Pol’- Kemper, of the Erlanger,
last week to see the
theatre, films, night clubs,
dude
lack will be stage managers and were in town
for
for "bookings
as comMarilyn Pitman assistant to direc- shows and scoutHarold
Freedman, music and art, as well
.
season
tor George Schaefer this "summer next
theatricals, and one critic
munity
play
head of the Brandt & Brandt
for the Dallas operetta season
gone to Florida is planning to convert his column
The Theron Bambergers (Phyllis department, has
due back April into a general one, for tear the
Perlman) vacationing at Fort Lau- for a vacation. He'swill return June
n
Juanita Hall
Anne Sloper asso- 3 .
derdale, Fla.
sub2 to her original role of Bloody stranded <?ne ’da?
ciate to Sol Jacobson, pressagent
Pacific," succeed- ject to write on.
“South
in
Mary
forththe
for “Constant Wife,"
Dorothy
Myrtil
Hallway Biz
coming “To Be Continued" and ing Odette
withdraws May 21 from her
the spring drama season at the Samoff
In another city, the advance manpart in “King and I," with
N.Y. City Center . Helen Hayes featured
Terry Saunders, is now interviewed in the hall, and
was given a citation Monday (17) her understudy, Emlyn Williams
many instances, finds himself
by the Boston Press Club for out- succeeding
London Sunday (16). Hell talkinc to a drama editor whose
standing contribution to humani- flew to
next
tour
S.
U.
for
a
back
mind is elsewhere, and who is in
Actress Diana be
causes
tarian
26. _
Paris for season, starting in Boston Jan.
ff»rrihTp hurrv to get on with his
planes'April
'
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2 to

a six-week vacation.

William Wymetal, managing diof the Pittsburgh Civic
Light Opera, has gone to New Orleans to stage a local legit production. He’ll be gone three weeks
Robert Ullman is apprentice to
.Molly Picon
pressagent Bill Doll
back from a GI entertainment tour
Melone
Halsey
“KG,"
Korea
of
drama, is being given a New
Dramatists Committee workshop
showing tonight -‘(Wed,) through
Friday (21) at the Palm Garden,
N.Y., with John Marley staging.
Malcolm Pearson has acquired
“The Intruder,” by Edwin Bronner, for fall production on BroadGinger Rogers, who reway
turned to legit last fall as star of
“Love and Let Love," is being
rector

.

.

.

sought as

femme

lead in “Jezebel’s

Husband," Robert Nathan play
which Roger L. Stevens and William Fields will produce next season with C^ude Rains in the title
part.

Dividend of $10,000, representing the first profit on the $65,000
production,
was distributed last
Rama Camera".
week by “I
sey Burch will return this summer
Sara
director
of
as resident

Am

.

Stamm’s Newport (R.I.) Casino
Theatre, which opens June 23 for
an 11-week season... The N.Y.
Critics’ Circle will vote
April 8 on its annual best-of-theMartha Scott will
season awards

Drama

co-star

Nugent

with Elliott

“Male Animal," the opening

drama season

of the spring

in
bill

at the

N.Y. City Center. .With “Rose
Tattoo" due to finale April 5 in
San Francisco, pressagent
Armstrong may switch to “Haopy
Time,” succeeding Anthony Buttitta, who withdraws' to handle Ed
Lester’s Civic Light Opera season.
.

Ned

Armstrong

is also

mulling an offer

summer season at the
Players Theatre, La Jolla.
“Montserrat," a Broadway production two seasons ago, ooens a
tryout tour next Monday (24) in
Brighton, England, with a London
engagement starting April 8. Richard Burton, seen in New York re-

to p.a. the

“Legend of Lovers" and
last season in “Lady’s Not for
Burning,” will have the lead played
In the original by Emlyn Williams
.. .Pamela ’Brown,
co-starred in
“Lady’s Not for Burning." opens
In London next week in “The Mortimer Touch," by Eric Linklater
“Come Back, Little Sheba" will
open a British tryout tour March
31 with Joan Miller in the Shirley
Booth role
U.S. actor Richard
Waring has gone into a leading
part in “Penny Plain" in the West
End.
The U. of Texas will present
Shakespeare’s “Henry IV” at Austin April 22 to 29. The drama has
a basic cast of 60, and is being divided in half, parts 1 and 2 being
presented on alternate nights. University’s production of both parts
of the play consecutively is first
attempted hereabouts by an educational theatre group. B. Iden
cently in

.

.

.

.

.

John Hay Whitney, $5,000; thej^ us i c Corp. of America, $10,000; Mrs.
Cary Grant, $3,000; Irving
atre owner Howard S. Cullman, $4,000;
Keinhe’imer, $2,500; lighting technician Edward Kook, $2,500; pro!
ducer Clinton Wilder, $2,500; Mrs. Albert Lasker, wife of ex-ad agency
executive, $2,000; author-publisher Fleur Cowles, $2,000; designer Jo
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the free list, the aggravated wound
Over 71%
bleeding, and the very
evident from these figures .is constantly
Philly legit manager*, Lawrence that while the total grosses have lifeblood of the business is runShubert Lawrence, has just re- been holding at least fairly even, ning out.
All this marks San Francisco as
turned home from the sotfth with the number of current shows has
the script of a new musical about steadily been declining. In other the city exceptional.
the Carolina backwoods, “Blood, words, there has apparently been
Unlike many road cities, the four
Thunder and Kathryn,” authored more and more business for fewer great dailies here break stories and
by Joscoh W, King, of Winston- and fewer
pictures three weeks prior to the
shows.
Salem. N.C.
The Cape Theatre.
opening and run almost daily
If that’s hardly a novel observaCape May, N.J., will open its 28t.h
and item-stories right
pictures
season lhte in June. Group will tion it’s a no less ominous one. For
until the opening Monday.
again be under management of it presumably reflects the contin- through
addition
In
to a press of great
T. C. Upliam, after an absehce of uing spiral of production and ooerand
one year.
ating costs, particularly the latter. goodwill, there is the radio
offered to the comtelevision
help
Vincent Price will play the psy- So, although smashes like “South
conwhich
includes
attraction,
ing
chiatrist in the Sombrero Theatre Pacific,"
“Guys and Dolls” and
production of “The Cocktail Par- “Mister Roberts" have amassed stant plugging by such femmes as
ty” in Phoenix, Ariz., opening record-breaking profits, the mar- Marjorie Trumbull and Katherine
March 25. Price played the role gin is steadily shrinking for aver- Kerry, and interviews and advance
in the Lewis & Young touring proage hits and the moderate draws announcements from Ann Holden,
duction of the T. S. Eliot play, unDorothy Rankin, Jane Todd, Dean
that once paid off.
til illness forced him to leave the
Jim Grady and Les
Indications for the next few Maddox,
cast last December
Organistcomposer John Lee will write and weeks, of more immediate interest Ma lloy
As a matter of great importance,
play incidental music for “Assem- to managerial circles, are dubious.
bly Call.” which bows at Las According to the records for the the press and radio goodwill toPalmas Theatre, Hollywood, March last five years, business is gener- ward Pete Ermatinger in Los Anally spotty through Holy Week, geles and to Bill Zwissig, Edwin
Alan Schneider, currently work- but takes a marked jump for the C. Lester, Homer Curran and
ing on a production of “Macbeth” week following Easter (which is others on the Coast, is such that
at Catholic U., plans to spend the April
13 this year) and then dwin- it is remarkable that an indepensummer in England
Ernest dles off through the balance of the dent producing group larger than
Rawlcy, manager of the Royal
spring and early summer to a now existent hasn’t been develAlexandra, Toronto, and Richard nadir in early August.
oped here. The warmth toward

Payne

will direct the play.

50

It’s

.

j

i

.

.
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neider general manager of the production, $2,500; attorney Howard

1

Mielziner, $2,000; TV producer Max Liebman, $2,000; Mrs. Louis B.
Mayer, producer Selznick’s mother, $2,000, Mrs. WiUiam Goetz, sister
Ben Thau, $2,000; Hollywood
of. the play producer, $2,000; film exec
personal business representative Morgan Maree, $2,000; film editor J,
Watson Webb, Jr„ $2,000; Mrs. Harold Freedinan, wife of the author’s
agent, $1,500; theatre executive Louis A. Lotito, $1,500; orchestra leader
Lawrence Francis Farrell, mana- otlfer work i e fflms The in- and investment syndicate head. Meyer Davis $1,500; talent agent
Audrey Wood (Mrs. Liebling),
ger for Alfred liunt and Lynn Fon- stance is cited because it is not William Liebling, $1,500; author’s agent
taine for 26 years and now Ameri- uncommon
anymore to find a $1,000.
Spyros SkOuras, $2,000;
can manager for Sol Hurok on the drama editor completely envelWilliams,
Tennessee
$1,000;
playwright
Also,
Sadler’s Wells Theatre Ballet tour,
oped in other pursuits and little producer-theatre owner Anthony B. Farrell, $1,000; Theatre Guild cowill go. to England in June for the
Bernstein,
Herman
representing proconcentrate on a play director Theresa Helburn, $1,000;
Lunts’ appearance in Noel Cow- able to
traveled thousands of ducer Leland Hayward, $1,000; Mrs-. Hayward, $1,000; British film
ard's “Quadrille." He will return which. has
executive Sidney L. Bernstein, $1,000; TV business manager Max
with them for the Broadway debut miles to reach his desk.
Ben Kornzweig, $1,000; film proAll of tills must be weighed in Siegel, $1,000; the show’s pressagent
of the play in the fall. The Lunts,
ducer Arthur Homblow, Jr., $1,000; theatrical accountants Milton
pubCowwith
on
effect
visiting
total
its
been
of
have
light
who
the
each; the show’s company manStone,
$1,000
ard in Jamaica, will come back to lid interest in theatre in these Rindler and Norman J.
New York and then go to* Spain various communities. There was a ager Richard E. French, $750; Paction secretary Jacqueline Babbin,
to
for three weeks, before the trek
4-jmp W
when the arrival of the ad- $750; the producer’s secretary, Edith L. Kean, $500; actor Robert Ross,
London.
v™r*e man was a kind of event, $500; costume’ designer Anna Hill Johnstone, $500; author’s a g en t Leah
Marshall Migatz closed a three- Suhtoto
ofteTtrue, but it Salisbury, $500, and the producer herself, $12,000
month stint Saturday (15) as pub- is also true that the occasional
The venture, of which Mrs. Selznick is sole general partner, is cap!
licity-promotion director for the
stageshow coming to town is an talized at $100,000 with no provision for overcall.
Albany, N. Y., Playhouse,, and went
the
upsets
completely
which
event
to New York to line up stars and
newspaper amuseDeLys Theatre Corp. was chartered in Albany last week to operate
productions for his Salt Creek routine of many
Summer Theatre at Hinsdale, 111. ment desks now swamped in a the American Comedia Theatre next season as an off-Broadway outfit
frenzy of film,” radio and television at the Hudson Playhouse, Greenwich Village, N.Y. Venture is to be
He will open in June.
capitalized for $102,000, of which $50,000 is said to be already raised.
Garry Davis, who opened in items.
The familiar warmth of the thea- William DeLys, who will be the producer of the spot- and is understood
“Stalag 17” in a minor role, and
portion of the bankroll, is president of the
left after several months, rejoined tre is still to be found in the of- to be supplying a major
the show Monday (17) in the fea- flees or homes of such men of the company, and the other officers include Harold -Stem, vice-president;
tured part of Harry Shapiro. He press as William McDermott in Jerry Golden, attorney and recording secretary; Robert- Goldman,
replaced Sidney Paul, who left for Cleveland; Elliot Norton, Cyrus treasurer, and Pat Dexter, a former showgirl, vice-president and proraaio-TV commitments. Sam Kirk- Durgin, Elinor Hughes in Boston; duction assistant. After renovations to the'' Hudson, the group plans
ham took over for Richard Poston Karl Krug and Harold Cohen in to open next fall with a tryout of Percy MacKaye’s “The Scarecrow."
in same show.' Poston will aid
Pittsburgh; Edwin Schallert in
producer Jose Ferrer in the upLos Angeles, and Hortense MorFirst three days of returns on the Los Angeles Civic Light Opera’s
coming “The Chase."
ton, Emelia Hodel, Fred Johnson, seas0n ticket application blanks poured a Pet of $165,000 into the CLO
in
Hogan
Bill
and
Luther Nichols
treasury, indicating a new record gross for the season. Present record
1949San Francisco.
Civic will run 22 weeks this year, with Judy
is $1,147,142, set in 1950.
1948it is equally true that there
But
Garldnd opening the session with a four-week stand, to be followed by
1947- B’way Legit
“Call Me Madam" and
are drama editors in bigtime road a four-week reprise of “Song of Norway."
Continued from page 55
cities today who wish only to dis- “South Pacific" are in for five frames each, and the season winds with
enthe
and
miss the advance man,
a four-week visit from “Jollyanna,” Bobby Clark-Mitzi Gaynor starrer
to support these complaints, either.
tire subject of the coming legiti- based on “Flahooley." Total season tally is expected to top $1,200,000.
example, the gross totals for
For1950attraction, with a five or 10mate
all 1949Broadway shows during this minute quick look at a few
p Maude Franchot and Richard Wesp, who are currently presenting
three-week
span have been as fol1948tures or the nasty exchange ot a g arah Churchill and Edward Thommen in readings from the letters
lows:
few typed stories, a smile, nod and of jj ernar(j Shaw and Ellen Terry, announced in Buffalo this week that
$1,977,700
This season
hurned so-long.
.
they were about to embark on a number of offerings of similar calibre,
,
,
1,850,700
1950-51
In those cities where Dad leei- an(j were considering the possibility of establishing
a local stock com2,000,300
50
ings exist between the theatre pany i n the former Gayety Theatre, which has been closed since last
1,974,300
49
manager and the press or radio, spri n g The two successfully operated a strawhat theatre at Niagara
2,066,500
48
the situation is even worse.
Falls, Ontario, last summer.
The total playing weeks for this
Quiet-Type Sabotage
three-week
interval have been as
Ugly quarrels over seating of
1950principal conventions and shows (with the expected attendance at
follows:
critics and other slights have deep- eaoh)
w hich may provide added legit patronage in New York this week
72
This season
ened into turgid, even morbid psy- an(j nex j nc i U(j e the American Toy Fair, through March 19 (8,000),
78
51
Arbitrary international Flower Show, through
impasses.
chological
March 22 (125,000), Metropolitan
89
50
handling of press people, without j UV enile Style Mart, March 23-31 (3,000) and Northeastern Roofing, Sid49
85
regard for their dignities or per- in g & Insulating Contractors Assn., March 24-26 (1,000). Schedule of
1947-48
91
a quiet- such events is issued by the N. Y. Convention & Visitors Bureau,
sonalities, has resulted
On the basis of total grosses in type sabotage of the stage which
comparison to potential capacity, is brutal in total goodwill and
the1949records also fail, to bear out space loss. The expanding use of
gan Francisco Civic Light
the choral dirge. For example, the syndicated Hollywood and Broad- Opera, and other local
groups Sadler’s Wells Sets Troy
available figures for the "first 41 way columns on the amusement
here, such as Russell Lewis and
weeks of the season, show the fol- pages is a wholesale result of this Howard Young,
is
such that
Mark With $13,500 Night;
lowing averages:
crippled public relations. Soipe of f urther producing activity would
This season
over 78%
the old hurts go deep, and few, if
quite possible, including winStrike Costs Hurok 10G
51
nearly 78%
any, advance men can accomplish ^ er
(Figures not available for
much to overcome them, though
Troy, March 18.
and
prior years.)
frequently a conscientious
Sadler’s Wells Theatre Ballet
Figures covering grosses in re- Well-liked advance agent can go
drew the season’s largest audience,
lation to potential capacity for the far to offset the bad human rela(about 5,000) and a gross of $13,500
between resident theatre
at a $4.80 top in the Rensselaer
three- week period following Wash- tions
Polytechnic Institute Field House
ington’s Birthday for the last three staff and press.
Anything Can
Fixed last Wednesday (12), reaching a
In some cities, where wars have
seasons fall that are available) are
new high here for a single night’s
Providence, March 11.
been waged between the local
as follows:
Brownbrokers
presentation
musical take. The English company was in
management and the press or ra- corifedy in two acts (14 scenes) ofwith
This season
77%
book on a guarantee, rather than peron
seating
advertising
or
over
dio
by Alan Levy; music, Gil Bach; lyrics.
1950-51
Over 76%
made
Porter Woods. Directed by Iteese Thorn- centage; the college arena
.

Herbert

.

Backers of “Flight Into Egypt,’* Irene Mayer Selznick’s production
of the George Taborl drama, which opened £st night (Tues.) at th,
Music Box, N. Y., include attorney Morris M. Schrier, representing

.

ton; dance direction, Marjorie Rech; vocal
direction, WiUiam KisseU; costumes, Ele-

a substantial profit.

Troupe .racked, up a fine, estimated $77,500 in seven performances for last week, with $ 10,000
in Indianapolis Sunday night (9).
With the current national D. C. another
$10,000 in Syracuse Tuesscandals proving a daily diet, day (Monday was -an open date),
Brownbrokers have come up with the $13,500 in Troy Wednesday,
an unimaginative election - fix $12,000 in White Plains Thursday,
theme.
$8,000 in Providence Friday, and
Book has the National Assn, of $24,000 in two in Hartford SaturCollege Librarians deciding that it day.
can control the national governTroupe lost a Sunday matinee (9)
ment by fixing the election in in Indianapolis, due to the strike
Crucial County, Vt. Florence Fly- on the N.Y. Central R.R. Buses
leaf (Harriet McVicker) is the can- and trucks were hastily assembled
didate, but she falls in love with, to transport the company of 100
the on-the-scene, hitherto unop- and the scenery 325 miles from
posed candidate Ethan Bradley Cincinnati to Indianapolis, which
(Richard Mendelsohn). The ballot- was made in time for the evening
box stuffing technique is used, but show.
they’re switched at the last minLawrence F. Farrell, Sol Hurok’s
ute to have right win over might. company manager, purchased transThe youngsters try hard and portation on the Pennsy to make
manage to entertain their relatives a roundabout jump from the Indiand friends despite a lack of musi- ana city -to Syracuse, where the
cal
comedy talent.
The score dance troupe appeared the evenmight have been helped a bit by ing before it visited Troy. The
something more than twin piano changes in transportation plans
accompaniment. About the best of and elimination of the Indianapolis
the songs is “Never Knew What afternoon show are estimated to
Love Could Be." Other songs may have cost impresario Hurok over
have merit but presentations are $10,000, according to Farrell, m
hard to follow. The dancing chorus extra transportation costs and lost
rates a pat on the back.
Malo.
fees.
anor Ekblade. At Faunce House, Brown
U., Providence, March 11,- ’52'.
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Irregardless

Equity on Spot (or Sanon Successor;

Peterborough, N. H.,

March 18.
Broadway author-playwright
.

William
McCleery, now a
Peterborough resident, came
the March 11 Presidential
primary election spotlight, when he -sponsored a
unique resolution which was
adopted at the local town

Duncan at Head O’Brien Out, Swire In

into

Action of the Assn, of Theatrical*
Managers in
Press* Agents
waiving its entrance re- Repertory

&

<

Set for 1952
St. Louis Muny Theatre

recently

tirements in the case of certain

Sressagent applicants was apparAfter admitting
ently short-lived.
'

St. Louis,

March

from accepting an offer to p.a. the
David Heilweil stock venture at
the President, N. Y., opening next
Monday night (24) with a tryout of
“Dark Legend.”
Flare-Back
The ATPAM non-admittance of
to have been
understood
is
Eisen
based on an interpretation of the
apprenrequired
the
covering
rule
ticeship period. Eisen reportedly
apprentice
an
started working as
shortly after Labor Day three years
necessary
completing the
ago,
three seasons (of 20 weeks employment each) last month. However,
the union’s p.a. chapter has ruled
that apprenticeship should cover
three calendar years rather than

theatrical

three

though the

even
seasons,
basic contract

ATPAM

with the League of N, Y. Theatres
is for a season dating from Labor
Day.
Entire situation involving Eisen
is a flare-back to a snarl the union
last
settled
appeared to have
January, when' it agreed to waive

pressagent entrance requirements to admit a number of canits

didates

who had completed or were

about to complete their threeseason stints, but were barred from

immediate membership by a twoadmittance annual quota setup.
Robert Ganshaw and Merle Debuskey were accepted at that time,
and it was indicated that Eisen,
Martin Schwartz and David Powers
would be admitted under a special
arrangement
shortly
afterward,
when they would complete their
apprenticeship.

MARTIN TO PEN MUSIC
FOR LITTLER ‘LONG LEGS’
Hugh Martin has been

set to

pen

the music for the

musical version
“Daddy Long Legs,” which will
be presented in London by Emile
Littler, probably in October, Martin
is collabing on the score with Jack
of

Gray.
Martin, who wrote the music for
the filmusical, "Meet
In St.
Louis,” recently completed a 19week stint at the Palace Theatre,
N. Y., as Judy Garland’s accom-

Me

panist.

Seek 50G to Underwrite

Houston Musical Season
Houston, March 18.
Interested parties are again seeking $50,000 to underwrite
a probable deficit for a musical comedy
season here in 1952. Neither the
Y^finia Plunkett nor the KroUAltfeld organizations tried to opInst year after heavy losses in
i
.

was estimated that a season c
productions could be given i:
the 2,200-seat
Music Hall for $175,
a possibility of recoverin
$125,000 at the boxoffice.
It

,

six

Schwartz as Solo
Maurice Schwartz is about to join
the solo theatre
trend. Yiddish star
reportedly has an English language
nrama in which h? would play all
the parts. The
Shuberts are to proC
on Broadway this spring.
r *
s
are nlrendy in progress
urtu
j
with designers,
costumers, etc.
Allows the critical click
nf
* Emlyn
Williams in a performace as Dickens
reading his own
anc* Cornelia Otis Skinner
new
one-woman musical,
<*r»
.

.

.

.

Paris *90.”

memory.

Duo

“The Telephone” and “The Mediat the Gesu Theatre to okay
and solid crix acclaim.
Company, started in the fall of

One of the shows is
likely to be “The Firefly,” if arrangements can be made for Mimi

only

by

Benzell to star in

tha basic require-

The new comedy-drama business manager

‘Darkness’

100G

On

under

title

of Celebrity Se-

the Hall this season. Openconcert, this Saturday night
will feature Carlos Ramirez,

ries, at

ing
(22),

from

members

of the N. Y. PhilharProgram will
include selections from Tchaikovsky, Rimsky-Korsakov,' Rossini and

60

monic-Symphony.

Mascagni.

'

The Playwrights Co. production
Sidney Kingsley-Arthur
of the
Koestler melodrama is currently
playing the finale of a thre^-week
engagement in San Francisco, after which it will tour through the

Amphi Bow

•

CABBIE’S CRITIQUE OF

A SATED DRAMA

CRITIC

New York.
northwest and then work back
east, probably closing April 28 in Editor, Variety:
May I put in my 2c worth reHuntington, W. Va.
garding your story, “Equity Warns
Chapman May Prove Actors Incompetent Not the Play”? I am
Richardson Pleads For
transportation salesman taxia

—

Veteran

Brit.

Actors

London, March

11.

Pleading for regulating entry inthe thespian field, Sir Ralph
Richardson, in a Royal Society of
Arts lecture, complained of false
overcrowding by people who styled
themselves actors and actresses.

to

Equity, he said, was now carefully
considering regulations, but at the
present, it was easy for anyone
to break into the profession.

A

recent Equity survey showed

50% unemployment among

ruins.

Detroit Arena Setup

A

free concert is scheduled here
on May 14 for the Armed Forces,
and on May 15 the group will be
flown to Berlin to appear at the
From there the
Titania Palast.

Folds Till Christmas
Detroit,

March

18.

Theatre - in - the - Round, Barrie
new veture ip theatrito Strasbourg. Other tour
cal
entertainment atop the Hotel
cities are London, Amsterdam, the
Tuller here, decided not to risk
Hague and Paris.
financial distress with the advent
of Holy Week, and has closed up
Par’s
for
shop until Christmas.
Deal
Hylton
O’Daniel’s

I

I

.

atre.

Here’s a guy going to his job,
on which he admits he finds no
pleasure or enjoyment. He has his
review all written out in his mind
and obviously it’s a pan. The
show has two strikes on it before
he’s in his seat. It just can’t win.

The last two plays presented,
‘“Pursuit of Happiness” and “Born
Yesterday,” got the venture out of
financial trouble, as the presentations drew near-capacity audiences.

London Legit

—

—

driver to you and I love the theatre. I see every play I can, sometimes I catch a matinee and evening the same day.
Well, a couple of Fridays “ago I
picked up a man who told me to
JUke him to thfi Booth. I turned
to him and remarked how lucky he
was' going to an opening night.
“So what?” he sneered, “I go
I told him
to all the openings.”
about my hobby, how I had seen
he again
And
plays
last
season.
58
came hack with his So what? He
he
critic;
had seen 134. He was a
told me, and it was a job with him.
He got no pleasure out of attending any show.
I asked him if he thought the
one at the Booth (“Collector’s
Item”) would be any good. “It’s a
dog, it won’t last,” was his 'contribution.
I tried to pin him down,
to find out why he was so sure,
and he said he had read the script
two years ago. I have no idea who
this self-styled critic was, but if
he’s a sample of the current crop,
then I say it’s too bad for the the‘

9,-

its

;

Carlton Nearly Set
Second event will be a Victor
Herbert musicale, April 24. The
London, March 18.
Longines Symphonette, under MiNegotiations for the take-over of
shel Piastro, will appear April 28.
Haymarket
Other two events haven’t been self the Carlton Theatre in
yet.
The Carnegie Pops, perform- by Jack Hilton from Paramount
ed by N. Y. Philharmonic mem- are now in the final stages. Conbers, won’t be presented this seatracts are expected to be signed in
son.
a few days. Hylton said that once
the deal is consummated, he will
Indiana
make arrangements for his first
legit production there in July.
Evansville, Ind., March 18.
For some time, Hylton has been
Mesker Amphitheatre, which was
constructed with a $500,000 gift, on the lookout for a West End theatre, and a year ago had protracted
will open next month.
Outdoor theatre, seating 6,000, negotiations with the J, Arthur
Leiceswill be booked by Dorothy Stevens, Rank Organization for the
former publicity head for the Ford ter Square Theatre. That project
Symphony Orchestra, and Herb would have involved substantial
and was
alterations,
Carlin, former manager of the Chi* structural
dropped because of that.
cago Civic Opera House.

5O0G

sentative,

Christopher O'Brien, whose discharge by Simon early in January
precipitated the wrangle in the organization, was dropped by the
council. This took the form of accepting his offer to resign “in the
best interests of Equity,” after the
council had considered the evidence relating to his operation of
the Coast office.
This material;
mostly in the form of affidavits
from office employees, members
and affiliate union executives on
the. Coast, had been the basis of
(Continued on page 60)

tion.

Hrach Yacoubian, violinist,
and Mario Cortez, conductor, with orch goes

tenor;

executive extremely uncertain.
Apparently at a loss how to deal
with the situation, the council followed the traditional course in
such circumstances, appointing a
committee to study ihe whole question of staff personnel. Meanwhile,
Angus Duncan, assistant executive
secretary, who was acting exec cec
for some time before Simon’s employment three years ago, again has
the assignment on a pro-tem basis.'
Willard Swire, whose “resignation” as assistant executive secretary was accepted, by the council
last week, has since been restored
to that post. Explanation was that
his. suggestion of quitting, communicated to a council spokesman
during a phone confab from the
Coast, had been misinterpreted.
Swire, \vho was temporarily in
charge of the union’s Coast office
at the time, has since returned
to N. Y. and has resumed his homeoffice duties. Robert Carver, a‘ staff
member, Is temporarily handling
the Coast operation pending appointment of a permanent repre-

when the respective grosses were
$15,884 and $14,503. There was’ a
$31 profit on a $16,128 gross for
the week ended Feb. 23 and a $109
deficit on a $11,500 gross the week
ended March 1. The show’s assets
as of March T included $12,000 in
union bonds, $10,000 cash reserve
and $11,972 available for distribu-

Bow

tions,

and its affiliate perfomer groups
makes the future status of a top

turn of capital.
Because of waiver of author royalties, the show broke even on the
weeks ended Feb. 9 and Feb. 16,

200 members. At the annual meetat Carnegie
ing last summer, it voted for the
and Pierre Monteux, from setting up of a special committee
Munch
Jack Petrill, who presented the
This
Brussels May 13 to play that night to examine the problem.
Carnegie Pops at Carnegie Hall,
in Das Grosses Haus, Frankfurt’s panel is still functioning and will
report
in
May.
N.Y., last spring, has scheduled a streamlined
rebuilt
auditorium,
series of five light classical attrac-

Following the exit of Louis M,
Simon as executive-secretary. Act*
ors Equity apparently faces a. tough
task in finding a suitable successor.
Not only has the dropping of Simon
indicated that the union’s council
prefers not to have too strong or
independent a man in the spot, but
the prospect of a merger of Equity

$100,000 investment. The backers
have thus far received $40,000 re-

I

Make

Short

To Conclude April 28

“The Tele- co-author'

phone,” proved a tour-de-force for tor John Wayne, $2,000; author-ediTherese Laporte who flirted, con- tor Eugene Lyons, $1,000; film acnived and stalled her suitor, played tor Adolphe Menjou, $375; film
by Adeeb Assaly, to near-distrac- union executive Roy Brewery $375;
tion with her interminable phone film producer Louis B. Mayer, $6,gabbing. In “The Medium,” Si- 000, and Farrell himself, $12,340,
mone Lamarche drew plaudits for plus union bonds amounting to
her deft handling of the phony $10,160. Venture is capitalized at
seer; Irene Salemka as Monica was $75,000, plus 20% overcall. “Watch”
convincing at all times with a clear, opens tomorrow (Thurs.) at the
melodious voice, and her scene Lyceum, N. Y.
with Toby, the deaf mute, played
by Jack Foster, was standout. The
three clients of Madame Flora, Boston Symph’s Three
Rita Desesses, Adeeb Assaly and.
Sylvia Laroche, were adequate.
German Appearances
Work showed the firm hand of
Frankfurt, March 11.
guest director Bill Butler.
Boston Symphony will play three
Newt
dates in Germany in May. U. S.
Air Force -planes will bring the 104
Celebrity Series to
Hall men plus two conductors, Charles

Still

Investment; Tour

For the four weeks ended March
1, “Darkness at Noon” had an operating loss of $78 on tour. Allowing for $464 income from royalties
and bond interest, that left $26,028
earned back on the
still to be

$5,000; co-author Ryskind, $5,000;
Haislip, $2,500; film ac-

ual disastrous effects.

last season, isn’t

expected to return this summer.

j

curtain-raiser,

it.

as

coincidence,

ments for first-class theatre, and
could be adapted to any fair-sized
city in Canada with more professional results than the wave of
amateur drama now sweeping the
Non - producer .investors
of
country. Producers Potvin and
Gauvin have kept costs down, with “Watch” include Mrs. Lawrence
a careful choice of operas (“The Weiner, wife of the head of the
Medium” had the biggest cast to ad agency for Farrell shows, $375;
date); have made the effort a co- Andrew Geoly, of Eaves Costume,
operative; have drawn on local tal- $375; Mrs. Walter Abel, wife of
ent for all offerings, and are wisely the male lead in the play, $250;
splitting the language into half William P. Nolan, of the Nolan
French and half English. Given a scenic studio, $375; actress Peggy
fair chance, this company should Wood, $150; James E. Stroock, of
Costume, $375; theatre
flourish, and being a small unit, Brooks
will not run the risk of trying executive and manager Louis A.
opera on a full scale with the us- Lotito, $750; co-producer Cobum,

The

the
the
the
an-

out shortly.

written by Harvey Haislip* is produced by Anthony B. Farrell and
Charles Coburn, the former being
not only the most prolific but
also
the
heaviest
investor
on
Broadway, with stakes totalling an
estimated $250,000 in about two
dozen current showS.
Among the other producers participating, at least nominally, in
the “Watch” financing are Max
Gordon, $375; Cheryl Crawford,
$375; Herman Bernstein, representing Leland Hayward, $375;
John F. Waters, representing ^Lee
Shubert, $3,000; Herman Levin,
$750; George Abbott, $1,500; Laurence Langner, $750; Paula Stone
and Mike Sloane, $375. All except Gordon and Shubert have had
Farrell among the backers of their
shows.

um”

all

March 18,
Hammerstein

William Wymetal returns again
managing director and Karl
Kritz as musical conductor, and the
there are more producers among
remainder of the 'staff is currently
the backers of “Long Watch” than being organized. Edward Choate,
for any other Broadway show in who followed' Sam Handlesman as

biz

has

Jb

nounced. The season this year will
run for nine weeks, through Aug.
16, and balance of schedule will be

Finance Farrell

Perhaps

Montreal, March 18.
Montreal’s Minute Opera, under
the direction of Giles Potvin and
Noel Gauvin, has kicked off its
third season here with Menotti’s

1949,

Rodgers

musical, “Carousel,” will open
1952 summer opera series at
Pitt Stadium week of June 16,
hoard of directors has just

Other Producers

Shapes Strongly; Opens
in Menotti

Pittsburgh,

The

;

Montreal’s Minute Opera

3d Season

Pitt

meeting.

The resolution pledges the
loyalty of Peterborough folk
to the iiext President of the
United States, “regardless of
his party or his personality.”

18.

Repertory of the 1952 season of
two candidates
apprenticeship, the the Municipal Theatre Assn., in
the required
the
Forest Park Playhouse, is now
techniinvoked
a
fmion last week
set, and will include “Sally,” “Cat
SSty to bar a third qualifier.
* the
and
Fiddle,” “Rose Marie,”
Max
involving
In the latest case,
Prince,”
“Bartered
ticklish issue “Student
Eisen the obviously
Bride,”
“Countess
Maritza,” “Mile.
referred back
has reportedly been
Modiste,”
“Naughty
Marietta,”
the
after
attorney,
union’s
to the
“Babes in Toyland,” “Show Boat”
New York pressagent chapter had and “Annie Get Your Gun.”
Meanwhile,
voted the turndown.
“Show Boat” will tee off the seabeing expressed in
criticism is
son with an 11-night run. “Annie,”
some membership quarters, partic- presented
for the first time here,
pressyounger
the
among
ularly
will close the 88-night season with
a two-week stand. Manager Paul
working
for
recently
until
Eisen,
Beisman and production manager
pressagent Samuel J. Friedman,
John Kennedy are in Hollywood to
declined to discuss the situation on
so might ink stars for lead roles. The 34th
the ground that to do
consecutive season tees off. June 5.
it
However,
prejudice his case.
was learned elsewhere that the
union’s nix had prevented him

who had completed

Tee Off
Stadium Season

‘Carousel* to

—

L ightstone,
(234 East 70 St.)

Richard

Bits

London, March 18.
Old Vic Co. off to South Africa
May 22 for a four-month tour,
returning Oct. 4. Company, comprising around 32, is taking four
plays.
Three are Shakespearean
classics, “Othello,” “Macbeth” and
“A Midsummer Night’s Dream,”
“The Other
fourth,
with
the
Heart,” by James Forsythe
Harry Lowe is trying to revive

Chi Library’s Memorial
Honoring Ashton Stevens
Memorial
luncheon
honoring
Ashton Stevens, noted Chicago
drama critic, is being planned by
the Friends of the Chicago Public
Library for

May

17 in Chi’s Hotel

Sherman.

Mrs. Kay Ashton-Stevens will be
present as a special guest of the
event
originally group. Committee arranging
Relations,”
“Intimate
produced by Jack Waller in the is contacting the late critic’s friend#
West End, if he can get a suitable and associates throughout the
country to attend the event.
cast, for a provincial tour.
.

.

.
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Alfred. Drake
of
material
ayallable

staging

blended

Town

Plays Out of

has
co-

s
herently.
,
Sam Leve has given the production a workable setting that combin6s a kitchen - parlor - bedroom
'

.

for the boy, is winning at time?
but her performance is too much
on one level, too often flat and one,
dimensional, to be quite effecti-wT
The usually reliable Art Smith (who
played Tokio, the trainer, in S!

..
ty ii
(iioldeit Boy: Lenka Peterson, Sterling Holloway
American National Theatre it Academy
Susan Steel and others.
Period costumes (Robert
effectively.
Whitehead, managing director)
Boston, Maii’cli 13.
are
themselves
in three
As the characters
John Derro make the most of presentation of drama .revival
Sainfc-Subbejf (in aMMteUtion with .Rita
director £
0L2 scenes)’ by Clifford Odets. Stars
act? not exactly well-rounded,
J oppor tunity to range from staid acts
ATlfcn) production of pl*y in 'two
John Garfield, Lee J, Cobb; features Art
from Robert Lewis is often at a loss to
colorful femme "Smith, WiUiam Hansen, Bette Grayson,
to
(five scenes) by Truman Capote,
k
1®
novel of same title; Directed by Robert provide motivated, business, and ??
Bone.
Joseph Wiseman, Directed by Odets. Sets,
Iineiy
Lewis; sets and costumes, Cecil Bertton; there )s consequently, a good deal
lighting, costumes by Paul Morrison. At
At Colonial, Bos?

The Ciri8«i H*r|t

,

'

original) is

’

ton.

March

13, '32; *4.to top,

Catherine Creek.
'

.

.

, , . » .

• -

.

Postmaster
Sheriff

jGeorgia

Bin he

Mildred Natwic

Dolly Talbo
Verena Talbo .......
Dr. Morris Rite. ......
Reverend's Wife

Reverend
Barber
Baker’s Wife

.

c

b,? mSJ*
Don Gilbert

Susan Steel
Ralph Hertz
........ Sterling Holloway
Gortrude Flynn
J«y 5*15??.?
Val DUlOUl

.

.

.

,

Judge Charlie Cool....... Russell Collins
.Margiitet Feury
Choir Mistress
Anthony McGrath
Big Eddie Stover
Lnrry Robinson
....... !.l
Sam
iV^L^-Denka Pierson
Mnude Riordnn
Alice Pearce
Baby Love Dallas..
.

W

.

.

.

Without a pretty extensive rewrite, the sound of “The Grass
Harp" will probably not be long
heard in the land of Broadway..

Truman Capote's dramatization
of his own novel of the same name

has a special quality of its own,
and that will doubtless appeal to
connoisseurs of the experimental
theatre, as well as to those with
a taste for the shadowy nuances
But the
of the poetic theatre.
•story line, as well as the characterizations themselves, are not strong
enough to sustain, although this
piece runs a good fifteen minutes
under the standard fare.
It is not easy to state the au
thor’s theme, as it is as illusive
and undefinable as the central
The play
characters themselves.
deals largely with the beautiful
with
dealt
Saroyan
William
people
a good deal more vividly a decade
or so ago, but the dramaturgy employed by Capote is so clumsy that
they never make audience contact,
and never arouse a feeling of identification with or interest in the

.

•

people.
In the play, the principal emphasis is on Dolly Talbo, who
leaves her sister when she discovers the sister is trying to pry her

patent medicine formula from, her
for commercial exploitation, and
moves into a tree house. She is

accompanied by the colored maid
and by her 15-year-old cougin, and
is presently joined by a retired
judge, a widower repudiated by his

children, who proposes marriage
to the middle-aged spinster in the
tree.

Tracked down by a posse organ
Ized

in

town, the arboreal poets

are besieged and the 15-year-old
boy accidentally shot though not
All then return to the
fatally.
house where the spinster accepts
reconciliation with her sister, realizing that' she had so long identified herself with her and their own
.special life, that marriage. with the

__

contrasted.
when there is anything going on.
with a lot of rushing about. The
sets, offering a rococo southern
narlor and full-size tree, are the
erfect background to more vital
P oings and the costumes properly
nnS period.
neriod
vague in style and
The show has a chance Ot niting briefly as a fashionable cona run as
ac a top
ton
piece, Viiit
but a
versation nlo/>o
grosser is the remotest possibility
doesn’tjiave
it
just
as It stands;
'
She.
enough basic horsepower.
of

recitation

static

_.

Bett*

Lorna Moon

Baltimore, March '10.

Joe Bonaparte
Tokio
Mr. Carp
Slggie

production director; Walter Preston, tech
nical director.

Emma

March

10, '32; $2.20 top.
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Julie

Canton Bushrod
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to

fogs, are Stereotyped characters,
old-hat handling, such as setting
foe story background in an open
ing scene between a servant and
another character, and a telegraphed and unoriginal story-line

a

wrlf

same

E?

Canton Bushrod

is

Y

Frank Bonaparte
Roxy Gottlieb

w

,

tasy the author intended than the
author himself achieves.
It may also be said that Mildred
Natwiek. in the role of the ethereal
Dolly, creates a memorable por-

manager= on

^

Martin
*

Driscoll
-

Hitt

SUva

Charles Crisp
....Charles Nlemeyer
Karl Malden
•

•

quite unlike the typical- gangster
[portrayal. Disconcerting at first,
the characterization soon wins one
over. There are some fine shorter
roles, especially William Hansen's
as the trainer, Arthur O’Connell’s
as a punch-happy fighter and Rudy
Bond as a big-mouth manager.
Other good interpretations are
Michael Lewin’s cab-driver Siggie;

Peggy Meredith’s Anna; Martin
Greene's philosopher; Jack Klugman’s union organizer, Frank, and

Legit Followup

Onyi and Bolls

hia

W7

-

duction as a whole is not. It never
t‘ uite S e ‘s its brings off the ground,
« Ga rfield, who played the cabbie,
Si SSie, in the original, and who
f° ured with the "revival last sumori tIle strawhat circuit, has
fo® prize-fighter lead now in a

has something to do with it But
aside from that, the performance
has lost little of its edge, while the
physical production has been kept
in superb condition and the whole
tone of the musical is still amaz-

I

Ingly fresh

and

infectious,

drivin 2 performance that is
To a repeat observer, the Frank
Y \
Sri PP in S* No less appealing is Loesser-Jo Swerling-Abe Burrows
obb ab tbe bewildered, simple, show still seems virtually perfect
P
“
bu
Li gh mi nded Emigrant fruit- of its type. If it has produced relaP ed dier hoping to win his son back tively f ew standard pops, the Loes*
d
? nd, a ja £f er J^hh ser score is nevertheless one of the
V1 l n (Cobb played Mr. Carp, outstanding show scores of modu, i
Phhosopner-nerghbob, in the em legit history, with approxiorl 6 ma1 -)
mately a dozen numbers that elec...
couple of miscastings
other trify a theatre audience. Th*
i
j
ead
a-£ts w®i,gh
Golden Boy Swerling story idea and Burrows
P
i
," ette Grayson, as Lorna, brilliant expression of the Damon
tlie fl S“t manager s moll who falls Runyon idiom
combine to make
this something of a masterpiece of
school-teachers, business women thfr contemporary musical stage,
Not onI y has the performance
etc.) who display a pro savvy that
lifts the operetta out of the club- broadened surprisingly little, considering
the length of the run, DUt
women groove.
It's doubtful if
any legit, screen or Met talent ^ e “ ain °f the principals seem acto
have improved since tn«
will be uncovered here, but cast
knows what it’s doing and princi- °P en fof£ Thus, Robert Alda, alwa
ys
physically
right as the Digpals sell the G & S melodies well
enough to please the stubholders sfohe gambler, appears to have acQpfocd
and perhaps a
added
poise
who’ve shelled out $5 top for the
hit better shading in his comedy
occasion.
Miriam Wqlowit has translated Playfog* although his singing isn t
with a sharp ear for Yiddish col- exa ctly Metopera calibre,
Isabel B i g 1 c y, who has been
loquialisms that tickle the coenoscenti.. Her accuracy in fitting u PP ed fo top co-featured billing
the difficult Gilbert patter lines since the opening, has grown m
into humorous Yiddishisms is the assurance and authority, although
show’s highlight. Such fave songs slle now tends 1° italicize the tipsy
as “Behold* the Lord High Exe- bit in the Havana scene a trine
cutioner” (“Ut Kumt der Grayser and coni e clown a little hard on
Haycher Kuphocker”), “There Lit- some points in certain of ber
tie Maids” (“Drei Klayneh Mayd- scenes. But she is obviously be-
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Government

Bcr YiddisUer Mikado

I

lach”), “Here’s a How-Dee-Do'”
Deborah Group of Hadassah presenta- (“Oy, A Vaytig Mir”) “ The Flowers
SuUivan's “Mikado” in
two acts, translated by .Miriam Walowlt. That Bloom in the Spring” (“Die
Directed by Gertrude Rady. Costumes Blumen Ves Bleeyen in Mai”) and
by Dorothy Bernstein, Ruth Zueker; musi- “On a Tree by a River” (“Af a
cal accompaniment, Ethel Elfenbein; choreography, Sl-Lan Chen.
At Brooklyn Baim a Vahser”) come across with
High School for Homemaking. Brooklyn, rib-tickling impact.
N. Y., March 15, '52.
Heading up the cast are Betty
With Betty Hcchtman, Pearl Reuillard, Hechtman as Nanki-Poo (YankiFaye Schenk. Florence Chudnov, Doris
Faye Schenk as Poo-Bah
Siegal. Fadle Berffida, Sylvia Kissel, Pau- Poo>,
line Schneider, Sylvia Fleishman Rezni- (Shmir-Mir), Florence Chudnov as
koff, chorus.
the Lord High Executioner (KyShpy), Doris Siegal as Yum Yum
Gilbert Sc Sullivan’s “Mikado” (Tsi-Peh) and Sylvia Fleishman
suffers little in the transition from Reznikoff as Der Mikado.
All
British to Yiddish.
Although the play with a good humor and ebulOriental potentate has now run lienee that’s winning.
Gertrude
the gamut from the late Bill Rady rates praise for her excellent
Robinson's
“Hot”
version
on staging, as does Ethel Elfenbein,
Broadway in 1939 to the Hadas- whose top keyboarding provides
sah’s present stuffed “Dermikado” the only musical backing.
Cosdisplay
in
Brooklyn,
operetta tumes are rich and colorful.
tion of Gilbert

Jean Adair creates pin-dropping
silence in a brief scene plucking
though one left unframed by at audience heartstrings; Judith
the author, and that Ruth Nelson, Parrish makes a pert 1887 version
as the more earthly sister, pro- of a lady of tight bodices and
vides the only moment of i*eal loose morals, and Peg Hillias draws
power and communication in the good audience response as a
final scene.
Georgia Burke, as the friendly neighbor. Three moppets,
colored maid, has all the raisins Janet Parker, Angela Adamides emerges in the. kosherized treatin this blanc mange and makes the and Adeie Alice Newton, carry the ment, as it did in the jive-coating,
most of them, while Johnny Ste- cast juvenile banner refreshingly, as okay entertainment. Only the
wart, as the disturbed Collin, gives without the tfedium of precoeious- die-hard
D’Oyly Carters could
a very sensitive portrait.
Russell ness. Other supporting roles offer find fault with this production.
Collins handles the role of the mid- interesting bits, all well handled
The Savoyardniks in “Der Yiddle-aged lover with a splendid reDialog of Mary Drayton exhibits disher Mikado” are comprised of
serve, and it
there are neat bits by a !lair for pleasing scribbling and Brooklyn
femmes
(housewives,
trait,

Michael Gordon
Bert Conway

Howard Da

(46th STREET, N.Y.)
After nearly 16 months of solid
standee-limit trade, “Guys and
the ladder, until his unfortunate Doll*’’ retains its superlative qualend sti11 has much »»*«}• There ity to a remarkable degree. Probare many fine scenes, but though ably the fact that all the original
these ( ?re deeply moving, the pro- leads have remained with the show

•

of Virgil Thomson, whose score is
no less than exquisite. Using
string quartet with flute, harp and
celeste, he provides 20-odd minutes
of incidental music that more sure
ly captures the mood of wistful fan

Elia Kazan

CaU Boy

Barker

O’Mallev

Robert LewS

Harry Bratsburr

Sam

Lewi*
£ r ? ke „

,

An overabundance

Teresa Wright tackles the role
of Linnea, wife No. 2, with considerable assurance, and lends a considerable amount of warmth to the
part, both as wife and as mother
of a brood that eventuates as a result of the Mormon interpretation
of the Biblical admontion to “replenish the earth.” Role calls for
a variety of emotions, which are
competently displayed. Kent Smith
is convincing as Olaf, although the
part is not one to tax a player
of his recognized stature.

John

Eddie Fuseli

Pepper White
Mickey

with a static quality that lacks
cohesion and excitement.
The familiar story of the intense,
befuddled young Italian-American
b °y> torn between love of boxing
and tlie V1 °lin, and made a catspaw

—

moments are not held in
suspension by the line of action
No one is ever deeply concerned
as to the outcome, for no narrative questions are ever posed.
It
may be said, incidentally, tha
some of the most beautiful moments are supplied by the music

Cobb

Garfield

-

.

that these

J.

Morris Carnovsky
Phoebe Brand

an impover- moments and moving seenesfand Tony JCraber’s manager Barker.
still holds up unusually well, on
Bron.
the whole. But this production
seems spotty and disjointed, rather
than well-rounded and absorbing.

^

r5™wn»

Lee

...'.Jules

^

m

SfA.

.

Mr, Bonaparte

1

>

,
*

of the multiple-marriage setup brings a happy solution to the pair.

roles).

Perhaps it’s the fault of author
Odets, who directed the revival; or
0 f some of the -casting, which is
wrong. Perhaps, too, it’s in some
people who fail to merit 0 f the situations and dialog, which
c‘s of conversation and light at times seem a little dated and

sh d socialite keeping up a front
S
Mulberry Valley where the folks
w?thTn a
4
clas £oxe drink mint juleps and
llm'ited'slope
tt’s ta?tliiUW pre*
t 0n f,’
hu, » n ,M0o nes„ al0n ?
..
por- with foose
seated anc? carriM a generous P
of their horses. He and
tion of charm and tendemess
It
s daughter are hard put to keep
has several ^ndhddual seertes of lV
a
high dramatic quality, a bit of tear- P iumbm/ ?o^
jerking and a fair share of levity,
It has an interesting premise con- Snid
thnnph if
ceming polygamy among the Mor88
rIch nlighb^r ?nd employer to get
bf the dSftg
depths *£*&«:
of the i is 0 ff st)r
a probing of
into the mapio eireie
of huntbreakfastscocktail brawlt
produced a theatrical sturdiness and o Un(irv “Mnlherrv
Vniiev”
MWCierty
Valley on
c0 y
that can. buck Broadwey’s current tiHons
.
demand for the exceptional in legNaturally the offsorinc on both
itimate fare.
sidesofthe f encestrailhten out
Unless there Is a marked step- the conflict, after some contrived
ping up of emphasis on the play’s romance and a baring of souls and
inherent assets, “Salt” will prob- birthrights plus an attempt at jusably end up in the “miss-is-as-good- tification of what makes a Bushrod
as-a-mile“ category. In any case, it tick.
could make an okay film, properly
Alexander knows these peopleexpanded to include the trek of he has lived and ridden to hounds
the Mormons westward in search with them, but they do not make
of their promised land.
a p i ay The maid is strictly “Uncle
]

one (though not necessarily in the

Bolineu

.Frances Farmer
.Luther Adler
Art Smith

.

Siggie

Anna

,

ni

Roman
.v

Tokio
Mr. Carp

;

Heiga

$3.30 top^ (Ran 243 perform!

Loma Moon

•

Mrf'

4, '37;

ances).

Toni Moody,

Earth

.*

Fuseli, who

Group Theatre presentation of dramn
three act* by -Clifford Odets. StaJ*>3
by Harold Clurman. At Beiasco. N v

Conway Joe Bonaparte

Tony Kraber
Walter Peartliree Barker
Gerry Lassiter
Doris Litty
Rachel Lassiter
.
Skit of the
Harry Phillips
Stovey
Robdirector,
managing
ANTA’s
George Lacy
...Pinkney McLean
New Haven, March 13.
Frank Reed ert Whitehead, has come up with
Richard plantagonet
George Nichols 3d production of com- Irma
.Madge- Alexander another commendable production
Mary
by
scenes)
(six
acts
three
edy in
Drayton, based on novel by Ardyth ICenin this revival of Clifford Odets’
Teresa Wright, Kent
Co-stars
nelly.
Playwright Holmes Alexander is drama, but it doesn’t measure up
Smith; features Judith Parrish* Jean
Adair, Peg Hiiiias. Directed by Alfred a .working newspaperman operating to the distinction of ANTA’s previDrake; setting. ‘Sam Leve; cortumes. Jolin a C0 Iumn Out of Washington, with ous two presentations. The revival
At Shubert, New Haven, March
Derro.
*
several novels and biographies un- has several distinguishing features,
13, 52 $ 4.20 top.
..Kent Smith der his belt, along with a play, such as .really first=rate performoiaf Eckiund
<4
r
e
de
Aaron B Urr,” which attracted at- ances’ by John Garfield and Lee J.
ge°S : : : : : : :: :: : :: : : Ai1‘geT Ad?m ides tention
several years ago. His cur- Cobb in pivotal roles,' While various
.Adeie Alice Newton
steUie
Judith Parrish rent effort doesn’t measure up, in members of the memorable Group
Mrs. sterling..
un
*.*
spite
transient spots of sharp Theatre (including GaTfield and
of
Brother *Beii f.
.^Ryron RusSii
Peg Huiias dialog and a feel for a dramatic Cobb) that did the original “Golden
ingeborg Jensen
Don Shelton moment or two. Basic shortcom- Boy’’ in 1937 have" returned for this
u.s. Marshal
.* .*.* .* .*

gunman

in

.

Bert

Driscoll

the

as

Origin*! Cast

Joseph Wiseman
Arthur O’Connell
Jack Wanlen
Sidney Kay
Gerald S. O'Loughlin,
Norman ^Brooks
.
_Joe Bernard

Pepper White
Mickey
Lewis
Drake

Jennie
gfttie

Gottlieb

Eddie Fuseli

and

muscles into the managerial setun
playirig with a feline quality thafs

Lee J, Cobb
Peggy Meredith
Jack Klugman
Rudy Bond

Anna

Irving
.....Frederick Dorton

Sutler

bhi

tive

............Michael Lewin

Frank Bonaparte

wood Roxy

Grace Kennard
.Mary Stewart
.Harry Welker

Hattie
Selina Bushrod

John Garfield
William Hansen
Martin. Greene

Mr. Bonaparte

At Vagabond Arena The-

atre, Baltimore,

52.

Art Smith

Tom Moody

Mulberry Valley

of charm, as Tom.’-’ The doddering old millionopposed to a shortage of stirring aire who would part with his all
judge would not be possible. The action, is a preem status that lacks to provide
0
“social
background to
whole theme of .the play revolves balance. While there are certain his offspring;
the impoverished
around problems of identity on the nostalgic segments
that
cause
auaristocrat
giving
his
all for his
higher poetic level, but remains on ditors
to sink comfortably into “way of life,” even the whiskythe periphery for the average playtheir seats, there are no exciting drinking, dame-chasing doctor who
goer, who never quite- gets what
moments to lift "them out of them, threw away a brilliant career for
it Is ail about.
Considerable femme sympathy is a life in “society” they are all in
It fs clearly the author’s purpose
generated through the dual intro- it and doing the same old act.
to create this shimmering atmosduction of material on the wife’s
Acting by veterans of this, one
phere, and had he the technique
version
of
polygamy,
also
a of the oldest little theatre groups
required for the stage, he might
mother’s loss of her child.
in the country, is firstrate, with exBut
^
well have got away with it.
Localed ih Salt Lake City in cellent performances chalked up
he is often wordy rather than»
His jokes (all springing 1887, at the time when the Govern- by Harry Welker, Mary Stewart,
poetic.
from the colored maid’s outspoken ment is attempting to wipe out the Dorris Litty, Walter Pearthree,
Julia Wood and Irving Dill. G. H.
valor) are commonplace, his plot- Mormon practice ‘of polygamy, the
ting feeble and inept, his devices script, which is based on the novel, Pouder’s direction Is a decided
during scene changes redundant “The Peaceable Kingdom,” has standout, getting fine results in
and over-familiar, and his atmos- Olaf Eckiund married openly to spite of difficulties encountered by
phere and references too special. one spouse and somewhat surrepti- the arena-type production. AlexMeantime, the introduction of such tiously to another. Story concerns ander has a lot of makings and
preposterous vaudeville routines as the ultimate rebellion of the No. 2 should come up with a winner beloves the fore long, but “Mulberry Valley”
that done (and marvelously, of wife, whom Olaf really
x_ I--*
*
course) by Alice Pearce are entire- more, who objects to being stashed is far from being the one.
away
on
outskirts
the
of
the town,
Burm.
ly out of key.
This- is not to say that the pla.v where the heat of U. S. marshals
makes
too
freher
visits
husband’s
doesn’t have its moments of great
beauty.
The trouble is, however quent. Eventual eiiminationBy the

,

Playhouse, N. ¥.» March 12,

ANT A

r

somewhat fumbling

unconvincing as the boxer’s first
manager, Tom Moody.
Joseph Wiseman is quite effec-

-

music, Virgil Thomson.

.

•

I

coming more resourceful as an acand engaging as a singer.
And, if she continues to develop,
s h e seems a prospect for stardom.
As always, Sam Levenc is a
Powerhouse, providing not only

tress

great conviction but also mvaiuable drive to ttie whole performance. At the show caught, he ana
Vivian Blaine broke up for sevoral lines in one number together,
This is particularly unfortunate in
a deadpan Runyon story, but pi’C'
sumably it was an exceptional mcident, as there was little indication that they or other member
of the troupe are easing up.
Miss Blaine, who has been bamt
for some time after a leave of aDsence for a film stint, is general
knockout as the unhappy n val
a crap game, still bringing down
The management, which seemed the joint with her sock deliver)
to have spared no expense in put- of her song numbers. Of the seating
this
production
together, ondary featured players, B. S.
should have considered that part ly and Tom Pedi seem to have
of the audience which isn’t .hep toiiaxed just a bit as Big Ju} e
the lingo. For them, this reviewer Harry the Horse, respectively.
suggests the Hadassah prepare a Stubby Kaye and Johnny . SliVL
chopped libretto.
Gros,
(Continued on page 60)
.
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‘Cocktail* Fair

M

Smash

loon’

$28,100,

$14,300

,

beating the usual mid-March, Holliday
Lent and income tgx tome with-

is

stand sock grosses. Only aufferer
Is Bln®,
is the long run “Moon

Dreamy 6G

'Moon’ $13,900, St Louis

is still profitable, but below
St. Louis, March 18.
“Guys and Dolls" and “Bell, * , Judy Holliday in “Dream Girl”
Book and Candle” sure getting lush was an SRO draw at the Empress
trade.
_
Theatre last week. Single T£rame
Advance sale for "the first early stand of the stock production
bird performance of “Moon Is copped a sockeroo $£6,000 at $2

which
par.

•

.

Blue” tdnight. (Tues.). is heavy,
with the balcony seats all gone.
The 7:30 p.m. starting time will be
repeated March 25, and if results
are good, will be a regular Tuesday
“Remain* to be Seen isfeature.
due April 7 for the Erlanger and
“Two on the Aisle” for the Great
Northern after “Bell” closes there
3.'

Estimates for East Week
Book and Candle,” Great

top*
“Made in Heaven,” with
Richard Arlen and Hazel Whitmore, opens tonight (Tues,). Sec-

ond and windup week of the

“Moon

ing

Is

Blue,” with

tour-

Hiram

Sherman, Marcia Henderson and
James ..Young, closed Saturday
(15) at the American with a gross
of $13,900. Top was $3.66. Thea-

wk)

($4.80;

1,500).

“Guys and Dolls,” Shubert (3d
($6; 2,100). New house record

HURLEY SETS MEMPHIS

wk)

theoretical capacity
St. Petersburg, March 18.
would be about $56,600 including
“Carmen” in the. round grossed
“post seats,” but withholding sale $17,000 at the Operetta here last
of these limited-vision locations re- week. Pat -Hurley, producer, flew
duces the actual capacity to About to Memphis this week to sign as
$52,200.
producer of the local open air
“Moon I* Blue,” Harris (46th theatre. He will present a 10-week
wk) ($4.80; 1,000). Little better summer season there, converting
than last week with $14,300.
the conventional -al fresco theatre
in part Into a theatre-In-the round
with a roll-away dome that can be
closed in case of rain. Memphis
season will open June 16 with
“Music in the Air.”
at

$56,240;

Havoc OK $18,700,

Karp’ $6,400, Hub
Boston,

Hurley thi* week also set- a ftveyear deal with local backers to
produce a six-week operetta season
in

Tampa,

Fla.

Three weeks will

precede and three weeks 'will follow the St. Petersburg 1953 sea-

March 18

For the first time this season
legit patrons have plenty of choice
with all Iegiters, with exception of
'
Newcomers
the Majestic, alight.
are “Salt of the Earth,” at Wilbur,
which opened last night (Mon.).
The revue, “Two on Aisle,” is due
tonight (Tues. ) at the, Shubert, and
Sadler’s Wells Ballet at the Opera
House. Continuing are “Affairs
of State” in second week at the
1

.

son.

“Sweethearts” opens here tonight (Tues.), starring Robert Feyti,
Victoria Sherry and Don Clarke.

Jamie’ Boff 39G,

‘Day Nice $13,900,

clean.

The

Watch’ 6G, Philly

Perky $21,900,

‘Consul’ Sad $15,000; LA.
Loi Angeles, March 18.
Rain dampened the legit boxoffice last week and only “The

Plymouth (1st up on the bright side of the ledger.
June Havoc Touring Cheryl Crawford producwk) (1,200; $3.60).
starrer got $18,700” on Theatre tion finished its two-week stand at
“Affair* of State/

Opened Thursday
(1,500; $3.60).
night (13) to generally mild notices,
although Elliot Norton, of the
Post, expressed qualified approval;
four performances topped

first

$6,400.

N.Y.

the 1,636-seat Biltmore with a fine
$21,000 for the second frame, giving it a $39,200 total and an operating profit of about $5,000 on the
stand.

Six-day production of “The Consul” at the 2,670-seat Philharmonic

Aud under

CITY BALLET’S SOCK

$198,700 FOR 5
The N. Y. City
five-week

WEEKS

Ballet, ending a
at City Center,

stand
N. Y., Sunday night (16), grossed a
sock $198,700 for the session, for
one of its best seasons to date. In
its fourth stanza, the troupe garnered $45,000, biggest week it’s ever
had in its four-year history. Troupe
grossed $36,400 its first week, $38,700 the second, $37,500 the third,
and $41,100 for the windup fifth.
Troupe is now readying for its
first European tour (although it

the Guild opera banner
registered a dour $15,000, about
red.
in
the
$4,000
“3 for Tonite,” package of ^oneacters at the 400-seat Las Palmas
registered a dismal $1,800, about
$2,500 below costs.

England in

1950), trip

On

10G

‘April’ Tryout,
Kansas City, March

-first

week’s

biz.

Miss Bennett revealed that she is
headed for Broadway with the
Leorge Batson comedy, but will
P/ay some national dates through

and summer before takln £ it to New York in
the fall.
Orpheum got the third company
of ‘Moon Is Blue” last night (Mon.),
tor a six-day stand, with two matins, and a $3.66 top.

total gross for all 24
last week was $677,000,

or 80% of capacity. Week before last total for all ZS shows
was $654,800, or 74% of Capacity, representing a drop of
3% from the* previous week.
A year ago last week the total for all 25 current shows

was

$569,400, or 77%, a decline of
from the week before.

4%

pace and the engagement has been
Departure of four shows Satur- extended beyond the scheduled two
day night (15) left town wide open. weeks. There were two closings last
“Cocktail Party,” on Theatre week and one is
slated for this
Guild-American Theatre Society week. Four openings are carded
subscription, opened
night for this week.
last
(Mon.) at the Walnut. That winds
Estimates for Last Week
up stage activity until March 31,
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
when “Member of the Wedding”
Comedy-Drama ), R (Revue),
CD
(
returns to the Forrest; “The
(MusiChase,” opens at Locust, and “The MC (Musical Comedy),
Drama),
cal
O (Operetta).
Brass Ring” bows in at Walnut.
Other parenthetic designations
Estimates for Last Week
“Lonr Watch,” Forrest (2d wk) refer, respectively, to top price;
two-for-ones),
using
($3.90; 1,760). Drama about WAVES (* indicates
number of seats capacity gross and
never got rolling. Sad $6,000.
“Candida,” Locust (2d wk) ($3.90; stars. Price includes 20% amuseNice steady business, al- ment tax, but grosses are net: i.c^,
1,580).
though far from smash. Satisfac- exclusive of tax.

MD

,

•

‘Blondes’ $50,800

For Cleve. Week
March

“Moon Is' Blue,” with Hiram
Sherman and Marcia Henderson,
opens a six-day engagement next
Monday (24). Underlined for April
9-13 is “Darkness at Noon.”

‘Robert#’ $18,400, N, O*

New

Orleans*

March

18.

Returning to the Civic Theatre,
it grossed a torrid $36,000
only 11 months ago, “Mister Rob-

where
erts”

week.

drew a profitable $18,400 last
House now reverts to an art

film policy until
arrives April 18.

“Moon

Is

Blue”

(6th

18.

local associates.

Legit Hanna, now dark, reopens
next Monday (24) with “Remains
to Be Seen,” Janis Paige and
Jackie Cooper topping company
starting tour here.

SOCK $57,900
IN WEEK AT DES MOINES

‘PACIFIC’

Des Moines, March 18.
Touring edition of “South Pacific,” with Janet Blair and Webb

and Ballet Theatre)
coming in during Lent and at inRodgers - Hammerstein - Logan
come tax time immediately after 11 musical is playing the Murat, Indiof
nights and 14
“South Pacific” sellout business,
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo for
six nights and two matinees at
$3.60 top in the 1,900-seat Lyceum
wound up with a light $16,000.

Dickens Headings, Golden

wk) (C-$4.80; 776; $19,195) (Emlyn
Williams). Reported over $14,900
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,” (previous week, $12,000); closed
with Carol Channing, rounded up
Saturday night (15) after 48 pera potent $50,800 at $4.92 top in
formances, for an estimated breakeight performances last week In
even
on the run; star is due for a
the 3,000-seated Public Music Hal]
engagement next season falunder the sponsorship of George return
in
Cleveland,

Tilton co-Starred, rolled up a
bumper gross of almost $57,900 in
eight performances last week in
the huge (4,139 seats) KRNT Theatre here. It was a boxoffice stamand pede from the start.

performances

Hayes

$31,100,

‘S.P.’

$€100

Moroseo next week to make
for the incoming “Grass

to the

room

Harp,”
"Paint Your Wagon,” Shubert
(18th wk) (MC-$7.20; .1,361; $46,000) (James Barton). Almost $34,700 (previous week, $33,500).
“Pal Joey,” Broadhurst (11th
wk) (MC-$6.60; 1,160; $39,602).
Nearly $39,900 again.
“Paris ’ 90 .” Booth (2d wk) (MC$4.80; 900; $20,235) (Cornelia Oti*

Skinner), About $10,000 (previous
week, $11,000 for first seven performances).
“Point of No Return,” Alvin
(14th wk) (D-$4.80-$6; 1,331; $37,924) (Henry Fonda).
Approached
$37,700 (previous week, $37,000).

“Remains to Be Seen,” Moroseo
(23d wk) (D-$4.80-$6; 912; $25,700).
Almost $13,900 (previous week,
$13,300); closing next Saturday
(22), to tour.

Cort

“Shrike.”
(9th wk) (D$4.80; 1,056; $27,700) (Jose Ferrer,

Judith

Evelyn),
Nearly
(previous week, $24,000),

$24,500

‘Okla.’ Fair

In

$25,500

Two-Way

Splitup

Rochester, March 18.
“Oklahoma,” the Theatre Guild
meal ticket, wound up another season last week with a passable $25,500 gross for an eight-performance
Rodgers-Hammerstein musisplit.
cal played four performances Monday-Wednesday (10-12) at the 1,400seat Victory, Dayton, and the concluding four showings ThursdaySaturday (13-15) at the 2,574-seat

Masonic Auditorium here.
.

Show
son.

lowing extended tour opening
January.
“Fourposter,” Barrymore (21st
wk) (C-$4.80; 1,060; $24,996) (JesJust
sica Tandy, Hume Cronyn).
missed $22,600 (previous week,

will tour again next sea-

“Stalag 17,” 48th‘ St. (45th wk)'
(C-$4.80; 912; $21,547). Approached
$14,000 (previous week, $12,500),

“Top Banana,” Winter Garden
(20th wk) (MC-$6.60-$7.20; 1,519;
(Phil Silvers).
$51,881)
Nearly
$42,600 (previous week, $43,600;
has been overquoted recently).
“Two on the Aisle,” HeUinger
(35th wk) (R-$6; 1,507; $49,563)
(Bert Lahr, Dolores Qray). About
$17,500 (previous week, $17,500);
closed Saturday night (15) after
276 performances; financial detail*
in separate story.

500).

OPENING THIS WEEK
“Flight Into Egypt,” Music Box
Irene
$27,000).
1,012;
Selznick production of George
Taborf drama, staged by Elia
Kazan, premiered last night (Tues.)
after postponement; capitalized at
$100,000, cost about $75,000 (plu*
$20,000 in bonds and approximately $6,000 tryout loss) and can
get by at around $16,600 gross.
(D-$4.80;

“Long

Watch,”

Lyceum

(CD-

Anthony B.
995; $22,845).
Farrell-Charles Coburn production
of play by Harvey Haisnp (Morrie
Ryskind withdrew as co-author);
capitalized at $75,000 plus 20%
about
cost
overcall, production
$.65,000 (excluding $15,000 in bonds
'mid $15,000 tryout loss) and can
break even at around $14,000
gross;* tryout reviewed in Variety,
Feb. 20, ’52; opens tomorrow night
$4.80;

_

(Thurs.).

“One Bright Day,” Royale (DHoward
$27,000).
1,035;

$4.80;

Lindsay-Russel Crouse production
of Sigmund Miller play; financed
at $75,000, production cost an esti-

mated

$45,000

$8,500

(plus

In

bonds and $10,000 tryout loss) and
can break even at around $15,000
“Gigi,” Fulton (17th wk) (C- gross; tryout reviewed in Variety,
(Audrey March 5, ’52; opens tonight (Wed.).
$23,228)
1,063;
$4.80;
Hepburn). Nearly $17,100 (previ
“Three Wishes for Jamie,” Helous week, $14,600).
inger (MC-$6.60; 1,527; $51,300)
AlPlayhouse
(Anne
Jeffreys, John Raitt).
ANTA
“Golden Boy,”
(D-$4.50; 925; $27,000) bert and Arthur Lewis production
(1st wk)
(John Garfield, Lee J. Cobb). of musical version of Charles
Opened Wednesday night (12) to O’Neal’s novel, “Three Wishes for
(Atkinson, Jamie McRuln,” with book by Abe
six favorable notices
Times; Coleman, Mirror; Hawkins, Burrows and the author, songs by
World-Telegram & Sun; Kerr, Ralph Blaine; financed for $175,Herald Tribune; Pollock, Compass; 000 plus 20% overcall, production
(excluding
Watts, Post) and two pans (Chap- cost about $240,000
man, News; McClain, Journal- $30,000 in bonds and approxiAmerican); first seven perform- mately $36,000 tryout profit) and
ances through Sunday night (16) can break even at around $31,000
drew $20,200; engagement ex- ross; tryouts reviewed in Variety,
uly 4, ’51, and Feb. 6, ’52; opens
tended.
“Guys and Dolls,” 46th St. Friday night (21).
(69th wk) (MC-$6.60; 1,319; $43,-

$21,400).

.

904).

As

Am

usual, $44,400.

‘DARKNESS’ BRIGHTENS;

a Camera,” Empire (16th
(CD-$4.80-$6; 1,082; $24,908)
(Julie Harris). Almost $19,100 (pre$21,600,
ious week, $21,400).
San Francisco, March 18.
“Jane,” Coronet (7th wk) (C“Darkness at Noon,” starring Ed$4.80-$5.40; 1,027; $31,000) (Edna
ward G. Robinson, continued to
Best, Basil Rathbone). Nearly $15,build last week, chalking up a
900 (previous week, $16,400).
stan“King and I,” St. James (51st strong $21,600 for its second
Theatre
wk) (MD-$7.20; 1/571; $51,717) za at the 1,550-seat Geary.
scaled
to
$4.80.
Guild
production
Is
(Gertrude Lawrence). Topped $51,Maureen
with
Tattoo,”
700 (previous week, $5*1 ,300 with “Rose
the star absent all eight perform- Stapleton and Eli Wallach, opened
at the 1,775-seat Curran last night
ances because of illness).
“Moon Is Blue,” Miller (54th (Mon.). Top is $3.60.
Carl Ebert production of “The
wk) (C-$4.80; 920; $21,586) (Barbara Bel Geddes, Donald Cook, Consul” has been set for two
Barry Nelson). Slightly under $17,' weeks at the Curran starting April
14. Paul Posz, former Opera exec,
500 (previous week, $15,600).
“Mrs. McThing/’ Beck (4th wk) has leased the house for run. Posz
$32,000) was associated with Gene Mann in
1,314;
(CD- $4 -$4.50;
(Helen Hayes). About $31,100 (pre last summer’s musical series at the
vious week, $28,600); moves next Opera House.

“I

wk)

anapolis, this week.

-

800),

“Venus Observed,” Century (5th
wk) (CD-$4.80-$6: 1,645; $45,000)
(Rex Harrison. Lilli Palmer). Just
Imperial over $32,500 (previous week, $31,-

“Call
Me Madam,”
“Three Wishes for Jamie,” Shu- (74th wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,400; $51,847)
bert (2d wk) ($6.50; 1,870). Biggest (Ethel Merman). Just blissed $43,thing in weeks. Built steadily 900 (previous week, $39,300); closthrough run. Bettered $39,000.
ing May 3, to tour.
“One Bright Day,” Walunt (2d
“Cleopatra*,” Ziegfeld (13th wk)
wk) ($3.90; 1,340). Favorable com- (D-$7.20; 1,628; $59,536) (Laurence
ment from spectators helped dur- Olivier, Vivien Leigh).
Shawing second stanza.
Shakespeare revivals bettered $55,500 (previous week, $58,200); closng April 12.
“Constant Wife,” National (15th
wk) (C-$4.80-$6; 1,172; $31,000)
(Katharine Cornell, Brian Aheme,
Nearly $13,800
Grace George).
(previous week, $12,600); closing
April 5, to tour.

at $4.20 top.

Ballet

,

shows

press, started at a brisk boxoffice

out fortnight.

Minneapolis, March 18.
Third ballet troupe to play Minneapolis this season (the others
K.C. having been Sadler’s Wells Theatre
18.

If

Olivia
dupli-

Gets $9,600 in 4
so were reactions ‘-of professional
After the half-way
In New Haven Tryout first-nighters.
mark attendance built to capacity
New Haven, March' 18.
by the end of the stanza.

Biz was moderate at preem of
“Salt of the Earth” at Shubert last
Thursday-Saturday (13-15). Teresa
Wright-Kent Smith starrer drew
about $9,600 on four performances

ft*

_

“South Pacific,” Majestic (152d
Of the new openings, the ANTA- wk) (MD-$6; 1,659; $50,186) (Marde Havilland’s “Candida”
produced “Golden Boy” revival
cated opening week's draw. “Long drew a preponderantly favorable tha Wright, George Britton). Almost $42,100 (previous week, $38,Watch” staggered through its try-

to better its

‘Salt'

to

Legit trade sparked a bit the
past week to give the Fox Midwest
Orpheum Theatre a moderately
good take on '“A Date with April.”
Constancy. Bennett starrer played
seven
performances, with best
trade on the weekend. Price 'scale
$1. $2 and $3 trotted up to $10,000 for the run, considerable Improvement
over
the
previous
week’s offering, also a stock proauction from the Empress Theatre,
ot. Louis.

the spring

“One Bright
Day” got favorable word of mouth

Business was rather spotty the
first couple of performances, and

Monte Carlo 16G, Mpls.

Connie Bennett

18.

in final performances.

Young and

Breakin of “To Be Continued”
cov^r a half dozen countries and was due here for Mar. 27-29 but
last five mcfciths.
Group leaves was cancelled when late start of
April 7 by plane, opening in Bar- rehearsals brought conflict with
celona April 15. It will wind its other hooking. “Of Thee I Sing”
tour on Aug. 30 in Edinburgh, then revival is set for week of April 7.
return for a September season in
N. Y.
visited

March

Although it got off to slow start,
'‘Three Wishes for Jamie” picked
up tidily In second week, and musical could easily have stayed
around longer. House went clean

7,

Olirier-Leigh $55,500,

tory $15,100.

‘Tattoo’

Plymouth, and “Grass Harp.” in
final week at the Colonial.
Estimates for Last Week
Rose Tattoo” succeeded in winding

Guild subscription.
“Gras* Harp,” Colonial (1st wk)

‘Boy $20,460 for

•

Philadelphia,

‘CARMEN’ 17G, ST, PETE;

v

Balto

Business on Broadway was generally a hit better last week than
engagement.
the week before. Conditions were
Olivia De Havilland in “Candi- spotty, however, with the attendda” is current, also on subscription. ance pattern varying considerably
at different shows, not only in regard to the week’s total but in
nightly receipts. Thus trade was
off at some theatres early in the
week, while* others- were bettering
the previous stanza’s figures. There
was also a weekend rush at some
houses and not at others. As a
whole, the pace was uneven and
seemingly shaky. Three shows went

tre is shuttered for next five weeks..

.‘

I

Baltimore, March 18.
“Cocktail Party” played Ford’s
here last week a* the third of five
plays promised under American
Theatre Society-Guild subscription.
T. S, Eliot comedy overcame a set
of unfavorable notiees from local
crix to collect a fair $14,600 gross.
Neva Patterson replaced Julie Haydon in a leading role during the

“Bell,

Northern (3d
Fine $28,100.

$14,600

On GuiM-ATS,

Chicago, March 18. <
Chicago, with only thrw plays,

May

"

'

!1

GRABS

FRISCO

^

.

j

»

'fediirtdiy,

LKOITIMATK
Waters Happy $ 19,700

Shows iii Rehearsal

I

Key*i

P

M

(Ptoy),

M«wli

19, 1952

A

BBS-Tarry Letter*

(Musical).

Gnild-ATS, Cincy
Continue* from page l
Jtlng” (P)—Donald Wolin,
Cincinnati, March IB.
prod.; Stanley Gould, dir.; Sydney the writer*. No amount of narra
Ethel Waters in “Member of the Blackmer, star,
tion, piano interludes or Shake?
w
Wedding" brought the 1.370-ffeat.
“The Chase (P)---Jose Ferrer, p eari an interpolation can tran?
COX a lively $19,.700 last week at Milton Barron, prods.; Jose Fer- mute them into successful

On

Tlt£

£xeitem«iii
London, March

Deep Blue Set
London, March

10.

. ,

7.

Ltd./ production of
by Terence Rattigan
Stars -Peggy Ashcroft. Directed by Frith
Banbury. At Duchess Theatre. London,
UJfavoh R
49 top.
+AT>_
$2
March
F«*jty Ashcroft
,-r. .
Hester Collyer

Arnold i Emn* Littler prewmtatlon of revue in two act* (15 scenes).
Staged J>y Robert Nfeerbltt. Music and lyrics. Ronnie Aldrich, Carol Coat**, Peter
Yorke, Geoffrey Parson*, Michel Enter,
Ervin Drake, Jimmy Shlrl. Ben Frankel,
Henry Katzman, Ronnie Hill, Harold Purcell; sketches, Ronald Hanbury; musical
arrangements, Debroy Somers; dances arranged by Daphne Kiernander; sets, Ed-

Tom

M. Tennent,

H.

drama

in three acts

.

William

Coffier'.

X w™

.

1

Welch

ip
Philip

: :

Roland Culver
David .Aylmer

,

rf

Delony.

_
Dolphen,
,

•

,

•

an absorbing study of a warmhearted woman, cheated of romantic love with both .husband and

With all the Splendor and glitter that money can buy, this new
edition of the Tom Amold-Emile
Littler Latin Quarter revue, elevated to a title of its own, is the
most elegant and sumptuous of the
series. Accent is away from auster-

It’s

With equally good casting,
it might stand a chance in the U. S.
It would certainly provide good
lover.

screen material.
ity, and lavish costuming and bigStory opens with a woman disscaleV staging puts the production covered half-gassed in a shabby
in the top, class of spectacular apartment, whose life is saved by
treats. It’s a cinch for its nine a disbarred doctor from upstairs,
months’ season.
It’s revealed that she isn’t married
As visual entertainment, “Ex- to the man she’s living with, a
shiftless ex-RAF pilot, whose lack
all,
them
currently
tops
citement”
but its prime weakness is in its of ardor and consideration has
comedy. The big production num- driven her to despair. Her real
bers with skilled dancers, and dec- husband, a high court judge, has
orated by a bevy of motionless been summoned and offers a renudes, are fine. But some of the conciliation, but his wife admits
more intimate sketches rely too her lover has become an obsession
much on the individual talents of with her and she can never return.
Warriss, who in turn, are
Jewel
her- lover decides to quit
Then
*
served by unimaginative scripting. for both their sakes. After a hysThey rate ample laughs from terical appeal
this decision
against
w
^*
.1
J.
,
ma n «« wl
nviK another
otl At n Or suicide
Cl 11J.i
f*l 11 P
broad and obviously , concocted i.L - woman
plans

&

situations, but would nave made
a far heftier impact with stronger

lead

attractive blonde
Pai lsienne, who combines a Gallic
charm with a tuneful pair of pipes.
Chanteftse is not too well served

Simone Dolphen,

lyrics
and even her best,
number, “The Matter of the Mink,"
hardly lives up to the cynical
promise of the title. Larry Day, a
local newcomeu to the West End,

As usual, the show abounds with
an array of vaude talent, and although the current lineup is imposing, there is an undue sameness

Try

Richmond

—

Spot

seven performances last week, folnar, SI
fmitlmicd from Pa*e
Continued
lowing a light $2 ,400 for Gene Rayto renew
mond in “Angel Street" the previ- Simon’s decision not
.. ,v ;
House is scaled to a O Bnen 8 contract, which expired
0 us week.
$2,50 top.
Dec. 31, and to relieve him as Coast
closes Saturday representative.
series
Six-week
(22) with “Theatre," starring Kay
O’Brien subsequently appeared
Francis.
before the council to defend himself, after which members of the
pvernmg Jody persuaded Simon
Current Road SHows
to rescind his discharge of the assistant and to make an attempt to
(March 17-29)
as a member of the
“Affairs of State" (June Havoc) work with him
York staff. The evidence,
New
—Plymouth, Boston (17-29).
seen by the
been
not
had
which
« DClli
//
and * candle” (Rosa1
Book AUlt
H
J H
B n DUUB.
then sealed, so was
i
the
D enni s price) Great council, wasuntil
Jin - Russel
the special meetnever read
attempt. This is thwarted by the jror iern Chicago (17-29).
to
her
forces
kindly medico, who
Play- ing last Sunday (16).
(trvout)
Ring
uwut visy
Brass Kinr”
realize that life is worth living
Self-Contradictory?
Wilmington U7-/y;.
despite all heartache and misery, house,
Simons exit, which had arouse
“Candida” (Olivia de Havilland)
Peggy Ashcroft subtly conveys
quarterly
at the
Baltimore
d^-22),
controversy
a
Ford
s,
(tryout)—
all tne upheavals of a wracked
mind, with so much to give and Aud., Charleston, W. Va. (24); membership meeting March 7, was
Richmond
(25);
memberTheatre,
the
WRVA
approved
by
finally
with so little received. Roland CulCommunity, ship at a recessed session Monday
ver, with more of a listening than Center, Norfolk (27);
(28-29).
Pa.
Hershey,
and
the
“endorsed
present
( 17 ). Those
a participating role, enacts
“Cocktail Party” (Dennis King, supported" the council’s decision
loyal husband with creditable conthe
exPhila.
as
viction. Kenneth More,
Estelle Winwood) Walnut,
to drop the exec-sec. However, the
airman lost in the postwar world, (17-29).
council report on the matter drew
earns considerable sympathy, in the
“Darkness at Ndon” (Edward G. considerable criticism .and demore complex role, playing it witn Bo hi n son) Geary, San Francisco mands for explanation.
chUdish malignity rather than (17 .22) r Civic S an Jose. (23); Audirt rly sesslon
of
qaarterly
sess lon °}
The regular qua
adult culpability. Peter tiling gives ^ orium Sacramento (24)- Mayfair,
, .^
,
y
c
matSimon
March 7 had tossed the
a
rh n ra cteriration of the
"m
good characterization
a
Portland( Q re. (27-29).
Lent
doctor; Barbara Leake is excellent
Blondes" ter back to the council for reconPrefer
‘‘Gentlemen
in
manner that
a
as a discreet housekeeper, and (c arol channing) Keith’s, Colum- sideration
capable
supportmg roles are all
Paramount, Toledo amounted to a virtual vote of nous Q 7 _ig)
^
hands. Piece is cor^^dably di- (20-22); Nixon, Pitts. (24-29).
confidence, so there was some rereeled by Frith Banbury. Clem.
(tryout)— Colo- sistance to the governing group’s
Harp"
“Grass
nial, Boston (17-22) (reviewed in second report, which repeated the
WV^/UAUbV*
A1AA4A
decision to
UVVAU4UAA
him JLA
from
Variety this. week).
4U “separate"
Rank Sued by Vienna
Shubert, the union, but expressed
and Dolls”
“Guys
regret
at
r
“
py
si i_
_
/
n\
Chicago (17-19).
the action and thanks for his servSan ices to Equity. It was observed
“Happy Time”
Geary,
Girl Oyer ‘Red Shoes’
Francisco (24-29).
that the statement was self-conVienna, March 11,
r

v

•

—

r

—

Salary $300

Wktk

FAM STAGESHOWS, INC.
Paramount

qqq HOWE CH

^

•

|

-t

1

’

•«

M

M tiler*

1

pedestrian, and the amount of
mental and physical concentration

required to follow the reading
uroves a strain with a score of
aud ^ ors leaving the auditorium
duri n g the second portion of the
show>
Miss Churchill conveys little of
the sensitivity and beauty of “E.T.”
as revealed in her letters. Much of
her reading is unintelligible, due
partly to careless enunciation and
partly due to inadequacy of the p.a.
system. Though handsomely gowned
succeeds
in ,black, she never quite
,

ate,
f
nr
for

—

beauteous and regal qualities
Tprrv was
war celeppIpwhich Mi**
Miss Terry

brated.
is

Edward Thommen’s performance
on the whole much more suc-

He succeeds in lightening
the text with welcome variations

cessful.

I

_

—

tradictory.''

of inflection and of circumscribed
gives _ the- performance
action. _He
«i,
fT
_
practically its sole living quanty.
XJa ip
Pi ff/s ava/iitqH iin r h a T*T* antflTlP.
is .also credited with arranging,
He
directing and staging the production. Roy Irving, as “Mr. Preface
,

,

Footnote,” is an acceptable
rat Qr
may
This
presentation

Phort*
4-3954

to split the

motion en-

.

to

Simon

ruled, after a parliamentary wrangle, that members who disapproved
the form of the motion would have
to vote on it one way or the other,
instead, of abstaining. Thus, there
was nd membership expression of
opinion on the respective positions
Simon *nd °’ Brien in the 3 «uab ‘
°f
me
.
Except for repeating the text of
a statement he had made at the
membership session, Simon subsequently refused to discuss the situation. His statement referred to
the council’s “curiously worded
resolution" and noted that he had
never been given a reason for his
“separation.”
Apparently referring to crlticism o{ certain councii
members that he had taken the cona membe sh 1
t-u*
the
P’, the
-

.

letteralite ttese are to_be written
an<* not read aloud publicly,

—

Legit Followup
Continued from page

#

Benny

Southstreet,

And perhaps

“Four Saints

—

of Monfrtal

is

in

particularly the

search

"James

in

Three

Playhouse, April

respectively.

only an

illusion,

now

actually

Sr.,

seems willing to let the song*
“More I Cannot Wish You,” do a
6

of the work.
George S. KaulProbably
-- . stager
Micnaci
man an~d choreographer Michael
*
Kidcl could brush up the procec
tags a bit here and there. Butin

little

.

.

*

•

general, “Guys and.. Dolls ,1s _>m
pressive evidence anew of the zeal
and attention to detail, as well as

(

I

Acts,”

16.

Out Loud,” mid-

April.

“To Be Continued,” week of
April 21.
“Candida," National, April 22.
“Hook ’N' Ladder,” April 29.
“Josephine,” April 29.
“Much Ado About Nothing,” late
“Of

Available, Send to:

VIOLET WALTERS, Astor Theatre Cafe
St.

it's

but Pat Rooney,

AVAILABLE
Summer Theater
Under Canvas
Seats 1200 —- Fully Equipped
Bill

Green'*

April.

&90

58

click as before as Nice-Nicely and

April 14.

ANTA

Boys" soonest.

If

be

summed up as something strictly
and for Shavians, or for those v ho
O’Brien could be voted on separate- have an infinite patience at the
hat
It was also theatre. It illustrates again
ly, were unsuccessful.
d°jsing the council report, so the

^
Boston statement also commented, I have
shrewdness, taste and patience
never ielt that letting light and air of producers Cv Feuer and Ernest
and
sun
in
on
any
situation
be
to
Kobe,
London, March 18.
h. Martin.
destructive." He revealed that he
Drury Lane,
Royal,
Theatre
has no immediate plans, but hopes
which is currently housing the
Future B’way Schedule
to remain in the theatrical field
Theatrical Booking RepreLondon edition of “South Pacific,"
(Theatre indicated, if set)
sentative can offer extended road
and that
I-A4VIU
he
AAV AiMU
has already
UUVUUJ received
announces a net profit for the past
• v
_
- l4
//•V
Dark
tours for Legit producers. Will conLegend,- President, March one offer of employment.
Dividend
remains
year of $40,880.
sider 'units with or without name stars
24.
The special council meeting on
providing standard of production *
static at 10%.
“Grass Harp,” Beck, March 27.
excellent. Shows may travel by
“Don. Juan in Hell” (return), the Simon-O’Brien issue lasted
and truck or by train. Must be
over
15
hours,
starting
early
dally
Sunsecure. Write Box U 0 L 2i»*
Plymouth, March 30.
Broadway, Hew York 14, or Telephone
day afternoon and concluding about
“Salt of the Earth,” April 3.
Trafalgar 3-4444.
4
a.
m. Monday.
“Brass Ring,” Lyceum, week of

Company
scripts

nar-

^

Attempts

Gray)-Shubert,

London Royal $40,880 Net

1

good

vavmvv some variety
» »***wv^
VV create
in the
AAA
forts to
VIIV
tone of the performance, the effect

;

“For Crying
of

-

1

—

ATTENTION!!
Tht Atterburrian

^

k g r0 dln- g prove mo stlyJ extraneous and distracting.
There is" an attempt to act qut
portions of the letters on the center platform. In' spite of these ef-
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25% Commission
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Schools
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sets the scene at the beginning and
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—

Klelnhan* Auditorium, Buffalo, March
'52; * 4.20 top.

<

lin, Mo. (28-29).
ballroomology; Les Trois Cousines
The Heinrich Regels Ballet was
“Moon Is Blue” (2d Co.) Harcome across with a few tunes put
lllca g 0 ^-29).
over in refreshing, but deliberate a great success before 1900, play- r* S
i’,J?
naive style; and the Remi Martel ing on many European and overMoon Is Blue (3d Co.) OrDancers offer a striking ballet se- seas stages.
p o nni te 9 j
quence.
In a production in which the en-Remains t? be SMn>L anna,
tire emphasis is placed on Parisian ‘Student* So-So $16,000,
Cleveland (23-29).
*
effect, Enid Lowe offers neat light
“Rose Tattoo"
Curran, San
in Detroit
1st
comedy touches in some of the
Francisco (17-29).
Detroit, March 18.
sketches, and Daphne Kiernander
“Salt of the Earth” (Teresa
is a striking ring mistress in a
The 2,100-seat Shubert picked Wriglit, Kent Smith) (tryout)—
lavish circus number.
up a mild $16,000 in the first week Wilbur, Boston (.17-29) (reviewed
Entire layout was again created of “Student Prince," which re- in Variety this week).
and direeted by Robert Nesbitt, mains for another frame.
“South Pacific” (Janet Blair,
and although he’s gone to town
The 1,452-seat Cass relights Webb Tilton)—Murat; Indianapolis
with every facet of the production, March 31 with “Remains to Be ^7-29).
its splendor and opulence is in no
‘Student Prinee-’-Shubert, De“Two on
Seen,” in for a week.
way marred by brashness.
the Aisle” is booked for two weeks tioit (17-22); Royal Alexandra, ToMyro.
ronto U4-Z9).
beginning April 7.
“Two on the Aisle” (Bert Lahr,

Merchants

Affhilf Ol Letter*
Maud* Franchot it Richard Wesp pres.
^‘tiouofsarah churchiii.EdWard Thom.
men reading of Shaw-Terry letters. At

..

,

&

—

stirred

A

WRVA

—

Reduced Price Tickets

spirits of the

—

&

U.P.C.

The

uneasily

.

“Member of the Wedding”
Three Craddocks get hefty reacHenriette Regel, daughter of the (Ethel Waters)—Nixon, Pitts. (17tion from a split-second tumbling
act on slapstick lines; Margit
late librettist Heinrich Regel, sued 22); Ford’s, Baltimore (24-29).
“Mister Roberts” (Tod Andrews)
Margot, duo of femme acrobats, J. Arthur Rank Organization for
Tower, Atlanta (17-19); Ryman
score solidly for highgrade preci- damages
because producers of
sion work; the Rekoffs rate mod- “Red Shoes" allegedly used vari- Aud., Nashville (20); Auditorium,Memphis
(21-22); Robinson Aud.
est laughs for a knockabout danc- ous^ chofeo«artTiC!scenes from her
ing routine; Danya
Alvarez con- fathers "balfet. La tte^was produced Little Rock (24); Convention Hall,
Tulsa
Convention Hall, Joptribute a highly-polished display of
(26);
In 1898 by the State Opera.

PROMOTION MANAGER

revealing.

two romanticists must have

,

in
the Elysian fields
Stock
In
during last night's (12) performance
Richmond, March 18.
The presentation is staged with
Flu epidemic which has thrown ler Cowles, Bennett Segal, prods.; the two stars seated at tables before
Kaufman, dir.; Jack two large screens at opposite sides
S,
all local business for a loop has George
Carson, Paul- Hartman, stars.
of the stage. There is another
business for the two recent ofGuthrie screen Centre with a platform be(P)
Continued”
Be
“To
ferings of the Playgoers Guild
narrator’s desk at one
McClintic, prod.-dir.
fore it.
series at the '•1,265-seat
side, and piano in the wings, comTheatre here. Unseasonable blizplete the ensemble. The narrator
.Vicki
zard s also were a factor.
Cummings, guesting in “Gramercy
Equity
Ghost,” drew a^$2,500 gross for

1

A

I

.

A1
*N' Ladder .(C)
Moritz, prod;-dir.
“Of Thee X Sing” (M) Chand-

“Hook

,

intricate,

the

—

son, dir.

.

about many of the acts. Openingnight hit was dancer Pedro de Cordoba, highlight of whose act is an

specialties,

reaches of the theatre auditorium
they seem embarrassingly personal

Thomp- and

prod.; Virgil

—

vocalist.

other

‘Ghost’ Gets Pale $2,500

—ANTA,

—

brings a pleasing voice, but little
else, to his role as principal male

Among

1

(M)

•

with

fascinating hand move
ment in front of a sensitive mike,
with his fingernails providing the
effect of castenets.
more conventional style terping routine also
registers clicko.

’

,

’

by

played

is

S

,

theatre

fa^, Shaw, and Miss 'Terry rarelv
met, and their letters are the cmin,
tessence of an intimate, spiritual relatlonship. Written solely for the
study and the boudoir, in the vast

|.|

material.

Femme

1

.

•

“Who

.

*

|

: : : : : : : : :

Mrs. Elton

Freddie Page
Jackie Jackson..
With Jewel it Warrls*. Simone
Emrt i,owe, Larry Day, Pedro de Cordoba* Mr. Miller
The Craddocks (3), Danya it Alvarez,
George Hamilton, Daphne Kiernander,
This latest Terence Rattlgan
Les Trols.Cousine* (3), Margit it Margot,
Remi Martel Dancers (8 ), Herbert Hare, play is more orthodox theatre than
The Rekoffs C2>. Debroy Somers and his’ previous
Is
opus,
orch. At London Casino, London, March
Sylvia?" and should prove a healthy
8, *52; $2.25 top.
addition to his list if successes.

vr«*

og
*3
LJ

n
Was
on Theatre rer, dir.; John Hodiak, Kim HimPlay
£ 0-A
^
it
Guild-ATS subscription.
ter, stars.
“Dark Legend (P)—David HellTown is without road shows un::
pacific"
“south
R o h e rt N. Winter-Berger,
well,
when
7
"XE?
t n'
Barbara Leake un f 0 lds at the 2,500-Seat Taft for Darren McGavin, prods.; Morton
Kenneth More
,Tr«;
dir.
wp#
£4
92
tOD
Costa,
tup
Da
at
Raymond Francis to weeks
“Four Saints in Three Aot^
Peter Hling
•

Catherines Street, West, Montreal

Thee

I

Sing,”

May 1.
“New

Ziegfeld,

Faces," week of May 12.
“Circus of Dr. Lao," ANTA
Playhouse, May 14.
“Shuffle Along, May 29.

“Wish
perial,

You Were

mid-June.

Here” Im-

fer further Information

WRITE, WIRE

OR TELEPHONE

BILL green
Roato 51, Flttsbar^h, Pa.
Phone: Plantation 1-1111
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v«aa***r*
races with a few turns of the wheel
or a try at a couple .of passes. The
track also lengthened its schedule
from three .to fopr runnings per
Miller’* Civil Libertfe* ExwMie
has written
Robert E. Sherwood
4
the foreword to 'The Judges, and
Miller, of
Merle
Judged/'
by
The
the board of directors of the Amer.who
Union,
Liberties
Civil
ican
treats with Counterattack and Bed
Channels among other issues in
what the author calls "a positive
threat to civil liberties/’ Doubleday publishes.

week.
This

Jack

Lait.

House, ’Vby Dorothy Burne Goebel
and Julius Goebel, Jr., being reissued.
He is professor of legal
history at Columbia U and his wife
heads the history department at

Same

Hunter College.

logic

ac-

counts for reissuance of “Soldier
of

by Kenneth

Democracy,”

S.
It

Davis, first published in 1945.

Brock on

(in

which premise

That

is not accurate and I did
not intend to concur in it. It gives
the misleading, impression that I
disassociate myself from responsifor the material in our “Conbooks. It is not a fact
tnat
Mortimer writes the notes”
and I write the books from them.
We are in complete collaboration
|n every phase of the production of
me books and Mortimer writes as
much of the finished material as

bly

,

I do.

As to** your figure regarding our
Pre-publication sales of “U.S.A.

NO LUCK

FINDING A
PURllSHEIl?

bo** publishers wMoss
Is to encourage i»c»y or unknown
If you are looking for a publisher
noT</» Ph»y. short stories, scholarly
tr«»i
t.
cpk, show
business Deluoirs or experiences,
ry etc “ rorhaps wo can lclp
you. Write
;/V * for
,
tulay
Dooklet VT. It*« free.
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No Mickeys, No Finns
These awards were given at Barney’s Beanery, on the wrong side of
the tracks. The joint was SRO. Martin 8c Lewis appeared in formal
evening clothes and were photographed making the awards. Searchlights brightened the skies, traffic cops kept back the crowds. Hot dogs
took the place of cream chicken patties with green peas, and a. most
delightful time was had by all.
,
Batista Coup Delaying
There were, of course, a few in the stuffed shirt stratospheric realms
‘Nation’ Release of the picture industry who looked on all this as infra dig, and, if
Batista revolution in Cuba may continued, likely to bring down the whole costly Academy structure

RKO

of the RKO- in a chute-the-chute of ridicule.
, release
Their frowns must have impressed the gentlemen of the press, betwo-reeler, “A Nation Is
Pic, originally skedded for cause so far I have seen no announcement of a second annual awards
release in April, is one of the out- of Mickeys.
Rather than let the whole thing die and feeling moreover that anyfit’s specials and deals with the 50year history of Cuba as a nation. thing I might do would remain in the realm of top secret as far as
RKO, which releases its subsid’s the public is concerned, I woqld like to nominate a few Mickeys myself
for 1952.
products, is keeping a close eye on
To the fan mag life-story that told less fiction tOj the chapter than
Artists’ release, “The Captive the country and will release the any other essay iq the same field.
City,” starts a national tour April short as soon as it feels that the
To the star who never “came out of the shadows into the light of
situation
there
has stabilized. Only
8 to plug the picture with exhibs,
new loveliness” but stuck to washing with Castile soap all her life.
newsmen, radio and TV execs, etc. actual changes that’ll have to be
.To the character actor who cured “infectious dandruff” by dousing
Jack Eigen, disk jockey at the made in the film, now in the edit- a jigger of rye on his head each morning and then drinking two jiggers
Chez Paree, Chicago, is having a ing stage, will be in the narration, of rock and rye for breakfast.
book prepped about him and how a Pathe exec disclosed. It also
Torn Shirt Named Perspire
to become a d.j. Bill Irwin, Chi- might be necessary to add addiTo the leading man who refused to play a passionate love scene In a
cago Sun-Times columnist, is writ- tional footage covering Batista’s
ascension.
if
ing the paper-bound. Kayess Press
torn undershirt, even
it meant stardom, preferring to hide the secret
will publish the dollar seller in
from the world that he had hair on his back as well as his chest.
May.
To the female star who for reasons of economy told the front office
Of the 80,000 words in “Mr.
that one leading man, not three, would suffice for her next jungle-la wPresident,” by William Hillman
in-a-big-city pic.
and photographs by Alfred Wagg,
To the star who split her wage, billing and fan mail with the stunt
Continued from page 2 ;
65.000 words are direct quotes
gal who did all the things that turned a turk into a thriller.
from President Truman. Of these,
To
the comedian who never resorted to a woman’s hat, girdle or
35.000 words are from many of his bureaucrat who is hounded from
hosiery to pull him out of a slump.
personal diaries, letters, notes, job, home and happiness by the
To the columnist who never addressed a star by a first name until
Committee on UnAmerican Actividocuments and memoranda.
Joseph, travel ed of Es- ties because he is reported to have they-vhad known each other five years and were practically at the” time

delay

the

Pathe
50.”

,

A

As

last

Commies’ Plays

sympathy for Russia. engaged.
To the producer who always credited the source of every clever
production in the U. S. where thing he ever said, even to attributing to the company prez things
which
obviously were from Wilde, de la Fouchardlere, Parker and
it would surely be a “laugh hit”
and urged Fast to take a trip be- Curtiz.
the
director who never resorted to having a leading man chevj
To
hind the Iron Curtain and see what
has happened to personal liberties an apple as proof of his savoir faire, sang froid and plain insolence,
in the presence of higher authority.
there.
To the balding actor who never went around bareheaded, even dinFast, w.k. American novelist, has
been cited by the Un-American ing in his fedora at the Pump Room of the Ambassador East.
To the Queen for a Day who took all the flattery, prizes and malarActivities Committee as a Comkey, thanked everybody and then went home and finished her dishes,
munist.
never turning back lest, like Lot’s wife, she be turned to sodium
“Missouri Waltz” is plugged
expressed

One Vienna paper recommended
its

as

result of the

week a

great

many

chloride..

To the actor at a preview, who engineered the loudest call
car at a time when he didn’t even own one.
To the actress who, sued for non-support of her aging parents,
in court she never had 'any-— at least with no legitimate claims
beneficence.
To the director who made a radio pitch for his company’s
and never blew up

or after

\

March

21, 1951.

To tho female star Who never endorsed anything she didn’t use and
moreover held the view that, more than whom she was dating, many
of these products were private matters between her and her pharmacist.
To the star who never posed in a low cut gown to prove that her
throat had not been irritated by any of the five leading brands of

!

.

i

throat lozenges.
To the femme who when told her studio had a story for her about a
strange and exciting woman at war with everything and everyone who
stood in her way said, “Didn't I play that one last time?”
To the male star who, with a family of four children, never allowed
his p.a. to peddle a piece about him entitled, “My Suppressed Desires!”
To the male lead who never forgot a name and was glad to forget
a face.

I

j

i

J

|

The Oriental Park track has a
complete gaming room where you
can while away the time between

picture

Men

To the cowboy who said he’d rather look into the eyes of Ava Gardner than the prettiest cow on the range.
To the first columnist who said a kind word about Larry Parks on

.

derstood, are suggestive of Associated Press’ William Oatis and
TeleInternational Telegraph
phoneV Robert Vogeler,

For Finger

fired.

.

ervation.

proved
on her

To the assistant director who never made an O with his thumb and
index finger after a take.
To the pressagent who saved the best scotch for strangers and
gave the dregs to Ronald Reagan.
To the actress who okayed the worst stills of herself because the
photog worked for a surrealist .magazine, and had tb^make good or get

the

Americanos were stranded without East of Beacon,” a sequel to his
means to get out of the country for “The House on 92nd Street.”
almost 48 hours. In the meantime, George Murphy is starred in the
they were warned by the U. S. em- pic, which was based on J. Edgar
bassy to keep off the streets at Hoover’s “The Crime of the CenHoover’s story told of the
night, which is not conducive to tury.”
having an old-fashioned Havana FBI’s offensive against Communist
espionage in the U. S. Film was
fling.
This is a blow to the people made with the cooperation of the
whose business is the traveling Government.
“Red Snow,” Ivan* Tors producAmerican. The town has never
been more' wide open. The con- tion recently purchased by Columventional gaming houses invihe bia, concerns spying ^activities in
Guy Madison and Ray
Montmartre, Sans Souci and Tropi- Alaska.
caha nightclubs were bolstered by Mala have the leads.
Also on Col’s lineUp is “Assignthe reopening of the Gran Casino
Nacional after several years. These ment in Paris,” which is now shootfour houses are equipped with ing. This concerns a reporter who
every kind of gaming device, and goes to Budapest to investigate the
sdme even raffle off free trips to jailing of an American business
Mexico, etc., with your table res- man. The two characters, it’s un-

for his

in his lines.

Prizes, Too,

Continued from page 2

of

•

during the year.

Red Spy

Lait concurs.)”

I

1

Havana

the ‘legman’ notes supplied

4

SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK

an accurate picture of the “horrors” of the Pendergast machine in
Kansas City. Unknown here whethister, is said to have objected.
He
er the playwright Pogodin has ever
bowed out in within a month’s
been in the U. S. Its political boss,
tenure in his new post.
Pendergast and his gangster coRevolt
horts are finally unseated by a
It’s a 100% Collaboration
Continued from page 1
Editor, Variety:
brave worker with the help of a
Referring to the statement in people *got courage up again and Red labor union. Pogodin is delast week’s Variety that “He
(Ruseemed more like the good scribed as “the distinguished audolph Halley) thinks the latter’s things'
dqys during the past- few weeks thor of ‘Bells of the Kremlin.’
*Lee Mortimer’s) spleen dates back
revolution. Fear of councame
the
to the Kefauver Committee and his
ter-revolutions will keep, the more
(Halley’s) rejection of Mortimer’s
in their home terservices in* the crime probe. He wary customers
Pix
thinks Lait chiefly does the writing ritory.
coup d’etat early
by Mortimer

I

season for

Carlyle revue, Tropicana has trn
•imported French revue, San Souci
has a production staged by Cesar
Alonso and starring Skippy, and
the Montmartre is still going with
Los Chavales.

>

P°m
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has been updated. Kevin McCann,
president of Defiance (O.) College,
since he left Gen. Eisenhower’s
NATO staff he was his personal
aide from 1946 until last August
has written “Man From Abilene,”
a closeup of Ike, which is due in
April.
John Kieran’s “Footnotes
Richard
on Nature” (1947) and a completely
revised “Training You to Train quire, whose “World Wide Travel
Your Dog,” by Blanche Saunders, Guide” was -published last month
are two reissues of another calibre. by Doubleday, has another due next
month, “Your Trip to Britain,”
sequel to his 1950 “Your Trip
Mabon’s Belated Discovery
When John Scott Mabon re- Abroad.” British Travel Assn, ofsigned as editor of Sears-Roebuck’s ficially endorses the newest book.
Hedda Hopper is currently tourPeoples Book Club and Sears’
Readers Club to assume a $20,000- ing the lecture circuit for Clark H.
a-year post with Dell, to edit lat- Getts. Columnist' spoke in St.
ter’s 25c. editions, he must have Louis last night (Tues.), speaks in
overlooked the bosomy aspects of Kenilworth, 111., tonight (Wed.) and
Dell’s business. Most of, the will be in Cincinnati tomorrow
quarter-edition paper books have (Thurs.). Other .cities on her schedflamboyant s.a. covers, and the like, ule are Omaha (31), Chicago (April
to which Mabon, a son of a min- 1) and Kohler, Wis. (2).

—
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place

with his wife are w.fc balletomanes. African Queen.”
About 150 people attended. Dancer
“Weekend- With' Groucho Marx,”
Martha Graham and Herald Trib
dance critic Walter Terry made by S. J. Perelman, appears in current
.(April) Holiday mag.
This is
speeches.
the first in a series of profiles of
comics by Perelman for Holiday.
Doubleday's Second Looks
Louis Adamic’s final work, which
One publishing house that takes
the position that an author’s pres- he completed just prior to his mystige in later years, or seme new terious death last fall, will be a
news values, warrant republication $6 volume, “The Eagle and the
of worthy earlier efforts, is Double- Roots,” via Doubleday.
day. For instance, Herman Wouk’s
•Ezio Pinza has paraphrased his
“The City Boy,” which despite “South Pacific” ballad into “Across
good reviews sold less than 6,000 a Crowded World” as the title of
copies when first published in his autobiography which Double1949, is being reissued in May on day will publish in July.
the strength of the author’s imDaphne duMaurier has edited
pact with his bestselling “The
and written an introduction for “The
Caine Mutiny.” For the same rea- Young George duMaurier*”
dealson, Doubleday has taken over
ing with his letters 1860-67; the
from Lippincott, which first pub- mid-Victorian
Bohemian
her
was
lished Paul I. Wellman’s “Bowl of
grandfather.
Brass” in 1944, and is reissuing it
Walter Lantz closed a deal with
in May on the strength of the autwo .novels Simon & Schuster to publish a
subsequent
thor’s
which, with the same Jericho series of yarns based on the Woody
(Kans.) setting, sold 50,000 copies Woodpecker cartoon character,
Harold Lamb’s “Genghis starting with “Woody Woodpecker
each.
Khan: Emperor of All Men,” long at the Circus.”
out of print since McBride first
Alvin Josephy, Jr., Time mag
published it in 1927, is another editor and writer of the United

The current political scene is
the key for the original (1945) pub“Generals in the White

M

8

for the visiting fireIike old
men, and the bookies with the likely to come as a bolt from the blue. All of them will seem
familiar faces.
bright, red berets running up and
I imagine George Stevens, for one, is spavined from having gone up
down the aisle calling the odds
tempt even the people to whom the to speakers’ platforms to aCcept trophies for “A place In the Sun/’
game is new. Ditto the cock fights. Smiling for the photographers with such frequency must make him
Then there are the “ordinary” look anxiously in the mirror each morning to make sure he hasn’t
games the national lottery held developed lockjaw. If he is able to profess surprise at being awarded
every Saturday with prizes from again at the Academy findings he should get the prize for not only the
$100,000 on down at stake. There best director of the year but the best actor.
are the “bolitas” or numbers game
While many of these unofficial front-runners for the Academy
based on the final numbers of the Awards have been a stimulus to the boxoffice, others have hardly
lottery. Even if you ride a bus you brought anything but a small measure of notoriety to the donors of
get a ticket in exchange for your the awards and none whatever to the recipients.
fare which is good for prizes up
Yet in this mountain of banquets, gold medals, statuettes, shrimp
to several thousand dollars weekly, cocktails, fried chicken, peas, mashed potatoes and ice cream, there is
also based on the lottery drawings. one which is missing. That is the award of Mickeys which were preThe entertainment has been pick- sented previous to the Academy Awards last year to those cinema citiing up in the local niteries, though zens who had distinguished themselves by outstanding achievement in
none of the clubs are going in for off-stage performances. Among them was for the best performance by
ace attractions. They have fallen a foreign convertible, best performance by an actor in Schwab’s druginto a similar pattern this year, store, most blase performance of the year, bestf’low cut cleavage pexv
with each of the clubs having a formance on a screen billboard, best performance by a gateman wiio
basic show, and spotting featured failed to recognize a film star, best performance by an actor on a
numbers from time to time.
Brown Derby telephone, best performance by a Swift ham on rye, and
sThe Gran Casino Nacional has a a technical award to the publication which did not give any awards

CHATTER

and Kathleen
ticle, “Humphrey Bogart Tells The
Perper is owner of the Roger Truth About Hepburn,”
discussing
Kent men’s furnishings chain, and incidents in the filming of "The

lication, of

first full

M41

the

World Rub cocktail-partying Ray
his eve of his new book,
“Blood, Oil and Sand.”
Stanley Frank profiles Phil SilJohn Martin’s 25th Ann!
vers, star of Broadway’s “Top* BaJohn Martin, first fulltime dance nana,” in March 15 Satevepost.
critic on any U. S. newspaper, now
"The House of Chan Cookbook,”
•celebrating 25 years with the N. Y. by Sou Chan, owner of the w.k.
Times, had a cocktail party thrown N.y: restaurant, published by
in his honor last week (10) at the Doubleday.
Sherry-Netherland, N. Y„ by Leo
April Coronet magazine has arPerper.

Doubleday reissue.

the

f-
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By Frank Scully
Havana Greyhound Kennel
Club to operate, and rabbit chasers
In practically an avalanche of scene stealing awards, which have beqn
are at it six nights a week. No ingoing on from coast to Coast for months, the Oscars of the .fltfotloft
between gambling here.
Academy of the Arts and Sciences are likely this year 'to he
The jai alai games are a favorite Picture
buried in a sarcophagus of their own making. Hardly any award is
stopping

Confidential,” the advance was
125.000 and the press run was
raised to 165,000. The 34,000 of
the autographed edition (.now
36,000) represents direct advance

mail orders only.
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To the femme star who didn’t look good in tights and knew it and
tore the tie off a literally cockeyed columnist who wrote he thought
she had the best legs he had ever seen since TV invented test patterns.
To the meanie who when he got a chance to go straight in his next
picture grabbed it and shot up his old fans, for laughs.
To the daughter of a star who didn’t feel it was a mother’s right, to
know and a daughter’s duty to tell her certain fact^ of life which both
of them could read in any magazine’s advertising section far more complctely than they could in Materia Medica,

*

.

m

Vdlmt^ay, March

CHATTEK
youngster, whose mail frequently

London

.

mixed With his.
Benny Goodman bought

gets

Charles Schlalfer in
French Hospital for an operation,
out in two weeks,
Helen Hayes received a Boston
Press Club citation for her work
in the fight against polio.

Adman

Gino Cervi, Italian film actor,
due in today (Wed.) on the lie de
France for his first U.S. visit,
James Symington, who is baritoning at the Carnaval Room of the
Sherry-Netherlahd,
of the Delta

Hotel

The Order

got

a

Gamma

Rose awarded to actress Virginia
Sale by the international fraternity.

Barry
stopped
to a

British

Jones,

actor,

off in N.Y. brieby en route
Metro film assignment in Cul•

ver City.

Allen Rivkin, Metro writer,
winged back to the Coast yesterday (Tues.) after a week of research work here.

*

at Park Ave. Synagog on March 30.
Both are Met Opera stars.
Enrique Baez, United Artists’
general manager in Brazil, planed
In from Rio de Janeiro over the

weekend

for'a brief vacation.

Ward Morehouse going around
the world April 18 on a four-week
trip for the N.Y. World-Telegram
& Sun, to do a series of features.

Howard

Dietz,

Metro

ad-pub

veepee, and Dan Terrell, exploitation head, back in- town after 10
days of promotion confabs on the
Coast.

Danny’s Hideaway was the scene

—the

AM

Diane. Richards divorced John

KRAM

Sentesi.

.

Harry Brand recovering from leg
Lois

Ireland

Andrews

to

vacation.

By Maxwell Sweeney

Mary Wickes

Honolulu on

to St. Louis to join
J m

Abbey Theatre skedded Donal Municipal Opera Co.
“The Gentle Maiden” as
uuujk.

Giltinan’s

work nt*
Metro after a siege of flu.
•Janet
Leigh to# Washington

next -new production.

its

Lord Longford, prexy of Longford Productions, named chairman

D.

of Irish Theatre Council.
Labor Court intervention failed
to end strike in Limerick where
city’s nine film houses have been

shuttered 17 weeks.
Sir Adrian Boult

C., to

Tony
nomas

join

.Lmuueie

jl

Curtis.

m

*

irom South

Africa to start a film career.
Robert Z. Leonard returned to
work after a week out with flu.
Lew Landers switched from Sam

and London

pacted for Jaffe to William Morris Agency
Frank Lawton and Evelyn Laye
longhair concert at “Theatre Royal,
in from Australia for a short visit
Dublin, next month.
Guy Roe left for India to shoot
Charles Gordon, of Pathe PicPhilharmonic Orch

the European preem in
of
chester
“Thunder
Across

Story.”’

his

Hilton Edwards-Michael Mac- U. S. assets for a two-year sojourn
in Europe.
Recent show biz visitors from Liammoir Dublin Gate Theatre
MacKinlay Kantor in town for
Co. mulling bid from Danish govacross the Atlantic iiiclude Lena
r
ernment
to produce “Hamlet’ at huddles about filming of his story.
Horne, Mrs. Gene Keliy, the Skat“Strike
a Match,”
Elsinore, Denmark, this summer.
ing Vanities Co. and Roger Carne,
William Talman cited by Basil
O’Connor for his work in behalf
Bubbles Darlene heads up new ventriloquist.
Cafe de Paris signed filmite
of March of Dimes,
girl-show policy at Beachcomber.
Riviera
Gas explosion caused $50,000
Lou Levy, -quondam Andrews Jane Russell to open for four
starting in September. Rusweeks
By Edward Quinn
damage to United Productions of
Sisters rep, at the Roney Plaza
sell will also do series of vaude
Marquisde Cuevas Ballet Co., af- America's cartoon, studio.
with his wife.
ter a successful season in Cannes
Gene Evans hospitalized for surMartha Raye shuttering her Five personals in the provinces.
Rudy Horn booked by Lew and Nice off for. Belgium and Hol- gery on his nose, broken during a
O’clock Club for 10 days while she
Grade
for
one
year
land.
-the
at
Lido,
film fight' in “Park Row.”
is in New York for TV.
v
Violinist Irvy Gitlis gave conFrank McCarthy, checked in at
TV dramatic writer Norman Paris, opening late in May or
Lessing in town for visit with fami- early June; after that he has been certs at Palais de la Mediterranee, 20th-Fox after a 30,,000-mile air
pacted to appear at Lou Walters’ Nice, and the casinos of Cannes and junket around the world.
ly and work on more adaptations.
Monte Carlo.
Employees of Universal-InternaA1 Dalzell
(former
Variety Latin Quarter in N. Y.
Leonard
For the new film starring Viviane tional donated $15,000 to St. JoChafir,
independent
mugg), road rep for touring “Oklahoma,” set company for a Miami film producer and distributor of Romance, “La Goulue,” exterior seph’s Hospital in Burbank.
indie pix, sailed for N. Y. on the shots were filmed during the carappearance.
George Murphy will emcee the
La Vie en Rose (N. Y.) boniface Queen Elizabeth March 15 to ne- nival processions.
Metro Studio Club’s annual dinFrancois Perrier and wife Marie ner-dance at Pan Pacific Aud.
Monte Proser and associate Miltort gotiate the sale of English and
Blackstone making the rounds last Continental pictures in America. Daems scored a hit in Andre RousRoy Metzler named publicity
sin’s. (-Bobosse” at the Nice Palais chairman of international commitweekend for gahder at acts, acde la Mediterranee. Play now be- tee Assn, of Motion Picture Pro-'
comped by booker Mort Curtis.
ing translated for U. S. stage and ducers.
Washington
Sandy Scott rented county audiPacific.”

'

Paul Terry, head of Terrytoons
Studios, given a testimonial luncheon last week to mark release of
his 1,000th cartoon. National Cartoonists Society hosted.

Sunday

of Hdntridge Theatres, Inc., awaiting green light
from FCC for teevee construction
permit after purchase of controlstation
ling interest in
and Desert Television Co.

tures, named prexy Irish Kine- backgrounds ior Cascade Pictures
Gower Champion returned to
matograph Renters Society; Ralph
work at Metro, after an appendecShaw, of British Lion, veepee.
Eddie Byrne being mulled for tomy.
Margaret Truman guest of honor
D’Oyly Carte role in Sidney Gilliat’s Individual Pictures produc- at Greater Los Angeles Press Club
dinner.
Man- tion of “Gilbert and Sullivan
Mikhail Rasumny liquidating

-

-

Shirley Booth laid up with virus
Betty Hutton returned from

Thomas Oakey,

’

Belle Meyer left United Artists’
rejoin Sam
foreign department
Seidelman, as executive, secretary,
with Eternal Film Corp.
Miami Beach
Errol Flynn and actress-wife PaBy Lary Solloway
trice Wymore olippered from Mi“Stop the Music’s” Dick Brown
ami Friday (14) for an extended
sunning at Casablanca.
Nassau, B.W.I., vacation.
Morgan and Patsy Shaw top
A1
Roberta
for
Invitations
out
Peters’ marriage to Robert Merrill new Clover Club show.

W

Hollywood

Sunset Strip niferyv
Irene Dunne, Loretta young and

face’s

a house
Tom Arnold admitted to hospital
Jin Stamford, Conn., and expects for an operation last week.
to establish permanent residence
Shirland Quinn in hospital for
there after selling his Coast home.
Jerome Zipkin “poured” for the second dose of surgery ip less than
departing (back to Hollywood) two months.
Vic Hyde topping a vaude bill at
Henry (Mildred)* Ginsbergs, So did
Ben Grauer in honor of Ted Cott’s .Hull this week, prior to his upcomKober
Arthur
ing Palladium date.
new NBC po$t;*and
Robert Lamouret off to Paris to
for his “Wish You Were Here”
(Lejand Hay ward-Joshua Lqgan- open at the Bal Tabarin for three
Harold Rome) pre-premiere pals. months with options.
Gertrude Niesen sold her. Niesen
Dwight Fiske booked for four
Island home, off Byram, Conn., to weeks at the Cafe de Paris, openIt’s ing March 24 at $1,500 weekly.
the Westchester Capital Co.
an 11-room house occupying the enJohn W, Davies, London theatre
tire one-acre island. Ed and Pegeen operator, elected new vice prexy of
Fitzgerald, long occupants of a Hay the
Exhibitors
Cinematograph
Island summer home, in the same Assn.
Connecticut belt, plan to re occupy
Max Bygraves signed with Tom
it this year after subletting it last Arnold to play in pantomime for
season,
him next Christmas at $1,400 per
Borrah Minevitch flew back to week.
Paris over the weekend but returns
New dance act of Prudence
in 10 days in time to personally Hyman
and Terence Theobald
conduct (opening night only) his made its cabaret debut at the
Harmonica Rascals on the Betty Berkeley last week.
Hutton bill at the Palace. Claims
.The Lord Mayor of Nottingham,
“it’s cheaper to commute to Paris in full regalia, attended .the “Robin
than hang around N. Y.” Actually, Hood” charity preem at Leicester
he has a film shooting currently in Square Theatre last week.
Europe, hence the quickie flight.
Republic flew up a bunch of star
talent including Forrest Tucker for
•

comedienne* Florence
house-guesting
w it h
Hildegarde during her current
Roxy engagement.
British

Desmond

19, 1952

Rancho Vegas for term at Boni-

(16) of

a three-ply shindig torium for presentation of “Jason”

By

Florence S.

Ann

screen.

Lowe

Blyth, Loretta Young, Gene

Henri Betti, French writer of Autry and Charles Laughton en7th anni of the eatery and with Franchot Tone, Barbara PeyLionel Barrymore in town past
“C’est si bon,” “Maitre Pierre” and tertained at annual convention of
Gabby Hayes’ 38th wedding anni ton and Burgess Meredith, then got week on. personal biz.
other
French hits, announced here American Assn, of School Adminand 50th anni in show biz.
stuck with an empty spot when the
Orville Crouch, zone manager
Katharine Hepburn, in town fol- Tones became involved in a “split” for Loew’s and Metro’s capital rep, that after reopening the Paris The- istrators.
atre
Comedie
in
Caumartin for musiher
role
completion
argument,
lowing
of
cancelling
out their on vacation in Miami Beach.
Metro’s “Pat and Mike,” sails for commitment.
Kate Smith due in next month cal shows he will make a visit to
the
U.
S.
and
will
do some writing
London Saturday (22) to appear in
Philadelphia
to highlight Congressional Club
“The Millionaires,” G. B. Shaw
luncheon iri honor of Mrs. Truman'. while there.
By Jerry Gaghan
Pla
Paris
Basil Rathbone due here next
Ed
MacMahon,
WCAU-TV actor/ran k Sinatra sharing RCA
Sunday (23) for an evening of
producer, has been recalled by the
By Maxime de Beix
veepee Manie Sacks’ apartment
Madrid
dramatic reading at the Library of
Marines.
Bd.
(33
Montparnasse;
Littre
7664)
until Ava Gardner arrives in New
Congress.
By G.eeno Garr
The musicians union (Local 77)
Eric von Stroheim writing a
York after completing a pic for
Hildegarde current at Hotel
Carmen Amaya and Co. touring has decided against using vote maplay.
20th-Fox.
Statler’s Embassy Room for a fort- Morocco prior to trip to France.
chines
for its election in May.
Dany Dauberson to Open Gate night, her first nitery stint here in
G. S. Eyssell, president of RockOf 15 first-run houses in Madrid,
Buddy Baer taking time out from
efeller Center, Inc., and board club in Rome.
three years.
13
are
playing
film
Hollywood
exploitation
pix.
work (“Quo
Irene Chantal to sing at the
chairman R. C, Music Hall, planed
Jerome Baker, manager of RKO
“Death of a Salesman” translated Vadis”) to appear as vocalist-star
,
over for a tour of France, Switzer- Opera Comique.
Keith’s, copped first prize ($1,000 by Lopez Rubio, now in its fourth at Ciro’s.
Saeha Guitry opening a Brussels
land, Holland, Germany and
bond) in 20th’s national contest for week at the Comedia.
Dottie Brennan, entertainer wife
date at Theatre du Parc.
Sweden.
promotion of “Day Earth StoodDancers Paco Reyes, Gloria of comedian Bobby Morris, is seriPatricia and Capella currently
Edward J. Danziger planes in
Still.”
Libra and Victoria Alacla back in ously ill in State Sanitarium, Mt.
dancing
at
the
Casablanca.
from Barcelona Friday (21), where
Madrid after eight months in Alto, Pa.
he turned out the Paulette God- desStuttgart Opera, at the Theatre
Holland and North Europe.
Irving Witz, local Emerson radio
Champs Elysees, already sold
dard-John Boles starrer, “Babes In
Birmingham
Ballet dancer Ettore Peraldo distrib, and wife have returned
out.
Bagdad,” in association with his
here
from Rome to fulfill contracts from extensive tour of south and
By
Sam
Fred
Woodress
Zimbalist going back to
brother, Harry.
“Holiday on Ice” at Auditorium with Valentina Kaschuba and Elsa Caribbean.
Gene (Colony) Cavallero again U. S. after a long survey of Paris
Krueger who come from Paris.
Rosemary Thurber, daughter of
for a week starting Friday (21).
nixed a $1,000 weekly fee for a talent.
“Madame Tic-Tac,” a mystery James Thurber, is in cast of
Cynda
Elena
Nickolaidi here with BirGlenn
to
star
in
the
ABC
radio midnight disk jockey wire
play by Falkland Cary and Philip Pennsylvania Players (U. of P.)
show that follows the current one mingham Symph last week (13).
States he
into his class eatery.
there.
Peter Flournoy in from N. Y. to westhers (translated by Montero production of “Blithe Spirit.”
doesn’t “want to turn the Colony
David Coleman has resigned
American dancer Eileen O’Dare produce B’nai B’rith Follies at Alonso), in its fourth week at the
into a nite club.”
Fontalba.
Philadelphia Orchestra first violin
doubling between her three Folies Temple Marph 26.
David E. Rose, producer of Bergere numbers and the Tabarin
Teatro
Fontalba
in
the
section
Gran
Via
after 15 years* to devote
Ann Sheridan, Howard Duff and
United Artists’ “Saturday Island,” show.
John Lund here for personals on being taken over by new manage- full time to private art gallery.
arrived from the Coast Monday
Andre Roussin’s (“Little Hut”) “Steel Town” opening at Alabama ment with Conrado Blanco, former(17) enroute to London, where the next play, “Helene,” will be done tomorrow
ly manager of Teatro Lara, as gen(Thurs.).
film preems at the Odeon Theatre at the Madeleine and will star
Chuck Murphy, pianist-compos- eral director.
Athens
tomorrow (Thurs.),
Edwige Feuillere.
er, has signed with MCA and is
By Irene Velissatfou
Universal Pix execs Monday (17)
Georges GUetary following his now in Dallas at Bachelor’s Club
Os
Cariocas
Fon-Fon orch at th*
Frankfurt
at luncheon at Hotel Lombardy Brussels
engagement,
to
film after five years at Rose Room of
Argentina.
welcomed Ray Moon, new domestic “Plume au Vent” in Madrid with Beverly here.
By Cecilia Dreyfusd
Flee Elli,
opened
1

sales exec, and feted Alfred E. both French and Spanish versions.
Luis Mariano, currently luring
Daff, global sales chief, on his 33d
year with the company.
capacity biz in “Mexico” at the
Alfred R. Corwin, local pub- Chatelet to film “Violettes Imlicity chief for the Motion Picture periales” for producer Emile Natan.
Irene Hilda to star at the Etoile
Assn, of America, talks on “Motion
Pictures as Messengers of Democ- in the forthcoming “Caprices de
racy” at the New School for Social Vichnou,” musical penned by Alfred Machard for a Marc Fontenoy
Research next Wednesday (26).
Robert H. Rubin, son of J. Rob- score.
ert Rubin, veepee-general counsel
for Metro, returns this week from
Minneapolis
a 12-day Caribbean and South
American cruise on the Santa
By Les Rees
Paula. His wife Is accompanying
Radisson Flame Room has singer
him.
Felix Knight.
Harold Mirisch, veepee in charge
Betty Lexow new publicity diof production for Monogram Pic- rector for
Radisson Flame Room.
tures, who’s been confined to his
John K. Sherman, Minneapolis
New York hotel for almost a week Star
drama critic, off to cover the
with a virus infection following a Broadway
scene for a fortnight.
biz trip east, returns to the Coast
Jimmy Netherlander, Lyceum
Saturday (22).
manager, in St. Louis to observe
J. Milton Salzburg, prez of CorEmpress dramatic stock guest star
nell Film Co., planed to the Coast
plan.
Sunday (16) for tomorrow’s (Thurs.)
Indicating
drop in nitery busiAcademy Award presentations. He’s ness from theacorresponding
period
U.S. distributor of "The Story of a
year ago, Minnesota cabaret
Tune,” a nominee in the one-reel February
U.S. tax receipts were

Las Yegas, Nev.
By Bill Willard
Vincent fortnighting

new

Claus Clausen signed for one of
leads in Metro’s “The Devil Makes
Three,” being filmed in 'Bavaria.

Jan Kiepura making tests here

Hans Deppe for “Land of
click.
Rancho Vegas.
Kenneth Spencer off to Paris
Gene Nelson swings into Fla- done in color.
Pearl Bailey friends are hoping after doing two record-breaking
mingo for 18 days.
Comic Stan Irwin for month at for new USO-sponsored tour after concerts.
the the first one ends March 18.
“Sunset Boulevard” playing daySilver Slipper Saloon.
“Shooting
High”
into
third She was forced to withdraw be- date in first-runs here won prais#
cause of conflict with previous from crix and patrons.
frame of fine biz at Desert Inn.
Souzy Solidor in from Cairo to
Phil Harris, Andy Devine roared bookings.
Only the most expensive ($10) appear at the Miami. Her jewelry,
into Last Frontier for Lake Mead
seats are left for a few perform- valued at $30,000, which was lost
fishing.
Bob Preston hitting all Strip and ances of the Bayreuth Festival. in the fire at Cairo, has been
downtown spots between film Usual Wagnerian greats will be found.
v
presented July 23-Aug. 25, beginchores.
Jean Carroll will top new Thun- ning with “Tristan and Isolde.”
derbird show following current Bob
Chicago
Howard spree.
Harry Hershfield was in town
Seattle
Samia Gamal makes her first
for a few days.
Vegas expositions in the Joe E.
Johnny Matson at Magic Inn.
Richard Widmark at EStke ForLewis stanza next month.
Patrice Munsel in for concert.
est, 111., visiting old college cronies,
Highway 91 Strip, along which
Harbers & Dale into Georgian
Barbara Hale stopping off for *
resort hotels are spotted, now Room of Olympic Hotel.
few days to chat with the folks at
being widened into smooth six-lane
Ogden Nash in to visit Glonn Rockford, 111.
artery.
Hughes, head of U. of Washington
Jeff Chandler due in April &
Hazel Scott follows Xavier Cugat drama school.
for world preem of “Battle ot
$57,000, compared to $64,000
into Last Frontier opening Friday
“Antigone” set for two weeks at Apache Pass” at the State-Lake.
Eugenie
Baird,
who played (21). Cugat on record as one of
Theatre by Dean Goodman’s
Shepard Traube, producer o£
femme lead in “South Pacific” highest grossers in hotel’s history. •Center
Great Plays Co.
'“Bell, Book and Candle,” back m
during recent local engagement,
Charlie Morrison of Mocambo
Jat Herod’s “Manhattan Cocktail town with Rosalind Russell agreeand dancers Demars & Denise into zoomed in last weekend to gander
Revue” into Show Box where Norm ing to stay with comedy untu
Hotel Nicollet Minnesota Terrace. young comic Jackie Kannon at El
Hoagy band is current.
May 3.

Romo

at El

for

Laughter,” operetta which will be

.

short bracket.
Publicist Curly

Harris’
name is Robin, in its
usual, but the Ripley is thai

first

End Ave. apartment
Another Robin Harris, a
.bast

s.

!

.

t

firtt-run,

here. It has 700 seats.
Kitsa Damassiotou off to sing at
the Zagreba and Belgrade Operas.
Swiss pianist Adrian Aeussbaher*
in two concerts here, was a big

,

MSSlEfr

March 1$» 1951

63

department, under su- killed in an auto collision near Llnpervision of his brother, Gordon, dale, Tex., March 2. lie had op.>
erated in and around Dallas fdr
MARVIN M. WEAR
the past 20 years.
Marvin M. (Moody) Wear, retired
Continued from pa,K* *
theatre manager for the Harris
Charles Dudley,
film studio
Amus. Cq. of Pittsburgh, died in makeup man for 68,
more than 30 investment firm, which floated the
Clarion, Pa., March 10. He grew up
years, diec^in Hollywood March 9. issue, $500,000 was delivered yesin the business with the earlier
He retired from Warner Bros, two terday (Tues.) to Thomas-Todd
Harris circuit and for many years years
ago. .Previously he was head Productions, company formed in
piloted houses for the outfit in
Dec., 1950, to produce, distribute
makeup man for 20th-Fox,
Washington, Pa., and Reynoldsand exhibit Cinerama films, and
vllle. Pa., serving also in practicalfinal $500,000 will be delivered
the
Luigi Palma, 59, Parisian resly all of the Harris properties in
later in the week.
Thomas-Todd
Deauville,
taurateur,
died
in
Pittsburgh.
France, recently. Long a Paris outfit is headed by radio commenHis wife survives.
resident, he had been barman at tator Lowell Thomas and BroadCiro’s before opening his w.k. bar way producer Michael Todd.
HERBERT BELMORE
and restaurant oh Ru du Colisee.
Meanwhile, the Vartety report
„
Herbert Belmore, 77, retired
that Thomas-Todd had concluded
legit actor, died in New York
a
deal with Sir Alexander Korda
Billy Hawthorne, 65, founder of
March 15. He last appeared on
Broadway in 1933 in “Romeo and the Hawthorne Minstrel Maids, for the Eastern Hemisphere right*
reportedly
the
first
girl
minstrel
to Cinerama was confirmed this
Juliet” Among his other plays
were “The Bellamy Trial” (1931) show, died Jan. 20 in Brooklyn, it week. Korda, who returned to
and “Adam Had Two Sons” (1932). has just been revealed. Surviving England last week, intends to form
Surviving are his wife, Bertha are his wife and a brother.
British and other corporations td
on
currently
actress
Belmore,
produce and exhibit Cinerama
Mother, 81, of actress Patricia films. It is his intention to make
Broadway in “Gigi”; a sister,
Daisy, also an actress, and a Collinge and widow of Channing the first Cinerama picture in color*
Collinge, Columbia Broadcasting Although he has not
brother.
announced a
.System musical conductor, died in story property,
he said he 'hoped
New York March 13.
NAYLOR ROGERS
tb start filming in June.
Naylor Rogers, 66, exec veepee
In all probability, Korda will
Frederick D. Heiser, 59, manager
of Keystone Broadcasting System,
exhibit the first Cinerama- film In
died March 14 in Chloago. He was of the Radio Marine Corp of Amer- England sometime in September*
ica station, Chathamport, Mass.,
in radio for nearly 30 years and
the same time set for the unveilwas general manager of KNX, for the last 29 years! diei. March ing of the new
process in New
Hollywood, from the time it went 17 in Hyannis, Mass.
York.
This presentation will >e
on the air in 1924- until CBS took it
Leo N, Elias, 48, former owner the Cinerama pilot film, which has
over in 1936. He joined Keystone
as v.p. When it was organized in of the Elias nitery, Manchester, O., the working title of “This Is Cinedied March 12 in Akron, O, His rama.” Pic has no story line, but
941.
wife, three daughters and three, is a travelog-documentary aimed at
sons survive.
demonstrating the “new illusion of
GUMBINER
L.
H.
three - dimentional sight
H. L, Gumbiner, 72, indie film
Gabriel H. Chamblin, 72, former sound.” &
exhib, died March 12 in Los An- tenor
who appeared in light opera
The
Cinerama
photographic
geles.
Former house operator in and musicomedy in the early 1900s
process was developed by Fred
Chicago, Gumbiner moved to L. A. under name of Paul Rafferty,
died Waller, while the
sound system
in 1921 and took over ownership March 12 in Pensacola, Fla.
was the work of Hazard E. Reeves,
of the Tower and Los Angeles Theof Reeves Soundcraft, subsid
atres.
Widow of George W, Collins, a prez
A son, daughter and two grand- ilm
of which is Cinerama.
distributor
in
Pittsburgh
children survive.
with the old Pathe firm and one of
he original Republic franchiseALMA HALLER
holders, died in that city March 3.
Mrs. Frank Lloyd, former legit
cial effects

•

Mika Todd

j

!

EDWARD MADDEN]

,

.

Edward Madden. 75, $**»»*.,
Hollywood. Maddied March 11 in
mainly with two
den collaborated
and TheoEdward*
Gus
composers,
dore F. Mors*.
With Morse! in MM, he penned
Taps
“A Little Boy Called
'/Please
‘•Nan! Nan! Nan!” and
in
My
Play
and
Come
Sh
with
1907 he was collaborating,
Gus Edwards and they produced

years before being starred by
Charles Dillingham in “The Old
in 1910. They also appeared
such musicomedies as “The
Runaways” and “The Cingalee/’
and were preparing to play in
“Mayflower,” written for them by
James M, Barrie, when- the death

Town”

in

of Charles
project.

Frohman

cancelled the

Team began their pro career at
the Alhambra Theatre, London,
and starred for years In their own
Light
the
the perennial tune,
Team, also minstrel companies. They retired
of the Silvery Moon,
from the stage in the 1920s.
rame up
P with “My Cousin Caruso,”
Her sister survives.
which interpog«d the tenort
Giubiba
la
Vest!
ana,
famous
GILBERT KINNEY
Ih 1910 the
from “pagliacci.
Gilbert Kinney, 67, senor v.p. of
Madden - Edwards team wrote
“Look Out For Jimmy Valentine. J. Walter Thompson, ad agency,
Madden penned ''Down In Jungle died in New York March 11. KinTown” in 1908, and “Moonlight ney joined the agency in 1905,
Bay ” another huge click, in' 1912 leaving afthr two years to assume
Blue Bell the vice presidency of another, ad
with Percy >Wenrich.
•

By

’

*

•

and

.

My

rm, Paul Block, Inc. He was with
lock for 10 years, and then reurned to Thompson as senior v.p. actress who was known profescharter
member
and
a
treasurer.
was
Madden
sionally as Alma Haller, and wife
of the American Society of ComKinney was also a director of of the former screen director, died
posers, Authors and Publishers.
Penick it Ford, Ltd., Scott Paper in Hollywood March 16. She re4.
Co., National Outdoor Advertising tired after her marriage 38 years
HUGH HERBERT
Bureau and American Assn, of Ad- ago.
Hugh Herbert, 66, stage and vertising Agencies.
In addition to her husband, a
screen comedian and former playSurviving are his wife, a son daughter and a brother survive.
wright, died March 12 after a and a brother.
heart attack at dris home in San
JOHN D. HILL
Fernando Valley on the Coast.
John Durbin Hill, 84, pioneer
ARTHUR E. BAGLEY
Graduate of Cornell Univ. and
screen writer, died March 13 in
Arthur
E.
Bagley,
retired
71,
native of Binghamton, N. Y., Herradio physical director for the Hollywood. Before his retirement
bert toured the vaude circuits on.
he spent 35 years writing for films,
and off for 20 years and for a Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., including numerous scripts for the
time headlined his own sketch, “A died in Miami March 11. Every ate Tom Mix while under contract
Son of Solomon.” During that weekday morning for 10 years for 12 years on the old Fox lot.
and
Got

“Way Down

in

Heart I’ve

You” were

Feeling of

a

writ"

ten with Morse.

'

.

period he wrote a

number

of stage

produced by Sam Harris
and A. H. Woods.
FLORENCE CHRISTIE
Herbert's film career began as a
$*Ioy*c{ mother of Audrey Christ?*,
writer with the
screenplay of
passed on March 13 in Chicago,
“Lights of New York,” the first all64 years of age. Survived by hustalker made by Warners. As a film
band, three daughters.
actor he appeared in a long list
of pictures at Warners, UniversalInternational and Columbia, where
he recently completed a two-reel
(1925-35), Bagley conducted an
comedy.
early morning calisthenics proHis brother survives.
gram to an estimated 4,000,000
dialers. Show was aired over staHARRY INGRAM
tions in N.Y., Boston, Washington,
Harry Ingram, 40, radio-TV Buffalo, as well' as other cities in
writer-director, died of a heart at
the TCJ.S. and Canada. His stanzas,
tack in Norwalk, Conn., March 17. split' into 15-minute periods, ran
He was associated for a time with from 6:45 a.m. to 8 a.m.
the YoUng^ & JRubicam ad agency
A sdn and a daughter survive.
and later joined the! radio department of Foote* Cone & Balding. He
FRANK L. PERLEY
and his wife, Gail Austrian, pro
Frank L. Perley, -95, former cirduced “Tales of. Fatima” a 1949
radio show starring Basil Rathbone. cus pressagent and theatrical manAmong the programs with which ager, died in Orlando, Fla., March
16.
Perley was P. T. Barnum’s
pressagent in the 1880s. After
Barnum's death Perley turned to
theatrical management, producing

His wife survives.

farces

•

and working on such’’ plays as
“When Knighthood was in Flower”
and “The Sporting Duchess.” Stars
who appeared under his aegis included Mrs. John Drew, Agnes
Booth and William Collyer.

JACK KAPP
March

25,

1949

i

*\

A

Token of Everlasting Memories

Always

In the

IRENE and

Hearts of

Hamilton

ram was

connected

S.

S.

SMITH

Smith,

70,

amuse-

ment park builder and designer
died March 7 in Houston. A civi
engineer, he designed many amuse
ment parks in the United States
He was formerly with 20th Century Amus. Co., Kansas City, Mo.

SAM LUTZ

Were and was

an<* “Tales of Tomorrow”
.“The Shadow” and “Kate
c
gnuth
Sings” on radio, and “The
gig Story,” on both radio
and TV
His 1938 play, “We,
The Willough-

in Houston to help redesign Playland Park.
Smith was also known for his
work on the roller coaster, having
invented an interlocking whee’
safety device used on all such
rides today.

with Myron (now Mike) Kanwas tried .out in Stockbridge,
but never reached Broadway
DEVEREUX JENNINGS
although at one time John Golden
Devereux Jennings, 67, pioneer
n
u
o ^ ?^cr option.
Surviving, besides his wife, are motion picture cameraman, died
March 12 in Hollywood after a
* son, his
mother and a sister.
lingering illness.
Startirfg more
than 40 years ago in the one-ree!
MAY
HENGLER
lensed
numerous
Jennings
days,
>T
May Hengler, 68, who appeared films for David Wark Griffith
v ude w ith
her
sister,
Florence,
other
producNeilan
and
Marshall
/}
In
in the
song-and-dance team, the ers, and was the first cameraman
Hengler Sisters, died in New York to photograph Pauline Frederick.
‘larch 15. They did specialty numIn recent years he had been as
ners here and abroad for
several sociated with the Paramount .spefys,

in,

viass.,

.

Warners

and

Screen

National

Service.

News

March

that

16 in Detroit.

——
.

Wow

Continued from page 2

Chronicle reviewer opined
of the political humor
local au-

some

was too American for

Arnold E. ScheRet, 73, stage car- diences.
penter at the Met Opera House,
“The total effect was" charmN, Y., for 40 years, died in Roselle,
ing,” said The ‘London Times, The
N. J., March 12,
paper’s sentiments were echoed by
N. Dean Travis, 59, former news- W. A. Darlington in The Daily
caster and newspaperman, died in Telegraph, who wrote “‘Call Me
Beaumont, Tex., March '7. He had Madam’ .is likely to be among the
most successful of American mu*
been with KFDM there.
sicals.” Daily bail's Cecil Wilson
Wife, 59, of Harold McCord, viewed the import as the “gayest
[lead of Warners’ film editing de- and
wittiest show since
‘Oklapartment, died of a heart attack homa.’ ”
March 14 in Hollywood.
Production
was directed by
Richard Bird, while dances and
Mother, 59, of Frank Sherlock, musical numbers
were staged by
of the Metro International -publiGeorge Carden. Scenery and coscity department, died March 10 at
tumes
were
designed
by Raoul
her Culver City home.
Pene Du Bois. iteff Warren, in the
Wife, 40, of Ralston H. Coffin, part created by Russell Nype, and
advertising director of RCA Vic- Donald Burr have top supporting
tor,

died

March 14

in

New

York.-

roles. Prior to essaying the

femme

lead here, Miss Worth appeared on
mo- Broadway early this season with
ion picture technician, died March Joe E. Brown in “Courtin’ Time”
mer musicomedy singer, died in .4
in Hollywood.
*
and was also seen in the road comSanta Barbara, Cal., March 9.
pany of “Annie Get Your Gun.”
He was credited \yRh introducMrs. Susie P. Mason, 82, poeting the tune, “Sweet Adeline,”
while appearing in the tuner, “A composer, died in New York March

FREDERICK

K. SCHILLING

Frederick K. Schilling,

76, for-

William Weeks Ragsdale,

44,

.

Trip To China,” in Red Bank,. N.J. 16.

CLARA LANE MURRAY
Clara

Lane Murray,

87,

opera

died in Winthrop, Mass.,
March 15. She and her late husband, John K. Murray, toured the
U. S. in the early 1900s in grand
and comic opera.
A son and a daughter survive.

Mother,
tor,

74, of

John

Hagen Subpoena

Flavin, ac-

died M&rch 13 in Hollywood.

singer,

BIRTHS

Continued from page 2
mittee, as well as the Committee
staff, believe the report was accu-

rate.
They resent any change,
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Sampson,
daughter, Hollywood, March 4. Fa- claiming Hollywood has not done
ther is a film editor at Paramount. nearly as much as it should to
What’s
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Grantz, son, throw out its Commies.
Pittsburgh, March 9.
Mother is more, these people feel Hollywood
WILLIAM D. HOFFMAN
William D. Hoffman, 67, novelist actress Lucy Siebert; father is has failed to reemploy persons who
came clean before the House Comand screen writer died March 10 pressagent at. Pitt Playhouse.
Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Klein, mittee and helped to expose Red
in Glendale, Cal., after an illness
daughter, Pittsburgh, March 10. infiltration into the picture biz.
of five months.
He was author of numerous Father is with Joey Sims orch.
Mr. and Mrs. George Anas, son,
western tales, five of which were
Weirton, W. Va., March 8. Father
filmed.
Betty Hutton to Charles O’Curis theatre owner there.
Mr. and Mrs. Andie Murphy, ran, March 18, Las Vegas. Bride is
ENZO DE MURO LOMANTO
Enzo de Muro Lomanto, 51, Ital- son, Santa Monica, Cal., March 14. the screen star; he’s a dance
director.
ian tenor, died in Milan March 15. Father is a screen actor.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Pearlman,
Vera Ralston to Herbert J. Yates,
He was a protege of Arturo ToscaFather
12.
is
March
son,
Chicago?,
Hollywood,
March 15. Bride is a
nini.
His wife, soprano Toti Dal advertising manager of Filmack screen actress; he’s prez of RepubTrailers.
Pictures.
lic
survives.
Monte,
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Robbins,
Dorothy-Jayn Smart to Warren
Oswald Bernard, 88, former first daughter, Hollywood, March 13. A. Downing, Pittsburgh, March 15.
violin with the Berlin Philharmon- Father is record promotion man on Bride is a former WCAE staffer
He Coast and son of music publisher there.
ic, died March 14 in Toronto.
Mrs. Clarence Gaskill to Michael
played in an orchestra conducted J. J. Robbins.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Belchman, Watman, New York, March 17.
by Brahms and was a personal
friend of Victor Herbert. His wife, son, March 11, N. Y. Father is pub- Bride is the widow of the songwho died in 1923, was Clara Spieck- lic relations chief for N. Y. Local writer.
Mr. and Mrs. Freddy Morgan,
Survived by 802, American Federation of Musier, concert singer.
cians.
Father
son, Chicago, March 14.
daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Newhouse, is banjoist, comedian, writer with
Mother, 85, of Dick Barstow daughter, March 15. New York. the Spike Jones show.
Kay Young to Douglass Montproducer of the Ringling Bros. Mother is Maggi McNellis, televiBarnum & Bailey Circus, and sion actress; he heads the New- gomery,* Bethlehem, Conn., March
Galleries.
12.
Bride is an actress; groom is
Art
hpuse
choreographer
Edith Barstow,
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Newman, son, a legit-TV actor.
who’s fashioning the show’s dances
Hertz to Stanley Turner,
Evelyn
Mother
is
4.
New
March
Fla
York,
Sarasota,
in
year,
died
this
New York, Feb. 18 and just reartists’ manager Barbara Belle.
March 6.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Cash, son, vealed. Bride is assistant to Jeff
John Mortimer Doyle, Sr., 64, Cincinnati, March 4. Father is as- Livingston, Universal’s eastern adchildren’s park concession opera- sistant general sales manager of vertising ‘manager; groom is an
actor.
tor, and his son, John, Jr., 16, were Crosley Broadcasting Corp.

MARRIAGES

son survives.

HAMILTON

l
11

A

GARVER

OLIVER B.
Oliver B. Garver, 52, film adpublicity man, died March 13 .in
Veterans Hospital, Sawtelle, Cal.,
after an Illness of six months.
In a period of 30 years he was
associated with Metro, Paramount,

Madam’

George Kemeny, 76, Hungarian
poet and dramatist and one-time
poet laureate of Hungary, died

!
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Scheduled ofrenihg of a

hew

re-4

lay link to connect television stations in the south’ and southwest
to the networks fry July 1 will
leave only four inarkets, of the 63
transmitters; on a nopwith
interconnected ‘basis, Network research chiefs estimate, that the new
link will provide live network
shows to 59% of the nation’s total
population and service 99% of the
17,400,000 receivers, expected to be
in circulation by that time,-

Getting Dad**

'

Decision by American Telephone
to

make the new

facili-

hy July Vm^ns that
new. Uve cities will be

the eight
able to get simultaneous coverage
of the political conventions from
Chicago, since the Republican .conclave, as the first oifcthe two, tees
off July 7. New cities added -to
the link include Miami, Dallas,
Fort Worth, Oklahoma City, Tulsa,
San Antonio, New Orleans, and
Houston.
Four remaining on a
hon interconnected basis’ are Seattle,
Brownsville (TexJ, Phoenix

.

kine of Margaret Truman’s
guest shot on Jimmy Durante’s
“All Star Revue” show last
Saturday night (22) to the
President at Key West.
Since there is no TV in the
Florida resort; Mr. Truman
did mot see the show. He saw
newspaper pix of Margaret’s “I
Like tke” stunt, however, and
requested the kine so that he
could see the entire show.

The cheesecake influence in
a certain Madison Ave. (N.Y.)
butchershop,
which Fegeen
(Mrs. Ed) Fitzgerald patronizes, was manifested to the radio-TV actress when she ordered a broiler and was asked,
“Do you want the Dagmar
or the Marlene?”

audiences are souring on hawkshaws and horror in radio.
city

Actually, the
on the

AM

lers

number *of

crimel-

networks has de-

from June, 1950, when a
Variety survey listed 59 whodunits.
Today the radio skeins are
clined

Get ‘Peace Plea’

and Albuquerque.

Screen Features

nut to the nets. Since there is to
be available only one channel, a.
combination of coaxial cable and
microwave relay, it’s expected that

On Pay off Plan
Sqiigwriter

-

members

of

the

American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers heard a

,

CBS-TV and .NBC-TV

will rotate
during the- political conven-

strong plea for peace In the ranks
at the semi-annual membership
meeting yesterday (Tues.) at the
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, N. Y. Jack

tions, which means that time on Yellen,
ASCAP board member,
the stations in the eight new cities made the harmony pitch in reportwill be bought by WCstinghouse ing oh the efforts of the classificaand Philco, which are to sponsor tions committee to come up with
convention coverage bn CBS and an amended distribution system.
NBC respectively.
Yellen’s speech received proOpening of the new link ahead longed applause from the several
of schedule is expected to give
hundred ASCAP members at the
AT&T a chance to sit back for a Conclave. Sentiment in favor of
breather and plan further extenYellen was so powerful, in fact,
sions of Us TV networking service
that even the vet dissidents were
in line with whichever new markets
more
or less silenced to produce,
take the air when the freeze is
one of ASCAP’s quietest meetings
lifted. Until now, the phone comin years.
pany- has been forced to rush its
Financial report revealed a total
interconnecting facilities through
to completion, ahead of the original income .of $14,585,657 for 1951. The
20% for expenses, or $2,normal
schedule in several instances, in
940,000, was deducted from the
order to accommodate TV.
total, leaving $11,640,000 for distribution to publishers and writers.
It was the biggest year in ASCAP’s
-

.

committed on live, waxed or filmed
shows beamed by local stations.
The violence concentrated on
video channels apparently has had
an effect oh radio’s legion of de-

Finding Market
Washington, March 25.
The bumps, grinds, strips and
pratfall comedy of' burlesque are
about to be transferred to celluloid on a regular schedule of
burlesque show feature film production,
Candl Films has been
incbrpbrated in L'. A. to make a
minimum of six such pictures during its first year, and even more if

In the past the mysteriosos were strongest in large metropolitan centres. Now, according
to data compiled by A. C, Nielsen;
they are stronger in the smaller
communities and rural areas and
have an especially high ‘proportionof fans in the. south and In lower
income brackets. It’s reasoned -that
since the big cities all have TV, the
latter’s heavy diet of gore is suraudiences’
feiting metropolitan
taste for sleuthing.
Major reason for the heavy emphasis on suspehse is, of course,
that murder is cheap crime-ahd-

Personators Get

Official Status in Ohio;

OK 'Lady in Dark' Cafes
Columbus, March 25.
Several

new

tive April 7,

regulations,

history.

Membership report since the last
semi-annual meet revealed an increase of 69 writers and 27 pub_

lishers to bring the total of writers
to 2,366 and publishers to 483.

effec-

have been announced

by the Ohio Board of Liquor ConCopyrighting a Dance
apply to permit-holders.
Hahya Holm, who staged the
n
*he
^
.changes
was
repeal
?
dances for the legit musical “Kiss
*
a ban against persons of one
Me, Kate,” has- received a copysex portraying another sex, so that
right registration for her terp
female impersonators can now apwhich was written down in
pear in nightclubs and hotels with- work,
out operators violating liquor laws. the Laban dance notation system.
It’s believed to be the first time
However, permit-holders will consuch choreography has been registinue to be responsible for lewd
tered, and sets a precedent for
.or immoral
conduct or entertain- other dance stagers, who can now
ment, it was emphasized.
register their work similar to
Entirely repealed was a regulawriters and composers.
tion, never enforced,
which set up
Action is also considered signifiminimum light intensity of one
cant, in that it can coyer the fields
(Continued on page 13)
of vaudeville and ballet
I
trol, to

M

m

Un-American

Activities, to “discuss

mutual problems, V^aS. suggested
by Committee member; Clyde .Doyle
(D„ Cali) yesterday ^MonO ^ as a
step toward getting A supplementary committee, reboot on "Communism in Hollywood. Doyle
aligned himself With, fellow J}em<H
ctats Francis Walter of Pennsylvania, .Morgan Moulder uf Missouri
and committee chairman
John S. Wood of Georgia in classing the committee’^ recent, report
as “unfair and dated.”
“The report does not cover any
of the evidence 1 have heard’ sihce
I
became a committee member
more than a year ago,” Doyle de=

'

.

be evaluated.’”

A meeting of industry brass, he
indicated, could also discuss -with
the committee the problem of former Communist filmites wlio have
complained that they have been
unable to find employment since
appearing as cooperative witnesses
at committee hearings, Doyle said

at least six filmites". h4d reported
to the committee that their earnings had imem virtually brought to
a standstill following their appearances before the probe.
He dethe demand is the%6.
These will not be pictures about clined, to identify them.
The congressman ^.emphasized
burlesque,. They will be actual film
burlesque shows, with a running that be was speaking .for /himself,
time of about, one hour. Chief “But,” he added; “I know there is
backers of the new corporation are no intention or conscious, thought
Bernard Lust, son" of the well- on the part of anyone on the comthe industry, and
known D. C. indie, exhibitor, and mittee to
James Connell, who will produce I’m sure a meeting' could be arranged.”
the pictures on the Coast.
The industry h\s. a .record of
There is proof that a market
exists in nearly every one of the “pretty vigorous coofrerafton” with
48 states and, as Lust puts it, “this the committee Since h * began hearis the only branch of motion pic- ing evidence, Doyle added. During
ture production in which we don’t the course of those hearings, he
about television added, he saw no “attitude of perhave to

AM

1

ham

—

(Contifrued on page 18)

Sinatra Croons

worry

’

secution or unfairhess” toward the
Lust and Connell aren’t pioneer- industry.
“If a meeting could be arranged,”
ing, They are trying to put on a
(Continued on page 2)
systematic, business r-Rke basis
something which has existed in a
sketchy, haphazard manner for the
pAst six or seven years. The suc-

competition.”

*

‘So Sorry

Now’

cess of the first

•

Femme

Hollywood^ March 25.
meeting of top industry leadpouse Committee on

clared, “I think it is only fair that
subsequent testimony and evidence

tectives.

New link will be “inbound” only,
meaning the eight markets will be
able to get live network shows but
will pot be able to feed any shows

A

ers with the

.

—

“

it

toppers .are

offering 45 private eye programs,
but the decline has been more than
offset by the rise in tele cops-androbbers entries to 28 and these
figures do not include the mayhem

.

on

Butcher** Cheesecake

privately eyeing the private eye
stanzas, which have reached the
combined high of 73 chiller-thrillers on radio and tele. One cause
of concern, and possible indication
that there may be too much broadcast brutality, is the fact that big

quest,

•

ties available

Netwprk program

Hollywood, March 25.
At President Truman’s reNBC-TV is shipping a

TV

& Telegraph

By BERT BRILLER

Okay

A

rather unusual Intra-show
business manifestation of a personality deliberately going out to
“make character” for himself anew
is Frank Sinatra’s current campaign to “mend some fences
which only those people who really know me can appreciate came
to pass because of my private
life.” Specifically, this refers to a
general good will pitch, primarily
with the press.
The “private life” refers to his
ardent courtship of Ava Gardner.
In the midst of his separation and
divorce from Nancy Sinatra, and

few pictures

proof of a market.

been

is the
.The films have
'on a states

rights basis and have been shown
in nearly all of the states as well
as D. C. In some parts of the coun(Continued on page 61)

-

Film in 4-a-Day as Pop

distributed

I

Attraction (or 1st

Time

Warner Bros, has booked Ballet
Theatre as stage presentation with
a feature 'first-run film at its

Ban

Ike, Estes
.

Tunes

Minneapolis, March 25.
and. KSTP,. leading Twin
radio stations, have banned
both the Eisenhower and Kefauver
tunes because they might be construed as political plugs. “If we
and
England
to
.flying
trips
his
played those we’d have to compose
Spain in courting the Metro film a tune for Taft and a symphony
star, the crooner felt that the con- for Stassen,” Brooks Henderson,
and news photog KSTP program director explained.
press
stant
chase was nerve-wracking and,
Other Twin Cities stations frave
personally, a physical tearer-down- different policies.
always
er which created those repeated plays
Like Ike” and ‘“Senator
contretemps with the newshawks. from Tenhcssee,” one after the
Sinatra's opening today (Wed.) other, and
have
and
(Continued on page 63)
played them singly, for example.

WC,QO

Citie*s

WDGY

WLOL

WMIN

War-

ner Theatre, N. Y., next month,
an innovation in mass audience entertainment. This will mark
the first .time that a major American ballet troupe will appear, fullstrength, at a Broadway film house
on a four-a-day basis, at popular
prices. Film chain reportedly sees
terp troupe’s possibility as a popular medium, and if the N. Y. booking clicks, may -offer the company
in other theatres of its chain.
Troupe of 40-odd dancers will
open at the Warner April 23, for a
16-day run* It will give a maximum of 30 performances a week,
presenting a typical American balfor

•

(Contlnued on page’ 63)
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MISCBIXAN1T

Jane Froman became the symbol of all Soldiers in Greasethe testimonial luncheon which USO-Camp Shows
tendered het, Monday (24) in New York. In honoring her, show

paint* at
biz
‘

Washington, March 25.

Marlene’s Chautauqua
Take Can Hit 8G JVkly.

Hollywood films are very popular abroad but some are doing
to the reputation of the XT. S.
false or lopsided idea
of life in this country, . according to
Herbert T. Edwards, chief of the

harm

by giving a

,

of. the most sincere salutes, any. show biz perForthcoming release of 20th-Fox s
ever get.
“With a Song in My Heart ” her blopic, became incidental, despite the obviously potent connotations of so socjco a. “trailer.”
Susan Hayward, who personates Miss Froman in the film, and
A1 Lichtman, as stand-in for 20th’s Hollywood-bound prexy,
Spyros Skouras, were relative casuals in the. unfolding of the
‘events attendant to the luncheon under the able toastmastership

This was one

Hollywood, March 25.
Gregory sighed Marlene
Dietrich for a tour. of the Chautauqua circuit, starting Sept, 1 fop.
a minimum; of 10 weeks.
Deal CaDj for a salary and per-;
centage that can amount to as
much ns $8,000 a week.

tive session of a House appropriations subcommittee considering the

international information program.
Transcript of these hearings has
just been released,
“What is the reaction,” asked

Rep. John J. Rooney (D., N. Y.)
“of people in a country like Thailand to the showing of an American commerical film, one of our
adventure pictures, or a live picture, or what have you?”
“Americans feature films are
very popular all over the world,”

of Jim Sauter. It was capped by USO-CS board chairman Abe
Lastfogel’s stirring address, reprising the. functions of Camp

Hagen’s Hearing 'Bypass'
Latest Mystery in D.C4

to

people who do not have
(Continued on page 18)
*

Kraft Silent on Quiz
Washington, March 25.
Current Capitol Hill mystery is
XJn-Americah ActivHouse
why the
ities Committee, after subpoenaing
Uta Hagen and notifying all members she would testify, failed to
have her on hand for last Thurs-

PUN

will

Idea is to stage the hiearlv In iNOvemoer
November at me
the
eany^in
Shrine Auditorium.
In the recent election Benny
succeeded George Jessel, who became chairman of the board of di-

two years.

....

Other new officers are:
George Burns, Dean; Bob Hope,

rectors.

Lou

Prior;

Holtz,

Herold;

Tony

Proctor;

Arthur Dresser,

secretary-treasurer.
Jessel, the board

In addition to

members

m

s

ilnks
jinits

Martin,

May

Beatrice
c£
Tun
10. Cantor will be
starts
through with his video commitments by that time and prospect
0 f essaying his first N. Y. yaude

FROLIC

Friars,

Woos

about Miss Hagen. The committee
staff had an executive huddle until
the late, a/ternoon the day before
the hearing when,' it is understood,
her case was discussed. No formal
announcement was made to the

talk her* that
Ther . la
executive sese
ne neara
f
resumu* sion after the committee receives
whoon tnings
thines up
un- with
w«n a resump
wnoop
t
timo
v
f
rom
«nother
testimony
110
"1 ®* . witness
irom
tion of the Friars Frolic, a show
from me
the local scene ior
for regarding her political background.
missing irom

Hollywood

the

7

N.Y. Palace

RKO Theatres’ prexy Sol A.
Schwartz, who returned from the
Coast after looking over prospects
* v /V „ Y *» two-a-day,
Palace,
f° r
is hopeful of landing Eddie Cantors as headliner following the

Hollywood, March 25.
Jack Benny newly elected Abbot be

of

Musical Director

“Your Show of Shows"—WNBT

day’s (20) hearing.
Only witness who showed up, for
a short and unproductivejsession,
was Hy Kraft, playwright and exHollywood scripter, who said he
was not a member of the Communist party .in 1951, 1950 or 1949,
but .refused to say whether or not
he was during any earlier years.
the
There is considerable speculation

BENNY HEADS COAST
FRIARS;

Shows and Veteran Hospitals entertainment.
.Not the least impressive was Brig. Gen. Charles F. Christenberry, chief of Special Services Division, U. S. Army. His last
official act in the XJ. S., he said, before becoming General Van
Fleet’s deputy chief in Korea, was to present the citation “to Miss
Jane Froman in appreciation of tireless effort and unceasing
devotion to the men and women of the Armed Forces of the
United States, to, whom priceless talent was freely given on
fighting fronts and wherever duty called.”
This tribute won’t make Miss Froman. even for the pain of

CHARLES SANFORD

t

Edwards replied.
“Would you say that they paint
us in an untrue light?” asked
Rooney. “Do most of them do us
very much harm?”
“There is a considerable amount
of evidence from the field,” Edwards answered, “that a fairly substantial number, of feature films do
harm to this country when shown

are:

:

|

co-scriDter
of the
co
scripter 01
tne musical
To P Banana," was on the
hlt
.bout an hour
of tne
the
nour. Most 01
spana anout
time he sipped nervously at a glass
0£
declined, on constitu^ional grounds, to answer questions
or to s£ ate wh e ther Martin Berkehad identified him correctly as
a member of a Hollywood Commun | s £ frac ti0 n assigned to work with
minority groups. Committee counse j Frank. S. Tavenner said also
that he hK(J beea i(j entified as a
f

*
*

Cantor for

_

those 26 operations over a period of years, at a time when it was
questionable if she would ever walk again. Surgery finally won
out.

n
, M ...
Wltn Royal Phuharmonic
„
Andre Kostelanetz flew to Eng.

,.t. .

.

_

land yesterday (Tues.) to conduct
the Royal Philharmonic on a tour
of the British Isles. He’ll also lead
them in London at Royal Albert
Hall April 12.
Conductor is also scheduled to,
make several recordings with the^
Royal Philharmonic in London.
Bridgeport Preem Set

.

Bridgeport, March 25.
Lily Pons and Andre Kostelanetz
will preem the summer pops season of the Connecticut Symphony

Orchestra here June 20.
Date was arranged with an as-

from Edward Wallerstein, former Columbia Records prexy. The
Kostelanetzes live nearby in Sil-

sist

vermine, Norwalk.

JUDGE CITES SHOW BIZ
Washington, March. 25.
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Part of show business in reducing race prejudice was commended
in an address here last week by
Washington, March 25.
Judge Armond W. Scott, of the
“Voice of America” overseas raD. C. Municipal Court, who said
“encouraging dio program, has now grown to a
there
were
that
It is “larger than the
signs” of declining racial prejudice, point where
three largest broadcasting systems
especially in Washington.
He pointed to the coming reopen- in the United States,” Dr. Wilson
ing of the National Theatre here Compton, new Administrator of
for legit performances, on a non- the State Department’s Internationsegregated basis, as one 'example. al' Information and Educational
He also praised Clifton Fadiman, Program, recently told a House ApEd Sullivan, Paul Whiteman, Hor- propriations Sub-Committee.

Sunday

(23)

&

didn’t fare too well. Olsen
Johnson, Jose Greco and Jackie Miles
pulled about $17,50Q as against
$23,500 for the opening week.
These takes represent a hefty loss
to the theatre. House closed Sunday and will reopen April 12 with

.

“n

itt

,

•

He pointed out that the
criminal case against Buchman will
test the validity of the-subpoena
and that Buchman had already
twice been denied motions to quash
the subpoena
order.

Form

VARIETY

for

Buchman appeared

.

in court this

morning with Williams and R.
Lawrence Siegel, New York law-

.

Name)

yer who has represented him since
his witness stint in Los Angeles.
«

•

•

•
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House of Representatives voted
an additional $200,000 to the Un
American Activities Committee
last week to keep its work going
until the end of this session.
Action was taken without a dissenting vote on a resolution which
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Earth’

ace Heidt and -Milton Berle for
Compton’s testimony, in executhe opportunities they have given tive session, has just been released
to young Negro performers.
by Congress. “Voice” now broadcasts to the world in 46 different
languages. Yet, Compton told the
committee, nobody in his entire
program—except for himself is
Doyle
paid more thali $10,800 a year. He
Continued ftwm p**e 1
urged a limited number of “superhe pointed out, “the industry could grades” of pay so that he could get
bring the committee up to date on better executives,
State Department wants $133,matters it feels have been overlooked in the report. We don’t want 000,000 for its overall informationOf this $30,000,000
to be in error. And if the industry al program.
presented a complete report to us, would be for “Voice of America”
we would then be in a position broadcasting. In addition, $37,000,wheTe we couldn’t make an error.” 000 is requested to continue conSuch a report, Doyle added, struetion of radio broadcasting facould include a listing of the cur- cilities all over the world,
rent employment status of both
In comparison" with the $133,cooperative and uncooperative wit- 000,000, Compton claimed, a surnesses, a detailed breakdown of vey shows that Russia is spending
how the industry has progressed the equivalent of $1,400,000,000 a
in cleaning its own house, and an year for foreign propaganda. Disanalysis of union personnel cur- cussing the construction of the new
rently active in the filra industry facilities, Compton said he had
to show that Communist elements reached the conclusion that “a
in the labor field have been de- more gradual development of the
eated.
radio facilities program is more
“What’s more,” Doyle declared, likely to give us in fact a satisfac‘if -the industry suggests practical .tory means of penetrating the -iron
policies which it feels would be curtain, perhaps in the end more
sound and fair, we would consider quickly than the type of acceleratr
them,
provided
those
policies ed program proposed last year.”
wouldn’t prejudice our responsibilities.” He
declined, however, to
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FOR EASING RACE HATE

who

Lillie,

Group. Kraft admitted he signed “ripter-producer, for alleged con‘ he’Supreme
Court petitions of tempt o* Congress, has been set
Dalton Trumbo and John Howard for May 26 by Justice Bolitha
Lawson in their appeals from con- Laws chief iudee
Federal
ederal court
g of *
J
*
tempt of Congress convictions. He 7
Buchman entered plea of
said he didn’t recall who recruited „ r!'
n
°t guilty
and
was released on
his support.
The writer said he spent 12 years ^ 1,00 ° bail.
Arraignment in District court
(1938-50) in Hollywood, but that his
screen credit* were “very sparse,” this morning was brief and rouHe said he had worked on an tine, with Edward Bennett WilEsther Williams musical at Metro liams, local counsel for Buchman,
which had never seen the light of asking an additional three weeks in
day. About 1948 he worked at Para- which to file motions for dismissal
mount on an original story which because of the “complex Constitutional questions” involved in the
also went unproduced.
At the conclusion, Rep. Francis case. William Hitz, assistant U. S.
E Walter, presiding at the session, attorney, raised no objection and
told him, “If you ever have a the May date was set for trial.
change of heart and want to make
Government reply on Buchman’s
a slight contribution to the security civil suit for a statutory judgment
of your country during these trou- is due at week’s end.
Hitz told
hied times,' we will hear you at Variety he plans to move for disany time.’
missal of the case against the
House un-American Activities Committee on grounds it is out of

Subscription Order

'

*

BUCHMAN ON
MAY

*’

Miss Froman, however, can now walk with a special
Abel.
no surgery could give her.

kind. of dignity, the kind

Ronald Reagan, Harold Garfield, commy by Max Silver, former the Hutton bill.
Pat Somerset, Jules James, Harry communist Party organizer on the
Karl, Harry Joe Brown, Charles coast
ei A
an%
D
r St b ‘
Kraft ducked comment on mem£
rt
£
TRIAL
iWUllimn
liUAL
Irving
Epbins, Michaeli wu
Wilner, ?JS
bership , n a number of “ Front”
stein, Murray Randolph and Irving
organizations, such as Hollywood
IN
9ft
Kdills.
1*1/1 1 4U 111 n aufl.
Writers Mobilization, Writers Congress of ’43, Actors Laboratory,
Washington, March 25.

Kosty to Tour England

,

sonality' could

Paul

State Department’s international
motion picture division. Edwards
expressed his belief in an execu-

was honoring itself.

Miss Froman’s extraordinary courage fully deserved the heartwarming tribute. She has become the symbol of an industry
that has contributed so unselfishly to a common jtfipse.
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Zenn Kaufman Auditions
garding the employability of cooperative witnesses. The congressman pointed out that the pic biz
is a “nervous industry” and that
it was conceivable that even wellintentioned employers would he
cautious as to the effect on the general public of some of the witness
^
stand revelations.
Red probers’ scheduled visit to
Hollywood next month may be
postponed, Doyle indicated, pointing out that the committee has consistently sought to hold its sessions
in an atmosphere that would not
prejudice local conditions. If the
current trial of California Communists continues beyond the middie of April, the local hearings
may be set back to May. Present
date is April 21, but it’s a flexible

‘Show Biz

N.Y. Sales Execs Club
Growing trend of industry to use
x
„
in advershow business techniques
tisin 2 and selling was underscored
by Zenn Kaufman, Philip Morris
.

.

before th« Sales Executives Club
in N Y* yesterday (Tues.).
Contrasting the technique used
Wrigley gum, which erected a
hu £e spectacular in Times Square,
N Y-> with the strategy of
Tiffany’s, which for years left the
liame
its Fifth Avenue jewelry
building, Kaufman declared that
each business must determine the
-

1

-

'

that applies
individual selling problem.
Isn’t always flamboy*“t and circusy, he explained,
“
and the circus accounts for only
3c of tb e public’s amusement

showmanship

kin<i of

to

There’s a possibility, Doyle added, that the entire committee will
make the trip to the Coast rather
.than just the five-man sub-committee' which sat here last fall: Film
industry will be only one of the
facets of the upcoming hearings,
and the group is “actively interested” in radio and television as
well. Defense plants and waterfront activities also will be scru
scru-
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Us i n S concepts from the entertainment world, Kaufman staged a
tug-o’-war among six men yanking
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OF BUSINESS ?
Mono’s Broidy Mulls D. of

Appeal

J.

On Exhib ‘Boycott’ Over TV
will call

Balaban

Barney
on Loewis presi-

president

Paramount

dent, Nicholas M. Schenck, in Florida this week, hopeful of obtaining
clearances for Loew’s v.p. William
F. Rodgers to accept the presidency
of the Council of Motion Picture
Balaban, who had
Organizations.
returned to 'N. Y. from the Coast
left Monweekend,
past
the
over
to resume an interrupted
vacation plus consulting
with the Loew’s topper.
In the face of unanimous endorsement of Rodgers for the job
by all COMPO member groups,
Schenck told execs in N. Y. via telephone that Rodgers’ exclusive services are required by Loew’s. Formerly distribution chief for Metro,
Loew’s subsid, Rodgers is now a
v.p. and sales consultant and he’s
on the job virtually full time. This
others who
contrast to
in
is
switched to advisory posts, such as
Universal’S William A. Scully, who,
in the new capacity, give the old
alma mater only partial attention.
However, in view of comments
by Rodgers in N. Y. yesterday

day (24)

Miami

Natural Ballyhoo
Little Rock;, March 25.
Columbia didn’t expect to

get such cooperation from the
elements on exploitation when
it booked a Charles. ,Starrett
western into Blytheville, Ark.,
over the weekend.
Town, which was almost torn
apart by the tornado that hit
the area, found a local theatre
playing “Cyclone Fury.”

Depinet Coasting

Again (or Confab

On RKO.Pix Push

—

B’if
films eonsciously
Jitf.th that designation may we
right out of
the industry pictute if present exhibition conditions continue;* More
and more of them are failing to pay
for themselves, and they’re becoming an Increasing headache for distribs to book.
Robert L. Lippert’s pronundamento last week that he wouldn’t
produce, any more of the low-hudgeters, because “there’s no market
left for them,” merely points up
the problem that has persistently
dogged the majors during the past
few years. That’s the difficulty of
getting a sufficient number of dates
to make the .little pix pay off.
Even such companies as Univer-

—^

and Columbia, which have been
expert in peddling the B’s and in
the past have made a good bit of

•

-

now dated

to go before the
7. It’s a Nat Perrin
production starring Tony Martin.
Virtual stoppage of RKO filmmaking- in recerit months, which
has caused considerable conjecture
in the trade, is a planned policy
aimed at bringing down the company’s product inventory.
Films
in this can, while not great in
quantity, represent an investment
of almost $25,000,000. Hughes’ aim
is to bring that amount down before getting into a schedule of
further production.
It is understood, however, that
plans are being drawn for lensing
to resume in order to give the
It’s

cameras April

Responsibility

Of Picking

COMPO

Prez

Private comments' in exhibition
circles this week indicated an up-

coming movement toward having
Theatre Owners of America and
Allied States Assn, share the responsibility of filling the Council
of Motion Picture Organizations
presidency in the event that efforts
to nab Loew’s v.p. William F-.
Rodgers for the job are tlnsutcess-/
ful.

The
Only

idea,
in the

which admittedly

is

conversation stage,
and Allied ’rep
at the COMPO helm pn a year-toyear alternating basis. The plan
will be prominently projected if
Loew’s prexy Nicholas M. Schenck’s
veto on the unanimous appointment

would have a

TO A

of Rodgers sticks.
Reasoning of some
active in organization

distribution organization a continuing flow of product. Final details
will probably be thrashed out dur-

ing Depinet’s stay.

‘Movietime’ Trio Helps

On Tornado

Benefit

Three members of the “Moviethat time U. S. A.” troupe which last

theatremen

work

is

the distrib outfits have been for
long relied upon to come up with
an agreeable successor to Ned E.
Depinet as COMPO prez. Their
continued lack of success in this
respect will mean passing the responsibility over to exhibition, it’s
felt.

week toured

the Oklahoma area
are remaining in the southwest to
give a benefit for victims of the

tornado which ripped six states.
Actor William Lundigan, actress
Paula Raymond and writer Harold
Shumate will appear at the Robinson Auditorium, Little Rock, today
(Wed.) to assist in losing relief
funds.

The three Hollywood-ites had
completed their “Movietime” assignment but consented to remain
IN
SUIT in Oklahoma City to sit in on a
Louis B. Mayer, who arrived in regional meeting of Theatre OwnNew York the end of last week, ers of America in that city on Monwill be east for another two weeks day. When it was learned of their
or so. it is understood he will be continued visit, Little Rock officials
called upon while in New York for asked that they appear at the Audipre-trial examination in the Loew’s torium.

WILL QUIZ

L. B.

MAYER

STOCKHOLDER

stockholder, suit to force return
of the $2,750,000 Mayer received
Sfeouras
Greeks
from Metro to settle his contract
Washington, March 25.
With the studio.
Spyros
Skouras
was
awarded one
Al£o while east the former M-G
studio topper is expected to ink of two “most outstanding Ameri1950-51”
can-Greeks of
scrolls last
for scree u rights to “The
,.
Shrike.
He is getting rights to night at the 10th biennial banBroadway hit for quet -of the convention of the
American Hellenic Educational and
ant* a re* ease date
-D ec *
25 1953
Progressive Association.
Other winner was Dr. George
als0 owns rights to “Paint
noted cancer- re01
**”' current Broadway Papanicalaou,
-TW

Honor

v

Musical hi%.

Lord Killanin, producer
Brian Desmond Hurst and former
Abbeyite Michael Scott.
It is reported that if the project
works out the first production will
be Liairf O’Flaherty’s “Famime.”
journalist

.

coin

In the process, are finding
piling up on the shelf.
certain number of them have nor-

Despite Oscar,

M-G

New

Stalls

‘Paris

A

them

search specialist.

been particular sufferers from the
theatremen’s ire.
Major distribs
have refused to sell to video.

Among

the indies at whom exhibs
are aiming darts for making pix
available to the rival medium are
Pine-Thomas, Edward Small, Sir

Alexander Korda and
Rank.

Dates (or ‘Singm

RKO

past
ho one could force him to change only several weeks and there’s
one film scheduled for the
his mind. He’s feeling well but has
immediate future. That’s “A Song
reached the point where any heavy
Forever,” which was originally on
his
assignment might jeopardize
the slate for a Jan. 7 start and
(Continued on page 15)
has been repeatedly pushed back.

Divide

Rising blood pressure by exhibs
at the selling of their product to
TV by some of the minor distribs
Irish Setup for Ford
and indie producers is apparently
Dublin, March 18,
taking its toll of their receipts.
John Ford is reportedly mulling Monogram prexy Steve Broidy was
and Irish setup f&r film production; reported this week planning an apwith headquarters in west Ireland peal to the Dept, of Justice to try
wher> he lensed “The Quiet Man” to get the heat off.
last year. Associates wHl be former
Monogram and Republic have

sal

mally been liquidated along with
Hollywood, March *25.
other product, but now they are
prexy Ned E. Depinet is
backing up in alarming number.
due back here next Monday (31)
(Tues.), it appeared that Balaban
Implore Slowdown
for further huddles with producstands little, if any, chance of sucSales chiefs of some of the mation chief and controlling stockcess in his mission to Acherik.
jors
which
make mixed programs
holder Howard Hughes and studio
Rodgers stated emphatically he
operations boss C. J. Tevlin, It is of A’s and B’s are known to have
would not accept for reasons of
expected that they may draw up implored their studios by wire,
health and added that’s “my final
and announce at that time plans letter and personal visits during
decision.”
for
RKO production during the the past few months to slow down
The sales exec reminded that he,
on the output of minor product.
next six months or a year.
had relinquished his post as M-G
Depinet
was here for two weeks There has been no noticeable slowdepartment head to set a more rerecently and then went to Phoenix
(Continued on page 13)
laxed pace and for this same reafor a three-week vacation. He’s reson cannot take on the burdens of
turning to. Hollywood from
feels
heading COMPO*»although he
Phoenixi
"highly honored with the offer.”
The RK^Q-lot has been complete- 20 th Retains 16% Of
As if to remove any possible fur- ly devoid
of, production during the
ther doubt, Rodgers insisted that

Exhib Assns. Would.

Policy

k

Arthur

J.

Broidy’s contention in going to
the D. of J. is obviously that the
exhibs are flouting the antitrust
laws by joining in a restraint-oftrade .onspiracy In no.t buying
Mono product.
Theatre ops maintain that thertf
is no conspiracy whatsoever. They
claim that any refusal to buy films
of producers who also sell to tele
the result of decisions Individuby Individual exhibs.

is

Although the musical copped the

ally arrived at

Academy Award as the best In
“What makes Broidy think there
1951, “An American in Paris” is has to be a conspiracy?” asked one
unlikely to earn many extra dol(Continued on page 15)

lars for Metro, at

the company’s

own choosing. Top Academy honors
for a film in the past is believed
in the trade to be worth plenty of
additional coin, particularly if the
pic was in. the early stages of dis-

Ingenious Device Allows
Shut-in

See

to

tribution.

M-G

for the most part is content
with the prestige value of “American’s” selection. Outfit has been
nixing all exhib bids for the film

any area where it might conflict
with the upcoming “Singin* in the
Rain,” M-G will license “Paris”
if the terms are right but only for
In Three-Way Splitup runs which terminate two weeks
RKO is currently distributing a earlier than the opening of “Rain.”
film of which a substantial portion And since “Rain” is set to open
is owned by 20th-Fox. The pic is shortly
before
Easter
Sunday,
“Rancho Notorious.” It was made April 13, In all major territories,
by the indie Fidelity unit (Howard “Paris” loses out.
Welsch and A. Pam Blumenthal),
M-G’s economic reasoning is
which, however, no longer owns that it does not want two of its
any piece of the Marlene Dietrich- own big musicals pitted' against
starrer.
each other for the b.o. dollar,
Oddity of 20th’s ownership of an particularly when one, “Paris,”
interest in the film results from the has been well played off and on
fact that Welsch and Blumenthal a highly profitable basis.
originally had a releasing deal with
M-G expressed its surprise in
that company for the film. When winning the Oscar with a trade
Howard Hughes expressed a desire press advertisement depicting an.
to have it for RKO, an arrange- artist’s conception of a proud but
(Continued on page 54)
(Continued on page 4)
in

RKO-Released ’Rancho’

Films

Reflected from Theatre
Minneapolis, March 25.
Charlie Miller, 22-year-old Spring
Grove; Minn., resident, paralyzed

from his neck down for more than
years and confined to his bed
in a room over a hardware store as

five

the result of injuries sustained in
an auto accident, gets to enjoy
films in the Grove theatre across
the street just the same in consequence of an ingenious device
rigged up by Charlie Mersereau,.
the theatre’s owner, and Gennet
Gilbertson, local electrician.
Describing the contraption In his

Morning Tribune column, George
Grim said that it developed from
(Continued on page 54)
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National Boxoffice Survey.
Weather, Lent Bop Biz; ‘Show’ Champ for 5th Week
In Row, ‘Streetcar’ Second, ‘Zapata’ Third
Stormy weather, including bliz- run dates. “Lone Star” (M-G) comzards, high winds and cold waves, pletes the Big Nine group. “Salesis taking a toll at first-runs this man” (Col), which appears to have
session, absence of many new run into some airpockets around
strong pix also proving a handicap. the country, and “Hoodlum EmThe old moneymakers, along with pire” (Rep) are runnerup films.
“Flesh and Fury,” which comes
the return of “Streetcar Named
Desire” (WB) on popscale engage- into the N. Y, State tomorrow
ment to cash in on the Academy (Thurs.), shapes- as one of most
awards, are proving centers of in- promising newcomers. It is lively
in Washington, nice in Toronto and
terest currently,
“Greatest Show on Earth” (Par) smash in Philly. “Aaron Slick From
is pacing the field for fifth week Punkin Crick” (Par) did fine on
in a row. Second place, however, its preem week in Indianapolis.
“Tembo” (RKO) looks average to
is being taken over by “Streetcar,”
with “Quo Vadis” (M-G) being okay this round. “Wild North”
The (M-G), also new this 'Stanza, is fine
droppedr to fourth spot.
Warner pic that copped three im- in Buffalo but disappointing in
“Something .To Live For”
portant Oscars is mostly nice to ter- L.A.
playing in some 21 keys. (Par) is rated mild in L.A. and just
rific,
However, there were several mild okay in N. Y. ““Ma and Pa Kettle
or just okay dates, but the Acad- At Fair” (U), another newcomer,
emy prizes undoubtedly helped biz looms okay in Detroit and big in
in locations where lengthy upped.- Louisville.
price dates previously had milked
“Sailor
(Par),
Beware”
just
the potential drawing power of about wound up on most of its big
“Streetcar.”
first-run dates, added a healthy
Third -mopey is going to “Viva amount currently, being big in
Zapata!’* (20th), which bibs been N. Y. and hot in Washington.
slowly edging forward. “Vadis” of “Rancho Notorious” looks weak in
’
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Frank Scully

with

“Five Frisco.

(20th),. moving up from
“Meet Danny Wilson” (U), which
down on the list, to fifth.
opens today (Wed.) at N. Y. Para“Snow White” (RKO), back on mount, is okay this round in
reissue again, is showing enough Omaha.
“Decision Before Dawn”
to win sixth place. “Steel Town” (20th)
“Red
is great in Montreal.

(U), just getting started, is only a
step behind in seventh. “Bend of
River,” another from Universal,
copped eighth position although ithas played most of its bigger first-

Television

fair to

(20th) ranges
okay this stanza.
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Red Fare Shutter*
East Germany
Berlin,

March

18 .

Brealylqwn on Loew’s intra-compariy profits and Tosses over the
•past 10 years further reflected the ^financial setbacks experienced
by production-distribution and operation of foreign subsidiaries
in the postwar years. Proxy statement sent to stockholders this
week, in advance of the annual N. Y, meeting on April 29, shows
a sharp earnings drop for domestic (U. S. and Canada) theatres

Non-patronage of Commie propaganda pix. has- forced numerous
Hollywood, March

25.

Goodman Leaves Rep
can In Paris” as best picture of
1951 has revived talk.here of a
For Advertising Agcy.
musifor
category
award
separate
Hollywood, March 25.
up
cals. Subject is likely to come
Mort Goodman, Republic’s pubfor discussion at the pext session
for six years, redirector
licity
of the board of governors.
signed effective April 1 to become
Idea of an additional musical
Advertising
Stodel
the
of
been kicked veepee
has
classification
Co. He was with Warner Theatres
around for years. Thought more here and in the east for 16 years'
likely of winning board of goversuggestion that before joining Rep.
I

In his new
head the film
as administer
accounts. No
named yet at

choreography might become^ the
forerunner of a regular award for
choreography.
. „
While there are strong points for
and against separating musicals
from straight dramatic pix in the
of
prizegiving, the surprise victory
Metro’s Gene Kelly-starrer was beentirely
lieved accountable to an
different—and probably unavoidable-reason.
That is that the two leaders, A
and
Streetcar Named Desire” (WB)
“A Place In the Sun” (Par), were
dW“
they
balloting
so close in the
that
vied up the votes in a maimer
would
gave
nave a majority to what
thirdthe
been
ordinarily
have
.
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Goodman

.

Among 18

1

Year

Nations

Festival This

Year
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LOEW’S BD.
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In addition to retaining his v.p.
title at Loew’s, William F. Rodgers

Total

member

of the board, further

Dept, for Telefilms

m

*
IV
S Shift to I IX
increase in the number

»

In

A

great

TV

was phophe-

of TV shows on
sied by Alex Ardrey, exec v.p. of
Bankers Trust, N.Y., on his return!
last week from a look-see on the
Coast. Ardrey for many years handled Hollywood financing for the
bank, prior to his ascension to the
film

.

I

1

‘Paris’

Oscar

Continued from page

3

OF ACTORLESS PICTURE
Dr. Curt Oertel, Swiss producer
of “The Titan,” is well along in
the shooting of a picture in the
U. S. in which,' he says, “architecture is the star.” Like “The Titan,”
feature-length film which was occupied completely with the paintings and sculpture of Michelangelo,
Oertel’s

new

people in

pic will have no living

it.

"Titan,” re-edited for the U. S.
by the late Robert Flaherty, was
distributed by United Artists. It
won great praise from the critics
and had a fairly successful run at
*

the Little Carnegie, N. Y., about
three years ago, but never did
much in the hinterland art houses.
Oertel is now using his camera
to explore from all angles the
facets of

American buildings. “The

Titan” was praised for his ability
to give seeming motion and life to
static objects and he hopes to repeat the interest-holding phenome
non on the present project. He’s
been in the U. S. about seven

months and has been shooting for
the past four.
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Gualino, who’s previously championed dubbing as the best means
of increasing dollar income for
Italian films in the U. S„ in New
York Monday (24) again emphasized the value of this technique.

.

'

dubbed^v
dubbed
pix wllfhl
wm be released
¥’

A

du hhmg experiment

for confabs with IFE execs, Motion
Picture Assn, of America reps and
various distributors, Dr. Gualino
expressed the belief that 1952 will
be a significant year In the breakthrough of Italian films into the
arena of American mass entertain-

(Continued on page 15)

L. A. to N. Y.
Julia

I

distribution will be

N. Y. to L. A.

afds as dubbing

Mrs. Irving Berlin
George Breaks^on
Lisa Kirk

exam-

Judy Canova
Carleton Carpenter
William Dieterie

Arthur B. Krim
Harold Mirisch
Spyros Skouras

Ed

Tom Drake
Jimmy Durante.

Sullivan

Frank Fontaine

Michael Todd
Shepard Traube

Sam

Fuller

David Golding

Leon Gordon

N. Y. to Europe

Clarence Greene

Frederick Ashton
Victor de Sabata
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr,
Rudolf Flrkusny

Paul Gregory
Jean Hagen
Cedric Hardwicke
Harry Homer
Tab Hunter

Herb Golden
Robert F. Hawkins
Katharine Hepburn
Alan Jackson
Phyllis Blum Jackson

be to secure

and KhowftVtnAblp*

Valerie Bettis
Charles Boyer
G. Ralph Branton
John T. Cahill

Kay Armen

Major objective for the Federa-

,

Jr.

Anne Baxter
Edgar Bergen

issues.

tion, said Gualino, will

Adams

John Baker
John Barrymore,

'

A means of eliminating or easing industry problems in international

Britan’
Britain,

dubbed distribution
program is now underway there.
In the U. S. for the past month

,

TRADE PROBLEMS
AT PRODS/ CANNES MEET

m

*

in the

that a regular

m

John Ireland
Jesse L. Lasky
Alan Jay Lemer
David A. Lipton
Don Loper
Clare Boothe Luce

Andre Kostelanetz
Norman Krasna

Herman Levin
Euan Lloyd

l

t

apoi

Biggest voting control by any
l
director is held by William A.
XU i
flCSt lH« JUfllJC IvUleS
Parker. He’s president of Incorporated Investors, Inc., which owns
nte+i't fluff
fu 1st
57,000 S re ° £ c im n s ck ke this week interpreted as widely
?1
1 nnn
J
hares
hls Wlf
f significant a Federal Court deciu^o3,000
n£?°u
has
shares and 300 are owned sion in charleston, W. Va., which
by his son.
hpl d that Wai film rpnc arp withBiggest
individual
owner of i n the realm of inte?!t!te comstock among the board members merce. In the action, Judge Ben
is president Nicholas M. Schenck, Moore on Saturday (22) rejected
at 11,227 shares. Others on the a motion by theatre ops J. C. Newdirectorate, along with their com- bold, Lloyd E. Rogers and Mannie
mon stock ownership, were listed Shore for summary dismissal of
as follows: George A. Brownell, 22
separate
percentage actions
300; Leopold Friedman, 4,136; F. against them instituted by the disJoseph Holleran, 100; Eugene W. tribs.
J^ke, 100; Charles C. Moskowitz,
Defendants had claimed that the
Rodgers, 100; J. Robert diStribs, because of their; local ac3,500;
Jos ® ph
2 »“ tivities, and more or less operating
*
5S?
800, and Henry Rogers Winthrop, i n partnership with exhibs, repre300.
sented a West Va. enterprise and
should have- obtained state authority to function as a “foreign corporation” to avail themselves of
SIFT
(Continued on page 13)

leaped to $40,000, up from $28,000, adequate financing to carry out its
Most important, he
in the fourth frame, and other functions.
added, both as a source *'6f funds
spots.
and
as
an
tfld
toward the internaFourth week at the Woods Theatre, Chicago, Is running 20% over tional' exchange of film, will be a
proposal
to
establish
si Pdblfc inthe third stanza’s take. At the Fox
Wilshire, L. A., “Queen’s” 14th ternational Film Register.
week is equal to the second. Film
Register would be available to
brought $459 last Thursday (20) all film producers for establishing
and on the following day, imme ownership of properties and titles,
diately after Bogart’s citation, busi among other things.
In addition,
ness soared to $2,058. Last Satur Gualino revealed, the Federation
day’s gross was $3,500, compared will look Into the necessity of setwith $14,000 for the previous Sat ting up uniform international copyurday. Playing the
State
and right laws and will attempt to enOrpheum, Boston, “Queen” was courage such Industry marketing
,

conle from receipts of the picture involved. In any case, the producer will be responsible- for the

Of Interstate Commerce,

ft

N. Y., where the fifth week’s gross

similarly fyypqe#.

u

|

ined by the general assembly of
the International Federation of Motion Picture Producers Assns. at
release of the film. Business has the organization’s annual meet in
taken a sharp climb since.
Cannes May 6 :8.
Of the other films prominent in
Dr. Renato Gualino, who heads
the annual honors, “Streetcar” IFMPA,
disclosed in New York
some time ago completed its full Monday (24) that
the sessions will
round of “pre-release” engagements discuss taxes,
censorship, quotas
and is back on a regular run, and and rental
ceilings, etc. Conclave,
“Sun” passed through the key runs which is
scheduled to be attended
more than two months ago.
by reps of the Motion Picture
Queen,” Sam Spiegel-John Hus- Assn,
of America, is expected to
ton indie production, was rushed
approve joint action in attempt to
into an L. A. opening last Decemarrive at a solution of some of the
ber
to qualify for Academy con
sideration. The payoff in b.o. upbeat was shown at the Capitol,

,

,

up for voting

™

modest “Leo the Lion” standing
aside an Oscar statuette. The text
has Leo confessing: “Honestly, I
was just standing in the sun waitBank is considering the estab- ing for a streetcar.” “Paris” nosOd
department,
tele
out “Place in the Sun” (Par) and
lishment of a
Ardrey said, if for no other reason “Streetcar Named Desire” (WB).
Striking example of how M-G
than learning all there is to know
about the medium. He opined that is not cashing in on the Academy
some day it would be an important sweepstakes is the fact that in the
source of income for the bank, entire N. Y. area only two theatres
“since someone must pay for the had the film for a few days followtelevision films and in the process ing the Oscar sweepstakes, and
there are no repeat bookings on
there’s a place for a bank.
So far, Ardrey declared, there the slate. The Greenwich and
are not many attract!# loans to Trans-Lux 85th St. Theatres closed
be made from, a banking stand- their “American” runs last night
“Rain” debuts at the
point, Bankers have made only one (Tues.).
telepix financing deal so far. That’s Radio City Music Hall tomorrow
(Thurs.).
Costello
Lou
and
Abbott
with Bud
Bogart Award Timely for B.O.
and there’s virtually no risk in
Academy Award for Bogart
volved, since the bank holds liens
on their theatrical pix, which it broke precisely right for “African
Queen,” last Thursday announcealso finances.
ments on- the Oscar having been
concurrent with the peak first-run

ARCHITECTURE IS ‘STAR’

eral director Dr. Renato Gualino.
Loan, about $25,000, will be used
to promote “Miracle in Milan” via
a national ad-pub-exploitation campaign. Joseph Burstyn Is distributi n g “Miracle” in the U. S.
Such loans, Dr. Gualino explained, must be requested by the
producer and approved by the IFE
board.
Moreover, he added, any
financial assistance extended by
IFE will be on a strict business
basis, with
all MUfuttvvg
advances
If * VAA, AVWT
recovery of
V* MAX.

•

,

1111130’ Bally

Product in the U. S., has made its
loan ^ according t0 IFE gen_

'

and the like.
“The story was the same in the
early days of pictures,” banker declared. “Originally, all sorts of entertainment was tried by the film
makers, but the type that proved
most successful and most durable
was a picture with a story. Thus,
TV eventually will get to more

.

.

$100,859,000
10,086,000

Italian Films Export, formed under last year’s Italo-American film
agreement to help market Italian

m

•*

I

2,712,000
7,243,000

loss.

Under Yank Pact for

is the corporation’s
plan AVA
for divorcement
UA T WA VVliiVXiV MUU
and AreorganiVVA^UAIA
y
zation under its antitrust consent I
decree with the Department 0 f

(4,101,000)*
(1,795,000)*

10,098,000-

Rodgers "will take, an undisclosed
weekly salary cut when his new
employment, contract goes into
y
i
haeffect next July 27. In Loew’s 1951
Landers lakes Mono
fiscal year, he collected $114,714
An
Swftrhpd
From Vid
in salary and commissions.
via
nc, bwnenes rrom
additional $38,376 was paid into
Hollywood, March 25.
his retirement fund (which will
Lew Landers switches back from
give him $28,380 annually upon
dium, four new films from Eng- retirement), and $78,000 was de- vidpix to regular features. Taking
director chores on Monoover
land, “Sound .Barrier,” “The Card,”
It’s
posited in escrow for him.
“Encore” and “I Believe You;” understood that the escrow de- gram’s “Arctic Flight,” replacing
”
Ewing
Scott for approximately two
Greece’s
Italy’s “Carne Inquieta
posits, from which Rodgers draws
entries
weeks of shooting left.
"Dead City,” an ?.
$1,739 monthly, will discontinue
Understand there will be cobilfrom Japan, “Bonji Tales, “Harv- when the new pact commences.
ling if dispute arises. Lander canest” and “The Meal.”- Argentina,
All other board incumbents are celled his assignment on upcomBelgium, Brazil, India, Israel, Luxembourg, Poland, South Africa, nomineees for reelection, it was ing “Gangbusters” vidpix to takes
Spain and Venezuela are, also ex- disclosed in proxy statements sent the chore. Scott was forced out
to
stockholders
this
week in due to‘ leg inury aggravated durpected to send films.
.
In conjuction with the festival advance of the annual Loew.’s ing location lensing at little Dio-29. Also
meeting
in
Y.
April
N.
there will be conclaves of a nummede Island, Alaska.

ber of international film groups,
including the International Profop exec post.
will
there
ducers, International Federation of
that
reasons
Ardrey
be a hypo in the amount of film Cinema-Press, the first internapublic
tional Congress of Film Writers
of
used on tele because
demand for more dramatic shows and the International Film Academy.
panels
in place of vaude, revues,

$13,161,000
26,172,000
18,666,000
15,467,000
17,214,000
6,120,000

-

Export Co. Makes 1st Loan

Italo

,

•>

$100,978,000

$201,837,000'
20,184,000

s

* Parentheses indicate

establishing that the former distribution chief, who’s now in an

to

Bankers Trust Eyes

.

Average

also is a candidate for reelection

Foreign subsids.
All other profits

-

$5,904,000
8,860,000
8,912,000
8,216,000
14,407,000
12,784,000
12,472^000
12,583,000
9,896,000
6,944,000

.

advisory capacity, is continuing in
Eighteen countries, including the a key role in corporate affairs. RodU. S. have entered films in the gers reported in at the homeoffice
Cannes Film Festival which gets last ^eek following a lengthy
underway in the French Riviera Florida vacation and is on the job
resort city April 23 and continues on a fulltime basis.

,

Taxes

1942 .... .$19,065,000
1943 .... 35,032,000
1944 .... 27,578,000
23,683,000
1945
.
1946 .... . 31,621,000
1947 .... . 18,904,000
8,371,000
1948
1949 .... . 10,788,000
1950 .... 12,608,000
14,187,000
1951

May 10
Entries from at least five more
countries are expected, according
place pic.
was to Robert Favre Le Bret, manager
A second surprise victory who
of the festival. Among the many
that of Humphrey Bogart,
pix from studios outside of France
(Continued on page 18)
expected to be shown in the competition for international awards are
Gian-Carlo Menotti’s “The Me.

Prod.-Dist.

U. S, £ Canadian
Theatres

Profits before

Aug. 31

as

Entered in Cannes Pic

Loew’s total

Ended

will

'department as well
general commercial
successor has been
Rep.

,

U.S.

in 1951 and a substantial gain In the same year for production-disThe figures, which are estimates and do not include
provision for Federal taxes, were reported by Loew’s as follows:

tribution,

•

•

nors* approval is a
the special award to Gene Kelly
for his contribution to films vie

theatres to Shut down ‘In the East
zone.
Recent secret survey disclosed
that there are now 1,553 Red-managed houses in the area*

Louis B. Mayer
Millard Mitchell
Patricia Morison
Mickey Neilan

Charles McGraw
Michael Nidorf
Dario Soria

Irving Rapper
Russel Rouse
David Sarnoff
Edward Schellhorn

Jo Stafford
Paul Weston
Robert S. Wolff

Europe

.

Barnett Shapiro

to N. Y.

Moira Shearer

Norman Evans

Edward Sherman
Henry Tobias
Paul Weston

Goddard
Susan Shaw

'Paulette

j

WAUaby-Xmjip*,.,-'

..v

.

.-j

j
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Bill Williams

l
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*

•
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300G Industry Ballyhoo Snarled

To

its

Row

andReal row between television
“revolves .around
»the film industry
by TV to obthe frantic efforts
motion pictures with
tain the best
its own unsatisbolster
to
which
exhibitor leader
factory programs,”
Abram F. Myers asserted this week
in a press statement.
Myers, who’s board chairman of
Motion PicAllied States Assn, of
the film
ture Exhibitors, charged
a wideallowing
industry with
trying
spread impression that it’s

v
.

*

own

March

25.

Chi film antitrust suits
rose again with the filing of two
against the majors,
Balaban & Katz chain, Publix circuit, and Warner Bros, theatres.
John Sullivan, attorney for Louis
Spirrson and associates, asks $700,
000 for treble damages for the DuPage Theatre, Lombard, 111. Spot

life

was

actions

in

pix from the
by withholding good
ease.
time this false .riple
It’s
telecasters.

first

He

week
also

h

yf

I*

Music Hall’s Show Train
New Haven, Match 25.
v
New Haven R. R., which, has

New York

•Total of

more

'

of general reasked $800,000

damages

for the Villard,
impression is corrected, he de- Villa Park, 111. Suits cover the pe-.
1938-1948.
riod from
He also blasted what he termed
First case is in Judge William
TV’s influences upon Government Campbell’s court, the second in
agencies working to the detriment
Igoe’s.

Judge Michael

Fail to

Agree

f

y

offf

>

Chicago,

r ^

f -‘

There’s noriM |’o keep reissues
the market,, ^distributors in

2 More Chi Trust Suits

'

desperately to prolong its

As Pub-Ad Mgrs.

With H’wootf-Myers
agreed this week. Statements were made in answer to a
recent charge by theatremen that
the majors were holding hack mellowed product in order to force
bookings of new films.
It’s the poor business the reissues have been doing, rather than
any desire to keep them from exhibs, that is causing the distributors to keep the oldies locked in
the vaults, majors maintain. Some
pointed out that they have a number of reissues currently in release, while others said they were
experimenting with various double-bill teamups of aging pix in an
endeavor to find pairs that would

inability of the pub-ad managers
of the major companies to reach
an agreement on type and frequency of ads may jettison the
$300,000 industry promotional campaign proposed for sponsorship by
the Council of Motion Picture Organizations,
Plans for the * sustained ad drive have come to a
dead stop, following last week’s
session of the pub-ad managers*
committee.

sponsored show trains to various
legit attractions, as well
as to a broadcast of radio’s “The
Big Show,” will hit a different tangent for its April booking. Set for
April 25, tht> road has arranged
for 800 reserved seats for the
Paramount, which was slated to
Easter Show at Radio City Music tee off the one-company-a-month
Hall.
series of ads with a $60,000 splurge
Deal was effected by Russell C. during April, has called a halt on
Downing, Music Hall general man- its plans until an agreement among
ager, and showtrain tubthumping all the majors is reached, ,20 this being handle# as usual on tills Fox, which was slated to follow
end 'by New Haven’s assistant di- Par, has also put the brakes on.
rector of publicity, Leslie H. Tyler.
Several issues are involved. One
click.
is the type of advertising, includOther sales chiefs agreed with
ing the balance between plain inMetro topper Charles Reagan’s ‘redustry-promotional copy ahd the
mark: “If we had any reissues that
specific picture pitch.
The other
would do business, we’d release
is the spacing of the ads over the
them.”
months in order to get continuity.
Although the product out of the
An effort to find a compromise
vault does take playing time, of
on the copy approach fizzled out
course, that would otherwise be
last week with rejection of a samavailable to new pix, reissues are
ple presented by Victor M. Ratvery profitable to producers. Since
her, who resigned recently as v.p.
their cost has already been amorand promotional manager for
tized, virtually all the income from
Macy’s, N. Y. When the company
a reissue is profit.
bally chiefs couldn’t get together
Hollywood, March 25.
Dearth of revivals now is a reThe first few weeks of 1952 after a long series of meetings,
action to the plethora of them
started off slightly behind the cor- Ratner, in the position of a neuabout three years ago. There were
responding weeks of 1951, but good tral, was asked to submit his idea.
(Continued on page 13)
pix properly handled have resulted That was nixed and Ratner has
in an improving boxoffice for Fox- bowed out.
There is general agreement that
West Coast, Charles P. Skouras
divided beUA, Breakston in Deal
told delegates in opening National the copy should be
tween
an institutional pitch and a
Theatres’ annual meeting of divi-

Broadway

•

,

of film outfits.

The public should be

told, said

television

interests

Myers, that
have employed former public office
holders to persuade the Department of Justice and the Federal

bid. Allied

Communications Commission to
“bulldoze” the film industry into
He
turning over ' product to' TV.
recalled that Justice Dept, interceded with the film companies to
enable Zenith to obtain pix for its
He
phonevision tests last year.
noted that the FCC has intimated
film
to
licenses
broadcasting
that

F-WC Reverses

Beefs

Downward Trend

Tadis’ Clothing
Tie Hits Exhibs

’

by Government agencies* clearoutside the scope of their
statutory authority and reflect the
political influence that has been
brought to bear upon them by the

merchandising
tieup
Metro’s
with clothing .manufacturers on
special “Quo Vadis” items is the
basis of a beef by the Allied TheExhib
atre Owners of Indiana.
group favor the tieup idea, but
claims it is endangering exhibitors’
good relations with local businessmen, since “merchants are unable

television interests.”

to

companies might be conditioned oh

'

TV.

their releasing of films to

Myers continued: “These

activi-

ties

ly are

-

this merchandise because the picture. .‘Quo Vadis* has
not played and is not even available due to Metro’s restrictive

The Allied topper rapped the

FCC

With Solid Pix

itg “shortsighted policy”
(Continued on page 15)

for

The complaint, according
Terrell,
new to

knew,

For Local Coordination

On Semi-Documentary

promote

selling of the picture.”

Decentralizing Activities

|

to

Dan

M-G?s promotion topper,

him because,

all outfits

as far as

is

he

connected with the

“Quo Vadis” promotion had

sion

presidents and other

execu-

tives.

To Be Made

in Africa

United Artists talked a deal with
George Breakston in New York last
week in which it would distribute
a semi-documentary that Breakston
will lens in British East Africa in
Picassociation with Ray Stahl.
ture originally was to have been
titled “Dark Continent,” but it’s
understood that UA prefers “Mo-

F-WC’s now ahead of last year,
NT’s ftevealed. He reported that
the “downward ’trend is tempo-

NT

divihalted” in other'
sions, but cautioned that- only good

rarily

pix can -keep the boxoffice up, and
they must be properly sold for

maximum

direct pitch for a specific picture,
but the feeling among some of the
pub-ad managers is that a formula

(Continued on page 15)

20th Plans Total Fight

To Reverse Verdict

cated complete satisfaction with
the manner in which it was carried
He pointed out that all manu- rasi” (a tribal chief), as a handle.
out.
this
Theatre Owners of America
Breakston, who returned to the
week stressed the desirability of~f facturers had been informed that Coast yesterday (Tuesday), expects
or
decentralizing the outfit’s activities the picture would take a year
shove off for Africa via plane
to
via local member participation in more to play off.
“Where the merchandise was on April 15. Party of six will inthe affairs of TOA’s six regional
actress-wife,
Stahl, ' his
clude
deunits, located in N. Y., Atlanta, Dal- pushed, it was sold,” Terrell“Everybody seemed to be Martha Hyer; a cameraman and
clared.
las, Chicago, Denver and L. A.
will
be away
Group
technicians.
In a special booklet issued from happy about it. The fact that the
about six to eight months and plans
the N. Y. headquarters, the theatre picture hasn’t played in a town
National to travel about 15,000 miles.
org urged that the regional units hasn’t held up sales.
Miss Hyer will have a top role
develop committees to concern breaks pushed the picture as well
shot
with it.” in the venture, which is to be
connected
merchandise
as
themselves with the following
16m Kodachrome. Breakston is
in
overall coordination of local activi- Terrell cited examples of several
yet what tint process
as
undecided
in
a
out
sold
ties, Council of Motion ‘Picture Or- manufacturers who
on the 35m blowup.
long before the picture will be used
ganizations, theatre television, ex- town
While in* Africa the Breakstonhib-distrib relations, public rela- arrived. “Some merchants wanted
turn- out a
when the picture Stahl unit will also
restock
tions and research, drive-ins, legis- to
series of 26 shorts intended for TV
(Continued on page 15)
lation, 16m 'competition, concesThey're to be titled
distribution.
sions, equipment and accessories,
“Safari Bill.”
building and safety codes, adverBreakston, who also operates his
tising and trailers, organization and Tint Print Lack Pushes
'own distribution firm in Japan, re-

TOA

Emphasized by

membership.

TOA

,

president Mitchell Wolfson

members of the various state
groups that by participating in the

told

regional units they’ll have a chance
to be heard on all aspects of the
national org’s operation. ' Grievances and recommendations from
the hinterland exhibs in this way
can be dealt with on the national
level and can serve to guide national officers,,

he

said.

FOR PAR
FROM JULY TO DEC.

Five pictures will be released by
Paramount during July and August, and eight * others are tentatively skedded between September
and the end of the year. Total of 13
is two less than
released by Par
during the same period of 1951.
Of the 13 pix, nine are in Technicolor.

July releases include “Encore,”
based on several Somerset
Maugham short stories; the general
pic
e

Show

’‘Greatest

x>

on

Earth
and “The Savage.” For
August, the company has set “Carrie,
William Wyler production
.

starring

V™"*™

Laurence Olivier and
Jones, and “Paleface,”
Jan® Russell and

^°P e
o
Hoy
Rogers.

*

DOS

29TH
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'
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RKO

—
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—

Cues

Mono-AA

-
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MID-APRIL

RKO

WB

13 RELEASES

In

results,

Lardner Contract Suit
Skouras told circuit toppers that
20th-Fox, bf which NT is the theHollywood, March 25.
atre subsid, will “make a point of
Twentieth-Fox is determined to
fulfilling every letter of the con- carry the Ring Lardner, Jr., case
sent decree.” Chief counsel John to the highest court, if necessary,
Bertero gave a rundown on legal to sustain the right of a studio to
aspects of coming divorcement. Ac- discharge employees who “discredtually, there will be little change in it” the industry by refusing to
how the circuit will function, with answer questions asked by the
biggest switch being in shift from House Un-American Activities Comprivate (20th) ownership to a pub- mittee. That statement was made
While it is by Darryl F. Zanuck, in conneclic stockholders basis.
likely 20th will name an interim tion with the filing of a motion
board for the new company, for a new trial of the Lardner
board’s election, must be by stock- breach-of-contract suit. Hearliig is
set for April 7 in Federal Court.
holders.
Zanuck's * move follows that of
Because of long-term contracts,
management functions are expect- RKO, Which recently sued for decjudgment against Paul
laratory
posIt’s
ed to remain the same.
who seeks
sible some of the same manage- Jarrico, screenwriter,
the studio’s refusal to
for
damages
ment will be elected to the board
give him screenplay credit on “The
by stockholders.
'There’s nothing inflated about Las Vegas Story.”
r ^
present theatre admission prices
(Continued on page 15)
when compared with current infla‘Gypsy’ Release Back
James
tionary trend of the dollar,”
WK.,
‘RIVER,’ IN
Runte told delegates in an admisRelease of “Gypsy Blood,” David
Title Clash
Circuit’s prices
sion-price report.
O. Selznick Technicolor production Another
TILL
42% in past
starring Jennifer Jones, originally
Gardner-Levey Film went up approximately
“The River,” now in its 29th
few years, including Federal admisscheduled for this month, has been
has led to
Columbia
with
Clash
value week at the Paris, N. Y., is exdollar’s
the
sion tax, while
Pictures to
pushed back by
new
the
for
switch
about
another title
has decreased around 45% since pected to hold there until
Awcil or May.
Gardner-Jules Levey pro- 1940.
mid-April. It is anticipated that by
Need for additional Technicolor Arthur
reis
Artists
duction which United
that time the house will have reprints ahd more time for the arleasing. Film originally was set as
ceived or be fairly close to receivrangement of merchandise tieups
Warning” but this was
“Without
ing its full $50,000’ profit on the
cited
and exploitation, have been
Ripper.”
System
“The
Color
to
changed
run, under the unique deal on
as reasons for the postponement.
Motion Picture Assn, of Amer
which the United Artists picture
has
With delay of “Gypsy,”
AdministraCode
ica’s Production
Unveiling was booked.
In
only one “big” 1>ic for release this tion objected to the label. It was
to
Arrangement called for
Hollywood, March 25.
month “Rancho Notorious,” Mar- withdrawn and the film was reget the first $50,000 that came into
has
Company
lene Dietrich starrer.
New color process developed by the boxoffice and the house to get
“The Slasher.” Col protestnamed
a half a dozen other pix ready, but ed on the grounds the new title Warner Bros, in collaboration' with the
which
after
next $50,000,
they’re elated for the dual market.. was too much like its film, “The Eastman Kodak will be officially they’d split even.
In each case,
the
Sniper,” which Stanley Kramer unveiled on Thursday (27) at
house expenses of slightly over
Tint
Theatre here.
Brent’s
(on a roadshow
produced. So now the Gardner- Academy
‘Incident’
$5,000 weekly
offering, which has Adam method known as WarnerColor, basis) and advertising came out
Deal Levey
5-Yr.
showing
Edward
the
and
in
Randall
displayed
will be
Williams, Meg
first.
Hollywood, March 25.
Blnns in the leads, has reverted of the company’s “The Lion and
After b.o. under the original
“Cairo Incident” is first property to the original, “Without Warning," the Horse,” an outdoor actioner. tWo-a-day policy petered out, house
set for George Brent, who has
Warners has set a big-splash debut shifted to grind about three weeks
signed five-year, non-exclusive pact
for the new process, having in- ago. That lifted the gross from a
Sullivan’* Parley Talk*
with Lindsley Parsons, with two
vited industry execs, top stars and loss level of about $5,000 that it hit
Gael Sullivan, exec director of
pix a year to be released by Monoo‘f the technical branches
leaders
for several weeks to around $8,000,
Theatre Owners of America, heads
gram and Allied Artists.
the invitational at which there was a profit.
to con- of the industry to
Brent draws $250,000 cash plus for Washington this week
“The River” goes the 32
If
Brylawski on preview.
percentage for the 10 pix in deal fer with A. Julian
New WarnerColor is described weeks, it will equal the run of
outfit’s next
negotiated for him by William B. plans for the theatre
Shore- in today’s (Wed.) Variety review “Symphonie Pastorale,” Paris’ secWhite agency. “Cairo,” set for June annual convention at the
Recordof “The Lion and The Horse.” ond longest engagement.
C., Sept. 14-18.
1 start, will deal with Army Intel- ham Hotel, D.
in the Flesh,”
It has been in development at holder is- “‘"'evii
Brylawski will serve as convenligence officer probing Communist
weeks.
'36
went
"
1940.
which
'since
"•
Ithe Burbank studio
influence in Britislr-Egyptian riots. tion. chairman-.
in<fi-v
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Poet^biographer Carl Sandburg
makes his film debut in a unique
documentary commissioned by the
State Department. Pic, “The Im-

•

Paramount release

of

Leo McCarey

proHeflin,

duction. Star# Helen Hayes, Van
Robert Walker. Dean .Jagger; features
Minor Watson, Frank McHugh, Richard
Jaeckcl, Jarae* Young. Directed by
McCarey. Screenplay, Myles Connolly and
McCarey; adaptation, John Lee Mahln;
camera, Harry Stradllng; editor, Marvin
Coll; music, Robert Emmett Dolan. Previewed March 13, '52, Running time.
121 MINS.
*
„
Helen Hayes
Lucille Jefferson
Van Heflin
Mr, Stedmnn
Robert Walker
John Jefferson

been trimmed to
In

„

Dean Jagger
Minor Watson
Frank McHugh

Dan

Jefferson
Dr. Carver *

Father O'Dowd..

Richard

Chuck Jefferson
Ben Jefferson

pressionable Years,” is part of the
“Life in America” 'series which the
State Department has been, showing abroad.
produceid 'jand:, directed by Peter

91.'

appraising the picture
Hugo opined that “it should
have fair returns domestically,
but rates as run-of-the-mill
abroad.” Historical yarn concerns efforts of the Franciscan
monks to spread Christianity
among the Ethiopian natives
during the regin of King Mene*

Jaeckel

James Young

circa

lik,

,

1865.

in a leisurely and convencontained in this family problem tional style, making the production
drama produced and directed for a fair hokupn entertainment set for
Paramount by Leo McCarey. It is modest returns here and in U. S.
a thoughtfully presented message,
Apart from the opening scene in
slickly interwoven into the story which a troop ship is blown up in
and well-trouped by the cast. How- the Pacific, more than the first
one,
ever, while film is a stirring
hour, is sustained entirely by two
with special interest for distaffers, characters, Linda Darnell, as a
it faces selling difficulties because
nurse, and Tab Hunter, as a young
of the usual public indifference to Marine corporal, both marooned
propaganda pix.
on a desert island. After a year of
Helen Hayes, away from films bickerings, the marooned couple
for many years, headg the star list find love, hut the tranquillity is
and gives the picture some exploi- destroyed when the RAF pilot
tation advantage in appealing to (Donald Gray) crash lands on the
mature audiences. Her work., is of island to complete the. triangle.
the class expected, though a bit
Third arrival is seriously injured
In addition to the difstylized.
and Miss Darnell is able, to realize.)
ficulties that go with the handling
her
medical ambitions
performof the story,’s message, picture also
was up against another hurdle, the ing an arm amputation. Once the

death of Robert Walker before
production was completed, Howproblem has been effectively
resolved storywise. Other names
for the marquees are Van Heflin

and Dean Jagger.
Basic pattern of the screenplay

.

thrills, but largely 'the conversation between the two characters during this period maintains
a
persistent level of puerility.
There is more life and action in
Two of the later sequences, but it takes
triotism and principles.
the service, the far too long for the picture to get
the sons are

timely because the conflict is Corn-'
munism. The family is a smalltown, middle-class one, with the
average outlook on religion, pa-

picture

students, giving the

a

strong climax and a well-stated
message on the trickery and false-

ness of the Reds’ philosophy. The
message pleads for a return to

sound principles and spiritual faith.
McCarey has handled the play-

.

ers ably. Jagger’s delivery of the
father, a schoolteacher and fervent
Legionnaire, registers the most
Heflin portrays the
effectively.
FBI agent on the trail of Walker.
The latter draws a biting portrait
of an Intellectual type that turns to

Communism.

Minor Watson, fam-

doctor;
Frank McHugh, a
friendly priest and Richard Jaeckel and James Young, the other
sons, hold up the supporting performances.
Production values are accom
plished expertly, marked by Harry
ily

Stradling’s good

camera work and

the other technical functions.
Brog.

Saturday Island
(BRITISH)
Linda Darnell, Tab Hunter
drama on tropical isle,
modest *b.o. in U. S.
In

London, March

18.
production.

RKO

release of Coronado
Stars Linda Darnell, Tab Hunter, Donald
Gray. Directed by Stuart Heisler. Screenplay. Stephanie Nordll; camera, Oswald
Morris; editor, Russell Lloyd; Technicolor
consultant, Jerome Bridge; music, Wil-

RKO

liam

Allwyn. At
London, March
102 MINS.
Elizabeth

14,

Preview Theatre.
Running time,

'52.

Smythe

Linda Darnell
Michael "Chicken" Dugan
Tab Hunter
William Peck
Donald Gray
Gnmshaw
John Laurie
.

ukua
T
Dr. Snyder

Ships Captain
Eddie

Sheila Chong
Russell Waters

MacDonald Parke

,•••••• Michael Nowell
Officer of the Watch.
Lloyd Lamble
Wounded Marine
Peter Buttcrworth
Marine Sergeant

Filmed

Harold Ayer

Holl.

moving.
Other than the three stars, the performer is first-rate. Added to
cast has little more than walk-on these values is the expert direcbits and the picture depends en- tion of Robert Wise, who keeps the

principal film moving at a fast clip, aided
imported by effective camera techniques.
Pic is not so much taken with
not given much
scope to shine as an actress. She the iictlvlties of gangsterfe, as it is
with,
the extent to which ,the soplods through the role in an uninspired way, registering the re- called respectable citizens condone
and
become
part of the operations
quisite emotions but offering only
of a nation-wide gambling syndia modicum of conviction. Hunter,
cate.
John
Forsythe and Harold
as a young Marine, displays a
healthy torso, but not a great deal J. Kennedy, as former GI buddies,
are
co-owners
of a newspaper in a
of talent. Only Gray makes a serious effort to rise above the mate- city called Kennington, an outwardly
typical clean-cut American
rial with a sensitive performance.
community. Forsythe handles the
Stuart Heisler has directed in editorial end and Kennedy looks
straightforward
fashion
but
is after the business and advertising
over-generous with his footage. side. With’ their wives the young
Technicolor lensing by Oswald publishers become an important
Morris is flrstclass.
Myro.
part of the community as normal,
hard-working small town citizens.
This pleasant state of affairs is
Captive City
abruptly altered when a local private detective, working on an apTopnoteh b.o. drama of small
parently harmless divorce case,
town editor’s fight against cordiscovers the existence of a bigruption.
Epilog by Sen. Ketime gambling syndicate operating
fauver.
with the knowledge and. consent of
United Artist# releases of Aspen (Theb- the city fathers, the local police?
on Warth) production. Stars John For- and the respectable elements of
sythe; feature# Joan Camden, Harold J.
Before’ he can
Kennedy and Ray Teal. Directed by the community.
Robert Wise. Screenplay, Karl Kamb and turn
over the
full
facts
to
Alvin Josephy, Jr.; original story, Alvin Forsythe, he is murdered,
supJosephy, Jr.; camera, Lee Garmes; ediposedly the victim of a hit-andtor, Ralph Swink; music, Jerome Moross
Previewed in N. Y., March 21, '32. Run run driver.
nlng time, tl MINS,
Forsythe takes up the investigaJim Austin
John Forsythe
Marge Austin
Joan Camden tion, but finds himself harassed by
Don Carey
Harold J. Kennedy the police. An attempt is made to
Mrs. Slrak
Marjorie Crossland tap his phone.
The paper’s press
Murray Slrak
Victor Sutherland
Chief Gillette
Ray Teal privileges are revoked. His phoPhil Harding
Martin Milner tographer is brutally beaten. Busi
Mrs. Nelson
Geraldine Hall nessmen refuse to renew advertis
Clyde Nelson
Hal K. Dawson
Another informant
Reverend Nash
Ian Wolfe ing contracts.
Linda Percy
Gladys Hurlbut is murdered, and Forsythe and his
Anderson
....Jess Kirkpatrick wife
are constantly threatened.
Krug
Paul Newlan
Mrs. Harding
Frances Morris But his determination to continue
Police Sergeant
Paul Brlnegar his sleuthing leads to a break with

tirely

artists.

on the
Miss

from U.

S.,

trio of
Darnell,'

is

1

1

The

•

1

•

‘

•

•

Solly Carey

...Patricia Goldwater
Robert Gorrell

Berg

.Toe

Coverly

his

Glenn Judd
William C. Miller

Corooner

“The Captive City” is a tense
absorbing drama of a small town
documentary

a

quality that
rings with authenticity. Based on
facts

uncovered

by

the

recent

probes of the Senate Crime Investigation Committee, it contains
cleverly interwoven epilog by Sen
Estes

Kefauver,

who headed

one of the best of the recent
pictures
inspired by the
crime hearings.
“Captive City’
should win critical accolades and
strong word-Qf-mouth boosts, al
It is

it

is

.

mainly on location in
With a cast headed by John
David E. Rose’s latest Forsythe, “Captive City” boasts no
British offering has extra pictorial name
players, though this first efqualities and colorful backgrounds fort by
the newly formed Aspen
These, however, are Its main Productions
(Mark Robson-Robert
assets as the triangle ^theme is un- Wise) is
replete with talent. Every
ii<

believes

1

f

resulting in neat b.o.

who

1

the

latter group.

Jamaica,

partner,

wiser to lay off.
Despite the many pressures,
Forsythe continues his probing.
He succeeds in uncovering the
whole mess the crime, filth and
corruption that exists with the
blessing and help of local authorities.
However, he is powerless to
do anything. An attempt to form
a citizen’s committee fails, and the
police chief,‘*though basically honest himself, has btfeif" ordered by
higher-ups to look the other- way.
In glancing through -the 'day’s wire
association news, Forsythe learns
of a meeting of the Senate crime
investigating group at the Capitol.
He assembles his facts and with
his wife starts out by car. Following a harrowing all-night drive
during which they are trailed by
hoodlums, they reach the Capitol
safely.
Story ends as Forsythe Is
called into the hearing room.
As
he walks in. camera segues effectively to Seri. Kefauver, who dis-

—

editor’s tight against corruption. It

has

Brog.

Thief*! BgHaaaciis
COLOR)
(

Escapism okay for duals.
Columbia release of fcm Katzmnn proStar# Paul Herireid; features
dustiolT.
John Sutton, Jeff Donnell. Lon Chaney.
Elena Verdugo, Helen Gilbert. Directed
by Will Jason. Screenplay, Robert E
Kent;

camera. (Technicolor), Ellis W*
Carter;
editor,
William Lyon; music!
Mlscha Bakaleinlkoff. Tradeshown, N. Y
March 21, '52. Running time, 78 MINS.
Abu Andar
Paul Henreid
Khalld
John Sutton
Sheherazade
Jeff Donnell
Sinbad
...Lon Chaney
Necla
.Elena Verdugo
Princess Zaflr
Helen Gilbert
Aladdin
;
Robert Clary
Stiltah Raudah
Edward Colmans
Ben Jammal
Nelson Leigh
-Baba
All
.Philip V&n Zandt
Habayah
Leonard Penn
Hasaan
Larry Stewart
-Horse Trader
Robert Conte

“Thief of Damascus” is period
adventure in the escapist vein
which should collect better-thanaverage returns In the dual marPhysical dressings are enket.
hanced by Technicolor, there’s action aplenty and marquee lure is
provided by Paul Henreid, who
st ^f s

Horse

(COLOR)

'

by Myles Connolly and McCarey,
based on an adaptation by John
Lee Mahin, is the familiar one of
a bad son in an otherwise respectable family. The problem becomes trived

m

picture strictly for audiences in Catholic circles.”
“Only the acting of Aldo
Fabrizzi,” wrote the reviewer,
“in a bit part as a medieval
tyrant who is reformed by the
Saint, livens up the iefiofi
somewhat.” Cast of the Mario
Francisci production also includes Silvana Pampanini and
this

The Lion and

Mrs.
Narration
written
by
Frances Clarke Sayers, chief of
Children’s Work of the N. Y. Pubic Library, is effectively handled
by Henry Fonda. Elgar’s direction
s superb.
Though he worked
with a group, of amateurs, he has
succeeded -in making a library a
vibrant, living place. Not the least
of the 40-minute picture’s good
points is the fine musical score by
Morris Mamorsky.
The State Department has reportedly entered “The Impressionable Years” in the film festivals at
Edinburgh, Cannes and Venice.

shows signs .of recovering,
competition between the two men
for the solitary female on the island becomes acute. But after a
rescue and an order to proceed to
Washington, the corporal graciously gives way ta the older man.
Neither the incident nor the dialog is sufficiently sharp to maintain the grip on the first hour.
There are one or .two minor, con-

Walker, works in Washington and it is made to appear he js
a Communist, although the film
Family
never actually says so.
conflict begins to boil when the
parents, Miss Hayes and Jagger
begin to suspect Walker’s loyalties.
Distaffers will be touched by the
manner in which the script has
Miss Hayes deciding In favor of
moral values against mother love,
and is ready to turn Walker in
when he reforms himself, even
though it means his death at the
hands of his former comrades.
Before Walker is killed he speaks
out against the Communist ideology, recording the speech for the
graduating. class of his alma mater,
and the record is played for the

lensing.-

fragmentary manner, marking

1

pilot

third,

Was reviewed by
Variety from Genoa -in the

Issue of July 20, 1949- Hourtc
opined that the life of St.
Anthony is told in a “confused,

Elgar, film showi^ little girl’s discovery of bbokr. ipISthe. world of
Shot Pinvlhe children's
literature.
reading room of the N. Y. Public
Aldo Fiorelli, among others.
Library with, an cast... of kids and
Trans-Global Pictures is dislibrarians who *havJen- never acted
tributing in the tJ. S.
with
production,
before, the Elgar
charm and simplicity, depicts the
card,
library
tor
a
longing
girl's
cusses the recent revelations of
the obstructions she encounters his committee,
Forsythe, from legit and TV, is
and how she eventually gains the
He disexcellent as the editor.
card.
none of the bravado and
plays
In addition to the theme of the
common to editors in
little girl and the library card, pic brashness
part as a
shows library’s work in arousing pictures, portraying the
courageous citizen
in children an interest in reading, frightened but
he
has unfacts
the
bewildered
by
which appears to have become a
Joan Camden is just
forgotten art in this video era. It's covered.
Ray
Kennedy,
wife.
his
as
right
is
only
unfortunate that the film
the police chief; Victor
destined for abroad and will not Teal,
the local bookie bigSutherland,
parents.
be viewed by American
the
Crossland,
Marjorie
wig;
Sandburg is introduced as the bookie's estranged wife, and Clyde
result of an invitation by a group Nelson, the private eye, are all exof older kids who are studying cellent.
biography.
Sandburg lectures to
Lensing by Lee Garmes is outhe group on Lincoln and, in a cap- standing, as are- all the technical
;ivating manner, warbles several aspects.
Holl.
He is a striking figfolk tunes.
ure and leaves a memorable imthe
pression with his brief stint.

The strongest antl-Communism
•pitch yet made by Hollywood is spooled

'ever,

film scheduled tu preem.
Prlday (28) at the Cinema.

Verdi, N. Y.,

'

east.

made

1

Documentary Series

.

Hollywood, March 20.

qeuences in the engrossing ds»
velopment. Trooping by *11 con.
Cerned if exceUentTff'he new WarnercOlor lacks definition in some
rocegf Ihots, butt on’ the whole
S as a natural ioftnei* in its hues
to indicate ready acceptance when
the technical bugs are eventually
removed. Edwin DuPar did the

.

^Anthony of Padtrt /'Italian*

(Cardlnal ljfMaitt)
“Abun* Meislai” ('Cardinal
Messias’), Italian Import scheduled to preem Friday CM) at
the Cinema Gigli o Theatre,
Y„ w a « reviewed by
N.
Variety frond Rome in the
issue of Jan. 3, 1940, Casolaro
Film Distributing Corp. is releasing the Luigi Giacosi production in the XL S ; Original
running time of 9$ minutes has

with sironr antl-CamSelliBr dlffkuL

juuuiiutt #l^h
ties likely,

mi

MtMla*

Ahmmm.
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Family prob^rm drama, wellr

¥«w*fc tt, 1952
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Excellent outdoor actioner of
a cowboy and his horse, with
Steve Cochran and new WarFor general comnercolor.
panion hookings.

„

Written by Robert E. Kent, the
screenplay spins a yarn of seventh
century Damascus with generous
helpings of dramatic license. For
he characters involved include
such fictional people as Sheherazade, Sinbad, Aladdin and All
Moreover, jthe costumes
Baba.
range all the way from some flowing post-Biblical robes worn by
Henreid to a 1952 low-cut, strap-

*ess gown which admirably serves
Hollywood, March 25.
:o display Jeff Donnell’s physical
Warners release of Bryan Foy produc- charms.
But while her attire as
tion. Stars Steve Cochran; features Ray
Teal, Bob Steele, Harry Antrim, George well as raiment of other members
O'Hanlon, Sherry Jackson, Ed Hinton, of the harem may be historically
William Fawcett, House Peters, Jr. Di- incorrect, their trappings
nevertherected by Louis King. Written by Crane
Wilbur; camera (Warnercolor), Edwin less furnish solid eye appeal.
DuPar; editor, William Ziegler; music.
Henreid. a general in command
Max Steiner. Previewed Feb. 27. '52. of chieftain John Sutton’s forces,
Running- time, S3 MINS.
Steve Cochran incurs the ire of his superior by
Ben Kirby
Ray Teal calling off his 70-day siege of
Dave Tracy
Bob Steele
Mat Jennings
Harry -Antrim Damascus via a peace treaty. ArCas Bagley
George O'Hanlon ranging the cease-fire were She"Shorty” Cameron
Jenny
.Sherry Jackson herazade (Miss Donnell) and the
Ed Hinton
Al Richie
*
.William Fawcett sultan’s daughter (Helen Gilbert).
"Pappy" Cole
House Peters, Jr. Although the war has ^temporarily
"Rocky” Steuber.....Lee Roberts ended, Henreid .finds himself a
Riggs
.Lane Chandler
The Sheriff
Charles Stevens fugitive.
Deputy Britt
Jack Williams
Steve Collier
Ensuing footage brings Henreid
Tom Tyler together with a secret band of
Bud Sabin
Billy Dlx
Clint Adams
Steve Peck Damascans who are plotting to
Jigg5 Dalton
Means
throw out the invaders.
A simple, sentimental drama of of accomplishing this stems from
a cowboy’s love for his horse is use of. a. special steel forged by
the story of “The Lion and the Nelson Leigh into weapons that
Horse.” It’s a natural for family rout Sutton and his cohorts in a
trade bookings.
Film also intro- rousing finale.. Victory could not
duces the new Warnercolor, a have been a timelier one, for the
three-color, single negative process, top haremettes are on the verge
which dresses up the outdoor of being beheaded.
Cast does a good job under Will
values and the homey, folksy flavor
Jason’s
breezy direction. None
of the story.
Crane Wilbur’s simple tale of a takes his role seriously, and the
cowpoke who is determined to own film comes off more as a satire
a beautiful wild stallion, arid over- on an Arabian Nights tale than as
Henried shows
comes all. manner of handicaps to pure adventure.
do so, is understanding^ directed that he can dish out the heroics
with
the best of ’em, .Sutton is
by Louis King, who has been responsible for "such other success- suitably evil as the heavy, and Miss
Donnell
provides a decorative as
ful “horse” pictures as “Smokey,”
“Thunderhead”
and
"Son
of well as comical touch as the No. 1
harem
gal,
MisS Gilbert likewise
Flicka.” Film is sentimental without being sticky, and the action brightens the proceedings as the
and characterizations are plausibly treaty negotiator and. Henreid’s rodeveloped to carry an audience mantic vis-a-\ds. Good support is
lent
by Elena Verdugo, Lon
along with the plot.
Steve Cochran makes a convinc- Chaney, Philip Van Zandt and
ing cowboy, and the role is a de- Robert Clary, among others.
Ellis
W. Carter’s .Technicolor
cided departure from the tough,
Unsympathetic characters he usual- camerawork framed the physical
ly plays. Wildfire, a striking seal- values excellently. Jack Erickson’s
brown stallion, cO-stars as the special effects atfe good, as are
Gilb.
object of Cochran’s affffections. ocher technical credits,
,

1

The horse is captured by Cochran
and his partners on a wild horse
roundup, but before Cochran can
raise the money to buy out 4he
others’ interest in the equine, they
sell him to Ray Teal, cruel rodeo
operator. Latter soon has the coin
rolling in, betting Wildfire’s fighting spirit against the skill of the

When

Teal refuses
to sell Cochran the^horse, the latter
frees the animal and follows him
into the wild country before recapturing him.
Finding refuge on the ranch of
Harry Antrim for himself and
horse, Cochran sets about training
Wildfire and making friends with
little Sherry Jackson, Antrim’s outspoken ward, and the other cowpokes. Eventually, however, Teal
catches up but Cochran and Wildfire take to the hills after the
horse kills the villain. Title is deprived from the fight between Wildfire and a rodeo lion which had
been terrorizing the range country.
An understanding sheriff figures
bronc-busters.

that Wildfire’s killing of the lion
balances his earlier to-the-death
fight with Teal, and permits the
cowpoke and his horse to continue
their companionship.

Fabulous Senorita
(MUSIC)
Estelita

mildly

in

starred

amusing comedy; can do as
support on twin bills.
Republic production and release. Stars
Nestor
features Robert

Clarke,
Palva. Directed by R. G. Springsteen.
Screenplay- by Charles E. Roberts. Jack
Estelita;

Townley,

from

.story*

by Townley and

Charles R, Marlon; .camera. Jack Marta;
editor, Tony Martlnelll; music, Stanley
Wilsob. Tradeshown in N. Y., March
20, '52. Running time, 10 MINS.
Estelita

Estelita

Rodriguez

Jerry Taylor
Jose Rodriguez
Clifford

.-Robert

Clarks

Nestor Palva
Marvin' Kaplan

Van Kunkle.

Rita Moreno
Leon Belasco

Mamiela Rodriguez

Senior Gonzales
Pedro Sanchez- ............ Tito Renaldo
Delaney
Tom Powers
Dean Bradshaw
"Emory Parnell
Justice of Peace ...... ...... Olin Howlln
Vito Scotti
Estaban
Police Captain
Martin Garralaga
Felice
Nita Del Rey
.

.

-

Tempestuous love

affairs of

two

Cuban femmes, which range from
Cuba to the U. S., provide excuse
for
some ludicruous cinematic

gymnastics in “Fabulous Senorita.
Pic serves to prove that Estelita,
comely Latin-American, has screen
possibilities, but that they wont
•The Bryan Foy production man- be enhanced by films of this sort.
ages plenty of thriller action se(Continued on page 16) mm
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WALL

STABLE

ST. SEES FIX BIZ
TOA

Clarifies Arbitration

Expenses,

Averting Major Clash With Allied
London, March

Major

25.

Reports here tire that Warner
and
Bros, is seeking to strengthen
perpetuate its working control of
by
Corp.
Picture
British
Associated
acquiring 1,000,000 shares of stock
Maxwell,
held by the estate of John
The buy would, relate topper.
quire approval of the Board of
understood corporais
it
but
Trade,
tion execs figure that could be obtained without too much trouble.
Details of the strategy are not
quite clear, but are being rumored
both in film ftnd financial circles,
Latter is intrigued by the fact that
an unnamed buyer has been pur-

«

clash

between

Allied

j.'xi'Ui AI1U.UOUXJ
Film
industry is
jax.auuiiu
States Assn, and Theatre Owners
m. in!
sound shape,
aiutyc,
*
41 #\f\ vy
•
«y
111. XI
11
„
with the majority of producer-disof America
4TJLAA1 Vi
over
UYW their
tAlVll proposed
Ul’
^/i,UJ/UOVU ararr/ii
tiii
11,
f OntlHIl u21HS LOIltrOi
j() n6<UTlfl&
OH U,
“
6 ini
®
*
tributors financially well heeled
bitration systems appears largely
m
f
Ilf Pa/nfiA ImWMIlS a hd with the boxoffice decline not
via
IT
averted
clarification
a
of
part
II A fAmniAn uincers
Offl/WC
**
rpQ
UIIlLCIo
vUlIHuUH Offl/we
uii tomiuon
likely to be resumed, according to
0 £ the
of
tbe TOA
T0A
A plan
i an
to which Allied
AUied
p lan
Los Angeles, March 25.
Value Line, investment, advisory
members objected.
Washington, March 25.
objected,
William R. Forman and associates service. Outfit this week reported
N. Y. Federal Court hearing has
it was explained on the TOA
It
closed a deal for operating control that gross revenues likely will hold been set for April 30 on the De- s i
de this Week that exhibs under
of Pacific Drive-In Theatres, a steady, and operating profit mar- partment of Justice’s objections to the TOA proposals
could more or
chain of 16 ozoners. Forman, for- gins probably will widen slightly alleged common officers of Uni- iess se t the terms’ for arbitration
mer Pacific veepee, takes over ac- this year.
versal and United Artists.
expenses, even to the extent of
tive management April 1, without
Contributing to the industry’s
Department’s complaint centered naming arbitrators who would peroerany
y changes in present operating welfare, it’s noted, will be the re- on various film company associa- form the referee chores gratis,
personnel.
rsonnel.
lease of better-quality product, rec- tions of the law firm of Phillips, TOA’s recommended plan provided
New group leased the spots from ord public employment, high level Nizer, Benjamin & Krim. Benia- for local panels of three members.
C. A. Caballero, Gus C. Diamond of consumer income and estimated min, who’s a U board member, also each to receive “up to $50 per
chasing large numbers of ABPC and J. H. Tingle, who retain their lower level of civilian durable is a partner with Krim in the own- diem," plus expenses, as compenIn the last real estate holdings.
goods production.
Phillips Is Para- sation. This was interpreted widely
ership of UA.
shares in small lots.
full-fledged
The
competition mount’s assistant general counsel,
month or so he is understood to
as just about meaning that little
—
from television which developed in
have acquired 40,000 to 50,000, and
less than $50, If not that entire
^
1
1
1951
was
“by
means
no
disastrous"
U
g
sum, would be paid to the refs.
iS
f
to the film trade, it was said. Value
to the U. S. by Sir If I!) llllns 1 ,0“0Tl (111
Kec^
Allied-ites privately balked at
U|l
IViOJUlO
Line added **R evenues were not
Philip Warter, chairman of the
this,
contending that such payABPC board, is said to have been
^ ar below levels of previous peak
ments were too expensive for
I) 1L.
11
years, although eamings, under the
in connection with the Maxwell
smaller exhibs, that the purpose
impact of higher
and larger
stock purchase., Reports in some
TNTJlf
IvnIIV a.II AllfC*
IMllN
of arbitration as a cost-saving deVilli ASIAAAJ
k/lllA
uj tax burdens, werecosts
ISIIIIJ
in most cases
quarters are that Metro may also
vice, was defeated,
with
purchase,
this
considerably
in
lower
than
during the
involved
be
T.OA toppers, in clarification of
HI
the two companies sharing in own,
|7
the matter, said they realize that
^
1
Also contributing to the upbeat
ership of abpc.
Nh-JirP
three
arbiters at $50 per day would
r.YDPnSP't
VI.-III
kJl.UA
JJApvIIOVu. appraisal were advances in the forABPC is the parent company *of
be beyond the reach of small the~
~
eign
gn market.
Foreign
*
oreign revenue!?
revenues
Associated British Cinemas, which
....
,
.
„
atre ops. They added that the specifi
Although the millennium hasn't reached
ached a peak in 1951 and acowns about 300 houses; Associated
sum was more or less arbitral?kinff unusual use of blocked
aki
arrived, there's
there s a growing tendency counted
unted for 40% of total income.
British-Pathe, a distributing organ- arnved
?®
selected, that the arbitrating
among
the
film
companies
coto
outfit
20th Fox
—— — four mHcninerv
.
is
funds,
—
producing
t—
a
vw***^ w **j
— producing
***
a cotapany-by-company
In ^
and
w
breakw* vu«.
izatlon
_
nnn
mac
hi ner.y
an(| rosis
CO sts would be flex(*.
J
_
I
.11.
J
J
Wl
which controls Elstree studios, operate with each other on promo- down, Columbia Is cited for its films in Italy purely for the Euro- ible in each dispute.
tional efforts in cases where star “exceptionally strong financial po(Continued on page 13)
vet
Dean
mar
Thev
costing
Tt was further said that an exhlb
oviiihmarKel
are
-iney
cosung
pean
markct
Thcy
e
costlng
it
It
tours are involved. This outbreak sition
" which it’s
said mav allow
s ,tSn ”
ii™"aid
aIlow
of brotherly love is not the result for liberalized dividend deqlara- the equivalent, of about $200,000 and distrib defendat
nn
|
| j;
* set policy, but has been estab- ’ttens.
tions. ..Divvies
Divvies at from.50c
from 50c to $1 each. _ _
30 Mpls. Indies
a
agree
would serve
S i to, persons who
lished in many instances because are anticipated during the current
Fund-thawing by this method is
n,
(Continued oh
on page 18)
o
of expe
expediency.
ency.
calendar
year.
„„ direct
Boothmen
^
neither so comnlete nor- so
yUWblV*
^
Shutter as ^
Ttr? i.1. XI
_ tl
_ II
V
V
M
With the big "name” stars showLoew's future reorganization and as production
^nozuvuioiuuis.msauuuauu
proauction ot
of pix tor
for tne
the Amero. *i
°v
* strong inclination to work on divorcement program should not i(;an market
Under the latter T,„.
Notice ln
Give Strike
?
r _ n -L IflglS.
c
*
a freelance
basis, rival film outfits alter greatly the position of stock- svs tem which has been widelv used
DnfflCll
7
Minneapolis,
inneapolis, March 25.
have found themselves seeking the holders. The corporation has been } n foreign countries bv 20th and
it
. .
l«al. same
Possible
e shuttering of 30 local,
sa me player at the same time to and continues to be well
weU equipped other comDanies
exnroduction
producUon
companies,
Forgotten
In
r
O
TliAatrAR InmlininC?
TWO nlntf
Turn different
HmAranf pictures.
hinfnroc Rather
PutliAi* with
wtMi £ood
ctr\r\A
fllmo
on/f
4ViAof^A M
,
«« ^
A
_
*_
including two
plug two
independenth theatres,
films,
and
theatres
is uu-.
obpxum, xs
possunc profit
pe:nse
and a possible
*
nse ana
*
«•
4*1
•
VT
loop first-runs, impends in conse- than get into a hassle, with no one which must be sold have a market tained
Lned from the dollars earned in
UlUODlZHuOIl
lm6dt
quence of the serving of strike no- thus benefiting from the star’s “in value well in excess of book value, the
e U
U. S.
FiAAr
imAn
operbooth
person" Appearances, the studios In view of the company’s “strong
a
Branch managers for the distribs
_
tices upon them by the
,, .
d
By producing
2 purely for foreign. are ta g^ ed the industry’s “forgotators union, AFL, following refusal have adopted a live-and-let-live at- financial
position,"
Value Line
90fh
ten men” in a letter received from
of the houses to yield to the oper- tltude and are working together to looks for a continuation of the
in
Ttniv
fmd
*und its frozen funds in Italy and one of them by VARIEiY this weelc
.
to" 37V4e divvy tote.
.tors’ demand for a 5%. boost and reap the best possible results,
uu?
curxencies
ot
If the
toe
currend® of
iumSate cuneneies
will
II, accumulate
....
claiming that the exchange topon ao one instance, 4two
negotiations An
majors shared
breakdown of nArtnHnti'Ano
Par a.
to Climb
which the pix pers are receiving -little more coin
other countries
started
Negotiations
for
iujl
the
and eiearea
cleared uutes
new contract.
me expenses anu
dates
The
tne Wall
Street outfit
wau oireet
outnt believes
oeueves
.
r. nmiuto of
nf fhoi
the latter, innumber
W- A
ior t0 world War II, the
th
top : Paramount’* gross revenue will
last Nov.' 1.
the New York appearance of a topciuding Fiance, freely allow con- writer {who for obvious reasons,
Before the operators can walk ranking 'star.
Latter involved continue to climb in the current
9 mh will
wxu chooses to be ano nymous) threatso^um
^aouars,
into
version
out,
it. however, they must participate
James Stewart’s recent New York year, probably up to $98,000,000,
S98.000.000: jJzV
frn7 n
out v a
S
ens that the branch chiefs may be
in a hearing to be held this week activities on behalf of Paramount’s and notes that 1951’s total take was
A
1 a Jvnt
r
forced to form a union.
*.
by the state labor conciliator ih a “Greatest Show on Earth” and 15% above the ’50 level. The Par
,.
„
OA
ZOtn-tox
Murray Silverstone,
Letter states in part:
further effort to bring the two Universal's “Bend of the River.”
Issue is not regarded as especially
a
s
n
r
e
“With all the turmoil ln recent
parties together, as required by- a
Although the share-the-cost plan “cheap” in comparison with other !°, , *£
fL are being co years
In the motion picture busistate law. Also, 10 days must elapse j s no £ a w idely accepted practice, film shares, but, it’s figured, “may fall by which pix
Italian outfit, ness, the many problems besetting
an
with
produced
'
after the filing of the notice last the companies footing the bill have
(Continued on page 18)
Constellation Productions. First is both theatres and producers, securThursday prior to the strike becom not raised any objections when a
It is called “City of ing increased terms in a declining
completed.
ing effective.
player tosses in a plug for a rival
and is in French and market, while prices and cost of
Trial”
A North Central Allied commit- outfit’s picture simply because he
PUBLICISTS
GIVES
Other three will be in all living nave risen, the film distrlbItalian.
Itallan
tee which has represented the in- happens to be in that film, too.
J
utors have overlooked one ImportItalian.
dependents in the negotiations Cases of this
sort have been nutried unsuccessfully to convince the merous of late.
Second, now almost completed,, ant factor—their own branch manFor example, Ars
a
Third,
operators’ representatives that box- +hur Kennedy was brought east by
Warner Bros, agreed yesterday is “The Seven Capital Sins.”
l„j
before the camoffice conditions warrant a decrease
? A®
for
r some advance work (Tues.) to grant its homeoffice pub- about ready to go
Universal
UmVel
nlr e
th^^iiTiion^rf^nnlv
n 7°“
ak
aare
- Script .is
in the scale. It has been pointed
ad staffers affiliated with toe eras, Is "Ouq Children.
( r„„H„ „fZn
t
.
.£
L“
because the unions have insisted
out that many of the exhibitors now
Screen Publicists Guild, District being prepared on the fourth,
on increased wage scales as the cost
are barely hanging on.
65, Distributive, Processing and which is as yet untitled.
of living rose in the past decade.
At the same time, however, the
Office Workers of America, subBut all this time the branch manPIX
operators won their fight for a raise 9
stantially the same contract obArt
*
agers throughout the country have
as far as the Minnesota Amus. Co.
been definitely ‘forgotten’. They
(United Paramount Theatres) and
staffers.
IN U.S. DISTRIB
have not received the periodic inRKO theatres are concerned. Two
“*
w
pre0 pa y ’®
creases enjoyed by their ‘union’
°,^ n membership
Some nine new foreign pictures
‘LATUKO’
CA 5;
to a .union
(Continued on page 18)
Jt„_ sented
associates and, with few exceptions,
have been acquired by three dis- meeting tomorrow (Thurs.) and it’s
Word is now being awaited by “are rece ivi n g little more than they
tributors for release in the Ameriexpected that the unlopites wlll ac t h e American Museum; of Natural d
betoe Vorid War lirand it
can m^ket. They Include t*o BritCol pact calls for a History on outcome of its appeal cos t s twice as much to live as it did
SILENT
ish imports, five French features ? ASJ
hIkc union sho P- double to the New York State Board of then>
wage
10%
and iwo
twn Ttalian
uai a eentries
ana
severance pay and arbitration of Regents from the nix stamped on
prevails today
“Great dissension P
IN FT. LEE FIRE
Pacemaker Pictures, Inc. headed some layoffs> Contract, inked last “Latuko” by the board’s film ceneve” y city of the
in ^racticallv
a
WlUam week ls for a tw0 .year period re- sors -'Latuko,” owned by the mu- country.
Foft Lee, N. J., Mar. 25.
by. Erwm A. Lesser
managers
manacers
are
arc the
Sc
Branch
Only in film historians’ records Goldberg and Max A. Goldberg, troactive to Jan. 14.
seum, is being distributed theatri(Continued on page 18)
do the 40-year-old Paragon Stu- this week picked up “High TreaI
cally by Producers Representatives,
dios exist following a $1,000,000 son,” a meller turned out by Britf
Inc., N. Y.
g r p •
fire which razed the premises
early Ish director Roy Boulting, from A clro I lit nt Urinno «
Special committee of chancellors
Sundav morning
OrcrQTiirafin'n Other
OfhAr Britrnnrm'ntf (23). In
Tvi lt-c«
'Ro'nlr Organization.
*Rnt«
Sunday
its heyday, the Rank
of the Regents body viewed “Latubefore film-making moved to the ish film, “No Resting Place,’ was
iiP/ii nil ‘Valentino’
Viimviiinn
Deal MU
on » aivuuuu ko” last Friday (21). Committed
Coast, the Paragon’s stages saw acquired by Classic Pictures. Di‘RENEGADE’
will report to the full board, which
D. w. Griffith direct Clara
Los Angeles, March 25.
Kim- rected by Paul Rotha, it’s based
will then issue its decision.
ball Young, John Bunny
Hollywood, March 25.
“Valentino”
Suit involving a
and Thom- upon the Ian Niall novel.. Classic
....
^ ^ doing heavy
been
as Meighan in top silents.
Pic, which has
As an aftermath of the “Son
is also distributing Marcel Pag- screenplay was filed here against
was of the Renegade” production diffiTwo-story frame
and stucco nol’s “The Prize,” scheduled to Jan Grippo,* producer, by Charles biz in non-censorship states,
inoe- culties early in January, the Screen
ot "indelown on grounds of
structure was acquired in 1948 by preem at the 55th St. Playhouse, Marion, .writer,, who demands -an turned down
Africa
the Kaj Velden. Studios,
A documentary on African
Actors Guild cancelled its basic
Inc., for N. Y., following the run of the accounting of the! ^profits although
^
ie, it depicts natives sans
tribal life,
tabncation of theatrical scenery, current “Jour de l*ete,”
agreement with Jack Schwarz Prothe picture never* was filmed.
cloths.
Kost in the five-hour blaze were
loin
ductions, effective May 18. Canv>v
acVAtMli Grippo
VU.A
Marion
1YA«A AVIA charges that
Arthur Davis Associates has
sets intended for
Meantime, the museum is ready- cellation will stick until the comDuMont's “Caval- added six French and Italian pix cepted $12,500 from Edward Small
cade of Stars,”
Stars.” ABC-TV’s
tn
release another similar film, pany has paid approximately $3,ABC-TV*s “‘RIlM-tr
tn its 1952 release slate. French to
'nrolect
ing for
abandon the* 'project
“Ellery
to
* r
...
M which
..
•
II
1 fl
AJ a
PAA J.a . la.
a.i yvaa.
J«tl« a
Vkl AllA/]
M
44
yueen show and. NBC-TV’s Kraft
The Fire and would have interfered with Small's “Wakamba.” It was likewise made 500 due to actors who played in
group comprises
dramatic show.
the Thirst,” with Michel Simon version of “Valentino.” Deal also by Edward M. Queeny^hairman of the picture.
^
Also destroyed were
CarpenJohn
Film
made
by
was
Chemical
the board of
—
to collect 5%
»wft* WVWI
of VMftftVft*
called -VA,
for Grippo
“Behavior
A/VAftMf AV*
V4.
sets to be
AJUVVA*K(
and Yves
~ Jr AT ^
MV MllVh
A T VU Vincent:
«
.
y
j
used in a revivai of
the 1921 musi- the Sexes,” with Edwige Feuillere; of the profits on the Small produc- Co., on an expedition sponsored ter, actor-producer under Schwarz s
ShuiUe Along,” as well as sets “French Wedding Night” and “The tion. Plaintiff declares he was by the museum. He donated the pix United Artists releasing deal It
P®
viuch the Theatre Guild
had stored Naked and the Weak." Italian films never told about the arrangement, to the institution, which hopes to wound up owing about $10,000 in
in the building
for “Oklahoma" and are “The Troubled Flesh” and Now he wants half the $12,500 and use coin earned by them to finance wages, jpart of which was paid
Know My Love."
Hater.
»its activities.
lan accounting of the profits.
[“Mistress of the Mountains."
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Still

EMRwSfut

Gains at B.O.; 'Streetcar’

-

,

Los Angeles, March 28.
First-run biz continues to show
improvement here, current week

Broadway Grosses

being substantially in front of
corresponding frame last year and
ahead of the entire first quarter
despite fewer theatres.
Academy wins are helping three
bills. “Streetcar" looms neat $29,00Q in three houses on popscale
engagement after lengthy uppedprlce run. “African Queen" soared
$5,000 ahead of a week ago to hit
smash $12,000 in 13th week in one
spot on strength of Bogart Oscar.
“Rashomon” held near opening
week pace with stout $6,700 for
second round via boost from winning best foreign film Academy

—

Ambassador (F&M)

Estimated Total Gross
$414,700
This Week
(Based on 23 theatres)
$719,100
Last Tear
(

Based on 17 theatres)

‘Queen’ Great
$18,000 in K.C.

prize.

“Wild North” is disappointing
$23,000 or less in two jsites. “Girl
in Every Port” looms okay $24,000
in two houses. “Steel Town” looks
.only fair $15,000 in three spots,
mostly small-seaters. Mild $16,000
shapes for “Something To Live
For” in two sites.
“Greatest Show on Earth” is fine
“Viva
$26,000 for fifth week.
Zapata!” is down sharply in four
locations but still good at $29,000.
Estimates for This Week
Los Angeles, Chinese, Uptown,
Loyola (FWC)

Kansas
Big biz

is at

City,

March

25.

the Midland with

Fox (F&M) .(5 W;?0O-75)—“Viva
"Waco”
arid
(20th)’
Zapata!”
(Mono). Openfed today (Tues.) Last
week? “Boots Malone” (Col) and
‘Scandal Sheet” (Col), fair $12,000.
Lbew’s (Loew) (3,172; 5Q-75)
“Invitation”
(M-G) and “Big
Country” (M-G), Hefty $16,000.
Last week, “Pandora” (M-G) and
"Family Secret” (Col), fine $14,000.
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)

—
and “Inheritance”

“Streetcar” (WB)
(Indie) (2d wk). Solid $14,000 or
near after $13,500 opening session,
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (800; 7590)—“Rashomon” (RKO) (2d wk).
Good $4,000 after stout $5,500
opener.
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (1,000;
75-90)—"Rashomon” (RKO) (2d wk).
Good $4,500 after $6,000 for -first

70-$1.10)

“Unknown World"

H

1

(UA)
“Wild

(Lip).

hom”

(Mono)

Kimo

fancy. * Hipp’s “Steel Town” shapes
about average.
Estimates for This Week
Alien (Warner) (3,000; 55-80)

—

“Streetcar" (WB). Timely return
date looks, stout $14,000. Last week,
“Five Fingers" (20th), $13,500.
Hipp (Scheftel-Burger) (3,700;
55-80)
“Steel Town" (U). Average

—

$11,000. Last week, “David”

Palace (RKO)

D.C. Soars; ‘Sailor’

Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 80-$1.50)
—“African Queen" (UA) (13th wk).
Picked up best actor Academy win,
and run continuing.
Soared to
solid $12,000.
Last week, $7,000,

‘Fingers’ Nimble $11,000,

10G
25.

entry of “Five Fingers" is
accounting for a slight gleam in
the otherwise dull doings here
this week. Return of “Streetcar
Named Desire” at pop prices is attracting some nighttime trade but
remainder of list, mainly on hold-

55-80)
Quiet $11,000.

(3,300 ;

Based on 24

Week

strong.

Academy

“Ma and Pa

Kettle” at Strand,
a smash session looms.
Estimate* for This Week
Kentucky (SwitoyO (1,100; 54-75)
“Viva Zapata" (20th).
Town’s
newest first-run has a big one this
week, big $7,000.
Last week.
“Bend of River" (U) (3d wk) *

is

.

where

$2,723,000

cities,

all

awards will help “Streetcar” and
“Queen.” One of best showings despite obviously tough competition

and 207

—

..

‘Zapata’ Lively

$3,500.

— Streetcar"(People’s)
(WB). Patrons

Mary Anderson
54r7 5 )

(1,200*

‘

‘

prepped for this one. with Academy Awards timely. Terrific week
$12,000,
Last week, “Bugles in
looms.
Afternoon" (WB), nice $7,500.
•Cincinnati, March -25.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
No complaint about downtown
“Greatest-Show” (Par) (2d
biz this frame. “Viva Zapata!” at 75-99)
Sock $18,000 after $28,000
Keith’s, “Okinaw" in Palace and wk).
“Something to Live For” in Capitol opener.

Cmcy Ace

v

—

are the bright new bills. “Street41
car” and American in Paris" are

State

—

Keith’s (Mid-States) (1,542;
75) “Viva Zapata!” (20th). Lusty
$12,000. Holds. Last week, “Bend
of River" (U) (2d wk), $6,500

(Loew’s)

(3,000;

45-65)

Biz looks good at most first-runs
this stanza, despite heavy
state high school basket-

here

draw of

Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)—
“American in Paris” (M-G). Academy Award curtsy to fairly good
Last week, “Slaughter
$4,500.
Trail” (RKO) rind “Stronghold”
(Lipp), split with “Female Sex"
(Indie) and “Outcast Girls” (Indie),

ball finals

$4,000.

Circle.

up

to Saturday night.

“African Queen," Loew’s biggest
grosses in weeks, is leading town.

“Aaron

preem
diana.

date

Palace

Slick,” sparked

by world

festivities, is big at the In-

“Streetcar" is oke in
at regular prices for

first

the

Estimates for This, Week
Circle (CockriU-Dolle)

50-

(2,800;
Boosted by hoopla for Ohio 76)—“Streetcar”
(WB) and “Wings
statewide world preem. Last week, of
Ohio (Loew’s) (1,244; 55-80)
Danger” (Lip). Nice $11,000.
‘Bugles
Afternoon"
(WB)
in
$8,500.
“Quo Vadis" (M-G) (m.o.) (18th
Last week, “Greatest Show" (Par)
wk). Fine $5,000. Last week, “Afri(3d wk), great $13,000 at 90c-$1.20
(m.o.), $7,uuu
Queeri* (uaj
(UA> un.oj,
»i« •
r\
can yueen
$7,000 in
scale.
,
five days of fourth downtown folio.. lOFODlO 111111 l/€SDlt6
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 50-76)—

000.

$9 500

w

State (Loew’s (3,450; 55-80)—
Good
“Detective Story” (Par).
Last week, “For Men
$13,000.
Only” (Lip) plus Tony Bennett,
Toni Arden onstage, okay $19,000.
90Stillman (Loew’s)
(2,700;

„

A

H.0.s; Flesh Fat

„
‘Show’ Great
.

“Aaron Slick .from Punkin Crick"
(Par) and “Smith Meets Scotland
Yard" (HKO). Fine $12,000. Last

$1 1,000,
„

.

.

32G

in

and

2d

—

'Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; 50-76)—
Toronto, March 25.
“Greatest Show” (Par).
$1.25)
Despite few newcomers, city is ^frican Queen" (UA) and. “Magic
$27,000. Last week, “Quo
Carpet (Col). Smash $15,000. Last
Vadis” ’(M-G) (17th wk), $6,500 in on Upbeat largely via holdovers.
ee^.
an<*
—
^ V\
with ropes up nightly for “Great-.
last 5 days.
^
Gowntrv (M-G),
(M-G). $9,000.
on Earth?'
Earth" in record- [ Country"
Tower (Scheftel-Burger) (500; SO- est Show oh
50-76)—
“Rethe
Lyric
(C-D)
Imbreaking
second
week,
at*'
(1,600;
SO)— “Superman Mole Mari’ (Lip)
and “Tales of Robin Hood" (Lip). perial. “Flesh and Fury” shapes turn of Texan" (20th) and “Last
Musketeer”
(Rep).
$5,000,
nice
of
Modest
Second
stanza
at
Odeon.
Thin $2,400: Last week, “Viva
Zapata!” (20th) (m.o.)', nice $3,500. “Room for One More” is sturdy at Last week, “Red Skies Montana"
two house*. “Streetcar Named De- (20th) and “Thundering Trail"
sire,” at pop prices, is good at (Indie), $4,500.
Shea’s. Lent dent is not very no-

Smash

'

l

Smash

I

r

•

-

- •

ticeable here.

$27,

Estimates for This Week
Downtown, Glendale, MayScarboro, State (Taylor) (863;

‘Danny’ Okay. $8,000 In

Crest,
fair,

‘Flesh’

Wow 12G, ‘Show’ Big 23G, 2d

Canon (ABC) (520; $1.20)
Washington, March 25.
“Rashomon’' (RKO) (2d wk). Into
With holdovers and newcomers
second round, after winning best
foreign film Academy award. Stout divided about equally along main
$6,700. Last week, strong $7,100.
stem, town’s big houses racked up
Rita, Iris, United Artists (FWCof biggest weekends in recent
UAT) (1,370; 814; 2,100; 70-$1.10) one
months. Mild weather and some
—“Steel Town" (U) and “Bitter sock pix combined to pack houses.
Springs” (Indie).
Fair $15,000. In newcomer class, “Sailor BeLast
week,
Ritz,
Vogue, UA, ware” at Loew’s Palace, easily tops
“Mutiny"
(UA)
and
“Waco" the field, with “Flesh and Fury”
(Mono), $9,000
at RKO Keith’s, hypoed by stars*
Vogue, El Rey, Globe (FWC) personal
appearances, also sock.
(885; 861; 782; 70-90)— “Bushwack“Greatest Show on Earth" in secers" (Indie) and “Holiday Cruise"
ond round at the Warner, and
(Indie).
Scant $6,000. Last week,
“FJve Fineers.” in fourth stanza at
on second-runs.
Looort’s Playhouse, both continue
solid.
“African Queen" reaping
benefit of Bogart Oscar on Loew’s
Columbia m.o.
Estimates for This

Week

Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 55-90)—
“Love Better Than Ever” (M-G)

plus vaude. Brisk $21,000 despite
crlx pans.
Last week, “Belle of
N. Y.” (M-G) plus vaude, $23,000.
Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 44-74)
“African Queen" (UA) (m.o.)
Sock $7,500 for this house, thanks
to Bogart’s Oscar.
Last week,

—

is lagging.
“Quo Vadis" (M-G) (11th midtown
Estimates for This Week
week), steady $5,000 at tilted
Century (Loew’s) (UA) (3,000; scale.
20-70)
“Lone Star” (M-G) (2d wk).
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 50-85)
(Continued on page 20)
“Simple Case of Money" (Indie)*

—

(

theatres .)

are

Rialto

(RKO) (2,600; 55-75)—
“Okinawa” (Col).
Last week, “I Want You’* (UA), “Okinawa" (Col). Satsfactory $10,-

scales.

$1,900.

(20th),

$9,000.

—

Fine Arts (679; 80-$l. 50)—“Lavender Hill. Mob" (U) (11th wk).
Held at $2,000. Last week, oke

I

Estimated Total Grow
$2,48MOO
This Week
(glased on 25 cities/ 232 theatres, chiefly first runs, including N. Y.)

•

-“"**• '**•”*

m.o.), 3. days, $3,000.

(Dickinson) (504; 75-99)—

.

over,

City Grasses

Total Grow Same
Last Year

25.

Strong lineup of sock films here
this week is giving biz a big lift.
“African Queen” at State, ?‘Viva
Zapata!” at Kentucky, and holdover
of “Greatest Show on Earth” at

—

—

New

Key

March

Louisville,

Hr

m

Moder-

.

Balto; ‘Tembo’ Mild
Baltimore, March

Kettles’ Socko 7G, ‘Zapata’ Ditto

•»

'

upped

’

Grea‘ : ‘Q0een FBle

Cleve.

North” (M-G) and “Young Sur- “Eye Witness" (Indie) and '“Kind
face" (Indie) (Loew’s only). NSG Hearts, Coronets” (Indie) (2d wk).
week, $1,400.
$23,000. Last week, “Belle New Light $1,200. Last
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 50-69)
York” (M-G) and “Treasure Lost
-“African Queen" (UA) and “The
Canyon” CU) (2d wk), $12,400.
Big Night" (UA). Will give house
Hillstreet, Pantages (RKO) (2,
752; 2,812; 70-$l>—“Girl Every one of biggest recent weeks with
A
‘Pace That $18,000, and holds. Last week,
Port” (FKO) and
Thrills” tEKO). Oke $24,000. Last ‘’Pandora” (M-G) and “Big Counweek, “Boots Malone” (Col) and try” (M-G), $8,5.00.
“Harem Girl” (Col) (8 days at
Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 50-75)—
Hillstreet), $13,400.
“Snow White” (RKO) (reissue).
Low Angeles, Hollywood Para Doing fairly well at $6,500, third
mounts (UPT-F&M) (3,398; 1,430; time here at first-run downtown.
“Something Live For” Last week, ‘Retreat, Hell!” (WB)
65-$1.10)
(Par) and “Wings of Danger” (Lip) and “Bride of Gorilla” (Indie),
(L. A. Par only).
Mild $16,000. $7,000.
Last week, L. A. Par., “Hong
Paramount (Tri-States) (1,900;
Kong” (Par) and “Flaming Feath- 90-$1.24)—"Greatest Show” (Par)
er" (Par) (9 days), $10,500; Holly- (4th wk). Strong at $11,000, and
wood Par, “Detective Story" (Par) will play extra days. Last week,
(4th wk-8 days), $5,500.
$12,000.
Hawaii (G&S) (1,106; 60-85)—
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gran“Hong Kong" (Par) and “Flaming ada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043;
Feather" (Par) (2d wk). Dull $2,- 700; 1,217)—“Red Skies Montana”
200. Last week, $4,000.
(20th) and “Never Forget You”
Orpheum, Beverly Hills (Metro- (20th).
Average $13,000.
Last
politan-WB) (2,213; 1,612; 85-$1.50) week, “Bright Victory” (U) solo in
“Greatest Show" (Par) (5th wk). Uptown,
Fairway, dualed with
Fancy $26,000. Last week, $27,- “Longhorn” (Mono), in Tower,
300.
Granada, same.
Four Star (UA) (900; 70-$1.10)—
Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-85)—
“Miracle in Milan" (Indie). Light “The Titan” (Indie). Moderately
Last week, “Quo Vadis" good $1,700. Last week, “Tony
$4,500.
(M-G) (3d wk-9 days), $7,400 at Draws a Horse” (Indie), $1,300.
-

1952

;

—“Streetcar" (WB). Back for pop ate $2,500.
Last week, “Phone
scale run to cash in on Academy Call Stranger”
(20th)
and “GI
honors. Neat $29,000. Last week,

lv538;

2<5,

“Show’ Terrif

(2,756; 1,757; 2,344; 70-$1.10)

(2,404;

Wednesday* Mirtli

“African Queen" (UA) and “Man
Oscar-bowing in style at Grand With Cloak” (M-G). Oscar to Bo“Quo Vadis" holds gart spelling nice $13,000. Last
and. Lyric.
town lead for third straight week week, “Invitation” (M-G) and “Mr.
with big figure at Albee.
Imperium” (M-G), $11,000.
Strand (FA) (L200; 54-75)—”Ma,
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 9Q-$1.25)— Pa Kettle At Fair” (U) and “Hold
“Quo Vadis" (M-G) (3d wk). Hold- Line” (U). Catching healthy faming to big $18,500 after smash ily trade, big $7,000 or near. Last
week, “Hunchback Notre Dame"
$26,000 second week.
Capitol (Mid-States) (2,000; 55- (RKO) and “Cat People" (RKO)
$27,000,
75)—“Something to Live For" (reissues), $3,500.Last
(Par). Above par at $9,000.
Cleveland, March 25.
.
11
r nnn
Four sturdy pix helping biz hefe week, “Greatest Show" (Par) (4th
swell
scale,
$15,000.
(I|ieeit Tall al
this week. Greatest coin-puller is wk) at 80-V1.25
ftt 515.000
VU
^
J
55-75)
Grand
(HKO)
(1,400;
replac„
Earth,”
“Greatest Show on
Encoring on T„ I„4n] r, f A arnn J
ing “Quo Vadis" at Stillman with “Streetcar” (WB).
I" IIlUJJlO} Adi UI1 ulILK
at pop
a terrific total. “Detective Story” wings of Oscar-studded cast,
looks good at the State. Academy prices,
in
12G, ‘Streetcar’ $11,000
awards to “Streetcar" brought, back ‘Invitation,’ (M-G) and “Shadow
by Allen for pop-priced run is Sky" (M-G), $7,000.
Indianapolis, March 25.
55-

—

—

(3,000;

$11,000. Last wfeekjgood $9,000.

Friday
petition
and Saturday
nights, with the Municipal Auditorium jammed both nights.

— “Viva

airtasj

60-

opportunistic booking of “African
Queen” following the Academy announcement. Looks in for solid
week. “Snow White" is back in
town for third time in a first-run
situation, doing okay at Missouri.
stanza.
"Greatest Show on Earth" holds
strong in fourth week, and will
be extended, ' Near blizzard cutting- in on biz Friday. Champ basketball games proved tough com-

(2,097; 2,048; 1,719;

Nelsons" (U), $19,800.
Loew’s State, Egyptian

’

—

25.

75 ) ‘<r>avid" (20th) and “Phone
Call Stranger" C20th) ‘(2d wk). Neat

Zapata!”
1,248; 70-$1.10)
(20th) (2d wk). Good $29,000. Last
Estimates for This Week.
week, $52,600.
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 50Hollywood, Downtown, Wiltern 75) “Lost Continent” (Lip) and

(WB)

March

St. Louis,

High, cold winds, tail end of toi>
nado, swept city over the pa*v
weekend which coupled with too
many holdovers is sloughing trade.
However, “invitation” looks hefty
at Loew’s while “Streetcar” is beat**
ing its opening wee]k for pop-price
date on its holdover at the Missouri via Oscar awards. “Boots
Malone” is only fair at the Fox.
Estimates for tHis Week

‘Queen’ Big 12G in

—

•

1,059; 955; 470; 698; 694;

Omaha;

35-60)—

‘Streetcar’

5iG

Omaha, March 25.
Nelsons” (U) and
“Streetcar Named Desire” re“Pygmy Island” (Col). Light $10,So-so $3,000.
Last week. “The 000. Last“ week, "“Indian Uprising” turning to Brandels at regular
THvO* fTT
A \
prices is doing about average.
(UA),
(Col) and “St Benny, Dip”
Sinners’’ (Indie), mild $2,500.
‘Quo Vadis” is still rolling at
$15,000.
Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 44-85)
“Flesh and Fury” (U). Socko $12,Erlinton (FP) (1,080; 40-80)—“5 State in second week, “invitation”
000, with day of stage stints by Fingers” (20th) (2d wk). Big $9,500. plus “Sellout” at Orpheum looks
mild. “Meet Danny Wilson” and
stars Tony ‘Curtis and Jan Sterling Last week, $11,000.
helping.
Hyland (Rank) (1,500; 50-70)— “Korea Patrol” *at the Omaha,
Last week, “Las Vegas
“Man
in
Suit”
Story" (RKO), $8,500.
White
(U) (4th wk). shapes okay. “Viva Zapata!” looms
fairish at. Paramount. Snow and
Metropolitan
(Warner)
(1,200; Tapering to $4,000. Last week,
rain hurt nearly all spots.
44-80)—“Tembo” (RKO). Average $5 100
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 75; $1.15)—
$6,000. Last week, “Retreat, Hell!"
Estimates for ThU Week
“Greatest Show” (Par) (2d wk).
(WB) (2d run), okay $5,500.
Brandfeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-70)—
Ontario (K-B) (1,404; 44-74)— Still terrific at $32,000. Last week, “Streetcar” (WB). Looks fair $5,“Salesman” (Col) (3d wk). Ameri- $42,000.
500. Last week, “Scandal Sheet"
Loew’* (Loew) (2,743; 90-$1.50) (Col) and
can Legion picketing continuing,
“Harem Girl” (Col), $5,took nosedive this week to $3,500 —“Quo Vadis.” (M-G) (6th wk).
500.
Lively $13,500. Last week, $15,000,
after okay $6,000 last week.
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16Nortown, University (FP) (959;
Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 44-80)
“Sailor Beware” (Par). Hot $27,- 1,558; 40-80)—“Room for One 70) -“Invitation” (M-G) and “The
000, best coin in town.
Holds. More” (WB> (2d wk). Lusty -$17,- Sellout” (M-G). Mild $9,000. Last
week, “Bugles In Afternoon" (W-B)
Last week, “African Queen” (UA) 000. Last week, $18,000.
(2d wkV* pleasing $17,000
Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 50-90)— and “Shadows Sky” (M-G), $8,500.
and
Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-70)
moved to Columbia. " •'
“Flesh and Fury” (U). Nice $11,000.
“Meet Danny Wilson” (U) and
Ffayh»Use (Lopert) (485; 55-$l) Last week. “Appointment with
“Korea Patrol” (U). Shapes okay
—“Five Fingers^ (20th) (4th wk). Venus” (U), $9,000.
Last week, “Never Forget
$8,000.
Very firm $6,500 for second suc40-80)—
Shea’s
(FP)
(2,386;
cessive week and stays.
“Streetcar” (WB). Popscale run You” (20th) and “Jungle Manhunt"
(Col),
$9,000.
Warner (WB) (2,174; 90-$1.25)— looks good $12,000. Last week, “See
Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 16“Greatest Show on Earth” (Par) in Dreams” (WB) (3d wk), $10,500.
70)—“Viva Zapata” (20th). FairStill going strong with
(2d wk).
Towne (Taylor) (693; 60-90)
$23,000 but not up to hopes at this “Rashomon” (RKO) (2d wk). Nice ish $8,500. Last week, “Phone Call
scale.
Stranger” (20th), $8,500.
Last week, big $33,000.
$4,500. Last week, $6,500.
State (Goldberg) (865; 35-$1.25)
Trans-Lux (T-L) (654; 50-85)—
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 40-80)
“The Sniper” (Col) (2d wk). Steady “Invitation” (M-G). Fair $6,500. “Quo Vadis" (M-G) (2d wk). Still
$5,000 after fine $8,000.
Holds Last week, “Pandora” (M-G) (2d rolling in high at $9,000. Last
again.
week, terrific $12,000*
wk), $5,000*
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No New Red Fix on Vienna

New Irish Prod. Company

Screens;

actor-producer Joseph Tomelty is
shaping up a new company, Irish
Citizens’ Theatre, and goes into
production soon at Belfast Opera
House.
Company is largely recruited from ‘Northern Ireland
Festival Theatre Co., which played
in London last year. First produc-

Soviet Prods. Leery of Party line
Vienna,

March

18.

4

political observers
Iron Curtain have
here
noted the apparent ^complete disappearance from screens of new

Show

biz

and

"Same Sky’ Shapes As

the

at

Yank

Dublin, March 18.
Former Ulster Group Theatre

tion

Limited London Entry

will-

be George

$hiels’s

4

“The

Showing of Native Pix
Madras, March

1

<-

;

.

'

/.

k

*»

18.

Trade interests in Pakistan are
applying pressure on the government to compel exhibitors there
to exhibit 20% of Pakistan-made
pix. Measure is expected to boost
the production of films in that
country. Pakistan exhibitors now
have to depend on Indian film to
fill almost all playing time.
Suggestion has also been made
that only exporters of Pakistani
films into India should be licensed,
to distribute Indian films within
Pakistan. Meanwhile, the Indian
Motion Picture Assn, is arranging
to send a mission to straighten
out the virtual halting of exhibition
of Indian films in Pakistan.

— —£§
}

Independent distributors did especially well, garnering $234,815 as
compared With $119,915 in 1950.
Metro did the best of the U. S.
majors with $220,870, as against
United Artists,
$61,560 in 1950.

which made an independent deal
with the Argentine Central Bank
in 1950, allowing it to import a

From

due fpr “fullscale operation this
to stop tne heavy
Practically
overseas’ trade drift.
every kind of import from the U. S.
and Britain, excepting petrol and
films will suffer cuts of 40%-

80% from

stoppage from the U. S. and England would see tlie closing of over
1,000 cinemas here. It also was
pointed out to the officials that it
was practically impossible to make
films locally, indicated by the recent closedown of Ealing’s Pagewood studios and the lack of any
local star talent. This is regarded
as the. major reason why films
were not brought into the government’s’ import dragnet.
Tightening up, however, of dollar takeaway from here for commercial use may see the introduction of a higher percentage freeze
on film rentals for U. $. product-

[

US,

1

!

HALO-FRENCH FILM
Rome, March

12,000,000
schillings
($400,000), against a normal top
film budget here of 3,000,000 to

with leftist ideology. It shows a tion from the bard’s play. The
factory workers group rescuing mixed French and Italian cast intheir plant from machinations of cludes Michel Simon and Rossanno
an evil, capitalist boss by produc- Brazzi. Raymond Bernard will diing their own aquacade with smash rect.
results.

Production of “Sea Stars
der the direction of Hans H
Kahler, was a saga of heaC
Big pool was on Rosenhug
had to be dug all over again
discovered that half of it a
the adjoining British zone,
tne local water was found
nc
too cold for long work by
mers but also too opaque
derwater photography. Insta
ol heater and
chemical cli
tion took weeks
while wate
let and players
idled on th
roll
As with all Rosenhugc
auctions, every line spoken,
grimace, every, detail pf coi

IWic prpposed by

'A;

producers has to ’be appro\
Russian studio bosses. ..This

meant waits of two wefcks
scenes.

b<

ce the whole staff rer
ftn ^J

he P^yroH, no one
cared

t.

St

a11

K-n
blll

fht
e
,

rn;

th

?

and

f

Rus smns, wl
apparently

nd astronomical
?
Rosenhugel

muc
Jl

budgets,

product is desig:
Ughter than me

th at lt likely Will
,
strong boxoffice
with its df

E

lc

.

water ballet,

Lommie

lands.

etc.,

i

The Venice locale, which Shakespeare used in the play, will be
the real 'thing in this film, with
all exteriors to be shot in Venice.

Start Gitbert-SuUiran

Pic in London April 15
Filming

London, March 18.
at Shepperton

starts

April 15 on the Launder-Gilliat
Technicolor musical blog of GilSullivan, Title roles will
bert
be played by Robert Morley and
Maurice Evans. Martyn Green,
long a singer with the D’Oyly
Carte Opera Company, will play
the part of George Grossmith, who

&

was his predecessor.

John Cameron, Gordon Clinton, Marjorie Thomas,
Muriel Brunskill, Harold Williams,
Owen Brannigan and Joan Gillingham. Sir Malcolm Sargent will be
musical director. Sidney Gilliat
will be director and Frank Launder producer. Pic will be distribI
uted by British Lion.

German

British

i

"Women

of Twilight," Vaudeville (23).
"Zip Goes a Million," Palace (23).

(CLOSED LAST WEEK)
"Peep Show," Prince of Wales (21).
(OPENING THIS WEEK)
'(Figures denote preem dates)
"Statefey Homes," Embassy (26).
-"Unde Vaitfh," Arts (27).
"Lady Susan," Nqw Boltons (28).

televiewers,

Govt Confirms

London, March 25.
The government has confirmed

of American

films

“Cops and Robbers” and
first,
proposed, “Toto Third Man,” “Milan Milno need for the govern- lions” and “Filuaaena Marturano.”
ment to make a quota order, and
consequently there will be no op-

*

James.

"Ardele," Independent.

MELB0UENE
"Kiss Me, gate," His Majesty's.

"The Masked Bail," Princess.
"To Dorothy, a Son," Tivoli.
"Merry Wives of Windsor," Comedy.

"The Kiwis," His Majesty's.
"Nudes A Novelties," Royal.

j

Distributors

in Italy say that biz is up this year
about 20% over last year. Westerns
continue to hold their own here.
Oldies also enjoy a healthy boxFor example,
Italy.
office
in
“Queen Christina,” starring Greta
pix,
Garbo, and other Garbo
“Grand Hotel” and “Anna Karenina” do especially well. All are’
Metro films. Musicals are always
popular here no matter how mediocre they may be. Walt Disney
films are a “must” for any Italian
age group.
Business for Italian pix is ihiproving each month. The Toto comedies are always well attended. Vittorio DeSica’s films, which win
prizes in other countries, are not
too well accepted here. Many think
that he constantly uses too many'
-back streets for his films, and the
Italian public does not like to see
the seamy side on the screen.
Top Italian -grossers for twomonth period list two Toto films

As no changes are
is

portunity for a Parliamentary debate on the subject*
With the decision to keep the
quota static for the 1952-3 quota
year, the new Conservative Government has implemented the wish of
the former regime not to make
quota changes, and thus provide
British studios with a measure of
stability.
This will be the third
consecutive year of a 30% first
feature quota*
-

BKISBANE

set

the Films Council recommendation
not to make alterations In British
quota for the year commencing
next Oct. 1. In the House of Commons, Board of Trade prez, Peter
Thorneycroft, announced acceptance of the proposal to keep quotas
at 30% for first features and 25%

there

14)

St.

whose

18.

for supporting program.

AUSTRALIA
Week ending March

"Peep Show," Tivoli.
"Phoenix Too Frequent,"

'

-

Retention of Old Quota
I

"Waters of Moon," Haymarket (69).
"White Sheep Family," Piccadilly (24).

"Brlgadoon," Royal.

Techni-

around $300, pay a small tax
monthly. So far, only residents in
Berlin and Hamburg see the programs, which are mostly educational or cultural.

(4).

"Relative Values," Savoy (16).
"Reluctant Heroes," WhitehaU (90).
"Seagulls Over Sorrento," Apollo (90).
"South Pacific," Drury Lane (21).
"Third Person," Criterion (12).

SYDNEY

station.

costs

"Hollow," Ambassadors (43).
"Kina' Lear," Old Vic (4).
"Knights of Madness," Vic Palace (108).
"Little Hut." Lyric (77).
"Love of 4. Colonels," Windham (45).
"Lyric Revue," Globe (26).
"Much Ado Nothing," Phoenix (11).
"Navy at Sea," Comedy (4).

(

TV

Germany, Belgium and'
Holland now transmit on 625 lines,
France on 829 and Britain on 405.
The U. S. has 525 lines.

"Colonibe," New (15).
."Oeap. Rlue Sea," Duchess (3).
"Excitement," Casino (3).
"Figure- of Fun," Aldwych (23).
"Gay's the Word," Seville (58).

"Same Sky," Duke of York's (1).
"Red Letter Day," Garrick (5).^

Keys

Rome, March

Western

Week)

(Figures Indicate weeks of run)
"And So to Bed," Strand (23).
"Bet Your Life," Hippodrome (S).
"Blue for Boy," His Majesty's (69).
"Call Me Madam," Colleseum (2).

.

Name Vocalists have ljeen signed
to play in the operatic sequences.
These include “Webster Booth, Elsie Morison,

experimental

cians hope to iron out transmission
problems at this highest Alpine
point in the country. TV planners
are trying to make Europe-wide
tele hookups possible, with a uniform screen for the continent.

-

"Nightmare Abbey," Westminster
"Penny Plain," St. Martin (39).

Italian

2 Months in ’52

Figures from showings in Italy’s
10 largest cities reveal that “Samson and Delilah” (Par), “All About
Eve” (20th) and “Pandora” (M-G)<
were the highest grosses in that
order in the first two months this
year. “Kim” (M-G) was next. “Alice
in Wonderland” (RKO), “Born Yesterday” (Col), “Neptune's Daughter” (M-G) and “Cyrano” (UA)
were also big grossers. “Daughter,”
which received a rap from the
Catholic Board of Censors at the
Vatican, apparently was not hurt
much at the boxoffice.

SCREEN FOR EUROPE

LONDON
(This

x

First

Frankfurt, March 18.
Zugspltze, Germany’s high ski
point, is now the site for a new

Shows Abroad

of

Pace* 10

SEEK UNIFORM TV

18.

“Merchant
Shakespeare’s
of
Venice” is planned for spring production by Venturini Films of
Rome and Toucherere Films of
3,500,000
schillings.
Even - the Paris.* Italian playwright Federico
water sequence is heavily freighted Zardi is preparing the film adaptaexcess

'Samson/ 'Eye/ ‘Pandora’

1

‘MERCHANT' LOOMS AS

Each pic was in work about six
months with production costs in

the 1951 level.

Understood that the film industry* pointed but to governmental
treasury officials that any product

.

month*

Setup

month intended

1

this

New

•

:

don

take was $74,530 for 34 weeks.
RKO did well through having
beaten the other distribs in the’
race to get new material into release once the import ban was lifted. in 1950 this company had only
one release and 25 reissues, which
grossed $106,005.
In 1951, the
gross was $148,310 on 18 releases
and 13 reissues.
Of the European distributors,
the highest grosses of 1950 and
last year were marked up by Italian films.
Last year the Italians
had fewer pix, because of the Argentine government’s insistence on
reciprocity terms, a proportion of
Argentine films being exhibited in
Italy for every Italian import to
Argentina.
As a result, in 1951
there were only nine Italian, releases
and 12 reissues, which
grossed $lt0,120.
By contrast with foreign films,
business for the locally-made productions was lower at the boxoffice
in 1951 than in 1950, despite intense protectionism.

Yank Film

Sydney, March 18.
Film product from both dollar
and sterling zones probably will
not* be included in the Australian
government’s drastic import cuts

1-

which was formerly done

of

Imports in

’

editing
here.

number of films, grossed $184,995
in 1950 for 83 weeks playing time,
while in the past year (1951) the

Aussie Won’t Reduce

Number

18.

in 1950.

DUn

MPAA

Buenos Aires, March

Although most of 1951 saw
U. S. distributors forced to operate
entirely on reissues in Argentina,
renewal of imports the middle of
August enabled American fare to
improve takes considerably.
It
helped distribs to bolster revenue
so much that the year’s total went
substantially above the high established in 1950.
Receipts from
about 22 centrally located theatres
in Buenos Aires totalled $1,824,345
for 951 weeks of playing time, as
against $1,224,595 and 855 weeks

Pakistan Would Force

*

'

Soared in Arg.

Distribs’ Biz

Last Year With Renewal of Imports

Passing Day/’ followed by a new
London, March 25.
Flagship houses like
by Tomelty, “Down the
Tenn.ent Productions, Ltd., piece
Heather Glej&f
.•V
Vienna’s Tabor Kino, which rare- staged Yvonne
Mitchell’s first play,
product, has “The
Tomelty’s ;|lahs ^include seasons
ly show non-Russki
Same Sky” at Duke of York’s
reKremlin
one
in
Dublin
exactly
welMs
Belfast and
played
Theatre March 18 after, its promislease (“Forgotten Melody”) in the ing reception at the Lyric, Ham- Irish provincial Aters.
fallen
has
House
4
months.
last six
mersmith. Piece recently won an
N
back on revivals like “Blue An- Arts Council prize and deals movgel ” Italian pix and even some ingly
and sympathetically with Orsob Welles Sued In
U. S. product to fill this vacuum.
Jewish and Christian prejudice
Press reports from the satellite against intermarriage.
Paris for $1,000,000
Frederick Valk and Thora Hird
countries have shown an equally
mysterious absence of new Rus- share leading honors as orthodox
In Film Pact Dispute
sian pix in Budapest, Prague, Bu- parents with Frances Hyland and
charest and Warsaw. Oldies are Vernon Greeves. giving good supParis, March 25.
played again and again and a small port as the errant daughter and
General Motion Pictures Corp., a
product
is
bewestern
of
her
amount
husband. Play was well re-* Tanglers firm representing the proing quietly booked to fill playing ceived but is likely to have only ducers of the Maria Montez-Erich
time and bring at least a few cus- limited appeal.
Von Strobeim - starrer, “Le Portomers into houses empty even untrait
'Assassin,” has filed a
der the enforced ticket sale sys$1,000,000 damage suit in the local
Would Unfreeze
tem practiced in the Commie cod-.:
courts
against
Orson
Welles.
issued
in
trolled lands. Ducats are
Through, attorney Pierre Riviere,
factories and charged against payRental
the company claims that Welles
Coin
$11,110,000
rolls, workers just don’t use them
failed first to script and then to
rather than see “Olga the Tractor
Distrib in Japan supervise the production a& per
Driver” for the ’steenth time.
contract.
Tokyo, March 18.
Reports from Russia state that
In addition, the action seeks to
Two tj, S. film executives, one
“Tarzan” films are again being
recover
money allegedly* advanced
shown there. These were prewar from Motion Picture Export Assn,
Welles as well' as payment of hotel
favorites with Russ, audiences hut and one from' the Motion Picture;
for
bills
him, LegaUte Jean Rapowere banned along with all' other Assn, of America, are here on sepa r
western product. Official Soviet rate but related, missions in con- pprt, repping, the defendant, counexplanation for the “Tarzan” re- nection with the closing of -the* terclaimed that the star was_ never
distribution
setup
under supplied with the material agreed
vival is that the ape-boy, while a joint
product of the English aristocracy, which American films were re- upon and was powerless to interwas raised by animals and sav- leased in Japan in the first five and fere when the film was proceeding
ages, and therefore shows no capin a half years of the occupation. Cen- contrary, to his advice.
Directed by Bernard Rolland, the
talistic faults. This fits the official tral Motion Picture Exchange, the
Commie scientific line that envi- Tokyo MPEA outlet, suspended op-' picture was written by Henri Deronment,
not heredity, 'makes erations last Dec. 31, but is still coin and Marcel Rivet. Dialog -was
character.
in process of liquidation.
contributed by Charles Spaak and
Visitors are Herbert Erlafiger, Francois -Chalet.' Story had a carOne explanation lor the Russki
production slowdown Is that- pro- veepee of MPEA in New York, and nival background with Miss Montez
ducers, screen writers and actors Col. Richard McDdnnell of the cast as a femme impresario who
are hesitant to undertake new* pix MPAA. Erlanger is working with, loved only men who would riskfor fear that even a story line ap- CMPE general manager Harry Da- their lives in dangerous stunts for
proved prior to production could vis on the CMPE windup. -McDon- her amusement. It went into rebecome “diversionist,” “not com- nell is reportedly In Japan, specifi- lease „ two years ago.
patible with Soviet culture” or cally to look into the question of
even “subversive” during the cus- frozen coin which. Central accumutomarily long shooting schedules.. lated in banks here, from 1946 to London Expects 200,000
Results, not only to film but to 1951 while handling .the product,
Tourists This Year
of nine major U. S. studios.
personalities can be disastrous
London, March 18.
and it has happened more than
Understood approximately 4,0p0,New record in tourist traffic is
once.
000 yen (about $11,110,000 at current exchange rate) is still held in expected in Britain this year and
Saga of Headaches
blocked accounts. The majors were Sir Alexander Maxwell, chairman
The Russian-operated Roseiihu- able to obtain partial remittances of the, British Travel k Holidays
4
gel studios here on the border of starting in
1948, but remittance Assn., reckons there will’ be 700,*
the Soviet zone have been idle rate for last two years of MPEA 000 overseas visitors in 1952, a
since November when overtime
operation here ran
only about jump of 50,000 on last year’s Festishooting skeds on an Agfacolor
30% of earnings. U. S. studios and val influx.
water revue called “Sea Stars” and
which is
one of
Tourism,
other foreign distribs here which
a politically colored politico drama
have been operating independently Britain’s major currency earners,!
directed by Josefstadt Theatres’s
since Jan. 1 are subject to the same is expected to yield $350,000,000,
boss Rudolf Steinboeck wound up.
sc high proportion from the U. S.
The films have not been released. currency restrictions.
Altogether, upwards of 200,000
Industry sources here say this is
North American- tourists are exbecause Moscow ordered rough
pected. The first organized party
cuts shipped to Russia for final
from the XJ, S. checked into LonSoviet films.
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Fear

25% Max
Mexico

City,

Pix Tax

March

18.

Mexico’s exhibitors are alarmed
by reports that the government is
readying a 15% straight annual tax
on all cinemas, based upon building’s land assessment. This would
supply more funds for constructing
hospitals/

Some claim the levy will shutter
many film houses because it would
be unprofitable to operate them.
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“THE CAPTIVE CITY’
Screenplay by Karl
Directed by
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RKO Wants Dietrich to See

Inside Staff-Pictures

Rtissna Holdout

I

Louis de Hochemont claims ht i* “the only guy in Hollywood who
make him lose a job.” This happened not only
aver hired an agent to
is quoted as saying in a Saturday Evening
once, but twice, the producer
post article by Maurice Zolotow this week. De Rochemont states he
hired 10%-er Sam Jaffe first to get him out of l\is deal with 20th-Fox
and then similarly to break his pact with Metro.
“I think *13 Rue Madeleine* would have been a more convincing picture,™ de Hochemont said in explaining the contract-breaking, “if Darry
Zanuck hadn’t forced me to star Jimmy Cagney. Cagney is one of our
greatest actors, but he’s wrong for my kind of picture. I am ‘The House
On 92d Street’ kind, without using any boxoffice stars. They let me
alone on that one. It cost $1,200,000 and .grossed over $4,000,000. After
that they took a big interest in my pictures and wouldn’t let me alone.
J had to put in big stars for what they call ‘boxoffice insurance.’ I finally
I hired a Hollywood agent, Sam Jaffe, to get me out of my contract
with Zanuck. I think I’m the only guy in Hollywood who ever hired
an agent to make him lose a job. I had the same argument with Dore
Schary at Metro over ’Lost Boundaries.’ Big stars. So I hired Jaffe
again to get me out of my contract with Metro.”

so many then that squawks were
heard from both public and exhibs.
Theatregoers got so surfeited with them, they lost their

Dietrich Jo repeat her personal appearance when “Rancho Notorious” preems at the Paramount,
N.Y., some time .in April.
Star

In addition, of course,
of the best reissues got used
this heyday period.

attraction.

solid click during a one-day
person” .engagement at the
opening in Chicago.
On hand for four shows, she
came on in black tights, amply displaying the famous Dietrich gams.
She also chirped for the audience,
wowing the opening-day customers with her familiar “See What
the Boys in the Back Room Will
Have.”

the relstf^dearth, latest formal
statement' J#$:>'t]he* subject came a
couple wewSlRgo from New Jersey
.

Newark, group

put itsehj^WoAord as protesting!

4
the pancitfyMfkeViy.al pix.
Wilhurgjptiaper;; ‘pres of the New
Jersey organization as well as of
National Allied, cited the “deliberate narrowing”' of reissue availability. He said the number is being so reduced every day that exUnited Artists was faced with an international mystery this week, hibs no longer can book good recentering on photo layouts and a story under Lauren Bacall’s byline in issues.
Cine-Revue, Belgian screen mag, all about “African Queen.”
Romulus Films, which holds Eastern Hemisphere rights to the Saip
Spiegel-John Huston film, complained to UA that the latter had no
retorted that it knew nothing at all
right to send out the photos.
about it. The stills were objectionable, said Romulus, because they
Continued from page 7
exposed behind-tHe-scenes production techniques and dispelled the
He not
execs say they have no idea where they originated. on “Bend of the River.”
film’s illusion.
only extolled “Bend,” but in interAdding to the mystery was Miss Bacall’s bylined piece on her ex0
periences in Africa during the film’s lensing. She had accompanied
mentioned RKCVs^Ranehn
her husband, Humphrey Bogart, on the location trek, UA’s ad-pub NotorS' as well as nix of othe?
department long had -sought such a story from Miss Bacall with the studios in whfch he’ll annear
aim of planting it in a big-circulation U. S. mag. But she had con- g usan Hayward
in New York for
tinually refused.
20th-Fox’s “With a Song in My
Heart,”
is also saying some nice
„
, „
,
,
_
Danger to Hollywood film producers releasing pictures in Central and things about her upcoming RKO
South America has been pointed out by Gunther Lessing, legal counsel pic, “This Man Is Mine.”
for Walt Disney, after a study of the new Pan-American copyright agreej^dst
of the curiien t coment, to which the U.S. is not yet a signatory. Producers in this coun-

Unusual

On

/

.

Majors Co-op

showing of the original

>0

-

1

-

RKO

“'a^mpanytaV^e^hu^band^on around

theme, “Eyes on Israel,”
U is paying the bills for A&S will devote complete facili
Since newspaper and radio ties df store promoting Israeli
interviewers have expressed a de- products and calling attention .to
new "film, including newssire to talk to them both or have the
both.

them on a show together, MiSS" paper ads.
With large
Leigh and her studio are obtaining

at U’s expense.
U
has consented to this arrangement.
Paramount also shares in the limelight, since Jan Sterling, a Par

who

player

“

£££
p

week wound up his post at Paramount, is now
stepping into indie production via his Ladd Enterprises, which he
formed last year to turn out films and at least one radio series. Initial
film on his agenda is “Shadow Riders of the Yellowstone,” which may
be made on location in northern California. Project is based upon the
Les Savage,- Jr., novel. Ladd is also slated to report to Warners for
the starring chore in “The Iron Mistress.”
last

is

**

member

*

°£

burgh

1

1

foot candlepower at tabie-top level.

stand now, he explained, they con- Enforcement officers had never
tinue to he worthy of production cited a license-holder for keeping
in limited number because of the his establishment too dim, and did
overhead relief, they offer.
not have equipment for measuring
“However,” he added, “even on the light-intensity of any night spot
that basis they won’t be worthwhile during the life of this now defunct
if every one means a loss.
The regulation.
point may well come when it is
Also repealed was a regulation
more profitable to leave stages requiring the posting of the size
empty and chewing up costs than
of shot glasses in any place selling
jt
is to
make pictures we can’t liquor. However, price lists of
liquidate.”
drinks must be posted in conThere seems no adequate expla- formity with state laws.
nation of what is making the situa‘will not be
tion so much tougher than for
allowed to mix in Ohio, with a
merly. Number of B’s made dur proposed change being sidetracked
jng the past couple years is be
as a result of a protest by Gov.
lieved up somewhat, which ac- Frank
J. Lausche. The liquor board
counts for part of it Large num was considering a proposal to reher of the lower-dualers thrown on
lieve permit-holders of responsithe market by United Artists dur- bility in case persons other than
ing the past year, for
instance, the permit-holder, his agent, or
would make a significant mark.
employees were convicted of gamNumber of small-theatre closings bling on the premises. However,
in the past couple
years is like Gov. Lausche and others favoring
Wise pointed to as a factor by some strict enforcement said the prochiefs, but doubted by
others. Lat- posed change might open up liquor
ter feel the drive-in
market would spots for gambling purposes, and
compensate.
the matter was dropped.
Lip pert last week prophesied a
No attempt was made to change
arop
production of about 50% the board’s most publicized reguto approximately
200 pix yearly, lation, that banning the issuance
tie said that
some of his B’s got of any new hard-liquor permits,

Kg“^

l

,

m

and

Washington

Twenty other

offices.

Femme Personators

'

effort

is

alined at the Jewish" market,
feels that pic can also be sold

RKO

RKO

top-

from

this

group.

pers

point

out,

Pic,

yesterday
slated
meeting
for
(Mon.) with 60 unaffiliated vld-

ing satisfactorily.

New

Screen Actors Guild and the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers. It runs to June 1,
1958, with both sides reserving the
right to reopen in 1954 and 1958
for discussion of wage scales and
working conditions.
SIMPP includes Alcorn ProducIrving Allen Enterprises,
tions,
Aspen Productions, Samuel Bis-

Benedict Bogcaus, William
Cagney, Lester Cowan, Walt Disney Productions, Eagle Productions, Federal Films, Gloria Films,
Golden Pictures, Robert Goelet, Jr.,
Samuel Goldwyn Productions, Edward Gross, Horizon Pictures,
Stanley Kramer, Sol Lesser, N-P-M
Productions, James Nasser and
William and Edward Nassour.
Retroactive pay is the sole impediment in the way of a working
agreement between the Screen Extras Guild and the major studios.
SEG wants the new wage scales to
date back tb last Oct. 25 while the
producers are holding over for Jan.
1, the date accepted recently by
the Screen Actors Guild.
Understood the general extra
rate will be hiked from $15.56 to
$18.50 a day and dress extras from
choff,

$22.23 to $25.

Souvaine’s 3 Pre-Run
Charily Nites for Pic

ALASKA ‘WORLD’ BOW
Arrangements have been set
Defense Department for
Universal to stage the world preem
of “The World in His Arms” in
with' the

branch

states like

WB-ABPC

working agreement, similar

to the recent contract with the major studios, was agreed upon by the

has no religious

u Gets army co-op on

wise have no film exchanges with
in their borders and could be affected by the W. Va. ruling, according to film lawyers
Judge Moore’s ruling, it was also
pointed out, was in conflict with a
censorship case involving the ex
hibition of “Curley,” a United ArtThe
ists release, in Tennessee.
Tennessee Supreme Court rejected
UA’s appeal from the Memphis cen
sor board's ban of the film on the
ground that the distrib was a “for
e i£n corporation unauthorized by
the state and consequently not privileged to use Tennessee courts,

Jr.,

reported that negotiations with the
Independent Motion Picture Producers Assn, and Alliance of Television Film ‘Producers is proceed-

away

Continued from page. 4

down

Continued from page

initial

its

SAG

significance.

N

.Continued from page 3

for a long time have not stood on
their economic feet.”
As things

*

Although

Interstate’ Pix

B’s Buzzing Out of Biz

product.
Actually, as one major company
exec points out this week, “the B’s

with

YMHA

court privileges.
Judge Moore
Jesse L. Lasky and his “Big Brass Band” are reported ready to march decided that, the local activities of
out of Metro, where he made “The Great Caruso.” In recent months salesmen, exploitation reps and b.o.
Lasky has been touring the stix where brass bands have always been checkers were “incidental” to the
popular, plugging the idea embodied in his next project. Understood distribs’ “main activities in the
he may return to Paramount, an offshoot of the old Lasky-DeMille- field of interstate commerce.” Ed
Goldwyn outfit that started things rolling in Hollywood with “The ward A. Sargoy argued for the disSquaw Man.”
tribs at hearings which were held
in Bluefield, W. Va., and Paul S.
Hudgins repped the defendants.
West Va. is serviced out of the
film companies’ Cincinnati, Pitts-

as yet, but it is thought no more than 1,600 bookings. The
bound to come if the pix' don’t majors haven’t gone that low, but
move in distribution,
they admit they’ve failed to 'sus;
Reason for studio reluctance to tain the 7,000-8,000 dates they need
shut off the B’s is that they carry to get out well on an average lowa good share of the overhead. They btidgeter.
are used to keep the sound stages
busy when not required for top

Jewish
has been able to

many

philantropic and
religious organizations.
Placards
calling attention to the picture
will' be placed in synagogs and
buildings.
tie in

and
‘ h6

in U’s “Flesh

New York

RKO

population,

many breaks

.

who

7

this tour.

Services of the star, director, members of the technical departments
and studio space were contributed in Paramount’s production of a
one-reeler on the new state of Israel for the United Jewish Appeal,
Film, narrated by Eddie Cantor, will be distributed by. UJA this week
in 16m prints for showing in local community groups as part of the
campaign to raise $151,500,000 for Israel’s economic welfare,
The short, entitled “Front Line ’52,” was lensed in Par’s Hollywood
studio under Irving Asher’s direction from a scenario by Paul Fresh,

Alan L^dd,

April

nation’s infant film industry,
Film kicks pff with a lush preem
April 7 at the Park Ave., N. Y.,
with Israel Ambassador Abba Eban
coming up from Washington to act
as host for United Nations’ delegations ^nd other dignitaries.
In
addition*
is set to close a deal
for TV coverage of the event.
Company has concluded arrangements for a big promotional
tieup with Abraham & Straus,
Brooklyn department store. Built

„

ture and obtain a copyright preventing the
duction.

Preem

major film companies by an overwhelming mail ballot. Result was
3,744-73.
Meanwhile, pressure of
activities caused a temporary
postponement of a negotiation

Exec secretary John Dales,

First Israeli Pic;

Big N.Y.

Hollywood, March 25.
Actors Guild members
ratified a new contract with the

Screen

film producers.

Bally

Unusual bally buildup is being
accorded a foreign film import by
RKO, Promotional activity exceeds to some degree the effort
placed by the company on some of
its own recent Hollywood product.
Object of all the attention is
Faithful City,” English-language
film from Israel.
Pic is the first
full-length feature from the new

UA

y

RKO

by SAG;

SEG Pact Balked

in

pic’s

While there have been squawks
from othjKixhifo organizations on

UA

Ratified

was a

up during

Allied.

Major, Indie Deals

What N.Y. Boys Will Have
RKO is trying to get" Marlene

Continued from page S

many

IS

Alaska during June. Kickoff, first
to be held in the far north, is.
skedded for either Anchorage or
Fairbanks on June 20, to be followed by other preems, each complete with the usual Hollywood
trimmings, in major military in
stallations throughout Alaska.
According to Universal, a dozen
stars and featured players, headed
by Gregory Peck and Ann Blyth,
Stars of “World,” will make the
Alaskan trek to put on .a stage
show in connection with each show-

charity premiere is a
good exploitation gimmick, Souvaine Selective Pictures obviously
figures three is that much better.
It will have sponsored showings of
If

one

“Never Take No for an Answer”
on three nights prior to regular
opening of the pic
Becker’s
April 28.
Charity

at

Rugoff

Beekman,

new
tieups

8s

N. Y. t

are with N.

Y.

Cancer Society, Prescott House
and N. Y. Foundling Hospital. Pic
is

It

based on a Paul Gallico story.
was made in Italy by Romulus

Films, British indie.

Stagger Runs to Avoid
Saturation Mpls. Exhibs

—

Minneapolis,

March

25.

Local neighborhood and subexhibitors may be digging
ing of the pic. During the 10-day urban
own graves by refusing to
their
tour, they will be guests of Lt.
through staggering of
cooperate
Gen. William E. Kepner, comof some local
mander of the Alaskan area. En- runs, in the opinion
leaders.
ire project, U points out, will be
are shownabes
the
of
Too many
without expense to the Government except for the air transporta- ing the same picture on the
tion.
Arrangements for the tour “break” dates, thus splitting up the
are being supervised by the Armed available patronage in too numerForces Professional Entertainment ous parts, under present depressed
Branch of the Adjutant General’s boxoffice conditions, it’s pointed
out by Bennie Berger, national AlOffice, Department of the Army.

at distant military base lied States director here.
be the second U has staged
At least, Berger and others feel,
The circuit is the most important Two years ago company preemed it would help boxoffice matters if
“Francis” for U.S. troops in Ger- an agreement could be reached
asset.
among the nabe exhibitors to stagWarner and Metro product regu- many.
ger runs and provide a larger
larly plays ABC. As far as WB is
vital
to
choice of pictures for the public
concerned, it is therefore
Wants
Trade
According
uptown and in the suburbs on a
maintain its i^ntroL
Pix
Prods,
Sapoiio
to
particular day and night. It makes
t
to Wa r doi
i
f
a1 ? via
£
for saturation, they point out.
held
Mexico City, March 18.
presently
Pic producers have been warned
be ee n
mil
f
Banco
bank,
the
by the trade’s
$1.75 Divvy
-VL
J? Nacional Cinematografico, to quit
acqu red y
1.000,000
Chicago, March 25.
^ producing films that feature slum
jers from the
Balaban & Katz last week passed
cabarets and that can be construed
d by
JVr}
a $1.75 dividend for the last quaro^nn'onft*
t itle to 2,000,000 additional former as immoral in any way.
ter. This measures up against $1.50
disribuby
Remaining
1*000,was
told
bank
The
shares.
Maxwell
the previous quarter.
000 shares, still held by the Max- tors of Mexican pix in Venezuela per share for
melons
we H estate, are the ones WB re- that out of an average of six films Chain has passed $2 and $1
last year.
portedly is now seeking to pur- received monthly only about one during the
have
receipts
theatre
Although
a month, is ever exhibited because
cha se.
.
to drop for the United
WB s present working control is of their general low moral tone. continued
from
take
subsidiary,
Paramount
sa *d to be exercised through an But a greater factor in this reowned television
agreement that Warter will sup newed order to clean up is the op- WBKB, wholly
station, has continued to rise, with
port Warner policy in regard to position of the U. S. Legion of
in profits
reported
over
$1,000,000
Mexican
of
type
ABPC. Additionally, C. J. Latta, a Decency to this
for last 12 months.
WB nominee, is managing director. film.

Continued from page
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Balaban Intervenes on Rodgers
Continued from page 3
health

in

the

future.

This also great

,

ability.

He

already has hiber-

prompted Schenck’s nix on his tak- nated too long."
ing over CQMPO, Rodgers said.
Although there’s no president on
Actually, Rodgers was one of the the job, COMPO actually has not
been .“leaderless," as said in the
first to be actively considered ns

RKO

successor to Ned E. Depinet,
president, as
chief exec.
He was approached in Flbrida a
couple of months ago on his availability and at that time said he
would decline all offers.

COMPO

statement.

The

all-industry outfit

has been continuing full-scale * operations under the direction of exec
v.p. Arthur L. Mayer.'’ He’s staying
on the job until a successor is
designated. Also remaining active
are
Robert W. Coyne, sspecial counThe “draft Rodgers" movement
sprung up otherwise unheralded in sel, and Charles McCarthy, ad-pub
coordinator,
both in permanent
N. Y. and by Friday night (21)
posts.
reps of every member group were
on the bandwagon. This was said
to follow final refusal by Depinet
to stay on as prexy at least for a
.

UA, Breaksion

limited additional time.

On

mm

Set

Motion Picture Or-

speakers bureau, as
authorized by the exec board last
month, starts rolling with Its first
two tours in May.
Maurice
Bergman,
Universal
exec, will address Kiwanis and similar groups in Ohio on a schedule
being arranged .by Robert A. Wile,
secretary of the Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio. A similar tour
is being mapped in Virginia for
Robert W. Coyne, COMPO’s spe-'
cial counsel. Carlton Duffus, exec
secretary of the Virginia Theatre
Owners Assn., Is setting the

Briefs

'

the

pressing nature of his other
duties; Eric A. Johnston, prexy of
the Motion Picture Assn, of America; Arthur L. Mayer, who has been
continuing as COMPO’s exec v.p.
to direct operations until a successor is named; Abram F. Myers,
chairman, and Wilbur Snaper, president of Allied States.

Continued from “page 5

vealed that his outfit’s quota has
been slashed from 22 pictures to
only three features for 1952.
Known as the Breakston Co., it’s
been doing business in Nippon for
around 18 months, or since the Motion Picture Export Assn, withdrew

from that territory,
“The Big Wheel," a Mickey
Rooney starrer, will be one of

Breakston’s 1952 releases. He’s also
trying to buy back distrib rights to
his documentary, “Jungle StamAlso, Gael Sullivan, exec direcpede," from Republic to move it
tor. and S. H. Fabian, chairman
into release during the second half
of the exec committee, Theatre
of the year. Film was done in asOwners of America; Jack Alicoate,
sociation with York Coplen.
repping the industry trade press;
Only last month Breakston inked
John Wolfberg, Rocky Mountain
Allied; James. A. MUlvey, repre- a deal with Jack Broder Producsenting the Society of Independent tions whereby the Breakston Co.
Motion Picture Producers; Hqrry would handle Japanese distribuBrandt, president of the Independ-. tion qf five Broder pix as of -April
Breakston now expects to subent Theatre Owners Assn.; Rotus 1.
Harvey, head of Western theatre distribute the Broder films as well
Owners; Edward Rugoff, president as others on his slate to those disof the Metropolitan Motion Picture tribs- in need of filling their quotas.
Theatres Assn.; Abe Berenson,
president of Gulf States Theatres
Assn., and Martin Smith, prexy of
Allied Theatre Owners of Ohio.
JMono’s Broidy
The lineup of supporters further
Continued from page 3
demonstrated
the
respect
felt
throughout the industry for Rodg- important indie circuit operator in
ers, who over the years has been commenting on the D. of J. report
a key figure in efforts to establish in New York this week. “You don’t
intra-trade unity and harmonious have to get together with anybody
operation.
to know that your business is being
hurt by pictures on television. All
Allied’s Rodgers Pitch
you have to do is turn a dial. And
Statement issued by Allied States from there it’s not much of a step
Assn, headquarters in Washington to a decision to stop helping a
pyer the past weekend insisted that distributor by buying his product
if COMPO is
worth saving and when he’s killing you by selling it
Allied thinks it is—then William to TV stations in your town.”
r Rodgers must
be drafted for the
Obviously giving rise to Broidy’s
presidency at once." Although un- contemplated action is the sudd nsigned by any individual, the
de- ness of the groundswell of oppo
mand doubtless had been author- sition to TV selling that has rolled
ized by Allied board
chairman and up in the past few weeks. Up to
general counsel Abram F. Myers.
that time it had been a subject of
it was further
said; “COMPO grumbling, but now exhibs really
cannot continue Indefinitely
in its appear to be taking action.
present leaderless state.
It must
Republic is said to be suffering
ea e< * k y an industry person- in the selling of its John Ford
art
?
ality
who
is known and respected John Wayne special, “The Quiet
P 5 a1 1 industry members in all Man." Pic has had an excellent
branches.
word-of-mouth ’advance in the trade
had a long and notable and exhibs are said to be picking
0f service to the motion on it particularly for that reason.
.
St,?!
ln us
^7- We fu Hy sym- They are said to feel they can hurt
nathl™
tliize with
his wish to remain the company more and better dem
^oient.
{?” le ln But in times like onstrate their opposition by leveldnstry has great need ing on an important pic rather than
of ms
hic*
experience, popularity and on the run-of-the-mill stuff.

—

•

,
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From the Lots

l

For Romancing

Hollywood, March 25.
Charles O’Curran will direct the
musical sequences for Paramount ’s

“The Road to Bali," costarring
Blur Crosby, Bob Hope and Doro-

Lamour

thy

Revenue Agent

20th-Fox picked

.

.

.

up Merry Anders’ player option
Three British girls, Joan Elan,
Washington, March 25.
Dorothy Bromiley and Audrey
Universal Pictures was lashed
Dalton, signed with Paramount for last week at a
special House Com“Pleasure Island"
Metro signed mittee hearing
on Revenue Bureau
four puppeteers,
Paul Walton,
irregularities when it was disclosed
Michael O’Rourke, George Latthat the studio expensively roand
Wolo
shaw
Trutichler,
for
von
itinerary.
sequences in “Lili"
Charles manced the revenue agent handling
Laughton will repeat his Captain its application for a $20,000,000
•*rr
Bligh role in a sequel to “Mutiny tax refund.
on the Bounty," to be filmed next
Admission came from Charles D.
‘TV’s Frantic Tri’
year by Metro
Joseph Kauf- Prutzman, former v.p, and general
man signed Virginia Baker for a counsel for Universal,
Continued from pace 5
who derole in the Joan Crawford starrer,
scribed himself as now “semi-rein regarding the film industry, as “Sudden Fear."
tired."
Prutzman said the studio
Mickey
Rooney’s
“Sound
Off"
at
he put it, in terms of Hollywood
paid hotel expenses at the L. A.
studios. The Commission, fie said, Columbia will be 'followed by “All
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

*

Beverly-Wilshire for Adrian- Ash,
has failed to take into account the Ashore," with Jonie Taps repeating as producer and Richard Quine of N. Y., the revenue agent, and
vast amounts of money invested in
as director
Ward
Bond
joined his wife and son in December, 1947.
theatres and the great number of Sterling
Hayden and Joan Leslie In addition, the studio paid for
persons dependent upon theatres in John C. Champion’s indie pro- the
plane tickets to fly Mrs, Ash
for their livelihood, all to be af- duction,
“Hellgate"
Hal E. and her son to the Coast to spend
.
fected by pix to TV. These “ap- Chester, Mutual Pictures veepee,
Christmas week with the revenuer.
parently mean nothing to the lined up “Virgin Island Mutiny"
Rep. Robert W. Kean (R., N.J.),
FCC,’’ Myers commented.
and “Tfie Monster From Beneath
declared that businessmen who did
.
TV’s worth as an entertainment the Sea" for April filming..
such
things should go to gaol. In
medium, “once its novelty appeal Denise Darcel, James Whitmore response
to a question, Prutzman
and Kay Brown joined the cast of
wears off, remains to be seen," he
Metro’s “Dangerous When Wet,” said Universal made no effort to
observed. But its big problem at starring Esther Williams ... Jan
collect from Ash for any of the
present is that it “burns up its per- Englund signed for a role in the
money spent on transportation and
sonalities and materials very fast. Hugo Haas production, “Strange
entertainment.
But that - is TV’s problem; the Fascination," for Columbia release
“I would like to state,” said
movies should not be crippled or
Monogram’s April program
six
for
starters:
“Army Kean, “that businessmen who atdestroyed in an effort to help them calls
tempt
to corrupt by travel pay, enBound," “Timber Wolf,” “The Sea
solve it."
“Mardi Gras,’’ “Barbed tertaining, or any other means, the
Myers hinted that reports of TV Tiger,"
comparatively low paid agents of
Wire” and “Martial Law."
causing eyestrain might be given a
Janet Leigh is the lone femme the Internal Revenue Bureau are
big play by the film trade-r-“there with James Stewart, Robert Ryan,
entering in just as reprehensible
appears to be no reason why the Ralph Meeker and Millard Mitconduct; and perhaps more repremotion picture industry should not chell in the five-player cast of
hensible conduct, than does the
institute professional research in “The Naked Spur” at Metro
agent who accepts the favors.
this very important question”
if William A. Seiter’s first produc“I don’t know if there' is any
tion under the Republic bannertelevision wants to “play rough.”
will be “The Lady Wants Mink" law by which you or other officials
“In any case," he remarked, “it
of
film
Universal Pictures responsible
Alfred Hitchcock bought
is time the motion picture industry
rights to “The Cat," authored by for this attempted influence can
ceased bleating like a lamb and David Dodge
Nat Holt ready- be put in jail for these activities,
began to rbar like a lion."
ing a picture on the Central but I wish there were.”
Switching to troubles within the American banana industry, with
An earlier witness, Rosario
walls of the film Dusiness, Myers Frank Gruber assigned as scripter Giunta,
a special revenue agent,
Pine-Thomas borrowed Estelita
complained that top industry-ites
told the committee that Ash had
are tuming^over their responsibili- from Republic foi* a top role in turned in a
recommendation which
Delmer Daves
.
ties to the Council of Motion Pic- “Tropic Zone" .
would have allowed Universal virture Organizations to subordinates. moved to Metro to direct the Clark tually the entire
$20,000,000 which
Gable
starrer, “Never Let Me Go"
He concluded with a call for a
Metro signed Glenn Ford to the company claimed as overpay.
“sort of council of state.” At this,
star in “Time Bomb," to be pro- ment of excess profits taxes for
he said, the top execs of all duced in England.
the 1942-44 period. However, this
branches of the industry would
figure was cut sharply when the
convene to plan for protection
case was reviewed by high officials
Art Schmidt & V.P*
against outside attack^ and proin the Reyenue Bureau. The case
vide for internal peace.
Arthur Schmidt, former Colum- is still unsettled.
ad-pub director, has been
bia
named a V.p. of Public Relations
Management Corp., recently form- Employment in British
Industry Bally ed via a merger of 15 p.r. outfits
in principal cities across the counPix Production Drops
Continued from page 5
try, board- chairman Paul A. Newdisclosed in N. Y. this week.
some
should be arrived at in advance.
Postwar
To
provide
PRMC is designed to
That would prevent the companaLondon, March 25.
nies which go early with their ads clients with either regional or
Employment in British film profrom finding that later copy was tional campaigns.
duction at the end of 1951 dropped
all pic sale and no institutional
to a new low since the peak postU. S. Envo^ to Edinburgh Fete
material.
London, March 18.
war period. Total er.gaged in film
Getting continuity which has
U. S. ambassador here is one of making was down to 3,551, less
been repeatedly pointed out is
fundamental to all good advertis- 26 ambassadors and high commis- than half of the, numb r working
have accepted invita- in 1948. «
ing is even more of a headache. sioners who
tions for the opening of the EdinAn analysis prepared by the joint
It is complicated by the release
burgh Festival, Aug. 17. Alto- advisory committee of the film prodates of product, since each com- gether, 66 ambassadors have been
duction industry shows that at the
pany wants to take a month for its invited.
end of 1948 British studios abads when it: has an appropriate
The ambassadorial guests are beThe normal May- ing invited to the opening concert, sorbed 7,239 workers in all grades,
film to herald.
June hiatus in big releases com- which will be conducted by Sir including apprentices. The decline
Thomas Beecham, and to the first began early in 1949, when the
pounds this snarl.
end
Unless some other solution is performance of “Fiuelio" by the figure dipped to 5,398. By the
of 1949 it had declined to 4,430.
found, there’s a possibility the pub- Hamburg State Opera.
As
the overall total has dipped
of
to
the
idea
revert
will
chiefs
ad
so has the number of apprentices
That would follow the
joint ads.
Current
engaged in production.
pattern established last fall, when
figures show 51 trainees as against
Ind. Allied Beefs
18 pix from various companies
136
in '1948. Apart from one peak
were plugged in a page of space
Continued from page 5
period last year, there has been
in hundreds of dailies and weeka gradual decrease in the number
lies.
opened," Terrell said, “and found
of studio workers.
no
had
drawmany
manufacturer
has
the
That scheme
that
backs and there is little enthusi- more."
bulletin
Yugoslavia Pact
The Indiana exhibs’
asm for it among the big majors,
However, it may come up at the claims that manufacturers have
Help
Films There
next pub-ad committee meeting unloaded a lot of the “Quo Vadis"
Washington, March 25.
called by chairman Charles Simon- clothing material in small situaSecurity
^lutual
Agency has
No date has tions. The merchants, the bulletin
of Universal.
elli,
says, have been, hammering at the signed an agreement with Yugobeen set as yet.
“The ex- slavia, under which the U. S. govlocal to get the picture.
hibitor can explain," the bulletin ernment will provide up to $300,states, “that Metro is not yet offer- 000 in guarantees for American
ing the picture in these towns but film companies with frozen coin
Italo Films
that doesn’t placate the merchants, in Yugoslavia, Tito’s govbmment
Continued from page 4
In his own mind the exhibitor is the seventh to sign an agreement with the U. S. to participate
ment. For production in Italy is knows that the terms demanded by
Metro for the picture are such as in the informational media guarsaid,
he
peak,
now at its highest
anty program. Others are Austria,
and a greater number of pictures to preclude a profit, yet he is being
France, Western Germany, Nethwill be available in English ver- placed in a position Where he is
coerced into buying the picture.” erlands, Norway and Philippines.
sions.
Under the deal, the U. S. will
played
has
“Vadis"
Meanwhile,
Gualino planes to London SaturYank
day (29), where he’ll discuss a new cities of 50,000 and 25,000 popula- buy Yugoslavia earnings of
pictures,
giving dollars in exmove
Anglo-Italian film agreement with tion and is beginning to
necessary
change,
the
amount
up
to
Unsituations.
smaller
to
down
Assn.
Producers
the British Film
expenses
He's to be joined there by Eitel der Metro's original selling method to cover out-of-pocket
Monaco, IFE prez, as well as by it was first offered to cities of incurred by American studios in
sundry Italian producers’ reps. He 100,000 or more, then was made putting their pictures in Yugocommunities with slavia. Only costs, not profits, are
to
expects to return to Rome by available
covered.
smaller populations.
April 3.
|
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the record with expressions

of sentiment favoring COMPO’s
reins in Rodgers’ hands were Spyros P. Skouras, 20th-Fox prez, who
had declined 't^e post because of

1

otf

is

i

.

30QG

New

Low

—

—
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t

Would

Yank

1

Y

W^neiday, Mawli
Through mistaken idenshe gets the job of marshal
of Pecos, signs on Holt and Marthe
tin as deputies and goes after

footage.

Film Reviews
]paf« «

Continued from

may

a film

is

first

using full-size

trains.

serve as supporting film

Cast

on some dualers.

with

top-heavy

is

stars,

some of whom do not perform
The flimsy plot, which has one effectively enbugh to rate the
man
business
classification. O’Brien is good as
daughter of a Cuban

eloping rather than wed a stupid
son of a wealthy banker, might
have gotten by if the scripters and
director had not rung in so many
pat film situations. These run from
the identical-twins routine, played
by one gal, down to the cafe* brawl
and hot chase by the irate parent
after the lad who supposedly did
his daughter wrong. Most plot developments are wired in advance,
so as not to keep the audience in
suspense.
Most amusing portion of the
yarn is the love affair between a
young college professor and the
fiery Estelita. But evefrthis never
gets a chance to amount to much,
as the producers drag in &n insipid
studious student (Marvin Kaplan),
along with the fight and chase

the two-fisted rail boss, contrasting
the dirty work of Hayden and Lyle
Bettger. Dean Jagger, head of the
D&RG, and J. Carrol Naish, his
Laura Elliot
assistant, do okay.
rates no more than adequate as the
romantic interest, a character not
too clearly established in the wntr
ing. For humor, ZaSu Pitts and
Paul Fix are nicely used in an
elderly romantic teaming.

&

.

.

dualers.

finish.

«JS ac W'nil

Jonathan Graves
Carol Davis
Chet St Pete Yonker
.Tim Blanchard
Cliff Saunders

.

.Deputy

.

Ned Smith

f
Gnmt. Withers

Nurse

Art DlUard
Wesley Hudman

Gentry
Driver

Fields,

•

U. S. marshall Lane comes to
Leadville to pick up a • prisoner
from Kenneth MacDonald, the
town’s sheriff, but decides to stick
."round and aid an old friend, Eddy
Waller, who is being plagued by
a gang of outlaws who are trying
to chase him' off his ranch, which

.

& Rio iGraiido

suspicion, he breaks up the
racket after 72 minutes of dreary
endeavor.
Star, only member of cast known
in this country, is as much a heavy
as hero, if a scowling countenance
and defiant manner have' any bearing on his characterization. He’s
in love with pretty Naomi Chance,
but that’s all that is certain.
Otherwise, neither the script nor
the director gives him R chance.
Miss Chance is as capable as her
role will allow, but others pass in
and out of the scene in inconsequential procession, Terence
carries little
direction
Fisher’s
meairng, and production rein$ in
hands of Anthony Hinds were

Under

Regulation outdoor action feature with plentiful thrills and
okay b.o. chances in regular
market.

ler’s neice, and,
the agile marshal,- plays in his faM. Coates Webster script. Bud
miliar clipped style.
Jimmv Elli- the
Thackery provides standard lensson, as a dishonorably discharged
Brog.
ing.
U, S. Cavalry officer out to vindiLois
cate himself, is believable.
Hollywood, March 24.
Jet
Hall supplies, a pleasant view and
Paramount re’easc of Nat Holt produc- an okay thesping ability as ElliO'Brien. Sterling
Stars Esmond
tion.
SupportHayden, Dean Ja^ror, Laura Elliot, Lyle sen’s romantic interest.
Programmer for lowercase
Bettger. J. .Carrol Naish, ZaSu Pitts; fea- ing players are adequate.
bookings; formula raellcr- on
tures Tom Powers, Robert Barrat, P'ul
Ditest pilots of jet planes.
Lewis Collins’ direction failed
Fix, Don Haggerty, James Burke.
rected by Byron Haskin. Story r.<v’ to get much out of thesps or script.
screenplay, Frink Gruber; camera (Techlow budget is obvious in
nicolor), Ray Rennahan; editor, Stanley Pic’s
Hollywood, March 24.
Johnson; music, Paul Sawtell. Previewed standard sets and storage-house
Monogram release of Ben Schwalb proM^rch 19. '52. Punning time, 89 Ml NR, props. Lensing is routine. Gros.
Elena
duction. Stars Stanley Clements.
Edmond O’Brien
Jim Vesser
features John Litel, Bob NichVerdugo;
Sterling Hnyden
McCabe
ols, Tom Powers, Dorothy Adams, Todd
Dean Jag»'cr
^General Palmer
Beaudlne.
Karnes. Directed by William
*

Job

.

Johnny Buffi
Harkness
Jane

Target

Laura EUJn'

Linda Prescott

J.

ZaSu

*.

Good

Pitt*;

Tom Powers

Sloan
Haskins
Engineer Monyhan
Bob Nelson
Sheriff Masters

Written by Charles R. 1\T.— ion; camera,
Marcel LePicard: editor, Walter Hnnne-

Lyle Beitger
Carrol Naish

Tim Holt western
-

in

his series.

Robert Barret
Paul Fix
Dot# Haggerty
James Burke

Hollywood, March

25.

RKO

release of Herman Schlom pi'oductlon.
Stars Tim Holt; features Richrd Martin, Linda Douglas, Y/altcr R£cd,
Harry Harvey, John Hamilton, L-»ne
DiBradford, Riley HiU. Mike Ragan.
Written by
rected by Stuart Gilmore.

Pioneer railroading in the early
west gives “Denver & Rio Grande”
a topnotch outdoor action flavor
and a background suitable to dressing up in Technicolor. It’s another
Nat Holt production for Paramount
that has okay boxoffice chances in
the regular market.
Filmed in the Colorado Rockies,
picture has a rugged look that goes
well with the Frank Gruber screenplay, which is laid in the 1870’s and
tells of building the Denver & Rio
Grande Railroad through the Royal

Gorge

and

across

the

:

Norman Houston; camera,
editor.
21, '52.

J.

Roy Hunt;

George Shrader. Previewed March
Running time. 41 MINS.

"Tm

Tim Holt
Linda Dougla®
Walter Reed

Terry
Conroy
Carson

\. Harry Harvey

Bailey
Garrett

John Hamilton
Lane Bradford

.Foster

Higgins
Chlto Rafferty

fir;'.t.

.

Story opens with a fight between
O’Brien, D&RG’s chief
engineer and a rival survey party oater market
Stuart Gilmore’s firm direction
led by Sterling Hayden. A man
is
killed
and O'Brien blamed. sent the Norman Houston script
Latter turns hobo, but comes back through its action paces with a
to his first love, railroading, when minimum of aimless gunfire, a fact
the line’s progress is seriously the kiddies will appreciate, as Holt
threatened by the planned acci- and his sidekick, Richard Martin,
dents staged by Ilayden.
With aid a girl marshal to deal out jusO’Brien back in the driver's scat tice to Walter Reed, a crooked
progress is made despite such railroad land agent, and his hench*

Edmond

!

’

difficulties

men.

as

landslides,
court
injunctions, payroll robberies, gunfights and wrecks.

and Martin get involved
to Pecos to work for
Direction by Byron Haskin keeps an old friend, John Hamilton. He,
Holt

when they go

the action at a fast clip. Two high along with other ranchers, is being
spots in the excitement are the threatened by Reed’s thugs to sellspectacular train crash and the out at cheap prices, with the heavy
blasting of a barricade with a flat- planning to turn the land over to
car loaded with dynamite.
The the railroad at a higher price and
train wreck is no trick staged with pocket
the
differences.
While
miniatures, Holt actually havin” basic plot is standard to westerns,
two trains made up of surplus, Houston’s scripting and Gilmore’s
ancient D&RG rolling stock crash- direction keep it playing plausibly.
ing head-on. The effect is sock
Linda Douglas, femme lead,
and a program note asserts colli- does more than just decorate the
.

§

\

|

'

Oscar Collins

Kovok

.

Litel

-Bob Nlchol-

Tom Powers
Dorothv Adam-:
Todd Karm

.'
.

Running

John

Sam BenHey
Dynamo Jackson
Mrs.

20, '52.

Stanley Clements
Elena Verdugo

.

Pete- Arlen

Paul Stanton
c^Dave Willoclc
John Kellogg

Chairman
Ripnle
Alvin Fanchon
Stanley Reid

Russ Conwry
Steve Roberts
Arthur Space
William ^orresl
William T?nnen

Jack Bradford
Davlsrn
Gen. Mason
Col. Jamison

Familiar

plot

finds

trip

lacks

through

Rome dream

them-

selves back to Nero’s days. In and
out of the fiddler’s good graces,
the gobs wise up ancient Romanos
on jitterbug dances, boogie, amusement parks, traffic cops, billiards
and other present-day things, as
well as bringing in football to
liven up a gladiator-vs.-lion routine which has been boring the
emperor. Ribbing angle is well
handled for good laugh values.

Trimmings .include

abund-

an

ance

•

camera, Christian Matras, Philippe AgosAt Normandie,
tini; editor, Leonid Azar.
Paris.

rendered by Rome’s New Orleans
Jazz Band, backgrounds the action

Running time, 97 MINS.

nortor

.

Wife
Telleir

Rosa
Joseph

•.

Flora

Claude Dauphin
Gaby Morlay
Madeleine Renaud
Da'nnlelle Darrieux
Jean Grbin
Ginette Leclerc
.

Simone

Josephine
Jean

Daniel

.’

Guy

hillbilly beat while
Solari’s direction of the Jitterbug (Roman style) is lively.
Both direction, by Mario Soldati,
and scrlptwork, by films six writ-

to a

.

Simon

ers. ccruld have been consiuerably
tighter,,
but the film’s natural

Gelin

Jean Servals

;

humorous

Dino

values

come across

nevertheless,

As he did in “La Rbnde,” Max despite a few lapses in taste and
Ophuls has rounded up all the top a weak ending. Some non-centhesping- talent heye for a series of sorial cropping would help. PhoHawk.
tales based on the same theme in tography is good.
this film. It is love and pleasure
in this. pic, told through utilizing
three stories of Guy De Maupas- La Maison Pans I-a
sant. This does not have the flavor
(The House On The Dune)
and charm of its predecessor and
(FRENCH)

Pune

is

of

Paris, March 11.
Corona release of Vandonle-Silver Filins

not as well balanced ih choice
However, technically
yarns.

Leclerc.

Di-

Stars Ginette
production.
stunning with top level marquee rected
by Georges Lamping. Screenplay,
names both for here and in the Maxence Van Der Meer^ch; camera. "C<4n

U.

S.,

Bourgoin;

these tales of love, desire

and irony should make this fine Francrlp,
Germdlne
fodder for the art house and some Sylvain
plenty

sureseaters. 'This has
exploitation angles.

A

At L?
MINS.

editor, Borys Lewin.
Paris. Running time, 94

Lourges
Pa ScalJne
Cesar

o

Ginette
J

Leclerc

Roger Pigaut
Jean Chevrier
Olivia

Claire

Arthur

Devere

voice supposed to be that of

Guy De Maupassant

is

used

Uninspired

to

direction

does

not

weave the stories together. The lift this story of smuggling and re“The Mask,” is only a sketch generation by love out of the averStanley
working and not a completely satisfying age. It moves slowly in a familiar
‘first,

Clements as the test pilot,
John Litel and refusing to take opener.

A turn of the century' lush
orders in the air when putting a Parisian ball is well presented.^
new plane through its paces. Whan Hundreds come In looking for
A
Litel can no longer put up with pleasure, love and adv'enture.
Clements’ antics, the latter is dis- strange figure dances a weird canfaints,
it
is
found
When
he
can.
charged and goes over to work for
Liters rival, Tom Powers, After a that he is an old man. The doctor
plane crash, Clements is grounded takes him home to his faithful
by an investigating board because wife who has coped with the situa”
of Powers’ false testimony and his tion for years.
old reputation as a daredevil. DeThe next story, and the long one,
.

"The House
bawdy house

termined to fly anyway, Clements
kidnaps Litel’s new test pilot and
takes up a jet job to demonstrate
it for the army. The test is a success, Clements is reinstated and
everybody’s happy.
William Beaudine’s direction
sends the players through the

is

town,

The

if routine pace.
There’s an air thrill or two in some
of the flying footage but not enough
to give the film a lift out of the

formula class. Clements and Elena
Verdugo, latter as a Powers emhelps get the test pilot

new job, pair for romancing
and are often hampered by the
poor dialog and situations in the

and

its

his

I

of Tellier,” about a
in a little French

amusing inmates.
measure of

last tale is a full

De Maupassant

story at a steady,

who

Alba Arnova
it

producers have outfitted many of
the resulting gaps With large and
obvious “censored” signs.
U. S. sailors, Walter Chiari and
Carlo Campanine on sightseeing

for

ployee

;

of thin veils, (or absence
thereof) dances, milk baths, etc.
(Pleasure)
In a generally ample display of
(FRENCH)
pulchritude led by Silvana PamParis, March II.
panini, Jackie Frost and dancer
Columbia S.A. release of Stera Film?* Alba Arnova. Comedians Chiari
CCFC production. Stars Jean Gabin, DanCnmpanini give .-their sailor
nielle Darrieux, Madeleine Renaud, Da- and
niel Celin, Simone Simon, Claude Dau- roles
the broad treatment while
phin, Gaby Morlay, Pierre Brasseau, Gi- Gino Cervi is fine as the emperor.
nette Leclerc. Directed by Max Ophuls.
Screenplay, Jacques Natanson, Ophuls;
Mario Nascimbene’s music, as

This is a formula programmer
for lowercase dates in the general
Riley Hill situation, telling a routine, clicheMike Ragan ridden story of test pilots on new
Richard Martin
jet planes.

In contrast to his more recent
entries, Tim Holt has a good western in “Target.”
Logically written, directed and played, it is a
cinch to please the sagebrush followers In the . regular program

Rock'es,

while the rival Canyon City & San
Juan line battles to get through

mann. Previewed March
time, 43 MINS.
Joe Kovak
Marge Stevens

_

.

the rounded
script and polish of a finished production, “Nero” shapes as a likeable farce takeoff on recent cosume epics. It looks good for satisfying returns almost anywhere it
No less
can get by the censor.
than 17 cuts were required to satand
body,
shearing
Italian
isfy the

Le Plaisir

’

.

.

.

Whit.

loosely controlled.

draws average performances from
55-minute running time drags.
players. Romantic interest is
Brown, who seems to be getting the
spotted by Elaine Riley, as Walof
for
the
role
little
too
heavy
a
Richard Crane in

(COLOR)

plot

Scott, an airline pilot, is caught
in a smuggling web through *no
fault of his. Or perhaps it’s counterfeiting (the spectator can take
his choice), so vague is the plot.

/

Wear.

'

'

With a minimum' of gunplay and
Johnny Mack Brown preserves peace and order through another western that shapes up as
only mild fare for lower dualers.
Paucity of action points up the
yarn’s weakness.
is potentially rich in oil.
In Joseph F. Poland's screenLane makes like an outlaw him
play, Brown is -again a U. S. marself to get in with the gang and
shal on the prowl fdr a gdng which
their leader,- resoeotable
trap
has been hijacking army gold. Albanker Grant Withers. Some handthough the gold is .cargocd with ut- to-hand fisticuffs with Roy Barmost secrecy, an inside tipster gets croft and other crooks form part
the info out in time for the gang
of the action before Lane is able
to nab the convoy. Brown uncovto get the goods on Withers and
ers the informer and rounds up
bring peace to the community.
the bandits, as usual, but uses his
Harry Kejler, as producer-direcbrain more than his brawn t.o do it.
tor,
keeps film on the move and
With the stress on cliche dialog, the

«

Darcy Copyers

uninteresting

'
Genoa, Feb. 27.
a Nlecolo Theodoll proStars Walter Chiari. Silvana
Campanlnl,
Carlo
Pampanini,
Jackie
Frost, Glno Cervi. Directed by Mario SoldatL Seerenplay, Age, Contlnenza, MoniScarpelli,
Steno, Cianclll; from
celli,
story by Steno and. Monlcelll. Camera,
Mario Montuori; music. Mario Nascimbene; dances, Dlno Solarl. At Grattacielo,
Genoa. Running time. 111 MINS.
Walter Chiari
Jimmy
Silvana Pampanini
Poppea
Carlo Campanini
Fiorello
Glno Cervi
: .v
-Nero*.Jackie Frost
Slqve Girl

I.C.S. release of'

duction.

Uninspired,
hamper this weak
ingredients
British entry starring Amerioan
actor Zachary Scott. Action is confusing throughout, and the U.. S. Dancer
going will even be tough in secondary markets.
Though

.

fisticuffs,

James Steel
Russ Allen
*

'

Stanley Price

June Ashley
Natasha Sokolova
June Mitchell

Signals officer

.

2d Sergeant

.... Courtney

•

^

Raynor
Hope

Sheila

.

blonde
Second blonde
Elaine
blonde
Roy Barcroft Third flying
officer
Richard Crane First
officer
Stanford Jolley Second flying

L

(OIK. Nero)

(ITALIAN—SONGS)

Harold Lang
Jack Allen

First

Kenneth MacDonald
MlckeyWJS1 p ?°"
Ed Hinton

O.K. IVerone

Arthur Lane

^Colin Tapley
Diane Cllento

darence-Smith

Mrs.

Ernest Miller; editor, Sam
Allan “Rocky” Lane gives the
At New -York Theatre, N. Y., March
regulation oater ingredients in
19, '52. Running time, 55 MINS.
Johnny Mack Brown “Leadville Gunslingers” sufficient
Johnny
Jimmy Ellison
Pm Kirby
Eois Hall DunOh to rate it an average ‘entry
Lois
,
Lorna Thayer in the western Drogrammer mar*unt Harriet
Lane Bradford
TTynfc
The 54 minutes of footage
ket.
Marshall
,*L. Reed
'P'rnell
Terry L. Frost pass quickly in a round of plot,
Crag
T
Lyle Talbott chases and aimless gunfire and
..,
amllton
Pierce Lyden
Karkham
the
Lennie Osborne will hold the attention of
Uirtc
John Hart younger sagebrush fans.
‘st Sergeant

rra,

act fairly well. .Robert Clarke, the
object of her affections, shapes as
a young leading man, this providing what is virtually a severe
screen test. Rita Moreno, as Estelita’s sister, has very little to do.
Same applies to Tito Renaldo as
the man with whom she elopes.
Nestor Paiva makes a pomoous
Cuban business man, while Leon
Be!e 'co ard Kaplan head the suppert. R. G. Springsteen’s direction
lacks originally and seldom caches
in on strong situations. Jack Townley and Charles R. Marion are
credited with the story, while the
screenolay’s flaws apparently stem
from the fact that Townley valso
worked on it along with Charles E.
Robert^. Jack Marta has done .his
usual fine lensing job, Editing. by
Tony - Marti nelli is not up to '’his
usual standard.
One unlisted tune is sung by,
Estelita, while Nita Del Rey does
two creditable Spanish dances
without causing much excitement.

Denver

Monk

’

Bovd Snencer
enC ".
.7.7.7
S°axwelf
Jeannette
cneii
Truscott

.

Sheriff Nichols
release of Silverfnlne (VinStars
cent M. Fennelly) production.
ohnny Mack Brown; features Jimmy ElJlson, Lois Hall. Directed by Lewis Colons. Screenplay, Joseph F. Poland; cam

Monogram

1

.

.

Johnny Mack Brown in rouFor lower
tine sarebrusher.

Estelita, as the mischievious sister who fakes the two sister roles
her man, is
to win
order
in
sprightly, and h~s learned how to

.

.

Allan
His stallion
Nugget Clnrk

Tcxatf City

Edit-

Bangor

Wings

Technicolor cameras wielded by
Directed by
Rennahan (iress up the Kenneth MacDonald.
Written by M. Coates Webster; camera,
rugged, beautiful outdoor locations Bud Thackery; editor, Robert M. Leeds.
disand
'52.
Running time
values
visual
19,
Previewed March
into strong
54 mins
Brog.
play the action neatly.
Allan "Rocky” Lane
"Rocky” Lane

Ray

is fine.

*

*

sion

F«)ra]loii8 Sisnorttii

and Philippe Agostini

Charles R. Marion, screenplay.
Others in the cast are adequate.

ing helps the tempo.
Claude Dauphin does not have
The Ben Schwalb production has
acceptable budget values as lensed much to dd as the doctor in the
Edward
The
sketch. Danniejle Darrieux,
first
LePicard.
They make a' good trio. by Marcel
crooks.
score is unimagina- Ginette Leclerc and Madeleine
Others doing well, include Reed J. Kay music
00
suffice as the sporting
*
Renaud
and his cohorts. Lane Bradford tive.
house girls in the-' second fable,
and Riley Hill; Harry Harvey and
but Jean Gabin is not able to down
Hamilton.
of
,
his dynamic qualities as a farm
The Herman Schlom production
(BRITISH)
owner who falls for one of the
rates good photography from J.
girls. Simone -Simon is catty and
Roy Hunt and tight editing by
entry,
British
Confusing
delightful as - the * coquette model
Brog.
George Shrader.
strictly for secondary markets.
drived to suicide by- neglect. Daniel
Gelin is. fine .as- -the -young artist.
*
Hollywood, March 21.
All secondary roles are ditto.
Leadville Giii»Mnger»
Lippert release (in U. S.) pf Anthony
Scott;
Zachary
Camera work -has a tendency to
Stars
Hinds production.
features Robert Beatty* Kay Kend^Jl* be too flashy, and Rafter the novelty
Average Allan “Rocky” Lane
Noami Chance, Arthur Lane, Colin Tap- wears off, it sometimes becomes
Screent program oater.
ley. Directed by Terence Fisher.
Pic is
play, John GilUns; camera. James Har- irritable;. Music, is catchy.
vey; editor, Jim Needs. At Paramount less
likely, ."to .tun into
censor
HollyJtMh4£ March 20.
21, 32, RunMarch
Angeles,
Los
Theatre,
protrouble than “L.a Ronde.”
Republic releaifc ^.l^rr^KeUer
MINS.
73
time,
ning
ductlon. Star* AUan^ocky'**I^ne, Black Van
Zachary Scott
Mosk.
RobertOBeatty
Jack (equine); features Eddy Waller, Nick Talbott
Grant Withers, Elaine Riley, Roy Bar- Alexia
.*••#••••«••••••• Kay KfcH^U
Jolley,
Chance
croft, Richard ’Crane, I. Stanford
A Vr n
Naomi
_
Keller.
tity

Thfs

26, 1952

PICTOIV&

X6

story pattern. This shapes only for
dualer u!s. spots, and then only
via the exploitability of theme and
presence of sexy Ginette Leclerc.
A young smuggler who lives by
carting tobacco from Belgium into
France. He lives with an ex-bar

who is bored by the border
A tough customs, inspector,
out to get the smuggler, becomes
infatuated by the girl. The smuggler meets a young girl while biding from the police one day and it
ripens into love. The smuggler is
finally brought around; to giving
himself up for the love of the young

hostess
life.

it sketches
out a love affair which ends in girl.
tragedy.
Best part of film is a well-conIn his handling, director Ophuls structed chase and dog fight. Dihas not fully arrived at the whole rection does not sock over the essting and irony of the stories. sentially meller aspects ofothe plot.
Though nostalgia is important in Miss Leclerc brings sensuality to
this pic, it is too often expressed the role of the bored gal. Claire
by keeping the characters at a Olivia’s wooden thesping helps
distance and camera is always ob- give the other girl an air of inserving them through windows, nocence. Roger Pigault is able as
transoms, shutters, foliage or cur- the rugged smuggler who succums
tains. It rarely gets close to them. to love and Jean Chevrier is good
The lensing. by. Christian Matras as the ruthless inspector. Mosk.

irony as

'

March 26,

I9{52

17

u

Honestly,

I

in

was

just

the sun

waiting for a streetcar

BEST PICTURE

f f

OF THE YEAR: "AN AMERICAN IN PARIS."

IRVING THALB ERG AWARD: To Arthur Freed for outstanding, contributions to the field of musical productions
SPECIAL

AWARD: To Gene

BEST STORY

AND

Kelly for his exceptional ability to put choreography on film.

SCREENPLAY: Alan Jay Lerner

for

"An American

1

In Paris."

BEST

SCORING OF A MUSICAL PICTURE: Johnny Green and Saul Chaplin for "An American In
BEST ART DIRECTION (color): Cedric Gibbons, Preston Ames for "An American In Paris."
Set decoration, Edwin B. Willis, Keogh Gleason.
BEST

Paris."

BEST

COSTUME DESIGN (color): Orry Kelly, Walter Plunkett, Irene Sharalf for “An American In Paris."
CINEMATOGRAPHY (color): Alfred Gilks, Johin Alton for "An American In Paris.”
SOUND RECORDING: "The Great Caruso," Douglas Shearer, sound director.

BEST

SHORT SUBJECT: "Two Mouseketeers” (Tom

BEST

& Jerry).

Fred Quimby, producer*

1

,

Wecbiesday* Mapel* 20, £952

OTCTIJHES
He scoffs at his family and
etc.
elders, sneers at the old religion,

Boxseore on Murder & Mayhem

Awards

In the
is generally a bad guy.
‘Oscar’
end, he admits he has been corContinued from page 4
Continued from pace 7
rupted by western ways. Either
he is wop back to the good, old nosed out Marlon Brando as best
local representatives of their reways so like the Communist actor of the year for his work-in
spective companies and control the
preachments—or he commits sui- “The African Queen” (UA).
‘millions of dollars’ that are yearly
cide.
Other major candidates ran acpoured into the coffers of the film
Edwards said his program is now cording to dope. Vivien Leigh won
industry. Perhaps the film comto make 18 films in explanning
manthe
branch
the best actress statuette for her
panies consider
but showager a robot mechanically follow- actly the same format,
emoting in “A Streetcar Named
light. These
good
a
in
west
the
ing
ing every order, but it is a known
Desire” (WB), which also produced
entertainment films and v/inners. in the bfls$ supporting
fact that a branch reflects its man- will be
through
ager and his efforts play «a large will be distributed in Asia
actor and best suppling actress
part in the increase or decrease of theatrical channels.
They were Karl Malden

and

Branch Mgr$.

• *
e;

Boxseore on the crimellers shows Mutual still leading in the
department and DuMont No. 1 in tele. This rundown doesn’t
include local shows not on the networks (although by syndication
on wax or film they may reach even bigger audiences), nor does it
cover the heavy dosage of mayhem committed on old pix screened
by .tele outlets. Carnage committed on dramatic stanzas which
are not regular mysterioso series is also not represented in the

AM

—

,

‘following chart:

MUTUAL

divisions.

international motion picture division is asking Congress
for $10,600,000 for the fiscal year
beginning July 1, 1952. It is an
increase of about $375,000 over
Edwards said
the current year.
his unit plans to distribute about
and
documentaries
92,000 reels of
similar pictures to the world next
year.

The

business.

its

“Branch managers are usually
promoted from a sales position,
given a few dollars more at the
time with promises of some in-

*

creases later. od:.y the average salary paid a branch manager is less
than ife can live on and maintain
the position expected of him in his
community. A» number of excellent
branch managers have resigned because they could not make a decent
living on the salaries paid them;
others have taken on side lines to
supplement their incomes.
'

correct this condition,
or it will> necessarily force them to
protect their interests by joining a
union or organizing one similar to
the Colosseum of the Motion Picture Salesmen, which would give
them a bargaining agent. As it is
now, the branch manager must
make his request through his immediate superior and by the time
it reaches the right party, much

time

is

wasted

—the punch

is

gone

either lost in the shuffle
or does not get the attention and
consideration it deserves,
“It might be remembered that
during the years prior to this inflationary period, the average salary for a manager was around $125
per week— some getting more, a few
less. If the film companies had
paced the salary in keeping with
the value of the dollar, which is
now worth only 50c. or less, any
manager’s minimum salary would
presently be in the neighborhood
of $250 per week. Some companies,
of course, have bridged the differit’s

an o*dds-on favorite,, romped home
with the best" director award for
“A Place in the Sun.”
Music played a strong part in
this year’s derby, with Metro’s Arthur Freed drawing the Irving

Continued from page

7

at all

Broadway Melody” in 1929. In
an
spokesman declared, how- addition, Gene Kelly, currently
American
in Paris, won a special
ever, fail to see how they could
in the
come up with a national adminis- Oscar for his choreography
picture of that name.
trator at Jess than $25,000 per year

Darryl F, Zanuck presented the
Criticism that this
amount was excessive has been Thalberg Award to Freed.
heard within the Allied ranks.
Metro’s 15 Prizes
TOA-ers reason though that a highMetro won a total of 15 awards,
calibre citizen Is required, for the including the Thalberg Memorial,
job ’of directing the overall arbitra- the Gene Kelly special and four
tion system and anything less than scientic and technical prizes. Par$25,000 might hurt the chances of amount finished second with 10 and
obtaining such a person.
Warners third with seven. For the
On another front substantial first time in years 20th-Fox went
progress was made toward getting scoreless.
the industry together on establishIn the writing division, the best
ing a conciliation setup. Eric A. original film story was “Seven Days
Johnston, president of- the Motion o Noon,” scripted by Paul Dehn
Picture Assn, of America, in be- and James Hernard. Best written
half of all distribs invited the vari- screenplay was “A Place in the
ous theatre associations to name a Sun,” by Michael Wilson and Harry
committee of two members and Brown. Best story and screenplay
as

proposed.

counsel to appear at an all-trade
meeting.
Johnston recommended
that the session take place in N. V.
within the next 30 days. His invitation was dated March 20.

was “An American
Alan J, Lerner.

in Paris,”

by

key employees.
Western Theatre Owners.
“Something should be done and
TOA and Allied originally asked
immediately for ‘The Forgotten that the companies call such a
Man’ of the film industry/’
meeting. Likelihood is that all five
theatre groups will attend.
Johnston also notified that William F. Rodgers, Loew’s v,p., has
False Slant Pix
been appointed chairman of the distrib’s arbitration committee. MemContinued from page 2
bers are A1 Lichtman,' 20th-Fox;
background
for
understanding Robert M. Mochrie, RICO, and Abe
them.”
Montague, Columbia. To serve as
“Are you referring to that Rom- counsel are Austin C. Keough, Parmel picture?”
<20th’s
“Desert amount; Robert W. Perkins, Warners and Adolph Schimel, UniverFox”).
sal.
«
“I did not have that in mind.”
“What pictures do you have in

mind?”
"I would say they are the nirtures that show members of Con-

Orry-Kelly, Walter Plunkett and
Irene Sharaff for “Paris*” in color.
Gordon Jennings took the spe-

‘give*

very

hard.

Johnston said that all companies
had asked that he send out the in-

“A remark .once made by a film vitations, including Monogram and
company head, ‘You don’t see any- Republic. Bids went to the prexies
one quitting, do you?’ might give of TOA, Allied, Metropolitan Mothe reader an idea of th^ attitude tion Picture Theatres Assn., Indesome company officials take to pendent Theatre Owners Assn, and
their

—

—

'

,

gress as corrupt individuals who
are subject to bribes.”
“Certain such instances have

happened, have they not?” commented Rooney.
“I do not think it helps the U. S.
to dramatize them and send them
around the world. I think they are
the pictures that further aggravate
the very serious problem we have
with our minority groups in this
country.

do not think the pictures that

“I

show the American press

as venal

—and these pictures have been
made—add to American prestige.
would add this word, if I might.
There are many very, very excel-

I

lent pictures

made by

the Hollythat go abroad and
do us great credit and a great deal
of good. I do not want the record
to state that because of these relatively few pictures that I have
mentioned, that do us harm, there
are not also many pictures that do
us a great deal of good.”

wood industry

Reds* Propaganda
Edwards disclosed that the Russians, Red Chinese and others be-

hind the Iron Curtain have turned
out at least 200 films, especially
for Asia, which are 100^ propaganda aimed at the U. S. The features always have a hero who

^

clings to the old, traditional ways
...
.
oi his village, which turn out to
be
similar to the Communist ways,
.

,

,

Then

a man comes back to his vilT **
p
;
lage trora
a long trip
which he
ei
POlsone(1 by western infifw-r,ot \j
'vears western clothes,
is morally lax, generally
drunk,

1

A

~

!

.

m

Richar.d

Green Hornet
Mr. Mystery
The Shadow
True Detective

This

Wall St. Upbeat

cial

effects

award

for

“When

Continued from page 7
Worlds Collide;” Douglas Shearer
be held for good yield in specula- led ii^ sound recording for “The
Great Caruso,” and William Horntive accounts.”
United Paramount, which pays beck in film editing for “Sun.”
Short subject prizes went to
divvies at the rate of $2 annually,
is
“especially recommended” by Robert ,Youngson for “World of
Value Line, which feels that the Kids,” a one-reeler; Walt Disney
UPT stock is undervalued on the for “Nature’s Half Acre/' a twoThe proposed reeler, and Fred Quimby for “Two
N. Y. Exchange.
merger with ABC has favorable Mouseketeers,” a cartoon.
Documentary short award went
long-term implications, it’s said.
Technicolor’s expansion program to Fred Zinnemann for “Benjy,”
and
documentary feature statuette
and the increasing number of pix
in color, all look good to Value to “Kon-Tiki,” an Artfilm-Sol Lesser-RKO
release.
Best foreign
Line. The divyy rate of $2 per year
language film was “Rashomon,”
expectedly will continue.
While 20th-Fox’s 1951 earnings produced by Kurosawa Akira In
were off, the producing-distribut- Japan.
Only two of the top player wining end of the corporation probably will improve in the current ners, Bogart and Malden, were in
year, because of good films and the Pantages Theatre to accept
lower costs. Little if any improve their Oscars. Misses Leigh and
ment is seen for domestic theatres. Hunter were in New York, listenContinuation .of the $2 annual divi- ing.
Charles Brackett, president of
dend is anticipated until divorcement, which i$ scheduled for this the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts
and Sciences, opened the show
summer.
Universal made some handsome and was followed as emcee by
gains in '51, and the revenue rate Danny Kaye, who kept it going at
All the Pantages’ 2,800
is likely to be maintained this year, a fast clip.
according to Value Line, U, which seats were filled.
paid 60c in -dividends last year,
‘

may up

this to $1 in ’52, it’s said.
Bros, had an excellent
quarter, but the second quarJules K. Chapman, former head
ter of the current fiscal year prob- of exchange operations
and homeably will have, less favorable finan- office
administration for Eagle
cial
results. Value
V aiuv
Line ItUUUf
JUAI1C
rccom- Lion Classics, has been named
mends that investors buy and hold head of United Artists’ exchange
the issue for “moderate apprecia- operations.
tion and generous estimated yield
He replaces John Powers, re*
in risk accounts.”
signed.

Warner

first

i

|

j

!
!

j

J

J

|

UA

Names Chapman

is

Mr. D. A.
Cafe Istanbul

Affairs of Peter. Salem

Private Files of

Matthew Bell

NBC

CBS

g

Dangerous Assignment

Suspense
Mr. and Mrs. North

on top. “The Great Zieg(M-G) won it in 1936 and

TOA

Diamond
Your FBI

Mysterious Travele*

Under Arrest

finished

as a service to the

Rogue’s Gallery
Defense Attorney

Nick Carter

of years.

eld”

Mystery .Theatre

The Top Guy

Museum

Official Detective

Thalberg Memorial Award for outstanding achievement over a period

William C. Mellor was O seated”
for his black and white cinematography In “Sun” and Alfred Gilks
and John Alton for their color,
lensing in “Paris.”
In the musical sector, Hoagy
Carmichael and Johnny Mercer got
the nod for the best original song,
In the Cool, Cool, Cool of the Evening.” Johnny Green and Saul
Chaplin were awarded for the best
scoring of a musical (“American in
Paris” ), and Franz Waxman for
the best scoring of a drama, “Sun.”
These two pictures scored again
in art direction, with Richard Day
winning for “Streetcar” in black
and white, and Cedric Gibbons for
“Paris” in color. Again they registered in set decoration, with
George James Hopkins a stopper
for “Streetcar” in black and white,
and Edwin B. Willis and Keogh
Gleason for “Paris” in color.
In the costume designing field,
Edith Head won for “A Place in
the Sun” in black and white, and

ence somewhat, but they

Black

in Paris” was the
musical to win the best picture prize in 16 years. Only three
times in 24 years has a filmusical

TOA-Arbifration

diately

—and

Ghorge Stevens,

“An American

—

—to

Hunter.

first

ssems that somewithout any monetary payoff
thing should be done and immeindustry.
certainly

“It

Kim

and

A

The Big Hand

Crime Does Not Pay
Crime Fighters
I Love a Mystery (strip)

Man

Called
Big Story
Barrie Craig

Pursuit
,

The Lineup

Mr. Keen
Dragnet
Counterspy
Night Beat

Big Town
FBI in Peace & War
Mr.. Chameleon/
Gangbusters
Hearthstone of Death Squad
Operation Underground

Whitehall 1212

The Falcon
Martin Kane
Silent

Man
cABC-TV

NBC-TV
Lights

X

Amazing Mr. M&lone
Mr. D? A.

Out

Treasury Men in Action
Dragnet
Martin Kane
Big Story
Gangbusters

Rendezvous
Mystery Theatre
Ellery

Queen

DuMONT

CBS-TV
Suspense

Famous Jury Trials
Shadow of the Cloak

Danger
The Web

Front Page Detective
Rocky King

Crime Syndicated

Big Town
Racket Squad!

Plainclothesman

They Stand Accused
Hands of Destiny
Cases of Eddie Drake
Charley Wild

Crime Photographer
Man Against Crime

Chill

Oh

Chiller-Dillers

Continued from page

detection series most economically
build up acceptable audience ratings.
Nielsen’s latest report on 13
subscribers*
layouts reveals
that the mellers have an 8.5 average rating and are in fourth place
behind quizzes (11.6), situation
comedies (9.6) and general drafna
8.8).
But in terms of time-andtalent costs, the mysteriosos register potently, hitting 1,000 homes at
a cost of $4.44. They are less economical than, in mid-’50, when the
typical mystery bankroller snagged
1,000 homes for under $3.80.
At
present quizzes are slightly cheaper
than mysteries, at $4.16 per thousand, but only three figure in Nielsen’s computations.
In TV the chillers outnumber all
other program types.
Audiencewise, with a 24.5 average rating
they come in after comedy (32,9),
situation comedy (31.3), kid westerns (30.5) and general drama
(27.1).
But, as in radio, the gunshot - and - gumshoe
airers
have
smaller nuts than other high-rated

AM

—

offerings.

While the ether is heavily laden
with lawbreaking, program chiefs
find some consolation in the trend
to less violence and more sleuthing, the growth of “documentary
type” whodunits and improved
scripting and production. The new
TV Code has been another spur
‘

to cutting down on explicitly
assault and battery,

shown

jrhe contemporary bloodhound is
intelligent than the dick of

more

a couple of year? back, gets mugged
less frequently and works alongside of, rather than against, the
cops. The bulls, too, are no longer
dimwits and the new stress is on
painstaking police work. Mutual,
which currently is plugging its second annual “Mystery Month,” with
promotional tie-ins with mags,
films and books,, is underlining the
“crime does not pay” aspect of the
genre. MBS, incidentally, has cut
down on Its roster of guys-andmolls shows, due to its inking of 10
hours weekly of M-G-M Radio Attractions programs.

I

1

approach.
Action is still important, but developing the clues to
find the culprit has become more
important.”

Reeg, ABC program
the popularity of
mysteries is due to the ease with
which a running character, a key
element in establishing a following,
can be built.
“It’s quicker and
cheaper to create a detective or

Leonard

v.p.,

said

that

a personality to
listeners will dial regularly,”
pointed out, “and sponsors

crime-fighter as

whom
Reeg

who want

a ready-made audience
turn to this kind of show.” Nielsen
statistics back up the loyalty factor, showing fans listening to a
particular meller week after week.
Minute-by-minute profiles also reveal less, tune-out for mellers than
for any other program type, due, of
course, to the suspense element.
Interestingly, while the cops-vs.robbers continue strong, radio’s scihave
entists-vs.-Martians
sagas
powdered.
Two years back the
webs launched “2,000 Plus,” “Be-

yond Tomorrow” and “Dimension
X,” but the science fiction airers
were yanked for one reason or anIn video it’s another story,
“Space
with
“Captain Video,”
Cadet,” “Space Patrol” and “Tales
of Tomorrow” riding the futuristic
wave. Mutual, however, feels the

other.

interplanetary intrigue is “definitely not dead” and hopes to add
an entry into the Jules Vern®
sweepstakes.

30 Mpls.

Indies

Continued from'* page
latter circuits signed

new

7

contracts

giving the projectionists a 5% increase the first year and a 2% hike

each of the latter two years, representing a compromise.
Booth operators in the independent theatres now earn up to $125
a week, depending upon the classification and total operating hours.
The independent* recently lost out
in a fif^ht to induce the newspapers
here not to put into effect a 5c.-aline
increase,
advertising
rate
which would boost their advertising costs from $300 to $400 a year,
based on the lineage they’ve been

‘Live Longer, Too*
“Mysteries are still as sound a
commodity as ever,” Mutual exec
veepee Bill Fineshrlber said this
week, “and they have greater longevity than any other program
type. There has beeir a swing from
gore to a mental crossword puzzle using.

L

'
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And record-breaking

results not only In

New York

but

in

every one of

Los Angeles,
the 110 other pre-release engagements to date including:

San Francisco, Oakland,

Omaha, Kansas-

Seattle, Tucson, Portland, Ore., Denver, Detroit,

Philadelphia,
City, Buffalo, Indianapolis, Cincinnati,

Macon, Boston,
Baltimore, Washington, Atlanta, Charlotte, Jacksonville,

New

Haven, Hartford,

New

London, Norwich, Conn., Utica and Elmira.

GENERAL RELEASE
IN

JULY- FROM

Paramount

G
..

MCTOTUES
<>

I

<

From Film Row

Clips

«>

<»
«>

I

JL

NEW YORK
Walter L. Titus, Jr., Republic dismanager, giving once over to
branch, returns to N. Y.
late this week.
William J. (Bill) Quinn, general

trict

Dallas

of Raybond Theatres, resigned, leaving his post at end of

manager

March.
Nat Levy,

.

,,

.

RKO eastern division
sales topper, and Sidney Kramer,
short subjects sales chief, off on
tour of exchanges. Return to N. Y.
April 18.
Herbert Wappaus, in charge of
circuit sales operations for RKO,
also will manage checking department.

didate for mayor of University
Park, near here,
Charles Porter, named manager
of Arts Theatre, Sail Antonio,
replacing Wally Womack.
Pericles Chriss named manager
of the Texan Theatre, Austin,
which recently was taken over,
*
from interstate Theatres.
The Atomic, an ozoner opened
at San Angelo by R. S, Starling'
one of first, three-way drive^ns,

m

state.

Patrons

may view

pic

by

sitting in their cars, on chairs near
the screen or in two inclosed
lounges.

KANSAS CITY
circuit would enter arty theatre operation if plans
worked out. New policy
can
would go into Warwick Theatre,

Fox Midwest

AS

A Wf* 17 1

I
JL viS

PC

Favorite Films acquired reissue
rights to three indies produced by
Frank Seltzer for 20th-Fox in
1945-7-8.
They are “The Gay Intruders,” “Let’s Live Again” and
“Jungle Patrol.”
Monogram closed a deal to release ‘Gold Fever,” an indie produced, written and starred in by
John Calvert.

900-seater operated as a subsequent. Warwick would make the
third art-film operation here, the
Dickinson .circuit using it at the
Kjmd, .and Eddie Golden at the

Vogue,

Sol Frank and Ward Pennington
bought the Hillcrest Drive-In Beatrice, Neb., from Alspach and AnThree films slated for release by derson of McPherson, Kans. The
Monogram next month are: “Jet new owners name would be
Job,” April 6; “The Gunman,” changed to the Crest Drive-In.
Deal is part of a four-theatre
April 13, and “Wild Stallion/
Frank sold his chief, Colddeal,
April 27.
Monogram assigned Norman water, Kans., and Crest at Protec
Linz to succeed H. K. Embleton as tion, Kans. Then Frank bought the
manager of its Indianapolis ex- Starview ozoner at McPherson. He
also operates Trail Drive-In, Pratt,
change.
J. J. Milstein resigned as sales Chisholm Trail ozoner, Wellington,
manager of Cinecolor Corp., ef- and Chief Theatre, Sedan, all in
Kansas.
fective March 29.
Eddie end Edith Golden are mov
Monogram’s “Rodeo” and “Fort
ing their theatre booking service
first-run
April
Osage” booked for
dates on Arizona Paramount cir- to larger quarters on Film Row.
Golden operates the Vogue here,
cuit.
Metro appointed six special divl- and books for several indepension field reps who. have left for dents

Barker Art Anderson and to welcome Barker-elect Bennie Berger.
M. A. Levy, 20th-Fox d strict
manager, off on three-week Florida

Western, and Ivan Fuldauer, Midwest.

Claude York, manager for United
Artists exchange here, resigned his
post.
Ed Laird, former manager
here, will return to take over vacated spot.
Chaney named circuit
Jack
booker for Long Circuit. He was
former manager of Plaza at Whar-.
ton.
J. E. Goodwin, manager of the
Queen in Wharton, transferred to
Houston by Long Circuit.
H. C. Overt replaced Harry
Hardgrave as manager of the
Campus Plaza, Texas and Ritz Theatres at Sherman, Tex. Hardgrave
goes to Tulsa, Okla., to manage
v

'
Modern-Aire Drive In.
A. D. Cremean and J. V. Huntly
sold the Fox, which they operated
for the last two years at Timpson,

to H. L. Hillin.

the
Chatmas purchased
...
Queen at Ferris, and will shutter

_

J.

G.

.

.

while he

temporarily

house

the

makes several changes.
Donald Dickson bought the

in-

the Interstate Thethe Varsity, Fort
Worth. Sam Archibald holds other
Interest In the house.
The 30-year-old legit house, the
Circle, being remodeled into an
office building. It recently was a
subsequent-run film house.
terest held
atre Circuit

Sam

B.

m

Landrum, veepee of

Jef-

ferson Amus. Co., currently a can-

PORTLAND, ORE.

Minneapolis Federal Reserve bank
(Continued from- page ff)
report, coincides with present boxLast week,
offlceslump, independent exhibitor Big $14 ooo or near.
declare.
’eaders
“Mutiny” (UA) and “Man With My
St. Paul indie World, 800-seater, Face » (UA), $10,000.
product break because
getting
Guild (Parker) (400; 65-90) “La
two downtown “A” houses, Strand Bonde »» (indie). Sock $4,200. Last
and Tower, are shuttered pending
“Amazing Mr. Beechem”
eek
As it is, however, good j n(jig) and “Kind Hearts, Corolitigation.
product is piling up with only four nets „ fl ndie ) $2,300.
loop firstruns operating.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,850; 90A lifesaver for many of the $1 50 )_“quo Vadis” (M-G) (4th
neighborhood and suburban tbeak)
Q 0od $14 000. Last week,
.tres in this TV belt is the Saturday £.g'*000
r
and Sunday children’s patronage,
j^usic Box (Hamrick) (900; 90
according to the exhibitors. Its $125)
“Salesman” (Col), NSG
better than It ever has been in $3,700. Last week, on second-runs.
most "of the situations and, what’s
Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 65-90)—
more, the youngsters are spending -< Sn0W white” (RKO) (reissue) and
more for popcorn and candy than <^laddin and His Lamp” (Mono)
they ever did before, according to (
Last week,
Big $6 500.
}
information reaching North Central «. F
Men only” (Lip) and “Man
Allied offices. This juvenile trade
(Lip), $3;oOO.
and the popcorn and candy sales
oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 65which they account for are the 90)—“Viva Zapata!” (20th) and “As
only things that have been keeping You were” (Indie), day-date with
many of the showhouses from hav- orpheum. Fine $5,000. Last week,
ing to toss, in the sponge. But .< s£ow white” (RKO) (reissue) and
they’re still insufficient in the face «< Aladdin ” (Mono), $5,500.
of the dwindled adult trade to
orpheum (Evergreen) (1,750; 65make the boxoffiee picture bright, 90)—“Viva Zapata!” (20th) and
says S. D. Kane, NCA executive <As You
ere” (Indie), also OricounseL
Big $7,500. Last week,
Untal.
,
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Boston, March 25.
Bus operators’ strike and unusual amount of sickness in city
continues to plague first-run trade
at donwtown majors with only so“African
so biz at most spots.
Queen” at State and Orpheum
shapes as leader with fairly big
“Greatest Show on Earth”
otal.
n second frame at
but still strong.

Met

is

slipping
Call

“Phone

From Stranger” at Paramount and
Fenway looks- fairish. “Streetcar
Named Desire” with pop prices at
.

Boston looks moderate.
Estimates for This
Astor (B&Q) <1,290;

Week
50-95)

—

Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (682;
“Mill on Po” (Indie),
65-$1.20)
Only fair $3,800. Last week, “Tom
Brown’s Schooldays” (UA) and
Shadow of Doubt” (Indie) (2d wk),
.

$1,800.

—

Boston (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)
White” (RKO) (reissue)
(WB) and “Bitter
“Streetcar”
and “Aladdin” (Mono), $7,700.
Mild $13,000.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,400. Springs” (Indie).
Last week, “Scandal Sheet” (Col)
Woman”
(Indie),
“Weird
and

“Snow

BUZ BOPS MPLS. BUT
‘FINGERS'

FANCY 10G

Minneapolis, March 25.
Winter’s worst weather (it’s not
spring here) put the skids on weekend biz and got week off to brutal
start. -With 18 inches of snow halting transportation, the populace
was snowbound, and theatres took
it on the chin; Sufferers include
such well regarded newcomers as
Five Fingers,” “Belle of N. Y.,”
and “For Men Only” and ace hold
overs of “Quo Vadis” and “Viva
Zapata!” “Fingers” tops new pix.
Estimates for This Week

—

“Cry, Beloved Country” (Indie)
Slow $4,000 following
(2d wk).
$6,500 first.

—

$6,500.

Artists (Parker) (890; 65Y.” (M-G) (2d
of
Q ke $5,500. Last week,

Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-80)
Opened SunLast week, “Browning
(23).
day
wk)
*0
Version” (U) and “Royal Journey”
* son
(UA) (8th wk), oke $3,000..
_
,
,
cb&r\
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 40-85)
Streetcar btrOHg 2!4fjr,
Phone Call Stranger” (20th) and
About
to Mars” (Mono).
Denver; ‘5 Fingers’ 15G “Flight
Last week, “Reaverage $5,000.
Denver, March 25.
treat, Hell!” (WB) and “Northwest
solid- Territory” (Mono) (2d wk),' $4,300.
First-run biz continues
here this stanza despite a snowfall
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)—
of 17 inches, biggest of year last “Bend of River” (U) and "Can’t
Thursday and Friday. Holdovers Beat Irish” (Indie) (2d wk). Held
Century (Par) (1,600; 85-$1.25)
include Salesman” and “Greatest at $12,000 or over.
First week,
Quo Vadis” (M-G) (4th wk). Fine Show.” Fine biz is being racked solid $17,000.
Midway, Rockford, 111., is go
ing through extensive remodeling. $10,000. Last week, $12,500.
up by “Streetcar,” “Viva Zapata!”
Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 90Gopher (Par) (1,000; 50-76)— and “5 Fingers” and “Snow White. $1.25)
Ed Noyer named manager of
“Greatest Show” (Par)
“Viva Zapata!” (20th) (2d wk). Hit
Nortewn theatre.
Estimates for This Week
(2d wk). Slumped to $23,000. First
Jack Hunt returned from Florida skids to $5,000. Last week, brisk
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 40-85)— week, smash $42,000.
to manage the Nate Barger drive- WOO.
(WB) and “Padded
“Streetcar’
«nn
Orpheum -j(Loew) (3,000; 40-85)
Lyric (Par)v „
(1,0Q0; 50-76)— For Cell” (Indie), day-date with Tabor,
ins, which opened last week.
Big
“African Queen” (UA).
Times Theatre, which was using Men Only” (Lip). Okay KOOO. Webber. Fine $10,000. Last week.
Last week, “Pr.ndora”
$20,000.
dime admissions during week, Last week, ‘Here Come Nelsons “Green Glove” (UA) and “Tale of
(M-G) and “Purple Heart Diary”
dropped the idea, returning to 35c. (U), $3,500.
Five Women” (UA), $9,000.
$13,000.
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-76)—
Women’s Variety Club formed as
Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,200; 40- (Col),
Paramount (NET) (1,700, 40-85)
adjunct to Illinois Tent with Mrs. “Belle of N. Y.” (M-G). Lean $8,- 85)
Good
“Salesman” (Col).
Call From Stranger”
“Phone
Beware”
“Sailor
week,
000.
Last
Arthur Mannheimfcr elected pfexy
Last week, “Just This
$9,000.
(20th) and “Flight to Mars” (Mono).
last week.
Mrs! Meyer Gold was (Par) (2d wk), good $8,500.
Once” (M-G) (2d wk), $7,000.
week, “R'eFairish $11,000.
40(RKO)
RKO-Orpheum
(2,800;
picked veepee and Mrs. C. J.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 40-85) treat, Hell!” (WB) Last
and “Northwest
76)—“Streetcar” (WB). Had
Waters secretary-treasurer
“Greatest Show” (Par) (4th wk).
Territory” (Mono) (2d wk), $8,500.
ad_
RKO-Pan
at
previously
at
Yale theatre, Maywood, HI., shut
>Big $16,000. Last week, $21,500.
State (Loew) (3,500; 40-85)
vanced admissions. Fairish $7,000.
tered.
.Denver (Fox) (2,525; 40-85)
Okay $12,Bruce Trinz buying a new Last week, “Big Trees” (WB), “Viva Zapata!” (20th), day-date “African Queen” (UA).
Last week, “Pandora” (M-G)
000.
$8,000.
screen for Clark Theatre.
with Esquire. Fast $18,000. Last
“Purple Heart Diary” (Col),
and
RKO-Pan
(RKO)
(1,600; 40-76)—
Astor being remodeled and reweek, “Phone Call Stranger” (20th)
“First Time” (Col) and “Purple
$9,000.
seated.
and “Waco” (Mono), $13,000
Esquire (Fox) (742; 40-85)
McVickers juggling its prices Heart Diary” (Col): Small $4,000.
week,
“Devil Clock Strikes”
Last
again, lowering them to 60c. at
Viva Zapata!” (20th), also Den(Indie) (reissue), $3,500.
ver.
Nice $4,000.
night.
Last week,
(Continued from page 8)
State (Par) (2,300; 50-76)—“5
“Phone Call” (20th) and “Waco”
Fingers” (20th). Nice $10,000 or
Drawing* some fairish activity at
(Mono), $3,000.
over. Last week, “David” (20th),
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 40-85)— $6,000 after $10,800 getaway.
popscale run, $8,000
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
White” (RKO) (reissue).
Latest available figures show
World (Mann) (400; 85-$1.20)-i “Snow
Trim $16,000.
Last week, “Las 20-70)—“Tembo” (RKO) plus four
Massachusetts has 416 convention
“Salesman” (Col) (3d wk). Good
Vegas Story” (RKO) and “Strong- days of personals by Howard Hill,
al pic houses
and 52 0 zoners $3,500. Last week, $4,400.
featured archer in film. Mild $10,hold” (Lip) (2d wk), $7,500
Broken down to seating capacity
4l
256 have less than 1,000 seats
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 40-35)— 000. Last week, Belle New York”
“5
while 65 have seating over 1,500 ‘Town’ Rugged
Fingers” (20th) and “Romance (M-G) (2d wk), $5,700.
$8,000,
Keith’s (Schanberger) (2,460; 50of Redwoods” (Col). Sock $15,000.
As an judication of the slump
ja
Last week, “Quo Vadis” (M-G) $1.25)—"Greatest Show” (Par) (5th
biz last vear fiEfiirp<s rpppntiv
Seattle; ‘Streetcar’ 11
wk). Down td $9,000 this week
(5th wk), $10,000.
released show that tax receipts on
Rialto (Fox) (878; 40-85)— Jun- after previous round at big $11>p j x admission ducats (in MassaSeattle, March 25.
gle of Chang” (RKCJ) and “Cat 300.
chusetts) were 32% less than the
“Greatest Show” in second hi
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-70)
People”
peak year of 1947.
(RKO). Hep $3,000. Last
stanza is pacing field this "round
“Red Skies Montana” (20th). Opens
Martin J. Mullin, New England with another smash week. “Steel week, on reissues.
tomorrow (Wed.) after second
Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 40-85)
Theatres topper, and prez of Chil- Town” looms good at Liberty
dren’s Cancer Research Founda- “Streetcar” is the new entry at “Streetcar”
(WB) and “Padded week of “Hoodlum Empire” (Rep)
tion, selected to receive Variety Orpheum
where
trim
session Cell” (Indie), also Aladdin, Web- got oke $5,000.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-70)—
Club’s annual great Heart Award. shapes.
ber.
Nice $9,500.
Last week,
Sam Richmond, Lux Film' dis“Green
Glove”
(UA) and “Tale “Five Fingers” (20th). Sturdy $11,Estimates for This Week
,
„
r
„
000. Last week, “Return of Texan”
tributor, took on a temporary asWomen (UA), $9,500
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 65signment to assist in the bally of 90)
(20th), $4,700.
Vogue (Pike) (600; 60-90)
“Retreat Hell!” (WB) and
“Greatest Show on Earth” (Par). “Colorado Sundown” (Rep) (3d “Lavender Hill Mob” (U) (3d wk).
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-75)
He is covering the western Massa- wk). Good $3,000 after last week’s Off to $1,500. Last week, fine “Streetcar” (WB). Back at pop
chusetts and Connecticut area.
$3,000.
prices after previous brief, run at
$3,500.
E. M. Loew’s newest indoor theWebber (Fox) (750; 40-85)
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,629; 65same house earlier in season.
atre, the Salem in Salem, opened 90)
“Return of Texan” (20th) and “Streetcar” (WB) and “Padded Light $8,000. Last week, “Bugles
last week. House is a 1,000-seater. “Superman vs Mole Men” (Lip.). Cell” (Indie), also Aladdin, Tabor. in Afternoon” (WB) $8,300 in 10
Joint board and commyiee meet- Fair $7,500. Last week, “Las Vegas Big $4,500.
Last week, “Green days.
ing of the Allied-affiliated Inde- Story” (RKO) and “Texas City
Glove”
(UA) and “Tale Five
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-70)
pendent Exhibitors of New Eng- (Mono), $14,500 in 12 days.
Women” (UA), same.
“Salesman” (Col) (2d wk). Unland resulted in reelection of WalFifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,366;
exciting $5,000 after first round
ter Mitchell as board chairman. 65-90)— “Viva Zapata!” (20th) and
at $6,800.
Nathan Yamins was re-named na- “Tony Misbehaves” (Indie). Okay
(Continued from page 9)
tional delegate.
Last week, “5 Fingers”
$9,000.
(20th) and “Trail Guide
(RKO), Great $18,000. Last week, “Never
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MONTREAL

FOR RENT

l

Forget You” (20th), $15,000.
Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 34-60)
“Lone Star” (M-G). Okay $12,000.
Last week, “Callaway 'Went Thataway” (M-G), $7,000.
Loew’s (C.T.) (2,855; 75-$1.13)—
“Greatest Show” (Par) (2d wk).
Huge $35,000 following socko $45,000 for first,
Imperial (C/T.) (1,839; 34-60)
ting a better share of available $13,200.
“Flaming Feathers” (Par) and
theatre patronage and improve
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,699; 65- “Whip Hand” (Par). Fair $8,000.
their grosses if they can accom
90)
“Streetcar”
(WB).
Trim Last week, “Girl on Bijjjge” (20thj
plish this.
Last week, "Invitation” and. “Hot Lead” (20th), same.
$11,000.
Ben Marcus, Wisconsin circuit IM-G), $5,000.
Orpheum (C.T.) (1,048; 34-60)
owner, and Joe Strother, his buyParamount (Evergreen) (3,049; “San Francisco” (M-G) (reissue)
er, in from Milwaukee to attend 65-90)
"Greatest Show” (Par) (2d and “Jungle of Chang” (M-G). Fair
Northwest Variety club’s testimo wk). Huge $19,000, after smash $7,000.
Last week, “The River’
nial dinner for
retiring Chief $26,000 opener.
(UA) (4th wk), $8,000.

MINNEAPOLIS

Group

(2d wk), $4,700.

Liberty (Hamrick)' (1,650; 65-90)

—

independent ex“Steel Town” (U) and “Meet
hibitors are tackling the problem Danny Wilson” (U). Good $8,000.
of how to keep young people at- Last week, “Belle of N.Y ” (M-G)
tending film theatres in their own and “Sellout” (M-G), (2d wk), $6,neighborhoods or suburbs, instead 500 in 9 days.
of flocking downtown, as they do
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,282; 90nowv especially on weekends. $1.50)
“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (5th
Group members feel they’ll be get- wk). Nice $12,000. Last week,
.of
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Josephine

her
plans
for the

coming
SeasonNOW APPEARING nife elufe engagement at
the fttw

"CHEZ JOSEPHINE BAKER CAFE"

Mex!e@

in

City

April

until

1952

15,

UNITED STATES NITE CLUB TOUR,
opening engagement at
• HOTEL LAST FRONTIER, in Las Vegas

— April

18,

1952.

®

MAY 2d,

®

MAY

1952

—-Giro's

Hollywood, California.

— Tick-Tock Club, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
1952 — New York City —

27th

® JUNE

2,

return for limited

nite club

® JUNE 20th

engagement.

—

Departure for South American tour nite
club engagements, opening Rio de Janeiro, June
25th, 1952.

*

—

OCTOBER

Exclusive New York opening of
3, 1952
club "Chez Josephine Baker," ultra smart East side
location, soon to be announced.

® FILMS:
Screen play nearing completion

personal

Exclusive

® TELEVISION: Sustaining television half hour show
"Chez Josephine Baker" Fall, 1952, in preparation.

WILLIAM
521 Park Ave.,

Wardrobe
JACQUES

for Fall re-

lease, S952.

GR1FFE, PARIS

New wardrobe American Cafe debut
at Giro's

® 1950-51 Theatrical Tour throughout America.
engagement concluded
Mexico City.

Successful nite club
15th at El Patio,

current season:

RAIMA IN, CHRISTIAN DIOR,

PIERRE

—

City

for filming in

® RECORDINGS: New album being edited

March

TAUB
New York

PLaza 3-3020

1953, "The Josephine Baker Story."

® 1952

management—>
L.

•t

/

in Hollywood by
CHRISTIAN DIOR, PARIS

Musical Director:
JOE IkOUiLLON, PARIS
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Us’ Vidpix

on
Basis,
New

s

plan

sales

television f

under which local TV stations
can buy as much as four hours of
vidpix programming per week on
a service basis was unveiled this
week by the recently-created Ely
films

-Landau Productions.

At the same

Landau, who was formerly
radio-TV chief for the Emil Mogul
agency, disclosed that his outfit has
completed pilot films In nine different categories of programs, several of which will be in complete
series form (13 or 26 shows) within
time,

NEW PACKAGER TEES
WITH 4 TV SERIES
Hollywood, March 25.
Half-hour series tagged '9Date
with Destiny” will launch the production efforts of Pennant Productions,

comio strip of family foibles, will
bo filmed for television by George
Rosenberg, agent, and radio writers
Henry Hoople and Fred Fox, formerly with Judy Can ova.
Group is negotiating with* a
studio to rush a pilot to the
market.

Due

14 f, SERIES

Pennant, which has taken space

Louis D. Snader Productions will
swidg into the production of curYork, Chicago and London
rent pop tunes for its Telescripoffices.
tions briefies for the first time this
week.
Outfit, which leases the

nine months of operation. He
added that he has already acquired

program-

ming included in the four-hour
package, Landau cited a self-contained soap opera, comprising five
15-minute stanzas, produced for
less than $17,000; a series of quarter-hour sports and film celeb
shows, dealing with the life of personalities in each, budgeted at under $2,000 per show, and a moppet
show combining live action with

animation and .produced in .color,
brought in for less than $6,000. ^
Most of the current productions
Is centered in N. Y., but Landau
(Continued on page 38)

Await Ruling

Artists

is

.

Hollywood, March

Pitch to Clients

TV

March 21
JERRY FAIRBANKS
Sunset

8052

Lew Landers
Swanstrom Studios: Hollywood

CBS-TV

'N'
Hal Roach
Culver City series of character comedy

now

teleplx

Studios,

shooting.

Sponsored Blatz Beer.
Supervisors: Freeman Gosden,
Correll.
Director: Charles Barton.

.

Studios, Hollywood
series of half-hour vldFoods shooting.

Derby

Cast: Kirby Grant, Gloria
Ilagerthy, set leads.

winter,

Ron

March

29.

J.

Krasne

Gross and Philip N.

WITH LINKLETTER,"

Starring

HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION
Republic Studios, North Hollywood

telepix

win

begin

hour

shooting

Producer: Roy Rogers
Associate producer: Jack Lacey
Director: Bob Walker

March

CODY-SKY

SHOWCASE PRODUCTIONS

MARSHAL

William Schallcrt in support.
Producer: Franklin Adreon

March 30,
Director: Fred Brannon
Hollywood, March 25.
Producer: Richard Dorso
Scandinavian - American TeleviHalf hour series of adult drama films
HOUR GLASS PRODS.
sion Co. launches lensing of first for "CROWN THEATRE" resume shoot6525 Sunset: Hollywood
May 1.
13 in vidpix series, “Hans Christian ing
Shooting "MAN OF TOMORROW" series
Producer: Richard Dorso
Andersen,” in Copenhagen, Denof 15-minute telepix.
Producer: Wanda Tuchock
mark, April 13, with telepix to be
DESILU PRODS,, INC.
Director: George deNorraand
General Service Studios, Hollywood
*hot in color. Bernard Bros., pan"I LOVE LUCY" half-hour comody setomime team, have been set for ries
LANCER PRODUCTIONS
for CBS-TV, sponsored by Philip
series, and Joan Vohs and Allyn Morris. Shoots to June.
RKO-Pathe: Culver City
Lucille Ball, Desl Arnez; set leads
"THOSE WERE THE 'DAYS" half
Smith haVe been set for femme Cast:
with William Frawley, Vivian Vance In telcpixseries starts shooting April hour
8.
leads.
support. No parts to fill.
ProduCJ^sr Bernard Girard, Richard Dorso
J css Oppenheimcr
CORNY JOHNSON" series of half hour
Male lead and narrator will be Producer:
Director: Marc Daniels
comedy pix begin shooting April 8.
set here shortly with the rest of Writers:
Jess
Oppenheimcr.
Madelyn Producer-director: .Bernard Girard
Pugh. Bob CarroU
TRAUMA" series begins shooting' May
the cast to be picked in Copenha,
1. Half hour dramas/

Hal Roaoti Studios, Culver City

“RACKET SQUAD"

series of half-hour
telepix
resumes
shooting
April 2.
Producer: Hal Hoach, Jr.: Carroll Case
Director: Jim TlnlLag

adventure

#

gen.

.

DONLEVY CORP.

Republic Studios. North Hollywood

Karl E. Moseby, v.p. of the company; Thos Brooks, production
manager, and sales rep Walter
Klinger left last week for Copenhag®n to start the series, Malvin
Wald, on the scene, has finished

"DANGEROUS

ASSIGNMENT"

half-

hour adventure series starring Brian
Donlevy shooting two films a week, 32
be shot to June.
Producer: Harold E. Knox.

to

Director: Bill

Kam

!

.

606 N. Robertson Blvd.: Hollywood
THE P| RATf^Sh9fl0t ln ^/w TEkRYdveAND
nture teleplx.
C
h
er, MRr Bla nchard, William
Traev ri^ c
A
J,<
KrU!Cl n -

A

I

P.o™u7«V?D„^rCore’

Director: Dick Irving.

EDWARD LEWIS PRODS.

Motion Picture Center, Hollywood
Series

*

“

of

Unne
April

DOUGFAIR CORP.

13 telescripts.

Producers: Bernard Girard, Richard Dorso
Executive Producer: Basil GriUo

j

half-hour

M

dramas featuring
* cmcce resumes shooting

Producer: Edward Lewis
Production manager: William Stevens

PHILLIPS LORD PRODS.

Republic Studios, North Hollywood

"GANGBUSTER"

series

for

Director:,
i

j'i

NBC-TV,
*•>

)

.

.

.

•.

.

.

.

,

and

Harry

Hickox

.

.

Gordon

.

ankled Wilding Pictures to take charge of sales in
Cleveland division for Jerry Fairbanks

New York

31.

Director: Victor Stoloff

OF THE UNIVERSE" series of 39 h5fhour scientifiction teleplx now shooting.
J “dd „??Adren « Alino Town® head cast
with

Grillo
e c producer.
George Macready is being negotiated for lead in “Mason”
Charles Haag and E. A. Dupont
inked to direct alternately on next
six “Big Town” vidpJbc for Jack
Gross and Philip K*a$ne at General Service studios. Ralph Acton
has been named casting director
.Arthur Weitzel and Clyde Ges. .
»cU of Firestone Tire Corp. returned to Akron following sessions
with execs of Jerry Fairbanks
Prod .
Pilot pic on educational
series has been canned by Arizona
Motion- Picture Corp. at Mesa,
•.
Ariz
.
Edmund McCanna Productions packaging a “Mr. and
Mrs.” video show featuring Mary

Thompson

Producer: Gil Ralston

•

series of half

Hollywood

Eagle Lion Studios. Hollywood
"ELECTRIC THEATRE" series of half^
hour drama telepix resumes shooting

SERVICE
"COMMANDO

Studio.

SCREEN TELEVIDEO PRODS.

RKO-Pathe,. Culver City

myatcry

Goldwyn

ROGER! now shooting ten oater
,
telepix. Vidpix are half-hour each. Roy
Rogers, Dale Evans topline, Pat Brady
in support. General western parts to fill.
Sponsored by General Foods for NBC-TV.

Hollywood

.
Art
Llnkletter in series of 16 vidpix, halfhour audience participation snow
ABC web, shooting every other week for
for
26 weeks.

Irving,

ROY ROGERS PRODUCTIONS

Director: E. A. Dupont,

"REBOUND" series of half hour adult
dramas sponsored by Packard Motor Car

"PERRY MASON"

Donald Wilson

of 26 half hour
by Lever Brothers rolls Producer: Revue Productions
Axel Gruenberg. Richard
McVey and Jane Nigh Director:
Norman Lloyd.

Director: Irvin Atkins

Corp. currently shooting.
Executive producer: Basil GriUo
Producer: Bernard Girard
Director: B Girard

J.

Howard Bretherton

Eagle Lion Studios: Hollywood
Half-hour series of adult drama telepix resume shooting in April for Revue
Prods.

Green Giant sponsors.
Producer: John Guedei

BING CROSBY, ENTERPRISES

"MYSTERY THEATRE"

REVUE PRODUCTIONS

series

Producers: Jack

,

Director: George Archalnbaud

COLOR YIDPLX SERIES

TOWN"

telepix sponsored
April 1. Patrick
set leads.

600. Taft Bldg.,

Producer: Jean Yarborough

READY ‘ANDERSEN’

Director:

JOHN GUEDEL PRODS.

COSMAN PRODS.

shooting

Producer:

.

Hal Roach Studios, Culver City
"IN THE LAW" series of half-hour telepix starring George Raft shooting to

30, Basil

City.

'

Producer: Jack Chertok
Associate Producer: John Morse

AFM

Now

Jack Mahoney, Dick Jones in fixed leads.
Producer: Louis Gray
Director: Wallace Fox

"BIG

Service

.

series of half-hour adventure teleplx;

GROSS-KRASNE, INC.

"SKY KING"
pix for

6920 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood
second half of series
half-hour teleplx now shooting.

52

General Service Studios: Hollywood’

JACK CHERTOK PRODS.
General

said irreparable damage
would be caused if the established
format was upset by the court, and
added it was impossible to determine damages in advance. “We consider it a fair formula, notwithstanding the Nassers’ contention to
the contrary,’’ he stated. Gordon
maintained that
has a property right in the four pix involved
via Jthe music and soundtracks, in
the nature of what he termed
equitable servitude.

of

Charles

Producer: James Fonda

He

Hal Roach Studios: Culver

"RANGE RIDER"

ANDY"

"AMOS

depending on methods of distribu-

i

Edward Everett

.

in

ROLAND REED PRODS.

FLYING A PRODUCTIONS

Frank McDonald

Director:

AFM

t

.

MARTED PRODUCTIONS

Hollywood

B1y<1.,

.

•

production.

S. Rothschild,

launches initial series, “Ramar of
the Jungle,” at KTTV studios May
5, and has two additional series in
the .works. Fromkess is exec producer and Rudy Flothow will produce “Ramar,” to be directed by

Films in Production

Producer: WWlatn F. Broidy
Associate producer: Wesley Barry

the legality of the formula.
Emanuel Gordon, of the
general counsel’s office in N. Y.,
analyzed the 5% format, and ihtroed evidence showing the 5%
was calculated on various bases,

m

is

.

.

Brink last Thursday heard final
arguments in the controversy, in
which the Nassers have challenged

is

shows

.

eration of Musicians* 5% pix-totelevision format, plus rescoring of
four pix they want to sell to video,
will be handed down Friday (28'.
Eeferee In bankruptcy Benno M.

-

filmed-in-Hollywood

Horton replaces Richard Hayden
“Wilbur Peddle” series prohalf"HOLLYWOOD THEATRE" half-hour
"THE HOT STOVE LEAGUE," Leo duced by Berman Swartz for Edhour jupflo Adventure teleplx series be- drama, series resumes- Shooting April 1. Durocher and Laralne Day star in a series
gin shooting May 1. Producers: Harry S. Directors: Derwin Abb*. Arnold wester of 104 quarter-hour interview* of baseball ward Lewis Productions at Motion
Rothschild, Ueon Fromkess.
greats. Different guest stars each week. Picture Center studios
Lancer
.
Film Producer: Rudolph Flothovr
Producer: Marty Martyn, Ted Kneeland
Productions, subsidiary of Bing
FILMCRAFT PRODS.
*
Director: Lew Landers
Writer: Robert Todd
Crosby, Enterprises, guns two
8451 Melrose, Hollywood
series April 8, “Those Were the
OROOCHO MARX starred in 39 half-hour'
MURPHY-THOMAS PRODS.
WILLIAM F, BROIDY PRODS.
audience participation’ film productions, to
Days,” Bernard Girard-Dick Dorso
General Service Studios: Hollywood
Sunset Studios, Hollywood
made once a- week, began. Aug. 23 for
production, and “Corny Johnson,”
"FRONTIER
"WILD SILL HICKOK," half hour tele- be
DETECTIVES"
half
hour
NBC.
DeSoto-Plymouth
plx series sponsored by Kellogg's now Producer: John GUedel sponsoring.
ferles of 13 films start shooting April 1, Girard production, while BCE beVictor Jory toplines.
shooting third series of; thirteen. Guy Film producer: I, Lindenbaum
gins “Perry Mason” series March
Producer: Stanley Murphy
Madisoit and Andy Devine heted cast.
Directors: Bob Dwan, Bernie Smith

Pix

Goldwyn’s
Hans Christian Andersen,”
star1
n, y K ye fr0m 3
SCri P* by
?
Srnfa w J

of

soaring. Where once there was a
reticence toward film there is now

In a move that may spur a num- an enthusiasm for it.”
“Unfortunately there are not
ber of television shows to switch
from live to' film production, G-L enough' multiple-station markets
Enterprises, Inc., an indie N. Y. available currently so that the pro(Continued on page 38)
vidfilm production firm, this week
offered bankrollers a chance to
produce their shows on film for
the same cost as the live show,
and also to. earn a profit on subsequent-run rights to the programs.
Outfit claims to have several
Hollywood
indie backers who are putting up
Howard puff video guesting in
Telescriptions and get them in the money to finance the operation.
N. Y., set for “Hollywood Screen
hands of stations within 30 days With that coin behind it, G-L plans Test” April
7, “Show of Shows”
after it learns which are to be plug to pay the difference between live April 12
. . Newly-formed Arrow
tunes.
(Continued on page 38)
Productions, headed by Leon

KTTV Studios, Hollywood
"RAMA* OF THK JUNGLE" 38

25.

Samuel

difference in policies

affiliate
station
managers are
vitally interested in good, entertaining programs. And the prestige

with radio* deejay shows and to
produce virtually their own Hit
Parades.
Snader explained that he’s negotiated a deal with'the major music
publishers to« inform him in advance, at the same time they inform the disking outfits, on which
will be their plug tunes each
month. He plans to produce Telescriptions on the 10 top tunes each
month and feed them to stations
“while they’re hot.” He said that
his outfit \yill be able to lens the

ARROW .PRODUCTIONS

% Formula on

“The

said,

when competition is involved is
amazing.
Operators in cities of
more than two outlets and network

as of Friday,

AFM

Long-awaited verdict as to
whether General Service Studios*
owners, James and Geofcge Nasser,
must comply with American Fed-

Moss Hart,

He

etc.

live,

Fromkess and Harry

On

Legality of

25.

contacting
name pix producers about a possible vidfilm production, Teevee
director John H.* Mitchell reported,
stating UA plans 100% film programming for video.
Firm will partially or wholly
finance as well as distribute. Mitchell believes future of video lies
in film but doesn’t necessarily think
television will move to the Coast.
He is setting up sales organizations
in 41 markets, Mitchell says UA
has product now but is thinking of
the. future. He will be here in a
fortnight “taking a very good look
at a lot of things.”

United

a number of properties, as well as
writers and directors.
Illustrating the type of

*

stations
Telescriptions
to
local
throughout the country to use for
disk jockey-type shows, has been
concentrating until now on standards.
Production of the current
tunes, according to Snader, will
permit TY outlets to keep pace
‘

Hollywood, March

first

“headed

for mediocrity if the
operators don’t change their curReynolds,
rent indifferent attitude.” He reducers-director Sheldon
arrived in N. Y. last week from ported indies display a stiff policy
Stockholm to wrap up financing of resistance to re-runs, and a “disand a sponsorship deal for a new regard for the basic principles of
series she plans to produce on her good showmanship, an unrealistic
program of trying to get everyown in the Swedish capital.
Titled “Letters to America,” the thing for nothing, and a viewerformat of the half-hour pix will go-hang attitude.”
However, operators in cities
revolve around an American writer
scouting Europe for human interest with multiple stations have a much
stories on the problems of the av- greater appreciation of quality proerage European people, how they gramming, the producer observed.

tion shortly.

DA

tors for short-sightedness, declaring that their programming is

Stella Linden, who’s scripted a
of the “Foreign Intrigue”
vidfilm stanzas in Sweden for pro-

worth and Harrison Dunham to
package radio and television properties being readied for produc-

Mitchell Bares

H

AS

Hollywood, March 25
Back from a five-week survey
junket of the nation’s television
outlets, vidpix producer Jerry Fairbanks lashed indie station opera.

number

New

New production firm is prepared
to offer stations a balanced programming setup on film of from
one to four weekly, with prices
to be pro-rated on the number of
shows they take and on their market size. Landau, claiming to be
bankrolled by three private N. Y.
individuals and two from Miami,
said that more $1,500,000 will be
budgeted for production during the

Attitude

‘LETTERS TO AMERICA’.

Anh

$100,0(50

'

to
r

by Ed Woods-

here

‘Mediocrity’

‘

at General Service studios, pians

30, days.

tion.

new

Inc.,

established

TV

Fairbanks Charges

Hollywood, March 25.
“The Nebbs,” long a popular

Landaus New Sales Plan

for

Mydh 16r

WojliieKia^

SNADER TELESCRIPTIONS
177 £ Bcvcrl y Br - Beverly Hills
«.
L
March
27. a shooting session with Fran
,-

A shooting session with April
Stevens goes same day.
Producer: Louis D. Snader

Warren.

TEEVEE COMPANY

Dison Stewart, co-founder of
Transradio Press, named exec veepee of the Grattan TV-Radio division, created to produce vidpix in
Italy for American TV stations
John H. Mitchell, United Artists
TV chief, to the Coast to line up
.

new

.

vidfilm properties for syndica-

by his outfit
Dick Cahill,
midwest supervisor for NBC’s TV
tion

.• .

film syndication,

,

in N.Y. over

the

weekend for huddles with department chief Jack Cron. Richard
G. Drown, Jr., named UA-TV sales
.

rep for

New

Orleans, bringing the

Studios, Hollywood
,,,
THEATRE" series of O. Henry outfit a step nearer its plan of
ivnk
type dramas shooting.* each film five min- having a sales staffer in each TV
utes in length, two being combined
NBC-TV
to market in the country
make quarter hour teleplx.
film salesmen H. Weller Kcever,
Associate producer: Sherman Harris
Bill Grainger and Dan Cherkoss
Executive producer: Marc Frederic
Director William Asher
Director:
off on swings through their various territories this week
Ster.

FRANK WISBAR PRODS.

,

Associate producer: Sidney Smith

ZIY TV
5255 Clinton St., Hollywood
Five in "UNEXPECTED" series of halfhour telepix shoot in March.

“BOSTON BLACKIE" telepix in
.
half-hour series shoot In March.
F°ur "Cisco KID" half-hour telepix
scheduled for March shooting.
Director: Pan! Landres. Eddie Davis.
So.

A

.

.

Studios: Hollywood
£ *dult dr;' ra ** resume series of halfshooting midApril
Producer-dlrector: Frank WIsbar -

THEATRE"

bey Martin

.

4

.

.

ling TV has formed a separate
stock shot division to provide specified film footage to networks,
agencies and other users.
CBSTV Film Sales has sold its, “Files
of Jeffrey Jones” to Pearson Pharmacal for airing via KING-TV,
Seattle. Table Talk Pastry. Worcester, Mass., has extended its
sponsorship on CBS-TV’s “Range
.

Rider”

produced by Gene

series,

Autry’s Flying

an additional

A

26.

TV, Providence.

Productions, for

weeks on
.

WJAR.

:

Mkwt

fdlnadiy)

16, 1952
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PREPS
Birth of a Salesman
major exec at NBC has been pulled into the
“soft market” AM-TV breach and has Joined the Madison ave.
brief-case contingent as salesmen in an effort to plug up those
valuable network holes, particularly in television.

CITY FOR
y. architects

N.

2$

Y

Benny-Hope-Crosby Sponsor Fade

Practically every

All the top boys are in there pitching these days, with even
braintruster, out peddling the
“Pat” Weaver, the web’s No. 1
are selling—
web’s wares. Even, the sales promotion boys at

Cues

or trying to.
While in the, past prexy Joseph H. McConnell, board chairman
Niles Tramiflell, and exec veepee and radio administrator Charles
Denny, have hit the sales trail, generally they’ve been held in reNow it’s high up on their day-to-day
serve for the flash plays.
‘

agenda.

,

,

$3,000,1)1)0

'

ABC

For
new

in N.

ABC

Great White
Gagsters in the

leave

NBC

ABC

WGN

had been
which Mutual’s
Web’s and WENR’s facilities will be on the 24th and 25th
(in

pro-

new package idea, titled
“Night Court.”

fic

precincts (hangovers from the days
when the" Blue Network was an
moves
NBC adjunct). In Chi
April 21 from the Merchandise
Mart to the Daily News building

Way

CBS-TV

ager of the department, about

gineering point of view. April will
be a $3,000,000 moving month
'

Coast

gram department are kidding
Henry White, business manhis

ABC, when' its Coast and Cen-

White got into a slight altercation with a 'Broadway trafcop last Thursday night (20)
over his right to park his small
car among a fleet of limousines
near a legit house. Cop called
the paddywagon and White

was hauled

off to court,

where

the judge suspended sentence.
White, of course, missed the
show he had planned to see
that night.

housed).

where five new studios are
being completed and equipped at a
cost of $500,000, in addition to one
already set up. Two of the six will

floors,

CBS’ 25

AM-TV operations.

be for combined
In Hollywood the skein’s westerfi

KECA move April 1
ABC building on

division and
to the remodeled

For

1 Rebate

TV Sponsors

North Vine St. .The Coast setup,
operations uncombining all
der one roof, cost $1,250,000 for
equipment and construction. It inIn an apparent switch in policy
cludes 12 studios and announcers’
from that decided on last winter,
booths, with three audience stuCBS-TV
has decided to give all
dios having an ^average of 321
regular sponsors staying on through
seats.
a 25% rebate on net
ABC engineering v.p. Frank the summer
costs in addition to the
Marx said that the new) Gotham program
regular 10% additional time dis-

AM

.

On Summer Ride

radio building, which will also
serve WJZ, was “made to last,”
taking into account not only latest
technological advances, but also

count.

Deal

is

applicable to all

sponsors in Class A time for eight
consecutive weeks during July and
August, provided the bankrollers
probable future needs. Stress was
are on for a full 13-week cycle
placed on compactness and effibefore the summer and agree to
ciency. At the same time the poson for 13 weeks after the
remain
sibility that some
studios may
summer period.
also be needed for tele was also
conference last winpress
At
a
covered.
Four of the studios (one with ter when the web’s sales and re30.000 cubic feet and three with search departments unveiled their
27.000 cubic feet) provide room findings on the success of last summer’s sponsors, CBS-TV prfez J. L.
(Continued on page 36)
Van Volkenburg declared there
would be no contributions made' by
the web towards program costs
during July and August this year.
(Web had picked up 33V6% of. all
program costs last summer.) Fact
that he has now changed his -mind
is believed to point up further the
current “softness” of the TV sponsorship picture.
CBS-TV this week found itself
Deal is applicable to sponsors of
in the middle of a
sponsor dilem- all shows -aired from 6 to 11 p.m.
Alum inum Corp. of America,
(Continued on page 36)
which bankrolls the Ed Murrow
Sunday afternoon “See It Now,”
has asked the network for later
time segment, preferably the Sun- Owens-Corning To
Jay at 7 p.m. slot, in a bid for a
Digger audience. The latter period
CBS: ‘Where on
1S
by the Wrigley-sponDeal for Owens-Corning to pick
e ne Autry program. In vew
*2 r ®'d
of Wrigley’s
the tab on CBS-TV’s projected
longtime
intimate up

AM

CBS-TVs Dilemma

On Alcoa, Wrigley

There”?

y

and

association with

CBS (the gum outhas frequently taken CBS off
the radio hock by
picking up the
ah on sustainers),
tit

“You Are There” was
this

virtually set

week, but finding a suitable

time slot for the show is stalling
the network has
the signaturing. Glass outfit has
At the
Wards f° keep Alcoa handed CBS a cancellation notice
happy^
on the 15-minute Tuesday segment
It’s understood
it had of the daytime Garry Moore
CBS
30 Sunda y perioc
show, in order to switch the coin
hift1 fu
!
outlay into “You Are There.”
latter is koldinf
Th 6:30
oA
The
time is occupi
O-C has the 1:45 to 2 p.m. segn n
ho is sustai
ment of Moore on Tuesdays, with
ever t?,
?
Levenson pr
the cancellation effective April 15.
hit » 29 %
“There” is scheduled to tee off
;?- 8 ratln e and si
t. rn
Au *ry film
during the first week in June.
from a 19A ii
reportedly wants an
Bankroller
ooi
to
3, 9
0n the Marc
early Sunday evening slot for the
whi “i w °
uld ind icate
show, providing CBS can clear
si ^

*

re to court 111 favor.
L*.lrne
^
3

’

Slle *to stay
put.

Two significant fobves are seen
pointing to the fact that CBS is
seriously involved in prepping a

Vivien Leigh failed to appear

TV

“See

City on the outskirts of New
York. It's been learned that the
Coast architect firm of William
Pereira Sc Charles Luckman (exthe $12,000,000 CBS-TV City currently under construction in Los
Angeles, is opening offices in Manhattan.

Furthermore,

it’s

known

that

W

enough

stations.

already has completed a preliminary blueprint of a TV City
adjacent to New York, probably
in Westchester County, with Columbia having a large-acreage
tract under long-term lease.
The recent shifting of Howard
Meighan out of the CBS Radio
presidency, with Adrian Murphy
taking his place, is seen as having
TV City overtones. While it was

Sir

Laurence

announced

as

It

Olivier

on

and

CBS-TV’s

Now” Sunday

*

»

now

looks

virtually

certain

Jack Benny, Bob Hope and
Bing Crosby the three top-budgthat-

‘Who, Me?’

;

CBS

Television Centre,
joins the
are modern architecturally, electronically up-to-date, physically attractive and efficient from an en-

for

Chi,

radio stu-4-

ABC’s $1,250,000
dios on West 66 St., N. Y., to which
the web will move on April 1, underline the chain’s faith both in
radio and its own financial health.
The 11 studios housed in the former Wilson warehouse, which ad-

tral divisions, similarly

Y,

By GEORGE ROSEN

Lever Bros, prexy), who designed

Moving Day (& Date)

10G Radio Program Ceiling
It

TV

NBC

in

(23),

reportedly due to the fact that
they had never actually consented to do the show. Seems
that a femme rep in the British press office in N. Y. had set
up the deal with “See It” producers Edward R. Murrow and
Fred W. Friendly without consulting the Oliviers in advance.
When the husband and wife
thesping team heard about it,
they refused, and the gal was
fired.

—

eted personality shows in

radioend

will lose their sponsors at the

of the current season.

on

From

lier«

the $8,500-$10,000 bracket
AM, as reflected in
the Chesterfield purchase (at 10G
a week) of Dean Martin Sc Jerry
Lewis for next season. On the other
hand, Chesterfield is calling it
quits on the Hope and Crosby stanzas, epch of which carries a nut in
excess of $30,000 a week.
in,

will be tops in

If

Hope and/or Crosby return

to the

AM

kilocycles next season,
a foregone conclusion that it’ll
be at a considerably reduced price,
wjlth
trimmed productional accoutrements.
Major Ripley is in the contemplated Benny cancellation, for the
comic, despite his 20 years in radio, almost invariably cbps the No.
1 Nielsen rating laurels.
On the
other hand, a top
rating today
translates itself into a 13 or 14
Nielsen, which, on a cost-per-thousrind basis, doesn’t jell with a $40,000
weekly
program
budget.
Chesterfield’s action is even more
understandable in view of the fact
that both Hope and Crosby are out
of the Top 10 Nielsen ranking.
Ben Duffy, prexy Of BBD&O,
agency on the Lucky Strike account, has indicated that the ciggie
company would bow out of the
Benny radio sponsorship, with the
comedian henceforth restricting
himself to TV on a possible alter-

it’s

Oliviers were to have traveled
to Brooklyn for the show, to
lecture Brooklynites on British
culture from one of the English busses the British sent to
the U. S. as a public relations
goodwill gesture. ’Duo, currently co-starring in the two

“Cleopatras” on Broadway, has

AM

consistently refused lucrative
offers to appear on TV while
ing into the general executive setin
N. Y.
up of the parent CBS company,
there was no revelation of a speHowcific assignment for him.
ever, it’s believed that Meighan,
who headed up by. the CBS Coast
operation during the blueprint
stages for the mommoth L. A. TV
City construction, will devote his
energies toward a similar project
in the east.
While there’s been talk in the
past of a TV City to serve the purposes of all the networks, the idea
nate-week basis.
practically died aborning, because
One of the major long-range proof the failure of the webs to get
a
for
TV
The need
gram phenomena, paralleling the
together.
City is more acute for CBS than Jack Benny saga, is the emergence
for NBC, in view of the latter’s of the Amos ’n' Andy CBS radio
studio facilities in Radio City, Co- show at the top of the Nielsen heap
lumbia prexy Frank Stanton has in the Feb. 10-16 tabulation. For
approached RCA board chairman the past couple of years, it was a
David Sarnoff and NBC prexy case of Benny and “Lux Radio The-,
Joseph H. McConnell with the idea atre” alternating in sharing the
Sponsorship status of the CBSof teaming up on a “one big TV No. 1 spot, but the new Nielsens
City project.” NBC nixed the idea, project
& A in the leadership, TV “ToaSt of the Town” for next
deciding against any such collabo- with Lux No. 2 and Benny in third season apparently is in a slate of
confusion at the moment, with
ration.
position.
Whereas in the case of Benny strong possibility that the 60-minr
17 Scattered Theatres
ute Ed Sullivan-emceed Sunday
his top Nielsen payoff has been a
CBS presently has 17 theatres continuing
wind up as a
thing, the A & A re- night showcase may
throughout
scattered
studios
and
emergence has significant auxil- split bankrolling enterprise.
New York City, representing an in- iary overtones, with the recapturSituation again points up the
vestment of millions of dollars ing of their large radio audience client-agency alarms over spiraling
TV costs. With "Toast” due for a
strictly for lend-lease properties.
attributed in part to the show's
The network’s trucking bill alone click as a TV attraction. One of budget hike next season under its
graduated scale terms, Lincolnfor carting .of scenery and equipthe oldest shows in AM, the A & A
ment to various theatres costs $40,- radio buildup as a sequel to their Mercury, which has been sponsornearly
$500,000
a
ing
or
the full hour since the show's
000 a month,
success, will be watched closely
inception, has asked the parent
CBS feels channeling that TV
year.
by the networks because of the
programFord Motor Co. to pick up half the
kind of coin into creative
current thinking, notably around
ming would make a lot more sense. CBS, to resurrect former radio tab, either alternating weekly for
During a recent Coast visit to in- properties that have since hurdled the full-hour pickup or splitting up
the weekly sponsorship into two
spect progress on the TV City un- the transition into video.
half-hour segments.
der construction there, Stanton
Ford wrill be available for a show
The
Nielsen
top
10
follows
made known his desires for a simsince it is dropping the James Melhe
which
York,
New
in
ilar project
Amos
13.7
Andy.
ton
Thursday night program on
considers even more acute than the
Lux Radio Theatre
13.0
NBC-T'V.
L.A. structure. It's Stanton’s conJack Benny
12.2
viction that, just as^ Hollywood
Edgar Bergen
11,3
grew out of the geographical needs
10.9
People Are Funny
Series
for pix making, a video community
Dragnet
10.5
adjacent to New York will spring
Our Miss Brooks
9.6
Patriots
Self-Styled
commuresidential
inspiring
a
up,
Fibber Sc Molly
9.4
nity of talent and other creative
You Bet Your Life
9-1
shift
of
Attacking Schools
components, as well as a
9.1
Dr. Christian
operations for agencies and other
WMCA, N.Y., currently doing an
allied facets.
expose series on the New York
While CBS is non-committal on
waterfront, will launch a twice‘Candid Camera’ Switches
the actual site of the proposed TV
weekly series on forces which are
City, it’s a virtual certainty that a
attacking the public school system
Gets Sponsor under the guise of anti-CommuWestchester County acreage has To
been acquired for the project.
Allen Funt’s “Candid Camera,” nism.
Five broadcasts will feature incurrently aired twice each Wednesday night via WJZ-TV, ABC video terviews with figures in three
Y.
flagship, moves April 1 suburban communities
Scarsdale,
N.
web’s
Anthracite, Minute Maid
to WCBS-TV, the CBS web’s key Port Washington and Englewood—
N. Y. station, where it will hold where self-styled patriotic groups
Cancel
down the Tuesday night 10:30 to 11 have been firing at the schools.
ABC-TV has received cancella- slot. Ruppert Beer continues as According to the indie, the schools
are being attacked with allegations
tions on two programs, bankrolled sponsor.
That period on WCBS-TV is now that teachers and school texts are
by the -Anthracite Institute- and
Minute Maid.
occupied by “My Friend Irma,” a “subversive.” Mrs. Nathan Straus,
education and public servMinute -MaicL'is’ dropping out of network show*. Latter moves into
the Gayelord Hauser show, which the Friday at 8:30 period starting ice director, said that this “hystenext week as part of a switch to ria” indicates “the immediate need
it backs on Wednesdays at 1-1:15
p.m., after the April 23 telecast. provide it with greater station to inform and organize local citiThe show’s sustaining edition, Fri- clearances. CBS web returned the zens in defense of their schools.”
Tuesday night time to affiliates for Mrs. Dorothy Dunbar Bromley, of
days at 1 p.m., exits on April 25.
The anthracite outfit, which has local programming. On WJZ-TV, the N.Y. Herald Tribune, has visbeen sponsoring the “Better Home “Camera” has been aired as a ited the three communities, recordShow” with Norman Brokenshire quarter-hour show Wednesdays, ing interviews with local citizens,
Saturdays at 6:30 p.m., bows out once at 7:15 p.m, and again at mid- school officials and critics of the
*
** •• »* •1
night.
schools.
after the April 20 -broadcast.

announced that Meighan was mov-

-AAA’s No.

1
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The industry Is looking to next week's convention of the National Assn, of Radio-Television Broadcasters to resolve the “Paul
Walker enigma." The new FCC chairman will make his first
major address as one of the convention’s highlights and broadcasters are hopeful that out of it will come some clarification as to
the power Walker will exert as successor to Wayne Coy and in
what direction he will move in trying to take the: broadcasters out
of their current confusions.
While Walker has been identified with the FCC for some years,
his 'status as chairman, it’s recognized, is something else again. At
the moment the industry is distressed over the failure thus far to
allocations, although reports that they’ve been
release the new
,

Washington, March

Chi’* Big

25.

In an atmosphere resounding
With the anticipated cracking of the
television freeze. National Assn,
of Radio and TV Broadcasters
meets for its 30th annual convention next week at the Conrad HilAdvance
ton Hotel in Chicago.
registrations indicate it will be
broadcastof
gathering
the largest
ers in history and the most widely
represented, with guests from Australia, India, Cuba, Mexico and

After-dinner show will have
Lou Holtz, Patti Page, Kay
Thompson and. Williams Bros.;
Corp. Joseph Murphy, song

Abbott dancers; Whiteguards quartet, and
Lew Diamond and his orches-

writer; Merrlell

the greatest interest.
broadcasting industry

attract

TV

With the

Budweiser Beer Mails

National Assn, of Radio and
Broadcasters has lined up
top talent to entertain, the
convention, delegates at the annual banquet next Wednesday
night (2) at the Conrad Hilton hotel in Chicago.

TV

Canada in attendance.
As usual, the management sessions, March 31 through April 2,
will

Show

tra.

freeze-lift

is

bound

to

clients in picking up the alternate
weeks. Beer outfit is committed to

(l

a weekly setup through the remainder of this season, which takes the
Murray show into June.
Linqoln-Mercury is also pitching
up alternate week sponsorship of
its “Toast of the Town” on CBS-

dominate

the convention, regardless of the
formal agenda. Probably more so
than at any previous convention,
out-of-the-agenda gatherings will
have high importance.
The convention will have a number of “firsts'* which will, accentuate its importance. It will be the
first annual conclave of NARTB as
the single, solid broadcasting trade
.association representing ail TV
m
networks It will mark the first official appearance of Harold E. Fellows as president of NARTB. (Fellows assumed office June 4, nearly
three months after the last conven.

TV

Damns Blowup

week.

casts.

“Lights Out” would then be continued on successive Mondays as
growing a sustainer, since NBC feels it can
concept of NARTB as a trade’ or- line up
a new sponsor for the show
ganization
operating
broad to replace Admiral, which is checkin
fields of service to all members.
ing off.
broadcasters.

The agenda

This

reflects the

noted particularly in sessions on audience research, meris

DICK JONES

T9 DuM

AS 0&0 MANAGER

WJBK

.

Fall

Up

On Plugs, Rates

There’s a strong possibility Fred

Waring may not return

to CBS-TV
Electric.

TV

Webs’ $15213.792 Biz for Jan.

Tops Radio 2d Time in History
f

WNBTs

tapped for the job as one of several moves being lined up to
strengthen various departments inside. the web.
Until now, Witting
pointed out, he himself has served
as WABD's g.m. but, with Jones*
appointment, the station will be
operated on more of an autonomous setup, with sales and programming departments separated
from the network departments.
Jones will also be nominally in
charge of DuMont’s WTTG, Washington, and WDTV, Pittsburg, but
since both those stations are now

payoff.
“Information,”
incidentally, represents the first
show to be definitely signed as a
summer replacement on CBS video.
It will hold down Waring's Sunday
night 9 to 9 :30 period.

GEN. SARNOFF

BACK
FROM HOLLYWOOD

RANAGAN RETURNS TO
NARTSR EXEC POST
Tom

of

0.0.

wood

o.o. tomorrow (Thurs.) and
will ready their findings to their
colleagues.

Ostensibly a vacation primarily,

and while General Samoff did go

some desert sun,
they also surveyed plx-TV scene
in Hollywood.

volume

of sales,

history.

WCAU

AM

.

WCAU

an all-time this year.

newed

WCAU

New and

brought

contracts
fold during time

reinto

While new business

is,

Our Crews Are

Missing’

not only lost transmission of its “Dennis Day Show”
last Friday night (21) from the Coast because of a blizzard in the
Denver area, but almost lost two of its technical crews as well.
Weather conditions snafued the microwave link around Denver,
killing, the show east of there and forcing NBC to fill the halfhour .slot with a film.
\
First crew was sent out early Friday morning bqV'jvHen it was
not heard from for several hours, a i£Cond crew ilvas sent" out.
This one, too. failed to report back. Third crew Hvas sent out,
which found the Other two marooned- in the snowstorm. Three of
them then worked on the relay link all day Saturday and. NBC in
N.Y. received its first clear picture following the breakdown at
about 7:45 p m. Saturday just 15 minutes before the scheduled
start of the Jimmy Durante show from Hollywood.
Day’s show, on which Jack Benny was to have guested, was the
only one affected by the blizzard, with no difficulties encountered
on the N.Y. to L.A, shows that went out over the weekend. Under
its standard “act of God” policy, NBC rebates only time
costs to
the sponsor but nothing on program costs. Sponsor on the Day
show is RCA Victor, NBC web’s parent company;
;

Wall

St. Clients

covered

by deHussy’s report call for over
3,500 .announcements and participations and 650 individual program periods.

TV

NBC-TV

—

total

according to the latest Publishers
Information Bureau, statistics. In
addition, the total gross billings
for the four TV networks, amounting to $15,213,792, topped those for
the four radio webs, amounting to
$14,477,939, for the second time in

‘

NARTSR

•

RCA board chairman David Sarnoff and chief counsel John T. Cahill get back from their Holly-

to LaQuinta for

‘2

up a greater

WCAlTs 32% Hike

from
an hour to 30 minutes in an attempt to arrive at a better cost-perthousand

same month in 1951, alNBC video web racked

for .the

though the

PIB billings show NBC-TV with
Falkenburg gross billings for January this year
McCrary-Jinx
Tex
show from a half-hour to 15 min- ol $7,380,307, up about 73% over
the $4,187,222 racked up for the
utes, following McCrary’s temposame month in 1951. CBS-TV billed
rary leave to campaign for General

Into Radio,

TV

Bankers and brokers are moving
and TV in a big way as
bankrolled. Reason, apparently, is
that the banks are seeking to make
more loans to private individuals
and are consequently using mass
media. At the same time the investment companies are trying to

for the into

F. Flanagan returns as man- major part, announcements and
next fall for General
aging director of the National participations, deHussy said, the
has formally pacted for Dan GolenTelevision Sta- '650 program periods
Assn, of Radio
indicates a
paul’s “Information Please' as a
tions Representatives after a two- healthy renewed interest in radio
summer replacement for Waring.
year retirement due to ill health. programming on part of local adIf “Information** proves successFlanagan succeeds Murray Grab- vertisers.
ful during the summer, the bankhorn, who recently bowed out as
roller may retain the show next fall
topper to join Edward
in place of Waring.
Petry, station rep outfit: Flanagan
It’s no secret in the trade that
Rite Bros.'
1-Shot
was the first exec of the association,
GE, while pleased with the Waring operating healthily in the black, Which covers the leading station
Hollywood, March 25.
show as a prestige entry, is disap- he’ll be most active from the start reps, but left the organization two
Ritz Bros, have been inked for
pointed in its ratings. Bankroller as WABD’s chief helmsman.
years ago because of his health.
“All-Star Revue” May 17 on a onelast winter trimmed Waring

GE

CBS-TV’s gross billings for January this year ’were up almost 95%

-

*

in Air

They’re hoping that the Chi speech will clear the v air.

$5,109,023, as against $2,601,165 for
Considerable pre-NARTB conr Eisenhower.
January, 1951. ABC-TV showed an
vention excitement is being genSale to Van Heusen give* the increase of about
by the Walter Damm
erated
51%, with billthen ings for January this year
of $2,(WTMJ, Milwaukee) rump session station five minutes of news,
five of sports and five of weather
of NBC affiliates, slated for Sun007,314, as against $1,328,719 for
strip.
Kruger January last year. DuMont this
day (30) in Chicago. For years in the 15-minute
an industry “stormy petrel,” Damm Beer has the Bill Stern sports, show year showed $717,148, a hike of aland Consoli- most 64% over the $435,527 billed
apparently has a lot of gripes he in from 6:50 to 0:55,
“Uncle
dated Edison bankrolls
wants to get off his chestduring January, 1951.
For one thing it’s .considered a Wetherby,” a weather report, from
While both NBC-TV and CBS-TV
6:55
to
7.
certainty that he’ll reprise his .fight
have more sponsored hours on the
of last year for the elimination of
air this year, the fact that both
the 24 free hours a month in TV
webs boosted their card rates durwhich the affiliates- are obliged to
ing 1951 is cited as one of the maIn addition,
turn over to NBG.
jor contributing Jfactdrs to the inDamm is expected to spark a crucrease in billings. TV webs, incisade among the affiliate memberdentally, topped the radio webs in
ship designed to give the station
billings for the first time last Sepa greater percentage of the network
tember. Radio came back up durUnder the
sponsorship- spoils.
ing October, November and Depresent coin allocation-, stations get
cember but slipped behind TV for
Philadelphia, JHarch 25.
30% of their TV rate oarcL Damm
Trend back to radio was seen the second time in January.
feels It’s time the stations- were
here in
sales report that
On the
side, CBS Radio was
getting a hetter shake.
local billings for four-week period still well aver $800,000 ahead of
Damm’s perennial squawks over ending March 18 were up 32% NBC
for January, but the latter
cuffo plugs is also slated for a reover the preceding four-week pe- web has been cutting into the CBS
prise, particularly with the situariod, and represented a 27% in- advantage gradually since last fall.
tion agggravated only Sunday (23) crease
over the comparable period
(Continued on page 30)
by tjjie Dean Martin-Jerry Lewis in 1951, peak year In the station's
plugging of Revere cameras, res- history.
taurants, etc., on their “Colgate
Sales Manager* Jack deRussy
Comedy Hour” stanza. Damm has
business is headed for
long regarded this as an evil and said

chandising, government relations
and public relations.
Even the television sessions have
been geared to attract the interest
of radio as well as TV broadcaster.
Dick Jones, former Fort IndusProbably the best attended session at the convention will be the tries veepee and general manager
(AM and TV), Detroit,
“confession” panel on Wednesday of
morning in which “veteran** TV joined the DuMont web this week
broadcasters from all over the na- in the newly-created post of manager of o&o stations. He’ll also
(Continued on page 30)
serve in his new job as manager
of WABD, DuMont’s N. Y. flagship, which is also a new post at
the web.
According to Chris J. Witting, thinks the industry should do someDuMont network chief, Jones was thing about it pronto.

Waring Status In

bottlenecks.

*

NBC-TV thinks a one-shot
mark the first appearthe Monance of Paul A. Walker as chair- showcasing of “Today” in
night period would open new
day
man of the FCC, His speech will
latter
probably be one of the high spots sale# potentialities for the
show. “Today” is aired cross-theof the three-day sessions.
board from 7 to 9 a.m. and so,, acOne-Big-Family Theme
cording to NBC exeqs, it’s possible
And because NARTB now rep- that many agency execs and their
resents all the broadcasting media, clients have not become sufficientit will be the first convention in ly familiar with it., Format oiTthe
which the emphasis agenda-wise is Monday night airing would follow
on subject matter on "Which there is basically the same as that used
no conflict between radio and tele- during the regular morning broadvision, the association points out, is

Any protracted
tossed out the window have been discounted.
holdup would put Walker on 'the spot for allowing an industry
bursting at the seams for a much-needed expansion, to be. practically. put back in camphor.
Specifically they want to know whether Walker fs yielding to
pressures, from Governmental colleagues or whether he will exercise his newly-granted powers to hurdle the long-existing TV

SROStrip
NBC-TV will showcase its. early- TV to its parent Ford company.
WNBT, N. Y. flagship of the
bird “Today” show, next Monday (See separate story.)
night (31) in the 9 to 9:30 slot, in a
NBC video web, posted, the SRO
move designed to provide wider exsign on its 0:45 to 7 p.- m. cross-theboard period this week, when it
posure for the show not only to
home viewers but to agencies and
sold Van Heusen Shirts a new fiveprospective clients. One-shot airminute news show for the 0:45 to
ing will occupy the time usually
6:50 strip. Quarter-hour block was
held by “Lights Cut,” on which Adopened up when the station cut? the
miral checked off as sponsor this

tion.)
It will also

designed for both radio and

CBS-TV next fall.
Even though the show is a CBS
house package, the D’Arcy agency,
which handles the Budweiser account, is out canvassing other top
agencies this week in an attempt
to interest one of the latters*
,

and hundreds of radio

in the black,
operators clamoring to enter the
visual^ medium, the impact of the

TV

Budweiser may join the list of
TV sponsors cutting, back to an alternate week s.efup on hour-long
shows by adopting* the skip-a-week
setup for its Ken Murray show on

AM

lure listeners to deposit their savings with them and brokers are
trying to woo more coin for Wall
•Street.

Kidder, Peabody, Inc., this week
signed to back a 15-minuter, “Your
Money At Work,” Sundays at 10:15
a.m., starting this week (30). United
shot basis.
They’ll provide their own pack- Business Service, investment newsage for the NBC-TV show, getting letter, is backing “Your Investment
between $15, 000417, 50.Q,, jis their Dollar,” and Harris, Upham, brokerage house, is sponsoring Fulton
share."
Lewis, Jr.’s commentary one night
weekly.
on.
and WNBT, N. Y„
Dicker National
City Bank and Chase NaWOH. and WQR-TV, N. Y., are tional Bank are active. National
negotiating with Harry Wismer, City bought both spots and a news
former ABC sports director, for a strip.
cross-the-board tele stanza and a
The financial dough is not only
radio series. Move wquld probably coming t"' other Gotham outlets
not mean Wismeris giving up his but is also reaching important diSaturday evening co-op stanza on mensions on stations in many other
ABC.
cities. Many of them are backing
Last October Wismer bowed out institutional or public service-type
as ABC sports director in order to airers.
expand his freelancing. He has
In part it’s a reflection of general
been doing the syndicated film se- economic conditions, with high
ries,
“Telesports Digest,” for a prices cutting into people’s savings,
couple of years and algo handles the volume of savings diminishing,
special sports events.
Early next citizens trying to get more of a
month he’ll handle the Masters return for their dough than banks
golf tourney for NBC.
offer in interest, etc.

WOR’* Winmer

WNBC

M»rA

RAM«-TK(JSVUIO^
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Remember

tire

Merger

Nielsen, Standard Audience

Showmanship is a synonym for good taste. The informalities
that might he accepted intra-trade don’t necessarily conform

•

25

„ •

to public, standards.

A Llndy’s or a Friar’s style of comedy, bit of business, exaggerated bussing—be it between the opposite sexes or, worse, between males—-falls strictly within the orbit of unshowmanly
If not downright bad taste, the public
public performance.
osculation by men with men—the comics, of course, are the
dominant if :qot the sole indulgers of this new “bit” certainly
must make the layman wonder what it’s all .about.

—

fraternal hugging by a comedy star of his
partner, his guest, and even his parent, is not only silly but almost an abnormal performance according to average standards.
Showmen who are attuned to these nuances seem surprisingly
ignorant of public reaction. This refers dominantly to the TV
comics. Everybody by now knows how even the gallant Frenchman's manner of bussing *a war hero, on whom might be bestowed a high honor, still gets embarrassed titters among Yank
audiences when seen in newsreels.

The exaggerated

The reaction when comics suddenly wax osculatory in a hyperbrother act must be obvious. The recent binge of boy-meets-boy
in a necking contest has become similarly embarrassing. No one
will squawk if the vis-a-vis is Jane Russell or Marilyn Maxwell.
Let’s

keep

it

that way."

Kintner Sees

No

Abel

Conflicting

ABC-UPT Merger

Interests in

-- Washington, March 25. -f—
Robert E. Kintner, ABC prexy,
History Repeats
told the FCC yesterday (Mon.) he
Idea of repeat performances
sees no conflict of interest which
for television shows, to be
should result from merger of the
preemed by WOR-TV, N. Y.
network with United Paramount
indie, April 14, was actually
Theatres, Inc.
incepted on radio 25 years ago.
Testifying under cross-examinaBringing the idea into TV, as
tion by Commission Counsel Fred *
a result, completes the cycle.
erick Ford, who posed a long series
In 1927, Ed Byron, now
of hypothetical situations' which
producer-director of “Mr. Dismight arise in a company operattrict Attorney,” originated the
ing both theatres and a TV net“Crosley Theatre of the Air”
work, Kintner thought that provia WLW, Cincinnati, which
ducers of programs would deterrepeated 'the same drama Monmine use of media and that comdays through Fridays.
petitive conditions would govern
1

,,

1

their choice.

Asked whether AB-PT would use
program for home TV or Theatre
TV, Kintner said the basic differences .between two types of programs would decide which medium
should be used and that producer
would offer it to one .or other.
Kintner saw no possible conflict
between use of programs on home
TV and pay-as-you-see TV for reason that he doesn’t see latter as a
a

competitor to free video.
Good
sponsored programs will prevent
subscription TV from being an important factor in the home, he said,
even if the FCC authorizes the payas-you-see service.
He said
has

ABC
subscription TV

no plans for

and believes the

Taxes, Not Smoke,

Choking Cig Clients
Cigaret companies, which are usually cutting each" others’ throats
with
competitive
claims,
have

banded together in a drive to tell
their radio and tele audiences that
at. least half of the dough spent for
smokes goes into tax coffers.

A

majority of the ciggie outfits
taking part in the six-week

campaign
week.

NBC

Exit After

21-Year Regime
Announcement

that -James

McConnell,

director of national
spot sales for NBC, was exiting the
network, after a 21-year association as one of the longtime NBC
vets, comes on the heels of the
current reappraising and overhauling which thus far has involved
four major personalities. Previously it was revealed that Victor Norton was leaving as administrative
-

(Continued on page 30)

are

Jas. McConnell’s

which kicked off last
Included are American To-

bacco, R. J. Reynolds, P. Lorillard
and others. They are devoting one
spot on each show to get across
the message that on the average
pack of cigarets, costing 20c, at
least 10c goes to Uncle Sam, the
state and city tax collectors—rand
ln some states the nick is even

more.
Drive

will point out that the
taxes are “retrogressive,” hitting
the poorer citizen more heavily
than the man more able to pay.
idea is to spread the concept that
tobacco excises are “enough if not
excessive.”
Project was mapped
hy National Tobacco Tax
Research
Council, N. Y., of which Joe Kolodny is prez. It includes growers,

warehouses, -manufacturers
wholesalers of the weed.

and

veepec,

effective April 1, with
Carleton E. Smith being replaced

Negotiations are still on between
A, C. Nielsen- and Standard Audit
Ac
Measurement, Inc., for merger of
WFIL here h^i^vaifiped its rate
Tele Dept. Shaved
the. two operations, both of which
structure by exjOan&ing Class A.
Music Corp. of America tele de- are currently engaged in a survey
time, which previously started at partment was cut down by two this of individual station audience and
9 a.m., to 7 a.m. thus putting the week with resignations of Jeff network coverage.
Hunter and Joe Amatura.
7-9 a.m. breakfast period into the
Should the move go through it
No replacements are contem- will be one of the biggest shakeprime-time bracket,
plated at this time.
ups in the audience measurement
Roger W. Clipp, general manager
field
since Nielsen bought out
of the ABC affiliate, pointed out
C. E.
Hooper’s national rating
that two years ago, in March, 1950,
service two years ago (although
WFIL realigned its rate structure
leaving Hooper free to work in
by making the 9 a.m.-lO p.m. time
the local and non-network field).
Class
periods. At that time the
Wedding would parallel Nielsen’s
move was mistakenly regarded by
buying out of the Hooper opposisome sectors of the trade as a ratetion.
slashing device. Actually, however,
What is involved is the study
the adjustment meant an increase
of the coverage and circulation of
of 20% in the price of nearly threeindividual
stations and their webs.
fourths of the broadcast day and a
This kind of survey had been condecrease of about
for a quarter
Philadelphia,

March

25.

MCA

—

Semi-Autonomy,

A

Black Ink in

New

DuMont Formula

7%

of the station’s schedule.

the
rumors that
Persistent
Station feels that the wisdom of
the move, equalizing day and eve- DuMont network will be comning rates for most of the day,
pletely separated from its parent
is pointed up by its inking, at rate
card face value, of General Mills’ DuMont Labs company to operate
extensive 'spot campaign, “and yet on an •autonomous basis were
at a cost actually less than that denied this week by network chiqf
called for in General Mills’ forChris J. Wilting.. He attributed
mula.”
recent study of
The General Mills formula has the reports to a
drawn fire from some segments of the network undertaken by the
consultant
management
Trendle
the trade, such as the National
Assn, of Radio & Television Station firm, which recommended such a
DuMont’s
charsaid
move,
but
he
Representatives, which views it as
an attack on the present
rate' ter of incorporation would prestructure.
has been seeking to clude any such change.
According to Witting, the Du
place its heavy spot drive at 50%
of the stations’ one-time daytime Mopt net has actually been operatrate, although 80% of the spots ing more autonomously §ince early
will be aired in Class
time. Sta- September when, he said, it began
tion reps feel that
should get operating at a profit. Black ink
a discount of only 30-35% and this operation, he added, resulted from
.should be based on the Class
the net’s putting an end to a numrate, when bulk of the spots will ber of deals with sponsors, in
be aired.
which the web was actually subClipp said that the bankroller sidizing part of the program ’costs.
Instead
of following that pattern,
“has taken the lead to come along
with a realistic approach to night- he said, DuMont has- decided not
time radio buying, weighing night- to raise its card rates a$ a lure
time radio rates against nighttime to potential sponsors. He said the
TV penetration. It need not and web probably won’t institute a rate
should not upset the individual hike until it sells out at its curradio station’s economy. The an- rent rate, which is considerably beswer lies in the ‘realistic rate card’ low that of competing networks.
adopted by WFIL two years ago.”
It had been reported, that the
WFIL topper said the GM> con- separation between the network
parent Labs outfit was in the
and
tract is a healthy result of a price
structure that “protects a station’s works in an attempt to put DuMont
welfare and integrity and at the in a -better competitive position
same time satisfied the good busi- with the other nets. Witting was
said to have been ~up for an exec
ness judgment of the advertiser.”
Bringing the 7-9 a.m. span into veepee title, with program chief
Class .A bracket, of course, raises James L. Caddigan and sales chief
the rate for the breakfast period, Ted ergman also to be made veea time which has been becoming pees. Witting revealed that Trendle
more -and more attractive to bank- had recommended he be made netout
rollers as TV’s inroads spread, par- work
prexy,
but pointed
ticularly after dark.
DuMont’s charter provides for
“Time has proved the prediction only one veepee, and that post is
that TV offers more formidable currently filled by an exec in ancompetition to radio in the night- other department of the opera-

AM

GM

A

GM

]

J

A

j

.

(

Continued on page 40

tion.

McConnell was recognized as
one of the NBC fixtures, with a
wide background and acquaintance, particularly among the agenBut with national spots as-

cies.

in its history, passed out of the
picture two years back because of
recurring coin crisis, bickering on
how studies should .be conducted
and fact that the sponsors and
agencies had a finger in its conduct while not providing any real
financial support.
Dr. Kenneth
Baker, NAB research chief who
was acting BMB head, last year
to conduct a new
formed
'

SAM
poll.
BMB

BMB-type

Although

had had the fielfl
the industry was faced
with the possibility of two yard-*
sticks three weeks ago when Nielsen Coverage Service was announced. NCS will cover individand TV stations, as well
ual
as network shows, embrace out-oflistening and multiple
home
set ownership, with data broken
down by counties and economic
Working with Nielsen is
status.
John K. Churchill, ex-BMB research director.
NBC signed up /or NCS, while
CBS had previously backed SAM,
making it a two-way split. ABC
hasn’t made a decision, but it's
'

to

itself,

AM
AM

(Continued on page 34)

Tossup

Bonanza

in

AM-TV

Client Deals

suming more and more importanceCBS radio and TV networks fi- Sept. 1, Pillsbury moves in on a
in th$ scheme of AM-TV things
simulcast basis bn the 10:30 to
and representing one of the major nalized $8,000,000 in daytime bill- 10:45 segment the same four days
chunks of industry business, the ings this week, based on new buy- each week. (Simulcast is imposweb echelon feels that the national ins on the Arthur Godfrey morn- sible on Fridays because Godfrey
spots setup must be stepped up at
ing simulcast and Art Linkletter’s broadcasts the show that day from
an accelerated tempo.
afternoon “House Party” by Lever his farm.)
Since national spot was brought
Expansion of the Godfrey simulNew deals
Bros, and Pillsbury.
into Jim Gaines’ p.&o. operation,
give CBS-TV $5,000,000 in new biz, cast will force a move of CBS-TWs
it has been enlarged to three times
“Bride
and Groom.” now aired
and CBS radio the other $3,000,000.
its personnel size. NBC is reported
Show will
Starting Sept. 1, “Party” will from 10:30 to 10:45.
currently on the prowl for a “Jack
take over the 2:45 to 3:15 p.m. slot shift to the 11 to 11:15 period,
Herbert-Ed Madden type of exec.”
cross-the-board on TV and expand with General Mills continuing as
an extra five minutes on radio, go- soonsor on Mondays, Tuesdays,
Pillsbury Wednesdays and Fridays, and Huding from 3:15 to 3:45.
604G for Tun’
has pacted for thg 2:45 to 3 period son Paper on Thursdays.
New CBS-TV daytime bonanza,
on Mondays through Thursday’s,
Los Angeles, March 25.
Charging that ABC infringed on with Lever taking the 3 to 3:15 slot incidentally, leaves the rival NBC
in the pre-3
his “Fun Shop” in the radio series, the same days. On AM, Pillsbury, video web far behind
“Fun Factory,” Maxson Judell has Which now bankrolls the entire p.m. billings race. NBC now airs
for the network from 10 a.m. to
filed suit for $604,000. He alleged show, will cut back to 15 minutes
he negotiated with the network cross-the-board, with Lever pick- 1 p.m., with the 1 to 3 periods
In that time, the
over a period of years for sale of ing up the remaining five quarter- being local.
web has only two quarter-hour
his feature for broadcasting, but hours.
and a third
per
week
sponsors
is
show
radio
morning
Godfrey’s
that no conclusion was reached.
quarter-hour alterJudell’s “Fun Shop” has ap- now simulcast from 10:15 to 10:30 which takes a
in
the
Ruth Lyons
weeks
nate
under
Thursdays
peared as a syndicate feature, a Mondays through
book and a series of picture shorts. Lever Bros, sponsorship. Starting show.

52- 53

Edgar Bergen will do either 10
or 12 television shows next season
ard abandon radio completely, or
else continue his once-a-week radio
schedule with a maximum of four
video shows during "the season.
Comedian,

who’s

been

huddling

week with Music Corp. of

America

CBS’ $8,000,000 Daytime Billings

Who Gets

Bergen for

this

head of AM-TV station relations
by Harry Bannister, general manager of WWJ and WWJ-TV in

as

Detroit.

ducted by Broadcast Measurement'
Bureau (later tagged Broadcast
Audience Measurement), a body in
which the advertisers and agencies
had representation, BMB, which
issued two reports (the last in ’50)

veepee

David

(Sonny)

Werblln, revealed before returning to the Coast yesterday (Tues.)
that he’s also had “attractive” offers from both CBS and NBC to
sign on an exclusive basis for next
year, but that it’s still a toss-up
between the two nets.
Bergen is currently under contract to CBS and to Coca-Cola,
which bankrolls his Sunday night
radio show. Both -pacts expire at
end of current season. He met
with execs of Coke and the D'Arcy
agency, which handles the soft
(Continued on pdfee 34)

‘CONTINENTAL’ AXED

BY CAMF0 HOSIERY
Burlington
iery)
that

Ms

Mills

(Cameo

-Hos^

CBS-dCV this week
checking off “The Conti-

notified
It’s

nental” after the April 17 broadcast.

Show
Thursday

aired Tuesday and
nights from 11:15 to
Web sales execs
m.

is

11:30 p.
claimed this week to have another

bankroller interested in the property.
If the latter deal .fails to
jell,

it’s

undecided whether

will retain the

,

,

CBS

show as a sustainer

with the hope of selling it soon,
or return the time to local stations.

{

n
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WLW

WATERFRONT StOHY

30 Mins.; Wed., 9:30 p.m.
Sustaining

TARZAN
Producer- direct*

30TH ANNIVERSARY

This indie has. come up with a
sensational documentary series in
“Waterfront Story,” an expose of
conditions on the New York piers,which has most of the advantages
and some of the drawbacks of senThe purpose
sational journalism.
is a good one: to focus attention
on crime, racketeering, bossism,
political corruption, crooked- unionism and other seamy conditionson the docks. To this end
hired Jules Weinberg, who has
covered the subject for Look and
Life and who spent two months
gathering material for WMCA, He
came up with some hot copy.
The initial installment Wednesday (19) dealt with the murder of
Wally Aleutto, stevedom foreman
killed last May three weeks after
the Kefauver probe and a month
after he gave Weinberg some dope
Bulk of the
for his mag pieces.
airer consisted of the researcher’s
taped interview with an unidentified longshoreman who said that
Aleutto was killed because “hfe was
a clean guy,” working in the interests of the stevedores and bucking the International Longshoremen’s Assn, setup.
Mr.
made
other charges: that some unibn
organizers on the piers are ex-cons
with long police records, that the
Uoboken police chief was once a
bootlegger's chauffeur, the local
politicos were members, of the
Bame club as racketeering elements, that cops winked at the
beating Aleutto was given before
his murder, some union organizers profited from loan-sharking,
pilferage and payroll padding.
As presented in the words of
the mystery dockwalloper the allegations had an authentic ring.
Yet they remain only accusations,
although the station claims it has
proof in its files and has substantiated all the charges aired.
The
goal may be desirable and the out-

WMCA

—

X

in

names

naming

may be commendable,

but the program raises some questions about
the advisability of attacks on individuals without guarantees that
equal time will be made available
for reply.
Indie’s Intentions may
be good, but assuming role of
public prosecutor may set a dan-

gerous precedent.

One weakness was

the fact that
the case was based on the test!
mony of an individual. Tills conveyed a misleading impression,
that forces
on the waterfront
fighting
against crime
and for
‘

*

Writer:

&

WLW

—

WLW

WLW

•

WLW

McEwan, Bob Heidler, John Brite,
stature.
Show was given smooth produc- Ed Halloran, Gene Martin, Bill

during the broadcast.

Bril.

Welch; the late Jeff Dickerson, and
present Johnny Baker and
Glenn Wilson, and sportscasters
ihcluding Red Barber, Bob New
hall. Roger Baker, Nixson Denton,
A1 Heifer and Paul Jones. Also
to current correspondents Robert
the

Schakne in Korea, ^ncent Evans
in London and Joe McCaffrey in
Washington, and Dallas DeWeese,
staff

PRINCESS MIDNIGHT

Koll.

newscaster.

105 Min,, Mon.-thru-Fri., 11:30 p.m.

WCOP,

Radio Follow-Up

.

Boston

the first time any Hub
has alloted a late night
segment to a femme deejay and
apparently the experiment is paying off, for the 'new stanza already
has several bankrollers. Beacon
Wax Co. is sponsoring the first 15
minutes cross the board with spots
throughout *>y various advertisers.
Station conducted a month-long
search for a suitable femme gabber
with Miss Anderson grabbing top
honors (and the post) after successfully competing with four semifinalists, via a blind audition heard
by several w.k. local musical big-

This

is

station

>

M MM 44

+•++

-

4 0

“Stop The Music” reached its
fifth birthday on ABC last Sunday
(23) to become the oldest musical
quiz

The

show currently on the

airlanes.

that this series is still
amidst the casualties of
giveaway shows is ex-

fact

around

AM

other
plained by the show’s slick commercial format and firstrate production trappings.
As a straight musical stanza, this
hour-long session passes muster
with the best. With the lush giveaway angle thrown in, it becomes
wigs.
a potent audience attraction. As
An articulate gabber, the gal is regular emcee, Bert Parks is another
apparently hep regarding record valuable
asset,
supplying
the
data and showbiz lore for the bits comedy spicing with a solid show
of info injected between platters manship approach. The featured
is on the beam, with her choice of vocalists on this show have also
disks indicating thoughtful pro- been top-fiight, the current boygramming. Platters played during girl team of June Valli and Jimmy
a session run the gamut from old Blaine handling the vocal assignstandards through the current pop ments up to the high standards
ballads, not going overboard on set up by previous singers such as
any particular type but mixing Kay Armen and Dick Brown. Miss
them up for change of pace. Her Valli particularly impresses as
spieling, delivered in well-modu- newcomer with
unusual promise.
lated voice is easy on the listeners’
The single drawback on this
ears and her slick diction inflates series, perhaps
inevitable on this
refill n-ainirie.- »
Eh<*.
type of airer, is 'the overloading
>
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.
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agents’
delights.”
“celebrity showcase”

is hosted by
Daily Ne\vs columnist Tony Weit-

and wife, Dorothy and is aired
from the .Conrad Hilton’s Park
restaurant. About the show’s
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Nell O’Brien, former AM-TV copy chief of Kenyon & Eckhardt, has
Jose
oined the radio-tele copy department at Lennen & Mitchell
Ferrer stars in a special program for United Jewish Appeal on ABC
WOR’s recording studio has increased Its anhual gross for
April 0
Arnold
the third straight year, with 1951 hillings up 15% over '49
program chief, to address American Theatre Wing staHartley,
tion management class on. specialized programming tonight (Wed.)
William P. Dix> Jr., WCBS account exec, named assistant sales man.Allan Stevenson doing the reporter
ager for the CBS Gotham key.
on tonight’s (Wed.) “Big Story” and into the Vivian Blaine show on
Lenora Williamson, program assistant to
NBC-TV- Monday (31)
WOR’s Martha Deane, flies to Terre Haute this weekend to lecture on
he New York theatre season .... Cliff Carpenter, William Rainey and
William
Barbara Kline now with “The Romance pi Helen Trent”
Karl Weber and Ian Martin
Rainery with “Young Widder Brown”
Jack Manning, John Seymour, Jock
added to “Front Page Farrell”
MacGregor and Ann Thomas with “Lorenzo Jones.”
Legalite Henry Jaffe (& Jaffe) is chairing the AM-TV division of the
Bert Cowlan, an announcer
Joint Defense Appeal, anti-bigotry outfit
on NBC's “Big Show,” this week had calls for both “Big Story” and
World Broadcasting has named Alejc Chesley, exBig Town”
geheral manager of WJMR, New Orleans, as a sales rep .... Robert Jay
Burton, Broadcast Music, Inc. v.p., will chair the AM-TV division of
.Elayne Fox, of Liberty
the Legal Aid Society’s annual fund drive.
web's Gotham office, to marry Ely Lieberman Sunday (30) .... Robert
G. Criar (ex-Maxon) added by Kenyon & Eckhardt as program superByron (Biff) Englander, former
visor and commercial producer
sportscaster, named sports director of WGBB, Freeport
Charlotte Denny into “Big Town” tonight (Wed.). .. .WINS disk jock
Charlie Stark feted -at his hometown Reading (Pa.) Fair
James M.
Boerst, owner of Executives Radio-TV Service, appointed to head an
expansion program for Rorabaugh Reports.
James E. Kovach, resigned from NBC, named station manager of
WQXR, reporting to exec v.p. Elliot M. Sanger, effective April 15 ...
Sy Handy elected prexy of WGR’s 10 Year Club. .-. .World Broadcasting has started production on a 13-week pre-convention series, “The
People Choose,” to be released April 27; show is designed for local
sponsorship.
.George E. Foley, indie packager, has inked John Ward,

WOV

.

.

.

WMGM

.

.

ex-Pathe,' Inc., as sales rep.

HOLLYWOOD

IN

Tommy Cook

.

9

•

on the advent of his 12th
year in radio but the one from Uncle Sam put him in Marine boot
camp .... After being called by two other names, “Screen Guild Theatre” is finally back to where it started and under which title it prospered.
.Groucho Marx calls on Talu April 13. ...Palm Springs sheet
quotes Tom Young, ad chief of U. S. Rubber, as saying, “mental powers
of commercial writers must have stopped' developing when they were
six”
Adolphe Wenland, the rich man’s Menjou, giving the home
town treatment to DcWitt O’Kieffe, second in command to Leo Burnett
Frank Ferrin’s silvery crown blended well into hjs anniversary, the
25th
Haan Tyler bowed out as KFI sales manager. He was previously KFI-TV jnanager and program director. ... .Doris Day will have
Danny Thomas as guestar on her CBS opener March 28 ... Bill Cunningham named publicity-promotion director of KPOL, soon to take
.

.

.was flooded with greetings

.

.

.

.

the air as L.A.’s 13th radio station.

IN CHICAGO ...
Sports gabber Joe Wilson pacted by Mutual to work the midwest
of the Day” baseball airers
Patsy Lee, warbler on Don
McNeill’s ABC “Breakfast Club” for the past four years, is bowing out
of the show first week in May to wed Rick Lifvendahl, former Chi ABC
staffer now with Naval Intelligence.
No replacement set yet .... Dick
Loughran switching from NBC network spot sales to a similar post
with CBS....WGN commercial manager William McGuincas vacationing for three weeks at Desert Willow Ranch near Tuscon .... Eric
Ajello added to the writer-producer staff at Henri, Hurst & McDonald
.NBC engineering chief O, B. Hanson in town for a looksee at the
political convention setup
Don McNeill and the ABC “Breakfast
Club” gang put on a special show for the Chi Boy Scouts Council I&st
night (Tues.) .... WMAQ-WNBQ promotion manager John Keys hitting
New York and Washington on a business swing
announcer
Bob Grant back at the mike after a two-week cruise as a Naval Reservist
Chi NBC commentor Clifton Utley and Mrs. Utley cited by the
CIO’s Industrial Council for their civic activities. .. .WBBM news director Julian Bentley setting up nation’s special coverage of the Wisconsin presidential primary balloting next Tuesday (1) and the Illinois
primary April 8
Charles Chan,
staff spieler and deejay, hiatusing in Mexico and on the prowl for some new Latino tunes for his
Saturday “Rio Rhythms” show.... Ken Craig, H. Leslie Atlass’ exec
assistant, in Washington on CBS-WBBM biz.
.“Halls of Ivy” writer
Don Quinn checked in briefly for a round of social calls with Chi

“Game

only claim to individuality is the
fact that it’s ethered noontime,
with the others occupying late
evening spots. The Weitzels’ clambake seems up to standards for
this sort of thing and it may well
be enough of a daytime novelty
to snag off a rating.
But to do so the pair will\have
to be more energetic in securing
guests for the daily session, than
was evidenced, on the chapter
heard (18). The half-hour opened
with some chinning with an exAir Force pilot whose only claim
to fame apparently, was that he
hails from Texas. It was a limping friends.
start.
Balance of the show; or
roughly 25 minutes, was taken
.
.
..
over by Maxie Rosenbloom and
Harold E. ^Fellows, NARTB prexy, honored twice during his past
Pamela Britton from the Chi company of “Guys and Dolls.” The weeks trek to state broadcaster meetings first, with commission of
legiters were okay and worked in commodore in the Oklahoma Navy; Second,
by being dubbed “Arkansas
some nice plugs for the musical.
eler
Mahlon Glascock has resigned as sales manager of WRCi??^ a
But everyone, even Slapsie Maxie, NBC,
post he has held since ’43
A
new
15-minute panel show,
seemed to run out of gab about 10
?Hns rs brainchild of producer Sol Panltz, being tried out on
minutes before the program ended. •wrrJr
WOL-Liberty.
WGMS-FM airing two* National Symphony concerts
The airer badly needed another in- direct from
Constitution Hall in an unusual tie-in experiment....
terview sequence.
c
^tual an<*
commentator, highlighted anniverThe Weitzels themselves have sary
dinner
of
Salisbury (Md.) Business and Professional Club with a
pleasant enougli mike manners
technique of interviewing celebs
with good voices but they have l aiK
Phil Wilson, new WMALS
er P e
n a clinner music show Patterned after the one he
something to learn about pacing
f ^
V «rr 5^ ?, ,
Longmated
at
WLEE, Richmond, Va
such an affair.
Dave .
WTOP-TV (CBS) going all out
ca paign for return of web’s “Songs for Sale” to local
l?
station, with write-ins
and phone calls from viewers credited for reof plugs for the giveaway manud
f
Gibbons and Bryson Rash hosting a TV
facturers on top. of the regular tour
tnn of
^f WMAL-ABC
WT\/r°A r
s video and radio studio facilities.
sponsors who bankroll the separate
15-minute segments. There’s a defi.

.

.

WBBM

.

.

WMAQ

.

.

IN

WASHINGTON

—

With Nancy Anderson
Participating

From

Albert Glasser
Narrator: Charles Arlington
39 Mina,; Sat., 8:30 p.m*

and

—
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Bud Leader

Sustaining
GENERAL FOODS
Cincinnati
Chapter 4. in a series of birthday CBS, from Hollywood
Belding)
(Foote, Cone
salutes, this special program- was
Despite CBS’ attempt to conceal
devoted entirely to a rollback of
news service, onp of -its the name of the thesp playing Tarthe
major operations. Half-hour con- zan, so that an /illusion of authencentration of the long and sock ticity can be maintained, web’s new
.performance permitted only brief adventure series ifc.juct another
touching of highlights, handled routine meller whiohn has its hero
Sprinklings of organ in loincloth instead of mufti. Sitsuperbly.
uation and dialogs ate carbons of
music supplied spacings.
Except for a few lines from Ken- other meller entries and even Tarneth Linn, announcer, and about zan’s occasional victory yell fails to
transcriptions from bring it one niche closer to the Ed10 historic
notables, the vocal ball was car- gar Rice Burroughs -creation. Tarried by Peter Grant, .WLW’s vet- zan’s radio vocabulary and diction,
developed to
incidentally, have
eran and ace newsman.
News service by the Crosley sta- such an extent that the Tarzan devbelieving
retrouble
1922
with
otees will have
tion kicked off in
turns of Ohio’s state election. That that this Is the same hero who
“Me
erp
when
than
crystal-set
do
no
better
once
could
in
the
was
program schedules pro- Tarzan You Jane.”*
claimed: “Every Tuesday, Thurs.On preem show (22) Tarzan
day and Friday beginning at 8 p.m. balked the attempts of two fortune
there will be music,, lectures, news, hunting scoundrels (white men) to
It’s first bulletin, aired in destroy
etc.”
his jungle, his friends
1923, was on the death of Presi- (animals) and his neighbors (naPresidential elec- tives). After trying to help them
dent Harding.
tion returns In 1924, Coolidge the in their search for- gold and oil,
That same year Jack Tarzan discovers that they’re not
winner.
Hendricks, meager of the Cincy levelling with him. Despite the bemike on trayal, he manages to save one
Reds, spoke into a
the baseball club’s prospects. Live from the jaws of a man-eating lion
talks were picked up in 1927 and both from being burned alive
by Charles Lindbergh, President in an oil fire. He sends them away
Hoover in 1929, and Wendell unharmed but with the warning
Wilkie in 1940.
that they should warn other white
Heard on the special program men not to come messing around
were snatches of transcribed talks in his jungle. It’s the kind of yarn
by King Edward VII in 1936; Mus- hat kidialers thrive on with or
solini in 1938, Winston Churchill without authentic Tarzan characin 1940, President Roosevelt’s war
erization.
declaration request to Congress
under
Other cast ipembers,
the day after Pearl Harbor, and he CBS secrecy cloak, were adePresident Truman’s announcement quate in their supporing assignof the European War’s end.
ments. Charles Arlington’s narIt was Pearl Harbor that caused ration was okay as was Albert
formation of WLW’s World Front Glasser’s musical backing. Script
panel discussion series, heard for had enough excitement to please
a half-hour at Sunday noon, which
he moppjets, and Walter White,
has iust marked up the 535th Jr.’s direction kept stanza moving
Regulars on the pro- at clicko pace.
broadcast.
gram are Howard Chamberlain,
Commercials were well spotted
moderator; William and should hit its market with imstaffer and
Hessler, Joseph Sagmaster and pact. Especially if they continue
Carl Groat, foreign news analysts to have the final Tarzan yell sound
of Cincy dailies.
Gros.
out “Krinkles.”
Anni program brought out the
station’s special coverage of World
War II, with its own correspond- LUNCH AT THE CONRAD HILents, James Cassidy, Milton Chase
TON
and James E. -Edmonds in the With Dorothy and Tony Wcitzel,
European and Pacific theatres'; of
guests
their interviews with thousands of Producer: John Brookman
servicemen and women from the 30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 12:30 p.m.
Ohio Valley that were shortwaved Sustaining
for regularly scheduled airings.
WMAQ, Chicago
wartime operaAnother
Chi radio has broken out in a
tion told of w&s Pipeline to World rash of nitery-eatery localed inFront, Sunday half-hour drama- terview shows which, perhaps Uritized news program with reports fairly,
have been dubbed as “press
from" BBC’s global correspondThis latest

There were no phoney
sound effects the tug whistles
and other port noises being recorded by WMCA’s mobile uniL
A good device was the final “cast
of characters,” in which Weinberg
gave a rundown on the key individuals and places mentioned

.

.

While, Jr.

honest unionism are isolated.
Nevertheless this made an informative, provocative half-hour, ents.
WLW’s Washington bureau news
with Mr. X describing in his colorful lingo the evils of the shap’eup originations, in which Gil Kingsstaffer, for long brought pubbury.
system, under which dock workers,
day after day, put their bread-and- lic officials and other names to the
mike
on weekday nights for talks
butter into the hands of a few
on timely topics, was mentioned.
hiring bosses.
Tribute was paid to WLW’s forRep. Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr.,
whose Congressional district in- mer newscasters Paul Sullivan,
cludes a waterfront area, is serv- Arthur Reilly, Carrol D. Alcott,
ing as* narrator, examining the Gregor Ziemer and Robert ParkHis er; to editors Fred Thomas, Bill
problems with Weinberg.
presence lends the series prestige Bailey, Bill Dowdell, the late H. L.

tion.

Walter

WLW,

WMCA, New York

courage

.

IlfiVIEW^

With Franklin D, Kooaevelt, Jr„ With Peter Grant, narrator;
Jule* Weinberg
noth Linn, announcer
Writer: Verne I»y
Producer. HowardPhlflips
Producer-director; Hikel Kent
Supervisor: Leon Goldstein
Editor; Duncan Curry
30 Mina.; Sat, (22), 7:30 pjn.
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nite tendency on this show towards plug heaviness, although the
wide range of musical selections
Somewhat counterbalances this de-

Tillman Exits Kaycce

Kansas City, March 25.
Tiny Tillman, long a fixture on
fect.
KMBC’s
“Brush (Jreek Follies,”*
The format, of course, remains
unchanged with telephone calls left the station after a final appear-

made

them

to listeners asking

to

Western Reserve Expands

WEWS

College Courses

1

Cleveland,

ance on the show last Saturday. He
identify
the
“mystery melody”
after their winning of a prize for goes to Jamestown, N. D., where
naming a current pop tune. The he will be known as Hal White.
jackpot prizes are in the multithousand dollar bracket and even His real monicker is Herschel
the lesser giveaways are impres- White.,
sively expensive. All in all, it adds
He recently waxed two*tunes for
up to a medley of musical and give
away ingredients which should con M-G-M label which are to be re- Monday-thru-Friday
tinue.to<pay off.
leaded .under the Hal White, name. ries at 9 a. ixj., „
.

«.

.

.

.

,

.

i

March

25.

Western Reserve University expanded its daily half-hour college
credit television course program
over WEWS with a course in Music
Appreciation and one in the economics of American enterprise.
The two courses marked the
opening of the third series of
credit and non-credit courses in the
half-hour
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Florida Citrus Commission

I

Kenwill Magikoter
Kiplinger Washington Agency

Knox

Gelatine Co

Inc.

American Research Bureau, average y±-hour rating-7
• . .

Mystic

Foam

Pure-Pak
Regent Cigarettes

Time Magazine

latest Nielsen, Feb. 11-22,

to

10 sponsored segments— 6.6

9

a.

©

m.,

March

3-7

!

.

March 2

19$2

t9

In two sho 7't months, “Today” has pushed
rating from 5.8 to 7.6

its

— a new mark for early

t

morning
all

television that

many had

thought

but impossible. The thirty-one-city

daily audience has burgeoned swiftly
*

to

over 1,700,000 viewers

Garroway and

his

— an increase

of 58%.

knowledgeable crew are

opening the eyes- of advertisers,

To quote

too.

an example, Time Magazine bought

show for one five-minute segment

to

this

make

i

one one-minute offer of a copy of Time's

Current Affairs Quiz. The results were so
IT

gratifying that Time snapped up

a thirteen-week sponsorship.
It

adds up to this

—

doing for early morning

“Today”

TV

is

exactly

what “Your Show of Shows” did
for Saturday night and “The Kate

Smith Show” for daytime
( each the top

going on).

show in its

selling

class ever since

And “Today”

is

doing this

spectacular fob at prices any ambitious
advertiser can afford

..

.as low as $2,882

gross for time and talent.

Great day in the morning
7-9

AM EST

NBC TELEVISION
America’s

No

.

1

TV Network

March

Wedliifcidayy
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"Chi Convention
l.h Continued

Lift Freeze

By ‘Chi NARRT Time

Washington, March 25.

Commission ChairPaul Walker is to be the chief
If the “thaw” (final alspeaker.
location report) isn't ready by
then, it will be released by April 7.
Report, a voluminous document
of around 600 pages, will contain
the final allocations for VHF and
UHF channels for some 1,200 cities
and towns in the U. S. These allocations will make possible ap-

casters at which

man

proximately 2,000 commercial TV
stations and about 200 non-commercial educational outlets.
Major questions in connection
with the lifting of the freeze, such
as the policy to be employed in
treating competitive applications
for stations and setting of deadline for processing of applications,
will probably be handled in a
1

Cold Feet

Washington, March

from pape 24

will describe their experiences

in getting into the medium and
the problems in operating stations.
Virtually every broadcaster who
plans or hopes to get into TV will

-

Federal Communications Commission is driving hard in an effort
to lift the TV freeze in time for
discussion at next week's convention in Chicago of the National
Assn, of Radio and TV Broad-

& Hot Ratings

doubtless attend.

On

for ‘Songs for Sale’

Since CBS-TV’s “Songs for Sale”
was expanded four weeks ago to
90 mihutes, in the 9:30-11 p.m. slot
Saturdays, the show’s rating has
climbed to a 15.4 Trendex despite
the fact it’s beamed in only six of
the 10 cities surveyed.
In Washington, where WTOP-TV
had yanked the airer when it went
sustaining, the station is bringing
it back Saturday (29) due to viewer
reinstating
is
Outlet
protests.
“Songs” even though it means cancelling a local commercial program.
On the March 15 edition, George
Green, a 59-year-old contestant,
developed a severe case of mikefright before airtime and couldn’t
'go before the cameras. His tune
was played anyway, drawing favorable comment from the panel. Later on in the show A1 Gentile, an

‘One Pot’ vs. ‘Two Pot’ System
Whether applications will be
handled on a channel by channel
basis, whether VHF and UF applications will be thrown in one
pot for hearing, or handled separately should he finally determined
this week when the Commission
the latest revised draft of
report another going-over.
Yardstick will be determined
by which method will get new TV
stations on the air the fastest. Advocates of the “two-pot” system
claim this method would induce
applicants to file for UHF to escape hearings, thus stimulating
production of UHF receivers and
transmitters. The “ohe-pot” advocates, however, oppose separate
handling on ground it would not
dish out the channels to the most
qualified applicants but there is
opposition to this system because
it would tie up all applicants in
(Continued on page 40)

Of related -intere^^ll be a
workshop session Wedn#3^lay afternoon on the television cpde, which
will have been in operation one

month

Mem-

at conventiofi’

Code
view, headed by John

bers

of

the

WKZO-TV

in

in

ticipate

‘

.

of

Re-

E, JPetzer of

Kalamazoo, will par-

this

discussion

Rep. Morano, Allergic

gives

To Disk Jocks, Soothed

.

By WNBC

All-Nite

Music

Washington, March 25.
The WNBC 'late hour disk jockey
show in New York, “Music Through
the Night,” has received high commendation from Rep. Albert P.
Morano (R., Conn.), who has made
public a complimentary letter to

working.

Kickaround

braintruster, will take the affirmative on this question. The speaker
for the negative side has not yet

been selected.
Aside from the agenda proper,
several issues may come in for im-

were

Row

Summer Come-on
summer sales
via a new sound-

will unveil its

slide film presentation.

NARTB Convention Agenda

Web, with
its “Op-

the exception of reviving

eration -Summer Tandem,” is offering no special incentives for
sponsors to bypass their summer
hiatus this year but is basing its
pitch on statistics proving how
radio listening holds .up during the
traditional dog days and on the
beneficial effects this summer’s political

conventions

will

have

on

AM.
Film, which runs about 30 minnutes, has Allen, accompanied by
Portland Hoffa, his wife, going out
to learn the facts of summer radio.
He interviews various NBC execs
(played by themselves), agency
execs (portrayed by actors) and
William Gargan, as a private eye,

Following are the agenda highlights for the

MONDAY, MARCH

the summer.
Allen learns, for example, that
the slump in summer retail sales
is not as high as generally believed, being only 2.6% below the
level of the rest of the year. He
also discovers that radio plays a
big part in summer retail sales,
since it’s the only medium which
follows the public wherever they
go on vacations, to the beach, etc.
And, of course, he learns that a
bankroller riding through the summer not only sells his summer market but enters the fall season with
an established audience for his
show.
Finally, Allen is told that the
political conventions, by boosting
radio listening, will, react to the advantage of all radio shows during
June, July and August. It will be
pointed out to him that latest sta*’

—

.

tistics reveal 105,300,000

radio sets
in the U. S., or an average of one
for every voter.

NARTB

Convention:

31
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sponsored pro- without benefit of notes, his angrams.
swers to questions put to him by
Assuming competition between ABC’s Washington counsel James
Starting in last
subscription TV, theatre TV and A. McKenna.
home TV, Kintner said AB-PT Tuesday afternoon and continuing
could not manipulate programs be- all through the next day, Kintner
tween one medium and another. If practically recited from memory
he were to make such an assump- the meat from the two voluminous
exhibits which the jqefrwork put
tion, he said, he must also assume
support of its case.
there would be competition within in evidence in
As far as the merger phase of
each field.
the hearings is concerned, the next
Consent Prevents Conflict
two weeks, which may wind up the
Besides, he said, FCC regula- hearings, should indicate the outtions will cover TV and consent come. The crucial testimony, it’s
decree will cover sale of pix to the- expected, will come from Goldenatres so there won’t be a problem son who will be questioned by
of conflict in use of programs.
Commission
counsel
Frederick
He said he thought it would be Ford on his part in the operations
impossible, because of competitive of Paramount Pictures, Inc., which
conditions, to manipulate feature led to its anti-trust conviction and
films between pay-as-you-see TV the consent decree which resulted
and theatres. Also, there would be in the formation of UPT. Goldenlegal barriers, he said. He added, son was in charge of theatres for
he doubted that subscription-TV Paramount.
can compete with first-run theatres.
He declared that feature films
have no place, in TV network operations as a permanent program
lies in

>

50%

of

ABC-TV

FM promotion campaigns in North Carolina, Wisconand District of Columbia, followed by open discussion.
Report on Broadcast Advertising Bureau.
TUESDAY, APRIL 1 (Morning)
Address: “What’s Ahead in Business?” (Speaker to be anrfbunced.)
Address: “What’s Ahead in Critical Materials?” Henry Fowler,
administrator National Production Authority.
Address: “What’s Ahead in Legislation?” (Speaker to be anReports on

—

nounced.)

TUESDAY

(afternoon)

Address by NARTB president Harold E.> Fellows.
Workshop session: “Politics and Broadcasting in ’52.”
Panel: Clair R. McCollough, prez. WGAL, Lancaster, Pa.; Kenneth
Fry, Democratic National Committee; Edward T. Ingle, Republican National Committee; Sig Mickelson of CBS-TV; William

McAndrew
Workshop
Panel:- Lee

KTUL,

have much interest in the product.
Kintner expressed the opinion

of NBC.
session: “Audience Promotion
Little, prez. KTUC, Tucson;

—Tale of Three

UPT

prexy Leonard Goldenson
that TV would be .a good way to
advertise films, via trailers, but
that Goldenson said he has to be
convinced.
In the event radio listening declines,

WEDNESDAY, APRIL H (morning)
“Confession Session” (experiences in building and operating

TV

NBC; Walter Compton, WTTG, Washing-

ton, D.C.; Ted Cott, WNBT, New York; Walter J. Damm, WTMJ.TV, Milwaukee; Thad Holt, WAFM-TV, Birmingham; Harold V.
Hough, WBAP-TV, Fort Worth; Gaines Kelley, WFMY-TV,
Greensboro, N.C.; Klaus Landsberg, KTLA, Los Angeles; Robert
Lemon, WTTV, Bloomington, Ind.; Glen Marshall, Jr., WMBRTV, Jacksonville, Fla.; Lee B. Wailes, Fort Industry Co., Detroit.

WEDNESDAY
Address by

FCC Chairman

(afternoon)

Paul A. Walker.

session: “The Television Code.”
E. Fetzer, WKZO-TV, Kalamazoo, Mich.; J.

Panel: John
Leonard
Reinsch, WSB-TV, Atlanta; Mrs. A. Scott Bullitt, KING-TV,
Seattle, Wash.; Walter J. Damm, WTMJ, Milwaukee; E. K.
Jett, WMAR-TV, Baltimore.
Debate: “Public Hearings Should They Be Open to the public

—

Through Radio and TV?”
Affirmative: James M. Landis.
Negative:

(to

-

WEDNESDAY

Sez Kintner

'54,

Washington, March 25.
Television’s growing program requirements will result in a big
increase in user of film made specially for the medium,
in the
opinion of ABC prexy Robert E.
Kintner. Use of Hollywood featurelength film on TV, he thinks, will
decline.

didn’t accept the assumption that
radio listening will decline sufficiently to threaten network opera-

ABC

tion.

atres, Inc.,

Testifying before the

FCC

50%

of

ABC

pro-

grams will be composed of film
It's a smart pitch that ABC has
specially produced for video.
been taking at the current hearKintner expressed the belief that
ings on the proposed merger. In
the opinion of observers, it’s one use of kinescopes Will decline as
the
cable expands to reach more
that the Commission will have a
time tearing apart. The pitch cities.
the merger with UPT will
The network topper gave five
do more to promote competition in- reasons why use of special films
television than what FCC tried to for TV will expand:
accomplish in radio in requiring
1. Film
offers
scope,
NBC to divest itself of its “blue” thereby increasing greater
TV’s effectivenetwork (now ABC) back in 1941. ness in presenting entertainment.
This argument was used by
2. Film provides a better method
Kintner, the web’s board chairman of placing
programs on stations
Edward J. Noble and its Washing- when time for live shows can’t
ton veepee Robert W. Hinckley be cleared.
when they testified last week.
3. Film shows can be repeated
So far, the ABC story presented for TV’s big audience
for repeat
to the Commision has been a per- programs.
suasive one and Kintner has been
4. Special
TV film
tetugh

impressive in telling

work topper,

the net-

it,

rattling

off

ad

lib,

TV

Biz

Tops

AM

Continued from page 24

is

more

suited to the medium than features
made for theatres. Product for
must .be tailored for the small
screen, provide more closeups, etc.
5. Hollywood
features are too
long for
and their use causes
problems of clearing time on sta-

TV

TV

,

According, to the IBP figures, CBS
billed $1,201,523 more than NBC
during last October, $941,808 more
in November, $935,201 more in December and slipped to the $828,300
advantage in January. All four
radio webs showed declines in their

tions.

Kintner pointed out that ABC’S

o and o TV stations now de^»
from 31% to 54% of their
broadcast schedules to film.
Of
the total time given to film programs, he said, from 23% to 71%
is supplied by product made for
five

vote

theatres and from 17% to 38%
by negatives made for TV. Up to
46% of film time on ABC station*),
he added, is accounted for by kinedip.
Thus, CBS billed $5,160,182 for scopes which are still important
January this year, down from the to the web's outlets in Los Angeles
$6,833,626 for January, 1951. NBC and San Francisco because o f
dipped to $4,331,884 for January, linited cable facilities.
1952, from the $5,215,947 registered for that month last year.
Shenandoah, Iowa Bernice CurABC’s billings for January, 1951,
homemaker,
were $3,307,464, as compared with rier veteran
celebrated her 25th year in radio
$3,099,418 for January, 1951, while last
week. Eight other
staff*
Mutual ^billed $1,678,409 this year, ers present at a fete for Mrs. Curagainst $1,542,887 for that month rier represent
a total of 180 years
last year.
in the industry.

January
that

billings as compared to
in 1951, with Mutual

month

having

the

leftvest

proportionate

,

—

KMA

KMA

(evening)

last

Kintner predicted that

within two years

ABC’s Pitch

’

week on the proposed merger of
with United Paramount The-

,

be announced).

Annual banquet.

continue

Cities.”

stations).

Workshop

ABC

said,

its network operaand endeavor to attract greater eudience. But he added that he
still

John Esau, manager,
Knabb Advertising Co., RochWorth Kramer, manager, WJR, Detroit.

Panel: Harry Bannister,

Kintner

would

tions

Tulsa; Jack Knabb, Jack

ester, N. Y.;

Shows on Film By

that TV is the best advertising buy
that theatres can make. *He Sflid
he has been trying to persuade

is this;

sin

1

each of whom gives him additional
facts on why it would pay a bankroller to remain on the air through

ii

Continued from page 25

Chief among
portant discussion.
these is the question .of radio ad- structure.

Ramble Keys NBC

pitch today (Wed.)

.

Kintner
—

f

vertising rates. The network commanager Ted Cott.
Even if the major producers reMorano recently complained to mittees meet next Monday in Chi- leased films in their vaults, he said,
the FCC that some disk jockeys cago to oppose rate cuts and a hot he still doubted that ABC would

.

NBC

I

station

overstepping their bounds fight is anticipated.
There’s also a good possibility of
with ad libs on politics and with
argument on theatre TV.
personal attacks over the air. This an
NARTB
has taken no stand on the
came after Morano had been on the
theatres.
receiving end of several such at- sewing up of events for
question could be blown
The
-whole
tacks of which no transcripts were
convention.
the
at
up
made by the station.
This year’s convention will also
“‘Music Through the- Night’,”
the legislator wrote, “which offers be the biggest from the standpoint
this great and immortal music to of exhibits, with TV equipment
Transmitters
the radio public, is much more in- much in evidence.
spiring and cultural a contribution for UHF stations will be displayed
to public service than the rantings for the first time at an NARTB
make-believe gathering. Growth in TV-film busipseudo-liberals,
of
experts ,on ness will be reflected in exhibits
so-called
politicians,
great issues of the day, and sensa- by over a dozen film program packTelevision cameras and
tional
and improper publicity agers.
third-rate camera chains will be seen in
With Fred Allen designated as build-ups of second or
variety.
greater
performers.”
“veepee in charge of summer,”
e
___

Allen’s Radio

**—*——Mf—

future of

network
Perhaps the most controversial
question to be aired at the convention is the final session, op Wednesday afternoon, which will debate the issue of whether Congressional hearings should be televised.
James M. Landis, former New Deal

song.

tile’s

(Mon.) at

inquiry,

should provide existing and prospective TV broadcasters the first
real ckue as to whether the code is
Politico

25.

FCC healings on
the proposed ABC-UPT merger, network prexy Robert E. Kintner
was given a lesson in economic semantics." Commission counsel
Frederick Ford suggested four types of mergers:
m
Example,, one soap com1. Horizontal substitution acquisition.
pany buying another which makes detergents. „
Example, a film manufacturer
2. Vertical backward merger.
merging with a motion picture producer.
Example, one theatre chain merging
3. Horizontal acquisition.
with another.
Example, a theatre chain merg4. Horizontal vertical merger.
ing with another which also produced programs for TV.
Fortunately, Kintner was relieved of having to answer questions
on the subject. Counsel for the parties got into a squabble over
questions based on “Assumptions” and Ford abandoned his line o£
Under cross-examination yesterday

which

Another session, of particularly
timely interest, which will interest
radio and TV broadcasters alike is
the “Politics and Broadcasting”
panel on Tuesday afternoon. Plans
for election coverage by the media
amateur cleffer from Youngstown, and expenditures for compaign adO., also exhibited signs of first
vertising will be discussed by the
night fever. Emcee Steve Allen, radio-TV directors of the Demolike
fearing
another freeze-up
cratic and Republican parties and
Green’s, quickly moved on to Genrepresentatives.

accompanying

separate statement
the report.

tiori

«av“—
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TV

tele

Several

and net-

works are showing increasing concern over the stand of various magazines that they won’t publish an

program unless the latthem a. mention on the

article on. a

ter gives

Wed.

in

the past to give a plug in return
for a piece on their talent or shows,
biit today the practice is becoming

NBC

Nile Video Slot

Hazel Bishop Lipstick, which has
been hitting around the TV networks, is dropping its alternate
week sponsorship of “Cameo Theatre” Sunday nights on NBC-TV
to take oyer the Wednesday night
at 10 period on a weekly basis on
the same web.
Cosmetic firm,
through the Raymond Spector
is

slated to

preem

in the

new time slot April 2.
In its new slotting, the cosmetic
firm will bankroll “I Confess,” a

new

series of true story romances.
Sponsor will have a station lineup
said.
The
proit’*
“shakedown,”
comprising 15-18 live outlets and
a
grammers feel that when a mag 14-15 via ldne. Hazel Bishop, incidentally, has also optioned half
does a story on one of their stanzas,
of Milton Berle’s “Texaco Star
it’s not a “favor” if it’s a program
Theatre” Tuesday 'night time when
are
readers
inwhich
in
feature
the latter show bows off for the
or
They concede, however, summer.
terested.
Outfit bowed into TV with the
that a return plug may be in order
Freddy Martin show last summer,

when the

airer is

wouldn’t

stand

merits.

What

is

riling

weak or the story bankrolling it Wednesday
nights
up opt its own at 10:30 on NBC, It then picked
up part of ABC-TV’s “Stop the Musome industryites sic,” only to drop that when it re-

TOPS RADIO LISTENING FOR 1ST TIME
CBS-TV’s Co-op Pattern

On Bert Parks Show
CBS-TV 'climbed back on the
co-op bandwagon this week by offering the ^|bnday stanza of its
thrice-weekly daytime Bert Parks
show to affiliates for sale to local
bankrollers. Offer marks the. first
show the web has sold on that system in some time and was reportedly undertaken in attempt to pick
up more station clearances for the
Wednesday and Friday editions of
the program, which are sponsored
by General Foods.
Terming the co-op setup still an
experiment, CBS-TV sales execs
explained that stations will be
charged a flat fee for the Monday
show. Web will then provide four
cut-ins for the insertion of local
spot. CBS has established three
sets of prices for the stations, depending on which of three categories they fall into. GF retains
the right to recapture the Monday
stanza during the summer, to add
to its other two days.
Web pointed out that several affiliates had refused to clear time

turned to NBC to share sponsoris that even big-league productions
ship of “Cameo” with Regent cigarare being “held up” for a plug deal
ets.
In moving to the new Wednesbefore a publication will okay an
Some of the objection to day night period, it will be occupyarticle.
ing
the slot being vacated by
the practice comes from sales topCamel cigarets with its “Pantopers, who feel that programs are
mime Quiz.” Camel reportedly
giving away mehtions to mags that
plans to take a 13-week hiatus with
should buy them.
that show and then move it to for GF on Wednesdays and FriStraight space-for-time swaps are CBS-TV as summer replacement days unless CBS
could also give
acceptable, where each medium is for “Man Against Crime.”
them the show on a sponsored basis
trading ads according to the going
Regent continues its alternate on Monday. When the web encounBut week sponsorship of the Sunday tered difficulty in lining
rates, the sales staffers say.
up a sponthey object to cuffo mentions, or night “Cameo” series, with NBC sor for Mondays, it decided on the
displays of magazines, in return now, scouting for a
new bankroller co-op system to permit the affilifor publicity breaks.
to pick up the open weeks.
If no ates to sell the stanza themselves.
Some of the chief offenders, it’s new sponsor is found, the web may
reported, are the small television return'’ the half-hour
Jo local stawhich tions, with Regents swinging its
weeklies,
program-listing
Negro-Slanted
have been losing circulation as coin into NBC’s early-bird “Today”
Block in Expansion
newspaper TV listings expand. On show.
the other hand, the dailies and
WLIB, Gotham indie, has exmags such as Time and Newsweek
panded its Negro-slanted block 75
TVA Elects Manning
give
and TV full coverage
minutes daily, adding a half hour
Hollywood, March 25.
without demanding free time.
to Joe Bostic’s 6:30-7 a.m. strip
Knox Manning has been elected and signing Phil Gordon, ex-WOV
Flacks who have been meeting
stiffer resistance to the placing of permanent chairman of the Coast and WWRL, to do an evening show
stories in the mags
unless accom- section of the National Board of 6-6:45 p.m. cross-the-board.
o
panied by gratis "plugs are talking TVA by unanimous vote.
Indie also inked Ballantine beer,
He replaces Ken Carpenter, who via J. Walter Thompson, for parabout getting together to map a
ticipations in the Negro block.
united front against the practice. resigned.

WLIB

AM

—

SI

9 P.M. TO MIDNIGHT TV VIEWING

‘

agency,

air.

The broadcasters were willing

*AB»I®-TKO£VISI01V

-i.

,

‘Cameo’ to Crab

Execs

stations

iirrt»ajaiiriv r;~

Hazel Bishop Cancels

Mag Plug Payola
Burns

iT.n

—

Evidence of how television is en- 24.3, and a 10.5 from 11 to midcroaching still further on radio’s night, as against radio's 14.3.
Fact that TV’s gain has been
cream evening listening hours was
steady from 10 to midnight indirevealed this week. According to
cates that the public is staying up
the latest A. C. Nielsen report, to view video much later than it
the percentage of TV sets in use ever did to listen to radio. This
from 9 p, m. to midnight during factor is attributed in part to the
late-evening ground-breaking insti-.
January topped that for radio sets tuted
last
season by NBC-TV’s
for the first time in broadcast an“Broadway Op&n House” and the
nals.
Research outfit also showed fact that almost every video station
that TV is hot on the heels of
throughout the country is now proradio for the 8 to 9 hours.
gramming the post-11 o’clock hours
Nielsen figures represent the with
feature film oldies, as comtotal number of homes tuned to TV
pared to the standard remote band
and radio v all U. S. radio homes, pickups and disk jockey shows on
not just the TV-only homes. As a
radio,
result, its not only, the proportionate size of -the audience but the
-

which
For the 9 to
10 p.m. period, for example, Nielsen reports TV sets tuned in in
11,042,000 homes, compared with

CLEVE. RADIO COUNCIL

the 10,572,000 radio sets, giving TV
a lead of almost 500,000 sets.
On the basis of the number
of all homes tuned to TV, video
has been ahead of radio from 10
p. m. to midnight since last November. But, since the hours from
8 to 10 have always been considered the hottest on AM, the fact
that TV has now taken over from
9 to 10 indicates the comparative
trend between the two. And, according to Nielsen, the number

Radio Council of Greater Cleveland will hold its spring Conference Thursday (27) on “Political
Broadcasting and Radio-TV News,”
Among the speakers will be Ed-

actual

shows

number

TV

homes

of

homes

of

in the lead.

TV

tujjed to

from

SETS SPRING MEET
Cleveland, March 25.

8 to 9

during January was 25.6, only a
shade off the 26.1 shown by AM.
Nielsen figures from 9 to 10
show TV with a 25.8% share of
homes, as against radio’s 24.7%.

From 10 to 11, TV is up to 23.0,
as compared with radio’s 19.0, and
from 11 to midnight, TV has a 14.3
compared with radio’s 12.3. Radio
was far ahead during all four hours
during January a year ago.
At
that time, Nielsen showed TV with
a 17.8 for 8 to 9 o'clock, compared
with radio’s 30.8; -an 18.2 for 9 to
10, compared' with radio’s 30.3; a
6.3 for 10 to 11, as against

•=1

AM’s

|

!

1

ward T. Ingle, director of radio
and speaker’s bureau, Republican
Committee; Lansing
radio-TV director for

National
Linquist,

K

tchum McLeod A Grove; and a
panel group on “Freedom and Responsibility in Handling the News,”
chairman, Charles Day, WGAR
news director, and' Including Bill
Tompkins, Sohio Reporter, WTAM,
and Dr. Warren H. Guthrie, Sohio
News reporter WXEL, and director of the speech department of
Western Reserve University.

—

Kansas City, Mo.
Stump, program director

of

George

KCKN,

has added Bill Sutherland to the
replacing
staff,
anno.Uncer Joe
Farrell. Sutherland switches from

KPRS,

Olathe,

Kans.,

where he

KPRS is
station manager.
for sale, and is off the air
until the FGC gives its decision.
Sutherland will do some sports
work among his other mike chores.
was

now up

A BETTER APPROACH TO TELEVISION ADVERTISING
...

is

o hew presentation which should be seen by every advertiser

and agency with a

This

new

stake in television.

Katz presentation, widely reported by the trade press, discusses network

Spot Program television

BETTER

It is

a

realistic,

explains

.*. .

when and why one
an approach

up-to-date description of

already producing results — for

(ess

TV

a story

to sell

goods— advertising

and

is

to television that

is

one concerned with the use of

sales directors as well as media,

>

40

minutes. But the ideas in

long after the presentation

If

you would

and

YOU CAN DO BETTER WITH SPOT

.

.

«

like

is

will

be talked about

in

1

,

in less

than

your shop

over.

a private showing

we'll schedule

MUCH

It

television

program

account and plans board executives.- The complete story can be told
\V

and

indicated.

dollars.

that's important to every

It tells

or the other

at your office, ptease let us

know,

a convenient appointment.

BETTER

THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
NATIONAL ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES
m
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New
Continued from pare

Ta#ta

of February by C. E. Hooper:
56.0
Colgate Hour (NBC)

drink account, yesterday but told dium in that way “destroys its
eating up their maVariety that he expects Coke will comedians” by.

Talent Scouts (CBS) .... 48.4
45.1
Texaco Theatre (NBC)

He said he
terial too rapidly.
ad pitch next year by would like to do his combined rainking some musical show. It's re- dio-TV schedule but that a final
called that -the sponsor has been decision rests on the best deal that
interested in a projected Andre can be negotiated with the interKostelanetz video series for next ested networks and sponsors. If he
goes TV only, he plans to- produce
fall.
Bergen echoed the opinion of the shows himself, but will be willdeclaring to work either live or on film,
other top-name comics by
ing that he is opposed to weekly depending on which brand of
exposure on TV, claiming the me- video the sponsor desires.

change

TV

York**

Following are the Top 10
television shows for the N. Y*
area, as reported for the month

its

.

.

.

.

39.1

.

.

.

37.5

.

.

.

36.7

Fireside Theatre (NBC).

.

32.4

.

31.1

.

Love Lucy (CBS).'
Philco Playhouse (NBC)
Show of Shows (NBC)
Sam Levenson (CBS)
Red Skelton (NBC)

42.8

I

35.2

1

Godfrey

& Friends (CBS)

Inside Stuff-Radio
Broadcast stations and networks must get in their applications for
seats and working facilities at the Republican and Democratic national
conventions in Chicago by April 15, BUI Henry, chairman of the 1952
Political Convention Committee of the Radio Correspondents Associa-

warned last Friday" (21). The association has been appointed by
the Republican and Democratic National Committee to supervise such
tion,

facilities.

“Both National Committees,” said Henry, “have given us assurances
that every effort will be made to provide facilities, including seats, for
all possible legitimate working radio and television newsmen and commentators. But it will be necessary for applications to be filed not later
than midnight, April 15, 1952, so that our needs can be presented to
the Arrangements Committee of the two conventions by April 20, 1952.”
Applications must be sent to the Senate Radio Gallery at the Cap'
itol, in Washington.

With news attention focused on the New York trial of Willie Sutton,
coupled with the nation-wide manhunt for the slayer of Arnold SchusWlP-ki Philadelphia, latched on to a unique promotion for the
launching of its new series, “Calling All Detectives,” sponsored by
Sealy Mattress Co. of Philadelphia.
Station has installed a crime display in window of Gimbel department store, to plug now “whodunit” show and sponsor. Among items on
view are tlj£ handcuffs “Slick Willie” used to manacle a bank guard
during" a holdup here, and the series of 1933 New York license plates
he repainted to confuse police in getaway. Other features are the
bullet-riddled hat of bank robber Willie Furgeson and a death mask
of John Dillinger. Top police officials helped kick off opener of win-

ter,

•

dow

display.

Personal history of a dope addict aired on Bill Leonard's “This Is
New York” several weeks ago via WCBS, CBS Radio's N.Y. flagship,
is paying off for both the station and the addict, pseudonymed “Robert
Adams.” Both Metro and Paramount requested scripts of the shows,
with an eye to lensing ’a feature film on the subject. Simon & Schuster
is slated to publish a book on the story, titled “Confessions of a Heroin
Addict,” next fall, with Adams, Leonard and scripter Martin Weldon
cutting in on the royalties.
In addition, the scripts have been compressed into five 15-minute
.” for airing this week as
discussion topics on the station's “You and
.

“You and

Narcotics.”

Tomorrow ^morning

.

JThurs.), Leonard

sched-

is

uled to conduct a symposium on his “New York” show on the material,
With participants including N.Y. state attorney general Nathaniel L.
Goldstein, state senator Seymour Halpern and Dr. Hubert S. Howe.

ABC’s “America’s Town Meeting” has invited Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower to appear on the radio and tele editions of the show by remote
control.
AM-TV director of Town Hall, William Traum, wired the
general and his campaign chairman, Sen. Henry Cabot Lodge, proposing that the shows film and record questions from typical American
citizens, fly. the clips and tape to Paris where Ike’s answers would be
recorded and leased.
This would be a departure from “Meeting's” usual format, which
features debate between two sides.' On the proposed shows, Eisenhower would merely be answering queries.

the

|rabs

flIlTV

9 #

*

,

WOR, N. Y., has recorded musical spots to promote the station directly to potential advertisers and their agencies.
Specialized jingles
will be used to intfo weather bulletins, baseball scores and traffic
reports, after which the station will give a pitch on its ability to sell.
first 1952 station and network
coverage service available and the
first such service covering TV as
^
Continued from page 2d
o
well as AM.” He said that whether
understood ABC has been consid- or not the consolidation takes place
ering to throw in its lot with Niel- .“NCS will quickly become the
standard of the industry.”
Nielsen

the
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Single Yardstick
is reported interested
in pushing a Nielsen-Baker ' gettogether, since. Nielsen’s poll will
be out before SAM, due in the fall.
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NCS

latter

change” radio.
the

BMB

mail

over

SAM

would

feel-

“short-

SAM

is following
technique, which used a

ballot.

Since

respondents

would report on AM and TV on
the same ballot, NBC statisticians
believe, TV would pull relatively
more heavily due to its novelty

‘,i

,b

Other elements of the industry are
also said to favor the merger as
providing a single yardstick which
would be more convenient to time-

.

i

0

4

Reasons Why

Th*

.

'

its
job lot

lS
ar <s in tn

NBC

adversers
aa

contends would eliminate the
bias, get various members
of the family, thus providing a
fuller count of multi-set listening
and out-of-home tuning,
Nielsen’s sample will be smaller than SAM’s, involving about 60,000 interviews compared with the

"

(

FIRST IN

MICHIGAN

Owned and

National Repre'senfatives: THJE

GEORGE

Operated by THI DETROIT

f.

NEWS

HQUlNGliRY COMPANY

ASSOCIATI AM-FM STATION

WWJ

nsc ni •vision Network

local

year after

Jewish Market
of Metropolitan

pro-TV

350,000 ballots SAM will get. NCS
will also use audimeter data.
Over the weekend Baker issued
a statement that SAM had turned
down merger proposals. Referring
to the BMB technique, Baker said
that the broadcast industry, after
years of effort, “arrived at some
agreement on a uniform method
of measuring coverage” with the
aid of. sponsors and agencies. Citing station support, he said, “We
have a clear directive to go forward with our earlier plans.”
Nielson told Variety yesterday
(Tues.)
that
negotiations
with
Michael Notaro, owner of the
Statistical Tabulating Co (which
handled the second BMB study) and
owner of SAM, are “continuing
very actively” but that “it would
be very difficult at this stage to
predict the outcome.” Meanwhile,
Nielsen said, production of his NCS
is “proceeding at the high speed
required to make sure this will be

WEVD

year to reach the vast

NCS ISi

factor.
On the other hand,
will use personal interviews, which

and

foremost national

advertisers us*

New

Y,ork

Top adult programming

1.

2.
3.

Strong audience impact
Inherent listener loyalty

4. Potential

buying power

Send for a copy of

‘WHO’S

WHO ON WEVD’

Henry Greenfield, Man.
WEVD, 117-119 West 46th
New York 36

Dir,
St.

$70,000
FOREST HILLS
’Showplace of the Gardens'
One

of th*
most luxurious
homes, built «t « cost of
$110,000. Present replacementcosts $20Q,QOS. This house boasts
unusually spacious Center Hall,

immense sunken Hying room
with adjoining solarium, large

formal dining room with modern kitchen and butler's pantry,
separate breakfast rm. Circular
staircase

leads to

5

bedrooms

and thri* beautiful baths on
the 2nd fleer; 4 Master bdrms./
1

.

Incl.

1

9 org*eus Master Eedrm.

suite. Reverse circular staircase
to lavish nlte club basement
with sunken dance floor, stage,
balcony lounge- with bar, completely separate is a rich billiard room. This modern, solid
brick home is situated on «
beautifully landscaped plot. Oil,

heat, fully equipped 7-car g«'
rage. Ey appointment only.

Parker-Lauejr Co.
167-41

Queens

EO

Elvd., For. Hills
1-2469
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'
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NSW

J*'

matinee idol
RALPH

EDWARDS

(9.5)

In only two months on the

air,

Ralph Edwards has romped into company
with the top five

among all daytime

shows.

A stout 9.5*

His national rating?
4

*

His audience?

A plump 2.7 million.

His

time spot? 3:30 to 4 pm, Monday through

—right between Kate Smith and

Friday

“The Big Payoff ’’—both

Can Ralph
.

in the top five set.

sell? That’s

record that we’d like to
.

a matter of

tell

you about.

The

price for a

s

Can you

afford it?

15 minute segment

is

any national

cut to

fit

practically

advertiser’s budget.
Call us

and

see.

NBC ITELEVISION
NO.

A

1

MIOIUM FOR YOUR SALKS SUCCISS

Service of. Wk Radio Corporation of America

—

*Avdhnc* Monarch Bureau
National Aodianca, Marsh 7-7,

952

m
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two foursomes—the Harmony Grits
and the Four A s. Latter, including a guitarist, showed promise as
Moving
a majorbowfis. unit with some
Continued from pane tt
pleasant harmonizing. Grits, however, were strictly In the convenr
Continued from pane tl
and for Simple conversion for TV. This
groove
barbershop
tiopal
clips interspersed between chatter pared by TV news, co-ordinator weren't as successful. They used is accomplished via control rooms
' ‘
cliches, bob- that are exceptionally large and
added little interest.
’Jerry
' Series has some interesting toprepeating can accommodate video consoles.
director DmiW&m*'.
_._^ti^^otherwise re- Trenches in the floors permit easy
ics lined up and with this introduc- Pete- Freuc$$$«i<k
tory half-hour out of the way it news on WH
re-wiring for TV. Studs in the ceilcould develop into informative as drs hot front the griddle,. Alert
Emcee TinY Fairbanks, a "Mr. ings (which are two stories high)
well as entertaining viewing.
fiewsreel crew gets, films of local Flvfirhy'“Tlve” who also has his can.be used to -suspend the grids
Gros.
events pronto,
These
Ow.iF'i&oyr oft; .the' Outlet, sang the necessary for tele lights.
with- special
t’WblffepjtooF Sung" hacked by the large studios have glass-enclosed
v
local
filifi aau>V ®llbwfng' It to
the
GOURMET SOCIETY
two quartets, tt was an uninspired client-observation booths, and the
minutes,
sometimes
be aired hours,
With Francois and Bob Pope
performance. His gab, too, was
has

Mutual Weighs Antell

f

ABC

Television Reviews

WBKB,

Chicago
This cooking show slotted nighttime should provide answers to

some intra-trade video questions.
Can a fairly specialized “how to
it" format hold its own in prime

do

time against network competition?
And even if the* ratings may remain low compared to the web opposites, will such a show do a job
for the participating clients by
snagging that specialized and relatively limited audience,^ in which

—

they’re interested in this case the
cooking enthusiasts?
featurihg
Society"
“Gourmet
scullery instructor Francois Pope,
assisted by son, Bob, looks to have
a fine chance of supplying affirmative answers. As evidenced on the
installment viewed (21) it’s a potent entry ift the “here’s how”
genre and a tailormade selling vehicle for the grocery and appliance
bankrollers.
There were some strained elements, especially Pope’s slightly
pompous opening spiel, that pose

and
handicap
unnecessary
should be erased. With the two
chefs decked out in tuxedos and
opening the session in a living
an

room

much

set,

there was just a little too
"opening night at the

of an

Met” aura about the intro. However, once the pair moved into the
kitchen they were both more at
home and the tempo picked up Featured dish this time was Chicken
Monte Carlo, with every step in its
preparation

carefully

delineated.

The Pope’s, with their SRO daily
morning hour show nn WBKB and
their cooking school background,
pedagogues.
adept kitchen
are
Blurbs are worked by Bob Pope

with good

Personalities in the
it’s hot.
overly bromidic,
news, while visiting town, are inProductionwise the stanza used
terviewed in the studio.
a bar background
Lineup of telecasters has Dick two set elements,
a barber chair. Camerawprk
'and
Oberlin, vet radio and newspaper
but staging betrayed
reporter, who heads the WHAS was good,
as the quartets
News Department .giving out with lack of rehearsal
hesitatingly.
Pete French, took their positions
the world news.
to make an
have
will
and
Fairbanks
WHAS newsman since 1943,
Oberlin deliver the- 6:30 news con- effort to put variation into the
by getting
perhaps
theme
Both
quartet
f
cisely and with authority.
by
lads are plenty photogenic and groilps using different styles,
novel
contestants,
femme
camera
and
adding
have plenty of mike
Bnl.
savvy to register solidly. Jerry settings, etc.
Gammons writes the copy, assigns
camermen, edits film .and puts the
show together, while Ray Shelton, TtiE WEEK IN RELIGION
Rosenbloom,
announcer, gets the show -on and With Rabbi William S.
Rev. Robbins Wolcott Barstow,
signs it off. “Story of the Week,”
guests
Moody;
N.
Joseph
Rev.
Saturdays at 6:30, at present unsponsored, is a film summary Of Director: Arnee Nocks
ip.
Sun.,
Mins.;
60
p
the week’s local happenings, with
last minute news delivered by Ray Sustaining
after

Producer: Elinor Fahrenholac.
Director: Don Norton
30 Mins.; Fri„ 9:30 p.m.
Participating

effect.

Not the least important to the
smoothness of the program is the
standout lensing by the WBKB

.

DuMont, from New York
Show has benefit of full time
Religious news of the week in
is
cameraman Stanley Schill, who
Jewish, Protestant and Catholic
the “on-the-spot" reporter. -’He’s spheres are ably presented in The
aided by freelance photographers, Week in Religion," new full-hour
three men on the news staff, who program on the DuMont web. Each
Shelton.

t

faith is allotted 20 minutes and the
overall stanza reflects a fine spirit
of inter-denominational co-opera-

are pressed into service for exceptional stories, and when they happen to be closest to. the news
break. Show also has access to the
Louisville Times and Courier-Journal (parent newspapers) library to
illustrate news of national importance when film isn’t available.
Telenews film js used occasionally.
Claiming to be Louisville’s exclusive newsreel, WHAS-TV news
award in
won the national
1950.
Station places particularly
emphasis on fact that it’s newsreel
coverage is timely, in every case
the film is shown on the same day
as the news event. They are proud
of the fact that at least nine times
in the past year a news story has
been filmed as late as 5:45 p.m.
and telecast on the 6:30 news,

tion.

NARND

which means within the hour, and
each a major happening. Wied.

YE QUARTET TIME

tion

as

CBS-TV's “Ken Murray

Richard Oberlin, Pete Show” and NBC-TV’s “All Star
French, Ray Shelton, announcer. Revue.” Quarter hour will feature
Writer-film editor: Jerry Gammon. contests between various amateur
15 Mins., Mon. thru Fri., 6:30 p.m. quartets, with viewers voting for
FOLGER’S COFFEE - TIME FI- their favorites over a four-week
With

NANCE.
WHAS-TV,
Local

proud

span.
Louisville.
outlet has right to be

TV
of WHAS-TV

news.

Inltialer Saturday (22) didn’t get
into the contest angle (which starts

Pre- April

5),

area

ground flqor.
Although the building

and offered as samples

Radio Attractions programs. Latter

“Casanov a,”

is six sto“Black Museum,” “Woman of the
high, utilization of basement Year” and “M-G-M Musical Comegets
the
penthouse
'a
of
adding
and
dy Theatre,” all of which are availeffect of eight floors. Penthouse able for network sponsorship. The
holds, the air-conditioning equip- “Series A” shows are those Metro
ment for the edifice, .which has no airers which are available for
windows.
backing locally on a co-op basis.
Structure contains three mediumThe morning strips would be Ansized studios (24’xl5’l, three small- lell’s own programs.
Problem inwill
be
one
which
and
er studios
volved is station clearances, since
used exclusively for news. Control many MBS outlets have sold the
room of the latter will have spe- time locally. There is also the
cial equipment for rapid switching question of program format and
used in overseas pickups. It ad- copy, since Antell's transcribed
joins the newsroom, which has
and TV airers, up to now aired
sound-proofed and individually- only on a spot basis, have been of
lighted cubbyholes for each wire- the “pitchmen” variety with a
service teleprinter.
heavy commercial flavor. Of course,
Studios have floating ceilings and on the Metro layouts, Antell would
Other acoustical features supplied use only minute announcements.
'by Johns-Manville. Smaller studios
have splayed, or saw-tooth, walls
‘JOYCE/
proper
sound- engineering;
for
larger studios have an uncluttered
appearance, with the splayed effect
‘JOURNEY’
STAY
concealed behind the flat, sound-'
Lever Bros, has renewed its
porous walls.
soaper on ABC,
Journey*
“Lone
An unusual feature is that mas-

ries

AM

'•

j

LEVER AXES

TO

—

CBS’

25%

beamed

cross-the-board at 11 a.m.,
is dropping “Joyce Jordan,”
aired in the 3:30-3:45 p.m. slot, after the April 11 broadcast.
Moves keep the web’s morning

but

soap opera block intact commercially, but put a hole in the afterAt present latter
noon lineup.
starts with “Marriage for Two,” a
co-op, at 3 p ; m., followed by “Mary
Marlin,” a sustainer; “Joyce Jordan,” Philip Morris’ “Romance of
and General
Winters,”

Evelyn

Crocker Show.” Lever
bowout leaves “Winters” the sole
commercial in the soaper block, exMills’ “Betty

cept for the “Crocker”

femme

gab

airer.

the web will reshuffle the afternoon fare, probaparticipationers.'
audience
bly using
All moves will be made after conand GM, which may
fabs with

AS a

result,

PM

move

also

other time

their

programs

into

slots.

“Marriage for Two” is. being cancelled as of Friday (28). In the interim, until “Jordan” leaves April
11,

inserting the Buddy
is
instrumental combo in “Mar-

web

Weed

riage’s” 3 p.m. spot.

Schenectady

—William

T.

(Bill)

Meenam, who has served with

WGY

in news and publicity since
the station went on the air Feb.
22, 1922 will retire at the end of

the month.

Rebate

Continued from past tt

and those on Sunday afternoons,
such as Alcoa, which bankrolls “See
It Now” Sundays. On CBS house
packages the web will rebate the
25% cost and, on outside packages,
the web will permit the sponsor to
bill it for that part of the net

tf

—GEORGE BOURKE

cost. CBS is offering no
incentive for advertisers
the air, who might buy
for the eight summer weeks

program

Miami Herald

special

not

Opening April

“Maisie,”

include

—

Songspelling

B” M-G-M

of the “Series

five

all

*

Presiding over the Jewish por- ter control is in a “goldfish -bowl"
Rabbi off the lobby, for easy viewing by
William S. Rosenbloom summed up rubberneckers.
Its
engineering
the brotherhood aspects of the equipment, incorporating modem
show by noting that he had just technical innovations, was supplied,
returned from Florida, where he by General Electric, which comparticipated in dedication of a new pletely outfitted the three new
synagogue which formerly was a ABC plants. With an eye to future
He quoted
Presbyterian church.
expansion, the building has “racethe retiring minister as saying that
may
be dif- ways,” or channels frdm top to
approaches
although
bottom,
through which new lines
ferent we all worship the same
can easily be strung.
God.
Besides the newsroom, the -new
This was all the more evident
in considering “The Week in Re- building will also house sound efligion” as a whole. For while the fects; traffic and technical operathree ^segments understandably dif- tions personnel. Tagged Building G,
fered in their subjects and text it can be reached through the basenevertheless there was a universal ment from Building A (which holds
bond that held them all together. office personnel and Studio TV-4),
Perhaps the high spot of the Building B (containing TV-1, -2, 3, 5
program was the guesting of Jo- and 8), Building C (which has prop
seph Grew, former U. S. Ambassa- and scene storage and some offices)
dor to Japan, on the Protestant and Building D (on 67th St. and
Interviewed by which will have some departments
time allotment.
the Rev. Robbins Wolcott Barstow, such as the music library). Next
he declared that Japan is at the to G there is another unit, on
“crossroads." If it’s to take the which remodeling has pot
yet startroad to democracy, he said, we ed and ^hich probably
won’t be
must help it to develop a “broad,
completed
until '53.
Web’s
top
liberal system of education."
brass, sales and publicity offices
Rev. Joseph N. Moody, teacher remaining on the
third floor of
•of Modem History at Cathedral
the RCA Building will eventually
College who conducted the Catholic
segment, touched upon a variety of be relocated in this structure.
Architects were Carson Sc Luntimely topics to round out the program on a contemporary note. din, who also planned the color
Show’s production values were schemes pleasing combos of yelgood as was the camerawork. low and forest green, rose and
Withal, “The Week in Religion” gray, etc. Windowless building is
undoubtedly will gain a wide fol- completely air-conditioned and has
Gilb.
lowing.
modern fluorescent lighting.

MARILYN ROSS
" Superb

audience

enclosed

Seek Station Clearances
Charles Antell has ordered six
hours weekly on Mutual for his
Formula 9 and National Health
Aids, but the web has not yet accepted the deal. MBS has been
querying stations on whether they
can clear for the airers.
Antell put in a bid for the 9:309:45 and 9:45-10 a.m. strips, Monday through Saturday, and also for

a glassoff the

also

largest (40'x50’)

"Bid for 6-Hour Spread;

tion on Sunday’s (23) airer,

Garrick Theatre crew. It‘s prob- With Tiny Fairbanks, emcee
ably the only cooking show extant Producer: Fairbanks
that uses a crane camera for over- Director: Jerry Freedman
15 Mins.; Sat., 8:30 p.m.
the-show shots.
All in all, this Personality Fea- Sustaining
tures package has the ingredients WOR-TV, New York
to catch on despite the competition
“Ye Quartet Time” is an inexbucking and the early-show pensively-budgeted local airer that
it’s
flaws that can be easily corrected.
may pay" off in terms of the small
Pane.
costs involved, although it’s pitted
against such high-powered competi-

WHAS-TV NEWS

Day

now on

in
only.

1

DESERT INN

It’s

recalled,
sales

CBS-TV

incidentally,

veepde

that

Fred

M.

Thrower predicted last week that
the web would retain 100% of its
sponsors through the summer.

LAS VEGAS
4 WEEKS

Eileen
BILL

BARTON

GOODWIN SHOW

—

NBC -TV

—

Coral Recording Artist
Diractiem M. C. A.

Opening May 7

Poliak’s

Chi Exit
Chicago, March 25.

LATIN QUARTER
NEW YORK

James Poliak handed in his resignation last week as ABC’s Central Division TV program manager, effective

May

1.

Poliak will

remain on the job until then, after
which it’s expected the post will
remain unfilled, pending the finali-

Just Concluded
13

ABC

WEEKS

zation of the network’s merger
with the United Paramount Thea-

LATIN QUARTER

tre circuit.

MIAMI BEACH, FLORIDA
Many Thank* To;
LOU WALTERS, FRANK SENNES

>

and

CHARLES

CONAWAY

forsonaT Management

Poliak joined the Chi

BERNIK THALL
Hotol Waltoe,

ABC

oper-

ation in August, 1951, after serving
a hitch as program chief at W’JZTV in New York. Prior to that»he

.

had

Now York
1

been program manager at
WPIX, and previously spent II
years with RKO in Hollywood.

Now pt«rr1nfl »n MRC'f
ALL STAR RSVUl
Saturday'* #-f p.m./
Mft.: William Merrl*

1ST
Atancy

.

17

/

-When

television

was

just

a twinkle in DeForest’s eye

Screen Service was creating the distinctive film tricks
optical stunts
. .

•

• . .

and fast-paced film ads

the glory of the motion picture

their entertainment dollars/.

For more than

.

at

.

. . *

.

.

.

National

the action,

. .

that sold an eager public

and induced them

. * .

.

to lay

down

America’s movie Boxoffices!

THIRTY YEARS

.

.

.

we’ve been the specialists of

the motion picture industry ... in the special technique of getting

over an effective, sales-producing advertising message*,
punchy, showmanship

buying public

. . .

.

.

.

that

and adds up

makes a

. .

with short,

lasting impression

on the

to increased sales!
«

It’s

the kind of film craftsmanship and

product, every
theatres

. . .

week

. . .

“know-how”

that sells a

and Sometimes oftener ...

and the same kind

new

for the nation’s

of specialized “sell”

. . .

that can tell

the message of your product ... to an eager television audience 1

Abu want proof?.
Ask the

top advertisers

. . .

and leading agencies

.

.

.

who have been

using National Screen’s film production experience to

sell their

products.

They’ll

tell

you that the business

message into one-minute or
'whether you want
this business for

it

of packing a

less of film

in live-action or

. . .

dynamic advertising

takes specialists

animation

more than 30 years is

. .

. . .

. .

,

and

the specialist in

Mardi 26,

Wedfitftclay*

AMO-TKLKUSION
feature film on WGN-TV
Mitchell added to the

.

.

.

WBKB

department

.

.

James

,

w

Bok
him

Bob (ABC) Kintners Hosts

Stlrtoii,

G-L’s Pitch

Central Division TV chief,
. . Pro.CaafimtfedL from p*g* tit
off for a florid* vacation
ducer Jules Fewowar outtin* the
finishing touches to’ a color filni of and film coats, in return for getting
re-run rights to the properties.
tab k its original in*
After getting back
small profit. G-L
'Calico*; vestment and a small
*eg&
•_
will cut the original sponsor in
Gerry Grow, forfor a percentage of the profits 'on
id^parfment
^;NBC Video)prhdiiceF and pack- /1|
I
the residual rights. Sponsor will
i
tc|*|i>|fAl||
a ger- 'of several Shows aired -on fl .||| l.
also have first refusal at bankrollDuMont, named ‘radio-TV chief for. \/|ll 1 .f DlUvllUtll
ing
i
n g the show on a subsequent-run
*the Hilton & Riggio agency ...
Paul c. LevWa „ l0rmer technical
by Marion Gering,
G-L is'headed hy
I
CBS -TV,
chief for
operations
lcfWt|jrsy who was a producer-director 'for
for
named special events producer for
Ifff
Paramotmt at one time as head of
J
WPIX sold the final
the web
Lyons,
^n^WilSiam^J.^LyonB,
an^wimaml
production,
d
batch of spot adjacencies ar0
chief,
rhieatfo
25
fnrmer
exec as sales chief.
agency exec,
Chicago, March 25.
former atfehev
6
0
The International Boxing Club Company has confined its activiGiants^games this seasortT^when
of
production
to
‘blackout
now
television
until
ties
pacted
ordered
a
has
dealers
DeSoto
local
the
through BBD&O for a total of 68 in Chicago for the CBS beaming of TV film commercials and industrial
Harrington, Righter & the
middleweight championship pix. It’s prepared, however, to prospots
Parsons took over as station reps bout between Ray Robinson and duce the vidfilm shows in N. Y.',
Jack Rocky Graziano to be held here where it leases studio space; Hollyfor WHAS-TV, Louisville ;
Bittner set for a feature role on April
IBC mi^g. apparently wood, where it will operate out
NBC's “Big Story Friday (28) , , caught by surprise the Pabst Brew- of the Motion 'Picture Centre, or
Indie packagers Walter Behr and
bankroller of the CBS Italy, where it set up production
Co<
Rudolph Goehr preppmg a halt- radio_T y
V Wednesday night fight facilities last week.
hour TV c °^ edF s ies based
*
Outfit will not syndicate the pix
Jfs
n°iJ: package
one - act
Offenbach
Jacques
washintJ out the No 2 itself, but will turn them over to
Love
operas, under the tile of
some Indie distribution firm for
for the Windy City hitsPahstat syndication on a stragiht fee basis.

ABC

19S2I

4

At Ed

Peg

Fitzgerald’s

.

,i5s:w

York
Ginny Scnone#

rector Dan Levin April '1*9 /. Bill
Adler, editor of Pittsburgh^ Television Digest, in towft gandermg
network shoWs'.’. Babs Domger,
of DuMont’s “Kathi Norris Show,
sppointed td the board of Veterans Hospital Radio Guild,
Larry Markes, currently on Steve
Allen’s writing -staff for CBS’
“Songs for Sale,” also set to script
W
the S
Indie packa ge^Lestcr Lewis
back from a combination blz-vaca.

-

.

tion trip to Hollywood, Fla. On
his way south, Lewis visited the
stations carrying his “Holly-

TV

wood Screen Test” show...C.
Murray Crummins, currently with
the

department of

ad-promotion

moving to the Erwin,
Wasey agency’s radio-TV copy department. ...Addison Smith to

WNEW,

S

Florida to launch officially the Ball
TV productions unit ..Leonard pe
th e C S
u nd e? o7c Yr

darnel

Y

m

.

«

^.thtasS^st 88$

A VU

.

.

.

.

H

.

—

'

“OverwSs
g

Ano^vmoSs” °
ment on her Monday show

WJZ-TV

nouywooa

kSlMV
S
13 weeks

seTvia

.

at

iSSo

Eddie Cantor, nachairman for March
appeared on A1 Jarvis’
.

.

AM-TV

to teach her femme viewto lose weight

of Dim es,
Sfflfi the TV KECA-TV show to receive $14,752
* pIX check Jarvis had collected from
personality to be handed
PiiWmsdnTinP Htntlnn Tt »» viewers for the campaign
1
awarded him hy editor Phil WillIf^fVeacher^A^so
cox both for his CBS daytime show

how

Garry

Zk

.

S

UNESCO

advisory

.

.

1

and his work with the Cub Scouts.
kfHa tv
Davidson Taylor, NBC-TV genproducer-m o aerator.
eral production exec, tapped as a
delegate to the

as

let

Beulah Zachary, producer of
Burr Tillstrom’s “Kulda, Fran and
Ollie” on NBC-TV, logging in as

SERVICE!
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Continued from page 22
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v, An t
c
irim-iao
shoot
in Florida,
40,000 square
0 f studio space is currently

also

to

EAST 57th STREET

more than

where

L
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FOR RENT OR SALE
6

headled by Ha^rold Young,

who

ROOMS — 3 BATHS

Completely furnished
Antique

di-

In

Oriental

$575 RENT FURNISHED
OR WILL SELL FOR $31,500

Universal and Sir Alexander Korda, and Dan Petrie, who has reined
both
tbe
Robert
Montgomery

Call BO. 8-2600 for Appt.

-

and “Somerset Maugham
Theatre” on NBC-TV. Writing staff
r iss ana
and in.
1S headed bv jouerjh xjiss,
.
!
eludes ^Robert Anderson, J(gn Allson Davi d Shaw and H. R. Hays,
shows

RADIO-MUSIC QUIZ:
Who does the music jor
“EVELYN WINTERS ” Heard
daily on ABC?

»

—

Norfolk

fo

^

er

vn

WCAV

Wall v -non

ann^ncer retS^

here after a two-year absence.
James
resigned
ox, resignea.
ames rFox

He

SEC

PACE 40

.renlaces
>re
P ia ces j

Caravan” coming in, Duquesne
Brewing Co., which has had a combined news-sports quarter hour
every evening at 7:30, will drop
the news portion and go in for
sports exclusively under a new
set-up. Under the title of “Time
feature different experts
on baseball, golf, fishing, gardening, etc., on a regular weekly basis
giving hints about their special-

Profitable

TV Audience

exclusive with

it’ll

Ken Hildebrand and Charles
Garratt, who have been alternating as the Duquesne newscasters,
will continue, but only introducing
the guests and doing the commer-

ties.

cials

,

HARPO MARX

.

Out,”

OllizZeF
fh
v
this
week

A

.

Your Top TV
Sales opportunity

4 Telesets

^

ceiver

Hollywood
show because
the
quality program will cost more.”

frocliac PitF
UdollCJi
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tjUPPeflime IieluS
Pittsburgh, March 25.

,

rn Alo(. of ,

picked up the tab on DuMont's
“What’s the Story,” aired in the
Tuesday night 10:30 to 11 slot.
First show under the sponsorship
tfea i was broadcast last night.
a
b e ''
Wa
d e
h
J-eieser
Te
™f account,
a o; at wmen
ic
is
tne le, e!
3 V

tations only if no expense is involved.
static one-camera news
telecast is preferred to ail
an all-star

v

.

n M s
DuMont
,,

^

*

m

.

?

Labs

DllMotlt

created by the FCC freeze on station permits is lifted, the public
and the video film producer are
'
going to suffer.”
Fairbanks commented of his
tour,
I was «g“ ed
many independent operators are
not concerned with raising the
quality of their programming. Engrossed in selling time, they are interested in improving their presen-

to

m

^TVriw.

>

Finollv

.

.

U

U4

their
^eir sponsors for
*« a big Waldorf
luncheon, with proceeds to charity,
in favor of
prexy Kintner’s
suggestion of an at-home party
where some 50-75 show biz no*
tables wil1 attend.

ABC

’

WDTV

to the Minute Ltsts

*

—

geralds have been the last seven
years with WJZ, after shifting
from WOR, N. Y. In recent years
they have done a 5-a-week a,m. TV
show an .ditto

ducer can amortize his production
over tnem
them” “
hee explained
exP iainea
C0StS 0Ver
a
wnmnniv
until fVio
the monopoly
adding «
“And

.

Our Own

Of the couples 10 years as the
pioneer over-the-coffee cup yatataters
at the same time plugging
a flock of commercials—the Fitz-

ll

.

.

*

^

rilUlIlj
A

m

t
vision sLuaios.

tit

featured speaker at the first anjf\S
nual conclave April 4-6 in Detroit
of the American Women in RadioAfter trying for months to get
Allen B. DuMont and
TV
. Dr.
Dr. Thomas T. Goldsmith, DuMont thij single-channel market for John
research topper, here for a series Cameron Swayze’s “Camel News
of scientific lectures, huddled with Caravan,” William Esty agency has
the WGN-TV hierachy .1 Ransom finally tied up time cross the board
Sherman in Clearwater, Fla., work- on
and program will make
irig on radio-TV scripts
Walt its de but here.May 5. This was
Scliwimmer’s Movie Quick Quiz”
nossible when Fort Pitt
now beamed on WFBM-TV, In- R re winl co which has had cmardianapolis, for the National Tea
eVenteg
its
With the cancellation of r.q imnpr H eve?v
Co.
p», musical strin for the
the night y BiH Ballance show on
to
decided xo
WBKB, slot is now filled by “Mu- Iast year ana a nan, aeciaea
favor of a
sical Nightcans” featuring comic give up that show
Frazier Thomas’ 'and chirp Connie nightly telenewscast at 11 p.m.
little
switching
take
It’ll
a
John Carmichael’s 6:20
Baxter
Hightlights”
on around to tie in “Camel -News
“Sports
p.m.
WENR-TV now SRO with the Kay- Caravan” since 7:45-8 Monday
through Frid.y is now held down
Monday Wednesd.
Wednesd^and
Friday by- “Pitt Parade,” 10 minutes, a
Monday,
ay and ^Frida?
JNationai Greait oioxning daiiy fii
taos
0 f the local scene, and
Co. bankrolling a Saturday night «
v w. Quiz.”
These
“Viz
Quiz,” five minutes
minutes.
two,’ however, will move to the
6:45-7
slot
being
vacated
by
“Suppertime.”
As a result of “Camel News
.

Spread the Word

*

WGAL-TV

now.

‘Tech Varieties’ Fades

As

Pitt

LANCASTER. PENNA

Sponsor Yamps

Pittsburgh, March 25.
the big brewery-sponsored teevee musical to go on
after that station went live
in winter of 1950, “Tech Varieties,”
is fading from Channel 3 following
the program of April 4. Sponsor,
Pittsburgh Brewing Co., gave budgetary reshuffling as the reason for
dropping the show, which at one
time had pretty close to the top *
rating in town among the half-hour
^
productions.?
“Tech Varieties” featured Buzz
Aston as m. c., A1 Marsico’s band
First

of

WDTV

and Joan Lubin and Velma Carey
as regular, singers.

m

,,

Fairbanks Charges
Coin tinned front pare
£=

Wntuo fsrnvotv
Caravan*
‘Camel News

-

Chicago

NEW

'

"

public relations involved, especialearly newspaper rei y since the
ports sa j d r was the sponsor that
had imposed the video bypassing
of Chicago.
It’s the IBC’A argument that the
WpHn^rlav
nirfit
bouts
haven’ti
douxs xiaven
weanesaay mgnt
w^drawinjTwell here "so It* was
declded to eliminate teevee locally
of coming up with a
hones
P
winner at the gate with this major
The radio version will be
card.
aired in Chicago.
To make the most of the situation and since it’s contractually
committeed to WBKB, the CBS-TV
affiliate, for the time period. Pabst
v.
the 9-10 hour that night
Service organb
to the Red Cross
zation plans to use the time for its
various appeals.

,

»

.

.
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anartment
apartment,
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will nnrfiVs
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P art «ient and thev
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° b
p
broad™adP ate in
cost, commemorating the occasion.
cast,
They do their breakfast shows
They,
from the same apartment but for
rj-iy
e y journey to the ABC tele-

'

.

(30) with her hits- phy is dramatized Friday night on
on “The CBS’ “Schlitz Playhouse of Stars.
Lillian Gish stars in the title role.
“Nick Carter.”.
2
Corp of
Music
Scottland
of
Stan
America teevee sector back at his
desk after surgery... Gene Knipa
Buddy Ebsen and Glenda Farpacted for the Milton Berle show
w/fv.. vt>
rell cast in “The Adventures of
MajTl3.
Kendall Foster, William Esty Christopher Cross,” on KECA-TV's
Theatre ...
tele veep, left Sunday (23) for ...-Phonal Appearance
weekiongbuslness trip to Coast...
show
ta^fo^the^o^ic^Heidt
h

u
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*
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„ f
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,
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held at
the Fitzgeralds’ 5th Ave. <N.
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E. Kintners will
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co-hosts with Ed and
«* «•***»
Fitzgerald on Easter
night
(April
13)
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a 10th anniversary party celebrating the Fitzgeralds’ inauguration
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RADIO-TELEVISION

BURBACH, TVA SIGN
ST. LOUIS

IN

WJZ, N.
Sheldon,
dropped herb

(Tues.)

major

Its

CONTRACT

St. Louis, March 25.
Alilocal television talent appearing on KSD-TV, the only local TV
station, as well as those regularly
employed by the station, have been
signed to a Television Authority
contract.
Huddles that began last
October by Nellie Booth, representative of TVA, Carl Mclntire,
prez of the local AFRA and Don
Hart, AGVA representative, and

WNBT Hassle
Y„ yesterday

N.Y. State Legislature

who had also
morning personality
afternoon
hppn doing a half-hour
charging “breach of constrip,
5,
a
stmt on
added
he
tract because
WNBT, N. Y. key of NBC-TV.

.

Edward Hamlin and Harold Grams
ABC outlet said it had given of the station were concluded last
Qhpldon permission to become co- week when George M. Burbach,
emcee on WNBT’s “Eve Hunter manager of the station,' signed the
chow" on the info that it was a contract.
pact
web program. Sheldon’s .WJZ
More than 250 persons are af-permitted him to take jobs on fected by the contract
competion
not
but
other chains
When the Huntive local stations.
ter-Sheldon show started March 17,
.

15 Years Later Dunlap
learned it was. purely local
and asked Sheldon to give it up.
afsatisfaction
get
Gets Answer
didn’t
When it
Sheldon yester a week, WJZ fired
New York.
terday afternoon.
Editor, Variety:
GardDon
(Wed.)
today
Effective
On a rainy SOinday when one
in- cannot dig in
ner, who has been doing news
tVe garden, you never
serts in Sheldon’s 6:30-8:15 a.m. know what you may dig up by gospread, takes over. George Ansbro ing through old clippings
and so
moves., into Sheldon’s 2-2:30 p.m. I came across one from Variety
period. They’ll pinchhit until name dated May 26, 1937.
Since the
replacements are set.
15th anniversary of that issue apStation asked for exclusivity be- proaches, may I give you a few
is
span
breakfast
the
the words from that Variety:
feels
of
cause it
“Orrin Dunlap, Jr., marked
radio’s most important local comhad
a
15 years of his Radio Departmodity these days. Sheldon
ment in the N. Y. Times by
$1,000 weekly guarantee and drew
itemizing salient events since
well over that figure. Before Shel1922 in radio history. Of some
don had the earlybird chore, Swee60 dates citea, one-third conney and March were in the slot,
cerned television.
This, reemphasized Dunlap’s preoccupation with television, a subfor
ject to which The Times has
Minneapolis, March 25.
devoted enormous quantities
Formal permission- has been
of printers’ ink, although most
dopesters see television as reasked of the FCC by the Twin
sell
Corp.
to
Broadcasting
Cities
mote and uncertain in scope
Minneapolis radio station
when it does arrive.
His
for $425,000 to a St. Paul group
(Dunlap’s partiality to telewhich includes Clarence T. Hagvision, however, has puzzled
man who has been general manager
many.’’
tltalp the author’s.
here.
of radio station
Ed.]
Now -another 15 years have
Announcement of the deal had
been made several months ago, but passed, and even Variety devotes
at the time the purchase, price enormous quantities of printers’
ink to TV. Sure, there Is no puzwasn’t revealed.
WJZ

(Now RCA)

—

425G

WDGY

WDGY

.

,

WLOL

about it now!
It’s anticipated that from two to zle
Orrin E. Dunlap, Jr.,
four months will elapse before the
sale is finally sanctioned.
(V. P., Radio Corp. of America.)

To Study

Detroit Convention for 700

Effects Of

Radio-TV on Children

In

Albany, March 25.,
Effect of radio and television on
children

.

a lot of repressive legislation. We
want to help them police their own

700 women from
coast-to-coast, who ‘Work in or with
radio and television, are expected
to attend the. three-day convention
of the Amerioan Women in Radio
and Television, beginning April 4
at the Hotel Statler, Detroit.
National president Edythe Meserand of WOE, N, Y.,. will preside.
A pre-convention meeting of the
group’s national board will be held
April 3,
Registration and formal opening
ceremonies will take up most of
April 4. Panel discussions scheduled for April 5 include “Have Sufficient Vision to Merchandise Television” by Edythe Fern Melrose,

industry.”

WXYZ,

More

plemental budget" allocates $20,000
for the committee, which has been
functioning since ,1950.
Committee chairman J. F. Car-

TV

lino said, “On radio and
big effort will be to clean up

th^

crime

and humor programs found detrimental to youngsters.” Pointing out
that TV recently set up its own
code organizations, Carlino added,
“We don’t wish to saddle them with

Assemblyman
vice-chairman

J.

of

A. Fitzpatrick,
the committee,

Variety that members would
concentrate on video and the
pocket-sized books. Regarding
and TV, the committee will “try to
persuade the networks to eliminate
objectionable features on programs
originating in N. Y. ” Fitzpatrick

told

AM

(

said.

Solon said committee will move
cautiously, correlating its activities
with a study group authorized by
Congress.
From the committee’s probe
there emerged the Fitzpatrick bill,
now before Governor Dewey for
action. It tags as a misdemeanor
the printing, selling, distributing
or possession of printed matter, in-

cluding comic books, which “tend
to excite minors to violent or depraved or immoral acts.”

Ragle’*

WLW Shift

Cincinnati,

March

25.

Gene Ragle has been shifted in
the Crosley TV network from producer director of WLW-T here to
program director of WLW-C, Columbus.
He entered radio in that city in
1941 as a writer fbr WCOL and
later was assistant general mana
ger
and program director of
WCLT, Newark, O.
i

than

pervisor of tylks an& religious
broadcasts for NBOr ind Anne
1

Hayes, director of women’s activities, KCMO, Kansas City, have
been nominated for president.
The nominees ‘for secretary>

treasurer so far received include

Jane Dalton, director of women’s
programs for WSPA, Spartanburg,
S. C., and Joyce Smith, director
of.

women’s programs,. WDSU-TV,

New

Orleans.
The McCall Mike Awards ior
outstanding public -service will be
presented at the April 5 banquet.
.

‘There’s Always Buffalo’

Detroit; “It Takes Vision

Say Canada Set Owners

Operation,” by
Fighting Added Tariffs
Ducan MacDonald, supervisor of
women’s programs for the DuMont
Toronto, March 25.
network; “You Gotta Have a Lot
On plea that they will stiiT be
of Vision for Small-Station Opera- able to get Buffalo and Detroit
tion}” by Susan Bartlee and Mar- only, Canadian TV set owners in
jorie McManus, WTTV, Blooming- the Southern Ontario area
are
ton, Ind,
howling at that recommendation
Jerry Kahler, of Kenyon & Eck- of the State-operated Canadian
hardt’s Detroit office, will discuss Broadcasting Corp. to the Federal
“An Agency’s Vision of Television” government that an annual $15 liat a panel meeting.
Home TV
cense fee be levied.
On the afternoon of April 5 Fred owners in cities in the area point
A. Palmer, radio consultant from out that they are able to get such
Columbus, will demonstrate what channel reception only; that when
he means by his topic: “Best Sales CBC TV-Toronto goes on the air
Women I’ve Seen.” He will Illur this August on Channel 9, they will
strate. his point by playing record- not be able to get Toronto proings of the sales pitches of Sally grams without costly antenna alteFlowers, WLWC, Columbus; Martha rations, this meaning a separate
Crane, WLS, Chicago; Virginia one for Toropto.
Morton, WTHI, Terre Haute; Ruth
On that $15 annual license bite,
Lyons, WlW, Cincinnati; Ethel many TV home-owners also feel
Brammer, of Houston; Edythe Fern that they are satisfied with what
Melrose, WXYZ, Detroit; Betty American TV fare they are getting
Furness, of New York for Westing- and that if the fox'thcoming CBC
house; Faye' Emerson, for Pepsi service (initially two to four hours
Cola; Ruth Crane, WRC, Washing- nightly) also includes antenna adton, and Mary. Margaret McBride, justments*, the CBC can' have it.
WNBC, N. Y. Stephen A. Douglas, Also pointed out that, from general
director of sales- promotion for the taxes, CBC has been granted $6,Kroger grocery chain, also will ad- 000,000 for the establishment of
dress the afternoon session. His the Toronto -and Montreal TV sta^^
topic is “How to Sell the Sponsor’s ti’ons, plus another immediate $7,Product.’*
000,000 grant; and that the $15 anElection of officers will occur on nual knick is unfair when citizens
the 5th. So far, Doris Corwith, su- can dial in neither station.

for

Large-Scale

•

JOHN REED KING ENTERPRISES

JOHN REED KING

/
/

INC.

Presents

nail

/

Femmes

B casting Gets Under Way April 4
Detroit, March. 25.

will be studied by the
legislature’s joint committee on comic books this year.
Last-minute addition to the field
it is studying also includes- pocketsized books and picture mags. Sup-
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THE BATTLE OF THE AGES
for SERUTAN and OERlTOL
DuMont-TV, Tuesday, 9:00 P.M.

•Ji

.

Wednesday, Maftk 26^ 1952
Grovt advertising agency
Norma Dundprf, a doca^gal who
was with General Artists Corp, in
Chicago, has come back home to

WDTV.as a Production
With- am hour-long hole opening' up In its Tuesday night schedule
on the “Home Edition when the Frank Sinatra show checks off next month, CBS-TV will atand “Meet Your Neighbor” pro- tempt a “sneak preview” of fts “Out There” show today (Wed.) to
dicker, estabams . , Bob Prince back at his determine whether it can fill the Sinatra time. Reaction of viewers
Cleveland—WEWS will open its Bill Handle,
scholarship for yrJAS sportscasting stint after
lijshed ,,.a $1,000
will determine whether “Out
Sunday telecasts at 9. a.m. with a nurses through a dance featuring, spending several weeks at the and prospective bankrolled to the test
There” gets the nod. Show is budgeted at about $20,000.
series of religious programs based Ray Anthony’s band. In town for pi rates’ training camp in San Berfiction series produced live by the web,
science
is
a
There”
“Out
on Sunday School classes of each the occasion, were Gordon. Jenkins,, nan dino,* Calif.
which had a run in a half-hour version Sunday evenings last fall and
Bill Nirnell; and Al Morgan
"
faith.
early winter. Today’s sneak will be aired only via WCBS-TV, N.Y., in
Berlitz" School of Lapgttagea- ha*
—
go with

_
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assistant
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retiirhed to radio taking the

sports

Hirshberg,

Boston—A1

WTAM

Tuesday and Thursday five-minAl Henderson tidbit-

scribe of the Boston Post> has be- ute 7:55 a.m.
gun a series of sports broadcasts topic time

.o

the 4:30 to 5:30 p.m. slot. If it’s a success, the show will move permanently into the Tuesday night 8 to 9 period, which will pit it against
Milton Berle’s “Texaco Star Theatre” on NBC-TV. CBS has primed
a number of new special effects which it hopes to use on the scientifica-

FCd---tY freeze

’

Continued from pile 30
over WEEI. Bankrolled by J. A.
tion series.
Cigars, hell have two 15-minute
Gene Ragle, pro- hearing Wherever their total exColumbus
shots weekly, Saturday at 6 p.m. ducer-dlrector at WLW-T, Cipcin- ceeded the available channels.
Arthur
.
Columnist-emcee Ed Sullivan, profiled' by N.Y. Times staffer Val
and Sunday at 4:45 p.m.
nati, has been named program di
The channel by channel ap- Adams in last Sunday’s (23) amusement section, denied that he had
Smith has joined the WEEI an- rector of WLW-C, the Crosley TV
a
by
favored
formerly
was
was
which
nouncing staff. He
ever used the “power” of his N.Y. Daily News column to “induce peroutlet in Columbus, Ragle’s home- proach,
gabber at WNEB, Worcester.
town..
majority of commissioners in a re- formers” to appear on his “Toast of the Town,” aired Sunday night via
quoted an -unidentified Broadway flack as saycent “feeler” vote, is opposed by CBS-TV. While Adams
Detroit—Dale McIntyre will di- ome applicants on ground it ing that Sullivan has “always been a great guy for paying off in his
Richard O ConSan Antonio
that in the early days of TV,” Sullivan
knew
talent
and
the
column
KCOR
nell has joined the staff of
would glv. the outstanding appli- himself remarked that the column did not give him an advantage over
tfere as public relations director
chanVHF
pointed out that other columnists and
diprize
He
educational,
entrepreneurs.
the
city
station
a
TV
as
in
duties
other
ant
C
manager.
and assistant commercial
ne i without hearing since the writers have given shows on TV but have “lost out.”
He comes here from Everett- rector. In his new assignment,
evaluate
dlsinand
receive
be
will
that he has never learned to smile
McIntyre
would
freely
admitted
acapplicants
Sullivan
an
While
was
other
McKinney, Inc., where
count exec for the past two years. requests for public service time cii ned to risk their chances of get- before a TV camera, he claimed his chief talent lies in his showmanthe
on the Goodwill Station,
on
performer. “I am the best damned
taking
as
a
his
role
in
by
a station
ti ng
ship ability and not
leading applicant in a onue-chan- showman in TV,” he said in this Times. “People who work on the show
Dalfas— One of the largest
howout,
think so too. I really believe, immodestly, that I am a better showCorpus Christ! A tentative or- nel hearing. It’s pointed
sports packages placed on stations
der has been placed for $275,000 ever, that in cities. where, only UHF man and have better taste than most, and have a better ‘feel’ as to what
in this area' was pacted with KLIF
of TV equipment for use here by channels are available the. chan- the public wants because of my newspaper experience.”
here and KXOL, Fort Worth, KEYS-TV, Inc., pending lifting of
nel by channel system would enthrough the Thomas F. Conroy
the TV freeze and approval of a ble the top applicant to avoid
Lone
for
Antonio,
Agency of San‘
Allen Funt's “Candid Camera,” screened in N.Y. on WJZ-TV, on
outlet, hearing and get his station started
the
application
for
pending
Star Beer, and the Stanley CampFriday (28) will include several scenes with unsuspecting citizens who
E. C. Hughes is prez of the outlet, immediately.
bell Advertising Agency here for
tell the difference between political, talk and double talk. In
couldn’t
officers include Sam E, WilOther
undersome Commissioners, it’s
the Seven 11 Food Stores. The two
son and Bruce Collins, veepees, H. stood( feel the leading applicants one interview, Funt’s assistant, Dick Christman, asked a -victim, “Look
will co-sponsor the major league
The veterans were coming hack to their old jobs.
did.
Dfewey
what
Cretary * n<* E C
C
would win out in hearings anybaseball games over the Liberty niiY^° £S^rAr
Dunn, treasurer.
as they go through the quasvet and they see the presstrill coming
W ay and that it makes little dif- And
network during the coming season,
lo§s
to the free people of the state. But not to the
and
the
through,
on the two outlets.
ference in the long run whether
,
v.
*
fraysted and the zetsner -of playgrounds. What’s the reason for that?”
Boston—
WBZ, Hub’s NBC. outthey avoid hearings. It’s generally
“They. all play it to a cer“Politics, I suppose,” the voter answered.
rnrrkUrarnYViI'nt*
...
....
programming
Louisville—WHAS cut its tie be around - the - clack
channel system will result in tain degree.”
by
naming
radio
by
and
sentinel
operatween TV
which is part of the
applications up to the
separate program directors for tion instigated by FCC,
Interim amending of
Max Liebman, producer-director of NBC-TV’s “Show- of Shows,” will
Ralph Hanson station alert plan format has last minute of the deadline day.
each operation.
that lifting the pull a switch on his usual guestar policy Saturday night (29) by permitestimated
is
It
named TV program head, and spotted Jerry and Sky, a vaWilliam Aldridge appointed radio riety-comedy duo- w.k. in this freeze will bring in several hun ting Bill Hayes, regular singer- on the show, to take over in that spot.
program director by Victor Sholis, area, on the midnight to 5:30 a.m. dred- applications, in addition to Liebman offered the role to Hayes so that the singer can get a bigger
Both stanza
v-p and director WHAS.
from Monday through about 500 now on file, for process- sendoff via TV for his stageshow stint at the Broadway Roxy, where
Hanson and Aldridge succeeded Saturday. Boys are skedded to ing at the cut-off date; this will he opens next Monday (31). Hayes has been booked into ttie-Roxy for
Harold Fair, who resigned as joint give out with pop and longhair mu- probably be July 1. How many of two- weeks but will be able to continue in his regular featured spot on
TV and radio p.d.
sic with interspersed kibitzing with these applications will be trans- “Show of Shows” during that time.
a couple of imaginative characters, lated into permits this year may
depend on the method ,of allocatDen Moines James L. Kelehan “Slim” and “Pansy.”
The Government is cracking down on television retailers, who are
has been named general manager
ing but it’s doubtful whether more offering sets on the installment plan without the necessary down payof KIOA, Des Moines. He succeeds
Manchester,.
H.
StatiohJthan 50 will tl* issued.
N.
ment. U. S. attorney’s office in Chicago last week filed a criminal inMarvin L. Rosene who has been WKBR here will broadcast all of
Possibilities of any new TV sta- formation in Chi Federal Court charging Leo Berman, appliance store
JSSiei general manager of WLOL, the Boston Red Sox games during tions getting on the air this year owner, with 15 counts of violating Regulation
of the credit control
season opening April
15, are now considered highly doubtMinneapolis. Earl Pinck, who has the
act.
beep office manager of the Des whether played at^home or away or ful. The first real impact of the
requires
a
down
payment
Regulation
25%
on installment purMoines station for four years will whether night or daytime contests, thaw won’t be felt until 1953.
chases. Maximum penalty is 15 years in prison and fines of $75,000.
serve as an assistant to Kelehan at it has been announced by Ralph
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Gottlieb, station manager. Station
also aired the spring-training clash

KIOA.
Cleveland
have shown

— WTAM

progressive

were up 20% over year ago
Vic,

(Ludlow

.

.

Pk.)

FOR SAL! imw .custom built reinconcroto
ranett-typo
hou>«.
Half-acre overlooking Hudson. Spanish
tile roof. 2-ear garage; 7 rooms; two
levels Ineluding largo rumpus room;
Terrace with spiral stairway; would
cost $50,000 to reproduce. Wilt sacrifice.
Principals only. Weekdays RK
2-0123. Eve. and weekends YO t-1523.
forced

Continue 4 from page 27
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ambition obliged her to become the
mistress (thinly veiled) of wealthy
playboy and music benefactor
are now 105,740 television sets in Price.
Latter, played with his
the Greensboro station’s primary typical suave -.sophistication, undercoverage area. At the same time wrote her upcoming debut at
he predicted a boom in sales due Manhattan Hall (presumably Carto
North Carolina’s Democratic negie Hail, N. Y.) but nixed her
Primary May 31 and the national idea of introducing a concerto by
elections later this year.
struggling pianist-composer Smith
with whom she became smitten, to
Pittsburgh—Tom Swan, acting
the delight of her easygoing father
tbe Playhouse production of “Peg (McHugh), who sold his music store
^
“*"
O’ My Heart,” vhas
joined the staff so that she could have the whereof the
Ketchum .MacLeod and withal to chart her career inde-

Greensboro. H. C.
General
Manager Gaines Kelley of WFMYTV says a survey shows that there

'

^

WFIL-

Tho “hard sell” boys know
they have to talk loud to be
heard in Philly’s hotly competitive market. These wise birds are
telling each other that WEIL'S
voice penetrates all the vast
14-County Philadelphia Retail

T

1

Unusual merchandising gimmick is being utilized in a new stanza,
“TV Auction,” Being launched on WOR-TV, N. Y., April 9, in an evening spot. Packager Charles King has lined up about 1,000 retailers in
the metropolitan area who will give customers “TV Bucks” in an
amount equal to their purchases. Customers in turn will use the
“video money” to bid for merchandise auctioned off on the half-hour
program. Latter will be basically entertainment, with* auction segments interspersed.
Stores participating, having exclusivity in theiF field in their locale/
are paying $50 for 'membership, for which they get $1,500 worth of
“TV Bucks” weekly. Additional certificates cost them $2 per $2,000
of the script. They’ll also get posters and other sales promotional aids.

—

Cleveland

—

m -

A

—

-rn

W

wm
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radio-televisionrt

committee to' seryAas a consulting
panel for radio-TV has been formed by Cleveland chapter of AAAA.
Members are Samuel L. Abrams,
president, Ohio Advertising; Robert Dailey, McCann-Erickson; Richard Reynolds, Fuller A Smith A
that was Ross, and Alvin B. Fisher of Lang,

m

Whiz Biz When 560
Hits

Tele Followups

increase Fla.

since the first of the year, according to Eugene R. Myers sales manager, who reported billings for
January were up 10% against
year ago, while Feb. time sales

RlverdaU

the Red Sox and thel
Philadelphia Phillies, at Sarasota,

between
local sales

pendently.
In a “surprise” finale
Fisher
all too patent if not incredible
Miss Lynn introed her boyfriend’s
“Romantic Rhapsody” via a lastminute announcement from the
stage, scored a click and everything
turned out great for love and
idealism. Incidentally, the concerto
is the work of Herbert Mayer and
was first given by the Boston Pops
orch in May, 1950. Apparently
little or no faking was required
since Miss Lynn is an 88’er on her
own. As her longhair sweetie
Jamie Smith showed a relaxed
natural style and sincerity that
launched him creditably in his
video preem (he’s star of upcoming Israeli pic, “The Faithful City,”

an

RKO

Amw*r"T<

RADIO-MUSIC QUIZ:
MURRAY ROSS
i«

•rgmist for "IVELYN WINTERS"

m

*
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Stashower, Inc.

b*ard dolly

ABC

—1:45

p.m.
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DETROIT!

release).

Trading Area and reaches
far beyond.

Two-thfrds of the radioequipped homes seem to have
their dials stuck on WEIL, says
BMB. WEIL, with 5,000 watts,
yanks in more regular timers
than 50,000 watts in most of
this

BMB

$6

billion
reveals.

market area,

Trouble is, say the marketwise, too many people think of
Philly radio only in terms of the
city. They forget that half the
sales, half the profits show up In
147 towns outside city limits hut
still comfortably within Philly's
trade area— WFIL-adelphia.
,

Engineers both sales and electronic, agree that WFIL— 5,000
watts at 560— is worth 20 times
tho power at double the frequency
,

in America’s third market.

AL NAGLER

B’ Fast Time’
Continued from page 25
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time hours,” Clipp declared. “Radio’s competitive daytime superiority, then, should not be forced to
suffer the financial hazards of oldtime Class B pricing. Honest research substantiates AM’s vital effectiveness as an ad medim. Facts
do not indicate a need for price
slashing or apologetic selling that

compromises
whole.
“Radio’s

the

medium

as

STAR SALESMAN

on

WJBK

you

1

One

of tho midw*»t’g foromott aportf brotdcmlon f#f 2)
Al
N«5|l*r Iwi b*«n play-by-play annaMcar for Hi* Ddroif Rad -Wlftff
alnc* 1?35. Tl»a If 51 -52 **o*«m» U tb* a*c**d year Al
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wdor
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WJBK- DETROIT

security depends on a re-appraisal of its commodities time and available audience. Its peak sales effectiveness
financial

—

will continue to be in daytime
hours, which have outgrown their
outmoded Class B category. They
are now the Class
hours.’’

A

for

TOPS IN MUSIC— NEWS—SPORTS
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Overselling- Arena; 8,000 Locked Out
Cleveland, -March 25.

-

Washington, March 25.

Four promoters of a hot jazz
"Moondog Coronation Ball,’ with
recording attractions
a half-dozen
coals by city
were raked over the
ing the

more

by 20,000 angry customers.
authorFor violating fire laws^
to arrest and prosities threatened
included
These
ecute the backers.
radio-TV
Alan Freed, free lance

,

-

ASCAP

„

.

witched, Bothered and Bewiland other excerpts,
from the musical, in favor of
BMI music.
"Rhapsody” was one of the

dered”

Most vet pubs believe that
not

a. song is these days
"but how bad it is.”
The disk-makers, in trying to keep
pace with the public appetite, are
bypassing numbers which would
probably .have been hits 15 or 20
years ago, in favor of the gimmicked numbers which lend themselves to unusual interpretations
on wax. Whoever brought on the
situation nobody knows, but both
publishers and diskers agree that
a good song,« in the old sense, is a
bad risk these days. That’s, proved
by the flop of all the class ballads

Night.”

melee, not ton seriously, and five
were arrested for intoxication. Alall Arena bars were Quickly
gendarmes found scores
smashed whiskey bottles littering floor. Tiny Grimes began playing for acts at around 10 p.m., but
couldn’t be heard in din, and
dancing was impossible.
Situation began to look so dangerous, with irate ticket buyiyrs

though

shuttered,

Majors Cut Back

of

Releases to Ease

jamming

the
aisles, many booing the promoters,
who ducked for cover, that the fire
captain halted the show at 11:15
p.m. It took an hour before the
unruly crowd cleared out of the
hall. Firemen connected a fire hose
ready for a riot which almost magate-crashers

and

from the Broadway legit musicals,
during the past two seasons.

Business Slide
move

to unload the backlog
of releases and give ample time for
their current clicks to ride out
their potential, major diskers are
again curtailing n output of new

In a

f-

Several companies are alissues.
ready limiting themselves to no
promoters denied any more than two or three sessions a
oversale of ducats, Mintz contendweek.
ing that he didn’t expect more than
Move also is aimed to appease
12,000 customers. Yet police chief
who’ve been squawksaid Mintz told
at an earlier distributors

terialized.

Dance

,

him

date that he was looking forward
to a crowd of 15,000 to 20,000, although the leased arena cannot ac-

commodate

more

than

around

12,000 dancers safely.

Alan Freed, found hiding in a
broadcasting booth during the gatecrashing stampede, was particularly

blamed by

city officials.

Disk

ing that the flood of new releases
has been detrimental to the healthy
operation of their biz. One company, it was reported, has rushed
out more than 30 special releases
over its regular schedule since the
The special isfirst of the year.
sues were mainly "covering” plat^
ters, in which the diskery hoped to
cash in on the noise initiated by
‘

jockey is reported to have promoted this fiasco and similar dances in

Kapp pointed out that the search
for unusual material has completely
transformed the- music
business from what it was in the
While consistent plugging
1930’s.
by the top publishers almost invariably brought results then, the
same type of plugging cannot produce a hit, or a moderate hit, in
As a result,
the present setup.
only a handful of publishers are
now working consistently on any
one song but are, rather, waiting
for a disk version to break through
In
before concentrating on it.
fact, the idea of a "plug song” is
rapidly vanishing from the bus!
ness.
The accent on the novelties and
gimmicks isn’t of much concern to
the disk companies, which want to
produce bestsellers with any avail
The publishers,
able material.
(Continued on page 47)

rival companies.

Cutdown drive is being spearshow tagged headed by RCA Victor, Columbia,
Decca and M-G-M. The artist and Judge Reserves Decision

northern Ohio cities in connection

WJW

with his

platter

"Moondog.”

if

conditions weren't
travelling bandsmen

are now finding it hard to get
insurance policies.
Many major insurance companies have cancelled policies
and refuse to write new ones
for travelling musicians because the latter are regarded
as poor casualty risks in view
of the relatively high accident
rate on the road.

See Pubs Favored

it’s

how good

that count,

RKO

By

As

enough,

"new

Platter industry wants no part

Risk’

‘survive.

earlier
Sammy Cabn-Jule
Styne collaborations, that team
having since split. Song got a
new lift by its interpolation in
release, "Clash
a current

the

in

music, during the con-

tractual hassle, choked off exploitation on
"Book,” "Be-

“
and stiff-armed their Tyay into au

knifed

Actually, the "Joey” tunes are
enjoying the renaissance since
the broadcasters’ embargo on
.

well as doors
ing of box-office as
the Cleveafter 10,091 jampacked
walls bulge
land Arena, making itf
started^
danoe
the
before
even
When about 6,000 disappointed
around
milling
began
ticket-buyers
street and lobby threateningly, poemergency
lice captain aired an
and 40
call for 30 extra firemen
cops. Before they arrived, the rowdoors
several
down
broke
dy mob

as the search for

ness to a mass influx of newcomers.
At present the problem is
spotlighted by the fact that over
100 different pop songs are placed
before the diskers each week with
only about 10 or 15 having the possibility of getting one or more
disk versions.
Dave Kapp, head of RCA Victor’s pop
artists and repertory
operation, summed up the situation by stating that "there are
literally hundreds of good songs
making the rounds, but only few
great ones.” And in the current
market, only the great or highly
unusual numbers have a chance to

by Richard Rodgers
and (the late) Lorenz Hart.

who operates Record Rendezvous
and Milton Kiilkitt.
closFire bureau chief ordered

month

sounds” has opened up the busi-

musical,

here,

man was

—

out of the currently revived
"Pal Joey,” Broadway legit

d

One

to

Rhapsody” and ASCAP’s "I
Could Write a Book,” latter

Akron;
Platt
disk jockey; Lew
dealer
Leo Mintz, a Cleveland, disk

Road Tooter* *NG

growing more acute from month

amicable and musical
overtones 12 years later, with
the revival of BMI’s "I Hear a

riot

ditorium.

Problem of publishers In getting
their songs on wax, the most effective medium of exploitation/ is

Fight

An echo of the 1940 ASCAP-.
BMI fight is being heard—with

for deliberately overselldance and causing a near-

officials

BMI

’52 Echoes of

In Disk Licensing
Congressional proposals to eliminate the 2c statutory disk licensing rate are being greeted by publishing execs as the fastest way to
get the music business back into
the hands of the publishers and
out of the grip of the disk companies.
Bill would permit publishers to make their own deals
with the 'wax works on each tune
and would end the compulsory licensing feature in the current
Copyright Act.
Such an eventuality is seen giving publishers: the whip hand in
negotiations with the diskers, a
complete reversal of the present
situation. The major pub’ firms
would be able to call their shots
with the platter companies even
to the point of pressing for par-

of three new proposals House Judiciary Committee is considering
to enable copyright owners to get
some royalty money from the juke
box operators. If anything, spokesmen told the committee Friday
(21), these amendments are worsir
than the original bill which the

disk industry still opposes.
Session ended with only one
spokesman, Howard L. Letts, assistant General manager of RCA-Vlctor records division heard, and
with a statement jn by Kenneth E.
Raine, of Columbia Records. House

*

Committee scheduled another sestomorrow (26) to give the
remainder of the- industry an opsion for

portunity to get on the record.
Bill before the House Judiciary
unit would make juke ops subject
to the copyright laws, -and hence
to royalties, the same as others who
perform music for profit. Special
royalty would be lc per week per
side.

With

this

running into heavy op-

position, Congressional Committee
suggested three alternatives abolish compulsory statutory 2-cent
rate on records and permit each
music publisher to make his own
deal with the diskeries; increase
the statutory rate of 2c per side to
4c or even 6c; or issue special platters for the juke boxes which would
carry a statutory rate of 10 to 12
cents per side, with the rate remaining the same for records purchased for private home use.
Raine Hits Proposal
The Raine statement wallop^;
all the alternatives hard.

—

"The

first

alternative,” it said,

"is to eliminate the entire compulsory license provision. This would
abolish carefully thought out provisions against monopoly in the
ticular artists to etch their num- recording field, adopted, by Conbers. If the diskers objected, pubs gress In 1909 after several years of
then could establish a stiffer royal- study.
Compulsory licenses now
ty rate on any plug song and, as an form a worldwide pattern. Here In
extreme measure, put even higher the United States we know that
rates on the standard tunes in their keen competition results from this
catalog. Need of the diskers for provision of the Copyright Act,
standards in albums would place a and we know that this competition
powerful lever In the hands of the brings substantial sums of money
oldline pubs.
proprietors.
copyright
to
the
At the same time, the right to Whether abolition of this provision
make better than 2c deals on tunes
(Continued on page 46)
would enable publishers to earn

enough money on mechanicals to
put them back on the black side -of
the ledger. At present, the statutory rate, with one-half going to
the writers, is hardly enough to
cover the cost of exploitation even

Band Agencies Stressing
Terming Values

in

Place

on a hit side selling over 500,000.
Of Names in Promotion
With sheet music sales in a chronic
repertory heads, however, are conAlthough band biz on the oneexthe
need
slump,
the
pubs
now
tinuing to sift through the bulk of
In Northern Infringement
niter level is rolling in high gear
tra revenue from mechanicals more
new songs for proper disking mathis year, agency men and prothan ever.
If the a. and r. man feels
terial.
moters are veering toward a new
Suit on ‘I Lore Yon’ Tune
Although the publishers are wel- pattern of promotion technique. In
that he’s latched on to something
Trial of the infringement suit coming the
Congressional pro- the past, both agencies and ballgood, he generally arranges for a
Music, Decca
posals to amend the statutory rate
quick session despite the self- brought by Northern
King Rec- provision, they are opposed to room ops stressed the name value
enforced curtailment or huge back- Records subsid,- against
of the bands to attract the terpMusic, RCA
Keys
Music,
Lois
ords.
making these amendments, a sub- sters. Now, however, they're maklog.
Victor, Mercury, Broadcast Music, stitution for a jukebox licensing
ing a concerted* effort to promote
Inc.; M-G-M Records, Lucky Mil- arrangement.
Both writers and dancing values rather than names.
Under, Sally Nix and Henry Glover •publishers feel that they rate a
Spearheading the drive to popuEXPELS
DETROIT
wound up in N. Y. Federal Court performance fee from the juke ops
larize dancing is Howard Sinnott,
last week with. Judge Sylvester as a matter of principle, aside from
Artists Corp. one-niter
General
late
.until
decision
ALLEGED
Ryan reserving
any change in the statutory rate topper, who conceived the new
in April. Trial, which lasted eight on mechanicals. They argue that
Detroit, March 25.
is currently working
GAC
hypo.
"Tonight
the tunes,
the old Copyright Act, exempting
Jules Yanover, named as a Com- ’days, involved
by Guy Wood jukeboxes from being licensed. Is on pressbooks and ad mats whichTl
munist before the House Un-Amer- He -Sailed Again,”
play
to terping. , Initial
the
give
and "I Love You, now obsolete in view of the fact
ican Activities Committee, was .ex-, and, Sol Marcus,
such catch phrases
Sally Nix and Henry that the juke ops play their music ad mats include
pelled from the Detroit Federation Yes I Do” by
to meet new friends?
a
"Want
for profit.
Yanover is a for- Glover:
of Musicians.
and
at
dancing
be
They’ll
Love
"I
that
Northern, claimed
mer violinist for the Detroit SymWhy?
“Sitting home tonight?
an infringement of
phony. He lost that job after he You” was
fun
while
dancHave
out
Go
Millinder
which
had refused to tell the House Com- “Sailed Again,”
ing.” The mats were tried out last
to wax for Decca until SPA COONCIL BALLOTS
mittee whether or not he was a was skedded
week to advertise the Chris Cross
it was discovered that Bullmoose
Communist.
orch date at the Rttz Ballroom,
the
etched
had
already
MAILED TO
The union’s action was taken by Jackson
Conn. According to
Bridegport,
King. Northern
10-member executive board. former tune for
its
Annual* election of council mem- Joe Barry, Ritz promoter, the ads
been
had
who
that Glover,
Specifically he was charged with alleged
had
-arranger, copied the bers of the Songwriters Protective drew more payees than he
imperiling- -the- interests -of the MilHnder’s
date.
gennlng "I Loyp Ypy."
Assn, is in progress, with ballots counted for that
union and, with refusing .to .obey 5 qng in
The agency pressbooks will in^
he’s holdingjDack deci- mailed out to SPA members last
Although
orderselude yarns on history of the
next month, Judge week.
Eduard Werner, president *of sion until 'late
dance, dancing as an aid to social
simiUnder the SPA setup, seven grace and various other psychoDEM, said YfnpYeriS refusal .to. an- Ry^n.fouAdthat.tJip.soAes.Are
the defendant’s song was posts on the- 21-man council come
swer questions before the House lar and
logical
angles. Reaction from ops
addHe
the plaintiff^.
Due has tfeen encouraging and most of
up for election each year.
committee* was* ‘"not in harmony copied from
.that he was also in
to the temporary replacement on them are going along with the new
with his testimony before. oOun ed„ M^uver,
doubt as to the originality of the the council for the late prexy, Sigboard. The only inference we can
promotional hypo.
'song.
mund Romberg, eight r^sts Will be
draw is that' he hr hot ’tfellihg'the plaintiffs
Bandmen, too* are hopping on
Northern’s claim is for an un- ballotted for this year.
Results the “build dancing” bandwagon.
truth.”
King
and
while
specified amount
will be known April 18,
By stimulating interest in dancing,
Lois counterclaimed for $25,000,
Among those up for reelection is they believe, band biz will return
Mitch Miller, Columbia Record^ alleging .that, the Northern suit,
chairman
of the to the' solid- position it held in preDrake,
artists and repertory- chief, sailed
Milton
hurt
1943,
in
started
was
which
this week for a 10-day vacation
World War II days*
their exploitation of "1 Love You.” SPA council.
j

Capitol

Nabs Rights To

Thee

‘Of

I Sing’

Renval,

4 Out of 5 for Season
Capitol Records is
pace in the original

setting the
cast album

field

this year nabbing four
of five with another already
for next season.

out
set

Latent Broaaway musical to be
picked up by Cap is the forthrevival of "Of Thee I
Sing.”
Show, which has a score
by George and Ira Gershwin, is

coming

skedded
April

7.

to

The

preem

out-of-town

original cast sessions

be held about two weeks after
the Broadway bow. May 1, Revival
stars Jack Carson and Paul Hartman in the roles originally played
by William Gaxton and Victor
Moore.
Cap has also lined up
rights to "Casey Jones.”
Musical,
which is being prepped for next
season by George Abbott who id
writing the book, will have a score
^Jernon Duke and ^ammy Cahn.
Meantime, 'Alan L'^yington, Cap’s
artists and
repertory topper, arVe
rom Coast headquarters
?/r
j *
Monday
(24) to prep the original
cast waxings
of "Three Wishes for
aimie.” Show preemed
Bn Broadway Friday ( 21 ).
“Jaimie” .stars
nne Jeffreys and John Raitt.
will

,

sh °w

albums already reby Cap have been "Top
Banana
and "Pal Joey.”
RCA

in
j
leased

victor

nabbed
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Shed Sellers
(Week Kndlnr March 15)
London, March 17.
Always Our House Connelly.

Best British

.

White Cloud.

Little

..

'Hollywood, jM^rch 25, 4*
reg-i
tunesters in Los Angeles registered a $0%. Upbeat in work to
‘

TV

WSS''-

•

&
»
^
«

2J
Jf?}with
non ooo earned with
$6,000,000
almost *a
war
sw
in 1051,

here by
Figures
w ”, - were disclosed
«
..
__
Phil Fischer, v.p. in charge of radio and television for the local,
who concluded his annual radio
and television survey. Actual employment was down, mainly because of radio s downbeat, but
wage hikes amounting to 40%
since 1947 helped make 51 a boffo
year fpr the tooters. Video must$1,247,000
earned
alone
clans
last year, as compared to $580,000
in 1950.
Fischer recently returned from
N. Y. where he and v prexy John

teGroen confabbed with American
Federation of Musicians prexy
James C. Petrillo on the survey,
and discussed problems facing the
tunesters in AM and TV generally,
Chief worry facing AFM in teevee today is unrestricted use of
foreign sound tracks by vidpix pro-,
ducers with whom the union has
no agreement, Fischer said. He re-
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AVAVMWVj “WashingAIAI.UM4. release,
his
U<LO initial
Lee Swlng „ backed by “Yes

Kassner
Stone
Dash
Because of You
Chappell
At End of Day
Love's Roundabout Cinephonic
Fields
Saturday Rag

*
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Sun
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Keith Prowse
Charmaine
Won’t Live in Castle Connelly
Kassner
And So to Sleep
Cox
Oodles of Noodles
New World
I Love Sunshine
;Toff
Then I’ll Be There
.

Hollywood, March 25.
L. Wolfe Gilbert, chairman of
the Coast committee of. the Ameri
can Society of "Composers, Authors
and Publishers, has been reelected Leeds in Waring Deal
to that post.
Gilbert received 255
‘Candle’ Rights
votes, highest of the six candidates
In a deal with Fred Waring^s
for the committee. Others elected
were Leo Robin, 182 votes; William Shawnee Press music firm, Leeds
Grant Still, 180; John W. Green, Music has acquired the rights to
174; Harry Warrert, 163, and Jim- “One Little Candle,” a new number
1

On

my McHugh,

161,

by

J.

M. Roach and George Mysell,

still and McHugh are new mem- Leeds has taken oyer all selling
perturbed b ers of the
committee, the rest be- rights, and will split the performabout the unrestricted use of re- j ng ree iected. A total of 297 Coast ance fees with Shawnee.
cording themes, sound tracks ana ^SCAP members participated in
RCA Victor has disked a Perry
*
*
bridges in live shows also. There | he voting
Como version.
is an increase in dubbing of sound

marked

am

I

very

,

tracks, and the end result is less
jobs for musicians.”

cited as examples “Meet CorArcher” and “Hollywood Playhouse” airers, saying KNX had an
orch make bridges and cues which
were taped,' then dismissed the
crew. Stations, he said, contend
this is the only way they can present a package to a prospective
sponsor with a lower price tag,
even if they have a staff orch.
The Federation is mulling over
plan presented by Louis D. Snader
.as « possible solution to problem
Snader proposed to
**in vidpix.
Petrillo last week that a producer
be allowed to out a 26-min. score
but use it for three half-hour pix

HERM SCHOENFELD.

Kusty Draper: “Just Because”*— also produced in topflight fashion
Puente Orch: “Cuban Mam!
“Blue Eyes” (Mercury), Rusty Jito
Draper is
Combo
is one of the mos^adept
with an
1 st to enter the pop ^eld
piffVcyors 0f mamba rhythms in
.

.

explosive style.^ His
a fast
Just Because,
sho

K

Although

Si
rhythm

sounding a hit

Second 12

I 1

&

.

.

That’s
My Baby,” Shard
plays the piano, trombone, xylopbone> drums and bells via the sup erJ *
*
p OS ition technique
Sir,

Feldman

Macmelodies
Loveliest Night Year FJD.&H.
Enchanted. Eve. ...Williamson
Sterling
I Wanna Say Hello
.F.D.&H*
;'w .£•*
Cry

^
longterm pactee.

»

'

*

f

L<U) S

By

.-Spier

Sterling

Slow Coach
Down Vonder
Domitio v
Why Worry

backNelson Riddle orch
ground on this side is standout.
n
a
Reverse is a c
„ ^
wi/ii
*olkr theme with
a JJ?}{
pace ballad on
Draper handles pleasingly.
Jimmy Boyd; “God’s Little Can-

hit.

i

—“Owl

dies”

but figure the cost too exorbitant now. We have got to con
sider the economics of the produ
It was indicaed any deal
cer.”

Sheet Music

Retail

the Federation must einbrace all leading vidpix producers,
could not pertain to only one. Of
the television picture generally, he

blending of voice, horns
and beat into a fully integrated
pop side. Reverse is an attractive
folk-styled number with a good

to Miller’s

ENDING MARCH 22 -

-

'

potential.

NOTE: The current comparative talcs strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising edch of the three major sales outlets enumerated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT developed from the ratio of points scored: two ways in the case of talent (disks, coin machines),
and three ways in the case of tunes (disks, coin machines, sheet music).

“we foresee a picture of prosmore and more television
shows, live and film, originate in

perity as

AM

salaries for tunesters in L. A. last
year was $3,789,400 and in 1950,
$3,772,700.
employment here
station
brought in $47,500 last year, $39,628 the previous year. Microwave
opening brought a bonanza in

TALENT
Last
week.

commercial shows, with

for tunesters, as compared to $67,160 in 1950. Local
boomed,
programs
also
video
bringing in $508,874 in 1951, compared to $386,330 in 1950. Coin
from vidpix shot up to $454,690
last year, compared to $87,753 in
1950.

$236,774
•

AM

and TV Coin
and TV coin of almost $6,000,000 compared with $4,353,599,

AM

1950;
1948,

$4,815,393,

1949; $4,853,100,

and $5,027,153, 1947.

AFM’s pix-to-teevee format calling for rescoring plus 5% of the
gross brought in $118,163 from
Hollywood Television Services Republic’s TV
subsidiary.
Snader
Telescriptions’ pact with the union
funneled $79,759
to
tunesters.
From Monogram came $53,221; Edward Small, $44,294; Desilu, $39,284, and Flying A Productions,
$38,758.

k

Fischer complained that since
passage of the Taft-Hartley and
Lea acts a lot of musicians have
lost their jobs with ozoners. “They
say they don’t need musicians, and
under these acts the union has no
power to strike to enforce its demands,” the exec said.
He estimated on the basis of past
performances tunesters lost $37,000 last year at KFI; KFWB, $57,200. and KMPC, $12,000, because
staff orehs were axed.
*>
»->'
1

1

ARTIST AND LABEL

TUNE
Cry

TV

vidfeo net

production framework. On the flip.
Miss Lee delivers a good slow-tempoed ballad with fair chances.
Buddy De Franco Quartet: “Pennywhistle Blues”-“Buddy’s Blues”
(M-G-M). Buddy De Franco’s crackerjack clarinet works over the
South African number from the
pic,
“The Magic Garden,” with
plenty of sparkle. It’s a virtuoso
performance rating plenty of jock
spins. Bottom deck Is a more conventional groove, also slickly handled by De Franco and his rhythm

FOSITIONS
This
week.

Johnnie Ray (Okeh)

1

2

2

Kay

3

3

Eddie Fisher (Victor)

'4

Leroy Anderson (Decca)

Starr (Capitol)

;

Mttle White Cloud
Please Mr. Sun
Brokenhearted

Wheel
/Tell
(Tell
•

8

7

Ray Anthony

»

•

Mae Morse

Ella

8

10

9

6

10

of Fortune

.

combo.

Me Why

Blue Tango

Four Aces (Decca)
6

(Capitol)

Me Why

m

_

/Garden
the. Rain
Blacksmith Blues
At Last

Come What May
Bermuda

Patti

Bell Sisters-H.

Three Bells

*

Four Aces: “My Hero”-“Spring
A Wonderful Thing” (Decca).
These sides by the Four Aces, Decca’s new click vocal combo, are
okay for a change-of-pace and
should ride on this group’s current momentum.
These slices,
however, aren’t likely to supply
any independent power to this
combo’s surge. “Hero” is given an
overworked arrangement, A1 Alberts soloing is okay, but not standout. style.
“Spring” is an okay—
Is

‘

(Capitol)

Page (Mercury)
Rene (Victor)
Les Compagnons (Columbia)..

Fe«y Lee: “Gom* On A Hayride”-“Ev’rytime” (Capitol). There
haven’t been many hits from legit
musicals recently but “Hayride,”
from the show, “Three WIshes'Tor
Jamie,” has excellent chances to
break the jinx. It’s a cute rhythm
ballad, and Peggy Lee gives it a
pleasing, relaxed vocal in a good

said,

Hollywood.”
Fischer’s survey states gross

which Bennett keeps the
0n
schmaltz down to n minimum. It’s

“Kalamazoo” spotlights his talent
for coming up with fresh and inIf
ventive sound combinations.
this side is a hit, it’s due entirely

sic,

made by

He makes

less,” a firstrate piece of material

•

for

r-r-V EEK

March weather,
a good try on “Sleep-

that’s as variable as

both suffer. Armstrong saves “Indian Love Call” by his vocal, but
Jeannine” is hopelessly hogged
down in a saccharine arrangement.
Mitch MillerCDrch-Faulettc Sisters: “Kalamazoo to Timbuktu’’“Sing Our Song of Love” (Columbia).
Mitch Miller’s production of

as Published in the Current Issue

Music Performance Trust Fund.
Produoer Economics
Fischer commented, “I believe
the producers want .to use live mu-

Tony

“Somewhere Along the Way” (CoAfter making a killing on

lumbia).

something definitely incongruous in
this matching of sweet violins with
Satchmo's natural hot style, and

Reports of Distribution

Retail Disks

resentative of a flock of other
etchings which manage to
acbi eve a groat deal of variety desv
P ite the rigid mambo pattern,
Bennett: “Sleepless”-

p uen ^ e

sulted in several commercial sides
but it hasn’t enhanced Armstrong’s
rep as a jazz institution. There’s

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets
Coin Machines

a

Louis Arinstronr-Gordon Jenkins
Orch: “Indian Love Call”-“Jeannine” (Decca).
This teamup of
Armstrong and Jenkins has re-

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

instead of one, At the same time,
would continue AFM’s 5%
which 5% of
in
format
of
the gross on all telepix goes to the

has

and .showmanship reminiscent of
Sophie Tucker and Beatrice Kay.
Ray Bloch orch backs up snappily.

OF

he

orch

break, for a hit. “Owl Lullaby’ is a solid cut which should prove
another fine piece of material whether Bennett’s past clicks were
tailormade for Boyd’s juve ap- firmly grounded or a product of a
proach.
cyclical freak. Reverse is another
Vaughn Monroe Orch: “Idaho interesting side with chances.
State Fair”-“Lady Love” (Victor). Percy Faith batons In customary
“State Fair” is the type of meaty tasteful style,
Teresa* Brewer: “Roll Them Roly
western fare which Monroe can.
Eyes”-“Gonna Get Along
belt to best advantage. It’s an ex- Poly
cellent number for the genre and Without Ya Now” (Coral). Teresa
Monroe’s vocal against a firstrate Brewer has a potent platter in
background these two sides. She socks over
instrumental - choral
should step out. Reverse, from the “Eyes” with an infectiously hokey
Columbia pic, “Sound Off,” is an- music hall style that could bring
Miss
other freshly conceived number, this oldie back in vogue.
Brewer is equally effective on the
reverse, again belting with a verve

P$RIE!tY Scoreboard

Statistical

This

business.

Lullaby” (Columbia). a trio of consecutive hits, Tony
Bennett is in the tough spot of tryin g
to stay on top in a market

Columbia has come up with a new
sound in’ the country field in Jimmy Boyd, a youngster with highpitched pipes and a style patterned,
in a modified way, on Johnnie Ray.
It’s a unique mixture that sells.
Boyd’s handling of “Candles could

1

Compiled from

the

powerjul beat underlying colorful
arangements with good vocals in
like
standard stvle bv Vicpntton
aides. These two sides are repV
to

He

liss

Disks

l

Bourne

Mistakes

and

Jocks, Jukes

.

Unforgettable

elaboration of a waltz theme but
not the most appropriate type
of material for the Four Aces.

it’s

TUNES
POSITIONS
This
>Last
week. week.

Platter Pointer*

1

1

tone
Wheel of Fortune

2

5

Blue Tango

3

4

Tell

4

3

Anytime
Cry

2

5

publisher
Laurel
Mills

Me Why
'.

Mellow

8

6

Blacksmith Blues
Please Mr. Sun
Little White Cloud That Cried

9

9

Slow Poke

6

,

7

«

7

10

8
<>i

I

.

JUU

ul li.

| || 1
I

••••••.*.. Hill-R

Weiss-B
*

Spier

.Ridgeway

Bermuda
» .»J H A

Signet
Hill-R

:

Goday
R

ip

Decca has packaged an excellent
sampling of the late Mildred Bailey’s style in a set of eight numbers,
including her trademarked “Rockin’ Chair,’’

among other

standards.

Rhythm Boys accomip on
most of the tunes ... Also for the
jazz aficianados, Joe Bushkln has
cut a sparkling album for Columbia
under the heading of “After

Delta

Hours,’ 1 with Buck Clayton's lucid
trqmpet backing up Bushkin’s brilliant piano plus rhythm trio . « On the same label, Duke Ellington
Orch has not sounded so solid in a

does on “Jam With
Hayes has a preten(Continued on page. 48)

long time as

Sam”

.

.

.

it

Bill

—

'

*

+mC«STmAS-MlJ$IC
Decca Inks Segovia

Inside Orchestras
vo*

Majors Moving Into Kidisk Market

Andres Segovia, Spanish longhair guitarist, has been inked to a
make
who
a
living
Canadian!
solely
by
writing
music
five
tpwe are
term pact by Decca Records for
an d the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. has skedded tliem as the diskery’s Gold Seal catalog.
,
the Films” show. One at a time, the five
»vMrs oir its “Music Prom
Decca plans to have Segovia cut
airer’s headman, Gerald Pratley, conthe basic catalog for the guitar as
he guest conductors with
scores on the Sat. p.m. show, teeing April 5.
well as other selections.* in the
Yirtilig their own
She five are Louis Applebaum, Eldon Rathbum, Robert Fleming, classic repertory for which he has
National Film Board, and William McCauley made guitar transcriptions.
Monrice Blackburn, all bf
He .will
rvawley Films. Probably more than 100 in Canada sell music for record both solo and with orch
~
the five named above have it as a livelihood. All are and choralxgro’ups.
only
but
films,

+

Meadowbrook Sets
frlodt

wName Binds

A

fiock of ‘orchs have been’ set.
to Appear at Frank. Daileyts ‘^ead-.
owbrook, Cedar Grbv.e, N. J., (lur-

on payroll.

throbs of trying to recapture the renewal rights to
Feist is in the
“Whispering” which Danny Fisher (Fisher Music) sewed up some
"i ago by going to' the Coast and handing one of the authors a $350
Another $1,000 was to have been paid when the basic 28
Lvance
“Whispering” is one of the tunes Feist
is now.
vears expired, which
bought the Sherman, Clay (San Francisco) catalog
inherited when it
ago.
years
some

Childs Restaurant Puts

ing the coming spring months.

Dixieland on B’way

Elliot

Menu

Lawrence

skedded

is

to

follow the current stand of the
Zlggy Talent-led Vaughn Monroe
With
Kaminsky
orch on April 8. Ralph Flanagan
Dixieland
music,
which had comes in on April .15 for a 13-day
steadily been working itself back stay. Tony Pastor follows., on April
Power of disk jockeys to make hits is revealed in the unusual case of to New York’s midtown area from 29; Tex Beneke, May 6; and Ralph
Records platter originally manufactured for -the South its outpost on the lower ; eastside Martiere, May 27. The Billy May
a Columbia
American market.* A piano solo by Antonio Escobar, the side was (Stuyvesant Casino and Central orch will wind the spring season
from June 12 until June 22.
picked up by Bill Randall, Cleveland dee jay, who played the number Plaza), has still another showcase
Reaction has caused Columbia to reissue the side on a in Childs Paramount. Spot, located
repeatedly.
the
title
’of
under
“Tony’s
in
Pianolo.”
the
label
heart
of
the
Times
Square
pop
regular

Max

Crew

belt, had been a popular hangout
-for dansapation in the 1930s, but

II.

Latest diskery to enter the education platter sweepstakes is Mer-'

Up

Col Records

Although on Columbia Records’ talent roster less than six months,
Ray is being packaged on a long-play album by the diskery in in recent years has booked orchs
recognition of his riding several hits, concurrently for the past few for weekend dancing only. It also
weeks. Unique feature of the ailbum is that its cover will show no print experimented with a jazz policy
and will feature a picture of Ray in one of his agonized poses before (Wilbur de Paris combo), but the
booking of Max Kaminsky’s group
the recording mike.
is the room’s initial attempt at a
week
a
record
at
the
completing
Tic-Toc,
Milwaukee,
last regular Dixieland kick.
After
From opening week indications
week Sophie Tucker went to Chicago for a Mercury cutting session
Monday (17). While she had an album scheduled called “Cabaret it seems that Kaminsky and his
Nights” for the session, things rolled so smoothly that Miss Tucker Dixielanders may bring the spot
Aletched 11 tunes, an all time high, according to Art Talmadge, a&r baeje to its old popularity.
.thought it’ll probably take time to
head, who supervised the date.
nab some of the trade that’s been
Gen. Batista’s* Cuban coup two' weeks ago has sparked the revival packing the Stuyvesant and CenSong, titled “Batista,” was penned by tral Plaza shindigs on Friday eves,
of a tune penned in 1943,
Agustin Borguno, Don Arres and Bog Stanley with English lyrics by room has a good chance to pick
William B. Friedlander and. Spanish lyrics by Carlos Garcia. E. B. them up on the other nights and
may even grab off some of Sabbath
Marks is the publisher.
eve clientele. Good word of mouth
from the Kaminsky contingent
should help it along these lines.
Since the room also gets plenty
of transient tablers, because of its

In. line with the current upbeat
in the pop kidisk .market,, record
companies are preppljig a big
splash in. the moBbet educational
Aeld -with tie-ins with .schools and
book Vompaniesv,* Bdmc. of the
major’ diskers already ’have deals
with book firms to pedale their
educational product while others
are negotiating similar pacts or
working directly with the school
heads of local communities. Revenue from the educational platters,
according to one kiddie artists and
repertory head, has been on the increase since the end of World War

Johnnie

’50 for

In

261G IN 33 DATES

centralized location, Kaminsky is
Getting off to a fast start In his mixing his book with dansapation
Of course,
swing through the south last as well as Dixieland.
the emphasis is on the latter, but
month, Guy Lombardo continues to
dance
music to
there’s enough
rack up strong grosses, in the mid- please even the most ardent terpwestern territory. In 33 dates orch sters.
Although the. orch consists of
has racked up $261,000.

N Y. Price War

Ou LP

Platters

men, Kaminsky manages to
Top grassing last week was at get a rich rhythm sound on the
Great Bend, Kansas, where it drew dance arrangements and an excit$11,900 and 3,600 payees. All time ing beat on the jazz. Kaminsky,
high for his current trek, however, who toots a solid trumpet, is asfive

With the disk market continuing

an intensified, price
war, suits were brought against the
K H. Macy’s and Abraham Straus
department stores last week in
to tailspin in

&

is $12,900 at Memphis March 1. In
sisted by Charlie Queener, piano;
New York Supreme Court by the Kansas City, Mo., April 17, orch Ray Diehl, ’trombone; Gale Curtis,
Assn, of Record Dealers and the played a Shriner’s convention for clarinet, and Don McClane, drums.
Village Music Shop in Greenwich a $5,000 fiat fee but the next night They’re a well-integrated outfit and
Village.
The plaintiffs charged (18) hit $8,400, drawing 2,800 pay- create plenty of enthusiasm. Large
’

In Sallna, Kansas, April 21,
grossed $11,600 and
a $7,000 gross the next
night (22) -in Topeka, Kansas. On
orch drew 2,700 perDisk company execs, who look Sunday (23)
gross in St. Joforward to the end of the discount sons for a $6,500
practice, were surprised at the tar- seph, Mo.
swings into the
now
Lombardo
gets selected in the current action.
Neither department store initiated final half of the trek with 29 dates
26.
April
the price-cutting tactics,' and it was to go. He winds
ees.

the stores with a conspiracy -to
force smaller retailers out of business, and asked for $500,000 damages from each defendant.

Lombardo
racked up

-

expected that other

New York

out-

room’s •acoustical setup gets the
sound around to all parts.
Vince Williams, WJZ, N. Y., disk
jockey, conducts a session from
the room from 11:05 p. m. until
Gros.
midnight.

The CBS statement underlined
pop department’s click with
newcomers, pointing out that about
8,000,000 disks were sold in 1951
by Such artists as Tony Bennett
Johnnie Ray, Toni Arden, Champ
Butler, Rosemary Cloqiiey and Guy
Columbia had four 1,Mitchell.

ELIffOTT SHAPIRO RECUPES
Shapiro, Shapiro-BemElliott
stein Music exec, is currently re-

000,000-sellers in 1951 with Mitchell’s “My Heart Cries for You,”

Clooney’s
“Come On-My
Miss
House,” Bennett’s “Because of
You” and Frankie Laine’s “Jeze-

Deck Watson

there

Inc.,

action.

Charles Katz, lawyer for the
Greenwich Music Shop and- the retailers’ association, said that tjie
department stores were named in
the 'suit because they' offered more
than 30% discounts on long-play

P’StRIETY

10 Best Sellers

bel.”

on Coin-Machines

I
;;

t

The retailer suit follows unsucby Columbia Records

Goody from

trades

its

•

1

deliberately .and

1

i

T
in the J
N.

claims

100 outlets

Y. area.

Decca
Leroy Anderson
Capitol
Les Baxter
[Four Aces ............. Decca
Victor
| Eddie Fisher

(1)

(12) (Signet)

(5)

<Shapiro-B>
(1) (Hill-R)

BERMUDA (3) (Goday)
ANY TIME U#> (Hill-R)
CRY (12) (Mellow)
BROKENHEARTED

(4)

(DeSylva-B&H)

Duchess Music
name d chairman of the
c<?mnuttce f0r tht Red Cros *

d
urive*..

•

.

; ijsi

the educational field

with

its

American Singer series, which is
a waxed version of the book firm’s
graded- song books catalog. Decca
already has. Issued 20 disks in this
series.
It has also been Issuing
such disks as “typing to Music” for
The American
use in school*.
Book Co. distributes most of
Decca’s educational output but
'

some have proven popular enough
to be marketed through Decca’*
regular distribution* channels.
Columbia is building it* educa- *
tional repertoire via a tiein with
the Silver-Burdett Co., educational
Silver-Burdett
book publishers.
also has graded song books which
Col waxes for school use. Recent
treAd of using such top jazzmen as
Stan Freeman, piano; Specs Powell,
drums; Bobby Haggart, bass; and
Lou Stein, piano; on the disks had
opened up a wider distribution
market.
RCA Victor recently transcribed
its Basic Record Library for Elementary Schools on 45 rpm disks
so that they could get wider distribution. The Victor library consists of 370 compositions arranged
for elementary school age levels.
Most recent of the indies to step
out into the educational sweeps is
Rexford Records. Rexford, which
is currently working on a tiein with
the N. Y. Board of Education, ha*
etched such titles as “Sing a Song
of Presidents,” “‘Sing a Song of
Heroes,” “Sing a Song of Explorers

\

and

“Sing

a

and

Adventurers”

Song

The disks
of Arithmatic.”
also being peddled through

*

’

-•

::
- *

BE MY LIFE’S COMPANION
STOLEN LttVE (5) (Parliament)

(Morris)

^ GARDEN IN THE RAIN

CHARMAINE

IRANI JATP TROUPE

"

* *

How**rd

•

’*

*_*

*

*

\
. .

(Miller)

LFipure* in parentheses indicate

,
Jo Stafford
Dolores Gray
Arthur Godfrey
Louis Armstrong
Billy Ectatine
.

number

ol

“Jazz

at

the

•

.

Decca
Columbia
Decca
.

.

....

weeks song has been in the Tor 10 J

.

M

M ® rc?ry

Lond&n
Columbia

Mantovani
(

‘

y

(Melrose)

>

Granz’s

Philharmonic” troupe takes off onits first European trek today (Wed.)
^
Capitol < for a Stockholm preem Sunday (30).
” El’ a Fitzgerald heads up the JATP
unit which includes Oscar PeterVictor
;; son,
piano; Max Roach, drums?
Okeh 4. Roy Eldridge, Trumpet; Flip PhilColumbia
lips and Lester Young, sax; Irving
Ashley, guitar, Ray Brown, bass,
and Hank Jones, piano. Group Will
play 32 dates before returning to
the U. S.

(Lion)

“ SHRIMP BOATS («) (Disney)
DANCE ME LOOSE (3) (Erwiq-H)
A KISS TO BUILD A DREAM ON
A WEAVER OF DREAMS

TO MAKE EUROPE BOW
Norman

Mercury -

Decca
Four Aces
Johnnie Ray ............ Okeh
Victor
Perry Como
Columbia
Johnnie Ray
.... Columbia
( Rosemary Clooney
Decca
\ Mills Bros

: :

S

Capitol

Ray Anthony
Patti Page
Ella Mae Morse
Bell Sis.-H. Rene
Ed*e Fwher
Johnnie Ray
Johnnie Ray

(Feist)

PERFIDIA (Peer)
t HTTLE WHITE CLOUD (13) (Spier).
" TULIPS AND HEATHER (Shapiro-B).
<* PLEASE MR. SUN (Weiss-B)

-

Shaw,

in

|

Second Croup

Times-Columbia, were
under the price-fixing

P1G retailers’ association
™^ m ership of Some

In a tie-up with the American
Book Co„ Decca has been riding

Capitol

Starr

[

its

,

i

BLACKSMITH BLUES

8*

maliciously, and
with the purpose'. o( forcing
jembers of the association and
other retailers,
out of business.”
he complaint further
charges that
€ P ri e " cutting
is faf the purpose
Jl
p
i
fostering monopoly?* by cutting
down competition.
.

and private teachers.

are

but the

The current action stems from a
different charge; namely,
that the
price-cutting was being, “done wiliully,

COME WHAT MAY

6.

9.

that Columbia and
distrib.

WHY

#.

his

Kay

(Laurel)

<fi)

4.

10 .

act,

WHEEL OF FORTUNE (6)
(Mills)
BLUE TANGO
TELL ME
AT LAST

3.

Columbia

Feld-Crawford

not eligible

2.

action under the fair

price-cutting activities.

brought

1.

7.

cessful action

year to stop

of Mar. 22

Week

-

regular retail outlets.

where stores like Sam
Goody’s give only 30%. Fact that
Goody’s also .offers special discounts ranging up to 46% was
brushed aside as a temporary phenomenon. Reasoning of the plaintiffs indicates that the
price-cutting
are now s0 embedded that
J0% slashes off list price are now
regarded as normal.
platters

last

Best Year

cury Records, which is readying a
Sound Book Series for audio instruction. The long-play series includes records for young people
from first grade up through high
Series includes such
school age.
plattei‘s as “Stories of the Orient”
narrated by novelist Pearl Buck;
“Pian6 Adventures” narrated by
Mary Van Doren with an illustrative music backing; and “Adventures in Folk Song” narrated by
Martha King, folk sohg historian^
Also included in the Sound Book
group are the narration of popular fairy tales and excerpts from
classical literature. The disks are
being peddled to schools, libraries

the

All Star Revue, covering at home after an emerhas been chartered to con- gency operation.
He plans a vacation before reduct a.theatrical business in New
turning to his desk.
York/

would be more vulnerable if
were any legal basis for court

lets

.

Over

Spotlighting the surge of its disk
in
subsid
the
Columbia
1951,
Broadcasting System’s annual report to stockholders disclosed that
Columbia Records did 20% more
business last year than in 1950.
Although the CBS report contained
no specific figures on the diskery’s
operations, it’s known that Columbia Records had the best year in
its history last year, when it dominated the hit lists.
Indicating that shortages of raw
materials might be expected due
to defense requirements, the statement said that new production
techniques developed during the
past year would enable the company to maintain, and even exceed,
its 1951 pace. Other companies,
Incidentally, are also geared to
switch to other materials and production methods necessitated by
developing shortages.
The Columbia long-play catalog,
biggest in the .field, has been expanded to nearly 1,000 disks, according to the CBS statement. The
rising volume in the longhair fleM
during 1951, fourth year for the 33
rpm platters, indicates a mushrooming of audiences for classica
music, preponderantly on LP.

LOMBARDO GROSSES

A&S

’51

o in

•

Sue Macy’s,

4$

The Stockholm preem

+

will

be

followed by a date in Copenhagen,
Gothenburg, Sweden, Paris and
Brussels.
lin

Before winding in Dub-

JATP is skedded for
assignment in Amster-

April 13,

a two-niter

dam

April 11-12. Nil* Helstrom is
handling the Scandinavian dates.

HARPIST’S EATERY TIE-IN
Bobby Maxwell ha* made
a tie-in with Ruby Foo's restaurant, N„ Y„ in a promotional push
Harpist

on Maxwell’s Mercury slice of
“Chinatown.”
Eatery, which operates a cannery
foy Chinese foods, Is distributing
its packaged foods to disk jockey*
along with plug material for the
>
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ORCHKSTRAS-MIJSIC

On

RETAIL SHEET REST SELLERS

the Upbeat
May T

through

New York

.

Eddie EW*-

,

.

patrick follows Easter into^ the
Schroeder, Milwaukee, April. 15 «
siofial manager of' Dinah Shore's Bill Clifford leaves the West Coast
firm, Cosmic Music, out on a two- for May 27 .contract at the Aragon.
1r
week disk jockey trek in the ynid*'
west .. . Cindy Lord* M-G-M.Recj
'.City
ord$. pactee* being sere, eh ..tested
;;
hy Metro in N. Y. this’ week
Russ Carlyle orch baOk to CleveSarah Vaughan into the Spa Mu- land following his stand in the
sical Bar, Baltimore,. April 2
Terrace Grill of the Muehlebach
Eddie Chamblee orch begins a 10- hereS^Leader has signed with
day engagement at the Class Bar, WXEL, Cleveland, for a 13-week
Folk singer TV stint, including the band and
St. Louis, April 21
Burl Ives opens- the International singer Gloria Patty. It will be a
Celebrity -Festival, Royal Festival participating show , The Honey
Enroll Dreamers are in at Eddy s’ as a
Hall, London, April 10
Garner opens at Storeyville, Bos- reprise on their engagement last
. Eddie Heywood
ton. March 31
summer which was but short by the
Trio into the Embers, N. Y., April July flood. After a fortnight here
Jo Stafford and husband they return to N. Y. for TV and
10 \
Paul Weston here from Coast en transcription work .
Kay Hughes
route to England. Miss Stafford’s doing her humorous songs in the
skedded to open at the Palladium, Zephyr Room of the Bellerive
London, April 7.
Roweua Rollins in for
Hotel
fortnight at the Southern Mansion,
doing her singing in front of Billy
Chicago
McConkey agency finally cracked Williams house orch.
the Edgewater Beach Hotel with
the placing of the Don Reid orch at
Pittsburgh
the April 11 show. Indie agency
Art Tatum, Errol Gamer, Mead
will also have- Leo Peiper at the
and Pete Johnson doing
Lewis
Ike
Lux
and
Trianon at the same time
Carpenter at the Congress, an all a jazz concert at Syria Mosque
Billy Yates combo
14
April
.
here
office
...
the
time high for
Sophie Tucker stopped off to cut back into Cinderella Room of
Hotel
to play for
Hills
Beverly
Merfor
sides
four
and
album
an
cury before sailing for European dancing Friday and Saturday
Gabe D’Amico subbing
.
Tommy Reed goes into nights
dates
the Chase, St. Louis, April 2 which for ailing Ernie Matteo with
Johnny
pushes his date at the Jung, New Howdy Baum band
band and
Patti Pineapple’ Hawaiian
Orleans, back to April 30
Page flew up from Florida to cut revue return to Colonial-Manor on
Dave
April 1 for indefinite stay
four tunes for Mercury.
Frankie Masters goes into the Betcher, organist, into Cox’s in
Bill
at
long
run
McKeesport-after
and
April
19
Memphis,
Peabody,
Max. Tarshis wound
.
then has a two-weeker at the Forest Green's
Playhouse
at
engagement
Billy
year’s
up
Louis,
May
3.
St.
Park,
Ames Bros slated for
Bishop takes over the Memphis Grill
A1 Donahue Bill Green’s Easter Week (April
stand after Masters
Hector Del Ray Latin.
invades the midwestern territory 14)
with a seven week stay at the American unit from New York’s
Statler, Detroit beginning April 1. Tropicana opened Monday (24) at
Denny Beckner comes up from Carnival Lounge, where they alterTexas to the Muehleback, Kansas nate on back-bar stage with Luis
Morales crew.
City, April 16 for three frames.
Chuck Foster slides down to Texas
Paxton Pluggers Tour
with his four weeks at the Rice,
George Paxton, Buddy Robbins
Ted Lewis
Houston, May 1
inked for a month at the Beverley and Henry Marks, all of the Paxton Music firm, hit the road this
Hills, Newport, Ky. Friday (28)
Griff Williams booked for the week on a disk jockey contact
Roosevelt,
New Orleans, April junket 'through the east.
ijfmray’

—a

Sufytv of retail sheet music
based on reports obtained
from leading stores in 12 cities
and showing comparative sales
rating for this and last week.
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Me Why”

“Slow Poke’’ (Ridgeway)
“Little White Cloud” (Spier)
“Be My Life’s Companion” (Morris)
“Blue Tango” (Mills)
3
“Tulips and Heather” (Shapiro-B)

1

3

.

“Blacksmith Blues” (Hill-R)
“Bermuda” (Goday)
“A Guy Is A Guy” (Ludlow)
“Broken Hearted” (De Sylva-B-H)
“Trust In Me” (Advanced)

8

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Merger of Coast Tooters
In Technical Stymie
Hollywood, March 25.

.

Procedural stymie has stalled
plans for amalgamation of the two
Coast locals of American Federation of Musicians.
Negro Musisians Local 767 had proposed a
merger with Local 47 but the
board of the latter suggested instead that 767 be dissolved with
members then applying for membership in the larger local,
Negro tunesters have rejected
the suggestion.
Local 47 execs
suggested, however, that further
conferences be held “based on the
fact that the problems involved are
many, complex, and in the main
.

financial.”

Hil D. G. Plans
-

7

Continued from page

41.

v
,

•

-

would, in the long run, result in
more or less money for copyright
proprietors is an open question; but
it w6uld surely restrict competition, harming many and favoring

The owner of a new work
might well be unable to get his
work recorded at all unless he
granted an exclusive recording license to the first artist who would
undertake to perform and record
his work.
He would cut himself
off from other renditions.
“The second alternative is to
few.

raise

3
2
10

2
3

.

..

..
..

.

10

the 2-cent royalty.

gress going to pass upon the form
of a label and upon the penalties
for its false reproduction?
Is it
teally expected' that each of thousands of dealers, distributors and

manufacturers
must keep two
stocks of supply on hand for each
record—rone to be sold for use in
homes and one to be sold for coin
machines operation?
“If Congress determines that re-

remedy

needed (for the
copyright owners) then problems
of administration, of rates and payments, and policing and collection
can be left to the two interested
parties the operators of coin machines and the proprietors of performing rights. The introduction
of the record manufacturer does

lief or

is

—

not simplify the problem, but immeasurably complicates it.”
Letts told the committee that
“the proposed increase in the present statutory copyright rates of 2c
per record side would eventually
result in an increase of price to
the public.'
Eliminating of the

/Compulsory license features would
likewise result in higher prices.

We object to compulsory payment
of a fee on all phonograph records
used on coin-operated machines.
We object, as a record manufacturer, to becoming^ a collecting
agency at additional expense without remuneration from the copyright owners, and we firmly believe
that this proposal will increase the
cost of phonograph records to the
public, since it would necessarily
increase manufacturing costs.”

MPCE

Pension Plan
Set for More Confabs.

Pension committee of the Music!
Publishers Contact Employees will
meet during the latter part of the
week to finalize arrangements for
renewal of pension plan discussions
with the publishers. Plan, which.
calls for an equal 3% assessment;
of a- $100 weekly wage from coni

|

j

tactmen and employer-publishers,
has already been okayed by MPCK

members and several pubs.
Bob Miller, MPCE prez,
meet with the holdout pubs
coming month.

TWO

MERCURY
ARTISTS
hav©

two of th©
Nation's
Big Hits

Raising

the mechanical royalties on all rec- Allen Zee Writes
ords would not solve any injustice
For Cherry Blossom Fete
with respect to coin machines, but
would create and multiply new inWashington, March 25.
justices. What we are talking about
Theme song for Washington’s
is compensation from the user of a Cherry
Blossom Festival, which
performing right to the owner of a commences March 30 this year, is
performing right or, at least, that the work of Allen Zee, manager
is
what- we should be talking and production director of Loew’s
about. The manufacturer of a rec- Capitol Theatre here, who is also
ord is not the user of a performing staging the show for the Cherry
right and he is not the person who Bloom celebration, an annual civic
should pay for such a right. Coin affair.
Zee has built the show
machines do furnish a strong stim- around his new song, “Spring Is
ulant to the sale of phonograph a Wonderful Thing,” currently rerecords; and on these records a ceiving a big plug over local radio
royalty is paid to the copyright and TV stations.
owner. If Congress feels this Js
Stations WMAL, WMAL-FM, and
not sufficient, then in fairness it WMAL-TV, all affiliates of Amerishould look to the user of the per- can Broadcasting Co., have set a

KEYS
THESING
fOfa Boy?

I

What Joy

Wo Had

IN

There is no fair- “Spring Is a Wonderful Thing” day
reason in throwing the for this coming Friday (28), tying
burden upon buy&rs of records |or the song and Cherry Blossom Feshome enjoyment.
tival into half a dozen shows.
Special Label Opposed
“The third alternative is to spell
Merc Pushes Cugat Set
out a procedure and method of colMercury is planning all-out push
lection whereby the coin machine for album,
“Chiquita tlie Chihuarecord is especially identified as hua” penned and played by Xavier
an additional royalty per record is Cugat. Record company has
alto be paid by the manufacturer. ready
made deal with doll comThe intention again is to assess the pany to put out toy dog, and sevrecord manufacturer with the pay- eral former Disney Studio men
are
ment to the owner of the perform- drawing a cartoon strip for. posness

BAREFOOT
DAYS

LOVE
MOM

11168
K 11168

M'G'M

78
45

RPM
RPM

RECORDS
E

O’

forming

Ini

SEVENTH

AV

t

NEW YORK

N

T

PATTI

PAGE
“WHISPERING

WINDS”
%

(RECORD No.

58161

right.

or

ing right; but in this case only a
special group of records is affected.
Apart from the injustice of this
burden upon the manufacturer I do
not know how he is going to administer the provision.
special label

A

sible tise for television, especially
over Mexican video stations.

In addition, disker is making a
with dog raisers for free
prizes to the. kiddies for th$ best
letters on the platters and minia-

tie-in

t ture -hound**

*

i

j

;

will

for

additional conferences during tht:

Theme

AM

62

2

2

(Signet)

9
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8
•
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5
3

5
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.

“Tell

.

,

.

2
5

“Cry” (Mellow)

.

.

.

“Wheel of Fortune’* (Laurel) .....
“Anytime” (Hill-R.)
“Please Mr. Sun” (Weiss-B)

,

.

.

.

This Last
wk. wk.

.

a

5
o

March 22
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EDDY
“BE ANYTHING

BUT BE MINE”
(RECORD No.

5815)
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Wednesday, March 26, 1952

Myers Reelected Prexy

Of Philly

Cleffer Assn.
Philadelphia, March 25,

Week

March 14
The to p 30 songs' of week ( more in case of ties), hosed on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index
Published by Office of Research Inc., Dr John Gray Peatman,
Survey

of

.

,

Director. Alphabetically listed.

A

—t"The

To Build a Dream On

Kiss

Hiller

Strip**.

Hill

Anytime
A-round the Comer.
Be My Life’s Companion

How

Me

Life

—

Could Write a Book *“Pal Joey*’
t“Clash By Night”
I Hear a Rhapsody
**‘Paint Your Wagon”
I Talk To the Trees
Life Is a Beautiful Thing t” Aaron Slick”
Little White Cloud That Cried
I

——

.Harms
Broadcast
Chappell

—

Marshmallow Moon— Aaron Slick”
My Love
Noodlin’ Rag.
Oops t“Bel!e of New York”

—

.

Famous
Famous

,.

BVC

Slow Poke

—

44

Blue River
Robbins

Singin* In the Rain”

THE HILLS OF KOREA

Ridgeway

;

Why

Signet

That’s the Chance You
Trust In Me
Until (Anema E Core)

Take

Paxton

Advanced
Leeds

.

Wheel Of Fortune

^ Cfd. QoJepU

Laurel

Second Group
a

Guy

„

Ludlow

,

A Weaver Of Dreams

Berlin
v

, .

Duchess
Shapiro-B

.

Hill

& R

Remick

Glorita

&y

Fdim.r

.Life

Grand Central Station
Honest and Truly
I Wanna Love You.
I’ll Walk Alone
With a Song In My Heart”
Jack and the Beanstalk t‘ Jack and the Beanstalk”
Never Before t“Sailor Beware”
*

Harms

..

Lion
Finburgh

'

—
—

44

—

4

Peter Cottontail*
Pittsburgh Pennsylvania
Play Me a Hurlin' Tune
Tulips and Heather

Undecided
Warm Hearted

Adams- V&A
Harms
Paramount

.

Hill

& R

Oxford
Pickwick

:

Shapiro-B

Leeds
Cosmic

Woman

°

Midway

,

You—

Would

44

Q. MwifxJtu

Kassner

Always
At Last At Last
Be Anything (But Be Mine)
Blacksmith Blues
Did Anyone Call.

Wishin*

Singin* In the -Rain”

Home,

THE HULLS

climb,

The

roadt

OF KO - RE -A
are rough and rack-

on Ay Ko-re-an*
most of the

where

and there's dust

y

Robbins

Top 10 Songs On TV
Anytime
Be My Life’s Companion/.
Cry
Down -Yonder
I

Talk To the Trees

I

Wanna Love You

Hill

; . ,

;

Washington, March 25.

week

“casual”

them

Board last
the ceiling on pay for

Stabilization

lifted

musicians,

to get

okay of

the

ev-er you think of Ko -re
- ty trav - 'lers rest -

we a
C7

F.

permitting

raises without prior

WSB. However,

it

was em-

WANTED
LYRIC WRITER
lnt*r«>t*d In Collaborating with

Musical Composer
.
Writ* lox ¥-32552, Yari*ty,
154 W. 45th Sf„ How York 35
...

un

Wm.X!

X*

1

1

SONGWRITERS
CIUFTEna ratoTJOTION AND BE^t£
LORDING CO., INC., Trill record and publish
in

the near future. All manuscripts
submitted will be given hearing. Only copyrigrtcd manuscripts.
Manuscripts Jrlll net be
returned unless accompanied
by aelf-addmied
® nT * lop4 ’
manuscripts to STAK<-

RAFTERS,

MW

dar- tafr
-

der

F

Feist

Handy
Famous
Witmark

phasized this does not cover permanent, staff musicians whose pay
boosts still require approval of the
Federal wage agency. The “casual” musicians are those “who perform casual or Irregular engagements.”
Staff musicians are defined as“professional' musicians who, on a
permanent and continuing basis,
are direct employees of establishments such as radio broadcasting
stations, television studios, inotion
picture companies, theatres, movie
houses, hotels, night clubs, and
.establishments,
including
other
regularly established bands and oremploying professional
chestras
musicians.” Their wages are subregulations and 'polject to
.

WSB
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a -cross the

far
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sea,,
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know she cares for
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{lie Hill*

Copyright jssz fy Hill

America's Fastest
--Selling Records!
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a-live
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in other% hack

©
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ver

chil - dren

in

HILLS

OF

She it
Then

—

the
KD.
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Comet Record** chartered to conduct a recording and music publishing business in New York. Capital stock is 100 shares, no par value. Bernard L. Miller and Morton
Miller, of N.Y., are directors and
filing attorneys. Charles Grean of
Chappaqua, is the third director.
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a
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* Legit musical.

D.C. Wage Bd. Okays Rate
Hikes for ‘Casual* Tooters
Wage

when -

G7

Witmark

Eyes Are Smiling..

FilmusicaL

Arid
See

FIVE TOP STANDARDS

That. Old Black Magic

t

to
fiij

Finburgh

Laurel

Louis Blues..
Irish

I

LaSalle
Chappell

Ridgeway

Daughter -of Rosie O’Grady
It’s a Great Day For the Irish

When

cov-ered man-y miles from land
miss those high -ways and those- ad- ver- tis -

fields of rice have

How

time.

Weiss-B

Slowpoke
Wheel Of Fortune

St.

Where

roam.

Spier

Sun

*

&R

Marks
Mellow

White Cloud That Cried

Little

Please Mister

•

Witmark

Silver and Gold
Singin’ In the Rain

Is

ptieientl

Peer
Weiss-B

Sun
Dreamer

Please Mr.

A Guy

and R&wfa Proudly

cJlill

Feist

Perfidia

Tell Me.

•

Life
.

.

became quarter-hours of “Studio X” starFlorence Moss, recording secretary; the
great standards of tomorrow. ring Paul Frees and produced-diJohnny Richards, treasurer, and Such
numbers brought an increas- rected by Ham Kemer, who have a
Ted D’Onofrio, sgt.-at-arms. Board ing value to the
members are Dr. Louis Menaker, Today, however, copyright^ owner. sharing arrangement with Cap.
the novelties are Others are being prepared for prochairman; Len McCall, A1 Alberts,
fly-by-night items which do not duction at the record company’s
Billy Uhr, Domer Brown,
Marty pay off in sheet music sales or in Melrose plant, formerly occupied
Spoerl, Cecil Dunlap and Jean Ray.
the possibility of future revivals.
by NBC and Don Lee,

Spier

44

.

‘'

;

Mellow
Efwin-H

Close

Silly

i

:

the’ hits-of-the-day

.Shapiro-B

J

Loose

FIELD

'

t

Mills

DeSylva-B-H
Lion

Come What May

E.T.

i

i

Goday

Broken Hearted
Charmaine

INTO RADIO

Continued from page 41
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Morris
.'

CAPITOL BRANCHING

Wax

James E. Myers,, head of Myers
Hollywood, March 25.
Music and Jem Publications, has however, are wondering how they
Capitol Records is branching off
been reelected president of the can build future, catalogs in the from
music .to drama to compete
Song Writers Assn, of Philadelphia;;: present situation,
with Ziv transcriptions in the radio
The vast majority of the hits for field. Organization has
local, organization, of composers
been set
and music publishers.
the past coujpte’ pf/yetffs ate not- up
to handle the taping and sales
Other SWA£ officers named
rated as having any chance of Jjc^ /.ef 'canned product and the first
were Robert Morgan; Gus Braun ing heard
again. That’s contrasted series Is ready for the field crew.
and Ann Tumolo, vice-presidents; with the era
" Recently
x>f the 1920’s and ’30%
completed were 43
Haines Jamison, exec, secretary; s whep
•

R.

Frank

Bermuda
Blue Tango

Cry
Dance

&

Tougher oe

ri-o.
of

md RdfitfffSfinys, Jne.

AND RANGE SONGS,

Beverly Hills

•

New York

•

Chicago

&

INC.
Nashville

psmefr

OH<HKSTH4fcMlSI€

48

Vocal Combos

Wednesday, March 26 1952
,

ft

0
retail disk

Survey of

-

best
7
l

.
'

pel lew.
tainVd from'12*

In a throwback to t-he- d^.vs of
th* Andrews iSisterv^-Kingii 8ist?rr
and^ Boswell Sisters’ W*x superior'
l<-v, 'vocal combos a:e a*? in riding
hi^h in the pl^er market. Tn the
past couple of months dt^kerios
h**vfc
been latching on to new
grovos and some of *hp vcter" u
combos, such as the Mills Bros., are
robing along strong*’. Art^t a.rd
repertory toppers are steadily on
the pro”d for young e1 n r lng t'"> m'
7

.

and

Capitol

M-G-M,

.

a>

A

§•
G
0
w

C

P

c

O

Artist, Label, Title

KAY STARR
“Blue Tango”

2

2

[

w

ft

6

2

2

—1964

3

3

4

4

“Cry”
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TO.

•

S-

O
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•**

*33

•d

TO

N
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w.

.

a.

.s.

j

CQ

M

w

2

1

1

2

1

6

101

»

5. .'.5

.67

a

o.

2

3

3

1

1

4

1

..

2

2

5

5

1

..

..

3

8

5

6

2

1

63

10

8

10

5

7

3

6

3

4

2

52

7.

4

•

«

\T

48

5

8

•

•

«

•

b

•

«

.

— 6840

.

(Victor)

“Anytime”-=-20-4359

•

*

•

•

5

7

6

8

7

10

8

9

—

“Blacksmith Blues”

FOUR ACES

HUGO WINTERHALTER

—20-4518.*

14

*as

«

4
7

6*

•

•

*

*

•

2

9.

.

1

8

9

4

•

7.

•

•

6

•

4

«

S

«

»

•

•

5

•

•

•

•

«

•

(Okeh)

..

25

•

4

1

•

•

«

*

*

*

•

4

5

6

3

.

4

•

•

•

•

•

22

•

•

7

•

4

• •

•

10

•

•

• •

•

•

17

.

«

•

8

7

9
1

17

10

“Bermuda”—20-4422
LOUIS ARMSTRONG (Decca)
“A Kiss Build Dream On”—27720.

.

.

«

« •

•

•

•

•

•

«

•

•

•

»

•

•

*

m

5

9

7

*

•

3

.

•

*•••••

13

He has been on the Coral pop
roster for. the past year.

year pact.

3

•

•

•

»

11

»

•

•

•

•

10

Phyllis Branch, former band vocalist, has been inked to a three-

..

*

•

•

»

»

•

9

year pact by Tuxedo Records, indie
N. Y. diskery specializing in blues

• m

t

.

..

4

8

.

•

Phyllis

7

10

••

•

»

Miss

ALBUMS

AMERICAN

IN

4

GUYS AND DOLLS

YMA SUMAC

GLENN MILLER

SHOWBOAT

Broadway Cast

Legend of Sun

concert'

Hollywood' Cast

Decca
DA-825

Virgin

M-G-M
E-93

San Antonio, ‘March

DDN
KFD

•

Top Pops

in

LP

Sets

In a move to capture that part
of the record buying market which
Price
General
owns
33 rpm long play attachments
Attorney
here by
Daniel. The company, distributor only, Capitol Records is issuing a
instruments, was special 10-inch LP platter- to inof musical
charged with entering into agree- clude eight of its top 78 rpm waxments with retail stores to, restrict ings. Disks, which are being pedthe selling of musical instruments dled under the overall title of “Toto the consuming public, “consist- day’s Top Hits,” are being put toing largely of high school bands, gether periodically after selection
by Cap’s sales and artist and* repwithin the state of Texas.”
Penalties of $50 to $1,500 per ertory staffs.
day were sought by the attorney
Cap’s
current
issue
contains
general for each day "the alleged tunes by such of its top artists as
violations have existed. An injunc- Les Paul-Mary Ford, Kay Starr,
tion was also requested against Ella Mae Morse, Ray Anthony, Les
further observance of the agree- Baxter and Norman Ka^e.
Along the same lines RCA Vicments which were first made about
tor recently issued a compilation
Dec. 1, 1940, according to Daniel,

•y

ANDERSON

MILLS MUSIC,

Inc.

THE GENE KRUPA TRIO
The Ace Drummer Man

with thi World's Greatest Saxophonist

—TEDDY

at the Piano

Maying SILHOUETTE CLUB,

NAPOLEON

CHICAGO,

Mar. 28-30
G*n« Norman Concert, Las Angeles, April 2

HONOLULU, April
MERCURY RECORDS

Opening

4

Management

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
°

,,,
45

I

JOE GLASER,

N W York
.

,

5,1

^
A*e

PL

9

4600

I

Pres

Chicago

I

?03

No

Wabasn

I

I

.

.

E559

New Pitt
*

Pittsburgh,* 'March*

‘2^.

George Heid, veteran. ;r£dj9-au<J-.
.TV producer and .pqQhggcr*. .h??
taken a lease on the old Union Bus
Terminal here, which was vacated
a short time ago, and will convert
it

into a.

downtown milk bar

Dlrmction:

•

w*

GAC

ball-

room. Spot will serve no hard
liquor and is being aimed at the
juve trade.
Rechristening
it
Heid Hall,
Heid’s plotting nightly operation,

It's

•

Mute by

*

JESSE GREER

and a series of different nights on
a weekly basis. He’s holding old
time dancing, square dancing and

Program Today Ya*t«rday's

FLAPPERETTE
COLUMBIA
#39444

PAUL WESTON ftnd ORCH
MERCURY #5754 HAltMONICATS
|

(Mills Music)

Minneapolis, March 25.

A blizzard which hit Minneapolis
early Saturday (22) and lasted, well
into Sunday, with one of the heaviest
snowfalls * in local history,
caused the cancellation of a special
Sunday afternoon concert of the
Minneapolis Symphony orchestra
with Oscar Levant as soloist. Latter already had arrived in the city.

Hollywood
Sun,,, R;. d

BMI

Fk-Vfi

mt

.

The

concert
for April 13.

N.Y.

Exclusive

-

*K-84

'•

Blizzard Cancels Levant

GENE KRUPA
CHARLIE VENTURA

Tuxedo

....

polka nights and a teenage affair
on Fridays and talent hunt on
Saturdays. Heid has also .arranged
for various radio broadcasts from
the room, and has tied up half an
of tunes waxed by Frankie Carle hour every Saturday on
WJAS. Ted
under the heading of “Carle^s Top Okon, also a radio-and-TV packPops.”
ager, is associated with him in the
venture.

*

initial

.

Ballroom for Teenagers

antitrust suit has been filed
against the Southern Music Co.,

LEROY

P-25

|

25.

.5.

M-GtM

•

Heid Operates

Cap, Victor Package

.

.

M-GrM84

WPT-25

299
299

An

HAVE YOU HEARD?

.

LPT-16

L 299

DLP-8036

.

Victor

Capitol"

9-203

K-93
M-93

Tex Instrument Outfit
Hit With Antitrust Suit

Branch’s

sides will be next month.
3

PARIS
Hollywood Cast

Branch Pacted

and rhythm material.
•«

2

1
*

De Campo

•

1

6

.

,

.1?

8

»

•

A

FIVE TOP

.

Coral
Records
has
renewed
singer Vinnie De Campo to a one-

(Col.)

My Life’s Companion”—39631
BEE WEE KING (Victor)

“Slow Poke”—21-0489

•

.

Coral Renew*

14

10

7

•

•

~ts

“Be

12

.

.

•

(Victor)

“Tell

ROSEMARY CLOONEY
20

.

Numbers” (Columbia).

16

•• ••

p

(Mercury)
5771

Sisters, who scored impressively
with the initialer, “Bermuda,” and
is readying a strong campaign
for the Paulette Sisters waxing of

*

.

(Decca)

Little

3

•

*

•

Me Why”— 20-4444
BELL, SIS.-H. RENE (Victor)

0

.

Ivory Joe Hunter,
I’m Sorry for You, My Friend”
(M-G-M)
Roy Acuff, “Ten

«

“

14

19

.

.

23

•

V
.

14

•

.

rhythm, religious, polka, etc.: The
Harmoneers Quartet, “Peace Like

.

,

.

a River” (Bibletone)
Nick Perito, “Pizza Polka” (Coral)
Cowboy .Copas, “Four Bare Walls and a
Ceiling” (King) .
Little Esther,
“Better Beware” (Federal) . . Sister Rosetta Tharpe, “Come Unto

Me”

15

•

.

.

My

.

9

11

—

.

“Bv’ry Baby Needs a Da-Da Daddy”
(Mercury).
Standout western, folk, blues,

«

“Perfidia”—27987

EDDIE FISHER

.

26

24*

•

•
»

,

..

DORIS DAY (Columbia)
“A Guy Is a Guy”—39673
LES PAUL-MARY FORD (Cap)
“Tiger Rag”—1920

18

.

bn “With a Song
Heart” (M-G-M)
Helen
Grayco scores with a fine vocal on

Of

16

Cafttal.”

.

In

(Decca)

“Stolen Love”

.

32

EDDY HOWARD

respec-

.

.

•

(Victor)

13

13

3

2

White Cloud”— 6840

FOUR ACES

.

..

.

.

.

JOHNNIE RAY
“Little

6

13

7

—

“Blue Tanro”

2

6

.

(Coral)
of this best

registers solidly

7

Why.”

WEAVERS-G. JENKINS (Decca)
“Wimoweh”—27928
JOHNNIE RAY (Columbia)
“Please Mr. Sun”—39636/

10
11

..

(Decca)

27860
LES COMFAGNONS (Columbia)
.
“Three Bells” 4105F
“Tell

5

9

Me

8

.

.

ELLA MAE. MORSE -.(CapltoJ)
1922

.

.

(Okeh)

EDDIE FISHER

.

recent sides, in ,4 The Dirty Dozens”
(Decca)
Edmundo Ros orch
dishes strong mambo rhythms in
"Mambo in F” (London)
Frank Sinatra impresses only moderately on “Feet of Clay” and Don’t
Ever Be Afraid to Come Home”
(Columbia)
Edna McGriff works
over “Heavenly Father” in a firstrate blues and rhythm style (Jubilee)
Savannah Churchill also
impresses in the same genre on
“My Affair” (Victor)
Xavier
Cugat orch turns out another superlative- side- in- “Jungle Flute”
(Mercury)
Ziggy Elman orch

S

ft.

Lawrence

•

on -“Who’s- -Excited”
Tommy* Dorsey- has one
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Wclk orch
comes up with a bright
version of “The Gandy Dancers’
Ball” (C6fal)
Kay Armen hits
hard ort the standard, “Mean to
Me - for King Records
Anothe?
polished side by Les Brown orch

•

.
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Uous piece of material in. “The
Golden Haired Boy from the Valley (M-G-M)
Ames Bros, also
fail to do much with “And
So t
aited Around” (Coral)
stai
Kenton orch plays “Mambo Rha D -
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RCA Victor, meantime, is
prepping a big push on the Bell

“Mi
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Week Ending
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for thispgrative sales rating
r
arid last tiievK

National

“You’re Not Worth My Tears.”
Among the newcomers, the Four
Lads, who’ve been doing the vocal
backing on the Johnnie Ray Olceh
and Columbia disks, have gotten
off to fast start with their own etching of “Turn Back” for Okeh, as
have The Marksman with “You’re
Not Worth My Tears” on King and
The Streetsingers’ “I Don’t Mind”
on the new Comet label. The Dinning Sisters and the Billy Williams
Quartet have been steady sellers
for

u
o

W
TO.

Companion” and

Life’s

stoUs+in

Q

.

Evidence of a combos wax im*
'p<W. is seen in tv>? proving r'lm’rr
of cbeVi being reched up by th?
Ames Broc., the atorementioned
Mills group, and the Four Aces,
Ames Bros., after a clicko ride with
“Undecided*’ on the Coral label,
are currently nabbing solid jock
and juke spins with “I Wanna
Love You.’’
Four Aces, who
jumoed into the bigtime with “Its
No Sin” on the indie Victoria label
have been big money makers for
D 'cca with “Garden, in the Rain,”
“Tell Me Why” and “Perfidia.”
Mills Bros, have hit the comeback
trail via their Decca etchings of

My

ii

*.

•
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o-n^insHyAng^om'
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Jocks, Jokes

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

was

Published

Quitting
Maurice Van Praag, personnel
manager of the N. Y. PhilharmonicSymphony for 36 years, is retiring
end of the season.
He’ll be succeeded next season
by Joseph de Angelis, leader of
the
orch’s
double-bass
section,
who’s been with the Philharmonic

by Rush

Rocordod by

re-scheduled

Symph^ Praag

since 1928.

hambone
Jo Staif ord-Frai»lu« Lain*

. .

Phil Harrlf-Boll Si*t*r*

Rod Sound*™
Toon.****

Err.

•'•

-

•irW.itjll

^De«ai

Eiclm/vol, LicpMod by BMI
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N.J. Riviera Sets

Woos
Bill

N.Y. Hat-Check

Sez Sen. Moritt

Bill,

Albany, March 25. 4A “powerful nightclub lobby” Bobliie
was blamed by Senator Fred G.
•

Moritt, Brooklyn Democrat,
vote
failure of the Assembly to

for

on
Bobbie Lucas, jointly managed
would have author- by boniface Bin Miller, of the
to
State
Riviera,
York’
Ft. Lee, N. J., and Harry
New
gratuities and Altman, operator of the Town Casilevy a 50% tax on
hat-checkno, Buffalo, will play La Vie en
income 'from coat and
Mor- Rose, N. Y., starting April 10.
ing facilities and, concessions.
through the
Negro songster is waiting for his
itt got the measure
Senate easily, as he did last year, induction, into the Army and may
but it was bottled up in the As- not be able to play the Riviera this
season, which is ostensibly the reasembly Rules Committee.
The one-time vAude and radio son Miller signed him. Lucas is
being booked by the William Morsinger, though taking the reversal

Bow

operator of the
J., has signed

not mince
“checking racket”
did

is still

words on the
and the huge sums of

money

‘

slated

is

to

New York
The

reported

Union,

Citizens

There

stated, for

is

no reason, Moritt

paying to check hat and
nightclub,

restaurant,

a

in

coat

hotel, etc. However, he Is willing
to tip “if the girl keeps the money
herself . . . they' all say they can.

not

.

.

it

.

goes to the concession-

aires.”

Senator Moritt considers that
motion picture theatres, “which
are beginning to provide checking
service,” are in a different class.
Hence, his bill proposed that they
pay only .25% tax. ’There would
have been an annual exemption of
$5,000, “to take care of the little
fellows.”

The Brooklyn lawmaker heard

•

Puts Final Touch

City.

Moritt, endorsed his bill as “a
Howpainless form of taxation.”
ever, “the nightclub lobby” axed
the measure in the Assembly, he
said.

Ringling Circus

that one result of his bill was to
“raise the weekly salaries of hatcheck girls from $28 to $33 a

week,” in one chain.
Among Senator Moritt’s published songs are “Sing, Everyone,
Sing,”
“Kathleen,” “I Wrote a
the Prologue,”
Love Song,” “I
“Softly Now Sleep,” “Oh, Willie,
I’m Waiting.”

Before

’52

Sarasota, Fla.,

The Big Top

is

Bow

March

25.

Miller is negotiating with the
Ritz Bros, for the initial program.

Torpedoes Cannon, Kyle

Monte Carlo

Into Pitt’s

Pittsburgh,

March

25.

Downtown cafe bookings of Kyle
MacDonnell and Maureen Cannon
have finally been set after plenty
of headaches all around. Monte
Carlo gets them both. That spot
had pencilled in Miss MacDonnell
for week of April 25 when Carousel protested, insisting she’s always
played at Jackie Heller’s before
and that room had a verbal agree.

ment with her. Sq Monte
avoid

among

hassle

a

Cafclo, to

new

filled with a
clatter of activity.

hustle

As with any

stage performance,
activity behind the scenes

there is
that the average paying customer
never sees. Endless hours of planning production numbers, arrang,

(Continued on page 52)

Comerford Time
of the

Ab-

bey Theatre, Dublin, imported recently by "Eddie Dowling, will play
a string of vaude houses on the
Comerfprd circuit in Pennsylvania on bookings by the Feinberg
Agency, N. Y. They will play on
a vaudfilm scale with feature pix.
Troupe comprising 10 members,
will play Wilkes-Barre, Scranton,
Pottstown and Hazleton on threeday stands starting April 21. They
will break in at the Court Sq. Theatre, Springfield, Mass., April 12.

Shaw’s “Pygmalion” and Paul Vincent Carroll’s “Shadow and Substance.”

she’d hold

Monte Carlo to. its here in same season.
Carousel couldn’t accommoMove is seen as effort to block
June and she said
no dice.
out “Holiday on Ice,”- which had
angling for Butler Fieldhouse
been
That put her back in Monte
extend season beCarlo’s lap, but ,by that time Miss week of May 6 to
at
date
present closing
yond
Cannon already had been booked
m and couldn’t change her date. Peoria, 111., May 5. George D.
at
outdoors
clicked
show
Tyson
Finally, Miss MacDonnell okayed a
week earlier, April 18, with Miss ballpark here three years ago but
Cannon fixed for the following has never been able to get back in.
week. Both chantoosies have wide
iollowings here through regular
deal.

date singer until

-

_

f

.

eliminating some 16 entrants and
M.&L. leading the field. Jack
Arthur, former stage producer for
Famous Players’ cross-Canada chain
of houses, and now dragooned into
producing the 14 nightly grandstand performances, refuses to say
who his headliner will be, but decision may be made at a CNE executive
meeting
tomorrow
night
(Wed.).

-

Sign of Zodiac Gives

Way

to Religion In

Warburton,
•

Buy

Philly,

Philadelphia,

March

25.

Shapiro

is

is

contemplated.

man in the
many weeks,

the second

i v sector to go in as
oernie Wilenz previously resigned

minimums.
Roxy increase is retroactive to
1, 1951. Employees who have
Meyers is the second recent ad- been at that house from that pedition to Mercury, Maurice Lapue, riod will get an average of $900.
also ex-MCA, having joined that However, there has been a large

ists,

Feb.

outfit.

turnover in the theatre chorus
since the wage hike went into
There have been 219 employees in all during the past year.
The choristers received what is
regarded as an advance on the
wage hike. With WSB permission
they were given a 10% increase
along with a 3.3% cost-of-living
hike shortly after the WSB got
the wage plea. Thus those earning
effect.

Show

Biz Salutes

Jane Froman As
‘A Gal With. Guts’

$55- were getting.* little
$62.

more than

1943,

There will be a tremendous
bookkeeping job. entailed in figuring out the Increases. Many employees worked a short time during the year, and they will have

Shows, at the Sert Room of the
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y,
Over 300 attended. Chairmaned
by Camp Shows prexy James
Sauter, virtually all notables in
the entertainment field at present
in New York paid tribute to Miss
Froman who underwent 26 operations in order to return to her ca-

essed by Silverstone & Rosenthal,
counsel for the American Guild of
Variety Artists, which made .the
pitch for the hike.
The Increase granted by, the
Roxy *!ast year was made in time
to avert a strike. It was the union's
contention that if the theatre was
to be permitted to employ choris-

Jane Froman, one of the show
'

biz heroines

who

survived the Lis-

bon clipper crash on the Tagus
River,

Portugal,

Feb.

23,

was honored by the entertainment to be traced in order to get the
industry Monday. (24) with a testi- check delivered.
The wage increases were procmonial luncheon by USO-Camp

*

reer.

ters

Event coincides with the forthcoming release of Miss Froman’s
life story, “With a Song in My
Heart” (20th), but the commercial
timing was secondary to^the gen-

then

2

when- it needed them,
would have to shell out

just
it

premium

prices. Consequently, the
$80 and $90 scale was arrived at.
for terpers and stivers, and ice
skaters were lifted from $75 to
$110 weekly.

Havana Spots
In

March Foldo
0

MCA’s London Reshuffle
When

new management and with the
chorus line giving way to added
strippers.

daily,

only for Saturday midnight shows.

London, March 25.
Music Corp. of America

Dallas’ ‘Ice Parade’

to new quarters in
Belgrave Square next month, there

moves over

Dallas,

March

25.

will

aging director of MCA (England)
with Lirinit 6c Dunfee.
Laurence Evans, director of

MCA,

stays

on

in

same

capacity.

owner,

made known

that

a communication to the
Minister of Labor, Dr. Jesus Portocarrero, announcing his decision
on the grounds ttjat the hotel can
only be run at a loss.
A statement by the Bambu nitery said it planned ^ to close its
door for the same reason.
The Sevilla employs 2Q0 catering
workers and the Bambu 70, plus
drafting

Jack Kane, of Rochestdt, N. Y.,
takes over. He operates a burley
chain including that city, Youngstown, Canton, Columbus and Dayton, O., arid recently bought out
the Arthur damage Corp., Cleveland, and the Gayety lease for a acts.
reported $20,000. Agreement reportedly calls for an annual rental
fee of $13,000 for the Gayety, under lease from the Harris Bros. Co. Jerry Rosen Appeals
John Kane, of Canton, no relation to the new head man, will be
In License Blackout
manager of the Gayety, succeeding
Agent Jerry Rosen has filed an
Maurice Zaidins, who operated the
appeal from the American Guild
house for 15 years and is exiting
Artists’ decree revoking
from burlesque. Zaidins recently of Variety
his franchise and will thus be perjoined the Cincinnati Garden exec
mitted to operate pending final resstaff.
olution. Rosen has been charged
Policy will be stage shows, with
conduct unbecoming an agent
no films from 1 to 5 p.ni. and 7 to with
brought by comic Orson
with reserved seats on claims
11 p.m.

,

replacement

:

»

“Ice Parade of 1952” will be prehe some reshuffling in the sented here April 4-5 by the Dallas
Dave Shapiro Exits
organization.
Figure Skating Club at the Ice
Dave Shapiro, of the William
Cecil Tennent, managing direc- Arena. Mrs. Chris Kelley, former
Morris Agency tele division, has
tor of Myron Selznick, now acquir- ly of “Ice Follies” and one-time
resigned to go into personal maned by MCA, who is also managing “Ice Cycles” performance director,
agement. He was In the vaudeville director of Laurence Olivier Prowill rein the local production with
department for many years.
No ductions, will become joint man- Jane Zeiser and Ann Patton as-

WMA

1

Purchase of the Warburton Hotel uine sentiment.Since the Lisbon crash, Miss
by a religious order means the
closing of one of the town’s best Froman has become a symbol of
known cafes Jack Lynch’s Zodiac courage and perseverance.
As Daniels Works That Old
Room.
USO-Camp Shows board chairman
Warburton has been bought for Abe Lastfogel put it in his address,
Black Magic in Teeoff
$525, 00C^ by the Sisters of St. after describing her severe tribuDominic, who plan to pperate it lations of multitudinous surgery,
AtLondon Palladium
Jane Froman exemplifies all the
as a residence for business women.
London, March 25.
Zodiac Room is set to clo§e June
(Continued on page 52)
After a slow and cautious start,
27.
Lynch is taking a brief vaBilly
Daniels-made
a solid impact
cation and will return as steward
at the opening show of the Palladiof the new Cambridge Club, midum here yesterday (Mon.*) and
town private operation.
worked the crowd into a roaring
The Zodiac Room, whifch began
ovation
with
an
intelligently
operations a little over two years
planned routine blending standard
ago, represents an investment of
faves with new,tunes. Daniels built
$^5,000, little of which will be reconsistently and begged off at his
covered from sale of furnishings
peak after socko renditions of
and fixtures.
Yiddishe Momma” and “Black
Havana, March 25.
The Sevilla Biltmore Hotel, one- Magic.”
The Three Wiere Bros, confirmed
Jack. Kane Takes Over
time centre of the ultra-tourist
heir high standing in the entertrade and still one of the most popa polished act.
Cincy Gayety for Burley ular downtown hostelries, has an- tainment field with
nounced to the government that it They’ve been in “Peep Show” most
Cincinnati, March 25.
will close at the end of this month. of the season. Vic Hyde repeated
Cincy’s only burlesque house, the
previous successes, climaxing his
Amletto Battisti, Uruguayan-born
Gayety, which was blacked, out
he is turn with an ingenious one-man
twice this season for want of ‘support, relights this weekend under

Wirtz leer’s Indpls. Repeat
Cannon for that date instead.
At same time, Copa claimed a
To Offset Later ‘Holiday’
priority
on Miss* Cannon and
threatened to take action with
Indianapolis, March 25.
American Guild of Variety Artists.
Arthur M. Wirtz’s “Hollywood
Miss Cannon’s agents said she had
which played 17 perRevue,”
Ice
no deal with Copa and was free
formances in Coliseum here in Noto go anywhere. In the interim.
December, will do a
vember
and
Miss MacDonnell said she wanted
return starting April 12.
a week in May at Carousel; other- five-day
has ever repeated
time
show
First
wise

—

25.

Wagq

1

Players will do a series of oneact plays along with scenes from

cafe oper-

>

March

for the 24,000-seat

week by thl U. S.
stabilization JBo&rd Mil give
the fiox&y «. Y.j .chords more than
$20,000. Board granted a hike in
Roxy* minimums from $55 to $80
for those working there les than
six months and $90 If employed
beyond that. It’s believed that the
ruling will aid the Radio City Music Hall choruses’ bid for higher
ruling last

—

Dublin Players

ators here, agreed to relinquish
her to Carousel, and spotted Miss

commitments On local TV shows
sponsored, by Duquesne Brewing
Co. and 'are
considered big box
office in the
Golden Triangle.

Toronto,

Name draw

V

The Dublin Players

Not So Merry Mixup

Lead CNE Choices

—

Am

A

for the past’ five years, and
Frederick
previously
with
Bros, and Consolidated Radio Art-

Arthur has been given leave of
to roll. In a little more than two absence by Famous Players (Canaweeks the Ringling Bros.-Barnum dian), for whom he is regional di& Bailey Circus will move into rector. His first insistence was that
Madison Square Garden, N. Y., for a U. S. name be the* headliner. He
its first 1952 performance.
has swon that phase of the battle
There’s a changed atmosphere but claims that his 48-girl dance
around the Big Show’s winter line (if he wants it), his choral
quarters these days. The easy-going groups, scenics and costumes, can
pace of fall and early winter has be designed and executed in Canbeen dropped the practice rings, ada.
the railroad sidings, the animal
buildings, and the many and varied

and

Larry Meyers,, has resigned the
Music Corp, of America cocktail
department to join the Mercury
Artists Corp. Meyers had been with

M.&L., Judy, Hope MCA
was

getting ready

shops are

Meyers Froth MCA
To Mercury Artists Corp.

preem tarry

grandstand show of the Canadian
National Exhibition has narrowed
down to Martin 6c Lewis, Judy Garland and Bob Hope, with that trio

al-

legedly collected through it. Morlawyer, estiitt a composer and a
mated that the take nationally is
“a quarter of a billion dollars a
year.” He believes a 50% tax
might raise $25,000,000 in this
state, the biggest share being frdm

;

A

looking for the opening

lineup.
Cafe
April 22.

Agency.

ris

Hike Minimums

Riviera, Ft, Lee, N.

his bill which
ized cities in

philosophically,

WSB Ruling Jolts N.Y. Roxy for 20G

•

Tony Martin, Jack Leonard and
Amon Bros, for the June 3 show*
but

Lucas Tapped
For N.Y. La Vie in April

Bill,

Ritz Bros, for

Miller,

m

VAITDKVILIJK

band.

Bill also marked the debut of*
the Pauline Grant Palladium Ballet,
featuring ex-Sadler’s Wells
dancei* Gillian Lynne with Mai*
colm Foddard, Nigel Burke and
Robert Harold. Miss Grant designed the choreography, Charles
Reading the decor and LeRoy
Anderson did “the music.
Others on the bill are Bernard
Miles, Knle’s Chimpanzees, Tony
Fayne & David Evans, Warren Latona & Sparks, Great Alexanders
and the Tiller Girls.

Gov. Adams, Ike Backer,

*

For

‘Chastity’ at Fairs
Concord, N. H., March 25.
Fresh from TV and speechmaking in support of General Eisen-

Bean.

hower, Gov. Sherman Adams gave
an address at the annual meeting
of the New Hampshire Fairs Assn,
here in which he called for “chastity” in shows staged at the yearly

It was alleged that Rosen was
guilty of a violation when he had
Bean sign a personal management
contract with his wife, Ruth. Union
stated it was subterfuge.
Rosen feels the union erred when

gatherings.
Apparently sensing that something would be said on the subject,
the association already had adopted
a resolution stating that “all socalled girl shows exhibiting at any

lumped the booking contract he agricultural fair in New Hampshire
has with Bean and the manage- shall be considered equivalent to
ment contract his wife holds in any revue shows operating in any
the same package. He stated one approved theatre.” The fair’ excontract has nothing to do with ecutives did not elaborate on their
it

stand.

the other.

sisting.

Eric Thoraen into the Park
The Ames Bros, have been booked
ductor of the Dallas Symphony Or- for the Mural Room of the Baker Sheraton, Boston, June 4 for two

Zelman Brounoff,

assistant con-

chestra, will be musical director.

Hotel. Dallas, opening

May

1.

weeks.

«

'

VAlTMVllXft

so

Mekcfa- $6, 1952
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Citefc

Chicago, March "21.
Carol Bruce, Cy Reeves, Sort &
Sonny, Johnny Martin, CheZAdor*

kht Chib Reviews
Waldorf^AitoflM^

!\
Peggy Ryan It

Kyle MacDonne ll,

IV,

Ray McDonald 'Nat -Branawynne
Mischa Borr orchs; $2 cover.
,

ic

tele in a manner that leaves little
to be desired.

The current

ables (8), Brian Famon Orch 18);
$ 3.50 minimum, $1 cover* „

talent collection in

This Is another interim show
Empire Boom has the virtue of
loaded with diverse show until the Olsen & Johnson Teyue
April
11.
For Lenten fare it acenterpleasing
and
values. It’s a
the

being

Thej Waldorf-Astoria's Empire
remains one spot that not
only Retains its olass lustre but
gives that aura to the acts assigned,
to it by the. Hilton chain's booker,
Merriel Abbott.
Like many top
rooms, there's the tremendous
problem of getting the upper strata
of acts to accept salaries far below
that which they could get in more
commercial rooms, theatres, video,

Room

The

in
that line are necessarily limited,
but there is a wider selection of
performers .who can fit into the atmosphere and entertain the clienfilms,

etc.

availabilities

taining display with the youthful
dance team of Peggy Byan Je Bay
McDonald plus singer Kyle MacDonnell. It’s the first date in this*
room for both. Miss MacDonnell,
who was one of the earlier video
names, has made good in another
Hilton stand in New. York, namely
the Persian Boom of the Plaza.
She's further detailed under New
Acts.

Byan & McDonald have youthful
and vigorous entertainment conceptions. The duo are cute workers and can make a splash whether
satirizing the oldtime vaude terpers or hitting a brand of comedy
tapping that's been a standby in

many

In this
years.
type turn, they offer an individualistic treatment that sets them off
nicely with the class trade.

theatres for

The musical backing by Nat
Brandwynne is fine and they provide a good incentive for a turn
The Mischa
around the floor.
Borr relief crew is one of the better alternaters with a picturesque
Jose.
brand of music.

Columbia Records

Last Frontier, Las Vegas

KEN

Las Vegas, March 21.;
Hazel Scott, Bud & Cece Robinson, Gil Johnson, Jean Devlyn Girl
Revue (9), Ray Hagan, Bob Mil Iqr

GRIFFIN

Orch (11); no cover or minimum.
Hazel Scott makes a long

Currently

scores a click. Indications already
are present that she will have ropes

Omaha
Directions

jump

from cafe society 88ing to this
major western riitery outpost, and

ORPHEUM THEATRE
M3

MILO STILT

Mutual Kntertelnment Agency
Chlcaga 1,
H. Wabash

III.

up all the way through her twoframe semester.
'
Known principally for her “Bach

complishes
the

nut.

purpose, keeping
for the next few

its

down

weeks.

•

,

Draw here is clianteuse Carol
who hasn't been around

Bruce

^

Meanheris in about eight 'years.
time, she -has added some stage
credits to Jher name and her repertoire is filled with tunes from the
Gotham shows. These are the ones
that sell the best, the few other
pops getting a polite hand. While
she scores in the more raucous version of “Jenny” from “Lady in the
Dark" and the more than slightly
.salty and seldom heard lyrics of
“Bewitched," she registers just as
staunch with “Bill” and “My
Ship.”
Gy Reeves, long pussed comedian, gets some chuckles with
some throwaways but

it’s

not until

the special material starts flying
Howthat he earns some yocks.
ever, for the early dinner trade
there are some stories that are
hard to digest, with a racetrack
and teacher yam that belongs
more in the strip parlors. He gets
off well with his jivey Version of
“Old Man River."
Son & Sonny are a good opener
with their frantic terping. Flying
splits and toe taps beat up a brisk
•

NAOMI
STEVENS
“Chants With

A

Chuckle

I

Currently

BAGATELLE
NEW
YORK

flaming boogie which heats up the
wild finish
joined by hot brass work from
Millar orch. In spite of cheering
and whistling, Miss Scott stays off
after putting the crowd in a frenzy.

Bud

HELENE and HOWARD
Currantly

EDDY’S,

M.C.A.

TOM

hand

Grant's Riviera
RESTAURANT AND IAR
W. 44 St.. New York LU 2-4488
WHERE SHOW BUSINESS MEETS

58

TALENT CONTEST *
MONDAY NIGHTS
Prize: Professional

Oupllcat, Prize, Awarded

Engagement
In

the Cate at

Tiei

AND

HIS

ORCHESTRA

PARAMOUNT THEATRE
NEW YORK

QITY

•(OVAL ROOM)
Boston, March

•

•

•

•

Opening

HOTEL STATLER,
MARCH

31st

Detroit

Sons

2 Orchs (17),

minimum, no cover
.

91

Celia

Sou3
(

iaf!’

.

-

»

A combination of the natural
outdoor Atmosphere of this cluh

plus some of the best native
and singing to be found ondanc.
the
island makes this show one of
th*
top attractions ever seen in thE
hlS
land of fabulous layouts

Skippy, a little blonde “native"
via New Jersey, has lived
here
four years to pick up the
style
and movements of the local dance
better than most natives.
Two
numbers; one in each show nightlv
incorporate voodoo rhythms in
tracing Afro-Cuban dances to the
present.

The two numbers, “Sun-Sun"
and "Eabata,” are the highlights
the show, and by the time
Skippy and the chorus finish, the
(Continued on page 53)
of

Vega*

Las Vegas, March 19.
Vincent, Danielle Lamar
The Hands (4), Joy Walker, Jerry
Pedersen, Louise Burnett, Ted Fio
Rito Orch < 10 ) ; no cover or min-

Romo

Chicago's

NEW LAWRENCE

imum.

HOTEL

*

22.

'
t

Gardenia,” and comes bounding
onstage to “Hello There," a neat
warmer-upper. From then on sesh
takes an informal aspect with
Brisson
entering
into
bits,
of
yacking with ringsiders between

Paul Berlin, at

irv—n

...

Mints— 4v«rU«klnv

_

'

SPECIAL

PROFESSIONAL

Quickie parable of parental adto- daughter gamers yocks, and
followup parody based on tune collection lampoons “Tables in Las
Vegas” gambling fever. His stand*hard closer “Easy Street,” is warbled from a chair as he skids ringside to gab with patrons. Exit
mitts are big.
Danielle Lamar, sexy blonde import from France, debuts here with
collection of" songs designed to
make males feverish. She opens
layout- with centre entrance displaying lavish wardrobe created for
peek-a-boo of her fine frame. As
starter, chants “Iii Gay Paree,”
then skirts ringside ywith flower-

RATES

vice

Lawrtnei & Ktnmort AYtnnes at Sheridan Road
Clilea* 4*. IlliMin
LOnibesch 1-2100

LATIN CASINO
Philadelphia

SOPHIE TUCKER

88.

SHANRO

With TED

at the piano

Jay Marshall hat equal

bedecked mike gimmicking “Wear

plane

with the

killing

JAY MARSHALL

a Boutonniere,”

Maaa

She tosses posies to men, man-

yJ

ky

Mark Laddy

aging to create nice intime effect.
Flips skirt away to purr “LoVe for
in tails agd tophat. In fact, guy Sale,” tour de force, and heats
wears formal attire as though it room with “Cumbanchero.” Gallic
were invented exclusively for him. chantoosie seems to be a shade
Introes stint with offstage vocaliz- out of her element here, but should
ing of trademark, “Little White do okay in the more sophisticated

MILBOURNE

boites.

Unique and imaginative are The
Hands with impressionistic whitegloved silhouettes. Behind high
black curtain, Yves
Joly and
troupe, consisting of two men and
two women, approximate human
figures
ballet,

CHRISTOPHER’S
Easter Hat Trick
it

an underwater
and “Moonlight Swinv” Latterping,

Featured

in

PEOPLE TODAY

ter is visualization of a couple of
to the skin
for a nocturnal splash, and their
arrest by a couple of gendarmes.
Effect achieved by the quartet is
startling,
but requires audience
concentration not always forthcoming from resort revelers,
El Rancho Dancers pair a couple of pleasant terps. Opening
vistas a pastel rundown of old
tunes, and insert, prior to Vincent
termer, is Cole Porter fantasy featuring Jerry PedersCn, Joy Walker
and Louise Burnett.
Ted Fio Rito lights into his
various scores with enthusiasm,
and sidemen respond on the
button.
Will

Issue of April 9th

young lovers disrobing

v

(On the Stands

Now)

WHEN

IN

BOSTON

•

I

ft the

HOTEL AVERY
Avery A Washington

The

Home

of

Sts.

Show

Folk

Elie.

Clover CInb, Miami
Miami, March 22.
Al Morgan, Patsy Shaw, Miss
Loni, Selma Marlowe Dancers with
Gene Griffin, Tony Lopez Orch;
$4 food and beverage minimum.

Though lacking in former marquee values, current lineup at this
mainland bet against the plushier
Beach bistros is a satisfying array
of

•

$3.50

.

Boston

Sheraton

vocalizing “Song of Norway" in
change. Gal’s brief solo gives him Danish and English, “Ring Around
a breather and slip-on of collegiate Rosie’s
Finger,”
“With
These
garb. Both, as frantic teenagers, Hands” and the religioso “The
caper a wild jitterbug that wows Angelus,”
the
latter’s
impact
audience, and makes for terrif tag. hypoed with neat lighting effects
Jean Devlyn Girl Revue, featur- and the distant sound of an angeing a male to either solo or pair lus.
with one of line femmes, now has
At show cought, Brisson waltzed
Gil Johnson fronting. Following around with a ringside dowager,
line’s unison tap add Tiller in “Wee teamed with a male diner for barBit O’ Scotland,’’ Johnson rips out” bershopping of “I Love You Truly,”
taps, acro-flips, and intricate mesh- sang several songs while sitting
ing of footwork and thumping of on the piano, back of chair or
drums set center stage. Spectacle wandering around the “floor. He
draws hefty mitts. However, with projects a boff sense of geniality
Bud & Cece Robinson following which overflows into the audience
immediately, feeling exists that too and adds up to a warm, entertainmuch dynamic terpery is- crowded ing stanza. Diners refused to let
together.
Johnson’s
“Drummer him go until he’d unwrapped “Last
Boy" routine could have“ been Time I Saw Paris” and “Old
Lamplighter.”
saved for another stanza.
Will.
Musical backgrounding adeptly
handled by Sammy Eisen orch with
Brisson’s
personal
accompanist,

AL DONAHUE

Outllot,

C h ?ru* U4>:

for their efforts.
continues to emcee and in fine humor as he rolls out his
spark the dances of the barrel of tunes and quips. From*
Adorables, both of whose numbers outset patter about his globular
are. holdovers. Brian Farnon -takes waistline, he sets up a special, “My
over the bandstand and should Lucky Day.” Ability to pinpoint
build into another long-staying ag- characters is brought out in songgregation here after smoothing sketch about income tax, parading
Italian, Irish and Negro. Claps on
some of the rough spots. Zabe.
for Texan palaver with maestro Fio
Rito, segueing into bleat of “AnyPlaza,
thing From Texas is Bigger.”

..

5HE1LS

Havana, March
Roland Gerbeau,

OU

Cruz,

.

El Rwneho, Li8

Havana
,

vocally

.

KANSAS CITY

Dir.:

Par. Mgt.

*

Cece Robinson exude vitality during their legmania which
includes
“Charleston" ^ and soft
shoe. He muggs up an eccentric
dance while she retires for costume

JAN

PATRICE

&

Sfctppy,

Martin

Carl Brisson (with Paul Berlin
Boogie" subtitle, Miss Scott surprises table-sitters with some pleas- at piano), Sammy Eisen Orch (8);
$1-1.50
minimum.
is
on keying vocalistics. Accent
board manipulation, and in this
The return of Carl Brisson to
department the sepia artists excels.
From a varied “Body and Soul," at the Oval Room signifies switch
all times underlined with a beat, back to names which, until this
Miss Scdtt chirps and patters season, has been the policy of this
“Hazels Plays Piano," sliced with swank boite.. While Brisson has
amusing wordage and mild terps. the double hurdle of Lent and
“Minute Waltz" exceeds the usual income tax deadlines to combat,
time allotted by Chopin" by two the infectious Dane has what it
minutes, but plenty of improvisa- takes to” reglamorize the spot.
tion is swung into the classic. With Opening with practically no fan“Something I Dreamed Last Night," fare, he pulled a staunch crowd
she sings huskily, putting custo- to his initialer. There’s no reason
to doubt that he’ll continue to build
mers' into reverie.
during the remainder of his stint
Leaps from this into boogie on
here.
“St.
Louis Blues," followed by
Brisson, as usual, dishes out A
witty “Tea for Two," in which she
sesh of glamor and showmanship
counterpoints snatches of w.k. melenhanced by his boff appearance
odies. Original, “Chicago Fire" is

Ramona Room with

San*

a potent comedienne here. Smart?
ly coiffed and gowned, *he eschews
any of the familiar stuff, setting up
instead a complete array of original mater}* 1 tailored by Eli Bass
Tee* pit
for resounding results.
with takeoff on “Just One of
Those Things,” follows with satirical vein in “Won’t You Comb
Home, Bill Bailey” with switch to
“Old Pincus” for hilarious results.
Keeps the build with, takeoff on
oldtimers for wham reaction.
There’s plenty more on the
laugh score via .the specials to
keep the gal clicking. Has more
material, ably handled, than many
a songstress-comedienne to have
played hereabouts Jn some time.
Miss Loni is a mitt-raising gaspbringing teeoff act, via her ballbalancing and foot juggling. Selma
Marlowe’s line is an attractive one
and handles its bright assignmentsin top manner. Gene Griffin, longtime holdover* does the production
songs aptly and makes for a highly
adept emcee.
Lary.

Spiking this concoction is" comic
Romo Vincent, who spreads his ample comedy and girth for aboveaverage results.
Biz should be
steady enough for the fortnight.
Vincent’s jollity puts everyone
Johnny

to

1

,

.

“TRIXIE” and ESCO LaRUE
JUGGLING STAR

COMEDIAN

//i

ICE CAPADES OF 1952“
CHICAGO ARENA—MARCH 24 - APRIL 9
Then Omaha, Fort Worth, Houston, Denver
Hollywood Pan Pacific May 8 -June 8

—

talent.

Continuing his bookings of recording names, Jack Goldman has
come up with a click entertainer in
Al Morgan, The frenetically styled
songster-pianist keeps ahead with
his versions of the familiars and
the pops. It’s a nostalgic and happy
stanza of tunes. Guy projects
solidly with his vocalistic ideas
and kept coming back for encores.
Patsy Shaw, who has been playing the area this winter adds up to

TRIXIE:

"SUPER CIRCUS”—ABC-TY,

MARCH

Bellevue Casino, Montreal, July 24

-

30

Aug. 4

•

ESCO LaRUE TRIO:

Bellevue Casino, Montreal

Four Headlining Weeks, July 10

-

Aug. &

•

Management: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
Heme Address: 405 East 54t1i 5t., Apt. 10J. New York City

'

—
vAtiBnim

S2

Tsny Bcuett's

Uuss

Pittsburgh',
•

past- ID-

w£#te

*W-

ed'up to a short season of approximately five good weeks for the

nitery tills. The past season was
one of big tourism but fewer
CT
SP

—

and
hotel-cafes
niterles,
smaller bistros generally found it
earlierfor
making
going,
tough

Top

than-usual closings for the season.
Past weekend saw shuttering of
Latin Quarter and Copa City, bellwethers for the larger spots, with
cutting down on budget layouts by

r^oSk^Club

the

3

?Mar”tha

Baye returns about April 2 from
her video show in New York) and

Wn

llnS ' lnClU

th<!

"

ln^the* hot ehj°
S

Topearner was the Latin Quara
ter with
by
plussed

production

lavish

Heine

May Wind Season in Havana

week when Tony

Sonja Henie is- expected to wind son after th* Havana date. Major
’V>; iTvi
ivfeU ill in Cleveland and up the current season in Havana, icers will soon start laying off.
jdtife^Sfered him to take a She’s slated to fly to Cuba this ^ At th* Bond clothing store on
'ft^wast. to have opened
^ twith Toni Arden,
ifbuse tetUV booked in “Love Is pected that sne n attempt w
ner jx. x, aate ar« oeing made. At
Better Than Ever” for the screen, there earlier than previously an- one point on Monday (24), money
pullihg "out ^^The- Sellouts which ticipated in an effort to fill time in the till ran out and tlcketholderj
a* 'Vr+v*&
Jacaues Pari- was to have played with the presrreres^jacques^^an
Lastraduces T
that would have been taken up by became vociferous before more
An- cash was sent in.
hei* date at the JCingsbrldge
sian nltery act making Its U. S. entation.
tentative booking of a unit mory, Bronx, .which she called off
A
Currently, the amount of damage
new
a- complete
<j e but, on April 3,
Ford
Mary
&
Paul
have
Les
by
(leaded
week. Bronx date was to
suits resulting from the stand colinclude comedienne also: has been erased, and next last
^ neU p w
started tonight (Wed.) preceded by lapse in Baltimore exceeds $ 5175 „
Queenie Leonard, from the Bar of flesh in sight for the Penn is week a $50,000 campaign.
000 in 250 actions filed so far! SitFour Aces and
Music, Los Angeles, alsp making of June 8 when
Miss Henie gave as reason for uation is comparatively serious inMargaret Whiting come in.
exarmory
as Miss Henie’s attorney,
that
asmuch
songwith
fact
along
cancellation
Y bow,
her
ecs wanted $1,000,000 insurance. Jerry Giesler, came in from Hoi
strass Anita Ellis
$800,an
to
study the matter.
lywood
obtained
She already had
* Arthur
Current show, headed by Arthur
000 bond, but execs deemed that
has
Ore.,
Belafonte,
that
Harry
declare
Blake and
Insiders
*,.»
insufficient.
I
n* c
comparatively JMflte ihaitip QU Diet.
it would have been a
g we(iigh songstress Bibi Johns and
r
9
simple. matter to obtain the addimouth-or.
male
Harmonkairs
the
tlonal coverage, but it’s believed
Til II
IpA
S
fllT
TjHVIiIaq*
ganhsU, a
ILiJ#
IUI
uapaQcS
In that advance sale indicated that the
He"
tb
Jf°
til
Jacqueline du Bief, world champ,
pall of the Baltimore .tragedy linGorSon nitew opgered over this date, and a disap- ion woman figure skater, arrives
are
oration. Also new in. the.lounge
Part
in th* U. S. next Tuesday (1) to
pointing seat sale resulted.
Kdjm. air-ging
of the blame was also placed upon sign a contract with “Ice Capades.”
with Billy Boy at the piano
the location of the armory and the She’s the first French girl to. hold
Portland, Ore., March 25.
fact that temporary seats would this title which was won at a meet
All cities have booking problems, have to be used.
in Paris last month.
but seldom does a town get satuCoincident with the cancellation,
Circns
rated with sock name attractions in
would
she
Miss Henie stated that
a 10-day session. The entertainContinued from page 49
play arenas and auditoriums with
ment buck here is. bewildered.
sufficient number of 'permanent
ing music, designing and fitting
The
Show
at the huge PI
Motor
requirements.
costumes, building and repairing Arena has a $19,000 stage bill f<?r seats to meet her
ffl undoub tedly reduce the
equipment and settings, time trials nine days featuring Henry Busse Thl
It’s unyear.
time this
laylng
'
of numbers, and always the prac- orch,
Foster,
Sheila
Preston
fik ]y that Miss Henie will get any
tice, practice, practice of the in
0
time this seadividual performers.
at* $ 1 2 o!
Kit’
Little of the color and glamor About 50,000 persofis attended the
of the finished show is evident first three days.
around winter quarters now. PerGloria Krieger, current Portland
Jane
formers wear shorts and bras Rose Festival Queen and now unslacks and sport shirts. They ge
der contract to Columbia Pictures,
Continued from pase 49
mad
and
tired
dirty,
sweaty and
was guest soloist hi a benefit con,_ f
t
Utility .wagons and work trucks
woman and man +T
cert with the Portland Symphony qualities in
:
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By L^YSOLLOWAY
Miami Beacji/iiarch 25.
Miami Beach has the catCt hl.u
and the

*»*

March

got a last-minute
stage show
ellation .of its

Penn Theatre

es

on
word-of-mouth
dancers Darvas & Julia who
topped the show with terrific im(Continued on page 55)
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Froman

take the places of the fancy floats
Orchestra at the Auditorium last
x«u>t
during rehearsal of the spectacle Fridav (21)

helped to

•

and pageant numbers.

Savoy, ILondon
'Already w*ll
stint

.

Sock return

.

,

.

«

.

known

"A

long

.

.

.

.

La Cart*"
.

Stylish

.

build

country of

this

what she repres ents
that will help keep our democracy
safe.
We of show bus and
strong
1 **1
1
nes can P oint **>
,,
i? ??
J.
a shining example for all of us.
Harrassments
Further
One of the extreme personal
notes Revealed by Lastfogel told of
Miss Froman’s suffering and her
great determination to overcome
6urs

^

ig

Ralph Flanagan orch played a
The driving force in many of one-niter at Jantzen Beach Ballthe rehearsals is a close-working
room Saturday (22). Jimmy Wakely
team of John Singling North, top
Pals of the Golden West apman in the circus management, and &
peared at the Corral last Friday.
director.
Dick Barstow, .production
Ellington orch did a concert
Duke
Under their sharp eyes the numat the Auditorium Monday (24).
bers are practiced until the timing
Margaret
Truman is skedded for
and movements of every member
a song recital at the Auditorium
of the cast is second nature. Every
Saturday night (29). Edward G. the misery of her crushed leg.
person must be in one certain spot
Robinson in “Darkness At- Noon’’ “The final chapter was written by
at a certain time to guard against
goes into the Mayfair Theatre for this wonderful and courageous
confusion and possible tieup of the
three nights and one matinee, woman over two years ago when
constant flow of performers, anistarting Thursday (27).
again her leg started to trouble
and
mals and rolling stock into
Joaquin Garay opened a two- her.
Realizing that she could
out of the various' rings.
week
engagement
at
the
Clover
never again stand the pain, and
The Final Touches
With many of the individual acts, Club with Heller & Helene on the far worse than pain, the part that
the high level of skill displayed bill, Marshall & Caesar in at Ama- had to do with narcotics (she had
several
calls for year-round practice, and to’s Supper Club for two innings overcome that part of it
these performers spend these last along with the Paysees and Yvonne times, but she was fearful she
could not handle it once more),
few weeks adding the' final polish Morray.
To further the confusion, there Jane decided that here was only
to new numbers. Highwire’acts are
staged close to the ground, acro- are three advanced price films one avenuer open to her she went
bats work out in rope harness per- showing. “Quo Vadis” is in its to Menninger’s Institute and with
fourth week at $1.50; “The Great- a God-given mental determination
fecting
their
triple
rolls -and
mighty springboard leaps, trapeze est Show On Earth” starts its sec- to get well, and with her everlastartists take 'jarring falls' into the ond stanza, $1.25; and “Death of a ing faith in God’s help, her leg
net all in order that the public Salesman” just opened, at $1.25, healed.”
may witness a flawless perform- Streetcar Named Desire” also
Lastfogel also told of her desire*]
.,

and
.

.

,

terplng

classy

routin*

Punch display of
technique

roomology

ball.

.

.

Original

hoofing interpreta-

tion

Before begging

they

.

.

.

make a

big click

off,
.

.

standout gown

Patricia's

gives an immediate hallmark
of quality to the act."

Myro.
Variety, Nov. 21, 1951
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and

European

tour

to

the

returning

States in

May

European Address
2 PLACE DU THEATRE
FRANCA1S, PARIS, FRANCE

bowed but

It is not until after the first two
indoor stands, at N. Y. and Boston,
that the big canvas crews will start
to swing into action. This mighty
section will join the rest of the
show at Washington, D. C., for the
first outdoor show but the canvas
and rigging crews have already pu
in many weeks of labor in prepara
tion for their part in staging the
Big Show. They know from bitter
experience the- costly delay and
danger of a weak rope or piece
of torn canvas.
The actual schedule of acts is

at pop prices. The Guild to continue helping service men.
is showing “La Ronde” During one of her better periods,
compete with other attractions, she’ asked to go overseas to show

Art Theatre
to

resume normal
that

By Happy Benway
Saranac Lake, N. Y., March 25.
Mrs. James Brennan fn from

^
tion.

ump ~

Entertainment was by Danhy

Paye, Walter (CBS) Romanifc and

Rufus (IATSE) Weather
Don Wright of Radio City Music
Hall, N. Y., took 18 months to beat
still a closely guarded secret. It
the rap here and moves to Gotham
is known that North has written
with an all-clear.
the music for four of the numbers
Raymond McCarthy, formerly
and that as many as 20 of the top connected with the Capitol Theacircus acts in Europe have been tre, N. Y., registered as
a new

Sale

wounded

that they too could
life.
It was after
her health failed
again and she had to undergo
more surgery.

the

Saranac Lake

guest for the observation period.
His sister, Peggy (Roxy) McCarthy, an ambulatory patient, is an
ace progresser here.
Birthday salutations to Jack

trip

that

Brig. Gen. Charles W. Christenherry, head of Army Special Services, paid tribute to Miss Froman
from another direction He cited the
necessity of bringing to the troops
as muc h of civilian life as possible.
He cite d the necessity of maintaining individuality in America
and pleaded that liberals be allowed. to express themselves as a
means of preserving that individuality.
He stated that performers
such as Miss Froman helped preserve the touch of individuality to
which our troops held onto. -At
the conclusion of his address, he
presented Miss Froman with a

(RKO) Wasserman, Ray (IATSE) plaque from USO-Camp Shows.
There were reminiscenses of
Van Buren, Eugena (RKO) Meo,
Frank Walters, Peggy (Roxy) Mc- Miss Froman by Bert Lytell, presi-

dent emeritus of Actors Equity
Nesbitt,
manager Para- Assn., and Mrs. Anna Froman
Theatre, Steubenville, O., Hetzler, Jane’s mother. CongressGalveston, Tex., TYfarch 25.
got surprise visit from his wife, man Frederic Coudert, Jr., paid
The widow of Sam Maceo has Helen.
his respects as did Lindsley F.
St. Pat’s Day was an ideal one Kimball, USO president.
sold her interest in the Balinese
Spyros
Room to other members of the for many of the patients here. The P. Skouras, 20th-Fox prexy was
Maceo enterprises here at a price medico handed out ace clinics to originally slated to address the
Pearl (Loewi Grossman, Eugena
reported to be $500,000.
meeting, but A1 Lichtman, 20th
Bookings for bandleaders Jack (RKO) Meo, Patricia Payne, Jack distribution chief, subbed and told
Fina and Xavier Cugat have been (RKO) Wasserman, Walter (CBS) the assemblage it was a privilege
Komanik
and
Ted
Brenner,
TV
cancelled.

c/9

« Small World)

IVAN CHARNOFF
Ghlc*ye

Froman’s life story.
actor.
Understood th&t other members
Jeanne Butler, of Universal Pic- Susan Hayyard, who plays Miss
of the Maceo interests are planning tures, Kansas
Froman
in
film, called her a
the
City, Mo., a newly
to devote more time to real estate registered guest here and doing “great lady and a woman with
and oil holdings and spend less ef- very well.
guts.” There seemed to be no dls
JB. . *
| sente.
**
attest
„<>A
to

M

F*«tt«r*d witli

•-Coin*

Di**«f

JAY SEILER
Consecutive
10th Weel;

Success
Merriel Abbott Reyue
Conrad Hilton Hotel
Chicago
o«th»r*tl fro/n

Original

four

corntfs

of

Columbus

Clrci®.

Direction:

Now York— MAX NOYELLI
Chicago—SIDNEY PAGE
Africa— U. i. ANGI

Carthy.

Bob
Cues Balinese Decline mount

(It't

Ou>ntrt'

—

ance.

Maceo Widow’s 500G

WORLD’S GREATEST COMEDIAN

JAnnatlnt
^

—
—

signed for this year’s show. However, delays have been encountered
in getting some of these performers out of Europe, and several may
be unable to join the show at all.

JACK DENTON

IARON LONG
HARRY I.. WALSH

film Miss

I

I

.

BUD and CECE

ROBINSON
ON A
RHYTHM

RAMPAGE"

Currently

LAST FRONTIER
LAS YEGA5,
Direction: M.C.A.

)

VAITBKVIIJLE

M.nrh tt, 19Sl
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Night Chib Reviews
M

c anti ante from

Mmvam»

ing stages of- the big productions
for a tremendous effect.
audience -I* literally standing on
Two elaborate orchs, one for
its feet.’
Latin dancing tn<^ one for AmeriRoland Gerbeau is a French canos, provide the dansapation.
singer who operates in English
Cams,
and Spanish as well as in his native tongue. A pleasant appearing
StaxMlishalX? Ottawa*
young fellow with European charm,
Ottawa, March 18.
his voice is smooth and sentimenbalbest
with
scores
he
and
tal,
Nellie Lutcher, Norman Richard*
0
lads.
son Orch (9); $1 cover*
Olga Guillot and Celia Cruz are
There are many remarkable
two of the top voices in Cuban
pop music. Each do their acts and things about Nellie Lutcher, one
team up to add background to the of them being her ability to hold
production numbers. Miss more than 1,000 stubholders in heir
final
Cruz scores best on the Afro- palm as though she were sending
Cuban numbers, some of them al- her solid-beat rhythm out to only
most chants. She has- remarkable a tableful. At the 1,200-seat Standicontrol over her voice and uses it shali, they sat crosslegged on the
to achieve some good eerie effects. floor beneath her grand piano and
Miss Guillot is a strong voiced practically hung around drummer
gal who sticks pretty much to the Ealrl Hyde’s nape to catch every
faster mambo type of songs which rhythm
ripple
the
bourice-gal
She makes tossed. She could have stayed on
she does perfectly.
good use of her body and feet in all night; nobody left between her
accentuating the' rhythm of the shows. They kept the palms sounding for minutes after her begoff.
tunes.
_
. ,
,
The costumes are as colorful and
The singer’s appearances (in
appropriate as one could find, and different gowns) had at least three
the shrubbery and palm trees just familar Lutcher tunes:
"That's
off the dance floor and away, from Aplenty,” "Birth of the Blues” and
the tables are spotted with singers "Hurry On Down.” After and in
and dancers who are featured dur- between, anything could
and
often did happen, including slow,
easy numbers like "If I Had the
FOSTER AGENCY, LONDON. Heart
of a Clown,” or the Lutcher
fr«Mh
version of "Alexander's Ragtime
*
Band” at alarm-clock pace.
Miss Lutcher has top support in
Hyde’s drums and the bassing of
George Duvivier. -Hyde helps sell
the gal’s wonderful rhythm;, Duvivier could help more by keeping
in the low notes and staying farther
in the background. Several times
he appeared to he stepping in
front of the -star a little.
Norman Richardson is still on
Currently.
the Standishall’ stand but with a
slashed orch, his usual 13 pieces
FOLKAN THEATRE
being cut to an unhappy, albeit
Stockholm, Sweden
Amtrlcin R«p. WM. MORRIS AGENCY •capable, baseball-team size. Sizable
Standish needs at least 13, espeTAVILMAROUANI AGENCY, PARIS
cially since it was the brass that
suffered in the trimming.

S«ik«
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COMEDY MATERIAL

;

For All Branch** of Thoat/itah

FUN-MASTER

CLA JON'S

THl ORIGINAL

SHOW HZ GAG

CTha Sorvtca of

I

tti# Start)

-

—

(MBlhnlni with No, 1 No -f hlaplnf
a 3' Ska. PARODIES jMr baok $l$~a
$25 a
# MINSTREL BUDOIT
a 4 BLACKOUT BKS., aa. bit. $25 a

HOW TO4 MASTER THE CEREMONIES
(rolssuo), $310#

:

•

•

GIANT CLASSIFIED, ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS* $300. Worth avor a thousand

NO

200

W. 54

C.O.D/S

.

FAULA SMITH
Sr.. Naw Tor* Tf

V

Dopt.

7-1130

Clrcla

? S DOLINOFFS
and Raya Sisters
"DANCING DOLL-USIONS"

CLUB DATES
end

TELEVISION
NEW YORK

A

THE WILSON AGENCY
Phil GRAE— Phil COSCIA

£

.

.

1501 Broadway, N. Y. C,

g

PAUL GRAY
Diplomat
of

Comedy

Scintillating
for

a

successful

Danseuse
Florida

season

to:

Boca Raton Hotal,
^
Roney Plain Hotel, Nautilus Hotal
Ft. Montagu Beach Hotal, Nassau
.

MonCl

Montreal, March 22.
Ming & Ling, Walter & Jeanie La
Mae, The Clerans (2), David Col
-

Iyer, Harrison & Patricia Muller,
Evelyn Joyce, Bix Belair Orch
(11), Casino Line
(10), Frank

Quinn

Trio; $1 admission.

With most of the rooms cutting
back in Montreal because of Lent,
Harry Holmok does a switcheroo
and brings in a big, well-paced revue and gamble is paying off par-|
ticularly with .old Bellevue faves,
Ming
Ling, as headliners.

&

This father-and-son team v return
with all their standards plus a
brace of new items. The oddity of
two Chinese imitating such vocalists as Como, Johnnie Ray, Frankie.
Laine and Jolson is still gdod^
around this room. Ming, the father
and shortest, of duo, supplies the
comedies and csrns up the psuedoserious impersonating of son Ling.
In this tightly routined revue,
Ming & Ling are only allowed one
encore, but on night caught they
could easily have done another 15
minutes, judging from plaudits.
From the Bellevue-type comedy
of Ming & Ling, the switch is to a
The Clerans, a couple
sight act.
of Gallic aerialists, wham over a
fast five minutes on a rig about 20
Garbed only in brief
feet aloft.
white, satin trunks and drawing
more than passing glances from
the distaff side for their torsos,
these newcomers to Montreal set
the desired circus atmosphere for
the room with their sensational
breakaways, catches and precision
aero work. A cinch unit for any
room where the emphasis is on

to everyone at the

ROXY, New York

‘

ELISA JAYNE
Thank*

Gorm.

Bellevue Casino,

.

Monagamsnt

Fanonal

(St. Patrick's).

/

ISSUES

35

on night caught

HU

925
First .13 Fllaa $7.00. All 35 laauas $25.00
Slnaly: $1.05 Each IN SEQUENCE, Only
.

New owner Harold Maloney
handed out green hats and clay
pipes (filled with good tobacco)

Ciro's,

.

Bookod by

HERBERT MARKS AGENCY
NEW YORK

MIAMI REACH

spectacles and height.
Remainder of show, focussed
mainly on the complicated Kamarova productions, is sparked.by the
standout hoofing of Harrison &

. . .

and

to

my

friends

and

fans.

.

Patricia Muller, the singing of
David Colly er and Evelyn Joyce
and the ballroomology of Walter

&

SALES AGENTS
•

ladies

.

and

•

\

GENTLEmRN wh<
have gqod contacts—theatri
cal PERSONNEL AND PERFORM
ER$—TO JELL DIRECT AT WHOLE
SALE PRICES, THE FINEST ANI
EXCITINGLY NEW AND DIFFERIN'
GOLD BRACELET WATCHES FOI
men and Women, created s'
OUTSTANDING QUALITY MAN U FAC
TURER AND STYLIST.- COMMISSION
WRITE BOX P, YARIETY, 154 W. 44H
3T., NEW YORK 34/ N. Y*
"

^. W .K

II

M IIU B W
*

Jeanie La Mae. The latter team
fail to impress in such a layout.
Routines, ideal for the small supper room, lack the eye-catching
lifts and broad patterns necessary
The Mullers,
to keep attention.
however, although only featured
along with the pony line, score
with their drive, plus and musi-

comedy approach to their terping.
Femme half of team would do better if she stayed with the longher too-slender
outfits;
skirted
gams add little to the act.
Bix Belair’s solid combo do show

music with Frank
and. dance
Quinn’s quiet trio as a contrast in
Newt
the relief spot.
4

GLORIA DE HAVEN

A

»
,

*4
Stacy Calhoun
Marilyn Shaw

Bonnie Drake
Toni Bari

MgUgOM

Flash Lane
lusty Amber*
BO> Morris Or#
Park -Avenue

.

Buie Lovttck Or#
Porte Dale
The Holiday*
'

WEEK OF MARCH

*
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;

-WiiMctWn With ’bllig'beUw
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whiethate lull

or

week •-.
Fen«hw, Martot
<I) itoll) <T)

Palace

Prank Sinatra
Frank Fontaine
June Hutton
Buddy Rich Ore

_

Charmers

.Roxy (I) 2K
Gloria De Haven
Noonan & Marshall

Jack Denton

Miller Dcrs
Veronica Martell

Johnnie Ray
Joey Adams
A1 Kelly

WASHINGTON
Capitol (L) 27

Norma

CHICAGO

'

Tivoli

Tivoli Ballet

NEW ZEALAND

Babs Macklnnon
Rosemary Miller
John Clifton
Kevin Miles

Roslta Alexander
Vllette

Pan Yue Jen
Lloyd Martin
3 Glens

Naunton Wayne
Alfred Marks
Julie Andrews

Tp
'

Guus Brox

Sc

Myrna

Jeanne Camoron

Hippodrome

Don Saunders

1

Owen

Randell

Ted Gilbert
Mary 'Harkness
Roy and Ray

Cycling Brockways

Hugh

Joyce Golding
Victor Julian Pet*

Maurice Sc May
Dick Henderson Jr

Cynthia

Sunny

Joan Mann

&

Sc

NEW YOEK
BIrdtand
Dizzy Gillespie

Gladys

Sis

Eduardo Asque*

M. Mills

BOSCOMBI

Hippodrome (I) 34
Harry Rawson
Ian Hayes
Joan Price
Val Cave
Bernard Jones

,

Les Rayner

EDINBURGH

Empire (M) 24

Max Wall

Owon

Anton Petrof
Ronald Wheatland
Golddlgger*

BRADFORD

Hadley Ward 3
Pag*
PAP
Sherman Fisher

Gls

FINSBURY PARK

mpirti
24
Bernard
GAB

Fay*
Oliver Dcrs
No.

Louise Howard
Mitchell Gregg

Liazeeds

Anona Winn

&

Jean
Musical Elliotts
Archie Elray Sc

BRISTOL
Empire (I) 24
Johnny Dennis
Vogelbelns
Bears

Gradlner St Baxter
Frances Whitmer

Brow

Cassandras

Downey & Daye
De Vfere Dancers
Gordon St Colville

LEEDS

3 Falcons

French

Les Marchant

St

Joy

CHELSEA
Adelaide Hall
Joe Black
Moroccos

Palace

D

CHISWICK
Empire (S) 24
Frankie Howerd
Betty Driver

4c

Nmo

Billy

Cotton

Bd

Regis

Nype

Shaw Ore

Horace Diaz Ore
Sherry-Netherland

James Symington
Blue Barron Ore

Hotel Statler

George Martin

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore

2 Pirates
’

Dandy Mery

Hotel

Parislcnne

Warwick

Three Suns

Latin Quarter
Sarnia Gamal

LONDON

Dorraino
Freddie Sales

St.

O’Gorman

Palladium (M)
Billy Daniels
3 Wlere Bros
Mills

Dick LaSallo Ore

Milt

Jack Tracy

J'NCT'N
Granada (I) 24
Les Trois Poupee
Arthur Dowler

Waithom

J

Ballet

Jack Watson
Flying Comets
Curzon 3
Park & Trent
2 Lens

CLAPHAM

Sc

Mark Monto Ore

24

(S)

24

Knles Chimpanzees
Vic Hyde
Warren Latona Sc
Sparks
Bernard Miles
Fayne St Evans
Alexander Tp
Palladium Girls
P Grant Ballet
Skyrockets Ore

Taubman

Two

Guitar*

Joey Bishop
Crosby Sis
Fcdi A Fedl
Trio Bassl

Albion Hotol
Bar!

Rose Gallo
Bar of Musi*
Bill Jordan
David Elliott

Pantomaniacs
Flamingo Lovelle*

Normandie Boys

Last Frontier
Hazel Scott

‘

Rancho Vegas

Romo

Vincent

Danielle Lamar
The Hands
Joy Walker

Robinson
Johnson
Devlyn Girl Rev
Bob Millar Ore
Thunderblrd
Jean Carroll
Gil

Jerry Pedersen
Louise Burnett
El <Rancho Dcrs
Ted Flo Rlto Ore

Geno Rowlands

Two

Shirts

Bill

Norvos

A
A

Skirt

Upstarts

20th-RK 0

Geo Hale Revue
Emile Petti Oro
Panchlto Ore
Village Barn
Peggy Norman
Bill Parker
Bourbon A Baine
Zeb Carver Ore
Pete Rublno
Village Vanguard
Albert Dckkcr
Oscar Brand
Gloria

Pic

cessful.

Continued from page 3

Bob Lee

Arne Sultan
Beth Challls
Harvey Bell

Beachcomber
Bubbles Darlene
Mona Corey

His

ivory-

«

Jose.

OTHELLA STOSIEK & BYRON
GUTTLER
Dance
5 Mins.

Le

Carrolls, Pari*
Young, fair skinned Negro dance
couple’ are among the many exKatherine Dunham terpers now
doing their own acts in various

around Europe. Duo are
an intime spot.
Othella Stosier is an interesting
looker and her lithe, sensual movements are a plus aspect of primitive love, dance. Byron Cuttler supplies a good physique and dance
to the role of the scantily clad
warrior.
frenzied tom-tom accompaniment helps the mood.
Mosk.
niterie*

fipe for

A

Continued from p*£* 3

Mersereau’s desire to help the bedded invalid “to all the fun and
pastime of films.” At first, says
Grim, they thought of piping the

sound up

to him, sending synopses
of the stories. But then they fig-

ured out a way to bring him the
picture, too.

Jose.

is
a square window,” explained Grim. “The picture from
the screen goes through that win-

atre,

dow,

is

shot

up a

chute.

reflected
It

was made

by a mirror and

square black
goes through a hole that
in the theatre roof, then,
six-foot

a couple of feet farther on, takes
a right-angle turn via a mirror and
goes across the roof.- It ends up
in Miller’s

window and the

invalid
.

ment was worked out whereby 201
got a 16% interest for giving up i
distribution rights.

In order to obtain the pic (orig
tagged “Chuckaluck”) f<

nally
J*

RKO

release,

Hughes bought

in the jazz idiom.
He’s a
stylist who puts in a lot of feeling
in his work. There’s a great concentration on mood without any
appreciable neglect of technique.
He gives .a feeling of individualized treatment in all his tunes.
He can vary styles and techniques,
but composite always" seems to be
a high grade of jazz.
Guarnieri

fro:

the producers and their backers
36% distribution fee that
Ryan A McDonald
Nat Brandwynne O gets for handling the film.
Mischa Borr Oro
That left the divvy at 16% f<
WIvel

Sal Noble

standards.

watches it from his bed.”
JOHNNY GUARNIERI
A loudspeaker is next to the winPiano
dow with a volume control, bringCafe Albert, N. Y.
Johnny Guarnieri is one of the ing the soundtrack to Miller. The
more accomplished pianists who theatre has three, changes a week,
works

’

Warner

Clarence William*
Waldorf-Astoria
Kyle MacDonnell

and

Shut-In Device

a greater depth in virtually everything she attempts.
Miss MacDonnell is adept at
many kinds of songs although
there’s greater impact on the light
stuff.
One of her fortes is the
treatment of legit musical tunes.
She scored handsomely with a trio
from “Pal Joey” (introduced as an
impression of Vivienne Segal) and
a delicate going aver of “Hello,
Young Lovers.” There’s a considerable variety in her songalog
that makes her stand highly suc-

A1 Jahns Ore
Jack Martin Five
El

ballads

ing meet* requirements.

seems to have become a much
“Next to the projection booth,
more mature performer. There is back of the
new and neat little the-

,

Bud A Cece

Versailles

MXaMI.MXAia BEACH
Sam

Dansations
Johnny O’Brien

Matty Malneck Ore

Elena A Anatolo
Eli Spivak
Mischa Usdanoff
Michel Michon
Kostya Poliansky

Hud

Songs,
Albert, N. Y.
Hamish Menzies, a Scottish import, does a personable song and
piano turn that makes him eligible
for cocktail work in Virtually any
situation.
He has an extremely
large tune catalog, that enables
him to keep customers of every
category interested.
He punctuates his items with occasional
small talk and makes an excellent
impression on the floor.
Menzies has lost most of his
Scotch burr, hut there’s enough
left to give a picturesque mien to
the proceedings. He has a varied
catalog which encompasses slightly
indigo tunes' for. the sophisticates;

C afe

nell

Kathryn Duffy

Gene Nelson
Wayne Sherwood

Ray Perkins

Arena Rane

Arthur Maxwell
Constance Towers

Evelyn Knight
Hocter A Byrd

Flamingo

Mlml Warren
Ernestine Holme*
Penthouse

should'

Newt.

HAMISH MENZIES

Songs
20 Mins.
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.
Kyle MacDonnell several seasons ago made one^jf the stronger
video splashes. The result of her
impact made it possible for her to
become sufficiently well known to
hit the better spots. Her first important N. Y. hotel date was the
Persian Room of the Plaza. Recently returned to the boards after
a maternity leave, Miss MacDon-

Latln-Aires

Dudan

definite possibilities for the

better intimeries.

KYLE MACDONNELL

BUtmore Hotel

Hotel

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA

Irving Fields

Paul

Grosslnger Hotel

Emil Cohen
President Madison
Stan Barrett
The Martins (2)
Sandra Starr
Brady A Barbara
Boh Regent Ore

Bob Durwood

Monique A Luchin
Park Sheraton

Chico Relll Ore
Stanley Melba Oro
Hotel Plaza

Yvette

Phyllis Dixey

Joo LaPortc Oro
D'Aquila Oro
Park Avt

Carmen Torres
Beverlee Dennis

Hotel
Russell

F Whltely Girls
LEICESTER

Bob Melvin
Bobby Colt
Monica Lind
Nadya

Yma Sumac
Mario A Floria

Freddy Martin Ore

Bel Argay

Empire <l) 24
St D Waters

Dawson

Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks

Plert'i

Hotel Roosevelt

Empire <M) 24
Derek Rdy

RAM Rivers
Lamar
Lee

St

Hotel

Ken Morris
Len Marten

Dick Calkin
Swan & Leigh

McAndrcws

Manuel Del Toro

Empire (S) 24
Fred Ferrari

Benson Dulay

Rookies
Adrian Rolllni Trio
Nadine A Ray

Schramm

HACKNEY

CARDIFF
New (S) 24
B & A Pearson
Maude Edwards
Jimmy Wheeler

E

Hotel Edison

Honry Jerome Ore
Hotel New Yorker

Dobs

Texan Belles

Dcrs
Reyes Ore
Hotel Ambassador
Jules Lande Ore
Hotel BUtmore
Michael Kent Oro

Di^ffy

Teddy Powell Ore

Windmill Follies

Hlntonis
Bob Nelson

St

24

Whittaker

Mlml Law
Eric Marsh
Jack. Lennard
Lillian

Lyndons
George E Black

(1)

Don Reynolds

Qulntones (0)
Jackie A Michael
Larry Seldin Dcrs

’©on Rice
De Marcos CO
Dassle Bros (2)
Eddie Bergmah Ore Duke Art Jr
Bar of Music
Hal Darwin Oro
Elsa Lanchester
Bobby Short
Clro's
Felix Decola
Pearl Bailey
Benho Rubinyi
Dick Stabile Ore
Johnny David Oro
Bobby Ramos Oro
B Gray's Bandbox
Mocambo
Betty Reilly
Alan King
Dick Contlno
Hannon St Ryan
Eddie Oliver

Dick Diana

Mltchum

down of his repertoire follows:
“Making Whoopee,” so dominantly

Carl Ravazza

Jerri Talbot

O

Ember*

GRIMSBY

Palace

Enrique Vlzcano
duardo Roy

Dolly

Joe Bushkln
Havana-Madrtd
Lao A La Minerva

Peter Madden
Ravic Sc Rene
Jack Crisp Sc Jeta
Edward Victor
Hattie Jacques
Billy

Dorothy

Rios

is still

XOS ANGELES
Ambassador

Harold FonvillE
Hazel Webster
Old Knlck
Dick Bernle

Durso Ore
Marti Ore

Julie

Aye

Ray Hyson
Bob Downey

Dunn
Harry Snow

Elaine

Allen <Sc Lee
Sadler
Eddie Gordon.

Hippodrome (M) 24
Les Spanglers
Jack Train
Merle Sc Marie

Fifth

1

Bentley

TAP
Shamva
Arthur Worsley
Eddie

A

Argo

El Chico

GLASGOW

Eddie'S

Redheads

Roslta

Empire (M) 24
Peter Brough
Tony Hancock
Harold Taylor
Ronald Chesney

A

Leon

Eddie Davis

Shaw

Ruth Vora
Ramonlta y Leon
Los Xey

BRIGHTON

Monk
Norman Pari* 3

Julius

ltoma
A1 Dellay

Balcombcs
Reg Varney
Lionel King

Nancy

McCormick*
Jacoby

Bill

Penny Copper

M

Girls

Moore Trio

RuVan Bleu
Ronnie Graham
Ellen Hanley
Paul Villard

Copacaban*
Jimmy Durante

F

Hobbs Globe

Tito
Steffen

Castro Sis
Bergazza A
Tarrazza

Ron Lacona
Billy West Co

Iris

A

-

Ralph Young
Ebony Steven*
Pamela Dennis
La Vie En Rose
Jan Arden
Jana Jones
Dorothy Dandrldge
Phil
v L*

Mayo Bros
Martha Anne

•

(M)

Alhambra (M) 24
A1 Read
Richard Sis
Mary Naylor

!

Bon Solr
Alberta Hunter
Kirkwood A
‘Goodman
Mae Betnes
Jimmy Daniels
Three Riffs
Norcne Tate
Chateau Madrid

Rosetta

Dick James
Beryl Reid

avld Bros
Garland
Roberts

Fat

]

De

Betty
Sylvia Campbell
Sc

A

young Symington have

a Cantor trademark song that it
leaves a disturbingly uncertain
impression; a French lyric which,
like the two* others in the same’
tongue he does, at least evidences
a good conversational conception
Of the Gallic tongue; “My Blue
Heaven,” “Last Night on the Back
CHICAGO
Porch,” “Miss- Otis Regrets,” “I
Blackhawk
Conrad Hilton Hotel Kiss Your Hand, Madame” (in
Arnold Shod*
Bobby Wayne
French), “I'm in the Mood for
Phil Romayn*
Dick Dayman
Love,” “Just One of Those
Patrice and Russell Terry Brent
Three Reporter*
Things,”
“Sleepy Head”
Jerry Glidden Ore
and
Andrea Kekesy
Charles Trenet’s “At Last” (in the
Cho* Pare*
Jay Seiler
Carol Bruce
original French).
Scotty Marsh
Cy Reeve*
Boulve-dears (8)
Symington is holding over 'With
Son and Sunny
Orrln Tucker O flSD
Emil Coleman’s orchestra coming
Johnny Martin
Palmer House
Chez Adorable*
in as the name band vice Hugo
Mlml Benzell
Brian Farnon Ore
Roily Rolls
Pedell’s currently expert society
Landre A Verna
Edgewater -Beach
dansapators and Jan Brunesco’s
Merriel Abbott
Georgia Gobel
Dcrs (8)
Tom, Dick A Carrie
Imperial Tziganes, the relief string
D. Hlld Dcrs (10)
Eddie O'Neal
ensemble.
Abel.
Ore (13)
Benny Strong O (14)

Twin*

Corlnne
Laila

Davis 3
Blue Ansel
Arthur Blake
Harry Belafonte
Harmonicaires
Stuart Ross
Ellis Larkin Trio

Carla Emerson
Seaton Sc O’Dell
Ernie Brooks
Victor Soafoxth

Janlne

.

Haymer

Paul Grey
Elissa Jayne
J A S Reyes
Noro Morales Oro
La Rue's
Emil. Coleman Oro
Chuy Reyes Ore
Paddock Club
Diane
Dolores Roselle

CITY

Costello

Orb

Dave Brubeck

Tamara Gray

Due

A

Nautilus Hotel

Bill

Richard Wlghiraan

Charles Warren

Seers

Steve Gainer
Gomez A Beatrice

24

(I)

Palace (I) 24
Vic Oliver
Fred Lovelle
Gail Kendal

S Skyliners

Jack Kelly Co

Midianettes

Freddie Calo Oro

Bob Andrew*

BLACKPOOL
Palace (I) 24
Frlnton * Willis

Sc

Joey Dean
Helen Grayson
Arne Barnett 3

Cecil

Michael Bentlne
Harry Parry
Janet Brown
Spike Milligan
Max Geldray

Walter Nlblo

Lizzet

Mother Kelly's
A Turk

Jerry

Benny Humphrey
Derek Dene

Marie De Vere

Monte Carle

Harry Secombe

Jover

Helen Almee
Manolo A Ethel

Danny Yates Ore

24

(I)

Metropolitan

lalmar 3

Raf
Pat Sc Julian

Martinique Hotel
Aliami A Dlard

Franks Sc Cren
Helen Lorraine
Maizs Comedy Dogs

Sc

2 Erls

*

‘

Jones

Gaby DeLane
Babe Baker Revue

24

class cafe singer

a sophomore, to parallehhis
second (soph) year at the Columbia University Law School., He has
some show biz background, incidentally, since his mother is Eve
Symington, who during' the ’30s
sang in the cycle of “Blueblood
Blues Singers.”
A nice looking lad, and with a
leasant enough 4enor which beFour Bit*
S mes is not too certain, from a
Lee Kobrin
San Kanez Oro
str ictly professional viewpoint
Frank A Lita
there are a number of shortcomLeonora A Stan
ings. For one thing he lacks a
Lord Tarelton
Michael Selker Ore definite style. He is too reminisThe Carlton*
cent of polite parlor entertainAllison Hotol
ment. His pops are oldies and
Beachcombers (4)
Enrico A No veil o
overly familiar, of the calibre
Tony Pastor'*
which, if done today, are-generally
Louise Angel
Jackie Small
associated with some particularly
Noma Man! Jim
savvy, or unusual interpretation.
Linda Fonte
The slight yodeling bit he does is
Diana DeVon
Joan Campbell
off-thercob; the self-guitar accoinp
San Marine Hotel
likewise undistinguished. The runMac Pepper

Leon A Eddie'*
Murray Swanson

Wilfred Britton Co

Hippodrome (M) 24
Ronnie Ronalde
3 Coronets

St

3 Lesters
Ruddy Bolly
Alex A Nico
Betto Lee

SHEPHERDS BUSH

EAST HAM

Granada
Reid Twin*

BIRMINGHAM

M

Waddlngton

Bill

Royal Canadian
Mountie*
Snowboat Lovlle*

Tommy

Sc

Bobby Dennis
Dandy Mery
Morgan Sc Gray

Jimmy Hawthorn
Bill Ryan
Banks Sc Charles

Norman
Ladd

SHEFFIELD

Empire <M) 24
Dave Morris Co
Allen Bros A June
r

Betty

Leslie Noyes

Hall

Llddle

(I)

Sorronto Hotel

Mai Malkin Ore
Vagabond* Club
Vagabonds (4)
Maria Neglla
George Horton
Trini Reyes
Morro-Landls Dcr*
Preacher Rollo &
Frank 'Linale Oro
Ooldon Slipper
Bagels A Borsch Rv
Sascha Leonoff Ore
Freddie Calo Ore
Sherry Fronton**

Eddie Guertin
Jackie Gordon
Jackie King
Chuckle Fontaine

Barbara Ford
Jean Dene
Anita A Charles
Terry Stunt
Michael Ormand
Margor Austin

Security Resources Board, hut as a on the English side,

Barry Mill* Ore

Danny A Doc Rev

Co

Jimmy Gay

Frederick Owen
Marie De Vere Gls

Rozelle
Olive Sharon.

Moe Lee

Art West
Mickey Mercer

YORK

“Empire

Phil Lester
24

(S)

Anton Karas
Wilson Keppel

Cameron

leorge

Joyce

Hlppodrom*

24

Lester

Mickl Miles
Marilyn Shaw
Mary Joyce

Jewel Box

24

($)

tholbourne Hotel
Juan A Marilyn
Alan Kole Ore
Shore club
Sager Dancer*
Arthur Warren Ore
Golden Horseshoe

Jackie Maya.

JAB Moxham

Joe Farley

DERBY
(I)

Empire

Rita Cortes

Jimmy Wood*

WOOD GREEN

Carroll Levis
Louises Pets
Del Cortina

Norman

T C

Ford Sc Belmaro
D A J O'Duffy
Winters A Fielding Coryell 3

BRITAIN
ASTON

Glamorous Lovlies

A Colin
Fisher Girls
SCUNTHORPE

Patsy Shaw

Ore
Johnlna Hotel"
Michael Strange
Tony Mata*
Marion Page

Lillian

Savoy (I) 24
Jack Haig
Noal Newington
4 Musical Dereks

Terry Scanlon

Colebrlty Singers

Patricia

S

Trenholm

Cissy

Paddle O’Neill
Ossie Noble

Pearson
Joyce A Baron
Dick Beamish
Freddie Carlisle
Gay A Pearson

-

Tommy Nunas

Dickie Bird
Ellen Durham

Royal <M) 24

Marika Saary
Phillip Tappln
Wlm de Jong
Jacques Cartaux
Jimmy Elder
Joe WlUtehouse

A

Austin

PORTSMOUTH

Chrlbi

24

(T)

Sc

•

no

Charlie Paige

Joe Mooney
Hughie Barrett
Delano Hotel
Carolyn Wood
Zina Reyaa
Willie Hollander

Hippodrome (I) 24
Jimmy Malbora
Fisher Dixon
Michael Morgan
Roy A Smith
Tony Beale

Clapham

and heralds—and certainly “Perfumed Smoke.” The latter
theatrical professional Would used as a starter, Is loaded with
make P. 1 of the N. Y. (Sunday) much facial animation and the offTimes as recently did the son of thercob mannerism typical of most
W. Stuart Symington, recent head Gallio singers. For the most part
of the
Reconstruction Finance his own songs are ballads, and he
and Evelyn Wadsworth has neat gimmfck of breaking
Corp.,
Symington, daughter of former away from the piano between numbers to yack out a comedy patter.
Rep. James W. Wadsworth.
The new entrant in .’/the clasrf Because of this room, most of his
material
is in French hut one decafe league went from Deerfield
Academy to Yale, where he sang viation, when, he tells a story in
English
and translates each line
with the traditional Whiffenpoofs,
the senior class triple quartet), into French, could be developed
as
a
socko
pace*breaker.
and the Glee Club. He is now a
Overall personality is a pleasant
law student. He may emulate the
brilliant career of his father, who change from some of the more efwas the Army’s first Secretary for fete warblers tp show here in the
past year, and with concentration
Air, then chairman of the National
cards

Hotel

Banks

Billy

Gaiety Girl*
Ernie Bell Ore
Deauville

Sc

Eugene
Vicky Fitzpatrick
Joe Kaye

Nicholls

Manley

Sc

Barbara

Merrin

Charlie

Pat Gregory
Gerd Bjorastad

Roger Ray
Marquis A Family
Wally Boag

,

Penny

Rudy Horn

(T) 24

l

Mae Silva Dcrs
Johnny Silver* Ore
Nirma Cordova

Maria Stowe
Gilda Roger*
Rusty Russell

•

Kay Kortz

L Ward
Jay Howard

3 Fayes

SYDNEY

Tivoli

James

Armand Perron

Valerie Keast
June Lansell

Siblons
Jackie Allen

Sc

Billy

AUCKLAND

St

Godfrey A Kirby
Wlnsor A Wilton
|*4

.

Selma Marlowe Line Tiny Kaye
to* Isle Hotel'
Tony Lope* Oro
Frances Lager
Gaiety Cipb
Seymour Hoffman O
Tommy Raft

24

(I)

Internationals

Richards

Empire <M) 24

'

Sc

WALTHAMSTOW
Grand

tea 'GUI

Alan Gala
The Haydpckt (2)
Teddy King Oro
Clover Club
A1 Morgan

Piddlngtons

Teddy Johnson
Lauri Watson

McGuire
Dancing Boys

Jimmy Hanley

Mackenzie Reid
Dorothy

3 Atlantas

Charlotte

24

(T)

om

‘

Ted Dorian

Kenways

NOTTINGHAM

A

.

-

Voltaire

’

AUSTRALIA
MELBOURNE

A

Hotel

Bens geuel Hotel
Rivero Quintet

'
.

’

Lorraine

Hippodrome (1) 24
Rhodes A Lane
Gay Euridge Co
Melody A Joy
John Baldwin
Denwys Hecklt
Marche Sc Bourn
Carolyn

Pickert
John Tlo

Claira

’

•

S&veen
3 Adair*

Sydney Glen
Girls Co

R A V

Chicago (P) 28
Larry Storch

RoneyPUxa
George Hines

Dory

i

.

.

NORWICH

Juveliy*
Charlie Carts

i

•'

MAH Nesbitt

.

pim

35 Min*.
Continental Cafe, Montreal
Bierre Dudan, an affable Gallic
Col. Serge OJbolenSky, prez of
songster,
making his initial MonShexry-NetherHotel
the swank
treal
appearance, has potentials
land, N. Y.. is giving .24 ryear-old
either French
is
curwho
his
Symington,
Jfames
rent attraction at the Camaval or English^***
Primarily a composer, Dudan exRoom, the full treatment, A pro
could never achieve the intra- hibits plenty of showmanship and
hostelry buildup bestowed on this stage savvy as he plays his own
“new young American singer”—to accomp tp such numbers as “Quiet
quote the generous billing, place- Heart” “At the Horizon” and
to Ming,
SherTy-Nerth#rl»nd, N. T,

,

„

.

Le Roys
Mooney Sc King

4-4

(I)

i

•

Peter Dulay
Bunny Boyle
Slim Rhyder

George Moore

n

i

Song*

Swtbtt

ZAe.A Vtvia* Bfkor Eddie Snyder
Empire •<*) 24
Saceaa* Ore
Haljfonty
tteMWMU H»M Herman-Magner
Desmond Sc ‘Mark*
Kent
Lenny
r
v
Dancers
•Kirk Steven*
Hunter
Both
•axeny Hotel
3 Hicks
»
Alex Shey 3
“
Henri Rose
SUNDERLAND
Tito Puente Ore
Jose Cortex Oro
Empire (M) 24
Connie Howell
Celebrity Club
Laurel Sc Hardy
Tano A Dee
Freddie ‘Stewart
Jimmy Elliott

'

Empire <M>;44

.

kma Sc KareR
Anne ’Shelton
Levanda Sc Van

•

'i

^

J

:

.

•
•’

imi yu

"

/hi ''NEWCASTLE

’

•

„

Marlyna
BVdak ttufeLaurt#*
Chit* Colombo-

Lilli’
i

rUUEE JDUUAN

JAMEiSt. SYMINGTON
v

.

Joe Sodje
Rebert Rkhter Hfl
•Don Lenning
Roberta Sherwood
Charles Castel 3

...

T
Liwla ‘it Van
NEWVORK CITY
Music Hall .(I) »!» Zita A Piii>pr
<1 -to.flUX
Gertrude LopJcvray.
Andrea Dancer*
MIAMI
Patricia Drylle
Olympia (P) 24
Edward Huhl
Alan Dale
Bela Kremo
’Paul Gray
Rockettes
Merry Mute*
Ellu Jayne
Corps de Ballet
Rlnald ic Rudy
Sym Ore
ROCKFORD
Paramount (P) 24

Joan. Adair

•

•'•'

:

Independent)
rivttlf/ <W> Warner#
<11.

-<WRVW^ihr..R*i^

•

*

day ef *Hew

indicate epeMfn*

aplit

Letter JH parentheM* Indicate* circuit. (FM)
<4) Lp«w; (M) Me«u <*J ferameuntr (*) RKO;

Charlie .Ferrell
3 Continentals
Alfredo Seville

Baby Dumplht
Vicki Guy
Maxio Furman
Mary Jo Rail

RK

20th, 36% for Hughes,
the Fidelity partners and

24%
24%

f<
f<

Arthur Warner, the Wall Stree
who financed the film. Late
Welsch and Blumenthal needc
coin and sold their’ 24% to Warne

•has

thus giving him at present a tot
of 48% of the picture*

handsomely in

J.

er

fits,

a
>

worked with many name

out-*

single.

and Miller, from his- bed has seen’
all of the show* as the theatre’s
guest for the past two years.
Miller also has a radio, of course,
TV set, but Spring Grove is
a considerable distance from the

and a

Cities and their TV stations.
Incidentally, the ^Spring Grove

Twin

now doing a bit as
He should make out Commercial

but he's

this direction.

Jose.

.

club raised the funds

to finance the construction of the

film device for Miller.

W*4netdmfi
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Apoll#« N*

conversation with his

Chicago,
muc l applause
Five Amandh, Merry Macs ( 4 ), from stubholders.
Phil Foster, Consolo Jk Melba,
Saveen aims at emotions of his
Louis Basil Orch; /‘This Woman audlence, giving his dolls amiable
” CWB),
is Dangerous
natures in contrast to usual cheeky
cross-talk of majority of vent dolls.
e
This one-weeker might lack the
name value of the precious bill,
dates, including
but by most counts exceeds it in
entertainment value. It's straight
h
L d
W
vaude with no, attempt at producP
tion values and, as such, scores on teS °Jwo ghls who stav ^n the'
stage toS
and outltav the*
its own merits.
Five Atnandis, youthful males,
flip all over the stage and have
describes himself as a “singing
socko springboard tricks. Youngest
does some mid-air turns to land in cartoonist,” sketches as he chirps,
has much curiosity appeal as
and
but
the
top
shoulder-high basket,
he keeps one guessing what his
bit is the spring to three-high
drawings
will be. He wears Frenchhefty
hand.
Earn
position.
shoulder
style beret, but could improve his
Merry Macs, who haven’t been act by using Continental accent.
around of late (they've been in
Cingalee,
with femme aides,
Europe for the past two years) can
give points to many of the more Offers traditional magico against
Quartet
is colorful settings. Walthon & T>orgroups.
publicized
vocally well integrated and has raine, a male and a blonde, do
added some physical pieces of juggling on a tabled roller, creatbusiness that enhance the routine. ing some excitement and novelty
After a special intro, they go into with comedy angle.
Noises from barnyard and pasa number which they did* at a Command performance last year, but ture are cleverly mimicked by aniTune, mal Impersonator Jimmy Elliott, .a
it's overlong for theatres.
which depicts various dance styles lithe little performer dressed in
since the waltz, could be cut rustic fashion. Mackenize Hold «*
sharply for better effect, or Dorothy do a Scotch selection on
dropped. “Blacksmith Blues” is a me accordion.
neat bounce tune and four also
Show is well batoned by resident
get a nice mitt with their hit disk, musical director Bill Matthew.
“I do.”
Gord.
“Three Trees” is a real smart piece
of material and might close inCasino, Toronto
stead pf “Pas? the Biscuits, MirToronto, March 21.
andy,” which is not quite as strong.
„ .
n w, „ D
n .
adds
MacMichaels
Marjorie
Pretty
Ha
^n,]
a lot visually and vocally to the ins, Maury Kaye
Quartet, Jay
Macs.
Smythe, Clem Billings Sc Co., JimPhil Foster has discarded all the my Cameron, Archie Stone House
quips and goes right into his stand- Orch; "Another Man’s Poison ”
•
ard, depicting the various types of iVA).
neighborhood characters of his
boyhood in Brooklyn. Sketch is
With that standard “Mrs. Murmore highly polished than in the gatroyd
a*
x,
,
routine as the lure, Billy
past and the chuckles get heavier
De
Wolfe Is packing them into the
the
comparison
makes
when he
with the youngsters of the. present, Casino for his first stage date here
for which he has small tolerance. since he, coincidentally, initially
His usher bit is just okay, but his
protype of the Brooklyn Dodger broke in that same act 15 -years
ago at Toronto’s swank Club Esfan is a fine rib-tickler.
Consolo & Melba have a lilting quire where he was booked for a
opener with “Now and Forever” fortnight and stayed six months.
and register even better with The routine is stiil as riotous and
21,

?

&

orch still

isn’t

strong enough

}

" u “ ua

w
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With

f ac t

comedv songster

White

c ii c]rc; neatlv in his return to the
Apollo
a long hiatu? on the

Ser

cSast Open? with an okay Impres h of Ted Lewis and segues into a parody of current “weeping”
singers. His satire of “Cry,” evidently aimed at Johnnie Ray, is
sharp burlesque and gets smash resuits.
White also scores with interesting interpretations of “Old
Man •River” and “When You're
Smiling.

MacHarris

Dolores, terping
team, are effective in their brief
turn * Duo works fast and
solo bits are well conceived. .Gal s
snappy gams are a solid plus. The
Blenders, vocal quintet, harmonize
nicely oq a trio of numbers. Grab
fair mitt for "Oh, Babe” and
“Walk.”
Wind with an okay
J blues
^
Jt

*

,

Added factor to cash register
topper for midwinter sesh was the
run of Sophie Tucker with Jack
Carter on the comedy side. She
followed Jimmy Durance and other
marquee names. Spot closed Sunday (23) for obvious reasons it
couldn’t book in the names to keep
the big place going. Which might
be the answer to a lot of fading
ca f e biz outside of the gambling

—

spots around Nevada~-you can’t
buy them at the prices they want,
Video toppers
and keep open.

simply refuse to work the greater
Miami area unless the dough is
tnnheavv
y a *,v Goldman who Ditched with
hraMrivc of r<*cordinv* 7iames and

?™

£**55® JLIhlon s
.
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Olympian Miami
Miami, March 23.
Horace McMahon, Gene Baylos,
Susan

Nov-Elites
(3), Lloyd Sc
Willis, Phyllis Arnold, Les
House Orch; "Streetcar

his “Mrs,” trademark and thev
finally get it to a terrific begoff
riot that justifiably extended J;he

Rhode

Named

two scenes, and set in
“a small town in the U. S. A.”
Opening is the waiting room of a

ll

?2

with^ Kaye playing a socko piano.
For
particularly in the trebles.
railway station, the second in the concerted beat effect r. troupe inliving room of the chief of police eludes
Noel Spinelli on T|ass,
Material is in typical Laurel S
T
r
S
i

(

T SL

*

stage

Saturday

a

families.

matinee

for Dolores

L. & H. occupy last 25 minutes
a bill which has more than
ordinary appeal to th 6 juve element, with its emphasis on vent
acts, mimicry, magic and juggling.
Outstanding turn is ‘that of a
British ventriloquist, SaVeen, who,
by virtue of his current performance, can be named as the next
No. 1 vent in British §how bi?. He
has a wide range of intriguing and
lovable dolls, including his w.k.
/Daisy May,” his Colonel, a pathetic-little clown, and a dog. He introduces novelty by bringing out from
behind a live wire-haired dog and
of

.

to

Hawkins, a delightfullooking brunet in black velvet
gown for a bouncy “I’m Blue
Every Monday” opfening, a sultry
“Little White Cloud” and a hhies
swith to “For You Mv Love ” With
a had rold
Qhp still scored with
her “You Made *Me Love You,”
first in sentimental style and then
a disciplined shout finish that
rated an enthusiastic begoff
Cnding are Clem Billings and
his clever mutts for juggling and
teeterboard catches; Jay Smvthe
for Ms roller-skate taps for later
boode-wootffe. rhumbs and anplelack un.ub.
effects, p^us
m us a neat firdah on
McStay.
fi small table-top.

running up North Beach way until
just recently-built biz falls off. The
in the Johnina Hotel
in the same neighborhood is a click
and keeps drawing them in via a
gal singer (current is Marion Page),
plussed by pianists, male Songsters
and oversized drinks.

Dream Bar

&

on the backings.
orch are okay
v
«

Lary

Wash.

Washington, March 22.

Hotels

Along the hotel route, the Saxony has turned to clubdate ideas
with a solid orch on hand for the
dansapatlon. Sans Souci Hotel,
probably the most successful of

he stretch, keeps booking in acts
that bring in the patrons. Though
not a big take on the week they
manage to make a small profit,
which means a big deal for the
hotel. All are willing to absorb a
small loss if they can get the outsiders in, adding said loss on to

good

will

and public

relations.

Biggest
Mark Stevens with The Four of
Us Pai Henning, Ruth & Tom showwfse,

hotel operation, size and^
is
the
Casablanca/
They’re going after the better
Rafferty, Lee Marx, Sam Jack
names
available,
based
on their
Lone
Kaufman House Orch ( 18 )
over 400 seating capacity, backed
Is Better Than Ever" ( M-G ).
by two shows. Set for next week
This is a pleasant lineup, with are Lenqy Kent and Beth Hunter.
a comedy accent in every act. Nautilus* has been doing okay with
There’s a la$k of one single sock better draws (George Price, Archie
act, however, and a general slow- Robbins, Paul Grey, et al.), but
ness of pace which results in a spring and summer operation is demildly responsive audience. Great- batable. Theirs is a big room, but
ayout on dough is the big .question
h£ mark. Monte
nd Ws
or Sal
Carlo gave up and is
f
^ ack
t;- u
J
bouse^ orch,
which
is doing a hep now using club date gimmicks after
Spring Is a Won- Henny Youngman and Harvey
>

;

^

^

£

"T

•

^

off

,.,„ A i r ftn

Desire” should help keep

tune

.

to a slow start, never quite
registering until about midway in
his substantial layout.
Hollywoodite has a pleasant personality, matched by an equally
Pleasant, albeit mediocre, baritone,
There’s an overabundance of patwJllch serY es toA sl ? w things uo
’
The Stevens
brand of casual talk
is defintely a hefty part of his
stock-in-trade, but there could be
*
less of it. ^ Combines pon tunes
best of
mateidal,
wJth
special
which is a suitable ditty titled “It’s
Hollywood.” Best bets with the
.
gpji eri es are the instrumental stint
of the -foursome, “Lift Up the
Latch,” and Stevens’ good natured
ri)^j n g j n an 0 ff-key version of “If
Care.” Builds to a hefty
j
walkoff.
pa
enn ing takes too honors
mos t substantial mitt action
of evening. Much of his material
usually,
well
as
go
as
doesn’t
well worn and tasteless, but
is
spot,
Answer may be in fact that he is comic has a fast, intimate footstill using the same material he has ii*rht style, and convincing tvne of
or
He is genuinely
assurance.
purveyed in this
his standby routm-—
years. Even the "ad-libs" are the funny
This
same. He s a basically funny guy smalltown election parade.
who, if he invested in some new has been around a long time, but
material, could keep moving up. is especially timely now and well
However, as this time out proved, handled. A zany series of takehe seems content to keep using the offs on film gangsters also rates
same stuff in a vauder that he does special mention and delights stubin a nitery (of which he’s played holders.
„
do okay,
Ruth 3c Tom Rafferty
practically all hereabouts this season) and it doesn’t jell too well with three comedy terp numbers,
best of which is an 'Jish step
with the variety fans.
Juggler I^se Marx aets
Phyllis Arnold is a handsomely dance.
thrush who has worked ]aut?hs and appreciation for some
gowned
s
xto
deft
hand^wprk.
Tends,
before.
an
this
sector
J

grosses healthy.*

this

*

^.

-j-

g

m

^

•

I

month. Future plans are in

doubt.

Beachcomber Cheesecake
Beachcomber, whic* lost close

‘

^^^

.

—
—

satirical te p ideas make for
^
from the stubsolid response
AAV
(AiiU
JLVilVUV
JUVO
and -house
holders.
liUlUvJLOt
Les Rhode

Horace McMahon
Hardy knbekabout vein, with little
°S In the top spot,
°Snit n
demands on audience intelligence rhumba opening to tempo
TY
jpe has a studied and well routined act
changes
contain enough
does
not
t j.
and much appeal both for L. & H
a
ng
to get top palming. Works
fans and the very young.
No°r a nd 4u?k?sh Mai?h ”°wi?h punch
in some patter, then scenes from.
The duo’s “spot of trouble” is Kave «f the *r2nd here
a
of course
a cops-and-robbers chase. Material with nlentv
orchestral bounce pix roles with accent
Story” part.
is essentially simple and homely, and oncinai
noveltv from pops
nons t0
to on recent “Detective
1 novelty
g
to keep
material
hypoed
needs
Act
rfa«S2
but demands artistry. For modern classlcs
personable, aud-accepted guy
the ^
sophisticates more accustomed to
As vocalist. Sninelli is over big W(iridnff
vauders
the
slick comedy it may seem out- for his robust “Be Mine Tonight”:
Af* ...lev*
chnw th<»
dated, but it gets by on its nostal- Romandini for his guitar stepout
thp
A
lon^ime feature a ^_the
gic appeal. Many in audience grew in “Sicilian Tarantella,” and the Nov-Elites,
up with the vet comics and re- quartet* for a beffoff satire bn l° c a l 5 O Clock Club, belt trom
ai
live happy moppet matinee days Italian ODera, with Birman on the walk-on with a
ap p
as they laugh at the artists in skins rating a special bow.
Boys mental-vocal .\d o a ».^h
^
comedies
person. Act is scrupulously clean hove lots of versatility and verve, continuing mitts
and cannot be charged with use without overdoing it, and have that ?n instrumentals, vocals ana clownthal
of innuendoes or doubtful material. fresh
Had
“
8
complete
collegiate
look,
?
It’s good juve fare, a point shown
more. with their hillbilly sat
with crew-cuts.
standout.
d>y the Moss Empires’ decision to
r^ za ^ on
In a hiehlv diersified bill Muralter normal weekly policy and
Gene Baylos, in the co-topliner
rav Little has also worked in

^

Farrell a perennial draw; Bill Jordan’s Bar of Music all working on
low budget angles are consistent
moneymakers, though not .on the
big dough scale. Bar of Music and
Kelly’s figure to remain open
through the spring and summer,
with Park Avenue, as per annual,
closing around mid-April.
The Brook Lounge, a newie in
the lower-budget run,- will keep

Named

x

5

.

Park Avenue Lounge, with Charlie

der
Thing, new romantic
Stone.
by Capitol manager Alan Zee.
Golden Slipper, only Yiddishheadliner Mark Stevens, backed
by a capable instrumental quartet, American operation in cafes localseemed tp get £y comfortably
y,
pleased the big Saturday night
crowd without ever rousing them during the season. They’ve into the all-out enthusiasm so typical stalled a “Bagels and Borscht” rehere. Despite a carefully conceived vue idea obviously gauged to the
a nd varied routine, Stevens gets Passover crowds who come here

Sc

reeler, in

pearances on the Arthur Godfrey
once a month, plus huge

TV show

Mg

Capitol;

'

local following.
Mother Kelly’s, a late spot; the

h
Mc week on cu*
the ofhsn
this
Bill here
side, despite marquee values for
localites who’ve seen major portion
tlie layout In area niteries or
However,
a t this house before.
strong pic lure via “Streetcar

Desire ” (WB).

Oliver Hardy stage bill an extra 10 minutes and
offer a new comedy sketch here, left most of the femme customers
titled “A Spot of Trouble.” It’s in hv« fprirq
..
.7
„ ud / on audience
along lines of a film comedy tworecepAlso well

Vagabond Stays Open

The Vagabonds, in their own
club, had themselves plenty competish. However, they’ve averaged
out, thanks to bookings of promising acts who don’t demand too
much in payoffs. They’ll keep open
through the summer and figure
to do well, helped by their ap-

#

vnekS"
SJiTJSSSS! "whhe singer
^eriaf^d
making his Apollo bow, dis- are intelUgently handled. Lloyd
in

.

Laurel

IS L

*

^F

thaw SSWridL'

Two-a-night variety, with Lons- takeoff in a green light for further
dale Sisters (2), Lorraine, Walthon aisle screams; his one-man wow of
& Dorraine, Saveen, Cingalee & Co. a backwash nitery, complete with
Jimmy Elliott , Mackenzie interpretations of a brash m.c. and
(4),
Reid Sc Dorothy, Stan Laurel & the jaded chorus
,
,
,
Oliver Hardy, with Leslie Spurling
the customers want is
But, what

Stan

'

T

!

^

under

ear

^a r s ^

‘
?
okay; teaming of Jackie Miles with
offering.
\ Frankie Laine helped, thanks to
Miles’ Beach draw bringing them
**
*
turned in
trampoline*’ sl^stickSv* Etit
in t0 the mainland. Laine
which one member of team tries to a good job, but seemed booked at
applied
be
Same
can
time.
teach the other an aero trick wears wrong
itself tffin, put team clinches with
amatic st e in
ve
0UKht
l^dLdWaokout' mferiS bvpfe' 0renditions
j>f
of, the pops and specials
““
written for her. Would look and

i

orch

11131

*

a

eration in the area.

js

click

built.

Fortune.”

mm

Pughe;

•

%

w

“Darktown Strutters' Ball,” but it's
10 ’s
the “I’m Forever Blowing Bubbles”
a
JAh? singing and comedy 'wf
which makes an impressive cur- Crosby’s film, “Blue Skies,” to set £
bit
straight
De Wolfe
wone xor
for film comeay
comedv roies.
roles
tain-closer.
As team waltzes on .ue
turn> A i lenf who
— was
— the voice of
•
I
Comedian’s clever stage entrance Donald Duck in the Walt Disney
dimly lit. stage, there’s a cascade
in nan nnati onumirirtAmAiif +ho+
..ntf
i* _
bf bubbles displayed. Number is and deadpan announcement that cartoons, utilizes his trick pipes
he will not do “Mrs. Murgatroyd” for good yocks. The patter and
a strong applause-getter.
but
only
the
straight
dramatic
and
duck voicings
song
in
straight
Louis Basil continues his fine
Opens with
work in the fronting department. acting and singing he has been de- na b okay mitts.
nied
in pictures, turned house into “Jealousy,” in a big voice that
Things might be embellished with
a riot of protest when caught, throws the aud off guard for the
a brisk band number now and
then, since orch hasn’t had a solo Starting out gravely m recitation, comedy quacks to come. At third
De Wolfe eases into his standard ghow caught opening night, Allen
stint in many months.
Zabe.
chorus girl burlesk, complete with was limited to a two-number,
bumps and grinds; his tight-girdle seven-minute stint due to length
bit that draws continuous concert- 0 f rest of bill.
Empire!, Glasgow
He’s added tWo
ed femme shrieks and masculine straight singing numbers for .the
Glasgow, March 11.
guffaws: his Frankenstein monster res t 0 f the run.
Gros.

George

it

that the Redcaps were
helped paCk the
11 made a profit "
0vera11
ace
Burnette Evans a^nleasantSf- pl
ftresrdish^ m’it \
nn side deal for the Copa City manup their bigtoted
agement
who
-Lastfng
Thing”
end 'protects
some excitement with “Wheel- of Scst season since the spot was

a.

,

there was a com- to Patti Page, who did okay last
spring but this tin\e ou,t needed
Jan Murray to help the boxoffice.
Currently Al Morgan is turning
Cop* Itt-aitd-Out
iff
goofi job, but as the pattern
Copa City, which as usual went is g
applied, must be helped by
in for the bigger names, had an Patsy
Shaw, a beach and cafe fave
hereabouts, for. any hypqlng^Thus,
Goldman
faces a proble*!na for the
to the profit. Most of the winfuture,
Copa’s shuttering as well
ter matte Billy Daniels was feaLatin
Quarter’s may help, but
as
tured both in the main room and he’s still in the market for the relounge. With him were the Steve cording clicks, if the price is right.
Gibson Redqaps with Damita Jo No matter what, he’ll still continue
group keeping the smaller room as the only major year-round oppacked uhtil early dawn. Admit-

C
over^f instrumental “Bariolo^' the

Paul

Season

Si

plete display, of flesh ip the better

taste, plus fine foqd.'

4
A
x
Wilcox gets
layout off to a fast
rendition of
;^ rlD* Drip.* breezy
® and rhree rhythm,
*
five reed, five brass) hits the aud
hard with its loud ana brassy ted

n^L

,

Finis to

Continued from

’

Although the Eddie Wilcox orch
has plckcd UP a big following in
recen t weeks via his M Wheel of

;

,

Miami Writes

•

&

Co. ( 3 ), TrampoPaul White; “Mas.
sacre River ” (Mono),
pact.

labeI>

55

If.

Orch (IS), with
Burnette Spans; Joe Dean Allen,
Dolores, Blenders

fflacHarris- &
($), Pigmeat
looneys (2),

.

resident conductor Bill Matthew.

a

.
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$300,000 since last Christmas, has
brought in a typical girlie-burley
show with Bubbles Darlene, Zorlta
and other peelers, plus Maxie Furman and his comedy and for the
first time since opening is drawing
crowds. There’s a $2.50 dinner with
no minimum, and a $1.50 minimum
for the non-diners. They’ve got the

volume now, but overall tote

still

has to be figured, policy being some
10 days old.
Fringe area peel spots such as
the Paddock Big Barn, Jungle Club,
Gaiety, Harem and other fiesh-pots
keep going along with top nitery
prices
and modestly budgeted

shows.
Steady grossers are tile femmemimic clubs, the Jewel Box and

Leon and

Eddie’s. They've estab-

a steady * trade and keep
healthy at boxoffice. Jewel Box will
run through April, with Leon and
Eddie’s (managed by Leon Enken)
figuring to continue through the
convention and hot months.
The word around is that you can
pick up a club or partnership for
a modest price. Perhaps not the
Copa, the Quarter, the Clover or
the Vagabonds; not the Park Avenue, Bar of Music or others men~~~
tioned
in the category. But these
t"
I7
the notable exceptions.
1 are

lished

1

t

ydbwJay,

US41ITIMATK
Brit.

May Charge

Equity

hade

Marclt 26, X 9S2

Stuff-Legit

of Salary
The Friedman bill limiting the allotment of ticket? fop broken t 0
London, March 18*
10 % of a theatre’s capacity died in the N. Y; Senate Codes Committee
a
Having failed to .secure
Its sponsor. Sen. Louis Friedman, Brooklyn Democrat, told Variety
reciprocal agreement with Amer- that he had introduced the measure as a “flyer,” waiting to see what
recand
fees
abolish
to
ican Equity
reaction there would be. Due perhaps to the absence of publicity, very

Ui. Actors 5%

1

^ ? J Chicago/ -March. 25,
It seejns likely that the Chi com-

“Moon

ognize each other's cards, the British thespers' union is now prepping
a new scale/ for American artists
working itt British theatres.

•

Musical Preeni Set F.QJC
Pitt Playhouse Adjiittct

Blue” will conpany of'
tinue the early Tuesday night performances of the comedy* If' to1st

•••

was aimed

The executive committee is pro
posing to. charge /, S. artists 5% den /
which a friend asked that two tickets. he bought for “Guys and
p£ salary in addition to ^trance Dolls » «<xhe broker wanted $30, and I dropped the matter,” explained
fee, which Is similar to payments
Senator
,
the
which British artists are obliged
to make when they work in AmerThe Theatre Guild lost about $300,000 in properties in the

‘

'

.Pittsburgh, .Marfcb' £5.
>
*.
last
night's sale Is a. repeat'
'Pittsburgh playhouse's new Craft
week*§.' The 7t30 curtain had ority
the* old Tree of Life
Theatre,
Ave.
three late stragglers* In contrast
synagogue which will give the comto the many who straggle In with
adjoining audiEarly-bird munity theatre two
the usual 8:30 time.
May 10 with an
Gertrude toriums, opens
according to
version,
original musical comedy, “WonderBromberg pressagent for the show,
ful Good.” Show, which deals with
brought out an entirely new theathe Amish people of ’Lancaster
tregoer. * Balcony, which is rarely
County, Pennsylvania, was written
filled except on weekends, was sold
by a couple of Lancaster boys,
out a week in advance, and main
the
heavy Richard Gehman, who did
floor was way ahead.
and Howard Blankman, the
book,
rainstorm probably affected the
the
*
collaborated on
window sale with 150 higher-priced music. Both
However, take for the lyrics.
seats left.
has been engaged
Wagner
Frank
about
or
Tuesday night was $2,500,
“Won1,000 more than the gross for that to do the choreography on

was shown by the

Senator Friedman said the
public.
at brokers- who “monopolize” pasteboards for hit shows
He
as.
“baloney” the present law
characterized
and top sports events.
limiting the maximum premium to 75c per ticket for brokers. It is
He spoke
ineffective, in the Senator’s opinion.
of
completely
an inti_
.
. »
•
»
»#
J *
A
..
interest

little

bill
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fire that

ican .theatres.

destroyed the old Paragon 'film studios at Fort Lee, N.J., Sunday (23),
Guild had used the studios as its main storage warehouse, one official
,
stating it had about 50 productions there, some going back 15 years.
N V nhr (iPPfd Ml
1 IM&lUl
Ui lUllCiui
Property included scenery, costumes, draperies, and two floors of
J
m
props, much of it period stuff. Productions included two “Oklahomas,”
Two productions, an
After Stormy
Allegro,” “Carousel” and other big shows.
Spring
A
a “Saint Joan,” are due to go out on the road again.
IT 1
ny.
D
l ‘‘Oklahoma’’ and
replaced.
fire
also
destroyed
The
will
have
to
be
some sets under
and
Winter OH IldulSZ BOWOUt
... construction for the revival of “Shuffle Along,” due to go into re_
_
The r Y. City Opera Co which hearsal tod
(Wed .).
had a .stormy administrative upheaval this winter, started its
$
william Marchant’s “To Be Continued,” which opens April 21st
here
reported
and
Good,”,
derful
spring season at City Center, N. Y., wee £ j n n.Y., with Guthrie McClintic staging and producing,
day during the last few months.
marks
Balcony again Is sold out for to- over the weekend to hold auditions last Thursday (20), under its new McClintic’s fifth staging job of the season/ and the 85th show he’s
Musical
rolling.
ball
and get the
general director, Joseph Rosen- directed in N.Y. Season’s first assignment was “The Constant
night’s show (25).
Wife,”
will follow, “Voice of the Turtle,
stock, who also conducted the sea- last August, for Central City, Col,. Next came the “Medea”
Railroads Perk Ear
producwhich opens at the regular Play- son’s opener, “Der Rosenkavalier.”
tion, in September, for Berlin, under State Dept, auspices. He followed
With the transportation system, house April 12.
take
$5,200.
was
Opening night’s
that with a restating of “Constant Wife” for a fall tour and N.Y.;
especially for the suburbs, pracReplacement of Rosenstock for “Come of Age,” in December, for the N. Y, City Theatre Co., and now
tically closing down near midnight,
had managed
Laszlo Halasz, who ....
“To Be Continued.” Next directing job will be Mary Chase’s “Ber.
finale at 9.40 has the train service Oil M*
company s artistic policies nar di ne ,” which he will stage in August for Irving Jacobs,
the
fflal lio
Mill* ftvaHftll
vYduOll Mark*
interested in malting changes, if
since Its inception in 1944, and was
early
the
run
will
theatres
enough
Ticket Buyers’ Guide, a new listing which the N. Y. Daily News has
Management of “Bell,
Flagstad Orch Bowout; suddenly dismissed this winter, has
curtain.
caused a sti^ in music circles com- been running^ in its Sunday section the past five weeks, seems to
Book and Candle” is surveying the
be
parable iu some way to the switch working out very well. Patrons have turned up at boxoffice with
idea, and Fred Crqw, manager oi
the
Biggest B.O. in Years in managers at the Metropolitan
list in hand, while others seem to be using it as aid in sending in mail
the Erlanger, which has “Remains
Kirsten Flagstad made her con- Opera two years ago, when Rudolf orders, Boxoffice men are also reported cooperating on the list
To Be Seen” coming in April 7,
and
cert farewell to the American Bing took over, from Edward John*
to hand out information.
Guide, firstof its kind, includes a
is also hot on. the idea if the show
|
list of all N.Y. shows, their type, number of weeks played, when seats
“Guys and Dolls” at this stage Sunday afternoon (23) in son.
hits.
Daily reviewers showed their are available and the different prices. Mrs. Viol* C. La Hines,
time is selling far ahead, and re- Carnegie Hall, N. Y., when she appartner
arrangement of schedule woufd peared with the N. Y. Philhar- concern for the Center's future in in a script-reading service, thought up the idea; sold it to NeWs critic
create too many hardships. How- monic-Symphony in an all-Wagner comments on Thursday’s opeher, John Chapman, and makes up the list each week for the News,
ever this fall mirfit see it also have program, conducted by Bruno Wal- the Herald Tribune’s” Virgil Thomter. Soprano sang a group of five son, for instance, stating: “Let us
theearly curtain.
Some of the theatregoers were songs, with Walter as piano accom- hope that its managerial discords,
stage, which have had us all worried,
office gfrls, who came in flocks of panist, on an otherwise bare
15 or 20 / and* when polled ex- for her contribution to the pro- will never spoil the harmony of its
appeared
half,
and
first
gram's
stage performances.” Although.full
chance
plained they never had a
Shepard Traube left' N. Y. Mon- the proposed partial merger of
be disto come to legit shows because with the orchestra after intermis- results of* the change won’t
i
j
Immolation
Scene
sion
in
thfc
cernible for a while, a handsome, day (24) for * 10-day stay in Holly- Television Authority and the Amerthey got out too late to get proper
wood
ANTA giving supper ican Federation of Radio Artists.
distinguished presentation of “Ros
rest for work the next day. Same from “Gotterdammerung.”
Gerald Goode, exec director of
good augur
auffur ior
for F^rty and reception to Laurence
emcavauer was a gooa
A purely orchestral selection was enkavalier”
.thing was true of many suburbanolivicr vhflen Lei?h , Gilbert Mil- the Council of the Living Theatre,
ites, who said that with the new to follow this number to close the the new manager.
ler and “Cleopatras” cast at N. Y.’s has resigned, feeling he’s comSeason will run for six weeks. Waldorf Starlight Roof next Tues- pleted his job.
time, they could be home ready for concert, but an unusual event held
Willard Keefe
bed about the usual weekday it up. There was continuous ap- through April 27. There will be day (1) . . Sidney Grant, featured replaces * temporarily
Jack
plause for 21 minutes and 35 sec- two premieres, Alban Berg’s “Woz- player in the Chi company of Balance, now winding up a film
slumber hour.
The heavier buying of the onds (official clocking by CBS’ zek” April 3, and Gian-Carlo MeGuys - and Dolls,” up and about assignment, will huddle with ANTA
cheaper seats, while no advertis- James Fassett) after the Immola- notti’s TV opera, “Amahl and the after an emergency operation at toppers, regarding a revival of
Franz Wert el’# “Goat Song” for
ing was pitched that way, shows tion Scene, with the diva taking a Night Visitors,” April 9, and a re- the Woodlawn Hospital there/
that what is usually the last part dozen hows. Applause didn’t stop vival of “Andrea Chenier,” April
Walter Alford, of the Play- the fall ... A Negro and a white
_
Rosenstock, who has been on wrights
department, actor will alternate playing- the lead
of the house to go., can be sold in till concertmaster John Corigliano 16.
Co.
press
the midweek. The only problem announced that Mme. Flagstad had the conducting staff of the com- flies to Paris, April 18 to handle in “Fortunato/' byHhe Quintero
that might appear is the copiing of left the building. Philharmonic of- pany for a couple of seasons, was details of American participation Bros., which will be presented in
daylight saying time, with longer ficials fcouldn’t recall any such ova- an opera and symphony conductor; in the Paris Exposition, sponsored April by the Da Silva- Warren Tneis
Group.
Da Silva
Howard
Free- atre
However, from first in- tion since the one accorded Arturo in Europe, managed an opera- by the .Congress
sunlight.
it
.. V_
„ for Cultural
^
r
J*
j
__n
.x*. ^
Y
Tokyo before dom, April 30-June 1. Alford will directing the play. Luther James,
in
dications that’s not so much a prob- Toscanini when he retired from symph setup
Negro actor, will alternate with
lem, people still having to get up conductorship of the orch in 1936. World War II, and is musical direc- also rep a national magazine and Lewis Balter.
wire service in coverage of Exat the same time to get to work.
Mme. Flagstad has one more op- tor during the summer at the As- position activities. „HeTI Remain
Donald Cook is chairmaning a
He has also abroad for an additional two
Trial night took on the aspects of era appearance in N. Y., with the pen, Col., festivals.
committee appointed by Actors
opening night, with coverage from Metropolitan in “Alcestis” April 1 guest-conducted at the Metropoli- months following close to the ExEquity Council to examine the
the various dailies and several of then retires from the concert-on- tan Opera, and with orchs in the position, June 1
personnel situation in the union’s
^ rr r# ti -.
At.
i
,ti
j
- V.n
.
_
j Y
l
the legit critics doing followups era stage for good. She madq her U. S , Europe and Israel.
Broadway company of “Stalag various offices, since departure of
all favorable.
debut at the Met on Feb. 2 1935,
17” will put on its show at the - exec see Louis Simon and resigns_
and retired in 1941 to spend the
U. S. Military Academy, at West tion of Christopher O’Brien, Coast
war years in retirement in Nor- OIHJn JMUo nil* l filkll
Point, Sunday, April 6 in a special head Angus Duncan continues as
way. She returned to N. Y. in 1947.
Frisco light Opera
l... Dm
Cm« VaI matinee at 2 p.m. All expenses exec sec pro tern in N. Y., with
uOZ iCL will be assumed by the Academy. Robert Carver temporarily heading
Diva was
tv ae credited
lney USCU to
twAvcu with
m
vtalu j^umug
pulling the
utc
mm a/^
|
Richard Aldrich, managing direc- the Coast office,
out rf
mw-ao**
iepression,
New
York.
: bbuu Take Seen “jf.
Rudolph Friml, Jr., son of the
7
tor of the Cape Cod Music Circus,
t
while establishing a world rep here Editor, Variety:
Hyannis, Mass., appointed Ralph w.k. composer, will provide part
San Francisco, March 25.
with her Wagnerian portrayals.
conIn the recent controversy
G. Roberts, Jr., as general mana- of the score for “Jollyanna, reReaching into the Coast hinter- HSr stay in Norway stirred up a
cerning the value of outdoor ad- ger of the Music Circus for 1952 vised version of “Flahooley,” which
lands, the Civic Light Opera AsSn. lot of controversy, which has now
vertising in what is euphemistically
Edwin Lester will present on the
has inaugurated full-page ads to completely died down.
- yclept show business, your corres- season. Roberts last summer- was
business manager. Bercy Williams Coast in August . . Yiolla Rubber
run in 25 papers from Ukiah in the
Diva appeared with the Philhar- pondents have apparently over- of
no longer holds option on Robert
Cummaquid,
Mass.,
will
be
pubnorth, and Reno in the east, to monic for three concerts over last
{o/t+m- licity j:
wmet jmnAvfmf
looked the most
important factor
cJEnroe’s “Mulligan’s Snug.”
director.
Monterey in the south, listing full weekend. Each was a sellout for 10
the showbill itself.
. . Grace Kelly, John Drew DcveJill Melford, ward of the Theaseason schedules, prices and seat or more days previous with standDesigned for “he who runs may tre Guild’s Beter Davis, whom he reaux and Mary Gildea complete
locations.
ing room capacity sold for all three read,” it is not suited to close in- brought from England 12 years ago* cast of Guthrie McClintic’s “To Be
Smaller-scale move of last sea
performances.
A good part of spection. Terse and legible it must plans to return to England April Continued,” now in rehearsal with
son -apparently paid off, with last Philharmonic sales are on sub- he. The human eye can accept just 13 with her father, Jack Melford* Dorothy Stickney, Jean Dixon,
year’s gross of $450,000 largely, at
scriptlon,
but management re- so much in a given time. Scientists w ho came over to act in the “Cleo- Luella Gear and Neil Hamilton in
tributed to out-of-town biz.
Ac ported over $10,000 in single sales and statesmen have greatly altered patras.” She played in “Saint the leads. McClintic is staging
cording to William J. Zwissig, gen- for the concerts, a top in single the~ worldTn *the" pasTfew^decades, J? an ” fs wel1 as “Oklahoma” ..
eral manager of the Curran and sale mark in many year,
cSSESt
Geary here, huge advance demands
0
n
Ca
McClain, Wolcott Gibbs, William
largely centered on the optional
p|a^ns
pacrotou S
Hawkins, Ward Morehouse, George
pre-season Judy Garland engageU°
Shows
in Rehearsal
ANTA P&yhouse. N.Y.^ March Jean Nathan and Richard Watts,
ment at the Curran, May 26, looks t** —
when ‘aua man
could muac
maxi wuuiu
make a iSfnk
buck
uutiv 31 f or
/ni-ri.N
*
/it
T v
Jr., will play themselves In “Main
month
a
Ruth
Morley
(Musical).
’
to
up last season’s gross to
and keep six bits of it, show print- resigned as costume designer for Street to Broadway,” film being
try\
$650,000.
produced by Council of Living
“Shuffle
Along”
to
become
costume
Milton
Barron,
prod^ Jose" Fe/
The original subscription list for
J° hn H °diak
‘
HUn' credit^ list to flatter t£ ego o£ “ho director for N. Y. City Opera Co. Theatre.
Civic Light Operas 13 years ago
Thcron Bamberger sfnd wife,
James B. Busby and David
ter",’ stare
numbered 1,500. Today the list
“Four Saints in Three Acts” guy who provided the brassieres or Hartman casting for their produc- FhyHis Perlman, back in N. Y. last
in
totals 8,000, with 25,000 season
(M) ANTA, prod.; Virgil Thomp- runs the lamp in the gallery. Prop- tion of Ken Parker’s “There’s weekend after a 10-day holiday
Choreographer
tickets resulting. In addition to this son. dir.
.
erly a showbill- should Include only Always A Murder,” to open in May Florida
same ad also scheduled for the
under direction of Elek Hartman Frederick Ashton, who staged the
“Hook
Ladder” (P)
A1 who, what, when and where.
five Frisco sheets, over 200,000 Moritz, prod.-dir.
Judson Pratt, Charles Martin dances for Moira Shearer m the
The arty boys who clutter up a .
mailing pieces are advancing the
“Of Thee I Sing” (M) Chand- poster with vague symbolic works and Guy Raymond signed for fea- just-completed Metro film, The
tured
roles in “Hook ’n’ Ladder.” Jealous Lover,” flew into N. 1
season.
ler Cowles, Bennett Segal, prods.; more suitable for the Screwball
last
weekfciid, .staying over for
Garland show is optional and not George S. Kaufman, dir.; Jack Museum of Modern Art, non- Humphrey Davis added to cast.
Martin
Shwartz admitted to last night's (Tues.) opening of
Included on thq, four-show season Carson, Paul Hartman, stars.
contrasting colors and gingerbread
membership last Thursday (20) in Sadler's Wells Theatre Ballet (of
“To Be Continued” (P) Guthrie lettering, don’t help any.
schedule, but can be added to the
N.
Y.
pressagents
chapter of which he's co-director) before flyregular season to comprise a five- McClintic, prod-dir.
If this be treason, make the most
ATPAM. Plans to remain with ing home to London . Billy Gilshow scries for subscribers.
of it. If these statements are
Barry Hyams on “I Am A Camera.* bert will haye a lead role in
wrong, then the commercial adThcron Bamberger will open “Buttrio Square,” new musical
Arlcn’* Pagnol Musical
vertisers who use outdoor adver- his Bucks
County Playhouse season which Gen Genaveso and Edward
Celeste Vice Gert
Hollywood, March 25.
tising are nuts. Simplicity and at New Hope, Pa., June
6 with the Woods plan for next season on
Celeste Holm has been engaged
Harold Arlen will score “Marius, sock-’em-in-the-kisser impact are
musical,
“Lady
In The Dark, with Broadway . . Roger Brice will diby Rodgers & Hammerstein to re- Caesar, Fanny,” the Broadway mu- the watchwords. Besides,
most of Kitty Carlisle
Chorus Equity rect sketches for Leonard Sillman s
.
place Gertrude Lawrence in “The sical for next season based on
them are solvent. A'nd with show members, meeting in N. Y. last “New Faces of 1952,” due to open
King and I’’ for the six weeks of three Marcel Pagnol plays.
Thornbusiness, as the fellah says, “corn- Friday (21), endorsed the Equity May 1 in Philadelphia .
Miss Lawrence's summer vacation.
Albert and Frances Hackett are parisons are invidious.”
and Chorus Equity Council resolu- ton Wilder awarded the Gold
Miss Lawrence will begin her writing the book, with Yip Hartion calling for a merger of all Medal for Fiction by the American
Ned
Alvord
summer hiatus some time in June. burg doing the lyrics.
(Continued on page 59)
performer unions, and opposing
(Vet Legit Pressagent )
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SRO N Y. Bow

Sadler’s Ballet in

TVV mwrO
.

i

iiiii

N egro Music-Drama Precm
Set for

Hedgerow Theatre
March

Philadelphia,

25.

“De

Sadler's Wells

Theatre Ballet, -of

which came into the
Warner Theatre, N. Y., last night
to make its debut.',to
(Tues.)
Gotham audiences, bowed in to a
virtual sellout for its two-week run.
Opening night was SRO weeks ago.
Troupe is in N. Y. for 17 performances, through April 6. At a $6
over
top house capacity is a little
$205,000 for the run, or a .net
At*&r$170,000.
of
taxes)
(after
tain time last night, the troupe,
managed in America by Sol Hurok,
had taken in about $165,000, With
only about $40,000 in ducats left
to be sold. Brief engagement looks

-j

London,

What

Is

also

Schlissel In as Biz

this

,

business manager for the Pittsburgh Civic Light Opera Assn, this
year knd will report here the middle of next month to get the ball
rolling for the outdoor • season,
which tees June 16 with “Carousel.”
Schlissel replaces Edward
Choate, who held down the post
last summer but decided against
returning in 1952, to devote his
time to legit production.
Schlissel was on tour earlier in
the year with “Death of a Salesman.” J. Albert Hurley, longtime
choral director for the summer
opera company, won’t be returning
and neither will Furth Ullman,
scenic designer. Latter’s on coast
at NBC-TV doing the sets for Com-

before its N. Y. arrival, taking in.
a total of $1,765,250, or a net of
$1,412,200, for the trek. Total for
N. Y. and the road should therefore reach a gross of $1,070,250, edy Hour.
or a net of $1,582,200, for the 27•

Dinner; Changes

racked up some remarkable grosses

Ballet;

Fmls

Sport for Mnscle

modern

Safety Control
Albany, March 25.

A new
atres,

definition of

to

mean

summer

those

the-

“operating

only during the months of May to
October, inclusive, for a period of
not more than 12 weeks, whose capacity does not. exceed 600 persons,” and which excludes them
from requirements for standard
houses such
as
fire
curtains,
sprinkler systems, standby pipes
and other safety devices was discussed at a hearing Monday (24)
before N. Y. State Board of Standards and Appeals Commissioner

—

S.

Raymond on proposed

amendments to the building code
for places of public safety.

When

‘Heiress’ for S. America
Chicago* March 25.
Dina Halpem leaves next week
to preem the Yiddish version of animous in their
condemnation.
“The Heiress” at the Mitre TheNearly five months afterward
atre, Buenos Aires. Premiere April came the opening
of “Call Me
11 is the start of a 12-week series Madam.” The grapevine had been
of two dramas and two musicals in at work again. This time,
however,
'

,

which the Jewish actress will star. it was underselling the production,
She tours for an additional 12 with rumors of a political satire
weeks in Rio De Janeiro, Sao which would be completely lost on
Paulo, Lima and Santiago before British audiences. The
press on
returning.
this occasion was almost unaniSeason was due to start March 1, mous in its approval...
but because of the lengthy warm
spell, was- postponed to April.

Men

Minneapolis, March 25.
What’s believed' to be g first
occurred when the
hereabouts
Minneapolis Star sent Jack Connor,
its outdoor edltdr and a member
of its sports staff, to cover a ballet
troupe, the Ballet. Russe de Monte
Carlo, playing at the Lyceum. This
was in addition to the regular review by the music and drama critic.
Connor sized up the dancers
from the angle of physiques, athletic development, trimness, etc.
“The idea came- up: Why not
have the sports department go to

Other Ohio Papers Likely

To Copy Colirobns

be learned

much that the
crix are a cussed
bunch of -writers, but that they are
susceptible to high-pressure salesthis, it’s

not so

manship,
duction

Theatre Junket to N,Y.
Columbus’, 0., March 25.
Cincinnati and Cleveland news-,
papers may follow the Columbus
Citizen's idea in sponsoring theatre
tours to New York. The Citizen
last
week escorted 90 Central
*

gives out awards; another for a ible, Raymond replied.
He was other tour of this nature, next sea“spectacular comeback of a per- told by theatre people at the hear- son, is “almost a certainty.” Citizen
former,” thought to be Vivienne ing that some summer situations management feels that the project
Segal, and one to a performer in a operate in May and October.
capitalized on theatre interest in
special reading category, such as
Assumption is that, gradually; Columbus, and that It succeeded as
the Ballet Russe?” Connor ex- a First
Drama Quartet ( “Don Juan the board will tighten safety con- a public service as well as a newsplaned at the outset of his report, in Hell”) member or
Emlyn Wil- trols on strawhats.
paper promotion*
“because those guys really have to liams.
The Cincinnati Post; according to
be athletes. We didn’t know a vasStan Dahlman, promotion editor,
for
entertainment,
As
setusual
tus medialls (thigh muscle) from
considered
such a tour for this
FESTIVAL
the gastroc-nemius (muscle of the up of a long list of talent as guests
spring, and will “check details of
has been abandoned for a shorter,
calf), when we went to the ballet.
the
Columbus
party for possibly
U.
“Now we can say, without fear planned program, offering Odette
use by us next year,”
of contradiction, that if Wes Fes- Myrtil and Victor Borge as stars.
Coral Gables, Fla., March 25.
The Cleveland Press also has inThe Meyer Davis orch will play
ler
(U. of Minnesota
football
Shakespeare festival, staged in dicated interest' in the theatre parcoach) is looking for a pass-grab- throughout the evening.
the authentic Elizabethian style, ty promotion next year.
Regular 16 categories of awards has been set by the University of
bing end, he could do worse than
The Citizen’s venture was saluted
voted on basis of plays and per- Miami for three-week stand stark by Kate Smith On her NBC teledrop in on the Ballet Russe.
"And that goes
Ozzie formances seen up to March 1 of ing April 14. University’s hew Ring cast last Wednesday, at which time
for
Cowles (U. of Minnesota basketball the current season will be: dra- Theatre, with seats arranged in a she urged other newspapers to folcoach), in case he’s interested in matic play; musical; dramatic stars, horseshoe, will be the site of al- low the Citizen’s lead in escorting
locating a new jump-*hot specialist masculine and feminine; musical ternating productions of the Bard’s people to a show-shopping tour of
for his next Gopher squad.
stars,
masculine and feminine; “Romeo and Juliet” and “The Tam- the big City. The Columbus visitors
“The Lyceum stage was full of supporting actor and actress in a ing of the Shrew.”
were guests at the program that
*
six-foot jumps, turns in midfield straight play; supporting players,
Coupled with the stage fare, Sam evening.
and plunges through center, not to masculine and feminine, in a mu- Hirsch, Festival chairman, who, is
Plays included on the Citizen’s
mention grand jetes, entrechats, sical;- stage designer; costume de- a prof of English at Miami U., itinerary were
“Top Banana,”
choreographer; has skedded such events as a meet- “South Pacific,” “Remains to be
director;
fouettes and bourrees. The latter signer;
translated, in order, mean split leg stage technician, and musical di- ing of Shakespeare scholars, panel Seen” and “Point of No Return.”
leaps, crossing legs In midair, toes rector.
discussions, lectures, art exhibits, A poll, taken during the trip back
turns on one leg and running on
films, radio and TV shows and an to Columbus, indicated that the
toes.
Elizabethan street fair combined one serious drama, “Point of No
“Oleg Tqpine, lead dancer, with Frisco Legits
Kids
with a Merrie Olde England ball. Return,” was the favorite.
a wife (Natalie Clare) in the balShakespearian experts as well as
let, had this to say about the balAs Potential Patrons drama critics and editors have been
Production Staff Set
let and athletes: ’The ballet dancer
John Chapman
Critics
invited.
San Francisco, March 25.
has to keep in shapes all the time.
(N. Y. News) and Ward Morehouse
He trains four hours a day. His
William J. Zwissig, general man- (N. Y. World Telly & Sun) have
For K.C. Musical Season
muscles must be in tone the year ager of the Curran and Geary The- indicated their intention to attend
Kansas City, March 25.
around. At 35 he is finished, like atres for the past two years, has the Festival.
Director Richard H. Berger has
a boxer or baseball player or a been working out a program with
lined up his production staff for
,
footballer’ . .
Dr. Herbert C. Clish, superinthe second year of the Starlight
In conclusion, Connor wrote he’s tendent of the San Francisco pub- ‘Large Package’ Legit
Theatre summer musical season
convinced the ballet is a sport for lic schools, to Introduce liying^ theSeries Prepped for Mpls. here.
muscle men Only.
atre to high school children as a
He’ll have six new hands, includMinneapolis, March 25.
cultural and educational instituSubscription season comprising ing Edward Reveaux, stage dition. In the past two years, Zwis12 attractions, instead of the usual rector; Theodore Adolphus, choresig has given approximately 25,000
Theatre Guild four or five, will be ographer; Clem Egolf, stage manseats to students.
launched in Minneapolis and a ager; Morgan James, assistant stage
theatre
was
live
Move to foster
number of other cities for next fall, manager; Sherman Frank, associate
the Civic Light with the Council of Living Theatre musical director, and G. Phillippe
with
inaugurated
Los Angeles, March 25.
Opera .season two years ago and directing activities, it was an- De Rosier, scenic designer. HoldSong of Norway,” last seen o
will continue throughout the forth- nounced here by Sam McDowell of overs include Roland Fiore, musi-'
Broadway seven years ago,, pro!
cal director, and Anthony Ferrara
coming season. Thi* week, Zwissig that organization.
ably will go back to NeW. .York fo
invited 200 juniors and seniors of
a limited engagement after its r<
McDowell is here from New York and Warren Boudinot, assistant
Frisco public schools to the to line up the local campaign and stage managers.
the
v iyal break-in here as
Cte openin
Advance sale already indicates a
opening of “Happy Time” Monday Is arranging a mass meeting of
attraction of. the regular Civi
(24). Show, booked for four weeks
Bight Opera season. Book is bein
business .civic and social -leaders bullish season, with nearly $200,000
sale
revised and the production is bein
at. the Geary, will play host to about
to stimulate interest. A number of in the till from a 10% discount
Minneapolitans have ending April 1. As last year, the
built to tour.
2,500 students before the conclu- prominent
sion of its run.
After the local and San. Francisc
promised McDowell and James season will comprise 10 shows, but
it will run for 76 nights, compared
dates under CLQ auspices, it ma
Incidentally, “Happy Time” is Nederlander, manager of the Lyto 71 nights in 1951.
Play Seattle, Portland and Vai
ceum, their support.
students,
local
of special interest to
The 1952 lineup has “The Great
couver before trekking east fo
Plans call for the “large packbecause it’s the work of a former
Waltz” opening June 23, followed
be
to
shows
dates in Chicago, Boston, Phil*
subscription
age”
of
graduate of Lowell High School
“Good News,” “Vagabond King,”
delphia, Washington, Baltimore an
here and the U. of California, topped by some Broadway smash by
“Firefly”
“Where’s
Charley?,”
New York.
hits, McDowell laid*
‘Samuel Taylor,

SHAKESPEARE

OF MIAMI

’

—

—

climax.

‘NORWAY READIED FOR

RETURN TO BROADWAY

:

|

production

night, and the procomes as an antilittle
Say
about it, and

itself,

they leave the theatre with the
realization that they passed an
enjoyable, agreeable evening. .
Maybe it was a deliberate part
of Jack Hylton’s policy to softpedal
the -advance flack on “Call Me

Madam.”

If so, this shrewd decision paid off with „the national
press notices. It might also set the
pattern for advance handling of

other upcoming Broadway Importations.

As
already
emphasized
In
Variety, the “South Pacific” buildup was not the result of pressurizing

by Rodgers

&

’

Hammerstein
The

or the Drury Lane pressagent

(Continued on page 60)

Gerdiwin Orch Unit Sets

86 Dates for 1958 Tour;
‘Waiting List’ for
Gershwin

1954

Concert

Orchestra,
new longhair unit of 30 people
prepped by Andre Mertens, Columbia Artists Mgt. veepee, for next
season, already has been signed for
86 dates between Feb. 1 and May
15, 1953, with 14 more dates likely
to be added to the tour. Booking
sked is not only unusual for num-

ber of dates, and coast-to-coast
route, but Columbia already has a
“waiting list” for a Second tour the
year following, late In the ’53-’54
season. Unit Js being sold at a
$2,750 to $3,000 average per date,
playing six or seven nights a week,
mostly on one-night stands.

Troupe includes 25 musicians under direction of Lorin Maazel, with
added soloists Including pianist
Jesus ^Maria Sanroma, soprano
Carolyn Long and baritone Theodor Uppman. Program will be allGershwin, on a classical rather
than pop basis. Project was the
original Idea of Meftens, and ha*
the blessing and assistance of the
Gershwin family and estate. Bandleader-manager Howard Lanin is
producing the attraction, with Ira
Gershwin and Robert Russell Bennett sitting in as consultants.

EYE ‘FIFTY GRAND’ SHOW

Woo

New

Oversell .a

Citizen before opening

Ohioans to Manhattan, put them
up at the Paramount Hotel, gave
Raymond explained that the them tickets to four plays and to
May-to-October limit had been in- Radio City Music Hall, and tossed

SET FOR

If there is a lesson to

from

London drama

.

It

London, M«tfch 25.
contrary can you get?
“South Pacific opened last
November, after the grapevine had
been at. work- with reports 'that this
was the. biggest musical of the age,
London critics were almost un-

How

Perry Awards
dinner corporated to sharpen the 1949 def- in a couple of tours. Total cost
which the American Theatre Wing inition of summer theatres. Prior was $97.50. This covered everywill give at the Waldorf, N. Y., to that time, strawhats had been thing except meals, from the Sunnext Sunday (30). List of 19 cate- unregulated. Variations from the day evening (16) departure from
gories of “Tonys” will contain code will continue to be granted Columbus to the arrival back- in
three surprise “special awards.” such theatres, Raymand said, to -the Buckeye capital the following
Programming of entertainment has fit particular situations.
Saturday morning.
also been changed.
And a^ood
A Labor Dept, engineer raised
Citizen theatre columnist Normany steady first-nighters and so- the question whether May and Oc- man Nadei,' who originated the
ciety folk, in addition to regular tober constitute
a, practical design idea, accompanied the travellers.
theatre people, will attend as re- nation of “end months.” May
not Charles l^auderer, a professional
sult of a special drive spearheaded the weather be so cold
then that travel agent In Columbus, set up
by Richard Rodgers, chairman of “the doors of summer theatres can- the tour, apart from the theatre
the dinner committee.
not be kept open?” (The open- tickets (which Nadel has purchased
Categories of the three “special door angle is one of the reasons in January), and also travelled
awards.” have not been indicated,' for the leeway granted). No hard with the party.
but they’re rumored to Include and fast designation of ^summer”
.James G. Crossley, managing
one to a Broadwayite who usually limitations for strawhats is feas- editor of the Citizen, says that an*
toinette

Mpls. Sportswriter Sent

To Coyer

Due

Several important changes have
with
been set for the sixth annual An-

just-completed' tour,
(Continued, on page 60)
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N.Y. Eyeing Barn

George

ca twice in the past two seasons.
Theatre
Ballet
Wells
Sadler’s
its

in

By HAROLD MYERS

i

—

week American stay.
Grosses compare favorably with Surprise Awards listed
the takes of the troupe’*- morerenowned sister company, Sadler’s
For 6th Annual ‘Tonys’
Wellf Ballet, Which visited Ameri-

on

who became involved

and Abel tragedy,
On Pitt Operas Yice Choate Cain
Richard Hauser is staging, with
Pittsburgh, March 25.
Michael De Beausset doing the sets
Jack Schlissel has been named and Jane Lekberg the costumes.

remarkable about

young troupe, making its first
American visit, Is the fact that
the company just completed a 25week tour of the U. 5. and Canada

Mgr.

Adamses,” first play by
Paula Jacobi, with original musical
score by Mark Bucci, will have its.
premiere April 4 at Hedgerow
Theatre in Moylah, Pa.
Story concerns a Negro family

FOR CHI NITERY UNIT
Pittsburgh,

March

25,

“Fifty Grand,” an original revue

by Dave Crantz and Ken Welch,
which was done here at the Playhouse two seasons ago, is being
considered by Merriel Abbott for a
nitery unit in 'condensed form.
Miss Abbott now has the script and.
score, with an idea of converting
it into a cafe package for presentation at a Chi spot in the fall.
Crantz is the pressagent for the
Playhouse, and Welch, who previously attended the Carnegie Tech
Drama School, just came back to
Pittsburgh a couple of month* ago
as musical director for the loefal
comiqunity theatre.

Cincy Stage Skeds ‘Man’
Cincinnati,,

March

25.

Stage, Inc., Cincy’s civic theatre
group, will present Mel Dinelli’*
“The Man,” psychological thriller,
for six night performances starting
tomorrow (Wed.) in the Cincinnati

Art

Museum

Theatre.’

the fourth presentation of
the season by the group, which ha*
Paul Fielding as managing' director
It’s

•y.M

m

t>

Wednesday, Mtrth

LEGITIMATE
of which
question.

Plays on Broadway
and Eugene Lorlng,
bert. Ross
A Arthur Lewi* production ol respectively, who are not billed on
.
comedy in two act* (19 iweites), the program title page.
based an Charles 0 Nears novel, "Three
Although his revisions have preWishes for Jamie MoKyln," with book by
O’Neal apdfc^Ab# JBurrbws, music and sumably brightened. and strengthlyrics by. jisMtlBlsne. i-Stavs Anne, Jef- ened the Wrip& Bur^owS' staging
freys, JohiYjJUltl; feature* JWrtSybjpeler,
imd at feast partly
Robert HsUiday, Malcolm'' Keetn jeltv-Mor' seems infleqliive
row, Rtilph Morsan, Peter Conlow, Char* the cause of show’s general lack
lotte Lae, Walter Burke + Royal JDano, pf
pace.
The Jenkins scenery,
George
pysettings,
Directed
Buyrowst
Jenkins; llghtlnif). Fedqrt .costumes^ MUes particularly the: vivid backdrops,
White; orchestral '-arrsnifcmenls, Robert are exceptional, eyfen by Broadway,
Russell Bennett; conductor Joseph Ht- musical standards;- Miles White’s
tau; choral arrangements, William Ellare unusually decorative,
foldtj choreography, Tod Gappy. At Mark costumes
*9.00 top while
Robert Russell- Bennett’s
Helllnger. N. Y., March 21,
(*9.00 opening).
orchestrations and the William
Tim Shanahan ,
Itobcrt Halliday
Nora
Michele Burke Ellfeldt choral arrangements are

Three WIshe* lor Jamie
Albert

atuslcal

.;

'

;

.

•

;

McCaffrey
Brldgie Quinn
Tirsa Shanahan

Owen Roe

Wilton Clary
Marie Gibson
Charlotte Rae

Tavish

Power O'Malley
Muevc Hnrrtgan
..

Grania O’Malley
Royal Dano

Wilton Clary
Shiel Hnrrigan
Malcolm Keen
Dennis O’Hyatt ............ Peter Conlow
1

Father Kerrigan
Kevin
Sheriff Haines
Dancers; Sandra

While “Jamie”

is

a fairly likable

presumably
in the market for just such a
there’s a question
thing
right
now,
Anne Jeffreys
Jeff Morrow whether this is it. To get back its

Bert Wheeler
John Raltt
...Walter Burke

Jamie McRuin
Randal Devlin
Aunt Bid
Jess Proddy
Big Patrick

expressive.

Ralph Morgan
Billy
Zell,

Chapin'

Dick Foote
George Foster;

Doris Atkinson, Estelle Axa,

Ann

Deasy,

Mary Haywood,

Elizabeth Loguo, Mildred Ann Mauldin, Janet Sayers, Buddy
Bryan, James . Capp, Donn
Driver,
Jerry
Newby, Greg
O'Brien,
Joe
Stember, Robert St. Clair,
Singers:
Leigh Allen, Marion Baird,
Michele Burke, Marie Gibson, Joan
Klbrig, Nancy Price, June Relmcr, Ann
Richards, Tafi Towers, Robert Baird,
Jerry Cardonl, Clifford Fearl, Robert
Lament, Richard Scott, Donald Thrall,
Richard Vine.
•

Pud Flanagan, Jackie Scholle,
Alfred Catal, Martin Walker.

Children;

show and Broadway

is

$200, 000-plus investment, the

would

have

to

.

draw

show

powerful

begs the

play’s

basic

Lindsay himself has stepped into
the Rneup to bring plausibility,
stature and authority to the role
Walter Matthau,
of* the president.
as the manager, is believeable and
contrives to. make the character
Jo Mielziner’s spider-webby setunderstandable if. hot sympathetic.
Glenn Anders Has a comedy clean- ting has a dingy, cluttered atmosup as a family friend who covers phere appropriate to a cheap Cairo
Anna Hill Johnstone has
his 'sense of futility and terror be- hotel.
hind sardonic banter. But it is an supplied distinctive costumes, and
character, Irene Mayer Selznick has provided
defined
insufficiently
But
presumably a victim of script re- a top quality production.
visions.'
“Flight Into Egypt” must be rated
In the supporting cast, Raymond a- major disappointment. Hobe .
Bramley is convincingly cool as a
devious, cynical ‘board member:
Bess Winburn is admirably poised
Anthony B., Farrell & Charles Coburn
as the president’s wife; Marian presentation nf comedy-melodrama in
Russell is appealing, if a trifle un- two act* (eight scenes) by Harvey
Haisllp,
Features Walter Abel, jSonia
sure of herself, as the daughter; Sorel, Anne Meacham,
Patricia Englund,
Bart Burns underlines his single Christine White. Lloyd Knight, Peggy
scene as the dead"boy’s father, and Nelson, Gloria Evans. Directed by John
Larson.
lighting
and costumes,
Sets,
Phillip Pine is suitably 'vehement John Blankenchlp. At Lyceum, N. Y.,
as the latter’s implacable young March 20, '52: *4.80 top.
Commander
Harrison'
Albert Borgh
lawyer. Michael Gordon’s staging
Kelley
Gloria Evans
appears competent, and Raymond Blanche
Susie Blake
Christine White
Sovey has designed an attractive Ruth Spencer
Peggy Nelson
Selma Williams
Patrkia Englund
New England living room and an Wolf
Blankenship
Lloyd Knight
expansive office setting.
-

The Long Watch

'

grosses through the declining-business spring period and survive the
long, lean summer. It may not
have enough vitality for that. But
Besides being producers of “One
there should be interest in a film Bright Day,” Lindsay and Crouse
Hobe.
buy of the show.
supplied the book for the musical
“Call Me Madam” and co-authored
the comedy “Remains to Be Seen,”
Bright
produced by Leland Hayboth
Howard Lindsay It Russel Crouse production of _ drama in three acts (five ward, the former continuing on
scenes) by Sigmund Miller. Features Lind- Broadway, the latter having closed
say, Glenn Anders, Walter Matthau. Ditour.
rected by Michael Gordon; settings, Ray- last week prior to going on
Hobe.
mond Sovey: costumes, Noel Taylor. At
Royale, N. Y., March 19, ’52; *4.80 top.
George Lawrence
Walter Matthau

One

Julian Prescott

Buy

Howard Lindsay

Frederick Newberry ..Raymond Bramley
Stanley Archer
Kermit Kegley
Louise Gordon,
Helen Harrelson

Flight Into Egypt
Irene

Mayer Selznick presentation

of

Ella Kazan’s production of drama in two
Leora Thatcher acts by George Taborl. Features Paul
Bruce Evans Lukas. Gustl Huber, Zero Mostel, Paul
Prescott
Marian Russell Mann. Joseph Anthony. Staged by Kazan;
“Three Wishes for Jamie’' must Margot
Sheila Prescott ........... Bess. Winburn scenery and lighting, Jo Mielziner; cosbe rated a questionable boxoffice Arthur Mitchell
Glenn Anders tumes, Anna Hill Johnstone. At Music
Phillip Pine Box, N. Y„ March 18. ’52; $4.60 top
prospect. But whether or not it Paula LnBarca
John Hagerty
Bart Burns ($7.20 opening).
.
makes the grade on Broadway, it Theodore
Zero Mostel
Cahill
..Addison Richards Glubb
represents an achievement for the Dr. Ferguson
Fred Williams
Joseph Warren'; Hassanr
David Opatoshu
..Raymond Van Sickle Tcwflk Bey
father-son producing combo of Paul Rust
Gusti Huber
Lili Engel
Albert and Arthur Lewis, who
Paul Lukas
Franz Engel
managed to bring it in without
Voytek DolinsJd
According to Broadway credo, a Bubi Engel
Chris Gampel
additional financing, after a Coast Serious drama, to be commercially Bartender
Edgar Franken
Kuglhof
Mr.
tryout and then talcing it off for successful these days, must be ex- Mrs. Kuglhof
Ellen Mnhai
repairs and recasting.
.Jo Van Fleet
ceptional, either in basic quality Miss Foster
John Rodney
Capt, Flcure
For Broadwayites who didn’t see or because of some special treat- Freund
Paul Mann
That presum- Bronson
the musical in its original tryout ment or gimmick.
Don Keefer
Joseph Anthony
edition, it’s- naturally impossible ably excludes “One Bright Day,” Ghoulqs
C. K. Alexander
Karin JSffendl
to tell how this revised version which is an interesting play, but Policemen
Leon Bibb, Randolph Echols
compares. But according to trade seems to lack the theatrical wallop Lipton
Fred Stewart
scuttlebutt, the Abe Burrows re- requisite for boxoffice draw. Howwriting has emphasized the comedy ever, there’s probably a film in the
Perhaps everyone should have
relaxed a little about “Flight Into
element.
Ralph Blane’s music is material.
understood to have been little
Howard Lindsay and Russel Egypt.” Everyone involved in the
changed from the original.
Crouse, who “retired” as pro- show seems -to have been so conThe show, adapted from Charles ducers a couple of seasons ago scious of its “importance,” and
O’Neal’s Christopher award novel, with the closing of Sidney Kings- first-nighters probably expected too
“Three Wishes for Jamie McRuin,” ley’s “Detective Story,” have re- much. At any rate, the play keeps
is a fable about a broth of a boy turned to the managerial ranks giving the impression that it should
who believes that when he failed with this Sigmund Miller drama. be better than it is.
One of the most touted scripts
in a suicide attempt, the good Irish They became re-infected with the
fairy granted him three wishes—to producing virus through Lindsay’s of the season, “Flight” is a rather
travel far enough to be homesick, activity as godfather of the New sombre tragedy about the plight of
to marry a beautiful girl who would Dramatists Committee; a Drama- a refugee couple and their young
love him always, and to have a. fine tists Guild project to encourage son, hopelessly stranded in Cairo
son Who would speak the “ancient and abet‘ not - quite - established as they wait for visas to America.
tongue” and have gift of poetic playwrights. Miller is one of the The George Tabori drama is obvieloquence. As it works out, the latter, and his script was acquired ously affecting to some playgoers.
musical suggests a mild blend of by Lindsay and Crouse after it had But others, while respecting its
“Finian’s Rainbow”' and “Okla- Been tested at Margo Jones’ tiny sincerity and appreciating its largarena theatre in Dallas.
er theme of the futility of escaphoma,”
is a serious play which ism, will find it somehow mechanifairly
pleasant,
handsome has“Day”
something to say without beat- cal and, except for occasionally
show, “Jamie” is chiefly blessed in
the talented, magnetic persons of ing an audience over the head. It touching- moments, curiously reis
also
a
reasonably absorbing mote.
its stars, Anne Jeffreys ana John
Because of its undeniable merits,
Baitt, as well as in several elec- yarn that, after a laggard first act,
comes
to grips with a pretty funda- and on the strength of its intertrifying dances and the sock decor
esting treatment that’s likely to
of George Jenkins. But there’s too mental theme, a man’s integrity
much opportunity to admire the and duty to himself in the face of arousea discussion, “Flight” may
moderate run. But it’s not
visual excellencies' of the produc- desperate economic pressure and- have
his obligation to those dependent the overwhelming play advance retion. That’s a dubious quality for
on him. Possibly in the course of ports indicated, and it could harda musical.
extensive rewriting, the central ly have a commercial success. It’s
Despite the obvious efforts to idea has become partly
obscured prejty heavy stuff' for the screen,
pep up the yam with comedy, some by plot elements that stack
the but might be considerably strengthof which is moderately amusing, deck. Despite its faults, however, ened by the camera’s greater mothe story tends to meander. Blane’s this is a good play
by an author of bility.
songs 'generally sound as if they’d promising talent.
After a deliberate and misfortake a while to catch on, but might
“Day” is about a practical but tune-heavy first act, the play gradwear well. On the basis of a single
conscientious drug company presi- ually comes to life for an effective
hearing, outstanding numbers seem
dent who discovers that one of his first-act curtain and has several poto be “My Heart’s Darlin’,” “Goin’
tent Scenes in the second and final
on a Hayride “Love Has Nothing biggest-selllng products can in act. But even the best
scenes give
some cases cause death. The situto Do With Looks,” “It Must Be
ation is personalized in the presi- the impression of being machine
Spring,” ‘“Army Mule Song” “It’s
dent’s struggle with the firm’s made.- Whilesome of this may be
a Wishing World” and “April
young manager, who takes a “real- due to a seeming self-consciousness
Face.”
istic” attitude.
There is a strong in Tabori's writing, much of it apFrom both story and musical scene in the second act, as the pears to stem from Elia Kazan’s
standpoint, it is primarily Raitt’s father of a boy who died after tak- emphatic and somewhat personalshow. In the title part he not only ing the medicine is badgered into ized staging, which lacks flexibilgives a notable singing and acting admitting
contributory responsi- ity and tends toward too-evident
performance, but makes an im- bility. Two effective scenes’ in the effects.
pressive appearance and has a third act show the board of direcOn the other hand, Kazan unmagnetic quality that commands tors grappling with the crisis and, doubtedly deserves considerable
the audience. As the personifica- at the curtain, the president’s credit for the numerous impressive
tion of the hero’s second wish daughter unintentionally clarify- performances of
a large and adMiss Jeffreys is knockout looking, ing the course he must take.
mirably selected cast. Paul Lukas,
with a breezy, ingratiating perAlthough the author has handled who Withdrew from the top-feasonality and an excellent voice.
the basic theme fairly adroitly, he tured singing role in “Call Me
Her singing of the very difficult has
Into the easy problem- Madam” for this assignment, has
What Do I Know?” in the second play fallen
fault of tipping the scales in practically nothing to do in the
act is a gem.
favor of his side of the Issue. The first act but sit around and sugBert Wheeler is reasonably, disgest inner turmoil, but he has the
arming as the professional Celtic young manager is not only the pro two
key scenes in the second act
windbag and Charlotte Rae, aliew- ponent of an immoral, rational- and
turns in one of his characterized proposal, that the faulty drugs
comer to legit, is a real find in the
comedy singing role of a husband be recalled “quietly” at the risk of istically expert portrayals of slowpossible death of innocent per- gathering passion.
frantic fright from the Auld
Sod.
Gusti Huber, former Viennese
There are also skillful supporting sons. rather than face bankruptcy
for the company and economic dis- actress making her U. S. debut,
performances by Robert Halliday
aster for the company and the gives a stirring emotional performas the marriage-set gal’s
father
Malcolm Keen as the heroine’! town. He is also presented as dis ance as the indomitable wife, but
loyal to the president, as using un
the part is too limited in range to
devoted dad, Jeff Morrow -as.
a.
fair, bullying tactics to wring an indicate how versatile she may be.
jilted lover. Ralph Morgan
as i unwarranted
admission
of
guilt Zero Mostel offers a rather suran(i Peter Conlow in severa
from the dead boy’s father, and facey portrait of a venal hotel
da nce nu mbers. Inciden- as an
adulterer who has seduced keeper; Paul Mann is properly intal^, the ,two .best dances
in the
snow were choreographed by Her- the boss’s daughter and tries to tense as a character arbitrarily creher- against -her father.
All ated to express the author’s' philos-

Although

has been given the GInny
rare exception of a second chance, Tom McGovern
it

,

.

•

1

A

.

•

I

Hum

1

ophy; Joseph Anthony Js persuasive as * psychologically warped
doctor; Don Keefer gives dimension to the part of a humane consular aide, and Voytek Dolinski a
Pollshvborn youngster making his
first ;*t*ge appearance, Is acceptable as the refugees’ brash son.
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Off-B’way Shows
Hurls;

Legend

David Hellwell, Robert *N. Winter-Ber& Darren McGavin presentation of
drama In three acts by Helene Fraenlcoi
based on novel by Dr. Frederic Wertham
Features James Lipton. Olive Deerlng!
James Daly, Arny Freeman, Penny San!
ton. Directed by Morton Da Costa. Sets
costumes and lighting, William Riva At
Cer

March

President. N. Y.,
Nicola Perozzi

^

24, *52.

.Dlno Terranova

Glno Perozzi
Rasa perozzi
Marla
Kathleen O’Reilly
F°cco Aiello

Freeman

James Lipton
...Olive Deerlng
Leslie Vcca
Helen Auerbach
James Daly
Penny Santon

Gabrlella Aiello

“£krk Legend” was ushered

into

the President Theatre, N. Y., Monday evening (24) by David Heilweil, Robert N. Winter-Berger and
Darren McGavin as the first in a
promised play series, of which the

be moved to larger
Chances
that
“Dark
will be lighting any other
theatre are dim, and it will problikeliest will

houses.

Legend”

ably be darkening the President
Anne Meacham before long.
Sonia Sorel
Helene Fraenkel’s psychological
Carl Betz
James Wyler melodrama about a son's abnormal
Capt. Mike Dorgan
Walter Abel attachment
for his mother, is
Joe Davis
Harry Holsten adapted frgm
a book by Dr. FredCoding Officer ............ Peg Menefoe
Ensign Jane Hilton

Lennox

Lt.
Lt.
Lt.

Dick Bennett
Tex Connqly

Shore Patrol
Sutton

Arthur Oshlag

Ann

Lol*

Harmon

Wertham, and its construction
more that of a novel than a play.

eric
is

Lacking

dramatic unity, “Dark
attempt to make a Legend” is crammed with enough
counterpart of “Mister incident for at least two plays,
Roberts” hasn’t succeeded here. one a modern treatment of the
Rather long and tiring to watch, Hamlet-Orestes theme, the other
this comedy-melodrama concern- a folksy rendition of family life in
ing a group of WAVES at a Naval an Italian home and bakery in a
Air-Sea Rescue Base off the coast New England town.
of California is feeble fun and only
Although some of the characoccasionally dramatically exciting. terization is interesting, the clut“The Long Watch” looks due for a tered story lifie interferes with any
short stay on Broadway.
real character development.
The
Authored by Capt. Harvey' Hais- dialog is pedestrian, the curtains
lip, an Annapolis grad, the play is
self-conscious, and the approach
based on his experiences during often literal and* naive.
It is a
the recent World War as head of a questionable venture for pix.
rescue unit that sought out airmen
Direction by Morton Da Costa is
and seamen lost in the ocean. acceptable, if ‘not particularly imOriginally, legit-film writer Morrie pressive.
In the too sketchily
Ryskind was listed as co-author, drawn part of the confused son,
but he pulled, out (together with James Lipton is intermittently efwriter credits) during the road try- fective,
sometimes overwrought
out, when the producers preferred and occasionally immature.
Olive
stressing the dramatic flavor of the Deering is moving as Rosa, the
play instead of the comedy aspects young mother whose aging husas Ryskind wished.
band!s death $s caused by her
Play shows the effect of the two- would-be lovet, and Helen Auerway stretch, with the first part of bach Is a pert and attractive
the two-acter straight farce (and Ophelia who attempts in vain to
pretty corny farce), and the second help the beset hero.
part strictly melodrama from HolJames Daly gives a forceful if
lywood's middle or lower draw somewhat limited interpretation as
(and very contrived, synthetic melo, Aiello, the virile ne’er-do-well who
at
that).
Pat situations, trite seducesT the young mother after
dialog and weak gags make up a the husband’s death, gives her a

A weak

femme

.

*

’

.

-

child, and deserts her for his forvery slowly, mer wife. As the widowed Rosa’s
up sharply for a while awkward suitor, Arny Freeman is
when Walter Ab’el comes on. Cast convincingly comic.
as a fighting sea captain transStandout performance of the
ferred against his will to a desk job evening is Penny Santon in the
at an operations base, and bossing role of
Aiello’s conniving, una' bunch of femmes, Abel gives an
wanted wife. Though the part in

superficial play.
The show starts

picking

excellent^ performance, highly en- its outline is an unsympathetic
one, Miss Santon brings humor and
its alternating brusque
and tender strokes.
Warmth to it.
Play is peopled by a host of very
William- Riva’s imaginative, atattractive as well as accomplished tractive yet serviceable set of an
femmes, who should have had more interior, divided by a scrim from
biting or gripping material to work the shop upstage, is a real contriwith.
Heading the group in an bution to this play, which doesn’t
effective portrayal Is Sonia Sorel, cast any illumination on the BroadVene.
as a martinet lieutenant who rules way scene.
her girls with a harsh hand. Her

joyable in

strict discipline, fostered by a feeling that the girls are out to get her
tricks on- her, is the indirect cause of one
falling
asleep on duty after being AWOL;
forgetting to send an important
message, and thus having a share
in the crash of a plane that takes
five lives, including the WAVE’S
recent bridegroom.
The guilty
kills herself.
Her death,
however, has the sobering effect of
bringing the whole group closer
together, with enmities forgotten,

by playing

WAVE

WAVE
and

officers

and

WAVES

in hap-

pier rapport.

Anne

Meacham, as another
lieutenant; Peg Menefee,
as a
tough coding

Lloyd Knight,
male electrician

officer;

as the sad-sackish
attached to the

WAVES

outfit, give
neat performances., while Christine
White, Gloria Evans, Peggy Nelson
and Patricia Englund, as the quar-

WAVES

of
around whom all
the action revolves, are highly
decorative
and -talented.
John
Larson's direction is okay for the
run-of-mill
script,
and
John
Blankencliip’s sets quite superior.
tet

Bron

.

Desire
(CHERRY LANE,

to plays of the avant-gaTdc and
poetic theatre, has come up with a
rewarding evening in its current
bill at the Cherry Lane.
It consists of three short plays, of which
the .longest is Picasso’s “Desire.”
is
a high-spirited and
ebullient
item in many short
scenes, in several of which objects
resembling slightly Calder’s mobiles arc the chief actors. In most
of the others, a character named
Big Foot, a poet, is apparently trying to write a novel and make love
to a character called the Tart, in
the face of all kinds of interference
Imagine a Dadaist “Hellzapoppin” and you have “JDesire.” It is
handsomely set and costumed by
Julian Beck and the lighting and
weird musical scores are appropriate and helpful. Otto Jones as Big
Foot, Sylvia Short as The Tart, and
Claude Demby as Rotund Shank,
manage their strange assignments
very well.

“Desire”

“Desire”

.

29 May

,

3.

.

•

•

preceded

is

by

an

amusing
called

Earths Kitt, currently singing at
the Village Vanguard, N.Y. has
been signed by Leonard Sillman to
star in his “New Faces of 1952,”
which goes into rehearsal March
3 1... Film actor Tom Drake has
been signed to co-star with Vicki
Cummings in “Hook ’n Ladder,”
Charles IIorner-Henry Miles farcecomedy which went into rehearsal
last week under direction of Al
Moritz
“The Dusty Death” an
original play by Dr. Harold Weiss,
speech department head of Southern Methodist U., will be presented
in Dallas by the Arden Club April

N. Y.)

The Living Theatre, committed

trifle by Gertrude Stein
“Ladies’ Voices,” and fol-

lowed by T.

S.

-

Eliot's

“Sweeney

Agonistes,” described as “fragments of an Aristophanic melodrama.” The Eliot piece, like the
Picasso, is not easily accessible in
terms of meaning, but it's aliVe on
stage.
Christina French, Sdhia
Carter and Peter Forster (Sweeney) in the chief roles read Eliot’s
hypnotic lines effectively. The general effectiveness of this frankly
esoteric fare can be attributed to
the direction of Judith Malina
(“Desire”- and “Sweeney Agonistes”) and Julian Beck (“Ladies'
Voices”), the guiding spirits of the
group.
Gale.

’
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$18,600, FRISCO;

TATTOO’ KIR $16,700
'

i

Chicago, March. 25. Chicago take, aparked by won-.
Aetful “Guys and Dolls’* btfrmess,
k hurdling' the usual March; dull

l

Week

Estimates for Last

Book and Candle/' Great

“Guys and Dolls# Shubert (4th

Lent doesn't seem
with smash $56,860, as

wk) ($6; 2,100);
exist,

to

'

Monday (17) to crix raves, all
directed-to Stapleton and Wallach,
but failed to hit more than $16,700
who is still prez, has during its for its first frame at the 1,755-seat
25 year existence been the head- Curran. House top is $3.60*
quarters for an estimated 24,000
gals who were playing the Hub
either In legit, vaude or niteries.
Co-founders are Mrs, Charles E.
Bacon, Mrs. E. Thayer and Mrs.
-Alvin T. Fuller. Located on Beacon

Northern (4th wk) ($4.$0; 1,500).
Gaining all the time with sock $28,RGO up $500 over previous frame.

goes up 'again.
St.,
the establishment has 47
“Moon is Blue,” Harris (47th wk) rooms in the main building and 18
Perking right up in the
($4.80; 1,000).
annex, several practice
with the aid of Tuesday early cur- rooms and a
library of theatrical
tain; $15,400.
books considered one of the most
complete in. the country.
Names of gals who headquartered
There before hitting stardom reads
[like
a theatrical “Who’s Who,” with
‘Aisle’
Grace Moore, Sylvia Sydney, Mary
Astor, Ann Dvorak, Sally Rand,
Sarah Churchill and Carol Bruce,
then a band vocalist, among the
many who signed the register
when^they were comparatively unBoston, March 25.
Following last week's quantity of known.
current
stanza
has
offerings, the
settled dowii with only two, V Affairs of State” at tfye Plymouth,
Legit Bits
and “Two on Aisle” at the Shubert,
On the horizon is “To. Be Continu- * Continued from pace
ed,” due at the Wilbur April 8 .
Academy of Arts & Letters . .
Estimates tor Last Week
Actors Equity Council last week“Affair of State,” Plymouth) v(2d end
sustained charges brought by
wk) (1,200; $3.60).’ Still in there Rodgers Sc
Hammerstein against
an
okay
with
$18/$00.
Doretta Morrow for appearing on
“Grass Harp,” Colonial (2d wk) a TV program while absent from
(1,500; $3:60). Wound with $5i000. “The King And I” on claim of illHouse dark.
ness. Featured actress (who’s still
“Salt of Earth ” Wilbur (one .wk) out of show) was fined $2,500, with
(1,200; $3.60) Pulled a,sluggish $5,- $500 to be paid immediately, bal-

last

week

t

Harp’ 5G, Hub

i

Saturday ance to be suspended on fulfillment of her contract*
Herman Levin flew to London
(1st
wk) (1,700; $6. Sat., -$4.80 Mon; thru last Friday (21) to conclude ar(24)
FrU.
Pulled $28,000 for seven rangements with Jack Hylton for
(25)
performances.
presentation of “Gentlemen Prefer Blondes.” Carol Channing may
repeat her lead role there, with
John C. Wilson staging. Levin will
Current Road Shows
be gone six weeks. Richard. War(March 24-ApriI 5)
ing has beein doing TV shows re“Affairs of State” (June Havoc) cently in New York, and isn’t plan—Plymouth, Boston (24-29).,
ning to go to London, as erratumed
“Bell, Book and Candle” (RosaKen Britton and Joseph Paul
lind Russell, Dennii Price)—Great will
operate the Laguna (Cab)
Northern, Chicago (24-5).
this summer for the
Playhouse
0
“Brass Ring” (tryout)
Play- second year. Barbara Morrison returns
the
strawhatter for her
to
house, Wilmington (27-29); Walnut,
fifth season as production coordiPhila. (31-5).
nator
. Preston Sturges booked
“Candida” (Olivia de Havilland)
which
(tiyout)—Aud., Charleston, W. Ta. “The Strawhatters,” revue
has been playing for six years in
and

500

night.

here

folded

House., dark.

Hubert

’Two on the Aisle,”
.

.

.

—

.

WRVA

.

Richmond .Northern California, for a stand at
Center, Norfolk (27); Commu~i
mty, Hershey, Pa. (28-29); Klein his Players Restaurant Theatre in
Aud., Bridgeport (31); Court Hollywood.
Chorus Equity in N. Y. last weekSquare, Springfield (1-2); Metroelected six members to rep
politan, Providence (3); Memorial end
membership on the nominating
the
Aud.,
Worcester (4)J Bushnell
committee for the June elections.
Aud., Hartford (5).
Six are: John Schtckling, Eve Her;

Theatre,

;

he C

Phila

~ L0CUSt

<try °Ut>

(3 l?5T"

'

— Au
Mayfair,
.

Sacramento

d, r

(24);
Portland T27-29);
Metropolitan, Seattle (31-5):

Gentlemen
Prefer
Blondes”
Ghanning)
Nixon* Pitt.

“Shrike”
But
“Top Banana,” “Venus Observed'
and others were off from the pre-

vious week.

There were four new shows last
week, and none looks a hit,, likeliest to stay seeming to be “One
Bright Day.” Notices were mixed
on most. “Flight Into Egypt” had
three good notices, one no-opinion

Andrews)

Little

Rock

Future B’way Schedule

124);

Convention Hall, Tulsa (26); Con(Theatre indicated, if set
Joplin (28-29); Forum, Wichita (31-1); Salina
“Do n Juan in Hell” (return),
Aud.,
Au Topeka (3); Plymouth, March 30.
Mu«c Hall, Kansas 4>
“Brass Ring,” Lyceum, week of
City (4-5).
;

Chicago

Blue” (2d Co.)—Har-

2® s

(24-5).

v

Is

.

Om

.

nearly $39.

week,' $10,000).
“Point of No
Alvin
(15th wk) (D-$4.80-$6: 1,331; $37,
924) (Henry Fonda). $38,000 (pre»
vioua week, approached $37,700)*

Return”

“Remaina to Be Seen,” Morosco
f24th wk) (D J$4.80-$6; 012; $25,700), $16,000 in final frame (previous week, almost $13,900),
“Shrike,” Cort (10th wk) (D$4,80; 1,056; $27,700) (Jose Ferrer,
Judith Evelyn). $23,300 (previous
week, nearly $24,500).
“South Pacific,” Majestic (153d
wk) (MD-$6;

1,659; $50,186)

(Mar-

MD

In Indianapolis Week wk) (C-$4.80-$6; 1,172; $31,000)
~
(Katharine Cornell, Brian Aherne,
Indianapolis, March 25.
Grace

•

and conventions for rest

COLUMBUS-TOLEDO

.

•

next attraction, May 5-7. House has
annual Shrine Circus for 10 days
immediately following “South Pacific,”

HOT

IN

George).
Nearly $14,800
Columbus, March 25.
(previous week, nearly $13,8Q0).
“Gentlemen Prefer. Blondes”
Closing ApriKS, to .tour.
racked up a hot $53,700 in eight
“Flifht. Into Egypt,'' Music Box shows split
between Columbu*
(1st wk) (D-14.80; .1,012; $27,000). and Toledo last' Week.
Opened last- Tuesday night (18) to
In four at RKO Palace here
three
good notices (Chapman, Monday through Wednesday (17News; Coleman, Mirror; McClain, JO), troupe garnered $25,900. Four
Journal), one no-opinion (Hawkins, more* at the Paramount, Toledo,
Tele), and four pans (Atkinson, Thursday through” Saturday (20Times; Kerr, Tribune; Pollock, -22J brought in $27,800.
Compass; Watts,- Post); 820,500 on,
seven shows plus a preview.
“Fonrposter,” Barrymore (22d ‘Wedding’ Sets Tour Mark

'

“South Pacific” grossed a record
$53,170 in eight performances at
the Murat here last week, to open
a fortnight run that was practically
sold out in advance. Top was $5.
Mel Ross, house manager, reports
between $40,000 and $50,000 in
mail orders returned unfilled,
“Mister Roberts,”' is the Murat's

'

of

April.

LA.;
3-Week Loss 13G

‘Tonite’ $1,400,

'Candida’ 18G, Balto
wk) (CD-|4.80-$6; 1,082; $24,908) turned away.
Nixon currently has “Gentlemen
(Julie Harris). Over $19,300 (preBaltimore, March 25:
Prefer Blondes,” in for two Weeks,
vious week, almost $19,100).
Olivia De Havilland, in “Can“Jane,” Coronet (8th wk) (C- and then goes dark for a fortnight

dida,” drew them to Ford’s here
“South Pacific” arrives
$4.8O-$5.40; 1,027; $31,000) (Edna before
last week, winding up with a solid
Best,
Basil Rathbone).
Almost April 21 for four weeks. It’ll he
$18,000. Show was included in the
June 2 by “Call
followed
$12,750
(previous
week, nearly
five-play subscription season un- $15,
Madam,” which winds up the sea’900).
der .auspices of the American Theason.
“King and I,” St. James (52d wk)
tre Guild.
(MD-$7.20; 1,571; $51,717) (Ger‘

.

“Member

current,

as

“Long Watch,” Lyceum

‘Moon’ 14G, Kaycee

(20) to one good notice
(Hawldns, Tele), seven pans. Over

Kansas City, March 25.
“The Moon is Blue,” had a mod- $3,200 for four shows.

“Moon Is Blue,” Miller (55th wk)
(Barbara
(C-$4.80; 920; $21,586)
Bel Geddes, Donald Cook, Barry.
Nelson). $17,800 (previous week,

week here at the Or(17-22).
House was scaled
$3.66 top, and take totalled
$14,000, best in the house in several weeks.

pheum

from a

$17,500).

“Mrs. McThing,” Morosco (5th
wk) (CD-$4; $4.50; 1,314; $32,000)
(Helen Hayes). $33,000 (week previous, about $31,100). Moved over
to

wk)

—

—

June

i

I

25.

*»

/

,

‘

\

r'-.l

»

>

1

>

(D-$4.80;

Opened

r

AgtJ.

Morosco from Beck

.

last night

(Tues.).

“One Bright Day,” Boyale
last

1,035;

,

Wednesday

‘Prince’ 166, Detroit

wk)

Thursday

—

—

(1st

Opened

(CD-$4.80; 995; $22,845).

‘

—

Me

of the Wedding” is trude Lawrence). Absolute capacthe year’s fifth and ity, $51,717 (previous week, same).

final subscription opus.

—

s(24-5)

*•*-

•

—

-

Wph^m

week,

(previous

“Paris '90,” Booth (3d wk) (MC$4.80; 900; $20,235) (Cornelia Otis
Skinner). About $9,500 (previous

D

“Good Nite Ladies” opened Sunday (23), with a sturdy ad campaign
April 21.
22.
April
National,
it Show is in for seven
”
receding
“Candida,
be Seen” Hanna,
C1
e
S ays, with matinees Thursday and
“Hook ’a' Ladder,” April 29.
?l (24-29);. Cass, Detroit (31-5).
*
e
looks to do hefty biz.
29.
and
April
Saturday,
“Josephine,”
Curran, San
Fr a?°?
Francisco
(24-5).
“Much Ado About Nothing,” late
P* cifJ[c ” <Janet Blair, April.
“Of Thee I Sing,” Ziegfeld,
^. Tilton) Murat, Indianapolis
( 94
Equity Shows
RKO Palace » Columbus May 1.
(31*5? ;
“New Faces,” week of May 12.
“Circus of Dr. Lao,” ANTA
Royal Alex24-April 6)
( March
Toronto (24-29); Erlanger, Playhouse, May 14.
a *°
“Pursuit of Happiness” Bryant
^*1-3);
Aud., Rochester.
“First Lady,” City Center, May
f4-5)
N.
Y. (28-29).
Queens,
H.
S.
r
28.
“All God’s Chfllun” & «Q Disr^-T^ 0 ° n
Aisle” (Bert Lahr,
“Shuffle Along,” May 29.
GS
Hill Playhouse,
Lenox
Land”
tant
Imper“Wish You Were Here,”
Shubert, Boston
[

997
900).
.

tha Wright, George Britton). Another pig jump,, of almost $3,000,
touching $45,000 (previous week,
notices, three bad.
almost $42,100).
“Stalag 17,” 48th St* (46th wk)
One new show this week, “Grass
weeks in Atlantic City last sum- Harp,” and one off-Broadfway tme, (C-$4.80; 912; $21,547). $14,200
mer.
(previous week, approached $14,“Dark Legend,” arrived.
City is having an unusual Lenten
000 ).
Estimate* for Last Week
rash of bookings. Three shows
“Top Banana,” Winter Garden
Keys : C (Comedy),
(Dratna), (21st wk) (MC-$6.6O-$7.20;
come in next Monday (31), ^Mem1,519;
CD
(Comedv-Dranut),
R (Revue), $51,881) (Phil Silvers). Almost
ber of Wedding,” in returnr en(Musical Comedy),
(Musi- $41,700
gagement at the Forrest; “Brass
(previous
week, nearly
Ring,” at the Walnut, and “The cal Drama), O {Operetta).
$42,600).
Chase,” at Locust. Erlanger reOther parenthetic designation*
“Three Wishes for Jamie,” Hellights April 7 with “Gentlemen refer, respectively, to top price; linger (1st wk) (MC~$6.60; 1,527;
using
(indicates
Prefer Blondes.”
two-for-ones), $51,300)
(Anne Jeffreys, John
number of seats, capacity gross and. Raitt). Opened Friday (21) to five
Estimates for Last Week
stars . Price includes 20% amuse- good
notices
(Chapman, News;
“Bagels and Yox,” Forrest* (1st
ment tax, but grosses are net i,e.» Coleman, Mirror; Hawkins, Tele;
wk) ($3,90; 1,760). Parties proved exclusive
"
tax,
of
Kerr,
Tribune;
Pollock, Compass)
big help to this one, even though
Madam,” Imperial and three pans (Atkinson, Times;
“Call Me
they- cut Into house take. Nice
McClain,
Journal;
(75th
$51,Watts, Post)*.
wk)
(MC-$7.20;
1,400;
$19,800 for nine performances.
“The Cocktail Party,” Walnut 847) (Ethel Merman). Up to $45.- Over $41,000 for three shows plug*
three
previews.
(previous
500
week,
$43,900).
(1st wk) ($3.90; 1,340). Guild sub“Venua Observed,” Century (6th
Closing May 3, to tour.
scription, along with solid recep“Cleopatra*” Ziegfeld (14th wk) Wk) (CD-$4.80-$6: 1,645; $45,000)
tion from critics, helped:' Neat
(Rex
Hhrrison, Lilli Palmer). Over
(D-$7.20; 1,628; $59,536) (Lawrence
$16,200.
Olivier, Vivien Leigh).
Two re- $30,200 (previous week, over $32,
500).
vivals hit almost $55,800 (previous week, $55,500).
Closing
Tacific’ Record $53,170
April 12.
‘BLONDES’
$53,700
“Constant Wife,” National (16th

erately good

Afiril 14.

“Four Saints In Three Acts,”
Blue” (3d CoJ—Ly- ANTA Playhouse, April 16.
Minneapolis (24-29); KRNT,
“For Crying Out Loud,” midMoines
(31-1);
Orpheum, April.
Cl ty (2);
“To Be Continued,” week of
ah**, Omaha

Moon

(pre-

.

—

—Robinson Aud.,

ri
ris

one good notice (Hawkins, Tele)
and seven pans. “Day” had four
good and four bad notices. “Three
Wishes for Jamie” had five good

James ‘Barton), $36,500

:

f

less

Forrest, Phila. (31-5).
t£^
Mister Roberto” (Tod

too° n Is

and four pans. “Long Watch” had

<(

^eekr'ajftflost ,134.700); „
*<Pai joey,” Broadhurst >* (12th
wk)
(MC-$0.6O;
1,160;
$39,602) r
Biggest \Veek to date, with $39,

.

—

(2

25.

Mqi$

wk) (C-$4.80 1,060; $24,096) (Jessica Tandy, Hume Cronyn).
AlWith Hot $28,750 in Pitt
most $22,600 (previous week, same).
Pittsburgh; March 25.
“Glgi,” Fulton (18th wk) (CEthel
Waters’ “Member of the
$4.80; 1,063; $23,228) (Audrey HepLos Angeles, March 25.
burn).- Almost $17,500 (previous Wedding” hit an all-time bonanza
last week at the Nixon. Show got
“Three For Tonite,” package of week, nearly '$17,100).
three one-acters at- the 400-seat
“Golden Boy,” ANTA Playhouse $28,750 for the biggest six-day
bert, Dean Campbell, Jack DabATS-Theatre
Las
Palmas,
rang
up
take
a
$1,400
(2d
(D-$4.50;
wk)
925; $27,000) gross in its history.
doub, Leo Kayworth and Geraldine
its third and final stanza last (John
Garfield, Lee J.
Cobb). Guild subscription helped considDelany. Also, members of the exec in
for a total of $4,800 on the $21,000 (previous week, $20,200 for erably, but. window sale was also
week,
committee to serve with this group
after the rave notices
terrific,
engagement.
seven)
were appointed, in John Dorrln,
Production sustained a $13,000
“Guys and Dolls,” 46th St. (70th came out, and by Wednesday afterChairman; John Schmidt and Ray
the drama had devel(19)
noon
loss on the run.
wk) (MC-$6.60; 1,319; $43,904). As
Cook.
oped into an SRQ attraction. Over
usual, $44,400.
The Blackfriars Guild, N. Y. has
hundreds were*
weekend,
the
“I Ant a Camera,” Empire (17th
advanced its opening of “The Rest-

Flame,” biography of Saint
Augustine, by Louis de Wohl, to
(24-29)
“Gu^s and Dolls”—Shubert^ Chi- April 4. Dennis Gurney will han*
dle the direction, Floyd Allan the
cago (24-5).
sets, and Irene Griffin the cosHappy T * mc ”
Geary, San tumes. The Blackfriars have been,
ir„"
Francisco (2^5).
idle for a year due to a housing
eI»ber of the Wedding”
;‘
.
.shortage.
fTr
!ol
^? ters ) Ford’s, Baltimore
.

M

up

!

.

(Dennis King,
fstelle Wmwood)—Walnut, Phila.
2
9); Ga y et y» Wash. (31-5).
t^
Darkness at Now” (Edward G.
1?

^bmson)

Be

“Jane,”

MC

M

.

date.
“Remains to
its final frame, was

$2,000.

Five benefit parties, which included a special Sunday night performance, kited “Bagels and Yox”
into a substantial take in its first
week at the Forrest. Gross was all
that could be expected, considering that the Yiddish-American revue had milked the area with 10

$28,600,

1

March

to

Seen,” in

tfross

Philadelphia,

Busing,

ori -Broadway was
week; with ‘many’ 'Show.
Vood dnfi dveh better
than the previous ff-tfttie, while
some others fell off,
“South
Pacific”
took
another healthy
jump, of $3,000; “Call Me Madam ”
“Constant Wifi,”
Your
“Paint
Wagon” “Point of No Return”
'and “Mrs. McThing” went up. The
sock “Pal Joey” had its biggest
.

f

yyi'tvv'

•able* last

“Rose Tattoo,” with Maureen
Stapleton and Eli Wallach, opened

;

.

“Bell,

Gardmer

run.

'

•

.

preemed

Blue,’"

there’s

m

production, starring. Kegi-,
ana. Irenejtervey,,
last night (24) at the
Geary, Show is set for a four-week

nald

and
Boston, March 25.
was helped by an -The Hub’s unique Charlotte
Tuesday
performance
Cushman Club, traveling showgirls’
Mflv-night
hit a sellout fig- home away from home,
?18 ) which almost
celebrated
rains ' prevented a its 25th aimi last week
ure, but heavy
with a party
complete SKO.
attended by a majority of show
comes
in
Seen”
be
to
“Remains
biz .celebs currently in town. Club,
April T at the Erlangen, and then founded by Mrs.
Malcolm French,
nothing new until May,
lusty business also,

Joey in Best Week,

Hub's Cushman Club Petes
25th Aimi With Party Young

*Wl, Book and Candle”

tferiod.

k doing
%oon Is

‘Pal

third and final week, Saturday (22).
at the 1,550-seat Geary, slipping
to $18,600. House was-. scaled to
$4.80,
“Happy Time,” a Xeyds Ac

r

•

Ban Francisco; March 2CL
darkness At Noon,” starring
Edward G. Robinson, concluded, its

Detroit,

St> Cbuis,

.

March

25,

“Made In Heaven,” with Richard
Arlen and Hazel Whitmore; wound
up a Single-frame stand at the
Empress Theatre here Sunday (23>
with *• good $10,000 takb on' nine
performances at the usual $2 top*
Melvyn Douglas and Katharine
Sergava tees off a week’s engagement of “Glad Tidings” tonight

four good Notices (Atkinson, Times;
Chapman, News: Hawkins, Tele;
Pollack, Compass) and four pans
(Coleman, Mirror; McClain,
Journal;
Kerr, Tribune; Watts,
Post). $9,400 in five shows.
“Paint T»nr Wagon,” Shubert
/l?tb, wk).^p-$7-2q;,,l,3;§I; $46* ^JTnes,)*
;

25.

‘Heaven’ 10G, St Loiii*

(1st

$27,000).
(19) to

March

“Student Prince” grossed $16,000 in its second frame, same as
the first week, at the Shubert.
The 2,100-seat theatre’s next definite booking Is “Bagels and Yox,’*
set for a week beginning May 5.
Management is looking for product to see it through April.
Cass relights March 31 with “Remains to Be Seen,” booked' for a
week. “Two on the Aisle” is set
for two weeks, beginning April 7*

ii\. ».*

,

i

j - *

.

.

i

L--.^-.

I.

l,

i

show seems certain of a loiMf
Setui^meens that the producamortized comparatively
in
the Weekly take being about

rent

fast,

M© Msdaai

more

London, March

17,
Jack Hylton presentation of musical In
two act* (13 ac«nM>, with' book by Howard Llnd*ay> Auaael Crouse) music and
lyrics, Irvin* Berlin. $tir* Billie Worth,
Anton Waibrdok, features Jeiif Warren,
Donald Burr, Shani Wallis. Directed by
Richard Bird; dances, George Carden;
scenery and costumes, Raoul Ren* du
Bols; musical director,. Cyril Oarnadel;
orchestrations, Don Walker. At Coliseum,
'

London, March 15,
Mrs; Sally Adams

’62 ; $2.50 top.

Worth

Billie

Secretary, of State ....Robert Henderson.
Supreme Court Justice ....Jdayn* Lynton

Congressman Wilkins
Henry Gibson
Kenneth Gibson

Sidney Keith
David Storm

Warren

Jeff

Senator Gallagher ....Launce Maraschei
Mrs, Adams’ Secretary
-..Mary Dean
Butler
Richard Courtnhy
Senator Brockbank
Arthhr Lowe

Cosmo 'Constantine

Anton Walbrook

Pemberton Maxwell
Clerk

Hugo Tantlnnin
Sebastian Sebastian
Princess Marie

.

.

Donald Burr
Michael O'Connor
Ernst Ulman
Stanley Van Beer*
Shani Wallis

Court Chamberlain ....... Mayne Lynton
Grand Duch. Sophie ..Marianne Deeming
Grand Duke Otto
Felix Kenf
Principal Dancer*

’.George Garden;
Olga Roberts
Peplta Andreou, Margot Barry,
Merryl Cussans, Mary Dean, Dorina
Gregory, Danuta Kareil, Margaret Lyle,
Antia Mpgnoni, Leonle Martyne, James
Appleby, Glen Burns, John Graham,
Jo* McBride, Raymond Lloyd, Frank
O'Connor, Vincent Charles, John Ray-

Singers:

ward, Andrew Vernon.
Brenda Bennet, Patricia
Hawkes, Gillian Low, Gillian Moran,

Dancer*

,

r

Paddy Kirshner, Mary Reynolds, Ber-

nard

Hall,

Lacque*

Gerard
Roger Tully.

Luyt,

de

Lisle,

Julian

Nel,

Lionel
Pepper,

Any

lingering doubts as to
political satire of this
Irving Berlin musical would
be beyond the reach of a British
audience, were rapidly dispelled,
as “Call Me Madam" made its West
End preem. London theatregoers
needed only the slightest knowl-

whether the

new

edge of American domestic
to

appreciate

the

politics

references

to

“Harry" and “Margaret" as well as
“The Dean." They were particularly delighted to be able to laugh
at the Americans laughing at themselves.

Having been led to believe that
“Madam" was loaded with incomprehensible allusions, the opening
night audience reacted spontaneously to. the surprise packet which
Jack Hylton bud in store for them.
The reception was as unmistakable
as It wj?s unanimous, and nothing
short of a major catastrophe -can
prevent this from becoming a
100% winner.-

From

opening eulogy, it
shouldn’t be taken for granted that
London has accepted the new Irving Berlin musical without reser-

VARIETY Say,:
"Sticks outstiin# Broadway,
Tko grttntr Holds art*in
tho small citits."
(March 12, Variety, Pag* 571

Woman, aga

23-40, wanted to cash
opportunity to maho
In *th|* 4*14 by directing
horn* talent thews In small cities.
Sponsorship by local civic debt
arranged by company In advance.
In

on

the

monoy

Mast be fre* to travol extensively,
some basinets experience preferred.
Transportation, hotel and meals
provided, plat Income $3504400
monthly.

Writ* to—
Empire Producing Company

Law

building

Kansas City

4, Missouri

political

entertaining

than,

and hardly suitably for domestic
consumption.
„
Staged with an abundance of
good taste and elegance, the story
(which closely resembles a British
musical of recent vintage) provides
‘

*

$20,000.

'

<.

,

All of which explains why producer Derval, rather than depend
on expensive name draws, prefers
to spend it right away on sets and

After covering the big
opening splash (for this producabout $400,000), be will be
costumes.

a first-class comedy and vbcal
vehicle for Billie Worth, whose
erformance deservedly elevates
A versatile
to top grade.
Tr er
artist, she brings a vital personality
to the role of the Ambassadoress*
She is a high-,
to Llchtenburg,
spirited,* effervescent comedienne
gives full
that
wtih a vivacity
meaning to the Berlin numbers.
Mostes*
on
the
with
Hostess
“The
the Ball," “The Best Thing For

tion

handle their romantic numbers
The'
with charm and sincerity.
gal, an 18-year-old unknown, who
small
parts
previously
played
had
in a nitery revue, has a refreshing
style and the talqnt to make her
Donald
a noteworthy discovery.
Burr attains an effective touch of„
good-natured exasperation as the
Ambassadoress’s charge d’affaires.
Although this quintet dominates
the proceedings, the remainder of
the cast has been chosen with

paced

able to retain most of what comes
in. for the remainder of the run.
Despite the fact that the old
flavor of naughtiness attached to
the Folies was a. chief asset, this
has long been changed. To start
with, the gay little ladies Who were
okayed by’ the management to ply
openly in the promenoir disappeared years ago. Also on the stage
that suggestiveness which obtained
until the last war has nearly disYou Would Be Me" and “Can You appeared and' the current revue
Use Any Money Today?" were all has less nudity than ever before.
taken in her stride, but she really
As usual at the Folles Bergere.
shook the audience with “You’re several scenes are lavishly staged
Just In Love," and was called back and eye-filling; The most striking
to take five encores. That was the one is titled, “Porcelain," with the
measure of her success.
talent impersonating porcelain figThe casting of Anton Walbrook. ures. Yvonne Menard, supported
as the Prime Minister of Lichten- by Frederic Key, brings in some
burg was a bold move which paid nudity in the “Opium" scene, and
Like in a series titled “Lucretia Borgia,"
qualifications.
off without
Paul Lukas, who played the part as well as a water scene. The water
on Broadway, Walbrook makes no tank is also used in another
pretense at vocalizing, but tends to scene
showing femmes diving.
recite the lyrics in an agreeable, Very' colorful is. the game of chess
r.laxing style, contrasting neatly sequence. Apart from the water
with the boisterousness of his co- stuff, the only other unusual thing
He excels as the suave, pol- is spotting ^Veronica Bell for her
star.
ished politician who spurns dol- warbling in a bird cage strung up
lars and dried eggs, preferring to high in the center qf the audikeep pis country’s independence.
torium and brought down until it.
Juvenile leads played by, Jeff almost reaches patrons in audiWarren and Shani Wallis make an iiice
contribution, and they
effective
Thejgfirst part of show is nicely

1

great care, and the entire unit
operates as a well-directed team.
The principal dancers,. George Carden and Olga Roberts,' lead the
company through a range of intricate, imaginative routines.

Myro.

this

vations.
Criticisms may fall in a
minor category, but are nevertheless potent.
This is particularly
applicable to one number in the
score, “They Like Ike," which is

.

Unc Vral© Foil©
(Real Madness)

comparatively few
As is usual for the

critic*, it' wan

worth while makinn
the effort to catch the show
monthi

Legit Followup

ahead.
With 'Madam ” .the reverse *«
the tai*. Advance bookings
were
on a comparatively modest scale
©xa- tli© Alai©,
and until the notices had been publ
(SHUBEKT, BOSTON)
lished, the theatregoing public hnrt
Boston, March 18.
displayed little more than a negaIf their eight months on Broad- tive reaction.
Then
way have wearied the cast of this critical appraisal, to followed the
lift this tuner
and
bright revue, the freshest
most entertaining item to appear into the top rank of importations.
As
an
example of the contrasting
around here all season- long,
there’s Certainly no evidence for critical reaction, Cecil Wilson of
either eye or ear. The show came the' Daily Mail rated “Pacific” as
In. top style to wow a town that’s “more
like /South
Soporific ,n
had hard theatre sledding all ..sea- whereas he hails “Madam” as the
son.
wittiest musical since “Oklahoma ”
While Bert Lahr, always a fa- John Barber, Daily Express scribe
vorite hereabouts, takes top kudos who thought “Pacific” “the weak*
for his comic changes of pace, est of all R&H musicals,”
considDolores Gray proves 'equally stun- ered the new arrival “a big,
joyous
nirig both as singer and comedi- show.” Daily
Telegraph
critic/ W.
enne. She has, for one thing,-.
A.
Darlington,
who
compared
torchy voice that really projects.
While the songs she does are no “Pacific” unfavorably with “Oklahoma,” though^ the new Berlin ofgreat shakes, she puts them over'
with marvelous impact to smash fering likely to be one of the most
successful of American musicals.
revealing
an,
with each, meanwhile
infectious and engaging personalAnd so, while signifying their
ity as an actress.
approval of lease-lend in the theaElliott Reid, whose parody of tre, the British critics once again
the Kefauver investigations ranks have asserted their independence.
with the top sketches in a revue Tell us it’s good, they say in effect,
notable for the sustained enter- and we’ll disagree. Tell us it’s not
tainment of its sketches, shares so good, und we’ll still disagree.
honors' with the principals as
straight man, while dancer Kathryn Lee gives a stunning account
of herself. The show, in short,
Sadler’s
more than lives up to* its Broadway
reputation and has, besides its
; Continued from page 57
lively and un-shopworn spirit, a
swift and telling pace .It all looks its biggest week being an $82,500
me.
new and bright, too.
net for eight shows, split between

Two

Washington and Philadelphia, Feb25-March 1. Other sock takes in-

with

blackouts.
Folies some exotic scenes, from
Africa, the tropics and New OrOne sketch,
leans. are included.
revived from many years ago,
which shows how each nation
•views the others, is as good as

cluded_$74,700 for seven in Seattle
and Portland, Nov. 19*24 last; $75,800 for seven, in a Coast split
Dec.' 3-8, and several weeks when
Pursuit ol
the take exceeded $60,000. Tour
(LENOX HILL. N. Y.)
finished last week in Boston, with
At the Lenox Hill playhouse, a $64,000 take on the week.
Theatre
gives
N. Y., Equity Library
The SWTB is in the Warner Thean agitated if uninspired produc- atre on a straight rental basis,
tioq of Armina Marshall and Law- with the- Hurok office paying all
rence Langner's “Pursuit of Happi- running expenses.
Rental

Happiness

new.
Although these is no star credited to the show, this rating rightfully should go to American dancer
Eileen O’Dare. This tall brunette
ness,’’ and this commotion augurs
appears four times, the final time
a weak windup to the ELT Commuearly in the second act to enable
nity Theatre season in the Bronx
her to get to the Tabarln where
and Queens, where borough audishe is now doubling. She stops the ences have just been offered such
show with her aero dancing. She tasty fare as the ELT “Pygmalion”
.also evidences some thesping ability.
Her .tap dance is done on an and “Lady in the Dark.
Broad and studied direction by
.inclined stage.
Robert Hartung accentuates the
Other important girls are strip- contrivances of the play, which
per Yvonne Menard, a lively looker, concerns much ado about bundling
and Ruby Richards, a Negro dancer in
the days of the American Revowho enlivens several scenes. Rey lution.
The actors have small opworks well as a dancer and actor. portunity to bring out anything
The vocalizing is done by comely more than the obvious in the typeVeronica Bell and Negro singer character
parts.
Babe Wallace. Both are okay but
The most thankless roles, those
would benefit by shortening their
of
the
hero
and Heroine, come off
numbers.
in this production.
As the
Comedian Randall, a perennial best
handsome
Hessian, Paul Anderson
Folies Bergere name, has a couple
displays restraint, adroitness and
Ellison
and
of sketches with Gladys
humor; Mary Carver, when she
Suzanne Harze helping in one. He overcomes
an inclination to simper,
grabs plenty of laughs. The act
has some appealing moments, espewhich oddly enough gets the toughcially in her comic pantomime.
est break is the one next to closing.
11

’

Paris, March 25.
Paul Derval production of a revue in.
acts
(20
scenes).
Directed
by
Michel Gyarmathy. Score by Pierre Larrleu; choreography by Hazel Gee, assisted by Yvan Rikow; spng* by Larrleu,
Georges and Andre TAbet, Francis Lopez, Fred Freed, Maurice Vartdair, Varona and Brodsky; sets, Michel Gyarmathy; costumes, Gyarmathy and. Mrs,
Paul Derval; lighting, Paul Dupuy.
Features Eileen O'Dare. Yvonne Menard, Veronica Bell, Frederic Itey, Randall, Babe Wallace with Alperoff, Ruby
Richards, Valy Vemet, Irene Goddard,
Ferreira, Eliane Merrll, Marceau, Sonar
Xengor, Les Slccos. Sive Norden, Maurandl, Rlva, Ivan, Basse, Gladys Ellison,
Suzanne Harze, Les Bel Air, Lionel, Rethe stock characters, James
gina, Lucienne, Michcline, Leila, Tunis!. The audience, which is just waiting Of
Leone, Line Gerbault, Frauds, Bor el
Ward is droll and inventive as the
Anne-Marie, Little Francois, the Folles for the big finale is impatient over ascetic,
devil - minded
minister,
Bergere mannequins, the Folles Bergerp having to watch Les Bel Air, two
strippers, the Folles Bergere dancers, the acrobats, perform, however, good./ while Hope Newell as an amorous
Folles Bergere boys. At Folles Bergere,
servant;
Vincent
Rourke
as
a recalThey register nicely despite this.
Paris.
The production, staged by Michel citrant father, and Velma Roy ton
as
his
pious
wife/'
and
Charles
For the last 29 years,* Paul Der- Gyarmathy is a big one with nice Grunwell as a deus ex machina in
val has been running the Folles sets and beautiful costumes, made the regalia of an officer
of the RevBergere. He has made the name under the supervision of Mrs. Paul olution, all do as well
as can he exDervay. The lighting is okay. The

two

’

'

of the theatre such a by-word that

now

a tourists’ “must” and.
a valuable show property
that it operates on its rep. This is
the 28th show Derval has produced here. Considering that the
last one, which opened with Josephine Baker as its star, lasted
nearly three years, and the one
before that about two years, it
seems obvious that the name of
the theatre is its chief lure. Cur-

it

is

such

full company, on the stage totals
slightly over 100. -There are nearly
200 people employed back stage in-

pected, Logan Ramsey’s portrayal
ef the lout and rival suitor is distractingly broad.
•

Gene Calahan has provided 'an
cluding 67 grips plus 22 electricians. This explains where much attractive set, though the offstage
of the nut goes. The score is played door-slam sounds more like a bodyby the 17-man orch, batoned by fall.
Vene.
Pierre Larrieu or his assistant
Emile Marechal. It offers no numbers to write home about, being
mostly oldies.
maxi.

is

or around

ance,

and connecting

STORY BUILDING
SIX
of offlco space. Street
Corner
floor.

ft.

location stores of 3,000 sq.
spilt us as desired.

ft.

Will

sell

or lease as unit er will
.

and modern
ALL AIR CONDITIONED— EDISON STEAM HEAT
PIPED DIRECT TO BUILDING.

First Class Fireproof Construction with all latest

equipment

$30,000 for the

engagement.

The SWTB is the resident company of th% Sadler’s Wells Theatre
in London, while its sister troupe,
the Sadler’s Wells Ballet, makes
its home at London’s Royal Opera
House, Covent Garden. Both companies are under direction of Dame
Ninette de Valois. The troupe con-

entirely

sists

of

young

—

MOVIE THEATRE FULLY EQUIPPED,
DITION AND READY TO OPERATE

are principal choreographers,
Elaine Fifield and Svetlana Beriospva are its lead ballerinas, and

John*Lanchbery and Robert Zeller
share the podium. Following its
N. Y. stay, troupe returns home
^
to resume at Sadler’s Wells Theatre. It will also

mer

at the

this sumFestival.

appear

Edinburgh

ATTENTION
STRAW HAT
PRODUCERS
full length MuPlay available, with tw» people
for Barltona Character Leading
Acter-Plbnl*t . , . costumes
1140 Period . . . can be presented In
one got ... no orchestra required.
Play has terrific surprise audience
angle. Author intorasted in haarlng

Rqdlq-TV Scrlpter has

sical

cast

Men and

t

from Summtr Thaatro Manager that
produce with well known star of
your own ^selection. Script available

will

for

reading.

BOX* Y-32052, c/o VARIETY,
154 W. 44Ht

St.,

New

York 34. N.Y.

IN FIRST CLASS CON*
suitable for vaude.
.
.
burlesque, production shows, summer stock, boxing,
dine and dance, dance hall, theatre restaurant, nite club or
burlesque show bar. Ideally situated for television or radio
broadcasting company; using office building and studios in
confunctlon with theatre for broadcasting live shows; and

buildup had assumed immeasurable
proportions long before its opening, with the first house sold
months in advance and bookings
being set well in 1952. The buildup Was good for the theatre, insured the success of the production, but left the public high and
dry. Many who had deferred their
bookings
may have wondered
whether after reading some of the

WANTED
LITTLE

THEATRE DIRECTOR

The Harrisburg Community
founded

In

1*24

television theatre.

SEATING CAPACITY OF
ladles'

All

.

rest

burg

Interview on April

Mrs. Robert

J.

14,

Bill

Hurlgck Street, Harrisburg, Penn*.

ell

life,

opportunity

for

enterprising

person

er

group.

fer further Information

A MILLION DOLLARS' WORTH OF PROPERTY FOR ONLY

WRITE, WIRE

$250,000.00
Reasonable terms to right parties. For mere Information-

call

er write

SQ.,

BOSTON
i

l1.1

in

SIDNEY

te: MR.
I, MASS.

a r-

i

Tel.
\n..

B.

FLASHMAN,

70

SCOLLAY

.

Phene: Plantation 1-1111

Rente 51,
-v,

OR TELEPHONE

BILL GREEN

LAfayette 3-7074.
.

Summtr Thtattr

—

lo-

sections.

Wonderful

Grata's

Undtr Canvas
Fully Equtpptd
Stats 1200

—operate business
summer—centrally
Boston's night
and professional

35535

13,

Plttsbargli, Pa.

14*

Porter, c/o H.C.T., 513

AVAILABLE

etc.

FULLY AIR CONDITIONED
cated In heart ef

1st and 2nd balroom, smoking room,

*400, Including

modern conveniences,

end men's leunget,

Theatre,

(now plant opened

last fall) is Inviting applications from
qualified directors. Write for Harris-

ville, tab,

conies.

dancers,

none over 25. Mme. de Valois,
Frederick Ashton and John Cranke

‘Madam’

SCOLLAY SQUARE OLYMPIA THEATRE
with approx. 17,300 sq.

re-

ported about $1,500 per perform-

Continued from page 57
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price* at the boxoffice. Two Lust
theatres 0 |t Ninth St. in Washington, the Leader and Follies, have
T
gotten up to $1 admission for
them, which is. as much as live
burlesque can get in most places.
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Scully’S Scrapbook

w By

Frank Scully
1 1 1 >
idi
by which the Times-Star
In the new corporation, Lust has
agreed to pay $7,500,000 for the taken over distribution for- 22
Hollywood*
Enquirer to American Security &
'Mi territory
states and D, C.
Listening tprSwUwi-maRlispuBd -o# oveh'^fitukl fljpfce authp^Mvely
Trust Co. of D, C., which operates
covers the Atlantic ’'boast 'from thanj.therspieters'for.Gheuterficlds, I got to- thinking about the divinity
the Enquirer; Cincy’s. sole mornMaine
to
Florida
and
runs' Mland that shapes; our. literary ends.- No y.ouJh, it seem,ed to toe, showed less
ing. paper. A staff spokesman said
S
r
as Louisiana’,' TeriVlessee’ and
it opposes the sale to Times-Star as far
outfits is presenting an, elaborate
“because we do not believe any Kentucky. Remainder of the.coiif^
memorapublishing
collection of
President one group or -any one family should try will be sold on' a states, rights
Princeton.
to
bilia
exercise a monopoly or near-mo- basis. John Rose, distributor v/ho
Dodds of the university will for- nopoly of the press in any. large has handled some of these pictures which’ included' ^eoVge E.,sqkblsky, HoWatd Dietz; M. Lincoln Schuster,
Morrie Ryskind, Frederic Pitts, Merryle Stanley Rukeyser, Clarence. E.
mally accept the presentation May American city. ,r
in the past, will work with Lust.
Inmemorabilia,
literary
14 of the
Lovejoy, George- Roberts, Elliott Sanger, Abe Rothman, James MarThe burlesque show on film, shall, Rabbi. Max Felshin, George A, Hough and Silas Seadler, Oscar
timate letters of American authors,
We Glister's French Painters
which may eventually. replace live Hammerstein,
and the like, dating back to .1866
2d, Herman J. Mankiewicz, Harold Lamb, Ray Perkins,
colThe
J.
Herman
Wechsler’s “Lives of burlesque in many parts of the
when' Holt was founded.
Frederic R, Coudert and William Henry Hnnemann. But, like Mank,
lection goes to 1940 and includes Famous French Painters” (from country, is an outgrowth of short
Hammerstein,
Coudert and Perkins, Hillman was enrolled in Columbia
correintimate
1800.
published
will
be
to,
1950),
such items as
16m pix tailored originally for
spondence of Sinclair Lewis, Carl April 1 by Pocket Books (subsid of coin machines. Indeed, some of the College, not journalism.
letof
men
Shuster).
Simon
&
Wechsler
is
kindred
and
In those days this choice made a tremendous difference. Many, of
Sandburg
existing handful of feature-length
Owner of the F.A.R. Gallery, in burlesque subjects were produced course, went from journalism into business (two even became bankters.
New York.
on 16m stock and are being shown ers), but few went from college into journalism, The college students
This is his third tome for Pocket
Doubleday Subaid Revamp
that way around the country today. clustered around the east end of the campus under the statue of AlexBooks. His “The Pocket Book of
journalism students parked at the west end
Doubleday is moving offices of Old Masters” has already sold
Lust estimates that, since the ander Hamilton, while the
Though only a hundred yards
Its subsid, Blakiston, from Phila- over 500,000 copies. Wechsler left burlesque show on films originated under the statue of Thomas Jefferson.
delphia to Gotham early this fall. for a month's vacation and buying after the war, fewer than 15 have separated the statues of these early patriots, they were as far apart in
of
veepee
Phillips,
Theodore A.
trip in Paris last Friday (22).
been produced. First of these is ideas as Fifth Ave. and 10th, and so were, the students who rested
the company, has resigned to keep
believed to have been “Night at beneath them.
Philly.
in
residence
Hamilton’s statue at least had a tieup -with Columbia. He’d gone to
D. C. Press Club Cites Performers the Follies,” in 1946. Best-known
Mrs. Eunice Stevens has been
Board of directors of Washing- and probably most widely played school there, was' a smart operator In the field of finance and -$as
appointed editor in chief and Gil- ton’s National Press Club has has been “International Bur- voting the Republican ticket long before there was one. But Jefferson
bert Cooper continues as sales voted a scroll of appreciation to
lesque.”
One, “Hurley Burley,” never went to school north of Virginia.
manager. Frank Egner of Double- leading entertainers who* appear
was shot In New York. The others
The Jeffersonian Journalism
day, formerly prez of Funk & Wag at club functions.
made
in L. A.
were
Blakisnails, has been appointed
Nevertheless, Jefferson did represent the point of view of journalism
First goes to Florence Desmond,
Half
a dozen people have turned students. Didn’t he once say if he had to choose between a government
ton general manager.
British entertainer, who appeared,
them out; most have been pro- without newspapers or newspapers without government he would have
last January at the inauguration
duced by Merle Connell, who has chosen the latter?
Hillman's Cifo Spirals.
or the club’s officers,
been a film cutter, producer, etc.,
Mags in the Hillman Publications
Maybe that was what lured Hillman from the east end of that campus
the Coast for many years. He,
on
stable increased their circulation
Bill Tar* a V.P.
to the west end, because for a college guy he seemed always Off limits.
25.05% for 1951 over ’50, one of
William Targ, manager of the incidentally, is the father of James The only friend T knew he had on our side of tjie campus was Abe
the biggest gains in the magazine trade department, elected v.p. of Connell, who'll head production
Rothman. Abe subsequently went to Australia and became a bureau
field for the year. Total newsstand World Publishing Co.
for Candl Films.
manager for Universal Service. While In Las Vegas a year ago I
were 54,854,580,
for '51
sales
Targ joined World as an editor
Cost*
Low.
received a phone call from him regarding some saucerlan story that
against 43,699,562. for the previous in 1942, and prior to his associaHe was calling from
Up
to now, despite considerable broke that day among the bajloonatic fringe.
year.
tion with World he was in the reproduction has been hap- New York; where he now managed the Australian Press Assn., he told
Publications included are People tail book business in Chicago. His demand,
Today, Pageant, Movieland, Real headquarters are now in New hazard and strictly hand-to-mouth. me.
Except for this friendship, Hillman showed none of the skills which
Story, (Real Romances, Headquar- York. He is the author and editor Some pictures were produced by
ters Detective, Uncensored Detec- of numerous books including “The taking a camera into a theatre and have distinguished him on more recent years. Sok was a great speaker
show.
in those days. So .was Jimmy Danahy. But Hillman could have been
tive, Real Detective, Crime Detec
American West,” “Carrousel for shooting an actual burlesque
tive, Airboy, Dead-Eye Western, Bibliophiles,”
the recently pub- Others were 'produced from script scratched anywhere without bellowing about his bites from type lice.
Western Fighters, Frogman and lished “A Reader for Writers,” and in a studio or vacant theatre, and
I suspect he got into the field of journalism more or less by the
Top Secret (last five are comics). the forthcoming study of the book some were combinations.
kitchen door. One of our classmates was Maria Sermolino, who bepublishing industry, “Books and
Cost has been peanuts. One was came quite a gal in the hierarchy of Time. Her father owned GonPublishing.”
Cultural Freedom Conference
made recently,.for $12,500, which faroni’s, one of the best known of Greenwich Village restaurants.
The American Committee for
may be a low record. They’ll have Hillman met her and through her met her sister, whom he married.
CHATTER
a
Cultural Freedom will -sponsor
to cost more in the future because This assured him a foreign-tasting meal anyway, and possibly gave him
three-discussion conference at the
Paul DefiiS becomes Broadway of the new contracts with the a taste for foreign travel.
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, N. Y., Sat- columnist for Movie Fan Magazine unions. Prices have been around
Like his pal Abe Rothman, Hillman got a job as bureau manager
urday (29).
Elmer Rice, Max with May issue.
$15,000 on the average for no-star for Universal Service. He was first assigned to Berlin and later to
Eastman, George S, Counts, Mary
Earl (skater) Reynolds, now 84, pictures. They go Up by about London. Though at that time I was conducting Variety’s “European
McCarthy, Richard H. Rovere and being profiled by Lafayette (Ind.)
$5,000 when a name stripper is Runaround,” I never ran into Bill Hillman abroad. One time the old
Conway Zirkle will -discuss “Who Journal Courier.
used. Among pictures now in dis- bunch anchored in New York planned to have a reunion at Villa
Threatens Cultural Freedom in
Charles Samuels in Hollywood to tribution are some starring Lili Variety on the Col de Villefranche above Nice, France, and this would
America?” H. Howland Sargent, write a series of pieces for the
St. Cyr, Betty Rowland, Evelyn have included invitations to continental strays like Bill Hillman. But
F. S. C. Northrop and Sidney Hook
Ladies Home Journal.
West, Hilary Dawn and Gay Dawn. Hitler’s mouthings scotched the plan. So I have not seen him since
will speak on “How .Can We DeHinson Stiles, N. Y. Mirror manfend Free Culture?” while the aging editor, due back in Gotham
In a couple of instances, pro- the days when we were undergraduates together. But I have followed
third discussion, “TJie Struggle for
ducers have been so strapped for his career with great interest because, as I say, he didn’t seem to have
April
1.
from vacation
Cultural Freedom
Europe and
Kyle Crichton edited Laraine’s cash that, after shooting got under what I thought it took to be a great newspaperman, and kept proving
Asia,” will be handled by Lionel
Day’s “Day With the Giants,”, way, they had to stop, sell states that he did.
Trilling, Arthur Koestler, Lewis
I can see how the Prez and Hillman might have hit it off. They both
which Doubleday is publishing in rights to several distributors on a
Galantiere, Franco Lombardi, Sir
April.
cash-in-advance basis, and use the have granite qualities that Emily Post would have liked to rub down.
C. P. Pama Swami. Iyer and BerBut how Hillman could have got so close to the heartbeat beneath the
“Bigger and Better Boners,” money to complete the pictures.
tram D. Wolfe.
Prez’s granite exterior as to be addressed as “Dear Bill,” and have all
edited by Alexander Abingdon, to
Lust has tried to put his Ninth
Sessions have been called under be published by Viking Press,
the private thoughts, memos and conflicts dumped in his lap, to do
of
fulltime
basis
on
outlets
a
St.
auspices of the Congress of Cul- April 1.
with as- he pleases, still amazes me.
burlesque, taking over
tural Freedom, of which the ACCF
Ben Kaufman is editor of The celluloid
Though “Mr. President” bears Bill Hillman’s byline, Hillman has
freformerly
which
the clientele '
is an affiliate.
Fifth Estate, published monthly by
Theatre, also contributed only 15,000 words out of a total text of 80,000. Even the
the Publicists Guild of N.Y., with quented the Gayety
credit committee of the Screen Writers Guild would balk at givihg
on Ninth St., which' turned from
Sokolsky’s Doubling
first edition out last week.
him exclusive billing on such a disproportionate share of the work
It’s not generally known that
Gene Autry closed a deal with live burlesque to legit a couple of involved.
N. Y. Journal American columnist General Features Syndicate for a years ago.
It does not seem to be the slightest doubt that this book will hit the
George *Sokolsky doubles as an daily and Sunday comic strip
He has gone into production, he
editorial writer for the N. Y. Daily based on his film and TV adven- explains, because he could never bestseller lists.
“To Whom It May Concern”
Mirror. This is chiefly on' national, tures.
get enough product before. A good
political editorials. Sokolsky’s conJudging from a letter the Prez wrote on Oct. 1, 1951, Hillman must
Bob Ruark’s sequel to. “Grena- deal of the time, he had to create
tract with the Hearst Newspapers dine Etching,” which sold 36,000
have
done
masterly
piece of selling. This is a skill which is not gena
pictures by juggling clips
permits such an elastic “doubling.” copies in 1947, will be published his own
In
create erally believed to be essential to a newspaperman’s equipment.
He has a teletypewriter' in his- this summer by Doubleday under from various pictures to
lack
fact,
the
of
it
is
more, common than among subway guards. Yet
new combinations of burlesque
home which goes direct to Mirror the title of “Grenadine’s Spawn.”
line
Prez
was
the
Hillman
that
he
wrote:
the
so
fetched
by
“and
$1,”
says,
he
“We get
editor Jack Lait’s office. In the
Lester Velie, top staff writer on shows.
“Dear Bill, I have thought long and hard about 'making available
main, however, the editorials are Collier’s, specializing in crime ex- we know that most theatres which
will judge
by Lait and Glen Neville, his exec poses, resigned after disagreement take these pictures, when they are to you my private notes and papers for publication. As youfrom reading them, nearly all were intended to remain in my personal
prices.
advanced
at
play
available,
ed.
reIs
Ruppel.
with editor Lou
file.”
“Our plan is to make the picture
ported tying up with the SateveHe expected that there would be those who would construe this as
suitable for the censorship standpost.
Cincy Enquirer Staff’s Bid
a political act.. “You and I know better,” he added.
Infinity, monthly of American ards of the northern states, which
Corporation has been formed by
“Bill, I have known you throughout my seven years as President
the
South
Photograstrict.
In
Magazine
the
most
of
are
845 employees of the Cincinnati Society
Enquirer seeking to enter, as phers, contains a blast at the N.Y. and Southwest, conditions are not and during that time I have always found in you the objective reporter
and
penetrating interviewer.”
lensmen
fremag
giving
pictures
for
not
the
cops
friend of the court” in the U. S.
so tight and
This tribute is terrifique. That a man could be trained in the slanted
district court hearing April 28 on proper cooperation when they’re quently play large theatres.”
of Hearst journalism and emerge as “an objective reporter and
field
assignments.
news
covering
proposed sale of the Enquirer to
penetrating interviewer” is more amazing than if cocoons should
the Cincinnati Times-Star Co. EmMary Frazer, formerly of the
emerge into philosophers.
ployees group will attempt to per- Houston Press and now a special
suade the court to permit the staff Scripps-Howard writer in New
Had Hillman been trained under the professors of the school of jourto buy the -daily.
nalism at Columbia he might have dived into the sea of Hearst jourYork, is in University Hospital,
Hearing will consider the con- Philly, as a result of an auto acContinued from page 2
nalism and emerged as an objective reporter, because on that faculty
cident there Saturday (22).
pants, there wasn’t a Hearst man. There were Times men, Trib men, Post
Langston Hughes will autograph on a pair of Sweet-Orr work
the men, World men, but no Hearst men.
his new book of short stories, as a demonstration of how
Nevertheless, here is testimony from the sitter himself, that the
strength can be dramatract

Holt’* Princeton Gift

With Henry Holt &.Ca mpvtog
headquarters this
Its publishing'
week to consolidate with the Field
offices onMadveditorial
& Stream
both'
son Ave., prexy Ed Rigg of
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Zenn Kaufman
'

“Laughing

SCREENPLAY

Keep From

Crying;”

trousers’

West 146th street

(N. Y.)

tized.

,

.

'

Writer prominent in

has
scremplay

which

major

anginal
Coast

tigsncy c.rtifi.s as dofiniffhOiid
quickly saloablo .IF iditid to half
Its
present length.
One week's
work for proper party; nothing to
actually write; just' judicious bluepenciling

of

present

manuscript.

Author offers cash or percentage
deal to accredited screen writer or
screen editor.
No others need apply.
Please list your most recent
credits in first letter,

«/o Variety,

»—***•-« u,,i. 4

-

'

'

•

(TV)

box Y-25023,

New York,

t!M

N. Y.

.

To show how radio and tele painter was skilled in making objective and penetrating portraits.
Of course, I realize that every President has to pick somebody in the
apartment of Robert Bosley Hu- ideas can pep up sales meetings,
field of Journalism, who strikes his fancy as being superior to ..all, the
bert next Sunday (30), under aus- he staged an impromptu quiz proothers.
Woodrow Wilson had Ray Stannard Baker, Franklin D. Boosepices of the James Weldon John- gram. To illustrate how a firm can
vert had Robert E. Sherwood, and now it appears that Hatiy S. Truson Literary Guild.
use Barnum-type bally, he used a
has
man
William Hillman.
“flying saucer” gimmick, skimming
Though I have never met him, the Prez has been friendly -to jny
paper plates into the audience,
literary
efforts,
too.
He gave me a nice plug when “Rogues Gallery”
each good for a cartoon of his
was published, and more recently has revealed that he is a* lover', of
Bump-Grind Pix
company’s ciggies.
Kaufman, who has given similar poetry, indicating that in putting in a pitch for “Blessed Mother
Continued from pa ge 1
speeches before a large number Goose” he* was not going outside his field. The AF carried the story,
sales and trade organizations in- and even the N.Y. Times, which never reviewed th« .book, tarried the
of
houses.
good
in
played
they’ve
try
They've also been in skid row terested in applying show biz con- Prez’s praises.
The rapid kickbacks to “Mr. President”, from Jimmy- Byrnes,'' Henry
to their problems, handed
cepts
palls.
theatres, drive-ins and
out copied of his “showmanship Wallace and Bernard Baruch made it appear as .if .the word “liar”
Midnight Showings
very near the surface and likely to explode any moment’ But -all
was
basic
inlists
12
which
yardstick,”
Occasionally both roofed-over
These are: mystery, this should be grist- to Hillman's mill, and 1 only hope he had.the foretheatres and drive-ins have played gredients.
sight
to* spread his royalties over a span of years, because otherwise
motion,
them only at special midnight per- realism, simplicity, life,
formances following the regular timeliness, pictures, color, conflict, most of it will be owed in Mr. Truman’s Department of Internal ReveJdghui seuad,* beauty^
at the
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to
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CHATTER
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over at Hotel Nicollet Minnesota

Londoa

Terrace.

Exotic dancer Tanya at Vic’s for
Theatre broker Blanche Furman return engagement with the CharIn Mt. Sinai hosp.
acters, comedy act, and singers
Ad exec Charles Schlatter, fol- Sophie Tucker and Adrian Loraine.
Minneapolis Flame continuing
lowing a hospital siege, home recuperating,
new policy of “Musical Vignettes,
Ceorge .Sidney* Metro director, offering Gershwin-Kem melodies
orch and four
12-piece
in -from Culver City Monday (31) with
for a three-week vacation.
singer*.
.
^
^
Dario Soria, prez of Cetra*Som
Indications point to. early finale

urday’s (29) “Rooftop Rendezvous”

on TV.
Harry Martin
*

chief.

Variety

staffer

for Lyceum legit roadshow season
with’ the only definite remaining
,

booking befog “Darkness at Noon,”
April 9-13, to follow the current

“Moon

Is Blue.”

Paris
By Maxima de Bebc

off

and London,
Paramount story editor Alan (33 Bd. Montparnasse; Llttre 7564)
Edith Piaf at the Drap d’Or.
Jackson and wife (Phyllis Blum of
MCA) off this week on a short
Quentin Foster now singing at
European junket.
‘Italian

Films

Gino Cervi,

made “Les

hosting

Export

Chez

a tour

Lake

Dave Stein says he is offering
RKO’s manag- Hildegarde
to Drap D’Or, Paris
ing director in Britain, returned to nitery.
.*
London Saturday (22) on the Queen
and pantomime
Marceau
Marcel
Elizabeth after several weeks of group into Left Bank nitery La

?

,

*

City.

1

S. Wolff,

,

hOmeoffice confabi.
„
,,
Major Herschel Bentley, leading
man with Kay Francis in current
acto
tour of “Theatre/' recalled
tive Army duty, assigned to the
Pentagon in Washington.
Ann Ronell (Mrs. Lester Cdwan)
has authored a tune, “Five-PennyWhistle Blues,” which United Producers of America Is using in one
of its Columbia cartoon shorts.
Richard Ney, film actor; Norman
Evans, British music hall comedian,

!

Anne Kimball vacationing at
Dqvil Makes Three/' a Germanafter three weeks in Britain U. S. production to he made in Balboa.
w
Robert Merrill to Salt Lake City
with a USO camp show. Company
concert.
goes on fo Germany and Iceland,
Introduction of first strip-tease for
Gene Leslie recovering from
Charlton Heston with his wife. In Salzburg ended with Eleonore
surgery.
minor
of
series
do
a
Lydia Clarke, to
TLuma and cafe owner Herbert
Johnny Grant hospitalized for
personals at outrof-town screen- Winkler given 10 days each in
surgery.
minor
Earth.”
on
Show
“Greatest
fogs of
county jail.*- (Sentence was susMike Frankovitch in from Rome
The Crazy Gang show, “Knights pended.)
for a short visit.
’qf Madness” at Victoria Palace,
Mary Reeves joined the Helen
which has just passed its second
Ainsworth agency.
birthday, has played to 1,500,000
Frankie Farr back in town after
people.
from
arrived
a long stay in Tucson.
By Helen McGill Tubbs
Toren
Marta
Louis K. Sidneys celebrated
Hollywood last weekend, for her
Prime Camera is appearing fo
their 39th wedding anni.
co-starring role in Claude Rains an Italian film at Tltanus studies.
Trains
Watched
Norman. Moray In town for conpic, “Man Who
American actress Yolanda DonGo By.”
lan in from London for a tour of fabs with Jack L. Warner.
, *
,
,
Bryan Foy back to work at .WarDavid E. Rose planed back from Italy.'
Hollywood to attend preem of his
Paul Le Pere is writing English ners after a siege of virus.
Mel Dinelli to -.Albuquerque to
latest Coronado ^production. “Sat- sub-titles for several of the DeSica
e S
urday . Island,” at the Odeon, pictures for showing in the U. S.
J"?™ to St. Louis
ir*Sn.
Richard Arlen
Leicester Square last week.
for a
Eva Bartek, Hungarian actress,
“Made in Heaven."
J. Arthur Rank to be guest of
role in British pic, “The legit whirl in
signed
for
honor at Variety Club luncheon Venetian Bird,” locationing in
Lex Barker and Arlene Dahl to
tomorrow (Thurs.). Date originally Venice.
Squaw Valley for a week of skiing.
had been fixed for last month, hut
George Murphy emceed Metro
Val
producer-director
British
was postponed because of death of Guest- here on his way to Sicily to Studio Club’s annual dinner-dance.
the King*
Carrillo out of the hospital
Leo
for islands suitable for future
Second production by the Eng- look location.
after treatment for a back injury.
film
lish Arts Theatre at the Winter
C. Owenbey upped to veeLloyd
“Goplayed
Walter Talun, who
Garden was the 17th century compee of National Theatre Supply
liath” in “David and Bathsheba”
edy, “The Constant Couple’’ on
Co.
Italy
native
his
March 14, which succeeded Chris- making a tour of
Frank Freeman, Jr., checked In
“The Firstborn.” appearing in wrestling bouts.
topher Fry’s
Gypsy Rose Lee and son, Eric, at Paramount after 10 days in the
Al ec Chines repeats fine periorm
east.
gave when foe piece was arrived from Barcelona where she
ance
Ann Blyth to Honolulu to enShe
picture.
last revived at Arts Theatre Club has been making a
tertain at hospitals and Army
goes on to Stockholm for a theatre
in 1947.
left for Paris last

1
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Robert

•

.

L
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°^^nru Sani into Dinarzarde nitGrill tomorrow
ery for a chantoosy stint.
Louis and Renee Carroll SchonAthenee Theatre dark on the
freighter
via
Coast
ceit go to the
day
of Pierre Renoir’s funeral.
through the Panama Canal early
Josephine Premice to Brussels
In June, then to visit relatives in for a three-week music hall stint.
Salt

Hollywood

Henry Ginsberg in, from N. Y,
as part of
Ralph Cattell laid up with virus
Academy Theatre repertoire.
Blackburn jailed for JaEddie
American
Annie Bosar inked, by
pan.
director Andrew Marton'for “The

Zucknwr

•

Inez.

Jimmy Davis back from

Italianat the
(Thurs.).

star of the
Miserables,”

Rainbow

Carl

Rome

Herb Golden and

today (Wed.) via Israeli
Airlines for Tel Aviv, Athens, Paris
wife

.

Gerhard Hauptmann, finished

by

.

.

.

_

late
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Records, dew to Italy .Saturday
(22) for two weeks oh 01*/
Frank Sinatra, who recently
exited MCA, huddling with Abe
Lastfogel, William Morris agency

I

Clifford Davis, radio critic of the
Daily Mirror, is m.c. of next Sat-

Dressing Room.”
/Herbert Engelman” drama by

Rose Rouge.
Claude Autant-Lara' supervising
rhihhlntf 01
nf ms mm,
film “Devil
the
uevu in me
miDDing

m

|

Flesh,” into English.

•

John Huston picked model Praline for a role in his- forthcoming

bases.

date.

David Janssen going on leave of
“Moulin Rouge.”
absence from UI to join the Army
Jack Leewood running between
April
1.
films
Pittsburgh
Paris and Rome to keep two
San Francisco
Gloria Swanson and Brandy Brent
going at dubbing -studios.
Hal Coben
By
Friend
in
By
Ted
town after a long stay in
back
the
bill
at
heading
Lena Horn
Joe Hiller, who just hit 80, got
Tucson.
Dr. Kinsey in for lectures.
Lido for two weeks, and then off
license plate. It’s JH 60.
head
inked
to
his
new
Thomas
Turnbull in from AusDanny
Ernest
Israel.
and
Rome
Milan,
for
5.
tralia to gander product for the
and the eight-member Wallaby
Dancers Byron Cuttler and Bob Prince gifted his wife with .Newspaper Frolic, April
acrobatic troupe in from Europe Othella Strozier moving from Le a Cadillac for their 11th wedding
Vincent Sheean covering the Hoyt chain.
anni.
Gerold Mohr lined up a tour of
Thursday (20) on the Queen Eliza- Carrols to La Canne A Sucre.
hills,
from Telegraph to Twin
. .
,
Singer Julie Fenton was Mildred Peaks.
10 lectures to plug “Voice of Amerbeth.
Lack of coin for Cannes Film
David Golding, Goldwyn ad-pub Festival likely will permit only one Fenton the last time she played
Pacific Opera season underway ica” airers.
Danny Thomas awarded a citadirector, wings in from the Coast New York film critic to plane over. ll0]T0
at Opera House with “Rigoletto”
Nancy Reed home for a date at as opener.
tion by the L. A. County Jewish
Friday (28) for homeoffice confabs
Even the French crix acknowlMarilyn Miller doing the seven War Veterans.
on the upcoming “Hans Christian edge that American dancer Eileen Monte Carlo, where Robert MaxAndersen.” He’ll return west next O’Dare, steals the show in the new well’s on the bill.
hills; ditto Georgia Neese C^ark
Morton N. Feiler to Tokyo to
Drama Quartet booked prior to her Pan-American Pacific make arrangements for Far East
First
Tuesday.
Folies Bergere revue.
back into Syria Mosque for two takeoff.
tour by Gene Autry.
Ellin (Mrs. Irving) Berlin and
nights next October.
Karl Struss celebrated 33d year
Dean Jennings, Chronicle coltheir second daughter, Linda, have
Lou Fordans celebrated their umnist, inaugurating late hour as cameraman at luncheon with his
joined the songsmith on the Coast
Cleveland
40th wedding anni and Charlie platter and palaver program from first boss, Cecil B. DeMille,
two
for
stationed
where he'll be
Pullen
By Glenn C.
Garratts their ninth.
Edmund Grainger will be guest
Showboat Club in Oakland.
or three months working on two
Ann Glider quitting Miriam
Molly Picon in town Sunday (23)
speaker at conference of Texas
filmusicals, both at 20th.
Sage line at Copa and Rosemary
Showmen in Dallas.
COMPO
Abba Eban, Israel ambassador to plug bonds*for-Israel drive.
Pappy Howard’s radio-TV orch Baillie replacing. her.
Athens
Jeanmaire returned to work in
to the U. S., and Mrs. Eban will
Mitzi Cottle and Jack Sweeney
be hosts to U. S, and foreign reps doubling at Daffy’s Stardust Room.
By Irene Velissariou
Les Paul and Fran Warren stager will .head cast of Tech’s Scotch and
Invited to the preem of “Faithful
Zara Leander and Peter Kroyder severa * days out with a leg injury,
of April Soda Club’s 1952 musical.
City,” first Israeli-produced Eng- set for Loew’s State week
Jackie Green headlining Carou- at the Femina
lish-speaking feature film, set for 11.
Greek actress Katerina cele
Loulse Barber, formerly of sel this week, with Ben Blue folPark Avenue Theatre April 7.
brated 15th anni on the stage.
Monday (31).
Miami Beach
London maestro and BBC radio- WGAR staff, new canary in Pier- lowing him inCostello,
Ballerina Rosalie Slanteck in
at
personal
&
Abbott
Room.
Bronze
Thai’s
son
TV packager Maurice Winnick in
By Lary Solloway
Hildegarde coming into Vogue the Stanley April ll_m connection from Wien to appear in two baland out of town on a flying trip
Ted Ashley, radio-TV packager,
lets.
weeks after with “Jack and the Beanstalk.”
to set an exchange panel of Room April 12 for two
“Show Boat” (M-G) playing day- at the Lord Tarleton.
Sylvia Karlton signed for sum“What’s My Line?” with the Good- current run of Jan August.
Benny Goodman soloist with U.
“Student date at Orpheus and Esperos the
in
engagement
mer
the
about
squawks
some
Despite
team
U.
S.
$on-Todman office; the
of Miami Symphony at Dade and
atres.
Kirsten Flagstad hooking, singer Prince” at Paper Mill Playhouse.
to fly to London and vice versa.
week of
Auditoriums
Francoise Amoul in town to at- Beach
Dancing Evans Family home
June Valli, new RCA Victor re- did two sellouts at Severance Hall. again after three-month Camp tend preem of her new “La Plus April 4.
Leonard Greenberger reopened
cording artist, who only three
Rex.
Aldo Ray here for personals on
new Shows tour of Europe and Africa. Jolie Fille du Monde” at the
years ago was asking Ezio Pinza his Fairmount nabe with a
Mario Ploritis, film and stage “Marrying
by
partied
Kind,”
Mary Martha Briney & Bob
one damaged in
for his autograph, sang before the stage replacing
__ a
of
„ N. Y., as
_ guest
„
—
Briney have teamed up for a critic, off to
Wometco Theatres, met press and
fire.
Philadelphia,
Club,
Poor Richard
Green
s.
U.
Bill
S. government, to study Ameri- radio reps at Lord Tarleton.
are
at
and
nitery
act
Tokyo
from
in
Dlck'Williams flew
With the ex-“South Pacific” star,
Doris Hackney, Dick Walsh and cam show biz.
Pupi Campo heads for Latin
with
who today is also a Victor disker. to spend his vacation acting
Casino, Philadelphia, for stand beGhost” Kaye Leslie make up the cast for
SI Fabian, prez of the Fabian old chums in “Gramercy'
PlayTurtle”
at
the
of
“Voice
ginning April 10 and. then to Bill
Repertory troupe.
Rm»1in
circuit, named chairman of a din- for Lakewood
DCniQ
Miller’s Riviera, Ft. Lee, N. J.
Main Bocher, Broadway costume house.
ner to be held at the Waldorf-AsLeonard
Arturo, maitre d’ aide at Clover
By M. Lane
toria May 1 which will help push designer, flew in with
Zelma
West Berlin has its first cafe TV Club, back to Chicago and Chez
a $25,000,000 -fund-raising cam- Hanna, Jr., to dine with
Paree, with currently vacationing
set.
Chicago
paign in behalf of Yeshiva Univer- George after seeing her “Consul”
Play House.
Gene and Charles Jones, of the Mike Fritzl making the local
sity’s projected non-sectarian Med- performance at
“Ice-Capades of 1962” opened at National Broadcasting Co., stopped rounds under his guidance.
Chances of getting stock comical College..
the Chicago Arena for a run.
are
spring
this
pany
at
Hanna
over
here for three days for a rest
and.
soprano,
Kim Hunter, local lass (known
Brenda Lewis, Met
John Balaban, circuit head, off before flying to Cairo for a new
Local promoon Beach as Janet Cole), played up
Tossy Spivakovsky, violinist, will growing slimmer.
for Florida and Cuba vacation.
group
Louis
ters
dickering
St.
NBC
job.
for
of
Miami press as native gal “who
dinner
by
annual
perform at the
Irv Kupcinet, Sun-Times gosBerlin city authorities are fram- made good” after winning Acadthe New York Committee of the are having trouble raising money. siper, back from the Academy
ing a set of laws intended to pro- emy Award (“Streetcar Named DeFrankie Yankovic, polka bandAmerican Fund for Israel InstituAwards shindig.
tect youths from corruptive influ- sire”).
tions, tonight (Wed.) at the Wal- master on Columbia disks, openVittorio De Sica, Italian film didorf Astoria. Guest speaker will ing music store and studio near his rector, in town for talks with Abe ence of cheap literature and bulcut
plans
to
let-filled films.
nitery here.
Also
be Justice Ferdinand Pecora.
Teitel, film distributor.
r
Garry Stindt, former Berlin
Joe Laurie, Jr., .was recipient of band s tours to weekend dates this
Lorella Val-Mery in ahead of
Philadelphia
newsreel rep for Metro’s News of
summer.
a gold life membership “card” at
“Remains to Be Seen” opening
pic,

|

,

.

the Saints & Sinners shindig last
Friday (21), when Vice-President
Alben W. Barkley was the “fall
guy.” As a former “fall guy“ (honor guest), Laurie was entitled to
the solid gold encomium but, because of wartime shortages, it was
delayed.

Day and the National BroadcastMae Morse staying a week April 7 at the Erlanger.
By Jerry Gaghan
only for NBC,
Main Street Club, where Jackie
Sonny Bems and Pat Dennis
Nate Gross, Herald-Amerlcan ing Co., now works
from “Remains To Be columnist, back at his post after Stindt claiming he found it im- have formed Coronet Theatrical
possible to do both jobs.
Seen” cast, did a drumming guest several months in Florida.
Enterprises, new booking outfit.
“Crossroad of Freedom,” the
appearance after his Hanna perRecreation Commissioner Fredcontroversial German-made film ric B. Mann and Paul Whiteman
formance.
which has come undeb heavy fire will be honored by the Real EsJoyce Selznick, pressagent for
Ella

at

Cooper,

Vienna

“My

because it gets so anti-Soviet that
it
is rated pro-Nazi, incited another small riot in West Berlin
nixed
has
Innsbruck city council
when
a nabe house attempted to
all crime pix.
it.
Pic has been condemned
A Robert Stolz concert skedded show
by
West
German Film Self-Control
foi this month in Konzerthaus.
Board.
scheduled
Blue”
Moon
Is
“The
as next show at Josefstadt The-

Six Convicts,” finally got hold
Jim Morton, reformed bank
robber-author living here, to do
some personal appearances for Co-

of Big

Minneapolis
By Lcs Rees

lumbia

Hal Otis Trio into Rogers nitery.
Artur Rubinstein here for con
Cert.

Spike Jones underlined for Prom
Ballroom.
Point Supper Club offering Doc
Evans Dixieland band.
Exotic Chinese dancer Lee Wong
tops Red Feather show.
Circle theatre in-the-round offered “Night of Jan. 16.”
Edyth Bush Little Theatre extending run of “Double Door.”
Nitery owners pledged support
to police in all-out effort to

keep

minors from buying drinks

ille-

gally,

Persian Palms has comedienne
Nell Cotten and exotic dancers
Bonnie Boyia, Sally Lane and Mary
Hart.

Singer
Eugenie
dancers Delyfor,

Baird

and

By Emil W. Maass

pic.

Washington

atre.
By Florence S. Lowe
Film director Andrew Marton
Ray Milland due in this week
shooting “Autobahn” near Salton studio chore.
Ballet Theatre in on Saturday burg.
Schoenbrunn Film Co. finishing
( 29) for two performances at Concultural shorts on Vienna historical
stitution Hall.
Spring being heralded by un- spots.
Pianist Paul Badura-Skoda inked
shuttering of two drive-ins, the
Sidney Lust in Maryland and the for concert tour of U. S. and
E. M. Loew in nearby Virginia.
Canada.
Faye Emerson, dubbed “Qufeen,”
American Transglobe Co. finishLanny Ross and Victor Borge will ing its first pic, “I Was Jack Mortihighlight Front Page Ball of Wash- mer/.’ at Sievering Studios.
ington Newspaper Guild, April 4.
“Vienna Women,” 0 an AvantNew members of Variety Tent 11 guard production of Schoenbrunn
are; Jack Laurence, WMAL-ABC Film Co. preemed here but was
announcer; William Stewart, rated a dua.
Equity Film Exchange salesman,
State Opera orch preemed
and Nicholas Gaston, owner of Richard Strauss’ last compositions,
“ Queen’ ^in -’the
:<ItiDAytlihe M land
Dl«t)Mew. Orleans:' ofoeryi
|

»

Avoiding

—

.
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tate Board.

Club

421,

one

of

the

town’s

name band and recording
showcases,

show

has

abandoned

artist

the

policy.

Art (Craig) Mathues, nitery vois in a Cape May Court-

calist,,

house hospital, suffering from a
knee injury,
Lisbon
The )Pump Room, at Orsattis,
By Lewis Garyo
intimate dinery, has switched to an
“On Riviera” (20th) on long run entertainment policy with Boo
at the Tivoli.’
Barry featured.
All Lisbon and Estoril cinemas
Charles McConnell, prez of Lorecently had only American pix, cal 77 (musicians union), is ready
to resign because of. ill health.
an all-time record.
Linda Baptista, Brazilian singer, He’ll be succeeded by v.p. Romeo
back to Rio de Janeiro after play- Celia.
date at the Monumental.
Steve Allison, late night gabber
MOlCro’s Spanish orch with sing- for WPEN, moved into the Blue
ers Urretra and Maruja Gracia Angel (24) with a -late show from
here on tour for three months with the club’s new Steve Allison
.
most of dates in. Lisbon niteries.
Room.
Latin Casfoo gave testimonial
Dalva de Oliveira, Brazilian
songstress, planed from Rio de party (19) to Inquirer columnist
Janeiro to fulfill two-week date at Frank Brookhouser on occasion 01
Sha
the Politeama, where she .was a release of hi?, haw“ .bpqk K
Made the Big Tch i*

63

O
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Daughter of th® great Fr«d Stone, actress/ columnist
movie magazines, and co-producer of Broadway's ‘Top Banana*, Paula Stone is now on the air.
And who said there Is a dearth of radio sponsors?
The Paula Stone show has full sponsorship six days
every week."
^-irv/ng kupcinet, the sun-times, Chicago
for the

“If there is

'Paula is the. ‘Top Banana' of radio. Chatting with her
on her daily program is now an established social
custom for all the great names of movieland when
they visit New York."
JIMMY STARR, HERALD-EXPRESS, LOS ANGELES

a feminine equivalent to the phrase ‘Top

Banana*, and if it can be applied to radio, Paula
Stone is it! Your reporter knows of no on® fettles’
*
—GEORGE CLARKS, THE RECORD, BOSTON

—

II
It

That busy

girl,

Broadway

hit,

in

her

own

Paula Stone, who helped produce th®
'Top Banana* now has a personal hit

Well qualified to speak of events in the entertainment
. . . Okay with the badinage and can conduct

field

an interview

celebrity radio show.*'

in

a manner to

retain interest

vivid delivery."

dnd has a

—jo

*

se,

variety

—OMAR RANNEY, THE PRESS, CLEVELAND
tl

This
It is

a happy combination of Theatre and Radio.
easy to see that Miss Stone has spent her life in
is

Show

Business."

—JOHN

K.

SHERMAN, STAR-TRIBUNE, MINNEAPOLIS

"Paula Stone knows her way around every branch of
show business. Does a good selling job for her sponsors, working plugs deftly into a smooth line of show
business chatter } . . Show moves dlong at an unusually fast pace for a chatter airer."
—JUNE SUNDY, BILLBOARD
'

"Paula Stone is as air-wise as she is Shubert
Wise. Her new radio show should make her a Hooper
‘Top Banana’.”—Clifford m. sage, the dauas times herald
•

"The new Paula Stone show has the whole town buzzing
* Paula's knowledge of the movies and the
.

.

.

theatre

and informative show as there is on the air
these days."
—the union, san d/eg
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